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LETTER 

FROM THE 

SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 
ACCOMPANYING 

he a annual report of the Board of Regents of that Institution to the end of 
June, 1886. 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION, 

Washington, D. O., July 1, 1886. 

‘Sire: In accordance with section 5593 of the Revised Statutes of the 

nited States, I have the honor, in behalf of the Board of Regents, to 
t bmit to Congress the annual report of the operations, expenditures, 

nd condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year ending June 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F, BAIRD, 

Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 
Hon. JOHN SHERMAN, ! 
; President of the Senate, pro tem. 

Hon. Jonn G. CaRLisiy, 
ie Speaker of the House “ Representatives. 



ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION TO THE 
END OF JUNE, 1886. 

SUBJECTS. 

1. Proceedings of the Board of Regents for the session of January, 

1886. 
2. Report of the Executive Committee, exhibiting the financial affairs 

of the Institution, including a statement of the Smithson fund, and re- 
ceipts and expenditures for the year 1885-86. 

3. Annual report of the Secretary, giving an account of the operations _ 

and condition of the Institution for the year 188586, with the statistics 

of collections, exchanges, ete. 

4. General appendix, comprising a selection of miscellaneous memoirs 

of interest to collaborators and correspondents of the Institution, 

teachers, and others engaged in the promotion of knowledge. 

The report of the National Museum for the year 1885~86 will be pub- 

lished in a separate volume. : 

IV 
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JOURNAL OF PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF 
THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 

WASHINGTON, January 15, 1886. 

In accordance with a resolution of the Board cf Regents of the Smith- 

sonian Institution fixing the time of the annual session on the second 

Wednesday in January of each year, the Board met this day at 10 

o'clock A. M. 

Present: The Chancellor, Chief-Justice MORRISON R. WAItE; Hon. 
SAMUEL B. MAXxeEy, Hon. JusTIN S. MoRRILL, Hon. OTHo R. SINGLE- 

TON, Hon. WILLIAM L. WILSON, Hon. WILLIAM W. PHELPS, Dr. ASA 

GRAY, Dr. NoAu PorTER, Dr. HENRY CoPPEE, Dr. JAMES C. WELL- 
ING, General MONTGOMERY C. MEIGS, and the Secretary, Prof. SPEN- 
CER F. BAIRD. 

Excuses for non-attendance were read from Dr. John Maclean and 

Senators Sherman and Cullom. 

The Chancellor announced the election of Senator John Sherman as 

President pro tempore of the Senate on the 7th December, 1885, which 

placed his name on the Beard of Regents as acting Vice-President of 

the United States. 
He also announced the appointment by the Vice-President (Hon. 

Thomas A. Hendricks), on the 23d of March, 1885, of Hon. Shelby M. 

Cullom, of Illinois, vice Hon. N. P. Hill, whose term as a Senator had 

expired. 

The Chancellor announced the re-appointment as Regents, by joint 

resolution of Congress, December 26, 1885, of Dr. J. Maclean, Dr. A. 
Gray, and Dr. H. Coppée, whose terms had expired, and the appoint- 

ment of General M. C. Meigs, vice General Sherman, whose term had 
expired, and who was no longer a citizen of Washington. 

He also announced the appointment by the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives (Hon. J. G. Carlisle), on the 12th January, 1886; of Hon. 

O. R. Singleton, Hon. W. L. Wilson, and Hon. W. W. Phelps, as 
Regents for the term of the Forty-ninth Congress. 

The Secretary stated, in accordance with the rules of the Board dur- 

ing its recess, the remaining members of the Executive Committee had 

filled the vacancy occasioned by the expiration of the term of service as 

a Regent of General Sherman, by the appointment, in June, 1885, of Dr. 
Coppée. 

On motion of Mr. Singleton, it was— 

_ Resolved, That Dr. Henry Coppée be elected to fill the vacancy in the 
Executive Committee. 

xI 
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The following letter was read : 

PRINCE1ON, N. J., January 9, 1886. 
To the Chancellor and Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution : 

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned, having been for seventeen years a 
member of the Executive Committee, most respectfully requests of you 
the favor to be released from further service on this committee. 

He makes-this.request with the less reluctance, as he is confident 
that his place upon the committee can be readily supplied. 

With the highest respect, yours, 
JOHN MACLEAN. 

On motion of Mr. Singleton, it was— 

Resolved, That the resignation of Dr. Maclean from the Executive 
Committee be accepted, and that General Montgomery C. Meigs be 
elected to fill the vacancy. 

On motion of Dr. Gray, it was— 

Resolved, That Dr. James C. Welling be, and he hereby is, appointed 
chairman of the Executive Committee. 

Dr. Welling presented the report of the Executive Committee for the 

six months ending 30th June, 1885, which was read. 

{n motion of Dr. Gray, it was— 

Resolved, That the report of the Executive Committee be accepted. 

The Secretary presented his report of the operations and condition 

of the Institution for the six months ending 30th June, 1885, which, in 
accordance with the instructions of the Board at its last meeting, had 

been printed and distributed to the Regents. 

On motion, it was— 

Resolved, That the report of the Secretary be received. 

The Secretary presented an exhibit of the finances of the Institution 

for the year 1885, showing the receipts to have been $67,560.84, the 
expenditures $45,102.77, leaving a balance on the Ist of January, 1886, 

of $22,458.07. 

Dr. Welling stated that it was the understanding of the Executive 

Committee that the Board required hereafter an annual report for the 

fiscal year terminating on the 30th of June of each year, and that while 
it had carefully examined all the accounts of the Institution to the be- 

ginning of the year 1886 and had verified the statement exhibited by 

the Secretary, it was not considered that a further report was called for 

at the present time. 

The following letter was read: 

WASHINGTON, D. C., September 1, 1885. 
Prof. SPENCER F. BArrp, 

Secretary Smithsonian Institution: 

DEAR Sir: Lam desirous of placing at least a portion of my prop- 
erty, essentially all which is an inheritance from my father, in a posi- 
tion in which it may be of permanent service for the advancement of 
knowledge. I have always devoted so much of it as I did not need for 
my maintenance and education to that purpose. It occurs to me that if 
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I could make an arrangement with the Smithsonian Institution by which 
I might not sacrifice my own needs while living and my duty to my wife 
or to my children (if 1 should have any), after my death, I might ac- 
complish the end which I desire. I throw out the following as a sketch 

of what I think might be feasible: As the Institution receives, and I sup- 
pose will always receive, 6 per cent. for its investments with the Govern- 
_ ment, I might transfer to it a sum of money for which I should receive 

an income of say 5 per cent. during my life and the life of my wife, or 
until my children (if I had any) arrived at an age such that they might 

_ provide for themselves. The other 1 per cent. would accrue to the 
Institution in the mean time, and the whole eventually, as compensa- 
tion for the making of this arrangement. Whether that should be 
devoted to a specific object or to the general purposes of the Institution 

might be a matter for further consideration. 
Respectfully, 

B. PICKMAN MANN. 

The Chancellor and several of the Regents having expressed their 

opinion that such a proposition could not be accepted by the Institu- 

tion, on motion of Mr. Wilson the communication was referred to the 
Executive Committee. 

The Secretary presented a statement relative to the bequest of the 
late Rev. Alex. G. Mercer, of Newport, R. I. 

This gentleman died on the 3d November, 1882, and left property to 

the amount of about a million dollars. After the decease of certain 
beneficiaries the property is to be divided into three parts, of which 

one part is to be administered by a board consisting of the President 
of Harvard University, the President of Yale College, and the Secre- 

tary of the Smithsonian Institution, together with three other individ- 

tals mentioned in the will, or their survivors, “to establish scholarships 

or foundations in such colleges as they may select, for the benefit of 

such poor students as have passed through some of the public schools 

with the best reputation for character and ability.” 

The Chancellor presented a letter from the family of the late Pro- 
fessor Henry relative to the publication of his scientific writings. 

On motion of Dr. Porter, the communication was referred to Dr. Gray 

and the Executive Committee. 

Dr. Gray called attention to the fact that provision had not yet been 

made for the estimates and appropriations for the ensuing year. 

On motion of Dr. Welling, it was— 

Resolved, That the income of the Institution for the six months end- 
ing 30th June, 1886, and for the twelve months ending 30th June, 1887, 
be expended by the Secretary, with full discretion as to the items, sub- 
ject to the approval of the Executive Committee. 

On motion, the Board adjourned sine die. 





REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE BOARD OF 
REGENTS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 

The Executive Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

Institution respectfully submits the following report in relation to the 

funds of the Institution, the appropriations by Congress for the National 

Museum and other purposes, and the receipts and expenditures for the 

Institution and the Museum, for the year ending June 30, 1886. 

Condition of the fund July 1, 1886. 

The amount of the bequest of James Smithson deposited in the Treas- 

ury of the United States, according to the act of Congress of August 

10, 1846, was $515,169. To this was added, by autherity of Congress, 
act of February 8, 1867, the residuary legacy of Smithson and savings 

from annual income and other sources, $134,831. To this $1,000 was 

added by a bequest of James Hamilton, $500 by a bequest of Simeon 

Habel, and $51,500 as the proceeds of the sale of Virginia bonds owned 

by the Institution, making, in all, as the permanent Smithson fund in 

the United States Treasury, $703,000. 

Statement of the receipts and expenditures of the Smithsonian Institution, 
July 1, 1885, to June 30, 1886. 

RECEIPTS. 

Cashsonthands uly th eSon we meena cae meester ceo eee wae te $23, 746. 82 

Interest on the fund, July 1, 1885, to July 1, 1886. ............ 42, 180. 00 
—.— $65, 926: 82 

EXPENDITURES. 
Building: 

Repairs and improvements...-...-....---.-----.. $1, 526. 83 
HoOrNibare)/ and MUxbUTCR) oe. ciesis cae coe cainiaio cule sea sc 1, 847. 73 

——__—— 3,314.56 
General expenses : 

Meehinesion bhevBOsTd sso. a-\2 25 seca cieiooecs voces = 287. 50 
Postage and telegraph..-.-....... Eeaeelse wpoaasee 280. 06 

PR ADIOMEEV ere en eee inca sects aces eee yee te Sa nt 433. 20 

General printing, blanks, ete... 2) s.62 2-2. se.s555. : 267. 84 

PACIGOUEAIS SAS) CLC src ccesancee an celiee nos 5 -<ci555 475. 28 
Books, periodicals, and binding...-.....-......... 1,174. 09 
Salaries—Secretary, clerks, and labor............- 19, 310. 33 

———— |) 22, 228530 
Publications and researches: 

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. .......- 2, 378. 03 
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections............ 5, 260. 86 

Smithsonian Annual Report..........-...---..--- 3, 971. 47 

SP NVEOM A LIOUN ee sire wale cieales aut eaeta tan seat Laue A 1, 724. 52 

PALAU ES eects a tele a Meee minct caceecite, we cui Sacls ace 199F U1 
: ———_——_ 13, 533. 99 

XV 
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Exchanges: 

Literary and scientific exchanges (in addition to $10,000 ap- 

propriated, by Conpress)--2.55.c5.5 6.5) cocouec esos case seen pe, 00d, OO 

Total expenditures Me ennermmpnre ie, oe TTS $41, 142. 65 

Cashion hand July 1,)1886 . 2.24. a2 = ws eens anne e ieee eee 24,784.17 

The Institution has received from individuals certain funds for con- 
ducting special researches or making collections, namely: 

From M. K. Jesup, of New York, for collection of fish casts... $727. 00 
Ofeyhich have been expended <2" ---/2 2 s--)ssneeneeesione eee eee eee 712. 71 

Hor collection of building stones:- = -<-)s'222 2 secienre eee melee 2,500. 00 

OL which hayerpeen) Oxpend ed Sac aseles eel ie ee ala eine ee ee 2, 427. 08 

3,227.00 3,139.79 

eavine balance; Jullyel) USSG. Soca eaters ate el eee sete ee eee 87. 21 

From Jed. Hotchkiss, of Virginia, for special research on coke. .----.----. 150. 00 

Of which have been expended’ 25 s-eesaseaas esas eee eee IOP Rp 

leaving balance July MlSe6i ees see ceeee oe eles eee ae ees 37. 28 

REPAYMENTS. 

The Institution, as in former years, has made temporary advances for 

the payment of freight on Government collections, etc., the repayments 

of which, together with the amount received from sales of the publica- 

tions of the Institution, etc., have been deducted from the several items 

of the foregoing expenditures, as follows: 

Mronicostiot books): 2.202 f ect eeetiocoe see ie ae ee ee ieee $3. 45 

rOMVexchan Pes 2.2.02 Sid ase ce ee nite eae cloee eee esteeees 4, 090. 68 

Rromrexplorations and researches!=- 4 se se se. ee eeeineeeee 907. 57 

rem furniture. cscs =~ coe cele ae seree ce eee oe Cee eine 4.16 

From ceneral printing: 5... o<- 522s ccecesieeeiate eee eae eaieeas . 90 

Breomincidental..- os sisces sa eee Sonne bees Wesnos eeleeeiawe 140. 90 

Brom postage and teleoraph.--.\---- -<--/see> econ eee ee aes ee 48.5 
— $5, 196. 20 

From sales of publications: 

Contributions’ to Knowledge: -2: oo.-2scesececen ese erieeeese es 177. 90 

Miscellaneous Collections). -cecus-s2cs ces eee seca oeee eters 5 349, 64 
Reporists aos cccs Lecce, coaches Racareeeaeteotee ee eee aeeeeE 14. 92 

—_—- 542. 46 

5, 738. 66 

Exhibit of the condition of the appropriations by Congress for the Smith- 
sonian Institution and National Museum, July 1, 1886. 

Appropria- | Expended | Balances, 
: : ares Balances F 

Smithsonian Institution. tion for |to June 30,| July 1 
July 1, 1885.) 199586, i886. || 1836.’ 

International exchanges, 1886 ......|..---..-.--- $10, 000. 00 | $10, 000. 00 |..-......- 
Ethnolegical researches, 1885 ...-. $1 S58h90s | noeeneeae: Ie at shte?. Be eBeorscar 
Ethnelogical researches, 1886 ......|...-...----- 40, 000. 00 39, 130. 87 $869, 13 
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An appropriation of $40,000 was made by Congress for the fiscal year 

ending 30th June, 1886, for the prosecution of ethnological researches 

under the direction of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution. 

The actual conduct of these investigations has been placed by the Sec- 

retary in the hands of Maj. J. W. Powell, Director of the Geological 

Survey. The abstracts of expenditures and balance sheets have been 

exhibited to us; the vouchers for the expenditures are, however, trans- 

mnitted, after approval by Professor Baird, to the accounting officers of 
the Treasury Department for settlement. 

The balance available to meet outstanding liabilities on the 1st of 

July, 1886, as reported by the official disbursing agent, is $869.13. 

Appropria- | Expended | Balances 
National Museum. pb alanoes tion for |to June 30,| July 1, 

Mr lng 1885-86. 1886. 1886. 

Preservation of collections, 1885....] $4,855.56 |..---....--. $4, 853. 56 $2.00 
Preservation of collections, 1885-’86.}.......----- $7, 500. 00 7, 446. 12 53. 88 
Preservation of collections, 1886-.-.-..)...--..----- 104, 000. 00 | 102,158.39 | 1,841.61 
Armory building, 1885-.....-...---- SuZoriememes casita ete senae 8.25 
ATMOLY AOU CINO ea SOON eee c elisa aeimeias Saale 2,500. 00 2, 285. 46 914.54 
Furniture and fixtures, 1835....-..- PSG .407 ee secccses 1, 706. 24 16 
Hurniturerand frxpures (SSo22sses la cees senses 40,000.00 | 35,967.16 | 4,012.84 
New building, sidewalk, 1885 ...---. 1 OOO S005 ieee. 898. 62 101.38 

RECAPITULATION. 

The total amount of the funds administered by the Institution during 

the year ending 30th of June, 1886, appears from the foregoing state- 

ments and the account-books to have been as follows: 

Smithsonian Institution. 

Hromunbterest.ony the; smithsom funds.) ---).c-s)ssse--e=222 $42, 180. 00 

HrommbalancevotulashiyPalnen sae scams eon ecaqsce menses = 23, 746. 82 

$65, 926. 82 
BromyMeke Jesu 1OrCellechlOns! saessssehecensts secs ssc. 5 ote ce chee. 3, 227. 00 
Momence OUCHICISSfOL TOSCATCH 2 .2c is ateseewecacw bacmislece ccoseuces Goce 150. 00 
From repayments for freight, exploration, etc...-...----- ain atte Se eee 5, 196. 20 
Hrompsalesior Smithsonian’ publications) x2 seeecescs <2 se ses esse see) oe: 542. 46 

APPROPRIATIONS COMMITTED BY CONGRESS TO THE CARE OF THE INSTI- 

TUTION FOR THE YEAR 1886, AND BALANCES FOR 1885. 

MELORN Ah OMA MORE HATES yeeesic 52 se ssisiaelsciesis vas ole cic tok ania 'e Ceigaic sete ee 10, 000. Ga 

Pillar tet reseal CHES 2 2 eciaciem ete see selene Scien cee cla ae emiineer cf eeee 41, 358. 92 
BLesOLyaulOno fa COMeChONS ae cteceen ccs sarca ces sucenices snares sey eeeee 116, 355. 56 

PTeseLya ion Of Collections, “ATMOLY) < sc .os=/ci viene ve sicleis easels ca cele Sa eaee 2, 508. 25 

POMC OL AMGEN DUNO cee mae sarin Leyla wie Nola siege se ei ome le 41,786. 40 

NECESSITIES (SIG OW AG fac ocloalainiciwan\e\se nln caisicsu <sacisescensostny aos 1, 000. 00 

287, 551. 61, 
Hy Mis, 170——1 
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The committee has examined the vouchers for payments made from 

the Smithson income during the year ending 30th June, 1886, all of 

which bear the approval of the Secretary of the Institution, and a cer- 

tificate that the materials and services charged were applied to the pur- 

poses of the Institution. 

The committee has also examined the accounts of the National Mu- 

seum, and find that the balances above given correspond with the cer- 
tificates of the disbursing officers of the Interior and Treasury Depart- 

ments. 

The quarterly accounts-current, the vouchers, and journals have been 

examined and found correct. 

Respectfully submitted. 
JAMES C. WELLING, 

HENRY COPPEE, 
M. C. MEIGs, 

Haxecutive Committee. 

WASHINGLON, December 3, 1886, 



REPORT OF PROFESSOR BAIRD, 

SECRETARY OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION : 

For the year ending June 30, 1886. 

To the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institution : 

GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to present herewith the report of the 

operations and condition of the Smithsonian Institution for the year 

188586. In accordance with the resolutions adopted by the Board at 
its meeting held January 21, 1885, that the fiscal year of the Institution 

shall hereafter terminate on the 30th day of June in each year, and the 

annual report of the Secretary shall hereafter be prepared, printed, 

and sent to each member of the Board on or before the Ist day of De- 
cember in each year, the present report covers the period from July 1, 
1885, to the close of June, 1886. 
As heretofore, this report includes, in addition to the account of the 

operations of the Institution itself, a summary of the work performed 
by the branches of the public service placed by Congress under its 

charge, namely, the National Museum and the Bureau of Ethnology. 

To this will be added a sketch of the work of the United States Fish 
Commission, which is also under my charge, and of that of the United 

States Geological Survey (kindly furnished by its Director), which, al- 
though entirely independent of the Smithsonian Institution, is yet in 
close relation with it by reason of its field of exploration, and especially 

through the valuable accessions of material furnished by it to the Na- 
tional Museum. 

THE SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 

INTRODUCTORY. 

No event of special importance has occurred during the year, the 

_usual operations of the Institution having been steadily carried on, but 

with a marked increase in routine work. The system of international 

exchanges formerly conducted with only two assistants has lately re- 
quired the constant labor of nine and at times of several more em- 

ployés. The correspondence which at one time was carried on by the 

i 
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Secretary and one clerk now occupies a great part of the time of five 

persons. The accounts in like manner have gradually demanded more 

attention, as have all the other departments of work. 

THE BOARD OF REGENTS. 

Senator George I’. Edmunds having ceased to be President pro tem- 

pore of the United States Senate, Hon. John Sherman was elected on the 
7th December, 1885, to that office, and in accordance with the precedents 

established, was placed on the list of Regents as Acting Vice-Presi- 

dent. 

On the 26th of December, 1885, a joint resolution of Congress was ap- 
proved by the President of the United States re-electing as Regents for 
six years, Dr. John Maclean, of Princeton, N. J., Dr. Asa Gray, of Cam- 

bridge, Mass., and Dr. Henry Coppée, of Bethlehem, Pa. The same 

resolution elected General Montgomery C. Meigs, of Washington, D. 

C.,in place of General William T. Sherman, whose term had expired, and 
who was no longer eligible as a Regent from Washington on account of 

his change of residence to Saint Louis, Mo. 

The vacancy in the Executive Committee, occasioned by the expira- 

tion of General Sherman’s term, was filled by resolution of the Regents 

on the 13th of January, 1886, by the election of Dr. H. Coppée; and 

Dr. Maclean having resigned from his place on the committee, the Re- 

gents at the same meeting elected General Meigs to fill the vacancy. 
Dr. James C. Welling was made chairman of the Executive Com- 

mittee. 

On the 12th of January, 1886, the Speaker of the House, Hon. J. G. 

Carlisle, re-appointed as Regents, Hon. Otho R. Singleton, of Mississippi, 

Hon. William L. Wilson, of West Virginia, and Hon. William Walter 

Phelps, of New Jersey. 
Portraits of the Regents —Kfforts have been made during the year to 

complete the collection of likenesses of all who have served as its Re- 

gents, and there have been added to the collection a crayon portrait of 

Prof. Alex. D. Bache, by H. Ulke, a fine lithograph of Hon. John W. 
Maury, formerly mayor of the city of Washington, and a photograph of 

Hon. Walter Lenox, also mayor of Washington. 

We still desire likenesses of the following Regents: ; 

Hon. G. E. Badger, of North Carolina, 1856-1863; Hon. R. M. Charl 

ton, of Georgia, 1852-1853; Hon. W. F. Colcock, of Georgia, 1850-1853 ; 
Hon. Shelby M. Cullom, of Illinois, 1885-1886; Hen. D. Davis, of Ili- 
nois, 1881-1883; Hon. Garret Davis, of Kentucky, 1863-1872; Hon. 

Henry W. Davis, of Maryland, 1863-1865; Hon. Gideon Hawley, of - 
New York, 1846-1855; Hon. William I. Hough, of New York, 1846- 

1847; Hon. George P. Marsh, of Vermont, 1847-1849; Hon. Benjamin 

Stanton, of Ohio, 1856-1861; Hon. David Stuart, ofMichigan, 1853- 
1855, 
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FINANCES. 

There is no change to be reported in the financial condition of the 

Institution. The fund remains the same, viz, $703,000, permanently 
deposited in the Treasury of the United States according to the acts 
of Congress of August 10, 1846, and February 8, 1867. 

The receipts and expenditures for the year ending 30th June, 1886, 
are as follows: 

RECHIPTS. 

Sashionthand, July Lya885"s 8. os foe $23, 746 82 
Interest received, July 1, 1885, to July 1,1886.. 42,180 00 

—$65, 926 82 
EXPENDITURES. 

Building, furniture, and fixtures.............. $5, 3874 56 
? y) ? 

General expenses, salaries, &¢..22'..022 22). 22, 228 30 
publications and researches -...:......- +--+: 13, 533 99 
hiterary and scientific exchanges........-... 2, 005 80 

PO tal Ex PeEMGICULG hs sie sve ieye’ a she aree yee te sl aoe ehateeerenal 41,142 65 

balance. cash OM HAUG. cues eee cc nae See O oe = cis = 24, 784 17 

This balance will be required for the current operations of the Insti- 

tution for the ensuing six months. 

The necessity for compliance with the usual requirements of Govern- 

ment service does not exist in the operations of the Institution, for the 

accounts are audited only by its executive committee and all expenditures 

are controlled by the Secretary. It has been deemed proper, however, 

to throw all the safeguards possible around the financial operations, so 

that anything like defaleation or peculation should be rendered impos- 

sible. 

The appropriations made by Congress for the Museum, international 

exchanges, &c., in charge of the Smithsonian Institution have been 

disbursed as usual by officers of the Interior and Treasury Depart- 

ments, the vouchers receiving examination and approval of the proper 

Auditor and Comptroller. <A full account of the expenditures of the 

Insfitution'is given in the report of the Executive Committee. ° 

BUILDINGS. 

There is not much to say in regard to the subject of the buildings in 

charge of the Smithsonian Institution. No material alterations have 

taken place in the series, consisting of the Smithsonian central build- 
ing, the National Museum building, the Armory building, the Labor- 
atory building, and the Annex building. The last-mentioned edifice 

was constructed for the purpose of making up the exhibit for the New 

Orleans Exposition, and has been necessarily continued in use in the 
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lack of other accommodations for the offices housed therein; especially 

that of the chief taxidermist and his assistants; the chief osteologist 
and his assistant; and other persons connected with the work of pre- 
paring and mounting specimens; and the preparators of the Ethnolog- 

ical Bureau charged with the reproduction of miniature models of the 
various Pueblo villages in Arizona and New Mexico. This building is 

also used for the storage of vast numbers of collections, including hun- 

dreds of tons of fossils collected by the United States Geological Sur- 
vey. 

The erection of a building for the accommodation of the Library, Mu- 
seum, and Records of the Medical Department of the Army, renders it 

very desirable that provision should be made elsewhere for the service 
of this Annex building, as it is extremely combustible, and should it 

take fire, with the wind blowing from the westward, the flames would 
actually come in contact with the Army Medical Museum, and could not 
fail to penetrate the windows and doors, with great danger to its con- 

tents. Unfortunately such is the present crowded condition of all our 

receptacles, that it is impossible to find quarters elsewhere, either for 

the offices mentioned or for the collections. 

Some years ago, the Board of Regents authorized the application to 

Congress for an appropriation for the construction of a second Mu- 

seum building, to be placed on the west side of the Smithsonian reserv- 
ation, and to correspond with the present building on the east side- 
the object being to accommodate, in part at least, the enormous accu- 

mulations of valuable material partly acquired at the Centennial, and 

in part obtained at the New Orleans Exposition, and under other cir- 
cumstances. A new building equal in size to the present one would 

scarcely furnish the accommodations needed; and, as the Government 

collections are increasing year by year, by donations of foreign govern- 

ments, &c., it is difficult to express with sufficient force the necessity 
for additional quarters. 

The National Museum building was erected within the original esti- 

mate, at a cost of $250,000. It would be impossible at the present time 
to duplicate this building at that figure, and as special provision is de- 

sired for laboratories and offices, and to give suitable quarters to the 

U.S. Geological Survey and Ethnological Bureau, an estimate has been 
made of the sum of $250,000 for the purpose of constructing one wing 
and pavilion to accommodate the collections, leaving the remainder to 
be constructed hereafter, should Congress so approve it, at a cost of, 
perhaps, an additional $250,000. 

An estimate has been presented to Congress for several years, with- 
out receiving any attention, for the construction of a fire-proof build- 

ing for the accommodation of the alcoholic collections of fishes, rep- 

tiles, &c., belonging to the National Museum. 

Within a few years past the principal museums of Europe have been 

putting up such buildings, in view of the danger of destruction, not 
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only of the specimens themselves, but of the other collections, should 

fire break out among them. The new Museum building can, however, 
be so arranged as to furnish such accommodations and not involve any 
general danger. 

In this same connection it may be proper to state that strenuous 

efforts are now being made, and with apparent prospect of success, 

looking towards an exposition in 1892—the four hundredth anniver- 

sary of the discovery of America by Columbus—of a complete illus- 

tration of the New World at that date, and of its progress in the arts 

- and industries in the four hundred years intervening. The collections 

of the National Museum for the most part tend towards such a dis- 

play, and if the new building in question were at our command it 
would be a very easy matter to organize and arrange it with this ob- 

ject in view, without unnecessary labor or great expense, and by the 

date mentioned, as the result of the current work of the Museum, 
without any spasmodic or unusual effort. 

EXPLORATIONS. 

There is not so much to record in the way of explorations for the 

year 1886 as has been the case in some previous years, due mainly to 

the fact of the completion of work in many of the districts, and of 
the lack of sufficient means to inaugurate new enterprises of any 

magnitude. The closing and withdrawal from the outposts in Alaska 

and elsewhere of the U.S. Signal Service stations, have also cut off 
a large field of labor, many of the most important explorations hav- 

ing been conducted by the Smithsonian Institution in co-operation 

with that establishment. Confining itself, as it has done in the main, 

to North America as a field of research, the unknown portion, of 
course, has in the nearly forty years of effort on the part of the Insti- 

tution become greatly reduced. It is quite safe to say that to no es- 

tablishment or agency is the knowledge of the geography, ethnology, 

natural history, &c., of the continent more due than to the labors of 

the Smithsonian Institution. 
Congress having directed the preparation and submission to it an- 

nually of a separate and special report on the National Museum, a full 

statement of the agencies of explorations and exchange by which ac- 
cessions have been made will be found in the report of Mr. G. Brown 
Goode, the assistant director, and therefore a briefer mention than 
usual will be sufficient for the present occasion. 

Arctic America.—The last collections made by Mr. L. M. Turner, of 
the U.S. Signal Office, at Ungava Bay, in Northern Labrador, have 
been received, and he is now busily occupied in preparing his report on 
the region visited. It is safe to say that we owe more to Mr. Turner for 

our knowledge of Northern Labrador than to any other explorer or 
naturalist, and the results of his labor will be found +o be of the high- 
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est interest. Not content simply with making collections of natural 

history, he has devoted much time to the study of the language and 
manners of the people, and his vocabularies and philological records 
are of the utmost possible interest and importance. 

Alaska.—One of the most productive explorations of Alaska for some 

time past was that by Mr. Charles H. Townsend, sent out by the U. 8. 

Fish Commission to make some investigations into the fur-seal fish- 

eries on the Pribyloff Islands, where he arrived in June, 1885. While 

there he accepted an invitation from Captain Healy, commander of the 
U.S. revenue steamer Corwin, to accompany that vessel on its more 

northern voyage, by way of Saint Michael’s and other points, and 

through Bering’s Strait, finally entering Hotham Inlet in July. 

Here the steamer remained, while the steam launch, commanded by 

Lieutenant Cantwell and accompanied by Mr. Townsend, went on to 
the mouth of the Kowak and up the river to the head of navigation, a 

distance of about 350 miles. Abundance of pine fuel was found all 

along the route with which to supply the boilers of the launch. 

A large collection of fishes, birds, mammals, and plants, with inter- 

esting objects of ethnology, was secured on this occasion. Mr. Town- 

send states that Lieutenant Cantwell found the source of the Kowak 

in a large lake among the mountains, nearly 450 miles from the sea— 

a lake swarming with lake trout of the same species as that in the 

northern parts of the United States and Canada. To the surprise of 

all, the region was found to be well wooded, and abounding in many 

kinds of fur-bearing animals. About eighteen species of fish were 

secured. 

The Corwin was rejoined at Kotzebue Sound on September 1. 

Mr. Townsend’s full report was transmitted to Captain Healy, to ac. 

company his report to the Secretary of the Treasury, of the cruise of 

the Corwin. 

By authority of the Treasury Department, and with the kind co- 

operation of the Alaska Commercial Company, ever ready to be ex- 

tended in the interest of science, Mr. Townsend obtained five complete 
sets of the fur seals, in all stages of sex and age. 

Captain Healy has continued, on his own account, the record of pre- 

vious years, by devoting such time as could conveniently be expended 

in his northward cruises, to the gathering of collections of fishes, &c., 

for the National Museum, all of which have come duly to hand. 

Mr. Henry D. Woolfe, in the employ of the Pacific Steam Whaling 

Company, has utilized his residence at Cape Lisburne, in gathering col- 

jections in ethnography and natural history, and has transmitted some 

very acceptable contributions which have been received, leaving others 

yet to come to hand. 

Mr. J. W. Johnson, United States signal observer at Nushagak, on 

Bristol Bay, in continuation of the highly valued labors of Mr. C. L. 
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McKay, has supplied much that was desirable in the way of bird- 

skins, Eskimo clothing, stone relies, &c. By the withdrawal of most of 
the signal stations from Alaska, Mr. Johnson has been transferred to 

Port Huron, Mich., although it is expected that contributions will still 
be received from the station through the kind assistance of Mr. Clark, 

the resident officer of the Alaska Commercial Company. 

Mr. Grebnitsky, in charge of the Commander Islands off the coast of 

Kamchatka, whose kind assistance to Dr. Stejneger, during his stay 

in that region has been gratefully acknowledged, has continued to 

make quite extended transmissions of collections, including skeletons 

of mammals, alcoholic preparations of mammals, birds, crustaceans, 

&c., which are very much valued. 
From Capt. H. Ei. Nichols, commander of the U.S. 8. Pinta, and Dr. 

T. H. Streets, surgeon of the same vessel, stationed at Sitka, many im- 

portant collections in nataral history have come to hand, while from 

Lieut. T. Dix Bolles, of the same service, have been received a number 
of ethnological objects of much interest. 

Washington Territory.—Mr.-. James G. Swan, the veteran correspond- 

ent of the Smithsonian Institution at Puget Sound, has continued his 

investigations and contributions through the year, the latter including 

numbers of articles prepared and used by the Indians for domestic 

purposes. 

Rocky Mountain Region.—A large collection of skins and eggs of birds 

was received from Capt. Charles Bendire. 

_As explained elsewhere, this gentleman has been retired from actual 
service inthe Army, after the proper term of service, at his own request, 

and is now devoting himself as voluntary curator of odlogy to the 

building up and thorough organization of the collection of nests and 

eggs of birds, after presenting to the Museum his own magnificent cabi- 

net, perhaps the largest in the United States. He has the aid of all 

his correspondents towards completing the series, as also that of Dr. J. 

C. Merrill, who has likewise presented his entire cabinet of eggs. 

Montana.—The attention of the Smithsonian Institution has been 

called very impressively to the impending extinction of the buffalo, and. 

to the fact that the localities which, a few years ago, abounded in these 
animals are now almost without them. Indeed, the reduction in num- 

ber has been so rapid as to render it probable that it is a question of 

months rather than of years before they become extinct. 

Realizing the fact that neither the National Museum nor the other 

museums of the country possess well-prepared specimens of the buffalo, 

‘and, desirous of securing a series before it is too late, the Institution 

determined to send its chief taxidermist, Mr. William T. Hornaday, 

with a party of assistants, to localities where the buffalo were still sup- 

posed to occur in small numbers, with the view of securing enough for 

the purposes in question. 
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By the courteous aid of the Secretary of War and of the Adjutant- 

General, instructions were given to the commanders of military posts at 
Fort Keogh and Fort Maginnis, Mont., and Fort McKinney, Wyo., to 

render Mr. Hornaday all the aid in their power towards his laudable 

object; and the expedition left in June for the field of operations. 
Although a number of skeletons and skulls were found on the plains, 

it was with great difficulty that one buffalo bull was killed; this proving 

to be in a condition scarcely fit for mounting, the party reluctantly 

returned to Washington with the intention of starting again in the 

autumn when the chances would be somewhat better. 
A number of good skins of antelopes, mammals, and birds were ob- 

tained by the party. 

California.—A considerable amount of work has been done in Oali- 
fornia, especially by Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. S. Army, formerly in charge 

of the Point Barrow expedition. This officer, with a thorough knowl- 
edge of what is desired, made an extremely valuable collection, illus- 
trating the manners and customs of the Hoopa Indians, of whom he had 
charge, and bis contribution is one of the most interesting yet made to- 

the galleries of the National Museum. 

A somewhat similar collection, though not so extensive, was made by 

Mr. Loren W. Green, of the fish-hatching station at Baird, Cal. This 

includes especially a number of Indian bows and arrows, &c., with the 
apparatus used in constructing them, including a full set of implements 

for making stone arrow points. 

Mr. Townsend, whose explorations in Alaska have been referred to, 
also made extensive explorations on the coast of California, especially 

at Humboldt Bay, in the northern part of the State. He obtained val- 

uable statistics in regard to the fisheries of that region, and made many 

important collections for the National Museum. He then proceeded 

south ward to the whaling stations along the southern coast of the State, 

with special reference to the California gray-whale fisheries. He found 

that so far from approaching extermination this species is re-establish- 
ing itself, and is becoming quite abundant in the lagoons of Lower Cal- 
ifornia. 

Arizona.—A large collection in ethnology was made by Dr. Palmer 

in this Territory'in continuation of previous operations. 

Extensive collections in.addition to former gatherings were made, 

partly in Arizona and partly in New Mexico, by Mr. E. W. Nelson. 

These including very fine pottery of a somewhat novel type obtained 

from the graves, as also a number of interesting specimens of mammals, 

birds, &c. 

New Mexico.—Very interesting contributions in zoology, &c., have 

been received from Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, since his detail as medical officer 
at Fort Wingate; his labors as a collector being supplemented by his 
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thorough accomplishment as a naturalist and investigator. The result 

has been to furnish to the Institution much information of great inter- 

est in connection with the region in question. 

The researches of the Ethnological Bureau conducted in the region 

of Arizona and New Mexico, have been made principally by Col. James 

Stevenson and the Messrs. Mendeleff, full reference to which will be 

found in the accompanying report of the Director of the Bureau of 

Ethnology. The explorations of the mounds throughout the country 

have been carried on under the direction of Prof. Thomas. 
Mr. E. W. Nelson has also contributed many interesting specimens, 

both of zoology and of ethnology, gathered.in New Mexico. 

From Mr. Thomas Keam, of Keam’s Cafion, a very hearty co-worker 

of the Ethnological Bureau and of the U. 8S. Geological Survey, large 

collections have been received on deposit, which add materially to the 

value of the present ethnological display. 

No explorations of any special magnitude have been made in the older 

parts of the United States, with the exception of what has been prose- 

_cuted in the line of geology and palxontology by the U.S. Geological 

Survey. Many thousands, however, of specimens have been gathered 

by the Survey in Florida, Alabama, Texas, and elsewhere, which will 

be dwelt upon hereafter. 

Atlantic coast of the United States—As in previous years, the U.S. 

Fish Commission has been the principal contributor from this part of 

the coast and the adjacent high seas, and the continued researches of 

the steamers Albatross and Fish Hawk are noteworthy in their results. 

The completion of the schooner Grampus, for the service of the U.S. 

Fish Commission, will doubtless add to the yield, especially as this 

vessel is well fitted for making collections of all kinds. It did not, 
however, get fairly into commission until about July 1. 

Mexico and Central America.—For a number of years past the Insti- 

tution has had a much valued correspondence with Prof. A. Dugés, an 

eminent Mexican naturalist, resident at Guanajuato, and especially in- 
terested in determining accurately the animals and plants of his neigh- 

borhood. This gentleman has, for a long time, sent to the Institution 

all the specimens that he has been unable to identify, with permission 

to the Institution to retain the greater part of them, and this has re- 
sulted in adding to the cabinet many specimens of great rarity. 

From Governor A. R. Shepherd, of Batopilas, collections of minerals 
have been received; also from Mr. M. E. Wilkinson, specimens in alco- 
hol of mammals, reptiles, and fishes. 

Some ancient pottery has been supplied by Rev. David A. Watkins, 
of Guadalajara. 

George I’. Gaumer, formerly United States consul to Yucatan, now 
engaged in special explorations in that and adjacent regions, has con- 
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tributed quite a number of species of birds, many of them new to the 

Institution. 

Seattering collections have come to hand from various points in Cen- 

tral America and the West Indies, the most important of the latter 

being the collection of fishes made by the Natural History Museum of 

Kingston, Jamaica, and sent for the purpose of identification, which 
work was promptly done. 

Mr. L. Guesde, of Guadaloupe, has furnished some specimens of birds 

for identification, and has also contributed a number of stone imple- 

ments of Carib origin. 

Prof. F. Poey has continued his contributions of Cuban fishes in alco- 

hol; thus adding to the very extensive donations already made by him, 

principally of types of his published species. 

A large ethnological collection made by Dr. Edward Palmer, in the 

vicinity of Guadalajara, is especially valuable as containing illustra- 

tions of the entire series of the processes of making the celebrated 

earthenware of that district. 

A series of contributions relating to the natural history, ethnology, 

and archeology of Costa Rica, begun many years ago by Mr. José C. 

Zeledon, and continued year by year, has been sent us in 1886, and in- 

cludes many rare and new species of birds. The Institution has seldom 

had a correspondent and collaborator of longer continuance in his re- 

lationships, nor any one furnishing objects of greater value; and it is to 

him—a pupil of the late Dr. von Frantzius—that we owe the greater 

part of our knowledge of the natural history of that most interesting of 

countries. 

During the winter the U. I’. Fish Commission steamer Albatross was 

engaged in prosecuting hydrographic researches at the request of the 

Navy Department, and incidentally devoted such time as could be 

spared to the investigation of the natural history of the Bahaman 

region. Many islands were visited, and their land fauna investigated ; 
while the marine objects were also secured by means of the dredge and 

trawl. Asa result, there have been several new species of birds added 
to our knowledge, and many rare fishes collected. Of marine inverte- 

brates, &c., large gatherings have been secured. 

Asia.—The Institution has been very fortunate in having, in Japan 

and Corea, gentlemen interested in the U.S. National Museum, and, 

officially, or otherwise, able to make explorations and collections in _ 

natural history and ethnology; and to no one isit more indebted in this 

connection than to Mr. P. L. Jouy, formerly an employé of the National 

Museum. This gentleman has been for some time in the civil service of 

the Corean Government, and has made-large gatherings, none of which 
have, as yet, come to hand. The collections actually received are nine 

boxes, obtained by Ensign J. B. Bernadou, U. 8S. Navy, mainly in 
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Corea; including large numbers of ethnological objects and specimens 

in alcohol almost entirely new to the Museum. 

A very important collection illustrating the life history of the Ja- 

panese has been received from the department of education of Japan, 

and is suitably displayed in one of the main halls of the Museum, where 

it fills a case of about 60 feet in length, and attracts much interest. 
The Japanese series is rapidly acquiring a distinguished pre-eminence, 

and every year becomes more and more complete. 

PUBLICATIONS. 

Of the different classes of works issued by the Institution, the first 

place is naturally assigned to the quarto ‘‘ Contributions to Knowledge.” 

Second in order are the octavo “Miscellaneous Collections,” which, 

by reason of their various sources, form the most voluminous series 

The classes of productions going to swell the same may be specified as 

follows: Ist, the numerous collections of physical, statistical, chemical, 

biological, anal ethnological researches pr accu directly by the mia 

tation itself or under its immediate auspices; 2d, the occasional ‘‘ Toner 
Lectures,” delivered under the encouragement of the fund established 
by Dr. Joseph Toner, but published by this Institution ; 3d, the special 

annual reports on the latest advances in the leading departments of 

science, maintained at the expense of the Institution, though first given 

_ to the public through the medium of the official annual reports of the 

Regents. These are all issued separately in pamphlet form; and proba- 

bly will ultimately be collected in volumes, each devoted to its partie- 

ular subject; 4th, the “proceedings” of various societies for the ad- 
vancement of science, stereotyped and published by the Institution ; 

including at present the Bulletins of the Philosophical Society of 

Washington, the Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Wash- 

ington, and the Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington ; 

5th, the Bulletins, Proceedings, Circulars, and Instructions of the U.S. 
National Museum, published primarily under the direction of the hon- 
orable Secretary of the Interior, but re-issued by the Institution. 

The third series comprises the annual reports of the Regents of the 

Institution to Congress, in octavo volumes. 

The fourth series comprises the publications of the Bureau of Ethnol- 

ogy, under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution. This is issued 

in larger or imperial octavo volumes. : 

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.—A work entitled ‘ Re- 
searches upon the venoms of Poisonous Serpents,” by S. Weir Mitchell, 

M. D., and Edward T. Reichert, M. D., has been printed during the past 

year, and will soon be \ready for distribution. This is a continuation 

of the investigations on this important subject undertaken by Dr. Mitch- 

ell some twenty-five years ago, and published by the Institution, in 

the same series, at the beginning of the year 1861. The present supple- 
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mentary memoir by the joint authors embraces an examination into the 

physical and chemical characteristics of the venoms of various rattle- 

snakes (Crotalidw), of the moccasin (Ancistrodon), and also of the 
hooded viper (Cobra), of India; the re-actions of various agents on the 

venom, the physiological effects of the venoms on serous surfaces, on 
the nervous system, on the circulation, on respiration, &c., and the 

general pathology of the subject. In an appendix of 21 pages is given 

a very full bibliography of the literature of the subject, brought down 

to date. The work forms a quarto volume of x + 186 pages, illustrated 

by 4 figures or wood cuts in the text, and 5 chromolithographic plates. 

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections.—Of this series there are already 

on hand published articles sufficient to form a number of volumes; al- 
though such formal collection and issue of numbered volumes has been 

unavoidably postponed by other pressing requirements, fully employ- 

ing the available funds of the Institution. The new publications in 

this series during the past year have been as follows: 

512. “List of Institutions in the United States receiving publications 

of the Smithsonian Institution.” This list comprises the titles of 1,838 
domestic institutions, not including a considerable number of libraries 

and individuals receiving various special publications irregularly. The 

catalogue forms an octavo pamphlet of 72 pages. 

o14, “A Catalogue of Scientific and Technical Periodicals (1665 to 
1882), together with Chronological Tables, and a Check-List.” By 

Henry Carrington Bolton. As stated by the compiler, in his preface. 

“This catalogue is intended to contain the principal periodieals of every 

branch of pure and applied science, published in all countries, from the 

rise of this literature to the close of the year 1882.” What are known 

as professional journals (those relating specially to theology, law, and 

medicine), as well as those relating to music and the fine arts, have 

been omitted. ‘‘ While medicine has been excluded, anatomy, physi- 

ology, and veterinary science, being related to zoology, have been ad- 

mitted. With a few exceptions, serials published by learned societies 
have been omitted; those admitted either form part of a series begun 

or ending in an independent periodical, or are presumably not exclu. 

sively devoted to the proceedings of the societies by which they are 

edited. The admission of society publications to this catalogue would 
swell the volume to an inconvenient size; and has been rendered unnec. 
essary by the publication of the ‘Catalogue of Scientific Serials,’ by Mr. 

S. H. Scudder.” This very complete list of the periodicals indicated, 
numbering over 5,000 titles, is arranged alphabetically, and extends to 
615 pages. 

The catalogue is followed by 91 pages of “Chronological Tables,” in 

smaller type, arranged in columns by years, giving a synchronal con- 
spectus of all those periodicals having any considerable number of vol- 
umes, and showing the precise number of the volume published in any 
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given year. ‘This definite correlation of date and volume is ofttimes a 

matter of some importance to those not having access to the volumes 

themselves. To this succeeds a concise index of subjects (under 94 
heads, alphabetically arranged), citing the classified periodicals simply 

by their number in the general catalogue. 

The volume concludes with a “ Library Check-List,” of 54 pages, in 
which, following the number belonging to a periodical, is given the 

library or libraries where such periodical may be found; each of the 

127 principal libraries of the United States and Canada being desig- 

nated by a symbolic abbreviation. In many cases the number indicat- 

ing a given periodical is followed by but a single reference. This di- 

rectory to the locality, where possibly arare journal may be consulted, 

is a valuable feature of the catalogue, and efforts will be made to add 

to its fullness and accuracy in future editions. The whole work forms an 

octavo volume of x + 773 pages, and is one highly creditable to the 

zeal and industry of its author; who, though assisted by such facilities 

and means of communication as were within the reach of.the Institu- 

tion, devoted to its compilation his leisure for many years, without 

any remuneration, excepting his consciousness of performing a useful 

labor. 
550. “The Scientific Writings of Joseph Henry.” This important 

work is now entirely stereotyped, and will be put to press as soon as 

conveniently may be. The size of the collection (exceeding 1,000 pages) 

has required its division into two volumes. Volume I, comprising 68 

papers and abstracts, chronologically arranged, contains 535 pages, in- 

cluding introductory note and index, and is illustrated by 46 wood-cut 

figures. Volume II, comprising 25 papers and abstracts, contains 559 

pages, including index, and is illustrated by 48 wood-cut figures. 

In order not to separate Professor Henry’s Meteorological Essays, 

published successively through a period of five years (1855-1859), and 
extending to 400 pages, it was judged expedient to so far interrupt the 

chronological order otherwise maintained, as to carry the entire series 

over to the second volume. And in like manner it became necessary, 

in order to secure a comparative equalization in the sizes of the two 

volumes, to transfer the connected series of researches on sound in re- 

lation to fog-signaling (published during the four years 1874-1877) back 

from their natural place to the end of the first volume. Although this 

dislocation of the natural or historical order is in some respects to be 

regretted, it yet enables the reader to have a more connected view of 

the longer series of papers, without the inconvenience of alternate refer- 

ence to different volumes. 
It is designed to have printed two editions of the work; one in royal 

octavo size, to correspond with the ‘‘ Memorial Volume” issued by order 

of Congress; and the other in ordinary octavo size, to correspond with 

the “ Miscellaneous Collections.” 
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627. “ Price-List of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution.” 

This list includes ouly those publications on hand, down to July, 1885, 

which can be furnished to applicants, and gives the price at which each 

is held. Many of the earlier publications being out of print, these 

have been omitted from the list. It forms an octavo pamphlet of 27 

pages. 

628. ‘‘ Index to the Literature of Uranium, 1789-1885.” By H. Car- 

rington Bolton. This is one of a series of bibliographies especially 

directed to the indexing of chemical literature. The first part is a 

chronological list of memoirs or papers published on the subject, with 

references to sources of publication; the second part is an alphabetical 

list of authors of the same; and the third part is a subject-matter index, 

comprising the various treatments, reactions, characteristics, sources, 

&e., of uranium and its compounds. It forms an octavo pamphlet of 

36 pages. ‘ 

629. ‘Report of Prof. Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smithsonian 

Institution, for six months ending June 30, 1885.” In consequence of 
the adoption by the Regents, of the fiscal year instead of the previous 

calendar year, this report embraces the period of only halfa year. It 

forms an octavo pamphlet of 46 pages. 

630. “* Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Washington, 

Vol. ITI (November 6, 1883-May 19, 1885).” An octavo volume of 
xxii + 204 pages. 

632. ““An Account of the Progress in Geography in the year 1885.” 

By J. King Goodrich. 8vo. 36 pp. 

633. “An Account of the Progress in Chemistry in the year 1885.” 

(With a bibliography). By H. Carrington Bolton. 8vo. 50 pp. 

634. “An Account of the Progress jn Vuicanology and Seismology in 

the year 1885.” (With a bibliography.) By Charles G. Rockwood, jr. 

Svo. 23 pp. 

635. ‘ List of Foreign Correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution.” 

To July, 1885. By George H. Boehmer. 8vo. 190 pp. 

636. ‘‘ Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Vol. VIL. 

Containing the Minutes of the Society and of the Mathematical Section, 

for the year 1885 (January 3, 1885-December 19, 1885).” Octavo vol- 

ume of xlvii + 68 pp. 

638. “An Account of the Progress in Physics in the year 1885.” (With 

a bibliography.) By George F. Barker. Svo. 60 pp. 

639. “An Account of the Progress in Mineralogy in the year 1885.” 

(With a bibliography.) By Edward S. Dana. 8vo. 26 pp. 

640. “An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1885.” 

(With a bibliography.) By Otis T. Mason. 8vo. 56 pp. 

641. “An Account of the Progress in Astronomy in the year 1885.” 

(With a bibliography.) By William C. Winlock. S8vo. 114 pp. 

642. ‘ Record of North American Invertebrate Paleontology for the _ 
year 1885.” By John Belknap Marcou. This forms a descriptive bib- 
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liography of the subject by alphabetical arrangement of the writers. 

8vo. 47 pp. 

643. “An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1885.” By 

Theodore Gill. 8vo. 53 pp. 

644. “Observations on Volcanic Eruptions and Earthquakes in Ice- 

land, within Historic Times.” Translated and condensed from a history 
by Th. Thoroddsen. By George H. Boehmer. 8vo. 47 pp. 

Bulletins of the National Museum.—This series and that of the Pro- 

ceedings, illustrating the material of the U.S. National Museum, are 

issued in the first instance under the authority of the honorable Secre- 

tary of the Interior, as prepared by the Smithsonian Institution. 

“ Bulletin U.S. National Museum, No. 23. The published writings of 

Isaac Lea.” By Newton P. Scudder. This is the second of a proposed 

series of bibliographies of American naturalists who have contributed 

to the National Museum. The great value of such bibliographies is 

fuliy appreciated by all engaged in natural-history studies or investi- 

gations. Dr. Lea has for more than half a century contributed to vari- 
ous scientific journals the result of his extensive mineralogical and 

biological researches; commencing with an account of local minerals, 
published in the Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Phila- 
delphia, in 1818, and giving, in 1876, a study of ‘ Inclusions” in gems. 
Perhaps his most important labor has been the series of investigations 

in the land and fresh-water mollusks, and especially in the family of 
the Unionide : the earliest of which was published in the Transactions 

of the American Philosophical Society, in 1827. Dr. Lea has econtrib- 

uted largely of his collections to the National Museum, and at the 
advanced age of ninety-four still enjoys good health and complete in- 

tellectual vigor. . 
Of the present Bulletin the first 53 pages are occupied with a bio- 

graphic sketch of the subject. The bibliography proper extends to 171 

pages, giving in full the titles and sources of 279 memoirs and other 

publications in chronological order. The compilation concludes with a 

list of the genera and species discussed and described by Dr. Lea, which 

occupies 100 pages. The work forms an octavo volume of lix + 278 

pages (including the index), and is illustrated by an engraved portrait 
of Dr. Lea. 

‘Bulletin U. 8. National Museum, No. 28. A Manual of American 

Land Shells.” By W. G. Binney. This work presents an enlarged and 

revised edition of the “ Land and Fresh- water Shells of North America:” 
Part I; by W.G. Binney and T. Bland; published by the Smithsonian 

Institution in 1869, and included in the eighth volume of the Miscel- 

laneous Collections. Mr. Thomas Bland, Mr. Binney’s former coadjutor, 

is no longer with us, having died August 20, 1885. ‘This treatise, as a 
separate volume, has been for some time out of print. The present 

~ work has been entirely re-written and re-arranged, occupying 200 more 
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pages than the earlier work. “Subsequently described species are 
added. Fuller attention is given in separate chapters to the subjects 

of geographical distribution, organs of generation,jaw and lingual den- 

tition, and classification. In the descriptive portion of the work the 

species are grouped geographically rather than systematically.” The 
subject is treated under the following heads: 1st. Habits and Proper- 
ties (9 pp.); 2d. Geographical Distribution (24 pp.); 3d. The Generative 
apparatus (2 pp.); 4th. The Jaw and Lingual Membrane (6 pp.); 5th. 

Classification (7 pp.); 6th. Systematic Index (8 pp.); and 7th, consti- 

tuting the bulk of the volume, Description of Species (412 pp.). Fol- 

lowing this is a tabular list (with specified localities and sources) of the 
Binney Collection of the Land Shells of North America, presented by 
the author to the U. S. National Museum (25 pp.). The work forms an 

octavo volume of 528 pages, and is illustrated by 516 wood-cut figures 

in the text. 
“Bulletin U.S. National Museum, No. 29. Results of Ornithological 

Explorations in the Commander Islands and Kamtschatka.” By Leon- 
hard Stejneger. The work is divided into three parts: Ist. Review of 
the species of birds collected or observed by the author on the Com- 
mander Islands, and at Petropaulski, Kamtschatka, 1882-1883 (300 pp.); 
2d. Synopsis of the birds reported to inhabit Kamtschatka (20 pp.), and 
3d. Conclusions drawn by the author respecting the probable derivation 

of this avifauna, and the limitation of its forms. As the result of his 
explorations, he maintains ‘ that the peninsula forms a very well circum- 
scribed ornitho-geographical province, remarkable not only for a num- 

ber of peculiarly modified forms, but also for a surprising absence of 

many of the most characteristic forms of the palearctic and circum- 

polar ornis.” Regarding Kamtschatka as one of the most typical and 

well-defined peninsulas, the conditions of which ‘are such as to make 

it a true island, zoologically speaking,” the author ventures the sugges- 

tion, ‘‘ there seems to be reason to assume that it has been a real island 
at no very distant period.” The work forms an octavo volume of 390 

pages, and is illustrated by 7 wood-cut figures in the text, asketch map 
of Kamtschatka and adjacent countries, 1 relief-cut bIave, id 7 chromo 
lithographic plates. 

‘Bulletin U. 8. National Museum, No. 30. Publications relating tu 

Fossil Invertebrates.” By John Belknap Marcou. This forms the 

third volume of the Bibliographies of American Naturalists, and is de- 

voted entirely to a catalogue of the writings of those who have labored 

in the field of invertebrate palwontology, in connection with the re- 

searches and collections made by the Institution and the National Mu- 

seum. The list of memoirs embraces: 1st. The published writings of 

Fielding B. Meek, numbering 105 titles of papers (of which one was in 

conjunction with Prof. James Hall, 17 in conjunction with Mr. F. V. Hay- 

den, and 25 in conjunction with Mr. A. H. Worthen), and occupying 100 

pages; 2d. The published writings of Charles A. White, numbering 
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151 papers (of which 2 were in conjunction with H. A. Nicholson and 2 
in conjunction with O. H. St. John), and occupying 66 pages; 3d. The 
published writings of Charles D. Walcott, numbering 27 papers and 

occupying 15 pages; 4th. A collection from fifteen authors of “¢ Publica- 

eations based upon the Palzontological Collections of the United States 

Government,” including the titles of 3 papers by Jacob W. Bailey, 12 

papers by T. A. Conrad, 5 papers by James D. Dana, 2 papers by 

Christian G. Ehrenberg, 7 papers by James Hall (1 in conjunction 

with I. B. Meek, above referred to), 2 papers by Angelo Heilprin, 3 

papers by Alpheus Hyatt, 10 papers by Jules Marcou, 2 papers by 

John 8S. Newberry, 1 paper by I. N. Nicollet, 4 papers by David Dale 

Owen, and 5 by Owen and Shumard, 2 papers by Hiram A. Prout, 
1 paper by James Schiel, 7 papers by Benjamin F. Shumard, and 5 

in conjunction with Owen (above referred to); and lastly, 5 papers 

by Robert P. Whitfield ; these occupying 72 pages. An index of gen- 

era and species of invertebrate fossils occupies 52 pages. The work 

is supplied with a general index of subjects and authors, and forms 

an octavo volume of 333 pages. 

Proceedings of the National Museum.—Of this series a prompt distri- 

bution is made, signature by signature, as fast as each 16 pages of 

matter is printed, thus giving the publication somewhat the character 

of a periodical. 

Volume VIII of the Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum for 
1885 has been completed. It contains descriptive papers by Tarleton 

H. Bean, Charles W. Beckham, H. G. Beyer, R. A. Brock, W. H. Dall, 
Carl H. Kigenman, Walter Faxon, Walter J. Fewkes, J. M. Flint, S. 
Garman, G. Brown Goode, V. Havard, O. P. Hay, David 8S. Jordan, 

Frank H. Knowlton, George N. Lawrence, Frederic A. Lucas, John 

Belknap Marcou, Otis T. Mason, Seth E. Meek, George P. Merrill 
Charles R. Orcutt, Edward Potts, Richard Rathbun, Robert Ridgway, 

C. V. Riley, John A. Rider, R. W. Shufeldt, Sidney I. Smith, Silas 

Stearns, Leonhard Stejneger, Charles H. Townsend, Frederick W. True, 
Lucien M. Turner, A. E. Verrill, and José C. Zeledon. The volume 
contains 762 8ve pages, including introduction, index, and explanatory 

pages, and is illustrated by 15 wood-cut figures in the text and 25 

plates of.relief cuts. 

The Smithsonian Annual Report.—Reference was made in the last 

report (pages 337, 338) to an act of Congress approved March 3, 1885, 

directing that “the annual reports of the Smithsonian Institution shall 

be hereafter printed at the Government Printing Office, in the same 

manner as the annual reports of the heads of Departments are now 

printed for submission in print to the two houses of Congress.” The 

Smithsonian reports had previously been sibmitted to Congress in man- 

— uscript, requiring a special resolution each year to secure their printing, 

H. Mis, 170-2 
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This act, however, did not provide for the printing of any extra copies 

for distribution by members of Congress or by the Institution. The 

usual resolution was therefore ‘introduced in the Senate, and passed 

February 12,1886. Action on this was not taken, however, by the 

House of Representatives for five months; when, on July 17, the Sen- 
ate resolution was agreed to, as follows: 

Resolved, §c., That there be printed of the last annual reports of the Smithsonian 

Institution, and of the National Museum, in two octavo volumes, 16,000 extra copies 

of each, of which 3,000 copies shall be for the use of the Senate, 6,000 copies for the 

use of the House of Representatives, and 7,000 copies for the use of the Smithsonian © 

Institution. 

In consequence of the growing importance of the National Museum, 

placed by law under the charge of the Smithsonian Institution, the 

annual report of the latter for 1884 is for the first time printed in two 

parts, or separate volumes, the first part confined to the work of the 

Institution itself, showing its operations, expenditures, and condition ; 

aud the second part to the progress and condition of the National 

Museum. 

The first voluame—the report of the Institution proper for 1884—was 

not delivered until April, 1886; and the second volume—the report of 

the National Museum for the same period, not till several months later. 

The first volume contains the Journal of Proceedings of the Board of 

Regents of the Institution at the annual meeting held January 21, 

1885; the report of the Executive Committee of the Board of Re- 
gents, for the year 1884, showing in detail the receipts, appropriations, 

and expenditures of the Institution and of the Museum, and their 
present financial condition; the report of the Secretary of the Institu- 

tion for the year; together with subordinate reports on the operations of 

international exchanges, &c. This strictly business portion is followed 

by the usual ‘General Appendix,” in which is given a record of the 

principal scientific progress for the year, namely, in astronomy by Ed- 

ward 8S. Holden; vulcanology and seismology, by Charles G. Rockwood ; 

geography, by I’. M. Green; meteorology, by Cleveland Abbe; physics, 

by George I’. Barker; chemistry, by H. Carrington Bolton; mineral- 
ogy, by Edward 8. Dana; bibliography of North American invertebrate 

paleontology, by J.B. Marcou; zoology, by Theodore Gill; and an. 

thropology, by Otis T. Mason. In conclusion are given miscellaneous 

papers relating to the archeology of Northern and Central America, by . 

Charles KE. Vreeland, J. ¥. Bransford, Otis T. Mason, M. T. Leach, 

Charles M. Smith, and E. T. Wiltheiss. his part forms an octavo vol- 
ume of 943 pages, including introductory matter and index, and is illus- 

trated by 7 relief-cut plates and 248 relief-cut figures in the text. 

The second volume, ‘ Report of the United States National Museum 

for the year 1884,” contains, Part 1, the report of the assistant director; 
Part 2, reports of the curators and acting curators; Part 3, papers rel- 
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ative to particular collections or objects in the Museum, by Otis T. 
Mason, John Murdoch, Frederick W. True, and F. A. Lucas; Part 4, 

Bibliography of the Museum, including publications of the Museum, 

papers by officers of the Museum, and other papers based on Museum 

material; and lastly, as an appendix, Part 5, a list of accessions to the 

Museum during the year, occupying 44 pages. This report forms an 

octavo volume of ix + 458 pages, and is illustrated by 105 relief-cut 

plates. 

I regret to state that no copies of the Report of 1885 (though for 

some time stereotyped) have yet been received from the Public Printer. 

Publications of the Bureau of Ethnology.—During the past year has 

been issued the “ Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to 
the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution,” by J. W. Powell, Director. 

In addition to the report of the Director, occupying 62 pages, are given 

as accompanying papers ‘ Notes on certain Maya and Mexican Manu- 

scripts,” by Cyrus Thomas; ‘On Masks, Labrets, and certain aboriginal 

customs,” by William H. Dall; “Omaha Sociology,” by J. Owen Dorsey; 

“6 Navajo Weavers,” by Dr. Washington Matthews; ‘“ Prehistoric Tex- 

tile Fabrics of the United States, derived from impressions on Pottery,” 
by W. H. Holmes; concluding with “Illustrated catalogue of a portion 

of the collections made during the field season of 1881,” by W. H. 

Holmes ; and “ Illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained from 
the Pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona in 1881,” by James Stevenson. 

The work forms an imperial octavo volume of Ixxiv + 606 pages, 

illustrated by 200 wood-cut figures in the text, and 44 full-page plates, 

of which 2 are printed in colors. 

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGES. 

The system of free exchanges of the scientific productions of learned 

societies and of individuals, including their distribution to public libra- 

ries and universities throughout the world, early established by this 

Institution as one of its most important interests and services, continues 

to increase annually, with the extending recognition at home and abroad 

of its great utility in promoting ‘‘ the increase and diffusion of knowl- 

edge among men.” 

Statistics.— For the year ending June 30, 1886, the receipts for fereign 

transmission were 94,093 packages, weighing 195,404 pounds. The trans- 

missions filled 764 boxes, having an aggregate bulk of 5,208 cubic feet. 

For domestic exchanges the number of parcels received and distrib- 

uted during the fiscal year was 14,496, of which 2,533 parcels (or about 

one-sixth), were received for the library of the Institution. 

For Government exchanges in the same time were received 29 boxes 
containing 56,229 packages, and 114 boxes wer3 sent abroad. 
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As compared with the receipts at quinquennial periods for the past 

15 years the steady increase is well shown in the following table: 

1871. 1876. 1881. 1886. - 
(Civil year.) (Civil year.) *(Civil year.) (Fiscal year.) 

Receipts. 

Packages. Pounds. Packages. Pounds. Packages. Pounds. Packages. Pounds. 

Foreign ex- 
changes..-.| 7,730 | 28,950 | 13,000 | 50,750 | 14,161 | - 50,155 | 26,162 | 112,901 

Domestic ex- 
changes...| 3,952 | 14,800 | 4,853 ; 18,130} 7,890 33, 291 | 11,702 | 39,579 

Government 
CxChan Ces hema -nel|vaaeieeeel see pees 30,000 | 15,550 34, 200 | 56,229 | 42,924 

Total. .-.| 11,682 | 43,750 17, 853 | 98,880 | 37,601 | 117, 646 94, 093 | 195, 404 

In 1871 and 1876 the exchanges of Government publications were 

not separately registered; the aggregate weight for the year 1876 has 

been approximately estimated. Notwithstanding the extraordinary — 

stimulus given to the foreign exchanges in 1876, by reason of the Cen- 

tennial Exhibition held that year, the years immediately succeeding 

showed no falling off in the total amount of material presented, but on 

the contrary a continual enlargement of the work. 

Assistance by the Government.—In view of the great public and national 

services rendered by the exchange system, in the distribution of Gov- 

ernment publications, and in the large accessions of valuable works 

annually made through its instrumentality to the Congressicnal Library, 

an appropriation has for some years past been granted by Congress in 

aid of this enterprise. And without this support the operations of the 

exchange service would be very seriously restricted. The usual appro- 

priation of $10,000 was granted to the Institution by the last Congress. 

The total expenses of conducting the international exchanges, for the 
last few years, are shown in the following table: 

Expenses of ex- 1883. | 1884. | 1885. 1886. 
changes. (Civil year.) | (Civil year.) | (First 6 months.) | (Fiscal year.) 

By the Institution --- $6, 192 34 B2, 510 71 $3, 307 59 $2, 005 80 
By appropriation ..-. 7,500 00 10, 000 00 5,000 00 10, 000 00 

Total cost .....| 13, 692 34 12,510 71 8,307 59 12, 005 80 

The column for 1885, comprising only the first six months of the year, 

in the transition from the former civil year in use by the Institution 

to the present fiscal year, one-half only of the Congressional appropria- 

tion is credited to that year. 
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Transportation facilities.—The liberal encouragement of the Smith- 

- sonian exchange operations afforded by the leading steamship com- 

panies in granting the Institution free freight for its packages and boxes, 

which has existed for many years, still continues; and it is my pleasant 

duty annually to renew the expressions of grateful acknowledgment for 

the generous policy which has so greatly favored and advanced the 

system of exchanges. The following is a list of the companies favoring 

the Institution with the concessions mentioned, and to whose offices I 

desire, on behalf of the Regents, to return their hearty thanks. 

Allan Steamship Company (A. Schumacher & Co., agents), Baitimore. 

Anchor Steamship Line (Henderson & Brother, agents), New York. 

Atlas Steamship Company (Pim, Forwood & Co., agents), New York. 

Bailey, H. B., & Co., New York. 
Bixby, Thomas E., & Co., Boston, Mass. 
Borland, B. R., New York. 

Boulton, Bliss & Dallett, New York. 

Cameron, R. W., & Co., New York. 
Compagnie Générale Transatlantique (L. de Bébian, agent), New York. 

Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Line (Vernon H. Brown & Co., agents), 
New York. 

Dennison, Thomas, New York. 
Florio-Rubattino Line, New York. 

Hamburg American Packet Company (Kunhardt & Co., agents), New 
York. 

Inman Steamship Company, New York. 

Merchants’ Line of Steamers, New York. 

Monarch Line (Patton, Vickers & Co., agents), New York. 

Muiioz y Espriella, New York. 
Murray, Ferris & Co., New York. 
Netherlands American Steam Navigation Company (H.Cazaux, agent), 
New York. 

New York and Brazil Steamship Company, New York. 

New York and Mexico Steamship Company, New York. 

North German Lloyd (agents, Oelrichs.& Co., New York; A. Schu- 
macher & Co., Baltimore). 

Pacific Mail Steamship Company, New York. 

Panama Railroad Company, New York. 

Red Star Line (Peter Wright & Sons, agents), Philadelphia and New 
York. 

White Cross Line of Antwerp (Funch, Edye & Co., agents), New York. 

Wilson & Asmus, New York. 
The thanks of the Institution are also due, and are hereby tendered, 

to the foreign ministers and consuls of the various Governments for 

their assistance in taking charge of the transmission of boxes to the 

countries which they respectively represent. 
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Government Puchanges.—The Smithsonian Institution, as is well known, 

has been made by law the agent of the United States Government for 

conducting the international exchanges of public official documents be- 

tween it and foreign Governments. By joint resolution of Congress 

(approved March 2, 1867), it was ordered that “ fifty copies of all docu- 

ments hereafter printed by order of either house of Congress, and fifty 

copies additional of all documents printed in excess of the usual num- 

ber, together with fifty copies of each publication issued by any Depart- 

ment or Bureau of the Government, be placed at the disposal of the 

Joint Committee on the Library, who shall exchange the same, through 

the agency of the Smithsonian Institution, for such works published in 

foreign countries, and especially by foreign Governments, as may be 

deemed by said committee an equivalent; said works to be deposited in 

the Library of Congress.” And by supplemental joint resolution to 

carry the same into better effect (approved July 25, 1868), the Con- 

gressional Printer, whenever he shall be so directed by the Joint Com- 

mittee on the Library, is required to print fifty copies in addition to the 

regular number of all documents hereafter printed by order of either 

house of Congress, or by order of any Department or Bureau of the 

Government, and whenever he shall be so directed by the Joint Com- 

mittee on the Library, one hundred copies additional of all documents 

ordered to be printed in excess of the usual number; said fifty or one 

hundred copies to be delivered to the Librarian of Congress, to be ex- 

changed under the direction of the Joint Committee on the Library, as 

provided by joint resolution approved March 2, 1867. 

Since the international movement, commencing with the Paris con- 

vention of 1875, for promoting the free reciprocal exchange of public 

documents, there has been a growing interest in the subject manifested 

abroad. International conferences, for agreeing upon details, were held 

at Brussels, Belgium, in 1880, in 1883, and finally in 1886—Marceh 15. 

There are now thirty-seven Governments in exchange with the United 

States, or, counting the duplicate sets sent to the Dominion of Canada 

(deposited at Ottawa and Toronto), there may be said to be thirty-eight 
foreign recipients. These are: The Argentine Confederation, Bavaria, 
Belgium, Brazil, Buenos Aires, Canada, two sets (one for the parlia- 
mentary library at Ottawa, the other for the legislative library at 

Toronto), Chili, Colombia (United States of), Denmark, France, Ger- 

many, Great Britain, Greece, Hayti, Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, 

Mexico, Netherlands, New South Wales, New Zealand, Norway, Portu- 

gal, Prussia, Queensland, Russia, Saxony, South Australia, Spain, 

Sweden, Switzerland, Tasmania, Turkey, Venezuela, Victoria, and Wiir- 
temberg. 

During the past year boxes 24, 25, and 26 of the series of United 

States official publications have been sent to each of the above Gov- 

ernments. 
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The Library of Congress.—By the joint resolutions of 1867 and 1868, 

above referred to, the ‘“‘ works published in foreign countries, and es- 
pecially by foreign Governments,” that may be obtained by our inter- 

national exchanges, are directed ‘*to be deposited in the Library of 

Congress.” This great national institution thus becomes the beneficiary 

of this branch of the service, and it is a matter of public interest that 

such returns should be placed on their broadest basis. 

From the last annual report of the Librarian, Mr. A. R. Spofford (for 

the calendar year 1885), the following remarks are quoted as here 

eminently appropriate: 

“Under the authority of these acts [above cited] the publications of 
the United States have been sent regularly each year to thirty-eight 
foreign Governments, whose officers responded favorably to overtures 
for regular exchanges. Very inadequate returns, however, have been 
received from some countries, while from others very rich and impor- 
tant stores of documents, including legal, political, historical, and scien- 
tific publications, have come tohand. Repeated efforts have been made 
by correspondence conducted with foreign Governments, through the 
Smithsonian Institution and the Department of State, to secure more 
adequate returns from:the Governments to which the publications of 
the United States (an extensive and costly series) have been so liberally 
supplied through a long series of years. Very slight results, however, 
have attended these endeavors. A few desultory returns were occasion- 
ally received, followed by an entire stoppage of the transmission of 
documents. The results of the exchanges thus far has been to supply 
the Library with many publications of permanent value and with many 
more fragmentary sets of laws, journals, reports, and miscellaneous 
publications, the principal value of which to the collection depends 
upon the completeness of the series. The deficiencies in all these series 
_are very extensive, thus depriving Congress of that full access to the 
current legislation and condition of foreign countries which is so im- 
portant to those seeking official information thereon. 

Jt has long been apparent that no permanent improvement in the 
_very defective operations of these international exchanges can be ex- 
pected until some special agency js organized in Europe to give personal 
attention to the practical business of securing full returns of all Govern- 
ment publications. The distribution of documents is scattered in most 
Governments among different bureaus, with no common head. More- 
over, most Government publications are issued by arrangement with 
private publishing houses, instead of by Government presses, thus 
rendering the books to a partial extent publications to which a commer- 
cial value is attached, and complicating the question of exchange with 
that of a pecuniary valuation of publications given and received. In 
very few countries is there any general law regulating this matter, 
while the various international conferences held at Paris and at Brussels 
with a view to the adoption of a uniform system of exchanges have 
failed to enlist the co-operation of several of the most important Euro- 
pean Governments. Moreover, there are issued many special pubiica- 
tions which can be obtained only by special efforts. An agent of the 
United States, either constantly upon the ground, or visiting periodically 
at regular intervals the bureaus of the Government in the various coun- 
tries, supplied with full lists both of our wants and of the publications, 
regular and special, of the Government presses, would furnish a per- 
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manent and, it may be added, the only efficient guarantee of realizing 
from the system of international exchanges what we have a right to 
expect. 
An initiatory step was taken during the last Congress, when an agent 

in the employ of the Smithsonian Institution, in charge of its exchange 
system, was sent to Europe, one-half of his expenses being paid by the 
Institution and one-half out of the Library funds. The results of the 
experiment, although a first attempt in a new field, were most gratify- 
ing. In the few months devoted to the labor, there were secured by 
diligent effort, backed by the requisite official authority from the Secre- 
tary of the Smithsonian Institution, the Department of State, and the 
Librarian of Congress, very extensive returns of public documents and 
miscellaneous publications. These returns comprised forty-four cases 
and one hundred and sixty packages of books, numbering about 7,000 
volumes, received in 1884—’85, and were collected from the Governments 
of Great Britain, France, Germany, Italy, Belgium, the Netherlands, 
Sweden, Norway, Denmark, Hungary, Saxony, Wiirtemberg, Bavaria, 
and Switzerland, fourteen Governments in all. Vienna was also visited, 
but affairs were not in a state favorable to the success of negotiations, 
and no result was reached as to the publications of the Austrian Goy- 
ernment. Several other Governments from which returns were thus 
secured, have also failed to continue sending the series of their parlia- 
mentary and other documents, the value of which is largely dependent 
upon their continuity. 

The experience of years has amply proved the impossibility of secur- 
ing any complete or adequate return from foreign Governments for the 
full and costly series of American Government publications so long fur- 
nished them, without direct and persistent effort, through an agency 
upon the ground, furnished with adequate credentials, to attend per- 
sonally to the whole business. One of the chief benefits of the initial 
effort already made has been the discovery of the practical obstacles in 
the way of a thoroughly successful system of exchanges. These, it is 
believed, could be removed by following up the work with each Govern- 
ment, while, if neglected, or left to the very uncertain medium of cor- 
respondence, the United States will continue to reap very inadequate 
returns for our publications sent abroad. It is reeommended that the 
Joint Committee on the Library consider the expediency of providing 
an appropriation to defray the necessary expenses of an agent of inter- 
national exchanges, to be sent abroad for a.term of at least six months 
during the present year. 

It is also recommended that the act directing the printing of fifty 
copies of each publication ordered by any Department or Bureau, to be 
devoted to international exchanges, be so amended as to render its pro- 
visions more effective.” 

LIBRARY. 

The fact should constantly be borne in mind that the distribution of 

the publications of the Institution secures in return a large amount of 

valuable material which is deposited in the Library of Congress. What- 
ever cost, therefore, there may be to our Government for Smithsonian or 
Museum reports, &c., is many times repaid by the exchanges received, 

in addition to which the returns for the many volumes of publications 

printed entirely at the expense of the Smithsonian fund find the same 

depository. 
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The following table will show the extent of the additions to the Li- 

brary of Congress from this source for the last ten years : 

Deposit of books, §c., in the Library of Congress by the Smithsonian Institution from 1875 
to 1886. 

Vol- Parts. Pam- Maps. | Total. 

SARIS OSU UE AG a a a 26, 629 | 50,225 | 20,403 | 5,555 | 102,812 
CPD ua Ea ce 1,120 | 4,016| 1,797 114| 7,047 
GPO eemese RU eee a 1,017 | 4,315] 1,878 375 | 7,585 
“SY Te) coe ope SB Oa 1,889 | 4,327] 2,184 326 | 8,726 
USFS 6 Sh SOT a Rn ea 1,263 | 4,976| 2,416 PAs 1 By729 
Tommi ee enn Ue. im 1,949 | 5,852] 2,219 183 | 10,203 
EDs Og ONS A OR a LAA 1,143 | 5,180] 2,095 152 | 8,570 
oS cad cat Se Upon Da ge Yn eg 1,867 | 7,505 | 2,399 188 | 11,959 
"552 Gea ge Ie a ee a 1,296 | 8,039 | 2,302 152 | 11,789 

eer erm ON SE carer Tk 1,754 | 8,134] 2,568 219 | 12,675 
eae ee he nen 1,567 | 8,826 | 2,323 143 | 12,859 
eee MUN ale ings oda el 1,942 | 8,824] 6,471 474 | 17,711 

plsovet (barat a eal 
HINO neg Sela ees IS 43, 436 |120, 219 eee 7,955 | 220, 665 

Subsequently to this period the enumeration will be made by fiscal 

years (July to July), instead of by calendar years; the last six months 

of the year 1885 being included in the following statement for the past 
year. 

Statement of the books, maps, and charts received by the Smithson- 

ian Institution during the year ended June 30, 1886, and transferred to 
the Library of Congress or to that of the National Museum: | 

Volumes: 

Ge tavO OLSMmanens. cee wa Le Nase Sect hwale « erele «Gite 1, 428 
QuIaELOOrlancerny sae. See eee eels week eles ate 510 

1, 938 
Parts of volumes: 

Oetayowrsmallery .22.0 50s ee tog ee EOD 
MaamEOnOR ano eke. Wty san reese a ee ites ai 6, 728 

11, 021 
' Pamphlets: 

CAGE AMO) OTM SI ONES Ue) en eee Ae es a Meee oe 2, 315 
ONALCO- OF PATON ajar. eiaiecale lets sacs clo sieeve ety ecaie 6) sheiors 613 

——— 2,928 
Map spam CWarts - iro. 2) 0S 2s ye)e cle ue mene wil me ee Ate ei! 19 

otal ee CNet eicleia a) Scale haka, soa esials ee peraske ar Mane: . 16, 266 
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UNITED STATES NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

Five years have elapsed since (the latter part of 1881) the work of 

moving into the new Museum building was begun. Two years ago I 

reported that the packing boxes, several thousand in number, contain- 
ing the accumulations of many previous years, had for the most part 

been unpacked, and that the entire floor space of the building would 
be soon oceupied by exhibition collections. During the current year 

this hoped-for result has been finally attained, and (with the exception 

of one corner of one of the central halls still occupied by one or two 

collections received at the close of the New Orleans exhibition, and 

which have not been opened on account of delay in preparation of cases 

for their reception) the entire floor space of about 100,000 square feet is 

open to the public, and the collections arranged in accordance with the 

provisional plan of installation. The work of mounting and labelling 

is still in progress, and each month shows marked advances. From this 

time forward, however, it will be impossible to develop the collections 

satisfactorily without additional space. The laboratories and workshops 

are entirely inadequate for the storage of the unexhibited collections 

and the accommodation of the preparators and mechanics, and the ex- 

hibition halls do not afford suitable opportunity for the display of the 

materials already in order for public examination. Each collection, 

and above all each department, should have a hall of its own, more or 

less completely isolated from those which adjoin it. When several col- 

lections are placed side by side in the same department much is lost 

in respect to effect and convenience of study, not to mention the still 

greater disadvantage of overerowded space. 

As soon as Congress shall see fit to provide another Museum building, 
the collections being now so completely under control, and the force of 
curators, assistants, and preparators so well organized and so thoroughly : 

prepared for the task, within eighteen months, or at the most two years, 

a@ space twice as large as that now occupied can be filled with cases of 

specimens thoroughhky mounted for exhibition. 

The development of the Museum during the past year has been - 

unexpectedly great, as may be judged from the fact that about fifteen 

hundred separate lots of specimens have been received.- A certain pro- 

portion of these were obtained from Government expeditions and surveys 

and material of perhaps equal value through exchange, but by far the 

largest part of the increase, both in quantity and value, has been in 

the form of gifts. 

It is perhaps too early in the history of the Museum to take into 

consideration the question of the extent and nature of its future devel- 

opment. Such institutions are most successful and useful when the 

result of natural processes of growth. 

We may profit to a certain extent by the experience of other nations, 

but the National Museum of the United States will of necessity have 
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features peculiar to itself, developed in response to the peculiar needs 

of the people of this continent. it should be remembered that the na- 

tional collections of every principal European nation are divided into 

several groups, each under separate administration, though often under 

the general control of some central authority. In France, for instance, - 

most of the museums are under the Ministry of Public Instruction, and 
in England, to a less extent, under the Department of Science and Art. 

In London, in Paris, in Berlin, and in Vienna the public collections 

are scattered through various parts of the city, in museums with dis- 

tinctive names and more or less independent organizations, and by no 

means always harmonious with each other. Much of the work which 

should properly be done by these museums is omitted, because none of 

them have seen fit to undertake it, and, on the other hand, much work 

is duplicated, which is perhaps equally unfortunate, collections of simi- 

lar scope and purpose being maintained in different parts of the same 

city. One of the chief objections to such division of effort is that much 

of the value of large collections in any department is lost by failure to 

concentrate them where they may be studied and compared side by 

side. In Washington the national collections are all, without ex- 

ception, concentrated in one set of buildings. The Army Medical Mu- 

seum will soon oceupy a building side by side with those under the 

control of the Smithsonian Institution, and this proximity and the long 

established policy of co-operation between the two institutions will ren- 

der them, for all practical purposes, united. 

It is possible that, in the future, museums of specialties, occupying 

buildings of their own, may grow up under the control of other Execu- 

tive Departments of the Government, but it is not likely that they will 

be very remote from the chain of museum buildings already in process of 

formation, and a harmonious system of co-operation will doubtless al- 
ways be practicable. In the mean time the Smithsonian Institution, as 

the legal custodian of Government collections, should undoubtedly pre- 

serve everything which may be serviceable for the development in 

Washington of one of the greatest museums in the world. It will be 

neither practicable nor desirable to gather together in Washington col- 

lections of ancient and medieval art, such as those which adorn the 
capitals of Europe; but a representative series of such objects will un- 

doubtedly grow up which shall be sufficiently large and welt selected to 

enable Americans to understand these subjects in a general way, to edu- 

cate the public taste, and to promote, so far as possible, the study of 

the elements of art and the history of civilization, as well as to forward 
the growth of the arts of design. This having been accomplished, a 

large part of the attention of the Museum would naturally be directed 

toward the exhibition of the geology and natural history of America, 

and at the same time its natural resources, to the preservation of me- 

moriais of its aboriginal inhabitants, and the exposition of the arts and 

jndustries of America. 
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In referring to the industries of America it is not intended to recom- 
mend that anything similar to what is generally understood as an ‘ in- 

dustrial exhibition” should be attempted. The element of competitive 
display should not be admitted, and no two objects of precisely similar 

jmport should ever be placed side by side, least of all, if of modern 
manufacture. . Such has hitherto been the policy of the Museum, and 

should it ever be interfered with, it is to be feared that much of the use- 

fulness of the Museum would be destroyed, both from a scientific and 

educational standpoint. 

The principal European museums have been carefully studied by 

officers of the Museum, and we have already profited largely by the 

knowledge thus gained of their successes and their failures. A report 
upon: the great museums of the world is in preparation and will proba- 

bly be published next year. 

It must be remembered that the *‘ National Museum” is actually of re- 

cent origin, although the idea has been under consideration for many 

years. As recently as 1877 the appropriation made by Congress for its 

support was only $10,000. The “ National Museum” was not recognized 
by that name in the Congressional appropriation bills until 1876, al- 

though the term was used in the reports of the Secretary of the Smith- 

sonian Institution as early as 1868,* and although the national collec- 
tions were transferred to the custody of the Institution in 1858, in ac- 

cordance with the act of incorporation passed in 1846, by which it is 

‘provided that ‘all objects of art and of foreign and curious research, 

and all objects of naturul history, plants, and geological and mineral- 

ogical specimens belonging or hereafter to belong to the United States, 
which may be in the city of Washington,” shall be delivered to the Re. 

gents of the Smithsonian Institution, and, together with the new speci- 

mens obtained by exchange, donation, or otherwise, shall be so ar- 
ranged and classified as best to facilitate their examination and study.t 

Nearly halfa century has passed since the United States, by the pro- 

visions of the will of James Smithsoii, first became proprietor of a scien- 

tific collection, in the shape of the Smithson minerals and meteorites; 
it is forty-five years since the National Institute was founded, with great 

prestige and influence, for the avowed purpose of organizing a National 

Museum of Natural History; forty since Congress threw upon the 
Regents of the Smithsonian Institution the responsibility of caring for 

the so-called “ National Cabinet of Curiosities ;” twenty-nine since this 
responsibility was finally accepted and these collections were transferred 

to the Smithsonian building; thirty-seven since the Institution began 

to make collections of its own; ten since Congress formally adopted 

*See Report Smithsonian Institution, 1867, p. 55. 

tAn act to establish the “Smithsonian Institution” for the increase and diffusion of 
useful knowledge among men. (Approved August 10, 1846; Revised Statutes, title 

Ixxili, sections 5579-5594.) See also Revised Statutes, section 5586, and Statutes 

Forty-fifth Congress, third session, chap. 182, p. 894. 
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the National Museum as its ward, and five since the Museum has had 

a shelter exclusively its own and an appropriation in any way adequate 

to the necessities of its administrative work. With the year 1850 be- 

gan an epoch in the history of the Museum, since at this time Congress 

saw fit to recognize the claims of the Museum by increasing the appro- 

priations for its preservation and installation from $45,000 to $145,000. 

Their responsibility in the matter they had, however, recognized in 

1879 by appropriating $250,000 for the construction of a fire-proof build- 

ing. The claims of the Museum to increased support had been before 

them for three or four years, ever since, indeed, by their own act, in 

connection with the preparations for the participation of the Govern- 

ment Departments in the International Exposition in Philadelphia, and 

the valuable gifts of foreign Governments upon that occasion, the 

Smithsonian building had been filled to overflowing with unassorted 
material of the highest value for educational and scientific uses. 

Thirteen years ago, as Assistant Secretary, I pointed out in my report 

to the Secretary of the Institution that the annual growth of the Mu- 

seum was undoubtedly greater than that of any other in the world; 

that is, so far as the accession of great masses of material was con- 

cerned. The increase at present is much greater than formerly, but 

the accessions are much more manageable, owing to the larger number 

of assistants employed. For twenty years the Assistant Secretary of 

the Smithsonian Institution, with the help of one or two laborers and 

‘such students as happened to volunteer their aid, performed ali the 

duties of curatorship of the national collections. It was not until 1874 

that a special staff of Museum assistants was recognized, with duties 

apart from the executive work of the Institution, and not until 1875 that - 

the office of curator was established, that office being held by the as- 

sistant secretary from 1875 to 1878. Up to 1880 there was still but one 

curator, with a number of “ assistants,” but during that year an execu- 

tive officer, with the grade of assistant director, was appointed, and the 
five principal assistants in the Museum were designated curators. The 

present organization of the personnel, then, dates back only five years, 

to the time when preparations were being made for taking possession 

of the new building. 
The staff, as now organized, consists of two classes, the scientific offi- 

cers or curators, and the administrative officers; the former reporting 

to the Director of the Museum, the latter to the assistant director, who 

also has general supervision of the administrative work of the curators. 

There are at present 28 curatorships, some of which are divided, so 

that the number of heads of departments or sub-departments is 26, 

and the total number of men in the scientific staff 30, of whom 13 are in 

the pay of the Museum, and the others are honorary, some being detailed 

for this duty by the Director of the Geological Survey, by the Director 

of the Bureau of Ethnology, others by the Commissioner of Fish and 

Fisheries, and by the Secretary of the Navy, two being volunteers. It 
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may be stated that these details are in every instance made in the 

interests of co-operation by those Bureaus of the Government engaged 

in work closely connected with that of the Museum. The paleon- 

tologists of the Geological Survey find it so much to their advantage to 

have access to the paleontological collections of the Museum and the 

use of the laboratories, storage cases, and general administrative appli- 
ances of the Museum, that they are permitted by their chief to assume 

the responsibilities of curatorships and perform a general work of super- 

vision. In nearly every case, however, the Museum supplies the honor- 

ary curators with assistants, who relieve them of much of the routine 
work. 

Very few important changes or additions have been made during the 

fiscal year covered by this report. 

In the departments of mollusks and of entomology, an assistant cu- 

rator has been appointed, the honorary curators of these departments 

having found it impossible to attend to the routine work as well as 
identify, classify, and arrange the specimens for exhibition and study 
purposes. 
A brief review of what has been accomplished in each department 

during the year will be, perhaps, the most satisfactory mode of bring- 

ing before the Regents the present methods and tendencies of the work 
in the Museum. I shall not however attempt to discuss the additions 

of the year, except so far as these are incidentally referred to as the re- 

sults of explorations made under the direction, or with the co-operation 

of the Institution. A list of these, with geographical and topograph- 

ical indices, and a list of donors, will be found in the second part of this 
report, in connection with the detailed reports of the Assistant Director 
and curators of the Museum upon its current work. 

A census of the collections made in 1884 showed an estimated total of 

1,471,000 “lots” of specimensin the Museum. The number atthe present 
time is 2,420,934. The total number of “‘lots” of specimens received 
during the year and separately entered on the record of accessions is 

1,496, including 6,890 separate packages. The construction of cases has 

been constantly in progress, and during the year there have been re- 

ceived and fitted for use and placed in the exhibition halls 84 cases, 
chiefly of the standard patterns. Forty-five storage cases have been 

made for use in the laboratories, 5,400 wooden drawers and trays, and 

54,000 pasteboard trays. There have also been purchased 3,504 glass 

jars, for storage and exhibition of alcoholic specimens, and 24 barrels 

(1,115 gallons) of 98 per cent. alcohol. 

The chief clerk of the Museum recently appointed has given much of 

his time during the past year to reorganizing and supervising the depart- 

ment of property and supplies; methodizing and formulating rules and 

regulations for governing the same. The changes that have been made 

have already proven of great practical benefit, simplifying, as they do, 
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methods of procedure i in purchase of supplies and payment of bills, and! 

of locating responsibility for kind and quality of articles furnished and 

for their proper use and care. 

The distribution of duplicates has been much the same as in previous 

years. About twenty-four thousand specimens have been sent out to 118 

institutions and societies ; those to institutions in the United States are 
generally gifts, though many were sent in the way of exchange. For all 

foreign sendings, equivalents in the way of exchange have been received 

or promised. 

The total number of visitors to the Museum building has been 174,225, 

to the Smithsonian building 88,960; the total number considerably 
exceeding 200,000. Over 1,000,000 persons are estimated to have vis- 

ited the Museum since the completion of the new building. 

The publications of the Museum have been carried on with greater 

activity than usual during the year, Bulletins numbered 23, 28, 29, and 

30 having been published. 

In addition to these Bulletins the manuscript of No. 31 was put in 

type during the year. Volume VII of the Proceedings of the Museum 

for i884 was published in its complete form, and the printing of Vol- 

ume VIII for 1885 was completed, and an edition of 200 copies distrib- 

uted in signatures. This form of publication has been adopted to secure 

the rapid promulgation of the work of the Museum, and the signatures 

are placed at once in the hands of the principal scientific institutions 

and of specialists who are directly interested in the work in progress 

in the Museum. The remainder of the edition of 1,000 copies is pub- 

lished in bound volumes, and in time appears for general distribution 
in the miscellaneous collections of the Smithsonian Institution. 

An order for the publication of Volume IX of the Proceedings (for 
1886) was not obtained from the Secretary of the Interior until after 

the close of the fiscal year, and for six months the Museum was without 

any means of publishing the results of its current work. Several 

papers which properly should have been published in this serial were 

sent elsewhere to be printed. The Proceedings of the Biological Society 

(published with the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution) was 
employed to relieve this temporary lack of publishing facilities. Im- 

portant papers by Mr. Ridgway upon the Birds of the Isiand of Cozu- 

mel, and other papers by Messrs. Bean, Dresel, Dall, Riley, and Rath- 

bun were made public through this medium. 

The total number of pages published by the Museum during the year 

was 1,642, and that of papers 48; the total number of labels’ printed 

was about 6,000. It has not been found necessary to introduce any 

changes in the general style of type or form of the labels. The number 

of labels now on file is about 25,000, and requires the constant atten- 

tion of one person to care for and store them in proper condition for 

ready reference. They are arranged in standard unit drawers, about 

100 in number, and are delivered to the curators of the several depart- 
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ments as may be required. There is still much work to be done in 

labelling specimens, and it has been found necessary, on account of the 
time required in printing, to prepare written labels for temporary dis- 

play with many of the exhibits. 

The work of the Museum library has been developing on the old lines 

of administration, and in addition to the central reference library, which 
now ineludes volumes and pamphlets, sectional libraries have been es- 

tablished in the scientific departments, each under the control of the 

curator, and including the works especially needed by him in his daily 

work. All the sectional libraries are, of course, under the supervision 

of the librarian. 

One of the principal improvements of the year has been the placing 

of temporary covers on the collection of pamphlets (of which there are 

over 2,000) constituting that part of the library which is most frequently 
consulted. 

The operations of the staff of preparators are discussed at length in 

their proper place. The amount of work accomplished has been equal 

to that of previous years, and it is a source of satisfaction to know that 
the standard of excellence is improving, not only in respect to individ- 

ual excellence but in the manner of labeling and displaying the collec- 

tions in the exhibition cases. -We are constantly called upon for plans 

of the cases and fittings in use in the Museum, and also to allow officers 
of other museums opportunities to study our methods of administration. 

At no time during the year have there been less than six or eight 

students thus engaged. In response to such applications, as well as to 

the letters which are almost daily received, making inquiries into our 

methods of work, it is our policy to make a cordial response. Itis con- 

sidered germane to the objects of a national museum to render the re- 

sults of its labors useful to similar institutions throughout the country, 
and to encourage in this way, as well as by the distribution of specimens, 

the growth of the museum idea in the United States. 

For the purpose of encouraging the new school of taxidermists and 

giving encouragement to the movement for theimprovement of mounted 

animals in the Museum, a space has been allotted in one of the exhibi- 

tion halls to the Society of American Taxidermists, and already a very 

creditable collection has been placed on view, the object of which is to 

explain the improved. methods of modern taxidermy, and to show ex- 

amples of what is considered the highest artistic and mechanical per- 

fection in the art. A number of prize pieces from the annual exhibi- 

tions of the Society of Taxidermists have been given or lent by their 
authors. This collection is under the charge of Mr. Hornaday, chief 

taxidermist of the Museum. 

The collections sent to the New Orleans Exposition, were all returned 
to the Museum shortly after the beginning of the year, and have long 

since been restored to their proper places in the exhibition or reserve 
series. A considerable number of duplicates thus returned have been 
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placed in storage subject to future calls of similar nature. The assist- 
ant director, who represented the Smithsonian Institution in the Gov- 

ernment Board in charge of exhibition work, has completed and handed 

in to the chairman of the Board his portion of the official report, and 

(so far as we have been informed) the work of the Board has been com- 

pleted. A number of exhibits obtained by the State Department for 
the second New Orleans Exhibition have, since its close in April, been 

turned over to the Museum by Mr. C. S. Mill, the representative of that 

Department. 

I. The Department of Arts and Industries.—In this department, which 

is under the curatorship of the Assistant Director of the Museum, Mr. 

G. Brown Goode, are assembled together for convenience a number of 
special collections mainly of recent origin which may very possibly in 

future be grouped in quite different relations. The scope is necessarily 

general and indefinite, and I shall simply call attention to the present con- 

dition of some of the most important groups of objects which it contains. 

The section of textiles already includes a very full series of the ani- 

mal and vegetable fibers used throughout the world, together with good 

representations of devices for spinning and weaving, and of the various 

products of the textile industries. This. collection is nearly all perma- 

nently installed, provided with printed labels, and illustrated by dia- 

grams. For lack of room, fully half of the material ready for exhi- 

bition has been stored away, and the cases prepared for its display are 

in boxes in the Armory building. The space assigned to the exhibition 

series is still so crowded that the objects cannot be satisfactorily exam- 

ined. Work upon this and other allied technological sections under the 

charge of Mr. Romyn Hitchcock, being so greatly impeded for lack of 

accommodation, he applied for and obtained a furlough of two years, 

and, having ea a professorship in the University of Osaka, in 

Peon: is making a special study of Oriental technology. 

To the collection of food substances, also under the charge of Mr. 

Hitchcock, is assigned a large quantity of unassorted material. The few 

cases now or exhibition contain the foods of the North American In- 

dians, of Japan and China, and some of the more curious and unusual 
articles of diet. There: are also two cases of educational importance 

which exhibit graphically the composition of the human body and its 

daily expenditure of tissues and the manner in which this is compen- 

sated for by daily rations of food. This collection is modeled after the 

famous collection of similar character prepared by Dr. Lankester and 

others for the Bethnal Green Museum in London. It is however based 

upon an entirely new series of analyses, and upon a revised plan prepared 

by Prof. W. O. Atwater, of Wesleyan University, and corresponds to the 

latest views in physiological chemistry. 

The collections in chemical technology already have a good nucleus, 

and the chemical manufactures and their products and methods should 

ultimately occupy a prominent position in the plan of the Museum. ‘The 

Hi. Mis, 170-——3 
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material now on hand is only incidentally displayed, and a considerable 

portion of it is temporarily appropriated with the materia medica col. 

lection. : 
The collections of materia medica are still under the charge of Dr. H, 

G. Beyer, U. S. Navy, detailed by the Surgeon-General of the Navy for 

this special duty. Its increase during the year has been greater than 

during any previous year except the first, when the nucleus of the col- 

lection was formed from the collections received from different national 

departments at the Centennial, and the gifts of W. H. Schieffelin & Co., 

of New York, the accessions having been remarkable for their interest 
and value. Amongst the most important accessions may be mentioned 

those received from the Governments of Jamaica, Japan, and Mexico: 
the collection of Dr. Edward Palmer from the States and Territories of 

the Southwest; and the gifts of F. Stearns & Co., of Detroit, Mich., 
and W. 8. Thompson, of Washington, D. C. 

There are 3,326 specimens on exhibition, to 1,457 of which are attached 
printed labels. The entire collection now includes 4,850 specimens, and 

409 entries have been added to the catalogue during the year. A de- 

scriptive catalogue of the collection is now in preparation and will prob- 

ably be completed in the coming year. 

The attention of the curator has been devoted especially to perfect- 

ing and completing the collection in accordance with the very elaborate 

plan which is presented in Part II, of the Muserm Report. 

In addition to the work upon the collection the curator has been 

carrying on important investigations on the physiological action of drugs. 

Seven original papers embodying the results of his investigations have 

been published, two are in press, and others are in progress. 

Since the hall containing the fisheries collection was opened to the 

public, in May, 1584, there has been constant improvement in the con- 

dition of the material exhibited, and a number of important additions 
have been made, although from the fact that the collections are already 

so complete, its growth has been comparatively less extensive than that 

of the other departments. The fisheries of North America are already 

so thoroughly represented that there can be but little necessity for ex- 

tending this portion of the department except by keeping it abreast of 

the time, by exhibiting modern improvements in apparatus, and by the 

building up of certain local series of slight importance, such as the 

Chinese fishery apparatus from the Pacific coast. There are still want- 

ing illustrations of the foreign fisheries, some of which have been filled 

since this department has been referred to in this report. Important 

collections have been received from the Government of Siam, through 

Minister Halderman ; from the Government of Japan; and the exten- 
sive collections from Great Britain, Sweden, Spain, France, Holland, 
and Greece, acquired at the close of the London Exhibition, have been 

since incorporated in the exhibition series. 
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_ No department of the Museum is perhaps more at a disadvantage from 

the limited space which it occupies than this. In the recent exhibition 

at London, the American section alone occupied nearly three times the 

space which is here occupied by fishery exhibits from all parts of the 

world. Many important things cannot be displayed, others of interest 

are suspended from the wall at so great a height that they are seen by 

but few, and cannot be examined by those who know of their existence, 
while it is impossible to group together by countries, properly, series of 

specimens which would be much improved by this kind of installation. 

Furthermore, the cases are so closely massed that the availability of the 
collection is interfered with. The section of fish-culture is almost en- 

tirely crowded out, many of the most important objects having been sent 
elsewhere for storage. The fisheries collection has been for the past two 

years under the curatorship of R. Edward Earl], who also has in hand 

the collection of animal products, which, since the return of the collee- 

tious from the New Orleans Exhibition, has been installed in a very 
effective manner in one of the large central halls. This collection, which 

was begun in connection with the Philadelphia Exhibition and greatly 
extended for that of New Orleans, is of great popular interest, as well 

as of considerable economic importance. The 1,597 specimens now on 

exhibition illustrate the applications of all products derived from the 

animal kingdom in the arts and industries. Not more than half the ma- 

terial available for the purpose is now displayed to the public, though 

this collection like that of fisheries is one which derives much of its 
value from having each class represented by a large number of speci- 

mens, since every additional well selected object adds: to the interest 
of the objects exhibited. The total number of specimens is 2,793. 

The collection of historic relics includes objects of national interest 

relating to the history of soldiers, statesmen, and important events, and 

includes several hundred objects. This collection has been increased 

during the year by the addition of many manuscript papers, including 

letters, military orders, and other official papers, pertaining to the co- 

lonial Government and to the periods of the Revolutionary and later 

wars. The most prominent exhibit is that of the Washington relics, 

transferred to the Museum in 1883 by the Commissioner of Patents, 
and consisting of several hundred objects, including many articles of 

household use, that belonged to Washington, besides his tents and 

camp equipage, used by him during the Revolutionary war. There are 
also many relies of other soldiers and naval officers, presented to them 
by foreign Governments. Among these may be mentioned swords and 

guns presented to President Jefferson, Commodore Perry, General Rip- 
ley, General Grant, and others. There are also memorials of many of 

the Arctie expeditions sent out by the United States and English Goy- 

ernments during the last forty years, including relies of Sir John Frank- 
lin, McClintock, Kane, Hall, and De Long’s expeditions. There have 
been added during the year a number of relics of the Southern Confed - 
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eracy, and it is hoped to largely increase this interesting collection by 

the addition of similar memorials of the Northern armies. The collec- 

tion of coins and medals is receiving some additions, and already about 

2,000 specimens have been placed on exhibition. The medals pertain- 
ing to the history of the United States were deposited in the Museum 
by the Director of the Mint, and include bronze copies in duplicate of 

all the medals that have been struck at the Mint since its organization. 

Numerous foreign medals, presented to the Smithsonian Institution at 

various times, are also arranged in this collection. The coin series is 

fast increasing, and much work has been done in classifying and label- 

ing about 2,000 specimens of ancient Greek and Roman coins, recently 

presented to the Museum. It is intended to arrange a series of the coins 

by countries, showing with them also paper currency and postage 

stamps, giving, as far as possible, the history of each coinage. Mr. A. 

Howard Clark has been placed in charge of this specialty. 

Closely related to the historical collection is the series illustrating the 

history of steam transportation, under the charge of Mr. J. E. Watkins, 

of Camden, N. J. The John Bull engine, imported from England in 
1831, the model after which all subsequent American engines have ° 

been constructed, has been given to the Museum by the Pennsylvania 

Railroad Company and placed on exhibition; and adjoining this is a 

case in which there are already assembled about forty objects illustrating 

the beginnings of the American railroad system. It is greatly to be 

heped that this important subject may be given an opportunity to grow. 

The collection of scientific instruments owes its interest at present 

chiefly to the historical associations of most of the apparatus displayed, 

including as it does instruments used by Priestly, Henry, and Hare. 

The original telegraphic instrument of Morse and Vail is also here 

shown. 
The collections of musical instruments, modern pottery, and porcelain, 

lacquer, and the process of engraving are partially displayed, and when 

cases and floor space shall become available, will soon develop into im- 

portant features. 

II. (A) Department of Ethnology—tThe growth of the department of 

Ethnology during the year has been very great. The principal efforts 

of the curator, Prof. O. T. Mason, are still in the direction of reducing 

material to systematic order and arranging it in a manner available for 

future study and exhibition. Much more space is necessary for the 

proper prosecution of this work. Owing to this fact, as well as to delay 

in construction of cases and printing of labels, several series nearly 
ready for final display cannot at present be exhibited. 

The department, although one of the largest, is one of the youngest 

in the Museum. To the science of ethnology have not been applied 

hitherto those rules of strict classification long prevalent in the other 

natural sciences, and it has fallen to the lot of the new curator to de- 
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velop a detailed system of arrangement in connection with the prelimi- 

nary handling of the collections. With this object in view, certain 
rooms and areas have been assigned, and in these have been grouped, 

with special reference to their final installation, certain large classes of 
objects, such as the weapons of war and the chase, implements of agri- 

culture, and other primitive industries. In addition to these great 
series of objects, classified according to function, other groups of objects 

have been arranged in accordance with another idea of classification, 

which is deemed of equal importance, namely, that of race. 

The Eskimo collection, for instance, has been arranged in table cases 
in one of the exhibition halls, in accordance with the ethnic idea, although 

in the minor details of classification function and form, as well as geo- 

graphical distribution, have been followed. 
A preliminary study of the collection of basketry has been compieted. 

A paper upon the baskets of uncivilized peoples, with numerous illus- 

trations, was published in the Museum report for 1884, and a represent- 
ative series placed on exhibition with provisional labels. The throwing- 

sticks and sinew back-bows have been the subject of papers, and are 

now on exhibition. The curator has in progress investigations upon 

several groups of objects, notably the history and technology of archery; 

upon transportation as effected by man without the aid of domestic 

animals or mechanism; upon the peculjar industries of several handi- 

crafts; upon the Hoopah Indians of California. 

The underlying ideas in these investigations, a first installment o 

which was published in the last report of this Museum, are (1) that 

the methods of strict classification and nomenclature already applied 

in the other natural sciences are equally applicable to anthropology; (2) 

that a trustworthy and minute study of modern savage and barbarous 

technique is absolutely requisite to the archeologist and technologist 

in reconstructing the history of civilization. 

II (B). Department of American Aboriginal Poitery—The collections 
in this department have continued to increase with astonishing rapidity, 

and the extensive accessions which have been received through the 

Bureau of Ethnology, and from other sources, have been of the great- 

est scientific importance and popular interest. One of the four large 

central halls of the Museum is devoted entirely to this subject, and the 

removal of the collections of South American aboriginal pottery and of 

the extensive collections from the mounds which have for many years 

been accumulating in the Archeological Hall of the Smithsonian build- 

ing, have filled it up to such an extent that it is difficult to find room 

for the new material as it comes in. 
During the year a portion of the hall has been thrown open to the 

public, although it has been necessary to retain one-half of the floor space 

as a work room. The exhibition case surrounding the walls of this 

room is probably the largest in existence in any museum, being 260 feet 
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in length, 4 feet 9 inches in depth, and, being double throughout, its 

entire length is virtually 520 feet. Double the space now allotted this 

department is necessary for its proper display, and the value of the 
material here concentrated is practically inestimable, since even the 

modern tribes, who are still making pottery similar in its general char- 

acter to that which is here preserved, have deteriorated to such a 
degree in their artistic capacity or skill, that their products are not 

therefore an exponent of their original artistic capabilities. So ex- 
haustive and monographie is this collection that it is impossible that 

any thorough work can be done upon the American aboriginal pottery 

which shall not in great part be based upon this collection. 
The detail from the Bureau of Ethnology of Mr. William H. Holmes 

as honorary curator of this department has been continued. 

In addition to his administrative work, he has been engaged in the 
preparation of a monograph of a number of collections from the prov- 

ince of Chiriqui in Colombia. 

The coilections made under the direction of the Bureau of Ethnology 

in the Mississippi Valley by Dr. Cyrus Thomas, are deserving of special 

mention, as well as those of Col. James Stevenson and Mr. E. W. Nelson 

in the Pueblo country of the Southwest. 

Ill. Department of Antiquities—The report of the curator, Dr. Rau, 

for the current year, is an exhaustive geographical review of the acces- 
sions, some of the most important of which are illustrated by draw- 

ings. The total number of accessions has been 2,751; all excepting 84 

were of sufficient importance to be added to the exhibition and study 

series, which now include over 40,000 specimens. In thearrangement of 

the archeological collections, Dr. Rau is taking advantage of the addi- 

tional space placed at his command by the removal of the ethnological 

collections to the new building, to display his material in a manner more 

instructive to the public and more useful to the special investigator. 

The general collection is now, and was in the past, arranged primarily 

by material; all objects of stone are together, as are also those of cop- 

per, bone, horn, shell, clay, and wood; secondarily by form and fune- 
tion, stone pestles, arrow-heads, or knives are placed together, the 
rudest and most primitive beginning the series, the most perfect at its 

close, the locality of each specimen being clearly indicated upon its 

label. Stone celts are arranged, and similar groups are made of ham- 

mered knives, &c.; thirdly, a progressive arrangement is adopted, the 

rudest and most primitive of the celts, for instance, being at the be- 

ginning of the series, and the most perfect and elaborate at the end. 

During the year one hundred and nineteen of these special collec- 

tions have been* placed on exhibition. This form of special collection 

is becoming of great importance in this department as well as in the 

department of ethnology which has already been referred to. The rapid 

increase at the present time in the department of archeology is due to 
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the work done by the parties sent out for exploration by the Bureau of 

Ethnology. This policy, although more thoroughly carried out than 

has been practicable hitherto, dates back to the jearly history of the 

Museum. Certain monographic collections of this sort have been on 

exhibition since 1870 or longer. 

Dr. Rau is engaged upon the preparation of an illustrated work on 

North American prehistoric objects, which is designed to serve as a 

guide for visitors to the department and as an explanation of the termi- 
nology of North American archeology. This will bear the title, Haya 

Classification of the North American Prehistoric Relics in the United 

States National Museum.” This book will be fully illustrated and it is 

hoped will be published in the ensuing year. 

IV. Department of Mammals.—The most important accessions to this 

department in this, as in previous years, have been in the shape of single 

specimens sent from zoological gardens and menageries, which have 

shown a great deal of liberality to the Museum in this respect. 

The administrative work of the department has been directed chiefly 

to the preparation for an entire rearrangement of the exhibition series, 

when the promised new eases shall have been completed. Many of the 

most valuable specimens in the mounted series are of such a large size 
that it has not hitherto been practicable to inclose them under glass or 

to protect them from mutilation. The larger laboratory rooms into 

which the department moved just before the beginning of the year 

have been utilized for an entire rearrangement of the collection which 

hitherto has been stored in the bases of the cases in the exhibition hall. 

The entire collection has been carefully studied and identified with,the 

exception of the Soricide, and good progress was made in the prepara- 

tion of the card catalogue of the collection. 

The curator, Mr. F. W. True, has in progress extensive investigations 
on American cetaceans, and is at present engaged upon a revision of 

the dolphins of the world. During the yearhe visited various points 

on the coast of North Carolina, in behalf of the Fish Commission, to se- 
cure material for his work. A report was prepared during the year upon 

the mammals collected by E. W. Nelson and C. L. McKay in Alaska. 

V (A). Department of Birds.—The growth of the department during 

the year has been very satisfactory, the number of specimens added to 

the collection being 4,147. The largest single accession was the collec- 

tion made by the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross in the 

Bahamas, of 1,000 specimens and about 75 species, of which 5 were new 

to science. Another valuable collection, 243 specimens, 81 species, 1 

new to the fauna of North America, was obtained in Alaska by Mr. 

Charles H. Townsend while on a mission for the Fish Commission. Mr. 

Henry Seebohm, of London, has given to the Museum 171 specimens, 

68 species, chiefly from Siberia, and of great value to the collections, 
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An important part of the administrative work of the curator has been 

the extension of the collections through exchange, and several of the 

most important accessions have been thus acquired. Among the most 

important exchanges have been those with the Musee d’Histoire Nat- 

urelle, of Paris, 86 specimens, 79 species, from Madagascar and Cochin 

China; with the British Museum, 225 specimens, 179 species, from In- 
dia and Europe; with the Mexican Geographical Exploring Expedition, 

135 specimens, 75 species, and with Count Hans Von Berlepsch, of 

Miifiden, Germany, 60 specimens, 50 species, of South American birds. 

Two thousand five hundred and eighty-one specimens have been sent 

out in exchange and a full equivalent received. The routine work has 

been pushed forward as rapidly as possible, the exhibition series having 

been entirely arranged and twelve additional exhibition cases filled. 

More than half of the mounted collection has been transferred to exhi- 

bition stands of the improved standard, recently adopted. The final 

labeling of the exhibition series has been deferred by delays at the 

Government Printing Office, and advantage has been taken of the delay 

to revise the labels, in order that they may accord with the order of 

classification adopted by the American Ornithologists’ Union. The 

** Code and Check-list of North American Birds,” adopted by the Ameri- 

ean Ornithologists’ Union, which has been published during the year, 

was prepared by a committee of the Union holding its sessions in the 

Ornithological Laboratory of the Museum, and the systematic work in- 

volved was based upon the national collections. The almost universal 

adoption of this check-list in America, and the consequent harmony of 

arrangement between the national collections and those in museum col- 

lections throughout the country, will not only greatly facilitate the work 

of this department in the future, but will be of great advantage to the 

progress of ornithology. 

The curator, Mr. Ridgway, and the assistant curator, Dr. Stejneger, 

have published about fifty papers upon the collections during the year, 

occupying about 500 octavo pages. 

Among the investigations in progress are Mr. Ridgway’s studies 

of Hmpidonax, Puffinus, Larus, A’strelata, Colinus, and Lagopus. Mr. 

Ridgway has also in preparation a manual of North American birds for 

the use of naturalists and sportsmen. Dr. Stejneger has in preparation 

a monograph of the birds of Japan, for use in the preparation of which 

the Japanese Government has sent out a large number of specimens. 

Another important research completed during the year was that by 

Professor Ferrari-Perez, of the Geographical Exploring Expedition of 

Mexico, upon the birds of Mexico, the entire collection of birds among 

the national collections having been brought to Washington for deter- 

mination and comparison, and his paper being based upon the studies 

of the two national collections. 

The number of specimens in the collection is now 59,945, 7,000 of 

which have been set apart for the exhibition series. The universal ery 
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for more space is especially loud from the ornithologists, who might 
readily fill it with material suitable for exhibition. 

V (B). Department of Oology.—The collection of eggs and nests of 

birds has been under the honorary curatorship of Capt. Charles BE. 

Bendire, U. 8. Army, and very much has been accomplished during the 

year in its classification and arrangement. The total number of speci- 

mens added is 2,556 in 253 lots, and there are now more than 44,000 speci- 
mens in the collection, of which 1,491 are in the exhibition and 31,124 

in the reserve collection, the remainder having been set aside as dupli- 
cates. The most important accession of the year was obtained in ex- 

change from Capt. B. I’. Goss, of Pewaukee, Wis., 641 specimens, 111 

species. Captain Bendire has continued his own gifts to the Museum. 

Another important accession is the collection obtained by the Albatross 

in the Bahamas in 1886. The oological collections are arranged in an 

inconvenient apartment in the Museum, and, if space allowed, should 

be assigned an apartment at least twice as large, in proximity to the 
ornithological collections. 

VI. Department of Reptiles.—The department has continued under the 

honorary curatorship of Dr. H.C. Yarrow. The collections are massed 

together in a small basement room, and a series of painted casts of the 

largest species of snakes and turtles of North America is the only por- 
tion of the collection displayed to the public. This collection is ex- 

ceedingly rich, nearly every species of North American reptiles and batra- 

chians being included, and the total number of specimens being estimated 
at 25,334, An exhibition series of 750 specimens has been selected, but 
there is no room for its display. During the year Prof. E. D. Cope, of 

Philadelphia, who has been occupied, under the direction of the Smith- 

sonian Institution, in the preparation of a report upon the reptiles of 

North America, has completed the identification of the Museum collee- 
tion of batrachians, and has identified and described in Museum pub- 
lications collections made by the various correspondents of the Museum 

in Mexico and Central and South America. 

VII. Department of Fishes.—In no department of the Museum perhaps 
is there so great a discrepancy between the extent of the collections 

and the amount of space available for their administration, and the 
progress toward an ideally satisfactory arrangement is therefore greatly 
retarded. Good progress has been made during the year, however, and 

the curator, Dr. T. H. Bean, reports that ail the material under his charge, 

except recent collections made by the U.S. Fish Commission in the 

deep-sea regions of the Atlantic, has been catalogued, the total number 

of entries at the end of the year being 37,893, of which 662 have been 

made during the year. The work of preparing illustrations of the most 

important of the American species has been carried forward by the eura- 

tor, and drawings of 78 species have been made. 
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The card catalogue of the reserved series, which has been in prep- 

aration for several years, has now been completed, and this card-cata- 

logue, it is needless to say, proves to be invaluable as an aid to speedy 

access to the specimens, as well as being areadily available systematic 

index to the entire collection. 

A large amount of duplicate material, including at least 15,000 speci- 

mens, has been set aside for distribution, and is ready for exchange or 

distribution as soon as time can be spared to separate it into lots and 

packages. 

The entire collection has been overhauled and put in the best possible 

condition. An idea of its extent may be given by the fact that in order 

to fill up bottles that have become partly empty by evaporation and 

replace the alcohol, which had become unfit for use, twenty-five barrels 
of alcohol were required. 

The bulk of the larger specimens is still necessarily kept in copper 

tanks; but everything that could be conveniently transferred to glass 

has been placed in jars during the year, thus securing greater accessi- 

bility and safety from destruction. 

Heavy drafts have been made upon the time of the curator through 

his occupation as editor of the publications of the Museum, and it is 

hoped for the good of the Department that he may be relieved of this 

extra service. He has, however, carried on the customary amount of 
special research, having identified and reported upon a collection of 

fishes from Jamaica, forwarded by the public museum of that colony; 

on a collection of fishes from Alaska, sent in by Lieut. Commander H. 
E. Nichols, U.S. Navy, besides a collection of fishes from Central Mexico 

sent in by Professor Dugés. 

Much of the research work of the curator has, however, in connec- 
tion with Mr. Goode, been directed towards the preparation of a report 

upon the extensive deep-sea collections of the U. 8. Fish Commission, 
and those obtained by Mr. Alexander Agassiz in connection with the 

work of the U. S. Coast Survey. 

The work of this department was, during the months of August and 
September, 1885, transferred to the Fish Commission headquarters at 

Wood’s Holl, where all the deep-sea collections were concentrated, over- 
hauled, classified, and catalogued, and systematic investigations carried — 
on—a portion of the results of which has already been made public, and 
the remainder of which it is hoped will soon appear in a monograph of — 

the deep-sea fish fauna of the Eastern Atlantic, which has been for 
some years in preparation. 

The ease with which this extensive collection was handled in the large 
rooms which were available for the purpose at Wood’s Holl, offers an 
illustration of the great need for the better accommodation of the 

fish collection in Washington. Work was finished in a few weeks at 
Wood’s Holl which it would have required four or five months to have 4 
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accomplished in the cramped work-rooms in Washington. The collec- 

tions which under these more favorable conditions had been overhauled, 
identified, properly catalogued, and arranged were returned to Wash- 

ington in October and November, and replaced upon the shelves in sys- 

tematic order, where they. are now being worked up as rapidly as pos- 

sible. 

IX. Department of Mollusks.—The department of mollusks under tne 

curatorship of Mr. W. H. Dall and Mr. R. E. C. Stearns, has made ex- 

tensive progress during the year, especially in -he matter of catalogu- 

ing and arranging the accumulations of past years. The amount of 

work accomplished is well shown by the number of catalogue entries, 

which is 18,638, representing between fifty and sixty thousand individ- 

ual specimens. Only throe times as many entries were made in the 

catalogue of this department during the preceding twenty years. The 

number of entries does not represent the accessions of the year which 

contained, however, much that was valuable and interesting. The clas. 
sification and systematic arrangement of the accessions of previous 

years, especially the Jeffreys collection and the Stearns collection, have 

made extensive demands upon the attention of the staff. It may fairly 

be said that there never has been an exhibition collection of mollusks, 

although many years ago a few cases of shells were incidentally dis- 

played. A beginning has been made by the curator in the work of de- 

veloping this collection, and one experimental case containing the chief 

types of cephalopods, pearls and pearl formations, cameo shells, and 

sections showing the internal structure of various large and ornamen- 

tal species, has been placed on exhibition. A provisional display is also 

made of the principal economic mollusks of North America. There is, 

however, no space available for exhibition of molluscan collections, and 
the laboratory rooms are inadequate and inconvenient, so that even the 

task of making the collections available for the use of students is much 

more difficult than it should be, and what is being done may be looked 

upon as preparatory to the occupation of more suitable apartments 

when such shall have been provided. 
The main features of the work of the year may be stated as follows: 

The identification of specimens for teachers and others in various parts 

of the United States; the identification and classification of the recent 

or living mollusks of the Atlantic coast of North America, as well as 

those of the Antillean-Caribbean region, in order to facilitate compari- 

son and investigation of the later fossils with related living forms; the 

arrangement of land, pond and fluviatile gastropods, as well as the 

fresh-water acephala for the purposes of comparison and investigation 

in the matter of geographical distribution and variation of species as 

related to and affected by environment and environmental conditions. 

The foregoing, as a whole, bears directly or indirectly upon the 

geological phenomena and physical conditions, present and past, of the 

continent of North America, &e., and the connection of the latter with 
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the Asiatic and Huropean continents. Ultimately by means of the am- 

ple collection of Jeffreys in Great Britain and Northern Europe, of Dall 

in Alaska and the North Pacific, of Stearns’ West American and gen- 

eral collection, and the accumulations of molluscan forms received from 
the U. 8. Fish Commission, the student will be enabled to pursue the 

biological history and connections of the two great oceans which bound 

the North American continent, as well as the opposite regions of Eu- 

rope and Asia. 

Among the most important investigations in progress is that of Mr. 

Dall upon the deep-sea mollusks, and his studies upon the Quaternary 

molluscan fauna of the United States, and the continuation of previous 

investigations by Mr. Stearns on the geographical’ distribution of the 

land and fresh-water mollusks of North America and the variation of 

the same, as related to and affected by the physical characters of their 

environment. 

X. Department of Entomology.—Although the department of insects 

in the National Museum was organized three years ago, little has hitherto 

been attempted beyond the care-taking necessary for the preservation 

of the material already on hand; the honorary (or unpaid) curator of 
the department, Dr. C. V. Riley, having had comparatively little aid 

from the Museum appropriation in the matter of construction of cases 

or the employment of assistants. At the beginning of the present 

fiscal year a salaried assistant-curatorship was established, to which 

Mr. John B. Smith was appointed. Additional accommodations in the. 

laboratory and exhibition hall had been provided, and the study-col- 

lections and the exhibition series are now being rapidly extended. 

In October, Dr. C. V. Riley formally presented to the Museum his 

private collection of North American insects, representing the fruits of 

his own labors in collecting and study for over twenty-five years. This 

collection contains over 115,000 pinned specimens, and much additional 

material unpinned and in alcohol. 

This generous gift to the Government has long been contemplated by 

Dr. Riley, whose ambition it is to be, so far as possible, instrumental 
in forming a national collection of insects, and who is satisfied that his 
collection will form an excellent nucleus for future accumulations. In 

his letter of presentation he remarks: 

._‘“ While the future of any institution dependent on Congressional 
support may not be so certain as that of one supported by endowment, 
I make this donation in the firm belief and full confidence that the Na- 
tional Museum is already so well established in public estimation that 
it must inevitably grow until it shall rival and ultimately surpass other 
institutions in this country, or the world, as a repository of natural- 
history collections. 

“If there shall in the future result the concentration here at the na- 
tional capital of the extensive entomological material which naturally 
comes here, and which in the past has been scattered among specialists 
in all parts of the country, so that in the future the student may find 
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valuable material to further his work in any order, I shall feel amply 
rewarded for the action I have taken.” 

A recent census of the national collection of insects has been taken, 

the results of which are published in the curator’s report for the year. 

XI. Department of Marine Invertebrates —The U. 8. Fish Commis- 

sion has continued to be the principal contributor to this department, 
which is in charge of Mr. Richard Rathbun. The steamer Albatross 

remained in active service during the most of the year, making explora- 

tions along the entire eastern coast of North America, from the Grand 

Bank of Newfoundland to Southern Florida and the Bahamas. <A large 

part of the region visited, and especially the important fishing banks 

located off the coast*of the British provinces and the deep-water areas 

about the Bahama Reefs, had never been systematically investigated 

before, and the biological results were, therefore, of the greatest value. 

Over two hundred and fifty successful hauls were made with the dredge, 
beam trawl, and tangles, the deepest cast having been in 2,731 fathoms, 
or considerably over 3 miles. The amount of material obtained was 

very large, and many of the groups of marine invertebrates are now in 

the hands of specialists for study. Important contributions were also 

received from other sources: notably a fine series of deep-sea soundings 

from the southern Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, made by the U.S. 8S. 

Enterprise, and large collections from the Western and Northwestern 

coasts off America and Siberia. One of the most interesting accessions 

consists of microscopical preparations of nearly two hundred species 

of British sponges, mainly described or identified by the late Doctor 

Bowerbank, and supplied by Canon A. M. Norman, a distinguished 

English naturalist, to whom the Museum was previously indebted for 

important exchanges. 

The west hall of the Smithsonian Institution, which has served as a 

work-room for this department during most of the past three years, has 

been permanently opened to the public, although no considerable 

changes have recently been made in the arrangement of the display 

collections. The northwest gallery of the main hall is now used for the 

storage and examination of the dried specimens of marine invertebrates, 
and an additional large store-room has been fitted up in the basement 
for alcoholic collections which have had an unparalleled growth.during 

the past few years. The work of identifying the collection of Echini 

has been completed, and that group is now conveniently arranged for 

reference and study. It contains 152 species, many of which are repre- 

sented by extensive series of specimens covering a wide range of distri- 

bution. A list of all the specimens has been prepared for publication. 

The Hon. Theodore Lyman has continued his work upon the collection 

of Ophiurans belonging to the Museum, and is now engaged in study- 

ing the specimens obtained by the steamer Albatross south of Cape 

Hatteras, and those from the western coast of North America, includ- 
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ing Alaska. Prof. A. E. Verrill, Prof. 8. I. Smith, and several other 

naturalists are still engaged as collaborators upon Fish Commission 

collections, some of which have been transferred to the Museum during 
the past year, while others are expected at an early date. Large num- 
bers of duplicate specimens have been distributed to institutions of 

learning throughout the country. 

XII. Department of Comparative Anatomy.—The work in this depart- 

ment, of which Mr. F. W. True is curator, is at present confined toa 
development of the osteological collection which is already of consider- 

able dimensions and occupies one of the entire exhibition halls. The addi- 

tions to this department have been comparatively few, the steady in- 

crease in the exhibition series of material being the result of cleaning and 

mounting skeletons which had come into the Museum in previous years. 
Attention has been directed especially to obtaining skeletons of thor- 

oughbred domestic animals, and a considerable number of specimens 
representing the important breeds of dogs, have been obtained during 

the year. In this series a single case is devoted to the comparison of 

the vertebrae of the different. groups of vertebrates. Of the cervical 

vertebre a considerable number of typical forms have been placed side 

by side; in another series the dorsal, in another the caudal vertebra. 

Another part of the series shows the limbs of the vertebrates arranged 

so that their parts can be readily compared. In still another case is ex- 

hibited the structure of bones and the teeth, and so on through the en- 
tire structure of the skeleton. 

A card catalogue of the skeletons of the mammals, which constitute 
the greater bulk of the collection, has been completed. fs 

XIII. Department of Invertebrate Possils—(A) Paleozoie Section.—Mr. 

C. D. Walcott, of the Geological Survey, honorary curator, reports that 

the collection now contains over 80,000 specimens, of which 7,833 have 

been added during the year, a large portion of this material having 

been transferred from the Geological Survey. The collection has been 

personally arranged by him during the two years of his connection with 

the Museum, and is now contained in sixteen table-cases in one of the 

principal halls of the Museum. Nothing has yet been exhibited, but as 

soon as cases shall have been provided, a very interesting series already 

selected may be placed upon view. Mr. Walcott’s attention is at present 

especially directed to the formation of a systematic collection of the 

Cambrian fossils of the United States, as well as for securing a study 

collection from typical localities in the Lower Silurian and Devonian 

formations. 

The special research upon which Mr. Walcott is engaged in behalf of 

the Geological Survey is the study of the stratigraphy and paleontology 

of the Cambrian system of North America. During the past year the 

results of a preliminary study of the Middle Cambrian was published 

as Bulletin 30 of the U. S. Geological Survey. 
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(B) Mesozoic Section.—Dr. C. A. White, of the U.S. Geological Survey, 
honorary curator, reports a total of 1,563 entries in the catalogue dur- 

ing the year. The principal additions are those which have been sent 

by the U.S. Geological Survey. The work of arranging and classify- 

ing the collections has progressed steadily, and they are now accessible 

for purposes of study. The provisional arrangement is purely strati- 

graphical, only a broad biological classification having been attempted 

under each geological period. The type specimens have been re-identi. 

fied by Mr. J. B. Marcou, who has published a catalogue of the same 

in the Proceedings of the Museum.* 

(C) Cenozoic Section.—This department, organized since the change of 
Mr. Dall from the Coast Survey to the Geological Survey, in which he 

is officially serving as paleontologist in charge of the later formations, 

is practically incorporated with the department of mollusks. 

XIV and XV. Departments of Fossil and Recent Plants.—The botanical 

collections are under the honorary curatorship of Prof. Lester F. Ward, 

of the U.S. Geological Survey, and Mr. F. H. Knowlton, one of the assist- 

ants of the Museum. The attention of thé curator is chiefly directed 

toward the study of the fossil plants, a subject upon which he is now 

the principal American authority. His sketch of the history and pres- 

ent condition of fossil botany, published during the year as one of the 

bulletins of the Geological Survey, gives an excellent idea of the char- 

acter of the work he has undertaken to accomplish in connection with 

the national collections. The number of specimens added during the 

year has not been great, attention having been chiefly concentrated 

upon the preliminary work of classification and arrangement. The 

herbarium of recent plants contains now not less than 30,000 specimens. 

The largest and most valuable accessions during the year were the col- 

lections from Texas and the adjacent States and Territories, gift of 
Dr. V. Havard, U.S. Army, the types of his paper upon “the Flora of 

Texas,” published in the Proceedings of the Museum. An important 
piece of routine work accomplished has been the completion of the card- 

catalogue of the Joad collection of Old World plants, recently acquired 

from the Botanical Gardens at Kew, through the Harvard Herbarium. 

This collection contains about 10,000 species, 9,000 of which were new 

to the herbarium. The card-catalogue system, as applied to the arrange- 

ment of the American herbarium, has proved to be of great practical 

value, since it renders it possible to ascertain the presence or absence 

of any species without going through cases. 

‘‘ This,” remarks the curator, “is believed to be the only large her- 
barium in this country in which this system has been adopted, and the 

labor of keeping it up will be very slight compared with what it would 

be to prepare such a catalogue after the accumulation of a great mass 

of material. No species is considered as belonging to the collection 

* Vol. VILL, pp. 290-344. 
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until its card has first been written and entered. Besides convenience 

‘of consultation, this system possesses another point of advantage in 

that it furnishes the source of a record, easily accessible, of the exact 

status and magnitude of the collections, a matter which is oper to much 

speculation when no such data are at hand. 

‘The poisoning of specimens newly received has occupied much time. 

About 5,000 specimens have been permanently protected from the ray- 

ages of insects. A complete immersion of the specimens in a saturated 
alcoholic solution of strychnine has been found most efficacious. 

“The work which has required the largest ameunt of time has been 

the selection of material for mounting. Instead of mounting indiscrimi- 

nately the mass of duplicate material which constantly comes to a col- 

lection of this character, a careful comparison is always made in order 

to be certain that the specimens will actually add to the ones already 

in hand; either a different phase of the plant or a new and interesting 

locality. In this manner pure duplication is checked and the growth 

of the herbarium made to accommodate itself, as nearly as possible, to 
the present somewhat restricted space. As rapidly as the specimens 

selected can be mounted, they are added to their systematic place to 

the herbarium, so that no large amount of this new material is allowed 
to accumulate and remain inaccessible.” 

XVI. Devartment of Minerals.—The department of minerals, so long 

in a quiescent condition, is now making rapid progress under the diree- 

tion of Prof. F. W. Clarke, of tbe U. 8S. Geological Survey, who is its 

honorary curator, assisted by Mr. W. 8S. Yeates. An extensive system 

of exchanges has been carried on during the year with private collectors 

and with a number of public museums, among which may be mentioned 

the Ecole des Mines in Paris, the museum at Annecy in Savoy, the Uni- 

versity of Sydney, Australia, and Amherst College, Massachusetts, and 

an unusual number of gifts have been received from individuals and 

institutions. 

The total increase in the number of specimens during the year has 

been nearly 800. The number of specimens in the collection, including 

duplicates, is 18,401, about 4,500 of which are on exhibition. The exhibi- 

tion space of the department is already overcrowded and the collection 

for public display cannot be increased until more cases can be provided. 

Much has been accomplished, however, in the improvement of the ar- 

rangement of both study and exhibition series, and the classification is 

more perfect than before. The collection of gems and ornamental stones 

has received its fuli share of attention, and a description of this will be 
printed in the Museum report during the coming year. Special atten- 

tion has been given to the enlargement of the meteorite collection. The 
proper growth of this collection is greatly impeded, perhaps more so 

than any other, by a lack of funds for the purchase of valuable speci- 

mens which now invariably fall into the hands of dealers and foreign 

museums. 

| 
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The scientific work upon the collection has been mostly done in con- 

nection with the work of the Geological Survey. Professor Clarke is en- 

gaged in an investigation of the chemical structure of the silicates, and 
there are also in progress in his laboratory in the Museum building a 

revision of the borates and a full series of analyses of the mineral tour- 

maline. 

XVII. Department of Lithology and Physical Geology.—The increase of 

the department, though not so large as in the previous years, has been 

healthy and symmetrical. Among the more important accessions may 
be mentioned a collection of rocks and building stones of Mexico, ob- 
tained by exchange from the Mexican Geographical Exploring Expedi- 

tion; a series of the rocks of continental Europe, obtained by exchange 

from the museum at Annecy, Savoy; a series of typical marbles from 

Pickens County, Georgia, gift of the Georgia Marble Company, and a 
series of building stones obtained from the State commissioner of South 

Carolina at the New Orleans Exposition, and a vertical column repre- 
senting the proportional thickness of the Archean, Cambrian, and Silu- 

rian rocks of New Hampshire, obtained by exchange from Prof. C. H. 

Hitchcock. 

The exhibition series has continued to increase, and all the available 

cases are already filled, and much material ready for display as soon as 

others are constructed. The time of the curator and his assistant has 

been fully occupied in the development of the exhibition series, in the 

preparation of copy for labels, and in the completion of classification of 

the study series. A number of beautiful and instructive relief maps, 

placed in the Museum by the U. S. Geological Survey, have been pro- 

vided with cases and put on exhibition. Chief among these are the 

models of Mount Taylor, New Mexico; Washoe District, Nevada; Eu- 

reka District, Nevada; Uinta and Wasatch Mountains, Utah; Lead- 
ville and vicinity, Colorado; the same in sections; High Plateaus of 

Utah; Henry Mountains, Utah; stereogram of the Henry Mountains, 
Utah; Elk Mountains, Colorado; Yosemite Valley, California, and the 

Yellowstone National Park. Of the various exhibition series in process 

of preparation, the collections of rock-forming minerals, the structural 
series, lithological series, and the building and ornamental stones only 

are in conditicn approximating completion. Others, now under way, 

though in a less advanced stage, are the three series classed under the 
head of dynamical, structural, and historical geology. <A portion of the 

materials belonging to these series are already on exhibition, being of 

themselves sufficiently striking in appearance to excite interest, though 

not occupying their proper places in the systematic collection. 

The investigations of the curator, Mr. G. P. Merrill, have been directed 
chiefly toward the mineralogy of the District of Columbia, the origin and 

nature of fulgurites, the durability of building stones, besides studies on 

local petrograpy which are not yet ready for publication. The curator 

H. Mis. 170 4 
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has also prepared a catalogue of the building stone collection now in the 
Museum, which will be published in the Museum report for the coming 
year. He has also in preparation a general work on economic petrog- 
raphy for the use of students, quarrymen, architects, and builders. 

The curator calls especial attention to the desirability of allowing the 

head of the department annually a certain sum of money to be ex- 

pended in filling gaps in the exhibition series. 
The total number of rock specimens in the collection is given as 

20,647, 17,647 of which belong to the reserve series. Of the latter 
number, 5,313 are on exhibition, 2,730 of which are building and orna- 

mental stones, and 1,829 belong to the educational series and rock- 

forming minerals. 

XVIII. Department of Metallurgy and Economic Geology.—The atten- 

tion of Prof. F. P. Dewey, curator of this department, has been devoted 
to classifying and arranging the mass of unassorted material which has 

been referred to in previous reports, especially the material received 

from the Institute of Mining Engineers, part of which was received 

during the year. It has not been the policy of the department to solicit 

accessions, owing to the fact that there is so much material already on 

hand which, owing to the lack of space, it has been impossible to bring 

under control. During the year work upon the preparation of the ex- 

hibition series has gone steadily forward, and as soon as the exhibition 

cases shall have been provided a large amount of material can be dis- 

played. A preliminary display has been made of a portion of this collec- 

tion, especially the systematic collection, the beginnings of which were 

exhibited at New Orleans. This material exhibited at New Orleans 

was intended to illustrate (1) the geological distribution of the ores of 

the United States and (2) the processes used in the extraction of the 

metals from the ores. A descriptive catalogue of the systematic col- 

lections has been prepared by the curator for publication in the Mu- 

seum report during the coming year as a guide for visitors and as a 

foundation for future collections. 

The curator has for three years been engaged upon the investigation 

of the physical properties of coke, and has already published a paper 

upon the porosity and specific gravity of different kinds of coke. In 

the prosecution of this work the department is aided by Maj. Jed. 

Hotchkiss, who has provided necessary apparatus. In connection with 

this work especial attention has been paid to the devolopment of the 

Museum collection of the cokes of the world, which is already of con- 
sidrable extent and constantly increasing. 

The curator called attention to the especial need of the Museum for 

special systematic collections gathered with reference to showing, first, 

the nature and the methods of occurrence of the various ores in differ- 

ent portions of the United States; second, the methods of mining, and 
third, the methods and processes of smelting. In connection with 

— 
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these collections of a scientific and technological character, it is desira- 
ble to illustrate in the Museum the condition of miners and their modes 

of life. This has already been done for the anthracite coal miners of 

Pennsylvania, and the screens of photographs, instruments, and clothing 

already on exhibition are of great interest. We hope that similar collee- 

tions may be obtained in connection with other kinds of miners. 
The total number of specimens in the collection is estimated at 48,000, 

of which 17,000 are on exhibition. During the year 5,506 entries, in- 

cluding 8,552 specimens, have been made. 

% 

BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 

The prosecution of ethnologic researches among the North American 

Indians, under the Smithsonian Institution and in compliance with law 

was continued during the fiscal year 1885~86 under the charge of Maj. 

J. W. Powell, who, as Director of the Bureau of Ethnology, has fur- 

nished the following account of its operations: 

_ The account of the work for the six months ending June 30, 1885, as 
published in the report of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution 

for that period, being meager, for the reasons therein stated, some por- 
tions of the operations in the latter part of the year 1884~85 are now 

ineluded to preserve continuity. 

The report may be conveniently divided into the two general heads 

of Field Work and Office Work, the latter to a large extent being the 

supplement to, and discussion of, the former, and executed by the same 

officers who had previously obtained materials and information in the 

field. 

I. FIELD WORK. 

This heading may be divided into: first, Mound Explorations; second, 

Explorations in Ancient and Modern Stone Villages; and, third, General 

Field Studies, embracing those in institutions, linguistics, and other 

divisions of anthropology. 

Mound Explorations—The work of the mound exploring division, 

under the charge of Prof. Cyrus Thomas, was carried on during the 
year with the same success reported for former years. 

Messrs. James D. Middleton, John P. Rogan, and John W. Emmert 

were engaged during the year as regular assistants; Mr. Charles M. 

Smith, Rev. 8. D. Peet, and Mr. H. L. Reynolds were also employed for 

short periods as temporary assistants. 

At the commencement of the year Messrs. Middleton and Emmert 

were at work on the mounds and ancient monuments of Southwestern 

Wisconsin, where they remained until cold weather set in, when they 

were transferred to Kast Tennessee, where Mr. Emmert continued at 
work throughout the remainder of the year, 
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It was deemed advisable to commence the preparation of a complete 

report of the work of the division, with a view of having it ready for 
publication by the close of the fiscal year ending June 30, 1887. Mr. 

Middleton was called to the office, where he remained, preparing maps 

and plats and cataloguing the collections, until the latter part of April, 

1886, when he again entered upon field work in the southern part of 

Illinois. 

Mr. Rogan was in charge of the office from the 1st of July to the 

middle of August, Professor Thomas being in the field during that time. 

He was engaged the remainder of the year in exploring the mounds of 

Northern Georgia and Kast Tennessee. 

Rey. S. D. Peet was employed for a few months preparing a prelim- 

inary map showing the localities of the antiquities of Wisconsin and 

the areas formerly occupied by the different Indian tribes which are 

known to have inhabited that region. In addition he prepared for use 

in the report notes on the distribution and character of the mound and 

other ancient works of Wisconsin. 

Mr. Smith was engaged during the month of Junein exploring mounds 

in Southwestern Pennsylvania; and Mr. Reynolds during the same time 

in tracing and exploring the monuments of Western New York. The 

amount of field work done was substantially the same as in previous 

years. About 5,500 specimens were obtained, all of which, collected 

before June 30, 1886, have been numbered, catalogued, and turned over 
to the National Museum. 

Explorations in Ancient and Modern Stone Villages—During the sum- 

mer the Director, accompanied by Mr. James Stevenson, revisited por- 

tions of Arizona and New Mexicoin which many structures are found 

which have greatly interested travelers and anthropologists, and about 

which various theories have grown. The results of the investigation 

have been so much more distinct and comprehensive than any before 

obtained that they require mention. 

On the plain to the west of the Colorado River and north of the San 

Francisco Mountain there are many scattered ruins, usually having one, 

two, or three rooms each, all of which are built of basaltic cinders and 

blocks. Through the plain a valley runs to the north, and then east to 
the Little Colorado. Down the midst of the valley there is a wash, 
through which, in seasons of great rainfall, a stream courses. Along 

this stream there are extensive ruins built of sandstone and limestone. 

At one place a village site was discovered, in which several hundred peo- 

ple once found shelter. To the north of this and about 25 miles from the ~ 

summit of San Francisco Peak, there is a voleanic cone of cinder and 

basalt. This small cone had been used as the site of a village, a pueblo 

having been built around the crater. The materials of construction were 

derived from a great sandstone quarry near by, and the pit from which 

they were taken was many feet in depth and extended over 2 or 3 acres 
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eo 5 of ground. The cone rises on the west in a precipitous cliff from the 

valley of an intermittent creek. The pueblo was built on that side 

at the summit of the cliff, and extending on the north and south sides 

along the summit of steep slopes, was inclosed on the east, so that 

' the plaza was entered by a covered way. The court, or plaza, was about 

one-third of an acre in area. The little pueblo contained perhaps sixty 

or seventy rooms. Southward of San Francisco Mountain many other 

ruins were found. 
Hast of the San Francisco Peak, at a distance of about 12 miles, an- 

other cinder cone was found. Here the cinders are softand friable, and 
_ the cone isa prettily shaped dome. On the southern slope there are exea- 

vations into the indurated and coherent cinder mass, constituting cham- 

bers, often 10 or 12 feet in diameter and 6 to 10 feet in height. The 
chambers are of irregular shape, and occasionally a larger central cham- 

_ ber forms a kind of vestibule to several smaller ones gathered about it. 

The smaller chambers are sometimes at the same altitude as the central 

or principal one, and sometimes ata lower altitude. About one hundred 

and fifty of these chambers have been excavated. Most of them are now 

partly filled by the caving in of the walis and ceilings, but some of them 

are yet in a good state of preservation. In these chambers, and about 

them on the summit and sides of the cinder cone, many stone implements 

were found, especially metates.. Some bone implements also were dis- 

covered. At the very summit of the little cone there is a plaza, inclosed 

by a rude wall made of volcanic cinders, the floor of which was eare- 

fully levelled. The plaza is about 45 by 75 feet in area. Here the 

people lived in underground houses—chambers hewn from the friable 

voleanic cinders. Before them, to the south, west, and north stretched 
beautiful valleys, bevond which volcanic cones are seen rising amid pine 

forests. The people probably cultivated patches of ground in the low 

valleys. 

About 18 miles still farther to the east of San Francisco Mountain 

another ruined village was discovered, built about the crater of a vol- 

_canie cone. This voleanic peak is of much greater magnitude. The 

_erater opens to the eastward. On the south many stone dwellings have 
been built of the basaltic and cinder-like rocks. Between the ridge on 

the south and another on the northwest there is a low saddle in which 

other buildings have been erected, and in which a great plaza was 

found, much like the one previously described. But the most interest- 

ing part of this village was on the cliff which rose on the northwest side 

of the crater. In this cliff are many natural caves, and the caves 
themselves were utilized as dwellings by inclosing them in front with 

walls made of voleanic rocks and cinders. These cliff dwellings are 

placed tier above tier, in a very irregular way. In many cases natural 

caves were thus utilized; in other cases cavate chambers were made ; 

that is, chambers have been excavated in the friable cinders. On the 

very summit of the ridge stone buildings were erected, so that this vil- 

a 
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lage was in part a cliff village, in part cavate, and in part the ordinary | 

stone pueblo. The valley below, especially to ‘aie southward, was prob-— 

ably occupied by their gardens. In the chambers among the overhang- 

ing cliffs a great many interesting relics were found of stone, bone, and 

wood, and many potsherds. ; 

About 8 miles southeast of Flagstaff, a little town on the southern 
slope of San Francisco Mountain, Oak Creek enters a cafion, which 

runs to the eastward and then southward for a distance of about 10 

miles. The gorge is a precipitous box cafion for the greater part of this 

distance. It is eut through carboniferous rocks—sandstones and lime- 

stones—which are here nearly horizontal. The softer sandstones rap- 

idly disintegrate, and the harder sandstones and limestones remain. 

Thus broad shelves are formed on the sides of the cliffs, and these 

shelves, or the deep recesses between them were utilized, so that here is 

a village of cliff dwellings. There are several hundred rooms alto- 

gether. The rooms are of sandstone, pretty carefully worked and laid 

in mortar, and the interior of the rooms was plastered. The opening 

for the chimney was usually by the side of the entrance, and the ceil- 

ings of the rooms are still blackened with soot and smoke. Around 

this village, on the terrace of the caiion, great numbers of potsherds, 
stone implements, and implements of bone, horn, and wood were found; 

and here, as in all of the other ruins mentioned, corncobs in great 

abundance were discovered. 

In addition to the four principal ruins thus Asad many others are 

found—most of them being of the ordinary pueblo type. From the 

evidence presented it would seem that they had all been occupied at a 

comparatively late date. They were certainly not abandoned more than 

three or four centuries ago. 

Later in the season the Director visited the Supai Indians of Cata- 

ract Cafion, and was informed by them that their present home had 

been taken up not many generations ago, and that their ancestors 

occupied the ruins which have been described; and they gave such a 

circumstantial account of the occupation and of their expulsion by the 

Spaniards, that no doubt can be entertained of the truth of their tradi- 
tions in this respect. The Indians of Cataract Cation doubtless lived 

on the north, east, and south of San Francisco Mountain at the time 

this country was discovered by the Spaniards, and they subsequently 

left their cliff and cavate dwellings, and moved into Cataract Cation, 

where they now live. Itis thus seen that these cliff and cavate dwellings 

are not of an ancient, prehistoric time, but that they were occupied by 
a people still existing, who also built pueblos of the common type. 

Later in the season the party visited the cavate ruins near Santa Clara, 
previously explored by Mr. Stevenson. Here, on the western side of 

the Rio Grande del Norte, were found a system of volcanic peaks, con- 

stituting what is known as the Valley Range. To the east of these 

peaks, stretching far beyond the present channel of the Rio Grande, 
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there was once a great Tertiary lake, which was gradually filled with 

the sands washed into it on every hand and by the ashes blown out of 

the adjacent voleanoes. This great lake formation is in some places a 
thousand feet in thickness. When the lake was filled, the Rio Grande 
cut its channel through the midst to a depth of many hundreds of feet. 

The volcanic mountains to the westward send to the Rio Grande a 

number of minor streams, which in a general way are parallel with one 

another. The Rio Grande itself and all of these lateral streams have 

cut deep gorges and canons, so that there are long, irregular table-lands, 

or mesas, extending from the Rio Grande back to the Valley Mountains, 

each mesa being severed from the adjacent one by a cafion or canon 

valley; and each of these long mesas rises with a precipitous cliff from 

the valley below. The cliffs themselves are built of voleanice sands and 
ashes, and many of the strata are exceedingly light and friable. The 

specific gravity of some of these rocks is so low that they will float on 

water. Into the faces of these cliffs, in the friable and easily-worked 
rock, many chambers have been excavated; for mile after mile the cliffs 

are studded with them, so that altogether there are many thousands. 

Sometimes a chamber or series of chambers is entered from a terrace, 

but usually they were excavated many feet above any landing or ter- 

races below, so that they could be reached only by ladders. In other 

places artificial terraces were built by constructing retaining-walis and 

filling the interior next to the cliff with loose rock and sand. Very often 
steps were cut into the face of a cliff and a rude stairway formed by 

which chambers could be reached. The chambers were very irregularly 

arranged and very irregular in size and structure. In many cases there 

is a central chamber which seems to have been a general living-room 

for the people, and back of which two, three, or more chambers somewhat 

smaller are found. The chambers occupied by one family are some- 

times connected with those occupied by another family, so that two or 

three or four sets of chambers have interior communication. 

Usually, however, the communication from one system of chambers to 

another was by the outside. Many of the chambers had evidently been 

occupied as dwellings. They still contained fire-places and evidences 

of fire; there were little caverns or shelves in which various vessels 
were placed, and many evidences of the handicraft of the people were 

left in stone, bone, horn, and wood, and in the chambers and about the 
sides of the cliffs potsherds are abundant. On more eareful survey it 

was found that many chambers had been used as stables for asses, 

goats, and sheep. Sometimes they had been filled a few inches, or even 

two or three feet with the excrement of these animals. Ears of corn 

and corn-cobs were also found in many places. Some of the chambers 

were evidently constructed to be used as storehouses or caches for grain. 

Altogether it is very evident that the cliff houses have been used in 

comparatively modern-times, at any rate since the people owned asses, 

goats, and sheep. The rock is of such a friable nature that it will not 
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stand atmospheric degradation very long, and there is abundant evi- 

dence of this character testifying to the recent occupancy of these 

eavate dwellings. Above the cliffs, on the mesas which have already 

been described, evidences of more ancient ruins were found. These 
were pueblos built of cut stone rudely dressed. Every mesa had at 

least one ancient pueblo upon it, evidently far more ancient than the 

cavate dwellings found in the face of the cliffs. It is then very plain 

that the cavate dwellings are not of great age; that they have been 

occupied since the advent of the white man, and that on the summit of 

the cliffs there are ruins of more ancient pueblos. Now, the pottery of 

Santa Clara had been previously studied by Mr. Stevenson, who made 

a large collection there two or three years ago, and it was at once no- 

ticed that the potsherds of these cliff dwellings are, both in shape and 

material, like those now made by the Santa Clara Indians. The pecu- 
liar pottery of Santa Clara is readily distinguisbed, as may be seen by 
examining the collection now in the National Museum. While encamped 

in the valley below, the party met a Santa Clara Indian, and engaged 
him in conversation. From him the history of the cliff dwellings was 
soon discovered. His statement was that originally his people lived in 

six pueblos, built of cut stone, upon the summit of the mesas; that 

there came a time when they were at war with the Apaches and Nava- 

jos, when they abandoned their stone pueblos above, and for greater 

protection excavated the chambers in the cliffs below; that when this 

war ended, part of them returned to the pueblos above, which were re- 
built; that there afterward came another war, with the Comanche In- 
dians, and they once more resorted to cliff dwellings. At the close of this 
war they built a pueblo in the valley of the Rio Grande, but at the time 

of the invasion of the Spaniards their people refused to be baptized, 

and a Spanish army was sent against them, when they abandoned the 

valley below and once more inhabited the cliff dwellings above. Here 

they lived many years, until at last a wise and good priest breught 

them peace, and persuaded them to build the pueblo which they now 
occupy—the village of Santa Clara. The ruin of the pueblo, which 

they occupied previous to the invasion of the Spaniards, is still to be 

seen, about a mile distant from the present pueblo. 
The history thus briefly given was repeated by the governor, and by 

other persons, all substantially to the same effect. It is therefore 

evident that the cavate dwellings of the Santa Clara region belong to 

a people still extant; that they are not of great antiquity, and do nof, 

give evidence of a prehistoric and now extinct race. 

Plans and measurements were made of some of the villages with 

sufficient accuracy to prepare models. Photographic views and sketches 

were also procured, with which to illustrate a detailed report of the 

subject, to be published by the Bureau. 

After the investigations made in company with the Director, Mr. 

Stevenson proceeded with a party to the Provinee of Tusayan, in Ari-- 

| 
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zona, to study the ethnologic characteristics of its inhabitants, and to 

make collections of such implements and utensils as would illustrate 

their arts and industries. Several months were spent among the vil- 

lages, resulting in a large collection of rare objects, all of which were 

selected with special reference to their anthropologic importance. This 

collection contains many articles novel in character, and for different 
uses from any heretofore obtained, all of which will form an important 
addition to the collections in the National Museum. 

A study of their religious ceremonials and mythologic beliefs was 

made, of which full notes were taken. Sketches were made of their 

masks and other objects which could not be obtained for the collection. 

Mrs. Stevenson was also enabled to secure a minute description of the 

celebrated dance, or medicine ceremony, of the Navajos, called the Yéi- 

bit-cai. Mrs. Stevenson made complete sketches of the sand altars, 

masks, and other objects employed in this ceremonial. 

Mr. Victor Mindeleff, who has in past years been engaged in investi- 

gating the architecture of the pueblos, and the ruins of the Southwest, 

commenced work shortly before the beginning of the fiscal year. A 

short visit was paid to the Moki villages, securing drawings of some 

constructional details, and also traditions bearing on the ruins in that 
vicinity. The main camp was established near Mashongnavi, one of 

the Moki villages. A large ruined pueblo, formerly occupied by the 

Mashongnavis, was here surveyed. Nostanding walls are found at the 

present time, and many portions of the plan are entirely obliterated. 

Typical fragments of pottery were collected. 

Following this work, four other ruined pueblos were surveyed, and 

such portions of them as clearly indicated dividing walls were drawn 
on the ground-plans. 

Many of the ruins in this vicinity, according to the traditions of the 

Mokis, have been occupied in comparatively recent times—a number 

of them having been abandoned since the Spanish conquest of the 

country. In several cases the villages now occupied are not the same 

as those first visited by the Spaniards, although probably retaining the 

same names. 

While the work of surveying was in progress, in charge of Mr. Cos- 

mos Mindeleff, Mr. Victor Mindeleff made a visit of several days at 

Keam’s Cation, there to meet a number of the Navajo Indians to ex- 

plain the purpose of the work and allay the suspicions of these Indians, 

a necessary precaution, as some of the proposed work was laid out in 

Canon de Chelly, in the heart of their reservation. Recent restrictions 

to which they had been subjected, as a consequence of new surveys of 

the reservation line, had made them especially distrustful of parties of 

Americans equipped with instruments for surveying. Incidental to such 

explanations of the purpose of the work, an opportunity was afforded of 

securing a number of mythologic notes, and also some interesting data 

regarding the construction of their “ hogans,” with the rules preserib- 
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ing the arrangement of each part of the frame, &c. A number of cere 
monial songs are sung at the building of these houses, but of these 

only one could be secured, this one, however, both in the original and 

translated. Whenever opportunity occurred, during the progress of 

the work, photographs and diagrams of construction of ‘ hogans ” were 

secured. 

On August 17, the ceremony of the snake-dance took place at Ma- 

shongnavi, similar in every detail to that performed at Wolpi, and dif- 

fering only in the number of participants. A number of instantaneous 

negatives of the various phases of the dance were secured. On August 
18, the following day, the same ceremony was performed at Wolpi, 

the easternmost of the Moki villages, on a larger scale. 

While the surveys of the ruins were in progress many detailed stud- 

ies of special features were made in the modern villages, particularly 

among the “ kivas,” or religious chambers. In several instances the 

large roofing timbers of the “ kiva” were found to be the old beams from 

the Spanish churches, hewn square, and decorated with the character- 
istic rude carving of the old Spanish work. A number of legends, con- — 
nected with the ruined pueblos, were recorded. 

On closing this work in the vicinity of the Moki villages, late in Au- ~ 

gust, the party moved into Keam’s Canon, en route for Caton de Chelly: | 

A day was devoted to the survey of a small pueblo of irregular ellipti- 

cal outline, situated about 15 miles northeast from Keam’s Caiion. This 
ruin is in an excellent state of preservation and exhibits in the ma- 

sonry some stones of remarkably large size. The early part of Septem- 

ber was employed in making a close survey*of the Mummy Cave group 

of ruins in Cation dela Muerte, this work including a 5-foot contour 

map of the ground and the rocky ledge over which the houses were dis- _ 

tributed. Detailed drawings of a number of special features were here 

made, particularly in connection with the circular ceremonial chambers. 

The latter were so buried under the accumulated débris of fallen walls 

that much excavation was required to lay bare the details of internal — 

arrangement. <A high class of workmanship is here exhibited, both in | 

the execution of the constructional features and in the interior decora- 

tion of these chambers. Later the White House group in the Caiion | 

de Chelly, comprising a village and cliff houses, was examined and | 

platted in the same manner. 

The drawings and plans were supplemented with a series of photo- 

graphs. Some negatives of Navajo houses were also made. 

On closing this work the party went into Fort Defiance, en route for 

Zuni, and thence to Ojo Caliente, a modern farming pueblo of the 
Zunis, about 12 miles south of the principal village. Here two ruins of 

villages, thought to belong to the ancient Cibola group, were platted. — 

One of these villages had been provided with a cireular reservoir of — 

large size, partially walled in with masonry. Here, also, can be seen | 
| 
} 

the well-preserved walls of a stone church. The other also contains 
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the remains of a large church, built of adobe. A series of widely scat- 
tered house clusters, occurring about 24 miles west of Ojo Caliente, was 

also examined, but the earth had drifted over the fallen wails and so 

covered them over that the arrangement of rooms could scarcely be* 

traced at all. 

The modern village of Ojo Caliente was also surveyed and diagrams 

and photographs made. 

Towards the end of September camp was moved to the vicinity of 

Zuni. Here we examined four other villages of the Cibola group and 

the old villages on the mesa of Ta-ai-ya-lo-ne. Camp was then moved 

to Nutria, a farming pueblo of Zuni. From this camp Nutria was sur- 

veyed and photographed, and also the village of Pescado; the latter 

is occupied only during the farming season. Both of these modern 

farming pueblos appear to be built on the ruins of more ancient villages, 

the remains of which were especially noticeable in the case of Pescado, 

where the very carefully executed masonry, characteristic of the ancient 

methods of construction, could be seen outcropping at many points. 

Mr. Cosmos Mindeleff was ordered to report at the Moki towns, Ari- 

zona, for field duty, and left Washington July 6. He was placed in 

charge of the surveying work necessary in the Stove Village region, 

and his work is included in the general report of that division. 

He assisted in collecting from the present inhabitants of the region 
legendary information bearing upon the ruins and in observing the 

snake-dance of the Moki Indians, a description of which was prepared 

for publication. 

Following the return of the main party to Washington some prelim- 

inary exploration was carried on by Mr. E. W. Nelson, who made an 

examination of the headwaters of the South Fork of Salt River, but did 

not find any ruins. Thence the Blue Ridge was crossed and the valley 

- of the Blue Fork of the San Francisco River visited. Here ruins were 

plentiful, increasing in number towards the south. Farther south three 
sets of cliff ruins were also located. 

General field studies—Dr. Washington Matthews, assistant surgeon 

U.S. Army, was stationed in the Navajo country as post surgeon of 

Fort Wingate, N. Mex., from 1880 to 1884, during which time he de- 
voted himself to studying the language, customs, &e., of this tribe as 

much as his official duties would permit. 

In the autumn of 1884 he was given an opportunity, under the aus- 

pices of the Bureau of Ethnology, to return to the Navajo country and 

devote himself for a considerable time entirely to the anthropologic 

study of the people. 

He first visited the Navajoes who dwell in the neighborhood of the 
San Mateo Mountains, the Tsotsildine, or peopie of the Great Peak, a 
local division or subtribe, living much farther to the east and having 
longer and more intimate associations with Mexicans and Americans 

¥4T than the main body of the nation. While at this place he ascended 
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the peak of San Mateo, or Mount Taylor—a mountain held sacred b v 

the Navajos—to observe the various places on the mountain mentioned 
in the Navajo myths. 

Leaving San Mateo he proceeded to Fort Wingate, and, learning 

that one of the most important of the Navajo rites was about to be 

celebrated at a place called Nihotlize (Hard Earth), north of Fort 
Wingate, on the Navajo Reservation, he repaired thither without delay. 
The ceremony was that of Dsilyidje qatal, or “chant upon the mount- - 

ains.” It is called Ilnasjingo qatal, or “chant in the dark circle of 

branches,” from the great corral of evergreens, in which the public rites 

of the last night are performed. It is known to the white men who 

live among these Indians as the Hoshkaun dance, from one of the 

public dances of the last night in which the Indian jugglers pretend to 

grow and develop the hackan or Yucca baccata. This last night’s per- 

formance is varied and interesting, and all persons, including whites 

and Indians of other tribes, are permitted to witness it; but previously, 
for several days, in the medicine lodge, mystie rites are celebrated, to 

the most of which only the initiated are admitted. Dr. Matthews re- 

mained in the Indian camp at Nihotlize ten days, during which time 

the shamans admitted him into their medicine lodge and allowed him 

to observe their rites and practices. 

His most interesting discovery on this occasion was of their system 

of mythic dry-paintings, by which they represent with dry pigments, 

on the sanded floor of the medicine lodge, various legends or traditions. 

These pictures are from 10 to 12 feet in diameter, and are drawn with 

scrupulous care after long-established patterns, which are retained only 

in the memories of the initiated. The drawing of some of the more elab- 

orate pictures occupies the time of about a dozen men for eight or more 

hours. Half an hour after the work is completed it is, with song and 

ceremonial, entirely obliterated, and even the sand which formed the 

ground work of the picture is removed from the lodge and thrown away. 

Only one picture is painted ina day. Dr. Matthews made accurate col- 

ored copies of these pictures, which will be represented by chromo-litho- 

graphic plates to illustrate a detailed report prepared by him for publi- 

cation by the Bureau. 

When the ceremony at Nihotlizi was over he proceeded to a locality 

in Arizona called by the whites “The Haystacks,” from the peculiar 

appearance of the rock formations there. At the Haystacks another 

great ceremony, probably the second in importance of the Navajo rites, 

was to take place. Here he again encamped with the Indians, and 

remained until the work of the shamans was done. The ceremonial 

observances witnessed on this occasion are, collectively, called by the 

Navojos Kledje quatal, or “chant of the night.” They are called by the 

whites the “‘ Yay bichy dance,” from the name of the principal masked 

character Yéibiteai or Gebiteai, the grand uncle of the gods. Like the 
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Hoshkaun dance, it has several days of secret rites with elaborate 

symbolic sand pictures, and one night of public dances, less varied and 

interesting than those of the Hoshkaun. Dr. Matthews was permitted 

to witness the whole performance and to takeas many notes and sketches 

as were necessary. 

From the Haystacks Dr. Matthews went to the Indian ageney at 

Fort Defiance, Ariz., where he secured the services of one of the oldest, 

and most learned (in their own peculiar lore) of the Navajo priests, and 

from him he obtained full explanations of all these rites, and of the sym- 

bolism of the pictures and masked characters, with a complete recital 

of the long and elaborate myths on which the ceremonies depend, and 

the text and translations of the very numerous songs which form the 

ritual of the ceremonies. 

During the summer and fall of 1885, Dr. H. C. Yarrow, acting as- 
sistant surgeon U.S. Army, visited interesting points in Arizona and 

Utah. In the vicinity of Springerville, Apache County, Arizona, in 

company with Mr. fh. W. Nelson, he visited a number of ancient pueblos 

and discovered that the people formerly occupying the towns had 

followed the custom of burying their dead, just outside the walls of 

their habitations, marking the places of sepulcher with circles of stones. 

The graves were 4 or 5 feet in depth, and with the dead had been de- 

posited various household utensils. Mr. Nelson, who had made a care- 
ful search for these cemeteries, informed him of the whereabouts of 

hundreds of them. Unfortunately for anthropometric science, most of 

the bones are too much decayed to be of practical value. The places 

of burial selected at these pueblos are similar to the burial places dis- 

covered in 1874 near the large ruined pueblo of Abiquiu, in the valley 

of the Chama, New Mexico. He also visited the Moki pueblos in Ari- 

zona, and obtained from one of the principal men a clear and succinct 

account of their burial customs. While there he witnessed the famous 

snake-dance, which occurs every two years, and is supposed to have the 

effect of producing rain. From his knowledge of the reptilian fauna of 

the country he was able to identify the species of serpents used in the 

dance, and from personal examination satisfied himself that the fangs 

had not been extracted from the poisonous varieties. He thinks, how- 

ever, that the reptiles during the four days that they are kept in the 

estufas are Somewhat tamed by handling, and possibly are made to 

eject the greater part of the venom contained in the sacs at the roots 
of the teeth, by being teased and forced to strike at different objects 
held near them. Hedoes not think that avegetable decoction in which 

they are washed has a stupefying effect, as has been supposed by some. 

He also obtained from a Moki high priest a full account of the attend- 

ant ceremonies of the dance. Through the hospitality of Mr. Thomas 

V. Keam, of Keam’s Caiion, Arizona, and Mr. A. M. Stephen, he was 

able to procure from a noted Navajo wise man, an exact account of the 
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burial customs of his people, as well as valuable information regarding 

their medical practices, especially such as relate to obstetrics. 

From Arizona Dr. Yarrow proceeded to Utah, and made an examina- 

tion of an old rock cemetery near Farmington, finding it similar to the 

one he discovered in 1872 near the town of Fillmore. The bodies had 

been carried far up the side of the mountain; cavities had been pre- 

pared in a rock slide, and the bodies placed therein. Branches of cot- 

tonwood were then laid ever and large bowlders piled on top. In sev- 

eral of these graves the skeletons were in fair preservation, and were 

removed, as well as the articles found with them. 
Through the kindness of Mr. William Young, of Grantsville, a skele- 

ton of a Gosi-Ute, in excellent preservation, was obtained, which has 
been presented to the Army Medical Museum. It may be stated that 

the examination of the rock cemetery at Farmington showed that the 

inhabitants of the eastern slope of the Wahsatch Range, in Great Salt 

Lake Valley, followed that mode of sepulture from this, the most north- 
ern point visited, to below Parowan, a distance of at least 200 miles to 

the southward, and it seems that these people occupied the valley long 

subsequent to those living near the water courses who constructed the 

small mounds on top of which were the rude adobe dwellings, and in 
some instances used these huts for burial purposes. 

In the spring of 1886 Mr. James C. Pilling made a trip to Europe in 

the interest of his work on the Bibliography of the Languages of the 

North American Indians, and spent many days in the library of the 

British Museum, the Bibliotheque Nationale at Paris, and several ex- 

tensive private libraries in England and France. The results of this 

trip are highly satisfactory and valuable. 

Mr. Jeremiah Curtin continued to collect vocabularies and myths in 

California. The whole number of myths obtained in California and 

Oregon was over three hundred. The number of vocabularies was eight, 
being the Yana, Atsugéi (Hat Creek), Wasco, Milé-hlama (Warm 
Spring), Pai Ute, Shasta, Maidu, and Wintu. Texts were also obtained 

in Yana, Wasco, Warm Spring, and Shasta. 

Il OFFICE WORK. 

Prof. Cyrus Thomas was engaged during the year, except the few 

weeks he was in the field, in the preparation of his general report, a paper 

on the Maya Codices, and a special paper on the Burial Mounds of the 

Northern Sections of the United-States. The latter will appear in the 

Fifth Annual Report of the Bureau. 

Mrs. V. L. Thomas, in addition to her duties as clerk, has been em- 

ployed in preparing a catalogue of the ancient works in that part of the 

United States east of the Rocky Mountains. This catalogue, now 
nearly complete, is intended to give the localities and character of all 

7-H 
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the antiquities in the section indicated that have been heretofore dis- 

_ covered and notice thereof published, as well as those mentioned in the 
reports of work done under the Bureau. 

The “ Bibliography of the Languages of the North American In- 

_dians,” by Mr. James C. Pilling, which has been adverted to in previous 

' reports, has received a large share of his time and attention through- 

out the year. The advance “ proof-sheets” noted under the head of 

publications, and distributed to collaborators, have been the means of 
| securing the active co-operation of many persons throughout this and 

other countries who are interested in linguistic and bibliographie sci- 

ence, and have thus elicited a large number of additions, corrections, 

‘suggestions, and criticisms, all of which have received careful consid- 

eration. 
Mr. Frank H. Cushing worked, when his health permitted, upon the 

large amount of Zuni material collected by him during several years, in 

preparation of papers upon the language, mythology, and institutions 

of that people. 

Mrs. Erminnie A. Smith continued her study of the Iroquoian 

languages. The first part of her final contribution on the subject 

was intended to be a Tuscarora grammar and dictionary. The first 

portion of the dictionary was completed, and had been forwarded 

to the Bureau when her sudden and Jamented death occurred on 

June 9, 1886, at her home in Jersey City. Her former assistant, 

Mr. J. N. B. Hewitt, of Tuscarora descent, has been engaged to 

complete the work she so successfully began, and it is expected that 

the results of her long labors in the field will be published without 

delay. 

Mr. Charles C. Royce resigned his connection with the Bureau in the 
early part of the year, thereby delaying the completion of his werk 

upon the primal title of the Indian tribes to lands within the United 

States and the methods of securing their relinquishment. This work, 

the scope and value of which have before been explained, will be pub- 

lished with its accompanying atlas. Mr. Royce, before his departure, 

completed a paper on the “Cherokee Nation of Indians,” which will ap- 

pear in the Fifth Annual Report. 
Dr. H. C. Yarrow was still engaged in preparing the material for the 

final volume upon the Mortuary Customs of the North American In- 

dians, in the prosecution of which the large amount of information re- 

ceived and obtained from various sources has been carefully classified 

and arranged under proper divisions, so that the manuscript is now 

being rapidly put into shape for publication. 

e Dr. Washington Matthews, U.S. Army, continued the preparing for 

publication of the copious notes obtained by him during former years 
in the Navajo country, his chief work being upon a grammar and dic- 

tionary of the Navajo language. He also wrote several papers, one of 
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which, a “Chant upon the Mountains ” will appear in the Fifth Annual — 

Report. : 

Mr. W. H. Holmes continued his work in the office during the year, 

superintending the illustration of the various publications of the Bureau. 

His scientific studies have been confined principally to the field of Ameri- 

can art archeology. Two fully illustrated papers have been finished 

and will appear in the Sixth Annual Report of the Bureau. They are 

upon “Ancient Art of the Province of Chiriqui, Colombia,” and “A 

Study of the Textile Art in its Relations to the Development of Form 

and Ornament.” Mr. Holmes has, in addition, continued his duties as 
curator of aboriginal pottery in the National Museum. 

The office work of Mr. Victor Mindeleff for the year has consisted of 

the preparation of reports on the Tusayan and Cibola architectural 

groups. These, when completed, are to be fully illustrated by a series 

of plans and drawings now being prepared from the field-notes and other 

material. In this work it is proposed to discuss the architecture in de- 

tail, particularly in the case of the modern pueblos, where many of the 

constructional devices of the old builders still survive. The examina- 

tion of these details will be found to throw light on obscure features of 

many ruined pueblos whose state of preservation is such as to exhibit 

but little detail in themselves. 

In connection with the classification and arrangement oem new material 

from Cafion de Chelly, a paper on the cliff-ruins of this region was pre- 

pared. 

The modeling-room during the past year has been in charge of Mr. 

Cosmos Mindeleff. Upon his return from the field a series of models to 

illustrate the Chaco ruins, architecturally the most important in the 

Southwest, was commenced. Two of these, viz, the ruin of Wejegi and 

that of a small pueblo near Pueblo Alto, have been finished and dupli- 

cates have been deposited in the National Museum. ‘The third, a very 

large model of Peiiasco Blanco, is still uncompleted. All of these 

models are made from entirely new surveys, made in thesummer of 1884. 

The scale used in the previous series—the inhabited pueblos and the » 

cliff-ruins—though larger than that usually adopted for this class of 

work, has shown so much more detail and has proven generally so sat- 

isfactory, that it has been continued in the Chaco Ruin group, bringing 

the entire series of models made by the Bureau to a uniform scale of 

1.60, or 1 inch to 5 feet, In addition to this the work of duplicating 

the existing models of the Bureau for purposes of exchange was com- 

menced. Three of these have been completed, and two others are about 

half finished. 

Mr. E. W. Nelson was engaged upon a report of his investigations® 

among the Eskimo tribes of Alaska. A part of this report consisting 

of an English-Eskimo dictionary, he has already forwarded. 

As hereinafter explained, the year was principally devoted to the syn- 
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onomy of the Indian tribes, the special studies of several officers of the 

Bureau being suspended so that their whole time should be employed 

in that direction. In the early part of the year 1885, however, and at 

subsequent intervals, their work was as follows: 

Col. Garrick Mallery, U.S. Army, continued the study, by researches 

and correspondence, of sign language and pictographs. A paper on 

the latter subject has been printed in the Fourth Annual Report. 

Mr. Albert 8. Gatschet continued to revise and perfect his grammar 

and dictionary of the Klamath language, a large part of which work is 

in print. He also took down vocabularies from Indian delegates present 

in this city on tribal business, and thus succeeded in incorporating into 

the collections of the Bureau of Ethnology linguistic material from the 

Alibamu, Hitchiti, Creek, and Seneca languages. 

Rev. J. Owen Dorsey pursued his work on the Dhegiha language. 
Having the aid of a Winnebago Indian for some time he enlarged his 

vocabulary of that language and recorded grammatical notes. He also 

reported upon works submitted to his examination upon the Tuscarora, 

Micmac, and Cherokee languages. 

Synonymy of Indian Tribes.—The Director has before reported in gen- 

eral terms that the most serious source of perplexity to the student of 

the history of the North American Indians is the confusion existing 

among their tribal names. The causes of this confusion are various. 

The Indian names for themselves have been understood and recorded 

in diverse ways by the earlier authors, and have been variously trans- 

mitted by the later. Nicknames arising from trivial causes, and often 

without apparent cause, have been imposed upon many tribes. Names 

borne by one tribe at some period of its history have been transferred 

to another, or to several other distinct tribes. Typographical errors 

and improved spellings on assumed phonetic grounds have swelled the 

number of synonyms until the investigator of a special tribe often finds 

himself in a maze of nomenclatural perplexity. 

It has long been the intention of the Director to have prepared a work 

on tribal names, which so far as possible should refer their confusing 

titles to a correct and systematic standard. Delay has been occasioned 

chiefly by the fundamental necessity of defining the linguistic stocks or 

families into which all tribes must be primarily divided, and to accom- 

plish this long journeys and laborious field and office investigations 

have been required during the whole time since the establishment of 

the Bureau. While a few points still remained in an unsatisfactory 
condition, it was considered that a sufficient degree of accuracy had 

been attained to allow of the publication for the benefit of students of 

“a volume devoted to the subject. The preparation of the plan of such 

a volume was intrusted to Mr. H. W. Henshaw late in the spring of 

1885, and in June of that year the work was energetically begun in ac- 

H. Mis. 170 5 
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cordance with the plans submitted. The preparation of this work, 

which to a great extent underlies and is the foundation for every field 

of ethnologic investigation among Indians, was considered of such 

prime importance that nearly all the available force of the Bureau was 

placed upon it to the suspension of the particular investigations in 

which the several officers had been engaged. In addition to the gen- 

eral charge of the whole work, Mr. Henshaw gave special attention to 

the families inhabiting the Northwest coast from Oregon northwards, 

including the Eskimo, and also several in California. To Mr. Albert 

S. Gatschet the tribes of the Southeastern United States, together 

with the Pueblo and Yuman tribes, were assigned. 

The Algonkian family in all its branches—by farthe most important 

part of the whole, so far as the great bulk of literature relating to it 

is concerned—was intrusted to Col. Garrick Mallery and Mr. James 

Mooney. They also took charge of the Iroquoian family. Mr. J. O. 

Dorsey’s intimate acquaintance with the tribes of the Siouan and Cad- 

doan families peculiarly fitted him to cope with that part of the work, 

and he also undertook the Athapasean tribes. Dr. W. J. Hoffman 

worked upon the Shoshonian tribes, aided by the Director’s personal 

supervision. Mr. Curtin, to whom was assigned the California tribes, 

also gave assistance in other sections. 

Each of the gentlemen named has been able to contribute largely to 

the results by his personal experience and investigations in the field, 

there being numerous regions concerning which published accounts are 

meager and unsatisfactory. The main source of the material to be 

dealt with has, however, been necessarily derived from books. A vast 

amount of the current literature pertaining to the North American In- 

dians has been examined, amounting to over one thousand volumes, 

with a view to the extraction of the tribal names‘and the historical data 

necessary to fix their precise application. 

The work at the present time is well advanced toward completion. 

The examination of literature for the collation of synonyms may be 

regarded as practically done. The tables of synonymy and the ac- 

counts of the tribes have been completed for more than one-half the 

number of linguistic families. It is hoped that the volume will be 

ready for the printer by the end of the next fiseal year. 

Archeologic Symbols.—The geographic distribution of archzologie phe- 

nomena being of great importance, and the statute having provided for 

general archeologic research in the United States, it was thought best 

by the Director to prepare a system of archzologic symbols to be used 

in the cartography of the subject. In the preparation of such a scheme 

of symbols those used in Europe were examined, for the purpose of 

adopting the same where possible; but on careful study of the subject 

it was found that the phenomena of the two continents differ so widely 

that no European scheme could be utilized in North America. A new 
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scheme was therefore prepared, adapted to the phenomena observed in 

North America, and especially in the United States, as follows: 

SCHEME OF CONVENTIONS FOR THE ARCHEZOLOGIC CARTOGRAPHY OF NORTH AMERICA. 
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Indian village. 

Wood lodge. 

Group or village of wood lodges. 

Earth lodge. 

Group or village of earth lodges. 

Stone lodge. 

Group or village of stone lodges, 

Cliff lodge. 

Group or village of cliff lodges. 

Cavate lodge. 

Group or village of cavate lodges. 

Subterranean lodge. 

Group or village of subterranean lodges 

Igloo lodge. 

Group or village of Igloo lodges. 

Inhabited stone village (Pueble). 

Assembly lodge of wood. 

Assembly lodge of earth. 

Assembly lodge of stone. 

Cliff assembly lodge. 

Cave assembly lodge. 

Subterranean assembly lodge. 

Tower. 

Mound. 

Group of mounds. 

Assembly mound. 

Effigy mound. 

Group of effigy mounds. 

Domiciliary mound. 
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It is believed that the above scheme 

for its explanation. The mnemonicsystem embraced therein is perhaps 

sufficiently obvious. 

As the work of investigation extends southward through Mexico and 

Central America, it may be found necessary to add somewhat to the 

above plan. 

Burial mound. 

Mound with single stone grave. 

Mound with stone graves. 

Grave or single burial. 

Cemetery. 

Stone grave. 

Stone grave cemetery. 

Ossuary. 

Inclosure. 

Inclosure with intericr mound. 

Inclosure with exterior mound. 

Excavation. 

Reservoir. 

Canal. 

Copper mine. 

Flint mine or quarry. 

Soapstone mine. 

Mica mine. 

Cave deposit. 

Cave burial. 

Refuse heap. 

Sheil heap. 

Sculpture. 

Group of sculptures. 

Petroglypt. 

Group of petroglypts. 

Cache. 

Cairn. 

Trail. 

requires no general discussion 
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UNITED STATES GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. 

In compliance with the custom which has grown up of including a 

summary of the yearly operations of the Geological Survey in the an- 

nual report of this Institution, a statement furnished by Maj. J. W. 

Powell, the Director of the Survey, is appended hereto. 

The last report which was made was for the calendar year 1884; and 

the present account is for the following eighteen months. 

During each of the years under review, the appropriations for the 

Survey were substantially the same, and the organization was practi- 

eally unchanged. 

As heretofore, detailed statements of the operations of the Survey 

will be found under the headings of Geography, Geology, Paleontology, 

and Miscellaneous Work, the latter including chemistry and physics, 

mining statistics and technology, and library and documents. 

GEOGRAPHY. 

At the date of the last report a statement was made under the vari- 

ous subdivisions of this heading of the areas which had been surveyed 

in the different States and Territories. Including those, and the areas 

subsequently surveyed during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1885, the 

chief geographer of the Survey, Mr. Henry Gannett, reports a total of 

57,508 square miles. A glance at the appended table will show the 

distribution of these areas, the scale of publication adopted, and the 

contour interval: . 

aft Scale of pub- | Contour _ 
Area. Heation: interval. = 

Feet Sq.m. 
Massachusetts sce er taecs cd iseiet gas sou e cline sce 1 : 62500 20 1, 250 
ING) JICTSOY fascia cinemas toner cetera a eeae 1 : 62500 20 1, 268 
AND VNC VENOM Sook ces pee Sse sboonoose5 ssecee 1 : 125000 100 | 17,640 
Missouri-Kansasccetae ance ests ceciecisase rience 1 : 125000 50 | 13, 600 
MORAN = 5 Ses S.-C ee cre ne eee eo Byreveie oe oat sieys 1: 125000 50 4, 000 
Plateawrerion) ey seco 2 ee eseoe ties os nils seem 1 : 250000 200 | 15,000 
WellowstoneyRarky=-eeees- seen: Sab eb usas. daoeae 1 : 125000 190 1, C00 
Northern! California esste2 sect sees: seteceeesces 1 : 250000 200 3, 750 

POUL. S cb sive es pews sae lene ee hele sivas sre erei| Mek shoe sis meets cu eee 57, 508 

The average cost of the work for the year was about $3 per square 

nile. 
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Similar information respecting the geographic work done in the fol- 

lowing year, ending June 30, 1886, will be found in the subjoined table 

Ae Seale of pub- | Contour ne 

Region. eating: interval. | Ate. 

I’cet. Sq. m. 
MASS tCMUSOUGS amie ies eels os aan arta a) Salsieasieeicle Ls ore 20 2, 500 
ING WaeTSOVA noe ere eee a eee MEDS eae See I 2500 20 1, 843 
Southern Appalachian region .......--- Sees is 195000 100 | 23,686 
MITSSOUMISINANSAS |= Mec meres os came eeyscilccsieee a seier 1 : 125000 50 | 21,400 
PIRES RYE ar Rye St SRE la a ran ote AT iey a aes 1 : 125000 50! 8,000 
ANTBG AINE ES Ge OEE Aol oo ee RE Ore er ep 1 : 250000 200 8, 000 
Gold Belt, California.... ... Soe eae 1 : 125000 100 2,400 
Northern California and Southern Oregon Bielale diets 1 : 250000 200 | 10,400 
Yellowstone National Park znd Northwestern Wy- 

OIDNVRS S385 SRST OOo Bo ease cob eooe HomeONOnSEoE 1 : 125000 100 3, 600 

ANGIE Sse ons Ob4 Saag Sate SBSH Se ntieS Mods | Maas So noes Seen nearer ras 81, 829 

® 

The average cost of the work during the year was approximately 
$2.75 per square mile. 

Under the Division of Geography the work in the northeastern see- 

tion is divided into two sub-sections, namely, those of Massachusetts 
and New Jersey. In the former the work is carried on at the joint ex- 

pense of the State of Massachusetts and the United States. In this 

State the entire area reported for the two years during which work has 

been going on, amounts to 3,750 square miles, or nearly one-half the 

area of the State. 

Work in the New Jersey sub-section was, as heretofore, under the 

general supervision of Prof. George H. Cook, State manila The 

work has been continued on the basis indicated in the last report, and 

an area of 3,111 square miles has been completely surveyed in the past 

two years, while a considerable amount of preliminary work has been 

done on other portions of the State. At the present time nearly all 

the area of the State has been completed. 

Appalachian Section.—The intricacy of geologic phenomena in this 

region has led to the adoption of a larger scale for the maps than that 

which has been used in other cases; as the country is perhaps the most 

difficult for the surveyor to be found upon the continent, the rate and 

cost of work will not bear favorable comparison with other less difficult 

areas. However, notwithstanding these drawbacks, the large force con- 

centrated on the area has enabled the geographer in charge of it, Mr. 

Gilbert Thompson, to complete 41,326 square miies in the two years 

under consideration. 

Western Section.—During the year ending June 30, 1885, work was 

prosecuted in the Missouri Kansas, Texas, and Arizona sub-sections, 

and in the following year, to this section were added the Gold Belt 

and Cascade sub-sections. It was found that in those States which had 
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been surveyed by the public land system, use might be made of the plats 

of the General Land Office, whereby without sacrificing accuracy the 

work might be greatly facilitated. For the control and correction of 

the surveys of the General Land Office it was decided tentatively to 

use astronomic locations, and these Mr. R. S. Woodward, formerly of 

the U.S. Lake Survey, was directed to determine. As shown by the 
table already given, an area was surveyed in this sub-section, during 

the two years, of 37,000 square miles. In continuing the work in the 

Missouri-Kansas sub-section during the last fiscal year, closing June 

00, 1886, it was decided to substitute a gridiron system of triangula- 

tion, utilizing as far as possible the trans-continental belt of the U.S. 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, in place of astronomie determinations, for 

the correction of accumulated error in the surveys of the General Land 

Office. Satisfactory progress was made in the Texas and Arizona sub- 

sections, but work was impeded in the Gold Belt and Cascade sub- 

sections by unfavorable at mospheric conditions during the latter part 

of the last season. Notwithstanding these drawbacks an area of more 

than 50,050 square miles was surveyed during the last fiscal year. 

Yellowstone Section.—During the two years under review topographic 

work was continued in the Yellowstone National Park, and an area of 

1,000 square miles was surveyed in the first year, and 5,600 in the sec- 

ond, the latter figure including a portion of Northwestern Wyoming. 

Hngraving.—The manuscript of seventy-six sheets of the General At- 

las of the United States, now in preparation by the Geological Survey 

has been furnished to the engraver, and of these fifty-seven have been 

engraved, comprising about 125,000 square miles. In the Seventh An- 

nual Report of the Director of the Survey to the Secretary of the Inte- 

rior a list is given of the sheets thus far engraved. 

GEOLOGY. 

The present organization of geologic work in the Survey will be ap- 

prehended from an examination of the following condensed account of 

the work of each of the divisions: 

Division of Archean Geology.— Prof. Raphael Pumpelly devoted his 

time in the field to a study of the structure of the Green Mountains, 
believing that range to contain the key to the geology of New England. 

The structure of a long and important stretch of the Hoosac Mountain 

in Massachusetts and Vermont was worked out, and Professor Pum- 

pelly hopes by the end of another season to be in a position to solve 

this great geologic problem. A large part of his office work was upon 

the “‘ Mining Industries” volume of the Tenth Census. 

Atlantic Coast Division of Geology.—In his study of the geology of 

the Atlantic coast Prof. N.S. Shaler has addressed himself especially 
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to problems whose solution promises to have important economic value. 

After making a preliminary inquiry into the geology of the Cobscook 

Bay district, he began a study of the district adjacent to Narragansett 

Bay, the coal-fields of which he compares in character with those of 
Pennsylvania, and hopes to see rendered commercially important. An- 

other inquiry to which he has given attention is the amount of salt- 

water marshes on the eastern coast of the United States, the extent to 

which these are reclaimed, and the most feasible means of bringing 

them into tillable condition. The experience of other countries he 

found to be of such a character as to justify the hope that at least 

20,000 square miles, and possibly twice that area, may be easily won to 

agriculture. Professor Shaler publishes a report on the ‘Salt Marshes 

of the United States” in the Sixth Annual Report of the Director of 

the Survey, and a report on the ‘Geology of Martha’s Vineyard” in 

the seventh. 

Appalachian Division of Geology.—Mr. G. K. Gilbert eontinued, with 

a corps of assistants, the investigation of the geology of the Appala 

chian Mountains in the States of Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, 

Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina, Georgia, and Alabama. In the 

systematic conduct of this work he proposes to survey and measure 

with great care four sections, crossing the belt at right angles. The 

rocks to be studied being much disturbed, a simple linear section does 

not afford a sufficient guarantee of accuracy, and he substitutes for it 

the complete structural survey of a strip of country 20 miles broad. 

When this is finished it is believed that the structure of the entire belt 

can be unraveled with comparative ease and rapidity. Of Mr. Gilbert’s 

assistants, Mr. Bailey Willis was engaged on the French Broad section, 

Mr. I. C. Russell on the Alabama section, Mr. H. R. Geiger on the Po- 
tomac section, and Prof. I. C. White made an investigation of the strati- 

graphy of the coal-measures in the valley of the Great Kanawha. The 

geologic literature of the Appalachian district being very copious, and 

Mr. Gilbert being unwilling to pass by without acknowledgment the 

work of his predecessors, a subject bibliography of this literature has 

been undertaken, and 6,000 bibliographic cards have been prepared, 

which contain each a reference to the pages in a specific volume in which 

any particular subject is treated. The memoirs relative to the investiga- 

tion of the “ Quaternary History of the Great Basin” are in substan- 

tially the same condition as last reported. 

Lake Superior Division of Geology.—Iin this division Prof. R. D. Ir- 

ving is engaged in a general investigation of those formations of. the 

Northwestern States which underlie the basal fossiliferous or Potsdam 

sandstone of the Mississippi Valley. A large portion of the field work 

of Mr. Irving’s assistants was spent in replacing the collections which 

they were so unfortunate as to lose by the fire that occurred in the 

science building of the University of Wisconsin in December, 1884. In 
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his administrative report for the year 1886 he gives a summarized state- 
ment of the results which have been reached by the studies in which 
he and his associates have been engaged. 

Among these the following may be mentioned: (1) The origin of the 

ferruginous schists of the Lake Superior region and their accompany- 
ing iron ores is attributable to the silicification of ferruginous carbon- 
ates in some degree analogous to those of the coal-measures. (2) The 

Archean formations of Lake Superior are divisible into two discordant 

members, to which the terms Huronian and Laurentian should be ap- 

plied. (3) Such chloritic schists as present themselves at the falls of 

the Menomonee River, on the boundary between Wisconsin and Michi- 

gan, are the result of metasomatic alteration, accompanying great press- 

ure, of some sort of eruptive greenstone. (4) The upper mica schists 
of the iron-bearing series have been developed in both the Penokee and 

the Marquette regions from entirely fragmental rocks, composed mainly - 

of quartz and feldspar, by a simple, easily traced process of metaso- 
matosis. 

Division of Glacial Geology.—Prof. T. C. Chamberlin and his assist- 

ants, Prof. R. D. Salisbury, Prof. J. E. Todd, Mr. Warren Upham, Prof. 

G. H. Stone, Prof. G. I’. Wright, and Mr. I. M. Buell, were engaged in a 

comprehensive study of the manifold features of glacial geology, par- 

ticularly as recorded in the rocks of the northwestern séction of the 

United States. To the discussion of this question, Professor Chamberlin 

has contributed two extended articles, one appearing in the Sixth An- 

nual Report, under the heading of the “ Driftless Area of the United 

States,” and the other in the seventh, under the title of the “ Rock Scor- 
ings of the Great Ice Invasion.” His assistant, Mr. Upham, after making 
an extended investigation of the area of the extinct lake (Agassiz), 

submitted the manuscript for a bulletin, which will appear among the 
publications of the Survey hereafter. In company with Prof. Salisbury, 

Prof. Chamberlin undertook a reconnoissance of the drift margin from 

the vicinity of Bismarck, Dak., to the national boundary line at the foot 

of the Rocky Mountains. No attempt was made to trace the drift-border 

in detail, but it was sought to determine a sufficient number of points 
to fix beyond question the general course and character of the drift 

in Northwestern Dakota and in Montana. After about a inonth spent 

in this examination, Prof. Chamberlin studied the valley-drift of the 

Yellowstone River, at Billings, and in the vicinity of Glendive, with — 

a view to distinguishing this semi-local drift from that of the north- 

east, as well as to determining the ancient fluvial conditions of the re- 
gion. He also spent about a month in the study of drift phenomena 

in Montana, Idaho, and British Columbia. Professor Todd’s time was 
devoted to field study in southern Dakota, and the preparation of a 

bulletin on his results. Professor Stone, under the direction of Prof. 
Chamberlin, continued his special investigations of the gravels of 
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Maine, particularly its remarkable osars, and Prof. G. F. Wright studied 

the glacial border in Pennsylvania and the terraces of the Upper Alle- 

ghany River: Prof. W. M. Davis, of Harvard University, working under 

Prof. Chamberlin’s direction, made a careful study of the striation of 

Mount Monadnock, one result of which was a very satisfactory demon- 

stration of the incurving of the currents in the lee of that mountain. 

He also made an examination of two recent gorges near Canajoharie, N. 

Y., with reference to the time and method of their production; but his 
chief attention was directed to the study of the remarkable parallel and 

dolphin-backed drift ridges of Wayne and Cayuga Counties in the same 

State. Mr. Buell continued his study of the bowlder trains of the south 

central Wisconsin. Prof. Chamberlin was assisted both by Mr. Gilbert 

and Prof. Shaler in a number of his glacial studies, and the latter car- 

ried out an extended scheme of study of the glacial drift on the islands 

of Nantucket, Martha’s Vineyard, and Mount Desert. 

Montana Division of Geology.—Dr. ¥. V. Hayden, with his assistant, 

Dr. A. C. Peale, continued his study of the geology of Montana, his in- 

quiries chietly relating to the Gallatin Valley, particular attention being 

paid to the southern end of the Bridger Range and the extension of its 

beds on the southern side of the Gallatin Valley. In addition to this 

work Dr. Peale prepared a statistical paper on the Mineral Waters of 

the United States, which was published as Bulletin No. 32 of the Survey 
series. 

Yellowstone Park Division of Geology.—Notwithstanding the limited 

character of the field season in the Yellowstone Park, Mr. Arnold Hague 

was able to reach tolerably definite conclusions respecting the more re- 

markable of its geological features. The work in the field was supple- 

mented by detailed studies in the laboratory, Dr. I’. A. Gooch confining 

himself almost exclusively to chemical questions connected with the 

thermal waters of the geyser basins and Mammoth Hot Springs, and Dr. 

Hallock continuing his investigations on the physics of geyser action. 

Mr. J. P. Iddings, in investigating the acidic lavas of the park, prepared 

for the Seventh Annual Report of the Director a paper entitled ‘ Ob- 

sidian Cliff of Yellowstone Park,” which not only gives a description of 

Obsidian Cliff, but presents a résumé of all that is known as to the erup- 

tions of obsidian in other parts of the world. Mr. Hague dwells upon 

the need of Congressional action to settle the definite boundaries of the 

Park, and reiterates his previous suggestions as to the limits which should 

be adopted. He also adverts to the great importance of the Yellow- 

stone Park asa forest reservation, stating that he is acquainted with no 

tract in the Rocky Mountains where the necessity for the conservation 

of the forests appears so urgent or the direct advantage to be gained so 
immediate. 

Colorado Division of Geology.—The field work in this division since 

the date of the last report has been mainly carried on by Mr. Emmons?’ 
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assistants, he himself having been principally engaged in the prepara- 

tion of material for publication. Such field work as was done under his 

direction was mainly in the Gunnison or Crested Butte region and in the 

Denver Basinregion. His assistants, Messrs. Cross and Eldridge, made 

large collections of specimens, and the former, in the course of his work, 

made a number of important contributions to petrography. 

California Division of Geology.—Resuming his field studies of the ge- 
ology of the quicksilver deposits of the Pacific slope, Mr. G. I’. Becker 

brought his. investigation to a conclusion, and devoted himself to the 

preparation of a monograph on the results. This monograph is now in 

an advanced state, and will soon be placed in the hands of the printer. 

In his observation of the stratigraphy of California Mr. Becker was led 

to consider a number of the physical and chemical questions involved, 

and his work upon these resulted in the disclosure of certain novel laws 

of mechanics and physics that are believed to have a high value. Thus, 

in considering the fundamental shape of volcanic cones, Mr. Becker 

found that the form of such cones could be determined mathematically 

with all possible definiteness, and that this form coincides in the most 
remarkable way with photographs of actual voleanic cones in America 

and Japan. <A contribution to the general law of mechanics which grew 

out of his investigation of quicksilver is called a theorem of maximum 

dissipativity, according to which there is in every system a tendeney to 

motions of a shorter period, this tendency being the greatest possible 

when the motions of the system have periods which differ considerably. 

Division of Voleanic Geology.—Cantain C. E. Dutton, with his assistant, 
Mr. J.S. Diller, devoted his field work to a study of the Cascade Range 

and its geological relation to the Coast Ranges. The belt of country be- 

tween the shore of the Pacific and the Cascade Range he finds to be 

occupied by mountains which do not group themselves into distinct 

ranges, but which are crowded closely together and present forms alte- 

gether peculiar by reason of their irregularity, want of definite trend, 

and absence of anything approaching structural axes. The attitudes 

of the older rocks in this region disclose a scene of stratigraphic confu- 

sion, displacement, and distortion without a parallel in his experience. 

The most striking feature of the Cascade Range is undoubtedly Crater 

Lake, of which Captain Dutton made a thorough examination. The 

occurrence of several notable earthquake tremors in the Atlantic States 

in the summer and autumn of 1884, and the fact that such disturbances 
are more numerous than is generally supposed, led to some preliminary 

measures under the direction of Captain Dutton looking to the estab- 

lishment of systematic observations of such phenomena. <A consulta- 

tion was held between several members of the Geological Survey corps 

and Prof. C. G. Rockwood, of Princeton, Mr. W. M. Davis, of Harvard, 
Prof. Cleveland Abbe, of the Signal Service, and Mr. H. M. Paul, of © 

oe 
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the Naval Observatory. It was determined that the only practicable 

scheme would be to rely upon the voluntary and unpaid co-operation of 

individual observers and upon the aid which might be gained from 

the assistants of the Signal Service and other Government bureaus 

having permanent stations scattered throughout the country. Mr. ©, 

I’. Marvin, of the Signal Service, undertook to devise an jnstrument, 
inexpensive and simple, and requiring a minimum of care and atten- 

tion, which could be used by volunteers m making their observations. 

Numerous respenses have been received to the circulars that were sent 
out asking for assistance in this work. 

Potomac Division of Geology—Mr. W J McGee continued his geo- 

logic investigation of the District of Columbia and contiguous territory 

as the condition of the topographic survey of the area under discussion 

permitted. He gave special attention to the Potomac formation, both 

as disclosed in the District of Columbia and elsewhere, and, in the ab- 
sence of fossil faunas characterizing the formation, he availed himself of 
the assistance of Professors Ward and Fontaine in reaching some con- 

clusions as to its taxonomy through a study of its fossil flora. A large 

amount of miscellaneous office work is intrusted to the chief of this di- 

vision, and the most important subjects of this character which have en- 

gaged his attention during the period under review are briefly referred 

to below. Mr. McGee continued to assist the Director in developing a 

cartographic system, which, while sufficiently comprehensive to repre- 

sent the rock masses in the entire dominion of the United States, is at 
the same time sufficiently definite to be intelligible to all users of the 

geologic maps published by the Survey and sufficiently elastic to per- 

mit the employment of classifications of rocks now in vogue or such as 

may be hereafter evolved. The work has led to the preparation of a 

bulletin entitled “A Contribution to the Areal Geology of the United 

States,” which is now nearly ready for the press. A meeting of the 

Congrés Géologique International was held at Berlin in September and 

October, 1885, and Mr. McGee represented the Director of the Survey in 

its deliberations, presenting to if a formal communication on his behalf. 
The principal function of this Congress, which was organized largely 

through the instrumentality of American geologists, is the improve- 

ment and unification of conventions employed in geologic cartography. 

Under Mr. McGee’s direction a bibliography of the geology of Texas 

has been prepared and is nearly ready to send to the press. The Sur- 

vey having undertaken to compile a history of American State surveys, 

from data contributed as far as possible by those who have engaged in 

the work, the material has been placed in Mr. McGee’s hands, and a 
manuscript history of American State surveys is now substantially com- 

plete. To the gentlemen who have generously turned aside from other 

duties and interests and prepared material for this proposed history, 

the profound obligations of the Survey are warmly extended. 
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Louisiana Division of Geology.—Owing to the importance of the iron 

ores of Northern Louisiana, a division of geology was established, with 

Mr. Lawrence C. Johnson at its head, to investigate the localities in 
this region in which iron ores were known or supposed to be deposited. 

Mr. Johnson has performed a large amount of preliminary work, but 

his material is not yet in such a condition as to permit of publication. 

PALEONTOLOGY. 

Division of Vertebrate Paleontology.—In continuing his systematic 

work of collecting fossils in the West, Prof. O. C. Marsh states the 

two objects he has had especially in view, as follows: First, to deter- 

mine the geologic horizon of each locality where large series of verte- 

brate fossils were found, and, second, to secure from these localities 

collections of the more important forms sufficiently extensive to dis- 

close, if possible, the life history of each. With the paucity of remains 

of plants and invertebrates in many regions of the West, the value of 

vertebrate fossils, especially of the higher types, in enabling us to get 

a more accurate and detailed geologic record, is manifest. It is hoped 

that the collections of the remains of the vertebrate life throughout the 

Rocky Mountian region in past ages, now being made, will afford the 

means of solving many profound problems, since some of the most im- 

portant chapters in the history of life on the globe are recorded here 

alone. 

The suecess of Professor Marsh and his assistants in their tield work 

has been most gratifying, and the more difficult work of classifying the 

extensive collections secured has been systematically and rapidly 

carried on. 

Paleozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology.—The field operations 

of Mr. C. D. Walcott, the chief of this division, were directed as follows: 

(1) The continuation of the study of the Devonian strata and contained 
faunas in Southern and Western New York; (2) the study of Cambrian 

strata in Alabama, Georgia, and Tennessee, and the collection of fossils 
from numerous localities; (3) the examination of a number of sections 

of Cambrian strata in Central Nevada and Northern Utah and the col- 

lection of fossils; (4) the taking of a section of the Permian formation 

in Southern Utah and the collecting of fossils from three loca! ities in 

the section, and (5) the examination of certain Middle Cambrian rocks 
from Columbia County, New York, and the collecting of Lower 

Silurian fossils in Central New York. In these operations he was as- 

sisted by Prof. H. 8. Williams, who is preparing a monograph on the 

Devonian faunas, and by Messrs. Cooper Curtice, A. M. Gibson, 

S. W. Ford, W. P. Rust, and others. With the data now in his pos- 

session, Mr. Walcott believes that most of the Paleozoic fossils hereto- 

fore collected in the entire Rocky Mountain region can be referred to 

their true stratigraphic horizons, but further study will be needed on 
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the faunas that preceded the Middle Cambrian fauna. During the year 

he prepared a paper on the Middle Cambrian faunas of North America, 

which was published as Bulletin 30 of the Survey series. 

Mesozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology.—Dr. C. A. White, the 

chief of this division, carried on field operations chiefly in Utab and 

Wyoming. The work he planned for the season was the stratigraphie 

and paleontologic study of the later Cretaceous and early Tertiary forma- 

tions. As results of his studies in the field it is shown that a portion 

of the fresh-water molluscan species which characterize the Laramie 

group survived their brackish-water contemporaries and became a part 

of the purely fresh-water molluscan faunas of the Wasatch group. 

This indicates that there was a continuity of congenial aqueous habitat 

for those mollusks from the Laramie to the Wasatch epoch, and the 
observed character of the strata also indicates that sedimentation was 

continuous from the one group to the other. The observations upon 

the Jurassic strata and their fossil contents which he was able to make 

during the past season, together with those previously made, seem to 

justify the opinion that a large continental area existed upon the site 

of the present North American continent during the latter part of the 

Jurassic period. An important feature of Dr. White’s office work during 

the past fiscal year was the transfer of all the fossils belonging to the 

Survey and in charge of his division to the newly allotted space in the 

northeast balcony in the second story of the National Museum building, 

where all the specimens were cleansed, numbered, and stored away in 

cases for convenient reference. 

Cenozoic Division of Invertebrate Paleontology.—On being placed in 

charge of this division Mr. W. H. Dall’s first efforts were directed to 

putting into shape for ready reference and the identification of species 

as they should come in, the Quaternary fossils of Nerth America that 

have come into the possession of the Geological Survey. The land and 

fresh-water forms of the ancient lake basins of the West and the loess 

of the Mississippi Valley, and the marine forms from the southern and 

southeastern portions of the United States bordering on the sea, being 

by far the most important, the classification of these was first under- 

taken. It is gratifying to be able to state that the large collections of 

Quaternary fossils and allied recent forms have been suitably classified 

and conveniently arranged for study. In the year ending June 30, 

1886, 15,638 lots of specimens, including not less than 60,000 individ- 

uals, have been labeled, registered, and put in order, about one-half as 

much as during the whole of the previous twenty-five years since the 

beginning of the work. A small amount of field work was done in 

South Carolina and in Louisiana and Texas. 

Division of Paleobotany.—In the year following that for which a re- 

port was last made, Prof. L. F. Ward devoted himself almost exclu- 
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sively to office work. As a result of this he prepared for the Sixth 

Annual Report of the Director a paper entitled “‘ Synopsis of the Flora 

of the Laramie Group,” profusely illustrated. Early in the present 

fiscal year Prof. Ward prosecuted field work along the bluffs of the 

Potomac and Rappahannock Rivers. He also made an expedition down 

the James to City Point and up the Appomattox to Petersburg. In 

these trips he was accompanied at different times by Prof. W. M. Fon- 

taine, Mr. W J McGee, and Mr. Ff. H. Knowlton. In the office he 

prepared technical descriptions of the species figured for publication, 

without description, in the Sixth Annual Report of the Director, and 

drew them up in the form of a bulletin of the Survey, entitled ‘“ Types 

of the Laramie Flora,” and numbered 37 of that series. Prof. Ward 
is making satisfactory progress in the extensive bibliographic work he 

has undertaken in connection with his subject. Prof. Leo Lesquereux 

has undertaken the preparation of a volume of descriptions and illus- 

trations of Cretaceous and Tertiary plants. 

Prof. Fontaine devoted the period which has elapsed since the date 

of the last report to the continuation of the study of the younger Meso- 

zoic, or Potomac, formation, both in field and office. He discusses the 
plant material which has been collected from both a geological and 

botanical point of view, since .the plants fill a most important gap in 

geologic records. Both the geologie and paleontologic reports will soon 

be ready for the printer. 

Division of Fossil Insects —At the beginning of the present calendar 

year Prof. Samuel H. Scudder, the greatest living authority on the sub- 

ject of fossil insects, was appointed to a position on the Survey, and 
placed in charge of a division designated “The Division of Fossil In- 

sects.” He has devoted his time thus far (1) to the collection of insects 
from the peat deposits of Nantucket; (2) to a determination of insects 

from the interglacial clays of our northern border; and (3) to a system- 

atic study of the Carabide of the Oligocene beds of the Florissant. 

Mr. Seudder also prepared for publication as a bulletin of the Survey 

a review of our present knowledge of fossil insects. 

MISCELLANEOUS. 

Division of Chemistry and Physics.—In this division Prof. F. W. Clarke 

reports slight changes in the force and equipment for the present 

year; but a few additions have been made in each direction. A large 
portion of the work done by Prof. Clarke and his assistants, Messrs. 

Chatard, Hillebrand, Gooch, Whitfield, and Riggs, in the chemical lab- 

oratory, was of a routine nature, and grew out of applications for the 

determination of rocks, minerals, and waters submitted by the various 

heads of geological divisions or by the other branches of the Govern- 

ment. But some attention has been given to original research. In the 

latter work, the chemical division has profitably co-operated with Mr. 
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J.S. Diller, of the division of volcanic geology. From an investigation 

of the waters of the Yellowstone National Park, made by Messrs. Gooch 

and Whitfield, it is learned that all the hot waters of that region con- 
tain arsenic in quite appreciable quantities. Mr. Gooch having been 

elected professor of chemistry in Yale College, has severed his connece- 

tion with the Survey. 

In the physical laboratory Messrs. William Hallock and Carl Barus, 

the latter assisted by Prof. Strouhal, of Prague, have continued phys- 

ical investigations. Dr. Barus studied the internal structure of steel, 

and he and Dr. Hallock jointly investigated the constancy of tempera- 

ture attainable in metallic vapor baths and constructed apparatus for 

the convenient calibration of thermo-electric pyrometers. 

Division of Mining Statistics and Technology.—Since the last report 

was made another volume on the mineral resources of the United States 

has appeared under the direction of Mr. Albert Williams, jr., chief of 
this division. Somewhat fuller than its predecessor, it has been in much 

greater demand. While these volumes record with great care the pro- 

duction of minerals in the United States for each year, the accompany- 

ing text relating to the various industries is different in character from 

volume to volume. 

Mr. Williams having resigned, Dr. D. T. Day, of the Johns Hopkins 

University, has been placed in charge of this work. 

Division of Forestry.—Since the date of the last report a division of 

forestry has been established in the Geological Survey, and Mr. George 

W. Sbutt placed in charge thereof. Field investigations have been 

made of the forestry of Virginia, North Carolina, and Kentucky, and a 

large amount of material that has been received from volunteer observ- 
ers in response to inquiries is in course of preparation for publication 

by the Survey. 

Division of Itlustrations.—Mr. W. H. Holmes, in charge of the divis- 
ion of illustrations, presents a detailed report of the work which has been 

done under his direction. In his administrative report for the year end- 

ing June 30, 1885, he discusses the various methods employed for the 
production of illustrations, and the most judicious ways of applying them, 

During the two years covered by his administrative reports illustrations 

have been transmitted through him for three monographs, two annual 

reports, and eighteen bulletins. 

Division of the Library and Documents—Y¥rom the reports of Mr. C. 

C. Darwin, chief of this division, it is learned that there has been a 

steady and very considerable growth in the library, and that satisfac- 

tory progress has been made in the work of cataloguing. The facilities 

for exchange have been increased, and the rapid growth of the library 

is due almost entirely to this feature. Although no attempt is made to 
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stimulate sales of Survey publications, yet as they become better known 

the desire for them becomes more general, and the sales during the pres- 

ent fiscal year have amounted to double those of the previous year. 

U. S. FISH COMMISSION. 

As already explained, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution 

exercises the functions of chief officer of the U. S. Fish Commission, 

for which, of course, he receives no salary. It has therefore been his 

duty to report, year by year, what the Commission has been doing, and, 

in its interest to the public service, to justify the action taken upon the 

subject. , 

The history of the Commission, since its organization in 1871, has 

shown a gradual expansion of scope and increase in magnitude, in pro- 

portion to the increasing appropriations made by Congress. The ap- 

propriation for the first year was $5,000, while for the year just closed 

it amounts to nearly $250,000. The work, as heretofore, has been di- 

vided mainly into two sections: one, the investigation of the statistics 

and natural history of the fishes and other products of the water 

and their relationships to each other, including the various methods of 

capture and utilization, form of apparatus required, &c.; the other, 

the increase in the supply of food fishes, &c., either by artificial prop- 

agation or by transportation. The addition, within recent years, of 

several vessels to the means of investigation on the part of the Com- 

mission has been of great service, especially through the work of the 

steamer Albatross. More recently, Congress has authorized the con- 

struction of a small schooner of special device, to be used particularly 
in securing the ripe parent sea fish at distant points and bringing them 

to stations on the coast, especially to Wood’s Holl, Mass. This vessel, 

although completed at the end of the fiscal year, is not yet in commis- 

sion. An account of her work will therefore be deferred until the next 

report. 

Referring to the detailed accotat of operations in the Report of the 

U. S. Fish Commission, it may be briefly stated that the usual researches 

have been prosecuted during the year, resulting in the acquisition of a 

Jarge amount of important information, which will be duly reported 

upon at the appropriate time. Complete statistics of the fisheries of 

the coast have been gathered for the service of the Government in the 

international question arising between the United States and Canada; 
and these have already been called for by the Congressional committees 

of investigation. 

As on several previous occasions, the services of the steamer Alba- 

tross were secured by the Navy Department for the purpose of con- 

tinuing hydrographic research in the Caribbean and West Indian seas, 

and during the past year the vessel was assigned to labor off the Ba- 

— ——— 
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haman Islands, where she was engaged for several months in making 

soundings, dredgings, temperature observations, &c. 

The “ fish-culture” work of the Commission has also been earried on 

on a very extensive scale, the different stations having all been engaged 

in the work to the measure of their capacity, and many hundreds of 

millions of eggs have been taken, hatched out, and distributed to va- 

rious points, among them being whitefish, salmon, land-locked salmon, 

California trout, brook trout, lake trout, grayling, Sia fresh-water her- 

ring, codfish, Spanish Hbiceson Taetene, &e. 

The principal station of the Commission—that at Wood’s Holl, Mass.— 

has been adapted especially for the hatching of sea fish, chiefly of the 

cod and of the lobster; and while considerable work has been done 
there during the past winter, preparations have been under way through 

the summer for the purpose of renewing the work on a wholesale scale 

the coming winter. 

The completion of the schooner Grampus now allows its use in bring- 

ing spawning fish from the distant banks, and it is hoped that the in- 

terruption last winter in the supply of parent fish will not again occur. 

An additional function of the Wood’s Holl Station is that of furnish- 

ing the means of biological investigation and research to specialists, 

many of whom availed themselves of the advantages afforded them 

during the past fiscal year. 

Another subject that has largely occupied the attention of the Com- 

mission of late years is the artificial production of the oyster, and ex- 

periments already made have shown that the general principles of fish 

culture may be applied to this animal to great advantage. Work in 

this direction is now in progress at the sea-coast station at Saint Je- 

rome’s, Md., near the mouth of the Potomac River, as well as at Wood’s 
Holl, and with quite satisfactory results. 

Respectfully submitted. 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 

Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 

WASHINGTON, December 1, 1886. 

H. Mis. 170-——6 
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APPENDIX TO THE SECRETARY’S. REPORT. 

REPORT ON SMITHSONIAN EXCHANGES FOR THE FISCAL 

YEAR ENDING JUNE 30, 1886. 

By GrorGcE H. BOkHMER. 

When, towards the close of the year 1589, you intrusted the charge 

of the exchange service to my keeping, no very definite system had been 

established, though the records kept may have been sufficient for the 

extent of the business at that time. 
As the work expanded I ventured to make some suggestions whereby 

the service might be established on more business principles, involving 

the organization of the Record, Foreign, Domestic, and Government 

Exchange Divisions. 

At present the office force is worked to its full capacity, and an in- 

‘crease 1n the work would require a corresponding increase in the force. 

The Record Division. —One of the improvements introduced in 1881 

Was a System of card catalogues as ledger accounts, which has been 

found very useful. We have at present 4,513 cards, representing the 

accounts kept with societies ; and 3,340 cards, representing the accounts 

with individuals. 

These cards, arranged in geographical series (and under each coun- 

try alphabetically), are numbered as in the “List of foreign corre- 

spondents.” They represent a double-entry ledger, showing to the left 

the books and packages received for the party represented, together 

with the date of reception, transmission, and acknowledgment of re- 

ceipt by the recipient, and to the right the nature and character of any 

sending received from that party. The number of the page on which 

each entry is recorded on the day-book and the number corresponding 

to each item on the incoming or invoice book complete the record. 

The manner of proceeding in posting the cards was fully deseribed 

in the report for 1885, as also the duties of the (two) assistants em- 
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ployed in this division. The work performed by them during the pies 

ent year is shown in the following statement: 

| 

Description. Number. | Total. 
| 

Foreign cards in use: 
SWCIBINOS Soe sods concso aeagodeoesdcicasds Sele aveaslawwin win Soe N Galas 3, 664 
PUL VLULUALS fu aro ete cists or sels se erocin se ae aac ele 25231) 

6, 187 
Domestic cards in use: | 5; 

SW ONO s s5a556 -o460cb5G06s odces6 eoh000 Boss shoss5o05 so5545 849 
Individuals 2... 220.00 -- 22 pone woe one cone nnn ne mone wees 817 | 

——> 1, 666 

7, 853 
Foreign entries made. .----------- +--+ ---+ ---- +--+ een e ---- +--+ | 25 - -- eee 52, 324 
Domestic entries made.-..-.. -----------------+ ----------- Sensol|Pose55 sekc 28, 546 
Invoices written ...--- ...2..-----2-------.-<- Hosohogacis cn case lnaoseocdéoc 14, 217 
IDCLH RES) NEOCIRGIEG eas cso ceo Bdenbs 646 sac cca at a soseAg bec sed ekollegeecd acne 1, 049 
Acknowledgments recorded -..-.-...--.- Basse. Goug.cces Becs.q00n Veeetets ore 10, 930 

Foreign Exchange Division.—The operations of this division during 

the year exceed those of any previous year, the receipts being 94,093 

packages, with a weight of 195,404 pounds. These were shipped in 

764 cases, representing a bulk of 5,208 cubic feet. A detailed state- 

ment will be given in the general statistics, but a condensed table of 

the receipts and transmissions in this division may not be without in- 

terest : 

lirst six 

1881. 1882. 1883. 1884. months |1885-’86. 
1885. 

Receipts : 
Number of packages -.| 37,051 } 58,047 | 63,894 | 65,170 | 43, 600 94, 093 
Weight in pounds ....| 107,946 | 143, 374 | 155,650 | 153,814 | 97,032 | 195, 404 

Transmissions : 

Boxes ..-------------- 407 | 422 495 684 345 764 
Bulk in cubie feet .--- 2,800) 2,950 3, 288 4, 550 Oe aa 5, 208 
Weight in pounds ...-| 100,750 | 105,500 | 122,265 | 172,197 | 85,603 | 189,580 

The above table shows almost a doubling of the receipts and trans- 

missions since the beginning of the present decade. 

The work of this division is performed by two clerks and one packer. 

Two temporary clerks have been employed so as not to interrupt the 

regular transmissions during the sending off of the annual reports for 

1883, but their services were discontinued upon accomplishment of the 

work for which they were detailed. 

Domestic. Exchange Division.—In this division, too, an increase of 

about 20 per cent. over the work of the past two years is noticeable, the 
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number of parcels received and distributed during the year comparing 

with previous years as follows: 

| . . 

| | | First six 
1881. 1882. 1883. | 1884. months | 

| 1885. | 

| | 

1885-86. 

Total number of parcels. - 8, 438 
| | 

_ 8,359 | 11,000 |. 10,237 | 5,138} *14,496 | | | 

*This includes 2,533 parcels addressed by mai] to the library of the Institution. 

Government Hxchange Division.—This division is not fully established 

yet, all the active work, the receiving and shipping, being performed by 

the assistants of the Foreign Exchange Division. Only one clerk is 

employed in recording the books delivered by the Public Printer; and 

when not occupied with this work in assisting the foreign exchange 

division by addressing labels or envelopes. 
Twenty-nine boxes and 56,229 packages have been received and 114 

boxes shipped in this division. 

My own services during the year, in addition to the general super- 

vision of the above work, have consisted in the writing of about 1,200 

letters or memoranda for letters, including some extensive reports for 

the use of the Joint Library Committee of Congress; the preparation of 

a new list of foreign correspondents of about 4,000 titles; of a list of 

existing astronomical observatories, American and foreign; of a paper 

on Norske Naval Architecture for the Proceedings of the National 

Museum and the translation of a paper on Observations of Volcanic 

Eruptions and Earthquakes in Iceland, accompanied by a complete 

bibliography on the subject for the Smithsonian annual report for 1885. 

RECEIPTS. 

1. For foreign distribution. 

1885-86. 

Whence received. 

Packages.| Weight. 

(a) From Government Departments: Number. | Pounds. 
PMOTLCUMLUT AP) OPAL GM eM bese pesets pala ala(e olajalataiesnt= ere Sermo eee 201 685 
Bune anyvor i thMolo syeteret ee meee sec cece eee aee cae <i 496 3, 289 
ULE AUCOL EE MU C ATOM sete aes eee etre scare ae, 116 233 
IBURCAUGOf SUALISULCR Eee nm me ere nie ete eye ee rear era Bye 2 
Comptroileriof ithe Currency ese aces eo eta eee eon ae 700 895 
Depanimentvot Mey bn teLlORe ens sees cle eeneye ee eel tee 912 6,55 
Wepanbmrenty Ot Staves Me eremeys heya raya us ya et ees 7 42 
TBGTVS eS lshRePh Ns AUoSeeUDtthy soos peeohe BobSoe seCr eos 16 274 
Nau CalleeAd mm aTiacan a eee cm Cain Oye eonullte him ye le, dau ae Or Sire 371 504 
Ondmance, Ofice dU So UATINY sec 22 02 cece nen eee eee 6 60 
SuLrcon- Generals Omicen secs sake Ne mien eee eee 69 926 
PETA SUT yeN) Gy aireisTIMe Mb ee asre oy ys eye ees ee ie a es 10 | 33 
WSC GastiSumyeyr sae eters ns ienen citi of alas paver 2 56 
WESC ounnroty) Clans seine ee RuU asa ero eve nee 3 ts) 

BRA Rae Na erp SEO Soy aR Nay ed 694 4, 282 
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1. Kor foreign distribution—Continued. 

1885-86 

Whence received. aE | = 

Packages.) Weight. 

(a) From Government Departments—Continued. Number. | Pounds. 
WAS GeolocicaliiSutwey-2- 2-2 ese sseee ee ane eee eee yi 23, 285 
DES Nationale MuUsenIMe; 2 oese eee eno eee eee eee 124 | 4,015 
Ua SeNavali @bsenvatony --c2eecsssor sent eee eee nee 1, 108 Leg) 
WAS babenb Omce 2-4 is. aee = Hs ase eee aoe 253 6, 845 
LiesSesienal Ofieesecse 2/5220 Sennen oe eas meereeen ea ees 1, 379" | 7, 816 
WariDepantmenticet) ase -n sss sostes Shae eee me ee reser 29 | 94 

11, 724 61, 811 

@)) Brom!Smithsonian institution) =s----sas2 seas e esos eee eon 6, 205 24, 059 

(c) Irom scientifie societies : 
Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia -...-....---. 318 549 
American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston --.. ---- 616 1, 685 
American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

Salemi Visissea te cee le see in ere tay em els ee aie, ot neces 173 714 
American Geographical Society, New York .-......--..-.. 1 26 
American Journal of Science, New Haven..----.-----.-- 185 67 
American Oriental Society, New Haven-....--...---.-.--- 1 6 
American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia .-...----- 939 1, 092 
Anthropological Society, Washington, D. C...--...----- 209 208 
Austria-Hungary legation, Washington, D. C...--.----- 19 5 
Boston Society of Natural History, Boston ........---... 299 619 
Buffalo Society of Natural History, Buffalo..........-.-. 92 28 
Bureau of Agriculture, t'rankfort, Ky.......-.......--- 1 2 
California Academy of Science, San Francisco. .....---- 408 500 
Cincinnati Observatory, Cincinnati, Ohio ..............- 98 46 
Cincinnati Society of Natural History, Cincinnati....---- 3 2 
Commissioners, District of Columbia -..-.--.=---------- 1 12 
Commonwealth of Massachusetts ...-..--..-...--<------ 2 8 
Connecticut Academy of Sciences, New Haven .....----- | 1. 58 
Connecticut State Board of Health, New Haven -...---. I 4 
Elliott Society of Science and Arts, Charleston, S. C .-.-- 72 13 
Executive department, State of Maine .........-....-..- 8 22 
Executive otice, State on lowa sos-225 225. esoeee ees sees 7 14 
Executive ofice: State of Mloridiay so sesese-ces soe cee oe 3 5 
xecuuivejonce, Cheyenne, nWayO). soso sees oee eee eee z 2 
Franklin Institution, Philadelphia, Pa.-----------.---:- 10 12 
Geological Survey of New Jersey, New Brunswick.----- - 84 256 
Georcetown Collece WiC see: coee an eeeinee cee ee eee 1 10 
Harvard Collese, Cambridee; Mass o22-eeee ee eae eee 5 49 
Historical Society of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia... ---. -- 72 63 
Illinois State Historical Society, Springfield ...........- : 35 
lowaWcather Burcan Wowal@itvaee sees eee oor e ee esos 8 538 
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore ...-..-.----..---- 38 502 
Maryland ‘Historical Society -.--..-.-..---- aoe ace eee 1 4 
Michigan State Board of Agriculture, Lansing .......--- 62 195 
Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences, Minneapolis.-.-. 62 22 
Minnesota Geological Survey, Minneapolis--...--...---- 45 Ail 
Missouri State Board of Acriculture, Columbia.-.--.---- 2 2 
Museum of Comparative Zoology, Cambridge. --.--...--. 54 106 
National Academy of Sciences, Washington, D. C ..-.--- 1, 083 1, 464 
New England Medical Monthly, Sandy Hook, Conn....-- 1 1 
New York Academy of Medicine, New York City ..-....-. I _ 30 
New York Academy of Sciences, New York City. -.-..---- 4A4 665 
News York: Statewinibrany. Albany cesses ase niee seer reas Z| 12 
New York State Museum of Natural History, Albany ---- 153 1, 295 
ReahodyAcademynis lem. aViasseasee a sors ae eens 79 325 
Peabody Institute, Baltimore, Md -... .-.- 22-2. scene 6 33 
Pennsylvania Board of Agriculture, Harrisburg .....-.-- My 1 
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1. For foreign distribution—Continued. 

87 

1885-86. 

Whence received. TTA SE 

Packages.| Weight. 

(ec) From scientific societies—Continued. Number. | Pounds. 

Philosophical Society, Washington, D. C..---.---------- 4 14 

Second Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia. 641 10, 837 

Trenton Natural History Society, Trenton, N. J --------- pal 21 

Virginia Historical Society ..----.-.--------------------- 1 110 

Washburn Observatory, Madison, Wis.--....------------ 703 798 

IMNSeElIlAamMeCOUSMROCLE ULES casey ee ete ete es etnias erates eieterel ste a= 35 ZA 

7, 282 3572 

(ad) From individuals...--.-.----.------ ----------+-++---+---- 951 | 3, 459 
| ea Ny 

Giresp rnd tio tied les een rarest afte yee sloroh Secor over ices eclercrseperare qe 26, 162 112,901 

2. From foreign establishments for domestic distribution. 

| 1885-26. 
From— dey a EL IST Ue PHN 

| Boxes. | Packages.|Weight. 

\Number.| Number. | Pounds. 

IMDM CRs OE As Sao eco seid Geb RES sod Boa Bo ercoe moesocmeceosrs||scsa pcos 20 8 

PONOAUIN see ee nee ce onal ecie'e > eee omnis =m aie wee 14 685 2, 852 

IBieawll ja Ge ab bee oaebbolbobecucEeesor coop pe oceeenaendas z 66 262 

CHiN, Gesce accuisaden6 ssabsencSeooss Eee cosmceconoaceral pods. cdoc 118 1, 046 

CIMIMG) ck soo Ose b Boba cedasn Bcod So BRAS ao Ce Ones soce econ Sec ecEcas on 3 33 

TDyammnankese Aa oss a An WA Ae oan oo aoe de anc 2 106 324 

IPRMIMNC@D ce beds coo coosdeeen eoacopouoed saeesacorsceeno Sob. 11 517 2,970 

(GiOMIINGIN coccne coguae sno aselde song EGE aoe BearSo Cee r oo cotr 40 2, 841 8, 350 

Greate rican delr clamc eas ates cramer iaiaata ate alalsletataseret = cle = 64 1, 674 11, 420 

(@i@OGD. ane sos seae SoS eS SoS ObS Sons Scare Sou Ueog QoS poe socn|leoce opor 4 ey 

Nedlaingl s4o64olugeded Haacoesacaue sau omedmEcecs oad coss [eee ee: 11 8 

WGN sabe Ss Seabees cbes acbacs a tese por Sao Eat Eo sooHed |pceelcerc i 4 

Tee i ka Ea De eS 10 612 | 2,221 
JON oso soo sesosoncob becobd bobo SRS paDe neon eEodrser 18 | 127 5, 423 

awieece os PEER ha ae ates eRe ER PURI oe Shah e tS : ile 143 70 
WHS Se Se aS Ee ate as ae eae et [eee meee 3, 105 1G 
IVIGaKtC ORE ee Seed RU LUN rey FETE A tarot irate Yotalalsievaeie = | 3 344 | 345 

JIG VCInIINGES Bea cee ee ae eae es oe ee ee eee | 6 BBE) TOS y/ 

Nigh: SOM WaIGSs 665485 eas co a pnobaosecocamobose padoee 0 1S 152 

ISOS NAGS OEM ay 3cl BAO Sa Senta aan Sere Suara | 2 114 | Sua 
NOVELS OSU ee eed ee cy red eA ER ALOR dee crake Sak Heelan eat 3 | i 
[BY Syinisy, ita)” Wyle ANRC ee ga Oe SPO ev Anne oie Sree cea eure arm eee [eaters 10 4 
Ere pea ee aS een Bey Mile Ler | 3 353 gad 
Sond wilt Hil a5 645 e6cnn osScaS boppeoRoe seo scbaoegp||poorenae 35 | 2 

Senn Seailienrelan ei aes Se ee as ae CREE (eee | 4 33 

SOU Mets tralian ete eee em thee =| ! Q2 70 

FORTIS RE A tid eee en a a rere oct ae ge 2 5 

(SS ELO UB AY 5 en Ta ONE oe ee ee a 2 W183 11,810 

Siva Zev el Cee ee re enlace: berger ajc cee ties she sea CEM E I 9 9.516 , 496 

TD ENT ROT SAT i a gape ea ane nO NR UE ye ee Ue ea see 4 27 

Wo ivan este sit cyte etter ee eee PR LCS Be | Qe 8 

West Indies ..... ret oe Sere A SS iS PaO Rea te Inet en aa sees (Peer eet 8 | 22 
ie de | ee) ee 

Cay RM Lor tpt, Sou Wiggle SR, oni AT MLUY, AU RMR I Ue ge UN ee 190 14,035 | 42,579 
| 

* For the Smithsonian Institution, both foreign and domestic. 
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3. For Government exchanges. 

1885-86. 

For what and whence received. 

Boxes. Packages. Weight. 

(a) For Library of Congress from— ‘Number .| Number. ‘Pounds. 
AUISthla= URC Anyee Sees se cee cece Hoosen ee eee 2, 9 205 
TANCE Meme Sane se ee eee oe sens ee Beceem 1 16) 180 
Germanys ee cps asejos cece Selon asoe eaeeee eee oeree 2 2 | 462 
Great Britain: 7) 442 5acs.ccle seas ease eee eee 19 93 4, 355 
INOPWiaiyrssitcs site seas sae LR ate BE eee ee 3 3 800 
SWEC Oe See eos aos G A MNase en ee ny 1 60 160 
WA CTONIAR eee oe 26 See Ce eee eee eee 1 1 37 
Miscellameous® eho se ee ee eee eee en eee 1c Gece OS 3, 000 

(bo) For foreign governments from— 
Pubic brinter-sesic a te a ee ee es---22el (03,450 | 335.725 

A fo) 2) eee SIGS AR reat 29 | (96,229 | 42,924 

*To be deducted from No. 2 table. 

RECAPITULATION. 

188485. 1885-86. 

Yor what and whenee received. 
| : : af . | 

Packages.|Weight. Packages. | Weight. 

1. For fereign distribution from— Number. |Pouwnds.| Number. | Pounds. 
(a) Goverrament Departments....-....... 9,381 | 70, 340 11,724 (biel 
(6) Smithsonian Institution ...... ......-- 4,821 | 17,573 6,205 | 24, 059 
(QMSGIE NMG SOGCNES Sb aao bs Hee cesoecas 5, 092 | 19,117 | 1,282 |) 2onOte 
(ail din dinallsiseeeess ee eee ee 888 | 3, 405 951 3, 459 

20, 682 aa 26,162 | 112,901 
2. From foreign establishments for distribu- 

UT OT eee eee ek Se ER a dene 8,591 | 36,526} 11,702) 39,579 
3. For Government exchanges ......-.....--- 50, 229 | 38,514 | 56,229 | 42,924 

oes ons 
RO Gale Rep a at a art ys ee ee | 79,502 |185,480 | 94,095 | 195, 404 

bah oe! Vs 

DISTRIBUTION. 

The 762 boxes sent during the fiscal year ending June 30, 1886, were 

distributed as follows : 

— =| 

Sn ea 

Country. ay | 2 = 
Se erst 
S =| iS 

oO mM <a) 

Africa : | 
AT OVOTS BSE ac ae Sap we elereele BAN DARTHOD SOOARO GRTOOd SD aaabAcsos deac [sot 2s 2 2 
Cape,@ olonys «o225 2555 Boas eee eee eee eens : 2 
DOV DU ee awe wed ois die Acree ae eke See Shee eee nce ee 1 1 
Lib erbale S oos.cfc BSc Sy Abeer ee ee eae Ee | il 1 
TQM occ ood Bejes eo Socn Re ee 1 il 



County. 

America: 
BTitiSheMMeniGd ence sowie a cies melee om ee iain \nlatainialoreieinin meni 

IMECHE saa eae ee sono eeoube bebboaeces uaoconics JacouocouMinnoone 

Central America: 
(Olsiny eC 55 ONS Ba eka bocpecndeancdgHiodob cob esramsoCDA 

(@iTEiiVA Neb: sogercces eaao Ob ooR One noDaEacn> Sded GoomeSsD Soq00G 

Nicaragua .-.- .-. 2.5 ------ -oncee =n ree) penne saan aso nincee 

West Indies: 
(CH oe eee Be Ra GA Ob GER ROD OSS OSd SHoo Soa Sage Coons tems 

Guadeloupe .----. .----- ----00 --0- - 0222 2-2 enn ee nee 

Ilep yt ieee eiioe ie cing <'= os = a Sele nian alaieiteete relate ca naan 

INS tet uate ease Lees ene np SROGeCOO do Coda ee DIESSaeeoaeas 

]PLaya Hay LEO) bee A ereeind Soop BoeSeca oonUds conced dasu oeeose 

South America: 
Argentine Confederation .---.------------------+-+++++---- 

TEN bane ype RAE a Oe a Nr Se A ee reer 

ONT il ee eset mee cee eee cree y Lae iseatrer teeta lors] seta =inhal aye 

Colombia, United States of ...-..-.---------------------- 

WEdeU Mysore eee se aoe ween - He mein la neem ei nian a= = cis 

Wi AEVATION NS occ Reet pM Se Geo SeitoE cineca cou DeUececimens 

Asia: | 

(CUM pe ee Ae Ge GeAReoe Boss Babe Gnas Ga One aah Saomnosisecaieooone 

TEAR ee Se ca STD i eee boce soca HooboU maa piooT pad 

Aiea eer ee ae eae el sia see eiere else see alin laa al=isymimietelninicimipininl=\alaie 

Philippine Islands ......-.-------------+ -222 ---+-------+--°2- 

SIME UR bRI OY Gage Sabb cron Gabe ceeeeoaboT bead ocbopaS moeo.ccec 

Aus 

Eur 
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tralasia: 
TS OUT AWE eT soba cues cacdidoon cecdadenuacec 

INO Aor le a ee eas code dose oo bao sooeeeo oT 

@mGamslbnidl Geasoge pee eopceooecerecs poorod Sone oococc eo sete 

ROTTEN AQ IISTH CEH HEH eo et ie eee Ba G DOCOTO CORE Seor 

GIDEA Trg DIES Hots a ees ap SMI aU I EI ee OOO Ostia ge abc 

WAi@UnI IE) eG obs HAL OU EEG a bes Sono boro UDEGSUnoSeo eobouSoros Gone 

ope: 
INGE Ager eNS Kobe kure hy Ae GOMER A Ree no oecoseieeee Pep oe Oem ror i 

SO UA paeteeercisl Salo eos erect AUS UI eae Mk ER A Be Saree 

IB Oih NS does eS GREE te Beer Cae eee DOE Ee SOoo0 Pe COO CRE aa 

TD YSVRIT OE Tit Lice sn RE nS Re ee ee eeaeecooododaos 

TERE AW GLEN a lek hie a ae lg STR LS Gy a ree tec rset 

(GIN Ges cadces Uscods souees code abod dopo dee bon CoCo goGeS 

Greatpocitaimery sae. se coe ses DOS Tia tah Be ates ee ea EE eG 

(SEAN GC oe Ee a ON Seal un eee SIDI ON COTO Rar 

Mitiea liye oon ones sieves rave) Setar eneute| teats UUe re tala, enimlatatnicl<lnVallafel=~//(ainio) 

IN(OE War eee eee ese aileae cists Shoe ce slela ley ain pails om oi 

SEL eth ats) ] DP ae en Ve Cee eee act nett 

TLS ea eee eat I Me imi an ia ime Den he, are el eatal alla tat miatate | 

TRIS Se Le tN eRe Are NL AYA er syanbiaee asta sis 

SHSRW1Tby ERE 5 oS AOS AS SM Rms ie BESS ee Caeeen ie Mess mriaor mat 

Sry SuTree tree ene i rey eS orc feierart SP rere(aye aie) nisi ailsteleie unin & almtala'= 

alae al airman een Ai MVaN Meno Can eee Ua 6 ee eae eC ree oae 

Pirin cemnpe eye ere nels Mee See sheers oct ais Selec Melalmcinet ain .= aiid 

Wat em eT ip emete ley team Oe arte) aje(e oe ante tale ea cat mateo actos cece 

Polynesia: 
Sinaia lendles 6. ye easton does phos Sobos GesaedeEebba sao 

(Sisarsiea  Wees RU PNRLCWN AG SOL Ald Nalgene 

aa | oa 
ay lanl. 
Sue ces ne Nites 

Seve 

6 10 16 

Seller aaly|p. ate 

ae he Pits 2 
eee ah Uae il 
regteeaies 1 1 

pans Di hed 
TONES 1 1 

Sine eee 3 
ica oR 1 1 
Sweet 2) 2 

6 8| 14 
3 6 9 
3 4 yi 

1 4 
presales 1 1 

3 1 4 

MLAs P 4 
E LOv it 
: 3| 16 

Lisaen hs 9) |) 29 
Dutra 1 1 

3 5 8 
3 9| 12 
3 1 4 
3 1 4 
3 1 4 
Ste. 6 

Sali oleae 
Did |erseie eke 3 

3 25 98 

3 | Tela 
l 3 92 | 95 

St Lone L19 
3 | 119 | 122 
3 ) 5 
3 44 | 47 
3 17 | 20 
Se Op ele 

ean G lO 
oe Nee es 
8 98! 31 
3 | setetaie's 3 

Peal lage WARS geno) 
3.|)=20 | 23 
3341 17 90 

BPA acest cod rer al an yh 
Bid ees | 3 

Cee 1 i 

116 648 764 

*The Smithsonian exchanges are included in the 116 cases fe or Germany. 
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RECAPITULATION. 

= aq 
a ) 

a¢| 53 
Country. Hy | ay 2 

oD Oo ) fo) = 
be oo e2 is 

2 =] | © 
és) M ie 

—|—— 

BAGEL Sarees te Viper ae yt ay Hi ob fy ll Wa PRA a RT | ef 7 
VNC TGYE5 te) KC? Spe otk at ee eee PS Na ee See a RSD ye cid) SNE ec 30 52 gz 
LAST tna fee TP ae ye Bee a bee cay Ma Ty = Ma ee ee 6 350 36 

PATTI SET AVA Ais ete Caterer Bin VST enc eS 18 20 38 
WUnO POR eee eee koe Roe as bene ete ee Ep eee 62 | 538 | 600 
TL OUNMC Ba eee era Soci Sa See Se CoE ine | RO il 1 

Moy rf) (OF see Penn rae ee ea mle LO ota ee eats | 116 648 | 764 

Table showing number of packages distributed to domestic societies 

and individuals during the year ended June 30, 1886 : 

s eon atte 

States and Territories. nee sae Total. 

/ATEALOY 00 es Sere Se a i ee ns ee IE a A 8 il 9 
PATCHING ais See eee eek So ca Ree EEC eee Aylin ess ee 4 
CalinkOrm disses aweorsmies cee ee hee ee ee eee Oe 137 34 171 
Colorado: 2 S54. bce Pete ee see eee a ee eee eee bul 1 6 

GOMMECEICUID LAS are crsiorera ota rere els SiG Saree a oS et 932 153 385 
MADD Ea seta Di i ah Se Sa per nck eect th I a | 1 
MM GlANVATOWosss tcc s Sele ee ete eke eee Renee eS eae 7s Wa ca tee 4 
District of Columbia: 

mibranvofe@ onovTessss.o-c= eee sees ere sees ete 
Smithsonian insitution -..se-" ses eeee eee 4, 641 | | 
Ofherrestaplishments)sss2es see eee 1, 336 | 

8, 751 070 9, 321 
JORDI EE Gea a eaten rat Be eRe a a at oy eae eS Cee Pe Daleehe wees 2 
GEOTOIR ase eee sete Ree CH Se ete EE OE Sa eee ne ees LG. ss eeeeee 16 
UIMORB Oe see eee ee at SL ee eee ee eee ee 123 28 151 
YY CUENTA ee een lee Mie eee Nib pe ly WIE ant Rae See eee 306 9 45 
TC ype eee ee ye Face a Mee ye aad Ah A a 113 16 | 129 
TSFep TT Sey tee he Sees Coa we le ek ek Wa ee Mc alee 16 3 19 
1 ECCES URS) en pega SR aa gen) tre cE 1h 7 18 
NBO UISTET ise oe ee ee ae wd A spel lr eA pleat ea 23 pa 25 
IU IBWIN ER eee ot eS POR eee tL. BO NIRS chet Ree eay 20 5 25 
Miya lies See Se ae) Lae eke el eee de 115 19 134 
INTSESS ae INU Gs eee ee Oe ee 97E 242 1, 220 
ain Chinoramiee ee BE at re eee ne eee rere ie eg 638 8 76 
Vie Gale Se We ea eee ie ae re ee a 47 5 52 
AC TET STS) 6) 0) Ene ne eee COC yet ee em a at Hh lieaes socc 4 
IMETSSO UT See Nk dR PRE eR Caen ee a ed wb 190 23 213 
Monies: (8, 20) st 2 oO Bie a Oped ee eis ale) ley eee eee 1 epee 1 
INGD Tas )c a, sen 5 ee ee Ce eat a ee A ee 4 2 6 
ING WLAN SHITOt aes ae eee ek One eum ee ee 19 2 21 
UME yE TOT SOW cos a0 sso eae re adm Poe Mh mre ee Ng ae A Ne eae Po 59 30 89 

Mey IME RICO 2. 1, kes oes Bul Ne eed Cae rigd Cer een ea ens 4 4 
NG WAT TG ie oe Bk te ALOE rh cle we, ANOLON eo La 788 210 998 

Northi@arolina okey eee ee 5 1 6 
OT Ope ee ae Eee 2 eR ie ny Pe Nipennd ey Bn ee ae 165 28 193 

OTe SOs ee NT RRL ET ae ie a os eee g ee Ashe eS 4 
OTM Ly aN a oe oe te ete ee 663 162 825 
BER EVO Les US eth Clee sp a an tie na a ee ea 47 | 33 80 
MOU CHI CATOlING soo cece cote eee eee ae eee ee ee 19 i | 26 
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State and Territories. |Establish- indi id-| Total. 
ments. uals. | 

MenWesseeyssas4- —- Beye Sere sistce'as arse Sepa ais Bee er aeiemre sales 1] 4 15 
AROMAS Sacco al eters BSC OSC SEE CORDES O DOA AEO BAAS CRrda Race HS 7 1 3 
Wiha eeraactese ates iemictsna a crsin ajo See Slonim tiatege este eye ae ieee joan 91 
Wer mlOmMbe see mersea niece cicictisae sees, aibtela nena maha ceereetes LOR eens 82 
BV gir atin eaves nes epee ee rey een SS a aS area ee 28 10 3 
WES NGR OYA LEN DIO) AV Seo see See eeeCC moran rors CaCHOA Ge I aeieestoese I 
WiGSih AIR IOEh SSiSa abe S ee IDS Rese rere areas mCainME ce arr Di Ween ose 2 
WWRIS CONSTI Ray oie earns Ss, Se La 2 SIA eee ee fa 122 6 | 128 

| 

12,869 | 1,627 | 14,496 
| 

The following table shows the whole number of shipments for foreign 

exchanges from 1850 to 1886: 

: | Bulk in| Weight | Balkin | neon ys 
Year. ene cubic in Year. ee o cubic ME oe on 

JONES. | foet. pounds. OXES. feet: pounds, 

1 or 

Ue5OMe os 40 | BO0r 6,900 LS7zOu ae eee 121 | 1,189 31, 383 
tS AON ONO re OU Mle ee Mae eae LOM aa eee 28,950 
LS ORS Ae 46 BGs Onesorl Sy Oey ie eee cunie 179 954 26, 850 
Heseree ee Aah Pe erSOD si OeSOOn| | evra ern nnee 196 | 1,476 44, 236 
SrA dul! D : 38 BOO MONON ere ee eee 149 933 27, 990 
CBE AS See 3° SOOM ORAS TE S75 hears eee 208 | 1,503 45, 300 
Msi ieee ee FU Mas SeO= | lou Ogi! TonGie wees meant BOR Oo 80, 750 
USSG Ven ea 40 Sieh al SN Mea ee eee anon 406 | 3,276 117, 000 
FHSISY Ste Gr Gee bOO G74. ills reopens oe eaten 309 | 2,160 69, 220 
USS o VP Se ieee Bh leo 4 sl 29) A800 (MI S7Ommcme ne ele Slay sos hee 69, 975 
LOGO WE ace ss GL | ALSrh MCAD OPA ste jee eee 268 | 1,976 60, 300 
TYS{0%) Le eee vie (oy IP Io Eo) asta bee ee ee 407 2, 800 100, 750 

eGo ees DIA 006, |) 288836) || eG oes ee a eres 422| 2,950 105, 500 
Listas, Seas eee 61 AMEN AO OG | ailistssy = eB 495 3, 288 122, 265 
Tay id eee 63 HAGE OOV 500 ecden me see ee 684 | 4,550 172, 197 
TSG eee eer 557 | 18,630 | 1885(6 months). 345 | 2,355 85, 603 
PeGoueee eae 83 Bad) 18050] 1885= 264) 0. sue 764) |) 5,208 189, 580 
167s eee eae 113 | 975 | 22.523 | — 
ReGe ee Nea 104 |. 1,057 | 31,171 || Mopaly.o4 8 7,049 | 51,926 | 1,730, 058 
PSO9 WEL Ooo. 112: | 1,033 | 23,376 |) 

| 

*Tn 1885 the fiscal year was adopted for the operations of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion; hence in the above and in the following tables an account is given of the trans- 

actions during the first six months of 1885, and followed by those of the entire fiscal 

year ended June 30, 1886. 
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The following chronological table shows the whole number of books 

and parcels received by the Institution for its own library (by exchange) 

and for domestic distribution : 

Received for the Smithsonian library. 

For institutions and 
individuals in the 
United States and 
British America. 

Year. 

Parts | Maps | 
Volumes. | and pam-| anden- | Total. |Addresses. Packages. 

phlets. | gravings. 

1846-1850 .-......-. 470 624 4 HOO in eaesiceiorets econ oo 
TREES Rie eh ee ete 549 OLS secheasee Hy Ml ane aces leecieemisace 
HED esr sso cele. cto 1, 4381 2,106 ! 1,749 5, 336 | 96 637 
ISR RU ae et erage 1, 440 Eh | 125 2, 556 160 15052 
1 ety! Sa ee ees 926 1, 468 434 2, 826 149 987 
WEDS ssn eciseee eee 1037 1,707 26 | 2,770: 219 1, 445 
Ihe eae SB seo oeee 1, 356 1,834 140 3, 330 189 1, 245 
GST eke A oe Et 5551-1, 067 | 138 1, 760 193 | + 1,973 
POR B een ar eee 723 1, 695 122 2,540 243 1, 539 
FRSUNE Wh ee a 1, 022 2.540 40 3, 602 293 1, 933 
L860 ee aes EAL 4,150 220 5, 671 335 1,908 
SOR ee eee esse S21 1,945 120 2, 886 274 1, 406 
AGRO ee ety ne 1,611! 3,369 55 5, 035 273. 2,111 
Te ea 910; 3,479 200 4, 589 273 1,522 
USGA eee cee one 23 2, 754 109 3, 686 | 299 2, 482 
Ges a an 767 | 3,256 183 4, 206 345 2,368 
RG Okay ce neces ne 1, 243 4, 509 121 5, 873 329 2, 703 
IS ae ACs Seetee ean eae 1, 557 3, 946 328 d, 83 347 971 
SREB Eee Re 1,770 3, 605 134 5, 509 436 2,394 
HeGO gue eae ie i ned vege 4, 089 239 5, 555 501 4, 130 
ley Oe cosoe aa ae tS 3,°90 179 o, 182 567 3, 705 
Trike ee 936 3,579 82 4, 597 573 3, 952 
[DCO IYS IE Sas Seer ewes 1, 262 4,502 | 198 5, 962 587 4, 635 

MOTO) Bese es eects 839 4, 352 454 5, 697 689 4,782 
[REE 863 4,521 162 5, 546 | 750 4, 326 
te\715) Ee ene 1, 120 5, 313 114 7, 047 610 4, 661 
PT oe. 1, 017 6, 193 375 7,585 644 4, 853 
SU eet einars ce eee 1, 889 6, 511 326 8, 726 766 4, 962 
eet Ce Ae A ACerS 1, 263 7, 392 74 Brie) 662 9, 292 
1S Ouse eae ie See sere 1, 949 8, O71 183 10, 203 785 6, 971 
TIESIS{S Ree es Ate A 1, 143 Ue Uh) 152 | 8, 570 945 5, 987 
Wels lel Se Geese eres 3 1, 867 9, 904 188 115,959 1, 054 8, 433 
(RCONmRU a Cann eh 1,296 | 10,341 152 | 11,789 O47 8, 359 
TECS Eee osnienty 1,754 | - 10,702 | 219 | 12,675 894 11, 000 

occas | Maat Wee | Seine 305 (six months) -.. 4 SEDGE | 3D: Boe , 208 DES 
188586 (fiscal year)) 1,938 13,949 379 | 16,266 1, 666 14, 496 

Mopalve acess 44,342 | 177,005 8,214 | 229,561 | 18,777 | 143,975 

AGENCIES. 

Transportation companies.—The rapid extension of the Smithsonian 

exchanges soon became a heavy tax upon the resources of the Institu- 

tion, and the conduet of its principal function (‘the increase of know- 

ledge among men” by the promotion of original research and discovery) 

was threatened with being crippled and overridden by the demands of 
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a service regarded as incidental and subordinate thereto. With a view 
to diminish, if possible, the expenses involved, the Institution, in 1855, 
addressed several of the leading transatlantic steam-ship companies, 
unfolding its methods, and asking, in consideration of the great public 

_ benefit of the system, the favor of reduced rates of freight’ upon this 
particular service. 

With a liberality and publie spirit which can not be too highly ad- 
mired, the companies addressed agreed to carry the freights of the 
Smithsonian Institution net merely at an abatement, but without 

charge, and thus generously enabled the Institution to maintain the 

growing magnitude of the operations, when otherwise the system must 
have broken down by its own weight. 

The first privilege of free freight was extended during the year 1855 
by the following companies: 

United States Mail Steamship Company, M. O. Roberts, president. 

Pacifie Mail Steamship Company, W. H. Aspinwall, president. 

South American Mail Steamship Company, Juan Metteson, president. 

Mexican Gulf Steamship Company, Harris & Morgan, agents. 

Panama Railroad Company, David Hoadley, president. 

California and Panama Steamship Company. 

In 1857 the line of sailing vessels between New York and the west 

coast of South America, belonging to Mr. Bartlett, 110 Wall street, also 

engaged to carry all the Chilian exchanges free of freight. 

Tn 1858 Hon. &. Schleiden, the minister from Bremen, offered his serv- 

ices in trying to procure for the Smithsonian Institution the advantage 

of free or reduced freight on exchanges for the port of Bremen, and he 

announced his success in a letter, dated January 25, 1859, in which he 
said : 

It affords me great pleasure now to inform you that, according to a 
letter of the president of the Lloyd, dated the 5th instant and just re- 
ceived, the said Bremen Steamship Company (Nerth German Lloyd) 
have resolved henceforth, and until further notice, to forward by their 
steamers ali the packages of books and specimens of natural history 
which the Smithsonian Institution may be pleased to send to Germany, 
or which may be sent from Germany to the Smithsonian Institution, 
free of charges between New York and Bremerhaven. 

The North Atlantic Steamship Company (J.W. Raymond) aiso granted 
free freight in 1859. 
On the 25th of February, 1860, in reply to a request of Professor 

Henry, of the 16th of February, Mr. Cunard, of the Cunard Line of 
Steamers, replied : 

I beg to inform you that I shall have much pleasure in conveying in 
our steamers from New York to Liverpool, every fortnight, one or more 
cases from the Smithsonian Institution to the extent of half a ton, or 20 
cubic feet measurement; the cases to be addressed to your agent in 
Liverpool, or to his care. The arrangement of free cases is intended 
only to apply to those shipped by you from this side of the water. 
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In 1861, 
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in response to an application, the Hamburg-American Packet 

Company, in a letter of Messrs. Kunhardt & Co., dated New York, Octo- 

ber 21, 1861, granted for their line of steamers the privilege of free 

freight, be they specimens of natural history, books, or other articles, 

irrespective of bulk. 

The privilege of free freight was furthermore accorded the Smithson- 

ian Institution by the following-named companies : 

In 1864. 

1868. 
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Leffman and Gutheil, Vera Cruz. 

Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, L. de Bébian, agent. 
Inman Steamship Company. 

California and Mexico Steamship Company. 

Union Pacific Railroad Company. 

United States and Brazil Steamship Company. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore Branch. 

Atlantic Mail Steamship Company. 

. Anchor Line, Henderson & Brother, agents. 

. Baltic Lloyd Steamship Company. 

. Atlas Steamship Company, Pim, Forwood & Co., agents. 

. Merchants’ Line of Steamers. 

Netherlands American Steam Navigation Company, H. Cazaux, 

agent. 

White Cross Line of Antwerp, Funch, Edye & Co., ageuts. 

Murray, Ferris & CoJs steamships, for Bahamas. 

Red Star Fane, Peter Wright & Sons, agents. 

3. Monarch Line, Patton, Vickers & Co., agents. 

American Colonization Society, Washington, LD. C, 

Bailey, H. B., & Co., New York. 

Beadle, E. K., Philadelphia. 

Bixby, Thomas H. & Co., Boston. 

Bland, Thomas, New York. 
Borland, B. R., New York. 

Cameron, Rh. W., & Co., New York. 

Dallett, Doulton & Co., New York. 

Dennison, Thomas, New York. 

Munoz y Espriella, New York. 

Spinney, Joseph S., New York, 

Wilson & Asmus, New York. 

1885. Florio-Rubatiino Line, New York. 
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Shipping List—The following is the shipping list at present used in 

the transmission of the 

Country. 

Smithsonian exchanges: 

Shipping agent. 

ANGER) ooo osicnocogded code 

Argentine Confederation. - 

JAAN Eis AEBS coe ebaeouase | 
Austria-Hungary -.-.-..... 

Baihlanlagieerscpeciee sees 
Belowumm yas kates es eels 

Oana teeters rerio ete 

Brazillntets ve emiste cts Pees 

BLUbISheAM erica ceeces Saee 

BritishvColoniess22. 2 

BriprshwG uu amanse selereee sce 

CapeColomiesiseo=-2--/-- 25 

(Cll sete nea ee R eee 
(CIM Bea moe oeeeee aie ae 

Colombia, United States ot. 
(CORI) INCE) -AABas coe ceases 

CHOU Ee Ne Bi ele A a ON 

IDSniIMat Kees se eel oe 

Dutch Guiana 
BONE CORY Sa eSoUMsEer aeleese 
SGA OSES SRS eee ete ee 
Finland 

Greece 
Guatemala 
Hayti 

JapaMis cay siaseies wscissace a 
alberiaeeee n= sss ocenio 

Maita 
WIERD ORAS), Qees eee ae ae 
Mozambique 
MGSO ae cae oil oe esa 

Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, New York. Trans- 
fer made by the French Commission of Exchanges, in 
Paris. 

Consul-General Carlos Carranza, New York. Shipments 
to the United States are made through either Lewis & 
Co., Portland, Me., or George F. Brown, New York, rep- 
resenting Samuel B. Hale & Co., of Buenos Ayres. 

Thomas Dennison, New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 

Felix Fliigel, Leipsig. 
Murray, Ferris & Co., New York. 
Red Star Line, New York. 
White Cross Line, New York. 
Consul-General Melchor Obarrio, New York. 
Consul Charles Mackall, Baltimore. 
kK. B. Borland, New York. 
Baltimore and Ohio Express Company. 
Adams Express Company. 
Monarch Line to London. ‘Transfer made by Crown agents 

for the colonies, London, England. 
Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made by W. Wesley, 
London, England. 

Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made by agent-gen- 
eral for Cape Colonies in London, England. 

Consul D. de Castro, New York. 
Salter & Livermore, New York, direct to Shangha. 
Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made through Crown 

agents for the colonies, London, England. 
Consul-General Lino de Pombo, New York. 
Munoz y Esprilla, New York. 
Pacitic Mail Steamship Company, New York. 
Consul-General Hipolito de Uriarte, New York. 
Consul-General Henrik Braem, New York. 
Consul Thomas Schmidt, New York. 
Thomas Bixby & Co., Boston, Mass. 
Consul Franeis Spies. 
S. L. Merchaut & Co., New York. 
North German Lloyd, Baltimore. 

Brockhaus, Leipsig, Germany. 
Compagnie Générale Transatlantique, New York. 
North German Lloyd, New York or Baltimore. 
Hamburg-American Packet Company, New York. 
Monarch Line of Steamers, New York. 
North German Lloyd, New York. 
Cunard Royal Mail Steamship Company. 
Inman Stearaship Company. 
Consul B. W. Botassi, New York. 
Consul Jacob Baez, New York. 
Atlas Steamship Company, New York. 
Consul Henrik Braem, New York. ‘Transfer made by K. 
Danske Videnskabernes Selskab, Copenhagen. 

Monarch Line, New York. ‘Transfer made by Secretary 
of State for India, India Office, London, England. 

Consul-General M. Rafto, New York. Florio-Rubattino 
Line, New York. 

Consul Samro Takaki, New York. 
American Colonization Association, Washington, D. C. 

Transfer made by Dr. 

Transfer made by I. A. 

Monarch Line, to Smithsonian agent, London. 

Consul, Juan N. Navarro, New York. 
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Country. Shipping agent. 

INetherlandsSis- 222.5250" 
Netherlands Indi: 
New Caledonia 

New South Wales... -..-..- 

| Consul R, C. Burlage, New York. 

| Monarch Line, New York. 
Gotch, London, England. 

R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 

Transfer made by Gordon & 

Néw, Aealand'. 2... 2-25-26: | R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
INIGaTrae Ua eco ss cits se _Consul-General Alex. I. Cotheal, New York. 
NOR WAV s-: come se Sei beer | Consul Christian Bors, New York. 
Baraeomavieeeeserseeee eae Consul John Stewart, Washington, D. C. 
PCT ee See Reon eee eae Joseph $8. Spinney, New York. 
Philippine Islands...... -- Spanish consul, San Francisco. 
Polynesia ...-..-.---.----| Consul Severance, San Francisco. 
Rorhu mallee ee se--)2-- | Consul Gustav Amsink, New York. 

Queensland’ so2- ose stsccin=- Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made by Queensland 
department, London, England. 

Russia ........----.------| Hamburg-American Packet Company, New York. Trans- 
fer made by Russian consul-general, Hamburg, Ger- 
many. 

Qin lalelointigseeeeeeaeee sacs Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made by William 
Wesley, London, England. 

BigMmsscnac ee a tee e ceeeere Consul Isaac T. Smith, New York. 
South Austrailia >-2--.--.- Rk. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Sale ere eee ee eeee Consul-General Hipolito de Uriarte, New York. 
Straits Settlements ..-.... Monarch Line, New York. Transfer made by William 

Wesley, London, England. 
Siwiedenva. eee Neem Consul Christian Bors, New York. 
Simmbzenlan dieses. eee North German Lloyd, Baltimore. Transfer made by Con- 

; sul yon Heyman, Bremen. 
SA EIE iS RSE ORE E eS Meo meee Presbyterian Rooms, New York. 
DBS BIO Rae ee ee ee Monarch Line. NewYork. Transfer made by Crown agents 

for the colonies, London, or by G. W. Wheatley & Co., 
156 Leadenhall street, London, England. 

AUS Gyemenn ss cee oe Ottoman legation, Washington, D. C. 
ee Selslan te ae see eee Wilson & Asmus, New York. 
WRU es Sees msaec bee Charge d’Affaires Enrique Estrazulas, Brooklyn, New York. 
Meneznelamosseen ee eee Dallett, Boulton & Co., New York. 
WWSTOLICON TE ee penser Dae pe R. W. Cameron & Co., New York. 
Wiest Indies cssscecs soneer H. B. Bailey & Co., New York. 

Foreign Centers of Distribution.—In carrying on the exchanges of the 

Smithsonian Institution it was necessary to appoint a number of agents, 

and authority for this was given by the Board of Regents in their meet- 

ing of February 27, 1851, when, on motion of Mr. Bache, it was resolved, 

“That the secretary be authorized to appoint an agent abroad to con- 

duct the exchanges of the Iastitution. 

The agencies established were: 

Hector Bossange, Paris, France; for France, Italy, Spain, and Portu- 
gal. 

Dr. John G. Fliigel, United States consul at Leipsig, Germany ; for 

the rest of continental Europe except Turkey and Greece. 

Henry Stevens, of London, England ; for England, Scotand, and Ite- 

land. 

The Hon. George P. Marsh, United States minister at Constantino- 

ple, took charge of exchanges for Turkey, Greece, and northern Africa, 

and the United States consals at other places undertook, in most cases, 

to transact the business free of charge, only the actual expenses being 

refunded. 
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These avencies being established, other exchanges could be carried 

on through them, and the means of conveyance, at the slight additional 

expense owing to the increase of freight. 

The duties of the agents of exchange consisted in the distribution of 

all the parcels sent them by the Smithsonian Institution and the receiv- 

ing and transmitting of return exchanges, together with any information 

which the Institution might desire, and their duties with an increase of 

the service became so great as to justify the recommendation of an in- 

crease of salary, most especially in the case of Dr. Fliigel, in Leipsig, 

which recommendation was granted by the Board of Regents in their 

meetings of May 1, 1852, and February 12, 1853. In 1854 the secretary 

had again occasion to remark on the foreign agencies as follows: 

J would beg to call your attention to the zeal and fidelity with 
which the agents of the Institution in London, Leipsig, and Paris have 
discharged their duties. The thanks of the Institution are most espe- 
cially due to Dr. Fliigel, of Leipsig, whose efforts in the great cause of 
tightening the bonds of union between the literary and scientific men 
and institutions of the two worlds are beyond all praise. 

In 1855 the Institution was informed of the death of its agent in 

Leipsig, Dr. Fliigel. On this occasion Professor Henry, the Secretary of 
the Institution expressed himself: 

It becomes my duty to announce the loss which the Institution has 
experienced in the death of one of its warmest friends and most active 
agents, Dr. J. G. Fliigel. After a residence of several years in this 
country he returned to Germany as United States consul, in which 
capacity he was unremitting in his efforts to render service to Ameri- 
can travelers, and by his untiring industry and zeal in behalf of the In- 
stitution contributed more than any other person to make it known 
through northern and central Europe. His son, Dr. Felix Fliigel, has 
been appointed his successor, and has evineed a desire and given evi- 
dence of his ability to carry on the system with promptness and effi- 
ciency. 

In 1861 the Royal Society of London attended to the distribution and 

collection of packages for and from Great Britain and Ireland. 

In 1862 Mr. William Wesley, of London, was appointed agent for 

Great Britain and Ireland. 

In 1863 Mr. Frederick Miiller, of Amsterdam, was appointed agent for 
Holland and Belgium. 

In 1865 the firm of Hector Bossange changed to Gustave Bossange 

& Co. 

In 1867 the Hon. George P. Marsh consented to take charge of ex- 

changes between the United States and Italy, and the duty of distribu- 

tion and collecting of parcels was assumed by the Imperial Royal In- 

stitute of Milan. | 

In 1868 the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences assumed charge of 

the agency for Sweden, the Royal University of Christiania for Norway, 

and the Royal Academy of Sciences of Copenhagen for Denmark, 

H. Mis. 170 -——7 
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In 1869 the University of Melbourne, Victoria, offered to receive and 

distribute exchanges for Australia and New Zealand, and a bureau of 

international exchanges was established by the Government of the United 

States of Colombia in Bogota. 

In 1871 the following were added to the list of Smithsonian exchange 

agencies : 
L. Watkins & Co., St. Petersburg, for Russia. 

Royal Academy of Sciences, Lisbon, for Portugal. 

Royal Academy of Sciences, Madrid, for Spain. 

Parliamentary Library, Wellington, for New Zealand. 

Mr. William Wesley, London, England, for the English colonies in 

Asia and Africa. 
In 1873 the Royal Institute of Milan intrusted Mr. Ulrico Hoepli, of 

Milan, with the work of exchanges, and he assumed the duties of the 

Smithsonian agency. 
In 1874 Prof. B. H. von Baumhauer, of the Scientific Institute of Har- 

lem, offered his services for Holland, which were accepted by the Insti- 

tution. 

In 1876 the representatives of the various Australian colonial govern- 

ments, at the Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, arranged for dis- 

tributing and collecting agencies in their colonies: New South Wales, 

New Zealand, Queensland, South Australia, Tasmania, and Victoria, 

respectively. 

The Hidgenossensche Bundes-Canzlei, Bern, Switzerland ; 
The Museo Nacional, Mexico City, Mexico; 

The Universidad, Santiago, Chili; 

The Museo Ptiblico, Buenos Ayres, Argentine Republic; 

The Minister of foreign affairs, Port au Prince, Hayti; 

The Minister of foreign affairs, Tokio, Japan ; 

The University of Caracas, Venezuela; 

as recipients of Government exchanges, assumed the duties of’ col- 

lecting and distributing Smithsonian exchanges. 

Dr. Felipe Poey, for the university at Havana, Cuba, and the Geo- 

logical Survey of Canada, in Montreal, volunteered their services as 

agents. 

In 1877 the agency in Lisbon, Portugal, was changed from the Royal 

Academy of Sciences to the Escola Polytechnica, and the Bibliotheque 

Nationale, of Athens, Greece, as recipient of the official publications, 

assumed the duties of a distributing agency. 

In 1878 the Smithsonian Institution availed itself, in its scientific¢ 

and literary intercourse with Belgium, France, Brazil, Italy, Russia, 

and Switzerland, of the following agencies, appointed by their respect- 

ive governments in compliance with the stipulations of the exchange 

convention of Paris, in 1875: 
Belgium, Commission Belge des Echanges Inteznationazx, Brussels. 
Brazil, Brazilian Commission, ete,, Rio Janeiro. 
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France, Commission Frangaise, etc., Paris. . 
italy, Italian Commission, ete., Rome. 

tussia, Commission lusse, etec., St. Petersburg. 

Switzerland, Conseil fédéral, Bern. 

In 1884 the Argentine Republic established an office for the deposit 

and distribution of official publications, which, however, has not yet 

been employed by the Smithsonian Institution as agency, its exchanges 

still being in the hands of Professor Burmeister, of the Public Museum, 

where they were placed in 1876. Arrangements were also effected by 

me during my official visit in London with the Crown agents of the 

colonies to take charge of the Smithsonian exchanges for all the colo- 

nies under their immediate charge. 

In 1885, by the death of Professor von Baumhauer, of Harlem, Hol- 

land, the agency for Holland was placed it the hands of Dr. Toek, of 

Leiden. The Government of Uruguay established an exchange bureau 

in Montevideo. 
In 1886 the agencies of the Smithsonian Institution are found in 

every part of the civilized globe. The following is a complete list of 

establishments and individuals representing the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion abroad: 

Countries. Agencies. 

PAM COTA) aj21-=\s ars -naiajele ye lore ele M. Carette, chef d’état major du génie, service météoro- 
logique, Algiers. 

Argentine Confederation.-.| Museo Publico, Buenos Ayres. Office for the deposit and 
distribution of publications. [Department of Publie 
Instruction. ] 

PAM TOU aes ae eee eiaeeiee: 
AMIS tilanon tees soo aloes soe Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsig, Germany. 
Bahamas eer sere == 
leysilaniiin BASS eee eee cobeeE Commission Belge des Echanges Internationaux, Brussels. 
SOE sseeusepdece. cogeds ‘ 
TBA ee eS es Sees ON es Commissao Central Brazileira de Permutacoes Interna- 

cionaes, Rio Janeiro. 
BritisheAmenric¢an 2 oses ls o- McGill College, Montreal; Geological Survey, Ottawa. 
BriishiGulana esas asses Observatory, Georgetown. 
Bribishycolontesssa2s-s54-- Crown agents for the colonies, London, England. 
Capercolomies)=-s--— == Agent General for Cape Colony, London, England. 
On 2s SS o Ase ssi Universidad, Santiago. 
Cane sel Au ee). | Crown agents for the colonies, London, England. 

United States consul-eeneral, Shanghai. 
Colombia, United States of.) Central Commission of Exchanges, National Library, Bo- 

gota. 
Costa Rica ...-..-.-..---.| Universidad, San José. 
ID SWANS 2505 65e5 dene see K. D. Videnskabernes Selskab, Copenhagen. 
Duteh Guiana. eos wees Surinaamsche Koloniaale Bibliotheek, Paramaribo. 
HG CUADCOR foe sees les os ee Observatorio del Colegio Nacional, Quito. 
UENO ceSheos Hesse paar Institut Eeyptien, Cairo. 
Rhinol ein Ge eerepeseseras acts Kejserliga Alexanders Universitet, Helsingfors. 
LM CO creme s seem sci -| Commission Frangaise des Echanges Internationaux, 

Paris. 
Germany -.-....-.~.-.-.-.-| Dr. Felix Fliigel, Leipsig. 
Great Britain..-.-.....-..| William Wesley, London. 
GiRANTS - Asesasodaneceuemed National Library, Athens. 
Guatemala (soso 252.55 i Sociedad Economica de Amigos del Pais, Guatemala. 
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Countries. Agencies. 

ENGR aoe ceeicitiacoe ocuS Priisidium des Kéniglich Ungarischen Ministeriums, Bu- 
|  dapest. 

Veolan dy sys ee ae 22 sole .----| Islands Stiptisbokasafn, Reykjavik. 
India ....-------.--------| Secretary to Government of India, Home Department, | 

Caleutta. 
Italy ...-- --.----ee-------| Biblioteca Nazionale Vittorio Emanuele, Rome. i | 
Japan .--...-..----------| Minister of foreign affairs, Tokio. | 
iberiagese saa oee ee eee aoe Liberia College, Monrovia. 
Madeimaieacercetristelemer eel=1= William Wesley, London, England. 
Moiltaeeeeices == pune eerie foie | William Wesley, London, England. 
IMGaTIGIUS ese eee eens Agent-general for Cape Colony, London, England. 
Ni ZAD AM ORK eee eee aeee Agent- general for Cape Colony, London, England. 
IMG mC Ome Raa seine cee secs | Senor Ministro de Justicia y Istruccion Public: , Mexico. 

nee ties: 3ureau Scientifique Central Néerlandais, Leiden. 

New Caledonia.......-..- Gordon & Gotch, London. 
New South Wales ....---- Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney. 
New Zealand -...-- sieiseieie Parliamentary Library, Wellington, New Zealand. 
INTEC TRIG UIE A Scola eacsiuoas Government of Nicaragua, Managua. 
INORWidlygneteis se one oe ecinisi= K. N. Frederiks Universitet, Christiania. 
IPPRAISIEI, Sobsce soeo se scoT Government of Paraguay. 
PenWres neers cecis.c cs .----| Biblioteca Nacional, Lima. 
Philippine Islands........ Royal Economic Society, Manila. 
Polynesia, .22-.-- Seeeees Royal Hawaiian Agricultural Society, Honolulu. 
Portugal .-.-- Seeei oho eae Ksola Polytechnica, Lisbon. 
Queensland oR She ce Government Meteorological Observatory, Brisbane. 
AYUSST Agee le we = soe ese. =|) COMMISSION USSse des” Echanges Internationaux (Bib- 

liotheque Impériale Publique), St. Petersbourg. 
Sitpklelenay shee cere eee Crown agents for the colonies, London, England. 
South Australia .....----: Astronomical Observatory, Adelaide. 
Paine see soos wiseces | R. Academia de Ciencias, Madrid. 
Straits Settlements .......| Crown agents for the colonies, London, England. 
Sweden essa .....| K. S. Vetenskaps Akademien, Stockholm. 
Simmuzenlandea= sense cee | Eidgenossenche Bundes-Canzlei, Bern. 
MaASMANT a) ecm see ce ae Royal Society of Tasmania, Hobarton. 
MuarksSwWslandices ome | Public Library, Grand Turk. 
NOISE IWORUIE i i reece east | Bureau de Statistique, Montevideo. 
Wenezuelarms-si-ssecesscsee University, Caracas. 
Wiletorilan cistern. 2 see eiee Public Library, Melbourne. 
West Indies: 

@ubansase sesssss -.---| R. Universidad, Havana. 
EV AYU Seterarets aiasetaysasee Sécrétaire @Etat des Rélations Extérieures, Port-au- 

Prince. 
eMrimidadheseenes see ce Scientific Association, Port of Spain. 
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The entire cost of the exchange system to the Institution since its 

establishment is shown in the table, which is followed by a statement 

of the assistance rendered by the Government during the last six years: 

AAG TOS Oe Da Sere ce es ESA RO RS UOYC)O| MSV) eae eg NT $4,165. 62 
rapists Me een teen ee ot PROMOS Mowat tee ene Lee nee 4,201.50 
TICES TURE RTs a at bind oe eed a ASSL GSMO epee ew Ce ON RAS 5, 870. 32 
TERS oe Ae RON ee eee DSO MSSM Masi weet eS ee i 8 6, 251.74 
rUSSY! Woe DLN Rar AAT A iA pa tai Pa Racha 0155.4 kl bSi7/c Mn, Wie RTCT, sen Wee ND a 5, 589. 89 
USE e, SOE TOs ea er ar 1 OBON TSN Ndeoe Nee ek ee Ee 6, 748. 80 
TCR AS SOEs A Ie EE Ee ia Pc SW oa MST Opes eee eee ae one. 10, 199. 10 
TR) DR Wee aR GS so ir gaa DP SOOU2A MN Marr meA ys! sre SND ke JLT aR 9,790. 73 
TSS CEO ee ee ANS2GSOOM WISTS ees eked eo ay phe St 10, 250. 41 
1GSOr potas REESE Sh et DOG OA MIMI RTO Warn Neer es Bee ar ncae 9, 554. 47 
Tee Died hee Pat Si ane a PMS CASIO. bl [ua lele (Opiate Os A il ae Nr 9, 996. 05 
SG ROME cal Wa eat ry Paine a? PYAOO MAT seem ene mien ta) De ee 10, 467. 84 
TESLA UU Sas PALA OR nN OUPOACR SR. Neo me aime LR OUR aLe 9, 981. 19 
FIRES i a ac Say nee ea ena 1 Ae FSIS all ete ey amt ae ta 13, 692.3 
PS Ge Sl RLU ONE NYS. Biri C ot Ad clot Lene (ie Nt ak ae Eee eames 12,510.71 
SOG tes eee a eee oe i ete 2,807.76 | 1885 (first 6 months)... -.-.... 8, 307. 59 
LEGG eee te teen ULI SAO5ONGOa lesan Com aoe ee eee eee *12, 005. 80 
S779 Xs Pe gee gp a a 3, 701. 93 
THSTES SUN ae I ee ae 4, 870. 72 Ro tallis atte anhcey eyes 200, 806, 61 
TNS ae ie aR ey Sa ea oe 4, 860. 94 

Of these amounts the following payments were made by the United 

States Government, on account of the Government Document Exchange, 

authorized by acts of Congress, March 2, 1867, and July 25, 1868, viz: 

jilctolle arenes ae ees ale eupemne t eue BAe IS BUNK Dea eter Ee ete eS iab ae ok at eT a ele C5 OOO) 
SERVE SA a Peep eee Ae eee SYuO Oh pall Sood aed sey spater op 4 ALA ceo ental 10, 000 
TESTERS CAS 2 es A eRe ae na FOU OHE MSR mca meister Garett yaa Sees 10, 000 

GOVERNMENT DOCUMENTS. 

The first action by Congress relating to an international exchange of 

official publications was a joint resolution, July 20, 1840 (Statutes at 

Large, vol. v, p. 509), authorizing the Librarian of Congress, under the 

direction of the Committee on the Library, “to exchange such dupli- 

cates as may be in the library for other books,” and to exchange, in the 

same manner, public documents, of which “ fifty additional copies” were 

ordered to be printed for the purpose. Supplementary acts were passed 

March 4, 1846; June 26, 1848; June 30, 1848; March 2, 1849; August 
31, 1852; August 18, 1856; March 2, 1867. 

The last Congressional action was taken on July 25, 1868, in the fol- 

lowing terms: 

“(No. 72) A resolution to carry into effect the resolution approved March 
2, 1867, providing for the exchange of certain public documents. 

** Resolved by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United 
States in Congress assembled, That the Congressional Printer, whenever 
he shall be so directed by the Joint Committee on the Library, be, and 

*The apparent decrease in the cost of exchanges for the fiscal year 1885—86 is due 

to the re-imbursement during that year of a check for $2,498 lost in the mails in the 

year 188425. It was charged to the first six months of 1885, and thus increases the 

cost of exchanges for that period and diminishes that for the year 1885-86 by credit 

for re-imbursement. 
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he hereby is, directed to print fifty copies, in addition to the regular 
number, of all documents hereafter printed by order of either house of 
Congress, or by order of any Department or Bureau of the Government, 
and: whenever he shail be so directed by the Joint Committee on the 
Library one hundred copies additional of all documents ordered to be 
printed, in excess of the usual number; said fifty or one hundred copies 
to be delivered to the Librarian of Congress, to be exchanged, under 
direction of the Joint Committee on the Library, as provided by joint 
resolution approved March 2, 1867.” 

“Section 2. And be it fur ther resolved, That 50 copies of each publi- 
cation printed under the direction of any Department or Bureau of the 
Government, whether at the Congressional printing office or elsewhere, 
shall be placed at the disposal of the Joint Committee on the L ibrary, 
to carry out the provision of said resolution.” 

By this joint resolution fifty extra copies are ordered from the Publie 

Printer of all executive as well as Congressional documents, including, 

Ist. The Congressional issue, journals, committee reports, and miscel- 

laneous documents; 2d. The Annual Reports of the Executive Depart- 

ments and the several Bureaus; and 3d. The Memoirs, Monographs, 

and Special Reports published by the Executive Departments and the 

several Bureaus. 

Owing to the failure of the Public Printer to comply with those por- 

tions of the law relating to the second and third series of the United 

States official publications—the annual reports and the memoirs, mono- 

graphs, and special reports published by the Executive Departments 

and Bureaus of the Government (although occasionally some few of 
the works of these classes have been received)—a circular letter was 

addressed by the Smithsonian Institution on the 15th of February, 1884, 

to all the Departments and Bureaus of the Government, soliciting co- 

operation in compliance with the existing laws, so as to enable the Insti- 

tution, as agent of the Government, to carry out the provisions of the 
Congressional resolutions. 

Among the replies received that of the honorable Secretary of State 

Says: 

‘““T have ventured to suggest to the Joint Committee on the Library 
the desirability of a permanent provision for the printing of these de- 
sired copies.” 

On March 7, 1884, Professor Baird addressed a communication to the 

Hon. John Sherman, chairman of the Joint Committee on the Library, 

suggesting: 

‘*{ would therefore ask you respectfully to consider the several enact- 
ments upon the subject of international exchange with which this In- 
stitution is charged, and that such supplementary legislation be pro- 
vided as will enable us to surmount the difficulties referred to.” 

Appended to this letter a list was given of the more important doc- 

uments not furnished to the Smithsonian Institution, although they are 

included in the series included by Congress for exchange purposes. 

Among such documents the following may be mentioned (assuming 
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Series I, the Congressional issue, as delivered complete, although even 

herein too many deficiencies occur): 

Series Il. Lhe Annual Reports of the Executive Departments and bu- 

reaus of the Government, together with the papers accompanying such 

reports (section 3796, Revised Statutes, and resolution 72, second session 

Fortieth Congress. 

Series IIT. The Memoirs, Monographs, or Special Reports published by 

the Executive Departments or Bureaus of the Government, whether 

printed at the Government Printing Office or elsewhere (section 2, res- 

olution 72, second session Fortieth Congress). 

This last series comprises, among many others, the following most 

valuable publications: 

Patent Office. 

Official Gazette. 

Specitications and Drawings. 

Growth of Industrial Art. 

Of this last-named work only fifty copies were printed, although the 

law (section 2, resolution 72, second session Fortieth Congress, Statutes 

at ‘Large, Vol. XV, p. 261) distinctly provides that ‘ fifty copies of each 

publication - - - whether printed at the Congressional Printing 

Office or elsewhere, shall be placed at the disposal of the Joint Com- 

mittee.” 
U.S. Geological Survey. 

Bulletins. 

Monographs. 

A letter was addressed to the Director of the Geological Survey Feb- 

ruary 15, 1884, claiming fifty copies of all the publications of that office 

for exchange purposes under the law. In reply, the Director stated, 

February 26, 1884: 

‘ Under the law of Mareh 2, 1867, fifty copies of everything published 
by us should be sent to the Library of Congress and thence to the Smith- 
sonian Institution, by the Public Printer, and such copies are reserved 
for that purpose and do not come into our possession. 

Under the statutes relating to the publication of the Monographs of 
the Survey it would be impossible to spare any copies from the three 
thousand received by this office, from the fact that it is necessary for 
the Survey to render an account of its publications, either as sold, ex- 
changed, or on hand.” 

Tenth Census of the United States. 
Monographs. 

Not a single volume of these has been reeeived under Section III of 

the Government publications, as prescribed by law. 

Fish Commission. 

Bulletins, volumes 1 to 5. 

State Department. 

Consular Reports. 

Of these only the numbers 1 to 22 have been received. 
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Coast and Geodetic Survey. 

Publications. 

American and Foreign Claims Commissions. 

As those relating to France, Hayti, Spain, the Alabama, ete., none 

of which has been received; nor in fact any of the publications of the 

Departments and Bureaus of the Government. 

No action having been had on the subject, a further request was ad- 

dressed to the Library Committee on the 21st of September, 1885, 

and again to the Hon. W.J. Sewell, Chairman of the Joint Library 

Jommittee, on the 18th of January, 1886, and although no definite 

result has yet been accomplished, it is to be hoped that Congress, 

through the Library Committee, may take such action as will secure 

to the Smithsonian Institution, as the agent of the Government, fifty 

copies of each of the three distinct series specified in the acts of March 

2, 1867, and July 25, 1868, so as to enable the Government, to obtain 

for its Library the entire fruit of the wise provision of Congress in es- 

tablishing this exchange of official public documents. 

INTERNATIONAL PROCEEDINGS. 

The Brussels Convention on International Hachanges. 

As a result of the proceedings of the conference held at Brussels in 

April, 1883, a draft of articles of agreement was adopted, to be submit- 

ted to the contracting powers for final ratification, as already set forth 

in the annual report on exchanges for 1883. The date appointed for 

this ratification was March 15, 1886, and the further proceedings in the 

matter are fully exhibited by the following correspondence with the 

Department of State: 

From the Secretary of State, March 3, 1886, to the Smithsonian Insti- 
tution. 

Str: I have the honor to transmit to you herewith, for your informa- 
tion and consideration, a translation of a note from the minister of Bel- 
gium at this capital, notifying this Government that the diplomatic 
conference for the signing of the convention relative to the international 
exchange of official documents and of scientific and literary publica- 
tions will meet at the ministry of foreign affairs at Brussels on Monday, 
the 15th day of the present month. 

I should be pleased to have your views as to the expediency of this 
Government becoming a party to the convention in question. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
-T. F. BAYARD. 

{Inclosure. } 

From the Belgian minister at Washington, February 18, 15886, to the Sec- 
retary of State. 

Mr. SECRETARY OF STATE: [I have the honor to inform your excel- 
leney that the diplomatic conference for the signing of the conventions 
relative to the international exchange of official documents and of sci- 
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entific and literary publications will meet at the ministry of foreign 
affairs at Brussels on Monday, the 15th day of Mareh next, at 2 o’clock. 

Belgium, Brazil, Spain, Italy, Portugal, Servia, and Switzerland have 
adopted the arrangement drafted by the conference of 1883 for general 
exchanges. (Protocol A.) 

Switzerland has not adhered to Draft B, concerning the direct and 
immediate transmission to the legislative chambers of the Official Jour- 
nal and of the reports of Parliamentary proceedings. That special con- 
vention will, however, be concluded by all the other States that I have 
just named. 

Your excellency had the kindness to inform me. under date of Octo- 
ber 16, 1885, that you had not yet reached a decision on this subject, but 
that, meanwhile, you reserved to the Government of the United States 
of America the privilege of adhering thereafter. 
My Government hopes that the United States Government will be 

represented at that conference and has instructed me to make inquiry 
of your excellency’s intentions in this matter. I shall therefore be 
grateful to you if you will have the kindness to make me acquainted 
with them as soon as may be convenient. 

It is proper for me to add that Greece and Roumania have likewise 
just been requested to communicate their-intentions. 

I gladly avail myself of this occasion to renew to your excellency the 

assurances of my highest consideration. 
THEO. DE BOUNDER DE MELSBROECK. 

From the Smithsonian Institution, March 5, 1886, to the Secretary of 

State. 

Str: Your letter of the 3d instant is received, but owing to the short 
notice given us of the proposed diplomatic conference for “the signing 
of conventions relative to the international exchange of official docu- 
ments and scientific and literary publications,” to be held at Brussels on, 
as you state, March 15, we are unable to meet definitely or in detail your 
invitation for our *‘ views as to the expediency of this Government be- 
coming a party to the conference in question.” 
We beg to say, however, that the Smithsonian Institution, as the 

agent for international exchange on the part of the United States, will 
be happy to comply with the stipulations ef the conferences as far as 
may be in its power, including the sending of daily reports of Congres- 
sional proceedings to the several governments. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
SPENCER F. BAIRD, 

Secretary Smithsonian Institution. 

From the Secretary of State, April 9, 1886, to the Smithsonian Institution- 

Sir: I have the honor to transmit to you, herewith, a copy of a dis 
patch to this Department from Mr. Tree, our minister at Brussels, con- 
cerning the two conventions, A and B, for the exchange of public docu- 
ments, “which were signed by him on the 15th ultimo. 

I beg to inquire whether you have any views to make known before 
the conventions are submitted to the Senate with a view to their ratifi- 
cation. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
A Ws B, BAYARD. 
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[Inclosure.] 

From the United States minister at Brussels, March 23, 1886, to the Sec- 
retary of State. 

Sir: | have the honor to transmit herewith-- 
(1) The original instrument of the convention concerning the interna- 

tional exchange of official documents and seientifie and liter rary publi- 
cations. 

2) The original instrument of the convention concerning the imme- 
diate exchange of the official journal as wellas of parliamentary annals 
and documents. 

(3) A certified copy of the procés-verbal of the sitting held at the de- 
partment of foreign attairs the 15th of March, 1886. 

1 also send translations which I have made of each of the documents. 
In consequence of their detention at the department of foreign affairs 
to await the signature of the Prince de Caraman, I only received them 
to-day. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
LAMBERT TREE. 

{Inclosure. ] 

1. The original instrument of the convention concerning the international exchange 
OG T documents and scientific and literary publications. 

. Translation of No. 1. 
The original instrument of the conventions for the immediate exchange of offi- 

el: ees ul as well as the parliamentary annals and documents. 
4. ‘Translation of No, 3. 
5. A certified copy of the proces-verpal. 
6. Translation of No. 5. 

The above documents were duly returned to the Department of 

State, with the following letter: 

From the Smithsonian Institution, April 27, 1886, to the Secretary of State 

Sir: In returning, as I do herewith, the documents relative to the 
Exchange Convention, held at Brussels on the 15th of March last, and 
which were inclosed with your letters of April 9 and 17, I beg to state 
that, upon mature consideration, | have no further suggestions to make 
as to the acceptance of the terms proposed at the Brussels Conference. 

T entertain the view, however, that the expectations of the Belgian 
Government in proposing exchange relations beyond those at present 
existing will be but indifferently realized, since all the prominent gov- 
ernments have declined to participate in its propositions, only those of 
Spain, Italy, Portugal, Servia, and Belgium, of European, and the United 
States and Br azil, of American nations, having expressed a desire to 
ratify the convention. 

The Smithsonian Institution, as agent of the Government of the United 
States for the exchange of its officis ial publications, having thus far ob- 
tained satisfactery results by de ling individually with governments 
whose publications are desirable, it would appear to me doubtful 
whether additional benefits could be derived by adhesion to a treaty 
with a few of the more unimportant governments of Europe. 

I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
S. I’. BAIRD. 
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CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 

in acceptance, on the part of the Argentine Government, of the terms 

of exchange proposed by the Smithsonian Institution on behalf of the 

Government of the United States, the first transmission for that country, 

of six boxes, was made on November 18, 1875, through the Argentine 

ambassador, Mr. G. Videla Dorna, in New York. 

In 1576 an application for a set of these official publications for the 

Government of the province of Buenos Ayres was favorably considered, 

and on November 21,1876, the first installment of seven boxes forwarded 

to its destination. Bou sets have since been increased to twenty-six 

boxes each. 

On November 25, 1854, Mr. Marcus I’. Gutiérez, director of the office 

for the deposit and distribution of the Baoneanicne of the Argentine 

Government in Buenos Ayres, addressed the Smithsonian Institution 

with the request for a copy of the United States official publications 

for deposit in his office. 

On December 18, 1884, the Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution 

replied that the official Banncanaes i the United States are already 

represented in two copies in the city of Buenos Ayres, and regretting 

his inability of furnishing a third copy. 

On October 20, 1885, Mr. Gutiérez addressed to the Smithsonian In- 

stitution a letter of which the following is a translation: 

Str: The undersigned, director of the office for the deposit and dis- 
tribution of the public: ations of this Government, has the honor to ad- 
dress to you a copy of the Superior Decree of July 25, A. C., specify- 
ing the rules and regulations adopted by his excellency the Minister 
of Justice, Worship, and Public Instruction, Dr. Edward Wilde, for 
the government of this office, which is to promote the international ex- 
change of publications. 
From this decree you will learn the conditions under which this office 

can undertake the exchange of publications with governments, libraries, 
and foreign establishments, and if these are agreeble to you I would 
thank you for your opinion how this exchange is best to be instituted. 
It is hoped that this arrangement will result in a full and mutually 
valuable exchange of the intellectual productions of our respective 
countries. 

Marcus F. GUTIEREZ. 

{ Translation. ] 

Decree and requiations concerning the international exchange of publica- 
tions. 

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, 
Department of Justice, Worship, and Publie Instruction, 

Buenos Ayres, July 25, 1885. 

In order to provide in the best manner possible, in accordance with 
the intentions of the decree of May 2, 1870, for the mutual exchange of 
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publications between the Republic and the other countries with which 
it maintains amicable relations the President of the Republic decrees: 

ArTicLE 1. The *‘ Office for the Deposit and Distribution of Publications” shall have 

henceforth a special department, charged with the business of international exchange. 

Art. 2. Under the immediate jurisdiction of the Department of Publie Instruction, 

the office named will be charged with the duty of beginning and maintaining an ex- 

change with the governments, official or public libraries, and scientific or literary 

societies of the countries which accept or solicit it. 

Arr. 3. In order that the office named may attend properly to the interchange 

which may be established, all the offices of the nation will send it at least 20 per cent. 

of the publications which they may have or which they may receive in virtue of aid 

or subsidy granted them. 

Art. 4. The Department of Publie Instruction will regulate the execution of this 

decree. 

Art. 5. The decree shall be communicated to all concerned, published, and in- 

serted in the R.N. 

REGULATIONS FOR THE ‘‘ OFFICE FOR THE DEPOSIT AND DISTRIBUTION OF PUBLI- 

CATIONS” IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE DECREE OF THE 25TH OF THE PRESENT MONTH 

ESTABLISHING THE EXCHANGE OF PUBLICATIONS. 

BUENOS AYRES, July 26, 1885. 

ARTICLE 1. In compliance with the order contained in the decree of the 25th of the 

present month of July, the “ Office for the Deposit and Distribution of Publications” 

will, by means of the department charged with the international exchange, establish 

an interchange of publications of the Republic with the governments, publie and private 

libraries, and scientific or literary societies of the countries which avcept or solicit it, 

said office giving account in each case to the Department of Public Instruction, with- 

out whose previous approbation it can not proceed. 

Arr. 2. The ‘ Office for the Deposit and Distribution of Publications” will keep a 

day-book in whicu it will note the number, title, and condition of the publications 
received from the national offices. ® 

Arr. 3. Before complying with the requests for books, memorials, or other publica- 

tions, which may be made to it by the governors of provinces, departments of the 

Government, or other public or private offices, or with those which it may receive 

from abroad, the ‘‘ Office for the Deposit and Distribution of Publications” must obtain 

the consent of the Department of Public Instruction. 

Arr. 4. The office will carry out directly the orders of the departments referring to 

their respective deposits, having first deducted the 20 per cent. of the publications 

intended for international exchange. 

Arr. 5. Inthe monthly report of operations which the office must remit to the 

Department of Public Instruction, if will inelude a statement of the works received 

as exchange during the month, in order that the department may assign them to their 

proper destination. ; 

Arr. 6. Applications from individuals must be made ou common paperv, and the 

office will send them to the Department of Public Instruction for its decision. 

Arr. 7. The office may apply to the governors of provinces, official and private cor- 

porations, and to the editors of the Republic, soli¢iting in the most respectful terms 

the remission or exchange of the works they may publish, aid, or edit. 

Arr. 8. The office will take care to distrisute among the ministers and consuls re- 

siding in the Republic and among the Argentine ministers and consuls residing in ° 

foreign countries all official publications whose circulation may promote the interests 

of the nation. 

Arr. 9. The office will publish once a month in at least two daily papers of the 

capital the monthly report of its operations referred to in article 5. 
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Art. 10. The organization heretofore existing in the ‘‘ Office for the Deposit and 

Distribution of Publications” shall remain in force so far as it is not inconsistent 

with the present. 

Arvt. 11. The present regulations shall be communicated to all interested and the 

chief of the ‘‘ Office for the Deposit and Distribution of Publications” is authorized 

to order it to be printed in suitable form. 

BY a Waran 

Attest : 

JUAN IGARZABAL. 

In a second letter of the same date (October 20, 1885) Mr. Gutiérez 

announces the sending of publications. ‘A delay was caused,” he con- 

tinued, ‘“‘by the difficulties inherent in a newly created office; more- 

over, ! desire to make the sending of some importance to correspond in 

a measure with your kindness.” 

On the 26th December, 1835, the Secretary of the Institution replied ’ ) J I 
to Mr. Gutiérez : 

Sir: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communi- 
cations of October 20, 1885, and to say that we await with pleasure the 
receipt of the important sending to which you refer, on the part of the 
Argentine Republic, in return for the official publications of the United 
States Government, of which two sets have been contributed to Buenos 
Ayres, one for the Government of the Republic, and one for the govern- 
ment of the Province. 

I am, your obedient servant, 
. fH. DATED: 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 

From the Smithsonian Institution, October 12,1855, to Count Lippe Weiss 
enfels, chargé Waffaires of Austria-Hungary. 

Sir: On October 9, 1884, Mr. George H. Boehmer, a delegate of the 
Smithsonian Institution, the authorized agent of the Government of the 
United States, had the honor of being introduced by the United States 
embassador in Vienna, to his excelleney the Count Sz6e gyenyl, first 
section chief in the i. Rh. foreign office, for the purpose of arranging for 
an exchange of official public documents between the Government of the 
United States and the Imperial Government of Austria. 

His excellency the Count Szégyenyi being favorably impressed with 
the proposition of such ex cchange placed the preliminary steps of ar- 
rangements into the hands of M. de Plason, a councilor in the foreign 
office with whom the Smithsonian representative was placed in commu- 
nieation. After various consultations with this gentleman, Mr. Boehmer 
was officially introduced by the foreign office to the chiefs of the vari- 
ous departments of the Imperial Government, most of whom were fav- 
orably inclined conditionally to enter into an exchange on the proposed 
basis. 

The exchange proposed by the Smithsonian Institution includes all 
publications made by Congressional order since January 1, 1868, and 
comprises the parliamentary proceedings, projects at law, reports, and 
scientific works of the departments and bureaus of the Government, 
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representing at present a bulk of twenty-three boxes of about 64 eubic 
feet each, with a total weight of about 5,500 pounds. 

These works, the titles of which are specified in the accompanying 
documents, have been offered in one copy, for deposit in one general 
library, as a complete set of the United States publications as ordered 
printed by Congress, and an equally exhaustive return has been asked 
for from the Imperial Government. 

While now the chiefs of the various departments approve of the estab- 
lishment of exchange relations, there is a tendency among them to dis- 
card a centralization of the works, and rather express a desire of each 
selecting from the books thus offered such as may be of interest and 
value to their respective departments, and in exchange for such they 
are willing to make equivalent returns. 

While now, on the part of the United States Government, no special 
objection could be had to such a distribution of their documents, such 
course would have a tendency of complicating matters, and require of 
some works a number of copies to supply the demands made for them 
by various departments all equally interested in the acquisition of any 
particular work, while the Smithsonian Institution as agent of the Gov- 
ernment, can, under the law, only offer one single copy. 

Furthermore, there has been in existence for a number of years an 
independent exchange between corresponding departments and bureaus 
of the two nations, and many documents have been received by them 
and thereby render a division of the documents to be received under 
the proposed exchange unnecessary; neither has the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, as the agent of the Government, the power of discriminating 
which of the books to send, but is compelled to furnish one copy of 
every document received to any of the contracting powers. 

From these considerations the Smithsonian Institution could not pos- 
sibly consent to the proposition made by the chiefs of the respective de- 
partments, to select from the list of works such as may be of interest to 
the department, but we would have to send one complete collection to 
the foreign office, or any place of deposit designated by the Imperial 
Government for the reception of the publications, to be distributed as 
may be deemed most advantageous by the Imperial Government. 

All this was stated by Mr. Boehmer in his conferences with M. de 
Plason, and the suggestion made by him that the individual exchange 
now existing between the corresponding bureaus be continued uninter- 
ruptedly, while the foreign office charge itself with the collecting, from 
the various bureaus of the e Imperial Government, of one copy each of 
their respective publications in direct response to the system of ex- 
changes to be inaugurated between the Governments. 

In acceptance by the Imperial] Government of a former proposition of 
the United States Government, the first two boxes of books had already 
been sent to Vienna in 1875, where e they were deposited in the Imper ial 
library, but further sendings were declined by the librarian as too bulky 
and incomplete. The bulk of valuable books should be a rather favora- 
ble consideration for a librarian, while completenesscan not be expected 
in the contents of two boxes of official publications from various delays 
which may occur daring the process of issue. 

Another point of disagreement in the establishment of the proposed 
SEM: relation is found in the transmission of exchange boxes, 
‘there being no funds available in the Imperial foreign office for such 
expenditure.” 

The custom of the Smithsonian Institution in its intercourse with for- 
eign nations has been for each to prepay their sendings to the nearest 
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seaport, from whence the charges for ocean freight, etc., are assumed 
by the recipient. Should, however, the Imperial government prefer 
having yr all exchanges deliv ered to any representative in Washington, 
those ‘intended for. the United States might be delivered to Dr. F elix 
Flii¢el, in Leipsic, the agent of the Smithsonian Institution. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
S. F. BAIRD. 

CORRESPONDENCE WITH GREAT BRITAIN. 

From the Department of State, April 16, 13886, to the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion. 

Sir: Application having been made through our legation at London 
for certain publications of this Government for the use of the library of 
the British Museum, I have the honor to request you to inform this 
Department as to the practical working of the exchange of Government 
publications between this country and Great Britain. Information is 
particularly desired as to whether or not the publications of the British 
Government are received regularly in exchange for those of our Gov- 
ernment which are sent to London; and also as to what library or 
libraries in Great Britain receive the publications of this Government 
which are forwarded to that country through the exchange bureau of 
the Smithsonian Institution. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
Tf. Ey BAYARD: 

From the Smithsonian Institution, April 22, 1886, to the Secretary of 
State. 

Sirk: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 
the 16th instant, relative to an application made by the British Museum 
in London for certain publications of the United States Government 
and requesting information as to the practical working of the exchange 
of official publications between this coantry and England, and as to 
the number of copies of official publications sent through the exchange 
bureau of the Smithsonian Institution to libraries in Great Britain. 

In reply I beg to state that the Smithsonian Institution, on behalf of 
the United States Government, has sent to the British Gov ernment a 
full series of all the documents ‘ordered to be printed by order of either 
House of Congress and beginning with the Ist of January, 1868, as spec- 
ified in the accompanying pamphlets. By direction of Lord Granville 
all transmissions are made to the British Museum. 

In addition to these official publications the Smithsonian Institution 
has furnished the British Museum with the following series of its own 
publications: Contributions to Knowledge, vols. 1 to25; Miscellaneous 
Collections, vols. 1 to 27; annual Reports, 1846 to 1883; annual Reports, 
Bureau of Ethnology, vols. 1 to 3; Proceedings of the National Mu- 
seum, vols. 1 to 7; Bulletins of the National Museum, Nos. 1 to 27. 
And tothe natural history division of the British Museum: Contribu- 

tions to Knowledge, vols. 1 to 25; Miscellaneous Collections, vols. i to 27; 
annual Reports, 1851 to 1885; Bulletins National Museum, Nos. 1 to 27. 

The returns on the part of the British Museum have been confined to 
the series of its own publications, which are sent in two copies for the 
libraries of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum, respect- 
ively. 
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On the part of the British Govern ment the promise of a complete set 
of English publications for the use of the United States Government 
was made by Lord Granville on the 20th of Mareh, 1883, in a letter to 
Mr. Lowell, in which he refers to former correspondence on the subject. 
The publications offered are: 

(1) Papers of all kinds printed for or presented to either house of 
Parliament. 

(2) Historical, scientific, or antiquarian works published by the Gov- 
ernment, such as record publications. 

(3) Maps or charts published by the Government. 
(4) Departmental publications which are placed on sale. 
In 1883 the Seeretary of the Smithsonian Institution, on behalf of the 

Librarian of Congress, made application to the British Government 
through the Department of State for certain works required to fill de- 
ficiencies in the series on file in the Congressional Library. This re- 
quest was granted by the lords of Her Majesty’s treasury, who di- 
rected the superintendent of Her Majesty’s stationery office in London 
to deliver the same as far as possible to the agent of the Smithsonian 
Institution. These were received by Mr. George H. Boehmer, the gen- 
tleman in charge of the exchange division of the Smithsonian Institu- 
tion, in November, 1884, on occasion of a visit to London on exchange 
business. These, together with a few volumes of the Challenger Ex- 
pedition reports, form the only publications received from the British 
Government in exchange for the official documents sent by the United 
States Government. 
A second set of United States official publications was ordered by my 

predecessor, the late Prof. Joseph Henry, on the 6th of December, 1876, 
to be sent to the Royal Society of Edinburg, Scotland. These sendings, 
comprising eleven boxes, were discontinued in 1878. 

If the negotiations now pending should be concluded to the satisfac- 
tion of the United States Government, the continuation of this set, now 
representing fifteen boxes, might be placed at the disposal of the British 
yovernment for use in the library of the House of Lords or that of the 
House of Commons. 

I have the honor to be, sir, your obedient servant, 
S. F. Barrp. 
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ADDITIONS AND CORRECTIONS TO THE LIST OF FOREIGN COR- 
RESPONDENTS TO JULY, 1886. 

By GEORGE H. BOEHMER. 

AFRICA. 

ALGERIA. 
£ Oran. 

22. College. 

CAPE COLONY. 
Cape Town. 

28. Botanic Gardens. 

28a. Commissioners of Crown Lands and Public Works. 

38. South African College. 

Graham Town. 
44, Cape Law Journal. 

: EGYPT. 
Abbesich. 

45a. Laboratoire Khédivial. 

Alexandria. 

46. Egyptian Society. 

47. Ministére de l’Intérieur. (In Cairo.) 

Cairo. 
51. Bibliotheque Khédiviale. 

51le. Direction Générale de la Statistique. 

52. General Staff Library. 

53a. Ministere de l’Intérieur. 

59. Société Egyptienne. (Dead.) 
* 62. Topographical Office. (Department of War.) 

; MOZAMBIQUE. 
Mozambique. 

85. Sociedad de Geografia. (Does not exist.) 

NATAL. 

Natal. 

86. The Observatory. 

H. Mis, 170——8 
3 



AMERICA (NORTH). 

BRITISH AMERICA. 

BRITISH COLUMBIA. 

Victoria. 

90. Provincial Museum. 

CANADA. 
Clifton (Ontario). 

98. Toronto News Company. 

Coburg (Ontario). 

100. Victoria University. 

Kingston (Ontario). 

108. Royal Military College. 

London (Ontario). 
112. Western University. 

Matapedia (Quebec). 

112a. Ristigouche Salmon Club. 

Montreal ( Quebec). 

114, Canada Citizen. 

116. Canadian Record of Science. 
116). Canadian Society of Civil Engineering. [il 

126. Montreal Botanic Garden. 

128. Observatory. 

136. United Science Institute. 

Ottawa (Ontario). 

137. Academy of Natural Sciences. (Does not exist.) 

144, Institut Canadien Francais. 
147a. Minister of Justice. 

148. Patent Office. : 

Quebec ( (Quebec). 
154. Department of Education. 

157a. Literary and Philosophical Society. 

158. The Observatory. 

Sherbrooke ( (Quebec). 

162. Sherbrooke Free Reading Room. 

St. Catherine (Ontario). 

163. Fruit Growers’ and Forestry Association. (Now in Grimsby, 

Ont.) 
114 
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Toronto (Ontario). 
164. Board of Health. 

171. Government of Canada. (In Ottawa see 145.) 
173. Legislative Library. [i] 
186. Toronto Baptist College. 

NEWFOUNDLAND. 

222. St. John’s Atheneum. 

NORTHWEST TERRITORY. 

222a. Government House. [i] 

' NOVA SCOTIA. 
Halifax. 

228. Kings County Library. 

235. Nova Scotia Medical Society. [i] (Now Provincial Medi- 
cal Board of Nova Scotia.) 

Wolfville. 

246. Canadian Postal College of the Natural Sciences. 



San José. 

248, 

CENTRAL | AMERICA. 

COSTA RICA. 

Ministerio de Relae ones Exteriores. 

248c. Museo Nacional. 

Guatemala. 

GUATEMALA. 

250a. Anales Estadisticas de la Republica. 

250b. Direccion General de Estadistica. 

254. 

256. 

Museo de Historia Natural. 

Seeretaria de Relaciones Exteriores. 

256a. Société Economique. 

Managua. 
258. 

NICARAGUA. 

Government of Nicaragua. 

MENICO. 

Aguas Calientes. 
260. Institute of Science. 

Guadalajara. 
262. Institute of Science. 
266. Sociedad Médico-Farmacéutica Pablo Gutierrez. 

Mazatlan. 
270. Meteorological Observatory. 

Merida. 
270a. Registro Civil del Estado Yucatan. 

Mexico. 
278. Asociacion Médica “ Pedro Escoledo.” [i] 
280. Chamber of Commerce. 

286. El Observador Médico. 

-288. Escuela de las Minas. 

294. Geographical Exploring Commission. 

306. Secretaria de Hacienda y Crédito Ptiblico de los E: U. Mext- 

canos. Departamento de Biblioteca y Compilacion. [i] 

310. Sociedad Farmacéutica Mexicana. 
313. Sociedad Humboldt. (No longer exists.) 
323. University of Mexico. (Same as 285.) 
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Morelia. 

323a. El Monitor Médico-farmacéutico 6 Industrial. 

323¢c. Museo Michoacano. 

Puebla. : 

024, Catholic College. 

326. University. 

‘ San Jacinto. 

326d. Escuela Nacional de Agricuitura y Veterinaria. 

Zacatecas. 

332. Observatorio Astronémico-Meteoroldgico. 

WEST INDIES. 

BARBADOS. 

Bridgetown. 

334, Barbados General Agricultural Society. 

CUBA. 

Habana. 

342. Cronica Médico-Quirtirgica de la Habana. 

343. Administracion General de Comunicaciones de la Isla de 

Cuba. 

WAITI. 

Port-au-Prince. 

360. Société de Sciences et de Géographie. [i] 

JAMAICA. 

Kingston. 

360a. Government House. (Botanical Department.) 

360c. Jamaica Institute. 

360e. The Victoria Institute. [i] 

2 TRINIDAD. 

Port of Spain. 

364, Botanic Garden. 



AMERICA (SOUTH). 

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 

Buenos Aires. 
373. Biblioteca Publica. (Same as 371.) 
374, Circulo Médico Argentino. 

374a. Department of Public Instruction. 

374e. Instituto Agronémico y Veterinario. 

385a. Oficina de Canje Internacional de Publicaciones. 

386. National College. 

386a. Revista Médico-quirtrgica. 

388c. Sistema de Medidas y Pesas de la Republica Argentina. 

Concepcion. 

402. National College. 

Cordoba. 

410. University. 

Parana. 
412. Bureau de Statistique Générale entre Rios. 

Santa Catalina. 

412h. Instituto Agronémico-Veterinario de la Provincia de 

Buenos Aires. 

BRAZIL. 
Bahia. 

414. Gazeta Médiea da Bahia. 

Rio Janeiro. 

426. Club de Engenharia. 

BRITISH GUIANA. 
Berbice. 

460. Asylum Journal. 

Georgetown. 

467c. “Timehri” (A journal pub. by 467.) 

CHILE. 
Santiago. 

468. Anales de la Sociedad de Farmacia. 

473b. Comision Central Meteordlogica. 

474. Deutscher Wissenschaftlicher Verein. [i] 
475. El Plano Topografico. (A section of 473.) 

490. Revista Médica de Chile. ; 
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COLOMBIA. 
Bogota. 

502. Library Meteorological Office. Department of Agriculture. 

502¢. Museo Nacional. 

508. Société Economique. 

: ECUADOR. 
Quito. 

530. University. 
: ° PERU. 

Lima. 

5356. Academia Libre de Medicina. 

536. Ateneo de Lima. 

540. Escuela de Minas. 

546. Sociedad Amantes de la Ciencia. 

548. Sociedad Union Fernandina. 

é URUGUAY. 
Montevideo. 

554, Department of the Interior. 

560. Public Library. 

563). Universidad de Montevideo. 

VENEZUELA. 
Caracas. 

564. Academia Venezolana 

570. Museo Nacional. 



Sa ae ae 

ASIA. 

: CHINA. 
Pekin. 

582a. American Mission College. 

582b. Imperial Russian Observatory. 

Saigon. 
586. Société des Etudes Indo-Chinoises de Saigon. 

Shanghai. 

592. Compagnie de Jésus. 

INDIA. 
Allahabad. 

606. Government of the Northwestern Provinces. 

Bombay. aa 
614. Bombay Natural History Society. 

619. Government Central Museum. [i] (Now Victoria and Al- 
bert Museum.) 

624. Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals. 

626. Medico-Physical Society. 

636c. Victoria Natural History Institute. 

636. Under Secretary to the Government, Revenue, Finance, 
and General Departments. 

Calcutta. 

638. Army Medical Department of India. 

640. Calcutta Medical College. 

642. Department of Finance and Commerce of the Government 
of East India. 

644. His Highness the Viceroy of India. 

645. Imperial Indian Museum. (Same as 649.) 

650. Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals. 
662. University of Calcutta. 

Lahore. 
678. The Punjab Government. 

Madras, 

684. Government of Madras. 
684a. Inspector General of Civil Hospitals. 

688. Madras Medical College. [i] 

690. Presidency College. 

Poonah. 
695. Civil Engineering Coliege. (Now College of Science.) 
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Hakodate. 
708. 

Kioto. 
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JAPAN. 

Museum of Natural History. 

708a. Doshisha School. 

Osaka. 

708aa. Daigaku Bunko. 

Sapporo. 

708b. Agricultural College. 

708c. Haitakushi Shiba Collection. 

Tokio. 

714. Chirikioku (Meteorological and Trigonometrical Survey 
Department.) 

719. Department of Law, Science, and Literature in the Tokio 

Daigaku. (See 739.) 

721h. Geographical Bureau. 

721j. Geological Society of Japan. 

721n. Imperial Agricultural College. 

721s. Japanese Educational Society. 
2 

Yokohama. 

WAS: 

2, Japanese Society of Health. 

. Meteorological Observatory. 

. Mining Office. Department of Public Works. 

. Patent Office. 

. Suisankwai. (Fishery Society.) 

. Tokio Daigaku, now Teikokn-Daigaku (Imperial University), 

including College of Law (Hoka-Daigaku), College of 

Medicine (Ika-Daigaku), College of Engineering 

(Koka-Daigaku), College of Literature (Bunka- 

Daigaku), College of Science (Rika-Daigaku). 

Deutsche Gesellschaft fiir Naturwissenschaft und Heilkunde. 

(Same as 721.) 

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

. Royal and Pontifical University of St. Thomas. 



AUSTRALASIA. 

AUSTRALIA. 

NEW SOUTH WALES. 
Sydney. 

783. Australian Medical Gazette. 

784, Board of Technical Education. 

787. Department of Public Instruction. 

800. Mechanics’ School of Arts. 

802. Natural History Society. 

802b. New South Wales Zoological Society. (3 O’Connell street.) 
806. State Children’s Relief Department. -: 

807. Sydney College Library. (Does not exist.) 

810. Technological, Industrial, and Sanitary Museum of .New 

South Wales. 

QUEENSLAND. 
Brisbane. 

818. Geographical Society of Australia, Queensland Branch. 

SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 
Adelaide. 

836. Adelaide Philosophical Society. 

844. Public Library, Museum, and Art Gallery of South Aus- 
tralia. [i] 

VICTORIA. 
Collingwood. 

865. Field Naturalists’ Club of Victoria. (Does not exist.) 
Melbourne. 

870. The Australian Wine Association of Victoria. 

872. Chamber of Commerce. 

872a. Chamber of Manufactures. : 

882. Geological Society of Australasia. [i] (17 Queen street.) 
894. Osmond College. 

901. Royal Philosophical Society of. Victoria. (Amalgamated 

with the Royal Society of Victoria.) 

908. South Melbourne Mechanies’ Institute. 

910. Victoria Institute. . 
910a. The Vigneron. 
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NEW ZEALAND. 
Christchurch. ~ 

922. Canterbury Agricultural College. 

924, Christchurch Public Library. 

Invercargill. 
937. Southland Institute. 

Nelson. 
939. Neison Association for the Promotion of Science and Indus- 

try. (Does not exist.) 
942. Nelson Philosophical Society. [i] 

Wellington. 
960. Minister of Mines. 

966. General Assembly Library. 

967a. Registrar-General of New Zealand. 

967h. Wellington and Wairarapa District Acclimatization Soci- 

ety. 

POLYNESIA. 

SANDWICH ISLANDS. 
Honolulu. 

976. Scientific Society. (Dead.) 
976a, Surveyor-General’s Office. 



EUROPE. 

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. 

Agram [Zagreb| (Croatia). 
979. Handels- und Gewerbe-Kammer fiir Kroatien. (Same as 

993.) 
986. Mineralogical and Geological Museum. 

990. Société d’ Histoire Naturelle Croate a Zagreb. 

993. Trgovacko Obrtnitka Komora (Chamber of bicrapeee 

Budapest (Hungary). 

1033a. KK. Ungar. Ministerium fiir Kultus und Unterricht. 

1034. Ungarische Revue. 

1051. Pestvaros Statisztikai Hivatal. (Same as 1007.) 

1057. Société Hongroise de Géographie. (Same as 1037.) 

1067. Commission Européenne du Danube. (Same as 7!64e. in 
Galacz, Koumania.) 

Gratz (Styria). 
1090. Steiermiirkisches Landwirthschaftliches Joanneum. 

Hall (Styria). 
1094. Verein zur Genlorischen Durchforschung. 

Herény (Hungary). 

1094d. Astro-physikalisches Qbeecuatoria: [i] 

Kalocsa (Hungary). 

1107. Erzbischof Haynald’s Observatorium. 

Kloster-Neuburg (Austria). 

1132. K. K. Chemisch-Physiologische Versuchs-Station fiir Wein 

und Obstbau. 

Krakau (Galicia). 
1137. Galizischer eonerey: Verein. (Dissolved.) 

Kronstadt (Transylvania). 
° 

1146. Die Handels-und Gewerbekammer in Kronstadt. 

Laibach ([llyria). 
1155. Landes-Museum. Should be Krainsches Landesmuseum 

“ Rudolfinum.” 

Lobositz (Bohemia). 
1176. Agricultural Station. 

Pola (Illyria). 
1188. Observatory. . 
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Prag (bohemia). 
1218. Prag Library. 

1222. Statistische Commission. 
Trent (Tyrol). 

1251. Societa degli Alpinisti Tridentini. Headquarters estab- 
lished in Rovereto for 1887 and 18388. 

Trieste (Illyria). 
1260. Zeitschrift fiir die gesammte Ornithologie. 

1262. Gazetta del Tribunale. 

Wien (Austria). 
1280. Allgemeine Ossie Gerichtliche Zeitung. 

1290. Congres International d’Hygiene et de Démographie. 
1293. Entomologischer Verein. (Does not exist.) 
1297¢. Jahrbiicher fiir Psychiatrie. 

1298. Juridical Society. 

1337. K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum, Geologisch-Paliion- 

tologische Abtheilung. 

1360. K. K. Staats-Gewerbe-Schule. 

1376. Militair-wissenschaftlicher Verein. 

1382. Oesterreichischer Alpen- Verein. 

1384, Oester. Berg.-und Hiittenmiinnische Zeitung. 
1384c. Oesterreichischer Fischerei- Verein. 
1392. K. K. Patent-Amt. (Privilegien-Departement des K. K. 

Handels-Ministeriums.) 
1398. Redaktion: Illustr. Zeitschrift “Amerika.” 

1410. Redaktion der Statistischen Monatsschrift. 

1436. Wiener Entomologische Zeitschrift. 

1438. Wiener Piidagogische Gesellschaft. 

BELGIUM. 
Arlon. 

1474. Institut Archéologique de Luxembourg. 

Bruxelles (Brussels). 
1497. Association Internationale pour lV’expleration et la civilisa- 

tion de VAfrtque Centrale. (Now called Etat Indé- 
pendent du Congo. Département de l’Intérieur.) 

1499. Athénée Belge. (No longer issued.) 

1518. Commission pour la Publication des anciennes Lois et Or- 
donnances de la Belgique. 

1520. Congrés International Pharmaceutique. 
1527. Institut Géographique de Bruxelles. ) Wow. Institut Na- 

tional de Géographie.) _ [i] 
1528. Jardin botanique de V’Etat. 
1538. Musée Royal de ’Industrie. (Patent Office.) 
1544. Société Belge d’Electriciens. 
1562. Société Paléontologique. 

1574. Société Royale des Sciences. 
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Dinant. 

1585 

Enghien. 

1586 

Forest. 

1586 

LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. 

ce. Société des Naturalistes Dinantais. 

. Cercle Archéologique. 

b. Agricultural and Horticultural Union. 
Gand (Ghent). 

1592. 

1596. 

Gembloux. 

1604. 

Hasselt. 

1605. 

Liége. 

1610. 

1620. 

Louvain. 

1644. 
1646. 

Melle (near 
1655. 

Mons. 

1660. 

St.-Nicolas. 

1676. 

Termonde. 

1680. 

Revue de l’Horticulture Belge et Eitrangére. 

Société de Médecine Mentale de Belge. 

Agricultural School. 

Société des Mélophiles. 

Académie Royale. 

Observatoire. 

Athénée Oriental. 

Société des Lettres et des Sciences. 
Ghent). 

Muséum Commercial et Industriel. (Is part of 1653, which 

also has an Ethnog. or Geog. Museum, and a Museum 

of Natural History.) 

L’Keole de Industrie et des Mines. 

Administration Communale. 

Bibliotheque Publique de la Ville de Termonde. 

DENMARK. 

Kjobenhavn (Copenhagen). 

L734. 

1752 

1756 

1765 

1770 

1774 

Viborg 

1786. 

Alencon. 
1806 

Allier. 
1807. 

1768. 

“ Hygiea.” 

. Kongelige Sundheds-Kollegium. 

. Medicinalberetning for Kongeriget Danmark. 

Naturhistorisk Tidsskrift. (Discontinued.) 
Royal Museum of Ethnography. 

. Tidsskrift for Sévesen. 

. Topographical Bureau. 

1782k. Zoologisk Have. 

Nordisk Tidsskrift for Fiskeri. 

FRANCE. 

. Société Philologique. 

Société des Sciences Médicales de Gannat. (Sameas 2127.) 



Annecy. 
1836. 

Avignon. 

1872. 

LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. dle ( 

Musée d’Annecy. 

Académie de Nauchuse. 

Bayeux (Calvados). 
1890. 

Biarritz. 

1918. 

Bordeaux. 

1930. 

1944. 

1963. 

1967. 

Bourges. 

1988. 

Caen. 
2001. 

2014. 

Cannes. 

2024. 

Société d’ Horticulture et de Botanique du Centre de la 
Normandie. 

Biarritz-Association. Société des Sciences, Lettres et Arts. 

Commission Météorologique de la Gironde. 

Société dApiculture. 

Société de Médecine de Bordeaux. (Same as 1965.) 
Société Médico-Chirurgicale des Hoépitaux et Hospices de 

Bordeaux. (Same as 1965.) 

Société d’Horticulture et Viticulture du Cher. 

Association @ Agriculture et d’Horticulture des Instituts 

de la Zone Campandré-Valcongrain. (Dissolved.) 
Société Francaise d’Archéologie pour la Conservation et 

la Description des Monuments Historiques. (Same as 
2072.) 

L’Académie Nationale des Sciences. (Dissolved.) 
Clermont-Ferrand. 

2066. 
Compiégne. 

2072. 

Digne. 

2080. 
Dijon. 

2086. 

Société d@Emulation de Auvergne. 

Société Francaise d’Archéologie pour la Conservation et la 

Description des Monuments Historiques. [i] 

Société Scientifique et Littéraire des Basses- Alpes. [i] 

Comité Central d’Agriculture de la Cote-d’Or. 

Fontainebleau. 

2124. 

La Rochelle. 

2148. 

Ecole d’Application de l’Artillerie et du Génie. [i] 

Société des Sciences Naturelles. 

Le Havre (Seine-Inférieure). 
2163. 

Le Mans. 

2174. 

Lille. 

2178. 

2198, 

(Correct title.) Société des Sciences et Arts Agricoles et 
Horticoles du Havre. 

Société Philotechnique du Maine. 

Bulletin Scientifique, Département du Nord. 

Société Industrielle du Nord de la France. 
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Lisieux. 

2210. Société d’Emulation de Lisieux. 
Lyon. 

2222. Archives de Anthropologie Criminelle et des Sciences 

° Pénales. 

2226. Chambre de Commerce. 

2227. Commission Hydrométrique de Lyon. (Same as 2229.) 

2230. Faculté de Médecine et de Pharmacie de Université. 

2231. Musée Guimet. (Now in Paris, 2626.) 
2253. Société d'Etudes Scientifiqnes. (Was merged into Soe. 

2259 in 1885.) 
Mantes. 

2276. Société Agricole et Horticole de VArrondissement de 
Mantes. 

Marseilles. 

2278. Association Horticole Marseillaise. 

2290. Société @Etude des Sciences Naturelles. 

Monnaie. 

2324, Société des Antiquaires. 

Montpellier. 

2336. Agricultural School. . 
2351. Société de Géographie. (Same as 2355.) 

Nantes. 
2390a. Comice Agricole Central du Département de la Loire- 

Inférieure. ‘ 

2402. Société de Géographie Commerciale de Nantes. [i] 
Nice. 

2408. Observatory. 

Nimes. 
2418. Agricultural Station. 

2421. (Correct title.) Société d’Agriculture du Gard. 
Nozay. 

2428, National School of Agriculture. 

2452, Annales d’Hygiéne et de Médecine Légale. 

2452c, Annales Médico-psycologiques. 

2462. Annales Télégraphiques. 

2465d. Archives de Neurologie. 

2466. Archives Slaves de Biologie. [i] 
2466. Archives de la Tocologie. 

2472. Association Scientifique de France. |i] 
2501. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures. (isin Sevres.) 

2502. Chambre des Députés. 

2502b. Chambre des Ingénieurs Typographiques. [i] 

2510. Comptoir Géologique de Paris. (15 Rue de Tournon). 
2516. Dépédt des Cartes et Plans de la Marine. (Now called 

Service Hydrographique.) 

~ 2 
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Paris—Continued. 

2526. Ecole des Sciences Politiques. 
538. Keole Supérieure de Pharmacie. 

538e. * Encéphale.” 

542. Gazette Géographique et Exploration. Revue Hebdoma- 
daire. 

2543, (Full title.) Gazette Hebdomadaire de Médecine et de 
Chirurgie. r 

2546. Informateur Commercial. : 

2562. Journal de L’Anatomie et de La Physiologie. 

2566. Journal des Débats. ° 

2572. Journal de Micographie. 

2582. ** L’Astronomie.” 

2582a. L’Hlectricien. 
2583. ‘' L’Exploration.” (Same as 2542.) 
2586. ‘‘ La France.” 

2590a. La Sorbonne. Université.) , 

2592. Le Figaro Illustré. 

2592b. Le Jardin. Journal d’Horticulture Générale. [i] 
2596. ‘‘Le Naturaliste.” 

2623c. Moniteur Industriel. 

2624. Moniteur Scientifique Quesneville. [i] 

2626. Musée Guimet, Ministere de Instruction, ete. [i] 
2632. National Agricultural Station. 
2 

2 

bo bo bo 

632¢c. Nouvelles Archives d@’Obstétrique et de Gynécologie. 
636. Musée Pédagogique et Bibliothéque Centrale de l’Instrue- 

tion Primaire. 

2636¢c. Polybiblion: Revue Bibliographique Universelle. [i] 

2650. Revue Critique. 

2652. Revue Franeaise de l’Etranger et des Colonies. 
2660a. Revue Internationale de V’Electricité, 

2665d. Revue Médicale. 

2666. Revue de Médecine. 

2668. Revue Philosophique de France. 

2674. Service Hydrométrique du Bassin de la Seine. 

2678. Société Académique Indo-Chinroise. 

2706. Société contre VAbus du Tabac. [i] (Rue Jacob, 38.) 
2715. Société d’Ethnologie. (Dissolved.) 
2728. Société Francaise de Tempérance. 
2729. (Full title.) Société Franklin pour la Propagation des 

Bibliotheques Populaires. 

2730. Société Générale des Prisons. 

2746. Sociedad Latino-Americana Biblioteca Bolivar. 
2754. Société Médico-Psychologique. 

2758. Société Mycologique de France. [i] 

2781. Société de Typographie. (Same as 25020.) 

2783h. Thérapeutique contemporaine. 

H. Mis. 170——-9 
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Pau. 

2784. Société d’Education et d’Instruction Populaires des Basses, 
Pyrénées. 

Pic-du-Midi. 

2795. Observatoire. (Same as 1879.) 

Rouen. 
2850. Conseil Central d’ Hygiene Publique et de Salubrité. 

Saint-Cyr. 

2875. (Correct title :) Ecole Spéciale Militaire. 

Saint-Germain-en-Laye (Seine-et- Oise). 
2884, Musée de St.-Germain. 

2886. Société Malacologique de France. 

Sevres. 

2920. Bureau International des Poids et Mesures. 

Toulouse. 

2931a. Ecole Préparatoire de Médecine. 
2931e. Laboratoire d@’ Anthropologie. 

2932. “ Matériaux pour VHistoire Primitive et Naturelle de 

VHomme.” [i]. (A monthly review published by 2931ce.) 

2937. (Correct title.) Société Académique Franco-Hispano Por- 

tugaise. 
Tours. 

2952. Observatoire. 

2957. Société Francaise @Archéologie pour la Conservation et 

la Description des Monuments Historiques. (Same- 
as 2072.) 

Versailles. 
2982. Observatoire. 

GERMANY. 

Altenburg (Saxe Wiemar). 
’ 3014. Agricultural Academy. 

30144. Agricultural Station. 

Altona (Prussia). 
3022. Koénigl. Kommerz-Kollegium. 

Apolda (Saxe Wiemar). 
3030. Grossherzogliche Zimmerman’s Realschule. 

Aschaffenburg (Bavaria). 

3041. (Correct title.) K6nigliche Bayerische Forstlehranstalt. 
Augsburg (Bavaria). 

; 3043. Deutscher Apotheker-Verein. (Same as 4941.) 

Berlin (Prussia). 
3072. Academia Litterarum Regiw Borussice. 

3075. Allgemeine Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellschaft. [i] 

3125. (Correct title.) Central-Direction der Monumente Ger- 
manice, 
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Berlin—Continued. 

31394. Commission fiir die Beobachtung des Venus-Durchgangs. 

(A. Auwers, President.) 

3140. Committee of the International Geological Congress. 

3163. Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellschaft. (Same as 3075.) 

3171. Deutsche Zoologische Gesellschaft. (Dissolved.) 

3195. Deutscher Verein zur Férderung von Luftschifffahrt. [i] 

3237. Horticultur-Gesellschaft. (Same as 3705.) 

3311. (Correct title.) Kénigliches [Preussisches] Geodiatisches 

Institut [Central-Bureau der Internationalen Erd- 

messung]. 

3371. Kénigliches Recheninstitut zur Herausgabe des Berliner 

Astronomischen Jahrbuches. 

3376. Land Improvement Survey. 

3376a. Landwirthschaftlicher Club. 

3473. (Correct title.) Redaktion: “ Berliner Astronomisches 

Jahrbuch.” 

3481a. Redaktion: ‘‘ Berliner Presse.” 

3482. Redaktion: ‘ Berliner Tagsblatt.” 

3497). Redaktion der Entomologischen Nachrichten. 

3498, Redaktion: ‘* Der Export.” 

3540. Redaktion: ‘‘ Gartenflora.” 

3558. Redaktion: ‘“ Industrie-blitter.” [i] 

3609. Redaktion: ‘Der Naturforscher.” (Same as 5060). 

2612. Redaktion: “ Naturwissenschaftliche Rundschau.” 

3628. Redaktion: “Der Sammler.”  [i.] 

2658. Redaktion: “ Zeitschrift fiir Psychiatrie.” 

3660. Redaktion: Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Landwirth- 

schaft. 

3691. Verein fiir die Deutsche Statistik. (Dissolved.) 

3704. Verein fiir Psychiatrie. 

Bonn (Prussid). 
3728. Bergischer Geschichts- Verein. 

3739. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. (Same as 3737.) 

Brandenburg (Prussia). 

3758. Botanischer Verein. 

Braunschweig (Brunswick). 

3766. Braunschweiger Thierschutz- Verein. 

3749. Deutsche Ornithologische Gesellschaft. (Has transferred 

its library to 3075 in Berlin.) : 

3776. Herzogliche Technische Hochschule. 

remen (Germany). 
3785. Bibliothek des Museums. (Same as 3801.) 

Breslau (Prussia). 
3832, Verein Deutscher Studenten, 
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Danzig (Prussia). 
3870. West-Preussischer Botanisch-Zoologischer Verein. ° 

3870c. West-Preussischer Fischerei- Verein. 

3872. West-Preussisches Provinzial-Museum. 

Darmstadt (Hesse). 
3875. (Full name.) Grossherzogliche Centralstelle fiir die Ge- 

werbe und den Landesgewerbverein. 

3885. Grossherzoglich-Hessischer Gewerbeverein. , (Same as 
3875.) 

3890. Grossherzogliches Ministerium des Innern. Abtheilung 

fiir 6ffentliche Gesundheitspflege. 

3890c. Grossherzogliches Ministerium des Innern und der Justiz. 

Donaueschingen (Laden). 
3904. Grossherzogliche Progymnasium. 

Dresden (Saxony). 

3911. Afrikanische Gesellschaft. (Same as 3071 in Berlin.) 
3920. Entomologischer Vereirf * Iris.” [i] 

3927. Gesellschaft fiir Botanik und Zoologie. (Dissolved.) 

3938. Konigliches Mathematisch-Physikalisches Institut. 

3939. K6nigliches Mineralogisch und Naturhistorisches Museum. 

(Correct name: Konigliches Mineralogisch-Geologisch 

und Priihistorisches Museum.) 

3972. Redaktion: “Das Schiff.” [i] 
3974, Redaktion: ‘““Hedwigia.” 

Eberswalde (Prussia). 
3996. Kénigliche Forst-akademic. (Same as 4867, Neustadt- 

Eberswalde. 

Eldena (Prussia). 
4010. Landwirthschaftsschule. 

Frankfurt-am-Main (Germany). 

4945, Allgemeine Deutsche Patent- und Musterschutz-Ausstel- 

lung. (Does not exist.) 

Frankfurt-an-der-Oder (Germaiy). 

4086. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein des Regierungs-Bezirkes 
Frankfurt a. O. 

4086d. Redaktion der ‘‘Monatl. Mittheilungen.” (Dr. E. Huth.) 
Freiburg-im-Breisgau (Baden). 

4103. Gesellschaft zur Beforderung der Naturwissenschaften. 

(Same as 4107.) 

Friesdorf. 

4122. Landwirthschaftliche Schule. 
Gnadau (Prussia). 

4145a. Unitits-Buchhandlung. 

4146. Universitit. 

Gottingen (Prussia). 
4168. Geologisches Museum der Kéniglichen Universitit. 
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Halle-an-der-Saale (Prussia). 
4248. Konigliches Sichsisches Meteorologisches Institut. (Same 

as 3849 in Chemnitz.) 

4250. Liebig’s Annalen der Chemie. 

4257. Politisch-Oekonomisches Seminar. (Correct name: Staats- 

wissenschaftliches Seminar.) 

Hamburg (Germany). . 
4276. Alsterdorf Institute for Demented Children. 

4°99, Handelsstatistisches Bureau. 
49296. Jahrbuch der Hamburgischen Wissenschaftlichen Anstal- 

ten. 

4299, Museum Godeffroy. (Ceased to exist July 14, 1886.) 

4306. Physikalisches Staats Laboratorium. 

4306a. Redaktion: “Aus Allen Welttheilen.” 

4306). Redaktion der “ Hamburgischen Bérsen-Halle.” 

4315. Verein fiir Handelsfreiheit. (No longer exists.) 

4322. Zoologische Gesellschaft. 

Hanau (Hesse). 
4329, (Correct name.) Wetterauische Gesellschaft fiir die ge- 

sammte Naturkunde. 

Hannover (Prussia). 
4334. Centralblatt fiir Elektrotechnik. 
4336. Gesammt-Verein der Deutschen Geschichts- und Alter- 

thums-Vereine. 
4337. Gesellschaft fiir jiltere Deutsche Geschichtskunde. (Same 

"as 3125 in Berlin.) 
Heidelberg (Baden). 7 

4364. “ Friend of the Insane.” 

4564¢c. Gymnasiun. 

Jena (Saxe Wiemar). 
4430. Zoologische Jahrbiicher. 

Karlsruhe (Baden). 
4448, Grossherzoglich-Badisches Ministerium des Innern. 

4454. Grossherzoglich-Badisches Staats-Ministerium. 

4455, (Correct name.) Grossherzoglich Badisches Statistisches 

Bureau. 
4477, Zeitschrift fiir Wissenchaftliche Geographie. (Sameasd074 

in Weimar.) 

Kassel (Prussia). 
4180. Centralblatt fiir Bacteriologie und Parasitenkunde. [i] 

4487. Paleontographica. (Same as 5026) in Stuttgart.) 

Koln (Prussia). 
4540. ** Gaea, Natur und Leben.” 
4542. Historischer Verein fiir den Niederrhein. 

4547a, Selenographisches Observatorium. 

4548, “ Sirius.” | 
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Konigsberg (Prussia). 

4550. Beitrage zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen. 

Landshut (Bavaria). 

4578. Mineralogischer Verein. 

Leipzig (Saxony). 

4582. Annalen der Physik und Chemie. 

4594, Comenius Stiftung. 

4596. Deutsche Monatsschrift fiir Zahnheilkunde (the organ of 
soc. 4091). 

4610. Intelligenzblatt zu den Jahrbiichern der in- und ausliin- 

dischen gesammten Medicin. 

4610c. Journal fiir Praktische Chemie. 

4630. Rath der Stadt Leipzig. 

4633. Redaktion: ‘ Annalen der Chemie und Pharmacie.” 

(Same as 4250 in Halle.) 

4644. Redaktion: Centralblatt fiir Nervenheilkunde. 

4649, Redaktion: ‘‘Gaea, Natur und Leben.” (Same as 4540 
in Koln.) 

4652, Redaktion: “ Jahrbiicher fiir Klassische Philologie.” 

4673. Redaktion: “ Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Zoologie.” 

(Same as 4199 in Gottingen.) 

4674, Rheinisches Museum fiir Philologie. 

Liineburg (Prussia). 

4719. Museum-Verein. (Its library has been united with that of 
4721.) 

Magdeburg (Prussia). 

4736. Wetterwarte der Magdeburgischen Zeitung. 

Marburg (Prussia). 

4744, Jahresberichteiiber die Fortschritte der reinen Chemie. 

4745a. Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Meissen (Saxony). 
4770, Fiirsten- und Landesschule St. Afra in Meissen. 

Munchen (Bavaria). 
4796. Bayerischer Fischerei- Verein. 

4797¢c. Deutscher und Oesterreichischer Alpen- Verein. 

4798. Kuropiischer Botanischer Tauschverein. 

4811. (Correct name.) Kd6niglich-Baierische Meteorologische 
Centralstation. 

4844, Redaktion: ‘‘ Der Gerichtsaal.” 

Miinster (Prussia). 
4856. Royal Theological and Philosophical Academy. 

Nurnberg (Bavaria). 

4872. Friedrich’s Blitter fiir Gerichtliche Medicin. 

4880. Verein fiir Geschichte der Stadt Niirnberg. 

Ober-Lahnstein (Prussia). 

4880d. Lahnsteiner Alterthumsverein. 
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Poppelsdorf (Prussia). 

4900. Konigliche Landwirthschaftliche Akademie. 

Potsdam (Prussia). 
4914,.-Redaktion: “Ahoi.” [i] 

Regensburg (bavaria). 

4932. Naturwissenschaftlicher Verein. 

4933. Zoologisch-Mineralogischer Verein. (Same as 4932.) 

Rostock (Germany). 

4940. Landwirthschaftliche Versuchs-Station. 

4941. Deutscher Apotheker-Verein. [i] 

Rufach (Lavaria). 

4944, Agricultural Station. 

Sondershausen (Schwartzburg-Sondershausen). 

4953. Botanischer Verein fiir das Nordliche Thiiringen. (Cor- 

rect name: Thiiringische Botanische Gesellschaft 
. ‘‘ Trmischia.”) 

4954. Deutsche Botanische Monatsschrift. 

Stettin (Prussia). 
4968. Entomologische Zeitung. 

4972. Verein fiir Erdkunde. 

Strassburg (Prussia). 
4984. Société Vétérinaire d’Alsace-Lorraine. 

Stuttgart ( Wiirtemberg). 

4991. Anthropologische Gesellschaft. (Full name: Gesellschaft 

fiir Anthropologie, Ethnographie und Alterthums- 

kunde.) 

5026). ** Palaeeontographica.” 

5034. Verein fiir Mineralogie, Geologie und Paliontologie. 
5048. Wiirtembergischer Verein fiir Handels-Geographie. 

Tiibingen ( Wiirtemberg). 
5052. Botanisches Institut. 

. §060. “Der Naturforscher.” [i] 
Ulm ( Wiirtemberg). 

5066. Verein fiir Mathematik und Naturwissenschaften. 

Weihenstephan (Bavaria). 
5068. (See 4115, Freising.) 

Weimar (Saxe Wiemar). 

5072. Gewerbekammer fiir das Grossherzogthum Sachsen-Wei- 

mar-Eisenach. 

5074. Zeitschrift fiir wissenschaftliche Geographie. 

Wiesbaden (Prussia). 
5080. Chemisches Laboratorium von Prof. Dr. R. Fasenius. 

5089. Zeitschrift fiir Analytische Chemie. [i] (Published by 

5080.) 

Wiirzburg (Bavaria). 
5098. Medicinische Klinik zu Wiirzburg. 
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GREAT BRITAIN. 

Barrow-in-Furness. (Lancashire). 
5123d. Free Public Library. 

Bath. 

5124, 

5132. 

Birmingham. 

5142. 

5158. 

Agricultural Society. (Same as 5125.) 

Journal of Microscopy and Natural Sciences. 

nal of the Postal Microscepical Society. 
The Jour- 

Birmingham Philosophical Society. 

“The Post.” 

Buckhurst Hill. 

5168. 

Camborne. 

5170. 

Cambridge. 

5184. 

5190. 

5198. 

Cheltenham. 

5214, 

Chesterfield. 

5219. 

Coteswold. 

5223. 

Downton. 

5238. 

Duffield. 

5240. 

Dumbarton. 

5241, 

Epping. 

5249. 

Folkestone. 

Essex Field Club. [i] 

Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall. [i] 

Cambridge Scientific Instrument Company. 

Morphological Laboratory, New Museum. 

Syndies of the Cambridge Press. 
[ii] 

Geological Record. 

(Now called) Chesterfield and Midiand Counties’ Institu- 
tion of Engineers. 

Coteswold Naturalists’ Field Club. 

Gloucester.) 

(Same as 5266d, in 

Wilts and Hants Agricultural College. 

“ Reliquary.” 

Pree Public Library. 

land.) 

(Same as 6100h, in Dumbarton, Scot- 

The Epping Forest and County of Sussex Naturalists’ 

Field Club. (Same as 5168 in Buckhurst Hill.) 

5265a. Free Public Library. 

5266. 

Gloucester. 

5366d. Coteswold Naturalists’ Field Club. 

Greenwich. 

5268. 

Kew. 

Natural History Society. 

[i] 

‘¢ Observatory.” 

toyal Herbarium. 

5293. Kew Observatory. (Same as 5910, in Richmond, Surrey.) 
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Leyton. 

5318. “The British Mail.” 

Liverpool. 

5322. “ Daily Courier.” 

5322a. “ Daily Mercury.” 

5342. Liverpool Journal of Commerce. 

5345k. Liverpool Welsh National Society. 

5346. Mayer Museum. 

London. 
5368. American Colonization Company. 

5370. Anglo-American Agency. 

5383a. ‘Asclepiad.” 

5384. Association of American Physicians in Great Britain. 

(Dr. C. J. Fowler, Hon. Seciy, 13 Wyerst., S. W.) 

5385. Astronomical Register. (Discontinued.) 

5396. Botanical Gazette. 

5496a. Botanical Journal. 

5397a, *¢ Brain.” 

5398. British and Foreign Bible Society. 

5410. British Medico-Psychological Association. 

5438. Commercial Gazette. 

5444. “ Cosmos.” 

5446. Crystallogical Society. 

5448. ‘‘ Daily Telegraph.” 

5448a. Department of Practical Art. 

5490. General Board of Lunacy. (Same as 5441.) 
5500. Gresham Angling Society. 

5504. Guildhall Library. (Same as 5555.) 

5506. Hampstead Publie Library. 

5508. Harlein Society. 

5528. Institute of Bankers. 

5538. International Health Exhibition Library. 

5538a. International Meteorological Committee. 

5542. “Ironmonger.” (42 Cannon street.) 

5542b. Journal of Mental Science. 

5545. (Now called) Journal of Science and Annals of Astron- 
omy, Biology, Geology, Industrial Arts, Manufactures, 

and Technology. 

5564, Lincoln’s Inn Library. 
5574. London Chamber of Commerce. 
5576. *‘ London Graphic.” 

5582. London Law Magazine and Review. 

5592. ‘* Machinery Market.” 

5593e. “ Mechanical Progress.” 

5594. Medical and Chirurgical Society. 
5596. ** Medical Record.” 
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London—Continued. 
5599. ** Medical Times and Gazette.” (Discontinued.) 
5600. ‘* Meteorological Magazine.” (62 Camden Square, N. W.) [i] 
5601. Meteorological Office. [iii] 

5618. National Indian Association in aid of Social Progress 

and Female Education in India. 

5622. Nemological Society of London. 

624. North Riding of Yorkshire Record Society. [i] 
36. * Pall Mall Gazette.” 

642. * Philosophical Magazine.” 

648. “Quarterly Journal of Microscopical Science.” 

Royal School of Mines an] Normal Sehools of Science. 

7 
706. “Saturday Review.” 

707a. Science Society of King’s College. 

707b. “Scientific News.” [i] 
708. ‘¢ Scientific Roll.” 

10. Short-hand Writers’ Association. 

12. Society for Study and Cure of Inebriety. 

20. Society for Psychical Research. 

32. Society of Science, Letters, and Art of London. 

3 

3 
4 

or Or a on x aoa cana co aga oe 8. ‘“*Standard.” 

Le | e 

9745a. The Ballad Society. 

746. “ The Daily Chronicle.” 

762. “The Globe.” 

763a. “The Insurance Spectator.” 

5764. “The Iron and Coal Trades’ Review.” 

5764¢c. ‘The Jurist.” 

5766. “ The Miller.” 
5766a. ‘*The Practitioner.” 

5781a. “ Warehouse and Drapers’ Trade Journal.” [il 
5781b. Wandsworth Publie Library. 

5782. “ Westminster Review.” 

5783. Willoughby Society for the Reprinting of Searee Orni- 

thological Works. (Dissolved in 1886.) 
5787. Zoological Record Asscciation. (Dissolved.) 

Lyme Regis (Dorset). 
5794. Rousden Observatory. 

Macclesfield. 

5795. Macclesfield Society for Acquiring Useful Knowledge. 

(Now called Macclesfield Scientific Association.) 

Or Sr Cr Or 

C1 

Manchester. 

5800. Field Naturalist and Scientific Student. 
5802. Lancashire and Cheshire Antiquarian Society. (Care of 

xeorge C. Yates, Salford, Manchester.) } 
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Manchester—Continued. 
5806. Manchester Association of Employers, Foremen, and 

Draughtsmen. 

5806b. Manchester City News. 

5808. Manchester Geographical Society. 

5808b. Manchester Grammar School Library. 

5814. Manchester New College. 

5814b. Manchester Technical School Library. 

5815. Numismatic Society. (Dissolved.) 

5817b. Society of Chemical Industry. 

5818. “The Guardian.” 

Plymouth. 

5898. Marine Biological Association. 

Redruth. 

5907. The Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall. (Same 
as 5170, in Camborne.) 

Richmond (Surrey). 
5910. Kew Observatory. [ili] 

Southport. 

5941. Free Public Library. (Called also Atkinson Free Library.) 

Shrewsbury. 

5944. Free Library. 

Woolhope. 

5980. Woolhope Naturalists’ Field Club. 

; IRELAND. 
Dublin. 

6018. Board of Lunacy Commissioners for Ireland. 

6032. French College. ‘ 
6034. General Register Office. 

6036. Historical and Archeological Association. 

6044. “Trish Law Times.” 

6045, Irish Medical Association. (Dissolved.) 

6048. King and Queen’s College of Physicians. [i] 

6050. Lord Mayor. 

6072. Science and Art Museum. 

SCOTLAND. 

Aberdeen. 

6096. Public Library. 
Banff. 

6100. Banffshire Field Club. 

_ Dumbarton. 

6100a. Free Public Library. [i] 
Edinburgh. 

6116. Challenger Expedition Office. 
6125. Edinburgh Watt Institution and School of Arts. (Now 

called Heriot Watt College.) 
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Edinburgh—Continued. 

6133. Journal of Anatomy. 

6138c. Journal of Jurisprudence and Scottish Law Magazine. 

6146. Philosophical Institute. 

6166. Scottish Meteorological Office. 

6173. University Fleming. (Defunct.) 

Glasgow. 

6179. Anderson’s College. (Now called Glasgow and West of 

Scotland Technical College.) 

6182. Atheneum. 

6182d. City Chamberlain’s Office. [i] 

6186. Glasgow Herald. 

6192. Lord Prevost, Glasgow. 

6200 Scottish Law Review. 

Kirkcudbright. 
6204. Museum and Natural History Society. 

WALES. 
Aberystwith. 

6216. University College. 

Bangor. 

6216a. University College. 

Cardiff. 

6216aa. Free Library and Museum. 

6216b. Naturalists’ Society. 

6216¢. University of South Wales and Monmouthshire. 

GREECE. 
Athens. 

6226. Bureau of Statistics. 

6230. Hellenikos Didaskalikos Syllogos. 

6230c. Hygienic Society. 

es ICELAND. 
Reykjavik. 

256. Bokasafn Alpingis. (Librarian of the Legislature of Ice- 
land.) 

ITALY. 
Arezzo. 

. 6231. Accademia Petrarca. (Correct name: R. Accademia Pe- 
trarca di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti.) 

Bologna. 

6305. Repertorium Italianum di Bianeconi. (Defunct.). 

6306. Revista Chimica di Bologna. 
Caltagirone. 

63164. School of Agriculture. 

Camerino. 

6316c. Bullettino Numismatico e Sfragistico. 



Caserta. 

6318. 

Como. 

6322. 

Firenze. 

6339. 

6340. 

6360. 

6361. 

6365. 

6366, 

Forli. 

6367. 

Genova. 

6384. 

Messina. 

6401. 

Milano. 

6410. 

6412. 

6418, 

G47 

6424, 

6426. 

6428. 

6456. 

Modena. 

G481. 

Modica. 

6455. 

Moncalieri. 

6488. 

Napoli. 

Padova. 

6945. 

Palermo. 

6564, 

. (Correct name.) 

. R. Deputazione di Storia Patria. 
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Agricultural Station. 

Collegio Gallio. 

istituto Topografico Militare. 

Italian Asiatie Society. 

Revue Internationale. 

Kt. Comitato Geologico d’ Italia. (Same as 6681, in Rome.) 
(Correct name.) Societa Italiana @’ Antropologia. 

Societad Malacologica Italiana. 

(Same as 6337.) 

Direzione dell’ ‘‘Industriale Italiano.” (Discontinued.) 

It. Scuola Superiore di Applicazione di Studi Commerciali. 

“Ta Scienza Contemporanea.” (Discontinued.) 

Agricultural Station. (A dependence of 6449.) 
Archivio Italiano per le Malattie Nervose, ete. 

Consiglho degli Istituti Ospitalieri. 

Direzione del “ Bollettino Scientifico.” (Discontinued.) 
Direzione della “ Natura.” (Discontinued.) 

Giunta Municipale di Milano. 

“T? Elettricita.” 
Societa di Freniatria. 

Societa Meteorologica Italiana. (Dissolved.) . 

Osservatorio Meteorolegico. (Defunct.) 

Italian Meteorological Association. 

. La Psichiatria e la Neuropatologia. 

. Société Helvétique de Bienfaisance. 

“Gazzetta Medica Italiana.” (Discontinued.) 

L’ Archivio per lo studio delle tradizioni popolari. 

. Societa Siciliana per la Storia Patria. 

Bullettino di Paleontologia Italiana. 

. Bollettino Scientifico. 

Arehivio Giuridico. 
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Roma. ; : 

6625¢c. Accademia L’ Unione Universale di Lettere, Scienze ed 
Arti. 

6626. Agricultural Station. 

6626a. Biblioteca Casanatense. 

6641. Corrispondenza Scientifica in Roma. (Discontinued.) 
6647. Direzione del ‘ Periodico di Numismatica e Sfragistica per 

Ia Storia @ Italia.” (Same as 6316c, in Camerino.) 
6650. Direzione Generale del Debito Pubblico. 

6650.° Direzione Stato Civile della Citta di Roma. 

6672. North American College. 

6676. Osservatorio dell’ Universita Campidoglio. 

6678. KR. Istituto Botanico. 
6682. Real Mineria. 

6686. Royal Patent Office. 

6688d. Regia Universita. 

6689. Revista di Filologia Romana. (Discontinued.) 
6694. Societa Geologica Italiana. 

San Marino. 

6698d. Museum of Antiquities., 
Sienna. 

6706. Societa fra i Cultori delle Scienze Mediche. 
Torino. 

(12. Archives Italiennes de Biologie. 

(22. Musei di Zoologia ed, Anatomia comparata della R. Uni- 
versita di Torino. 

6730. R. Museo Geologico di Torino. 

6742. Revista di Filosofia Scientifica. [i] 
6742b. Revista di Medicina Legale. 

6748. Societa di Geografia ed Etnografia. 

Venezia. “ 

. Biblioteca Marciana. (Same as 6771.) 
. Observatory of the Parochial Seminary. 

. Redazione della “ Notarisia.” 

co SD Hm © 

76 

77 

7 (=p) ee) 

NETHERLANDS. 
Amsterdam. 

6794. De Indische Mereur. [i] 
6802. Maandblad voor Telegraphie. 

6806. Nederlandsche Koloniale Vereeniging. 

6814. Vereeniging tot Bervodering der Zoetwater-vischerij in 

Nederland. 

Exaeten (near Roermond), 

6832. “Stimmen aus Maria Laach.” 

’s Gravenhage. 

6837. Commission Géodésique Néerlandaise. (Now in Delft.) 
6855a. Minister of the Colonies. 

6854, Minister of Public Instruction. 



‘ 
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s’ Gravenhage—Continued. 
6854a. Minister of the W aterstaat, Commerce, and Industry. 

6856. Société de Statistique des Pays- Bas. 

Groningen. 
6858. Genootschap ter Bevordering der Natuurkundige Weten- 

schappen. 
Leiden. 

6882. Haagsch Genootschap tot Verdediging van de Christelijke 

Godsdienst. 

6904. Sixiéme Congres International des Orientalistes. 

6909. Zoologisch Station der Nederlandsche Dierkundige Ver- 

eeniging. (Same as 6889.) 
Maastricht. ° 

6910. Musée Ubaghs. 

Nijmwegen. . 
6918. Nederlandsche Botanische Vereeniging. 

Rotterdam. 

6925. Société Néerlandaise de Zoologie. (Same as 6889 in Lei- 
den.) 

Schiedam. 

6926. Natuurkundige Vereeniging “‘ Martinet.” (Dissolved.) 
Zwolle. 

6942. Maandblad voor den Nederlandschen Landbouwer. 

Wageningen. 
6950. Universiteit. 

NORWAY. 
Bergen. 

6956. Laerde Skoles Bibliothek. 

6962. Selskab for Videnskabernes Fremme. 

Christiania. 
6966. “ Biologiske Meddelelser.” 

6979a. Departementet for Norges Fiskerier. 

6980. De Skandinaviske Naturforskeres Selskab. 
7028. Naturhistorisk Forening. 

PORTUGAL. 
Coimbra. 

7078. Botanic Garden of the University. 

7082. Journal des Sciences Mathématiques «et Astronomiques. 

7084. Sociedade Broteriana. 
Lisboa. 

7096. Bureau Central de Statistique. 

7099. Commissao Central Permanente de Geographia. (Incor- 

porated with 7135, August 12, 1880.) 
7103. Direccio General dos Trabalhos Geologicos (a section of 

7101). 
7116. Minister of Justice. 

7134, Revue du Portugal et de ses Colonies. 
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Oporto. 

7155f. Reale Bibliotheca Publica do Porto. 

7156. Sociedade de Geographia Commercial do Porto, [i] 

ROUMANIA. 
Bukarest. 

7160. Academia Roumania. 

7160a. Directiunea Biuroului Geologicu. 

7160b. Institutul Meteorologic al Romanici. 

7161. Société Roumaine d’Agriculture. (Dissolved.) 
7164. Topographic Bureau. 

Galatz. 
7164c. Commission Européenne du Danube. 

RUSSIA. 
Derpt. 

7168. Archiv fiir die Naturkunde Livlands, Esthlands, und Kur- 
lands. 

Elisavetgrad. 

7190. Meteorological Station. 
Helsingfors. 

7190c. Astronomical Observatory of the Imperial Alexander Uni- 
versity. 

7194. Finska Fornminnesforeningen. 

7194a. Finska Forstforeningen. [i] 

7200. Folkupplysnings-sillskapet. 

7203. (Correct name.) Finska Vetenskaps Societetens Meteoro- 
logiska Central Anstalt. 

7206. Pedagogiska Féreningen i Finland. 

7208. Société Finno-Ougrienne. 

Kishener. 
7238. Société dA griculture. 

Moskva. 
7300. Statistical Bureau of the City of Moscow. 

Odessa. 

7316. Observatory. 

Pavlofsk. 
7326. Central Astronomical Observatory. 

Petrowskoye Rasumowskoye (near Moscow). 

7328, Land- und Forstwirthschaftliche Akademie. (Same as 7297 
in Moscow.) 

Polotsk. 
7328a. Metrological and Magnetic Station. 

Sankt-Peterburg. 

7348. “Annuaire du Journal des Mines de Russie.” 

7350. “Artillery Journal.” [i] 
7358. Department of Telegraphs. 

7419e, “ Journal of Legal and Clinical Psychiatry and Neuropath. 
ology.” 
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Sankt-Peterburg-—Continued. 

Vilna. 

7420. L’Electricité Russe. 
7424. Messenger of Neurology and Forensic Psycho-Pathology. 

7458. Russian Society of Fish and Fisheries. 

7464. Russian Society of Booksellers and Publishers. 

7473a. **Household and Sehool.” 

7474. Service de Santé de PArmée. 

7476. Society of Psychiatry. 

7491. Agronomical Institute. (Defunct.) 

7493. Agricultural Museum of the Ministry of State Domains 

(Defunct.) 

ron 

7535. Astronomical Observatory. (Defunct.) 

Vladimir. 

7539. Imperial School of Marine Jurisprudence. (Defunet.) 

SPAIN. 

Badajos. 
7543a. El Folk Lore Bético Extremeno. 

7544e. Asociacion de Excursiones. 

7546. Gazeta Médica Catalana. 

7552. Real Academia de Ciencias Naturales y Artes. 

570. Agricultural School. 

570a. Anales de la Real Academia de Medicina. 

580. Direecion General de Aduanas. 

580a. El Folk-Lore Bético-Extremeno. 

582. Gazeta del Constructor y Revista de la Arquitectura Na- 

cional y Extranjera. [i| 

7582a. Government of Spain. 

7605k. Revista de los Progresos de las Ciencias Hxactes, Fisicas 

y Naturales. 

7606. Revista de Telégraphos. 

7617. Spanish Minister of State. 

Zaragoza. 

7632. Universidad Literaria de Zaragoza. 

SWEDEN. 

Stockholm. 

76435a. “‘Acta Mathematica.” 
7654. Hydrographie Office. 

7658. Kongliga Kommerce Kollegium. 

7662. Kongliga Tekniska Hégskolan. 
76697, Nationalekonomiska FGrening. 

7670. Nautisk Meteorologiska Byran, 

H. Mis, 170——10 
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Stockholm—Continued. 

7672. Nordiska Museet. [1& Eth.] 

7674. Polytechnicum. 

7674a. Royal Museum of Natural History. 

7674b. Royal Patent Office. 

7674e. Skandinaviske Naturforskers Forsamling. 

7684. Technologisk Institute. 

Vesteras. 
7698. Vesteras Hégre Allminna Liiroverk. 

SWITZERLAND. 
Aarau. 

7706. Mittelschweizerische Geographisch -Commercielle Gesell- 

schaft. [i] 

Basel. 

7716. Physikalische Anstalt im Bernoullianum. 

Bern. . 

7721. Allgemeine Schweizerische Gesellschaft fiir die Gesamm- 

ten Naturwissenschaften. [iii] 
2. Journal Télégraphique de Berne. 

1. Société des Sciences Naturelles. (Same as 7721.) 

Geneve. 

7811. Socrété Suisse de Topographie et d’Arpentage. |i] (Cor- 
rect title.) 

Grand Saint-Bernard. 

7812. Hospice du Grand St.-Bernard. 

Le Locle. 

7823a. Société Neuchateloise de Géographie. [i] 

Luzern. 

7828. Schweizerische Naturforschende Gesellschaft. 

Neufchatel. 

7828d. Commission Pénitentiaire Internationale. 

7834. Société Neuchateloise de Géographie, (Same as 7823a.) 
Zurich. 

7858. Antiqua. Unterhaltunagblatt fiir Freunde der Alterthums 

kunde, Herausgegeben von einem Consortium Sch wei- 

zerischer Alterthumsfreunde. 

7870. Schweizerische Geoditische Commission. 

7876. Statistical Bureau. 

TURKEY. 

Constantinople. 

7898. Bibliotheque Générale Ottomane. 

7912. Ministére des Affaires Etrangéres. 

7912a. Ministére de l’Instruction Publique. 

Sophia (Bulgaria). 

« 7920. Bulgarian Government, 
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MISCELLANEOUS. 

1290. International Congress of Hygiene, Vienna. 

1520. International Congress of Pharmacy, Brussels. 

3140. International Congress of Geologicai Sciences, Berlin. 

5538. International Health Exhibit, London. 

6907. International Congress of Orientalists, Leiden. 

7828d. International Penitentiary Commission, Neuchatel. 

7952. International Medical Congress, Berlin, 1890. 



SYSTEMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF THE LIST OF FOREIGN COR- 
RESPONDENTS, JULY, 1886. 

Prepared by GEORGE H. BOENMER. 

In the Annual Report for 1885 a “ List of Foreign Correspondents” of 

the Smithsonian Institution was published, and a supplement to it is 

given in the present report, under the title “Additions and Corrections 

to the List of Foreign Correspondents, corrected to July, 1886.” 

The paper now submitted represents a systematic arrangement of 

the two lists, under the following classification : 

I. Academies of Arts, Letters, Science, ete. 
II. Commissions, Committees, International Conferences and Con. 

gresses. 
Ill. Governments and Government Departments. 

1V.~ Hospitals and Hospices. 
V. Institutes and Institutions of Learning. 

VI. Journals and Periodicals. 

VII. Laboratories. 

VIII. Libraries. 

IX. Museums. 

X. Observatories. 

XI. Societies. 

XII. Surveys. 

XIII. Universities, Colleges, and Schools. 

XLV. Establishments receiving the Smithsonian Annual Reports. 

XV. Establishments receiving the Smithsonian Miscellaneous Col- 

lections and the Annual Reports. 

XVI. Establishments receiving the Smithsonian Contributions to 

Knowledge, the Miscellaneous Collections, and the Annual 

veports. 

— 

J.—ACADEMIES. 
Agriculture. 

6353 6595 

Agriculture, Manufactures, and Commerce. 

2441, 

148 
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Archeology, 
1447 6409 6519 6621 6625. 

Archeology and Geology. 

7601. 
Archeology, Letters and Fine Arts. 

6517. 

Architecture. 
9OY)27 
22a. 

Arts and Sciences. 

749. 

Belles Lettres. 

ool. 
Belles-Lettres, History, and Antiquaries. 

7663. 

Ethnography. 

nO Za 

Exact Sciences. 

403 7563. 

Fine Arts. : 

1449 2549d 2867 3293 6283 6317 6439 6615 6631 6725 

7091 7401 7625. 

General Staff. (See Military.) 

Horticulture. 

2937. 

History. 

7603. 
Inscriptions and Belles-lettres. 

2549D. 

Legislature. 

2929. 

Medicine. 

275 535b 1491 2443 6379 6727. 

Medicine, Physical and Natural Sciences. 

309. 

Meteorologic Aerostation. 

2439. 

Moraleand Political Science. 

2549e 7599. 

Natural Sciences. 

535 6319 6623 6677. 

Naturalists. 

6493. 

Oriental. 

1387. 

Physico- Medico Statistics. 

6405. 

149 

6775 6809 
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Physical and Mathematical Sciences. 

6525. 

Plastic Art. 

1303. 

Sciences. 

564. 1041 1135 1299 1610 1859 1872 1975 1995 2057 2129 2143 2369 

2371 2417 2429 2549a 2549¢ 2767 2817 3295 4025 4153 4173 

4243 4611 4805 4931 5695 €067 6281 6291 6399 6403 6495 6497 

6623 6711 6797 6869 GSSL 7059 7073 7089 7160 7371 7597 7661 

7677 7687. 

Sciences and Belles-lettres. 

1821 6407. 

Science and Letters. 

6523 6557. 

Sciences, Agriculture, Arts, and Belles-lettres. 

1795 2961 6787. 

Sciences, Arts, Belles-lettres, and Geography. 

2273. 
Sciences, Inscriptions, and Belles-lettres. 

2931. 

Sciences, Arts, and Female Industries. 

7544, 

Sciences, Arts, Letters, Agriculture, and Industry. 

2903. 

Sciences, Letters, and Arts. 

1493 1809 1847 1909 1923 1999 2035 2063 2081 2145 2221 2277 2845 

6281 6371 6397 6473 6549 6611 6625¢ 6755. ¢ 

Scientific Research and Acclimation. 

19. 

Spanish and Portuguese. 

2937. 

Three Noble Arts. 

7567. 

J1.—CoMMISSIONS, COMMITTEES, INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCES AND 

CONGRESSES. 

Agriculture. 

1217 2086 2181 2329 2390a 3329 3375 6321 6395 6470 7937. 

Americanists. 

7925 7935. 

Amortizement. 

7309. 

Anthropology. 

(949. 

Antiquities or Archeology. 

1845 1897 2027 2085 2849 2951 2981 2993 6637 7375 7949. 
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Archeology and Literature. 

. 2405. 
Archeography. 

7349 7533. 

Artillery and Engineering. 
6639. 

Artillery and Torpedoes. 

6705. 

Artistic. 
7933. 

Arts and Historic Monuments. 

1309 2909. 

Benevolent. 
7939. 

Botany. 

7927 7941. 

Civil Service. 

5433. 
Congo. 

1497 7923. 

Commercial Geography. 

7945. 
Crown-lands and Public Works 

28a. 

Danube. 
7164¢. 

Exchanges. ; 

385a 427 499 1511 2494 6698 68381 7357, 

Flemish. 

2107. 

Forestry. 

7937. 
Geodesy. 

1717 3311 5538a 6837 6973 7101 7870 7951. 

Geography. 

294 7099 7739 7929. 

Geology. 
3140 3318 4605 4977 6361 6681 7361 7931. 

Geological Map. 
1515 2511 6793 7575 772 

Health. 

1290 5538 7963. 

History. 

1519 2179 6302 6355 6580. 
History and Archeology. 

2150 2427. 

=i 

1 i 
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History and Arts. 

1823. 

Historical Monuments and Antiquities. 

1851. 
Historical Monuments and Documents. 

1929. 

Horticulture. 

7927 7941, 

Hydrometric. 

2227. 

Hygiene. 

1290. 

Industry. 

1613. 

International Law. 

1589. 

Lunacy. 
5441 6181. 

Medicine. 

2279 3961 7952. 

Meteorology. 
33 473b 1031 1930 2201 2229 5538a 7952 7935. 

Meter. 

1957. 

National Defense. 

Saal, 

Natural History. 

1193 6729. 

Orientalists. 

6904 7947. 

Pharmacy. 

1520. 

Penitentiary. 

7828d. 

Polar. 

7959. 

Pomology. 

7961. 

Popular Economy. 

3715. 
Prehistoric Anthropology and Archaeology. 

7949. ; 

Public Health. 

1615 1931 2183. 

Public Works. 

1517. 
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Publication of Ancient Laws. 

1518. 

Red Cross. 

3123 6499. 

Sanitary. (See Health.) 
School. 

o271. 

Scientific Exploration of the German Sea. 

4507. 

Scientific of the Navy. 

7441. 

Silk Culture. 

7965. 

Solar Physics. 

5439. 

Statistics. 

1222) 1309 LOIS) 3303) (Old 1900. 

Teachers of the Blind. 

2999. 

Technical Committee of the Navy. 

3275, 

Telegraphy. 

7969. 

Testing of Ordnance. 

3297. 

Trade. 

3669 5553. 

Transit of Venus. 

3139a. 

Trawling. 
5773. 

Weights and Measures. 

2501 7355 7943. 

IIl.—_ GOVERNMENTS AND GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS. 

Governments. 
49 145 229¢ 258 295 417 435 477 501 555 606 615 644 661 663 678 

684 709 795 817 839 £49 885 953 1975 ) 1521 1731 3037 3069 37387 

3909 4129 4227 4453 4945 4959 4989 5349 6229 6231 6331 6855 

7347 7543 7729 7891 7921. 
Agriculture. 

139 153 207 611 711 1301 2605 4459, : 
Agriculture, Domains, and Forests. 

3347. 
Agriculture and Industry. 

1045. 
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Agriculture, Industry, and Commerce. 

6555. 

Agriculture, Statistics, and Health. 

195. 

Artillery and Torpedoes. 

6705. 

Botanic Garden. 

28 126 360a 364 698 763 837 871 945 1127 1528 2553 3303 4161 

4815 5291 6147 6529 6565 6581 6685 7078 7403. 

Chamber of Commerce. 

280 641 872 979 1146 1697 1927 2226 3795 4085 4295 4465 4609 

A737 4881 5072 5095 5574 6009. 

Chamber of Commerce and Board of Trade. 

979 1013 1111 1169 1227 1297. 

Chamber of Manufactures. 

$72a. 

Children’s Relief. 

806. 

Church and Education. 

1341 1759 3943 5019 6981. 

Civil Service. 

5433. 

Colonies. 

2617 5445 6853a 7097 7591. 

Commerce. 

1321 1729 2623 3669. 

Commerce and Agriculture. 

(AVE 

Commerce and Trade. 

3345. 

Communications. 

7431. 

Consuls. 

HZ2a1000 000 OLbT. 

Customs. 

519. 

Education. 

154 169 723. 

Engineer Corps. 

537 2514 5213 7417 7475 

Exchange Commission. 

385a 427 499 1511 2494°6698 6881 7357 

Panic 

7 2607 3305 5007 6650 6657 7425. 

Eas ne Commerce. 

642, 
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Finance and Public Works. 

S27. 

Fisheries. 

5475 5705 6043 6129 6163 6833 6979a 7644. 

Foreign Affairs. (See State.) 

Forests. 

836e 5009. 

Fortifications. 

HSales3olL0020- 

General Agents of Governments. 

5359 5361 5363 5365 5367 5445 5744. 

General Staff. 

3309 3369 3377 3405 5265 7451. 

Geography. 

T21h 2517 7019. 

Geology. 
1033 1317 2510 3313 3879 4605 4977 5491 6681 7103 7160@ 7651. 

Health. 

164 1752 2850 3251 3890 3951 7474 7893. 

Home. 

3249 5515. 

Hydrography. 

489 1187 1769 2495 2516 3245 4441 5523 6393 7362 7654. 

Hydrometry. 

2674. 

India. 

5563. 

Interior. ; 

47 379 481 554 974 1343 1533 1757 2613 3259 3343 4448 5017 6253 

6661 6853 7019 7433 7589 7731. 

Interior, Colonization, Industry, and Commerce. 

297. 

Interior and Justice. 

3890¢. 

Industry. 

SOU: 

Justice. 

147a 3265 3319 5013 7116. 

Justice and Public Instruction. 

299. 

Justice, Worship, and Education. 

4449, 

Light-Houses. 

6111. 

Longitudes. 

2499 2507. 
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Lunacy. 

5441 6018 6131. 

Marine Court. 

3255. . 

Maritime Customs. 

593 601 5427. 

Medicine. 

235 638 6192 7423. 

Meteorology. 

177 247 335 407 479 502 607 627 653 667 913 959 1307 1715 2493 

3337 3849 4305 4441 4811 5295 5601 6166 6697 7005 7160b 7665 

7670 7871. 

Meteorology and Trigonometry Survey. 

714. 

Meteorology and Weather. 

959. 

* Mines. 

227 726 801 875 960 3313 3355 3731 3817 4245 7367 7509 7655. 

Mint. 

$99 3351 6682. 

Nautical Almanac. 

2507 3374 3473 5621 7079. 

Navy. 

1333 1375 2516 2617 3243 3245 5393 6667 7097 7363 7423 7437. 

Patent. 

148 728 967 1392 1538 2623 3257 5485 6686 7674. 

Post. 

341 968a 2619 3267 5647. 

Printing. 

957 1327 3261. 

Pubiic Education. 

7429. 

Public Instruction. 

117 374a 483 787 4833 6663 6854 7589 7912a. 

Public Instruction and Fine Arts. 

2615. 

Public Works. 

301 585 726 1517 2621 3349 4469 6665. 

Public Works, Commerce, and Agriculture. 

441 6854a. 

Public Works and Post-Offices. 

509. 

Practical Art. 

5448a. 

Railroads. 

1019 1397 3263 4057 7737 7824. 
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Records. | 

1741 3315 3357 3887 5011 7041. 

Registrar-General. 

825 967a 6034. 

Revenue and Agriculture. 

655 699. 

Revenue and Finance. 

636. 

Royal Household. 

3963. 

Schools (Inspector-General of ). 

841. 

State. 

248 7 

i 
256 881 443 531 579 725 1055 1339 1529 2609 3247 3339 335 

3359 3889 3941 4447 4451 4823 5015 5557 5563 6669 TOLL 711 

7483 7660 7669 7912. 

State Domains. 

7427 7485. 

Stationery. 

57384. 

Statistics. 

5le 250b 283 411 412 473 497 549 553 601 886 1007 1359 1513 1751 
2497 3023 3273 3361 3665 3789 3877 3953 4073 4292 4423 4455 

4683 4761 4807 4947 5025 6226 6649 63811 6835 6911 7009 7096 

7181 7191 7300 7481 7513 7675 7733 7876 7899. 

Statistics and Meteorology. 
247. 

Surgeon General. 

659 701. 

Surveyor-General. 

9764. 

Technical Board of Education. 

784, 

Telegraphy. 
343 2619 7358. 

Topography. 

62 475 1774 2502b 3321 3369 3957 4457 4829 6841 6967 7477 7725, 

Trade. 
5395 5553. 

Trade and Commerce. 

5003. ; 

Translation of Foreign Scientific Books. 

. 587. 

Treasury. 

306 3269 3305 5591. 
War. 

559 1329 1331 1375 2517 2611 3323 6659 7489. 
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‘Water Supply, Commerce, and Industry. 

6854a. 

Weights and Measures. 

388 943 2501 2920. 

Worship, Education, and Medicine. 

d04l, 

Worship and Instruction. 

10334. 

Zoological Garden. 
3721 6909. 

City Governments. 

281 383 429 785 873 1417 1479 1481 1676 2637 3383 4630 5555 5571 

5923 6050 6182d 6287 6426 6429 6650¢ 7465 7829. 

ITV.—HOSPITALS AND HOSPICES. 

oo 

3429 4181 5098 5577 

i Cr S Te) Qc SG X 

V.—INSTITUTES OR INSTITUTIONS. 

Acclimatization. 

ola. 

Actuaries. 

INSPITE 

Agriculture. 
374e 412 440 2111 2547 4615 7115 7491 7547, 

Anatomy. 
3241 4377 4405. 

Anthropology. 

5373. 

Archeology. 
1474 1621 5659 6651. 

Archeology and Natural History. 

5169. 

Architecture. 

5681. 

Art. 

Artillery. 

5981. 

Bankers. 

5528. 

Blind. 

1003 3301 3809 3937 4097 4117 4281 7419 7815. 

3137 320L 3205 ee ule 217 3279 

613 5699 OTOL 
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Civil Engineer. 
5531 6037. 

Colonies. 

5671. 

Deaf and Dumb. 

4119 4685 4753 4755 4827 5237 6039 6071 6381 6859 752 

7850. 

Deaf, Dumb, and Blind. 

93. 

Demented Children. 
4276. 

Engineers. 

5123 6221 6845 7417. 
Engineers and Ship-builders. 

6191. 

Ethnography. 

Zook: 

Fine Arts. 

6151 6511. 

Forestry. 

7467. 

Geodesy. 

35) ae 

Geognosy. 

4167, 

Geography. 
379 791 1021 1335 1527 4207. 

Geography and Statistics. 

7583. 

Geology. 
1033 1295 1317 3313 7739. 

Higher Studies. 

6335. 
History. 

317 4723. 
History, Geography, and Ethnography. 

439. 

Horology. 
5405. 

Hydrometrica! and Nautical Engineers 

5533. 

Industry. 

Wn, CLS: 

International Law. 

1523. 

Tron and Steel. 

5D39, 

159 

1 7411 7313 
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Life -boat. 

5691. 

Literature. 

ddl. 

Literature, Science, Commerce, and Industry. 

1653, 

Lunacy. 

5233 5857. 

Mathematico-Physics. 

3938. 

Mechanical Engineers. 
5529. 

‘Mechanics. 

205 631 863 867 908 3535. 

Medical Chirurgy. 

Jo9l. 

Meteorology. 

1715 3337 6931 7005. 

Meteorology and Terrestrial Magnetism. 
1031 1307. 

Military Cartography. 

1525. 

Mineralogy. 

3735 4183. 

Mining, 

5907 6201. 

Mining Engineers. 

5219. 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 
5837 5951. 

Mining, Civil, and Mechanical Engineers 

9123. 

Movement Cure. 
5001. 

Natural, Economical, and Technical Sciences. 

6527. 

Natural History. 

636¢ 5899. 

Natural Science. 

233. 
Natural Science and Mathematics. 

4725. 

Naval Architects. 
9539. 
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Oriental Languages. 
» JA85. 

Paleontology. 
4185. 

Pathological Anatomy. (See Anatomy.) 

Pharmacy. 

4187. 
Philology, Geology, and Ethnography. 

6547. 

Philosophy. 

927 6146. 

Pomology. 

4937. 

Physics. 
4193. 

Physiology. 

3823 4195 4373 4627. 

Physico-Pathology. 

6679. 

Science. 

136 144 165 193 260 262 360c 360e 910 917 929 935 937 941 963 

1163 2549 4594 5049 5255 5283 5581 5683 5933 5993 6017 6207 
6209 6219 6653 708L 7621 7631 7785. 

Science, Arts, and Letters. 

6777. 

Science and Letters. 

O27 6441. 

Statistics. 

OSLL. 

Technology. 
3671 6383 6445 6487 6567 7409 T7654. 

Topograpiiy. 
6841. 

United Service. 

5697. 

Zoology. 

2187 4521. 

Zoological Anatomy. (See Anatomy.) 

Zoological Zootomy. 

4145 4203 5107. 

VI—JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS. 
Aeronautics. 

2445. 
Agriculture. 

1409 2087 2341 2559 3467 3513 3593 3660 4421 5759 6369 6423 
6942 6947 7587. 

H. Mis. 170-——11 
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Agriculture and Chemistry. 
3979. 

Agriculture and Forestry. 
4559. 

Agriculture, Industry, Literature and Art. 

2973. 
Anatomy. 

5191 6158. 
Anatomy and Physiology. 

2562 5189. 

Anatomy, Physiology and Medical Sciences. 

4637. 
Anthropology. 

2643 2932 3764 4109. 
Anthropology and Ethnology. 

6323. 
Antiquarian. 

635 5375 7858. 
Anti-phylloxera. 

1133. 
Archeology. 

2647 3447 3573 3643 5240 5375 5377 5655. 
Architecture. 

2591 3641 5379 7582. 

Army. 

3005. 
Army and Navy. 

3567, 

Art. (See Agriculture.) 

3453 4353. 

Art and Collections. 

3565. 
Art and Numismatics. 

113. 
Artillery. 

7350 7579. 
Artillery and Engineering. 

3449. 
Asiatic. 

2557. 

Astronomy. (See Mathematics.) 
2507 2582 3374 3473 3611 4495 4548 5335 5545 5627 6075 7079. 

Astronomy and Meteorology. 

4547. 

Auriculist. 
5603, 



LIST OF 

Bacteriology. 

4480. 

Bibliography. 

26366 3553 T7783. 

Biology. 

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. 

2466 4845 5545 6712 6966, 

Book Trade. 

5397. 

Botany. 
2649 3483 3563 3571 4261 4459 4479 465: 

Chemistry. (See Physics.) 

2491 3489 3491 4250 4582 

Chemistry and Pharmacy. 

4635. 
Chirurgy. (Sce Clinical C 

Civil Engineers. 

2457 6645. 

Classical Philology. 

4652. 

Clinical Chirurgie. 
3459. 

Coal and Iron Trade. 
5749 5764. 

Colonial. (See Shipping.) 

hirurgie and Medicine.) 

2652 5750 6803 7154. 

Commerce. 

2546 3531 5342 5438 

Communications. 

355. 

Conchology. 
2561 5299. 

Consular. 
3511. 

Crystallography and Mines, 

4671. 

Debats. 
2566. 

Dental. 
2467 4645. 

Diplomatic. 

5449 5767. 

6801. 

Drapers. (See Warehouse.) 

Economist. 

5749. 

Education. 

185, 

3 4954 5396 5396a. 

163 

4610¢ 4744 5419 5423 6306 6507 6561. 
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Electricity. 

2582a 2587 2590 2660a 5753 6428, 

Electricity and Telegraph. 

35359 4334 5751. 

Engineer. (See Artillery.) 
5755 5757. 

Engravings. 
6647. 

Entomology. 

109 1436 2577 3477 3497b 3503 3645 4968 5465 5467 6907 7647 

7845. 

Ethnography. 

2651. 

Ethnology. (See Anthropology.) 

Exact Science. 

7605k. 

Exploration. 

2583 6509. 

Fish. 
1723 1786 3529 4971 5473 5477. 

Folk Lore. (See Philology.) 

29 7543a 7T580a. 

Forestry. (See Agriculture.) 

3001. 

Fruit and Horticulture. 

1415. 

Geography. (See International Geography.) 

2485 2042 2653 3471 3547 3773 4306a 4477 4573 4641 4841 5074 

5214 5545 71600 7787. 

Geology. (See History and Mineralogy.) 

2459 5131 5493 5545. 

Gynecology. (See Obstetrics.) 

3451. 

Herald. 
3495 3633. 

History. (See Science.) 

3581 3973 4659. 

History and Archeology. 

2331 3595. 

History and Geology. 

3655. 

Horticulture. (See Fruit.) 

1265 1403 2592b 2657 5761, 

Hospital. 

2541, 
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Hydrography. 

5437. 

Hygiene. (See Public Hygiene and Legal Medicine.) 

Industry. (See also Agriculture and Science.) 

421 2623¢ 2659 3558 4661 4843 5545 6365. 

Industry and Chemistry. 

3489, 

Insanity. 

4364 4381 4385. 
Insurance. 

5763a. 

International Geography. 

2655. 

Tron. 

5541 5542 

Tron Trade. (See Coal, ete.) 

Language, Indo-German. 

4159 4550. 

Language, Modern, and Literature. 
3765. 

Legal. 
44. 1262 1280 158) 3507 

6138¢ 6200 6598 6778 

Linguistics. 
2663 4651. 

Linguistics and Comparative Philology. 

2661 3561 3659. 

Literature. (Sce Agriculture, Language, and Science.) 

797 3515 3597 4086e 4657 4667. 

Machinery. 

5592. 

Malacology. 

4485, 

Mathematics. 
3051 3575 3587 5195 76434. 

Mathematice and Astronomy. 

2489. 

Mathematics and Natural Science. 

6963. 

Mathematics and Physics. 

4635. 

Mechanics. 

5461 5593a. 

Medical Sciences. (See Anatomy.) 

3521 3545 3591 3657 4844 5582 5764e 6044 

7033 7419e. 
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Medicine. 

1 286 414 433 460 490 569 647 783 1413 1495 1734 1756 1935 2343 
2463 2465 2538¢ 2545 2601 2639 2666 2935 3443 3485 3517 3585 
3031 4019 4610 4651 5397a 5409 5595 5596 5599 5647¢ 5765 

5766a 6047 6189 6545 6957 7057 7421 7441 7487 7519 7546 

7570a 7649 7671 7901. 

Medicine and Chirurgy. 

250 342 386a 2545. 

Medicine, Clinical. 

3647 4647. 

Medicine, Criminal. 

2452 3631 4872 6742b 74198. 

Medicine, Pharmacy. 

° a 

Medicine, Pharmacy and Industry. 

3234. 

Medicine and Psychology. 

2452. 

Medicine and Surgery. 

2569 6121. 

Mental Science. 

5397a 5542b. 

Mercantile. (See Shipping.) 

Metallurgy. (See Mines.) 

Meteorology. (See also Astronomy.) 

5600 5711. 

Micrography. 

2572. 

Microscopy and Natural Science. 

5132 5135 5648. 

Microscopy and Inspection of Meat. 

3651. 

Military Medicine. 

3519. 

Milling. 

5766. 
Mineralogy. 

5605. 

Mineralogy, Geology and Paleontology. 

4369. 

Mines. 

2453 5609 5611 7348. 

Mines, Metallurgy and Public Works. 

1625. 

Mines and Smelting. 

1167 1384 3637 4643. 
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Miscellaneous. 

114 270a 273 460 467c 747 761 910a 972 1131 1398 1399 1401 1734 

1839 2447 2487 2543 2585 2586 2592 2603 2645 2650 2660 3061 

34814 3482 3523 3543 3557 3613 3625 4841 5031 5148 5198 5322 

5322a 5471 5511 5576 5706 5738 5746 5762 5771 5782 5818 6177 

6186 6360 6513 6558 6794 7459 7473a 7577. 

Mycology. 

2936. 

National Economy. 

1761. 

Naturalists. 
95 2539 2596 3609 5060 5147 6175 6213 6563. 

Naturalists and Geology. 

115. 
Naturalists and History. 

1411 1645 1765 2593 3457 3609 3627 3763 5371 6303 7168. 

Naturalists and Medical Science. 

6927. 

Natural Sciences. (See also Mathematics and Microscopy.) 

2345 2461 2589 3559 3607 3612 3639 4086d 4263 4267 4510 4649 4655 

5619 6719 6865 6963 7027 7037. 

Naval. (See also Army and Navy.) 

1770 3605 3611 3972 4914 5621 7079. 

Naval Medicine. 

2465. 

Nerve diseases. 

3461 4644 6412. 

Neurology. 
2465d 7419e 7424. 

Numismatic. 

1407 3481 3653 6316c 6647. 

Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

2632¢ 3451. 

Official. 

521 1481 3493 3533 4205 7041. 

Opthamology. 

3549. 

Oriental. 

2579. 

Ornithology. 
1094¢ 3589 5763. 

Palaeontology. (See also Mineralogy.) 

4487 5026b. 

Parliament. 

6256, 
Pathology. ' 

7424, 
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Pathology and Anatomy. 

3459. 

Patent. 

3557 3621. 

Pedagogy. 

3497 3525 3615 3617 3619 4513. 

Pharmacology and Practical Medicine. 

2563. 

Pharmacy. (See also Anatomy, Medicine.) 

468 2641 4259 4419 5638 7149. 

Philology. 
2661 2667 3463 3555 3577 4189 4191 4265 5177 6965, 

Philology and Folk Lore. 

= 759. 

Philology and Pedagogy. 

1771 4663. 

.Philosophy. 

2668 5575 5642 6721 6742 7883. 

Photography. 

1405 5407. 

Eysies: (See also Mathematics.) 
2573 3539. 

Physics and Chemistry. 

‘ 2455 3635 4582 4665. 

Physics and Natural Sciences. 

Ae 

Physicians. 

3569. 

Physiology. 

3583 3623 3745 4637, 

Political and Literary. 

2669, 

Polytechnical. 

3509 5029, 

Poultry. 

3541. 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

3527, 

Primitive and Natural History of Man. (See Anthropology.) 

Psychiatry. 

1297¢ 3658 7419e. 

Psychiatrie and Criminal Psychiatric Medicine. 

3445. 
. Psychiatrie and Neuropotology. 

6514, 
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Psychology and Nervous Diseases. (See Medicine.) 

3461. 
Psycho-pathology. (See Neurology.) 

Public Instruction. 

121 2567. 

Public Hygiene. 

4445, 

Public Welfare. 

3439. 

Public Works. (See Mines; Railroads.) 

Publishers. 
185 633 2483 3783 4207 4343 4587 4601 5351 5775 5783 6427 7681. 

Railroad. 

3441. 

Railroad and Public Works. 

2565. 

Sanitary. 

5705b. 

Science. 

116 305 567 907 1499 1895 2178 2509 251 

2595 2624 2671 3627 4263 4296 5027 535i 

5481 5489 5503 5507 5545 5547 5549 5619 5707) 5707e ! 5769 6345 

6401 6421 6424 6590 6601 6641 6719 6865 6885 7027 

Scientific Botany. (See Botany.) 

Scientific Geography. (See Geography.) 

Science and Industry. 

591, 

Science and Literature. 
2581. 

Science, Literature and History. 

167. 
Science and Zoology. (See Zoology.) 

Shipping and Colonial. 

2665. 

Shipping and Mercantile. 

3972 5447. 

Skin Diseases. (See Syphilis.) 

Smelting. (See Mining.) 

Statistics. 

250a 1410 3629. 

Stenography. 

3487 3501 3599. 

Syphilis and Skin Diseases. 

3469. 

Technology. 

1219 5545. 

55 2575 2581 2589 

87 5445 5444 5461 
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Telegraphy. 

2462 7606 7742. 

Theology. 

2841 3453 6832 7055. 

Theosophy. 

691. 

Therapeutics. 

2783h. 

Tocology. 

2466). 

Vegetarian. 

3475. 
Veterinary. 

1773 3465. 

Warehouse and Drapers. 

O78. 

Zoology. 

409 1782 4081 4199 4430 4673 5787 5791. 

VII.—LABORATORIES. 

Agricultural Stations. 

1176 2390 2418 2632 3014a 4940 4944 6318 6410 6626. 

Anthropological. 

2931¢. 

Chemical. 
45a 5080. 

Chemical and Chemico-Agricultural and Physical. 

7 1718 4163 4179 5053 6475 6575 6761 6935 6989. 

Chemico Physical. 

1132. 

Morphological. 

5190. 
Physical. 

4306. 
VITL.— LIBRARIES 

Commerce. 

4283. | 
Imperial Libraries. (See National Libraries.) 
Legislative Libraries. (See Parliamentary Libraries.) 

Medicine. 

2337 4279. 
National Libraries (including Imperial and Royal Libraries.) 

51 65 279 371 423 471 503 545 1083 1275 1503 1719 2477 3055 3069 

3881 3909 3945 4209 4347 4463 4489 4759 4819 4975 4989 5021 

5077 5349 5559 5561 6051 6231 6249 6269 6327 6331 6415 6501 

6559 6579 6629 6713 6771 6843 7021 7095 7347 7389 7543 7573 

1657 7723 7891 7921. 
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Parliamentary. 

145 159 173 197 203 219 229 821 843 851 895 966 1501 2502 3165 

3289 3317 4489 5559 5561 6851 7051. 

Public. 
3 43 71 75 89 162 181 215 228 333 337 367 373 415 425 525 560 677 

693 775 789 844 859 861 897 924 967 969 1119 1153 1173 1185 

1218 1243 1453 1473 1475 1477 1483 1581 1585 1587 1605 1607 

1643 1657 1667 1675 1677 1680 1681 1685 1689 1695 1705 1791 

1811 1925 1991 2095 2337 2373 2473 2479 2481 2827 2847 3009 

3777 3807 4047 4279 4283 4307 4571 4675 4715 4767 4777 4973 
5117 5119 5123d 5139 5149 5157 5159 5171 5175 5231 5241 52650 
5303 5309 5325 5345k 5483 5485 5504 5506 5551 55538 5555 5557 

5559 5563 5564 5565 5781b 5799 5811 5831 5849 5859 5867 5879 

5887 5895 5901 5905 5909 5921 5941 5943 5944 5949 5991 6023 

6077 6096 6100h 6105 6193 6216aa 6217 6225 6253 6265 6275 
6279 6325 6329 6503 6543 66260 6627 6751 6769 6783 6789 6813 
6825 6531 6875 6917 6923 6955 6956 T06L 7063 7069 7075 7087 

7165 7241 7251 7277 7309 7333 7351 7507 7511 7537 7543 7697 
T18L 7783 7817 7879 7898 7911. 

Royal. (See National Libraries.) 
School. 

5808) 58140. 
Staff. 

52. 
University Libraries. (See Universities.) 

I1X.—MUSEUMS. 

39 55 90 248¢ 259 285 3 

707 775 781 855 887 891 897 919 9235 931 949 987 999 1039 

1125 1155 1175 1199 1245 1345 1836 1873 2629 2384 3353 3727 

3785 3872 3891 4201 4299 5171 5187 5203 5253 5313 5323 5325 

5346 5411 5849 5859 5887 5905 5921 5927 5949 5961 5971 6105 

Unclassified, or General. 

323¢ 359 361 385 445 485 570 619 649 683 
7 > 

6123 6204 6216aa 6225 6297 6515 6867 .6910 6953 7077 7119 
7121 7253 7279 7337 7445 7447 7672 7789. 

Anatomy. 

5191 5613 6295 6993. 
Anthropology. 

1045 3959 6341. 
Antiquities. 

1535 1747 3837 4517 4445 4801 4873 6698d 6897 6999 7071 7445 
7537. 

Archeology. 
5193 6435,7593. 

Art. 

1351 3109 3327 3435 3925 5325 5737 5859 6051 6072 6143. 
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Botany. 

855 4821 5292 6235 6901 6995. 

Colony. 

(ie Lea is 

Commerce. 

1655. 

Economy. 

5959 7475. 

Education. 

(Pe 

Ethnography. 

1768 2625 2626 6671 6893 6997 7253 7672. 

Ethnology. 

4589 6997 7637. 

Ethnology and Geography. 

1655. 

Geology. 

1337 4168 5615 6299 6730. 

History. 

2381 3233 3935 4873 4981. 

Industry. 

1351 1509 1538 1655 3109 3327 3435 4871 6731. 

Medicine. 

2631. 

Mineralogy. 

1781 6723 3401 3735 3938 4409, 
Mineralogy and Geology. 

986. 

Mining Engineers. 

7479. 

Natural History. 

708 708¢ 823 1121 1259 1337 1537 1653 1937 2005, 2097 2151 2189 | 

2233 2283 2627 2819 37 75 3938 4501 4979 5067 54 
6271 6375 6451 6453 6587 6733 7155 T674a. 

Numismatic. 

6237 6987. 
Oriental. 

1389. 

Paleontology. 

1337. 

Pedagogy. 
2636 3196. 

Philology. 

4005 4674. 

Physical and Natural History. . 

6537, 

~oO”-~ 

13 587 3 6239 
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Physical Geography. 

7353. 
Physical Astronomy. 

1353. 

Prehistoric. 
1939 3939 6671. 

Science and Art. (See Art.) 

Technology, Industry and Sanitary. 

810. 
Zoology. (See also Anthropology and Ethnology.) 

1373 1873 3723 3959 4143 4201 5191 5415 6541 6735 7001 TO71 

HONE 

Zoology and Comparative Anatomy. 

6722. 

X.—OBSERVATORIES. 

Astronomy. 

11 35 57 2138 au. 405 447 463 487 505 507 529 623 665 689 705 729 

797 813 835 889 951 955 1019 1107 1139 1145 1161 1209 1361 

1539 1775 1 941 1993 2235 2285 2393 2633 2933 3365 3753 3757 

3805 3831 3869 3991 4175 4211 4309 Ans 4089 4746 4825 4857 

4985 5091 5137 5179 5245 5267 5271 5273 5285 5293 5317 5885 
5889 5890 5915 5969 5989 6007 6053 6073 6087 6091 6109 6153 

6197 6203 6241 6301 6347 6349 6377 6447 6471 6489 6531 6547 
6569 6583 oe 6675 6676 G7O0L 6737 6899 6933 6959 6985 7123 
4128 7127 7173 7190¢ 7221 7237 7239 7287 7307 7326 7329 7453 
7455 7517 1535 7999 7623 7643 7673 7693 7763 7793 7831 7877 
7859. 

Astronomy and Meteorology. 

302 1257 5227. 

Astro-physical. 

1179 1353 2321 4911. 
Magnetic. 

Wi. 

Magnetic and Meteorology. 

73 87 347 597 755 853 6597 7083 7203 7327 7328a 7495 7505. 
Meteorology. ) 

25 69 70 253 269 20 303 325 349 581 603 665 689 724 769 819 
959 1031 1257 1879 2217 2393 2635 2791 2795 2811 2833 2897 
2899 4736 4857 (5910 6089 6203 6533 6763 7129 7167 7179 7187 
7190 7203 7247 7307 7549 7555 7557 7619 7627 7694 7907. 

Naval (Nautical). 

447 1188 4305 7127 7239 7623. 
Physical. 

349 3427 6591 7479 7716. 

S) 
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Selenographic. 

4547a. 

Tellurian. 

7765. 

Unclassified. 

86 128 158 582a 1248 1620 2408 2952 2982 5268 5794 7316. 

X1.—SOcIETIES. 

Aborigines Protection. 

5353. 

Acclimatation. (See also Agriculture, Naturalists, Zoology.) 
81 815 921 967h 2677 3073 3121-3191 6571 7289. 

Zaronautic. 
2439 2445 2725 3195 5357. 

African. 
1277 1497 3071 3159 6505. 

Against Abuse of Tobacco. 

2706. 
Agriculture. (See also Chemical, Agriculture, Horticulture, Industry, 

and Science.) 

13 27 334 395/779 983 1079 TLOL TIT ToL Ti Ei] 1241-1255 

1355 1551 1748 1943 1987 1997 2049 2069 2111 2173 2181 2209 

2287 2307 2349 2383 2421 2679 2761 2887 2939 2967 3033 3039 

3047 3185 3376a 3379 3733 3799 3819 3841 3845 3865 4215 4217 

4249 4349 4365 4399 4485 4515 4555 4613 4705 4763 4831 4851 

4905 4913 4961 5057 5124 5289 5657 6003 6057 6135 6309 6321 

6453 6457 O757 7238 7267 7527 7819. 

Agriculture and Arts. 
2983. 

Agriculture and Botany. 

1597 1703. 
Agriculture and Commerce. 

2009. 

Agriculture and Forestry. 

5087. 

Agriculture and Geography. 

1063. 

Agriculture and Horticulture. 
637 1469 1693 2131 2275 2276 6913 7881. 

Agriculture, Archeology, and Natural History. 

2893. 

Agriculture, Commerce, and Industry. 

2103 4951 6553. 

Agriculture, Horticulture, and Acclimation. 

2409. 
Agriculture, Industry, and Arts. 

2003 2317. 
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Agriculture, Industry, Science, Arts, and Belles-Lettres. 

2879. 

Agriculture, Natural History, and Geography. 

1001. 
Agriculture, Natural History, and Useful Arts. 

2239. 

Agriculture, Science, and Arts. 

1793 1831 1977 2099 2165 2199 2207 2787 2805 2971 2995 4983. 

Agriculture, Science, Arts, and Belles-Lettres. 

1889 1979 2121 2431 2797 2835 2953 2961. 

Agriculture, Science, Arts, and Commerce. 

1833 2029 2175. 

Agriculture, Science, and Literature. 

2793. 

Alpine. 

1240 1249 1251 1382 3143 3815 3919 4597 6979 7749. 

Americans. 

2081. 

Anatomo-Pathology. 
1541. 

Anatomy. 

2683. 

Anthropology. (See also Natural Science.) 

397 1285 1543 2241 2685 4157 4277 4693 4880d 4991 5319 7609. 
Anthropology and Geography. 

7683. 

Anthropology, Ethnology, and Comparative Psychology. 
6365. 

Anthropology, Ethnology, and Primitive History. 

3091 3767 4835 4991. 

Antiquarian. (See also German Language, History, Natural History, 

and Numismatics.) 

977 1749 1813 1989 2011 2324 2759 2799 2901 3981 5173 5713 5827 
7031 7635 7663 7691 7857 7 7860. 

Apothecaries. 

1279 1783 3043 3083 4235 4403 4927 4941 5715 7869. 

Aquarium. 

3085 5745 5939. 

Arboriculture. (See Pomology.) 

Archeology. (See also Agriculture, Architecture, Arts, Horticulture, 

Languages, Naturalists’ Field Club, Natural Sciences, Pale- 

ontology, Science.) 

21 981 1283 1447 1586 1621 1659 1673 1679 1683 1699 1871 1875 

1945 2014 2043 2072 2076 2325 23147 2381 2397 2813 2815 2829 

2915 2919 2941 2955 2957 3079 3755 4093 4391 4397 4535 4549 

A757 4793 5041 5315 5399 5573 5659 5717 5725 5741 5797 5841 

6015 6041 6167 6181 6243 6259 7015 7139 7194 7281 7301 7398. 
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Archeology and Natural History. 
5169 5235 5945 5953 5963 6099. 

Archeology and Numismatic. 

2721. 
Archeology and Statistical. 

2969. | 
Archeology and Topography. 

5279 

Archeology, History, and Literature. (See also History.) 

1707 1805 1893 1983 1985 2261. 

Archeology, History, and Science. 

2921. 

Archeology, History, Science, and Arts. 

2047. 

Archeology, Literature, Science, and Arts. 

1877 1915 1985 2311 2315. 

Archeology, Science, and Arts. 

1899. 

Archeology, Science, and Literature. 

2977. 

Architects. (See Engineers, Naval Architects.) 
Architecture. 

2191 2237 2411 2695 3081 4567 5379 5681 6803 7611. 

Architecture and Archeology. 
5121 5133 5215 5321 5919 7137. 

Architecture and History. 

5875. 

Art and Archeology. 
5065. 

Art and Industry. 

4537. 

Arts. (See Agriculture, Anthropology, Industry, Letters, Literature, 

Moral Science, Natural Science, Science, Statistics.) 

Arts and Sciences. 

79 749 991 1609 1891 2025 2061 2139 2997 5049 6875 6937. 

Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce. 

5721 6461. 

Artists. 
5107. 

Asiatic. 
599 629 639 669 7135 777 2687 5661 6340. 

Astronomy. 

2689 4583 5335 5663. 

Ballad. 
5745a. 

Bee Culture. 

1944 3017. 
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Bee Culture and Entomology. 

2693. 
Belles-Lettres. (Sec Agriculture, Sciences, and Belles-Lettres.) 

Benevolence. 
1421 4493 4497 4700 6538 7471 7558. 

Bibliophilist. 

1663 1951 2401 28535. 

Bibliography. 

1949. 
Biology. 

2689 5898 6029. 

Blind. 
1435 2999 3301 5809 4097 4117 4511 4557 7023 7419 7815. 

Booksellers. 
3677 4585 4691 7464 7681. 

Botany. (See also Agriculture, Horticulture, Zoology.) 

105 223 1567 1711 1855 2243 2691 SLLL 3145 3758 4291 4575 4727 

A798 4929 4953 5665 6113 6455 6815 6887 6918, 

Botany and Zoology. 

1371 3870 3927. 

Brick and Lime. 

3719. 

Charts. 
7865. 

Chemical Agriculture. 

O997T GO75 OTOL, 

Chemical Industry. 
5817b. 

Chemicals and Drugs. 
5979. 

Chemico-Physics. 

1289. 

Chemistry. 

1189 2703 3147 5337 5421 6021 7463. 
Chirurgy. (See also Natural Science, Medicine.) 

2105 3153 3217. 

Choral, Dramatic and Literature. 

1459. 

Civil Engineers. (See also Mineralogy.) 
116) 2741 5531 6037. 

Civil and Mechanical Engineers. 

5429, 

Climatology, Physical and Natural Sciences. 

15. 

Colonization. 

3185 3995 4051 5368 5671 6806, 

H. Mis, 170——12 
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Commerce. (See also Agriculture, Arts, Industry, Internal Commerce, 
Literature.) 

2451 3179 5369 5405 5519. 

Commerce and Manufactures. 

2301 

Commerce and Trade. 

4885. 

Commercial Geography. 

1955 2155 2402 2733 3127 5048. 

Comparative Geography. 

7156. 

Comparative Psychology. (See also Anthropology.) 

Competition. 

1787 1905 1911 1979 2023 2066 2117 2149 2210 2213 2329 2365 2843 
2861 2873. 

Conchology. 

5297. 

Conversation. (See Lectures.) 

Cremation. 

3695. 

Criminal Psychiatry. (See Psychiatry.) 

Criticism. (See Science.) 
Cruelty to Animals. (See Protection.) 

Crystallogy. 
5446. 

Deaf and Dumb. 

2697 4017 4119 4685 4753 4755 4827 5237 6039 6071 6351 6921 7321 

7411. 

Debate. (See Literature.) 

Dentistry. 
3103 4591. 

Drugs. (See Chemicals.) 

Economico-Patriotic. 

4401. 

Economy. (See also Political, Popular, Natural Sciences.) 

256a 391 508 573 771 1445 3993 T177 7217 7313 7415 7503 7559 

7629 7747, 

Education. (See also Social Education.) 
345 7218 2247 2784 3089 3221 4699 6230 7157. 

Electricians. 

S77 1444 1557. 

Electrotechnies. 

SLOT. 

Engineers. (See also Telegraph and Railroad Engineers.) 

263 426 1611 3685 5359 5729. 

Engineers and Architects, 

1385 1425 3975 4831 4677 6977, 
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Engineering and Manufacturing. 

6747. 
Entomology. (See also Bee Culture.) 

111 391 1293 1559 2711 3087 3149 3175 3199 3839 3920 4967 5463 

5651 5881 6363 6891 7461 7645 7751. 

Ethnography. 

1921 2713. 
Ethnology. (See Natural History, Natural Science, Geography, and 

Anthropology.) 

Epidemiology. 
5469. : 

Exotic Plants, Domestication of. (See Acclimatation.) 

Exploration. 

4599 5635 7323. 

Field Club. (See Naturalists.) 

Fine Arts. 

1467 1913 2013 2065 2399 6151. 

Fine Arts and Literature. 

1599 7525. 

Fish. 
1137 1725 3177 4425 4551 4939 5103 5793 6043 6129 6163 6961 7049. 

Fishing. 
112 738 1384¢ 3870¢ 4796 5500 6814 6952 7458. 

Flax. 

3161 5999. 

Flora and Horticulture. 

5073. 

Folk Lore. 

29 5479 7013 75430 7580a. 
Forestry. (See also History, Agriculture.) 

3001 T1940 7467 7699. 

Forges and Dock-yards. 

2925 7655. 

Free Trade. 

8203 3709 4515. 
Geography. (See also Agriculture, Anthropology, Commercial Geogra- 

phy, History, Science, Statistics.) 

23 61 85 155 375 451 453 547 613 715 765 791 793.818 8811037 1057 
1097 1315 1335 1423 1457 1545 1727 1981 2101 2119 2195 2219 

2255 2291 2351 2355 2385 2731 2837 2865 2943 2959 3213 3793 

3899 3977 4075 4219 4273 4289 4295 4335 4407 4437 4695 4707 

4785 4799 5071 5673 5808 6063 6165 6337 6693 6T9L 7135 7159 

7163 7213 7325 7395 7501 7531 7615 7735 T3801 18234. 

Geography and Ethnology. 

6748. 

Geography and Natural Sciences. 

4525, 
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Geography and Statistics. 
SLT 511 4075. 

Geology. (See also Mineralogy.) 

455 617 7219 882 883 1009 1094 1317 1625 2157 2197 2735 3151 3897 

5327 5341 5495 5499 5801 5847 5897 6119 6185 6459 6694 7361 
7653. 

Geology and Science. 

5239. 

German Languages and Antiquities. 

3097 3105. 

Gynecology. (See also Obstetrics.) 

42987. 

Greek Studies. 

2471. 

Hellenic Studies. 

5725. 

Heraldry. 

3227. 
History. (See also Anthropology, Architects, Literature, Natural Sci- 

ence.) 

17 133 231 1073 1109 1147 1223 1709 1733 1785 1799 1823 1857 1947 

2073 2179 2717 2737 es 801 2857 2911 2957 3013 3029 3031 
3045 3057 3063 3221 3687 3697 3725 3728 3730 3759 3761 3797 

3835 3861 3871 3893 390 7 3931 3985 4005 4041 4105 4121 4139 

4233 4241 4975 4313 4337 4345 4379 4395 4501 4503 4541 4542 
4565 4577 4697 4711 4751 4773 4787 4791 4803 4877 4880 4889 

97 4903 4925 4963 4981 5075 5097 5329 5513 5675 6041 G117 6469 

6929 6945 6975 7397 T7775 7821 7825. 

History and Antiquities. 

3903 4003. 

History and Archeology. 

1555 1805 1835 2031 2041 2051 2141 2167 2177 2203 23531 2433 2789 
2807 2871 2891 2957 3011 3015 4031 4071 4221 4269 4303 4429 

4431 4569 4703 4717 4739 4779 4859 4949 4965 5079 5083 6036 

6081 7015 7263 7711 7799. 

History and Fine Arts. 

1907. 

History and Natural History. 

3905. 

History and Science. 

2889. 

History and Statistics. 

4085. 

History and Popeerauly. 

3919, 
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History, Antiquities, and Geography. 
AlOL. 

History, Antiquities, and Philology. 

6379. 
History, Geography. 

Sls 

History, Geography, and Ethnography. 

439. 
Historic Philology. 

7305 7379. 
Horology. 

5405 5785 6103 6137. 

Horticulture. (See also Agriculture, Pomology, Science.) 

1077 1113 1261 1569 1619 1837 1957 2007 2055 2071 2075 2091 2125 

9169 2257 2278 2313 2367 2435 2699 2855 2885 2905 2917 2987 

3209 3237 3705 3791 3873 4009 4027 4055 4147 4213 4795 4895 

4995, 5043 5677 6115 6359 7299 7391. 

Horticulture and Botany. 
1487 1890 1901 2243 2290 2293 2435 3921. 

Horticulture and Natural History. 

2353. 
Horticulture and Vine Culture. 

1988 2045 2323 2423. 

Horticulture, Vine Culture, and Forestry. 

2963. 

Humane. 

5679. 
Humanitarians. 

1959. 

Hydronomical and Nautical Engineers. 
5533. 

Hygiene. (See Public Health.) 

Inebriety. 

5712. 
Indo-Chinese Studies. 

586 2719. 

Industry: 
1015 1225 1253 1613 1817 2115 2123 2198 2267 2299 2709 2821 2859 

2907 3707 3885 4709 4789 4999 6289 6871 7141. 

Industry and Commerce. 

1701 4885. 
Industry and Agriculture. 

157 1825 2089. 

Industry, Manufacture, Agriculture, Science, and Art. 

2153. 
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Industry, Polytechnics. 
1089 1115. 

nstruction. (See Agriculture, Art, Chemical Industry, Iron Industry, 

Literature, Public Instruction.) 
Instruments. (See Science, Scientific Instruments.) 
International Commerce. 

3119, 

International Law. (See Law.) 

Tron Industry. 

1429. 

Japanese, Chinese, Tartar, and Indo-Chinese Studies. 

2019. 

Jurist. 

1149 1298 3181 3239 3681 4059 7035, 7269, 

Knowledge. (See Useful Knowledge.) 

Language and Archeology. 

4595. 

Latin. 

Law. 

3 1589 4169 5417 6857 6945 7033 7209 7418. 

ee ng Scientific Conversation. 

6389 7803. 

Legal. (See also Medico Legal.) 

Legislation. 

2748. 

Letters. (See also Science, Moral Science.) 

Letters and Science. 
1446, 

Letters, Sciences, and Art. 

1627 1665 1803 1809 1861 1883 1918 2035 2109 2327 2407 2415 2785 
2839 2965 5732. 

Linguistics. 

2745 4321. 

Linnean. 
799 1571 1789 1819 1829 1961 2015 2259 2869 5567. 

Literature. (See also Agriculture, Anthropology. Arts, Fine Arts, 

eee e.) 

31 625 685'1157 1271 1273 1427 1631 1647. 1735: 1797 3167 3169 

3381 3689 5453 5505 5693 5809 6227 6245 6261 6688 6883 7013 

7197 7295 7331 7335 7541 7897 7908. 

Literature and Art. : 

1445 1507 1669 1845 7249. 

Literature and Debate. 

595, 
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Literature and History, 

TOTO OL 169: 

Literature and Philosophical. 

157a 5129 5281 5301 5311 5331 5805 5833 5851 5931 5937 5971. 

Literature and Science. 

147 327 1687 1801 5211 5391. 

Literature, Science, and Arts. 

1841 2021. 

Literature, Science, Commerce, and Industry. 

1653. 

Malacology. 

1561 2856 4049 6366 6605. 

Manufactory. (See also Arts, Commerce, Wngineering, Industries.) 

Mathematics. 

d091 508d 7227 7283. 

Mathematicsand Natural History. 

5066. 

Mechanical Drawing. 

2249. 

Mechanical Engineers. (See also Mineralogy.) 

5529. 

Mechanics. (See also Civil Engineers.) 

3847 5587 5853. 

Mechanics and Optics. 

ol55. 

Medicine. (See also Natural History, Natural Science, Practical Medi- 

cine.) 

265 278 311 315 329 369 374.493 561 735 751 903 1141 1211 1443 

1461 1547 1595 1596 1633 1745 1865 1963 2017 2039 2127 2171 

2193 2263 2269 2295 2387 2747 2749 2803 2823 2863 2883 3095 

3117 3235 3701 3751 3961 4619 4783 5403 5509 5521 5597 6247 

6706 7003 7145 7319 7497 7529 7807 7813 7915. 

Medicine and Natural Sciences. ° 

513 1575 4137 4357 4415 4899. 

Medicine, Chirurgy, and Pharmacy. 

2947, 

Medical Chirurgy. 

277 1489 1635 1965 1967 2297 3393 5594 5685 6139 6311 6479, 
Medical Legal. 

2751. 

Medical Pedagogy. 
3097, 

Medical Pharmacy. 

266 271 1903 2133 2185 2205. 
Medical Physics, 

651 4033 4063 5099 7255. 
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Medical Psychology. 

2754 5410. 
Melophiles. 

1608. 

Medical Statistics. 

3187. 
Merchants. 

3181. 
Meteorology. 

15 77 1883 2439 2755 4285 4539 4733 5687 6141 6488. 

Microscopy. (sce also Natural History.) 

1549 3219 4339 5161 5229 5649 5689, 

Military. 

3099 3399 7025. 

Military Science. 

1376. 
Mineralogy. (See also Zoology.) 

321 2757 4578 5607 7407. 
Mineralogy, Geology, and Paleontology. 

5034, 
Mineral Industry. 

2881. 

Mining. 

1661 4091 5219 5907 6107 6201. 
Mining and Civil Engineering. 

5123. 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 
5837. 

Mining and Smelting. 
1123 4529. 

Miscellaneous. 

1034 5370 5383¢ 5508 7084. 
Missionary. (See also Theology.) 

Moral Sciences, Letters, and Arts. 

2989. 
Moravian.. 

4385. 
Montanistic. 

3923 4001 4021 4077. 
Museum. 

1885 2831 3837 4719. 
Mycology. 

2758. 

National Economy. 

7669D, 
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Naturalists. . 

1005 1233 1585e 4013 4069 4107 4151 4251 4623 4765 5115 5165 

5207 5266d 5307 5845 6483 6980 7169 7223 7229 7235 7259 7315 

7339 7469 7674e 7705 7715 Gee 7773 7805 7828 7853 7867 

Naturalist and Acclimatation. 

970. 

Natural and Economic Sciences. 

6573. 

Naturalists’ Field Club. 

141 879 5168 5223 5259 5277 5343 5800 5807 5823 5825 5839 5911 

5965 5980 5995 6100. 

Natural History. (See also Agriculture, Anthropology, History, Horti- 

culture, Physics.) 

$3 127 179 O11 319 491 515 614 753 802 865 893 990 1047 1593 1763 

2037 2403 2945 3019 3027 3049 3059 3223 3737 3863 3901 4125 

4931 4355 4493 4531 4781 4879 4893 5035 5111 5127 5155 5205 

5247 5835 5899 5913 5955 5965 5977 5985 6025 6093 6195 6391 

6465 6823 6861 7028 7207 7211 7613 7841. 

Natural History and Antiquarian. 

5287 5893 6101 6205 7317 7341, 

Natural History and Ethnology. 

721. 

Natural History and Language. 

1737. 

Natural History and Medicine. 

1103. 

Natural History and Microscopy. 

5141. 

Natural History and Philosophy. 

6001. 

Natural and Medical Sciences, 

143 2991 3741 3929 6795, 

Naturalists and Physicians. 

3005. 

Natural Sciences. (See also Geology and History, Legal Medicine, 

Mathematics, Pharmacy, Physical and Natural Sciences.) 

1023 1087 1095 1213 1229 1267 1377 1433 1629 1917 2033 2059 2113 

2148 2419 2825 2851 3739 3779 3801 3851 3867 3965 3983 4007 
4086 4103 4131 4293 4251 4253 4303 4329 4357 4467 4509 4579 

4721 4729 4743 4745 4883 4891 4907 4932 4935 5063 5085 5112 

5217 6211 6555 6607 6779 6861 6926 7189 7705 7721 T76L 7769 

TI71 1823 7833 7843 7847 7851 7853 7867. 

Nautical Engineers. ‘See Hydrometric Engineers.) 
Naval. 

7065. 
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Naval Architects. 

5D: 
Naval Physicians. 

7245 7457. 
Neurological. 

5622. 

Numismatic. (See, also, Anthropology.) 

1381 1563 3407 3967 4535 4797 5625 5815, 

Numismatic and Antiquarian. 

129. 

Obstetrics and Gynecology. 

3215 4607 5629. 

Odontological. 

5631. 
Ophthalmology. 

4371. 

Oriental. 

3186 4237 7273 7483 7917. 
Ornithology. 

1591 3075 3163 3409 3769 4255 5783 7809, 
Paleontology. (See Mineralogy.) 

3935 1562 5633 7701. 

Paleontology and Archeology. 
+ProQo 
JO. 

Patent. (See Protection of.) 

4045, 
Pathology. (See Anatomical Pathology.) 

5637. 
Patriotic. 

4401 6467, 

Pedagogy. (See Medical Pedagogy.) 

1458 7206 7698. 

Pharmacy. (See Medicine.) 

310 1395 1465 1565 1843 1969 2161 2765 5225 5639 6055 6145 6807 

7143 7171 7377 7919. 

Pharmacy and Natural Sciences. 

4417, 

Philology. (See History.) 
1601 1806 2767 3211 3415 3747 5181 5641 6230 6333 7359 7905. 

Philomathic. 

1971 2019 2769 2877 2979. 
Philosophy. (See Natural History, Literature.) 

41 836 901 927 942 968 3417 5142 5183 5987 6031 6199 6919, 

Philosophy and Science. 

5917. 

Philotechnic. 

2174, 
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cae a 

1395 3419 3711 3971 5643. 

Phrenology. 

6456. 

Physical and Natural Sciences. 

571 1973 2949 7875. 
Physicians. (See Naturalists, Naval Physicians, Practical Biya) 

1093 1319 1443 3099 3101 3103 3207 4023 4087 4113 4133 4271 

oe 4433 4435 4523 5039 5069 5384 5667 5669 6059 6149 7205 

7219 7245 7457 7679 7695. 

Physicians a Surgeons. 

5679 6183. 

Physico-Economy. 

4553. 
Physics. yume Medieco-Physie, UNE Os Physics.) 

3421 3821 5645 6155. 

Physics and Natural History. 

7805. 
Physiography. 

7639. 

Physiology. 

3423 3823 4035 4627. 

Political Ssh 

1953 2245 4257. 

Polytechnic. (See Industry and Geology. ) 
1195 1379 2771 3065 3431 3825 3885 4029 4127 4149 4341 4443 

4629 4837 4853 4875 4999 5081 5101 5109 5263 53845 6316 6527 

6567 6755 7039 7345 7399 7409. 

Pomology. 

2215 2265 3021 4769 4923 4837 

Pomology and Arboriculture. 

2053. 

Pomology and Horticulture. 

4769. 

Popular Economy. 

3699 3713 3715. 

Popular Enlightenment. 

7200. 

Poultry-Friends. 

3141 4043 4155, 

Practical Medicine. 

62153, 
Practical Physicians. 

7343. 
Prison. 

2730 3913 3989 5037 7703. 
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Promotion of Studies. 

2109 2717 2719 5723 5725. 

Protection of Animals. 

1439 1573 2773 3025 3675°3766 3917 4043 4239 4311 5047 7561. 

Protection of Patents. 

3189. 

Psychiatry. 

3704 7476. 

Psychiatry and Forensic Psychology. 

1431. 

Public Analysts. 

Dial 

Public Health. 

137 2183 2723 3157 3743 4319 4363 4735 6463. 

Public Instruction. 

1867. ; 

Public Library. (See Propagation of 2729.) 

Public Welfare. 

3129 4700 6273 6943 7047 T7707 7753 7797. 

Publishing. 

5379. 

Railroad. 
3683 4057. 

Railroad Engineering. 

3693. 

Record. 

Science. (See Humanitarian, Literature, Industry, Letters, Geology, 

Horticulture, Art, Anthropology, Agriculture, Physiology.) 

46 91 131 222 307 309 363 365 389 449 474 536 546 548 805 827 845 

847 857 905 1197 1441 1443 1463 1577 1579 1584 1594 1639 1644 

1649 1739 1827 1869 1881 1975 1995 2077 2079 2143 2253 2363 
2389 2395 2469 2472 2729 3717 3729 4089 4099 4123 4153 4173 

4297 43517 4475 4603 4611 4771 4865 4869 4901 4931 5143 5245 

5383 5389 5401 5695 5707a 5795 5813 6061 6159 6182 6277 6315 
6539 6617 6695 6767 6785 6821 6858 6869 6915 6962 7007 7073 
7183 7199 7208 7441 7687 7759 7909. 

Science and Archeology. 

2105. 

Science and Arts. (See Arts and Sciences.) 

Sciences, Arts, Agriculture, and Horticulture. 

2163. 

Sciences, Arts, Belles-lettres, Agriculture, and Industries, 

2903. 

Sciences, Arts, and Literature. 
5257 6285. 
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Science and Belles-Leitres. 
7630. : 

Science, Belles-Lettres, and Arts. (See Letters, Science, and Arts.) 

Scientific Criticism. 

3063. 

Science and Geography. 

360. 

Science and Letters. 

LOE: 

Science, Letters, and Arts. (See Letters, Sciences, and Arts.) 

Science and Literature. 

2080. 

Science, Literature, and Art. 

~ 4249. 

Science and Industry. 

5184. 

Seismology. 

733. 

Sheep Breeders. 

1221. 

Silk Culture. 

2359. 

Social and Female Education. 

5618. | 
Social Science. 

5617. 

Spectroscopists. 
6691. 

Statistics. (See History, Anthropology, Geography.) 

2135 2301 2727 2775 5739 6896. 

Statistics, Sciences, and Arts. 

2495 2895. 

Stenography. 

3667 S710. 

Students. 
2832. 

Study of Greek. 

2471. 

Study of Modern Languages. 

3093. 

‘Study of Roman Languages. 
DON e 

Study of Various Languages. 

2159; 
Surgeons. (See Physicians, Surgeons, Veterinary Sargeons.° 

4039 4087 4181. 

189 
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Teachers. ' 

Technology. 

7345 7599 7409. 

Telegraph Engineers. 

5733. 

Temperance. 

2728. 

Theology (including Missionary Societies and Missions). 
2225 2739 3433 4105 4169 4275 5398 5589 5717 5723 5727 GOLL 6257 

6265 6418 6839 6882 7053 7067 7351 7911. 

Therapeutics. 

DT de 
Topography. (See History, Anthropology.) 

1367 2763 2779 6339 7311. 

Tourist. 

1249 1251 1382 2503 3143 3919 4079 4597 4797¢ 6717 G979 7544. 

Translation of Japanese. 

Tl. 

Typography. 

2781. 

Useful Knowledge. 

5795 6805 

Useful Research. 

5051 6765 7045. 

Vegetarian. 

3173 5819. 

Veterinary. 

2093 4984. 

Veterinary Surgeons. 

3703 4749 5045. 
Wine. 

870. 

Wine Culture. 

4997. 

Zoology. (See Botany.) 
397 1471 2187 2783 3171 4061 4322 5789 6069 6541 6779 6799 63889 

6909 6925. 

Zoology and Acclimatation. 

3 

Zoology and Botany. 

1371 6849. 

Zoology and Mineralogy. 

4933. 

XII. —SURVEYS. 
Archeology. 

O79, 
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Art and Historic Monuments. 

13509. 
Coast and Geographic Survey. 

6967. 
Ethnology. 

1497. 
Geography. 

294. 

Geology. (See also Geology and Natural History.) 

3L 217 46L 643 717 829 8383 925 949 961 971 1094 33135 4605 

4977 5497 6035 6135 6969 7195 7651. 

Geology and Natural History. (See also Natural History.) 

145. 

Land Improvement. 

3370. 

Meteorology and Trigonometry. (See also Trigonometry.) 

714. 

Natural History. 

1193. 
Scientific. 

4507 6116 7029 7323. 

Topography. 

3021 4829 7477 7725. 

Trigonometry. 

671 5935, 

XIII.—UNIVERSITIES. 

22.38 99 100 107 112125 161 191 209 237 241 249 323 326 353.401 410 

Anatomy. 

413 495 517 530 551 563b 575 583 662 708aa 739 768 811 8351 

909 933 995 1025 1061 1081 1105 1129 1145 1159 1201 1205 

1369 1505 1603 1641 1651 1777 2067 2085 2271 2361 2509a 3307 

3149 3829 4037 4111 4141 4197 4225 4247 4375 4427 4519 4561 

4687 4747 4847 4943 4975 5055 5105 5201 5777 5867 6027 6097 

6106 6171 6173 6187 6215 6216 62164 62166 6249 6515 6387 6477 

6557 6551 65385 6593 6609 66538d 6705 6749 6515 6565 6903 6941 

6950 6933 7085 7175 7201 7215 7225 7233 7257 7405 7521 7565 

7617 7632 T64L 7635 7717 7767 7879. 

COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS. 

63507. 

Agriculture. 

101 287 T0Sb 721n 922 1090 1523 1604 1753 2336 2428 5014 3333 

4010 4122 4177 4389 4917 5065 5233 63160 6449 6615 6707 

6949 T570 7659. 
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Agriculture and Forestry. 

4297 7328. 

Agriculture and Veterinary. 

326d 374e 412. 

Architecture. 

26303291. 

Artillery Schools. (See Military Schools.) 

Art. 

500. 

Arts and Manufactures. 

2519. 

Civil Engineering. 
697 2533 6687 6739. 

Commerce. 
1011 1071 12635 1437 3022 3853 3969 4625 6384 7271 7658. 

Designs and Mathematics. 

2523. 

Divinity. 

6257 7887. 

Education. 

239 2429 6351. 

Engineering. 
291 539 739 1853 2533 5213 5947 7385 7569. 

Engineering and Architects. 

6417. 

Fine Arts. 

2281 5855 6511. 

Forestry. 

2375 35041 4849 4867 7467. 

Gymnasium. 

1027 1075 1181 1247 1347 3035 3904 3997 4325 4364¢ 4461 4681 4741 

4861 4897 4921 4957 5093. 

High School. 

1237 1239 2525 6335 6603 7827. 

Industry. 

997 1360. 

Industry and Mines. 

1660. 

Law. 

139. 

Literature. 

739. 

Medicine. : 

289 541 565 640 688 739 1211 2185 2230 2333 2379 2391 2521 2931a 

6183 6267. 
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Medicine and Pharmacy. 

2982 2377 2391. 

Medico Chirurgery. 

673 3389 3391 6373 6521 6709 7107 7151 7381 7523. 

Military Engineering Schools. (See Military Schools.) 
Mines. 

288 431 540 1165 1617 2527 3318 5692 5973 7365. 

Military (including Artillery, Engineer, and Staff Schools). 
108 469 539 1313 1365 2124 2475 2517 2518 2537 2875. 3: 

3661 5265 598% 5983 6337 6339 6743 6745 6827 710: 

7387 T417 7451 7480. 

National Economy. 

4257. 

Natural Sciences. 

246. 

Naval Schools. 

1065 1263 3805 4015 4214 4228 5269 6383 6385 6396 7109 7435. 

Normal. 
119; 

Oriental Languages. 

1349 2529. 

Pharmacy. 

2185 2230 2339, 2538. 

Political Economy. 

4257. 

Political Sciences. 

2526. 

Polytechnic. 

1055 1203 1207 1363 1767 2531 5007 3571 3776 3846 3359 3883 4351 

4451 4815 5023 6179 6255 63516 6585 6445 6487 6527 6567 6753 

6759 6829 TLIL 7409 7662 7674. 

Preparatory. 

Oar 

Real. 

1029 LO9L 1183 1857 4679 4897 4909 4955. 

Sanscrit. 

609. 

Science. (See also Universities.) 
7 45 63 67 1385 183 189 191 201 225 245 257 267 386 459 465 495 

583 621 657 675 690 695 7084 739 745 807 894 975 1119 1153 
1173 1185 1243 1933 2505 3030 4770 5145 5185 5197 5209 5243 
5251 5305 5501 5692 5777 5803 5817 5829 5861 5863 5871 5925 
5929 5967 6001 6005 6015 6019 6049 6079 6083 6085 6106 6179 

6263 6285 6315 6425 6441 6653 6672 6767 6773 7913. 
Staff Schools. (See Military Schools.) 

H. Mis. 170——1i3 
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Theology. 

186 324 582. 

Theology and Philosophy. 

4856. 
Veterinary Medicine. 

1753 6451 6535 6741 6939 7231. 

XIV.—ESTABLISHMENTS RECEIVING THE SMITHSONIAN ANNUAL 

REPORTS. 

Africa. 

£359 11 13:05 17 19 21.25 27-35 BORA 3 4 49 553 5D OT Oop 

67 69 71 73 75 77 79 81 87 89. 

British America. 

95 101 109 111 1160 117 119 123 125 197 12 

147 148a@ 151 155 157 161 163 165 173 17 

209 211 217 222@ 225 227 231 233 230. 

ee 

33 139 143 145 

TAO AO TE 9 

Central America. 
249 251. 

Mexico. 

961 265 267 271 275 277 278 28d 287 289 29 

ioe 

279 93 295 297 303 

306 307 309 311 315 317 319 321 32 1 

West Indies. 

333:°335 337 339 343 347 349 351.353 357 359 360 360a 363 365 

South America. 

5 389 391 393 395 397 399 401 403 405 407 415 

3 425 435 439 445 447 449 451 463 465 467 469 

A471 473 474 477 483 485 487 489 491 493 495 501 503 515 

517 523 525 529 537 545 549 551 553 557 559 561 563 565 

Asia. 

579 583 593 597 599 603 607 609 613 615 619 621 623 627 62 

630 631 633 635 637 639 641 642b 643 647 649 653 655 660 

661 663 665 667 669 671 673 675 677 folk a 685 688 6389 

690b 693 697 703 705 709 713 715 721 72 739 745 749 

751 758 10) 45 761 16d. 160 169) Ga 77 3 77 zt (HE 

Australasia. 

781 783 784 785 787 789 791 795 797 799 800 801 805 811 

813 S15 817 819 821 831 835 837 839 841 843 844 845 847 

849 853 857 859 861 863 867 869 871 873 875 877 881 882 

885 889 891 893 897 899 903 905 909 911 913 915 917 921 

923 925 927 929 931 935 941 942 943 945 947 949 951 993 

955 959 961 963 965 966 967 968 969 970. 

~~ 1 a) 
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Austria-Hungary. 

977 979 983 985 987 989 991 993 995 997 999 1001 1003 1005 

1007 1009 1011 1015 1015 1017 1025 1025 1027 1029 1031 

1033 1039 1041 1045 1061 1063 1065 1069 1071 1073 1075 

1077 1079 1081 1083 1087 1089 1091 1093 1094¢ 1094d 1095 

1097 1099 1101 1103 1105 1109 1111 1115 1117 1119 1121 

1125 1131 1131) 1135 1139 1141 1143 1145 1147 1149 1151 

MSs bt GK VWGS  TiGa iGo At to Ais L779) 1181 

MSs eisa 1ST ALSO AG PLoS EL ay tO iL 9" 1205) 1209 

1211 1213 1217 1219 1221 1223 1225 1227 1229 1231 1235 

1237 1259 1241 1243 1247 1249 1251 1255 1259 1263 1265 

1267 1271 1273 1275 1279 1281 1285 1297 1298 1299 1301 

1307 1311 1315 1317 1319 1321 13825 13827 1329 1333 1339 

1341 1843 1345 1347 1351 1355 1357 1359 1361 1369 1371 

1375 1379 1383 1385 1389 1391 1395 1407 1411 1415 1423 

1433 1435 1439 1441 1445. 

Belgium. 

1447 1449 1453 1455 1457 1461 1467 1469 1471 1473 1475 1477 1479 

1483 1487 1489 1491 1493 1495 1501 1503 1505 1509 1511 1513 

1517 1519 1521 1523 1527 1533 1535 1537 1539 1545 1547 1549 

1551 1553 1559 1561 1563 1565 1567 1569 1571 1573 1575 1577 

1581 1583 1585 1587 1589 1591 1593 1595 1597 1599 1601 1603 

1605 1607 1609 1611 1613 1615 1619 1621 1623 1625 1627 1629 

1631 1635 1637 1639 1641 1643 1647 1651 1653 1657 1659 1661 

1663 1665 1667 1669 1671 1673 1675 1677 1679 1681 1683 

1685 1687 1689 1691 1695 1697 1701 1703 1705 1707. 

Denmark. 

1711 1715 1719 1723 1727 1735 1737 1739 1741 1743 1745 1747 1749 

1751 1753 1763 1767 1769 1771 1773 1775 1777 1779 1781 1783. 

France. 

1787 1793 1795 1799 1801 1809 1811 1813 1815 1817 1819 1821 1823 
1825 1827 1829 1831 1833 1835 1837 1841 1843 1845 1847 1851 
1857 1859 1861 1863 1865 1869 1871 1873 1875 1877 1879 1881 
1883 1885 1891 1893 1899 1905 1907 1909 1911 1915 1917 1919 
1921 1923 1925 1927 1929 1931 1935 1937 1939 1941 1943 1945 
1947 1951 1955 1957 1959 1961 1965 1969 1973 1975 1977 1979 
1983 1985 1987 1991 1995 1997 1999 2003 2005 2009 2011 2013 
2015 2017 2021 2023 2025 2027 2029 2031 2033 2035 2039 2041 
2043 2045 2047 2049 2051 2053 2055 2057 2059 2061 2063 2065 
2069 2071 2072 2073 2075 2077 2079 2080 2081 2085 2089 2091 
2093 £097 2099 2101 2103 2165 2109 2115 2117 2121 2124 2125 
2127 2129 2131 2133 2135 2137 2141 2143 2149 2150 2153 2157 



LIST OF FOREIGN CORRESPONDENTS. 

2159 2161 2163 2165 2167 2171 2175 2177 2179. 2189 2193 2197 

2199 2201 2203 2200 2207 220) 2211 2215 2221 2223 2229 2233 

2239 2237 2239 2243 2249 2255 2259 2261 2263 2265 2267 2269 

2273 2277 2279 2281 2289 2287 2291 2293 2295 2297 2299 2301 

2305 2307 2309 2311 2313 2315 2317 2319 2321 2323 2325 2327 

2329 2331.2333 2335 2341 2343 2347 2353 2355 2357 2359 2365 

2367 2369 2371 2377 2383 2387 2389 2395 2397 2399 2401 2402 

2105 2407 2409 2411 2415 2417 2419 2491 2493 2425 2197 2429 

2453 2455 2431 2433 2435 2443 2 

2466 2469 2471 24753 * 

2457 2459 2461 2463 2465 2465e 

2477 2479 2481 2493 2494 2499 2502b 

2503 2505 2507 2513 2519 2527 2529 2531 2533 2535 2537 

2539 2541 2543 2545 2 25 19 2549¢ 2551 2553 2559 2561 2563 

2569 2575 2577 2579 2585 2589 2592b 2599 2605 2609 2611 2615 

2617 2619 2621 2624 26244 2626 2627 2633 2635 2636c¢ 2643 2655 | 

2659 5665 2671 2677 2679 2631 2683 2685 2687 2689 2691 2693 

2695 2697 2699 2701 2703 2705 2707 2709 2711 2713 2717 2719 

) 
iil aoel 
“lI ¢ Cr 

bo bo 
> S 

Hm et 

27 

QT2 1. 2723 2725 2727 2729 273k 2735 2737 2139 2T4AL 2743 2745 

QTAT 2749 2751 2755 2757 2758 2759 Z76L 2765 2769 2771 2773 | 

O1Td 2777 2783 2785 2787 2789 2793 2797 2799 2801 2803 2805 | 

2809 2815 2817 2819 2821 2823 2825 2829 2831 2835 2837 2839 

2, 2849 2851 2855 2857 2859 2861 2863 2865 

i 

2841 2843 2845 2847 

2867 2869 2871 2873 2875 2877 2879 2881 2883 2885 2889 2891 

2893 2895 2901 2903 2905 2907 2909 2911 2915 2915 2917 2919 

2921 2923 2925.2927 2929 2931 2932 2933 2937 2939 2941 2945 

2947 2949 295302955 2961 2967 2969 2971 2975 2977 2979 2983 

2987 2989 2991 2993 2995 2997. 

Germany. 

$001 3003 3005 3097 3009 3015 3019 3021 3023 3025 3027 3029 

3035 3039 3045 3047 3049 3051 30355 3055 3059 3063 3065 3069 

3071 3075 3081 3085 3091 5095 5095 3111 3123 3129 3133 3147 

3149 3151 3165 3167 3171 38175 3177 2 95 3206 3213 3221 3223 

3943 3245 3257 .3273 3291 3295. 3299 3301 3307 3309 3311 3313 

” 3323 3325 3327 3333 3337 3343 3345 3347 3393 3301 33565 3367 

3371 3373 3383 3421 3423 3431 3433 3407 3459 3523 3540 3558 

3567 3571 3583 3585 3589 3593 3611 3623 3651 5639 3615 3665 

3667 3675 3683 3685 3693 3697 3705 3707 3711 3719 3721 3723 

3727 3733 3737 38741 3745 3749 3753 37395 3757 3759 3771 3775 

3777 3779 3783 3787 3789 3791 3793 3795 3797 3799 3801 3803 

3805 3807 3809 3817 3319 pee 3825 3827 3829 3831 3837 3839 

3841 3845 3847 3849 3851 3853 3855 3857 3859 3861 3868 3865 

3867 3869 3873 3875 3877 a 3885 3887 3891 3893 3899 3901 

3905 3909 3920 3921 3925 3929 3933 3935 3957 3939 3945 3949 

3951 3955 3959 3961 3963 3965 3969 3971 3972 5975 3977 3981 

3983 3991 3999 4005 4007 4009 40L1 4015 4015 4017 4019 4025 

4027 4029 4031 4033 4037 4047 4049 4055 4055 4061 4069 4071 
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4075 4081 4083 4085 4095 4097 4107 4111 4115 rae 4119 4125 

41927 4131 4137 4159 4141 4145 4147 4149 4151 4153 4155 4157 

4171 4173 4175 4197 4201 4203 4205 4207 4209 4211 4215 4215 

4917 4221 4225 4231 4233 4235 4237 4243 4240 4247 4249 4951 

4253 4255 4263 4269 4273 4277 4281 4283 4289 4293 4297 4303 

4305 4307 4309 4311 4313 4317 4327 4329 4351 4335 4339 4341 

4543 4345 4347 4351 4355 4365 4367 4369 4575 4385 4389 4391 

4399 4401 4403 4413 4417 4419 4491 4423 44295 4497 4429 4441 

4445 4445 4451 4453 4455 4459 4461 4463 4465 4467 4471 4480 

4485 4489 4491 4493 4494 4495 4501 4505 4507 4509 4511 4513 

4515 4517 4519 4521 4527 4529 4531 4537 4545 4551 4553 45505 

4557 4561 4563 4569 4571 4575 4577 4579 4581 4583 4584 4587 

4589 4591 4601 4603 4605 4609 4611 4613 4615 4619 4621 4623 

4625 4627 4629 4631 4635 4637 4647 4653 4657 4665 4675 4679 

4681 4685 4685 4693 4695 4697 4699 4700 4701 4705 4705 4709 

4713 4715 4717 4721 4723 4725 4727 4729 4737 4739 4741 4743 

ATA 4747 4755 4757 4769 4771 4775 4779 4781 4783 4785 4789 

4795 4799 4801 4803 4805 4807 4811 4815 4815 4817 4819 4821 

4825 4831 4835 4835 4837 4841 4845 4847 4849 4851 4555 4857 

4859 4861 4863 4865 4869 4871 4875 4875 4877 4879 4531 4883 

4885 4887 4889 4891 4893 4895 4897 4899 4905 4907 4909 4911 

4913 4914 4921 4923 4925 4927 4929 4932 4935 4937 4939 4941 

4943 4945 4947 4949 4951 4955 4957 4961 4963 4965 4967 4969 

4973 4975 4979 4981 4983 4985 4989 4991 4993 4995 4997 4999 

5001 5003 5005 5011 5021 5023 5025 5033 5035 5037 5041 5043 

5049 5051 5055 5057. 5060 5063 5065 5067 5069 5071 5075 5075 

5077 5079 5081 5083 5085 5087 5089 5091 5093 5095 5097 5099 

5S1OL 5105 5109 5111 5012 5113 

Great Britain. 
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5141 5143 5145 5147 5149 5151 515: 

5167 5168 5169 5170 5173 5175 51 

D190 5193 5195 5197 5199 5201 5203 ! 

9221 5225 5227 5229 5233 5235 Beers 

5255 5259 5261 5263 5265 5266d 5269 5271 : 
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St Or ie) Oo cr or op) or Or OU (Fp) ~~ 5565 5567 5569 5571 5573 

5589 5591 5597 5600 5601 

5619 5621 5623 5624 5625! 

5641 5643 5645 5647 5649 ! 

5665 5667 5669 5671 5673 a 

5689 5691 5693 5695 5697 5699 5 

0715 5717 5721 5723 5725 572 

D 

ov Or 
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7 5899 5901 ! 5903 3907 5910 5011 5913 5915 

5925 5929 5931 5933 5935 5937 5939 5941 5943 

os 9953 5955 5957 5959 5961 5963 5965 5967 5969 

DOTIC DOE: i 5981 5983 5985 5985a 5987 5989 5991 5993 5995. 

5997 5998 6001 6003 6005 6007 6015 6019 6021 6025 6035 6037 

6039 6048 6049 6051 6053 6055 6057 6061 6065 6067 6071 6073 

6075 6079 6031 6083: 6085 6089 6001 6093 6095 6097 6099 6100h 

6101 6103 6105 6106 6111 6115 6119 6125 6127 6131 6133 6135 

6159 G141 6145 6145 6147 6149 6151 6153 6155 6157 6159 6161 
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Greece. 

227 6229 6231 6235 6239 6241 6243 6245 6247 6249. 

Iceland. 

6253 6255 6256 6257 6259 6261 6265 6267 6269 6275 6277 6279. 

Italy. 

6281 6283 6285 6287 6289 6291 6293 6295 6299 6301 6302 6307 6309 

6311 6318 6315 6316 6316¢ 6319 6321 6325 6327 6329 6331 6335 

6337 6341 6343 6347 6349 6351 6353 6355 6357 6363 6365 6367 

6371 6373 6375 6377 6379 6381 6383 6385 6387 6389 6391 6393 

6395 6396 6397 6399 6403 6405 6407 6413 6415 6417 6423 6427 

6429 6431 6433 6437 6439 6441 6443 6445 6447 6449 6451 6453 

6461 6463 6465 6467 6469 6470 6471 6475 6475 6477 6479 64835 

6487 6489 6491 6493 6495 6501 6503 6507 6511 6515 6517 6519 

6521 6523 6525 6527 6529 6531 6533 6535 6537 6537¢ 6539 6541 

6543 6547 6549 6551 6553 6555 6357 6559 65606 6563 6565 6567 

6571 6573 6575 6579 6581 6583 6585 6589 6593 6595 6597 6599 

6603 6605 6607 6609 6611 6615 6617 6621 66235 6625 6627 6629 

6631 6633 6635 6637 6639 6643 6645 6649 6651 6653 6655 6657 

6659 6661 6663 6665 6667 6571 6673 6675 6677 6679 6681 6683 

6685 6687 6688 6691 6693 6695 6697 6698 6599 6701 6703 6705 
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6707 6709 6711 6713 6715 6719 6721 6725 6727 6729 6731 6733 

6735 6737 6759 6741 6742 6743 6745 6747 6749 6753 6757 6759 

6761 6763 6767 6771 6773 6775 6777 6779 68381 6783 6787 6789. 

Netherlands. 

6791 6794 6795 6797 6799 6803 6805 6807 6808 6809 6311 6813 6817 

6821 6825 6825 6827 6829 6831 6835 6839 6843 6845 6847 6849 

6855 6857 6859 6861 6863 6865 6867 63869 6871 6873 6875 6877 

6879 6851 6883 6887 6889 6891 6893 6895 6897 6899 6901 6903 

6905 6913 6915 6917 6919 6921 6927 6929 6931 6933 6935 6937 

6939 6941 6943 6945 6947. 

Norway. 

6951 6953 6959 696L 6963 6965 6967 6969 6971 6975 6975 6977 6979 

6981 6985 6985 7003 7005 7009 7011 7015 7019 7021 7023 7025 

7027 7029 7031 7037 7039 T04L 7047 7049 T7051 7053 7055 7057 

7059 7061 7068 7065 7067 7069 7078 7077. 

Portugal. 

7079 7081 7083 7085 7087 7089 7091 7093 7095 7101 7103 7105 7107 
TAOS ALT WAS TALS TILT TL LO 7121 F123) T7125 T1270 F129 F131 

4135 7137 7141 7143 7145 7147 7149 7151 7153 7155 7157. 

Roumania. 
7164¢ 

Russia. 

7167 4169 7171 7173 7175 7177 7179 7181 7183 7185 7187 7194¢ 7195 

T1197 7199 7201 7203 7205 7207 7209 7211 7213 7215 7217 7221 

7223 7225 7229 7231 7233 7235 7237 7239 7241 7243 7245 7249 

(251 7253 7255 7257 7259 7261 7263 7265 7267 7269 7271 7273 

41279 7281 7283 7287 7289 7291 7293 7295 7297 7299 7301 7303 

7305 7307 7309 7313 7321 7323 7325 7329 7331 7333 7335 7337 

7339 7341 7343 7345 7347 7349 7350 7353 7357 7359 7361 7363 

7365 7367 7371 7373 7375 7377 7379 7381 7383 7385 7389 7391 

7393 7395 7397 7399 7403 7405 7407 7409 7411 7415 7417 7419 

(421 7423 7425 7429 7431 7435 7437 7439 7441 7443 7445 7447 

7449 7751 7453 7455 7457 7461 7463 7469 7471 7473 7475 7477 

7479 7481 7483 7485 7487 7495 7497 7499 7501 7503 7505 7507 

7511 7513 7515 7517 7519 7521 7523 7225 7529 7531 7533 7537. 

Servia. 
5743. 

Spain. 

7045 7547 7551 7559 7561 7563 7565 7567 7569 7573 7582 7583 7585 

7587 T591L 7593 7595 7597 7599 7601 7603 7605 7609 7611 7613 

7615 7617 7623 7625 7629. 
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Sweden. 

7633 7639 7641 7643 7643a 7644 7645 7651 7655 7657 7659 7661 7663 

7665 7667 7672 7673 7675 7677 7679 7685 7687 7689 T7691 7694. 

Switzerland. 

6107 6009: 7011 T7415 T1716 F721 T1283. T129\ Tak 

1733 7735 7737 7739 T741 7743 7745 7747 T7749 7751 7753 T7755 

C157 1759 Ti61 7763. T7167 7769 7771 T7713 T1715 T1717 T7119 Ti8l 

7783 7785 T7789 7791 7793 T7794 7795 T7797 7799 T7801 7803 7805 

7807 7809 7811 7813 7815 7717 7819 7821 7823 7823a 7825 7827 

7831 7833 7837 7839 7841 7843 7847 7849 78 851 7853 7857 7859 

7861 7863 7865 7867 7869 7871 7873 7875 7879 7881 T7885 

Turkey. 

7891 7893 7897 7899 7901 7903 7905 7907 7909 7911 7913 7915 7917 

7919 7921. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

The object of the GENERAL APPENDIX is to furnish summaries of 

scientific discovery in particular directions; occasional reports of the 

investigatioos made by collaborators of the Institution; memoirs of a 

general character or on special topics, whether original and prepared 

expressly for the purpose, or selected from foreign journals and proceed- 

ings; and briefly to present as (fully as space will permit} sueh papers 

not published in the “Smithsonian Contributions” or in the “ Miscella. 

neous Collections” as may be supposed to be of interest or value to the 

numerous correspondents of the Institution. 
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PAPERS RELATING TO ANTHROPOLOGY. 

THE RAY COLLECTION FROM HUPA RESERVATION. 

BY OTIS T. MASON. 

“The thing that hath been it is that which shall be, and that which 

is done is that which shall be done, and there is no new thing under the 
sun.” 

This axiom having commended itself to a wise man of antiquity, finds 

a new and wider verification in the court of modern science. ; 

Could we glean from each or any savage tribe of earth its apparatus 

for administering to its every desire, and discard therefrom the perish- 

able portions, we should have a technological exhibit not unlike our 

smaller cabinets of antiquities collected in a circumscribed area. 

teversing the process, if we add to our ancient stone implements all 

the wooden, textile, leather, bone, and horn accompaniments of such 

things, as they are now found in a savage camp, we shall not be far 

from a correct picture of the industries which that ancient people prac- 

ticed, and we could easily guess the sort of life they led. We ought to 

proceed with the utmost caution in this matter, for the following rea- 

son: Human inventions, like natural objects, go in companies and af- 

fect one another by contact and mutual action according to a law of mu- 

tual modification. Just as the bees and the honey-producing orchids 

have become mutually modified, so have man’s devices in each depart- 

mentof industry acted and Poatied upon one another to produce change 

of form and structure. It is not enough, then, to compare an arrow-head 

of the past with an arrow-head of the present. The student should thor- 

oughly exhaust the archeology of a mound, tomb, camp-site, ete. He 

should also thoroughly scrutinize the industries, sociology, beliefs, and 

ceremonies of each modern tribe, in order to arrive at a broad SMe 

zation of past human history. 

The older archeologists and technologists did not foresee the drift of 
modern studies, and consequently did not attend to this matter with 

the minutiz now demanded. 
This fact is far from rendering all their treasures now in our posses- 

sion worthless. It only enjoins upon their successors the necessity of 

supplementing their work, and adding fourfold vaiue to their collec- 

tions by a little cautious gleaiing. 
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The United States National Museum possessed a fine collection of 

ethnological material from northern California, gathered by Wilkes and 

later explorers down to the centennial work of Stephen Powers (Cont. 

to N. Am. Ethnol., IlI). In order to bring: this material into shape to 

illustrate the whole life of the Klamath River tribes, Lieut. P. H. Ray, U. 

S. Army, undertook while at Fort Gaston in 1885 to collect material for 

this supplementary work. Most of the pieces described in this paper 

are from Lieutenant Ray’s collection and bear testimony to the obliga- 

tion the ethnologist may be under to an army officer who will thus oc- 

cupy economically the ieisure of post duties. 

Hoopa Valley Reservation, established in 1864 (Ind. Aff. Report, 

1864, 1865, 1866), is 16 miles long and 12 miles wide. The valley con- 

tains 1,200 acres of arable land, which lies on both sides of the Trinity 
River 8 miles above its junction with the Klamath. 

This romantic spot is reachea by two days of mule travel from Arcata, 

in Humboldt County, 40 miles away. The whole distance presents an 

unchanging wildness of mountain scenery, varied with somber forests 

of redwood, and occasional patches of grazing land. 

In all this journey the traveler’s communion with nature is little 

interrupted with signs of human habitation until his eye rests on Fort 

Gaston, at the south side of Hoopa Valley. 

In the northern part of California, west of the Coast range, dwelt 

formerly the following stocks of Indians, speaking languages so radically 

different that philologists are unable to ascribe to these languages a 

common origin. 

(1) The Pacific slope branch of the Athapascan or Tinnéan stock, in 
the extreme northwestern corner and far northward into Oregon. 

(2) Ehnikan, or Karok, between 123° west and Klamath River. 
(35) Shastian, 41° to 43° north, 122° to 123° west, in round numbers. 

(4) Weitspekan, or Yurok, around the lower Klamath. 

(5) Weeyotan, or Wishoskan, on lower Eel River. 

(6) Kopean, or Wintun, west side of Sacramento River. 

Upon the Hoopa Reservation were placed by the Government, in 1864, 
a number of bands scattered around Trinity River. To them were 

added subsequently, the Redwoods, Seaws, Mad Rivers, and others 

from the neighborhood. These bands have been at various times 

named as follows (Spalding’s Rept., 1870): 

Hoonsolton (Ath.) = Hunsating (Powers). 

Miscolt (Ath.) = Miskut (Powers). 

Sawmill (Perhaps Cernalton). 

Hostler (Ath.) = Hosler (Powers). 
Cernalton. 

Matilden (A th.) = Mitilti (Powers). 

Kentuck (Ath.) = Alaaktit. Niyankéteteni, Youtochetts; Yahnih- 

kahs (Dorsey and Mooney). 

redwood. 
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Tishtangatang (Ath.)=Tishtanatan; Siaws (Ath.)=Saiaz (Ind. Aff. 

Rept.); Humboldt. 
The Indian Affairs reports of the last ten years have given Hunsa- 

tung, Hoopa, Klamath River, Miskut, Redwood, Saiaz, Sermalton, 

Tishtanatan. 

Mr. Powers: (Cont. to N. Am. Ethnology, Vol III, 73) enumerates 

the Hunsatung, Miskut, Hosler, Mitilti, Tishtanatan, Waykat, Chail- 

kulkaituk, Chantakoda, Wissomanshuh, Miskeloitok, Hasslintung. 

Commencing with 1865, the population of this reservation has been 

reported as follows: (5) 650; (6) 623; (7) 550; (8) 725; (9) 979; coy) 

874; (1) 750; (2) 725; (3) 725; (4) 666; (5) 716; (6) ——; (7) 427; (8) 

427; (9) 415; (1880) 414; (1) 480; (2) 510; (3) 508. 
Although a great majority of these bands belong to the Athapascan 

stock their arts have been so long in the leading-strings of this salmon 

prolific, acorn and redwood abounding region, that in houses, dress, 

implements, and products of industry they do not differ from their im- 

mediate neighbors. Lieutenant Ray gathered his specimens from the 

Natano (Tishtanatan) and Kenuck (Klamath Rivers), both assigned by 

Mr. Dorsey and Mr. Mooney to the Athapascan or Tinnéan linguistic 

stock. 

The Hupa of former times are said by Mr. Powers: (Cont. N. Am. Eth- 

nology, III, 72) to have been the finest race in all that region next after 

the Karok on the lower Klamath, whom they excel i in statecraft. ‘They 

were the Romans of northern California in valor and the French in lan- 

guage. They hold in a state of semi-vassalage (I speak always of abo- 

riginal acts) most of the tribes around them, except their two powerful 

neighbors on the Klamath, exacting from them annual tribute in the 

shape of peltry and shell money, and they compel all their tributaries 

to this day, to the number of about a half dozen, to speak Hupa in com- 

munication with them. 

“Although they originally occupied only about 20 miles of the lower 

Trinity, their authority was eventually AU SRO TON ee about 60 miles 

along that stream, on South Fork, on New River, on Redwood Creek, 

on a good portion of Mad River, and Van Dusew’s Fork; and there is 

good reason to believe that their name was scarcely less dreaded on 

lower Eel River, if they did not actually saddle the tribes of that val- 

ley with their idiom.” This language applies to the Hupas before the 

mad hunger for gold had peopled California with human wolves. hes 

a startling but eloquentcommentary upon their treatment and education 

to read later on: “The Hupas are not to-day any more enlightened, ad- 

vanced, progressive, industrious, or better off in any way than they 

were when the reservation was established about twenty years ago.” 

(Ind. Aff. Rep., 1881, 6.) 

HABITATIONS AND WOOD-WCRKING. 

The hills skirting the Trinity and Klamath Rivers are covered with 

redwood trees, most grateful wood to savage artisans. Their soft trunks 
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have had much to do with the mannerin which houses, boats, ete., have 

been made. On the southward slopes of those hills habitations are built 

to catch the more direct rays of the sun and to shield the inhabitants 

from the merciless north winds (Fig. 1). With the art of the house-builder 

two implements in the Ray collection are intimately connected, the 

stone hammers (Figs. 2, 3, 4) and the elk-horn wedge (Plate X, Fig. 79). 

The hammers are of dark, heavy schist or basalt, bell-shaped, and fre- 

quently with greatly expanded tops or pommels. While the specimens 

agree in general outline, there is not the same conventionalism and fin- 

ish that are found farther north. 

These hammers are still used by the old men among the Hupas, but 

none of them are able to make one. Those now in possession are much 

battered, have been handed down for generations, and are highly ven- 
erated. 

The wedges are made of the antler of the wapiti or American elk 

(Cervus canadensis, Estleben), and are extremely hard. <A close in- 

spection of any collection of so-called bone implements will reveal a 

large percentage made of this substance. These antler wedges are used 

by canoe and house builders to split the redwood logs. By means of 

stone axes and fire a tall straight redwood was felled or one already 

fallen cut the proper length. By means of a row of antler or wooden 

wedges and the stone hammer just described, deftly administered, slabs 

and puncheons of required size were removed, and when necessary 

adzed down to a tolerable evenness. 

special care should be taken to distinguish these bell-shaped ham- 

mers from pestles (Fig. 52d). The latter are designed to mash, tritu- 

rate, or macerate something in a mortar of wood or stone. Coming in 

contact with the mortar chiefly at the edge of its base, the pestle must 

necessarily have a rounded bottom, and it may be safely asserted that 

no savage ever flattened or hollowed the bottom of an implement and 

carefully squared its base for the purpose of knocking the rim off the 

next moment. 

The mallet or stone hammer is designed to strike a wedge or handle 

of wood, bone, antler, ete. Coming in contact with these softer sub- 
stances in the middle of its base, that part of the mallet is usually 

flattened or convex. The edge may be fractured, but itis seldom worn 

away. 

Houses of the Yurok and Karok were sometimes constructed on level 

earth, but generally they excavated a round cellar 4 or 5 feet deep and 

12 to 15 in diameter (Fig. 1). Over this they built a square cabin of 

split poles or puncheons, planted erect in the ground aud covered with 

a flattish puncheon roof. They ate and slept in the cellar (it being only 

a pit, not covered, except by the roof), squatting in a circle around the 

fire, and stored their supplies on the bank above next to the walls of 

the cabin. Tor a door they took a puncheon about 4 feet wide, set it up 

at one corner of the cabin, and with infinite scrapings of flints and elk- 
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horns bored a round hole through it, barely large enough to admit the 

passuge of an Indian on all fours. The cabin being built entirely of 
wood and not thatched accounts partly for the healthy looking eyes of 

the Klamath tribes. A space in front of the cabin was kept clean-swept, 
and frequently paved with cobbles, with a larger one placed each side 

of the door holes, and on this pavement the squaws sat weaving baskets. 

The assembly chamber of the Karoks in California is wholly under- 

ground and oblong, the dimensions being 10 feet by 6 feet and about 7 

feet high. The roof is flattish and level with the earth. It is puncheoned 

ap inside and air-tight, except the hatchway at the side. 

This structure is used as club-room, council-house, dormitory, suda- 

tory and medical examination room. No squaw may enter on penalty 

of death, except to stand her examination for M. D. 

During cold weather perpetual fires burn, and there are enough in each 

village to furnish sleeping room for all adult males thereof. The wood 

is gathered by the men. (See Powers’ Cont. N. A. Ethnol., III, p. 25, 

for curious manner of cutting this wood. Also his frontispiece for a 

picture of the sweat-lhouse). 

Another style of lodge very seldom seen was as follows: <A cireular 

cellar 3 or 4 feet deep and 12 feet wide was dug and the side walled up 

with stone. Around this cellar, ata distance ofa few feet from the edge 
of it, was erected a stone wall. On this wall they leaned up poles, pun- 

cheons, and broad sheets of red wood bark, covering the cellar with a 

conical-shaped inclosure. 

Sometimes the stone wall, instead of being on the inside of the wig- 

wam, supporting the poles, was on the outside, around the end of the 
poles, and served to steady them. 

Shiftless Indians neglected to wall up the cellars either with stone or 

wood, leaving only a bank of earth. In the center of the cellars was a 

five-sided fire-pit, walled with stone, as in the common square cabin. 

This cellar was both dining-room and dormitory; a man lying with his 

head to the wall had his feet in comfortable position for toasting before 

the fire. Under his head or neck was a wooden pillow a little rounded 

out on top. (Fig. 5, Powers’, p. 74.) 

The most humble dwelling of all is called the “ wickiup,” which is little 

more than a booth, with wind-break on the north side, awning overhead, 
and the minimum of comfort and safety everywhere. 

The Hupa houses are said to have been half cellars, half shanties, the 

eaves of the roof only a foot or two from the surface, in which they slept 

on the ground, formerly on skins, latterly on blankets, their pillow-blocks 

of wood 12 inches long at the top, 3 inches wide, and four inches high. 

resembling the neck part of an ox-yoke inverted (Fig. 5). The North 

American Indians did not generally use such head-rests, which are 

very cominon in China andJapan and among the two Oceanic races—the 
Malayo-Polynesians and the Papuans. Lieutenant Ray says that many 

of the old people still use these pillows, Stephen Powers also mentions 
H, Mis, 170——14 
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them, and sent an example to the National Museum in 1876. (Cont. to 

N. Am. Ethnol., IL, 74). 
Another article of furniture in this meagerly-furnished household is the 

low stool of wood in form of a truneated cone, 11 inches wide and 3 

inches high (Fig. 6). There are no tables, neither carpets nor hangings, 

except as the well-tanned buck-skins and pelts on floor and wall perform 

the functions of tapestry and curtains. 

DRESS AND ADORNMENT. 

The native dress for every-day wear among the northern Californian In- 

dians was formerly very meager and little varied (Powers, Cont. N. A. 

Ethnol., II, Figs. 2, 3, 5, 6, 8, 23, 28, 30, 31). For the body, the robe of 

tanned deer-skin or of pelts sewed together (fig. 7) sufficed for both 

sexes. Among Lieutenant Ray’s collection is a man’s cloak of deer-skin, 

made of two hides of young deer sewed together, or rather each side 

consists of three-fourths of a skin so united that the two tails hang down 

below and the two necks extend around the shoulders of the wearer, 
fastening in front. 

The ordinary head covering for the men was formerly a hood of skin 

or leather ornamented, but the women wore the daintiest cap in the 

worid, a hemispherical bowl of basketry made of a tough fiber twined 

with the greatest nicety and embroidered in black, brown, and yellow. 

(Plates 1, 11, 111, Figs. 8-25.) The body weaving is done with the brown 

fiber, showing on the inside and occasionally on the outside in narrow 

bands, figures, and diaper work. Most of the outer side is ornamented 

by overlaying each strand of the brown with a strip of tough grass in 

natural color or dyed, or with a strip of the black stalk of the maiden- 

hair fern. In twining her weft, the savage weaver managed to keep 

these colored grass strips outward, although she would for variety ocea- 

sionally hide the grass and reveal the body brown. The patterns are 

produced by a never-recurring variety of fillets, bands, triangles, and 

parallelograms which please the eye by their form and color, but which 

are the easiest of all to produce, requiring only careful attention to 

counting stitches. 

The shoes of the Hupas and of the other Indians of this region are 

made high like gaiters and are eut from a single piece of buckskin 

(Plate Iv, Figs. 26-31) sewed up at the back rather carelessly by a buck- 

Skin cord as in basting. Down the instep a curious seam is formed as 

follows (Fig. 29): ‘Lhe two edges of the leather are slightly split, they 

are then brought together as in joining the edges of a carpet. A loose 

cord of sinew is laid along the two edges and a whipped stitching of 

sinew made to join the two inner margins of the edges of the buckskin, 
inclosing at the same time the loose cord of sinew. 

When the shoe is rounded out, the two outer margins of the leather 

come together on the outside of the shoe and conceal the sewing alto- 

gether. A coarse sandal of the thick portion of the elk-hide or of twined 
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matting is worn by some tribes (Fig. 30), and also a nicely woven leg- 

ging of soft basketry (Fig. 31). The latter, however, belong to full or 

ceremonial dress. 

The ceremonial costume of all the Indians in the region under consid- 

eration is most elaborate, free use being made of pelts, buckskins, and 

paint, and of feathers especially. A few pieces of costume gathered 

by Lieutenant Ray will be described in detail. 

Hats of elk-skin, tanned and painted, are made in the following man- 

ner (Fig. 32): A strip of elk-skin about 7 inches wide is cut in shape of 

aright trapezoid, measuring 19 inches along the upper edge and 22 

inches along the lower. The two ends are sewed together with two- 

ply sinew thread by a row of blind stitches, visible on the inside and 

not on the outside of the hat. The body of the hat is painted red. 

Four panels or cartouches are bounded by blue lines, from which ex- 

tend inwardly points and wavy lines. The interior of the spaces is 

in white pipe-clay. <A tall goose-feather plume arises in front, anda 

pendant owl feather hangs behind. The strings are of calico rag. 

Such hats are worn by young men at a dance which is given when 

they attain the age of 20 years, at which they are admitted to the coun- 

cils of the bands. 

Head bands of soft deer skin are worn, 144 by 5 inches, ingeniously 

ornamented with rows of different material recalling certain types of 

Eskimo embroidery. (Fig. 33.) Along the bottom will be a stripe 1 

inch wide formed of deer-skin with the hair on, pointed upwards, and 

shorn straight above. Over this may be a broad stripe 34 inches wide 

formed by many breasts of blue jays. This, too, is succeeded by another 

band, perhaps of deer-skin. Further up a stripe formed of black and 

white triangle alternating, the former of feathers, the latter of deer 

hair. Above all a row of nearly a hundred pompons of wood-pecker’s 

crest. The back is stiffened with several vertical splints set in like 

modern whalebone. Along the sides two buckskin flaps lap over at the 

back of the head. Lieutenant Ray says that such articles are used as 

money. They are worn by menat festal dances,and used as a medium 

of exchange. In traffic the value is about $30, and Stephen Powers 

speaks of an inferior one for which the owner refused $60. 

_ Hair ornaments for the dance are made of strips of haliotis shell 

(varying from 4$ to 1 inch in length and oblong, though irregular in 

outline) and pierced at one end. Through this hole a loop of leather 

string is passed and wrapped in three places with a strip of yellow 

grass for ornament. Two bunches of these pendants, nine in each 

bunch, are connected by a string just long enough to reach over the 

head and permit the pendants to hang gracefully on either side. When 

Shaken these bunches produce a pleasing sound. 

Every attractive object is laid under contribution in the Hupa head- 

dress, otter-skin, wings, crests, necks, tail feathers of flickers, wood- 
peckers, ducks, blue jays, fox-skin, pretty shells, dyed grass, quail- 

skins, etc. (Plates v, v1, Figs. 34-41.) 
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The neck ornaments of the women in this region are very pretty and 

of great variety, being wrought chiefly from nuts, shells, beads, grass, 

feathers, and leather. Necklaces are frequently made of the seed of the 

piton tree by grinding off both ends, removing the fleshy portion and 

stringing. When the ends are ground off diagonally and the seeds 

strung, alternately leaning to right and left, they form a pretty zigzag 

effect ou their strings. Smaller pine seeds are formed into necklaces 

variegated here and there with white beads or shells. A valuable speci- 

men in this line is a necklace of nine hundred shells of Olivella biplicata 

strung by grinding off the apexes. 
A very pretty kind of woman’s necklace is made of bunches of grass_ 

cord and several cords in each bunch. Each cord consists of a bunch 

of grass leaves, sewed with a delicate cord of grass thread and at in- 

tervals with bands of yellow, red, and black yarn, the cord when 

served being less than one-eighth inch thick. Hanging on the neck, 

this crescent-shaped object forms a very attractive ornament. The shell 

necklaces are of three varieties, dentalium and olivella strung length- 

wise, disks of olivella strung as wampum, and eylindrical necklaces of 

elam-shell disks. 

Danee dresses of deer-skin are worn by women on occasions of cere- 

mony. There are three of these of extraordinary elaborateness in 

Lieutenant Ray’s collection, in general outline alike, and differing only 

in details. (Fig.42.) They are made of soft deer-skin, a little over 3 

feet long, 2 feet 9 inches wide at bottom, and widening upward. At 

the top two strips are left abéut a foot long, to come over the shoulders 

as lapels. The lower 9 inches of the bottom are slit into strings one- 

eighth inch wide. To increase the fringe a series of holes is made 

across the bottom, 2 inches above the top of the fringe, $ inch apart. 

Into the first pair of holes two long strings of buckskin are looped mak- 

ing four strands of fringe. The inner one of these holes and the next 

hole receive two more strings, and so on. Excepting the two end ones, 

each hole has four strands passing through it. Hereby we have a very 

heavy fringe of buckskin, sometimes hanging down 18 inches. The 

body of the cloak or cape is plain. The upper part, forming a turn- 

down collar and lapel, is very gracefully decorated, thus: 

About 6 inches are slit into much narrower strands than those at the 
bottom. Each strand is wrapped with the grasses used in basketry 

and with maidep-hair fern to produce patterns. All of these strands: 

are gathered-at the top of these wrappings by a row of twined weaving 

with the cord used inmaking nets. Then half an inch of naked leather 

strings is left, succeeded by a row of twined weaving, half an inch of 

wrapped strands, half an inch of naked strands, 1 inch of wrapping, 

2 inches of naked strands, half an inch of wrapping, a narrow strip of 

naked strands, 1 of wrapping, 1 of naked strands, half an inch of 

wrapping, and finally the ends of the strands as fringe. In one case a 

brass sewing thimble is attached to each strand to make a jingling 
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sound. The alternation of bands of straw and leather of different 

widths, the triangular gradines wrought by serving adjacent strands 

with a different number of wraps, and the graceful appearance of the 

fringe make of these dance cloaks very attractive objects. No two of 

these are alike in the Sequence of colors, the width of stripe, or depth 

of fringe. 
The cinctures worn by women, and many other specimens in the mu- 

seum from this region, are constructed on the same plan, so that the de- 

scription of one of the most complicated will include all the rest (Fig. 43). 

A whole buckskin is folded in the middle. At the creased portion 

about 3 inches are left whole. The tailor slits the rest of the skin into 

“ shoe-strings.” Then she folded the skin three ply, as you would a 

sheet of letter paper for a long envelope, and sewed the under-cut strip 

together so as to keep the skin from unfolding. Commencing at one side 

she gathered twelve strings into a cable, taking four strands from each 

fold of the skin, and wrapped these for about 3 inches into a cylinder 

with broad strips of yellow grass. Continuing all the way acrossshe made 

series of these cables, inclosing in each twelve strands. With buck- 

skin string by twined weaving she united all these cylinders together at 

their lower ends, wrapping each strand with yellow grass. She intro- 

duced here and there the beads and pion seeds so as to form bands 

across the cincture. About 5 inches of the bottom of each strand were 

served with a kind of braiding now to be described. A very long, tough 

strip of straw folded by its middle around one of the buckskin strands, 

crossing at the opposite side, the ends are alternately turned back and 

tucked through the last fold, giving the appearance of a rough four-ply 

braid. This ingenious trick of imitating braid in the administration of 

one or two strands has been elsewhere noticed on the borders of basket- 

work bowls. (Smithsonian Report, 1884. Pt. U1, pl. XXXt.) 
A girdle or sash made of grass and buckskin is also worn by women. 

The mode of manufacture is so entirely aboriginal as to demand a mi- 

nute description. (Fig.44.) Take a strip of buckskin about 3 feet long 
and 3 inches wide and cut all but a short piece at one end into strings, 

which should be rolled. Provide a quantity of fine, shredded sinew 

and strands of yellow grass. Stretch the eight leather strands so as to 
be about one-eighth of an inch apart. Begin at the end where the strings 

are not cut apart, lay a thread of sinew across the leather strings at 

right angles and pass a strand of grass between each pair of strings, 

around the sinews, and back. Now bring the sinew around the outside 
string and across as before and double all the straws over it, and back 

between the strings. The straws are carried back and forward between 

the strings in a zig-zag manner around the sinew laid across each line. 

In this weaving with three elements Brussels carpet is somewhat antic- 

ipated. There is also a curious dance wand made of basket-work, which 

is carried in the hand during the dance. (Fig. 45.) This is a mat 
of twined grass cloth about 18 inches square woven in bands and 
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triangular patterns, black and red. A rod is sewed into each of two 
opposite ends of this cloth and these rods brought together so that the 

rods lie parallel, their ends projecting like the boom of a vessel. The 

ends of the wallet thus formed are closed by bits of cloth and the ends 

of the rods covered with red cloth, one end having a plume of bird 

feathers. Among the Wilkes collections from this region is a carved 

bone nose-plug, with feather ornaments at the ends. (Fig. 49.) This 

form of adornment is not common at present, as no specimens occur in 

the collections of later explorers. 

The necessary accompaniment of the dance costume is the toilet of 

the hair and face. Tattooing is done with the soot of the pine tree, 

macerated in deer’s marrow. The juice of herbs is also employed. 

Then, again, there are vermin tools, consisting of a paddle-shaped 

scraper and a crusher. (Figs. 46, 47.) One of the former inthis collec- 

tion (77197) is of cedar, 13 inches long, made very smooth, and polished 

at the end by long use. The other is of the white portion of elk horn, 

resembling ivory, diamond shaped, with one end rounded, 74 inches 

long, and nowhere over one-quarter of an inch thick. It has the ap- 

pearance of old Eskimo ivory implements, amber-colored by long use. 

The rounded side is covered with the triangular markings so much 

affected by this people and apparently transferred from basketry. 

The crusher is a cylindrical section of an elk’s femur, 61 inches long. 

The modus operandi is to stir up the vermin with the paddle and to 

crush them and their eggs by placing the crusher under the hair and 

pressing it with the paddles. 

The hair-brushes of the Hupa are made of rigid vegetable ¢hreads 

and root fibers about 6 inches long (Fig. 48), by doubling the strands 
and inclosing them like the hairs of a white-wash brush in a handle or 

grip of elk skin sewed fast. The ubiquitous paint mill is made of granite 

or schistose rock, napiform, about 4 inches in the long diameter, with a 

globose depression from 2 to 3 inches wide at top. The cup is coated 

with ocher and becomes extremely smooth from constant mulling. 

PREPARATION AND SERVING OF FOOD. 

As late as 1850 all the bands of Indians now on the Hupa Valley 

Reservation were living in pristine simplicity of social structure, arts, 

and ceremonies, which even now survives to a large extent among the 

old and conservative. Dr. Moffatt, the surgeon of the reservation in 

1865, says: “Their food varied with the season of the year ; each suc- 

cessive month furnished its own peculiar staple articles.” 

Autumn supplied the all-important acorn, large quantities of which 

were collected and kept in store for use during the winter and ensuing 

spring. Winter was the great hunting time. Then they chased the 

maniwitch (deer), and small game over the hills, bow in hand, or laid 

in wait for them in the thickets. Grouse, quails, and small birds were 

——, 
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hunted and shot with arrows or caught in rude snares set for them. 

The fruit of the chase, with the acorns, thus constituted the winter sup- 

ply of food almost exclusively. 

Spring brought new viands. Early vegetation furnished abundance 

in the form of young leaves and stems of succulent plants, with their 

roots attached, and various species of clover, which were gathered in 

large quantities and eaten. This was the season when the squaws 

might be seen setting out in procession, each with a basket swung upon 

her back, furnished with a piece of wood about 3 feet in length and 

sharpened to a point at both extremities to dig up roots, worms, etc. 

This was the season also when fishing commenced, sometimes earlier, 

sometimes later, according to the subsidence of the high water and 

other circumstances. 
The summer months prolonged the same supply, with the addition of 

Indian potatoes, or soap-root, as it is called by the whites, a large and 

nutritious bulb which grows abundantly upon the hills, and various 

kinds of wild fruits and nuts, together with the rich, fat salmon. This 

was the feasting time par excellence of the California Indian. (Ind. 

Aff. Rept., 1865, 116.) 
Both the land and the water yield an abundant supply of food to the 

natives in this region. 
The vegetable food is gathered chiefly by the women, while it falls to 

the lot of the men to ransack the forests and the waters for game and 

fish. The outfit of the primitive gleaner, miller, and cook is worthy of 

special description, inasmuch as we are able to follow her steps from 

the beginning to the end of her laborious journey. While no edible 

root or fruit was despised, the oaks furnished the chief breadstuff. 

The acorns were gathered in an osier hamper, about 16 inches high and 

20 inches in diameter (Plate vu, Fig. 50), built up by fastening the 

osier warp by means of a twined cord of the same material, the meshes 

about ths by Ath inch, quite uniform in size. Around the top ran six 

or seven rows of close-twined weaving with brown rush and grass, in 

which the brown and the grass color alternately covered one another. 

That is, by using two colors the weaver could bring either one into view 

ad libitum. This form of basketry is used by the women in carrying 

loads, supported by a band across the forehead. Filled with acorns 

this hamper was placed on the back and held in position by means of 

the carrying pad (Plate vim, Fig. 51), consisting of a disk of mat 5 by 
4 inches, made by coiling loose, native-made rope, and sewing the coil 

with thread of grass. To each end of this pad is fastened, by a two- 

pronged attachment, the band of rope which passes around the back of 
the head to hold the pad in place. This consists of rope served with 

fine native twine. A collection of this type of pads from different tribes 
of men, as worn by the human beast of burden, would be an instructive 

chapter in the progress of our race, marked by the passage of the pad 

from the forehead to the crown, and of the carrier from a half-prone 
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savage harvester to an arrow-straight Italian water-carrier. About the 

middle of October the Indians of northern California beat the acorns 

from the trees with long poles, and carry them home in deep conical 

baskets. The squaws remove the hulls by holding an acorn on a stone 

and giving it a slight tap with a stone pestle. The nuts are then dried 

and beaten to powder in a hollow of arock. The flour is soaked a few 

hours in a large hollow scooped in the sand. The water draining off 

carries away the bitterness. It is then cooked into a kind of mush in 

baskets by means of hot stones, or baked into bread in an underground 

oven. (Cont. N. A. Ethnol. III, 421.) If the harvest is of seeds rather 

than of acorns, they must be winnowed. This is donein ashallow bowl 
tray of the closest twined basketry, which the good woman has not failed 

to decorate with geometric patterns, following that incomparable artistic 

instinct which is the heritage of all the people who breathe theair from 

the Pacific Ocean. Further inland among the Ute tribes a hot stone is 

trundled around in this tray to partially roast the seed ‘as well as to 

consume the chaff. . 
If the harvest of seeds or acorns is not immediately needed, it is 

stored in close granaries or in open-work baskets. (Plate vu, Figs. 53 

and 54. 

The miller’s apparatus is the most intricate in the evolutionary series 

short of the quern, and consists of five parts, the mat or tray at the 

bottom (Plate VII, 52a), the mortar-stone (520), the hopper (52e) the 

pestle (Fig. 56 and 52d), and the grass-root broom for sweeping up the 

grist (52d). This affair is quite widespread, including the territory 

of two classes of basket-weavers, those that twine and those that coil 

their work. (See paper on basketry, Sm. Rep. 1884, IL.) 

The basket-tray plays the part of the cloth under the hand-mill to 

receive the grist when the hopper and stone are not glued together. 

The bowl-shaped basket hoppers vary slightly in size and much in 

adornment. But Ray’s specimen is 10 inches wide at the top and has an 

opening 34 inches in the bottom. (Plate vu, Fig. 55, also Fig. 52c.) The 

weaving of this specimen is very intricate. The warp is of osier radiated. 

Commencing at the lower edge the weft proceeds as follows: Two rows 
of plain twined osier; four rows of three-ply twine, commencing with two 

strands of osier and one of brown bast, and ending with three of brown. 
The greater part of the body is made of brown and black bast twined in 

two-ply, but the white color is produced by overlaying either of these 

two colors with a strip of grass leaf which the weaver knows how to re- 

veal or conceal on the outer portion. The geometric figures arein black, 

brown, and grass color. The margin is very curiously wrought, as fol- 

lows: The ends of the warp osiers are bent downward and plaited into 

an eight-ply braid and the ends cut off on the inside. As the braid 

passes each warp osier it is plaited in and one cut off. This braid forms 

amargin at an angle of 45 degrees. Under the cut ends, a hoop of wil- 

lowisbound. This hopper is used as follows: A large shallow basket is 
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placed on the ground, and a flat stone placed on the basket. The hop- 

per rests on the stone to hold acorns, manzanita, berries, ete., in place. 

The margin is held in the ieft hand while with the right the pestle is 

brought to bear upon the acorns or grain. in more southern portions 

of California the basket is glued to the stone with pitch. A full outfit 

consists of one hopper, one stone pestie, one large, shallow basket, and a 

smooth flat stone from 12 to 18 inches in diameter. A larger hopper, 

more plainly ornamented, measures 18 inches in diameter at top, with 

an opeiting at the bottom of 6 inches diameter. In the two-ply and 

three-ply twine, in the deft handling of grass lining, the strengthening 

rods and plaited margin, this specimen resembles the last, excepting 

the black color. Here we have only the osier, brown and grass color. 

Mr. Livingston Stone collected two very similar specimens from the Mc- 

‘loud River Indians living in the vicinity of the Hupas, and Mr. Powers 

others from the Tule River country. These last are similar in form, but 

the stitch of the basket is entirely different, being the very beautiful 

coiled stitch of the Yuroks and other tribes of central and southern Cali- 

fornia. (Smithsonian An. Rep. 1884, Pt. II, pl. xrx.) 

A basket forming part of the outfit of the acorn grinder is 21 inches 

in diameter and 6 inches deep. Itis closely woven by twining in brown 

and grass color, forming a trefoil pattern. 

The rudest pestles are formed by knocking off the edges of a piece 

of hard rock with a flint hammer-stone. These may be ground down 

to symmetrical form upon a flat sandstone kept constantly wet. (Tig. 

56.) 

Mr. Powers tells us that bread or mush is made from the acorns of 

the chestnut oak (Quercus densiflora), which are first slighly scorched and 

then pounded up in stone mortars. (Plate vil, 52.) The meal thus 

prepared is wet with water and the mixture poured into little sand 

pools scooped in the river beach, around which a fire is made until the 

stuff is cooked, when the outside sand is brushed off and the bread is 

ready to be eaten. (Powers Cont. II, 50.) 

The Hupa cook their mush in a basket pot not unlike a “ dinner-pot ” 

in shape. (Fig. 57.) Smooth, clean bowlders are heated and dropped 

into the mush, which is stirred with a strong mush-stick or paddle. 

(Fig. 58.) ; 
Frying-pans of lapis ollaris are also used in cooking cakes. These 

are carelessly rectangular in shape, say about 10 inches long, half as 

wide, and an inch thick. In addition to these are many small baking 

dishes of lapis ollaris, like the so-called individual pans in which eivil- 

ized cakes are baked. This form should be especially noticed. The 

Hupa Indians use them for cooking a kind of bread made of acorn-meal, 
(Wheeler VII, 102.) Among-the so-called paint dishes in archeological 

collections are many of soapstone and other soft material not at all 

suited to rubbing up paint. We have here a much more rational ex- 

planation of the proper function. 
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For eating their mush the Hupas employ a rather pretentious spoon 

of horn (Fig. 59), bowl-shaped like that of a large kitchen spoon. The 

handle is short and zigzag with a spoon-shaped grip at the upper end. 

The typical characteristics are the zigzag or notched handle, the pro- 

jections like quillons near the bowl, and the spoon-shaped grip. Quite 

a number of spoons from the Klamath area present these marks. For 

savage spoons these are small specimens, but they are much larger than 

ours. It must be remembered, however, that the Indian dips his food 
from a common pot, and that his spoon is rather more of a ladle and 

soup plate than a mere conveyer from a dish to his mouth. The eater 

holds his spoon near his mouth in his left hand and alternately con- 

veys a morsel therefrom to his mouth, sipping the liquid portion from 

the rim as from a porridge bow]. ; 

On the testimony of both Mr. Powers and Mr. Purcell, a species of 

food not enticing to civilized stomachs is relished by the California sav- 

ages. When the rain falls in autumn enough to give the earth a thor- 

ough soaking and the angle-worms begin to come to the surface, then 

the Yuki housekeeper turns her mind to a good bowl of worm soup. 

Armed with her “woman stick,” the badge of her sex, which is a pole 
about 6 feet long and 14 inches thick, sharpened and fire-hardened at 

one end, she seeks out a piece of rich moist soil and sets to work. 

Thrusting the pole into the ground about a foot she turns it around 

in every direction and so agitates the earth that the worms come to the 
surface in large numbers for a radius of 2 or 3 feet around. She gathers 

and carries them home and cooks them into a rich and oily soup.* 

Mr. Purcell says: “The Indians of Round Valley go out when the 

ground is wet to catch angle-worms. They take a pole, sharp at one end, 

and punch it as deep as possible in the earth. They then work it back 

and forward and in a short time the fish worms, made uncomfortable by 

the extra pressure, will begin to crawl out. These worms are eaten raw 

or made into soup.” . 

While treating of the food customs it may be well to speak of the 

closely woven food or table mats, the pretty salmon dishes of twined 

openwork basketry in osier. (Fig.60.) For the warp six osier rods are 
overlaid by six others at right angles, and held in place by an osier 

wrapped around the outside of the crossing. The warp rods are then 

separated radially and held by three coils of close twined weaving. 

The coil is then continued in open work, each turn removed farther 

as it passes outward. New warp rods are added at each turn to keep 

the meshes at a uniform width. There is no fastening off at the mar- 

gin, the twine clasping the ends of the soft osier sufficiently to hold. 

These tray-like baskets are about 1 foot or more in diameter and 3 

inches deep. They are used to serve up salmon. 

Salmon baskets of open willow work, 10 and 11 inches wide, 34 deep, 

are formed by a series of warp-sticks one-sixteenth of an inch thick and ee aN OTA Oe SIDR Sie a NRMuING tema OIe ay Le uth ap eS 
* Frequently the worms are brought to the surface by the Indians dancing over 

the ground to make the game uncomfortable below. 
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the same distance apart, held firmly in place by a continuous coil of 

twined osier about three-fourths of an inch between the turns. Four 

radial bars of black break the monotony of the fabric and produce a 

pretty effect. 
PIPES AND SMOKING. 

The Indians of northern California smoked formerly a wild tobacco, 

Nicotiana quadrivalvis (Gray), N. plumbaginifolie (Bolander). It was 
smoked alone or mixed with dry manzanita leaves (Arctostaphylos 

glauca). Mr. Powers says that it has a pungent, peppery taste in the 

pipe, which is not disagreeable. 

The pipes are conoidal in shape, and are either of wood alone, stone 

alone, or latterly of stone and wood combined, as will appear further on. 

(Plate vuI-1x, Figs. 61-73.) The beginning of such a pipe would be a 

hollow reed, or pithy stem, with the tobacco deposited in one end. A 

plain cone of wood fitted for smoking starts the artificial series. (Fig. 
61). Rude pipes are cut out of one piece of laurel or manzanita and 

shaped like a fisherman’s wood maul or one of the single-handed war- 

clubs of the Pueblo Indians. (Fig. 62.) The length of stem is about11 

inches; length of bowl, 24 inches; diameter of bowl, 2 inches ; of stem, 

2 of an inch. The bowl is a cup-shaped cavity, very shallow. The 

whole specimen is very rude, looking as though it had been chipped out 

with a hatchet or heavy fish-knife. — 

The next grade of pipes are of hard wood resembling the last described 

in type, but very neatly finished. The stem is about 14 inches long 

and ;®;ths of an inch thick. The head is spherical, 13 inches in diameter. 

The bowl is cup-shaped and the cavity nearly 1 inch indiameter. (Fig. 
64.) 

A small pipe of soapstone is also used, in which the straight pipe is 

presented in its simplest form. (Fig. 60.) Length, 22 inches. 

There are also pipes of fine-grained sandstone of graceful outline, re- 

sembling in shape a ball bat, 7 inches long, 7% inches wide in the thickest 

part. A very noteworthy thing about this pipe is the extreme thinness 

of the walls. (Fig. 63.) At the mouth part, where it is thickest, the 
stone does not exceed one-eighth of an inch, while through the upper 
portion it is less than one-sixteenth of an inch in thickness. The cavity 

does not present the series of rings which appear in stone that has been 

bored out, but innumerable longitudinal scratches fill the inner surface. 

The only solution of this appearance is that the interior was excavated 

by the use of a file or other hard tool. By the great size of its interior, 

this pipe is connected with the tubular objects from the mounds called 

telescopes by some, sucking tubes by others, and pipes by others. (See 

Dr. Abbott’s paper in Wheeler’s Survey Westsof One Hundredth Merid- 

ian, Vol. VII, pl. vir and text.) 
The stone pipes were taken from old graves, and this kind are now 

no longer in use. 
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We have, again, a little pipe no larger than some cigarette holders, 

(Fig. 66.) Except in its diminutive size and simplicity it might have 

served as a model for the three to be next described, or for the type 

specimen mentioned at the head of this list. Length, 22inches; greatest 

width, three-fourths of an inch; depth of bowl, {ths of an inch. (See 

Powers, Fig. 43.) 

They likewise use a tapering pipe of hard wood, 12} inches long, 13 

inches wide at the larger end. What may be called the stem is 73 

inches long. The other portion is carved by a series of octagons and 

chamfers which give to the specimen quite an ornamental appearance. 

(Fig. 69.) The bowl is ths of an inch wide and 2 inches deep. This ex- 

ample has been smoked a great deal, being charred very much in the 

bowl. (Collected by Livingston Stone. Compare Figs. 2 and 5, Plate 

Ix, Dr. Abbott’s paper in Wheeler’s Survey West of One Hundredth 

Meridian, Vol. VII.) 

Other beautifully finished pipes of the same type, evidently turned 

in a lathe to please the Hupa fancy, are kept with the greatest care in 

leather pouches made for the purpose. (Figs. 71, 73.) They are made 

of different woods highly polished. The remarkable feature is the bowl 

of serpentine set in a tapering shouldered socket at the wide end of the 

stem, and the whole turned and polished. The bowl is a conical cavity 
in serpentine. : 

The next example corsists of a pipe and case. The pipe has a stem 

shaped like a club or ball bat, and a bowl of compact steatite. In gen- 
eral features pipes of this class resemble the cigarette holder, and they 

are found among the Utes and Mohaves, as well as in the mounds. 

When it is remembered that many Indians recline while smoking, it 

will be seen that this is the only sensible form of the pipe for them. 

Their tobacco pouches of basket-work are ovoid in ferm and hold 

about 1 quart. (Plate vu, Fig. 67.) They are made of twined weav- 

ing in bands of brown and checkered grass, so common in the basketry 

of the Klamaths as to be typical. Six buckskin loops are attached to 

the rim of this basket in such a manner that their apexes meet in the 

center of the opening. <A long string is fastened to the apex of one 

loop and passed through all the others serially to close the mouth of the 

pouch. Height, 6 inches; width of mouth, 24 inches. 

BASKET-MAKING. 

The basket-making of these Indians belongs exclusively to the twined 

pattern of weaving, as that of the more southern California tribes 

belongs to the coiled type. (lig. 74.) (Smithson. An. Rep. Pt. II. p. 

299, and pl. XVIII, XIX.) 

From willow twigs and pine roots, says Mr. Powers, they weave large 

round mats for holding acorn flour; various sized, flattish, squash-shaped 

baskets, water-tight; deep conical ones of about a bushel capacity, to 

be carried on the back, and others to be used at pleasure as drinking- 
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cups or skull-caps (Plate , Mig. —), for only the squaws ordinarily 

wear anything on their heads, in which latter capacity they fit very 

neatly. (Powers, Cont., IJ, 47.) 

In carrying her baby or a quantity of acorns, the squaw fills her deep 

conical basket and suspends it on her back by a strap which passes 

loosely around it and athwart her forehead. (Powers Cont., IIT, 47.) 

The Round Valley Indians make their baby cradles of splints run- 
ning up and down. <A hood-shaped awning covers the face and also 

keeps the baby from rolling out. Formerly new-born children declared 

defective by the medicine man were put to death. On the birth of a 

male child the father goes on a huntand does not return until he has 

secured much game. This is to makea mighty hunter of the baby boy. 

The basketry at Round Valley Reservation is made of the root of a 

shrub which grows in swampy land. Mr. N. J. Purcell says that they 

gather great bunches of this root, which they keep soaked in water until 

it is needed for use. The roots are deftly split, and the inside scraped 

with a sharp stone or, recently, with a knife. The ribs are formed of a 

tough twig, and the coiled sewing is done by means of a needle made 

of antler or bone. This form of coiled weaving is unknown at Hupa 

Reservation, the twined pattern being used exclusively. It should be 

noted that the Northern Tinné or Athapascan employs the coiled method 

altogether. 
Mr. Pureell narrates a tradition of the Ukie Indians of Round Val- 

ley Reservation which is connected with their basketry. 
Once upon a time everything was a vast botly of water, over which 

all was darkness. Hovering over this expanse in the darkness was a 

large white feather, the embodiment of one of their spiritual beings, 
that finally becomes weary and lights down into the water. Here was 

a whirlpool in which the feather is carried around so rapidly that a 

great foam is formed, which grows larger and larger until a floating 

mass is aggregated; of this the feather spirit forms the land. 

Still all was dark, and the feather goes around among all the worlds 

tolook forlight. On visiting one of these he was taken sick and was car- 

ried by the hospitable inhabitants to the sweat-house. Here his eyes 

became dazzled by the brilliant light, and on looking up he beheld 

several beautiful suns hanging from the roof. The inhabitants one day 

going off on a great hunt left two old men to wait on the sick visitor. 

These nurses fell asleep and the feather spirit carried off one of the 

suns in a basket. Though hotly pursued he arrived safely home with 

his prize. He carried it far to the east and set it low on the ground, 

but this position did not suit him. So he moved it again and again, 

and continued to move it about until our day. 
The pretty jar-shaped baskets in our collections, covered all over with 

feathers, are made by coiling and catching in the shaft of a bright-colored 

feather under each stitch. It was in one of these baskets the sun was 

carried off by the feather spirit, 
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TOOLS OF GENERAL USE. 

The common tools of the aborigines were such as were naturally 

attached to their life and habits, plus the natural refinement of the 

people. 

The leaf-shaped blades of the jasper knives found in graves closely 

resembles those now in use (Plate x, Figs. 75-78), but the handle of 

pine is very much decayed, being partially protected by a covering of 

pitch. The blade is fastened in place with pitch, and the color is 

brown, striped with green. 

These specimens, with those before described, afford a probable ex- 

planation of the method of hafting the whole class of implements com- 

monly called leaf-shaped spear-heads. 

There are eight specimens of this kind in the collection, the material 

varying from a dark-brown to a dull bluish chalcedony color, some 

brown striated with light blue. All of them are set in handles by 
means of pitch. The following tabular statement will characterize them: 

— 2 

| Handle. 

- : |Length, | 7; Thick- —S— 
No. Blade. | blade. Width. ness. thi 

Length. Description. 
4 { E — | |— | eee Hel 

| Inches. | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. ! ; 
eae Brown, veined with blue a 24 as 44 | Pine, of one piece, blade glued. 
PA aee | Browns ose see eeeee eae 5A oF oeal 4% Do. 
Beko | Brown, veined with blue | 53 | 2h ze | 44 | Do. 
CNS Ae Oe lacie e (WO) (ab So ocean sane 4 12 tr 54 Do. 
Bese Green and brown mixed |+ 4% 2% | is 46 ao: 
Gy ieco|| LBRupoceteodesa5o cacsee | 23 a | 3 64 | Pine, of one piece, blade lashed. 
is arate Brown, striped with blue 42 2 aa 4% | Pine. of two pieces, lashed at both ~° 

ends. 
Ben252 Blue-pray.~--..---...... 5 22 3 45, | Pine, of two pieces, lashed at one 

, end. 

Compare these hafted knives with Wheeler (Vol. VII, Plate Vit). 
There is in the Ray collection an obsidian knife, wrapped around 

one end with a strip of otter skin (Plate x, Fig. 78). The blade is of 

mottled obsidian, black and brown, 74 inches long, 17 inches wide, 

and 1,4, inches thick. The Indian who gave this knife to Lieutenant 

Ray informed him that this particular kind of stone is held in great 

veneration, and is brought from a great distance. 
The mottled obsidian is not found in the Hupa Valley. The use of 

this form as a talisman is paralleled by the veneration in which stone 

implements are held all over the world when their active normal use is 

lost. 

Among the articles paraded or worn in the ceremonial dance is a 

flake or knife of obsidian or jasper, some of which are 15 inches or 

more in length, and about 24 inches wide in the widest part. These 

are wrapped with skin or cloth to prevent the rough edges from lacer- 

ating the hand. But the smaller ones are mounted on wooden handles 

and glued fast. The large ones can not be purchased at any price, but 

Mr. Powers procured some about 6 inches long at $2.50 apiece. These 

= ae 
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are not properly knives, but jewelry for sacred purposes, passing cur- 

rent also as money. 

The fire-drill is of the simplest type, consisting of two pieces of soft 

cedar or redwood. The opinion is commonly held that the fire-drill 

must consist of a soft bed and a hard drill-piece. In this example both 

are of soft wood. Among the Pueblo Indians sand is placed in the 

cavity of the lower stick to increase by friction both the heat and the 

pulverization of the wood. 

Elk-horn wedges, sharpened by rubbing on stones, are indispensa- 

ble to the woodmen (Plate x, Fig. 79). Selecting a fallen redwood, 
straight and free from knots, they hack a notch a few inches deep 

reaching a third or more of the way around the tree. 

By means of the wedges and stone hammer (ig. 2-4) they split off a 

kind of jacket slab long enough for the height of the wigwam, 2 or 3 

inches thick and 4 or 5*feet wide. This puncheon observes the curva- 

ture of the tree, but on being exposed to the sun for a few days it 

warps out flat. They then dress it smooth with elk-horn or flint axes. 

(Powers, 101.) 
SPECIAL INDUSTRIES. 

The special industries of the California Indian men were connected 

with hunting and fishing. 

The Walakki method of capturing deer is to run them down afoot. 

These animals have very much the habit of running in certain trails 

and the Indians make these trails a study; they post relays of men at 

points where the animal is apt to pass, and so give him continual chase 

until he is out of his range and thus get him so blown that re either 

stands at bay or takes to the water. 

An old hunter narrates that he has seen them often capture a fine buck 

in this manner. Then again they construct two slight lines of brush- 

wood fence converging to a point where a snare is set, and chase the 

animal into this snare. 

Besides this, they often run down hare and rabbits. This is more 

easily done. A company of Indians get together in a space of meadow 

or in an open wood and whoop and beat the cover to flush the quarry. 

Yerrified by the noise the animal runs wild, springs in the air, and leaps 

square off from a straight run even when nothing moves or makes a 

noise near it, and so beats itself completely out, or slips into a burrow. 

This is sport for the Indians, who whoop, laugh, swing their arms, fling 

clubs, and make adeal of noise. Mr. Powers says an Indian boy can 

run a rabbit to cover in ten minutes, split a stick fine at one end, thrust 

it down the hole, twist it into his seut and pull him out alive. 

The Humboldt Bay Indians catch deer or elk in a trap constructed as 

follows: Two long lines of brushwood fence, or of strips of bark tied 
from tree to tree, converge until they compel the elk to pass through a 

narrow chute. At this point the Indians place a pole in such manner 

that the animal is obliged to let down his horns to pass underneath and 
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thus he inserts his head into the noose. This trap is made of grass or 

fibrous roots twisted in a rope as large as a man’s arm and attached to 

a pole in such fashion that the elk drags it down, whereupon he speed- 

ily becomes entangled in the contiguous bushes and anehored fast. 

The eel-trap of Kel River is made of splints, funnel-shape, with a fun- 

nel-shaped entrance at the large end through which the creature could 

wriggle, but which closed on him and detained him inside. Traps of 
this kind they weight down so that they float mostly below the surface 

of the water; they then bind them to stakes planted in the river bottom. 

Thus they turn about with the swish of the tide, keeping the large end’ 

always against the current, that the eels might slip in readily. The 

stakes are driven into hard pack shingle by patiently driving and 

working them until they are firmly settled. (Powers, 103.) 

They construct the toggle-heads of their salmon harpoons (Fig. 80) as 

follows; A point of antler, bone, or metal from 24 to 53 inches in length, 

more or less flattened, and sharp at the tips, is armed at its lower ex- 

tremity with two barbs laid alongside, lashed down, and covered with 

pitch. (fig. —.) In the same lashing is included one end of the leader, 

a short strap of deer raw-hide. Into a slit at the other end is spliced 

the line, a piece of rope from 1 to 3 feet long, attached at its opposite end 

to the side of the shaft. Some spears have two or more prongs, each 

armed with one of these toggle-heads. 

When the fish is struck its struggles detach the toggle-head and it is 

retrieved by means of the line and pole. Toggle-heads of similar type 

are in use among all the salmon-eating Indians or northwest California. 

The Hupa annually dam the Klamath at intervals by a structure ar- 

ranged so that no fish can pass through with the flow of water. The 

McCloud Indian trap consists of stakes or bushes built out into the 

river at afali or rapid in the form of the letter V, having the angle down- 

stream and a basket-trap at the angle. This method proved perfectly 

worthless, as of course it must be, for catching healthy fish, as this con- 

trivance entraps only the exhausted ones that are going down the river 

and none that are coming up. They do not use salt in drying their fish, 

the air of California being dry enough to preserve them without it. 

Most of the salmon used for drying are taken in August and Septem- 

ber when they are spawning or falling down the river after spawning. 

They are then easily captured by spearing (Fig. 81.) or by traps. Their 

spears are verv long and carefully made. 

The traps are merely baskets of bushes placed at a fall or rapid and 

winged on each side by a fence of stakes or bushes running at a slight 

angle up the river, so that the exhausted fish coming down the river 

finally find their way into the basket and are there trapped. 

The McCloud Indians do uot try to trap the fish coming up the river, 

but only those going down, which is just the contrary of the principle 

of the white man’s trap and nets. The Indians very singularly prefer 

the exhausted and dying salmon for drying, 
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As soon as a salmon is speared or taken from the trap it is opened 

(the spawn always being saved as a luxury) and split and hung on a 

bush or fence made for the purpose in the open air. In the dry air of 

California the drying process is sufficient to preserve them without salt. 

The Indians never use salt in preserving their salmon and will not 

eat salt meat of any description. When the salmon are sufficiently 

dried they are tied together in bundles and packed away around the 

sides of the lodges. These, repulsive as they seem, represent the main 

support of the Indians during the winter and are highly valued by them. 

Thedip-nets used in taking eels and young salmon are nade triangular 

in shape, 10 feet by 14 feet, open along the long side of the triangle and 

closed on the other side and base. They are knit of two-ply twine made 

from tough fiber. The meshes are three-fourths of an inch square, made 

with the regular fisherman’s knot or becket hitch. (Fig. 82.) 

Their seines are also made of this twine, hard twisted, which is itself 

manufactured from the leaf of avery tough grass or sedge. Each blade 

of grass produces two strands of fiber. It is stripped when the grass 

is green by scraping with the thumb nail or a mussel shell fastened on 

the thumb, similar to the tool employed in scraping down sinew on the 

bows. 

No spindle is used, the fiber being twisted with the palms of the hands 

on the thigh. The net is knotted like those of civilized people ; that is, 

the thread of each mesh is brought down around the mesh-stick, then 

through the bight of the stitch above, and fasteued by a balf hitch quite 

around both strands of the same mesh. 

Specimens of the raw material, fiber, twine, and nets were sent by 

Lieutenant Ray. The net is in shape ofan clongated isosceles triangle, 

with along side open, 105 feet long and 4 feet deep at the base. 

The seine needle has a long and slender shaft (lig. $2), the two 

-ends resembling a duck’s head in outline, the thread passing between 

the two phalanges of the beak into a wide elliptical space. Length 163 

inches. 

The Hupa had well-established laws and riparian rights to hunting, 

fishing, nutting grounds, laws of murder, injury, insulting words, ete. 

The sling of the Hupa isa very intricate affair made of buckskin. The 
thongs of sinew or tough cord are united to the leather by first passing 

through it and then coiling on themselves. The ordinary loop on one 

end and knot on the other are also used by them. (Fig. 83.) 

BOWS AND ARROWS. 

- The methods of the northern Californian bowyer and fletcher are now 

pretty clearly understood. For ordinary flaking of jasper or obsidian 

(Fig. 85) he uses a common pebble hammer-stone, but for detaching 

flakes of the best quality he uses between his hammer and his core a 

“pitching tool” or sort of cold-chisel of the hardest antler. (Tig. 93.) 

For shaping his points he has an arrow-sharpener of bone or antler 
H. Mis. 170——15 
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lashed to a handle of wood, almost identical with the one employed by 

the Eskimo of Port Barrow, ete. (92 and 96). 
Notre.—A very curious metamorphosis of the Eskimo type is the following: For- 

merly the Alaskan Eskimo chipped their arrow-head and skin-scrapers with a com- 

pound flint chipper of bone and rubbed the brash edge down to prevent tearing the 

skin. When he substituted the steel for the stone blade, he still employed the arrow- 

chipper to take the wire-edge off the blade. Finally he has invented a somewhat 

similar tool, with a beaver tooth in place of a bone, and this tool is now labelled 

knife-sharpener in most collections. 

The Hupa tool for chipping arrow-heads is thus used: The work is held 

in the palm of the hand, which is protected by a buckskin pad, and the 

chips are flaked off by pressing on the edge of the flint with the tool 

held in the right hand, the ball of the handle resting in the palm. The 

Point Barrow Eskimo also press downward in chipping with a similar 

tool. 

‘The Viard arrow-maker,” says Powers, “takes a piece of jasper, chert 

obsidian, or common flint, which breaks sharp-cornered and with a: 
conchoidal fracture; this he heats in the fire and then cools slowly, 
which splits itin flakes. Then taking one of these flakes he gives it 

an approximately right shape by striking it with a rough hammer, then 

slips over his left hand a piece of buckskin with a hole to fit over the 

thumb (this buckskin is to prevent the hand from being wounded), and 

in his right hand he takes a pair of buck-horn pincers tied together at 

the point with a thong. Holding the piece of flint in his left hand he 

breaks off from the edge of it a tiny fragment with the pincers, by a 

twisting or wrenching motion. The piece is often reversed in the hand 

so that it may be worked away symmetrically. Arrow-head manufact- 

ure is a specialty, just as arrow-making, medicine, and other arts.” 

These pincers are probably only our compound chipper. With the 

Klamath River Indians a piece of bone is fastened to a wooden shaft 

14 feet in length, the working point of which is crooked and raised to 

an edge, the force employed being all the time solely pushing. To 

guide the instrument with a steady hand the handle is held between 

the arm and the breast, while the point, with but little play room, as- 

sisted by the thumb, works on the edge of the flake, which again is held 

for greater safety in a piece of deer-skin. After the two sides have 

been worked down to a point then another instrument is required, with 

which the barbs and projections are broken out. This is a needle or 

awl of about 3 inches in length, and by a pushing motion the desired 

pieces are broken out, as with the first-mentioned tool. 
These Indians have also what (Plate xx1, Fig. 90) is called an “arrow 

straightener,” which they use to straighten arrow-shafts, and likewise 
their arrows that have become warped by use. This tool is employed 

thus: The arrow-shaft (Plate xx, Fig. 84) is passed through a slot, and 

the workman looks along the shaft and nips it with the tool where it is 

crooked. They go over the arrows with the straightener several times 

while working them down witha knife. For lashing'the head and feather 
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(Fig. 83) the finest shredded sinew from the leg of the deer is used 
(Fig. 56). Glue is made from the sturgeon and paint from the ochers 

of the hills (Fig. $9). For filling up the interstices of sinew, wood, and 

stone, pitch (Fig. 87) is administered by means of a pitch-stick (fg. 91.) 

The war arrows of the Hupas are the perfection of grace. They con- 

sist of the following parts, which will be described in the following 

order: head, foreshaft, shaft, shaftment, and nock, each with its seizing 

or lashing. (Figs. 99, 102.) 

The arrow-heads are of jasper, chaleedony, obsidian, and bottle-glass 

from ? ofan inch to 24 inches in length, quite uniformly 3 of oon 

in width and ;°; of an inch in thickness, forming an isosceles tridngle 

with incurved base. © Side notches are made for the sinew thread which 

forms the lashing of the head. Bird-arrows, designed to stun rather 

than to wound, lack the stone head. 

The foreshaft (Wig. 102b)is about 34 inches outside measure, painted or 

not, according to fancy, and inserted into a socket in the end of the shaft 

by a point 3 inches long. The shaft is always a sucker of white wood, 

and with the shaftment measures about 2 feet in length. There is little 
Similarity between the uniform, straight, and delicate rod and the twig 

or sucker out of which it has been formed. Much time and pains are 

expended in removing the bark by means of wooden wrenches or nippers, 

in steaming and straightening with a wooden wrench (Fig. 90), scraping, 

standstoning with two pieces of coarse-grained sandstone having semi- 

cylindrical groves (Fig. 94), and finally in polishing down, not with 

emory peper, but with the leaf of a coarse marsh-grass full of siliceous 

particles. . 

The shaftment or feathered part is in the neighborhood of 6 inches in 

length. Three feathers (Fig. 58) are seized on at the ends by sinew 

(Fig. 86), but they are not always glued down along the shaftment. Al- 

most universally around the shaftment, inside the feather, occur streaks 
of paint in endless variety of color (Fig. 102c), width of stripe, and order 

of succession. In the same quiver will occur variation of width and 

succession, but not in colors. These decorations have been ealled clan 
and owner marks. 

Nock is the part of the arrow concerned with the bow-string (Fig. 
102d). Itself may be flat, like a fish-tail, cylindrical like the shaftment, 

only wrapped with the feather seizing, bulbous as in the Chinook ar- 

row, or flaring as in the swallow-tailed nock of the Indian tribes of the 
plains and the great interior basin. 4 

On the Hupa arrows, the nock is cylindrical, slightly bulbous by 

reason of thick paint on the feather-seizing. The notch in the nock 

may either be angular or rectangular. All the sinew lashings in this 

series are painted. 

The fishing arrows of the Hupa (Fig. 100) have a foreshaft of bone 

which have bilateral barbs, one, two, or three pairs, and to the front of 

this foreshaft are lashed the stone heads. 
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The Hupa bows (Fig. 103) all belong to one type, sinew-lied as dis- 

tinguished from the sinew backing of the Eskimo. There are two va- 

rieties, called by the collectors war bows and hunting bows, the former 

4 feet long, the latter 3 feet 4 oe about. They are all made of yew, 

a little over 1 inch wide and 4 inch thick at the handle, expanding to 

13 inches in width in the fies, and contracting gracefuliy to about # 

of an inch at the nock, which is about 1 inch long, less than 4 ineh wide, 

and bent at an angle of 45 degrees. 

The back of this bow is covered with a lining of sinew so carefully 

pat on as to mimic the bark of wood, its thickness exactly fitted to the 

exigencies of the work to be done. The sinew of the larger animals is 

carefully shredded (Fig. 86) and laid on with glue made from the lower 

jaw of the sturgeon, making a solid mass. The back of the wood bow is 

gashed so as to afford a good sticking surface for the glue and sinew. 

The sinew is doubled over the nocks, whipped down with strips of 

buckskin, and tufted with a stripe of otter fur (Fig. 103)). The grip is 

also seized with a strip of buckskin and bound by two rings of otter 

fur. The bow-string is of two-ply sinew twine, 5); inch thick. Lieu- 

tenant Ray thus describes bow and arrow making among the Natano 

and Kenuck Indians: 

Manufacture of Bows and Arrows among the Natano (Hupa) and 
Kenuck (Klamatn) Indians.—The bow-makers of both these tribes are 
specialists, and the trade is now ecnfined to a very few old men. I 
have here seen no man under forty years of age that could make a bow 
oran arrow, and only one old man who could make a stone arrow-head. 

To make a bow, the wood of a yew sapling 24 to 3 inches in diameter 
is selected and rough hewn to shape, the heart side inward and the 
back carefully smoothed to the form of the back of the bow. The sinew 
is laid on while the wood is green, and held in place until dry by means 
of a twine wrapping. In this,condition it is hung in the sweat-house 
until the wood is thoroughly seasoned, when it is finished and strung, 
and in some cases the back varnished and painted. The most delicate 
part of the operation is to get the proper tension on the sinew backing. 
If too tight the wood crimps or splinters when the bow is strung, and 
a lack of proper tension leaves the bow weak and worthless. When 
the bow is seasoned it has a reverse curve of about 3 inches. 

The sinew for the backing and bow-string is taken from the back and 
the hind leg of the deer at the time of killing, and dried for future use. 
When required it is soaked until pliable, stripped into fine shreds and 
laid on by commencing at each end and terminating at the center of the 
bow. The sinew is slightly twisted and dried before it is placed on 
the bow. 

The glue used to fix the backing is obtained by boiling the gland of 
the lower jaw and the nose of the sturgeon. This is dried in balls and 
preserved for use, and is prepared by simply dipping it in warm water 
and rubbing it on the wood. 

The arrow-shafts are usually made from the wood of the wild currant 
and are worked to shape with a knife and tried by the eye. After 
roughing they are allowed to season and are then finished. Any curves 
are taken out with a straightener, made of a piece of hard wood, spin- 
dle-shaped and perforated in the middle. The arrow-heads used for 
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war and for big game are usually made from flint and obsidian, and 
more recently of iron and stecl. Tho flakes for the stone heads are 
knocked off by means of a pitching tool of deer antler. The stone heads 
are made with a chipper composed of a crooked handle to which is 
lashed a short piece of antler percisely similar to those which I col- 
lected at Pt. Barrow. The work is held in the left hand on a pad and 
flaked off by pressure with the tool in the right hand in exactly the 
same manner as I found the Innuits doing in Northern Alaska. 

The bows made by these people are effective for game up to 50 or 75 
yards, and would inflict a serious wound at 100 yards. At 50 yards the 
arrows will penetrate a deer from five to ten inches. I never heard of 
one passing entirely through a deer. The elk-skin armor which I send 
to the Museum, ig. 105, is proof against any arrow. 

The eye is formed in the middle of the bow-string, by a running knot, 

the bow-string is then twisted, the right length measured off, and the 

noose formed by making a half hitch so as to bring the string in the 

middle of the belly side of the nock. The rest of the string is wrapped 

around the nock and fastened off by giuing and tucking. 

The ornamentation of these bows is done in red and blue paint, the 

forms being chiefly the triangle omnipresent in the Hupa decorator’s 

imagination. 

I shall speak more fully of the development of the sinew back in a 

paper on savage archery now preparing, and will merely draw attention 

here to the perfect success which has been achieved in converting the 

breaking strain upon a brittle wood into the tensile strain upon the 

toughest fiber in the world. 

Another point noticed by Mr. John Murdoch is the similarity of these 

bows to those of some Tinnéh tribes in the elliptical shape of the limbs. 

The Eskimo have in some localities this form in the sinew-backed bow. 

For a quiver (Fig. 104) the Yurok takes the skin of a raccoon or mar- 
tin, turns it wrong side out, sews it up, and suspends it behind him by 

a string passed over one shoulder and under the other, while the striped 

tail flutters gaily in the air at his shoulder. 

In the animal’s head he stuffs a quantity of moss, as a cushion for 

the arrow-heads to rest in, to prevent breakage. 

The Hupas employ the skin of the coon, martin, deer, fox, and otter 

for making their quivers. 

The Hupas and Klamath Indians no longer use the stone club of the 
meri or patoo pattern. The specimen described by Lieutenant Ray was 

found in a grave; it is made of chloritic schist, and measures 12 inches 
long. The old men informed Lieutenant Ray that they were in common 

use before the advent of the white man. The meri form occurs here and 

there in the new world, but never so graceful in outline, so beautifully 

polished, nor in such hard material as the typical weapon which reached 

its perfection in New Zealand. 

The function of weapons belonging to this class in our day is the kill- 

ing of large fish, like the halibut of the Pacific coast. The National 

Museum contains several fish-killing clubs, somewhat resembling this 
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weapon. It is also proper to say that forms as rude as ours occur in 

New Zealand. The ell skin armor (Fig. 105) worn by warriors in battle 
as protection from arrows is now nearly obsolete. These suits have 

been worn by several generations, and in some of the modern battles 

with the whites. The cusps and triangular figures are intended to 

denote the number of enemies slain and captives taken. It is worn 

so as to cover the left side, with the left arm through the slit, the head 

through the opening, and the tie on the right shoulder, and it is also 

tied below the right arm. The arrow cuts and bullet marks were re. 

ceived in battle. 

There is another kind of armor madeof wattles and twine, woven and 

bound with buekskin. (Fig. 106.) This is worn in battle to protect the 

body; it is tied across the breast from left to right. The red lines de- 

note the number of enemies slain or captives taken, also the rank of 

the wearer. 
This class of armor was in common useamong the Natano and Kenuek 

Indians before the introduction of fire-arms, but it is now nearly obso- 

lete. This is the only complete suit which Lieutenant Ray was able to 

obiain. 
BOAT BUILDING. 

As the redwood grows only along the Lower Klamath the Yurok 
have a monopoly of making canoes; and they sell many to the Karok. 

A canoe on the Klamath is not pointed like the Chippewa canoe, but 

the width at either end is equal to the tree’s diameter. (Figs. 107, 108.) 

On the great bar across the mouth of the river, and all along the coast 

for 80 miles, there are tens of thousands of mighty redwoods cast up 

on the strand, having been either floated down by the rivers or grubbed 

down by the surf; hence the Indians are not obliged to fell any trees, 

and have only to burn them into suitable lengths. In making the canoe 

they spread pitch on whatever place they wish to reduce, and when it 

has burned deep enough they clap on a piece of raw bark and extin- 

guish the fire. By this means they round them out with wonderful 

symmetry and elegance, leaving the sides and ends very thin and as 

smooth as if they had been sand-papered. At the stern they burn and 
polish out a neat little bracket, which serves as a seat for the boatman. 

They spend an infinity of puddering on these canoes, two Indians ° 

sometimes working on one five or six months, burning, scraping, and 

polishing with stones (nowadays they use iron tools and dispatch the 

work in a few days). When completed they are sold for. various sums, 

ranging from $10 to $30, or even more. They are not as handsome as 

the Smith "iver or the T’-sin-tk canoes, but quite as serviceable. 
A large —1e will carry 5 tons of merchandise, and in early days they 

used to take many cargoes of fish from the Klamath, shooting the 

dangerous rapids and surf at the mouth with consummate skill, going 

boldly to sea in heavy weather, and reaching Crescent City, 22 miles 
, 

distant, whence they returned with merchandise. When they are not 
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using these canoes they turn them bottom side up on the sandy beach 

and bream them, or haul them into damp and shady coves, or cover them 

thickly with leaves and brushwood to prevent the thin ends from sun- 

eracking. When they do become thus cracked, they bore holes through 

with bueks-horn and bind the ends together with withes, twisting the 

saine tight with sticks—a kind of rude tourniquet, which closes up the 

cracks better than calking would do. (Cf. Powers, Contr. N. A. Ethnol. 

IIL.) 
MONEY AND ITS USES. 

The money-box is made from a section of antler (Fig. 109), probably 

elk. The rough outer portion has been removed and the white sub- 

stance cut to resemble a flat column with banded ends. There are in 

this case rings at either end. Between these bands, on the concave 

portion, a slit 24 inches long and about 4 of an inch wide is cut 

down to the core; the latter is carefully scraped out to form a box or 

pocket. Into this dentalium shells or Indian currency are put (Fig. 

110), a little plate of antler laid over the mouth, and along strip of buck- 

skin wrapped many times around the whole and tucked in. (Fig. 109a.) 

In this particular specimen the tail of some fur-bearing animal did serv- 

ice, in addition to the mouth cover, in keeping the money fromrattling 

around in the box. 
A more elaborate money-box is made of a large section of elk horn; 

62 inches long and 24 inches thick. The central column is 4 inches ; 
the remaining space forms two bands at the ends, each ornamented with 

three deeply cut lines and the etched triangles which constitute the 

chief clement of a carver’s ornament among the Hupas. The mouth of 

the box is 355 by #5 inches. On either side of the mouth a rectangular 

space is etched in triangles, leaving plain rhombs, no two of which are 

of the same proportions. The covering of the mouth in this case was 

the ivory scale of a centigrade thermometer—ominous comment upon 

the fate of some former prospector. Around the cover was wrapped 

more than a yard and a half of buckskin, about three-fourths of an inch 
in width. The contents of this box were most interesting. Six denta- 

lium shells, which we shall number from 1 to 6, were thus characterized : 

1, 21 inches, wrapped with red fish skin. 

2, Same length, wrapped with red fish skin. 

3. Z inches, wrapped around the top with woody fibers. 

4, 2 inches, wrapped only in upper portion with snake skin. 

5. 145 inches, wrapped with maiden’s-hair-fern stalk. 

6. 12 inches, wrapped with woody fiber, dyed red. 

Other shells are wrapped with skin and fern and tipped with wood- 

pecker feathers. 

The Karok, says Mr. Powers, use the red scalp of the woodpecker for 

money, Which rates at $2.50 to $5 apiece, and the dentalium shell, of 

which they grind off the tip and stringit onstrings. The shortest pieces 

are worth 25 cents; the largest about $2; the value increasing rapidly 
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with the length. The strings are made about as long as a man’s arm. 

It is called allikochik (Yurok “Indian money”). Formerly it was 
valued at $40 to $50 a string, but now the value has fallen. Shell and 

feather money are demanded as fines from those who in any way trans- 

eress the boundaries of religious rule, fines of $20, $30, $40, being re- 
quired of one who profanely looks upon the smoke of the propitiatory 

fire. 

Spies were often employed to visit the enemy’s camp, and were paid 

for this dangerous service as high as ten strings of allikochik, or $100, 

contributed by the leading men. 

Hupa allikochik is rated a little differently from the Karok. The 

standard of measurement is a string of five shells. Nearly every man 

has ten lines tattooed across the inside of his left arm about half way 

between the wrist and elbow, and in measuring shell money he takes 

the string in his right hand, draws one end over his left thumb-nail, and 

if the other end reaches to the uppermost of the tattoo lines the five 

shells are worth $25 in gold, or $5 a shell. Of course it is only one in 

ten thousand that is long enough to reach this high value. The longest 

ones usually seen are worth about $2—that is, $10 to the string. Single 

shells are also measured on the creases on the inside of the left middle 

finger, -a $5 shell being one which will reach between the two extreme 

creases. No shell is treated as money at all, unless it is long enough 

to rate at 25 cents. Below that it degenerates into “squaw money,” 

and goes to form a part of a woman’s necklace. Real money is orna- 

mented with little seratchings or carvings, and with very narrow strips 

of thin, fine fish-skin wrapped spirally around the shells, and some- 

times a tiny tuft of scarlet woodpecker’s down is pasted on the base of 

the shell.* 
The shell money of the Round Valley Indians is made of a shell found 

on this coast, something like that of an oyster, only it has a smooth sur- 

face. (Fig.111.) Similar disk money is from the shell of the olivella, the 

disks being cut from the lip or the shells being strung after grinding 

away the apex. This is broken into pieces about the size of a dime; 

the Indians then drill a small hole through the center of each with a 

sharp-pointed flint (Fig. 112), by means of the pump-drill with fly-wheel 

attachment. Thirty or forty of these are strung on a tough piece of 

wood about the size of a knitting-needle. They are then rubbed care- 

fully on a smooth-surfaced stone until they become perfectly round. 

Highty 6f these pieces are equal to a dollar. This description of the 

manufacture of flat-shell money is extremely valuable, since strings of 

this same character are collected as far south as Panama, and in some 

of the Polynesian groups. Another form of money described by Mr. 

Purcell has long been noted in California collections, especially that of 

Captain Wilkes, but its significance has not been appreciated. They 

*'Fhe money of Ne Britain, called Dawarra, is made of small, rare shells perforated 

and strung on fiber. It is counted by measuring. 
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have another money much more valuable. It is a very pretty stone 

and looks like a fine piece of meerschaum. It is found in the mountains 

and is very scarce. They do not cutit into small pieces as they do the 

shells, but work it into cylinders from 1 to 3 inches long, which are 

made round and polished by the same processes applied to the shell 

money. 

A piece of this stone 2 inches long and three-quarters of an inch thick 

is worth $10. They wear this money around their necks, and when one 

dies they often put $500 or $600 worth in the grave. 

One sees among the Wailakki very pretty strings of shell money 

ealled to-kal-li, consisting of thin circular disks about a quarter of an 

inch in diameter, and resembling somewhat the Catholic rosaries, in hav- 

ing one larger button or “Gloria Patri” to every ten “ Ave Marias.” 

Mr. Powers speaks of a Wailakki squaw with ear-drops or pendants 

carved from the ear-shell (Haliotis) in the shape of fish and exhibiting 

the glinting tints of that beautiful shell to great advantage, and he 

says it is the only instance of fancy shell cr bone carving aside from 

the common shell money that he has ever noticed. 

Their mode of settling difficulties is to kill their enemies at the first 

favorable opportunity, and then if they wish to avoid a similar fate, a 

settlement is made with the relatives of the deceased, and the dead In- 

dian is paid for according to rank and station. This payment is made 

in Indian money, or perhaps in white deer-skins or woodpeckers’ heads. 

Then all are supposed to be friendly and they have their appropriate 

dance over it. 

The murder of a man’s dearest relative may be compounded for by 

the payment of money, the price of an ordinary Indian’s life being one 

string. If the money is paid without higgling the slayer and the 

avenger become at once boon companions. If pot, the avenger must 

have the murderer’s blood, and a system of retaliation is initiated, 

which, however, may at any moment be arrested by the payment of 

money. 

Among the Patawat of Humboldt Bay the fine for the murder of a 

man is ten strings of allikochik, each string consisting of ten pieces ; 

for the murder of a woman it is five strings, or one hundred dollars, and 

fifty dollars, respectively. A man’s life with this tribe is valued at six 

canoes, each one occupying in its manufacture three months’ time of 

two Indians, or the labor of one man for three years. 

A wife is purchased at prices varying from two to fifteen strings. 

Judge Roseborough states that with the Hupas these payments are not 

demanded until the first full moon after the murder. ‘Then the demand 

is presented by a third party. If the money is paid at once, the affair 

is amicably settled and is never alluded to again. 

If they have a quarrel and it is not settled on the spot, they refuse to 

speak to each other; but if after awhile one desires to open friendly 

relations, he offers to pay the other man a certain amount of shell 
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money. If this offeris accepted they exchange moneys (not necessarily 

in equal amounts) and harmony is at once restored. 

Courtship is also conducted by means of money among the Klamath 

and Trinity River tribes. A wife seldom brings less than half a 

string, and when she belongs to an aristocratic family, is pretty and 

skillful in making acorn bread and weaving baskets, she sometimes 

costs as high as two strings, say $80 or $100. 
No marriage is legal or binding unless preceded by the payment of 

money, and that family is most aristocratic which pays the highest price 

for the wife. So far is this shell aristocracy carried that the children 

of a woman for whom no money was paid are accounted no better than 

bastards, and the whole family is contemned. 

In Placer County, Cal., the Nishinam Indians dun their debtors 

with a device called sanchest, which is thrown into the wigwam of the 

tardy individual. (Fig. 113.) A number of sticks 4 inches long and 

about 4 of an inch thick are arranged on a string like a rope 

ladder. These sticks are painted with streaks of black and red, and 

represent the amount and character of the debt. 

GAMBLING AND MEDICINE. 

For gambling they have a bunch of small wands, one of which has a 

black band around the center. The gameis played by any number that 

wish to engage in betting. Two dealers sit opposite each other on a 

blanket, each backed by two or more singers and a drummer, and the 

game commences by one of the dealers taking the sticks in both hands, 

about equally divided, and holding them behind his back, shuffling 

them from hand to hand, after which he brings them in front of his 

body with both hands extended and the sticks grasped so the players can 

not see the centers. The opposite dealer clasps his hands together two 

or three times and points towards the hand which he thinks holds the 

stick with the black center. Should he guess correctly he takes the 

deal, and holds it until his opponent wins it back in like manner. For 

each failure a forfeit is paid, and one is also demanded when the dealer 
loses the deal. 

Friends of each party make outside bets on the dealers, and each 

dealer’s band plays and sings as long as he holds the deal. 

There is another game, essentially the same as the one above de- 

scribed, except that they use a smaller number of sticks, and the joker 

is blackened only in the center and the others at both ends and centers. 

Both games are called kiu. 

Rattles employed by medicine men andin gambling are composed of 

many hoofs and hooflets of the black-taildeer. Each piece is pierced ~ 

through the apex and suspended on a short thread upon which four 

white beads are also strung. These pendants are then fastened to a long 

belt of cloth or leather and worn around the waist or held in the hand. 

The hoofs striking together produce a sharp rattling sound. A small 
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graceful lens-shaped rattle mounted on a stick is held in the hand of the 

dancer. (Fig. 115.) 
The Hupa drum is a rectangular box covered with leather and has little 

merit as a musical instrument.” (Fig. 119.) 
The Hupa make tolerably agreeable music on a small bone whistle 

made either single or double. (Figs. 115-118.) Dr. Abbott describes 

and figures a collection of prehistoric whistles of bone from southwestern 

California so similar to those of the Hupa that the continuity of music 

in prehistoric and recent times is made out. (Wheeler, Vol. VII, 23.) 
It is an important principle which archeologists sometimes overlook 

that arts may survive and obey the taws of technic evolution even 

though the men through whose instrumentality they live and have their 

being have had no immediate biood relationship. 

Among the Karoks of California there are two kinds of Shamans— 

the root doctors and the barking doctors. Thelatter (women mostly) 

squat like a dog before the patient and bark for hours. The root doctor 

with potions, poultices, ete., medicate the parts where the ailment is 

discovered. They believe that witches cause a snake, frog, lizard, or 

other reptile to fasten to the body and to grow through the skin into 

the viscera. The barking doctor first discovers the seat of the disease 

and then sucks until the blood flows. She then takes an emetic and 

vomits up a frog, which she pretends came from the patient. 

ABORIGINAL BOTANY. 

The following-named plants enter in some manner into the daily life 

and experience of the northern California Indians. The list is far from 

exhaustive, but an effort in the right direction, which it is hoped may be 

followed up and corrected with reference to all aboriginal peoples. 

Most of the information is drawn from Mr. Powers, Dr. Watson, and the 
Wheeler Report, Vol. VI: 

AESCULUS CALIFORNICA, Nutt. Buckeye. The shoots used for arrow- 

Shafts and the pounded nuts used in stupefying fish, also eaten in 
times of scarcity. 

ALLIUM CEPA, Lunkup, in Yokuts. Eaten as food. 
ALLIUM SATIVUM. Haten raw or roasted. 

ALLIT. A kind of salt used for seasoning greens. The Indians pull up 

the grass in low alkaline grounds when the dew is on, and soak off 
the salt, or they sweep a stick through the grass and wash it to 

procure the salt, which is strongly impregnated with alum. 
ALNuS. Alder. 

AMENOPSIS CALIFORNICA, Hooker. Yerba Mansa, Lipits, in Yokuts. 
A piperaceous plant whose root is soaked in water and the infusion 

drank for a bad stomach. 

ANGELICA. Chehinkinku, in Huchnom, Muhachakolen, in Hupa. The 

root is used as medicine and also as a charm by many tribes. The 

tender shoots are eaten as greens in spring. 
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ANTICLEA NUTTALLHU, or ZYGADENUS VENENOSUS. Black-bulb grass, 

or by some tribes, death camass. The nut is considered poisonous 
by Indians of California. 

ARCEUTHOBIUM DIVARICATUM, Engelm. Mistletoe which grows on 

the pinus edulis monophylla. This as well as the pitch of the 

same trees good for coughs, colds, and rheumatism. Making a fire 

with it the Indians fumigate themselves therein. 

ARCTOSTAPHYLOS GLAUCA, Lindl. Great berried manzanita. Leaves 

smoked with native tobaeco. The dried berries worn in necklaces. 

A. TOMENTOSA, Dougl. and A. PUNGENS. Fruit eaten largely by all 

California Indians, raw or pounded into flour and made into mush 

or stored for winter. An agreeable cider is made by soaking the 

flour and drawing off the liquor. 

ASCLEPIAS. Lowland milk-weed. Potter Valley and South Hel River 

Indians make strings, cords, and nets of the inner bark of this 

plant. They crush the dry stalk with their teeth or between two 

stones. They then strip off the outer bark and twist the bast into 

threads. ; 

ATROPIS TENUIFOLIA, Watson. One of the “bunch grasses;” an ex- 

cellent forage; the seeds eaten by the natives. 

BiGELOvIA. Used as medicine by the Indians of Walker Lake, Nevada. 
BLEMOSPERMA CALIFORNICUM, Torrey and Gray. Seeds gathered with 

the fanning tray and seed basket and made into mush or bread. 

BRODILZA CONGESTA, Smith. Purple flowered grass. A liliaceous 

plant; the nut eaten raw or roasted. 

B. VOLUBILIS, Baker; STROPHOLIRION CALIFORNICUM, Torr. Climb- 

ing grass. A liliaceous plant; the nut eaten raw or roasted. Used 

for ornament by whites. 
BROMUS VIRENS, Buckl; CERATOCHLOA GRANDIFLORA, Hook. Wild 

grass. Fiber used in making cord and netting by Hupa. 

CALLIPROA LUTEA, Lindl.; BRODIaA IX1OIDES, Smith. Yellow blos- 
som grass. <A liliaceous plant; the nut eaten raw or roasted. 

CASTILLEIA. Potal’-lu-kai-u-in, in Yokuts painted cup. Use not given. 

CERCIS OCCIDENTALIS, Torrey. Sakattu, in Yokuts. Wood split fine 
and used as sewing material in the coiled basketry, the basis of the 

coil being willow twig. ; 
CHLOROGALUM POMERIDIANUM, Kunth. Trokot, in Yokuts. Soap 

plant. Root eaten in times of scarcity. Soaked in hot water it is 

used in removing tar worn by widowsin mourning. The pounded 

root mixed in water is employed in stupefying fish. Heated and 

laid on old sores it cleanses and heals them, The fiber is also 

made into brooms and household brushes. 

CLAYTONIA PERFOLIATA, Don. Wild lettuce. Used for food. Mr. Pow- 

ers says that Indians near Auburn lay quantities of the lettuce 

near red-ant nests for the insects to circulate through it; after- 

wards the ants are shaken out and the Indians eat the plant with 

relish, averring that a sour taste has been imparted to it. 
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Composirza, Ld’/chun,in Yokuts. The seeds of many species used for 
pinole and highly esteemed. 

CRUCIFERZ, Kéyetsah, in Yokuts. Seeds of several species used in 
making panada or mush. 

CycLoBoTuRA, Benth.; CALOcHORTUS. Beaver-tail grass. Genus of 
liliaceous plants with many species. Nut eaten raw or roasted, 

DATURA METELOIDES, D.C. Tannaikh, in Yokuts. Jimson weed. 
Pounded reots good for cuts and bruises. Decoction drank as opi- 

ate, especially by shamans, who are sometimes killed by it. 

ECHIVERIA LANCEOLATA, Nutt.; COTYLEDON LANCEOLATA, Benth. and 

Hook. Rock lettuce. One of the crassulacex. Haten raw. 

EREMOCARPUS SETIGERUS, Benth. Little mullein. EKuphorbiaceous 

plant ; decoction used as cure for ague. 

ERODIUM CICUTARIUM. Poh’keuts,in Yokuts. Pin clover, pin grass. 

One of the geraniacee; eaten raw when tender or boiled for 

greens. An excellent forage plant, reputed to impart an excel- 

lent flavor to milk and butter. 

ERIODYCTION GLUTINOSUM, Benth. MKitniisil, in Yokuts. Yerba Santa. 

Decoction drank for fever and bad blood. 
ESCHOLTZIA CALIFORNICA, Cham. Wa-trd-ko,in Yokuts. Califor- 

nia poppy. Hither boiled or roasted with hot stones and then laid 

in water. 

FRANGULA CALIFORNICA, Gray; RHAMNUS CALIFORNICUS, Hschholtz. 

Buckthorn. Root heated hot and placed on aching tooth. 

GALIUM. Used by the Nishinam as an ague medicine. The leaves and 

stems are heated and placed on affected parts for rheumatism. 

GRASS NUTS. Large number of species of bulbous plants under this 

general name are pried out of the ground with the primitive dig- 

ging stick and eaten raw or roasted. 

GRASS SEEDS. Almost every edible seed in California has been discov- 

ered by the Indians, who apply to them the general term of grass 

seeds. These are parched avd ground and eaten uncooked, or 

made into mush or cakes. 

GREENS. The list of plants eaten in the spring as salad is very exten- 

sive. 

HESPEROSCORDIUM LACTEUM, LINDL. = BRODI4:A LACTA, Watson. 

White-flowered grass. A liliaceous plant, the nut eaten raw or 

roasted. 

Juncus. Mr. Powers tells us that the small bulrush is hatcheled 

with flints or finger-nails, bleached, and woven into breech cloths, 

ete. 

LABIAT@. Several species of mints are drunk in a tea or decoction 

for cougbs and colds. 

MADARIA DISSITIFLORA, Gray. One of the composite; seeds said to 

be as rich as butter. 

MELICA. Eaten raw or boiled for greens. 
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MIMULUS LUTEUS. Mask flower. One of the Scrophulariacie. Used 
for greens in the spring. 

Musuroom. Eaten raw or roasted. 

NICOTIANA QUADRIVALVIS, Gray, N. PLUMBAGINIFOLIA, Bolander. 

Logon, in Yokuts. Wild tobacco. Smoked alone or mixed with 

manzanita leaves. ilas a pungent, peppery taste. Said to have 

been rudely cultivated or protected by the Indians by keeping 

down inimical weeds. This primitive agriculture is probable, since 

the Pimos of Southern California have a planting festival in the 

spring, when they climb the mountains and insert gourd seeds into 

congenial crevices of the rocks, leaving them to grow.: In autumn 

they return to gather the harvest of gourds, which enter largely 

into their domestic economy. The Yokuts dry their tobacco, beat 

it very fine, then wet and compress it into large, solid lumps. It 

is used frequently as a poultice on cuts. Professor Watson thinks 

the Nicotiana bigelovii is the original of the quadrivalvis. 

PARMELIA SAXICOLA. A greenish-gray lichen, from which a tea is 
made as a remedy for eclic. 

PELLEA BREWERI, Eaton. <A kind of fern used as tea. 

PHACELIA. There are thirty-five species of this Hydrophyllaceous 

plant. Mr. Powers mentions Phacelia in the Indian botany, but 

does not give the use. 

PHORADENDRON ViLLOSUM, Engelm. Oak mistletoe. Smoked by 

Chimariko as a substitute for tobacco. 

PHOTINIA ARBUTIFOLIA, Lindl., HETEROMELES ARBUTIFOLIA, Roe- 

mer. California Holly. Berries eaten with relish. 

PINUS EDULIS, Engelm. Nut or silver pine. The pifion pine, the , 

most useful tree to northern California Indians. Nuts for food, 

poultice, dress, and jewelry. Inner bark, buds, and cone cores 

used for food when tender in the spring. Pitch placed on sores, 

arrow wounds, ete. Cone core and bunch-grass boiled together for 

hair-dye. 

PINUS LAMBERTIANA, Dougl., P. FLEXILIS, James, P. SABINIANA, 

Dougl. All furnish nuts for food and the shells are worked into 

necklaces and other ornaments. 

QUERCUS AGRIFOLIUS, Née. Nishinam eat the acorns. 

QUERCUS GAMBELIL Hsin, in Yokuts. White oak. Acorns used most 

commonly for food. 

Q. LoBaTa, Née. Q. BREWERI, Engelm. in’/min, in Yokuts. Burr 

oak. Staple food, but inferior to Q. Gambellit. 

Q. DENSIFLORA. Chestnut oak. For food. 

Q. SONOMENSIS, Benth. Q., KELLOGII, Newberry. The black oak. 

Acorns eaten when no others are procurable. 

Q. WISLIzENIA, A. H. The liveoak. The Nishinam eat the acorns 

when they can procure no other. 

‘ 
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RANUNCULUS CALIFORNICUS, Benth. Yellow blossom or crow-foot. 

The seeds are gathered by sweeping through the plants a long- 

handled basket or a gourd. The dry, parched flour has the taste 

of parched corn. 

RHUS AROMATICA, var. TRILOBA, Gray. The fruit is said to be pleas- 

antly acid and the slender twigs make beautiful coiied basketry. 

R. DIVERSILOBA, Torr. and Gray. Poison oak. Indians less poisoned 

by it. Leaves eaten as antidote to poison. Women use the leaves 

freely in cooking. They lay them on a pile of roots or a batch of 

corn bread over which are placed hot stones and earth. 

Rumex. Yellow dock. Leaves eaten in spring. Root heated and ap 

plied as a poultice for acute pain. 

Saurx. Willow. Twigs made into arrow-shafts and form the body of 

the coiled basketry. 

SALVIA CoOLUMBINA. Seeds roasted and ground by Southern Cali- 

fornians and Mexicans. Seed-like nutlets infused in water form a 

pleasant, mucilaginous drink, which is largely consumed. 

SamBucus. Elder. Berries eaten. 

SANICULA TUBEROSA. Torrey. The turkey pea. An umbelliferous 

food plant. 

ScIRPUS LACUSTRIS, Linn. Tule plant. Pollen used for food. It is 

beaten off in a cloth and made into pinole or mush. The bulbous 

roots are eaten and the stalks are exccedingly useful in matting and 

basketry. 

SPOROBOLUS ASPERIFOLIUS. Tsuk-kus, in Yokuts. A coarse grass, 

whose leaves are extensively used in basketry. 

TRIFOLIUM. Clover. Takornes, in Yokuts. Boiled with dock and 

other herbs for greens. Also eaten raw. 

VITIS CALIFORNICA, Benth. Wild grape. The fruit universally eaten. 

XEROPHYLLUM TENAX, Nutt. Used by Hupa in making ornamental 

basketry, 



A NAVAJO ARTIST AND HIS NOTIONS OF MECHANICAL 
DRAWING. 

By R. W. SHUFELDT. 

One of the best known sub-chiefs of the Navajo Indians in north- 

western New Mexico is Mariano. This man controls a camp of his people 

some 20 miles from the military station of Fort Wingate, which latter 

place he frequently visits. His father was a notable chief before him, 

and Mariano is highly respected for his sagacity and wise ruling among 

the remnant of the tribe now under his sway. 

An elder sister of his, known among the Navajos b the name of 

Esta-yeshi, lives in one of the crudely constructed habit: ions built by 

these people on the hill-sides close to the Government buildings of Fort 

Wingate. Esta-yeshi, of whom we present an admirable portrait, is 

exceedingly masculine in her tastes and instincts, even for a Navajo 
woman, and when she came to have her picture taken she insisted upon 

holding her revolver in one hand and steadying her favorite Winchester 

beside her with the other. The Navajos say that this.woman is one of 

the best, if not the best, blanket weaver in the tribe, and many a time 

have I watched her skillful weaving, with interest. Nor does she lack 

intelligence in other respects, for she is often consulted in matters of no 

little import in the tribe. 

Esta-yeshi has a grown son of about twenty-two or twenty-three 

years of age, whom the Navajos call ‘Choh,” which means some kind of 

a bird, I believe. 

Choh had an unfortunate accident happen to him as an infant. He 

Was strapped up, in the manner of all Navajo papooses, to his little 

board in a thoroughly confined manner, and had been placed near a 

smoldering camp-fire by his mother. Something or other tipped him 

over, face downwards in the hot ashes, and before any one could reach 

him his face all about his mouth had become frightfully burned. The 

scar from this has never left him, and his nose is nearly as flat as his 

face to day. 

This Indian is one of the ever-to-be-seen characters about the garri- 

son of Wingate. Usually he is extremely untidy in his appearance and 

awkward in his carriage. Indeed, with his eccentric movements and 

great moppish head of hair and highly revolting features, many of the 

children stand in great awe of the poor, disfigured fellow. 

He is by no means the stupid clown we would take him to be, how- 

ever, upon first sight, as we will very soon see. 

240 
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Long before I knew Choh had any claims to being one of the artists 
of the tribe I had been struck on several occasions, when closely study- 

ing the peculiar expressions of his face, unknown to him, by certain 

lights of intellisence that would come into it in spite of its pitiful de- 

formity; these vere much enhanced by his overflowing good humor, for 

he is a warm-hearted, happy type of an Indian, in spite of his repulsive 

exterior. 

It is wonderful to see the affection that Msta-yeshi has for this searred 

and half-crippled son of hers. She is never so happy as when he is 

about; has taught him all that lies within her power to teach; does 

everything for him, and is pleased to the last degree when he will allow 

her to decorate his person with all those trappings so impressive in the 

eyes of the Indian and in which we see him deéked out in the accom- 

panying engraving. The two eagle feathers at the side of his head de- 

note his claim to royal blood. 

Fort Winete, in common with all United States military stations on 
the frontier, as its building known as the trader’s store, though the 

post-office av other minor establishments are included under the same 

roof. This building is a great resort for the idle ones among the Nava- 

jos, who, during most of the time on week days, lounge about on 

its veranda, incessantly smoking their cigarettes, or if it be cold they 

practice the same around the stove in the center of the main room 

within. ; 

Choh forms no exception to this almost general failing, but is, indeed, 

reckoned among the most inveterate of the regular habitués. When he 

comes, however, his time is rarely spent in idleness, for, after rapidly 

puffing through one or two cigarettes, le will saunter over to the dis- 

tant end of one of the long counters of the salesroom, where he is soon 

at work on some of the sheets of wrapping-paper there to be found with 

his bit of illy sharpened pencil. It is a curious sight to see this Indian 

at his drawing. He is obliged to bring his face almost down in contact 

with the paper on account of his eyes, which were permanently injured 

by the burn I have already alluded to above. In this position the great 

mat of coarse hair which covers his head tumbles all over, so as almost 

to hide the subject which engages him, from the observer at his side. 

The first time I overlooked Choh to see what he was about he was 

laboring away at a gaudily dressed chief riding at full tilt upon his 

Indian steed. His work was rather above that of the average Indian 

artist, but as I had seen many of their productions before and watched 

many of them while they executed them, I paid no special attention to 

this additional example of an old story. 

Choh has been presented at various times with one of those red and 

blue pencils, when the results of his handiwork exhibit a striking ap- 
pearance indeed. Flaming red frogs with blue stripes adown their backs 

and sides, with still mpre pretentious birds, will be found on every piece 

of paper that comes beneath the hand of this untutored artist. 

H. Miss. 170——16 
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His figures of Indian men and women are particularly worthy of no- 

tice, and one in watching him carefully can gain some idea of the rela- 

tive importance that he attaches to the various parts of their war and 

ordinary trappings through the emphasis with which he depicts some of 

them. 

But Choh is not much of a naturalist, as his woful delineations of 

birds and animals will testify, and it was not until a week or more 

ago that I accidentally discovered the true channel in which his talents 

lay. I was passing through the salesroom with my budget of mail 

when I noticed this Indian as usual bent over his paper and more than 

ordinarily absorbed in the design he was engaged upon, beneath the 

great disheveled mat of a winter’s growth of the blackest of hair that 

hung down from every part of his head. 

The glance I was enabled to get at his paper satisfied me in an in- 

stant as to the cause of his increased interest. He was at work upon a 

locomotive, with its tender and a couple of baggage cars, and was just 

then giving the finishing touches to his design. The effort attracted 

my attention at once, because an Indian’s idea of a locomotive, drawn 

by himself without the object before him, was to me something certainly 

worthy of examination. The drawing of birds, and frogs, and lizards, 

in their crude way isa thing we somehow naturally look for, and as it 

has been a fact for so long a time before us, perhaps we take it, too, as 

a matter of course that such people would make endeavor to depict ob- 

jects which were constantly before their eyes in their common environ- 

ment. A moment’s consideration would also convince us that among 

these very Indians, as it is with more highly civilized races, there 

would be different degrees of merit exhibited even among those who 

laid claim to being proficient in the same branch. I saw this well 

exemplified nearly a year ago, among the Zuni women, as they fashioned 

and painted their pottery at the Pueblo, and no doubt it holds good 

everywhere and in all paths of human activity. It was very prettily 

brought before my mind in the case of the Zuni women, for one of the 
group that I was watching on the occasion referred to was painting a 

jar for me, when I got her to understand that it was my wish that she 

should incorporate an animal and a few birds in her design. | At this 

she despondingly shook her head and pointed, with rather an envious 

gesture, I thought, to one of her companions who sat opposite as the one 

who was skilled in that part of the work. 

Another thing I have noticed is that the majority of these Indian art- 

ists are great mimics, and there is much to lead us to believe that 

many of their designs, both in pottery and in art, have become quite 

stereotyped. Not long ago I pointed out this fact in an article which 

I contributed to Science, wherein [ showed how the Zunis had clung, 

perhaps for ages, to a common model for the owl. 

sut to draw a locomotive at all well is a vastky different thing, and 

particularly so when it is done from memory alone. This is a great, 
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complicated thing, crowded with detail, and an object which the ma- 

jority of the Navajos have only had the opportunity of seeing for a few 

years. The question possesses no little interest from an educational 

point of view; for if one full-blooded Navajo Indian ean, of his own 

volition, thus step out of the archaic aboriginal rut and make a pass- 

able picture of a steam-engine, are there not hidden sparks and abilities 

in other directions, and how would this one thrive if it were properly 
guided and nourished ? 

Choh presented me with his drawing, and during the course of the 

day made me two others upon some rather common drawing paper, 

which I gave him for the purpose. The last two efforts were even 

better than the one he had made for his own amusement, and each pos- 

sesses points of interest that they do not have in common. 

I selected the one I considered the best of all, and present it here as 

one of the illustrations of this paper, it having been reduced rather 

more than one-third for the purpose. 

In one of the others he drew the telegraph poles and wires alongside 

the track, and placed a bird on top of each pole—a very common sight 

in this prairie country; but the birds are entirely out of proportion 
with the rest of the picture, being fully ten times too large. 

In the third he has attempted to represent the rays of light as they 

issue from the headlight, and the steam in this one is blowing off. His 

powers of observation have served him well here, for he has drawn the 

white steam simply in outline, and has tried to show how if euts 

through the smoke, which is drawn black, as it comes from the stack. 

One of the most interesting things to me was to observe the great 

rare he took to show the “bright line” on the smokestack. Not only 

that, but he was familiar with the fact that it did not show on the 

under side of the upper enlarged portion of this part of the engine. 

He has likewise represented it upon the brass steam-chest and else- 

where, and there is an evident attempt to properly shade the body of 

the engine itself, or boiler. Now, surely this is good work for an un- 

taught Indian, and [ can attest it is far above anything that I have 

ever seen one of thei attempt before, much less accomplish. 

Again, the detail about the engine is by no means bad, and, moreover, 

each of these locomotives is upon a somewhat different model, as in one 

he has the bell in a frame in front of the sand-box, in another it is belted 

to it, while finally, in the third, if is in the middle, between sand-box 

and steam-chest. The driving-gear is not as well shown in the figure 

as he is wont to make it sometimes, and one has to but wateh him draw 

these parts to become satisfied that the man is ignorant of the principle 
involved. 

He invariably places two men within the cab, and takes evident pains 

to always draw the top of this part perfectly flat. 

For the tender he usually adopts one model, from which he rarely 

departs, though sometimes he fills it heaping full of coal, while at others, 
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as in the illustration, he neglects to put any in at all, He has examined 

the method of coupling, for it is carefully shown in one of the figures, 
though in another a thickened line indicates this arrangement. 

It is an extraordinary thing to watch him put the letters on the tender 

and baggage cars. He must make these entirely from memory, yet he 

never strikes it as they should be, for it is quite evident that his com. 

binations do not agree with the actual abbreviations used by the rail- 

way companies; yet Choh writes these on precisely as if he were posi- 

tive as to their correctness, and we must own that the form of the ma- 

jority of his capitals is not bad. He invariably, however, makes his 

great J’s after this fashion, [,, and nearly always turns his capital W’s up- 

side down. Often he places the oblique bar across the door of the bag- 

gage car, with a window above it, and I see in one of the drawings, he has 

adopted the elevated plan of brakes seen in this class of cars. Here, 
again, however, it is quite clear that he has not mastered the use of this 

contrivance, perhaps one of the simplest in use of all the gearing em- 

ployed upon a train of cars. The perspective for the wheels, and the 

proper way of drawing them upon the opposite rails, is another weak 

point, which he endeavors to conceal by filling it in with the shadow. 

These are the leading points which occur to me for criticism in this 

drawing, that, taken as a whole, is truly a wonderful piece of work for 

one of these people. When we come to consider really how low they are 

in the seale of civilization, it is an astounding production. About 

Wingate, here, the majority of these savages live more like bears than 

men, Sheltered as they are, summer and winter, in the low, rude 

“shacks,” which they build of limbs and twigs of trees on the hill-sides. 

Moreover, it is not as if this man had the opportunity of studying a 

locomotive every day of his life, for the railway station is fully three 

miles from his Indian home, and there is nothing else to induce him to 

go there. 
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NOTES ON CUSTOMS OF THE DAKOTAHS. 

By PauL Beckwitu. 

The Dakotahs or Sioux now scattered over the great Northwest are 

divided into seven bands and many sub-bands, as follows: 
(1) Sis si-ton-wans, or Village of the Marsh. The major portion of this 

band are now at Devil’s Lake Agency, Dak. The I san-ties, a sub-band 
who take their name from a former residence at I-san-tine-di, or Knife 
Lake. 

(2) Wah-pe-ku-tes, or Leaf Shooters, a wandering band scattered over 

the prairies of the Northwest. 

(8) Wah-pe-ton-wans, or Village of the Leaves, trom their homes in 
the woods. 

(4) I-hank-ton-wans, End Village of the Lake. 

(5) L-hank-ton-wan-na. This band and the preceding, having united, 

are now known by the name of Yank-tons, and are found on the prairies 

and agencies of the Northwest. The sub-bands of this confederation are 

Pa-bak-sa, or Cut Heads; Wa-zi-ku-tes, or Pine Shooters; Ki-guk-sa, 
or Breakers of Law; and the Hunk-pa-di-dan. From the Wazikut»s 

branch of this band the As-sin-na-boines are said to have sprung. 

(6) Te-ton-wans, or Prairie Village, number over one-half of the entire 
Sioux nation, and comprise those bands most opposed to cultivating 

the soil. General Custer was defeated and annihilated by this band. 

The sub-bands are as follows: Si cau-gu, or Burnt Thighs ; [-ta-zi-pa, or 

30w Pith; Si-ha-sa-pa, or Black Feet; Min-ni-kau-ye-wo-zu-pi, or 

They who plant by the water ; O-o-he-non-pa, or Two Boilings ; O-gla-la, 
and Hunk-pa-pa. 

(7) Mdi-wa-kan-ton-wans, or Village of the Spirit Lake, from a former 

residence at Mille Lacs. 

Da-ko-tah is to say the leagued or the allied, and they speak of them- 

selves as the O-ce-ti Sa-ko-wi, or Seven Council Fires. 

DANCES OF THE DAKOTAUHS. 

Wi-cas-ta-wa-kan, holy or medicine man, the high-priest in the reli- 

gious ceremonies of the Dakotahs, invariably a chief, who through 

these dances or religious ceremonies retains his influence in the tribe, 

understands thoroughly the medicinal properties of the various herbs 

used by them, and often performs cures acknowledged by Army sur- 

geons as remarkable. An Indian staggering into camp many hours 

245 
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after being bit by a venomous snake, his leg swollen horribly, was 

cured in a short time; the late Dr. De Wolf (U.S. Army surgeon killed 
in the Custer massacre) and the writer saw the man. The doctor said 

there was no cure for him, yet he was cured bya medicine man. Another 

cure, a cataract of the eye, was effected by the insertion within the lids of 

brass filings. To impress upon the mind of the patient the divine nat- 

ure of his medicine the medicine man adds to the efficacy of his reme- 

dies, mysterious incantations, contortions of feature and body, accom- 

panied always by the drum, often placing upon the ground a paper or bark 

figure, and while the friends are holding the patient over it, shoots it 

with his gun. As the patient is held over the figure the sickness falls 

to the ground, enters the figure, and as he kills it with his incantations 

and his gun, it will not re-enter the patient. All this power is received, 

they say, through the Great Spirit, who confers upon them a spiritual 

medicine so powerful that they can kill at will, resuscitate the dead, 

and cure the sick. The spiritual medicine is represented by a bunch of 

feathers, a claw, a bird or animal head, a pebble; anything, in fact, that 

strikes their fancy. To keep their medicine from the gaze of the pro- 

fane a medicine-bag is prepared from the skin of birds or small ani- 

mals, decorated with beads and poreupine quills, and in this bag the 

medicine is placed, and is carried with them always, as long as they are 

followers of the Wau-kan Wa-ci-pi, holy or medicine dance, and as its 

name implies, the religion or worship of the medicine of the Dakotahs, 

their manner of worshiping the multiplicity of gods through their 

medicine. A council is held by the head-men of the order, who appoint 

to acias soldiers ten members of the order, who, selecting a suitable 

spot, erect a 3-foot barricade, in form an ellipse, at each end a tent. 

one for the high-priests to hold their councils, and in which to keep 

their Pa-zu-hi-ta-wau-kan, the other for the soldiers, who reserve 

order, wait upon the dancers, prevent spectators from leaning upon 

the barricade, and attend toa large cauldron of meat and wild turnips 

cooking over a fire immediately in front of their tent, often replenished 

during the ceremonies. 

The high-priests entering the circle from their tent, and the soldiers 

taking their places, the members are admitted by families or groups, 

who, standing in line, face the east, or medicine tent, in unison throw up 

their hands and shout, ‘‘ Brothers, have merey upon me.” The head of 

the family or spokesman relates where and when each one was initiated 

into the order, chanting a refrain to the high-priest and holding the 

medicine-bags in the left hand, tightly pressed against the heart, the 

rightarm raised as if in the act of affirming, trots around the circle crying, 

“Friend and brother, have merey upon me;” when reaching the start- 

ing place he chants again, this time in. praise of the Wau kan Tan-ta, or 

Great Spirit, and takes a seat upon the ground, leaning against the bar- 

ricade. All the members as they enter go through with the same pro- 

gramme, 
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The high-priest, taking his seat in the medicine tent, appoints four 

assistants; to one is given a small drum, to the next a pillow and stick, 

to the third a rattle, and the last assists in grunting. The big drum 

in the center of the circle, has several drummers, who add without cessa- 

tion, to the din. The high-priest now speaks to them of this, the holy 

dance, founded centuries ago, relating how powerful was the medicine of 

their ancestors, and advising unbelievers not to scott at them or their 

medicine, as they have the power to thrust a claw or a stone through the 

body of any one at will, causing instant death. To show them how strong 

his medicine is, he calls up one of his assistants, and pointing his medicine- 

bag at him, gives a puff with his lips, whereupon the assistant falls ap- 

parently senseless upon the ground. The high-priest prays the Great 

Spirit to aid him, bowing to the north, south, east, and west, asks the 

assistance of the members in bringing their dead brother to life. All the 

instruments are pounded, accompanied by frantic gesticulations and so- 

norous grunts, the lifeless man gradually returning to consciousness, and 

spitting into his hand a mass of froth and blood, in which is a claw or a 

stone. The high-priest now dances around the circle, showing his medi- 

‘Ine-bag, and imitating the animal from which it is taken. Advancing 

rapidly towards one of the members, he holds his medicine-bag to his 

mouth and blows over it towards the one selected, who, giving a yell, 

falls tothe ground. The chief continues, and the ‘dead men” reviving, 

assist in Shooting others, until the ring is full of howling savages, dancing, 

yelling, and shooting each other. A signal is given, all congregate around 

the big drum, raising one foot, then the other, alternately, keeping time 

with a lateral swing of the body, the men chanting in a sepulchral tone, 

seeming to die out in the pit of their stomachs, and the women on the 

outside of the group, raising themselves on the ball of their feet, imi- 

tate the peculiar call of the female swan. The hoarse guttural sounds 

of the men, and the clear swan-like notes of the women, the two blend- 

ing together, were very musical. During the ceremonies the assistants 

of the high-priest, in performing their office and upon their instruments, 

trot around the ring faster and faster, grunting at each step, form into 

line in front of those selected, advance and retreat several times, then 

rushing forward, thrust their instruments into the hands of their sue- 

cessors, take the seats just vacated, and now represent the gods of the 

norti, south, east, and the west, the high-priest representing the Wau-kan 

Tan-ka or Great Spirit. When a candidate is initiated he is first taken 

into the council-tent for instructions, which are secret, stripped of his 

clothing, excepting an apron or cloth and moccasins, painted black 

from head to foot, a red spot about the size of a nickel painted between 

his shoulders. The candidate is exhorted to remain good, and bis medi- 

cine will be strong, and that he must give a feast once a year; if not, he 
will be unfortunate, and meet with sickness and death; if good, the 
Great Spirit will make his heart strong. The candidate now receives 

the holy claw or stone; the high-priest approaching from the east with 
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his medicine-bag describes the course of the sun, bowing to the four 

quarters, says to the candidate, ‘‘ Now prepare yourself, I am going to 

transfer to you what I have in my medicine-bag,” and thrusting his 

bag torward the candidate, says, “There goes the spirit.” At these 

words the candidate, kneeling on a blanket, falls upon the ground. 

All those that wish now come forward and, as offerings, throw over the 
prostrate figure robes, blankets, skins, and ornaments. By the power of 

the high-priest the candidate recovers, as described before, is presented 

with a medicine-bag, and is a recognized member of the order. He 

must attend the three following meetings in the same costume, painted 

black, after which he appears as be may wish, Women are members 

of this order. Dead Indians, men and women, are initiated into this 

order, through the same performance over a lock of hair of the deceased, 

wrapped in skin or cloth, laid upon the ground, with robes, blankets, ete., 

piled as an offering upon it, and afterwards distributed among the mem- 

bers. They say the spirit by this initiation is set on the right road, 

straight to his or her destination. After the ceremonies the soldiers 

distribute the food, and the feast commences, constituting the principal 

attraction to the multitude. The dance, commencing at daylight, lasts 

until daylight the following morning, and as these dances are given, 

even in mid-winter, many degrees below zero, one can readily imagine 

the agony the candidates must undergo, clothed only in a coat of paint. 

It is generally supposed that the members of the order have secrets 

and signs, but the penalty is so sure and swift that no exposures have 

ever been made. Well-known instances have occurred, where indiscre- 

tion of members have been punished by their mysterious disappear- 

ance, attributed to the medicine men. 

Pa-gi-mi-hi-na-ka- Wa-ci-pi.—The circling erow dance, also called the 

straw or grass dance, is controlled by three men, the most influential of 

the tribe, who wear a peculiar insignia, a tunic of crow and eagle feath- 

ers attached to a belt ornamented with beads and quills; over the small 

of the back project two sticks several inches long; at the ends are jin- 

eling bells, every motion of the wearer causing the sticks to vibrate and 

the bells to jingle. These tunics are held sacred, and no profane hand 

allowed to touch them. The next officers of the order are the four 

drummers, each provided with a baton of office, a stick wrapped with 

porcupine quills and strings of beads, the four sticks being used to sus- 

pend the drum, and a large wash-tub or cheese-box, covered with skin, 

the sides draped with fine cloth, ornamented with feathers, beads, and 

quills. The duties of the drummers are to strike the drum with full 

force and to keep up an incessant singing. Stewards are appointed to 

collect provisions, which are rarely refused. When sufficient is collected 

to last several days the three leading men are notified, who, calling the 

lodge, make arrangements for the dance. The crier then goes through 

the camp announcing when and where the dance will be held. 

The three chiefs appear in their feathered tunics and the members 
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in their most brilliant paint. Seating themselves upon the ground, 

wrapped in their blankets up to the eyes, the drummers open the ball, 

the dancers throw their blankets aside, and springing to their feet brand- 

ish their tomahawks or Knives with violent gestures and an oecasional 

whoop, chant and dance for a few moments, resume their blankets and 

their seats, leaving one in the ring, who, fiercely gesturing, and wildly 

waving tomahawk or knife, will brag unmercifully over some exploit in 

war or chase; again all jump up, dance, and yell. A repetition of the 

same ones is gone through with again and again for several 

days or until the provisions are consumed. They will imitate animals, 

taking raw meat or a fish, snarl, growl, and snap over it, tearing it with 

their teeth like the wild beast they are so wellimitating. All questions 

are first discussed by the head-men in council, pro and con, and are 

then put to vote, the votes in the affirmative represented by astone, those 

in the negative by a piece of wood. No decision is arrived at until 

after many pow-wows; even then another lodge will be called in to par- 

ticipate. A question of importance once decided, the head chief of the 

band will be called in, whether a member of the lodge or not, and he must 

perform the mission they have intrusted him with, and as their influence 

is largely kept up through these orders the chiefs are glad of these com- 

missions. ‘There are no signs or pass-words, and with the exception of 

the skunk-skin garter, elaborately ornamented with beads, there is noth- 

ing to designate the members from the outside orth Though this 

order is of late date it is the most powerful among the Indians. Dur- 

ing this dance, if @ member wishes a divorce from one or more of his 
wives (they generally add one or two just before the dance for this pur- 

pose), he proclaims that he (naming himself) throws away (naming her), 

and she is no longer his wife. An outsider, by payment, can deputize a 

member to act for him. No member will act as spokesman for any one 

not amember unless paid a retainer’s fee, generally @ gun or a horse ; 

the more influential gain fifty to one Bundeed horses during the noo 

but have to give away as many to retain their influence. 

There are no ceremonies of initiation; they generally give a horse, 

starting him off with a cut of the whip, for any one who chooses to 

eatch him. The order is a charitable one. An old woman ealled on the 

order, stated her poverty; immediately the crier was sent around the 

camp, and in a tew hours the members were all present, as they will 
drop any work or pleasure when called. The leader stated the cause 
of the meeting; the result was flour and pork, thirteen blankets, calico, 
fine cloth, and cca Another instance: An Indian, wishing to build a 
house, invited the order to a feast; as he was not a member, one stated 

his wants. After the feast the building was soon completed. Thougha 
charitable and social society, it is one very much feared; and there ex- 
ist lodges among all the different tribes and bands throughout the 
great Northwest. 
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Hi-wau-gag Wa-ci-pi.—The sun dance.—The Sioux are superstitious, 

and firm believers in dreams, signs, and omens. This dance is given to 

avoid sickness or any misfortune that may have been foretold by a 

dream, sign, or omen, it is a self-inflicted punishment the Indian under- 

goes to propitiate the Great Spirit. 

A cirele is formed of green branches stuck into the ground; in the 

center, forming a triangle, are planted three poles or saplings, one much 

longer than the other two, the trunks cleared of branches excepting a 

tuft at the tops, a piece of white calico is fastened on one anda piece of 

red cloth on the other, both burnt after the dance, as they are then con- 

sidered sacred. ‘To each of the poles is fastened a stout thong, as high 

as amas head from the ground. The dancer takes his place in the 

center of the triangle, and making incisions through the flesh on shoul- 

ders and breast, ties the ends of thongs through the incisions, and places 

between his lips a small quill whistle through which he breathes, at each 

respiration giving a shrill whistle. He is clothed only in a shawl tied 

around his waist falling to his knees, his body painted black, hair loose 

and hanging upon his shoulders, and with rings of white rabbit-skins 

tied in his flesh on shoulders and legs. As the sun sinks below the 

horizon this dance of torture is commenced by a slow sidewise motion 

of the body, as each foot is raised and lowered, their eyes following the 

course of the sun as it revolves around the earth, and as it rises above 

the horizon their eyes are kept fastened upon it. This is kept up until 

sunset, if the dancer has not succumbed through weakness before this ; 

he tugs and strains in his efforts to pull the thongs through the flesh, 

and finally falling with his whole weight tears the thongs through, gen- 

erally rendering himself insensible. 

The dance, as its name indicates, is in honor of the sun (typical of the 

Great Spirit), and the great object is to keep their gaze upon it, the ob- 

ject of their adoration, or cease to follow its course, whether beneath 

or above them, in whose honor they are suffering these tortures. The 

drummers anda regular band of singers keep up a chant of ‘The 

Great Spirit keep us.” In dancing, the arms to the elbows are held 

pressed to their sides and from elbows straight out to the front, hands 

clinched, the feet raised alternately from the ground, the body moving 

from side to side and backward and forward, stretching the gashes to 

their fullest extent. ‘To see one undergoing this fearful torture called 

dancing, naked, painted black, hair streaming, blood trickling from 

their gashes, the shrill whistle at each breath, the hoarse gutteral sing- 

ing, the dull thud of the drum, is a dreadful sight indeed. 

I-wa-hi-ci-pi.—The scalp dance.—This dance follows the bringing home 

of scalps. <A circle is formed, on one side stand the warriors, their 

bodies painted ved, the feathers in their head-dress denoting the num- 

ber of scalps taken, tomahawks, knives, and guns, in their hands; on 

the other side stand the young women in their best attire, carrying the 

scalps stretched on hoops and dangling at the ends of long poles. The 
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musicians, drummers, and singers, squat upon the ground near by, 

The men commence the war song, sometimes forming a circle, dance 

around the women holding the scalps, who join in the refrain, as it were, 

then again forming in two lines facing each other, all dance forwards 

and backwards. Ii the scalps have been captured during the winter 

the dance is kept up at intervals until the leaves grow in the spring. 

If taken in the summer, they dance and rejoice over them until the 

leaves fall off. Painted red four times, then they are buried. Hach 

time the scalps are painted the warriors are expected to give away 

their blankets and their clothes, as their hearts are strong. 

Ce-ki-ti- pi.—The virgins’ lodge.—This feast or ceremony is only partic- 

ipated in by those who are virgins. If reports are circulated in the 

camp derogatory the girl immediately gets up a “ Virgins’ Lodge.” An 

old man is selected, who arranges the tipi or lodge, in which the feast is 

to take place, by smoothing the ground two or three yards in diameter 

in the center of the lodge. In the middle of the cleared space is placed a 

round stone, near it a knife is planted, blade up. The crier goes through 

the camp, specifying where and when the feast will be held. When all 

are assembled the girl enters, places her hand on the point of the knife 

blade, typical of the god of war, that he may pierce her through with 

this sharp blade if she is not pure; then on the stone, typical of the 

god of the mountains, that he may crush her; then placing her head 

against the earth, typical of the god of the earth, that he may open the 

earth and ingulf her if she is not truthful; she then takes her seat, her 

accuser is brought forward and goes through the same ceremony, and 

then openly accuses her; if his accusation is not substantiated, he is led 

from the lodge amid the jeers and laughter of the spectators. After 

the trial the feast commences, and the girl goes forth with unblemished 

character. This feast excites a beneficial effect morally upon the In- 

dian women, and serves to make an extremely immoral nation very cir- 

cumspect in their actions. 

The Dakotas have several ceremonies of adulation or praise. 

A-do-wan, to sing in praise of the Great Spirit, as the Dakotas do be- 

fore going into battle, or upon a raid into the enemy’s country, that he 

may render the hearts of the enemy weak, so they may be killed and 

their scalps captured without danger to themselves. 

Wi-cas-ta a-do-wan.—(To sing the praises of a man.)—The singer, tak- 

ing the heads of several woodpeckers, goes to the lodge or tipi of some 

particular individual, will sing over these heads in his praise, reciting 

his deeds in war and at the council fire, or exploits of the chase, re- 

ceiving in return a valuable present. 

A-do-wan.—The pipe or praise dance.—Two persons, the singer and 

dancer, go to a mourning lodge, and taking the bundle of cloth in which 

the hair or the medicine of the deceased is kept, hang it on four 

sticks driven into the ground. The singer then takes the pipe, the stem 

elaborately decorated with feathers, beads, and quills, invites the spec- 
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tators to join with him in his song of praise to the spirit of the departed, 

slowly waving the pipe over the bundle extols the virtues of the deceased. 

As the mourners are generally very liberal in their presents, the singers 

make a profitable business at these a-do-wans. The pipe-stem is a pe- 

culiar one; a flat stem worked with porcupine quills and beads, in the 

middle an eagle tail spread so each feather stands out by itself, and at- 

tached to the center of each feather are small bundles of horse-hair, 

wrapped with ribbons and quills. Those who have seen the dance de 

scribe it as being very graceful and beautiful. 

Yum-ni-wa-ci pi—The circle dance.—A social gathering where those of 

both sexes meet and dance around a pole planted in the ground. 

Han-wea ci-pi— Night dance.—Many gather together, men and women, 

with drums and singers, by moonlight, to dance and sing. Torming two 

lines quite a distance apart, the men take up the refrain for a few 

words; then the women answer. As arule the Indians are too super- 

stitious to leave their tipis after dark, so this dance is but rarely in- 

dulged in. The Dakotah can hardly be said to know anything about 

poetry, as the ho-ho-ho, ugh-ugh-ugh, or hi-hi-hi of their songs is only 

now and then interrupted by the enunciation of words. Their language 

is so figurative that the meaning is generally the opposite to what the 

expressions used would naturally convey. 

ORNAMENTS. 

There are but few now in use with any meaning. The number of 

eagle feathers worn denote the number of enemies killed, the wing 

feathers of the bald-headed eagle denoting male, and the black-eagle 

feathers denoting women. If they scalped the enemy, a broad red 

streak is painted across the feather; if shot, a round red spot is painted 

upon it; ifthe person killed was of prominence or reputation, the feathers 

are dyed red. The above is also applied to the killing of a grizzly bear. 

Small sticks arrayed with porcupine quills are sometimes attached to 

the quill of the feather, and small pieces of white fur glued to the ends. 

No one will wear an eagle feather unless entitled to it, as they believe 

it will fly away from their heads if worn unlawfully. 

Many of the so-called civilized Indians still retain the custom of ar- 

ranging the scalp-lock. The scalp-lock proper is a perfectly round eir- 

cle on the center of the head where the hair grows toa point. Around 

this lock they tie very firmly a bead band an inch wide; the hairis then 

braided, an otter skin twisted around it spirally, forming a braid 2 and 

even 4 feet long; this is kept oiled and nice for the enemy to capture if 

they get a chance; the partis dyed vermilion. If an Indian has the 

time and the person killed is of importance, they will take the entire 

scalp, including the eyebrows and ears. The scalps are stretched on 

hoops and dried; sometimes a picture will be painted upon the skin 

representing the history of its capture. The Indians have many orna- 

ments; none, however, are of any particular significance. It is not to 
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be believed that the grizzly-bear claws worn as a necklace are marks 

of distinction ; but as they are costly it is merely a matter of wealth and 

not asymbol of chieftainship. In former days it may have been so used, 

but not within the recollection of those now living. 

tELIGION. 

The Dakotahs have many gods; their visible and invisible world is 

peopled with spiritual beings, inhabiting everything in nature; conse- 

quently almost everything isan object of worship. He renders homage 

to the sun and moon, sacrificing as often to the bad as to the great or 

good spirit. His gods are of air, water, and of the prairies; their re- 

ligious ceremonies consist of dances. The god of the waters, Un-kte-hi, 

a fabled monster of the deep, probably a whale, the tradition handed 

down from their ancestors who may have lived near the great waters. 

Wa-zi-ya, the ice god, or god of winter, he who approaches the haunts 

of men in winter and returns to the land of ice in summer, Can-o-te-dan, 

or forest god, as it is said to resemble a man; it may have been a 

monkey. He-yo ka, god of the prairies, whose home is supposed to be 

in the little hills upon the prairies. Ee wraps his ermine robes around 

him in summer and goes naked in winter. Wa-kin-yan, the god of 

thunder, a fabled giant who rides upon the clouds, whose thundering 

voice they hear. He causes the lightning flashes by rubbing two sticks 

together. 

MORTUARY CUSTOMS. 

Upon the decease of a member of a family the survivors allow their 

friends, relatives, and the medicine men to take away the best they have 

of everything. Their hair is allowed to grow unkempt; they besmear 

their faces and bodies with earth, and wear old and ragged clothes ; the 

women gash themselves with knives. The body is draped in the best 

of everything—robes, blankets, and fine cloth—and placed upon a seaf- 

fold, until, in the course of time, the bones fall to the ground; they are 

then taken and buried. The mourning is kept up one year, amidst dirt 

and ragged garments ; then they wash themselves, put on clean clothes, 

and never mention the name or allude to the dead person, and it is con- 

sidered a deadly insult that the name of the departed should be men- 

tioned in their presence. Immediately after a death they leave their 

homes and can not be induced to return to them. They have been 

known toleave the corpse in the house for months, erecting a tent near 

by. In either case when the corpse is removed a new opening is made, ° 

through which itis carried. Gray Thunder, a noted Dakotah chief, died 
in 1874—a man said to have been over 7 feet in height. The army sur- 

geon then stationed at Fort Totten, Dak., offered the widow quite a large 

sum of money for the corpse, in order to articulate the skeleton. The 

offer was refused. The widow had a stout box made at the agency, and 

every year up to 1877, in her migratory visits to the Mission River 
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Agency, loaded the remains upon a suang-wa-kin-i-hu-pa and earried it 

there and back twice a year, a distance of over 100 miles, for fear the 

skeleton should fall into the hands of the white doctor. 

SUNG-WA-KIN-I-HU-PA. 

The apparatus for packing on a horse or dog. It is made by placing 

the ends of two long tent poles together at an angle of about 40 de- 

grees, the ends fastened together and placed on the back of horse or 

dog, the other dragging upon the ground; behind the horse’s tail eross- 

pieces are tied, on which loads are packed. The Sissitonwans and the 
Ihanktonwans of the prairies train large dogs for the purpose. 

I-GUS-KA (UNTYING THE BUNDLE). 

This is a Dakotah custom. A bundle of tobacco is sent to seal the 

bond of friendship between bands or villages ; if it is untied, blankets, 

guns, kettles, and articles of finery are sent invreturn. If they have 

nothing to give or refuse to accept the overtures of peace the bundle is 

returned untied. 

I-ZU-YA-PI. 

Jarried by the Dakotahs when going to war, as the palladium of the 

Romans. Sometimes it is a pipe, sometimes the skin of an animal. 

DAKOTAH MENU. 

Pemmiecan, the flesh of ox, buffalo, deer, or other wild meat, cut in 

long thin strips, and dried in the sun, “jerked ;” as soon as cured it is 

beaten by the squaws with stones until in shreds, collected and placed 

inskin bags; then bones are pounded and the marrow extracted, melted, 

and poured into the bags with the shredded meat, to which has been 

added quantities of hau-tas-ka, a small red berry, very aromatic and in- 

digenous to the praries. Pemmican is used on long marches or jour- 

neys, as if is compact, and a small quantity serves for many meals. 

There are many wealthy white people of Minnesota who are regularly 

supplied with pemmican for home consumption, as when properly made 

it is not unlike pate defoie gras. Accompanied by a dish of wild rice from 

the rice lakes of Minnesota, it is a repast so toothsome that even those 

without an appetite can enjoy. Throughout Minnesota are many shal- 

low lakes, from which quantities of wild rice are gathered by the Indians, 

until it has become a business with many of them; it is in fact supe- 

rior tocultivated rice. Tip-sin-na, wild turnip, is nature’s most precious 

gift to the Indians, who in the fall of the year desert their villages and 

roam the prairies turnip hunting; it is no unusual sight to see the hill- 

sides of the rolling prairies dotted with men, women, and children, each 

with a long heavy pole, sharpened at one end, digging turnips. They 

are agreeable in taste, raw or dried; the Dakotahs dry them for win- 
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ter’s use. Itisa bulbous root, growing deep in the ground, and very nu- 

tritious; raw and dried it forms the principal item in the Dakotah menu. 

Some years ago experiments were made by French savants, and it was 

found that a nutritious substitute for wheat flour could be made from 

thedried turnips. The following bulbous esculent roots are also eaten: 

a-sin-na, growing in the marshes, about the size of a walnut; pun-cin- 

na, about the size of hens’ eggs, grows on the margins of lakes and 

rivers; ni-do, in taste resembles a sweet potato; hu-ba, a large water 

grass, the stalks of which are eaten; ou-mui-ca, beans growing wild in 

the valleys and low lands, having a vine-like top the pod growing at 

the roots being dug up in spring and fall of the year; wild hop-vine, 

as it sprouts from the ground, the fac-simile of the asparagus, but 

superior in delicacy and flavor, and it is no uncommon sight on the 

frontier to see officers of the Army (who are generally epicurean in their 

tastes) digging wild hop sprouts for their own table; ta-to (Anglice 

evidently), a root with a long branching stalk, dried for winter use; 

ce-he-ca, a small root the size of a hazel-nut, collected by the ground- 

squirrels and prairie-mice, and deposited in large quantities in their sub- 

terranean homes. In the fall the Dakotahs collect from these supplies 

for their winter’s use. The taste is rather agreeable, resembling some- 

what that of a green pea. Shun.ka, or dog, last but not least of the 

edibles that please the savage palate, can not be called a domestic dish ; 

it is not eaten, except in cases of dire necessity, as it is considered too 

delicate for ordinary consumption; but is usually eaten at a special 

feast in honor of warriors of renown, to whom, as the highest mark of 

courtesy, the head is given. All the birds of the air, excepting the 

eagle and the turkey, are eaten by the Dakotahs, and all the beasts of 

the earth, and all the denizens of the water. Capable of containing 

quantities that would surfeit several white men, the Dakotah will in 

days of scarcity tighten his belt in order to prevent a vacuum, and go 

on his way uncomplaining. 

MARRIAGE CEREMONIES. 

As soon as the young couple have coneluded to east their lot in common 

and are engaged, the young man calls his brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, 

and cousins together, and tells them that it is his desire to take such 

and such a one for his wife. After eating the repast spread before 

them they separate for their respective lodges. The following day as 

many as wish return, each bringing some object as a present—a gun, 

horse, blanket, anything they may have, and of the best (a bridle rep- 

resents a horse, and is redeemed on demand). All these things they 

make into a bundle, carried by the mother of the young man upon her 

back, who lays it in front of the lodge of the expectant bride and returns 

home. Now, the girl’s mother or other member of her family brings 

the bundle into the lodge and prepares a feast, inviting all the relatives 

of the young girl, who, after participating in the good things spread 
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out before them, and learning the particulars of the case, discuss the 
character of the young brave, after coming to a conclusion in favor of 
or against the approaching nuptials. If favorable they return next 
day with their bundle of presents. Then the bundle of the bridegroom 
elect is opened and the articles are distributed among the bride’s family. 

They, in their turn, take the bundle brought by them, give it to the 

girl’s mother, who takes it upon her back and the girl by the hand and 

deposits both at the door of the expectant husband. The groom’s mother 

comes out, takes the girl and bundle into the lodge, where all the family 

are congregated, seated around the fire, leaving the place of honor 

(opposite the entrance) vacant. In the center of this space is a dish 

with two spoons init. The young man and girl sit one on each side, 

cat a few spoonfuls from the dish, and then pass the dish around. The 

bride’s bundle is then opened and distributed among those present. 

This constitutes one form of marriage among the Dakotahs. As will be 

seen, the parents have no voice in the matter, leaving it entirely to the 

brothers, ete. In making up the bundles those wishing to give a horse 

throw ina bridle, marked with their totem. This represents a horse, and 

is always redeemed. Often an old squaw will be seen trudging along, 

bent double, with a sack on her back containing guns, swords, pistols, 

knives, blankets, beads, and articles too numerous to mention, bent on 

a matrimonial pilgrimage such as deseribed above. 

In different sections, even among the same tribe, they have other cere- 

monies: when they purchase their wives, by tying a horse at her par- 

ents’ door; if, on returning the following day, they find the horse still 

there, they will add another, keeping this up until their limit is reached; 

if the horses are taken away he will then enter the lodge and take his 

bride home; if it requires more horses than he is willing to give he 

takes his horses away and tries elsewhere. Often when the relatives of 

the young girl refuse all overtures of the young man he will, through 

a friend, entice the young girl into the woods, where, joining them, he 

runs off with her. This is also recognized as a marriage. The Da- 

kotah is a polygamist, having as many as five wives. ‘The marital tie is 

not very binding, and divorces are not sought after in the courts; but 

in the straw dance they will “ throw away” those wives they no longer 

wish to retain; in many instances they will take “unto themselves ” 

several wives in order to throw them away at this dance, believing 

it will add to their importance to have so strong a heart. When a 

young man throws away his wife he, becomes a “young man” again and 

seeks other wives. The woman is soon marriedagain. The courting is 

always done in the evening and in the lodge. If the attentions of the 

young man are disagreeable to the young woman, she will get up and 

blow up the fire. The young ian takes the hint and retires. If, on the 

contrary, she should be willing, she lets the fire alone. 

A husband will never speak to his wife’s mother or father, and if it 

should be an absolute necessity it is done through a third person: the 
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same with the bride, and theugh all may be living in the same lodge 

they never speak except in cases of absolute necessity, and then only 

through a third party. When the husband meets his wives’ parents in 

the woods he turns his head aside and passes by without noticing them. 

When a child is sick the father will take the child’s name, believing 

it will cause others of the family to die if the name should die. The 

grandparents as a rule take care of the children and are called father 

and mother. Uneles and aunts are always addressed as father and 

mother. 

H. Mis. 170——17 



ATNATANAS; NATIVES OF COPPER RIVER, ALASKA. 

By Lieut. HENRY T. ALLEN, U.S. Army. 

Upon examination of the natives of Copper River itis found that they 

are as arule between 5 feet 6 and 5 feet 8 inches high, though oceca- 

sionally a man fully 6 feet is seen, and weigh about 140 pounds; that 

the color of their skin is a brown, tinged with copper, and much darker 

than that of their nearest coast neighbors ; that their hair is generally 

straight, exceptionally wavy, and that their eyes are invariably black, 

or nearly so. <A great difference in mobility of countenance was noticed, 

the faces of some being nearly as capable of indicating emotions as 

those of civilized people, whilst those of others are almost entirely de- 

void of expression under any circumstances. 

Their muscular strength is not so remarkable as their ability to travel 

great distances in a short time on scanty rations. Ample opportunity 

was given for measuring their strength and endurance with those of 

our party. The result of the first day’s work was favorable to them, 

but ever afterwards to us. It is true, however, that our party was 

selected with special view to physical strength. 

It is an unusual occurrence to see a father and mother with more than 

three children. Whether this small size of family be due to the hard- 

ships incident to the gaining of a livelihood or to malpractice in some 

of its forms, [am unable to say. Itisa fact that with them, too, poverty 

may be blessed with children. I willinstance, that one of the most des- 
titute families I met: consisted of father, mother, and four children, 

some of whom were sadly emaciated by hunger. The nature of their 

food causes so much wearing of the teeth that children are found with 

the first set worn almost to the gums. Sometimes in the case of adults 

the teeth are worn to the gums while the body is yet in its prime. 

“The faces show the result of subjection to hardships long before the 

hair begins toturn gray. Owing to their ignorance of methods of com- 

puting time, the ages could not be determined with any degree of defi- 

niteness. Messala, however, who lives on left bank of Copper, one day’s 

march from Tarai, and, presumably, led the party of Massaon against 

the Russians in 1848, must then have been a man of mature years. 

The only sickness noticed among them other than result of hunger 

was due to costiveness, which doubtless disappears during the run of 

salmon. But one natural deformity—a shriveled leg—was seen, though 

the toes of nearly all are abnormally erooked from snow-shoe travel. 

Their sagacity in following trails and hunting game is probably not 
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greater than that of others of the Tinneh family, but would astonish 

one not accustomed to the skill of natives in this respect. 

All the people of Copper River region were called by the Russians 

Meduraskies (more properly Mednévtsi) and all, excepting those at the 

mouth, belong to the great Tinneh family which peoples the interior of 

Alaska. Those below the Tezliné River, from their association with 

Russians, have adopted some abbreviated form of the same, such as 

Minisky, Muoosky, ete., whilst those above style themselves Tatlatans. 

I think the name Atnatana, the Indian name for an inhabitant of Atna 

(Copper) River region, would be a fitting term for the people of both 

tribes, which differ very little from each other. ‘To particularize, how- 

ever, Lhave used the term Midnoosky for the people south of the Tezlina, 

including those living on the Chittyna, and Tatlatan for those living 

north of the Tezlina and south of the Alaskan Mountains. 

The entire number of natives on the river and its tributaries is about 

366, divided as follows: Men, 128; women, 98; children, 140. 

Between Alaganik and Woods Canon, a distance of 110 miles, there 

are no settlements, yet an occasional party goes down to Bremner River 

to hunt moose. On the Chittyna and its tributaries are about thirty 

souls; on the headwaters of Tezlinaé and Lake Plaveznie, probably 

twenty. The Tatlatans, including the settlement at Lake Suslata, num- 

ber 117. On the Copper, between Tar4él and the Tezliné, are 209, the 

total number of Midnooskies. 

Nicotai is autocrat of the Chittyna and the fishing rendezvous Taral, 

whilst between the latter place and the Tezlina this privilege is held 

by Lisbigstag and Coneguanta, the former controlling the lower part, 

the latter, with the largest following of any Atnatana, the upper. The 

chief native among the Tatlatans is Babzulnéta, who is a shaman. 

As far as I am able to judge from the scanty records of the Russians 

and my own observations, I should say that the change in number of 

these people has been very slight for many years. Their history, so far 

as their records are concerned, will always be a sealed book. On both 

banks of the river between Chittyna and the Klawahsina River, more 

especially on the left bank, are frequent excavations 2 to 4 feet deep, 

indicating the sites of houses. ‘The more recent of these show signs of 

the attached bath-houses. In some older excavations spruces of largest 

size are growing. 

The territory of the Atnatanas is included between the one hundred 

and forty-second and one hundred and forty-seventh meridians and be- 

tween the sixty and half and sixty-third parallels, representing an ap- 

proximate area of 25,000 square miles, all of which is drained by the 

Copper and its tributaries. Practically excluded from the rest of the 

world, it is but natural that they should be a conservative people. Witna 

mountains on all sides, their routes of travel are chiefly confined to the 

water courses winter and summer. Were it practicable to pass-from 

Taral to the upper waters of the Copper by going nearly due north, 
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one-half the distance over the river route, which is and must be fol- 

lowed, would be avoided. Between these localities are some of the 

highest mountains of the northern continent, and certainly the highest 

voleano (Wrangell); below are huge glaciers (Mileo and Childs), which 

hem in the river, rendering navigation extremely dangerous. Besides 

these geographical considerations, the climate, which is practically 

seven months severe, affects in a large measure the customs of the 

people. 

Their vegetable products are limited in variety and seanty in quan- 

tity. Besides the berries, including cranberries, blue-berries, a small 

red berry (called by them giness), a small blackberry (called by tiem 

gizneh), quite similar to the red one, is a fruit called tombd, that grows 

on a bush several feet high. It hangs on the bushes all the winter, 

and may be eaten in the spring,even to summer, when it is very dry 

and nearly tasteless. The shape and nature of the fruit is very similar 

to the black haw, though it is of a yellowish-white color. The natives 

fry it in moose or other fat, at the same time mashing it well with a 

stick or spoon, thus making of it a palatable dish. Their chief vege- 

table food, however, isa peculiar parsnip-shaped root, but longer, which 

they call chass. The portion of it above ground isnot more than 6 to 

12 inches high and not unlike a bunch of small willows, while the root 

is frequently several feet long. It is never cured, but is eaten raw, 

boiled, or roasted, and especially during the spring. 

Kish, rabbit, moose, sheep, caribou, bear, goat, porcupine, beaver, 

lynx, muskrat, goose, duck, and grouse constitute the mass of their food. 

Of these fish is decidedly the most important, with rabbits next in order. 

They have no process of curing save that by drying in the sun. The 

fat of the moose is melted and run into the guts, while the blood is saved 

in the paunch. It is of little importance to them whether or not their 

meat be cooked, and in boiling it is seldom allowed to become done 

through. The entire entrails of rabbits are boiled sometimes with the 

bodies from which they were taken, and again with other meat; and form 

one of theemost potent antiscorbuties used by them. Good or special 

food is always cooked by the men and the refuse of all is given to the 

women. <A boy five or six years old has precedence at meals over his 

mother. There seems to be almost no limit to the amount of food a 

hungry native can consume. <A single kind of food must be abundant 

to furnish in suflicient quantities the necessary elements required by 

the system. A much less quantity of mixed food satisfies. Like most 

other Indians, they seem to eat when hungry, without regard to fixed 

intervals. 

The only drink that I saw used by them, excepting tea, of which they 

are passionately fond, and the liquors in which the food is boiled, was 

from the plant lamkill, used by nearly all the Tinneh of Alaska and by 

the inhabitants of the Hudson Bay country and Labrador. No special 

preparation of this is required, not even drying being necessary before 

using. . 
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If they possess any medicinal preparations or medicines of any de- 

seription they arein the hands of the shamans, who keep them earefully 

concealed. Their contact with the Russians and Americans, though 

very slight, has taught them the benefits of more civilized medicine, 

and they will take any dose given them by a white man. 

The houses of the Atnatanas are of two kinds, viz, permanent and tem- 

porary. The former are intended for winter use and are annually oceu- 

pied during that season, while the latter are extemporized at any place 

where game may be found. In plan it is about 18 feet square, is built 

of spruce poles and slabs in a loose style, and is covered in with spruce 

bark. In some places moss is used to help to make it close. The walls 

under the eaves are nearly 4 feet high, and about 3 feet fromthe ground 

around the inside is built a shelf 4 or 5 feet wide, which serves the double 

purpose of a seat during the day, and a bed at night, the space under 

this being boxed in with vertical slabs and used as a store-room and 

sleeping apartments for women, children, and pups. The roof is pro- 

vided with a large hole in the middle, to permit the escape of smoke from 

the open fire on the floor. The entrance is through a small * storm- 

shed,” about 2 by 3 feet, protected at the outer end by an undressed 

sheep or goat skin. Opposite this, at the other end, near the floor, is a 

round hole about 15 inches in diameter, which is the entrance to the 

sleeping-room and bath-house. This is 10 or 12 feet square, 4 or 5 feet 

in height, nearly all of which is underground, and is lighted by a small 

aperture, over which the intestines of the bear arestretched. The sweat- 

bath is so highly prized that every permanent house of the Midnooskies 

and most of those of the Tatlatans are supplied with the necessary room, 

the heating of which is quite simple. A large pile of stones placed ona 

close frame of logs in the main room, after the manner of an old-fash- 

ioned limekiln, are heated, then transferred to the sweat-room by means 

of two sticks used as tongs. The circularaperture is closed witha kind of 

tompion, and water is then poured on until the necessary amountof heated 

vapor isobtained. Theideaof building this adjunct to the houses, came 

through contact with the Russians, with whom it is a religious as well 

as a hygienic measure, and is practiced as far north as the Alaskan 

range. Beyond this it is not seen until the Lower Yukon is reached. 

The temporary or hunting house, always built of poles and boughs of 

spruce, cottonwood, ete., is rectangular in plan, with a passage-way 

through the center. Twosides only are used, and in consequence the ends 

and upper part are scantily covered. A log placed on the fire extends 

sometimes several feet beyond each end. A moose or caribou skin, in 

lieu of cotton cloth used by their more civilized brethren, is occasionally 

used to help make it water-proof directly over the sleeping places. Tents 

are not as yet part of their possessions, nor is metal 6f any kind em- 

ployed in assembling the different parts of the houses, willow withes 

and rawhide thongs answering their present requirements for this pur- 

pose, In general the winter house, being on the river, may be said to 
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be occupied during the salmon season, and until February, when the 

occupants depart for the headwaters of streams, where they hunt and 

trap, occupying the summer houses, 

Never have I seen Indians mcre devoid of luxuries than are the 

Atnatanas. The wealthiest count only the following vessels and uten- 

sils in their subsistence department: One to three large kettles, one 

tea-kettle, one frying-pan, several wooden trays (native), several knives 

(generally home manufacture), horn spoons, and two or three cups. In 

but one place did I see any pretense of furniture, and that was a pecul- 

iar-made box to put the tea-cups on. ‘The average head of a family dis. 

penses with all the above save one kettle, one or two wooden trays, a 

knife or two, and possibly a small cup, which he invariably carries whilst 

traveling. I found no vessels for boiling or holding water that had 

been used prior to the introduction of modern ones. 

Their clothing consists ordinarily of two garments, trousers and boots 

forming one, coat or parkee the other. In the winter this is sometimes 

supplemented by a shirt made of rabbit skin. The coat is usually 

without a hood attachment, differing in this respect from that of the 

Eskimos, the head-dress being made from marmot or squirrel skins. The 

principal decoration of the wearing apparel is of beads, of which those 

one-eighth to one-quarter of an inch in diameter are especially chosen. 

Very seldom are porcupine quills utilized for ornamentation. 

The men have both ears and nose pierced, the women the former only. 

In the nose, rings made of shell or metal are worn, some of which are 

one and one-half inches in diameter. Sinew suspends the ear ornaments, 

which are made of elongated beads. To be thoroughly en regle a little 

red paint must be applied to the face. This applies more particularly 

to the women and children than to the men. The beaded knife secab- 

bard attached to the neck is considered indispensable to the well- 

equipped Atnatana, who does not take it off day or night. In addition 

to this, the tyones and wealthy men wear a beaded ammunition pouch. 

Bracelets and finger-rings, likewise tattooing, are almost unknown to 

them. Combs made of the hoofs of the moose are owned by some, 

while many keep the hair in condition by dexterous use of the hands. 

They are very fastidious with respect to the hair, which, be it said to 

their credit, nearly always appears neat, a shaman’s excepted. That 

of the women and shamans is worn long, while many of the men in 

early summer cut it straight around at the height of the middle of the 

neck. 

The unit of measurement with them is the distance between the tips 

of the fingers, the arms horizontally outstretched. I have frequently 

seen them measuring timber for a baidarra or the length of rope or 

thongs with this unit. 

Beads and ammunition are the mediums of exchange used by the in- 

termediate men in obtaining the furs that are carried to the trading 

station, Nicolai leaves at bis house on the Chittystone River, during 
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his absence at Taral, beads, caps, and powder for the Calcharnies,* who 

arrive and deposit an equivalent in furs,—a fact tending to show how 

definite is the relation between articles of commodity and prices paid 

for them, and also the mutual confidence amongst themselves. 

Their bows and arrows are quite similar to those formerly much used 

by the Yukon natives, though perhaps they are a little better finished. 

The material for both is birch, which is subjected to a peculiar process 

of seasoning which might be called tempering. A rough slab about 5 

feet long is blocked out of green birch with the small ax in possession 

of nearly all; then the knife is used to bring it down to dimensions not 

exceeding an inch or an inch and one-half in cross section. This rod is 

alternately put in the fire for a few seconds, and then worked awhile 

with the knife until it has nearly attained its final dimensions, when it 

is placed where the smoke can envelop it. It may remain at this stage 

of the process several weeks, being again subjected to the fire and the 

knife. When finally tempered a bow one inch by one-half inch in cross- 

section requires a strong arm to string it. [have seen splendid ramrods 

made of very crooked timber in the same manner. 

sows and arrows are yet largely used by them, though they are rapidly 

superseded by the small-bore double-barrel muzzle-loading shot-guns, 

of which there are two grades, one very inferior, the other good, with 

laminated steel barrels. Neither of them exceed five or six pounds in 

weight. They fire out of these guns pebbles and bullets of lead or cop- 

per. The copper bullets are claimed by them to be superior to the lead 

ones for large game, such as moose and bear, for the reason, they say, 

that the copper ones will always break the bones while the lead ones 

will not. ‘The copper bullets in use on the Chittyna River are formed 

by hammering. 

Judging from the weapons owned by these natives and from their 

docile and mirthful characteristics, | should not consider them a spe- 

cially warlike people.t 

In building their houses the only implements used, besides the ax 

apd knife, is an adze, made by securing to an elbowed stick, with raw- 

hide strings, a flat piece of iron, tempered by themselves. 

They are by no means of an inventive turn, many of them obtaining 

their snow-shoes from the Caicharnies; nevertheless they make their 

toboggans and sleds, which possess the valuable qualities of lightness 

and durability. 

As before stated, their routes of travel are chiefly on or near water- 

courses. When a long journey down the river is contemplated or a trip 

io Nuchek is decided upon, a skin boat is built, but if the distance be 
short a raft, made of four logs fastened with willow withes, is constructed. 

*The term Calcharny, or Kolshina, is of Russian origin, and is applied by the Mid- 

nooskies to all people not belonging to their tribe. 

t Since writing this the only white man nearer than Kodiak, Mr. Holt, the trader 

at Nuchek Island, has been murdered by them. 
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In-ascending the river with a boat only one method can be used, that 

of ‘“cordelling.” A party of Tatlatans were passed above the Chit- 

sletchia, en route to Taral, in a baidarra for the fishing season. The 

skins of their boat were to be dressed at the destination and made inte 

clothing, and the return trip was not contemplated until the ice had 

formed on the river, thus enabling them to sledge back. There is a 

trail along the river from Taral to the mouth of Stana River, though not 

always on the same bank of it, and in some cases 2 or 3 miles from the 

river. 

To every member of a family belongs on an average three dogs, which 

are used for hunting moose and bear and other game, and for carrying 

packs. They are a source of great annoyance in the vicinity of rabbit 

snares, unless kept at the house—usually by shoving one or both front 

feet through a string tied around the neck. As pack animals they are 

exceedingly valuabie to people situated as their masters are. They do 

not average more than 18 to 20 inches in height, yet they can carry for 

short distances 20 to 33 pounds, and day after day 25 pounds. I can 

heartily recommend a paek train of these animals for journeys where 

the greatest transporting power consuming the least quantity of food is 

desirable. These dogs are never harnessed to the sleds, which the 

natives haul and push, but transport their. burdens directly on the 

back. The men very seldom carry packs other than their arms and 

bedding, the work of transportation being assigned to the women, who 

pack themselves and manage the pack train of dogs. Canoe transporta- 

tion in none of its forms is attempted on the Copper or any of its tribu- 

taries, nor is it probable that it ever will be, owing to the remarkably 

rapid current produced by the unusual fall in the river of 3,160 feet in 

3930 miles. 

The chief amusement of these people other than eating, and the one 

they always resort to when hunger is satisfied, is singing. Unassisted 

by any musical instrument, not even any form of the tumtum, nearly all 

join in the songs, usually led by the young men and boys. 

These are numerous and varied in character, those intended for court- 

ship being much less exciting than the more epic ones. Singing is fre- 

quently indulged in whilst enjoying a meal, and all the bodies may be 

seen keeping perfect time to it The children are taught to sing almost 

as soon as to talk. When dancing accompanies its violence is in direct 

proportion to the stress of voice. 

The spoken language is markedly accented and seldom are more than 

three consecutive words uttered with the same intonation. Most dis- 

syllabic nouns and many adjectives are accented on the last syllable. 

The practice of delivering orations is as frequent amongst them as 

among the Sioux and Cheyennes. The following limited vocabulary 

may serve to give a faint idea of the nature of the language. The an- 

nexed numerals of the White Mountain Apaches, as obtained from Lieut. 

Y. B. Dugan, U. 8S. Army, who was ten months on the San Carlos Res- 

ervation, shows an astonishing similarity to the same of the Atnatanas, 
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which, I trust, may lead to a more thorough investigation of the mat- 

ter.* On further Comparison of our respective limited vocabularies a 

few nouns almost identical in sound and meaning were found to exist. 

RVICUIR eee teen tis rhn a ereers Oe Keek. PUHOUSOHese base eos eee eA OOM ale. 
AWCOTW TEN ON ee ONS SIA iy nat ae ae Sekai. WSWieuti MOUSE ees semen sores Sayzill. 
AGT eae Seen ree on. sclera: fr3 Srecpand bernie I CC hreenscy i Dalkak. 
[aS et Sil) ie ales ates ma a OR it Sklekcayeal Locday een seeee see e COUNT tact: 
Silver salmon (small) -.....--- Slmkskainyeinyn aeRO“ MONO Wier se aeee seca Minta, 
Kine salmon (large) .----..--- PRS itd be OS aS Ree nee ece emer cic Se. 
INIGOSO eee een ee ieee er eee LOM ay rat OU ee ete eae pa aera heey Nin. 
Car O Uke See tea ae, lat eeen se Honnat. None, nothing, few-...--.- Tkwully. 
MGR Deer Sa ne pee isa mse ices Tebay. Far, a lone distance ..----- Kooteshit. 
OMG Reet sr cases oe cates teres Slat. ANTON Gy DIME Sees soso) s assy —= SYA. 
ARVO E Seed iy aa aed eee eter eee Tekant. | A short distance .-..---...Cuttlestée. 
TERR Ses Se a Ser een at a Nimldlelssivinn Goo digsemarac ee cece ee aaa. Wallay. 
TONNES SYS orseaiocis elec aise enies Nootéay. | Bad- sissies ssleewels HAAG D KW abe 
Mie Ginia ie ses eciee ea ani COOGAN. iar mee sah sje Te oe oe Traycha. 
EW LCM Cairo see eee eee Nollay- rn ee seine ators sya ia Tuchone. 
BLOW ME DCA ee esse eee eee Oller sel PLembiy seat cece nee eee ee = Sle ALT 
| 7] 9] YT ees pe eee re ey eee Gak. oats Won ny tte eg yr Sates Meee ea de Hetay. 
Dayenn Olea eee re ere oee ret Chiléss. hi Coldhactermmosiscteecoecisicr 
Pmoopmoroundisses ss coe eee Nent. ANC CSC AS oe eee ee ok Tazée. 
Mou AI Sie S82 ee ee ee Trollai. JE RIUO A A eeeoib ee See ee ee aes Deschane. 
\YY OO YG ee eS etn Chitz. MONCO MS a aes aes en OOn as 
NGhN Ae iesk see Reh Gus ee tee Me Oded ae Pe) Shyins MOvCOM Crate ee coerce 4 2 eA 
I LY e(e\ Se ARENA MR Pes eps eee eae eae Bin, Tojsloepyeuecea saree Nastata. 
Wher ccemepee stants eae ae To. LLONWaIMVa Dyers eta etcier catch Donnakeelan. 
LRTAGLET RRA ates Ae a Rt ea RR Na. Give me some water ..-..-.. To unto. 
SS TUUMNS he oicy els csji mre aves Seay aiaiy ats Sie Nid. Mount Wrangell .......-..Keunchilly. 
HOO eee ee) Teh ahse o in  e Kuchin, fi 

Midnoosky. Apache. 

ONe@as save Gases = Suskaieecese ee Duschlai. 
ME WiOueene eee Nae Naytay ky 222-2 Nakée. 
WUE) -Sosee conde S- Mag yore) es. Tagy. 
IELOMUI ise eis aye te 1 DST ease ene Dingy. 
WIV Ot ee eictoe eis = eats | Ahtzummiy =... Schlai. 
SS) b:c POA ee ey Sie oe INGRUFNT Boo e eaee Goostau. 
SCHGMSAceaebaos aac | Konsarry-...--- Goosélty. 
Bolt sa020e Sees Klahinky --.-: Sayheé. 
Nime)232 455.224). — | Zutlalkwalo- -2|\<Goostai. 
Mens Sass Saceee | IGENIVAID ONS Sooaoe Goonezniun. 

Notwithstanding the fact that women are decidedly in the minority 

among the Atnatana, polygamy is practiced to a limited extent. How 

far they observe the laws of consanguinity in their marriages I do not 

know, but that an occasional Midnoosky marries a Tatlatan is a fact 
brought about, possibly, by that desire to avoid marriages of relations. 

The wives are treated with very little consideration and are valued in 

proportion to their ability to pack and do general work. They and their 

children are always left in destitute circumstances at the death of the 

husband, however wealthy he may have been. This arises from the 

custom of distributing among the tribe at his death the property, the 

accumulation of which seems to be a great pride, because the demon- 

* Since writing this I have learned from Dr. O. T. Mason, director of the ethno- 

logical department of the Smithsonian, that the relationship of the Tinneh family 

to the Southern Indians was discovered by Prof, Turner many years since, 
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stration at the obsequies will be in proportion to the wealth of the de- 

ceased. The oldest son, however young, becomes the head of the family 

at the death of the fatier, The treatment of adopted children is not 

different from that of the natural heirs. Very small children are ear- 

ried in a kind of birch chair or cradle, the legs hanging over, while older 

ones sit on the pack with a leg passing on each side of the mother. 

The social organization seems to be divided into the following classes: 

Tyones, skillies (near relations of a tyone), Shamans, or medicine men, 

and vassals of varying degrees of servitude. In all assemblies seats 

are rigidly assigned according to rank, which is wel! established among 

them. The tyones would rarely condescend to consider any of us their 

equals, nor did they fail to express disgust at seeing the head of our 

party carrying a pack or pulling on its rope. 

Among the Midnooskies the influence of the shamans is much less 

than with the Tatlatans, a fact due, I suppose, to contact with the Rus- 

sians. Nicolai, an influential chief, would not tolerate them, though he 

himself claimed to be able to perform wonderful cures ; certainly many 

natives far and near believed him. His poweris supposed to come from 

the church (Greek), of which he was an apostle. He wears on his hat a 

Greek cross as talisman, and has a small quantity of paper and pencil, 

with which he pretends to keep arecord of all matters of importance to 

his people. Itis not strange that with his unusually keen perceptive 

faculties he deceives his neighbors, as shown by the following at Khil- 

vats, about 350 miles from Taral: As we traveled was seen a native car- 

rying a highly valued brass cross and some hieroglyphies, both made by 

Nicolai, who doubtless had received a liberal allowance in furs for them. 

Some haye such confidence in his healing power as to send the garment 

of a sick child many miles to him in order that he may sleep on it. 

Liebigstag, a tyone, who has several shamans in his following, caused 

all to absent themselves from his camp on hearing of our near approach. 

Farther up the river, however, they are comparatively numerous, and 

are detected by the uncovered, uncut condition of their hair. They are 

non-producers, whose missions are those of priest and prophet of the 

most primitive style. 

The skillies are necessarily many, and nota few of them have vassals 

at their beck and call. I have seen one of fourteen or fifteen years of 

age, sitting within a few feet of the river, order a man 6 feet high, a 

vassal, to bring him water. These menials are used for all kinds of 

work, and are as completely under control of their masters as they pos- 

sibly could be, yet I never heard of corporal punishment being admin- 

istered to them. It is but natural to suppose that a threat of de- 

priving them of food or shelter in their poverty-stricken condition 

would be sufficient incentive to urge them toany lengthof obedience. 

The dead are put under the ground and the site marked by a square 

frame, about 2 by 5 in plan, placed above. There seems to be no spe- 

cialceremony attending marriage ; a man possessing a few kettles, ete., is 

always eligible, and when he meets his fate takes her. 



INDIANS OF THE QUINAIBLT AGENCY, WASHINGTON 

TERRITORY. 

By C. WILLOUGUBY. 

The Indians now on the Quinaielt Agency are of the Salishan stock, 

and consist of the following bands: Ayhut, 56; Chehalis, 5; Hohs, 61: 

Humptulip, 16; Hoquiano, 16; Montesano, 16; Georgetown, 69; mixed 

bloods, 3; Quilts, 85; Quinaielts, 107; Satsop, 12. In all there are 

inales, 213; females, 210. 

In point of intelligence they do not compare favorably with other 

tribes of Washington Territory. They are indolent, uncleanly, wanting 

in ambition, and for the most part unable to understand any enterprise 

that would benefit them financially. They are not satisfied to look for- 

ward to a crop in the fall as.a result of sowing in the spring-time. An 

abandoned cannery at this place was never operated, because of the 

exorbitant price demanded for their fish by the Indians. Their dwell- 

ings vary from those patterned after the white man’s house, where 

stoves, chairs, bedsteads, ete., nay be found, to the old smoke- blackened 

lodges of a former day. The latter are built of boards hewn out by hand 

from slabs split from the spruce tree by means of yew wedges and stone, 

mauls, and dressed with an adz. In former times when iron was un- 

known the adz was made from the ribs of the whale. The modern 

adz, with iron blades and elk-horn handles, are very effective imple- 

ments. The boards are from 12 to 14 inches in width, some times 2: 

inches wide. These squarely built lodges have a pitched roof, while 

those of the Mahaks are flat. A lateh-string opens the rude door, the 

lower part of which is about a foot below the level of the ground out- 

side. Ap earth floor in the middle of the lodge is bordered on each 

side by a platform of boards a foot high and about 35 feet wide. On 

these platforms the women sit to weave their mats and baskets, and 

behind the platforms next the wall and on both sides of the lodge are 

ranged their beds of matting and blankets, raised 3 feet from the 

ground, and extending the whole length of the building. The sleeping 

mats are from 7 to 8 feet in length, 3 and 4 feet wide, and are made of 

rushes found in the neighborhood. They are used for bedding, and also 

as a lining to the walls of their lodges. A bed consists of five or six 

of these rugs piled up to form a mattress. The rug rolled at the end 
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forms the pillow. These rugs are made by sewing through the rushes, 

just as if stringing them together on a hempen twine. ‘The needle is 

made from the ulna of the albatross’s wing. A wooden creaser is used 

to rub down the seams of the mat. The beds are protected from the 

weather by rush or flag matting fastened upon the wall. Each family 

living in a lodge has its own separate fire, built upon the ground. 

Dishes were formerly kept in baskets or boxes, but may now be seen in 

rude cupboards near the fire. 

The winter supply of fish is smoked and dried in the lodge, whieh is 

used at the same time as a dwelling, and the atmosphere is always 

redolent of smoke, old fish, and ripe” fish eggs. Drift-wood, of which 

their beach furnishes an unusually large supply, is brought to the lodge 

by the women. Before the introduction of matches fire was procured by 

friction from very dry dead cotton-wood. <A stick of this was pointed 

and placed in a small cavity made in another piece of wood, the hands 

rapidly moving the upright stick as if drilling.* 

The sticks with three cavities were placed upon the ground, the In- 

dian kneeling and placing a knee upon each end. He placed one end 

of the smaller stick in one of the cavities, and, holding the other end be- 

tween the palms of his hands, kept up a rapid half-rotary motion, caus. 

ing an amount of friction sufficient to produce fire. With this he lighted 

the end of the braided slow-match of cedar bark. This was often ear- 

ried for weeks thus ignited and held carefully beneath the blanket to 

protect it from wind and rain. 

In former times clothing was made from seal, elk, 

bear, and rabbit skins; also of rushes and cedar 

bark, the plumage of ducks and other fowl being 

sometimes woven into the latter. In the olden time 

the skin of the woodchuek was much prized, blank- 

ets made therefrom being used only by chiefs. 

Large basket-work hats were formerly worn. At 

present grass hats resembling those of white peo- 

ple in shape. The fur garments once worn by the 

Quinaielts are no longer in existence. On great oc- 

sasions, When Indians belonging to other tribes are 

visiting the Quinaielt, the dress of the latter varies 

from civilized garb by the wearing of their newest 

and most gaily colored blankets. A new patchwork 

calico quilt has been seen distinguishing the tall 

form of the chief, and bright head-feathers are in 
demand for caps and hats. Then the women wear 

Fig. 1. Quinaieltwoman their most gaudy calico dresses, don their ear and 
in dress of cedar bark. 3 2 ‘ ‘ g E , 

nose rings, sprinkle their hair with down, and paint 

the face a flaming red, a combination of black and red seeming to be pre- 

f tay ie 
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* The fire-sticks collected by Mr. Willoughby are just as rude as this device could 

well be, and may stand for the lowest type of the fire-making tools.—O. T, M, 
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ferred by the men. I have seen an old woman, the lobe of whose ear was 

cut into five or six deep scallops, where her ear-rings had been torn out 

during quarrels with others of her sex. When she drew down the eartil- 

age of her nose to insert its ring she was a grotesque-looking object. The 
« 

skirt of cedar bark was formerly 

the only garment reaching from 

the waist that was worn by In- 

dian women. The strips of bark 

were laid over a rude frame set in 

the ground, consisting of a thin, 

flat piece of wood about 2 feet 

long set edgewise into a support 

at each end made of two sticks 

tied together. The bark. was 

then bent over the frame and 

creased and bruised by the in- 

strument made from the skull of 

the whale. The bark was then 

made still softer and more pliable 

by rubbing with the hands. 

Many varieties of salmon taken 

from the Quinaielé River form the 

principal food of thistribe. When 

fresh it is eaten boiled, or roasted 

by fastening to a stick set firmly 

in the ground and slanting to- 

wards the fire. The Indians also dry and salt their salmon. Salmon 

eggs, from the large “steel-head” are taken from the fish and packed 

without salt or cleansing in boxes or barrels until the latter are filled. 

They are then left to ferment and swell, in many cases bursting the pack- 

ages. The eggs become indescribably putrid and at Jast solidify, so 

that they may be cut like cheese. They are thus considered deliciously 

“ripe” and fit for food. 

Their ancient dishes were made of yew and their spoons of horn. 

Buffalo-skull dishes, with large handles, came originally from the 

headwaters of the Columbia River. The Atona or Chinook Indians, 

wishing to procure slaves, invaded a village of the Columbia River In- 

dians and destroyed about half their houses. Those of the Columbia 

River Indians who were not killed ran away and hid in the forests, ex- 

cept a woman and child, who were captured and carried away. The 

Skokomish Indians took away with them also many articles of house 

hold furniture, including dishes made of the skulls of buffaloes. These 

were bought from the Chinooks by the Quinaielt Indians, who paid for 

them with canoes and blankets. The dishes are said to be very old, 

and only to be found among the descendants of the chiefs. These heir- 
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Fic. 2. Cedar bark cinctnure, and apparatus for 
making. 
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looms were unexpectedly discovered by the curious white man among 

heaps of old rags, basket grass, strips of dried fish, and lumps of fer- 

mented cheese-like fish eggs that had accumulated in dark and grimy 

corners of the lodges. Still they are much prized and no poor family 

can afford to own thein. The Quinaielts are not inclined to take an in- 

terest in agriculture, on account of the abundance of fish to be obtained. 

They also use the tender shoots of rushes, young salmon-berry sprouts, 

and other succulent, growths of the spring-time. The salmon-berry 

sprouts are very freely eaten in theearly spring, and their use is always 

followed by an eruption of the skin and by inflamed eyes, rendering 

many of the Indians sightless for a time. I have seen the same effect 

produced among the Makahs when I was in charge of that agency, but 

to a far less extent. 

A plentiful supply of bulbous roots, as those of the la-kamas and fern 

roots, are made available for food by this people. Strawberries, the 

wild currant, and gooseberry, thimble berrries, blackberries, erab- 

apples, sal-lal, and cranberries, huckleberries, and other small fruits 

are found in large quantities. Sal-lal berries are mashed, dried, and 

smoked in large cakes for winter use. Bear, whale, and seal oil are 

largely drank at their feasts. Berries are also served upon such occa- 

sions, floating in these oils. Sometimes, but rarely, a deer, bear, or 

ell is secured, and the flesh of seal and otter is eaten. Any putrid 

flesh that floats ashore is eagerly devoured. The beaching of a whale 

creates the greatest excitement, and the largest amount possible of the 

decaying blubber is secured to be eaten or dried for future use. Sea- 

gulls, ducks, geese, and other fowl, eggs of sea-birds, sea-weeds, crabs, 

clams, and other shell-fish complete their bill of fare. 

The drag-net is used for fishing in narrow streams of water; for using 

it two canoes are necessary, with strut from 6 to 8 feet apart and bows 

diverging. An Indian sits in the stern of each canoe, each Indian 

holding one pole of the net in one hand, while the other hand holds tight 

the string that keeps the mouth of the net open. The string always 

remains fastened to the pole, but when the Indian relaxes his hold on 

the string, as he does in hauling up the net, the mouth of the net closes, 

preventing the fish from escaping. The two canoes go up the river 

until 200 or 500 yards from the mouth; the net is then placed, as in illus- 

tration, and one Indian in each canoe paddles, while another throws 

stones to frighten the fish. Then they paddle down the river with the 

current into the narrow passage near the bar. Thus while catching 

salmon in the drag-net, as they proceeded down stream, they are at the 

same time driving the fish towards the Indians, who are standing in 

the shallow water on the bar, ready to spear them. Then from fifteen 

to twenty Indians stand on the bar, from 8 to 10 feet apart, and throw- 

ing stones, drive the salmon towards the bar, where, at low tide, the 

water is from 8 to 12 inehes deep. The shaft of the salmon spear is 
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made of cedar, the fork, of the wood of the salmon berry; the barbs, 

of wood or metal. The loop of cord, which is 16 feet long, is for the 

left hand, as shown in sketch. The length of the spear is nearly 16 

fete. This spear is used on the bar of the river at low water. 

Fig. 3.—Fishing with a drag-net in Washington Territory. 

The handle of the surf net is commonly made of yew wood. Jormerly 

the twine of the net was made by the Indians irom the fiber of the com- 

mon nettle, which in some loealities here has a very luxuriant growth 
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5 Fic. 4.—Barbed salmon spear, and the mode of use 
: 

and is a good substitute for flax. All the fish nets of these Indians 

were once made of this material; at present seine twine is used, 
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The surf net is used in catching the eulachon, or candle fish, and smelt. 
As the surf rolls in, the Indian runs rapidly forward, and bending down, 

passes the net under the comb of the breaker, often capturing at once 

as many as an ordinary water bucket will hold. The handle of the 

surf net is 6 feet long, mouth of the net 4 feet by 18 inches; depth of 

the net about 3 feet. The Indians hold the bottom of the net drawn 

back underneath the handle until they thrust the net in the water when 

they let the point fall. 

SSS * 

Fig. 5.—Poles of net 10 or 12 feet; mouth of net 6 or 8 feet wide; net about 12 feet 

long. 

The river net is used as in the accompanying illustration, the Indian 

running a little faster than the current. Length of handle, 14 feet; 

net’s mouth, 1 by 5 feet; depth of net, 4 feet. They are made of the 

same material as the other nets. They are all rudely put together, and 

are used in catching the small Quinaielt salmon, pronounced to be the 

finest species of this family. Their superior quality is no doubt owing 

to their peculiar feeding grounds in this locality. Their average weight 

is about 4 pounds, uncommonly deep and rich in color, 

Their method of forming the knot in their nets is the same as that of 

the whites. Their nets are now made of twine, but were formerly made 

from nettles, rotted as previously described. The strands were twisted 

singly across the naked thigh until the required length was obtained; 

then two strands were twisted together on the thigh, the ends being 
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heid by the left hand while the two strands were rolled together by a 

slow forward and quick backward motion of the right hand. 

Fic. 6.—Small net used for catching smali river salmon. 

These Indians have several unwritten laws regarding the beach. If 

a seal or otter is found by an Indian the profits must be divided by any 

companions who are with him. Formerly different parts of the beach 

belonged to different factions. An Indian of one faction could not 

claim property found on the beach of another faction. This rule is not 

as firmly adhered to as formerly. Drift-wood, when chopped and left 

piled against a log on the beach, is never disturbed by others in search 

of fuel; but any lost article is considered as belonging to the finder, 
though the owner be known to him. It is difficult to change their ideas 

in the latter respect. If they give up the article to the owner they ex- 

pect to be paid its full value. 

Basketry—The Quinaielts excel in textile industry as distinguished 

from the tanning of furs. They have the cedar bark for the foundation 

of basketry and strips of the pine root for rigid work, herap rushes and 

grass for the weft and ornamentation. The grass used in strengthen- 

ing the borders of mats, rain cloaks, ete., grows on flat places. It is 

prepared like flax, by soaking in water until the outer portion decays, 

when it is beaten with sticks until only the fiber remains. The yellow 

fiber or grass used by Indians for the outside of baskets is a great 

source of traffic among these Indians, as it is only found in this locality. 

The basket grass is gathered very carefully, one blade at a time, to 

secure that part of the stalk that reaches about 6 inches under the 

ground before it meets the root. To prepare the grass for drying 

H. Mis, 170 18 
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it is woven together at the ends with fibers of cedar bark. It is then 

spread upon the ground or upon roofs in the sun. When to be used it 

is moistened with water and split with two small knife-blades, set in a 

stick in such a2 manner as to’'make the strips of the same width, the 

smaller portion being thrown away. The grass is kept moist with water 

while being made into baskets. The colored grasses are prepared by 

using aniline dyes.. They were formerly colored by steeping the roots 

of plants that yielded a yellow coloring. A red dye was made from 

the bark of alder, and a paint was made of blue clay. 

DOMESTIC RELATIONS. 

In their domestic relations chastity seems to be almost unknown. 

These people are among the most, if not the most, degraded and dis- 

eased tribes of this coast. The parents usually manifest great affection 

for their children, although the animal instinct seems to predominate in 

this trait. The manner of-the Indian boy toward his mother is almost 

uniformly disrespectful. The condition of the wife is one of degrada- 

tion. She is expected to bring all the wood used for household pur- 

poses, as it is considered a disgrace for a man to be seen doing such 

work. The woman is expected to dig all the clams and roots and to 

pick all the berries used by the family, the husband supplying fish and 

game. : 

The foreheads of the children are compressed (with few exceptions) 

soon after birth by laying a small bag containing feathers or the fine 

beaten fiber of cedar bark on the forehead. Infants are kept constantly 

in small wooden trays, so tightly wrapped as to permit no use of the 

limbs, until they are six months old. 
When a girl is married after the Indian style, the father of the girl 

receives compensation in the shape of horses, blankets, and money. 

Even when the marriage ceremony is performed by the agent this part 

of the old customs is often retained. © 

Still ““ women’s rights” are sometimes asserted, as in the case of the 

woman with scalloped ears, who fought a desperate fight with another 

squaw to decide which should marry a medicine man, who appeared to 

have no voice in the matter. Another instance is that of a school girl, 

who throws large sticks of wood at her husband when he displeases her. 

He respects, though, her superior education, and when asked why he 

does not retaliate, replied: ‘‘ Because I do not like to strike a lady!” 

The aged people were formerly neglected, and their death hastened 

by starvation and abuse; but fear of punishment now restrains the 

Indians from this cruelty. 
The native idea of a Supreme Being finds an embodiment, as with the 

Makahs, in the Soc-ea-li, Tyee Bird, who is not as awe-inspiring, how- 
ever, as the Makah Thunder Bird, for, according to a Quinaielt legend, 
he finds two panthers, brought to him at his request “‘to play with,” 

more than he can manage, and he entreats “the man,” his servant and 
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companion, to take them away. Looking down upon the earth from his 

house on a high mountain, and seeing a great many Indians playing 

ball, he covets the ball and sends the man to steal it for him! Such is 
the childishness of their religious ideas! ° 

The me-satch-ies, or evil spirits, who take possession of sick people, 
and whom the doctors are employed to drive out, seem to oceupy their 

thoughts to the exclusion of the great bird. With loud beating of the 

Indian drum and of sticks, accompanied by their own voices and the con- 

tortions and guttural howls and wails of their doctors, they seek to drive 

out the unwelcome guest. The lips of the medicine man are often ap- 

plied to the body to draw out the evil spirit. An Indian school girl 

was lately dangerously sick; her friends wishe 1 to have her removed 

to “the ranch” for treatment by Indian doctors. As she expressed no 

wish in the matter, she was kept in the school and received treatment 

from the reservation doctor. She recovered, but the credit of her re- 

covery was not given to the white physician. One of her shoes and 

some of her clothing had been taken to the ranch and had been doctored 

by the medicine men; hence her recovery ! 

The Quinaielts have no large figures of idols. The little tamanautas 

sticks, with faces rudely carved upon them, are the only objects at all 

resembling idols. ‘The doctors place these sticks in an upright posi- 

tion around the patient, to assist in conquering the disease. The In- 

dians stand in great fear of the medicine man. They believe if they 

disobey him that he has the power of casting an evil spell upon them ; 

that he will cause them to sicken and die. It seems to be impossible to 

eradicate this feeling from their minds. Little can be expected from 

the olderand middle-aged people with regard to laying aside their ancient 

superstitions. Some of thelatter, who profess to do so, practically re- 

tain their old faith in the medicine man. 

While in school and listening to the advice and explanations of white 

people, the Indian children, as a rule, are not unwilling to take medi- 

cine as prescribed; butif their friends visit and talk to them their old 

prejudices seem to be revived. In one case an Indian girl resisted all 

efforts to give her suitable remedies, declaring she would rather die 

than take the white doctor’s medicine. She died in a day or two after. 

Although sick with an incurable disease, her life might have been 

greatly prolonged if she had consented to receive the medicine required. 

Many of the adult Indians seem not only willing but anxious to use 

the medicines of the white man, but prefer to use them in combination 

with the efforts of their own doctors, any good resulting from taking 

the medicines being always attributed to the power of the medicine 

man. ; 

Recent circumstances have developed the fact that poisonis used by 

these Indian doctors to hasten the death of patients considered incurable. 

I have been told that a poison made from toadstools was formerly used. 

At present strong poisons are obtained from unprincipled white men, 
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who sell a small bottle of poison to the Indians for a very high price. 

Parents of Indian children have been known to ask the agency physi- 

clan for poison with which to end the sufferings of the sick son or 

daughter. They say they do not like to see their friends linger when 

they can not recover. The sudden death of those who have been long 

sick, but are in no immediate danger, is no doubt owing to the use of 

poison by the medicine men. 

A common river or marsh moss is used for heart disease, and is eaten 

fresh from the water. Fern is used for the same purpose, eaten raw. 

The water of boiled crab-apple leaves is used as a drink for spitting 

blood. Leaves of a tree bearing y allot flowers and black berries (Lon- 

icera involucrata) are chewed for sore mouth, or they are chewed and 

rubbed on sores. 

Wood moss is applied to sores. A common weed (Geum macrophyl- 

lum) is a universal remedy, ‘good for everything.” The leaves are 

saten raw. Fungus is chewed and rubbed on sore neck. The roots of 

Maianthemum bifolium are chewed and applied to sore eyes. Having 

given these uses of the few specimens brought, the squaw suddenly 

crushed them all up together in her hand and carried them off. She 

said there were many more herbs used here, but that they grew far 

away. She promised to bring me some, but thus far has failed to do 

So. : 

Among the forest trees on the bank of the river their graves are 

made conspicuous by the quantity of white cloth or colored fabrics in- 

closing or floating above them. At present, as formerly, all the per- 

sonal property of the Indian is buried with him or decorates his grave. 

With the last Indian woman who died here a large quantity of good 

clothing and a nice sewing-machine were buried. In old times the ani- 

mals belonging to an Indian, his horses, cattle, ete., were killed upon 

the grave, but through the aitncuee of the agents this practice is dis- 

continued. <A recent exception to the usual custom is the case of a sick 

Indian who believes he will soon die, aud who has made his will, leav- 

ing his personal effects, as well as his house, to his brother. These In- 

dians have not the same fear of handling a dead body as is shown by 

the Makahs, who hurry it away while still warm, although the Quin- 

aielt bury the body in the earth or lay it ina sheltered canoe very soon 

after death. In putting the body of a dead Indian into its coffin or 

box, the body is suffered to lie just as it is first placed. If in the haste 

consequent upon the dislike of these Indians to handling a dead person 

it is put face down it is suffered to remain so, and in carrying the 

dreaded burden the box or coffin is tipped and handled with a rough- 

ness and disrespect distressing to civilized men. 

Mention has been made of the houses inclosing the dead. 

The coffin of an Indian who died last spring was placed in a box, 

with rounded end, raised high on posts. The box was covered with red 

cloth, and cloth was stretched around and covered the posts. Over it 
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waves a large American flag, the property of the deceased, in place of 

the usual gaily colored or white streamers of calico or other cloth. 
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Fie. 7. Example of Quinaelt burial. 

The body of an Indian girl who died about a month ago rests in a 

large ocean canoe, raised on posts, to which it is tied, a white roof cov- 

ering the coffin. 

Between these two is a grave, to which are nailed rusty pans and 

crockery, and near by a small one resembling a house, covered with 

white cloth. These graves with others are on the river bank just across 

from the village and very near the river’s mouth. Others are scattered 

along at short intervals on the way. up the river. When articles such 

as shawls are placed in the coffin, a narrow strip 2 or 3 inches wide is 

torn off by some friend probably to render the shawl useless and to pre- 

vent its being stolen. The house in which an [Indian dies is sometimes 

torn down; recent orders forbid this practice now. Instead, a tama- 
nawas is often kept up in the house for three days after death to drive 

away the spirit supposed to be still haunting the place. 

They are superstitious concerning owls, believing them to be dead 
Indians. ‘The idea of eating a robin is regarded with horror, not from 

any humane feeling, as I have yet to see an Indian child of this tribe 

who does not take pleasure in torturing birds and small animals. ‘To 

eat while passing an Indian grave is to cause the mouth to grow awry 

and so remain; to use any clothing that belonged to a dead person 

would be speedy death. Their dances seem to have no special meaning, 
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except, perhaps, the elk dance, which they perform dressed in the skins 

of the elk, just before going on a hunting expedition. 

Se-guan, meaning a mole, is the name of the weoden image used by 

one of the medicine men, “Sammy,” and is called by bim, in English, 
“my doctor.” The medicine man professes to believe that this image 

is animated by a spirit that tells the medicine man if any one is sick or 

dying at a distance. If, as the medicine man says, any one dies, the 

se-guan disappears from the house and goes down into the ground. It 

travels underground from one place to another. 

The image has small eyes and mouth, and, resembling a mole, can 

not see much, but has great will-power,. 

In doctoring, the se-guan always sings; but no one ean hear it ex- 

cept its medicine man. If the patient is going to die, the image warns 

the doctor. In the night, the se-guan stands in the middle of Sammy’s 
floor and sings, and is the guardian angel of the household. As the 

mole is Sammy’s protector, Sammy never kills a mole. The se-guan 

goes to the grave-yard and looks after the dead; but none of the dead 

speak to him when he goes there. 

In traveling, if the se-guan sees a fire, he never goes near it. Ifthe 
image should get burned, his medicine man, Sammy, would immediately 

die; and if Sammy’s “ doctor” should meet that of another medicine 

man, both medicine men would soon expire. If Sammy travels, the se- 

guan follows him, even if unsummened, and is to be seen by Sammy 

wherever he goes. 

About six years ago Sammy had the vision that made him a doctor. 
Then he heard all kinds of noises proceeding from the earth, and saw 

spirits and tamanaws (images) ‘and their little bones were rattling.” 

Saminy had power given him by the Soceali Tyee Bird (the ruling bird 

spirit) to make and to have in his possession fire images, or ‘ doctors,” 

at once. In order to give or sell one of these images to a white man, 

the Indian doctor must make a new image like the one to be disposed 

of, and must place it for a while beside the old one to absorb its spirit. 

If a new one should not be made, the Soccali Tyee Bird would be angry. 
The image tells the doctor when contagious diseases will prevail, and 

whether they will make the medicine man sick or not; also, how many 

Indians will be sick, and how many will die. He tells the doctor what 

to do “to take the sickness out.” If any one is about to have sore 

eyes, the medicine man sees the mole coming from the direction of the 

water. Its * rattling bones” are deer’s toe-nails. 
A second image in Sammy’s possession is a brother of the mole and 

exactly resembles the se-guan in appearance. When Sammy’s brother, 

Henry, died, the mole’s brother conducted Henry to his new abode in 

the land of spirits, remained there two months and returned to Sammy 

with a favorable account of the condition and happiness of Henry. 

Sammy says that the other world is just the same as this, except that 

everything is better. here are to be found all kinds of fish, elk, and 
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deer. Of late years, horses also. There are no white men there. This 
is the most definite account of their superstitions obtainable from the 

present medicine men of this tribe, as they are usually unwilling to 

speak on this subject to white people. 

A third image belonging to Sammy is made of cedar bark and seal 

blubber, painted. This one tells Sammy to wash his face and bathe 

with oil before he begins to doctor. The cedar-bark image regulates 

the wind currents, is the “ doctor of the setting sun,” and makes the 

ocean smooth. He tells Sammy what to do when fishing or whaling, 

and whether he will be successful or not. This image has been lately 

manufactured. Sammy says he will try it, and if it proves to be a 

deceitful adviser he will burn it up. 

The Socé-ca-li Tyee Bird.—The Soceali Tyee Bird lives in a mountain. 

A man wanted to marry the Soccali Tyee Bird’s daughter, and the 

Soccali Tyee said, *‘No;” he did not want to marry that girl to that 

man. And that girl wanted to marry very bad with.that man, and 

her father would not let her go and marry with that man. »And the 

Soccali Tyee Bird told the man to get him some bears to play with. 

And the man told the Soccali Tyee that he would fetch the bear to 

play with. And that man fetch two bears with a string to take it 

in the house and give it to that Soccali Tyee. And the Soceali Tyee 

Bird went to that two bears to play with, and the bears tried to fight 

the Soccali Tyee Bird. And the Soccali Tyee Bird told that man to 

take it out; that he was too much afraid for him. And the Soccali 

Tyee Bird told that man to bring two panthers in that house to play 

with. And he brought it in the house with a string. And that Soe. 

cali Tyee Bird went in to play with the panthers, and that Soccali 

Tyee Bird afraid for the panthers. And the panthers take the stick 

to him like everything. And the Soccali Tyee Bird tried to go to the 

two panthers and tried to fight him, and the Soccali Tyee Bird tried 

to go away from him and go in his bed; and the two panthers tried 

to go on the Soccali Tyee and torn his shirt like everything. And the 

Socecali Tyee Bird told the man that wanted to marry that girl to take 

the panthers away from the house. And the Soccali Tyee Bird told 

that man to go and fetch him snow—great lots of snow on the mountain. 

And that man brought just little bit of snow like a ball. And that 

Soccali Tyee got mad about it, because he did not brought lots of snow 

for him. And that Soccali Tyee Bird tried to eat that snow; and that 

snow did not all goin his mouth. And that Soccali Tyee sat down on 

his bed and he get cold, and he tried and go and sit down at the fire 

to make himself warm, and that Soccali Tyee almost dead, because he 

eat lots of snow. And he throwed it away on the house, and the house 

full of snow. And the Soccali Tyee told that man that wanted to marry 

to take that snow away from the house. 

And the Soceali Tyee told that man to go and fetch some wood. 
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And that man that wanted to marry brought him great lots of wood. 

And that Soccali Tyee tried to cut that wood in two pieces. And the 

Soccali Tyee told that man to get right in the wood (like a hollow log). 

The Soceali Tyee took an ax away from that stick, and that man was 

in the stick, and that Soccali Tyee tried to go away from that stick, 

and that man was in that stick. Because that Soceali Tyee think that 

man was dead. And that Soccali Tyee stay in the house as long as he 

can. And that man get in the house with the wood. And that Soceali 

man get mad about that man because he thought he was dead, and he 
is alive now. i 

And that Soceali Tyee tried to go out from the house. And that 

Soceali Tyee saw lots of people on the end of the land. And the Soe- 

cali Tyee saw lots of people to play in the Indian land. And the lots 

of people play with a ball and they throw it. They throw it and it 

get burnt. And that Soceali Tyee tried to go in the house. And the 

Soccali Tyee told that man to go in the people to steal that ball for 

him. 

And that man tried to go and take that ball away from the people. 

And that man that wanted to marry tried to stand between the people 

and watch the ball. And the people throw the ball away, and he take 

it. Tried to run as fast as he could. And the people cried like every- 

thing. And they took the pitchwood and tried to burn it, because the 

land was too dark like everything to see the man. And the people 

tried to take the ball away from that man, and the land is raining like 

everything, and the light is gone out. And the people go back again. 

They did not take the ball from that man. He run like everything. 

-And that man that wanted to marry gave that ball to the Soceali Tyee 

Bird. And the Soccali Tyee Bird was glad, and that man married the 

daughter of the Soccali Tyee Bird. 

A story of men and animals.—A lady was married to a man a few days, 

and she went into the woods to pick some berries; and she was there 

in the woods as long as she can to pick some berries, and then she 

came back in the house. Next morning, then again, she will go to the 

woods and pick some berries; and the lady was stay in the woods as 

long as she can; and her husband tried to sell her dress and clothes 

and everything away from her. And the lady came back to the house 

and tried to find her dress and everything to change her things. And 

she get mad, because she never find her things in the house; and she 

didn’t want her husband any more. And the man was mad, and told 

his wife to go to the woods to pick some berries as fast as she could. 

And the man tried to put his wife on his back, and tried to put her in 

a high tree, and the man told his wife to sit down in the tree; and he 

leave his wife in the tree and go home again. 

And the woman cried as loud as she could, because her three brothers 

was fishing in the river. The woman she get three brothers. One of 
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the woman’s brother’s back was broken, and he heard the crying, and 

he said that it just looked like his sister crying; that he hear it. And 

the three boys went back again. And those three boys told his father 

and mother that it just looked like his sister was crying in the woods; 

and this man and woman came down the river to see the woman; and 
that father tried to ask that man where his wife go to. And that man 

said that woman had gone to the woods to pick some berries; that she 

was on the tree. And the man and woman tried to go back up the 

river again; and those three boys tried to go fishing up the river again, 

and they saw his sister in the high tree,and they heard that woman 

say: ‘Oh, that is my brother that was fishing in theriver!” And those 

three boys went back and tried to tell his father and mother that it was 

his sister in the high tree. 

And the man and woman went in the woods and tell all the animals— 

bear, wolf, fox, whale, blue-jay—every animal. And those animals go 

with that man and woman to take that woman that was in that tree 

away from that tree. 

And the whale tried to stand up. and to take that woman that was in 

that tree, and he stand just a few minutes and fall down. 

And the sea-lion tried to go and fetch that woman that was in the 

tree. He stand up and he fall down. 

And the blue jay scolded the whale because he couldn’t fetch the 

woman. And the whale tried to scold the blue-jay, and the whale told 

the blue-jay to go on the high tree and take the woman away from the 

tree himself. And the blue-jay tried to go and take the woman away 

from the tree. And the jay tried, and then he will falldown. And the 

blue-jay fall down. Hurts him—dead! And the bear tried to doctor 

him, and he get well now. And as soon as he get well, he tried to scold 

again at the whale. And the whale scolded the bear, because he doc- 

tored the blue-jay. He didn’t want him to get well, because he scold 

too much to everybody. And the whale told the bear, ‘‘ Why didn’t 

he let him to dead?” because nobody hke him. 

And this woman—one of her brothers had his back broken—every- 

body scold him, because he never think he was going to fetch his sister. 

And that boy tried to go up in the high tree and fetch his sister, and 

the boy was singing, and the people was singing, and the animals was 

singing, and everybody was singing. The blue-jay scolded the whale, 

because he never helped the animals to sing! 

And the boy brought his sister away from the tree and put her on his 

back and all the animals felt joyful now. And the blue-jay scolded, 

scolded. He never get joyful with the other animals. And the blue- 

jay was getting mad to the whale. And all of them were going home 

now. And that husband want his wife again. And the animals didn’t 

want him to take his wife again. And the blue-jay scolded that hus- 

band man, because he don’t want that woman to have that man now. 

And the woman went home with her father and mother. 
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Capture of wives.—The Indians living at the mouth of the Quinaielt 
River were formerly hostile to those pees living further up the stream, 

towards its source, alake. Two S’Kokomish Indians came over the 

mountains to the lake hunting elk. Two Quinaielt Indians were hunt- 

ing near by and found the fire of the S’Kokomish Indians; also a 

squaw left in camp, whom the Quinaielts captured and carried home 

with them. As they journeyed, the woman tore her blanket and scat- 

tered pieces along the way. These were found by her two friends, who 

returned to their tribe and brought a large number of S’Kokomish In- 

dians back with them to the lake. The S’Kokomish were on one side of | 

the lake, the Quinaielts on the other. S’Kokomish Indians sent one of 

their number for canoes. A lake Indian, who was fishing, discovered 

the S’Kokomish crossing in a canoe and informed others of the Quinai- 

elts, who captured the S’Kokomish. Two of the lake Indians then 

crossed to see where the rest of their enemies were concealed. They 

were found in the woods, gambling by a fire, while awaiting the return 

of their messenger. Consequently, the S’Kokomish Indians were sur- 

prised at night when asleep, and were killed by the nee ns with flint 

knives and hammers. 

The Quinaielts took with them to their village the SKokomish who 

was captured while crossing the lake. He was bound to a stake in the 

middle of the village. A council was held to decide his fate, and he 

was pierced by a great number of arrows and left to die. The woman 

first captured became one of the numerous wives of the Quinaielt chief. 



THE STONE AGE OF OREGON. 

3y Rev. M. EELLS. 

The stone age of Oregon, like that of Washington, is mainly recent. 

It was evidently fully alive a hundred years ago, and a little of the out- 

cropping may still be seen, though it is probably more nearly buried 

than that of Washington. 

A comparison of the articles which I have seen, with those on Puget 

Sound, shows a considerable difference. This is partly accounted for 

because the Puget Sound Indians gained the largest share of their liv- 

ing from the waters of the sourd, while the natives of Oregon, although 

gaining considerable of their living from the Columbia, Willamette, and 

other rivers, yet lived more from the products of the land. The Puget. 
Sounder traveled, too, mainly by water, while the Oregonian used horses 

largely for locomotion. Another reason for the difference between the 

article used by the inhabitants of the two regions was probably because 

of the slight intercourse and trade between them. 

The distance by water was too great out of the sound by the Straits 

of Fuca to the mouth of the Columbia, and the sailing on the ocean too 

dangerous for canoe traveling, while the heavy forests for the 90 miles 

which lay between the headwaters of Puget Sound and the Columbia 

River was a great obstacle to both foot and horseback travel, so that 

the people of each region had mainly to manufacture their own imple- 

ments during the stone age. There was a little travel and trade from 

the Columbia up the Cowlitz River, and then through the forests to 
Puget Sound, and a little from Puget Sound across to the head of the 

Chehalis, and down it to Gray’s Harbor, thence to Astoria; but this 

was limited. That great forest was a dividing line between the people 

of the two sections. 
The Indians of British Columbia often came in canoes to the Indians 

of Puget Sound, who thus obtained articles from that far off region, and 

the people of the Willamette Valley went to the Columbia and up the 

Columbia for fish, where numerous Indians congregated, and these in 

turn traded with the people of eastern Oregon, who by horseback went 

over the vast plains, the buffalo country east of the Rocky Mountains, 

and occasionally to California, Nevada, and Utah. 
Authorities.—For private collections of Oregon implements: Dr. D. 

Rafferty, East Portland; H. C. Stevens, Oregon City; Mrs. Helen A. 

Kunzie, Umatilla. 

G. M. Powers, of Shedd’s station, has examined moundsin that region 

(American Antiquarian, May,1886). See also J. L. Hill, in Lang’s His- 
283 
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tory of the Willamette Valley, page 487; Capt. C. Bendire, annual re- 

port of Bureau of Ethnology 1881-82; Paul Schumacher, in Hayden’s 

Bulletin, 1877. 

Scattering references also are to be found in Lewis and Clarke; Irv- 

ing’s Astoria; Ross Cox’s Adventures; Alexander Ross’s Adventures ; 

Franchere’s Narrative; Parker’s Wxploring Expedition; Townsend’s 

Narrative; Lee and Frost’s Ten Years in Oregon; Mission Sketches. 

Mounds, Earthworks, and Skeletons.—On tlie farm of Mr. fra E. Purdin, 

in Washington County, in the northwestern part of the State, are some 

old works which look like a fort, and Indian tradition gives them that 

name. Itis part way upa hill in front of which is the West Tualatin 

plain, and back of which is timber. There is a spring at the bottom of 

the hill; the hill faces the east. On the north side the line and ditch 

are plain, about 63 feet long; on the east side they are also plain, 75 feet 

long; on the west side towards the timber isno line. A curious fact is 

that inside the fort, and parallel with the line on the north side, are 

other lines, and ditches and mounds, first aridge as large as the north- 

ern one, then a smaller one, then two rows of mounds, another row, 

mainly aridge, another small ridge, and then irregular mounds which 

bound the fort on the south side; but there is no line on that side. The 

internal lines run back to the west further than the north line, some of 

them 60 feet further, and they extend south further than the end of the 

eastern line 50 or 60 feet. The ridges and mounds are generally from 

2 to3 feet high, and the largest are about12 feet in diameter. Mr. Pur- 

din’s son and I dug into two of the largest for three or four feet until 

we reached the native clay (which is quite hard), but found nothing. It 

is about 470 feet around it. 

In Linn County are some mounds already referred to, which the his- 
tory of the Willamette Valley says (p. 487) are 7 miles southwest of 

Albany, and were discovered by Dr. J. L. Hill, of Albany. There are 

quite a number of them and they are probably of Indian origin. 

Mr. G. M. Powers, of Shedd’s station, Linn County, states that he 

discovered them in 1883, nine months before Dr. Hill claims to have 
discovered ; and also states that he opened several at that time, and 

has opened twelve in all. He says they are from 50 to 150 feet in diame- 

ter, and from 5 to 8 feet high. Within them have been found several 

skeletons, some, at least, of which were buried with care, and various 
implements, as flints, rudimentary arrow-heads, beaver tusks, bone awls, 

a pipe, a spoon, a necklace of copper rolls, white beads of bone and 

shell, matting, solid copper rings for arms, green glass beads, stone 

beads, flat-headed square brass nails, with sharp points, a eurious bone 

implement for weaving, a spatula-like bone similar to a paper-knife, 

minute glass-bells for ornaments, stone mortars and pestles, knives, 

drills, arrow and spear-heads, bone charms, and implements whose use 

is unknown. No other mounds similar to these are known in the State. 

The skeletons are said to be in a good state of preservation and to be 
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somewhat unlike the ordinary frame-works of the Indians of to-day, be- 

ing without the frontal ridge and having a peculiarly receding forehead, 

so that the explorer thought that they belonged to a tribe anterior to 

the Calapooias, who lived there when the first whites came to the 

region. 

Mr. H. A. Chase, in the American Journal of Science and Arts, de- 

scribes some mounds on the coast of southern Oregon. ‘Their position 

and ruins show them to have been forts; their ruins likewise show them 

to have been houses, and the skeletons which they yield show them to be 

graves. They are often 25 or 50 feet high. With theskeletons are found 

numerous articles as knives or swords of blueish or black obsidian. Pipes 

of slate and sandstone with straight tubes. Whistles of thigh-bones 

of birds, pestles and mortars of dark green stone, arrow and heads of 

Jasper, flint and obsidian and ivory (whale’s teeth), stone adze-han- 

dles, and one brass hatchet or adze which must have been more than 
thirty years old. 

In Patton’s Valley, Washington County, are a number of interesting 

carvings on rocks. They are in sandstones, and face the south. The 

most noticeable figures are of four persons. The distance across the 

largest face is 9 incbes, and it is about 12 inches long. The smallestis 

about two-thirds that size. The mouth, eyes, nose, and hair, of three 

are very plainly seen, the hair standing out straight all around; the 

hands of two are plain, and also the ribs of one. A line from the head 

downward in each of three terminates at the heart, which is also plainly 

visible. One figure is almost obliterated by time. A number of other 

lines are on the rock, which look as if they might have been numbers. 

The outlines of two fishes, with the ribs, can also be seen on the same 

rock. On other rocks near by are other marks, two of which also seem 

to be fishes; one a bow and arrow, another a lodge, and some are 

unknown. There are also many straight irregular marks. 

Some eight years ago, while summering at a sea-side house, we no- 

ticed skulls amongst the débris used to macadamize the roads in that 

locality, and visiting the spot whence this material was obtained, we 

found the side of a-wall left by the workmen, which was at least 8 or 

10 feet above, showing the great depth of deposit. Bones of fish and 

fowl, deer, and animals we could not identify, were also found. What 

we wish most particularly to notice was the frequent presence of human 

bones of children, as well as adults. These bones were often broken, 

suggestive of cannibalism. 

Graves and cemeteries.—As far as I know these have been the most 

prolific places where stone and bone implements have been found. 

Coffin Rock, on the Columbia, received its name because it was an In- 

dian cemetery. From it, and from another cemetery on Sauvie’s Island 

north of Portland, Dr. Rafferty obtained a large number of his speci- 

mens. ‘The mounds in Linn County and in southern Oregon described 

by Messrs, Chase and Schumacher were also places of interment, while 
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near the Umatilla landing is another from which Mrs. Kunzie has ob- 
tained many valuable articles. 

Implements.— We come next to the articles found in various places. 
They are of various descriptions. 

Stone hammers.—These are very different from those on Puget Sound, 

the latter being in the form of a pestle, while the former have a groove, 

and occasionally two or three grooves, or even four, around them, where 

a wooden handle of some length was fastened. They look somewhat like 

a Puget Sound sinker for fishing, but are very much larger, while the 

testimony of the old Indians and the battered ends testify that most of 

them were hammers. They vary in weight from 9 ounces to 82 pounds, 

in length from 4 to 6 inches, in width from 24 to 54 inches, and in thick- 

ness from 13 to4 inches. Occasionally they are fonnd without battered 
ends, either having been unused or used as sinkers in fishing. They 

are rough like beach stones, and were probably originally such stones. 

Some are of sandstone, others of volcanic origin, with some other kinds 

such as might be picked up anywhere. Only one of this kind have I ever 

seen on Puget Sound, and that was longer in proportion to its size than 

those of Oregon. The Oregon ones are very abundant, being seen in 

almost every cabinet of implements, and being found in Washington, 

Clackamas, Multnomah, and Linn Counties, and probably in others. 

Some of the heavier of these fastened to the end of a stick would strike 

a heavy blow either as an implement of common use or as a war club. 

A solitary one is peculiar in that, while it has a single groove running 

around it crosswise, it has also a large number running lengthwise of it 

on three sides, about a half an inch wide, and from one-fourth to three- 

fourths of an inch apart. 

Pesiles and mortars.—These are not found on the sound, for here are 

no acorns to pound up. In Oregon they are abundant. Our hammers 

are much like some of their pestles, but some of the latter are quite 

different. A very smooth one, well polished, is of jasper, 53 inches long 

and 4 inches thick at the base, with a good handle, and quite sym- 

metrical. The end of the handle of one has a place for two fingers ; 

the handle of another is in the shape of a seal head, with an eye raised, 

while that of the third looks like a bear, which is large in the middie, 

and said by the Indians to be with young. Another is flat on two sides, 
though the ends are round and the handle end is crooked a little like a 

bow. Another is flat only on one side. Still another seems to have 

been a pestle at the handle end, and a blunt edge at the other. Two or 

three very small ones were probably used to grind their paint, the 

smallest of which is 34 inches long, and seven-eighths of an inch thick. 

Generally the others vary in length from 54 to 114 inches, in thick- 

ness from 2 to 4 inches, and in weight from 1 pound and 6 ounces to 64 

pounds. They are generally cylindrical, though a few are a little flat- 

tened. Some are almost straight from one end to the other, with no 

special place for a handle, tapering a little towards the upper end. I 
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saw some forty-five or fifty in all, some of which are of granite, some of 

basalt, and others of volcanic rocks. The smooth and the rough ones 

are about evenly divided, a few being polished. Most of them are from 

the three counties avove named. One from California looks almost ex- 

actly like those of Oregon; a few as if they were common stones from 

the beach of about the right shape, but generally they are worked into 

good shape, some with great labor. 

Those collected by Captain Bendire from John Day’s River were cy1- 

indvical and mostly of compact eruptive rock. Those from the mounds 

of Linn County are described as being from 5 to 13 inches long, some 

being nicely polished. They are of a blue, hard gravel. The mortars 

were evidently used both for grinding food and paint, the smaller ones 

for the latter; but they grow in size so gradually as to make it impossi- 

ble to determine accurately the dividing line between the two. There 

were many of them of tufa, basalt, and trachyte. The upper surface 

of the bowl is generally round and regular, but sometimes oblong. 

Among the round ones the distance across the bowl varies from 14 to 

7 inches, and the depth from a quarter of an inch to 7 inches. The up- 

per surface of the bowl of an oblong one is 7 by 13 inches. The whole 

distance across the upper surface of the stone among the round ones 

varies from 13 to 104 inches, though an irregular one is 9 by 174 inches. 

The whole height of the stone varies from seven-eighths to 7 inches, 

though I once saw one in Patton’s Valley, Washington County, which 

was 124 inches deep. Its bowl had only a depth of 6 inches. Their 

weight varies from 34 ounces to 60 pounds. Generaliy the outside is 

plain, but a few have some unmeaning lines on them, and one oblong 
one has the head of a turtle at one end, with an arm and ten ribs on its 

side. Sometimes the bottoms are quite flat, and sometimes rounding. 

If any stone mortars are found on the sound they are scarce. Those 

from the mounds of Linn County are of various sizes and shapes, one 

_ being large enough to hold a half gallon. They are the same kind of 

stone as the pestles—a hard, blue gravel. Those from southern Oregon, 

found by Mr. Chase, were of a dark green stone. 

Stone ladles.—Mr. Stevens has one of light-red porous tufa, which was 

never used much. The handle is 3 inches long and 14 inches thick, 

and the bowl of it is 4 inches long. 

Another beautiful ladle of stone was found by Mr. Schumaker in the 

southwestern part of the State. He also found a boat-shaped vessel 

about 9 inches long, of magnesian mica, which showed strong marks of 

having been exposed to the fire, seemingly for the purpose of cooking 

food init. A metate, owned by Mrs. Kunzie, is 19 inches long, 13 inches 

wide, weight 53 pounds, and has three legs. 

Iknives.—Those on the sound are of slate, with one edge and small, 

only 2 or 8 inches long; but some have been found in a eache at Oregon 

City of black and striped obsidian, the largest of which was 104 inches 

long and 2! wide, and a half inch thick, with double serrated edges, 
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sharp at both ends, and very irregular. As this_kind of stone is not 

found in the region, they must have imported it, probably from a long 

distance. They had, from appearances, never been used. 

Similar ones were described by Mr. Chase as being found in southern 

Oregon, too brittle to have been of much practical use, some being 

nearly in the shape of a Greek sword, the largest being 14? inches long, 

2 inches broad near one end and 1? inches near the other, tapering to 
a point at each end, and a quarter of an inch thick. 

Those from the mounds of Linn County are of flint or jasper, and only 

from 1 to 24 inches long. Those obtained by Captain Bendire are from 

graves on John Day’s River, and are of obsidian. 

Axes, adzes, and celts.—These are generally small compared with those 

on the sound, or about the same as our smaller sizes. They vary in 

weight from half an ounce to 4 ounces (Ne largest one on the sound 

which I have seen weighs 12 ounces, and is 72 inches long); in length 

from five-eights to 24 inches, and in width on one-half to 24 inches. 

There were eleven of these, most of which were believed to have come 

from near Oregon City. They are all smooth and of metamorphic rock, 

the same material as those on the sound. In Oregon they are quite 

scarce; Captain Bendire has, however, found a few on the John Day 

River, in eastern Oregon. eile from whale’s teeth for these adzes 

were found by Mr. Chase in the mounds of southwestern Oregon. 

Chisels and wedges.—I have only seen one on the sound of stone, and 

am doubtful of that one, though an old Indian says they were once 

used here. But Dr. Rafferty has nine whole ones, or parts, about which 

there is no doubt. They mostly come from Sauvie’s Island, and are 

generally of hard volcanic rock. They vary in weight from 2 pounds 

14 ounces to 5 pounds 11 ounces; in length from 64 to 133 inches, in 

width from 2? to 35, and in thickness from 24 to 23 inches. The edges 

are sharp, bat the stone is thick a short ainwhies from the edge. I 

know of none from other parts of Cregon. 

War, clubs and swords.—There are three of these, two of which are 
owned by Dr. Rafferty, and one by Mrs. Kunzie. One of Dr. Rafferty’s 

was found at Fosters, in Clackamas County ; isof serpentine ; 214inches 

long, 4inches wide from the club end, tapering towards the handle, and 

rounding towards the other end; half an inch thick. It weighs 2 

pounds and 9 ounces. It is supposed by some to have been a badge of 

honor. The other came from Vancouver, Wash., is 17 inches long, 23 

inches wide, 1} thick, and weighs 6 pounds and 14 ounces. The handle 

is Shaped into the head of some animal. The other end looks as if it 

might have been used for a pestle. 

Mrs. Kunzie’s was found at the Umatilla Landing, and is 22 inehes 

long and 12 inches wide at the handle, tapering gradualfy to a point at 

the other end. Like the first one mentioned, it has a hole through the 
handle, through which a string was passed to assist in holding it. I 

have but little doubt that these were used in war, as Lewis and Clarke 
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. speak of seeing such of wood and iron, while Ross, Cox, and Franchere 

speak of similar articles, but do not describe the material. I have a 

similar one of stone, and another of copper, obtained on Puget Sound, 

which Indians now living remember as having been used in war. Those 

of stone, however, are now very scarce. 

Stone spear and arrow heads.—These are very scarce on the sound ; 

I only saw nine in eight years. The Indians say they did not make 

them. They generally used those of bone. At Oregon City, about half 

a mile below the falls, is a perfect nine of them, which the high water, 

as it washed away the bank, unearthed. 

Mr. Stephens has about thirty-two hundred in his cabinet, and many 

hundred on hand for exchange, besides having sent off very many, and 

other persons have obtained many. The lance and arrow heads run 

into each other, so that it is very difficult to draw the dividing line. 

Some are very small, a half inch long and a quarter wide. In one 

drawer, 224 by 164 inches, he has eighteen hundred and thirty-five of 

the smaller ones well arranged so that all can be seen. The longest 

which he has is 64 and the widest 24 inches. ‘They ave of obsidian, 

chalcedony, jasper, and some other varieties of stone, and many are 

very regular and very beautiful. They are all patterns, some being 

double serrated. 

Another manufactory was at the Umatilla Landing, where Mrs. Kun- 

zie has obtained many, some of them being as beautiful, seemingly, as 

can be made. The chips are now seen all around, though the stone of 

which they were made—much the same as that used at Oregon City— 

must have been brought to both places from a long distance. Others 

have been found in the mounds of Linn County, very fine, from a quar- 

ter to three-quarters of an inch long, mainly of obsidian, but some are 

of carnelian, chalcedony, and jasper. 

Inthe graves on John Day’s River similar ones have also been found by 

Captain Bendire and by Messrs. Chase and Schumaker in southwestern 

Oregon. 

Stone sinkers.—Those for fishing are generally very different from 

ours on the sound. Ours being oval, about 2 by 3 inches, around them 

is fastened bark, to which the lines are tied, but the Oregon sinkers are 
generally flat, more the shape of a small grind stone, with the edge 

rounding, as a beach stone. All are evidently water-worn, some being 

smooth as water will make them and some being rough. There are 

three kinds of the first style; some are quite circular and some oblong, 

and each has a hole through it, either in the middle or towards one side, 

from five-sixteenths to five-eighths of an inch in diameter, through 

which the string passed that fastened them to the fishing apparatus. 

Usually this is all the work put upon them, but one has four grooves at 

the edges and another groove from the hole to the edge where strings 

were also tied. These sinkers vary in length from 24 to 8 inches, in 

H. Mis, 170——19 
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width from 13 to 6 inches, in thickness from three-quarters to 13 inches, 
and in weight from 6 ounces to5 pounds. Some of the smaller ones with 

very perfect holes are said by an old Indian to have been used for draw- 

ing the shaft of an arrow through so as to make it a uniform size, but 

all could not have been used for this purpose, as the holes are too large 

and irregular. These generally belong to northwestern Oregon, in the 

country of the Willamette and Lower Columbia Rivers, and are quite 

common. 

Of the second kind I have seen only two in Mr. Stevens’s cabinet, the 

smallest of which was 13 inches by 12 inches, has no hole in it, but is 

made more after the style of those on the sound, having two grooves 

around it, one lengthwise and the other crosswise, in which the bark 

string was placed to which the line was fastened. 

The third style belongs to eastern Oregon, and have been mainly found 

about the Dalles and Umatilla Landing. They are water-worm stones, 

flat, from 24 to 4 inches long, from 2 to 3 inches wide, and from a 

half to three-fourths of an inch thick, weighing from 4 to 8 ounces. A 

groove about three-fourths of an inch thick and a quarter of an inch 

deep is made in each end, and by means of this the string wound around 

the sinker was kept in its place, to which this line was fastened. 

Arrow targets.—Of a somewhat similar shape to the first kind of sink- 

ers, but far more regular, are two targets in Dr. Rafferty’s cabinet. 

They are made round as a grindstone, with a hole in the center nearly 

an inch in diameter. They are from 12 to 2} inches thick, and weigh 

from 14 to 2 pounds 1 ounce. There are none of these on the sound 

as far as I know. 

Arrow polisher.—Another new article is a stone, now broken at the 

base, 34 inches long, 2 inches in diameter at the base, cylindrical but 

not rounding at the top, and weighing 7 ounces. It is of tufa, and came 

from the Cascades. Around it run six grooves lengthwise, through 

which the old Indians say arrows were drawn so as to polish them, 

Dr. Rafferty likewise owns this. Mr. Stevens also has a stone which 

perhaps may have been used for a similar purpose. It is oblong, 3 

inches long by 14 wide, and three-fourths of an inch thick. One side is 

round, the other flat, with a groove one-eighth of an inch deep on the 

flat side, running lengthwise of the stone. 

* Hide dressers.—Most of these came from Dalles and eastern Oregon, 

and are very small and much more worked than those of the sound. A 

Puget-sounder picks up almost any stone of 2 or 3 pounds weight, 

splits a stick for a handle, puts the stone in it, and ties it there. But 

none of those from Dalles weigh over 4 ounces, and the largest is 33 

inches long. Two found were three-eighths of an inch wide and three- 

fourths thick, and the smallest is more than an inch shorter and a half 

inch narrower. They are smooth, and the edge all around is ground 
somewhat sharp. 

Stone scrapers have also been found in the mounds of Linn County, 
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Mr. Stevens has also a hide dresser, made from a walrus tusk, about 

15 inches long. It came from the Malheur country, in eastern Oregon, 

but evidently made a western tour before it reached that region. 

Pipes.—Dr. Ratterty has two of these, and both are of patterns similar 

to those on the sound. One is like the common American pipe of clay- 

stone, 24 inches long, weighing 1? ounces, and came from Sauvie’s Island, 

or Oregen City. The other is of the same weight, from The Dalles, of 

light basaltic rock, and of the grindstone shape, with the bowl and place 

for the pipe-stem at rightangles to each other. It is 2 inches in diameter, 

with lines and dots on the side. 

Mrs. Kunzie, however, has obtained the most valuable collection of 

these, some being straight, with carvings on them. They are from 3 to 

6 inches long, and the reaeicee were about 8 ounces. Some of the most 

valuable of these were found near her residence. 

Captain Bendire also found one of these straight ones, which was ob- 

tained from an Indian grave on John Day’s River. it is of gray sand- 

stone, shaped much like an ordinary straight cigar-holder, 3 inches long 

and 1 inch in diameter at the larger end. I have not seen a straight 

pipe in the Willamette Valley or on Puget Sound. 

Dr. Hill found a single pipe in one of the mounds in Linn County, 

but I do not know its shape. It is 3$ inches long, 14 wide at the top, 

and Lineh at the bottom. Mr. Chase also found some pipes of slate and 

sandstone in the mounds of southwestern Oregon with straight tubes. 

Plates.—Dr. Rafferty has two of these and Mr. Stevens one, but I have 

seen none on Puget Sound. One of the former came from Sauvie’s 

Island. It was used for baking bread upon, is 124 inches long, 10 

inches wide, and varies in thickness from 1 to 2 inches. It is of light 

sandstone, and weighs 5 pounds 7 ounces. The depth of depression 

between the ends is three-fourths of an inch, but there is no depression 
between the sides. 

His other is irregular, but somewhat diamond-shaped, 54 by 74 

inches, with a depression oe about one-half an inch. 

The one belonging to Mr. Stevens is circular, about 54 inches in 

diameter, the dish being one-fourth of an inch deep. I do not feel cer- 

tain, however, that this is a plate, as it is hollowed out on both sideg 
and is quite thick, 12 inches. It came from Dalles. 

Avwls and drills. —These are of two kinds, bone and stone. Bone ones 

were common on Puget Sound, but I have not seen any stone one from 

that region. Those of bone are about the same size as those on the 

Sound, 2 or 3 incheslong. Those of stone have been found at Oregon 

City, Te Landing, and in the mounds of Linn County . They are 

flint, jasper, or some very hard rock, and are usually from 1 to 24 inches 
long. Some of them have a handle, not far from an inch long, at right 
angles with the drill; some have none. 

Needles.—Like the drills and awls, these are of both stone and bone. 

Those of bone were the most common. Mr. Stevens has two, 3 and 5 
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inches long, with eyes one-fourth and three-eighths of an inch in diameter, 

Those found by Mr. Powers in the mounds of Linn County are about 

the same size, some of which are highly polished. A stone needle for 

making nets does not belong to the Sound. A single one was found 

at Sauvie’s Island about 74 inches long, 1 inch thick, cylindrical, 

smooth, of volcanic rock, weighing 5? ounces, blunt at both ends, with 

a hole nearly the fourth of an inch in diameter, about an inch from one 

end to receive the twine. It belongs to Dr. Rafferty. 

Game stones.—These also do not belong to the Sound. There are 

seven in ailin Dr. Rafterty’s collection, two of which are almost perfect 

spheres, one of which is 34 inches in diameter and weighs 2 pounds 63 

ounces, and the other is 13 inches in diameter, weighs about 70 pounds, 

and came from Cascades. Both of these have dots or holes in them, 

which are said to be the owner’s cue. The others are smaller and less 

perfect, with no marks on them, the smallest weighing only 104 ounces. 

They were thrown and rolled into certain holes, but it is difficult now 

to determine certainly all the rules of the game. 

Calendar stone.—Mrs. Kunzie has a calendar stone, which is 3 feet 

long and weighs 30 pounds. On one side of it are marks which show 

the number of months in the year, and on the other those which show 

the number of days in the month. 

Whistlers, of the thigh bones of birds, were found by Mr. Chase in the 

mounds of southwestern Oregon. 

A bone spatula was found by Dr. Hill in a mound in Linn County. 

A weaving implement of- bone was also found by the same person at 

the same place. 

Money or wampum of various kinds has been found in considerable 

quantities. Mrs. Kunzie has several strings of these, most of which 

were found near her home. They are composed of shells of various 

kinds, some of them being the dentalia and antelope teeth. 

Beads.—Mrs. Kunzie has several necklaces of stone beads, which are 

well polished and of various symmetrical shapes—round, oblong, cylin- 

drical, and square—some of them weighing 2 ounces each and 24 inches 

long. <A few have also been found by Mr. Powers in the mounds of 

Linn County, but they are scarce. They are made of a kind of blue- 

stone which much resembles glass. There is a ledge of this kind of 

stone near Mount Jefferson, from which it is supposed the Indians ob- 

tained that from which they manufactured these articles. Bone beads 

were also found at the same place, which were made of the leg and 

wing bones of birds. They were only found on the skeletons, around 

the neck and hips, and sometimes in the hands. 

Beads of Venetian glass have also been found by Mrs. Kunzie, but 

they were probably introduced by the early traders, as were also the glass 

beads, brass bells, necklace of copper rolls, and coppers rings for the 

arms, found in the mounds in Linn County by Dr. Hill. 

Animals, ete—Stones in the shape of animals seem to be peculiar 
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likewise to Oregon—some for use and others apparently with no funce- 

tion. One from Vancouver in the shape of a bear and another from 

Sauvie’s Island with a seal head have been referred to among the pestles. 

A turtle from East Portland has been mentioned among the mor- 

tars, and the heads of some animals undetermined among the war 

clubs. 

There is also a squirrel head broken off from the body, or whatever im- 

plement it wasattached to, from Vancouver, now 24 inches long, 2 inches 

thick, and weighing half a pound. Dr. Rafferty owns this, and Mr. 

Stevens has another, which came from Eagle Creek. Like the last, it 

is broken off from whatever it was attached to, but a good share of the 

body still remains. The body is about 3 inches thick one way by 24 

inches the other, the neck being 2 by 13 inches. 

Birds.—Dr. Rafferty has a bird from the Cascades, of basaltic rock, 

6}? inches long, 34 wide from tip of one wing to tip of the other, about 
2 inches thick, and weighing 1 pound 10 ounces. Mr. Stevens has a 

bird head which came from near the Dalles. It was broken off from 

something, perhaps a hammer, and is quite perfect. Itis now about 34 

inches long and 2 inches thick. 

Mrs. Kunzie has a stone eagle which came from the Dalles. It is 84 

inches high when standing on its feet. 

Feet.—Dr. Rafferty has two human feet, or moccasins, in stone, one 

from Oregon City, 94 inches long, 34 high, and 24 thick, weighing 

53 pounds; the other, an inch less in length, 1? inches high, 23 wide, 

weighing 24+ pounds. 

Baboons.—He also has a baboon with the eyes, forehead, and nostrils 

plainly marked; it is 65 inches long, 4 inches high, weighs 6 pounds 

10 ounces, and is of volcanic rock. Mr. Steel, of Portland, has another 

well-made baboon, which is 7? inches long, 174 inches around the body, 

and weighs 135 pounds. The eyes are an inch in diameter; it is 28 

inches between the center of the two eyes, 4 inches from the eyes to 

the end of the nose, and 2 inches across the nose. He obtained it from 

the Dalles and has traced it some distance further east of the Cascade 
Mountains. Mrs. Kunzie has another of these stone baboons which 

likewise came from eastern Oregon, and Mr. Stevens has a fourth, very 

nearly the samé size as that of Dr. Rafferty’s, and all of them seem to 

be of similar stone. Where the Indians of this region obtained the 

idea of such perfect baboons is a mystery; or were the stones, in their 

present shape, imported ? 

Horse head.—Mr. Stevens has the head and neck of a horse, the head 

being not far-from 15 inches long and the neck of proportionate length, 

but both are slim. He hasalso a small one. The metate already men- 

tioned as belonging to Mrs. Kunzie is thus described by Mr. 8. A. Clarke 

in the Oregon and Washington Farmer. ‘Upon first examination it 

strikes one as an Assyrian or Egyptian carving, the feature and style 

of ornament being much nearer those wonderful Oriental relics of an- 
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tiquity than our Northwestern Indians would be thought capable 

of. The use of this interesting relic was probably for a grinding bowl, 

though its grand sphinx-like form suggests a nobler use. This great 

curiosity is cut from reddish-gray granite, and would require a block a 

foot square for its dimensions. Its front is a human face, distinct, dig- 

nified, and in some respects even grand in outline. It is carved with a 

skill which could have copied nature, yet there is no point of resem- 

blance between the face and that of any modern Indians. Its brow is 

broad and low, and the wide-curving eyebrows suggest the resemblance 

to rams’ horns, which Assyrian images have also. The nose is almost 

Grecian, except that the nostrils are wider and the chin and lower jaw 

are the reverse of Indian physiognomy. Only the mouth bears any 

resemblance to our Indian carving. In this respect there is a slight 

leaning towards the style of some of the Alaska totem faces. On each 

side, above and behind the ear, is a protuberance like the fold over the 

old Egyptian statues, and a claw, like an arm, extends from the edge of 

the bowl to the side of the throat, its claws being nearly under the chin 

of the figure. The hair is not cutin detail. It seems to be in a straight 

mass without braiding or ornament. The whole head is well propor- 

tioned, and is about life size.” This was found in the Indian cemetery 

at the Umatilla landing. 

Idols.—Images in stone and shell have also been found which were 

probably made for religious purposes and not as a mere work of art, 

as I have seen the Indians on Puget Sound within twelve years actually 

worshiping an idol made from wood in the shape of the upper part of a 

man. Mrs. Kunzie has one splendid one which came from near the 

Dalles. It represents the head, neck, and most of the body of a man, 

is 174 inches high, 27 inches in circumference, and weighs 64 pounds. 

She has another which is also in the image of the upper part of a per- 

son, and came from the same region, which is 6 inches high and 3 inches 

in diameter, and she has found near her residence most of the pieces 

of an idol of shell, which is well carved, and a totem post of black stone, 

21 inches long, and which weighs 11 pounds. 

Dr. Rafferty has another which was unburied at Sauvie’s Island. It 

is 16 inches long, 8 inches wide, while the eyes are about 2 inches in 

diameter, and it has a mouth and other lines on it. 

Mr. Stevens has the head of a small one, which seems to be the face 
of a person, but broken off from whatever it was attached to; the neck 

shows that it was some four-legged animal. The face is very regular. 

He has also some small circular stenes from 1 to 2 inches in diameter 

with various markings on them—lines, diamonds, angles, and parts of 

circles; one has a human face on it—which I presume were intended for 
religious purposes. ; 

Unknown implements.—Dr. Rafferty has three of these ; one, an egg- 

shaped stone of quartz, but rather sharp at the ends, very regular and 

well worked, 7 inches long, 3} inches wide, and 2% thick, weighing 34 

pounds. 
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Mr. Stevens has one similar to it, which is 84 inches long and 3} in 

diameter. Dr. Rafferty has another 24 inches long and five-eighths 

inch thick, weighing half an ounce, with three small holes through it, 

and another which looks a little like a great arrow-head, oniy eylindri- 

eal, one end looking as if it had been fastened into a stick, the other 
being somewhat sharp. It is 8} inches long, and 24 inches thick near 

its base. 

Mr. Stevens has another which is some what egg-shaped, about 23 

inches long, and 24 inches in diameter at the largest place. It is quite 

regular in its form, and there are two small grooves around it. It came 

from the Columbia River near the Dalles. 



CHARM STONES. 

NOTES ON THE SO-CALLED ‘*‘ PLUMMETS” OR SINKERS. 

3y Dr. L. G. YATES. 

Several years ago an article appeared in the American Naturalist 

(November, 1872), by J. G. Henderson, on the subject of “ plummets,” in 

which, after describing and figuring several specimens found at various 

places, he offered some conjectures as to their uses, six of which uses 

he enumerates as probable. 

(1) As slung-shots. 

(2) As sinkers for fishing-tackle. 
(3) In playing some game. 

(4) As sacred implements in performing some religious ceremonies. 

(5) As personal ornaments. 

(6) As plummets and levels. 

After giving his reasons at some length in each of these supposed 

uses he dismisses all except the last, which he decides were the uses to 

which they were put. In anote appended to the article, Prof. F. W. 

Putnam states that ‘he has considered the implements generally classed 

under the names plummets and sinkers to represent to a greater or less 

extent, according to size, material, shape, and finish, first, pestles ; 

second, sinkers; third, spinning weights; fourth, ornaments.” 

Mr. Henderson gives a number of localities where these implements 

have been found. My attention was particularly attracted by the state- 

ment that ‘‘about ten years ago one of these implements was found 

under remarkable circumstances in Woodbridge County, Cal.;” there 
being no such county in California. 

I commenced an article on this subject at that time, but press of other 

matters and a desire to obtain as much reliable information as possible 

have prevented its completion. 

During the years that have elapsed since the inception of this article 

I have noted the various theories advanced by different writers as to 

the uses of these singular implements. 

A great many have written on the subject, aud all have accepted 

some one or more of the various theories projected. 

Foster, in his Prehistoric Races of the United States, classes the 
plummet-shaped stones under the head of “ weights which may have 

been used in the process of weaving,” and figures three varieties of 

them (see Figs. 31, a, b, ec, p. 230), Prehistoric Races, as ‘ weights to 

keep the threads taut.” 

296 
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Thomas Ewbank, in his Lifein Brazil, published in 1856, figures two 

implements which might be classed with those under consideration. I 

have copied from his illustration on page 451 of his appendix (see Vig. 

A). Hesays: “It resembles anegg in shape, is of black, hard, smoothly 

polished stone, used for working metal.” 

On page 464 of the same appendix is figured an implement exactly 

like some of our so-called plummets (see Fig. B), of which he says: 

‘Which, from the notch cut round its pointed end, may have been used 

as a plumb-line or as a spindle.” In the Third Annual Report of the 

Bureau of Ethnology, by J. W. Powell, director, published in 1884, on 

pages 509 and 510, are descriptions of implements in a collection from 

Peru, “neatly made sinkers wrapped in corn husks and sinkers of gray 

slate, shaped somewhat like a cigar, with one or more grooves partially 

encircling the end. These were wrapped in corn husks.” 

The figure given on page 510 represents the ordinary so-called plum- 

mets, except that there are two grooves on the smaller end and one on 

the larger. These grooves only partially encircle the implement and 

are all on the same side. 
Abbott, in his Primitive Industry, very properly separates the plum- 

mets and sinkers, devoting one chapter to each. 

In the chapter on plummets he gives illustrations of several imple- 

ments found in Illinois, Ohio, New Jersey, Massachusetts, and Maine. 

These are nearly identical in general form and outline with those found 

on the Pacific coast. He says: *‘ While the general name given to the 

group is convenient, and in a measure descriptive of their appearance, 

it has but little reference to their uses. It has been remarked that their 

principal use as plummets may be questioned, as there are far too many 

of them found and of too great variation in size to lead us to infer that 

they were used mainly for that purpose.” 

He remarks of Fig. 216, which he states “is a characteristic specimen 

of the New England plummet of about the maximum size: Whether 

it should be classed as a pestle or not can not be readily determined, 

but from the fact that unquestionable pestles are by no means infre- 

quent in the same localities, and also for the reason that the larger 

plummet-shaped implements are of too soft a material and seldom 

exhibit signs of use at their rounded end.” 

In his chapter on sinkers, he seems to be very uncertain as to whether 

the Indians were acquainted with the methods of catching fish with nets, 

and the probabilities are that the Europeans first taught the use of nets 

to the aborigines. If such is the case, then the “ plummets” were cer- 

tainly not net sinkers. 

As for the great size of the larger ones being no objection to their 

use as sinkers, it may be doubted if they (the Indians) knew how or 

cared to fish with nets. 

They had their certain seasons for fishing, when they knew where to 
find them and how to catch them. At other times they would be in 

other localities, hunting other food materials in their season. 
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A few of the grooved stones and notched pebbles classed as un- 

doubted net sinkers have been found in California. Fig. 22 represents 

one from Bodega, Cal. Might not some of them have been used as war- 

clubs or hammers? And were not the grooves made for the purpose of 

attaching handles of withes? Their shape would indicate their use in 

some of their manufactures, whereas a “ net sinker” would not require 

to be made after any particular pattern; anything possessing the requi- 

site weight, and of any form that could be attached to the net, would 

have answered the purpose. 

If the Indians did not fish with nets, these “undoubted net sinkers” 

were not ‘‘net sinkers,” and if used in fishing at all they were line sinkers. 

The Indian Rafaei, who will be referred to hereafter, when shown the 

implement represented by Fig. 22, said that it was used as a line sinker 

for fishing. 

In Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee, by Joseph 

Jones, M. D., published by the Smithsonian Institution under the head 

of ‘‘ Stones employed for mechanical purposes,” is a figure and descrip- 

tion of a plummet of black magnetic iron, highly polished, with a hole 

through the upper end; and he supposes that this, together with a 

number of similar implements which have been found in Middle Ten- 

nessee in the cultivated soil, and also in the stone graves, were used in 

Spinning threads and in weaving. He says: “It has been suggested 

that they may also have been employed as weights in fishing.” 

Had they been used in spinning and weaving, as Dr. Jones suggests, 

they would probably have been made of uniform size and shape. 

Dr. Charles Rau, in The Archeological Collection of the United 

States National Museum, published by the Smithsonian Institution, 

illustrates a variety of stone implements under the name of * pendants 

and sinkers,” which name, he says, have been given to a class of sym- 

metrically-shaped and well-finished objects, which were evidently de- 

signed for suspension, though it is not quite certain for what special 

purpose they were used. On account of their shape and the pains be- 

stowed upon their production they have been classed among aboriginal 

ornaments. Yet the former inhabitants of this country devoted much 

time and labor to the manufacture of objects of a useful character, and 

hence it appears not improbable that the articles in question were, in 

part at least, weights for fishing lines. 

After a short description of a number of the implements figured, 

ascribing to them severa] uses, such as net sinkers or weights, orna- 

ments or amulets and perforated net sinkers, he says, in reference to 

net weights (page 27): ‘‘Some are roundish stones of various sizes, 

either worked or left in their natural state, and grooved around the 

middle for fastening the strings or thongs by which they were con- 

nected with the nets. - - - It is not always easy to distinguish 

specimens of this description from grooved hammer-heads.” C. C. Ab- 

bott, in Vol. vu, Reports of U. 8S. Geological Survey west of the one 

5 
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hundredth Meridian, suggests the possibility of some of the so-called 

“plummets” having been encased in skin and fastened to a flexible 

handle, thereby making a war club that, properly wielded, would have 

been a formidable weapon. . 

In the absence of all information that might throw light on its use, 

we consider it best to class this specimen (referring to his Fig. 66), al- 

though wanting the all-important groove, with the preceding plummet- 

shaped stones. On page 195, of the same report, a photograph of a 

series of “weights” collected by Mr. Schumacher in various localities 

of California is mentioned. The specimens are all labelled “spindle- 

whorls” or “ weights for distention of thread.” On the same page is 

figured a specimen of a roughly ground implement made from a frag- 

ment of coral rock, apparently Pag or hammered into shape. This 

is also called a “weight.” 

In anote by F. W. Putnam, on pages 196 and 197 of same report, men- 

tion is made of numerous articles of stone, which there seems to be 

little doubt were used as sinkers, and by their shape are allied to the 

implements Dr. Abbott has described on the preceding pages. 

Two of these are of great interest, as they still show the method by 
which they were fastened to fishing-nets or lines - - - by means 

of asphaltum. This asphaltum has preserved a portion of the twine 

which was around each end of the stone, and it is evident that in this 

way the string was held in place on the sinker, which was thus easily 

attached to the line or net. 

The most recent article on this subject, and which probably comes 

the nearest to giving the explanation of the uses of these implements, 

is by H. W. Henshaw, published in the American Journal of Archeol- 

ogy, in which article, besides giving a synopsis of the various theo- 

ries advanced by different writers, he gives as he claims “a direct and 

circumstantial account of their use,” which he obtained from the Santa 

Barbara Indians. 

Mr. Henshaw, in commenting upon Mr. Henderson’s article in the 

American Naturalist, says: ‘In reference to the fourth possible use 

given in said article, (viz, sacred implements), that it is only a possi- 

bility, there being no evidence whatever from which to draw such an 

inference.” Though admitted to be but a guess, it is remarkable how 

accurate it proves to be, for in this paragraph we have exactly the use of 

these plummet-like stones as explained by the Santa Barbara Indians. 

The moment these stones were shown to these Indians I was told 

that they were medicine or sorcery stones. 

‘The sorcerer arranged twenty of these stones, the proper number, 

in a circle, pushed them violently together, sprinkled water over them 

and smoke issued from them. - - - At San Buenaventura sub- 

stantially the same account was received. Here it was said twelve was 

the number required by the medicine men, exclusive of a center stone 

of different character. The center stone shown to me, called Tu-eait, is 
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a flattish round, beach-worn pebble of quartzite, unworked, and stained 

black with iron. It was, as f was told, a peculiar power in rain making, 

and as an evidence of its power, the Indian held it for a few moments 

tightly grasped in his hands, when moisture was visible on it, caused 

by contact with the moist hand.” 

The moisture was pointed to as visible evidence of its rain-making 

power. 

The use of the medicine stones among the San Buenaventura In- 

dians was as follows: 

The twelve sorcery stones were arranged in a circle close together; 
in the center was arranged the Tu-cait ; Chia, the generic name for 

seed-meal, together with down from the breast of the white goose, was 
then spread over the stones, and then red ochre spread over the whole. 

Around this a dance was held, while three old men sang, keeping time 

with rattles. 

This or similar ceremonies were observed for curing the sick, bring- 

ing rain, putting out fires in the mountains, calling fish up the streams, 

and when war was to be made. 

Several other stones of various shapes were shown to me, some in 

their natural condition ; one a piece of iron-pyrites, another resembling 

a natural concretion. 

Those of the third class were fashioned with care and were about 4 

inches long, somewhat tapering in shape and encircled with several 

rings; to all of these mysterious properties were assigned, and it is 

probable that many other kinds were formerly in use. As nearly as 

could be gathered, the pear-shaped “sinker” variety was considered 

the most efficient in sorcery. 

Why the sorcery stones were given their peculiar shape it is not easy 

to understand, and the solution of this problem must be left to the final 

consideration of those more ingenious in such speculations than the 
writer. 

J.P. McLean, in the Mound Builders on page 163, figures an imple- 

ment of hematite which he classes under the head “ pendants,” and re- 

marks: ‘¢ It may have been used as a plummet or net sinker.” 

In the year 1885 Mrs. Packard, a visitor to Santa Barbara, discovered 

an interesting relic in the old Indian burial-ground at Dos Pueblos, 

about 18 miles west from Santa Barbara, near the coast. ‘This relic, one 
of the so-called “ plummets,” is made of specular ironore. (See Fig. 29.) 

This, so far as my observation goes, is the first of the kind found on this 

coast; it resembles a specimen of the same material found near Quiney, 

Ill., figured on page 232 of Abbott’s Primitive Industry. 

I know of no ore of this character having been found in this part of 

the country, and it is my opinion that the greater portion of the charm 

stones found on or near the coast were manufactured by tribes living in 

the interior, and were articles of barter obtained from tribes who excelled 

in making the finest and most potent charms. 

ee 
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Fig. 8 represents an implement found in Napa County, Cal., and is 

made of auriferous slate containing a streak of free gold; it had prob- 

ably been brought from the Sierra Nevada Mountains, aud I had noticed 

that the greater portion of the charm-stones found appear to be made 

of rocks not found in the localities where the implements were used; 

and the fact that many of them are of fine workmanship and rare ma- 

terial would go to show that they were not used for ordinary purposes. 

During the past twenty years the writer has at various times endeav- 

ored to ascertain from the aborigines the uses to which the so-ealled 

plummets or sinkers were originally put. 

Most of the investigations in this line have been made in the central 

and northern portions of California, and the conclusions arrived at are 

that in those localities they were not used as sinkers or plummets. 

Mr. Henshaw says: “On calling the attention of an Indian to the ring 

pecked near the extremity of one of the medicine stones, he said he did 

not know its purpose, but that the stones so encircled were considered 

to be more potent than the others. In reply to my question, ‘Why such 

a stone could not be used as a sinker to a fishing-line?’? a Santa Barbara 

Indian replied that he never saw one used in this way, and added, of 

his own accord, ‘Why should we make stones like that, when the beach 

supplies sinkers in abundance? Our sinkers were beach stones, and 
when we lost one we picked up another.’ ” 

In Ilios, City and Country of the Trojans, by Dr. Henry Schliemann 

in 1880, which I have just been reading, page 436, is figured a “ per- 

forated object of green gabbro rock, probably a weight, which closely 

resembles some of our perforated charm-stones,” and on page 437 sev- 

eral “sling-bullets of hematite or loadstone,” which the author remarks, 
‘Care all well polished, and, with the rude implements which the Trojans 

had at their disposal, it must have been tremendous work to cut and 

smooth hard stone into the cylindroid shape of the pellets before us.” 

In fact, labor must have had very little or no value at that time, 

for otherwise it is impossible to imagine that whole months should 

have been wasted on the manufacture of one bullet which was lost as 

soon asit was slung. It will be seen that Dr. Schliemann uses the same 

argument in relation to the uses of these implements that the writer 

used in the first writing of this article, several years ago, relative to the 

use of charm-stones as “sling-shots or weights for fishing nets or lines.” 

He also refers to several such bullets in the British Museum from 

Assyria and Camirus, made of hematite, loadstone, and granite. 

Having given the various theories which have been advanced by dif- 

ferent writers on this subject, we will proceed to take up and consider 

the six different uses which might have been made of these implements. 

(1) As sling-shots.—It is not probable that the Indians would have 
spent so much time and labor in the manufacture of these implements 

for such purposes when the beds and streams and other places would 

furnish abundance of water-worn pebbles. 
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The Indians of Lake County, Cal., now manufacture balls of clay, sun- 

dried, which as sling-stones furnish very effective missiles for killing 
ducks and other small game. 

Stones intended for use as sling-stones would probably have been 

made of more uniform size and shape, whereas the so-called plummets 

are remarkably variable in these particulars, for in this state the artists 

seem to have taxed their ingenuity in making each and every one dif- 

ferent in form from all the others, as scarcely any two are exactly alike, 

as may be seen in Fig. 15, which shows the spheroid shape of one ex- 

treme and Fig. 6 the spindle shape of the other extreme, between which 

all imaginable forms and variations occur. 

Figs, 1 or 6 would not be convenient or, in any case, practical imple- 

ments for such purposes. 

(2) As sinkers for fishing tackle—The arguments used against the 

probable use of these implements as sling-stones will apply with the 

same force against their use as sinkers. Stones which would answer 

the purpose equally well can be picked up when wanted for use, and it 

is not probable that they would have burdened themselves with extra 

weight while traveling from place to place. 

(3) Hor playing some game.—The varied forms of these implements pre- 

clude the probability of their having been used for such purpose, as all 

games requires pieces of more or less similarity of form and size, while, 

as before stated, it is rare to find two of the same size or shape, and the 

localities in which they are usually found are not places where games 

would have been played. 

(4) As sacred implements in the performance of some religious ceremony.— 

This theory is the nearest approach to the true use of these implements. 

(0) As personal ornaments.—This theory is unreasonable and requires 

no further refutation than that their weight and size would preclude 

such uses. They were sometimes suspended about the person for pur- 

poses to be shown hereafter. 

(6) As plummets and levels.—This theory is still more far-fetched and 

untenable than the last, so far as California Indians are concerned. 
Tribes that build no dwellings other than temporary huts, and hastily 

constructed at that, would certainly have no more occasion to use plum- 

mets and levels than a wild Hottentot. These so-called plummets are 

nearly always found in low, marshy places near creeks, along the sea 

shore, and among the wild, rocky recesses of the mountains. 

These localities would hardly be selected as places to erect permanent 

buildings, even if they had ever had the knowledge of such. Again, 

these so-called plummets would not have been used for the purpose 

some have claimed, that is, suspended by a string and used to determine 

perpendicular lines. They are not the form most convenient for this 

purpose, and if suspended by a string would not hang perpendicularly. 

Implements like Figs. 1, 8, and 10 might have been used for such a 

purpose, providing the lower ends had been pointed, which they are 
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not. One like Fig. 9 would have answered the purpose had it been 

perforated at the top. 

In reference to Prof. F. W. Putnam’s note to Mr. Henderson’s article, 

I am sorry to differ with so learned an antiquarian writer as my es- 

teemed friend, but certainly none of his theories will fit our California 

Indian habits and customs. 

He accepts some theories which we have already discussed, with the 

additional one that they were used as spinning weights. - This we can 

easily dispose of, as the Indians of this locality used no textile fabrics 

that required spinning or weaving, their toilet being less elaborate than 

that of the Georgia militia colonel, which consisted of epaulets and a 
paper collar. 

When not nude, the Indians used skins of wild animals for clothing, 

or tules tied in rows on strings of sinew or bark, worn as aprons or 

skirts. 

As to these implements being used as pestles, there are very few of 

the so-called plummets that could have been used for such a purpose. 

It is generally an easy matter to distinguish between the two, and ref: 

erence to Figs, 5, 6, 7, ete., will show that they could not be mistaken 

for pestles, as the lower end is generally pointed. 

Fig. 1 is perhaps the oldest known specimen of this class of imple- 

ments. It was found with several other curious and unique implements 

under Table Mountain, in this State, and under some 200 feet of basait. 

It was made of a translucent carbonate of lime finely finished. 

In a catalogue of A Collection of Minerals of A. Dohrmann, pub- 

lished by S. H. & H. Chapman, of Philadelphia, 1886, we find No. 

1134, slung shot or sinker, described as an oval stone, with deep groove 

around the edge; limestone, found 30 feet below the surface ina gravel 

bed, Camptonville, Yuba County, Cal. No. 1155, plumb-bob; shape same 

as those used by masons, pierced and grooved at end; serpentine; per- 

fect and very rare; found in Alameda County, 40 feet below the surface. 

Having endeavored to show what these implements were not used for, 

we will try to show what their real use was. ’ 

The majority of surviving Indians do not seem to know anything 

about this. One reason for this is that they had superstitious notions 

that these stones were dangerous and the sight of them would cause 

death. Another weighty reason was, that the missionaries used their 

utmost endeavors to eradicate the use and knowledge of ail their tra- 

ditions and religious ceremonies. 

Several years ago the writer had an opportunity to interview a very 

old Indian chief of the Napa tribe, and one of the two sole survivors, mak- 

ing most of the opportunity by laying in a supply of eatables, tobacco, 

and sweet cider. He stated to me that the plummet-shaped implements 

were used as charm stones; that they were used by being suspended by 

a cord from the end of a pole, one end of which was stuck into the bank 

of a creek in such a manner as to leave the stone suspended over the 
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water where the Indians intended to fish. At other places they were 

suspended at points in the mountains favorable for hunting. 

This will account for the asphaltum and string on the implements, 

which, Professor Putnam says, ‘show the method by which they were 

fastened to fishing nets or lines.” 
The Napa Indians also stated that they were sometimes laid upon 

ledges of rocks on high peaks, with the belief that, owing to their pecul- 

iar form and some occult power which they possessed, they traveled in 

the night through the water to drive the fish up the creeks to favorite 

fishing places, or through the air to drive the land game up towards 

certain peaks and favorite hunting grounds. 

The peculiar apart form was given them to enable them to 

cleave through the air and water. He also stated they were used in 

time of war, as eae were supposed to travel about at night for the pur- 

pose of worrying the enemies of their tribe. 

In a recent interview with one Rafael Solaris, the last male represent- 

ative of the Tsa-ma-la tribe, who occupied a village called Tsok-to-no 

Ha-moo, near the Santa Ynez Mission, Santa Barbara County, I ob- 

tained direct information which substantiates my views as to the uses of 

these implements. Rafael at first disclaimed any knowledge of the use 

of the so-called plummets; but when shown a perforated one he recog- 

nized it and said it was worn suspended from the neck for defense, and 

to make the wearer impervious to arrows, and that in time of war any 

one biting this implement was rendered invisible to his enemies, a“ 

enabled to travel with safety. 

The medicine men, after fasting one month and abstaining from the 
use of fatty substances, after drinking several cups of the decoction of a 

herb which they called Tol-wach-ie, were in proper condition to make 

use of the charm stones. This herb is common in our mountains, and 

has a profusion of white flowers and spiny seed-pods. The whole 

plant—root, leaf, and flower—is poisonous, producing an abnormal condi- 

tion in the person using it. 

In a still more recent interview with the host of the Tchti-mah In- 

dians I obtained the words and translation of a song which refers to 

this subject. 

The meter and music are Scht-may (or Chuma); the words are in the 

Mish-khon-a-ka, or language of the Ventura Indians. It is called Su- 

to-wen-cush. 

SONG. 

Ka-yu-wa-will-le 
I am going to tell 

Le-le-ni-mu-stu me-sip-posh 
Uneasy my heart 

Su-mus-il. Ka-teush-wen 
Charm stone I have not. 

La-li-o-li-o lwen-new 
Tam sad. 
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In relation to Figs. 32 and 33, Juan de Jesus, a Ventura Indian, stated 

that the implements which these figures represent were idols. Feathers 

were tied on each end, the idol placed in a basket or similar recepta- 

cle in the house of the medicine man, when tlie people who were desir- 

ous of obtaining favors from the spirit or power attributed to the idol 

threw in seeds and other offerings to the receptacle until the idol was 

covered up. It is needless to say the offerings were appropriated by 

the medicine man. 

Justo, a Santa Barbara Indian, stated that the charm stones were 

sometimes arranged or scattered in various places; those without per- 

forations were covered up, while the perforated stones were placed on 

the surface of the ground, and during the dance, upon the approach of 

the individuals who had been made holy by the ceremonies before 

mentioned, the perforated charm stones would elevate themselves on 

oneend, to be grasped by the fortunate individuals, who thereby obtained 

their desire in relation to having a good year. These stones were sus- 

pended upon the person of the medicine man only during the sacred 

dances, except in the case of a warrior, who would hang them upon his 

person to render him arrow-proof. In this connection I learned that. 

the peculiar stone implement figured in Vol. vit, Wheeler’s Report, on 

page 215, the uses of which have been heretofore unknown, was used 

in the following manner: 

Twenty of them were arranged in a square, five on each side; in the 

center was a bow! of water, beside which stood the medicine-man, with 

along stone pipe shaped like a cigar, in which an a herb, called pispivate 

by the Mexicans, resembling southern wood, was smoked. The smoke 

was first directed toward the bowl of water, then toward the stones. 

The people came and moistened their faces with the water in the bow], 

which had been made holy by the previous ceremonies. This ceremony 

brought rain, caused death to enemies, and various other things. 

In conclusion, the evidence which I have obtained directly from the 

aborigines, the localities in which the implements have been found, the 

materials of which they are composed, the care and labor necessary in 

their manufacture, the evident superstitious ideas connected with them, 

and the ignorance of their uses (pretended or real), favor the conclusion 

that these implements were objects highly prized and religiously vener- 

ated. lad they been intended to be used for any ordinary purpose or 

purposes as assigned to them, the Indians would not have been in ig- 

noranee of it, nor would they have hesitated to give information con- 

eerning them. 

H. Mis. 170——20 
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STUDIES ON THE ARCHEOLOGY OF MICHOACAN (MEX- 
ICO). 

3Y Dr. NicHoLas LEON. 

THE ‘“ LIENZO” (DRAWING ON LINEN) OF TUCUTACATO. 

In the district of Uruapan (Michoacan) and distant one league south of 

this city, is situated the ancient Tarascan Indian village called Tucuta- 

cato (Xucutacato). In this village our industrious friend and companion, 

Dr. Don Crescencio Garcia de Cotija, found some years ago the precious 

original of the painting which forms the subject of these lines. This 

gentleman succeeded with great difficulty in obtaining it from the na- 

tives, and exhibited it at the first exposition of Michoacan, held in the 

year 1877. From that time it strongly attracted our attention, and we 

endeavor to make a study of it. The colors in which it is drawn are 

undoubtedly of vegetable origin, for they have not lost their intensity 

in the least; on seeing them one would say that they were recent and 
not from remote times. The fiber of the cloth is brilliant and very 

smooth, much resembling that of cotton (Gossypium herbaceum), and 

identical with that of Hriodendron anfractuosum. As it is not possible 

to subject the latter to permanent spinning, we must suppose either 

that it is not of this material, or that the ‘‘ Tarascos ” understood some 

peculiar method, now lost, of preparing it so as to use it to advantage. 

Two colors appear in the drawing, black and red. The latter is used 

only for the line which indicates on the pictures the road followed, and 

for the species of shirt or jacket worn by the individuals who appear to 

be chiefs or priests. The original measures 2 meters 65 centimeters in 

length by 2 meters 3 centimeters in breadth. The annexed photograph 

is an exact copy of it. 

Let us see now its explanation. In the very rare “ Chronicle of the 

Order of our Angelic Father St. Francis, Province of San Pedro and 

San Pablo de Mechoacan, in New Spain, by the professor of theology, 

Fray Alonso de la Rea, ete., 1639, in Mexico by the widow of Ber- 

nardo Calderon, 1643, I Vol.,” in Book 1, Chapter v (On the people who 

inhabited this province, whence they came, and the cause of their com- 

ing), we read the following: “And according to the paintings and tradi- 

tions preserved in the archives of the times, these Indians, in order to 

come to these regions, passed a small arm of the sea, viz: the Strait of 

Anian, which bounds this land on the north. Although this is not cer- 

tainly known, we must accept it as true, for all the region inhabited by 

the divisions which remain in their first condition is an island. I per- 
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snade myself of its truth, because in depicting their first migrations on 

an ancient linen preserved in the village of Cucutacato, a league dis- 

tant from Uruapan, the ‘Tarascos’ represented these nine nations as 

setting out from the seven caves of the west, and as passing the narrow 

arm of the sea or large river, which passes from north to south, on 

wooden rafts or hurdles made of large canes fastened together. We 

see from this that these Tarascos are of those nine families who came 

with the Mexicans conducted by that fabulous bird; and although it 

may be a fable, it is certain that they came moved by some hidden im- 

pulse which urged.them ov. They marched in a troop from this place 

Aztlan. (for thus it was called) to another place where there was a very 

large tree. The devil, as oracle of this people, made them stop in the 

shade of this tree, in the trunk of which they erected an alter to the idol 

Huitzilolvehtli, whence the idolatry of these people took its origin. 

They sat down to eat with the mistrust excited by a novelty experienced 

for the first time, and when they were more at ease the tree began creak- 

ing and split in the middle. The heads of families and chiefs of bands 

took this event as a bad omen, and, leaving off eating, they consulted 

their god. He then called the Mexicans aside and said to them: ‘Dis- 

miss those eight families and tell them to go, to follow whatever road 

and to stop wherever they please; you remain.’ This was done, some 

remaining, the others setting out and following the road towards the 

east. Some peopled one place, the others another.” There is no doubt 

that this is the linen or painting to which the chronicler refers, but it 

may be easily inferred that he knew it only by report, for he changes 

some things and omits others. He does not say, for example, that the 

hurdles or rafts have the form of turtles (Testudo), and he does not ex- 

plain the rest. Let us now try to do it. 

Let us take as a starting point the upper right-hand corner of the 

photograph, and for the sake of more clearness let us number the piet- 

ures progressively. 

No. 1. Here is seen the eave from which go forth the citefs of the nine 

tribes. One of them wears the red jacket and carries in his right hand 

a cirele or disk with a handle, and appears to be conferring with another, 

dressed in like manner, who carries a large walking-stick, apparently 

with the “fabulous bird” spoken of by La Rea resting on its upper ex- 

tremity. Between the two is seen a censer, identical in form with one 

in our possession taken from a “yacata” in Zamora. At the feet of both 

persons are playing some cornet or clarion players, over one of whom is 

a kind of flourish, the signification of which we do not know. The re- 

maining chiefs are in a reverential attitude ; the others are already em- 

barked on their turtle-shaped rafts, indicating perhaps that the navi- 

gation or march has begun. Others look as if they wished to throw 

themselves in to swim. We do not know what is meant by the two 

stooping figures and the eight heads, nor by the one riding an animal 

resembling a dog. The vessel placed above him reminds us of nothing. 
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In those persons with the trumpets we think we recognize the priests, 

who, according to the “ Narration of Mechoacan,” page 2?, ‘play trum- 

pets and cornets;” and trom numerous graves we have dug up in the 

neighborhood of our native village Quiroga (Cucupa), near Tzintzuntzan, 

and various other reasons, we are certain that the one with the disk is 

the chief priest. Further on we see the priest seated, with the disk in 

his right hand crossed by various lines like diameters. The trumpeters, 

the man with the staff, the bird, the dog, and the eight heads are all 

present, and we see besides a species of herbaceous plant which might 

be the flame of a bon fire or a column of air. Here only is the chief 

priest represented with a red jacket. This part of the square has an 

undulating line, which crosses its whole extent and denotes the road 

followed. The inscription, whicli, as well as the others, was evidently 

added to the linen at the time of the conquest, appears to be in the Tar- 

scan idiom. Aided by intelligent Indians, we have read, as we believe, 

the following: cualeniuthtlahpazco, place where one sets out; cuale, 

place; niuiht, where ; lahpazco, one sets out. 

No. 2. The chief priest resting, chatting apparently with another who 

is on foot; his disk without diametrical lines ; the staff thrust into the 

ground before him; the bird, censer, water vessel, the two trumpeters 

playing, and only seven heads; two groups of individuals separated 

by a little eminence, pyramid, or “yacata,” apparently in conference. 

Near the water vessel we meet with an object resembling a porringer. 

The ‘‘ yacata” is perhaps a sepulcher or temple, or the two combined, as 

we are led to believe by the things found in those still existing. The 

inscription reads nwimualco, which is not Tarascan, but appears rather 

to be Mexican. Wedo not understand it. The line indicating the road 

passes over the picture. The figure resembling a flourish which we see 

in No. 1 is wanting. 
No. 3. The chief priest in the same attitude, but not addressing any- 

body; in front of him the censer; further on the figure like a flourish, with 

the bird to all appearance perched on it; at his feet the water vessel 

and the porringer; at his sides the two trumpeters and the seven heads. 

A short distance from the individual is an elevated beam driven in the 

ground, and on top of it is seen a puppet. Further on is seen the pyr- 

amid or * yacata,” and an individual in the attitude of haranguing a 

group of six persons seated on the ground in an attitude which indi- 

cates both weariness and grief. The line indicating the road is not 

wanting. The inscription reads teyewahcan, and is to all appearance 

of Mexican origin. 

No. 4. The chief in the attitude of No.2; the censer nearer to hin, 

and then the staff; the disk with diametrical lines; four heads; the 

bird; the vessel; and the porringer. The trumpeters are wanting. 

The flourish at the feet of the chief priest; the pyramid, and eight in- 

dividuals in the same posture as in No.2. No inscription. 

No, 5. The priest, on foot, always with the disk in his right hand, ap: 

. 
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pears to be addressing those about him; the censer is within reach of 

his hand; the staff is not to be seen; at his feet are the water jug, 

porringer, and flourish; at his sides the two trumpeters; there are only 

two heads; four individuals are advancing toward the pyramid, and 

the bird is seen perched on a nopal (cactus) a short distance away; it 

has no inscription. 

No. 6. The attitude of the priest, the incensory, vessels, porringers, 

flourishes, and trumpeters are as in the preceding; the staff is driven 

in the ground, the bird resting likewise on the ground; there are four 

individuals in a squatting posture and four on foot; the pyramid is pres- 

ent and five heads are seen; the inseription reads xiquipilco, a word of 

Mexican origin. 

No. 7. Priest, trumpeters, incensory, staff, flourish, vessels, and bird 

as in preceding; near the pyramid are four individuals standing and 

one seated; there are only two heads; we have also a new personage, 

with a disk in the right hand, and clothed exactly like the first priest, 

but smaller of stature and apparently younger, standing behind the 

first. Perhaps it is the son of some one of the heads of families or of 

the priest, who is initiating him in his ministry, seeking, perhaps, a 

successor. ‘The inscription, which is a Mexican word, reads, ayutzinco. 

No. 8. The old priest seated and the new one standing in his presence. 

The trumpeters, incensory, vessels, and bird as before. Seven figures 

are scattered about in the picture and the pyramid in the background. 

The staff and flourish are wanting. The latter is not again seen in any 

of the remaining pictures. We notice, also, two foot-prints which look 

as ir they were made by a person wearing the now popular huarache. 

The inscription, the first genuine Tarascan we have met with, reads 

tzacapo, and signifies “stony place,” from tzacapu, stone in general, 

and 0, which indicates “ place of.” This village exists now. We forgot 

to observe that the priest holds in his left hand, supported on his knees 

and shoulder, the staff, which is perhaps a mark of temporal power as 

the disk is of spiritual. It appears that in this place he assumed alone 

the authority which before he divided with the chiefs of the tribes or 

families. The heads, separated from their bodies, are wanting. 

No. 9. The chief is seated, with the staffin his presence but not the 

disk. We see the bird, the incensory, two porringers, and the prints 

of two feet. Three personsare advancing towards the pyramids. Every- 

thing else which appeared in the other pictures is wanting. The in- 

scription, in Tarascan, reads phatsingo. We do not know what it sig- 
nifies, 

No. 10. We see here only the priest seated with the disk in his 

rigkt hand, the staff in his left. In his presence is the incensory and 

three heads. We see, also, one of the trumpeters, apparently on foot, 

and an object like a torch, of which we know not the signification. The 

inscription reads cupaquero, place of meeting; from cupani or cum- 

tant, to meet; aro, place of, 
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No. 11. Here appears to be the place where, according to the chroni- 

cler, they rested at the foot of a tree, which appears in the center, with a 

“fabulous bird” at its foot. Towards the bottom the priest is seated, 

with the censer in front of him and a trumpeter at his feet. On the 

same side, but higher up, is seen the same figure of a priest in an iden- 

tical position. At his feet two individuals are seated as if in conference. 

A trumpeter standing at his side is playing his instrument, while two 

persons in front of him are reverently talking to him. One head also 

is seen near him. In the middle two figures, with blow-pipes, are stir- 

ring up the fire of a brazier, and at their sides are six objects probably 

representing molds, into which they pour the melted metal, which is 

undoubtedly copper. Inthe form of these moulds we recognize various 

cutting instruments used by the present indians; and in our archao- 

logical coliection we have two of them, taken from a tomb, both of on 

per. Again we see the priest, who appears to be directing this oper: 

tion, and behind him three persons who appear to be making the one 

Various figures of men are seen in the background, some standing, some 

sitting ; two of them hold in their hands the cutting instruments already 

determined. The semi-circular one is the one called coa (Mexican Coatl.) 

and the other is called by the Tarascos thiamu.* The color of these 

objects is red. The pyramid is present, and we see also a foot-print 

and a porringer. The line indicating the road, which has reached this 

point undivided, here divides into two ; the nae focal soon terminates, 

the other cies farther. For the first time we see two houses, of con- 

struction similar to the present ones, and from which issue the lines men- 

tioned. Theseconstructions appear tous to beby the same person who 

wrote the inscriptions, and were intended to show that in this place the 

Tarascos first fixed their residence. We are confirmed in this opinion 

by the two figures seen on the roof of the smaller; for, taking away the 

house, they appear to be occupied in extracting some heavy object from 

the ground. On the house, they indicate nothing to us. The inscrip- 

tion reads: Vracico. nicanymuhtenenaxinhqui lan. ynix || quich nauat- 

lacatl mucemtemacomican. In this inseription we have Tarascan and 

Mexican words, and others unknown to us. This is what we make of 

it: Vnacico, a or the palm; ni, goes or walks; ca, there; nymulhtene, the 

others ; naxinhqui (properly written it should be naxaqut), sit down, or 

rest, or remain here; lan. ynix (properly canihuex), they set out or 

march ; quich, we do not know the meaning or whether it is Tarasean or 

Mexican ; nawatlacatl, a Mexican word of which we know not the mean- 

mg; mucemte, we know ueither the origin nor signification: macomican, 

gage at the same time. 

‘No.1 ae Dhe central line takes us s to this picture. Here we see a house, 

*This instrument serv es them as an aX, chisel, adz. paring chise all, and hammer. 

When used as an ax, it is placed in ACoA handle ; also w hen used .as an adz. 

The word thiamu is equivalent to our metal. Here the name “iron” is vulgarly given 

to every metallic instrument; for example, a carpenter, in complaining of the want 

of tools useful in his profession will say, ‘‘I do not work for want of ‘ irons.’ ” 
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a head, the chief priest seated, and in his presence the small priest (seen 

in Nos. 7 and 8), holding in his hand the disk, which is wanting to the 

chief priest. Near the small priest is seen standing asingle figure. The 

inscription reads mataguaran, place where they danced a second time, 

from matero, for the second time; varhani, to dance; and an, place in 

which or place of. 

No. 13. The two priests are seen in the same position as in the pre- 

ceding. The one sitting down has a head at his feet, and the one stand- 

ing has an individual at his left. In the background of the square is 

seen a small house. No inscription. 

No. 14. In the background of this square we see some edifices of a 

more complicated construction than the preceding, since we observe a 

tower on one of them. We may therefore affirm that this group was 

added to the picture after the time of Columbus. There are two figures 

on foot, one seated, and one head. ‘The line indicating the road turns 

to the right, forming a right angle. The inscription reads urwuapan. 

Various etymologies have been proposed to explain this name. Lejarza 

says it is derived from uwrant, and signifies gourd tree (Xicara). Ruiz 

says it isfrom wrapani, a verb which expresses the germinating of shoots 

of plants. In Gilberti we meet with this verb, vrahpeni, to command 

to do something, but where does it come from? Some have told us (and 
this is the most probable derivation) that it is from wruw, cherimolia 

(Anona Hum boldti?), pa, imperative of the verb pani, to carry, and an, 

a particle, signifying place from or in which; and thus it is vruuapan, 

place from which they brought cherimolias. 

No. 15. In this large square we have three villages, Tezeatlan, Mi- 

choacan, and Patzcuaro. The first shows five individuals who io as 

if they were about to throw themselves into the water, the presence of 

which ts indicated by the interruption of the line indicating the road 

and by the presence of a canoe occupied by five figures—perhaps the 

same five. At the opposite end of the lake, which we suppose is Lake 

-atzcuaro, the road continues and ends at a house, at the side of which 

is seen a “ yacata.” On the shore of the lake stands an individual with 

av porringer in his right hand and in an attitude which shows that he is 

speaking to those coming in the canoe. Further on is seen an individual 

udivancing towards the house. On the border of the lake is seen a 

stranded canoe with only its oar. Our attention is attracted by a group 

of eleven individuals and three heads on the shores of the same lake 

and occupying the middle of the picture. Two of them, andoubtedly 

chiefs, are seated on little stools like those of the dyadic in the pre- 

dae squares whom we called chief and priest. The dress of one of 

them, apparently the principal, is very similar to that of the present 

mountebanks. He wears a hat similar in form to those worn by the 

Chinese mandarins, as we see them drawn on fans and porcelains. His 

left hand grasps a staff. Face to face with this one is the other priest, 

with the dress in which we have seen him in the former pictures. At 
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the sides of both are seen large cups or receivers, which three of the 

figures, in reverential attitude, are presenting to them. Near these are 

five copper instruments similar in shape to those which we see them 

sasting in picture No. 11. Of the other figures, some are standing, 

others sitting on the ground. There is no doubt that this represents the 

payment of some tribute to the “ Yrecha,” and that the tributaries, after 

having passed the lake in their canoes, are paying their respects to the 

chief and the priest. The inscription corresponding to this part is mz- 

chuacan, a name which, like tezcatlan, is of Mexican origin and signifies 

place of fishermen; from michua, fisherman, and the possessive can, 

place of. For many years after the conquest the city of Tzintzuntzan was 

called by this name, and this fact shows that this place is Tzintzuntzan, 

the capital of the Tarascos. 

In the right-hand angle are four figures standing as if in conversa- 

tion, and near them is an edifice which appears to be a foreign temple. 

The inscription reads pazquaro. Various etymologies have been pro- 

. posed to explain this word. Some say thatit signifies place of rejoicing; 

others, place where something is kept (Gilberti), from patzant, to keep. 

Lagunas says that it signifies place where they dye blackish, from 

phatzani, to dye blackish. ‘To us none of this appears certain. In our 

humble opinion the key is to be found in the “ Relacion de Mechuacan :” 

“‘ How they found the place for their houses, and how they fought with 

the inhabitants of Curingiiaro.” 

‘““As they found their place of abode in the district of Pazquaro called 

Tarimichundira, so also they found the site of their dwellings called 

Petezequaque. There were some lofty rocks, on the summit of which 

they built their houses, ete. They said one to another, ‘Come hither, 

here is the place which your gods say is called Zacapuhamucatin pazquaro, 

etc. They admired the waters in this place, and when they saw them 

all they said, ‘This is without doubt pazquaro. Let us go and see the sites 

we have found for our houses.’ And they went to that place where the 

cathedral is to be built, and found there the said rocks called petazequa, 

which means building site,” ete., pages 150 and 151. 

No. 16. Following the other fork of the road in picture No. 11, we 

come to No. 16, whose inscription reads tamaqua, and signifies orchard, 

according to Gilberty. Lagunas says: ‘The lands through which he 

passed ave muddy or slimy. He passed by them, consequently, as worth- 

less on this account. This was not regretted by those who wished to 

sow in them inelons and other such things.” We give it the mean- 

ing fertile land, which is justified by the large leaves we see pictured 

and which appear to be those of ‘“ uinfaceas” or some plants like 

“ Giperaceas ” (cyperus or sedge 2), essentially aquatic or flourishing in 

damp places. In the background is the pyramid, and three human 

figures are seen advancing hastily toward it. 

No. 17. The pyramid in the background, and the same three figures 

round about it in an attitude as if holding a conversation with refer- 
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ence to it. The inscription is cucwpan and signifies place of hump or 

humped, from xucupa or cutupa, the hump, and n, place of. This place 

is now called the town of Luinga (?). 

No. 18. In this square is seen only a withered tree, an indication, 

perhaps, of sterile land, with two individuals at its side speaking about 

it. No inscription. 

No. 19. A house in the background with one person seated near it, 

and two others standing in his presence speaking with him. ‘The in- 

scription, which is Tarascan, reads Vacanan. We have not been able 

to decipher its meaning. The village still exists. 

No. 20. We have here two large hills and at the side of one of them 

a house, towards which two individuals, descending from the hill, are 

advancing loaded with bundles. Behind them is seen a bundte with a 

head under it, which may, perhaps, denote that its bearer perished 

with fatigue under its weight. The priest on his little stool appears 

to be watching over them, as well as over another individual who is ad- 

vancing towards those descending the hill. In the same picture, but 

at its lower part, is seen the same priest in an identical position. Be- 

hind him is a head. Before him stands an individual with the staif 

raised in his two hands, as if representing the authority of him who is 

seated, or looking at two individuals, who, each provided with large 

bags, are squatting down, apparently waiting orders. In the corner, 

opposite to and facing the priest, is seen another head. The mscrip- 

tion is ‘epulan, and although of Tarascan origin, we have not been able 

to decipher it. 

No. 21. The topography of this place is identical with that of the pre- 

ceeding. Two individuals, one of them with a burden on his back, are 

descending the mountain. At the foot of these heights is the bouse, 

and near it the priest or chief seated on his beneh of peculiar shape, 

with an individual standing before and behind him. The Tarasean in- 

scription is churumncuo. Wedo not know its meaning. This village 

still exists. 

No, 22. The house appears to be high up; near it an individual on foot. 

Towards the bottom two individuals are seen advancing towards a 

third. The lines forming the square are interrupted in the lower right- 

hand corner, which we suppose indicates that the Lake Patzeuaro reaches 

this place. The inscription reads metetlan. We do not kuow its mean- 

ing. 

No. 23. We see only an elevated hill, with two individuals descend- 

ing one of its sides. At its foot are three heads, and the lower line which 

completes the square is wanting, It has the inscription xantfiquiyo, 

place of few flowers; from wan, few ; tsitsiqui, flower; and yo, a particle 

joined to the noun to indicate place of. 

No. 24. Here is a house, and near it an individual on foot. Three 

others are seen a short distance from the house, apparently conversing. 

The left-hand angle of the square is interrupted, and there is seen a 

- 
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head. The line which we have followed from picture No. 11 terminates 

in this place, which is inscribed with the word tecumatla, of doubtful 

Tarascan origin and unknown meaning. 

No. 25. Returning to square No. 11, we will see to the right two other 

lines, which leave it for other squares. No. 25 shows a hill, and two 
human figures who are apparently descending from its summit. On 

the plain are two shrubs with large leaves, which, perhaps, indicate the 

fertility of the place, and it has the name purunato written, which sig- 

nifies place of calabashes (Cucumis), from puruna, calabash (Cucumis 

pepo), and the particle tie, small place of. 

No. 26. Again we have a hill with three individuals about its foot. 

In the plain is seen a vegetable identical with that of the preceding 

picture, and a human figure at its foot. Two heads are also seen, and 

the inscription reads tsichahpeto, a Tarascan word which we have not 

been able to make out. 

No. 27. Here also we meet with a hill. On its left side are two large 

trees in foliage, and on its right two human figures on foot, apparently 

advancing towards it. In the field are two individuals, who are evi- 

dently conversing with great animation. It has the inscription chu- 

nenco, Which we do not understand, although it is Tarascan. 

No. 28. Here are two hills, one small and the other large. Two men 

loaded with great burdens are descending the latter, and another is 

going up towards them or pointing out the right road. On the small 

hill are seen two figures on foot, and at one side two dead trees. A 

road goes from the base of the small hill to that of the large one, and 

in the valley between the two we read the inscription wicalvatica. We 

do not know its etymology. This village has disappeared completely ; 

only its site is known. Remains of houses and some mounds or pyra- 

mids (yacatas) are the only things which recall it to mind. In 

some excavations made here vessels of singular construction and de- 

sign have been found. We have inspected them and compared them 

with those described by George Kbers in his great work on Egypt. 

They appeared tous similar. Axes of copper and darts of obsidian, and 

the skeleton of the buried person complete and in the horizontal posi- 

tion—an attitude which corresponds to the third class and to the more 

modern mode of burial, which we have discovered and classified in our 

archeological investigations in Michoacan. <A short distance from this 

place exists the new Jicalan. Above the larger bill we read the in- 

seription Minas, so that those descending it are miners, bearing the 

produets of their industry. That the Tarascans were skillful miners is 
proved by the great number of shafts, galleries, and caves met with in 

Michuacan, and all bear evidence of having been worked in primitive 

times. Frequently large mallets, anvils, and caves, with the remains of 

minerals, are found there, and the walls of these excavations show un- 

doubted evidence of having been worked with these rude instruments. 

Their knowledge of minerals was extensive, and their idiom itself proves 
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it tous. The word tiyamu, or tiamu, corresponds to the generic word 
metal. Thus they call iron phdcapeti tamu; silver, tayacata; copper, 

tiamu charapeti, or red metal; tin, hoy tayacata, watered silver or water 

of silver; lead, pahea peti ytsi tayacatu; and gold, tirtpi. It may be 

seen from from this that the Tarascans almost equalled the Huropeans 

of their epoch in metallurgic knowledge. The other peoples of the 

greater part of America supplied themselves with metals from Michoa- 

can, and if we are to heed the light afforded us by some objects found 

in the capital of the Tarascan kingdom, the Michoacans carried their 

commerce as far as Nicaragua. In the second session of the interna- 

tional congress of special students of America, held at Luxemburg in 

the year 1877, Dr. Sanchez, with bold reasoning, refuted some theories 

put forth by M. de Hellwald regarding native copper. A short time 

ago a plate of native copper, weighing 6 arrobas (150 pounds), was ex- 

tracted from a mine, and frequently pieces of different sizes are found 

in almost all the numerous mines of this metal in Michoacan. In ad- 

dition to the objects of wrought copper in our possession extracted from 

ancient tombs, we preserve a fragmentof native copper, found in a tomb, 

carefully wrapped in cotton and covered with small fragments of car- 

bon. From what we have investigated regarding the mineral wealth 

of Michoacan, we dare to affirm that itis in this branch the richest 

State of the whole Republic. Finally, we will state that in an ancient 

sepulcher we find a small vessel full of native cinnabar. 

No. 29. As in the preceding ones, the hill is seen in its middle part. 

Two men are advancing towards it sei ascending. On the opposite side 

is another human figure stooping over, as if examining the ground and 

searching for something, perhaps some metal. At the base of the hill 

are three heads, and the inscription reads Apahtsingan, the name of a 

village which still exists and of unknown etymology. 

No. 30. In this square without an inscription we see only two human 

figures walking at a distance and in different directions, and some with- 

ered trees—a sign of vegetable sterility and perhaps of mineral wealth, 

No. 31. Cuindo, place of the bird; from cuin, bird, and do, placeof. In 

this square is depicted a hill divided by a large ravine, made by the water 

which descends from its brow. Towards this ravine are advancing two 

men, who appear to be examining it attentively. It was the custom 

among the ancient Tarascans to examine these ravines, either to search 

the sand brought down by the water and to separate the gold dust from 

it or to see if the flood had uncovered any mine. At the foot of the hill 

are three heads, and another figure is seen on.the side opposite to whe 

two above mentioned. 

No. 32. On some hills are two human figures, one of whom is intro- 

ducing his hand into the ground hunting for something; the other has 

the right hand raised and is attentively examinirg something contained 

init. In the background are two heads. The inscription is temexio. 

No, 33, We see here a bill, and two figures in exactly the position as 
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in square No. 31; the third is found seated, and the three heads are 

likewise in the same position. It has no inseription. 

No. 34. Here also is a hill, and at its left is seen an individual ad- 

vancing on foot towards two others walking in an opposite direction. 

The inseription reads xucutia, a word of Tarascan origin, but of in- 

serutable signification. 

No. 35 This last square appears very interesting to us, for it clearly 

shows the occupation of the Tarascans as miners. The two hills seen 

here evidently contain the beginning or entrance of two mines. On the 

opposite side a human figure is digging with an instrument after the 

manner of a crow-bar, and another party is already loaded from the 

same point with a bundle, which perhaps contains metals. In front of 

him is seen a person on foot, and in a very strange attitude. Another 

individual is walking rapidly towards him or the mine. This jsquare 

has no inscription. 

The above must not be considered strictly as an explanation, but sim- 

ply a statement of the ideas which our Michuacan studies have sug- 

gested to us on examining the painting. Against the prehistoric an- 

tiquity of the painting has been urged, First, the presence of the inserip- 

tions; second, the construction of the houses and churches which are 

painted insome of the squares. With regard to the first we have replied, 

and shall add here, that the same thing is seen in genuine Aztee hiero- 

glyphies, and of the second we said that the houses were sometimes drawn 

by the same person who wrote the inscriptions. Thereis no doubt that 

these are both posterior to the Conquest, for, according to a manuscript 

in possession of our learned and distinguished friend Senor Don Joa- 

quin Gareia Ieazbalceta, entitled ‘‘ Description of Tiripitio by its cor- 

regidor, Pedro de Monterdeoca, September 15, 1580,” (original 21 pp., 

text illustrated by two small figures), we know that the dwellings of 

the Tarascans had a very different form from those drawn in the map 

or linen of Jueutacato. 

The third observation is touching the relative correctness of the 

figures and touching certain shades seen in some of them quite superior 

to those of native origin. We know little of native Mexican painting, 

for, at a distance from the capital, we have scarcely learned the names 

of the “‘Eodice Vaticano,” of Kinsboroug, of Aubin, ete. We have 

seen something of the Mendocino, of the ‘“ Tira del Museo,” of the ‘ Pe- 

regrinacion del Vaile,” and the atlas of Padre Duran, and we note the 

superiority of execution in the linen of Jucutacato. 

This prejudiced us for some time, but we remember what Acosta La 

Rea and Beaumont say about the great ability of the Taraseans for 

manufacturing mosaics of feather; and, according to those who saw 

them, there is a choice of colors and consequently middle tints, shades, 

ete. If they made these in a masterly manner, why can we not believe 

that in their paintings they tried to imitate in some degree what nature 

taught them and obliged them to perform ? 
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We notice that Beaumont, a diligent investigator of the Michoacan 

antiquities, notwithstanding that he was well acquainted with the chron- 

icle of Padre La Rea, makes no reference to this painting. 

Having the second part of the original manuscript of the chronicle 

of Michoacan in our possession, we have compared what he calls maps 

with the original of the Jucutacato drawing, and have always found 

the latter superior in execution. To give any value to such comparison 

it would have been necessary to have the originals from which Beau- 

mont copied, for he confesses that those in his original manuscript are 

transcribed, and perhaps not very faithfully, according to our view. 

Our friend the learned Senor Chavero, referring to this painting in 

the appendix to the work of Padre Duran (vol. 0, p. 101), and before 

he knew of our photograph of it, says: ‘“‘ Larrea, in his Chronicle of 

Michoacan, an extremely rare poem says that the Tar ascans preserved 

in the town of Cucutacato a hieroglyphic drawing of their journey.” 

Senor Arozco y Berra, judging Beaumont’s geographical drawings, 

assures us that “they are material representations of the deeds, draw- 

ings and not writing, probably the exclusive work of painters after the 

conquest. (Vol. 11, page 596, of his Ancient History and History of the 

Conquest of Mexico.) Setior Riva Palacio, in the second volume of 

‘“¢ Mexico across the Centuries,” (p. 31, note), concludes that “ these pic- 

tures were made some years, Ahonra very few, after the arrival of Cris- 

tobal de Olid,” ete. We wished to anticipate the earlier opinions, in 

order to judgeif this is properly a hieroglyphic. Senor Orozco y Berra 

and Riva Palacio neither know nor refer to this linen. Senor Chavero 

was actually acquainted with it, and already calls it hieroglyphic in an- 

ticipation. Does it then merit thisname ? We believe that it does. Sup. 

posing that it does, liow shall we distinguish it from the others? With 

the name Kiriologic or figurative.* With regard to the opinions of 

Senors Riva Palacio and Orozco y Berra, leaving out the houses and 

inscriptions, we consider them inapplicable to this linen drawing. 

* According to Bescherelle. Kiriologic is a painting of ideas solely Dy the im: ages 3 of 

visible objects. 
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ON SOME SPURIOUS MEXICAN ANTIQUITIES AND THEIR 

RELATION TO ANCIENT ART. 

By WILLIAM H. HOLMES. 

In order to place archeology in America upon an entirely safe basis, 

there should be 2 most searching scrutiny of the art materials upon 

which the work is based. It has been rather too customary in the past 

to lump archologic materials together without much attempt at dis- 

crimination. Pure indigenous art-has not been carefully distinguished 

from mixed art, ancient from modern art, and real from fraudulent art. 

To be sure, distinctions are not always easily drawn, and it is not at all 

surprising that on some pages of our pioneer work we find many in- 

congruous elements intermingled and employed to illustrate indigenous 

culture. In many parts of Spanish America the conditions are exceed- 

ingly mixed, as three hundred years of miscegenation have passed by 

almost unobserved by science, and in the districts settled by the French 

and the English, the confusion, if not so great, is hardly less perplexing. 

In undertaking a discussion of this subject we need to distinguish at 

Jeast four classes of archeologic materials: First, native art, the out- 

growth of aboriginal effort and adapted to aboriginal ends; it may be 

either pre-Columbian or post-Columbian. Second, mixed art, in which 

native and foreign elements are combined in the legitimate practice of 

art; such art results from the close association or actual intermixture 

of distinet races, and being perfectly normal, and illustrating an oft- 

repeated phase of the development of culture, it repays careful study. 

Third, exotic art, examples of which become associated with the native 

art through trade or other accidents of contact, and which, owing to our 

lack of knowledge, are liable to be taken for native work, thus leading 

to error. Fourth, a most pernicious group of products executed purely 

for commercial purposes, which are imitations more or less perfect of 

interesting or valued classes of art products. They are made by Euro- 

peans for trade with the natives, by the natives for trade with the 

whites, or either by Europeans or natives for the purpose of deceiv- 

ing collectors. They are absolutely without value to science, and if not 

carefully distinguished from genuine work are capable of doing great 

injury. Passing by for the present the abundant materials of the three 

first-mentioned classes, I shall in this paper present some remarkable 

examples of the fourth class encountered in my studies of ancient Mex- 

ican art. 
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Spurious objects are exeeuted in wood, stone, and metal, and experts 

of no mean order of talent ply their trade within the valley of Mexico. 

One reproduces ancient instruments of music, the curious teponaztli, 

for example, in worm-eaten wood and with surprising cleverness; an- 

other forges articles of bronze and copper in divers well-known, as well 

perhaps as heretofore unknown, forms; whilst many earve in stone, 

rivaling the ancient lapidaries in shaping even the harder forms of 

quartz. Names of a number of makers could be given and illustrations 

of their work could be obtained from scores of collections. Three-fourths 

of the objects of copper and perhaps one-third of those of stone now found 

n American collections are frauds. 

Of all the materials, however, clay is the most extensively used, and 

on account of the ease with which it is manipulated some very curious 

and remarkable developments have taken place. The enterprising 

potters have not confined themselves to the copying of actual antiqui- 

ties, but, following the natural bent of their genius, new forms have been 

invented and repeated until a family of frauds exhibiting a separate life 

and development has come into existence. 

In Science, of February 19, 1886, I called attention to some examples 

of this class of work, but not wishing to hurt the feelings of those who 

had given it a place in their collections, or who had published speci- 

mens under the belief that they were important relics of ancient art, I 

did not trim closely; but the hint did not make the impression I had 

intended, and I propose now to push the matter a little further, and to 

extend the range of illustrations of dangerous specimens. This work 

is not undertaken in the spirit of a mere critic. On the contrary, facts 

have been suppressed and statements and forms of expression have been 

modified in order that, in the correction of rapidly growing errors, all 

personal friction should be avoided. 

In classifying the ceramic products of Mexico in the U. S. National 

Museum, I found it necessary at the outset to eliminate this class of 

excrescences, but not caring to make innovations about which there re- 

mained a doubt, I concluded to wait until I could pay a visit to Mexico, 

and in 1883 [had the good fortune to spend a short time in that country. 

I found the class of works here referred to given an important place in 

the National Museum there, and I was much perplexed thereby. It is 

not surprising that the archaeologists in the United States or in Europe 

should make mistakes in interpreting this work, as they have to take 

the word of unscientific collectors who rely upon the statements of na- 

tive dealers ; but it is, strange that Mexican scholars should so long 

have passed the work by without remark. Professor Mendoza is said 

to have expressed the opinion that it should be classed as ordinary do- 

mestic Aztee ware,* thus implying that it probably constituted a nor- 

mal feature of Mexican art originating in the distant past, and extend- 

ing down to the present. This was a rather easy way of dealing with 

* Brocklehurst, Mexico To-day. London, 1883, page 178. 
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the matter, but it was not all that science demanded, and [I undertook 

to examine into the subject more closely. 

In the first place, let me call attention to one of the fundamental prin- 

ciples of art growth—a principle which must be understood by the ar- 

cheologist who would test the authenticity of unidentified relies of 
primitive art, and draw the line between the normal and the abnormal, 

Every proper product of the shaping arts is intended for some normal 

use. In indigenous work, vessels made for use in the domestic arts are 

suitable tothat end; those made for ceremonial purposes are adapted to 

that end, and are embellished with symbols suitable to their office. They 

are in all cases exactly what a natural indigenous growth makes them. 

Forms are not interchangeable and embellishments, especially those ot 

an ideographic character, are not used indiscriminately as long as the 

art is ina normal condition, The Aztec race, and each native race as 

well, had distinet groups of ware devoted tothe peculiar ceremonies in 

which they were employed. As soon as the religious observances were 

interfered with by the conquerors, the particular function of each class 

was lost, and in a short time forgotten. The art of vessel-making went 

on, but under very changed conditions. All symbolic forms and embel- 

lishments fell into disuse. Indigenes, who still secretly held to their 

old beliefs, understood symbolic forms, and perhaps understandingly 

repeated them, but with the great mass, vessels ceased to be more than 

meaningless utensils. Now many of the modern vases which I class as 

spurious products are remarkable in shape, and are profusely bedecked 

with strange figures or devices, such as are, in a normal primitive state 

of art, universally and exclusively symbolic; but the modern Aztec of 

the valley of Mexico does not understand the ancient mythology. It is 

not to be supposed that he attaches any significance whatever to the 

forms of vases or to the symbolic figures and ornaments of ancient times, 

and if he reproduces them they can not be more than mere copies. But 

why should he copy them? Not for use, for neither vases nor. symbols 

are adapted to any use. The simple truth is, that the manufacture is 

exclusively for trade, and the objects have a market because they are 

thought by foreigners to be old, or to be copies of the ancient, and for 

no other reason. 

Antique objects began many years ago to havea value in money and 

the Aztec potter was equal to the oceasion.* He has filled the mu- 

seums of two continents with works which are not legitimate products 

of Aztec art. The pottery utilized by his arn Mexi- 

cans—is a very different affair indeed, as a glance at the water-bottles, 

* Désiré Chi inay,'who le: ined, through rather unpleasant experience, the true nat- 

ure of this ware, writes as roieen in his recent work, Les Anciennes Villes du noveau 

monde, page 36: ‘The fabrication of these pieces goes back as far as 1820 or 1826. 

This grand hoax was conceived in Tlateloco street, and the fortunate inventor must 

have made his fortune thereby, to judge from the immense number of vases dispersed 

by him. Most of the museums are ivfested by them, to say nothing of private col- 
lections.” 

H. Mis. 170 ——21 
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the chocolate sets, and the multitude of homely but useful forms will 
amply show. 

But the remarkable fact is that the vessels of which I speak are gen- 

erally not copies of antique forms. It is possible that the manufacture 

began by the copying of actual specimens, but few originals can now be 

identified. The resemblances to the antique are slight and vanish 

under closer scrutiny. A careful study of the array of examples at hand 

shows that the makers are fancy free and that little attention is paid 

to antiquity save in the semblance of age so skillfully given. In con- 

sequence there is a lack of any fixed style of ware or range of forms ; 

each generation and each maker produces distinct classes of results 

based in a measure upon what has gone before. 

It is stated by persons who have had occasion to try the experiment 

that all kinds of ware are imitated with equal ease, that one has but to 

go to these obliging artisans and say what he wants and how much, 

and it is done. I observe, however, that there are decided limitations, 

that brilliantly polished and colored work is rarely attempted and that 

decoration in the refined colors and enamel-like slips of the ancients is 

quite beyond the reach of the moderns. The great body of the spurious 

ware is unpainted and is either finished in black or dark brownish hues 

or is of the natural tints of the baked clay. The walls of vases are 

heavy and the whole effect is rather clumsy. The entire surface is usu- 

ally covered with ornamentation consisting of figures and devices in re- 

lief, or in the round, or of intaglio patterns. The latter are made by in- 
cising the soft clay, or by the application of stamps. The attached fig- 

ures are usually formed separately in molds and afterwards set into their 

places and neatly joined to the body of the vase. The molds, an assort- 

ment of which forms an essential part of the potter’s outfit, are in many 

cases made from antique specimens. After finishing, the vases are pre- 

pared for market by burial for a short time in the moist earth, or more 

frequently perhaps, by simply washing them with a thin solution of clay. 

The clay is afterwards partially wived off, leaving the incised lines and 

depressions filled with the light-colored deposit. 

I am speaking mainly of vases, but it should be observed that all 

classes of objects are produced and reproduced, vases, statuettes, pipes, 

whistles, spindle-whorls, calendar-disks, stamps, ete. Large statuettes 

are treated as are the vases, and examples are given farther on. Works 

of the latter class rarely appear in ancient art independently of vases. 

They are usually executed in stone. Less important objects, small and 

simple pieces, are very generally formed by pressing the clay into shal- 

low molds, because apparently this is the easier method of fabrication. 

The molds are made from original pieces recovered from ancient sites and 

the copies are often excellent and very difficult to distinguish from orig- 

inals. Itis those classes of objects produced chiefly by free-hand mod- 

eling that cali for attention here as they alone display the tendencies 
of modern genius.as applied to this novel branch of art. 
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Vases of a variety much affected at the peried of my visit by leading 

makers at San Juan Teotihuacan consist of an upright cylindrical body 

mounted upon three legs and surmounted by a conical lid. They are 

modeled without a wheel, in dark clay, and bristle witha superabundance 

of figures in high relief which give a castellated effect. Plainor flat por- 

tions of the surface are rudely polished and are generally well covered 

with incised or indented ornaments. This ware may be purchased 

at any of the relic shopsin the City of Mexico, but can be had at much 

lower rates at San Juan. In passing back and forth by rail, I found 

that each train was met at San Juan by one or more of the venders, who 

were careful to expose but a limited number of pieces. Wishing to 

secure an example, I waited until the train was moving off, when I held 

out a silver dollar and the vase shown in Fig. 1 was quickly in my pos- 

session. ‘he price asked at San Juan was $5, and in the City of Mexico 

Of 
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Fic. 1.—Dark vase with lid, made at San Juan Teotihuacan; height, 11 inches. 

it would have been three times that amount. The dealers do not hesi- 

tate to assign definite localities to the “relics” and to give circumstan- 

tial accounts of their discovery, notwithstanding the fact that no such 
ware is ever found in the locality. One of the National Museum pieces 

is said to have been discovered by workmen in digging a well, 52 feet be- 
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neath the surface of the ground, and another, a lithograph of which ap- — 

pears in the Zeitschrift fiir Ethnologie for 1852, is reported to have been 

found in an ancient cavern near or beneath one of the great pyramids. 

Two of the most clever workmen, as I am credibly informed, have their 

shops just outside of the ancient city. Kxamples of other varieties are 
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Fig. 3. Fig. 2. 
Fies. 2, 3, and 4.—Vases in dark clay, made at San Juan Teotihuacan. 

presented in igs. 2, 3, and 4. The form shown in Fig. 2 is a favorite, 

and with slight modifications is produced in numbers. igs. 3and 4 are 

more rare. In the latter a serpent with flattish body forms the head- 

« 

Fig. 5.—Vase in brown clay, made at San Juan Teotihuacan. 

dress of a personage whose strongly modeled visage appears upon the 
front of the vase. The lid of this piece which is hidden by the head- 
dress is surmounted by a coiled serpent. These coiled-serpent lids are 
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found in many collections, and being separated from the vases to which 

they belonged are esteemed as valuable relics, 

A. characteristic specimen, decorated with interlocked serpents and 

with heads of men and birds, is shown in Fig. 5. It is rudely made of 

brownish clay and is rather recent work of the San Juan makers. 

I must not omit mention of the manufacture of calendar disks in clay, 

although I cannot say positively that they are madeat San Juan. These 

objects are often used as lids of vases, as in the example presented in 
Fig. 6. They are generally made to resemble more or less closely 

2 re 
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Fic. 6.—Small cylindrical vase in black clay with calendar lid. 

the well known stone calendars and are executed in dark clay. 

The conventional figure seen upon this vase is the impression of one 

of the well-known stamps found plentifully in Mexico, and supposed 

by the modern potters to have been used by the ancients in a similar 

way. But a careful examination of the ancient ware indicates that 

there is little warrant for this assumption. A curious piece—a clay 

calendar about 15 inches in diameter and evidently quite new— 

was recently brought by Dr. E. Palmer from Guadalajara, Mexico. 

It is of a species wholly distinct from specimens found in the valley 

of Mexico. This discovery indicates that the business is extending. 

Whether or not the State of Jaliseo, in which Guadalajara is situated, 

has furnished any example of ancient calendar peculiar to the region 

I can not say. 

A great variety of statuettes are made at San Juan, and copies of 

the peculiar little antique heads, for which the locality is noted, are 

reproduced in great numbers. 
Vases and other articles of somewhat different and often remarkable 

styles are more frequently met with in or near the City of Mexico. They 

also may be made at San Juan and elsewhere, but since the potter is, to 
some extent, migratory, the exact locality is of little consequence. They 

are of a brownish uncolored clay, or are finished in strong glistening 
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black. In form and detail they are often novel, and notwithstanding 

the fact that no such models have come down to us from antiquity, 

hawkers and dealers find a ready sale for them. The vases are gen- 

erally large and upright, and are covered with embellishments pretty 

much as those known to have been made at San Juan, but the intaglio 

figures are more frequently indented or stamped than incised. One 

variety is distinguished by a series of whistles which encircle the rim 

or are attached to the neck or body. The mouths of the whistles are 

sometimes obscure and are ranged about the rim, often in places diffi- 

cult to reach with the lips. The whistles are modeled roughly after 

ancient forms, and usually the bulbous body, which contains the air 

chamber, is modeled to resemble a human face with distended cheeks. 

I present a typical but rude example in Fig. 7. 

Fic. 7.—Rude vase in brown clay, with whistles attached. 

Some pieces are very much superior to this, and belong to a better 

period of the manufacture or are the work of superior artists. It is 

possible that such vases may not all iave been made with the idea 

of deceiving, and that their intrinsic beauty was sufficient to secure 

them a market. No satisfactory estimate of their age can be formed, 

yet I believe that very few persons having any knowledge of such mat- 

ters will venture to call any of them antique. 

The piece shown in Fig. 8 is preserved in the Mexican Museum, and 

is not only very pretentious, but has many points worthy of admiration. 

It is unusually elaborate, and is unique in having both a lid and a 

pedestal or stand. The lid is bell-shaped and the neck is encircled by 

a series of whistles; the mouth-pieces of these appear as narrow slits 

on the upper surface of the rim of tha vessel and the sound holes 

are in the eyes or mouths of the faces which form the body of the 

whistles. Detailed description is unnecessary, as the cut conveys a 

very complete idea of the work. The color is that of ordinary burnt 

clay and the surface is hardly tarnished by age. An illustration of 

this piece was published by Charnay in the North American Review. 

He expresses the opinion that it is not ancient. In some of its charac- 
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ters it recalls the art of the period of degeneracy in Aztec art that fol- 

lowed the conquest, and which is shown to good advantage in some of 

the codexes published by Kingsborough. 
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Fig. 8.—A ices elaborately em- Fic. 9.—A pitcher-shaped vase in light- 

bellished whistle-vase in brownish brownish clay. 

clay. Whole height about 3 feet. 

Many of the more recent examples are very poorly constructed and 

fall to pieces in handling. As a result it is readily discovered that 
partially hidden portions of the surface are quite new, being wholly 

unaffected by time or by the artificial aging given to the exposed parts. 

This group furnishes many pieces copied from, or rudely imitating, 

modern European products, such as pitchers, soup-tureens, ete.—forms 

not known to the pre-Spanish aborigines. An example owned by the 

Mexican Museum is illustrated in Fig. 9. 

A similar piece representing another variety of ware is given farther 

on. 
Statuettes are numerous, but are generally rude. So coarse are the 

more recent ones, and so unlike Aztec art in every essential character, 
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that no one having a wide knowledge of antiquities could be deceived. 

They are the work of children or of extremely ignorant persons. Not- 

withstanding this fact, hundreds of pieces are found in our museums. 

They are not worth reproducing here. In past years some better work 

was done so far as execution is concerned, and it would appear that con- 

siderable attention was paid to the imitation of antique forms. A few 

examples sent from Mexico several years ago are now in the Museum at 

Washington. Characteristic forms are given in Figs.10and11. These 

are types of forms most frequently imitated. 
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Fics. 10 and 11.—Statuettes in brown clay. 

An unusually pretentious piece having close affinities with the speci- 

mens considered above is found in the Mexican Museum. It isaheavy- 

set human figure, about half the size of life, and was in 1884 catalogued 

as the God of War, Huitzilopoxtli. Itmay seem that I venture too much 
in associating such a piece with fraudulent antiquities. Tam convinced, 

however, that it is not ancient, and that it was not made to satisfy the 

normal demands of aboriginal art. It is shown in Fig. 12. 

Another noteworthy piece, Fig. 13, also in the Mexican Museum, 
should be placed in the category of modern fabrications, ifnot of frauds. 

The personage represented appears to be an American edition of the 

dying gladiator. Hehas received a fatal wound; his macana or toothed 

club, has fallen from his hand and his head falls backward in death. 
nw 
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The work, although tor a rude people pretty well done, is extremely 

meretricious, and in conception and execution has but a very distant 

relation to pre-Columbian Aztee art. 
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Fic. 12.—Large figure in dark brownish cae Height, 39 inches. 

One variety of this suspected ware, as already mentioned, is finished 

in ajet black, highly polished surface, and furnishes some quite pleasing 

ath siti ity ran ina ii 
Fic. 13.—Figure of a dying warrior, in brown clay. 

pieces. The best example in the Mexican Museum is shown in Fig. 14. 

The same hands have modeled the heavy pitcher-shaped vase illus- 

trated in Fig. 15. 
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These pieces, although certainly comparatively modern, are less mere- 

tricious than the palpable frauds. 

Fic.—15. Pitcher-shaped vase of black ware. 

That this ware does not all belong to the immediate present is clear. 
Much of that now in the Mexican Museum has been there for many 
years, and an American officer engaged in the Mexican war brought 

i 
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back a number of showy pieces, now in the U.S, National Museum, but 

so far as I can learn we are left in uncertainty as to whether this officer 

actually saw them exhumed or whether he took the word of some native 

collector. Dr. Charles Rau, relying upon the statements furnished by 

the collector, published cuts of some of them in his ‘Collections of the 
National Museum.” 

By reference to Fig. 16 it will be seen that these pieces are highly 

ornate and that although they are somewhat clumsy, they show con- 

siderable skill in construction and finish. The plastic ornamentation 

consists of a heterogeneous collection of figures and ornamental ele- 

ments thrown together apparently without reference to origin or signif: 
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Fig. 16.—Large ornate vase in black clay. 

icance, and by artists wholly ignorant of the true nature of ancient art. 
The maker has had in his outfit an assortment of molds made from 

little figures, picked up here and there throughout Mexico. By press- 

ing bits of clay into these, casts are made which were afterwards at- 

tached to the body of the vase in such positions as fancy happened to 

dictate. A serpent was added here and a bird or a lizard there and 

the work was finished by polishing with pebbles and indenting with 

little stamps. These vases have been attributed tothe Zopotecs, but 

they bear but slight resemblance to the well-authenticated work of that 

people. In Zopotee art, a vase is embellished with the figure of a single 

personage and the symbols proper to him, but in this bastard art, images 

and symbols of the whole Mexican pantheon are crowded upon a single 

piece. 
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A multitude of figureens of greatly varying sizes are made in this 

variety of ware and are sold at from a penny apieceup. The head is 

often made into a whistle, the mouth-piece being in the top of the head 

and the sound hole in the mouth. Fig. 17 represents one of the very 

worst examples of this class. It is quite recent. 

Fic. 17.—Figurine in black clay with a whistle in the head. 

Some very pretentious pieces in black, well-polished ware come down 

from past years, but in all cases they lack authentication. A rather 

remarkable example, reproduced in Fig. 18, is figured in ‘* Collections 

of the National Museum.” It is a sitting figure, purporting to repre- 

sent some great personage or deity. It is fifteen inches in height, and 

is preserved in the U. S. National Museum. 

Ancient carvings of the serpent, especially of the rattlesnake, are 

very common in Mexico, and the subject is a popular one with modern 

imitators. Itis true that antique examples in clay are preserved to 

us, but they are quite rare, whereas the spurious ones are to be found 

everywhere. I could point out several other classes of frauds, but I 

confine my efforts for the present to the illustration of the one great 

family. 

Fraudulent work in wood, stone, and metal, although assuming consid- 
erable importance, is limited for the most part to the copying of actual 

originals. In neither of these materials does a group of new forms ap- 

pear to have risen with sufficient individuality and consistency to per- 

petuate itself independently of legitimate art. 

I have not even attempted to identify the thousands of copies in clay 

of genuine relics now spread broadeast over the world, but my illus- 

trations are, I believe, sufficient in number and variety to enable ar- 
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cheologists to identify many of the most dangerous classes of objects, 

and wy declarations are, I hope, sufficiently strong to put all collectors 

upon their guard. 
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Fic. 18.—Large image in black clay. 

And now let me recapitulate briefly some of the arguments brought 

against the genuineness of the great body of the wares described as an- 

tiquities and as products of legitimate art. As a class they are post- 

Spanish and comparatively recent. That they are extensively made to- 

day is easily proved. A critical examination of the internal evidence of 

many specimens reputed to be antique demonstrates their newness be- 

yond a doubt. <A few pieces only can stand the ordeai of a thorough 

examination. In regard to these there is an absence of sufficient posi- 

tive information to condemn them as frauds, but an inquiry into the 

nature of the negative evidence is instructive. In the first place, no 

single piece has a pedigree, no one has a well-authenticated locality or 

is known to have been found, so far as I can learn, in a position to lead 

us to suspect it of any considerable antiquity. Again, no ware of its 

class, whole or in fragments, is, to my knowledge, found upon any an- 

cient site in Mexico or elsewhere. . It has therefore absolutely no place 

among antiquities, and has but slight affinities with any known class 

of antiquities. It is not Zapotec pottery, as the land of the Zapotecs 
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yields none such. It is not Toltec, as the sites of Toltec cities furnish 
only their own fine wares. It is not ancient Aztec, for [ have shown* 

that on the site of the Aztec capital, the ancient Tenochtitlan, a series 

of deposits filled with relics of all ages contains no such ware. It is 

not modern Aztec, as it is not used by the Atzec people; and finally I 

may say, without fear of controversion, that no matter where or by 

whom made, it was as a rule not intended to be used at all, excepting 

as abait for the gullible collector. 

The decoration is in the main un-American in character and in exe- 

cution, it is incongruous and wholly meaningless. The greater part of 

these products have absolutely no place in legitimate art and should be 

nameless in the discussion of archeology, save in so far as naming is 

necessary in branding them as spurious. 

Arguments which seem sufficient to me may not be strong enough to 

convince others of the correctness of my position, but there is such 

pressing need of clearing away much useless and harmful débris that I 

make these strong assertions hoping, if I am wrong, that some ambi- 

tious student may be spurred on to a closer definition of the true line 

between the normal and the abnormal phases of Mexican art. 

* Transactions of the Anthropological Society, Vol. IU, p. 68. 
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EARTHWORKS AT FORT ANCIENT, OHIO. 

By W. M. Tuomeson, F. R. A. S. 

These earthworks are supposed to have been constructed long before 

the red man obtained possession of the country. They are situated on 

the east bank of the Little Miami River on the top of the hill and about 

one-fourth of a mile east of the little railroad station, by the name of 

Fort Ancient. It is the strongest, largest, and most important of the 

defensive works of the extinct races of the continent, and is probably 

better known than any other in southern Ohio. 

To all appearances the long mounds were used during some ancient 

war for breastworks, while the conical-shaped ones m, m, m, were prob- 

ably the ones used for picket or signal stations. 

In the vicinity of these earthworks, known as the Old Fort, there are 

several groups, all of which are well worth a visit. 

A few of these mounds have been dug into. and bones, various stone 

implements, some pottery, and bronze or copper axes, ete., found. 

While some workmen were digging a cellar near these mounds, they 

came to a pavement of brick or pottery about 8 feet under ground. 

That these mounds were built at a remote period is evident, for on many 

of them trees more than 7 feet in circumference are found growing, and 

how many more have attained their full size and then fallen to decay, 

it is impossible to say. 

The extreme length of these works in a direct line is quite 3 miles, 

but by following the various angles of the wall they would no doubt 

reach (in a direct line) the length of 6 miles or more. 
Both tumuli and mural remains of these extinct races of mound- 

builders (probably) are found in almost every portion of this county 

(Warren). Several skeletons have been unearthed from various mounds 

in this (Warren) county. Five were unearthed two years ago from one 

mound. 

The following description of this remarkable work is from Archwologie 

Americane: “The fortification stands on a plain nearly horizontal, about 

236 feet above the level of the river, between two branches with very 

steep and very deep banks. The openings in the walls are gate-ways, 

B, C, D, ete., the plain extends eastward along the State road, nearly 

level, about a half mile. The fortification on all sides, except the east 

and west where the road runs, is surrounded with precipices nearly in 

the shape of the wall. The wall on the inside varies in its height ac- 

cording to the shape of the gronnd. The outside being generally from 

8 to 10 feet, but on the plain it is nearly 194 feet high.” 
335 
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In a few places B, D, the openings appear to be washed away in 

gutters. Atabout 20 poles east from the gate through which the State 

road runs are two mounds, J/’ M”, about 10 feet 8 inches in height, 

the road running through them nearly equidistant from each other. 
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From these mounds are gutters running nearly north and south, that 

appear to be artificial, and made to communicate with the branches on 

each side. Northeast from the mound, on the plain, are two roads, 

about 1 pole wide, elevated about 3 feet, and which run nearly parallel 

about one-fourth of a mile, and then form an irregular semicircle round 

a small mound, MW. Near the southwest end of the fortification are three 

circular roads, between 30 and 40 poles in length, ent out of the preci- 

pice between the wall and the river; the wall is made of earth. 

Several of these openings have evidently been occasioned by the 

water which had collected on the inside until it overflowed the walls 

and wore itself a passage. 

In several other places the walls might never have been completed, 
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as at b. The three parallel roads A, near the southwest end of the 

fortification appear to have been designed for persons to stand on and 

annoy those who were passing up and down the river. The Indians, 

as I have been informed, made this use of these roads in their war with 

each other and with the whites. 

Whether these works all belong to the same era and the same people 

I can not say, though the general opinion is that they do. The two 

parallel roads outside the fortifications running from two mounds north- 

west are very similar to modern turnpikes, and are made to suit the 

nature of the soil and make of the ground. 

If the roads were for foot-races, the goals from which the pedestrians 

started or around which they ran and the area which these parallel walls 

inclose, smoothed by art, might have been the place where games were 

celebrated. 

As another proof of the great antiquity of these formations, we would 

call attention to the fact that the depth of the soil is the same on the 

mounds as it is 20 rods distant. Thisis one of the strongest evidences 

of the age of the remains. ‘These works are located in a populous dis- 

trict and are very accessible, being almost within a stone’s-throw of the 

station on the Little Miami Railroad. They have been less obscured 

by cultivation and occupancy than most works of this class. 

A thorough and systematic exploraticn of these works is, however, a 

desideratum. Recent examinations go to show that such explorations 

would be rewarded by discoveries which would give to theories of origin 

and use a much better foundation than they have hitherto had. 

Novre.—On earth-works at Fort Ancient. The enduring parapet still 

tracing the brink of the precipice presents only a broken outline of 

ruined strength. The location of this work in its details proves it to 

have been one of the most perfect in the world. An immense tree which 

grew upon the parapet fell where it grew; the rings which indicated its 

growth were counted some years ago, and showed it to be five hundred 

years old. It is about 230 feet above the level of the river (Little 
Miami). : 

H. Mis. 170 22 
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ON CERTAIN PARASITES, COMMENSALS, AND DOMICILI- 

ARS IN THE PEARL OYSTERS MELEAGRINA. 

By RorERT E. C. STEARNS. 

The presence of nodules or tubercles on the interior surface of the 

shells or valves of lamellibranch (bivalve) mollusks is of frequent oc- 

currence. . These excrescences are nacreous or otherwise, according to 

the character, in this respect, of the shell in which or upon which they 

oceur. They are found alike in fresh-water and marine species. In the 

pond and river mussels (Unionidae), they are chiefly due to interior 

causes; in marine forms, like the cockles (Cardiwm), mussels (Mytilus), 
the scallops (Pecten), etc., these formations are generally traceable to ex- 

terior causes. It is often the case that specimens of the large scallop of 

the New England coast (P. tenuicostatus), are so burrowed into by a spe- 

cies of sponge (Cliona sulphurea) that nearly the entire inside surface of 

the valves will be roughened with sharp, thickly-set pustul. 

So, too, with the beautiful pecten of the west coast, P. hastatus, com- 

mon in certain localities in Puget Sound. Fully one-half of the speci- 

mens obtained by the dredge are so defaced by the ravages of a similar 

species of sponge as to be of no value. 

We sometimes meet with these nodule in the shells of marine gas- 

tropods, notably the Haliotida, popularly known as Abalones, or ear: 

shells. In all of the marine species in which these nodules occur it 

will usually be found that the substance of the shell has been bored 

into from the outside by either a species of pholad or lithodomus. 

Neither of these forms are, properly speaking, either parasites or com- 

mensals. 

They are, more definitely, domiciliares, and excavate their burrows, 

not for the purpose of getting at the softer parts of the mollusk upon 

whose shell they have ‘‘squatted” in order to use said- softer parts as 

food, after the manner of the predaceous Naticas and Purpuras, but 

solely for the purpose of a residence or domicile. 

The lithodomi, especially, burrow into many species of shells, and the 

-pholad, so often found in the heavy shells of old individuals of the 

Haliotide, I am inclined to believe as a differentiated and dwarfed va- 

riety of a widely distributed rock-borer. A related form (Martesia 

cuneiformis Gray) is common on the Atlantic coast of North America, 

and may often be seen in situin the shells of the common oyster (0. 

virginica), 

The burrows of these shell-boring pholads and lithodomi are at first 

quite small, increasing in size in the same ratio as the burrower in- 
. 339 
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creases in age or in growth. After a while the depth of the borg 1s 

equal to the thickness of the shell in which it has been made, and the 

occupant of the latter, in order to keep his own shell intact and main- 

tain the integrity of his own domicile, commences depositing layer. upon 

layer of nacreous or porcellaneous matter, as the case may be. In 

keeping pace with the continued encroachments of the domiciliary 

squatter upon the outside, this deposit finally becomes a more or less 

conspicuous protuberance. 

In one of the mother-of pearl shells which illustrate this paper (Plate 

I, which exhibits, as do all the figures, the inner side of the shell), the 

exterior has been perforated in both directions; that is to say, trans- 

versely, or at right angles to the growth-layers of the shell also between 

the growth-layers, the first class of perforations leading to the separate 

rounded nodules and the latter to the elongated form. If the reader 

had the shell in his hand, so that he could turn it over and examine 

the exterior perforations, he would at once perceive that the site of each 

of the nodules or tubercles exactly corresponds with the site of an ex- 

terior perforation or burrow. 

In the //aliotis shell, the domiciliares are aspecies of pholad (Penitella 

parva Tryon), and the site of each may be seen on the outside of the 

shell and the corresponding nodosity on the inside. 

Plate I represents an adult abalone or ear-shell, Haliotis rwfescens 

Swainson (Mus. No. 74877), a Californian species. The figures 1, 2, and 

3 indicate the rounded elevations of nodules caused by Penitella, and 

figures 4, 5, and 6 show the ends or edges of the pholad shells, the sur- 

face of the ear-shell having been bored through or otherwise removed. 

Sometimes these nodules or tubercles are due to some foreign inor- 

ganic matter, a particle getting in between the mantle of the mollusk 

and the inner surface of its shell. In such cases it is, we may say, at 

once plastered over, and thus fixed upon the surface of the valve. 

Free concretions, 7. e., unattached or non-adherent nodules, are, as is 

well understood, caused by some particle, organic or inorganic, becom- 

ing in some way lodged exclusively in the soft parts of the body of the 

mollusk, and so far away from the surface of the shell as not to admit 

of its being cemented to it. 
No doubt many of the mollusea, both gastropod and lamellibranch, 

contain or are inhabited by true parasites. In certain species of fresh- 

water mussels (Anodonta cygnea of Europe, and Anodonta fluviatilis of 

America) a species of water mite (Atax) has been detected, and some- 

times Milaria (thread worms) and other forms occur. 

CRUSTACEAN PARASITES. 

A small species of crab (Pinnotheres), an epicurean no doubt, finds 

a salubrious habitation in the common oyster, but parasites of any con- 

siderable size appear to be rather rare. 

Besides Pinnotheres ostreum Say, the name of the species above referred 
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to, another small crab (Pinnotheres maculatus Say) is sometimes found 

in the common mussel (Mytilus edulis), and the large scallop (Pecten 

tenuicostatus) before mentioned. it is doubtful, however, whether these 

crabs are really parasites or only commensals, though probably the 

former. 

Before the Zoological Society (London, April 6, 1866), Dr. H. Wood- 

ward exhibited specimensof animals, commensal or parasitic, in the pearl 

mussels of Australia. Among these was ‘a specimen of Pinnotheres 

which has been entombed in a cyst of pearl by a living pearl-mussel,” 

ete. 

He further remarked: “It seems extraordinary and beyond belief 

that the Meleagrina should of all the Conchifera be the one to resent the 

commensalism of the pea-crab, which has been known since the days of 

Cicero, Pliny, Oppian, and Aristotle, to inhabit the shell of the Pinna 
and the oyster, and has been recorded from Astarte, Pectunculus, and at 

least some half-dozen other bivalves, with whom it appears to live on 

the most friendly terms. 

‘It is the females, however, which constantly reside within the shells 

of the Conchifera, whilst the males are said to avail themselves of favor. 

able opportunities to visit the females in their retirement. 

“¢ Whether or not in this case the unlucky male intruded himself upon 

Meleagrina at an unfavorable period, and, finding no female Pinnotheres, 

penetrated so far beneath the mantle of the pearl-mussel as to be un- 

able to retreat, one thing is quite clear, namely, that the Meleagrina 

entombed the intruder in a cyst of pearl from which the clever pearl- 

button maker alone liberated him.” 

FISH PARASITES. 

We have, however, evidence of the occurrence of fishes of two species 
as parasites in the true pearl oyster, or mother of pearl shell MWeleagrina, 

not by the presence of the living fish, or even by dead specimens of 

‘fish in the flesh,” if we may use so convenient a paradox, but by their 

entombed remains in the form of nacreous nodule or tubercles on the 

shells or valves of the said mollusk. 

At a subsequent meeting of the Zoological Society (June 1, 1886), 

Dr. Giinther exhibited a specimen of a small fish of the genus Fierasfer 

embedded in a pearl oyster, and said : 

“The specimen which is represented in the accompanying wood-cut 

of the natural size has been in my possession for many years. It is an 

old shell of Margarita margaritifera,* in which there is imbedded, be- 

hind the impression of the attractor muscle, a perfect individual of a 

fish belonging to the genus Fierasfer. The fish is covered by a thin layer 

of pearl substance, through which not only the general outlines of the 

body but even the eye and the mouth can beseen. The parasitic habits 

eleagrina margaritifera L. 
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of Fierasfer are well known, and Putnam describes, in the ‘ Proceedings 

of the Boston Society of Natural History,’ Vol. xvi, 1874, p. 544, a spe- 

cies, Fierasfer dubius, which is found on both coasts of Central America, 

but inhabits holothurians on the Atlantic and pearl oysters on the Pa- 

cific side; and he further mentions, in a foot-note, an example belonging 

to the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, in which also a 

Fierasfer has been imbedded in the substance of the shell. In this case, 

as well as in ours, the fish, instead of introducing itself into the cavity 

between the two halves of the mantle, penetrated between the mantle 

and the shell, causing irritation to the mollusk, which the latter resented 
by immediately secreting the substance with which the intruder is now 

covered. It is remarkable to note that the secretion must have taken 

place in avery short time, at any rate before the fish could be destroyed 

by decomposition.” 

Soon after the close of the New Orleans Exposition Prof. F. Ferrari 

Perez and Senor J. G. Aguiiera, of the Mexican Geographical Commis- 

sion, visited Washington and Ponained here for several weeks for the 

purpose of comparing and identifying various natural history material 

with the assistance of the curators in different departments of the Na- 

tional Museum. 

The collections in charge of these gentlemen, so far as molluscan formg 

are considered, were rather meager, though many interesting points 

pertaining to geographical distribution were derived from the examina- 

tion. 

The collection included a hundred or more valves of the common pearl 

oyster of the Pacific coast of Mexico, Meleagrina jfimbriata Dkr., of 

which two or three species have been made by as many authors. Upon 

examining these last winter I found asingle valve (see Plate II, Fig. C), 

the right half of a rather young individual in which was imbedded, in 

very nearly the same region as in the specimen mentioned by Dr. Giin- 

ther, a small fish of rather a jong and slender form, probably of the 

same genus and perhaps the same species as that inclosed in his (Giin- 

ther’s) pearl-oyster valve, and previously described by Putnam, as 

quoted by Giinther. The Mexican collection contained but a single 

specimen of this special character. 

ANOTHER SPECIES OF FISH DETECTED. 

Among the lot, however, were two or three valves, in each of which, 

inclosed in nacreous splendor, was a specimen of a small fish, apparently 

a species of Oligocottus.* In each instance the fish had worked its way 

between the interior face or surface of the valve and the mantle towards 

and near to the adductor muscle, as can be seen by examining the shel! 

close by the muscular sear. 

The squarish, chunky head of the little caadee also the somewhat 

* Submitted to Dr. Bean, curator of ichthyology, who, though not p 

fiedly refers it to this group, 
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prominent spines of the head, are easily discerned, though covered and 

partially obscured by the coating of nacre. (See Plate II, Fig. D.) 

The single specimen containing the inclosed Fierasfer was retained 

by the commission, but one of the others (Plate III, Fig. E) was kindly 

presented to the National Museum. (No. 739344.) 
T am not aware that the occurrence of Oligocottus in this way has here- 

tofore been observed or made known. 

This determination is not positive. The specimen (73934a) repre- 

sented in Plate III, Fig. E, is not as favorably presented for this pur- 

pose as in the others in the possession of the commission. 

The genus Oligocottus Girard includes certain small fishes inhabiting” 

rock pools between tide marks on the Pacific coast of North America. 

The species described, and their distribution as given in Jordan and 

Gilbert’s Synopsis of the Fishes of North America (Bulletin of the U. 

S. National Museum, No. 16), is as follows: 
O. analis Grd., coast of California; abundant in rock pools, from 

Monterey southward to Lower California. 

O. maculosus, Grd., San Luis Obispo to Alaska, exceedingly abun- 

dant northward. 

O, globiceps, Grd., Pacific coast northward to Kodiak, in rock pools; 

rather rare. 

Assuming that Dr. Bean is correct in placing the above in this group, 

it will be observed that whether it belongs to the more southern species 

of the three (0. analis) or otherwise, the geographical disribution is 

evidently considerably extended, as the pearloysters in which our 

Specimens are inclosed came from the Gulf of California, where the 

fishery of these shells is carried on. 

After entering the shell, which of course must be at such time as 
the valves are partiaily open or gaping, these fishes find no obstruction 

to their course as they push their way towards the interior between the 

mantle and the smooth inner surface of the valves until they approach 

the adductor muscle, and here they find a barrier which most likely 

causes them to expend somewhat greater activity or energy and conse- 

quently in a correspondingly increased degree disturb the serenity if 

not the structural economy of the oyster. 

Having reached thus far, the invader is in the immediate vicinity of—if 

not the seat of intellect, then—the center of sensitiveness. The deposit 

of nacre in such instances must be very rapid, and it is quite possible 

that the unwelcome explorer is not only enshrouded and entombed in 

pearl, but previously drowned in a pearlaceous flood, for it may be rea- 

sonably presumed that the annoyance caused by its presence must be 

exceedingly great, and likely to induce a copious flow of nacreous lymph 

at the point and in the region of greatest irritation. 

It is evident that the deposition and induration are sufficiently rapid 

to inclose the parasite before decomposition has taken place. 

DECEMBER 15, 1886. 
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PuaTE I. 

(Fig. A.) 

Haliotis rufescens Swainson (Museum No, 74877), the red-backed ear-shell or abalone — 

of California and elsewhere, on the west coast of America (somewhat reduced). 

The figures 1, 2, and 3 indicate nodules caused by the burrowing of a pholad, Peni- | 

tella parva, and 4,5, and 6 show other nodules, the nacreous coating removed by ac- 

cident or otherwise, exposing the edges of the pholad shells, etc. | 

From nature, by W. H. Chandlee. 

(PLATE II.) 

Fig. B. 

Right valve of the pearl-oyster, mother-of-pearl shell Meleagrina fimbriata Dun- 

ker, two-thirds natural size (a West Mexican species) showing rounded and elongated 

tubercles or nodule caused by perpendicular and inter lamellar perforations of litho- 

domi. 

From nature, by W. H. Chandlee. 
Specimen belongs to U. S. Nat. Museum, No. 739340. 

(Fig. C.) 

Right valve (two-thirds natural size) of Meleagrina fimbriata Dkr., mother-of-pearl 

shell from west coast of Mexico with parasitic fish Wierasfer inclosed in same. 

From nature, by A. Z. Shindler. 

Specimen belongs to the Mexican Geographical Commission. 

PLATE III. 

(Fig. D.) 

Right valve (two-thirds natural size) of Meleagrina fimbriata Dkr., mother-of-pearl 

shell from west coast of Mexico with parasitic fish Oligocottus sp. inclosed in same. 

From nature, by A. Z. Shindler. 

Specimen belongs to the Mexican Geographical Commissior 

(Fig. E.) 

Left valve (two-thirds natural size) of Meleagrina fimbriata Dkr., from west coast of 

Mexico, with parasitic fish Oligocottus sp. inclosed in same. 

From nature, by W. H. Chandlee. 

Specimen belongs to the U. S. Nat. Museum, No. 739344. 
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Fic. A.—Haliotis rufescens. (Nearly natural size. ) 

PLATE I. 
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Fic. B.—Right valve of Meleagrina fimbriata: (2 natural size.) 

| Fie. C.—Right valve of Meleagrina fimbriata. (2 natural size.) 
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Smithsonian Report, 1886, Part |._—Oyster Parasites. Stearns. PLATE III. 

Fie. D.—Right valve of Meleagrina fimbriata. (2 natural size.) 

q 

7 Fic. E.—Left valve of Meleagrina fimbriata. (2 natural size.) 





TIME-RECKONING FOR THE TWENTIETH CENTURY. 

By SANFORD FLEMING, C. M. G., LL. D., C. E., ETc. 

During the early historical ages much chronological confusion pre- 

vailed, and it is largely owing to this cause that the annals of the cen- 

turies which preceded the Christian era are involved in obscurity. The 

attempt to end this general disorder was made by Julius Cesar, who 

established regulations with respect to the divisions of time and the 

mode of reckoning to be followed. The Julian Calendar was introduced 

forty-six years before Christ. It continued unchanged until the six- 

teenth century. In 1582 recognition was obtained of the errors and 

defects which the circumstances of the period had made manifest and 
which demanded correction. Pope Gregory XIII accordingly directed 

the reformation of the calendar and established new rules of intercala- 

tion. These two epochs are certainly the most important in the history 

of our chronology. 

Three centuries have passed since the reform of Pope Gregory. New 

continents have been opened to civilization and immense regions then 

wholly unknown to Europe have been peopled by races busied in com- 

merce and skilled in the arts, and characterized by unwearied energy and 

determination. In these three hundred years a marvellous succession 

of inventions bearing upon human activity and progress has been intro- 

duced, and the character of nearly every requirement of life has under- 

gone change. The discoveries and inventions which have marked this 

period have produced new conditions of society; and our minds have 

received an impulse which leads to investigation wherever need of im- 

provement appears to be demanded. It is within the last half century 

more especially that the bounds of human knowledge have been so 

wonderfully extended; perhaps in the whole world’s annals no fifty 

years have witnessed such a marvellous revolution. The triumphs of 

applied science in facilitating intercourse between men and nations 

have given an extraordinary impulse to general progress, but in so do- 

ing they have developed imperfections in our system of time-notation 

which previously were unknown, and it is no longer possible to escape 

the conviction that we have reached a stage when further reform is de- 

manded as a requirement of our condition. The necessity for a reform 

in time-reckoning is recognized by the highest authority, and has ob- 

tained a hold of public opinion. The President of the United States, 

General Arthur, at the request of Congress, authoritatively took pro- 

ceedings to bring the subject prominently to the attention of the world. 

After prolonged diplomatic correspondence with the Governments of 
345 
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foreign powers, he invited delegates from all nations to a scientific con- 

ference at Washington in which the subject should be fully considered. 

The conference met in the autumn of 1884. Twenty-five nationalities 

were represented. The proceedings extended over the month of Octo- 

ber, and they resulted in the almost unanimous adoption of seven reso- 

lutions bearing upon time-reckoning. 

As no records can be in accord unless a common starting point be 

agreed upon from which computations are to be made, the first resolu- 

tions had reference to the determination of an initial meridian. The 

meridian passing through Greenwich was selected. 

In the fourth and fifth resolutions the conference laid down the follow- 

ing important principles: 

IV. “That the conference proposes the adoption of a universal day 

for all purposes for which it may be found convenient and which shall 

not interfere with the use of local or other standard time where desira- 

ble.” . 

V. “That the universal day is to be a mean solar day ; is to begin for 

all the world at the moment of mean midnight of the initial meridian, 

coinciding with the civil day and date of that meridian, and is to be 

counted from zero to twenty-four hours.” 

The opening of the national Congress at Washington shortly followed 

the international conference. The President regarded the importance 

of the proceedings to be such as to call for special mention of them in 

his annual message. General Arthur thus expressed himself on the 

subject: “The conference concluded its labors on the 1st of November, 

having with substantial unanimity agreed upon the meridian of Green- 

wich as the starting peint whence longitude is to be computed through 

one hundred and eighty degrees eastward and westward, and upon the 

adoption, for all purposes for which it may be found convenient, of a 

universal day, which shall begin at midnight on the initial meridian 

and whose hours shall be counted from zero up to twenty-four.” 

There was no exaggerated importance in these allusions, for the con- 

clusions of the conference are productive of most important results. 

They make provision for terminating all ambiguity in hours and dates 

and for establishing throughout the world, free from national suscepti- 

bility and caprice, perfect uniformity in reckoning time. Some years 

may elapse before the new notation becomes the one recognized mode 

of reckoning; but when it shall have been generally accepted in the 

practice of daily life, it is calculated to sweep away the difficulties now 

experienced, and it will add greatly to the general convenience of civil- 
ized man. 

One of the first practical efforts to direct public attention to the rap- 

idly growing necessity for a comprehensive reform in time-reckoning 

can be found in a paper published in the Transactions of the Canadian 

Institute, Toronto, for the session of 1878~79.* This paper adduces in 

* Time-reckoning and the selection of a prime meridian to be common to all nations. 

By Sandford Fleming. 
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support of its argument many pertinent facts, and points out that the 

gigantic systems of railways and telegraphs which in modern times 

have been established in both continents have developed social and 

commercial conditions which never previously existed. These condi- 

tions have so affected the relations of time and distance as to establish 

the fact that our inherited system of notation is defective; that it is 

inconvenient to men of business; that it produces confusion and fre- 

quently results in loss of life, and leads to other difficulties; that under 

the circumstances which have followed the substitution of steam for 

animals as a motive power, the ancient usages as retained in our nota- 

tion of hours and dates are generally inappropriate. Moreover, the use 

of the telegraph in our daily lives practically subjects the whole surface 

of the globe to the observation of civilized communities in each individ- 

ual locality.. It leaves no interval of time between widely separated 

places proportionate to their distances apart. It practically brings 

into clese contact the opposite sides of the earth where daylight and 

darkness prevail at the same period. By this agency noon, midnight, 

sunrise, sunset, and the whole range of intermediate gradations of the 

day, are all observed and recognized at the same moment. Thus in 

matters out of the domain of local importance confusion is developed 

and all count of time is thrown into multiplied disorder. 

Again, under the usages now observed, a day is assumed to begin 

twelve hours before—and end twelve hours after—the sun passes the 

meridian of any place. As the globe is constantly revolving on its axis, 

-a fresh meridian is every moment coming under the sun; as aconse- 

quence a day is always beginning somewhere and always ending some- 

where. Hach meridian around the circumference of the sphere has its 

own day, and therefore it results that there are, during every diurnal 

revolution of the earth, an infinite number of local days all beginning 

within a space of twenty-four hours and each continuing twenty-four 

hours. These days overlap each other, but they are as perfectly distinet 

as they are infinite in number. While a day is nominally twenty-four 

hours in length, as a matter of fact forty-eight hours elapse between the 

first beginning and the last ending of every week day. Taking the 

‘whole globe into our view, Sunday actually commences in the middle of 

Saturday and lasts until the middle of Monday. Again, Saturday runs 

into the middle of Sunday, while Monday begins twenty-four hours be- 

fere Sunday comes to an end and continues twenty-four hours after 

Tuesday commences. Similarly for all the days of the week, as time is 

now reckoned. Except those on the same meridian, there are no simul- 

taneous days on the earth’s surface, and as the different days are always 

in the various stages of advancement, discrepancies and errors must 

necessarily result in assigning the precise period when an event takes 

place. The telegraph may give the exact local time of an occurrence, 

but the time so given must be in disagreement with local time on every 

other meridian around tue globe. An event occurring on any one day 
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may on the instant be announced in a locality where the time is that of | 

the previous day, and in another locality where the time is that of the 

following day. About the period when the month or year passes into 

another month or year an occurrence may actually take place, accord- 

ing to our present system of reckoning, in two different months or in 

two different years; indeed, there can be no certainty whatever with 

regard to time, unless the precise geographical position be specified as 

an essential fact in connection with the event described. Under these 

circumstances if must be conceded that our present system of notation 

is most defective, certainly it is unscientific, and possesses every ele- 

ment of confusion; it produces a degree of ambiguity which, as railways 

and telegraphs peeone greatly multiplied, wil! lead to complications in 

social and commercial affairs, to errors in chronology, to litigation in 

connection with succession to property, insurance, contracts, and other 

matters; and, in view of individual and general relationships, it will 

undoubtedly act as a clog to the business of life and prove an increas- 

ing hindrance to human intercourse. 

The problem to be mastered is to put an end to this confusion. In 

order to do so, it is important that we should endeavor to form correct 

ideas of time and its attributes. 

According to the ordinary usages which we follow, the time of any 

particular locality depends upon its position on the earth’s surface; in 

other words, upon its longitude. The principle followed is that wnens 

is a separate time on every meridian around the circumference of the 

globe. Let us carry this theory to its logical conclusion. Take, by way 

of example, a hundred or a thousand meridians, each with a distinet and 

separate time. It will be conceded that what is true of one point on a 

meridian must be true of every point. A meridian line runs due north 

and south on the earth’s surface from pole to pole; hence it follows 

that at the point where every meridian must converge we have the time 

of every meridian. That is to say, at the earth’s pole, a point common 

to every meridian, there are a hundred or a thousand different nota- 

tions of time, each distinct and separate. The extreme -absurdity of 

this hypothesis establishes beyond question that the premises are false; 

and it is in no way surprising that confusion and difficulty result from 

a system such as we possess, based on principles so erroneous. 

We may here ask the question: *‘ Why should time vary with every 

mile of longitude?” The answer comes, It is not possible to conceive 
more than a single unity of time in the whole universe. Time, which is 

‘‘an infinite continuity in infinite space,” resembles a mighty river, 

whose unvarying stream passes before us. Such a river is unchangea- 

ble, yet continually changing; volumes of water always advancing are 

replaced by new volumes in perpetual succession, and yet the river con- 

tinues one and the same ever flowing unity. The passing stream of time 

is much the same, and the problem presented to us is to keep a proper 

record of its flow. It is perfectly obvious that the principles which 

a 
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should govern should be such as to secure complete accord in the detail 
of its admeasurement independently of locality. All peoples are con- 

cerned in the attainment of harmonious results, and therefore it is im- 

portant that they should acquiesce in the employment of the same unit 

of computation and in counting the measurements from one common 

zero. 

We have not to look in vain for a convenient unit and the most per- 

fect instrument for measuring the passage of time. The rotation of 

the earth on its axis is marked by complete uniformity of movement, 

and nothing is more certain than the recurrence of this diurnal phenom- 

enon. Accordingly the earth itself supplies all our wants as a time- 

keeper; in it we have atour command a perpetual standard for the use 
and guidance of the entire family of man. 

Before, however, we can attain this end it is essential that mankind 
should come to an agreement on the following points: 

1. With respect to a zero from which the revolutions are to be counted. 

2. The acceptance of a common subdivision and a common notation 

by which parts of revolutions will be known by all and receive univer- 
Sal recognition. 

The importance of a definite understanding on these points is self- 

evident, for if each individual or group of individuals adheres to the 
practice of observing time from different zeros and each maintains sep- 

arate reckonings of if, the outcome must be general confusion, such as 

we now experience. 

If in imagination we place ourselves at one extremity of the earth’s 

axis, we shall find ourselves in a peculiarly favorable position, free from 

all local influences, for observing the revolutions of the globe. At no 

other point in the northern hemisphere are the conditions the same. <A 

spectator standing at the north pole would have neither east nor west ; 

in whatever direction he might cast his eyes he would look towards the 

south; he would no longer see the daily return of sunrise and sunset; 

the sun when visible would move, or seem to move, in a horizontal line, 

and its path would encircle the earth parallel to and not far distant 

from the horizon. Under such circumstances it would not be possible 

to note the diurnal revolutions of the earth by the rising or setting of 

the sun, or by the sun’s greatest altitude at mid-day, or by his southern 

position in the heavens. As the passage of time can only be marked 

by events, what course could be followed? Obviously it would be nee- 

essary to take special means to observe the earth’s diurnal rotation, and 

the method most readily to suggest itself would be to select a conspie- 

uous object near the horizon and according to this object observe the 

sun’s passage over it. The object so selected would become the zero of 

time, and the interval between two successive solar passages would be 

the period occupied by a revolution of the earth. If from zero the hori- 

zon be divided into a series of ares of 15° each the whole circle around 

will consist of twenty-four divisions. If each of the division points be 
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numbered from zero in the direction contrary to the motion of the earth 

or towards the right, and in imagination the numbers be placed in a 

conspicuous manner against the sky, the spectator will have within his 

range of vision a great dial-plate on which as it revolves the vertical 

sun will continually point to the passing hours. With the twenty-four 

division points so numbered around the circle of the horizon, it is obvi- 

ous that every hour in the day, and equally the smaller divisions of 

time, will invariably be manifested by the solar passage. 

As the imaginary point of observation, the north pole, is common to 

every meridian, the hours and minutes indicated by the great polar 

chronometer will be equally common to every locality on the surface of 

the globe. Whatever the longitude, the solar passage will be the index 

of time. Two successive passages at zero will complete an interval of 

twenty-four hours; but it will not be a day in the ordinary sense, as an 

ordinary day is a local phenomenon in no two longitudes identical.* To 

distinguish this new interval of time common to the whole world from 

the infinite number of local days at present recognized it has been sug- 

gested to term it the “Cosmic Day,” or some distinctive appellation by 

which it may be known. 

Necessarily the zero point must be arbitrarily selected according to 

convenience, and any zero whatever, other things being equal, would 

serve the purpose which we have in view. We have only to assume the 

zero so selected to coincide with the Antiprime Meridian determined by 

the Washington Conference, and the Cosmic Day will be identical with 

the Universal Day, established under the same authority. A Universal 

or Cosmic Day may therefore be defined as the interval of time between 

two succeeding solar passages at the Antiprime Meridian common to all 

nations. 2 

In his recent discourse on the subject at the Royal Institution, Lon- 

don, the astronomer royal for Great Britain, Mr. Christie, expressed a 

preference for the term ‘ World Time” to designate this new measure of 

duration. It has been termed ‘Cosmic Time” by various societies and 

individuals; but the name is of secondary importance, if it be under- 

stood that the new measure of time is equally related to every locality. 

By its very nature, Cosmic Time, or by whatever name it may be known, 

must coincide with some one of the multiplicity of existing times. The 

decision of the Washington Conference caused it to correspond with 

Greenwich Civil Time. Greenwich time is the local time of Greenwich. 

Cosmic Time is a new and an entirely different conception; itis the time 

of the world common to every nation. ‘Cosmic” and ‘ Greenwich” time 

are identical fortuitously, but the expressions imply two totally differ- 

ent ideas, and a proper deference to national sensitiveness suggests the 

good taste and expediency of distinguishing the two ideas by different 

terms. Some distinctive name is undoubtedly called for, until the 

*The Nantical Almanac defines an ordinary solar day to be the interval of time be- 

tween the departure of any meridian from the sun and its succeeding return to it, 

—_—_ 
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period arrives when the unification of time will be complete. In the not 
far distant future it may become equally as unnecessary to speak of 

Solar,” ‘¢ Lunar,” “Astronomical,” “Civil,” ‘ Nautical,” ‘“ Local,” ‘ Cos- 

mic,” or ** World” time, as at present it is unnecessary to attach these or 

other distinctive appellations to ““Space.” Thesimple expression ‘‘ Time” 

may then become sufficient for all purposes. 

1 2 3 4 

Longitude east and west Longitude Longitude Cosmic Tinie at 
FiomlGreemarieh: west from | by hour mean solar 

time zero. | meridians, passage. 

2 © Number. | TTour. 
180 antiprime meridian... * 0 | Change of the day. 
1GSteashe sees es see ast 15 1 
10) GEIS SS obs b RE ee Beebe 30 alee, 
USBYICEISRSHSsaoeseceNsooor 45 Si leoe 
IUGR Se 65s hoscdooebEe 60 4 4 
II05) GAs ea tocEee Saaseee 75 Sh 
JOKeastpaee esa eases 90 6 6 
1S CAS Sa eeg SOOe ST SOS eEe 105 | cece 
GOkeastic pie cieacee cece 120 Siiwas 
ADs AS bp eestaeiae els laa 135 ri 48) 
SOFC AS ti eestor eieeee 150 10 | 10 
LOO AS bi eeeseree interes 165 SU |b Tae 
0 the prime meridian -.-| 180 12 | 12 

IBS WEST Gooone so bbeGu cc] 195 133) is} 
GURWOSbieciset= emits ese 210 ; 14 | 14 
ANS) WEIN, Ob ocag shanea ear 225 15 | 15 
GOMWESb 2 o.o2 Sere cieis- si 240 16 | 16 
US WEE Sas6 Seb dSsesacaae 255 NG) abe 
DOMES bse cetsecie erates iar 270 18 } 18 

MOS NVESG Paces alesis soe 285 ye) 
LOWES beerecisemisciesteins ves 300 20 | 20 
LS OGWOSU Nea ate aioe cee aec ais 315 PAY Ah Pail 
PS OLWOS Linear epee ieee 330 22 | 22 

165 west) 2.2... Ssalsadcoc 345 23 | 23 
180 antiprime meridian ..| 360 and 0 | 0 and 24 | 24 and change. 

* Zero of Cosmic Time and of Longitude. 
Oo 

The relation between time and longitude is important. If longitude 

be reckoned by hour meridians, as in the second and third columns of 

the table, that is to say, numbered continually westward from the Anti- 

prime Meridian, which is the true time zero, the inhabitants of every 

individual locality in whatever longitude will daily have an opportunity 

of regulating time by the great natural standard of measurement. 

The iongitude of the locality being known, at mean solar passage the 

time will invariably and precisely agree with the longitude. Con- 

versely, the time being known, the longitude of the place will be in 

strict agreement with time at the moment of mean solar passage. 

A reference to the following plate will make it clear that the solar 

passage will be the invariable index of Cosmic Time. 

Fig. 1 shows the relative position of sun and earth at the initial in- 

stant of the Cosmic Day, that is, at the moment of mean solar passage 

on the Antiprime Meridian adopted by the Washington Conference. 
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Fig. 2 gives the position when the earth has made a sixth of a revo- 
lution and four hours have elapsed. The solar passage at this stage is 
on the four-hour meridian. 

Tig. 3. When the earth has made a third of a revolution aud occupied 
a period of eight hours, the solar passage occurs on the eight-hour me- 
ridian. 

il 
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Fig. 4. When the earth has made half a revolution and twelve hours 
have elapsed, the solar passage is at this stage on twelve-hour or Prime 

Meridian. 

Similarly for every other meridian, and thus the precise relation be- 
tween Cosmic Time and longitude is definitely established. 

It may be said that Cosmic or Universal Time is accepted in science, 
but its adoption in ordinary life can only be gradually and perhaps with 

difficulty effected. It is not to be looked for that a change so marked, 

involving a revolution of thought in some of our social customs, can be 

speedily introduced, however desirable it may be in the public interest. 

There is a class of men who habitually express their contempt for what 

they designate as “ new-fangled notions,” and who refuse to go out of 

sight of old land-marks. The usages which we desire to supersede are 

certainly old, for they took their origin when our civilization was young. 

In those days it was a dogma that the earth had a flat surface, but as 

the belief that the earth is a plane is no longer invested with the au- 

thority of a truth, we may venture to call in question the theory that 

_ each locality on its surface possesses an independent stream of time and 

, 

is called upon to defend and maintain it. The human race is no longer 

confined within a narrow area. It has overspread the surface of the 

earth; in the Old and New Worlds it has grown, in some portions of their 
extent it is still growing, from an infantile condition to a state of man- 

hood. Are we not yet able to look beyond one individual horizon and 

enlarge our range of vision so as to includea system which will satisfy 

the requirements, not of a locality, but of the whole globe? 

We are living in an age of intellectual and social progress, when 

men are less fettered than our fathers were by the restraints of custom. 

On the continent of North America extraordinary progress has already 

been made by an essentially practical people towards the adoption of 

a complete reform in time-reckoning. What is known as the Stand- 

ard-hour system, in itself in complete harmony with the principles of 

Cosmic Time, has been in common use for nearly three years, and it is 

generally recognized as an incalculable benefit to the whole community. 

Throughout the United States and Canada we have cutgrown the no- 

tion of isolating each locality by compelling it to observe a separate time 

notation. The Continent is divided into zones, each zone having the 
same time throughout its extent, based on a meridian which is a multi- 
ple of fifteen degrees from the Prime Meridian. Consequently the time 

of each zone varies exactly one hour from that of the adjoining zones. 

Thus all the variations of time which formerly were limited only by the 

number of towns and cities and localities which observed their own lo- 

cal time are reduced to the five zones. Only at points where the zones 

come in contact is there any exception to the common satisfaction which 

has resulted from the change. These are the only localities where we 

find the old-time difficulties, now so happily removed from every other 

Section of the Continent. At such localities the difficulties must con- 

He Mas, 170——-93 
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tinue to be felt until Cosmic Time comes into general use, for it is the 

only one remedy which can satisfy every requirement. 

The Standard-hour system is an effective preliminary means for the 

introduction of universal time, and it is not confined to North America. 

In Sweden, as well as Great Britain, the principle is in common use. 
The Standard Time of Sweden is based on the meridian fifteen degrees 

east of the prime meridian; consequently an hour in advance of the Prime 

Meridian time. The time of Great Britain is that of the prime meridian 

itself. 

The scheme of hour meridians can only be regarded as a provisional 

arrangement. It greatly lessens the difficulties experienced, but it does 

not wholly remove them. It is, however, an important practical step 

towards the general unification of time, as it brings the minutes and sec- 

onds into complete agreement with the world’s time wherever the sys- 

temisadopted. The Astronomer Royal of Great Britain calls particular 

attention to the breadth of view evidenced by the managers of the Am- 

erican railways who were so largely instrumental in having this impor- 

tant step taken. ‘By adopting a national meridian as the basis of their 

time-system they might have rendered impracticable the idea of a uni- 

versal time to be used by Europe as well as America. But they rose 

above national jealousies and decided to have their time-reckoning based 

on the meridian which was likely to suit the convenience of the great- 

est number, thus doing their utmost to promote uniformity of time 
throughout the world by setting an example of the sacrifice of human 

susceptibilities to general expediency.” 

There is one feature of time-reform alluded to by President Arthur in 

his message to Congress which promises before long to be accepted by 

the community. I refer to the proposal to count the hours from zero 

totwenty-four. The recent report of the special committee on Standard 

Time of the American Society of Civil Engineers (January, 1886) thus 

alludes to this branch of the subject : 

‘¢This feature has the authority of the International Conference for 

its introduction. In intelligent circles in Europe, particularly in Eng- 

land and in Russia, also at the antipodes in Australia, the proposal is 

reported to have been greeted with enthusiasm. The Astronomer Royal 

of England, Mr. Christie, has established at Greenwich Observatory a 

division of the great dial into twenty-four hours. In London and in 

other cities, public clocks have been also changed to accustom the 

English public to this division of the day. Some newspapers in all 

their announcements adopt the change, and scientific societies give 

notce of their meetings in the same manner as this Society, according 

to the twenty-four-hour system. 

“On this Continent there has been no uncertain sound. In the last 

annual report of the Committee it was stated that one hundred and sev- 

enty-one managers of railways in the United States and Canada had de- 

clared their readiness to abandon the division of the day into half-days, 
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“known as ante and post meridian, and to accept the numeration of the 
hours in one series, from midnight to midnight, these managers having 

“under their control some 60,000 miles of railway. 

‘¢ During the past year the seed sown has been fructifying, and many 

who held back have been won over and have given their adhesion to 

the movement. Among the many important railways ready to co-oper- 

ate, some appear to see no necessity for further delay, and desire to se- 
eure at once the advantages which will result from the change. At this 

date it is publicly announced that the Canadian Pacific Railway Com- 
pany have determined to adopt the 24-hour system, and are actually 

_ preparing to make the change atan early day.* Such proceedings can 

_ be accepted as indicating a proper appreciation of the reform which the 

_ American Society of Civil Engineers has advocated, and equally shows 

- the discernment of those who direct the management of the youngest 

_ of the transcontinental railways. This practical commencement will, 

without a doubt, be speedily followed by other railway companies, and 

_ before long we may look for the 24-hour system coming into general use.t 

_ There is undoubtedly a growing feeling in many quarters in favor of 

_ the 24-hour system. It is reported to be used with great advantage on 

the whole of the cables and other lines of the Eastern Telegraph Com- 

pany, and its connections extending from England through Europe and 

_ the Mediterranean to Egypt, and from Egypt to South Africa, India, 

_ China, and Japan, Australia, and New Zealand. 
It is a pertinent question to ask, what influence these various changes 

will have in preparing the public mind for another, and it may be said 

a final, change—the adoption of one uniform time in every longitude ? 

For it must be evident to the thoughtful observer that the movement 

to the Pacific and the 24-hour system went into force in running ‘“ through” trains. 
The example set by the railway company has been followed in the towns and villages 

_ along the line, and the inhabitants generally having experienced the advantages of 

the change, no desire is expressed in any quarter to return to the old usage. 

+The following foot-note is added: ‘It is proposed to adapt clocks and watches 

now in use to the change, by having inscribed on the existing dials the new numbers 

of the afternoon hours—thirteen to twenty-four (13 to 24) inclusive. The only prac- 

tical difficulty to be overcome is met by the simple expedient of placing on the face 

of the watch or clock a supplementary dial, showing the new afternoon hours in 

Arabic numerals within the present Roman figures. The supplementary dial must 

be of thin material, and it has been found that, by being made simply of paper and 

_ secured to its position by any gum which will adhere to an enammeled surface, the ob- 

_ jectis attained without any further alteration of the watchorclock. Thecommittee is 

aware that these seem trifling matters to bring under the notice of the convention, 

_ but questions of great moment not seldom hinge on small details. It is evident, from 

_ what has been sct forth, that every person in the community may, atthe cost of a féw 

cents in each case, adapt his watch to tHe 24-hoursystem. The committee accord- 

_ 4ngly repeat their conviction that, with the disappearance of the only practical diffi- 

 eulty at an insignificant cost, there is nothing to prevent the railway authorities and 

. the community at large adopting the change as soon as they become alive to its ad- 

_ vantages.”—Report of the Buffalo Convention of the American Society of Civil En- 
_ gineers. 
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for reforming our time-system will not have attained its object until 

this end be accomplished. 

Those persons who have been in the habit of finishing their daily work | 

at 6 p.m. under the 24-hour system will end it at 18. Those who re- 

tired to rest at 10 or11 p. m. will seek their beds at 22 or 23. The idea 
that solar noon and 12 o’clock are one and inseparable has already been 

set aside throughout the United States and Canada; only on five me- 

ridians—the 60th, 75th, 90th, 105th, and 120th—is it held to be 12 o’clock 

at the mean solar passage. In all other longitudes throughout North 

America the identity between solar noon and 12 o’clock has practically 

been swept away. 

These modifications in the time reckoning must tend to remove the 

idea that there is seme necessary connection between the numbers of 

the hours and the position of the sun in each local firmament. The 

force of habit has heretofore associated noon with 12 o’clock, but in due 
time it will become obvious to every one that the hour of the sun’s pas- 

sage at any one locality may with as much propriety be distinguished 

by any one of the twenty-four numbers as by the now generally 

received number 12. So soon as this new idea comes generally to be ac- 
cepted, so soon as it is understood that the numbersof the hours are arbi- 

trary and conventional, it will not be difficult to take the final step in 

time reform and entirely supersede the present system by a notation 

which will give to mankind throughout the world simultaneous dates © 

and hours and minutes. 

The final step may appear to involve serious changes in much which 

concerns every individual, but it is not to be supposed that it will in 

any way interfere with the periods for labor, sleep, meals, or any ordi- 

nary usage. The one chauge will be in the numbers of the hours. In 

social affairs the regulating influence of daylight and darkness will 

always, as now, be paramount. The terms “noon” and “ midnight” 

will continue to preserve their present meaning, although the numbers 

of the hours at which these periods occur will vary in each case accord- 

ing to longitude. Each separate meridian will have its own midnight 

hour distinguished from the midnight hours of other meridians by a 

distinctive number. So also with the noon hour, which, as already 
stated, will invariably agree with the longitude of the place. It is the 
midnight hour in each locality which will constitute the initial time- 

point to regulate the legal hours for opening and closing banks, registry, 

and other public offices. The midnight hour may be arbitrarily chosen | 

and be established by statute as circumstances may demand. It will be 

held to be the local zero to govern the hours of business, working hours, 

the hours for attendance at church, at school, and at places of amuse- 

ment, and generally to regulate all the social affairs of life. While the © 

seven week days will practically remain unchanged in every longitude, 

the simple expedient of numbering the hours so that everywhere they 
will correspond with Cosmic Time will, result in securing the general 

uniformity to be desired. Thus it will be obvious that in all matters 
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relating to time, whether local or non-local, the same hours, minutes, 
and seconds will universally be observed at the same instant. In cases 

when business men separated by long distances make contracts by tel- 

egraph, the engagements will be free from all ambiguity as to time. 
- Both parties will be bound absolutely by the same notation. — 

The Cosmic Day is a new measure of time entirely non-local. It will 

be held to be the date of the world, and the change of date will occur 

at the same instant in all longitudes. On the prime meridian the change 

of date will be at midnight; to the east it will occur after midnight; 

and to the west of the prime meridian it will come before midnight. 
_ It will be one hour before or after midnight for every fifteen degrees of 
west or east longitude. Fortunately, innearly all the important coun- 

tries on the surface of the globe, the change of date will occur out of 

_ ordinary business hours. 

It will thus be seen that while the contemplated reform will interfere 

as little as possible with existing customs, it will result in giving to 
the human family around the globe concurrent dates and in making 

every division of time uniform the world over. 

In the adoption of the new system, temporary inconvenience may 

arise, but it will be trifling in extent and not of long duration; and any 

- momentary disadvantage should not be allowed to weigh against the 

_ benefits to be secured to mankind for all future ages. 
On the night of November 18, 1883, a noiseless revolution was ef- 

- fected throughout the United States and Canada. The hands of the 

clocks of some fifty millions of people were for the most part moved 

forward or backward in order to indicate the time of one of the five 

hour zones. The time now observed from the Atlantic coast to the 
Pacific varies with Cosmic Time, according to situation, from four to 

eight whole hours. In North America, therefore, the portion of the prob- 

lem yet to be adjusted is easy of solution. As the minutes and seconds 

are already everywhere in agreement, the transition to universal uni- 

formity of reckoning can be effected simply and with ease. Itwillonly be 

necessary to move forward the dial hands of the clocks an even number 

of hours, varying from four to eight, as each case may require, to bring 

the Continent into complete accord with the time of the world. 
When eventually it may become necessary to bring the time through- 

out all parts of North America to the world’s standard, the transition 

may be effected by adjusting the clocks as follows: 

I. Clocks in the hour zones-of the west meridians. 

Meridian west. Hours. 

609° . ( 4. 

752° 5 
90° + will have to be moved forward < 6 

105° 

120° { 8 

_ Similarly wherever the scheme of hour meridians be adopted the 

common reckoning may with equal ease be secured. To the west of the 
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prime meridian the clocks will require to be moved forward, to the east 
backward. In Europe, Asia, and Africa the change would thus be 
effected : 

II. Clocks in the hour zones of the east meridians. 

Meridian east. Hours. 

159 1 

30° | 2 

ANSON he 3 
60° + will have to be moved backward ri 

750 5 
90° 6 

Thus, for example, New Orleans, in the hour zone of the 90th meridian 

west, would have its clocks advanced six hours, while Calcutta, in the 

90th meridian east, would have its clocks retarded six hours. By the 

same simple process of transition, every city and district on the sur- 

face of the globe may be brought to the one common time-reckoning. 

It is a significant fact that at the Washington Conference the prin- 

ciple of Universal Time obtained unanimous recognition from the dele- 
gates of so many nationalities. It is a presage that the peoples whom 

they represent will before long be fully impressed with the belief that 

a system of reckoning time uniformly throughout the globe is really 

the one rational system by which it can be noted, and the only system 

which will meet the demands of the human family in coming years. It 

is only step by step that a reform so great can be carried out. More- 

over, although the difficulties to be overcome are undoubtedly serious, 

this much may be said with confidence, that they are less formidable 

than those which have already been conquered. A few years back the 

very question of a universal time for all nations was a theory not only 

new in itself but it was held by many to be wild and Utopian, and so 

impracticable as to be unworthy of consideration. In 1878 the subject 

could not command a hearing at the British Association! Since 1878 

the arguments advanced to point out the necessity of change have, 

however, obtained attention, and a general movement for reform has 

been inaugurated. Scientific and practical men and learned societies 

in both hemispheres have taken part in the consideration of the ques- 

tion. It has formed the subject of discussion at International Con- 

gresses at Venice and Rome. The President and Congress of the United 
States have been induced to take decisive action in connection with it. 

The governments of twenty-five civilized nations have aided in its devel- 

opment. The International Washington Conference itself has greatly 
promoted the solution of the problem by coming to an unanimous de- 

termination on the essential principles to be observed. In several coun- 

tries the recommendations of the conference have already in part been 

acted on, and changes have been effected which a few years back were 

not even dreamed of. 
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Tf so much has been accomplished within the eight years since the 

scheme of reform was first promulgated, is it too much to expect that 

the public mind will be prepared in the more advanced communities to 

accept the final step in a like period ? 
In about a dozen years we pass into another century. Is it tak- 

ing too sanguine a view to suggest that by that time all nations will 

be willing to accept the change, and that the first day of January in 

the Twentieth Century may appropriately be inaugurated by the adop- 

tion of one uniform system of reckoning time throughout the world ? 

I learn from the recent lecture of the Astronomer Royal that the Board 

of Visitors of Greenwich Observatory have unanimously recommended 

that, in accordance with the resolutions of the Washington Conference, 
the Astronomical day should in the English Nautical Almanac be ar- 

ranged from the year 1891 (the earliest practicable date) to begin at 

Greenwich midnight, so as to agree with the civil reckoning, and further 

that steps have been taken to give effect to this recommendation; thus 

in a few years this source of confusion to sailors navigating ships using 

the Nautical Almanac—embracing at least 70 per cent. of the tonnage of 

the world—will be removed. The distinguished Russian Astronomer, 
Struve, has suggested that all astronomers throughout the world should 

simultaneously abandon Astronomical Time and bring their notation 

into harmony with the civil reckoning. He further suggests that this 

reform should be introduced into the publications of observatories at 

the initial day of the century. In reference to this the Astronomer 

Royal, Greenwich, says (October, 1885) “it would be intolerable to have 
a fundamental question of time-reckoning left open for fifteen years,” 

and urges that the step be taken ten years earlier. Be that as it may 

with regard to the assimilation of the astronomical and civil notations 

no one can question that the change of the century is an appropriate 

period for effecting the complete unification of time, and doing away 

with all the errors of our present mode of reckoning. Every auxiliary 

circumstance points to the possibility of that result being attained. The 

proceedings of the Washington Conference have given the movement 

an immense impulse. Its members have authoritatively recognized the 

principles on which the new notation may be established. So unim- 

peachable and simple are these principles as to be within the grasp of 

the most limited comprehension. In their application we may have to 

contend against the prejudices engendered by habit and custom, but 

the principles of reckoning time adopted by the conference are based 

‘on truth and they commend themselves to every one of intelligence, as 

the proper means to meet the admitted emergency. The unanimity 

with which the standard hour system was brought into common use in 

North America is an evidence that the age is sufficiently intelligent to 

adopt a reform when its advantages are understood. It will doubtless 

require the lapse of some years to win over those who feel it- to be a 

bounden duty to cling to old institutions and existing customs. Grad- 
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ually, however, the minds of the great mass of men will become famil-— 

iarized with the new ideas and in the end the new system of notation 

can not fail to prevail. The main obstacles to be overcome are the © 

restraints which tradition imposes and the usages which our ancestors 
have transmitted to us. But prejudices of this character can be gradu- 

ally and certainly surmounted, if the true principles of time-reckoning 

be taught in schools and colleges. In a few years the youth of to-day 

will be moving actors in life, to influence public opinion and so effect 

an easy escape from the thraldom of custom. We have therefore good 

grounds for the belief that, by the dawn of the coming century, the 

civilized nations may enjoy a system of notation limited to no locality; 

when the record of the events of history will be unmarked by doubt; 

when ambiguity in hours and dates will be at an. end; when every 

division of time will be concurrent in all longitudes. 

These expectations realized, the Washington Conference will have 

rendered a great service to mankind. If the reforms of B. C. 46 and 

A. D. 1582 owed their origin to the dominant necessity of removing 

confusion in connection with the notations which existed in the then 

conditions of the human race, in no less degree is another reform de- 
manded by the new conditions which are presented in this age. Ob- 

viously the needed change could not be consummated at a more suitable 

period than at the beginning of the new century, but whether effected 

at that or an earlier date, a provision is made for the change in the 

conclusions and recommendations of the Washington Conference—a 

conference which, representing all civilized nations and having estab- 

lished the fundamental principles of the new notation, must be held by — 

future generations to mark an epoch in the annals of the world not 

less important than those of the reforms of Julius Cesar and Pope 

Gregory XIII. 

SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE. 

TIME RECKONING FROM THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE CANADIAN INSTITUTE 1878-79. 

(Latract.) 

Persons who inhabit different sections of the earth differ from each other in their 

reckoning of the day. At one place it is noon, at another it is midnight; at a third 
it is sunrise, at a fourth it is sunset. In consequence we have the elements of con- 

fusion, which involve in some cases the mistake of a whole day. 

People even living in the same meridian may differ a day in their usual reckoning 

of time, according as the countries they inhabit have been colonized from the one 

side or the other of the globe. There are instances in the Pacific Ocean where islands 

almost adjacent reckon by different days of the month and week; a circumstance 

calculated to produce much confusion when intercourse becomes frequent. 

In Alaska the days of the week and month were one day in advance of those in the 
adjacent colony of British Columbia, indeed of the whole of America. On the ad- 

vent of citizens of the United States a few years ago, when that territory was trans- 
ferred by Russia, the Saturday was found to be the Sunday of the old residents. For 

ordinary business purposes a change became necessary, and a dispensation was 

granted in 1871 by the dignitaries of the Greek Church in Russia, authorizing their 
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missionaries and adherents in Alaska to celebrate Sunday a day later, or on Monday, 

according to the old reckoning. 
The reverse has been met in another quarter of the globe. The Philippine Islands, 

lying between Australia and Asia, and about 100 degrees of longitude to the west of 
Alaska, were discovered in 1521 by the illustrious Magellan in his memorable first cir- 

camnayigation of the globe. That navigator followed the sun in his path around the 

world. Legdspi succeeded him and took possession of these important islands in the 

name of Philip If, King of Spain. The Philippine Islands extend for a thousand miles 

from north to south, they embrace Manilla, one of the oldest cities of the Indies, and they 

contain a population of 5,000,000. They were colonized, as well as discovered, by 

Spaniards coming from the East, and as a consequence the reckoning of the inhab- 
itants has for more than three centuries remained a day behind the day in British 

India and the neighboring countries in Asia. 
Travelers who arrive at New Zealand or the Australian colonies by the San Fran- 

cisco route meet the same difference, owing to the fact that the countries in the South 

Pacific were colonized from the West. The day of the week and of the month carried 

from San Francisco never agrees with the day and date reckoned by the inhabitants 

at the destination of the steamer. 
All travelers who have made the voyage between America and Asia have expe- 

rienced the difficulty in reckoning referred to. Those who have proceeded westward 

have lost, while those who have traveled eastward have gained a day. In Mrs. 

Brassey’s Around the World in the Yacht Sunbeam, this experience is recorded. The 

journal of that lady passes from Wednesday, January 10, directly to Friday, January 

12—Thursday, January 11, having no existence with the travelers. 

In sailing across the Pacific from west to east, one day has to be repeated before 

landing on the American coast. If, for example, the correction be made on Wednes- 

day, 1st July, there will be two Wednesdays in the one week, and two days of the 

month dated July 1. 

A journey round the world is now an everyday undertaking, and is accomplished 

with comparative ease. Suppose two travelers set out from a given place, one going 

eastwardly, the other westwardly. A singular circumstance will result when they 

both return to the common starting point, and the reason is obvious. One man will 

arrive, according to his reckoning, say on Tuesday, December 31, when in fact at 

that locality it is Wednesday, January 1. The other traveler, assuming that he has 

kept accurately a daily journal, will enter in his diary on precisely the same day, 

Thursday, January 2. This consequence has been brought out by Edgar Allen Poe, 

in his amusing story of ‘‘Three Sundays in one Week,” but it no longer can be held 

to be an imaginary contingency, since steam communication by land and water is 

now aflording extraordinary facilities for making the tour of the globe. 

To illustrate the difficulty more particularly. First, let us select points in four 

quarters of the globe, each about 90 degrees apart, say in Japan, Arabia, Newfound- 

and, and Alaska. If we assume it to be Sunday midnight at the first-mentioned 

place, it must be noon at the opposite point, Newfoundland, but on what day is it 

noon? Arabia being to the west of Japan, the local time there will be 6 p. m., on 

Sunday, and Alaska, lying to the east of Japan, the time there will be 6 a. m. on Mon- 

day. Again, when the clock indicates 6 p. m. on Sunday in Arabia, it must be Sunday 

noon at a point 90 degrees farther west, or at Newfoundland; when it is 6 a. m. on Mon- 

day in Alaska, it must be noon on Monday 90 degrees farther east, also at Newfound- 

land. Thus, by tracing local time east and west from a given poirt to its antipodes, 

the clock on the one hand becomes twelve hours slower, on the other hand twelve 

hours faster. In the case in point, while it is midnight on Sunday in Japan, at pre- 

cisely the same moment it is noon at Newfoundland on two distinct days, viz, on Sun- 

day and on Monday. 

Secondly, let us trace local time only in one direction around the earth. The day 

does not begin everywhere at the same moment. Its commencement travels from 
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east to west with the sun, as the earth revolves in the opposite direction, and it 

takes an entire revolution of the globe on its axis for the day everywhere to be en- 

tered on. Immediately on the completion of one revolution the inception of any one 

day ends, and at this moment the end of the day begins; and the globe must make 

another complete revolution before the end of the day entirely finishes. The globe 

must in fact make two entire revolutions before any one week day runs out, conse- 

quently each and every day of the week runs over forty-eight hours; and, taking 

the whole globe into account, two civil days always co-exist. The first twenty-four 

hours of one day co-exist with the last twenty-four hours of its predecessor, while 

the remaining twenty-four hours co-exist with the first twenty-four hours of the day 

which follows. 

It is difficult to accept the fact that any one day lasts more than twenty-four hours; 

but it can be demonstrated that it is the case. Let us place together several maps of 

the world on Mercator’s ‘‘ Projection,” so as to represent, in consecutive order, each 

part of the earth’s surface as it passes the sun during several diurnal revolutions. 
(See plate). 

AA!', A'A?, are intended to represent each a complete map of the world. Within 

each of these limits every place on the earth’s surface is brought under the sun during | 

a daily revolution. 

The vertical lines 1 IN & V represent meridians, for the sake of simplicity selected 

60 degrees apart, and the stars or dots at their intersection denote the beginning and 

end of a day on each of the six meridians. As the earth revolves, the sun passessuc- 

cessively the meridians of those localities, with an interval of four hours elapsing be- 

tween each. | 

Let us assume it to be 12 o’clock midnight on Thursday at meridian A. At that | 

a ee 
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moment and at that place Friday begins and runs for twenty-four hours, or on the 

diagram from 4 to A’. 

Four hours later Friday begins on meridian Z, and runs four hours on the second 

map, or into the second revolution of the earth. Four hours still later Friday begins 

on meridian J and runs eight on the second map or into the second revolution. This 

goes on from spot to spot, until at last the commencement of Friday reaches the last 

meridian, and at that point Friday runs entirely across the second map to 42. Thus 

Friday begins at 4, runs during two complete revolutions of the earth, asshownon ~— 

the map from 4 to A?. 

The diagram will thus illustrate the duration of every day in the week, and it be- 

comes obvious, when we take a general view of the whole glove on any givenday, 

say Saturday, that day begins in the middle of Friday and does not end until the 

middle of Sunday. Friday, on the other hand, beginning in the middle of Thursday, 
runs into the middle of Saturday, while Sunday commences at the moment Friday 

ends. To state the case differently : the same moment of absolute time which is part 
of Saturday in one place, is equally part of Friday and of Sunday in some other 
places east and west. 

It isa preconceived idea with many that there is a simultaneons Sunday over the 

earth, and that Christians in every meridian keep the Lord’s day at one and the same 

time. Facts, however, establish that this is a mistake. From its first commence- 

ment to its final ending, the Sunday extends over forty-eight hours. Indeed, if we 
take into account the remarkable circumstance mentioned with regard to Alaska and 

tle Philippine Islands, Sunday has been discovered to run over some fifty-five hours. 

The same may be said of any day in the week; and as a consequence we have, taking 
the whole globe into view, Saturday and Monday running over the intervening Sun- 

day to overlap each other about seven hours. We have, in fact as a constant occur- 

rence, portions of three consecutive days co-existent. 

From the fact that not only are the hours of the day different in every meridian, 

but that different days are constantly in progress on the face of the globe, it is a diffi- 

cult matter under our present system of reckoning to assign relatively the hour and 
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day when events take place. We may learn of an occurrence, and the time assigned 

will be correct in the meridian of the locality. Everywhere else it will be inaccurate. 

Indeed, if the fact of the occurrence be transmitted over the world by telegraph, it 

may, in some places, be recorded on different days.* If the incident occurs at the — | 

close of a month, or a year, it may eae take place in two different: months, or two 

distinct years. 

Under our present system it is quite possible for two events to take place several 

hours apart, the first and older occurring in the new year in one locality; the second, 

although the more recent in absolute time, falling, in another locality, within the 

old year. The same may be said of events that occur during the period which elapses 

when one century merges into another. In one part of the globe the same event may 

transpire in the nineteenth century, while in another it falls within the twentieth 

century. 

Another difficulty, forced on the attention by the science of the century, is mainly 

due to the agency of electricity, employed as a means of telegraphy, and to steam 

applied to locomotives. These extraordinary sister agencies having [revolutionized 

the relation of distance and time, having bridged space, and drawn into closer affin- 

ity portions of the earth’s surface previously separated by long and, in some cases, 

inaccessible distances. 

Let us take the case of a traveler in North America. He lands at Halifax in Nova 

Scotia, amd starts by a railway to Chicago through the eastern portions of Canada. 

His route is over the Intercolonial, the Grand Trunk, and other lines. He stops at 

St. John, Quebec, Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, and Detroit. At the begin- 

ning of the journey he sets his watch by Halifax time. As he reaches each place in 

succession, he finds a considerable variation in the clocks by which the trains are 

run, and he discovers that at no two places is the same time used. Between Halifax 

and Chicago he finds the railways observing no less than seven different standards of 

time. If the traveller remains at any one of the cities referred to, he must alter his 

watch to avoid inconvenience, and perhaps not a few disappointments and annoy- 

ances to himself and others. If, however, he should not alter his watch, he would 

discover on reaching Chicago that it was an hour and thirty-five minutes faster than 

the clocks and watches in that city. 

If his journey be made by one of the routes through the United States, the varia- 

tion in time and its inconveniences will not be less. If he extends his journey west 

of Chicago, traveling from place to place until he reaches San Francisco, he will meet 

continual change, and finally discovers a loss in time of nearly four hours (3h. 56m.). 

Between the extreme points there are many standards of time, each city or place of 

importance generally being governed by its own meridian. Hence the discrepancies 

which perplex the traveler in moving from place to place. 

On the continent of Europe, and indeed wherever lines of communication extend 

between points differing to any considerable extent in longitude, the same difficulty 

is experienced. .On a journey from Paris to Vienna or to St. Petersburg, the stand- 

ard time employed by the railways changes frequently, and the extreme difference in 

time between the first and last city is nearly two hours. Asrailways and telegraphs 

are extended in Russia, the inconveniences will become of serious importance in that 

country. Within the limits of Russia in Europe and Asia, the extreme variations of 

time is about twelve hours. 

Suppose we take the case of a person traveling from London to India. He starts 

with Greenwich time, but he scarcely leaves the shores of England when he finds his 

watch no longer right. Paris time is used for the journey until that of Rome be- 

comes the standard. At Brindisi there is another change. Up the Mediterranean 

ships’ time is used. At Alexandria Egyptian time is the standard. At Suez, ships’ 

* TIME AND THE TELEGRAPH.—A message dated Simla, 1.55 a. m. Wednesday, was 

received in London at 11.47 p. m. on Tuesday. As the clerk said, with pardonable 

confusion, ‘‘ Why, this message was sent off to-morrow.”— Times. 
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time is resumed, and continues, with daily changes, until India is reached. Arriving 

at Bombay, the traveler will find two standards employed, local time and railway 

time, the latter being that of Madras. If he has not altered his watch since he left 

_ England, he will find it some five hours slow. Should he continue his journey to 
China, it will have fallen eight hours behind. 

In the United Kingdom the difficulties due to longitude are only felt in a modified 

form. The greater island, embracing England and Scotland, is comparatively limited 
in width ; one standard of time is therefore used. It is only in respect to the sister 

. island, Ireland, that the difference in longitude calls for a difference in time. In the 
whole United Kingdom, consequently, there are practically only two standards, viz, 

. Greenwich time and Irish time, the difference being twenty-fivs minutes. No one, 

\ therefore, whose experience has been confined to the United Kingdom, can form an 

| adequate idea of the extent of the inconvenience arising from the causes alluded to, 

_ where geographical ciroumstances render necessary the use of a multiplicity of stand- 

. ards. 

The railway system is the principal agent in the developing of the difficulties re- 

ferred to, and the still further extension of steam communications in great continental 

lines is forcing the subject on public attention. Canadasupplies a good illustration 

of what is occurring. The railways built and projected will extend from the eastern 

coast of Newfoundland on the Atlantic to the western coast of British Columbia on 

the Pacific, embracing about 75° of longitude. Every Canadian city has its own 

time. Innumerable settlements are now being formed throughout the country 

ultimately to be traversed by railways; and in a few years scores of populous towns 
and cities will spring up in the now uninhabited territories between the two oceans. 

Each of these places will have its own local time, and the difference between the 

clocks at the two extremes of Canada will be fully sive hours. The dif€culties which 

will ultimately arise from this state of things are apparent. They afe already in 

some degree felt, they are year by year increasing, and will at no distant day be- 

come seriously inconvenient. This is the case not in Canada alone, but all the world 

over. 
: * * * * * * * 

_ The division of the day into two halves, each containing twelve hours, and each 

humbered from 1 to 12, is also a fertile source of error and inconvenience. 

Travelers who have had occasion to consult railway guides and steam-boat time- 

tables will be familiar with the inconvenience resulting from this cause; none know 

better by experience how much the divisions ante meridian and post meridian have 

baffled their inquiries, and how often these arbitrary divisions have led to mistakes. 

Were it necessary, innumerable instances could be given. The evil, however, is one 

so familiar that it has come to be looked upon as unavoidable, and is, as a matter of 

course, silently endured. 

The halving of the day has doubtless long been in use, but beyond its claim to 

antiquity, isa custom that confers not a single benefit, and is marked by nothing to 
recommend it. 

EEE SS KC 

SCHEME OF COSMIC OR UNIVERSAL TIME. 

1. That a system of universal time be established, with the view of facilitating 

synchronous scientific observations, for chronological reckonings, for the purpose of 

trade and commerce by sea and land, and for all such uses to which it is applicable. 

2. That the system be established for the common observance of all peoples, and 

of such a character that it may be adopted by each separate community, as may be 

found expedient. 

3. That the system be based on the principle that for all terrestrial time-reckonings 

_ there be one recognized unit of measurement only, and that all measured intervals 

of time be directly related to the one-unit measure. 

4. That the unit measure be the period occupied by the diurnal revolution of the 

earth, defined by the mean solar passage at the meridian twelve hours from the prime 

meridian established through Greenwich, 

Ce ee ae ee 
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5. That the unit measure defined as above be held to be a day absolute, and desig- 

nated a cosmic day. 

6. That such cosmic day be held as the chronological date of the earth, changing 

with the mean solar passage at the anti-meridian of Greenwich. 

7. That all divisions and multiples of the cosmic day be known as cosmic time. 

8. That the cosmic day be divided into hours, numbered in a single series, one to 
twenty-four (1 to 24), and that the hours be subdivided, as ordinary hours, into min- 

utes and seconds. 

Note.—As an alternative means of distinguishing the cosmic hours from the hours 

in local reckonings, they may be denoted by the letters of the alphabet, which, omit- 

ting I and V, are twenty-four in number. 
9. That until cosmic time be accepted as the recognized means of reckoning in the 

ordinary affairs of life, it is advisable to assimilate the system to present usages, and 
to provide for the easy translation of local reckonings into cosmic time, and vice versa ; 

that, therefore, in theory, and as closely as possible in practice, local reckonings be 

based on a known interval in advance or behind cosmic time. 

10. That the surface of the globe be divided by twenty-four equi-distant hour-merid- 

ians, corresponding with the hours of the cosmic day. 

11. That, as far as practicable, the several hour-meridians be taken according to 

the longitude ofthe locality, to regulate local reckonings, in a manner similar to the 

system in use throughout North America. 
12. That in all cases where an hour-meridian is adopted as the standard for regulat- 

ing local reckonings in a particular section or district, the civil day shall be held to 

commence twelve hours before, and end twelve hours after, the mean solar passage 

of such hour meridian. 

13. That the civil day, based on the prime meridian of Greenwich, shall coincide 

and be one with the cosmic day. That civil days on meridians east of Greenwich 

shall be (according to the longitude) a known number of hours, or hours and min- 

utes, in advance of cosmic time, and to the west of Greenwich the contrary. 

14. That the surface of the globe being divided by twenty-four equi-distant merid- 

ians (fifteen degrees apart) corresponding with the hours of the cosmic day, it is 

advisable that longitude be reckoned according to these hour-meridians, 

15. That divisions of longitude less than an hour (fifteen degrees) be reckoned in 

minutes and seconds and parts of seconds. ; 

16. That longitude be reckoned continuously towards the west, beginning with zero 

at the anti-prime meridian, twelve hours from Greenwich. 

17. That longitude generally be denoted by the same terms as those applied to cos- 

mic time. 
. 
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REPORT ON ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORIES. 

By GrorGce H. BOEHMER. 

INTRODUCTORY NOTE. 

In the Annual Report of the Smithsonian Institution for 1879 Prof. 

BE. S. Holden, then connected with the U. S. Naval Observatory at 
Washington, published a preliminary account of astronomical observa- 

tories, principally American, although reports of a few foreign observa- 

tories, translated from the “ Vierteljahrsschrift der Astronomischen 

Gesellschaft,” were incorporated. 
In the beginning of 1880 a circular* was sent to the directors of 

observatories, requesting their co-operation in the continuation of the 

work. Professor Holden, however, having accepted a call to Madison, 

Wis., as director of the Washburn Observatory, the editing of the notes 

received was entrusted to the writer, and the result was published in 

the Smithsonian Annual Report for 1880 (pp. 623-739). 

Since then, by correspondence, a large amount of material has been 

collected, and this is now presented, classified under the two heads: I. 

American observatories, and If. Foreign observatories. Notwithstand- 
ing, however, the care given by comparison with other works on the 

subject, such as “A. Lancaster, Liste Générale des Observatoires et des 
Astronomes,” “U.S. Nautical Almanac,” “ Connaissance des Temps,” 

“« Astronomische Nachrichten,” ete., the report is not regarded as com- 
plete; and the directors of the observatories and astronomers generally 

into whose hands the paper may come are earnestly requested to freely 

criticise it and to furnish the corrections and additions necessary to 

secure, for another year, a more correct and complete account of their 

respective observatories. : 

*Smithsonian Annual Report, 1880, p. 623. 
367 
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T. AMERICAN OBSERVATORIES 

AKRON, OHIO. 

Buchtel College Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, 

Director, 

ALBANY, NEW YORK. 

Dudley Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 13 12.878 E. 

Latitude, 42° 39/ 49.5” N. 

Directors: B. A. GOULD, 1854.. 

O. M. MITCHEL, 1859. 

G. H. HouGeH, 1862. 

L. Boss, 1875. 

Founded in 1851, by subscription, the principal subscriber being Mrs. 

BLANDINA DUDLEY. Built in the form of a cross, with wings east and 
west for the meridian instruments. Finished in 1854, and inaugurated 
in 1856, 

ALFRED CENTER, NEW YORK. 

Observatory of Alfred University. 

Longitude from Washington, 2™ 558 W. 

Latitude, 42° 15/ 19.8” N. 

Instructors: Prof. A. B. KENYON, 

Prof. H. C. Coon. 

The observatory has not been used for original research, but only for © 
class instruction. 

ALLEGHENY CITY, PENNSYLVANIA. 

Allegheny Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 11™ 50.848 W. 

Latitude, 40° 27/ 41.6” N. 
Director: S. P. LANGLEY. 

Founded in 1860, enlarged in 1875, and further enlarged in 1881. 

Equipped in 1867, principally through the liberality of W. THAW, of 

Pittsburgh, to whom its subsequent accessions are also largely due. 

The dome, 22 feet in diameter, contains the equatorial. 
The observatory in 1870, under its present director, inaugurated and 
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_earried into active operation the system of time service on a scale then, 

and probably still, as regards the systematic distribution of time to rail- 

roads, the most extensive in the country. The observatory is the stand- 

ard of time for a large portion of the railroads connecting the Atlantic 

and the Mississippi. It is better known by its investigations in solar 

physies, to which the director has given his principal attention for the 

last ten years. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instruments: Makers, TROUGHTON & SIMMS; 

aperture, 4 inches; magnifying power, 150 diameters. 

’ (c) Equatorial instruments : Makers, Fitz, reworked by CLARK ; aper- 

- ture of objective, 13 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50 to 

_ 1,200; equatorial carries a 12-inch flat mirror by CLARK at south end of 
_ its polar axis; also, position filar micrometer, polarizing solar eye-piece ; 

_ apparatus for projecting solar image; eight other subsidiary pieces. 

(d) Spectroscopes: One employing large RUTHERFURD grating; one 

with small grating; one 2-prism spectroScope ; apparatus for using large 

equatorial as collimator, ete. 
(e) Photometers and other subsidiary apparatus: A variety of ther- 

mopiles, used in connection with a THoMPSON reflecting galvanometer; 

large BUNSEN photometer; small portable heliostat, ete. 

(f) Chronographs : One of BOND’s pattern, built by HAMBLET. 

(g) Clocks : Mean time; two by HOWARD, both break-circuit: sidereal ; 

one by FRODSHAM, break-circuit. 
(h) Chronometers: Mean time; one by FRODSHAM: sidereal; one FROD- 

SHAM, break-cireuit. 
(i) Miscellaneous: One reflecting telescope of 64-inch aperture, spe- 

cially used for obtaining an image. projected any size without the em- 

ployment of any enlarging lenses; one Foucault siderostat and a large 

- number of special pieces of apparatus for the study of radiant heat. 

The observatory has never issued any regular series of annals; for 

abstracts of the results of its work reference must be made to the 

Comptes Rendus de VInstitut de France, to the Memoirs of the U. S. 

_ National Academy, to the pages of the American Journal of Science, of 
the Annales de Chimie et Physique, Wiedemann’s Annalen, and to 

_ various foreign and domestic scientific journals. 

Electric appliances for the distribution of exact time, automatically 

; and continuously to points outside the observatory. 

. 
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AMHERST, MASSACHUSETTS. 

The Lawrence Observatory of Amherst College. | 

Longitude from Washington, 18™ 4.8° E. 
Hatitude, 42° 22’ 15.6” N. 

Director: DAvip P. Topp. 
H. Mis. 170 ——24 
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ANN ARBOR, MICHIGAN. 

Detroit Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 26™ 43.15 W. 

Latitude, 42° 16’ 48” N. 

Directors: F. BRUNNOW, 1854. 

J.C. WATSON, 1858. 

M. W. HARRINGTON, 1879. 

Annex of the University of Michigan. Projected in 1852, commenced 

in 1853, completed in 1854. The principal structure is surmounted by a 

dome and has two wings. About thirty planetoids have been discov- 

ered here. 

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND. 

U. S. Naval Academy Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 2™ 15.61° E. 

Latitude, 38° 58/ 53.48” N. 

Authority for longitude, U.S. Coast Survey; for latitude, Professor 
CHAUVENET. 

Director: Lieut. Commander P. F. HARRINGTON, head of department 
of astronomy, navigation, and surveying. 

The officers attached to the observatory are occupied in duties of in- 

struction in the department of astronomy, navigation, and surveying. 

The instruments are used in the course of instruction, but regular ob 

servations are not made for purposes of astronomical investigation. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; maker, REPSOLD, Germany; diameter of 

circles, 30 inches; divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes to 2’. Aperture 
of objective, 4 inches; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 
— inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 80 diameters. 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, WURDEMANN; aperture, 2 

inches; magnifying power, 40 diameters. 

(c) Hquatorial instrument: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & Sons; aperture 
of objective, 73 inches; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 40, 106, 553, 

and 966; micrometer eye-pieces, 89, 226, 673. 

(f) Chronographs: One Morss fillet; one Transit of Venus Commis- 

sion. 
(g) Clock: One sidereal; makers, ARNOLD, CHAS. FRODSHAM, London. 
(h) Chronometers: Five mean time; makers, NEGUS, Nos. 1030, 1088, 

1260; DENT, 2,099; HATTON, 262: two sidereal; maker, NEGUS, Nos. 

(i) Miscellaneous: One Talcott’s zenith telescope (WURDEMANN); one 

Transit of Venus telescope (STACKPOLE); portable transit (WURDE- 

MANN). . 
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BALTIMORE, MARYLAND. 

Denmore Observatory. 

‘Longitude from Washington, 5 
Latitude, ———. 

Director: ; 
BARNESVILLE, OHIO. 

Olney Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington (about), 16™ W. 
Latitude (about), 40° N. 

_ Authority for longitude and latitude, A. von Steinwehr’s map of Ohio. 

_ Director: CHARLES E. GAUSE, Jr. 
No systematic observations. Instruments used only for purpose of 

_ class instruction. 
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN. 

High School Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, ; 

© Director: ARTHUR K. BARTLETT. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; aperture of objective, 4 inches; for obser- 

_ vations of the sun, aperture employed, 2 to 4 inches; magnifying power 
ordinarily employed, 75 diameters. 

(i) Miscellaneous: The only instrument at present used in the ob- 
. _Servatory is a 4-inch achromatic telescope, which was purchased by the 

board of education about nine years ago, for the use of students and 
teachers in the high school. It was manufactured by PIKE, the New 

York optician, and is mounted upon a portable tr ipod stand, provided 

with all the necessary adjustments. For the general observations of 

astronomy it is regarded as one of the best telescopes in this State. 

3ELOIT, WISCONSIN. 

Smith Observatory of Beloit College. 

Stionsitnde from Washington, : 

_ Latitude, ; 

Director: : 

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK. 

I. Private Observatory of Mr. W. TL. Gregg. 

Longitude from Washington, : 
Latitude, : 
Wirector: W. T. GREGG. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, WILLIAM T. GREGG; aperture of 
objective, 64 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50 to 600. 
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Il. Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, 

Director: G. P. SERVISS. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instruments: One telescope; maker, JoHN BYRNE, of . 

New York; aperture of objective, 33 inches; magnifying powers uf eye- 

pieces, 50, 106, 160, 250, and 320. 

(i) Miscellaneous : The director remarks: ‘ My telescope is mounted 
equatorially on a tripod stand. The objective is of excellent quality. 
I can see the companion of a Lyre and both the debilissima in epsilon 

Lyre with ease. It also easily separates double stars only 1.5” apart. 

Under favorable circumstances I have seen five of Saturn’s moons. I 

have no observatory, and my observations are made from lofty windows 

having a southerly and westerly exposure, and occasionally from the 

roof of my residence on Brooklyn Heights. In observing Jupiter and 

Saturn I ordinarily employ powers of 160 and 250, and occasionally 320. 

Fcr special purposes I have used a power of 480 Hs good effect.” 

BUFFALO, NEW YORK. 

I. Private Observatory. | 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, 

Director: JAMES W. WARD. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument. 
(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, JOHN BYRNE, New York City ; 

aperture of objective, 4 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 60, 80, 

130, 200, 330, 400; useful with Barlow lens to 550. 
(h) Chronometer: One mean time; maker, SAMUELS, Liverpool. 

(i) Miscellaneous: DOLLOND, 13 inches, used roughly on alt azimuth 

swivel for southern transits, etc. 

Il. Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 7™ 21.65 W. ‘ 
Latitude, 42° 54’ 9.5” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Report for 1862 of the regents 

of University of State of New York. 

Director: HENRY MILLS. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Telescope not equatorial ; maker, BARDON; aperture of objective, 
3 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50 to 250. 
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CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS. 

I. Private Observatory. 

_ Longitude from Washington, 23™ 41.268 KH. 

) Latitude, 42° 22’ 58.8” N. 7 
Director : KE. L. TROUVELOT. 

II. The Astronomical Observatory of Harvard College. 

Longitude from Washington, 23™ 41.118 E. 
| Latitude, 42° 22/ 48.3” N. 

Directors: W. C. BonD, 1839. 

G. P. Bonn, 1859. 

J. WINLOCK, 1866. 

EDWARD C. PICKERING, 1876. 

Annexed to Harvard College; projected in 1815; ground acquired in 

1842; instruments set up in 1844~48; a central tower and dome, two 
_ wings, with a small dome on the western wing. Here it was that G. P. 

-Bownp discovered in 1848 the seventh satellite of Saturn (Hyperion), 

and in 1850 the dusky interior ring inside the bright rings of that planet. 

Among the chronographs, this observatory possesses the original in- 

strument of W. C. BonD, mounted in 1850, 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circle: Makers, TROUGHTON & SrMMs (glasses by AL- 

VAN CLARK & Sons); diameter of circles, 36 inches; divided to 5’; 
each circle read by 4 microscopes to 0.1’; aperture of objective, 84 

inches; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 84 inches; 

magnifying power ordinarily employed, 300 to 350 diameters. (a’) East 

transit circle, by TROUGHTON & SIMMS; diameter of circles, 48 inches ; 
divided to 5’; each circle read by 4 microscopes to 0.2/’5 aperture of 

objective, 44 inches. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments : One made by HERBST, of Palkowa; 

aperture, 2? inches; magnifying power, up to 200 diameters. (b’) 

Large photometer, mounted in the meridian, for comparing images of 

stars during transit. ‘ . 
(c) Equatorial instruments : One made by MERZ; aperture of object- 

ive, 15 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 100 to 2,000. (c’) 

West equatorial, by ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aperture, 54 inches. 

(d) Spectroscopes: Three, described in vol. viii of the Annals of the 

Observatory. 

(e) Photometers and other subsidiary apparatus: One ZOLLNER pho- 

tometer, and several photometers of other kinds. 

_ (f) Chronographs: Two spring governors, by W. BonD & Son; one 

small barrel chronograph. 

(9) Clocks : One mean time; maker, BonD, 394; one sidereal; makers, 
_ FRopsHAM, 1327; Bonn, 312. 
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(h) Chronometers: Two sidereal; makers, FRopsiaM, 3451; Bonn, © 
236; one thermometric chronometer, FRODSHAM, 3424. / 

(?) Miscellaneous : Comet-seeker and other small telescopes and ap- 

paratus. 

CAMBRIDGEPORT, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 23™ 49* EK. (approximately). 

Latitude, 42° 21’ 56” N. (approximately). 

Director: BK. F. SAWYER. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. 

Dearborn Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 42™ 14.69 W. 
Latitude, 41° 59’ 1” N. 

Directors: T. H. SAFFORD, 1865. 

ELIAS COLBERT, 1874. 

G. W. Hove, 1879. 

Annexed to the university. Founded by subscription in 1822. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Makers, REPSOLD & Son; diameter of circle, 40 
inches; divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes to 0.1’; aperture of object- 

ive, 6 inches; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 3 inches. 

(c) Equatorial instrument : Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aperture 
of objective, 183 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, positive, 120, 

190, 287, 385, 900; negative, 135, 225, 450, 900. 
(f) Chronograph: G. W. HouGH; cylinder recording. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; makers, HOWARD & Co.; GRAHAM es- 
capement, mercury pendulum; one sidereal; makers, CHARLES GORT- 

NER & Co., London; GRAHAM escapement, mercury pendulum. 

(hk) Chronometer: Sidereal; makers, BOND & SON. 
(i) Miscellaneous: Signal mean time clock for transmitting time sig- 

nals. 
CINCINNATI, OHIO. 

Cincinnati Observatory. (See Mount Lookout.) 

CLINTON, NEw YORK. | 

Litchfield Observatory of Hamilton College. . 

Longitude from Washington, 6™ 34,65* E. 
Latitude, 43° 3/17” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Longitude telegraphically de- 
termined from Cambridge, Mass. Latitude by stars in prime 
vertical. 

Director: C. W. F. PETERS. 

Founded in 1852 by subscription; completed in 1855; central edifice 
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with wings east and west. Sorty-twe planetoids have been discovered 
_ here. 

INSTRUMENTS : 
(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, W. WURDEMANN, Washing- 

ton, D. C.; aperture 24 inches; magnifying power, — diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: One made by SPENCER & EATON; aper- 

ture of objective, 134 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 80 to 

1600. (c’) One by STEINHEIL Sons; aperture, 4inches. (¢'’) One by 

HvuGo SCHRODER ; aperture, 5 inches. 
(a) Spectroscope: One direct vision 5 prisms; attached to the 4-inch 

STEINHEIL refractor. 

(f) Chronograph: By Wm. BonpD & Son, Boston, Mass. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time; makers, WM. BOND & SON. 

(h) Chronometer ; Sidereal; makers, WM. BoND & SON. 

CoLUMBIA, MISSOURI. 

The Laws Observatory, University of the State of Missouri. 

Longitude from Washington, 1" 1™ 68 W. 

Latitude, 38° 56’ 51.5” N. . 
Authority for longitude and latitude: JoSEPH FICKLIN and THOMAS 

J. LOWRY. 

Director: JOSEPH FICKLIN. 

Duriog February and March, 1880, the old observatory building, 

which stood a few feet west of the main university edifice, was moved 

and enlarged. It now stands on the beautiful eminence in the campus 

near the chalybeate spring. The meridian line of each pier now passes 

between the university building and the president’s mansion. In this 

position a good horizon is secured. In the old position the horizon was 

obstructed on the north by the scientific building, and on the east by 

the university building. 
The old dome was found to be too small for the equatorial recently pur- 

chased, and a brick addition was made at the east end for the accom- 

modation of this instrument. The whole building is 63 feet long from 

east to west, and fronts east. 
The present greatly improved condition of the observatory is due to 

the liberality of the president, Dr. S. S. LAws, who, for the advance- 

ment of astronomical science, has given to the university more than 
$2,000, in order to procure the telescope and put it in complete working 
order, and to move and enlarge the observatory building. 

INSTRUMENTS : 
(a) Meridian circle: One; maker, BRUNNER, of Paris; diameter of 

Ol. circle, 104 inches; divided to 5’; read by two microscopes to 3”; aper- 

ture of objective, 2, inches; for observations of the sun, aperture 

| 
| 

| 
| | 

| 
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employed, 2,', inches ; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 50 diam- 

eters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments: One made by HENRY F1vz, of New York; 

aperture of objective, 4,4, inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 30 

to 240; one made by MERZ & Son, of Munich; aperture of objective, 

73 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 80 to 1018. This instru- 

ment is furnished with a micrometer, reflecting prisms and sun-shades. 

It is driven by clock-work. The hour circle is 10 inches in diameter. 

It is graduated on silver to single minutes, and read by two verniers 

to 4 seconds of time. The declination circle is 15 inches in diameter. 

It is graduated on silver to 10 minutes, and read by two verniers to 10 

seconds of are. The finder was made by ALVAN CLARK & Sons, of 

Cambridgeport, Mass. It has anaperture of 17 inches and a focal length 

of 174 inches. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; maker, Riaas, of Philadelphia: one 
sidereal; makers, GREGG & Rupp, of New York. 

(i) Miscellaneous: The instrumental equipment includes also a sextant 

made by E. & G. W. BLUNT, of New York; the arc is graduated on 

silver, and reads by a vernier and miscroscope to 10 seconds. An alt- 
azimuth instrument, made by E. & G. W. BLUNT; it has an aperture 

of 21 inches; the circles are 12 inches in diameter and graduated to 10 

minutes; the horizontal circle has four verniers with microscopes and 
the vertical circle two, and each reads to10 seconds. <A Transit theodo- 
lite, made by GREGG & Rupp, of New York. 

COLUMBUS, OHIO. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 23™ 54° W. 
Latitude, 40° 0’ 1.5” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: U. 8. Coast Survey for State- 

House dome, 2 miles distant. 

Director: R. W. McFARLAND. 
INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aper- 

ture of objective, 5 inches. 

(g) Clock: Mean time; makers, PARKINSON & FRODSHAM. 

CRETE, NEBRASKA. 

Boswell Observatory of Doane College. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : ———. 

—— = 

a 
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DUBUQUE, IOWA. 

Dubuque Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 54™ 27.615 W. 

Latitude, 42° 29’ 38” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Boundary line between the 

States of Illinois and Wisconsin, projected through the city of 

Dubuque; and telegraphic record of star transits at Ann 

Arbor and Dubuque. 

Director: ASA Horr, M.D. Under the supervision of Prof. J. C. 

WATSON, in 1865. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, WM. WURDEMANN, Wash- 

ington, D.C. Aperture, 14 inches; magnifying power sufficient to note 

time by stars of the 10th magnitude. Finding circle, 44 inches diam- 

eter, reading by verniers and lenses to half a minute of are. The pier 

extends 17 feet into the ground, through clay to gravel; it is 7 feet 6 

inches diameter at base, 3 feet at top, which is 4 feet above the surface; 

is surrounded by a brick wall, 8 inches from the stone shaft, the space 

between (at the surface of the ground) being stuffed with oakum. The 

Y’s rest on thin brass supports on the top of stone pillars, instead of the 

iron frame which acme with the instrument. 

(g) Clock: Mean time; makers, HowARD & Co., Boston. Tower 

clock, reliable to less than a second a day through all extremes of tem- 

perature. 

(hk) Chronometer: Mean time; maker, K. ZIMMERMAN, Liverpool, Eng- 

land. 

DUE WEST, SOUTH CAROLINA. 

Astronomical Observatory of Erskine College. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, 

Director: Rev. W. M. GRIER, D. D. 

EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA. 

La Fayette College Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 

Director: 

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 11™ 22.28 E. 

Latitude, 40° 40’ 19” N, 
_ Authority for latitude and longitude: United States Coast Survey. 

| Director: CHARLES W. PLYER. 
S 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(6) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, JOHN Buiss & Sons, New © 
York; aperture, 1 inch; magnifying power, 10 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, Hunry G. F1rz; aperture of ob- — 
jective, 64 inches. Nine eye-pieces, from 50 to 630. , 

FORDHAM, NEW YORK. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 40.47° E. ; 

Latitude, 40° 52’ 31.3” N. | 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Coast Survey map of 1863 and — 

American Ephemeris, 1879, assuming the longitude and lati- — 

tude of New York, given in the Ephemeris, to be that of the © 

city hall. 

Director: WILLIAM MEIKLEHAM. 

Observatory removed toe Riverdale, New York. 

Fort DopGeE, Iowa. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 15 8™ 5s W. 
Latitude, 42° 30’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: F. HEss. 

Director: F. HESS. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, J. Brown & Son, New 

York; aperture, 1 inch; magnifying power, 104 diameters, with hori- 

zontal and vertical circle, each reading to 1. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Aperture of objective, 23 inches; for ob- 

servations of the sun, aperture employed, 22 inches; magnifying power 

ordinarily employed, 50 diameters. 

(g) Clock: Mean time; maker, G. M. WHEELER, Elgin, Ill. 

(t) Miscellaneous: One TROUGHTON sextant and artificial horizon. 

GEORGETOWN, DistRICcT oF COLUMBIA. 

Observatory of Georgetown College. 

Longitude from Washington, 6.28 W. 

Latitude, 38° 54/ 26.07” N. 

Directors: JAMES CURLEY, S. J. 

JOHN G. HAGEN, S. J. 

The observatory was ready for use on January 1, 1846, and was built 

by means of a donation of the Rev. MEREDITH JENKINS, of Baltimore. — 

] 

{ 
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Miscellaneous observations were made first to determine the latitude 

and longitude with great accuracy. It is now used principally for in- 

struction. 
The plan of this observatory was made and the first instrument 

ordered in the year 1841. The excavations for the building were 

commenced in 1843, and three vears later observations began. The 

building is situated on a hill, northwest of the college, commanding a 

free horizon. It is 60 feet long by 30 feet wide, comprising two wings 

on the east and west sides, and two rooms in the middle, viz: The 

elock-room and library, besides cellar and dome. 

The west wing has a transit instrument by ERTEL & Son, 7 feet long 

and 44 inches aperture; the east wing a meridian circle by TROUGHTON 

& Srums, reading to fractions of a second by four microscopes, with an 

object-glass of 4 inches clear aperture. The equatorial was also made 

by TRoucHTON & Srums, has 4.8 inches aperture with powers from 

25 to 400, clockwork and micrometer, strong mounting and large circles. 

The dome measures 20 feet in diameter, and was intended for an 8-inch 

equatorial, which had been ordered in Paris, but had to be replaced by 

the present one. Two sidereal clocks, originally mounted in the east 
and west wings, and a meantime chronometer by MOLYNEAUX, of Lon- 

don, a universal instrument by ERTEL & Sov, a reflecting circle by 

TROUGHTON & SrmMs, and two 3-inch telescopes completed the original 

outfit of the observatory, which, together with the building, cost about 
$13,000, a small sum compared to the prices of the present day. The 

expenses were defrayed for the most part by a donation of the Rev. 

THOMAS MEREDITH JENKINS, 8. J., of Baltimore. 
The building of the observatory and the mounting of the instruments 

was superintended by the first director, JAMES CURLEY,S.J. The 

geographical position was determined by him in 1846, the longitude by 

corresponding observations of moon-culminations at Georgetown and 

Greenwich, the latitude by upper and lower culminations of circum- 

polar stars. 

The revolution of 1847 brought several Italian professors to George- 

town, among whom were DE VICO, SECCHI, and SESTINI. The former 

had to leave a few weeks later for London on some important business, 

where he died of typhoid-fever on November 15, 1848, only forty-three 

years of age; but the gold medal is still preserved here, which he 

received from the King of Denmark for his discovery of six comets (I, 

1844; II, 1847; I, V, VI, IX, 1846) while director of the observatory 
at the Roman College. He was a member of the Royal Astronomical 

Society of London. 

F. SEccuHI, then thirty years of age, taught physics for one year and 

_ then metaeced to Rome to enter upon his career in physical astronomy, 

‘ but his first interest in this study dates from the observations he made 

"with F. Curzy at Georgetown. 
FE. SESTINI began observations of star-colors in 1849, the manuscript 
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of which is preserved in the library of the observatory. The list of 

his stars was taken from Baily’s Catalogue, and is the same which 

he had observed at Rome. The result was that in general there is no 

difference in color observed in Italy and in our sky. In 1850 he made 

drawings of sun-spots from September 20 till November 6, missing only 

six days out of forty-eight. The drawings were lithographed and, to- 

geiher with a journal and preface, published in the appendix of the 

Washington Astronomical Observations for 1847. A duplicate set of 

copies is still in the library of the observatory. 

In 1852 a quarto volume of 215 pages, containing a description of the 

observatory, with eight plates and reduction tables for time observa- 

tions, was published and distributed by the director. That nothing 

more has appeared from his pen finds sufficient explanation in the 

facts that he considered the observatory mainly as a meansof educa- 

tion, and that he is now in the venerable age of ninety-three years. 

As the centennial celebration of the foundation of the college drew 

near, the regents of the university placed the observatory in charge of 

a younger director and put a liberal allowance at his disposal. Almost 

a thousand dollars were expended for repairs of the building, drying 

and warming the cellar, roofing, painting, and soon, The problem of 

revolving the heavy dome was successfully solved by Mr. GARDNER, of 

the Naval Observatory. A spring which allows: the vertical shaft of 

the gearing a horizontal play of 1 inch, so as to keep the pinion al. 

ways in contact with the rack, and a large (vertical) steering wheel, with 

handles, enable a strong man to turn the dome half round in two minutes.. 

Nearly another thousand dollars were spent on old and new instru- 

ments. The equatorial received a helioscope, one of the 3-inch glasses 

was changed into a portable equatorial, with circles, the other into a 

comet-seeker; the clocks were cleaned and mounted in double glass 

cases on the large equatorial pier, one running on sidereal the other on 

mean time, both provided with the Gardner spring contact, and a new 

chronograph by FAu'rH & Co., of Washington, placed between them. 

A triple electric-wire system is now being run to the switch-board in the 

clock-room, one making connection with the U.S. Naval Observatory, 
another connecting clocks and observing keys with the chronograph, 

and a third giving incandescent illumination to the field and reading 

microscopes of the equatorial and transit instruments. The arrange- 

ment of the switch-board has been made by Mr. WILLIAM C. WINLOCK, 
assistant observer at the U. 8. Naval Observatory, and is the same as 

in the observatories of Harvard College and Mount Hamilton, Cal. 
The transit instrument and meridian circle are still awaiting a thor- 

ough examination, and piers will have to be built for the smaller instru- 

ments and for collimators. 

The equatorial is the only instrument now ready for use, and will be 

mainly employed for variable star work. All the known variables, from 

the equator down to the horizon, have been put on the observing list, 
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while the northern sky is left to the care of more northern observatories. 

Star occultations and comets will be taken in occasionally. If the staff 

of the observatory be raised, as is hoped, to three regular observers and 

one servant, the establishment will be able to produce useful results. 

GLASGOW, MISSOURI. 

Morrison Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 1 3™ 5.938 W. 

Latitude, 39° 16’ 16.75” N. 

Authority for longitude: Exchange of clock-signals with the Naval Ob- 

servatory in June and July, 1879, five nights; latitude, from 

circumpolar stars observed on meridian circle. 

Director : C. W. PRITCHETT. 

The observatory was founded, 1875-76, by the liberality of Miss Brr- 

ENICE MORRISON, of Saint Louis. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; makers, TROUGHTON & Simms; diameter 
of circles, 24 inches; divided to 5’; read by 4 microscopes to 1’; aper- 

ture of objective, 6 inches; for observations of the sun, aperture em- 

ployed, 4 inches ; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 200 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aperture 

of objective, 124 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50 to 1,200. 

(f) Chronograph : One. 
(g) Clock: Sidereal; maker, CHARLES FRODSHAM, London. 

(h) Chronometer: Sidereal; maker, T.S. & J. D. NEaus, New York. 
(i) Miscellaneous: Alt-azimuth, by L. P. CASELLA, London; comet- 

seeker, by ALVAN CLARK & SONS. 

GREENCASTLE, INDIANA. 

McKim Observatory of De Pauw University. 

Longitude from Washington, 14" 17.918 W. 
Latitude. 39° 37’ N. 

Director: J. P. D. JouN. 

HANOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE. 

Shattuck Observatory of Dartmouth College. 

Longitude from Washington, 19™ 3.565 E. 
Latitude, 43° 42/ 15.2” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude, Prof. C. A. YOUNG. 

Directors: C. A. YOUNG, 1853. 

CHARLES F. EMERSON, 1878. 

Founded in 1853 through the liberality of Dr. G. S. SHATTUCK. Con- 
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sists of a west rotunda and three additions. It has double brick walls 

and an air chamber with a space of 6 inches (0.15™) between the walls 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Makers, TROUGHTON & Simms; diameter of 
circie, 80 inches; divided to 5’; read by reading microscopes to 1’, and 

micrometers to single seconds; aperture of objective, 4 inches; mag- 

nifying power ordinarily employed, 120 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aper- 
ture of objective, 9.25 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 100 to 

1,200, 20 in number. 

(d) Spectroscopes: Large 9-prism CLARK spectroscope; seven prism, 

double acting (equivalent to 13 prisms), fitting equatorial mentioned 

above. 

(f) Chronograph: BOND’S spring governor. 

(g) Clocks: One meantime: makers, UTZSCHNEIDER & FRAUENHOFER; 

connected with chronograph ; one sidereal; makers, UTZSCHNEIDER & 
MAHLER, of Munich; connected with chronograph. 

(i) Miscellaneous: Comet-seeker, aperture 3.6 inches, mounted on 
large tripod; small portable telescope, aperture 3 inches; zenith sector, 

loaned by Coast Survey, aperture 4 inches; full set of common meteoro- 

logical apparatus, including a recording barometer; sextant by HARDY, 

of London. 

HASTINGS, NEw YORK. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 42.78 E. 

Latitude, 40° 59’ 25” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude, U. S. Coast Survey. 
Director ; HENRY DRAPER. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, STACKPOLE & BROTHER; 

aperture, 2 inches; magnifying power, 45 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments : One reflector, 28 inches aperture, made 

by HENRY DRAPER; (c’) one refractor, 11 inches aperture, by ALVAN 

CLARK & SONS, with photographie corrector. ; 
(d) Spectroscopes: One diffraction, 1 stellar photographic, i automatic, 

ete. 
(f) Chrenograph: One made by HENRY DRAPER. 

(g) Clock: One mean time; maker, HOWARD. 
(kh) Chronometers: One mean time; maker, NEGUS: one sidereal; 

maker, NEGUS. 

(i) Miscellaneous: Altitude and azimuth reflector of 1535 inches aper- 

ture. 
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE, PENNSYLVANIA. 

Haverford College Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 6™ 59.338 E. 

Latitude, 40° 0/ 36.5” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Observations on moon, culminat- 

ing stars, and with transit in the prime vertical in the years 

185455. [The triangulations from U.S. Coast Survey stations 
give: 

Longitude, 7™ 0.478 E. 

Latitude, 40° 0/ 49.73” N. 

Director: ISAAC SHARPLESS. 

_ INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circle: One; diameier of circles, 26 inches; divided to 

15’; read by 4 microscopes to 2’; aperture of obiective, 4 inches. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, HENRY F Itz, re-worked by CLARK; 

aperture of objective, 84 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 60 to 

$00. 
(J) Chronograph: BOND’s magnetic. 

(g) Clocks: One sidereal; maker, LUKENS: one sidereal; maker, HAR- 
PER; mercurial compensation. . 

(1) Zenith instrument: Aperture, 24 inches; rejuvenated by FauTH & 

Co., and to be set up as soon as addition is built to observatory, to de- 

termine our latitude. 

HUDSON, OHIO. 

Hudson Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 17™ 32.068 W. 
Latitude, 41° 14’ 42.6” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Prof. ELIAS Loomis, LL. D. 
Director: CHARLES J. SMITH. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; maker, Srums, of London; diameter of cir- 

cles, 18 inches ; divided to 5’; read by 3 microscopes to 1; aperture of 

objective, 3 inches. 

Equatorial instrument: One; maker, SIMMS; aperture of objective, 4 

inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50, 100, 150, 250, 350. 

Clock: Sidereal; maker, MOLINEUX; mercurial pendulum. 

Iowa City, Iowa. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 57" 52.5 W. 
Latitude, 41° 59’ 8” N. 

Director: C. W. IRIsH. 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: A small one made by the director 

himself; aperture, one inch; magnifying power, 11 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, CHEVALIER, Paris; aperture of 

objective, 4 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 25 to 300. 

(f) Chronograph: A Morse register. 

(g) Clock: One mean time; beating three-quarter seconds ; of German 

make. 

JERSEY City, NEW JERSEY. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 11™ 48.49" KH, 

Latitude, 40° 42’ 50.30” N. 

Director : HENRY HARRISON. 

INSTRUMENTS: ‘= 
Equatorial: Refractor, new, by JouN BYRNE; aperture, 44 inches; 

focal length, 39 inches ; power of eye-pieces (with insertion of BARLOW 

lens) from 20 to 400; TROUGHTON position filar micrometer; apparatus 

for projecting solar image. 

Spectroscope : With view telescope and collimator cabinet; length, 7 

inches; RUTHERFURD diffraction grating ? by 1 inch. 

Clock: sidereal, THOMAS. 

LANSING, MICHIGAN. 

State Agricultural College Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 29™ 44° W. 

Latitude, 42° 43/ 54” N. 

Director: R. C. CARPENTER. 

The observatory is rather for instruction than investigation. 

LAWRENCE, KANSAS. 

Observatory of the Kansas State University. 

Longitude from Washington, 1" 12™ 47.9" W. 

Latitude, 38° 57! 15” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: FRED W. BRADWELL, late pro- 

fessor of astronomy, Kansas State University. 

Director: H. J. 8. SMITH. 

INSTRUMENTS : 
(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, STACKPOLE BROS. ; aper- 

ture, 24 inches. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; makers, E. Howarp & Co., Boston 

(medium): one sidereal; maker, BROCKBANKS, London (old). 
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(h) Chronometer: Sidereal; makers, T. 5S. & J- D. NeGus, New York 

(good). 
(i) Miscellaneous: Sextant, by GAMBEY ; comet-seeker, 6-inch object 

glass. 

LINWOOD, OHIO. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: R. H. MCCLURE. 

Situated about one mile E. by 8S. from Cincinnati observatory. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) One equatorial silvered glass Newtonian reflector. Diameter of 

the concave reflecting objective, 54 inches; magnifying powers of the 

eye-picces, 60, 100, and 200 diameters. The mirror, tube,and mounting 

all constructed by Mr. McCLuRE himself. 

MADISON, WISCONSIN. 

The Washburn Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 49™ 25.8* W. 

Latitude, 438° 4/ 36.7” N. ‘ 

Authority for longitude and latitude: a pier of the United States 

Coast and Geodetic Survey, about 500 feet from the observa- 

tory, has been connected by a triangulation with the transit 

room, and the position given refers to the center of the transit 

circle. 

Divectors: EDWARD 8S. HOLDEN, 1880. 
GEORGE C. COMSTOCK, 1880. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) A meridian circle: Maker, REpSoLD & BROTHER, Hamburg; 

diameter of circles, about 30 inches; divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes 
to1’. Aperture of objective, 4.8 inches; for observations of the sun, 

aperture employed, —inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 

— diameters. 
(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, FAUTH & Co., Washington ; 

aperture, 3 inches; magnifying power, 60 and 120 diameters; two 12- 

inch circles divided on the edges: one circle to 10”, the other for set- 

ting only. The fine circle has a level for latitude. 
(c) Equatorial instrument : Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aper- 

ture of objective, 15.5 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 145 

to 1200. . 

(f) Chronograph: A chronograph by FautH & Co., with a conical 
pendulum. 

H. Mis. 170——-25 
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(g) Clocks: One mean time; makers, SerH THomMAS CLocK Com- 

PANY: one sidereal; maker, HoHWU, of Amsterdam. 

(hk) Chronometers : One sidereal; maker, BLIss, No. 2786; one side- 

real break-circuit, BLiss, No. 2791. 

Mount HAMILTON, CALIFORNIA. 

Lick Observatory of the University of California. 

Longitude from Washington, 2" 58™ 14.6* W. 

Latitude, 37° 21’ 3” N. 

Director: EDWARD S. HOLDEN, 1885. 

The Lick Observatory of the University of California owes its origin 

to the bequest of the late JAMES Lick, of California, who bequeathed | 

to the University of California “a telescope of greater power than any 

yet made.” As the site of his observatory he selected Mount Hamilton, 

in the Santa Clara Valley. 

The following description of the establishment of the observatory is 

taken from the Scientific American (New York), March 17, 1888: 

In administering their trust the custodians met with legal obstacles 
and suits brought by his relatives. These delayed the carrying out.of 
his plans, but eventually a settlement was reached. On June 30, 1883, 
the corner-stone of the observatory to which this article is devoted 
was laid, and to-day the work is practically complete. When Mount 
Hamilton was selected as the site for the Lick Observatory, in order to 
test its atmospheric conditions Prof. S. W. BURNHAM, the discoverer of 
many double stars, was invited to observe there in 1879. Owing to the 
dryness of the air and its excellent quality for astronomical work, 
his 6-inch telescope described many stars, catalogued by Prof. OTTO 
STRUVE as double, into triple stars. Mr. Lick died in 1876, and the 
original plans for the observatory were determined by Capt. RICHARD 
S. FLoyD, president of the trustees, and Mr. T. EK. FRASER, superin- 
tendent of construction, acting under the advice of Prof. EDWARD S. 
HOLDEN, and Prof. Suwon Nrwcoms, of the Naval Observatory, in 
Washington. Many noted astronomers have been interested in the 
work, and this will probably be the most famous observatory in the 
world. It owns about 1,550 acres of land, a portion of which will event- 
ually be made into a public park, and the graded road of 26 miles lead- 
ing to the summit of Mount Hamilton from San José may, perhaps, be- 
come a direct route to the Yosemite Valley. Since 1880, when the work 
was first begun, 7,000 tons of rock and earth have been removed to 
level a plateau upon which the buildings stand. They are constructed 
of solid masonry, and are of simple but effective architecture, and in- 
clude the main building, 287 feet long, containing the directors’ and 4 
secretary’s offices, the library, clock-rooms, ete., with the large dome 
at its southern end for the large telescope, and a smaller dome for the 
12-inch equatorial at the northwest corner, the meridian-circle house, 
the transit house, the photographie laboratory, and several temporary 
wooden workshops. The dwelling house of the astronomers, 63 by i! 
feet, stands below the summit and is connected with the plateau by 
bridge. The surrounding pei uks.have been named from several famens 
astronomers. 
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The nee dome, built by the Union Iron Works, of San Francisco, is 
7d feet in ‘diameter and its moving parts weigh 100 tons. It revolves 
upon wheels which run on hardened steel b: ills. A man mereiy pushing 
against it can move the entire dome. The usual motive power is ob- 
tained from a water engine which can rotate the dome 360 degrees in 
less than nine minutes. Its diameter changes one-half inch in the eXx- 
treme change of temperature, and its track is given a smooth and oiled 
surface to slide upon. The observing slit is 94 feet wide, and the pintle 
of the shutter is placed ec centrically. A practical device for carrying 
the observer tothe eye piece of the telescope, which at times is far above 
the base of the dome, was planned by Sir HowARD GRUBB, of Dublin. 
This is an elevating floor 614 feet in diameter, weighing 50,000 pounds, 
and is moved up and down through a space of 16 feet. It is highly 
probable that the present system will not be sufficiently powerful to 
raise the flooring rapidly enough, but in this event the hydraulic system 
can be altered, or steam or electricity substituted. The actual speed 
required can only be determined after a series of experiments have 
been made. 

The dome for the 12-inch equatorial is 25 feet wide, weighs 8 tons, 
and its observing slit, which extends beyond the zenith, is 3 teet wide. 
The meridian-circle house is 43 by 38 feet. Its walls are double, the 
outer frame of galvanized iron, the inner one of California redwood. 
Between these is an air space 24 inches wide, which encircles the build- 
ings. There is also an air space above the cetling, w hich communicates 
with the room and with the air spaces of the walls, and on the west 
there is a ventilating tower two stories in height, which connects with 
the room of the meridian-transit instrument. By these means the tem- 
perature of the building is kept the same asthat of theexternalair. The 
transit house, adjoining the meridian-cirele house, is built of iron, witha 
wooden lining, and is arched by a curved shutter, which is controlled 
by levers, planned by Sir HowArRD GRuBB. The photographic observ- 
atory, north of the transit house, is asmall wooden building, with brick 
foundation. The tube of the photoheliograph telescope enters this 
house, and a brick pier supports the photoheliograph. A room in the 
second floor of the main building is also fitted for photography. 

The large telescope, which embodies the expressed object of the 
$700,000 donation, was mounted by WARNER & SWASEY, of Cleveland. 
The tube is nearly cylindrical, and is 60 feet in length. There are three 
finders, 6, 4, and 3 inches in aperture, and in addition to these the 12- 
inch equatorial can be quickly attached, as a pointer, for photographie 
work if the controlled driving clock does not work satisfactorily. The 
lensis36 inches clear aperture, being the largest object glassin the world, 
and has a 678-ineh focus. The flint disk was obtained from FrIL,in April, 
1882, and after nineteen failures the crown-glass disk was cast success- 
fully in September, 1835. The third photographie crown lens was pur- 
chased from FEIL in 1886, and broke while in the hands of the CLARKS. 
The trustees of Yale University then offered their 27-inch flint glass to 
the Lick Observatory, but this was too yellow, and in 1887 Mr. ‘ALVAN 
G. CLARK bought in Paris, from FEIL, the crown glass which is worked 
into a third lens. In addition to its magnifying power and its perfect 
definition, #. e., neatness, accuracy, ete., this telescope has great light- 
gathering power, and stars may be seen through it which are thirty 
thousand times fainter than the faintest seen by the naked eye, and the 
moon will appear under the same conditions as if it were seen by the 
naked eye at about 200 miles from the earth. 

The 12-inch refractor, which was originally made for Dr. HENRY 
. 
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DRAPER’S private observatory at Hastings, N. Y., by ALVAN CLARK 
& SONS, is of the finest construction. The object-glass of the 65-inch 
equatorial was also made by the CLARKS, and is provided with a port- 
able mounting made by WARNER & SwWASEY. The 4-inch comet-seeker, 
made by ALVAN CLARK & Sons, has a focal length of 33 inches. The 
rdys fall on a reflecting prism, and are bent into a horizontal plane. 
The eye of the observer, moving in azimuth while the telescope is in 
altitude, can cover the whole sky. ‘The motion is effected by turning a 
crank. This was bought on Professor NEWCOMB’S recommendation. 

The photoheliograph is mounted south of the transit house. The 
transit instrument determines the axis of the photoheliograph, and this 
is also used as a collimator for the transit. The 6-inch REPSOLD merid- 
ian circle was delivered in 1884, after having been inspected by Pro- 
fessors AUWERS and KRUEGER, of Berlin. The declinograph was 
made under the supervision of Dr. JOHANN PALISA, of Vienna, to fit 
either a 12-inch or a 6-inch equatorial. The universal instrument made 
by REPSOLD consists of a telescope containing a prism, into which the 
rays of light are reflected. Its aperture is 2.15 inch. The horizontal 
circle reads by two microscopes to two seconds, and the circles are 10 
inches in diameter. This is a perfect geodetic instrument, and together 
with a 6-inch equatorial and a chronometer can be easily packed for 
astronomical expeditions. There are several chronometers made by 
NEGUS, and a thermometrie chronometer by C. FRODSHAM. The most 
important of the minor instruments are the filar micrometer for the 
36-inch telescope by FAuTH & Co., the duplex micrometer by GRUBB. 
and a star spectroscope made by BRASHEAR from designs of Mr. | 
KEELER. Plans fora large solar spectroscope are being worked out 
by Professors HOLDEN and LANGLEY. ‘The other instruments are a 
delicate sphereometer by FAuTH & Co.; resistance coils; galvanome- 
ters; a disk photometer; spectroscopes; a lever trier of refined con- 
struction; and an engine for measuring photographs, scales, ete., made 
by SLACKPOLE & Bros., from designs of Professor HARKNESS. 
‘The meteorological instruments are: Self-registering rain-gauges, 

wind-gauges, barometers, and a number of thermometers. ‘There is a 
complete set of apparatus for registering earthquakes, provided by the 
Cambridge Scientific Instrunent Company, consisting of a horizontal 
seismograph with clock and driving plate, the clock being started by 
an electric contact at the beginning of a shock, and the two rectangu- 
lar components of the horizontal motion then registering on a moving 
plate; a vertical seismograph to register vertical motions on a dial 
plate; a duplex pendulum seismograph to give independent records on 
« diak plate, the pencil being free to move in any azimuth; and a chro- 
nograph, which is set in motion at the beginning of an earthquake and 
records its duration upon aclock. The statt of the observatory con- 
sists of Prof. E>DwWARD S. HOLDEN, director and chief astronomer; 
SAMUEL W. BURNHAM, JAMES E. KEELER, JOHN M. SCHAEBERLE, 
and EDWARD BE. BARNARD, assistant astronomers; and C. B. HILL, 
secretary, librarian, and occasional observer. 

Early in 1886, Professor HOLDEN made contracts with the Southern 
Pacifie and other railroad companies for supplying time from the ob- 
servatory by automatic electric signals. This regular time service, of 
which Mr. KEELER has charge, has been in operation since January, 
1887. A great part of the apparatus used in this service forms an in- 
tegral part of the observatory’s equipment. The system which has 
thus been introduced has been of great service to that particular sec- 

tion of the country, as well as to the railroad companies, 
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Instruments for recording earthquake shocks have been constructed 
by a company in San Francisco, and are sold at a very low figure. It 
is designed in this way that records of any seismic movements shall be 
procured by private individuals in different parts of the State, and 
.plates upon which the movement has been recorded may be sent to the 
observatory, where a record will be kept of all such data, and blue 
prints will be made of the diagrams and copies of this sent to the per- 
son from whom the plate has been obtained. Although this is quite 
independent of the regular work of the observatory, it will doubtless 
lead to the accumulation of data which will be most important in formu- 
lating statistics for future use. 

The great telescope has been mounted for several weeks, and several 
satisfactory tests of its capacity have been made. It was first directed 
to the sky on the evening of January 3, 1888, and a tew observations 
were then made for the partial adjustment of the object-glass, but the 
observation was abbreviated by the skies becoming cloudy. The next 
observations made were on the evening of the 7th. On this occasion 
Saturn was observed, and Mr. KEELER, who conducted the observa- 
tion, says with rapture that it was ‘‘the most glorious telescopic spec- 
tacle ever beheld.” He exclaims: “Not only was he shining with the 
brillianey due to the great size of the objective, but the minutest details 
of his surface were visible with wonderful distinctness.” 

Mount Lookout, OHIO. 

Cincinnati Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 29™ 29.33 W. 
Latitude, 39° 8’ 20” N. 
Authority for longitude: Washington Observations for 1877. Appen- 

dix IV; for latitude: Preliminary reduction of unpublished 

Observations. 

Directors: O. M. MITCHEL, 1842. 
H. TWITcHEL, 1853. 

W. DAVIS, 1854. 

C. ABBE, 1869. 
ORMOND SILONeE, 1875. 

H. C. WILSON, 1882. 

Founded in 1842 through the efforts of Professor M1TcHEL. 

The ground was donated by NicHoLAS LoNGWorRTH. Removed in 

1873 to new building erected at Mount Lookout. The new grounds were 

donated by JOHN KILGOUR. 

} INSTRUMENTS : : 
(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, BUFF and BERGER; aper- 

ture, 3 inches; magnifying power, 100 diameters. 

(ce) Equatorial instruments : One made by UTzSCHNEIDER and FRAU- 

ENHOFER; finished by MERZ & MAHLER; object-glass refigured by 

ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aperture of objective, 11dinches; magnifying 

powers of eye-pieces, 90 to 1400. (ce) One by ALVAN CLARK & SONS; 

aperture, 4 inches; magnifying povers, 15 to 250. 

(f) Chronograph: BOND - 
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(g) Clocks: Two mean time; makers, ROBERT MOLYNEUX, JAMES 

RircHiE & Son. 

(h) Chronometer : Sidereal; makers, WILLIAM Bonp & Son. 
(i) Miscellaneous : Magnetic theodolite; maker, GAMBEY. Sextant; 

makers, STACKPOLE & BROTHER. Inclinometer time-ball, telegraphic 

apparatus, ete. 

MIDDLETOWN, CONNECTICUT. 

Observatory of Wesleyan University. 

Longitude from Washington, ———. 

Latitude, : 

Director: Prof. J. M. VAN VLECK. 

NEw Brunswick, NEW JERSEY. 

Observatory of Rutgers Coilege. 

Longitude from Washington, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : 

NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE. 

Observatory of Vanderbilt University. 

Longitude from Washington, 38" 56° W. 

Latitude, 36° 10/ 01” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: U.S. Coast Survey. 

Director: BE. EK. BARNARD. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instrument: A simple equatorial; aperture of objective, 

5 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 52 to 520. (¢’) A small 24 

inches alt-azimuth telescope with good rack-work ; all the eye-pieces of 

large telescope fit it. 

(t) Miscellaneous: In use also a small instrument. The base of this 
instrument is divided to degrees and read by vernier to 3/ of are. An 

upright pillar carries a semi-circle of altitude ; this is divided to degrees 

and read to 3/ of arc by a vernier. Attached to the semi-circle of alti- 

tude is an hour-circle divided to 4™ of time and read to single minutes 

by vernier. Upon the hour-circle rests a semi-circle of declination di- 

vided to degrees and read to 3/ of are by vernier. On the base are tivo 

levels, the instrument being leveled by three adjusting screws, which 

also serve as feet. The declination semi-circle carries a very small tele- 

scope about .4 inch diameter of objective. The telescope has a diag- 

onal eye-piece with metal reflector and single lenses and vertical and 

horizontal hairs. The instrument was made by W. & 8S. Jones, London. 

It is used for identifying stars in comet observations by setting the alti- 

tude semi circle for the latitude, thereby converting the instrument into 

an equatorial. 
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NEw HAVEN, CONNECTICUT. 

Winchester Observatory of Yale College. 

Longitude from Washington, 0" 16™ 30.15 E. 

Latitude, 41° 18’ 36.5” N. 

Authority for longitude: U.S. Coast Survey. For latitude: Zenith tele- 

scope observations in 185758. (See Am. Jour. of Sci., vol. 30, 
p- 52, second series.) Coast Survey latitude, 41° 18/10” 67 N. 

Directors: EK. Loomis, 1831. 

D. OLMSTEAD, 1836. 

C. 8S. LyMAN, 1847. 

H. A. NEWTON. 

The horological bureau is a department of the Winchester Observ- 

atory organized in January, 1880, with a special equipment of instru- 

ments for a regular and extended public time service. The standard 

time by law of the State is that of the meridian of the city hall, New 

York, which is 4™ 19.68 slow of New Haven and 12” 10.58 fast of Wash- 

ington. Another important work of the bureau is the testing of watches 

and chronometers in the interest of the watch manufacture, for which 

hot and cold closets and’other special facilities are provided. 

There is also connected with the observatory a thermometrical bureau, 

in charge of Dr. WALDO, for the verification of clinical and other ther- 

mometers. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Makers, ERTEL & Sons, 1845. Formeriy the 

property of the U. 8S. Naval Observatory. Altered by WILLIAM J. 

YOUNG, 1855, and regraduated 1876. Diameter of circles, 40 inches ; 
divided to 2’; read by six microscopes to 1”; aperture of objective, 3.8 

inches; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 1.7 inches; 

magnifying power ordinarily employed, 190 diameters; focal length, 

58.2 inches. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments: One made by C. 8. LYMAN, of 36- 
inch focal length; aperture, 2.6 inches; magnifying power, 185 diame- 

ters. Circle, 12 inches, reading to 10” by verniers; it has declination 

micrometer and fine level, for use as zenith telescope, made in 1852-53- 

One by TrouGHTON & Suums, London; aperture, 3.99 inches; magni- 

fying power, 150-200 diameters; focal length, 5.108 feet. (b’) Combined 

transit and zenith telescope, 36-inch focal length; aperture, 2.6 inches; 
power, 185 diameters ; 12-inch circle, reading to 10’ by verniers; decli- 

nation micrometer and sensitive level for latitude work ; made in 1852~56: 

object-glass by F1rz, design and mounting by C. 8. LYMAN. 

(c) Equatorial instruments: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS; aper- 

ture of objective, 9 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 40, 80, 140, 

200, 280, 450, 620. (c’) Portable 42-inch refractor by Messrs. CLARK & 

SONS. 
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(d) Spectroscope: By A. CLARK & Sons, of 7 prisms twice traversed. 

(Jf) Chronographs: One by A. CLARK & SoNs, with conical pendulum 

governor; another by WILLIAM BonpbD & Sons, Boston, with Bonp’s 

spring governor. ; 

(g) Clocks; One mean time, made by E. Howarp & Co., Boston; 
one by WILLIAM HILLHOUSE, New Haven ;, one sidereal, by WILLIAM 

Bond & Son, Boston; one by APPLETON, London; one by E. How- 

ARD & Co. 

(h) Chronometers : One pocket chronometer, mean time, by JOHNSON, 

London; one sidereal, by Poou, London, improved by NEGuS, New 

York. 

(7) Miscellaneous : Two bifilar position-micrometers, one by DOLLOND, 
the other by Fautru & Co., Washington, D. C.; a patent sextant and 

a patent reflecting circle, by Piston & MArRtTrINs, Berlin; repeating 

relays, sounders, ete., for time service. Yale College has also in use a 

S-inch 10-foot refractor by DOLLOND, a sidereal clock, and a 20-inch 

transit instrument, in charge of Professor LOOMIS. 

NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA. 

Observatory. , 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, 29° 57’ 26” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: U. S. Coast Survey, 1859, p. 

265; Connaissance des Temps, Paris, 1884, p. Ix. 

Director : ———. 

NEW WINDSOR, ILLINOIS. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 53™ 538 W. 

Latitude, 41° 13’ N., approximately. 

Authority for longitude: telegraphic time signals direct from U. 8. 

Naval Observatory at Washington on December 4, 5, 6, 7, 
1882; for latitude, own determination- . 

Director: EDGARD L. LARKIN. 

Permanent observatory; brick pier and revolving dome. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS: aperture 

of objective, 6 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 27, 60, 150, 250, 

300, 600, with prism and solar eye-piece.. Two of the eye-pieces are 

GUNDLAGH’S periscopie. 

(g) Clock: Sidereal; ordinary clock. 

(i) Miscellaneous: Planisphere, charts, maps, and catalogues. 
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NEWINGTON, CONNECTICUT. 

Private Observatory. 

rl Longitude from Washington, 21™ 25° E. 
Latitude, 41° 44’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: difference from Hartford state- 
house, Coast Survey. 

Director: D. W. EDGECOMB. 

This observatory consists of a small frame building, with dome 12 feet 

6 inches diameter, upon the grounds of the owner, covering an equato- 

rial telescope. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, A. CLARK & SONS; aperture of 

objective, 9.4 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, various up to 

2,000. . 
(g) Clock: Mean time; Swiss regulator; seconds. 

NEW YorK, NEW YORK. 

I. Columbia Coliege Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 18.4* KE. 

Latitude, 40° 45/ 23.1” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: these constants were calculated 

from data furnished by city surveyors and based on the posi- 

tion of Mr. Rutherfurd’s observatory. The longitude and lati- 

tude of the latter were determined by the Coast Survey. 

Director: J. K. REES. 

The old observatory has been torn down and a new observatory has 

been erected within a few feet of the old site. 

Il. Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 15.47° E. 

Latitude, 40° 43/ 48.53” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: U.S. Coast Survey party (1859), 

with zenith telescope upon 24 pairs of stars, and telegraphic 

communication with Washington and Cambridge. 
Director: L. M. RUTHERFURD. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, STACKPOLE; aperture ¢ 
inches. Only used for time. 

(c) Equatorial instrumemt: Makers, Messrs. RUTHERFURD & FITz ; 

aperture of objective, 13 inches. The telescope has been employed 

mostly in photographing the sun, moon, and groups of stars. 

(f) Chronograph: MORSE. 

(g) Clock: Sidereal; maker, DENT. 
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NORTHFIELD, MINNESOTA. 

Carleton College Astronomical Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 1° 4™ 23.85% W. 

Latitude, 44° 27/ 40.77” N. 

Authority for longitude: longitude depends on exchange of telegraphic 

signals between Coast Survey office at Saint Paul and director 

at Northfield. Authority for latitude: zenith telescope obser- 

vations of 40 pairs of stars reduced to apparent places from — 

Safford’s catalogue. 

Director: WILLIAM W. PAYNE. 

Completed in 1878. Attached to Carleton College, central building, 

6 meters long, surmounted by a dome, with two wings, one used for 

meridian instruments, the other for the library. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instruments: Makers, FAUTH & Co.; aperture, 3 

inches; magnifying powers, 60, 70, and 80 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments: Makers, A. CLARK & SONS; aperture of 

objective, 84 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 50, 100, 200, 400, 

800. (c’) Portable equatorial: maker, JouN BYRNE, of New York; 

aperture of objective, 4.3 inches. 

(f) Chronograph: One, made by A. Gare & SONS. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; makers, EK. HowarD & Co., No. 196; 

one sidereal; makers, E. HOWARD & Co., No. 195. 

(h) Girone: : Sidereal; makers, Bon & Sons, No. 374, 

(t) Miscellaneous: The Gueerenton: has been favored by the loan of 

a good zenith telescope for several months from Lieut. EDWARD MA- 

GUIRE, chief engineer in the department, with headquarters at Saint 

Paul. The large equatorial is provided with micrometer, with a full 

battery of eye-pieces. % 

OMAHA, NEBRASKA. 

Creighton College Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : ———. 

(NEAR) OXFORD, MISSISSIPPI. 

Observatory of the University of Mississippi. 

Longitude from Washington, 49™ 55.038 W. 

Latitude, 34° 22’ 12.64” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, R. B. FULTON. 

Director: RK. B. FULTON. 

The observatory was erected in 1876. 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Altitude-azimuth: Makers, LEREBOURS & SECRETAN; diameter of 

circles, 10 inches; divided to 10’; read by 4 microscopes to 10’; aper- 
ture of objective, 14 inches. 

(b) Meridian transit irstrument: Makers, B. PIKE & Sons; aperture, 

24 inches. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, MERZ, of Munich; aperture of 

objective, 44 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 96 to 312 diam- 

eters. 

(ad) Spectroscope: KiRCHOFF’S 4-prism table spectroscope. 
(g) Clock: Mean time; makers, RITCHIE & Sons, Boston. 

(h) Chronometer: Sidereal; makers, WILLIAM BOND & Son, Boston. 

PHELPS, NEW YORK. 

Red House Observatory. 

Longitude from Washingten, 128 W. ' 
Latitude, 42° 58’ N. 
Director: WILLIAM R. BROOKS. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(c) A silver-glass reflecting telescope of 5 inches aperture and 50° 

inches focal length, mounted as a Newtonian on alt-azimuth stand. A 

2-inch reflector, 36 inches focus. Both made by the director. 

(g) Clock: Mean time; makers unknown; marine. 

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA. 

Central High School Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 7™ 338.64 E. 

Latitude, 39° 57’ 7.5” N. 

Director: M. B. SNYDER. 

POUGHKEEPSIE, NEW York. 

' Vassar College Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 38.5* EK. 

Latitude, 41° 41/ 18” N. 

Director: MARIA MITCHELL. 

Observatory was built in 1865. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Maker, YOUNG, of Philadelphia; aperture of ob- 

jective, 32 inches. 
(ce) Equatorial instrument: Object-glass by CLARK; aperture of ob- 

jective, 124 inches; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 200 to 600+. 
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(f) Chronograph: One. 

(g) Clock; One sidereal; makers, BOND & Son. 
(h) One chronometer: Mean time; makers, BLISS & CREIGHTON. 

(7) Miscellaneous: Smail telescopes; one by CLARK & SONS; aper- 

ture, 3 inches. 

PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY. 

Observatories of the College of New Jersey." 

I. Halstead Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 9™ 32.609 EK. 
Latitude, 40° 20/ 55.8” N. 

Director: Prof. C. A. YOUNG. 

Situated at the western extremity of the college campus, and about 

half a mile west of the School of Science observatory. 

The large telescope has been placed in position. The required funds 

have been subscribed by the friends of the college, ROBERT BONNER, 

of New York, R. L.STuart, and the trustees of the JOHN C. GREEN 
estate being the largest contributors. 

The iron dome under which it is mounted is 39 feet inside diameter, 

and very heavy. A 4-horse-gas-engine in the basement furnishes the 

power for moving it and managing the shutter. It is possible to raise 

the shutter, turn the dome to any part of the sky, and have the tele- 

scope pointed upon any designated object within five minutes after enter- 

ing the building. The same engine drives a small Edison dynamic 

machine, which supplies electric light to all parts of the observatory 

and furnishes electric currents for spectroscopic work. 

II. Observatory of the John C. Green School of Science. 

Longitude from Washington, 9™ 34.548 E. 
Latitude, 40° 20’ 57.8” N. 

Director: Prof. C A. YOUNG. 

The establishment is designed for purposes of instruction, and devoted 

almost entirely to that object. 

PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND. 

Seagrave Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 22™ 34.51° E. 

Latitude, 41° 49’ 46.40” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: United States Coast Survey, 

and ourselves, F. E. SEAGRAVE and LEONARD WALDO. 

Director : ¥. E. SEAGRAVE. 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(ce) Equatorial instrument: One equatorial; makers, ALVAN CLARK & 

SONS; aperture of objective, 84 inches; magnifying powers of eye- 

pieces, 93, 121, 184, 311, 571; negatives, 518, 116, 230, 335, 375; positive 
eye-pieces achromatic, 248. 

(ad) Spectroscope: One by LEONI RULN Gs, which consists of 4 whole and 2 
half prisms of 60° ; flint glass; gives a dispersive power of ten prisms 

by reflection. 

Chronometer : Sidereal; maker, VICTOR KULLBERG, London. 

RIVERDALE, NEw YORK 

‘ Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : WILLIAM MEIKLEHAM. 

Observatory was removed from Fordham, N. Y. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Equatorial instrument : Maker, JOHN BYRNE, of New York ; ap- 

erture of objective, 4°, inches; focal distance, 65 inches; magnifying 

powers of eye- pieces, 20, 30, 45, 60, 80, 150, 250, 300, 350, and 450 ;- also 

an amplifier, which doubles each of these powers when used. Attached 

to the telescope is a finder of 13 inches aperture, magnifying 20 diame- 

ters. Right ascension circle divided to read to £ seconds of time; dec- 

lination circle divided to read to 1’ of are. Both cireles divided on 

silver and read by microscopes attached thereto. Driving clock. 

(d) Spectroscope: One. 
(g) Clock: Mean time; maker, SETH THOMAS, Sons & Co. 
(?) Miscellaneous: Vilar micrometer; divided on silver to measure 

0.3 of are in distance and 6/ in position, with suitable eye-pieces and 

illuminating apparatus. 

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK. 

Warner Observatery. 

Longitude from Washington, 3™ 8° W. 

Latitude, 43° 8/ 15” W. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Signal Service Officer. 

Director : LEWIS SwIFT. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Hquatorial instrument : Makers, ALVAN CLARK & SONS (construet- 
ing); aperture of objective, 16 inches; magnifying powers of eye- 

pieces, from 45 to 2000. (c’) Altitude-azimuth, 44 inches, by Frrz; 

powers from 25 to 432. Telescope 44-inch refractor, originally by Frrz, 

but since last report the flint lens of the objective was unfortunately 
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broken; it has been replaced by ALVAN CLARK & Sons. Its perform- 

ance, which was always good, appears to be rather better than before 

the accident. 

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI. 

Observatory of Washington University. 

Longitude from Washington, 52™ 37.025 W. 

Latitude, 38° 38/ 3.64” W. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A pier about 150 feet away from 

the observatory pier was located by EIRNBECK in 1870. The 

longitude has again been determined by a Coast Survey party. 

Directors: J. K. REES, 1877. 

H.S. PRITCHETT, 1881. 

INSTRUMENTS: , 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, WURDEMANN ; aperture, 2.65 

inches; magnifying power, 90 diameters, with micrometer attachment. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, H. Fiz, of New York City; aper- 

ture of objective, 64 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 76, 125, 

190, 305, and 456 diameters. (c’) Finder: 2;35 inches aperture; mag- 

uifying power, 23 diameters. 

(d) Spectroscope: One single prism BROWNING spectroscope. 

(e) Photometer and other subsidiary apparatus: Filar position, microme- 

ter attached ; clock-work for moving telescope. 

(g) Clock: Mean time; common tower clock. 

(h) Chronometer: Mean time; makers, (1) DENT No. 2749, (2) BLACKIE 

No. 789. 

(t) Miscellaneous: Sextant, by BLuN?T, of New York City. 

‘SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PENNSYLVANIA. 

Sayre Observatory of Lehigh University. 

Longitude from Washington, 6™ 40.198 E. 

Latitude, 40° 36/ 23.89 N. 

Director :. C. li, DOOLITTLE. 

Founded in 1877, in connection with Lehigh University. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c) Hquatorial instrument: Makers, CLARK & SONS; aperture of ob- 

jective, 6 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 12 to 225. 

(g) Clock: Sideral; makers, BonD & Son. 

(t) Miscellaneous: A portable transit instrument by STACKPOLE, a 
zenith telescope by BLUNT, and a prismatic sextant by PisToR & MAR- 

TIN. 
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SouTH HADLEY, MASSACHUSETTS. 

Observatory of Mount Holyoke Seminary. 

Longitude from Washington, 17™ 51.758 E. 

Latitude, 42° 15’ 18.2” N. 

Authority for longitude: R. H. West, by telegraphic communication 

with Cambridge at the time of the transit of Venus. For lati- 

tude: C. A. YOUNG, by zenith telescope method. 

Director: Miss E. M. BARDWELL. 

Through the liberality of Mr. A. L. WILLISTON, of Northampton, the 

seminary has recently been enabled to erect a small but very complete 

astronomical observatory, supplied with all the necessary instruments. 

It is designed to furnish the means for instruction to any who may wish 

to make the subject a specialty, and to give opportunity to any of the 

teachers’ or post-graduates who may take an interest in astronomy to 

_ make observations of real value. 

The building, of wood, consists of a tower with a dome 18 feet in 

diameter, flanked by two wings, one extending to the east and one to 

the north. The dome is very light, and rotates so easily that even the 

feeblest of the young ladies can manage it without difficulty. The ar- 

rangements for opening and closing the shutters which cover the slit in 

the dome, and the openings for the transit and prime vertical instru- 

ment, are worked with equal facility. In the dome is mounted a fine 

8-inch equatorial by CLARK, completely fitted out with clock-work, 

finding-clock, micrometers, spectroscope, solar eye-piece, ete., and so 

arranged that the circles can be read and the clamps and tangent 
screws worked from the eye-piece of the instrument. 

The object-glass is almost entirely the work of the senior ALVAN 

CLARK, and is one of the most perfect specimens of his art. 

In the transit-room is mounted a meridian circle by FAuTH & Co., of 

Washington. The instrument has a telescope of 3 inches aperture, and 

circles of 16 inches diameter, reading to seconds by two microscopes. 

It has a reversing apparatus, and is fitted with a “ latitude level” and . 

micrometer, so that it can, if desired, be used as a zenith telescope. A 

large collimator is mounted upon a pier south of it, and in a corner of | 

the room is a clock with DENISON escapement, also by FautH & Co., 

as is the chronograph, which is mounted in an adjoining closet. The 

Observatory possesses also a sextant and artificial horizon and a set of 

meteorological apparatus. 

There is no instrument in the prime vertical room (which is used 

mainly as a waiting-room or for recitations), but it is provided with a 

pier and shutter, so that the meridian circle can be set up there if it is 

ever thought desirable to make observations in that plane. 
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SPICELAND, INDIANA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 33™ 308. W. (approximately). 

Latitude, 39° 50’ N. (approximately). 

Director : WILLIAM DAWSON. 

TARRYTOWN, NEW YORK. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 47.168 EK. 

Latitude, 41° 04/ 21” N. 

-Authority for longitude and latitude: United States Coast Survey. 

Director : CHARLES H. ROCKWELL. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(c)? Equatotial intrument : makers,—glass, Dr. C. 5. HASTINGS ;— 

mounting, JOHN BYRNE; aperture of objective, 6% inches; magnifying 

powers of eye-picces, 60, 112, 170, 243, 327, 409, 751. 

Troy, NEW YORK. 

Williams Proudfit Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 13™ 27.58 E. 

Latitude, 42° 43’ 52”. 89 N. ; 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Longitude by electro magnetic 

signals from United States Naval Observatory. Latitude de- 

termined by observations with the zenith telescope. 

Director: Prof. DASCOM GREENE. ' 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(b) Meridian transit instruments : Makers,—one by E. KUBEL, Wash- 

ington; aperture, 2.5 inches; magnifying power, 60 diameters. 

(b‘) Makers, PHELPS & GURLZ#Y, Troy; aperture, 2 inches; magni- 

fying powers, 30 diameters. 

— (¢e) Equatorial instruments: Maker, HENRY Fritz, New York; aper- 

ture of objective, 3.5 inches ; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 45 to 200 

diameters. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time; makers, StTOKELL, New York; and HOWARD, 

Boston. ’ 

(h) Chronometers : Sidereal; maker, J. FLETCHER, London. . 

(i) Miscellaneous: Sextant; TROUGHTON & Simms, London. 

VEVAY, INDIANA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director; CHAS. G. BOERNER, 
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UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA. 

Leander McCormick Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 5" 53.138 W. 

Latitude, 38° 2/ 1.2” N. 

Director : ORMOND STONE. 

WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 

United States Naval Observatory 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5* 8™ 12.098 W. 

Latitude, 38° 53/ 38.8” N. 

Directors: M. F. Maury, 1841. 

JAMES M. GILLISS, 1861. 

CHARLES H. DAvIs, 1865. 

BENJAMIN F. SANDS, 1867. 

JOHN RODGERS, 1874. 

STEPHEN C. ROWAN, 1882. 

XOBERT W. SHUFELDT, 1883. 

SAMUEL R. FRANKLIN, 1884. 

GEORGE E. BELKNAP, 1885. 

ALLAN D. Brown, 1886. 

ROBERT L. PHYTHIAN, 1886. 

Created by the Navy Department in 1833. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circles: 1; makers, PISTOR & MARTINS; diameter of 
circles, 43.40 inches; divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes to 0.1; 

aperture of objective, 8.52 inches; for observations of the sun, aperture 

employed, 3 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 186 diam- 

eters. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments: Makers, ERTEL & SON, aperture 
5.33 inches; magnifying powers 85, 86, 106, 118, 162. 

(b') Eight portable transits and zenith telescopes combined, used on 

Transit of Venus Expeditions. 

(c) Equatorial instruments: Makers, ALVAN CLARK & Sons; aperture 

of objective, 26 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 176 to 1800. 

(c') Made by MERZ: 9.62 inches aperture; powers, 90-900. 

(c’) Hight 5-inch equatorials by ALVAN CLARK & SONS, used on 

Transit of Venus Expeditions. 

(e) Photometers : One netula-photometer (Hastings’ pattern) for use 

with the 26-inch equatorial. 

(t) Chronographs : Some 10 or 12 in all, of various kinds. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time, 2; sidereal, 6. 
(h) Chronometers: Mean time, all the chronometers of the United 

States Navy are kept here. Sidereal, eight, by NEGUS. 

H. Mis. 170 26 
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West Point, NEw YORK. 

West Point Observatory. 

Longitude from Washington, 12™ 22.718 E. 

Latitude, 41° 23/ 31” N. 

Director: Col. P. S. Micuix, Ph. Dr. 

No regular work is done at this observatory beyond the practical 

instruction of the cadets in the use of the various instruments and the 

solution of the usual problems connected with the determination of 

latitude, longitude, time, etc., and work for local time, and local co- 

ordinates. 

In 1882 a fine and permanent observatory was erected, designed to 

combine the latest and most improved observatory plans and to be 

equipped well, and intended to be a regular working observatory. 

WILLETS PoInT, NEw YORK. 

Field Observatory—Engineer School of Application. 

Longitude from Washington, 13™ 04.398 + 0.14°. 

Latitude, 40° 47/ 21.59” N.+ 0.08”. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Longitude determined by tele- 

graphic time-signals from United States Naval Observatory, 

Washington; latitude determined by observations with zenith 

telescope. 

Director: General HENRY L. ABBOT. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instruments (four): One; makers, LINGKE & 

Co., Silesia; aperture, 24 inches; magnifying power, — diameters; focal 

length, 30 inches. One, Russian transit, aperture, 2.6 inches; STACK- 

POLE & Bro., New York; focal length, 30 inches. One, TROUGHTON, 

aperture, 2 inches; TRouGHTON, London; focal length, 30 inches. 

One, STACKPOLE; aperture, 2 inches; STACKPOLE & Bro., New York; 

focal length, 24 inches. 
(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, FAutH & Co., Washington; 

aperture of objective, 54 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, as- 

sorted. 

({) Chronographs : H1ipr’s; NEGus-MORSE register. 

(kh) Chronometers : One mean time; makers, ARNOLD & DENT. One 
sidereal; makers, LUKENS, BonD & Son. Both break-cireuit. 

(i) Miscellaneous : One portable telescope, equatorially mounted; one 

zenith telescope—WILLIAM WURDEMANN; two sextants, STACKPOLE 

& BRo.; one personal equation machine; one barometer, GREEN’S 

cistern. 
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Field Memorial Observatory. 

Longitude fiom Washington, 15™ 18.68 E. 
Latitude, 42° 42/49” N.  - 

Director: TRUMAN HENRY SAFFORD, Ph. D. 

YPSILANTI, MICHIGAN. 

State Normal School Observatory 

Longitude from Washington, 26™ 108 W. 

Latitude, 42° 13’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, J. C. WATSON. 
Director: LEw1is McLoutH, M. A. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

14 inches; magnifying power, 30 diameters. 

90, 144, 210. 

(ad) Spectroscope: BROWNING, London, 2 prisin. 

(h) Chronometer: Sidereal; maker, NEGUS. 

WILLIAMSTOWN, MASSACHUSETTS. 
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(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, GURLEY, Albany; aperture, 

(c) Equatorial instrument : Maker, A. CLARK, Cambridgeport, Mass.; 

aperture of objective, 4 inches: magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 45, 
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II. FOREIGN OBSERVATORIES. 

ABERDEEN, SCOTLAND. (See DUN ECHT.) 

ADELAIDE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA. 

Observatory Branch of Post and Telegraph Department. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9" 14™ 20.4° E. 

Latitude, 34° 55’ 33.8” S. 

Director: C. Topp, 1860. 

ALGIERS, ALGERIA. 

Observatoire National. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 12™ 17° E. 

Latitude, 56° 44’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1857. 

Director: C. TREPIED. 

ALTONA, PRUSSIA. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 39™ 46.35° E. 

Latitude, 53° 32’ 45.3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

p. Xx: 
Directors: H. C. SCHUMACHER, 1516. 

A. ©. PETERSEN (transient), 1801. 

P. A. HANSEN, 1852. 

C. A. F. PETERS, 1855. 

Built in 1815; transferred to KIEL in 1873. (See Kiel.) 7 

ANTWERP, BELGIUM. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 33.68 E. 

Latitude, 51° 12! 28” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887, 

Director: A. DE BOE. 
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ARMAGH, IRELAND. 

Observatory. 

ar > 

Longitude from Greenwich, 26™ 35.53 W. 

Latitude, 54° 21/ 12.7” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude, Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

p. Xlil. 

Directors : J. A. HAMILTON, 1792. 

T. R. ROBINSON, 1825. 

ASHURT, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 16s W. 

Latitude, 51° 15’ 58” N. 

Rurnohice for longitude and latitude, Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

De) Xie 

ATHENS, GREECE. 

Observatory. 

ER mts 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1% 34™ 55.7° EB. 

Latitude, 37° 58’ 20” N. 

Directors: G. C. BoURIS, 1844, 

J. F. J. SCHMIDT, 1858. 

The observatory is an establishment of BARON GEORG VON Sava at 

Vienna. At the wish of the first Athenian astronomer, Professor Bou- 

RIS, Baron PROKERCH von OSTEN, the Austrian embassador at the 

Grecian court, by his influence, had favored the project, and on the 

8th of July, 1842, during the great eclipse of the sun, KinG OTTo laid 

the first brick on the Hill of the Nymphs, the northern extremity of 

the Hills of Onyx, northwesterly of the Akropolis, in an isolated situa- 
tion, 105 meters above the level of the sea. 

The founder of this establishment, GEORG VON SINA, died in May, 1856, 
His son, Simon, Baron VON SmNA, became the protector, and on May 15, 

1858, appointed J. I’. JULIUS SCHMIDT as astronomer, and on the 16th 

of December, 1858, as director: 

BAMBERG, BAVARIA. 

Sternwarte, C. Remeis. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 43™ 32° E. 
Latitude, 49° 53/ 28” N. 

Director: K. HARTWIG. 
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BARNET, ENGLAND. 

Arkley House Observatory (Private.) 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Proprietor: J. CAMPBELL. 

BASEL, SWITZERLAND. 

Physikalisches Institut, Bernoullianwn. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 30™ 20° E. 
Latitude, 47° 33/ 40” N. 
Director: HD. HAGENBACH-BISCHOFF, 1874. 

The institute was founded in 1874, and the astronomical instruments 

were mounted in 1878. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) The Meridian circle, constructed by the Société Genevoise, with 

23-inch objective, by C. A. STEINHEIL. 

(c) The EHquatorial made by the “Société Genevoise pour la construc- 

tion instruments de physique” mounted on an isolated pillar, under a 

movable dome of 164 feet (5 meters) diameter. The instrument is pro- 

vided with a centrifugal regulator, constructed according to Prof. M. 

THURY’S directions, with position micrometer, spectroscope, and camera 

obscura. 

(d) Spectroscope. 

(g) The astronomical clock was constructed by THEODOR KNOBLICH, 

in Hamburg. 

The mean time is given by means of an electric pendulum, by M. 
Hipp, in Neuenburg, 

Both clocks connect with a number of dials in various rooms, and 

also with the chronograph. 

BASSES-PYRENNEES, FRANCE. 

M. D'Abbadie’s Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. — 
Director : ———. 

BEDFORD, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 11™ 135 W. 
Latitude, 52° 8/ 28” N. 

Authority for latitude and longitude, Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

page xiii. 

Director : — : 
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BENARES, INDIA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5 22 31° E. 

Latitude, 25° 18/ 33” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

page xxXxViii. 

Director : — 

BERGEN, NORWAY. 

Naval Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 21™ 13° E. 

Latitude, 60° 23/ 54” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Directors: C. F. G. Bour, 1818. 

J. J. ASTRAND, 1833. 

Founded in 1788. Has only been used to furnish standard time. 

BERLIN, PRUSSIA. 

Konighiche Universitdts Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 53% 34™ 91° HE. 
Latitude, 52° 30/ 16.7” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: [LoEWY and Le CLERK] Con- 
naissance des Temps., 1884, p. xxvi. 

Directors: G. KirncuH, 1706. 

J. H. HorrMann, 1710. 

C. Kiron, 1717. 

J. W. WAGNER, 1740. 
H. N. GriscHow, 1745. 

J. KiEs, 1754. 

F. U. S. ALPINUS, 1755. 

J. J. HUBER, 1756. 

JEAN BERNOULLI, 1767. 

J. E. BODE, 1786. 

J. F. ENCKE, 1825. 

W. J. FOERSTER, 1865. 

Founded at the request of LEIBNITZ in 1705; completed in 1711. 
Originally situated in the suburb Dorotheenstadt, in the northern part 

of the city. A great square tower of five stories, 46 feet in length and 

884 feet in height. This observatory was re modelled in 1787 and again 

in 1800. In 1833 a new observatory was built at the southern extremity 

of the Charlotten strasse. It was here that GALLE discovered Neptune 
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in 1846. The Astronomische Jahrbuch has been published annually 

since 1776. 

BERN, SWITZERLAND. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 29™ 45.665 E. 

Latitude, 46° 57’ 8.7” N. 

Directors: F. TRECHSEL, 1821. 

hk. WOLF, 1347. 

J. Kocu, 1856. 
H. WILD, 1859. 

A. J. T. FORSTER, 1871. 

Constructed upon a bastion in 1821. In plan a regular octagon, the 

circle described about which has a diameter of 655 feet (20 meters). 

BESANCON, FRANCE. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 23™ 57.58 E. 

Latitude, 47° 14’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: L. J. GRUEY. 

BILK, PRUSSIA. (See DUSSELDORF.) 

BIRR CASTLE, IRELAND. 

Parsonstown Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 31™ 40.98 W. 

Latitude, 53° 5! 47” N. 
Director: The EARL OF ROSSE. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

The celebrated 60-foot reflecting telescope, with a 6-foot speculum. 

BLENHEIM PARK, OXFORD CoUNTY, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5™ 268 W. 

Latitude, 51° 50! 28” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

1D. exalt. 

Director : ———. 
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BoGcotdA, UNITED STATES OF COLOMBIA. 

I. Observatorio Astronomico Nacional. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4° 56™ 598 W. 

Latitude, 4° 35/ 48” N. 

Directors: FRANCISCO JOSE DE CALDOS, 1805-1810. 
BENEDICTO DOMINGUEZ, 1837. 

INDALECIO LIEVANO, 1862. 

JOSE M. GONZALES BENITO, 1867. 

The observatory was built in 1803 under the auspices of the Viceroy 

Don PEDRO MENDIMETA and the botanist MutTIZ, according to the 
plans of DomInGco PETRES. From 1810 to 1837 it was abandoned. It 

was finally reorganized in 1881, by order of the President of the Re- 

public, RAFAEL NUNEZ, by JosE M. GONZALES BENITO, its present 

director. 
Il. Observatoire Flammarion. 

Founded in 1881 by José M. GoNZALES BENITO, director of the 
National Observatory of Bogota, in honor of CAMILLE FLAMMARION. 
It is built in the private dwelling of M. Gonzales. 

BOLOGNE, ITALY. 

Observatorio Astronomico. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 24.9° KH. 

Latitude, 44° 29/ 47” N. 

Director : A. SAPORETTI. 

BoMBAY, INDIA. 

Government Observatory at Colaba. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4" 51™ 12.095 E. 

Latitude, 18° 53! 45” N. 

Director: CHARLES CHAMBERS. 

The principal work of the Colaba observatory is in the fields of ter- 
restrial magnetism and meteorology, and astronomical observations are 

made only for the practical purpose of time-keeping, partly for the pub- 

lic service and partly for the use of the observatory. 

BONN, PRUSSIA. 

I. Universitats Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 28™ 23.298 E. 
Latitude, 50° 43/ 45” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: [LE CLERK and BENARDIERES| 
Connaissance des Temps, 1884, p. xxvi. 

Directors: K. D. Von MUNCHOwW, 1818. 

F. W. A. ARGELANDER, 1837. 

EK. SCHONFELD, 1875. 

Founded in 1818, near the university. The erection of a more com- 
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plete observatory was decided upon in 1837, and the new establishment 

was finished in 1840. It includes two halls for meridian instruments 

and five turrets. Here it was that the review of the heavens, known 

under the name of Durchmusterung, was undertaken and accomplished 
under the direction of ARGELANDER, including all stars up to the ninth 

magnitude. 

Il. Photometrisches Observatorium. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, : 

Director: J. T. WOurE. 

BOTHKAMP (NEAR KIEL), PRUSSIA. 

Sternwarte des Kammerherrn von Biilore. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 40™ 30.8° E. 

Latitude, 54° 12/9” 6 N. 

Owner: Kammerherr VON BULOW. 

Astronomers: Dr. VOGEL, 1870. 

Dr. LOHSE, 1870. 

Dr. DE BALL, 1881, 1882. 

F. C. LAMP, 1885. 

The observatory was established in 1870. Most of the work done 

between the years 1870 and 1374 was spectral analysis by Drs. VOGEL 

and LOHSE. These gentlemen receiving a call to the Astro-physical 

Observatory at Potsdam, the observatory remained in idleness until 

1881, when Dr. DE BALL took charge. On September 3, 1882, he dis- 
covered here a planetoid (230). 

BORDEAUX, FRANCE. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2™ 5.54’ E. 

Latitude, 44° 50/17” N. 

Authority for longitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale des Observa- 

toires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: G. RAYET, 1879. 

The observatory, created by a decree of the President of the French 

Republic under date of March 11, 1878, was erected at the joint expense 

of the city and the Republic on the summit of a hill, about 4 kilo- 

meters (24 miles) E.SEK. of the center of the city. Each instrument is 

placed in a separate building. 
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BREMEN, GERMANY. 

I. Observatorium der Navigations- Schule. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 55™ 15° E. 

Latitude, 55° 4/ 48” N. 

Director : — 

Il. Observatorium des Herrn Olbers. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 35™ 158 E. 

Latitude, 53° 4/ 36” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: (Astr. Nach., tv, 392) Con- 

naissance des Temps, 1881, p. XxvI. 

Director : 

BRESLAU, PRUSSIA. 

Universitats Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1® 8™ 8.90° E. 

Latitude, 51° 6’ 56.5” N. 

Directors: L. A. JUNGNIZ, 1780. 

K. J. SCHOLTZ, 1831. 

P. H. L. von BOGUSLAWSKI, 1841. 

Prof. Dr. J. G: GALLE, 1851. 

Established by L. A. JUNGNITZ. 

Observations here were begun about 1760 at the gymnasium, (high- 

school) where J. E. Scheibel, the professor of mathematics, had collected 

a few instruments. They were continued at the university, and the 

observatory properly so called was gradually developed. 

BREST, FRANCE. 

Observatoire de la Marine. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 58° W. 

Latitude, 48° 23/ 32’ N. 

Authority for longitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale des Observa- 

toires et Astronomes, 1887; for latitude, Connaissance des 

Temps, 1884, p. iv. 

Director: Di: KERMAREC. 

BRUSSELS, BELGIUM. 

1. Observatoire Royal. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 28.95 E. 

Latitude, 50° 51’ 10.7” N. 

Directors: L. A. J. QUETELET, 1829. 

J.C. HOUZEAU, 1876. 

F. FOuIE, 
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Projected in 1826, begun in 1829, completed in 1831. A large hall for 

meridian observations is located between two wings, each surmounted 

by a turret. 

If. Observatoire de C. Montiqny (Private). 

Longitude from Greenwich, —-——. | 

Laticude, 

Director: C. MONTIGNY. 

BuDA-PESTH, HUNGARY. 

I. Sternecarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, i? 16™ 138 E. 

Latitude, 47° 29’ 12” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: (LINDENAU, 1846, c. 1866), Con- 

naissance des Temps, 1884, p. xxix. 

Directors: J. PASQUICH, 1804. 

P. TITTEL, 1824. 

L. MAYER, 1831. | 

Founded upon the “ Blocksberg” or “ Gerkardsberg” in 1803, and was 

destroyed in 1849. 

II. Geodetisches Observatorium des Polytechnikums. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 16™ 15.48 E. : 

Latitude, 47° 29/ 34.78 N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: STEPHEN KRUSPER. 

Ill. K. Ung. Central-Anstalt fiir Meteorologie und Erdmagnetismus. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, | 
Director: Dr. GUIDO SCHENZL. 

BUKAREST, ROUMANIA. 

Universitdts Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 44™ 268 E. 

Latitude, 44° 25’ 39” N. 

Director: 
BusSHEY HEATH, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 208 W. 

Latitude, 51° 37/ 44” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

D: Xi. 

Director: 
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Capiz, SPAIN. 

Naval Observatory. (See San Fernando.) 

CAIRO, EGYPT’. 

Observatoire Khédivial. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 5™ 8.91s E. 

Latitude, 30° 4’ 38.2" N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Liste Générale des Observatoires 

-et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: MAHMOUD. 

Founded about 1850. 

CAMBRIDGE, ENGLAND. 

Cambridge Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 22.758 EK. 

Latitude, 52° 12/ 51.6 N. 
Directors : W. LUDLAM, 1767. 

A. SHEPHERD, 1769. 

S. VINCE, 1797. 

R. WOODHOUSE, 1820. 

G. 6. Aimy. 1827. 

J. CHALLIS, 1836. 

J.C. ADAMS, 1860. 

Commenced at Christ College ; removed to St. John’s College in 1767. 
In 1764 a special location was assigned to it above the entrance gate of 

Trinity College. The senate of the university caused a better observa- 

tory to be erected in 1820, which was completed in 1824. The struct- 

ure consists of four halls, forming a cluster of buildings. 

CAPETOWN, AFRICA. 

Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1* 13" 558 E. 

Latitude, 33° 56/ 3.4” S. 

Authority for longitude, HENDERSON ; for latitude, E. J. STONE. 

Directors : 

F. FALLOows, 1820. 

T. HENDERSON, 1831. 

T. MACLEAR, 1834. 

K. J. STONE, 1870. 

DAVID GILL, 1879. 

Founded in 1820. Owned no instruments of importance until 1829. 

It was not at this observatory that Joun HERSCHEL made his observa- 

tions, but some distance from here on a private estate called Feldhausen. 
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INSTRUMENTS: | 

(a) Meridian circle, by RANSOME & Situs for the engineering part; 

TROUGHTON & Simms for micrometric and optical part ; asister instru- 

ment to the Greenwich circle; diameter of circles, 66 inches, divided 
to 5’; read by 6 microscopes to 0.01 estimating easily to 0’.001 as at 

Greenwich. Aperture of objective, 8 inches; magnifying power always 

employed, 200 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments : Makers, object-glass by MERZ, mounting 

(German form) by TrRouGuTON & SIMMS; aperture of objective, 6.9 

rial, 3-6-inch aperture (DOLLARD), 46 inches focal length, mounting on 

long polar axis {English form), maker unknown; without clock-work, 

at present dismounted. 

(d) Spectroscope: Spectroscope by TROUGHTON & SIMMS. 

(f) Chronograph, one by BOND, not at present in use. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; maker, MOLYNEUX: one sidereal, maker, 

BARRAUD. 

(h) Chronometers : Mean time and sidereal. A supply of these instru- 

ments kept for use of Her Majesty’s ships; consequently frequently 

changed. 

(t) Miscellaneous: A heliometer of 5 feet focal length, 4 inches 

(French) aperture. Tube and cradle by REPSOLD, mounting by GRUBB. 

(This instrument is the private property of Mr. GILL.) 

CARLSBURG, HUNGARY. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 34™ 178 E. 

Latitude, 46° 4/ 17” N. 

Auchority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

p. XXiX. 

Director: Domherr FRANZ BARES. 

CATANIA, ITALY. 

Observatory on Mount Etna. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: 

CHAPULTEPEC, MExico. (See TACUBAYA.) 

Observatorio Astronémico Nacional. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6" 36™ 38.24* W. 

Latitude, 19° 25/ 17.5” N. 

Projected in 1876; established in 1878; transferred to TACUBAYA on 
Mareh 8, 1883, 
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CHRISTIANIA, NORWAY. 

Universitdts-Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 42™ 53.65° E. 
Latitude, 59° 54! 43.7" N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Beschreibung und Lage der Uni- 

‘versitats-Sternwarte in Christiania; Verhandlungen der fiinften 

allgemeinen Conferenz der européischen Gradmessung, p. 300; 

Expéd. chronom. exécutée en 1844 entre Alton et Greenwich. 

Directors: C. HANSTEEN, 1815. 

O. FEARNLEY, 1273. 

Projected in 1815; constructed in 1818; rebuilt at some distance 

from the first structure in 1830. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circles: One; makers, ERTEL, with objective by FRAU- 

ENHOFER and UTZSCHNEIDER: diameter, 38 inches; divided to 3, 
read by 4 microscopes to 2/’; aperture of objective, 4 inches; magni- 

fying power, 180 diameters. 

(b) Portable transit instrument: PISTOR & MARTINS, makers; aper- 

ture of objective, 2 inches; magnifying power, 80 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial by A. & G. REPSOLD. Diameter of circles, 30 inches, 
divided to 3’; read by 2 microscopes to 1”; aperture of objective, 44 

inches; magnifying power, 50-290. Wire micrometer and ring micro- 

meter. (c’/) Refractor: Makers, G. MERZ & SOHNE; objective, 7 

inches; magnifying power, 80-600 ; diameters of circles 10 and 14 inches; 

read by 2 Noniers each to 48 and 10”. Wire micrometer. 

(d) Small universal star-spectroscope by MERZ, & vision directe. 

(g) Clocks: One sidereal: pendulum, by KESSELS, 1365; one mean 

time, by URB. JURGENSEN OG SONNER (for the bifilar): one by L. 

LAMTVoR« (for the unifilar); F in the magnetic building. 

(h) Chronometers : Mean time; (Box) KESSELS, 1259; (Pocket) KEs. 

SELS, 1250: one sidereal; DENT, 2103. 

(t) Unifilar magnetometer, by MEYERSTEIN ; bifilar magnetometer, 

by MEYERSTEIN inclinatometers, by GAMBEY, BARLOW, Dover; siphon 

barometer, by PISTOR ; cistern barometer, by FoRTIN; thermometers, 

pluviameters, ete. 

CHURTS, ENGLAND. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: R. CARRINGTON. 

Discontinued upon the death of Mr, CARRINGTON in 1875, 
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COIMBRA, PORTUGAL. 

Observatorio Magnetico-Meteorologico de la Universidade de Coimbra. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 33™ 34.18 W. 

Latitude, 40° 12/ 25.8” N, 

Directors: J. MONTEIRO DE RocHaA, 1796. 

DE PINHEIRO, 1820. 

DE Souza Pinvro, 1855. 

Established about 1796. From 1779 to the present time the Astro- 

nomical Ephemeris has been published here, which for ten years pre- 

vious (1789) had been issued at Lisbon. 

COLLOONEY, IRELAND (See MARKREE). 

COLOGNE, PRUSSIA (SEE KLON). 

COLOMBO, CEYLON, ASIA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 19™ 23s BE. | 

« Latitude, 6° 55/ 33” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1854, 

[e, Roxesa Xe 

Director: Mr. GREEN. 

CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY. 

Observatoire Impérial. 

Longitude from Greenwich. 1" 55™ 56s E. 

Latitude, 40° 1’ 40” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director : A. COUMBARY. 

COPENHAGEN, DENMARK. 

Universitets Astronomiske Observatorium. ; 

Longitude from Greenwich, 50™ 19.2° E. 

Latitude, 50° 41’ 13.6 N. 

Directors : C. LUMBORG, 1637. 

T. BARTHOLIN, 1647. 

O. ROEMER, 1681. 

PETER I. HORREBOVW, 1714. 

C. HORREBOW, 1753. 

T. BUGGE, 1777. 
H. C. SCHUMACHER, 1815. 

Von CARoc, 1822. 

C. F. R. OLUFSEN, 1832, 

H. D’ARREST, 1856. 

T, N. THIELE, 1875, 
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Founded in 1637, but only completed in 1656. The first edifice was 

destroyed by fire the 20th of October, 1728. The observatory was re- 

established in the round tower belonging to the University. In 1820 

a wooden addition was made to it on the Holken bastion. In 1857 it 

was removed to the glacis of the fortress between the citadel and the 

Osterthor (eastern gate). In 1859-60, a new building was erected upon 

the Rosenborg bastion of the old fortress. At present this new observa- 

tory is surrounded by the Botanical Garden. 

CORDOBA, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 

Observatorio Nacional Argentino. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4" 16™ 45.18 W. 

Latitude, 31° 25’ 15.48 S. 

Director : B. A. GOULD, 1870. 

Proposed in 1869; built in 1871 on an eminence southeast of the town; 

a cruciform structure, with four towers at the extremities of the limbs 
of the cross. 

CoRK, IRELAND. 

Observatory of Queen's College. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 33™ 51°. W. 

Latitude, 51° 54’ N. 

Authority for iongitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
p. Xiii. 

Director: : 

Founded in 1878. Hill for meridian observations. Dome, 14? feet 
(4™.5) in diameter. 

CRACOW, AUSTRIA. (See KRAKAU.) 

K. K. Universitits Sternwarte. 

CRONSTADT, Russia. (See KRONSHTADT.) 

Naval Astronomical Observatory. 

CROWBOROUGH, SUSSEX, ENGLAND. 

s Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich: 9.308 E. 
Latitude: 51° 3/ 14” N. 

Director: CHAS. LEESON PRINCE. 

Founded at Uckfield, Sussex, in 1854. Removed to the summit of 
Crowborough Hill in 1872. 

H. Mis. 170 27 
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CUCKFIELD, ENGLAND. 

Observatory of G. Knott (Private). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 0™ 348 W. 
Latitude, 51° 0/ 35” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: G. KNOTT. 

CZERNOWITZ, AUSTRIA. 

Physikalisches Institut der k. k. Franz Josephs Universitat. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, 

Director: Prof. ALOIS HANDL. 

DANZIG, PRUSSIA. 

Observatorium der Naturforschenden Gesellschaft. 

Longitude from Greenwich: 1° 14™ 378.9 E, 
Latitude: 54° 25/ 58” N. 

Directors: VON WOLF, 1780. 
Dr. BERENDT, 1784. 

Dr. JuL. AuG. Kocu, 1792-1817, 
Dr. WESTPHAL, 1520-1821. 

Dr. THEODOR ANGER, 1851. 

FLEMMING, 13840. 

—— KAYSER, 1860. 

The observatory was planned by WOLF, and in 1780 the corner stone 

for the building was laid by him on the summit of the Bishofsberg, an 

elevated position. In 1781 the building was completed and used by 

WOLF; on the 17th of December, 1781, for the observation of the solar 

eclipse. 

In 1806 the invasion of the French army necessitated the removal, 

to a safe location in the city, of the instruments, and the building on 

the Bishofsberg was occupied by the French army and partly torn 

down, but through the exertions of Dr. KLEEFELD, of the society, the 

French provincial governor, General RAPP, had it restored. In 1812, 
however, its complete devastation became a necessity of war. 

In 1818 the society reclaimed the old site, intending to rebuild tne 
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observatory; the failure of obtaining the requisite funds, however, 

caused the project temporarily to be abandoned. 

Meteorological observations alone were continued in Schénberg, near 
Carthaus. The collecting of astronomical instruments was continued, 

and in 1831 a small observatory was erected upon the ‘“‘ Apotheke,” in 

the “‘ Neugarten.” f 

In 1866 the society authorized the erection of the present observatory, 

which was completed and inaugurated on the 2d of January, 1868, the 

one hundred and twenty-fifth anniversary of the Naturforschende Gesell- 

schaft. 

DERPT (DORPAT), RUSSIA. 

Imperatorskaia Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 46™ 53.55 E. 
Latitude, 58° 22! 47.4” N. 

Directors: J. W. A. PFAFF, 1808. 

F. G. W. STRUVE, 1813. 

J. H. MADLER, 1840. 
T. CLAUSEN, 1874. 

L. SCHWARZ, 1878. 

Founded in 1808 as a dependency of the university. In 1825 FRAUN- 

HOFER’S equatorial, with an aperture of 9 inches and a focal length of 

134 feet, moved by clock-work, the largest and most powerful refractor 

in the world at that time, was mounted there. With the help of this 

instrument the elder STRUVE accomplished his famous Mensure Mi- 

crometrice, published in 1837, and continued by his successor. 

DENTZ, GERMANY. 

_ Sternwarte des Herrn BE. Mengering (Private). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 27™ 495.9 E. 
Latitude, 50° 56’ 33” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 
Proprietor ; E. MENGERING. 

DRESDEN, SAXONY. 

I. Konigliches Mathematisch-Physikalisches Institut. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 54™ 56s KE. 
Latitude, 51° 3/ 45” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 
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Directors: J. OTTO, 1560-1580. 

M. JOSTELIN, 1580-1609. 

IL. BRUNNER, 1609-1637. 

TH. HASELL, 1637-1661. 

Tos. BEUTEL, 1661-1720. 

B. MICHAELIS, 1720-1740. 

H. EULENBURG, 1740-1743. 

F. WALZ, 1743-1747. 

J. MAYEN, 1747-1768. 

K. ZEITER, 1768-1783. 

G. KOHLER, 1783-1801. 

S. SEIFFERT, 1801-1818. 
A. SCHMIDT, 1818-1828. 

G. LOHRMANN, 1828-1840. 

Rt. BLOCHMANN, 1840-1869. 

A. DRECHSLER, 1869. 

The Royal Mathematical-Physica!l Institute, an astronomical and 

meteorological observatory, together with a considerable collection of 

astronomical, physical, and mathematical instruments, dating princi- 

pally from the xv1I, xv, and xvul centuries, had its origin in the 

cabinet of art which was founded in 1560 by August I, Elector of Sax- 
ony. 

II. Private Observatorium des Herrn B. von Engelhardt. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 54™ 54.80° E. 
Latitude, 51° 2’ 16.80” N. 

Director: B. VON ENGELHARDT. 

Ill. Private Observatorium des Herrn Dr. Hugo Guericke. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ——-—. 

Latitude, 

Director : Dr. HUGO GUERICKE. 

DRONTHEIM, NORWAY. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 41™ 49° KE. 
Latitude, 63° 25’ 48” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1854, 

Ds exe 

DUBLIN, IRELAND. 

Dunsink Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 25™ 215 W. 
Latitude, 53° 23/ 13” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Dr. BRUNNOW. 
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Directors: H. USSHER, 1774. 
J. BRINKLEY, 1792. 

W. R. HAMILTON, 1827. 

F. BRUNNOW, 1865. 

RoBERT S. BALL, Astronomer Royal of Ireland, 1875. 

Dunsink Observatory belongs to Trinity College, Dublin. It was 

founded in 1774, by means of a legacy left for the purpose by I. AN- 

DREWS. It is built in the midst of a vast park at Dunsink, 3? miles (6 

kilometers) northwest of Dublin, and was not finished until 1792, It 

is a structure of three stories, surmounted by a revolving dome. An 

annual visitation of the Observatory is held every summer by the board 

of Trinity College. 

INSTRUMENTS : 

(a) Meridian circle: Makers, PISTOR & MARTINS; diameter of circles, 
36 inches; divided to 2’; read by 8 microscopes to 1’; aperture of ob- 

jective, 6.4 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 180 diam- 

eters. 
(b) Meridian transit instruments: One, made by RAMSDEN; aperture, 

4 inches; notin use. (b’) One with reversible circle by RAMSDEN & 

BERGE ; object-glass, 5 inches; diameter of circle, 8 feet; 3 micrometers; 

not in use. 

(c) Equatorial imstruments: One; makers, CAUCHOIXx object-glass, 

GRUBB mounting; aperture of objective, 113 inches; magnifying powers 

of eye-pieces, 300; is generally used. (c’) One of 4 inches aperture; 

English equatorial by TULLEY. (?) Hardly ever used. 

(d) Spectroscopes: One of BROWNING’S 2-prism spectroscopes; and 

one of VOGEL’S small-star spectroscopes. 

(f) Chronograph: Maker, GRUBB; two barrels and controlled clock. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; maker, BooTu, of Dublin; one sidereal; 

maker, DENT, London. 

(hk) Chronometer: Sidereal; maker, M’MASTER. 

(t) Miscellaneous: The mean-time clock controls by electricity the 

clocks in the port and docks board and Trinity College, the distance 

being about 5 miles from Dunsink. 

DuN ECHT (ABERDEEN), SCOTLAND. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9™ 40° W. 
Latitude, 57° 9/ 36” N. 

Authority for longitude: Ordnance Survey ; for latitude, observations 

with a Sims's alt-azimuth. The transit circle confirms the re- 

sult within a fraction of a second. 

Astronomer: RALPH COPELAND. 

Dun Echt Observatory, the property of the EARL OF CRAWFORD 

AND BALCARRES (late Lord Lindsay), is on the estate of Dun Echt, 
about 13 miles west of Aberdeen. 

\ 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(@) Meridian circles: 1. Transit circle by TROUGHTON & SIMMS; one 
movable and one fixed circle; diameter 36 inches, divided to 5; 16 

microscopes (carried by 2 Alidade circles, 1 movable and 1 fixed), read- 

ing to 1’-tenth by estimation; aperture of object-glass 8.59 inches ; 

61-inch collimators ; 23-inch axle telescope. 2. Reversing transit with 

V’s for meridian and prime vertical, by T. CookE & Sons; 4-inch ob- — 

ject-glass. 3. Transit instrument by TROUGHTON & SIMMS; 23-inch 

object-glass. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments: 1. Alt-azimuth, by TROUGHTON & 

Stums; 12-inch circles, divided to 5’; 4 microscopes, vertical and hori- 

zontal circles reading seconds and tenths by estimation. Horizontal 

circle movable. 2. Theodolite by T. CookE & Sons. 3. Theodolite by 

APPS. 

(c) Hquatorial instruments: One 15.06-inch refractor by GRUBB. Sev- 

eral sets of eye-pieces. Bifilarmicrometer. MERZ helioscope. DAWES 

solar eye-piece, 2, 3, 74-inch finders. This telescope is controlled abso- 
lutely by the sidereal clock. Driving-clock by T. COOKE & SONS, made 

to special design. 2. One 12.9-inch reflector 122.5 focus; mirror by 

Rev. H. COOPER Key, English mounting. 3. One 124-inch reflector by 

BROWNING. Solarspectroscope. 4. One 6.06-inch refractor by SIMMS; 

bifilar and double image micrometers, used generally for comet seeking. 

5. One 6.04-inch refractor by T. CookE & SONS; complete. 6. One 
4-inch refractor by T. CookEn & Sons; bifilar micrometer. Clock by 

EICHENS; complete. 7. One 3-inch refractor by T. CookE & Sons. 

Bifilar micrometer ; complete. 
(d) Spectroscopes: Large solar spectroscope with 1 whole and 2 half 

RUTHERFURD prisms, with reversion and heliometer viewing telescope. 

Stellar spectroscope modified at Dun Echt (the one most used). BRown- 

ING 5-prism automatic solar spectroscope and 2 stellar ones; also VOGEL 

spectroscope by HEUSTRELL, and a variety of direct vision, quartz, and 

other prisms. Besides the above-mentioned spectroscope there is a 

6-prism automatic reversing-table instrument by BROWNING, and a hand 

direct-vision spectroscope used for aurore. 

(e) Photometer ; ZOLLNER astro-photometer by AUSFELD of Gotha. 

(f) Chronographs: 1. Four-fold barrel-chronograph, each barrel to run 

six hours, driven by the same clock as the 15.06-inch equatorial. 2. 

Portable fillet chronograph by SIEMENS. 

(g) Clocks: 1. Sidereal clock, quicksilver compensation by FRODSHAM. 
2. Mean-time clock, quicksilver compensation by MOLYNEUX. 3. Elee- 

tric clock, outside dial and time gun. 

(h) Chronometers: 1. KULLBERG; mean time. 2. FARQUHAR; mean 

time. 3. J. WALKER; mean time. 4. FRODSHAM; mean time 8-day. 
5. WALKER; sidereal (electric contact). 6. WALKER; sidereal. 7. 

MCLENNAN; ;‘5 seconds; pocket M. T. 

(i) Miscellaneous: 1. Metre: A copy of the Métre du Conservatoire. 
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FRoMENT. 2. Linear dividing engine by FRoMENT. 3. Linear divid- 

ing engine by ELLIorT BRoTuERS. 4. Photograph measuring machine 

by Gruss. 5. Balance by OERTLING. 6. Five 2-meter and one 14- 

meter bars; GRUBB. 7. Two comparator microscopes and long stone 

table. 8. Ten-inch wheel cutting engine, Swiss; JENSSEN & HENSEN 

(j) 1. Sprengel pump six end on and many GEISSLER tubes. 2. Air- 

pump and apparatus. 

(k) Various photographic apparatus. 

(/) A large assortment of electrical and electro-magnetical appa- 

ratus. One standard and one marine barometer, NEGRETTI & ZUMBRA. 

es thermometers. Seven-inch spherometer, 1 part=,,455 inch, 

Goo0 th by estimation ; 4-inch spherometer; both by HitGErR. Arith- 

mometer by THOMAS DE COLMAR; six places. Arithmometer by 

THOMAS DE COLMAR; ten places. Foucault siderostat by EICHENS; 

16-inch mirror (and aspare one), silver in glass, by A. MARTIN. Silber- 

mann heliostat by DuBoscg. Heliostat by BRownING. King’s baro- 

graph and anemograph by CASELLA. Binocular microscopes by SMITH 

& BEcK and Ross. Polariscope by LApDD; 10-inch, 6-inch, and 4-inch 

induction coils by Apps. <A large collection of cut crystals; also dif- 

fraction apparatus by SCHWERD. 

DURBAN (NATAL), AFRICA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 2™ 1.188 fi. 

Latitude, 29° 50! 47.4” S. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Ki. NEISSON, Government Astronomer. 

DURHAM, ENGLAND. : 

University Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6” 198.75 W. 
Latitude, 54° 46 6.2” N. 

Directors: TEMPLE CHEVALLIER, 1840. 
SAMUEL WAymMouTH, 1872. 

ROBERT JOHN PEARCE, 1873. 

Founded by subscription, 1840. First observations made in 1842. 

The observatory is under the general superintendence of the professor 

of mathematics in the University of Durham. 

DUSSELDORF, PRUSSIA. 

Sternwarte (formerly at Bilk near Diisseldor/f). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 27™ 58 E. 

Latitude, 51° 12’ 25” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, ““Astronomische Nachrichten,” 

643, und * Berliner Jahrbuch.” 
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Directors: J. ¥. BENZENBERG, 1809-1846. 

I’. BRUNNOW, 1847-1851. 

ROBERT LUTHER, 1851. 

Established in 1809, by J. F. BENZENBERG, the savant, who in 1844 

erected a more complete building at BILK, 14 miles (2 kilometers) south 

of the town. ‘This establishment, liberally endowed by its founder, be- 

came the property of the town in 1847, and was enlarged by it in 1852. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) An old repetition circle of 1 foot, by the late BAUMANN, at Stutt- 

gart, giving 10” of centesimal division. 

(d) Meridian transit instrument made by the late Em1L SCHROEDTER, 

at Diisseldorf, objective from Munich, focal distance 2 feet, aperture 2 

inches, little circle divided in half degrees, with nonius, 1 minute. 

(c) New equatorial instrument, by CHARLES BAMBERG, at Berlin, in 

use Since September, 1877, objective by Dr. SiamunpD MERz, at Munich, 
focal distance 7 feet, aperture 7 inches, magnifying powers of eye-pieces 

49 to 188. Stars of the 11.5 magnitude can be seen with it. Old reserve 

tube, with horizontal and vertical motion, made by MERZ & Sons, at 

Munich, 1847, focal distance 6 feet, aperture 44 inches. Stars of the 
11.0 magnitude can be seen with it. | 

(n) Two old sidereal-time clocks made by UTZSCHNEIDER & FRAU- 

ENHOFER, at Munich. 
(h) One mean-time chronometer by KESSELS, at Altona, and a Swiss 

watch. 

Some small instruments of minor importance. 

EDINBURGH, SCOTLAND. 

I. Royal Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 12™ 43.058 W. | 
Latitude, 55° 57’ 23.2” N. | 
Authority for longitude: O. P1Azzi SMyTu; for latitude, THomMAS HEN- 

DERSON. 
Directors: THOMAS HENDERSON, 1833-1844. 

C. P1Azzi SMyTH, 1845. 

A preceding so-called observatory tower existed on the site, which 

is a grassy and rocky hill-top in the midst of the city, from 1776, but 

no observations of scientific character were ever made there. It was 

founded by subscription, and was not completed until 1792. The pres- 

ent observatory was projected in 1812 and erected on shares in 1812. 

The municipality donated the ground. In 1833 the founders ceded its 

administration to the state, and in 1846 made over the ownership. 
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It is by no means a model building for an observatory, being small, 

isolated, smoke-exposed, without dwelling-houses attached, often diffi- 

cult of access at night, hide-bound by its too ornamental white-stone 

Greek architecture ; and looking, as well as acting, rather like a classi- 

cal temple of the winds than a modern working observatory. 

Il. Ben Nevis Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: 

HLSFLETH (OLDENBURG), GERMANY. 

Sternwarte der Navigations Schule. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 33™ 528 E. 

Latitude, 53° 14’ 46” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884. 

Director: C. BEHRMANN, 1876. 

ERLAU, HUNGARY. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 30™ 325 HB. 

Latitude, 47° 54! 4” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884. 

Director: Dr. ALBERT FRANZ VON MONTEDEGO. 

EKATHERINEBOURG, RUSSIA. 

Magnetic and Meteorological Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4% 2™ 48° B. 

Latitude, 56° 49’ N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Kurrrpr, 1841; FRITSCHE, 

1873 and 1876; ScHARNHORST und KUHLBERG, 1875. 
Director: G. O. CLERK. 

The observatory was built in 1835; regular observations began on 
January 1, 1836. It took part in the work of the first ‘““Magnetischer 

Verein,” and has lately been required to act as a “polar observatory,” 

from August 1, 1882, until September 1, 1883, according to the pro- 

gramme of the International Polar Commission, St. Petersburg, August, 
1881. 
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INSTRUMENTS: 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Makers, ERTEL & SOHN (small 
passage instrument), aperture, 1.5 inches. (b/) Another by BRAUER in 
St. Petersburg (universal instrument). 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; maker, F. FLAUTH, in St. Petersburg 

(without No.); another regulator, without name. 

(h) Chronometers: Mean time; makers, Ff. FLAUTH, No. 357; WIREN, 

No. 86. 

(t) Miscellaneous: Magnetic theodolite, BRAUER, No. 37; BRAUER’S 

compass for magnetical declination and intensity ; GAMBEY’S inclinato- 

rium; variation magnetometers (syst. GAUSS); Several series of me- 

teorological instruments of different construction; thermometers for 

observation of the temperature from superficy to 3 meters depth. 

FLORENCE, ITALY. 

I. Reale Osservatorio Astronomico di Firenze ad Arcetri. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 3.138 E. 

Latitude, 43° 45/ 14.3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Royal Staff of Engineers. 

Director: GUGLIELMO TEMPEL. 

II. Observatory of the Royal Museum. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 1.58 E. 
Latitude, 43° 46’ 4.1” N. 

Directors: Pror. F. FONTANA, 1784. 

ALESSANDRO GALILEI. 

— FABBRONI, 1805. 

Count GIROLAMO BARDI, 1807. 

DoMENICO DE VECCHT, 1808. 

GAETAMO DEL Ricco, 1814. 

FATHER INGHIRAMI, 1815. 

Luici Pons, 1825. 

GIOVANNI BATTISTA AMICI, 1837. 

GAB. DONATI. 1859: 

DOMENICO CIPOLETTI, 1873. 

PROF. PITTEI, 1874. 

GUGLIELMO TEMPEL, 1875. 

ILI. Meteorological Observatory of the Royal Museum. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: Dr. PITTEI, 1875. 
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IV. Observatory of San Giovannino (Ximeniané). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : Prof. ¥. CECCHI. 

Founded by FATHER LEONARDO XIMENES, a Jesuit. 

In the annals of the Imperial Museum of Florence, Vol. I, for the 

year 1810, we read that about the year 1784, the Grand Duke LEOPOLD 

I gave directions to his architect, GASPERO PAOLETTI, to make the de- 
signs for an observatory to be erected within the precincts of the Im- 

perial and Royal Museum of Physical Science and Natural History of 

Florence, of which the ABBE FELIX FONTANA was director. 

Prof. DOMENICO DE VECCHI, in an astronomical report inserted in the 

above-mentioned annals, declares that after diligent search he was un- 

able to discover any historical document relative to the erection of this 

observatory, and that the date of 1774 was given him by the Engineer 
DEL Rosso. The same professor De Vecchi, in the introduction to the 

description of the Imperial Observatory (above annals, Vol. IT), declares 

it to have been already constructed and furnished with some instru- 

ments as far back as the year 1775. 

In the year 1784, there had been collected in the observatory a clock, 

a transit instrument, and zenith sector, for the work of Professor SLOP, 

of the University of Pisa, who also constructed a meridian, passing un- 

der the pavement of a hall, which owes its name to this cireumstance 

and bears the following inscription: * Linea meridiana ducta in obser- 

yatrio Regii Musi Scientiorum Florentini, Petro Leopoldo, Imperante 

anno, MDCCLXX XIV.” 

In the year 1784, Professor FONTANA began the meteorological obser- 
vations, using eight large instruments of his own invention and con- 

structed under his attention, care, and direction. Arrested in his ca- 

reer by calumny, and in consequence withdrawn from the Museum. 

Fontana was succeeded as director pro tempore by ALESSANDRO GAL- 

ILEL; he was succeeded by FABBRONI, nominated by the ecclesiastical 

party in 1789 vice-director under Fontana. 
On the Ist of January, 1805, we find the entry of the death of this 

distinguished scientist, at a distance from that Museum, to which he 

had rendered such service as instructor and director. 

Shortly after, FABBRONI having been appointed director of the mint, 

Count GIROLAMO BARDI was named director of the museum in his 
place. He immediately founded several chairs of instruction, among 

them one of astronomy, which was assigned to DoMENICO DE VECCHI, 

professor of physical sciences at the University at Sienna, and to him 

was also entrusted the directorship of the observatory (1807). 

DE VECCHI remained in this position in the Florentine Observatory 

until July, 1814, when he was removed by an order of the Commissario 

Plenipotenziario, Prince RASPIGLIOLI, under date of June 22,1814. (This 
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order is foungl in a letter addressed to the director of the museum, num- 

ber 92, in the file of papers relating to the transactions of the I. and R. 

Museum for the year 1814.) Professor DE VECCHI himself refers to this 
suppression in the memorial before mentioned, in speaking of the 

methods of observing with reflecting instruments. Professor DE 

VECCHI never returned to his office as instructor in the observatory. 

In the letter of Prince RASPIGLIOLI to the director of the museum it 
was also stated: “I think it well to inform you that Father GAETANO 

DEL Ricco has been invited to take charge of the preservation of the 

astronomical instruments,” which, in consequence, were received from 
the professor himself, and held from June, 1814, to May 17,1818, on which 
day, having passed from this life, Father GAETANO DEL RIcco was sue- 

ceeded by Father INGHIRAMI, professor of astronomy in the Ximeniano 
Observatory. 

At this point it is necessary to observe that the observatory of the 

Royal Museum was always an entirely distinct institution from that of 

San Giovannino, some time designated degli Scolopi, the latter having 

been founded by Father LEONARDO XIMENES, Jesuit, from whom it de- 
rived the name of Ximeniano, which it retains and by which it'is at this 
time especially distinguished. 

Father INGHIRAMI held the position until the 7th of October of the 
same year, when, by desire of the Count, he had added to his other du- 

ties those of Director of the Museum. 

From 1814 to 1825 we find no document which proves the presence 

of an astronomer; it remained wholly inactive for a period of about 
eleven years. 

In July, 1825, Prof. Luigi Pons, of Marseille, was appointed, and suc- 

ceeded in 1837 by Prof. GrovANI BATTESTA Amict, of Modena, who 

held the directorship of the observatory until 1859, when he was re- 

tired on account of extreme oldage. Although all the duties of the 

office since 1852 had been performed by Prof. G. B. DONATI, he did not 

succeed to the official title of director until 1864, a year after the death 

of Professor AMICI. 

At that time DONATI conceived the idea of erecting a new observa- 

tory in the vicinity of Florence ; the old institution, in a central part of 

the town, no longer meeting the requirements of astronomical study, 

and not being large enough to hold the large and excellent equatorial 

constructed by his predecessor. Aided in this bold enterprise by the 

influence and support of the municipal, provincial, and state authority, 

and by securing the interest of King VicToR EMANUEL, Professor 

DONATI, in October, 1872, was able to inaugurate the new observatory 

on the Calle d’Arcetri, a little removed from the house, where, two hun- 
dred and thirty years before, GALILEO had ended the labors of his life. 

To the new institution was transferred all the scientific material be- 
longing to the Department of Astronomy, and the place oceupied by it 

in the observatory was devoted exclusively to meteorological observa- 
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tions, both branches remaining under the direction of Professor DONATI, 
the meteorological division being represented in Florence by his assist- 

ant, Prof. COSTANTINUS PITTEI. 

DoNATI having died on February 20, 1872, the charge of the new ob- 

servatory was given to Prof. DOMENICO CIPOLETTI, formerly DONATI’S 

assistant in the astronomical course, who held it until the following 

May, when he began to fail. The observatory at Arcetri was provisionally 

confided to Professor PITTEI, until June 1, 1875, when Signor Gue- 
LIELMO TEMPEL was called as astronomer, which position he still retains, 

and Professor PITTE! thereupon assumed the definite direction of the 

observatory of the Museum, re-organized under special direction, and 

entirely separated from the observatory at Arcetri. 

FRANKFURT, A. M., PRUSSIA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 34™ 47.1° E. 
Latitude, 50° 7’ 3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. EPSTEIN. 

FUNCHAL, MADEIRA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 7 35.58 W. 

Latitude, 32° 37’ 46” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
p: lv. 

Director : 

GALATZ, ROUMANIA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 52” 14° BE. 
Latitude, 45° 26’ 12” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
De Rex 

Director : 

GENEVA, SWITZERLAND. 

Observatoire de Geneve. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 24” 36.778 EB. 
Latitude, 46° 11/ 58.8” N. 
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Directors: J. A. MELLET FAVRE, 1772. 

M. A. PICTET TURRETIN 1790. 

J. I. TT. MAURICE, 1794. 
P. PICTET, 1802. 

A. GAUTIER, 1819. 

L. F. WARTMANN, 1832. 

Ki. PLANTAMOUR, 1840. 

EK. GAUTIER. 

Founded in 1771, completed in 1773. Octagonal structure built in 

great part at the expense of J. A. MELLET, upon a casemate of the 

Bastion Saint Antrine. In 1829 the representative council of the can- 

ton passed a resolution for the construction of a new observatory to be 

built upon the same bastion, not far from the old edifice. It is com- 

posed of a main building of one story, and of two lateral turrets with 

hemispherical domes. In 1879 the original building had an annex built 

to it; at the same time a tower was erected to the west of the old 

building, in which the 10-inch refractor, presented to the cantons of 

Geneva by EK. PLANTAMOUR, has been placed. 

GENOA, ITALY. 

I. Observatorio delle R. Universita. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 44° 24’ 59” N. 
Directors : GIUSEPPE GARIBALDI, 1850. 

MICHELE ALBERTO BANCALARI, 1849, 

PIETRO MARIA GARIBALDI, 1865. 

This observatory was entirely refitted in 1874, and is particularly in- 

tended for meteorological observations. 

II. Observatory of the Hydrographic Office. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 35™ 41.48 E. 

Latitude, 44° 25/ 9.3” N. 

Director: G. B. MAGNAGHI. 

GEORGETOWN, BRITISH GUIANA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : 
GLASGOW, SCOTLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 10.68 W. 
Latitude, 55° 52! 42.8” N. 
Directors : J. P. NICHOL, 1840. 

R. GRANT, 1860. 
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Commenced in 1818 at the expense of a society. Permanently organ- 

ized with the help of a public subscription, of one subsidy from the 

University and another from the State. In 1862 a special hall was 

added for an equatorial, which has an aperture of 9 inches: (0.23™). 

GOHLIS (NEAR LEIPZIG), SAXONY. 

I. Private Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 28.6° E. 

Latitude, 519° 21’ 42.3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Prof. C. C. BRUHNS. 

Proprietor: AUGUST AUERBACH. 

Observatory was built in 1861-62. 

Il: Private Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 29.658 E. 

Latitude, 519 21’ 35” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: W. WINKLER. 

GOTHA, GERMANY. 

Sterrwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 42™ 50.568 E. 

Latitude, 50° 56/ 37.5” N. 

Directors: E. X. VON ZACH, 1787. 

B. A. VON LINDENAU, 1808. 
J. F. ENCKE, 1817. 

P. A. HANSEN, 1825. 

A. KRUGER, 1876. 

L. DE BALL (ad interim). 

H. SEELIGER, 1881. 

Dr. E. BECKER. 

The first observatory was erected in 1784, on the “SEEBERG,” 14 

miles (two kilometers) from the town. In 1853 a new observatory was 

built in the “Jigerstrasse,” not far from the ducal palace. 

GOTTINGEN, PRUSSIA. 

Konigliche Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 39™ 46.48 E. 
Latitude, 51° 31’ 7.9” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Berliner Jahrbuch. 
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Directors: J. A. VON SEGNER, 1735. 
J. TOBIAS MAYER, 1754. 

G. M. LoRNITZ, 1762. 

A. G. KASTNER, 1764. 

K. I’. VON SEYFFER, 1800. 

C. F. Gauss, 1807. 
Dr. E. F. W. KLINKERFUES, 1866. 

Dr. W. SCHUR. 

Founded in 1754, at the same time with the university, and located 

in one of the round towers of the ancient fortification, around which 

was built an exterior gallery. In 1811 the observatory was transferred 

to a more suitable spot outside the southern gate-way of the town. This 

new building is on the plan of a rectangle, with the longer sides facing 

east and west. An addition is made by wings to the north; a cupola 

surmounts the central vestibule, and a terrace encircles the whole struc- 

ture. In 1818 the first meridian circle ever made and mounted in Europe 
was placed there. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circles: One made by REPSOLD, sr., of Hamburg; diam- 

eter of circle 34 feet, divided to 5’; read by two microscopes to 1”; ap- 
erture of objective 44 inches (114™™); magnifying power ordinarily em- 

ployed, 96 diameters: one made by REICHENBACH, of Munich; diame- 

ter of circle 3 feet; divided to 3’; read by four microscopes to 0.24”; 

aperture of objective 4} inches (109™™); magnifying power ordinarily 
employed, 50 diameters. 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, REICHENBACH, of Munich; 
aperture, 44 inches (116™") ; magnifying power, 75 Wennine- (b’) one 
portable, maker, ERTEL, of Munich. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, FRAUENHOFER, of Munich; aper- 
ture of objective, 2.9 inches (74™™); magnifying power of eye-piece, 75. 

(c’) Five telescopes: makers, Ist, MERZ, of Munich; 6 feet long, aper- 

ture 5inches; 2d, STEINHEIL, of Munich; 5 feet long, aperture 4 inches; 
3d, DOLLOND, of Munich; 4 feet long, aperture, 34 inches ; 4th, DoL- 
LOND, of Munich; 3 feet long, aperture 3 inches; 5th, PLOSSL, of Vi- 
enna; 28 inches long, aperture 24 inches. Three comet-seekers: makers, 

Ist, MERZ, of Munich; 6 inches aperture; 2d, MERZ, of Munich; 3 

inches aperture; 3d, VOIGTLANDER, of Brunswick ; 25 inches aperture. 
(d) Spectroscope : ne MERZ, of Munich. 

(f) Chronograph: By AUSFELD, of Gotha. 

(g) Clocks: One mean time; ee CASTENS; two sidereal: makers, 
Ist, HARDY, of London; 2d, SHELTON. 

() Chronometers: Four mean time; makers, 1st, Beane 2d, 

SACKMANN; dd and 4th, KNoBLIcH; 5th, HARDY; sixtieth part of a 
second. 

(i) Miscellaneous ; Heliometer by FRAUENHOFER, of Munich; theodo- 
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lites, one by REICHENBACH, two by MEYERSTEIN; sextants by CARY, 

TROUGHTON, PISTOR, STEINHEIL, and BREITHAUPT ; two heliotropes 

by MEYERSTEIN. 

GRAZ, AUSTRIA. 

I. Physikalisches Institut der K. K. Carl Franzens Universitat. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, 

Director: Prof. Dit. LUDwia BOLTZMANN. 

Il. Universitdts Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 1™ 47.98 E. 

Latitude, 47° 4’ 37.2” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1$87. 

Director: Dr. C. FRIESACH. 

Ill. Private Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: EK. MATHEY GUENET. 

GREENWICH, ENGLAND. 

Royal Observatory. 4 

Longitude from Washington, 5® 8™ 12.098 E. 

Latitude, 51° 28/ 38.4” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Nautical Almanac, Greenwich 

Observations, 1878. 
Directors: J. FLAMSTEED, 1675, 

EK. HALLEY, 1720. 

J. BRADLEY, 1742. 

N. Buiss, 1762. 

N. MASKELYNE, 1765. 
J. POND, 1811. 
G. B. Arry (Astronomer Royal), 1835. 

W. H. M. CHRISTIE (Astronomer Royal), 1881. 

Founded by royal statute on the 4th March, 1675. Built in the park 

at Greenwich by CHRISTOPHER WREN, architect. At first it consisted 

merely of an octagonal tower. In1660 FLAMSTEED put up an additional 

wing to accommodate the mural sector, with the help of which he made 

his catalogue of stars. The board of visitors was created in 1710. In 

1749 and the years immediately following great improvements and 

additions were made. 

H. Mis. 170——28 
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A statute of 1765 confirmed the right of supervision vested in the 

royal society and exercised by the board of visitors. In 1770 two re- 

volving domes were constructed upon the turrets, and these have served 

as models for all revolving turrets since constructed. In 1772 the first 

achromatic object glass ever used at Greenwich was attached to the south 

quadrant. In 1779 the expediency of enlarging the meridian openings 

was acknowledged; hitherto the aperture had only been 6 inches 

(0.15™). 
At the beginning of the present century it became necessary to re- 

build the observatory, and the work, continuing until 1811, consisted in 

the construction of two rectangular buildings, the eastern one being the 

observatory proper, and containing halls for the meridian instruments, 

the library, and office, while the western structure was intended for the 

dwelling house of the superintendent. 

The present organization of Greenwich Observatory dates from a 

royal statute of 1830. According to the terms of this statute the board 

of visitors consists of the members of the Royal Society, the members 

of the Astronomical Society, and the Oxford and Cambridge professors 

of astronomy. 

Asa finishing touch the immense dome to the southeast was built in 

1859. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; makers, RANSOMES & MAy (engineers), 

TROUGHTON & SIMMS (opticians) ; diameter of circle, 72 inches ; divided 

to 5’; read by six microscopes to 0.06” ; four supplementary microscopes 

for determination of division errors and occasional use: aperture of ob- 

jective 8.1 inches ; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 8.1; 

magnifying power ordinarily employed, 195 diameters. 

(b') Alt-azimuth: Makers, RANSOMES & MAy and W. SIMs; aperture, 

4 inches. Magnifying power, 100; diameter of circles, 3 feet, divided 

to 5/. 

(c) Hquatorial instruments ; Makers, RANSOMES & SIMMS (engineers), 

TROUGHTON & Simms (opticians), MERZ (objective); aperture of ob- 

jective, 12.8 inches; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 60 to 1500. (c’) 

Sheapshank’s equatorial: makers, T. GRUBB, CAUCHOIX (objective) ; 

aperture of objective, 63 inches. Naylor equatorial: maker, T. COOKE, 

of York; aperture, 6 inches. Shuckburgh equatorial : maker, RAMSDEN ; 

aperture, 4.1 inches. 

(d) Spectroscopes : Half-prism spectroscope; maker, HILGER. Direct 

vision: one, two, or three compound “ half-prisms ” with dispersions (A 

to H) of about 184°, 83°, and 335°. Single prism stereoscope: Makers, 

TROUGHTON & Simms; one flint prism. 
(e) Photometer : ATRY’S double-image micrometer ; makers, TROUGH- 

TON & SIMMS. 

(f) Chronograph: Makers, E. DEnT & Co. 
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(g) Clocks : One mean time; Makers, SHEPHERD & SON: one sidereal; 
makers, EH. DENT & Co., HARDY, ARNOLD, GRAHAM. 

(kh) Chronometers: Mean time; makers, various. There are always on 

hand a large number rated for the navy; some of these are used when 

necessary for the Observatory. Sidereal; none of accurate character. 
(i) Miscellaneous: Photoheliograph; maker, DALLMEYER ; aperture 

of objective, 4 inches. Several portable telescopes ; aperture, 4 inches 

to 23 inches. Five other 6-inch equatorials (packed in cases) returned 

from Transit of Venus Expedition, 1874, Five 3-inch portable transits 

by Sms; one 14-inch alt-azimuth by Saums; three 14-inch altitude 

instruments by Simms; four photoheliographs by DALLMEYER (all re- 

turned from the Transit of Venus Expeditions, 1874). 

GRIGNON (COTE D’OR), FRANCE. 

dbservatoire du prieur€é de St. Jean, 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17” 388 E. 

Latitude, 47° 33/ 42” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: ¥. MAYEUL LAMEY. 

GUILDOWN (SURREY) ENGLAND. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 55.18 W. 
Latitude, 51° 13’ 39.2” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1587. 

Proprictor: J. RAND OAPRON. 

HABANA, CUBa. 

Observatorio del R. Colegio de Belen. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5° 29™ 308 W. 

Latitude, 23° 9’ 24” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, p. 

Ixiii. 

Director : ———. 

HALIFAX, ENGLAND. 

Bermerside Observatory, Skircoat. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 7™ 288 W. 

Latitude, 53° 42/9” N. \ 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: E. CROSSLEY. 
Observer: J. GLEDHILL, 
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HAMBURG, GERMANY. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 39™ 53.8° . 

Latitude, 53° 33/ 7” N. 
Directors: MOSER, 1823. 

K. L. C. RUMKER, 1830. 

GrorG F. W. RUMKER, 1863. 

Built by J. G. REPSOLD, in 1810, upon a location near the Altona 

gate; destroyed by the Frenclrin 1813; rebuilt in 1825, through alegacy 

left by GRELL, upon the site of the old ramparts, and still in the neigh- 

borhood of the Altona gate. It has a central hall for meridian instru- 

ments and two wings surmounted by turrets. The east wing is used 

for a school of navigation. 

HARROW, ENGLAND. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 20° W. 
Latitude, 51° 35’ 15” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: LizuT. Cou. G. L. TUPMAN. 

HEIDELBERG, GERMANY. 

Sternwarte des Herrn Dr. T. Wolf. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 

Authority for longitude and latitude A.: LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. T. Wolf. 

HELSINGFORS, FINLAND. 

Astronomiska Observatoriet. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 39™ 49.14§ E. 

Latitude, 60° 9/ 2.6” N. 
Directors: F. W. A. ARGELANDER, 1829. 

G. LUNDAHL, 1841. 

F. WOLDSTEDT, 1852. 

A. KRUGER, 1852. 

Dr. A. S. DONNER. 

Founded in 1829, near the university, after the fire at Abo had de- 

stroyed the scientific instruments of that Finnish town. This observa- 

tory is the most northerly in the world. 

HERENY, HUNGARY. 

Astro Physikalisches Observatoriwm. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 6™ 24.78 E. 

Latitude, 47° 15! 47” N, 
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Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1537. 

Proprietor: EK. DE GOTHARD. 

Established in 1881. 

Hone-KonG, CHINA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 7" 36™ 41.868 E. 

Latitude, 22° 18’ 12,2” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1587. 

Director: W. DOBERCK, Astronomer Royal. 

INNSBRUCK, AUSTRIA. 

Physikalisches Institut der K. K. Leopold Franzens Universitat. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 368 E. (approximately). 

Latitude, 47° 16’ 10” N. (approximately). 

Director: Prof. LEOPOLD PFAUNDLER. 

IpswicH, ENGLAND. 

Orwell Park Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4" 55.8° E. 

Latitude, 52° 0/ 33” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: Colonel TOMLINE. 

Astronomer: J. 1. PLUMMER. 

JENA, SAXE-WEIMAR. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 46™ 178 E. 

Latitude, 50° 56/ 29” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1837. 

Directors: J. F. POSSELT, 1820. 
L. SCHRON, 1852. 

K. ABBE, 1878. 

_ Built in 1820, in the same garden where Schiller wrote Wallenstein. 

JUVISY, FRANCE. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9™ 29° E. 

Latitude, 48° 41’ 36” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: C. FLAMMARION. 
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KALOCSA, HUNGARY. 

Hrzbischof Haynald’s Observatorium. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 15™ 54.288 Hi. 

Latitude, 46° 31/ 41.25” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Directors : Dr. CHARLES BRAUN, BS. J. 

A. HUNINGER. 
The observatory was founded by Cardinal HAYNALD, Archbishop 

of Kalocsa, in 1878-’79. 

KARLSRUHE, BADEN. 

Grossherzogliche Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 33™ 228 EK. 

Latitude, 48° 59’ 44” N. . 

Authority for longitude and latitude : Connaissance des Temps, 1884, p. 

xoxsvale 

Director : W. VALENTINER. 

Transferred from MANNHEIM in 1879. 

KASAN, RUSSIA. 

Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 3° 16™ 29.18 KE. 
Latitude, 55° 47/ 24” N. 

Directors: J. J. LitRow, 1814. 
J. SIMONOFF, 1816. 

M. LIAPOUNOFF, 1846. 

M. KowA.LskI, 1854. 

D. DOUBJAGO. 

Founded in 1814 by the university. Constructed upon a very solid 

ancient structure; square tower, 23 feet (7 meters) in height. The 

southern gallery adjoins a wooden shed at its west angle, which has a 

movable roof. The building, with a portion of the instruments, was 

burned on the occasion of a fire which destroyed part of the town on 

the 5th September, 1842. Immediately restored. *> 

KEMPSHOT, JAMAICA. 

Observatory of Max. w. Hall. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 11™ W. 
Latitude, 18° 29’ N. 
Authority, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale, ete., 1887. - 

Director : - : 
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KENSINGTON, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 46° W. 
Latitude, 51° 30/ 12” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884 

p- Xv. 

KHARKOFF, RUSSTA. 

Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 24™- 54.78 K. 

Latitude, 50° 0/ 10.2’ N. 

Directors: J. FEDORENKO. 

G. LEVITZKY. 

Recently established. 

KE, EP RUSSEA. 

I. Konigliche Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 40™ 35.748 Ei. 

Latitude, 54° 20/ 28.6” N. 

Directors: C. A. F. PETERS, 1873. 

A. KRUEGER, 1581. 

Founded in 1873, by the transfer of the observatory from ALTONA. 

Il. Chronometer Observatorium der K. Marine. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 40™ 37.28 BE. 

Latitude, 54° 20/ 3.3” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887 

Director: C. F.. W. PETERS. 

KIEFF, RUSSIA. 

Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 2™ 0.78 E. 

Latitude, 50° 27/ 11.12” N. 

Directors: —— FEADOROW, 1838. 

A. SCHIDLOFFSKY, 1855. 

M. K. KHANDRIKOFF, 1872. 

Established in 1838 as an annex to the university. 

KINGSTON, CANADA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich. 5" 5™ 56.48 W. 

Latitude, 44° 13/ 25.2” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1857, 

Director: J. WILLIAMSON. 
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Kis-KARTAL, HUNGARY. 

Sternwarte der Baronesse von Podmaniceky. 

Longitude front Greenwich, 1" 18™ 138 E, 
Latitude, 47° 42’ N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: R. VON. KOVESLIGETHY. 

KILMARNOCK, SCOTLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 18™ 10.58 W. 
Latitude, 55° 36’ 40” N. 

Directors: THOMAS Morton, 1818. 

THOMAS LEE, 1862. 

Erected in 1818 by the late Mr. Morton, H. M.R.S.S. A., at an 
expense of about £1,500, and is now the property of THoMAS LEE, F. 

kh. A.S. Its height is 70 feet, and being at an elevated situation, it 

commands an extensive and delightful view. 

KLAUSENBURG, HUNGARY. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 
Latitude, 

Director: CARL JUSZTA. 

KJOBENHAVN (COPENHAGEN), DENMARK. 

Universitets Astronomiske Observatorium. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 50™ 19.28 E. 
Latitude, 55° 41’ 13.6” N. 

Directors: C. LUMBORG, 1637. 

T. BARTHOLIN, 1647 

O. ROEMER, 1681. 

PETER I. HORREBOW, 1714. 

C. HORREBOW, 1753. 

T. BUGGE, 1777. 

H. C. SCHUMACHER, 1815. 
Von CAROE, 1822. 

C. F. R. OLUFSEN, 1832. 

Hi. DD ARREST, 1856. 

T. N. THIELE, 1876. 

Founded in 1637, but only completed in 1656. The first edifice was 

destroyed by fire on the 20th of October, 1728. The observatory was 
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re-established in the round tower belonging to the university. In 1820 

a wooden addition was made to it on the Holken bastei. Finally, in 

1857, it was reorganized and removed to the glacis of the fortress be- 

tween the citadel and the Osterthor (eastern gate). 

KOLN, PRUSSIA. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 27™ 51° E. 

Latitude, 50° 55’ 31” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. HERMANN KLEIN. 

KONIGSBERG, PRUSSIA. 

Universitdts Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 21™ 58.915 EK. 

Latitude, 54° 42’ 50.6” N. 

Directors: Z. W. BESSELS, 1811. 

A. L. BUSCH, 1849. 

M. L. G. WICHMANN 1866. 

HK. LUTHER, 1880. 

Constructed in 1811 on ove of the most elevated points of the ram- 

parts to the northwest of the town. A main building divided into two 

great halls—a northern andasouthern. Two wings—one the meridian 

hall, the other an addition. With the use of a meridian circle BESSELS 

and his assistants accomplished the work known as the “ Kénigsberger 

Zonen.” This great undertaking was begun August 19, 1821, and fin- 
ished January 21, 1833. 

KRAKAU, AUSTRIA. 

K. K. Universitits Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 19™ 50.58 E. 

Latitude, 50° 3/ 50” N. 

Directors: Dr. J. B. SNIADECKI, 1791-1803. 

Dr. J. I. Lirrrow, 1807-1809. 

Dr. J. LESKI, 1811-1825. 

Dr. MAX WEISSE, 1826-1861. 

» Dr. F. M. KARLINSKI, 1862. 

The observatory, established in 1791 and partially reconstructed in 

1858, lies in the botanical garden at the eastern extremity of the city. 

The building, two and one-half stories high, with two domes, was origi- 

nally not intended for an observatory, and it is impossible to mount in 

them any larger modern instrument. 
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KREMSMUNSTER, AUSTRIA. 

Sternwarte der Benediktiner Abtei. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 56™ 31.68 E. 

Latitude, 48° 3/ 23.8” N. 

Directors: A. DESING, 1748. 
P. FIXLMILLNER, 1761. 

T. DERFFLINGER, 1791. 
B. SCHWARZENBRUNNER, 1824. 

M. KouuER, 1830. 

A. RESLHUBER, 1847. 

G. STRASSER, 1875. 

C. WAGNER. 

Founded in the convent of the Benedictines in 1748; built in the 
convent garden at the northern extremity of the buildings. The ob- 

servatory consists of a massive tower eight stories high, with two wings 

of five stories. 

KRONSTADT, RUSSIA. 

Morskaia Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 59™ 3.60/ E. 
Latitude, 59° 59! 24.2’, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: V. FUSS. 

Directors: L. HUBNER, 1857. 

Vi. BUSS, 1371. 

Observatory of the school of pilots. 

LA PLATA, ARGENTINE REPUBLIC. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 

Director: F. C. BEUF. 

LEIPZIG, SAXONY. 

I. Universitats Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 34.028 E. 

Latitude, 51° 20’ 6.3” N. 
Directors: C. F. RUDIGER, 1794. 

K. B. MOLLWEIDE, 1811. 

A. F. MoEB -us, 1816. 

C. A. JAHN, 1845. 

C. C. BRUHNS, 1860. 

H. Bruns, 1883. 
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Constructed from 1787 to 1794, upon the great tower of the castle of 

Pleissenburg. A new observatory, situated at the extreme end of one 

of the suburbs, took the place of the old one in 1861. 

Il. Private Sternwarte des Herrn Rudolph Engelmann. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 388 E. 

Latitude, 51° 20’ 7” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. RUDOLF ENGELMANN. 

LEMBERG, AUSTRIA. 

Sternwarte der Technischen Hochschule. 

Longiinde from Greenwich, : 
Latitude, —. 

Director: 

The observatory is used for geodetic purposes. 

LEYDEN, HOLLAND. 

Rijks Observatorium. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 56.358 Hi. 

Latitude, 52° 9/ 20.2” N. 

Directors : J. GOLIuS, 1632. 

S. C. KECHEL, 1667. 

C. MELDER, 1668. 

B. DE VOLDER, 1682. 

L. ZUMBACH DE KOESFELD, 1705. 

W. J. SGRAVESANDE, 1717. 

J. LULOFS, 1742. 

D. VAN DE WIJNPRESSE, 1768. 

P. NIEUWLAND, 1794. 

J. A. FAS, 1797. 

J. F. VAN BEEK-CALKOEN, 1799. 
C. E. Kama, 1812. 

F. KAISER, 1837. 

H. G. VAN DE SANDE BAKHUIJZEN, 1872. 

Founded in 1632. The most ancient of existing observatories in 

Europe. Originally built as a great tower for the town clock; enlarged 

in 1689; repaired in 1817. In 1858 anew observatory was commenced, 

and completed in 1860. 
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LEYTON, ENGLAND. 

Barclay Observatory. (Private.) 

Longitude, 0.878 W. 

Latitude, 51° 34’ 34” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Ordnance survey. 

Proprietor: J. GURNEY BARCLAY. 

Observer: CHARLES GEORGE TALMAGE, F. BR. A. 8S. 
INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circles: Makers, HOUGHTON and Simms; diameter of 

circles, 56 inches, divided to 5’; read by 4 microscopes to 0.1’; aper- 

ture of objective, 4 inches; for observations of the sun aperture em- 
ployed, 4 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 80 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, Cooke, York; aperture of object- 

ive, 10 inches; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 70 to 1200. 

(g) Clock: Sidereal; maker, Summonps, London. 

LIEGE, BELGIUM. 

Institut Astronomique de 0 Université. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 22™ 125 EK. 

Latitude, 50° 37’ 0.6” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: F. FOutrE. 

LISBON, PORTUGAL. 

I. Real Observatorio Astronomico de Lisbon (Ajuda). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 36™ 44.68° W. 
Latitude, 38° 42’ 31.3” N. 

Director: F. A. Oom, 1878. 

The Royal Observatory is situated in the Ajuda Park (Tapada da 

Ajuda), about 1,300 meters west of Lisbon. It had its origin in 1857, 

when the late King, D. PEDRO V, made a first donation of 30,000 mil- 
reis for the establishment of an astronomical observatory. 

The building was commenced in 1861. It consists of a central two- 

story octagonal structure, surmounted by a revolving tower 11 meters 

in diameter, containing the great equatorial, with four one-story wings, 

corresponding to the cardinal points of the compass. In the southern 

wing is the principal entrance, with a peristyle and vestibule which com- 

municates with the lower and upper stories of the central structure. 

The whole length of the building is 67.1 meters E—W. Its breadth 

is 42 meters. 

A three-story dwelling-house for the personnel is built 36.5 meters 

east of the observatory. <A part of its ground floor is occupied by a 

mechanical workshop for repairs and modifications in the instruments 
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The organization of the observatory dates from May, 1878. Accord- 

ing to its statute the observatory is chiefly destined to the progress of 

sidereal astronomy. 

II. Observatorio da Marinha. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 36™ 33.58 W. 

Latitude, 38° 42/ 17.6 N. 

Directors; M. BE. 8S. LIMPE. 

A. CONTO VALENTE. 

J. CORDEIRO FEO. 

FEF. FOLQUE. 

I’. DE PAULA FERREIRA DE MESQUITA, 1874. 

Established in 1798. Renewed in 1859 and 1874. 

Ill. Observatorio Astronomico na Escola Polytecnica. 

Longitude, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director. ———. 

For the instruction of students only. 

LIVERPOOL, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 12™ 17.28 W. 

Latitude, 53° 24’ 3.8” N. 

Director: J. HARTNUP, 1845. 

Founded in 1838 by the municipal council; completed in 1848. Trans- 

ferred to Birkenhead, on the opposite bank of the Mersey, in 1867, 

It is provided with an apparatus for the examination of chronometers 

where the temperature can be raised by means of a gas heater. The 

equatorial is moved by clock-work, set in motion by hydraulic power. 

The time-signal is given to the shipping by the firing of a cannon. 

LONDON, ENGLAND. 

Tulse Hill Observatory (Upper Tulse Hill, London, S. W.). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 27.78 W. 
Latitude, 31° 26! 47” N, 
Director: WILLIAM HUGGINS. 

Founded in 1856. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

An equatorial instrument by GruBB, of Dublin, so constructed that 
either a refractor, of 15 inches aperture and 15 feet focal length, or a® 

CASSEGRAIN reflector with metallic speculum of 18 inches aperture may 

be placed at pleasure on the same equatorial mounting, so that with 
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either instrument the circles read sufficiently for the finding of objects. 

The driving-clock has, in addition to the usual governor balls, a second- 

ary control of a pendulum in electrical connection with a standard 
clock. 

Up to 1870, when the present equatorial was erected, a transit circle 

of 34 inches aperture was mounted in the observatory. At that time 
the principal instrument the observatory contained was an 8-inch re- 

fractor by ALVAN CLARK, mounted equatorially by CooKEs, of York. 

There is a fine sidereal clock by ARNOLD, and various spectroscopes 

for use, with the telescopes, on the sun and stars; and there has been 

recently added a spectroscope, with Iceland spar prism and quartz 

lenses, for photography of spectra of stars. 

Underneath the observatory are two rooms, one devoted to chemistry 

and photography, the other to physical experiments in connection with 

spectrum analysis. 

LOUVAIN, BELGIUM. 

I. Observatoire des College de la Compagnie de Jésus. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 18™ 48° E. 

Latitude, 50° 53/ 27” N. ‘ 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: J. THIRION, S. J. 

II. Private Observatory of Dr. Terby. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 18™ 51° E. 
Latitude, 50° 52/ 40” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. TERBY. 

LUBECK, GERMANY. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 42™ 45.78 E. 

Latitude, 53° 51’ 31.2!’ N. 

Director: ED. THIEL. 

Founded in 1860 as an annex to the navigation school. The tower, 
with a revolving turret of 20 feet diameter, stands upon the ramparts . 

to the south of the town 63 feet above the level of the Baltic. 

LucKNow, INDIA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 23™ 24.028 BE. 

eLatitude, 26° 51’ 10” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Annuaire des Bureau des Longi- 

tudes, 1884, p. 412. 
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LUND, SWEDEN. 

Lund Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 52" 45.028 HK. 

Latitude, 55° 41/ 52.05” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Undersékning af Meridiancirkeln 

pu Lunds Observatorium jemte bestamming af den sammas 

polhojd af AND. LINDSTEDT. Bestimmung der biingen-Differ- 

enz Zwischen Berlin und Lund, auf telegraphischem Wege aus- 

gefiihrt im Jahre 1868. Herausgegeben von C. BRUHNS. 

Directors: : 

A. LINDGREEN, 1786. 
—— ———, 1815. 

J. M. AGARDH, 1847. 

AXEL MOLLER, professor of astronomy. 

Founded as a dependency of the University about 1760. Reorgan- 

ized in 1866. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; makers, A. & G. REPSOLD, in Hamburg; 

diameter of circles, 39 inches (1 meter); divided to 2’; read by 4 micro- 

scopes to 0.1’; aperture of objective, 64 inches (163™"); magnifying 

power ordinarily employed, 173 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments: Makers, G. & S. MERZ, in Munich, and E. 

JUNGER, in Copenhagen; aperture of objective, 94 inches (245™™); mag- 

nifying powers of eye-pieces, 80 to 1,300 diameters. (c’) Makers, A. 

STEINHEIL, in Munich, and E. JUNGER, in Copenhagen; aperture of 

objective, 44 inches (105""); magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 16 to 200 

diameters. 

(ad) Universal spectroscope by G. & S. MERZ, in Munich, with 3 sets of 

prisms @ vision directe. (d) Simple spectroscope by HEUSTREU, in Kiel, 

constructed after the indication of Professor VOGEL, in Potsdam. 

(f) Chronograph: One by MAYER & WOLF, in Vienna. 

(g) Clocks: Sidereal time; one, maker, KESSELS, in Altona: one, 
maker, TIEDE, in Berlin. 

(h) Chronometer: Mean time; maker, KESSELS, in Altona. 

(7) One universal instrument by REPSOLD, in Hamburg; 3 telescopes 

by DOLLOND, MERZ, and PLOssL. 

LYME REGIS (DORSET), ENGLAND. 

Observatory of C. H. Peek. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 44™ 56.028 W. 

Latitude, 50° 42’ 12” N. 

Authority for longifude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887, p. 35. 

Director: C. EK. PEEK. 
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Lyons, FRANCE. 

Astronomical and Meteorological Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 19™ 18° E. 
Latitude, 47° 41’ 14” N. 

Director: C. ANDRE, 1877. 

There was an observatory in existence in the eighteenth century at 

the Jesuit College, where Fathers BONNET, BERAULD, LEFEVRE, and 

LAPON made observations. The new observatory was founded in 1877. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Maker, EICHENS; diameter of circles, 233 inches 
(0™.60), divided to 5’; read by 4 microscopes to 0.1; aperture of object- 

ive, 6 inches; for observations of the sun, aperture employed, 6 inches; 

magnifying power ordinarily employed, 300 diameters. 

(b) Meridian transit instrument: Maker, RIGAUT; aperture, 2 inches ; 

magnifying power, 150 diameters. 

(g) Clocks ; Two sidereal; makers, BREGUET & REDIER, Paris. 

(h) Chronometers: Mean time; makers BREGUET, Paris: sidereal ; 

maker, BREGUET, Paris. 

MADRAS, INDIA. 

Madras Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 20™ 59.335 BK. 

Latitude, 13° 4’ 8.1” N. 
Directors: J. GOLDINGHAM, 1787. 

— WARREN (intermediate), 1805. 

J. GOLDINGHAM, 1811. ; 

S. G. TAYLOR, 1830. 
W.S. JAcoB, 1848. 
—— WORSTER (intermediate), 1854. 

W.S. JACOB, 1855. 

J. F. TENNANT, 1860. 

N. R. Pogson (Astronomer Royal), 1860. 

Founded in 1787 by the East India Company. 

MADRID, SPAIN. 

Observatorio de Madrid. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 14™ 45.58: W. 

Latitade, 40° 24’ 29.7” N. 

Directors: J. CARONADO, 1790. 

J. RODRIGUEZ, 1817. 

— BaAvi,, 1821. 

D. FONTAN, 1835. 

PALO MARUZ, 1859. 

A. AGUILAR, 1860. 

M. MERINO. 
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Established at Buen Retiro in 1790. When the French occupied 

Madrid in 1808, they set up a battery at that place, and the instruments 

were destroyed by fire. The observatory then abandoned was not re- 

stored until 1846. In 1852 the grounds were enlarged, and a pavillion 

with a revolving turret was erected. 

MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS. 

Observatorio del Ateneo Municipal. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 8° 3™ 48.68 KE, 

Latitude, 14° 35/ 25” N. 

Directors: P. FRANCISCO COLINA, 1865-1866. 

P. FEDERICO FANRA, 1866-1871. 

P. José CANUDAS, 1871-1873. 

P. JoSk MINORES, 1875-1877. 

P. FRANCISCO SANCHEZ, 1877-1878. 

P. FEDERICO FANRA, 1878. 

The observatory was founded in 1865. Inthe year 1859 T. VERNACAI 

projected an observatory in which he should be intrusted with the 

hydrographic commission for this archipelago. With this object in 

view instruments were purchased, but never mounted by the hydro- 

graphic commission, and remained in the observatory of the municipal 

Athenzum from 1865 to 1873. 

MANNHEIM, BADEN. 

Grossherzogliche Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 35™ 50.528 E. 
Latitude, 45° 29/ 11” N. 

Directors : C. MARGER, 1764. 

K. J. KONIG, 1783. 

J. N. FISCHER, 1786. 

P. UNGESCHICK, 1788. 

R. BARRY, 1788. 

H. C. SCHUMACHER, 1813. 

¥. B. G. NicoLar, ——. 

A. M. NELLE, 1852. 
KE. SCHONFELD, 1859. 

W. VALENTINER, 1875. 

First established in the electoral castle of SCHWETZINGEN, 64 miles 

(10 kilometers) from Mannheim, and in 1772 removed to the west of 
the town where it was located in a tower 105 feet (32 meters) indiameter, 

with remarkabiy thick walls. 

Transferred to KARLSRUHE in 1879. (See KARLSRUHE.) 
H. Mis. 170——29 
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MARBURG, GERMANY. 

Sternowarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 55™ 5° BE. 

Latitude, 50° 48’ 46.9” N. 

Director : Dr. MELDE. 

MARKREE, COUNTY SLIGO, IRELAND. 

Markree Observatory. 

Lorgitude from Greenwich, 33™ 48.48 W. 

Latitude, 54° 10/ 31.8” N. 

Directors: KE. J. COOPER, 1832-1863. 

W. DOBERCK, 1875. 

Founded by E. H. Cooper, M. P., and built in the park of Markree. 

MARSEILLES, FRANCE. | 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 21™ 34.648 E. 
Latitude, 43° 18’ 19.1” N. 
Directors: A. ¥. LAVAL, 1702. 

EK. PERENAS, 1728. 

G. SAINT JACQUES DE SILVABELLE, 1764. 
J. 3. ©. SHULIS, 1793: 

—— BLANPAINT, 1811]. 

J. KF. A. GAMBART, 1822. 

B. VALZ, 1835. 
HK. STEPHAN, 1868. 

The Society of Jesus had an observatory at their College of Sainte 
Croix, founded 1702. In 1849 this scientific institution was taken in 
hand by the ministery of marine. It is a three-story building, longest 

from east to west, erected on the summit of the Butte des Moulins. In 

1797 this observatory was repaired. A new establishment was erected 

in 1869 on the hillof Longchamps, to supplement the work at the Paris 

observatory. The instruments are distributed in separate apartments, 

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA. 

Melbourne Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9° 39™ 54.8* E. 

Latitude, 37° 49/ 53.4” S. 

Director: BR. Li. J. ELLERY, F. BR. S., F. BR. ALS. 

Proposed first in 1853, and established, to begin with, at Williams: 

town. Transferred to Melbourne in 1861. Building completed in 1863, 
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MERAN (TYROL), AUSTRIA. 

Astro- Physikalisches Observatoriwm. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director : —_——. 

MEUDON (PARIS), FRANCE. 

Observatoire @ Astronomie—Physique. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 8" 55.68 

Latitude, 45° 48’ 18” N. 

Director: J. JANSSEN, 1875. 

INSTRUMENTS 
A parallaetic apparatus bearing two twin telescopes to be used con- 

jointly ; 1, a photographic telescope of 81 centimeters SUS ENe and 16 

or 17 meters focal length, for astronomy and spectroscopy ; 2, a photo- 

eraphic telescope of the same focus and 62 centimeters aperture. 

A 5-inch photographie telescope Onlages 30 centimeters). 

A reflector, 1 meter in diameter and 3 meters focal length. 

A series of various instruments for the study of absorption of gases 

and vapors, scales, etc. 

MExico, MEXICO. 

Observatorio. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 56™ 26.675 W. 
Latitude, 19° 26’ 1.3” N. 

Director: IF. JIMENEZ. 
M. BARCENA. 

Founded in 1877. 

MILAN, ITALY. 

R. Osservatorio Astronomico di Brera. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 36" 45,978 Es. 
Latitude, 45° 27/ 59.4” N. 

Directors: lL. LAGRANGE, 1763. 

I’. REGGIO, 1777. 

B. ORIANT, 1804. 

F. CARLINI, 1833. 

G. V. SCHIAPARELLI, 1862. 

The observatory was founded in 1763. In the beginning it consisted 

of an octagonal structure to which, in 1775, two side towers were added. 

In 1760 a telescope of 33 feet (10 meters) focal distance was mounted 
in the College of the Brera by P. Bovyio and D. GERRA. 
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MopENA, ITALY. 

Osservatorio. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 43” 42.98 KE. 

Latitude, 44° 38’ 52.8” N. 

Director: D. RAGONA. 

MONCALIERI, ITALY. 

Osservatorio del Kh. Collegio Carlo Alberto. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 0% 30™ 44.08 I. 

Latitude, 44° 59/ 58.6” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: R. Institue—military topographer. 

Director: P. FRANCESCO DENZA, 1859. 

MONTREAL, CANADA. 

McGill College Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 42 54™ 18,548 W. 
Latitude, 45° 31’ N. 

Director : C. MCLEOD. 

MONTSOURIS (PARIS), FRANCE. 

Observatoire du Bureau des Longitudes. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9™ 20,68 E. 

Latitude, 48° 49’ 18” N. 

Directors : i. MOUCHEZ, 1875. 
Dr. MARIE DAvy. 

Founded in 1875 by the department of marine, in the southwest corner 

of the park of Montsouris at the southern extremity of Paris. 

Moscow, RUSSIA. 

Observatory of the Imperial University. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2 30™ 16.98 E. 

Latitude, 55° 45/ 19.8” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude, Nautical Almanac. 
Directors: M. PANKEVICH, 17—. 

C. F. GOLDBACH, 1804. 

M. PANKEVICH, 1811. 

M. TscHouMAKOF?, 1814. 

D. PEREVOSTSCHIKOFF, 1823. 

A. DRASCHOUSSOFF, 1847. 

K. G. SCHWEITZER, 1856. 
Prof. Dr. THEODORE BREDICHIN, 1876. 
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INSTRUMENTS : 
(a) Meridian circle: One; maker, REPSOLD, in Hamburg; diameter 

of circle, 36 inches ; divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes to 0.1; aper- 

ture of objective, 5.3 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 

100 diameters. 

(ce) Equatorial instrument ; Maker, MERZ,in Munich; aperture of ob- 

jective, 10.7 inches ; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 100 to 1,200. (e’) 

Photoheliograph of DALMAYER, in London. 
(d) Universal spectroscope of MERZ, in Munich; direct vision with 

10 prisms and micrometer. 

(e) One photometer of ZOLLNER. 
(f) Chronograph: of SHEMENS and HALSKE. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time, two; makers, TIEDE, UTZSCHNEIDER; sidereal, 

two; makes, KESSELS, TOLSTOI. 
(h) Chronometers: Mean time, two; maker, DENT; sidereal, two; 

makers, DENT, KESSELS. 
(i) Miscellaneous: Transportable transit instruments, theodolites, uni- 

versal instruments, ete. 

MUNCGHEN, BAVARIA. 

Konigliche Sternwarte, Bogenhausen. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 46™ 26.138 I. 

Latitude, 48° 8! 45.5” N. 

Directors: K. f. VON SEYFFER, 1809. 

J. VON SOLDNER, 1519-1833. 

Prof. Dr. J. von LAMONT, 1833-1879. 

Dr. SEIDEL (provisory). 

Prof. Dr. H. SEELIGER, October, 1882. 

Founded in 1809, on the hill of Bogenhausen, near Munich; a main 

building of one story, facing east and west; two wings extend toward 

the north. An edifice designed for the purpose was put up in the gar- 

den for a great refractor, by the aid of which LAMonr made his obser- 

vations of the satellites of Saturn and of the nebule. 

MUNICH, BAVARIA. (See MUNCHEN.) 

MUNSTER, PRUSSIA. 

Stermearte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 30™ 31° E. 
Latitude, 51° 538/ 10” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1854, 

Dek Vill. 

Directors: EK. HEIS, 1852-1877. 

Professor STURM. 

Founded in 1852, in the neighborhood of the academy (high school). 
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NAPLES, ITALY. (See NAPOLI.) 

NATAL, SOUTH AFRICA. 

Natal Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: 

NAPOLI, ITALY. 

R. Osservatorio, Capo di Monte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 57™ 0.98 E. 

Latitude, 40° 51/ 45.4” N. 

Directors: G. CASELLA, 1791. 

KF. M. Da PRADO, 1808. 

F. ZUCCARI, 1812. 

C. BrRrIoscHt, 1818. 
KK. Capocct, 1833. 
LEOPOLDO DEL Rg, 1849. 

Capocct, 1860. 

A. DE GASPARIS, 1864. 

Proposed in 1788. The buildings begun at the northeast corner of 

the Palace of the Library (Palazzo deila Biblioteca) and Royal Museum 

(Museo Reale) were left incomplete in 1790. In 1809 one of the towers 

of the old convent of San Gaudioso was appropriated to this object. 
In 1812 was laid the first stone of a new observatory on the hill of 

Miradois, at the point called Capo di Monte. The instruments were 

mounted in 1819. Nine asteroids have been discovered at this observa- 

tory. 

NEUCHATEL, SWITZERLAND. 

Observatoire Cantonal. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 27" 50.2 N. 
Latitude, 46° 59’ 51” N. 

Director: A. i 1858. | 

Founded in 1857. A rectangular structure of 885 feet by 264 feet 

(27 by 8 meters) a a 194 feet (6 meters) in height; a tower with a re- | 

volving turret. 

NICE, FRANCE. | 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 29™ 12.38. EB. 

Latitude, 438° 43’ 16.9” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director : J. PERROTIN. 
This observatory was erected at the expense of BISCHOFSHEIM. 
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NICOLAEV, RUSSIA. 

Nicolaevskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 7™ 54.18 KE. 

Latitude, 46° 58’ 20.6” N. 

Authority for longitude: Telegraphic determination of 1877; for lati- 

tude, K. KNoRRE, Astron. Nach. vu, p. 261. 
Directors: K. F. KNORRE, 1821. 

J. KORTAZZI, 18—. 

Founded in 1821; completed in 1826. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Maker, ERTEL, in Munich; diameter of circle, 38 

inches; divided to 3’; read by four microscopes to 1”; aperture of ob- 

jective, 4.2 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed, 100 diame- 

ters. 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Makers, REPSOLD & Sons, in Hamburg; 

aperture of objective, 93 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 100, 

150, 330, 476, 666. 

(f) Chronograph: One of HERBS®, in Pulkowa. 

(g) Clocks : One mean time; maker, KESSELS, No. 1282; one sidereal; 
makers, BARRAUD, No. 769, and HoHvin, No. 24. 

(h) Chronometers: Mean time, 89, of different makers; sidereal, 3, of 

different makers. 

(¢) Miscellaneous: One transportable transit instrument of HErgBst, 

in Pulkowa, for the determination of time in the vertical of Polaris; 

aperture 2.7 inches; magnifying power, 100. 

(k) One transportable vertical circle, 11 inches; aperture, 1.9 inches; 

circle divided to 4’; read by two microscopes to 2”. 

NOTTINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6™ 08 W. 

Latitude, 52° 58’ 24”, 

Director: THOMAS W. Busu, F. RB. A. S. 

The observatory is a provisional structure of wood, built in 1876, and 

comprising equatorial room of 12 feet diameter and small transit annex. 

ODESSA, RUSSIA. 

I. Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2 5™ 2.58 E, 
Latitude, 46° 28/ 36” N. 

Authority for longitude: E. BECKER and I. BLock, telegraphic de- 

termination of the longitude between Berlin and Odessa in 1876; 
for latitude: observations with the meridian cirele. 

Directors: LL. BERKEWITSCH, 1871; 188]. 
EK. BLock, 1873. 
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Il. Sternwarte des Herrn L. Hildesheimer. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 
Latitude, ———. 

Director : L. HILDESHEIMER. 

OFEN, AUSTRIA-HUNGARY. (See BUDAPEST.) 

O-GYALLA, HUNGARY. 

Astro-physikalisches Observatorium. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1% 12™ 45.598 E. 

Latitude, 47° 52/ 43.4” N. 

Director: Dr. N. DE KONKOLY. 

OLMUTZ, AUSTRIA. 

Sternwarte. 

The observatory at Olmiitz was owned by the RITTER von UN- 

KRECHTSBERG, with Dr. J. ScumipT (later at Athens) as director. 

With the owner’s death, in 1869, the observatory was discontinued. 

OXFORD, ENGLAND. 

I. Radcliffe Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5™ 2.68 W. 

Latitude, 51° 45/ 35” N. 

Directors: T. HORNSBY, 1771. 

A. ROBERTSON, 1810. 

S. P. RIGAUD, 1827. 

M. J. JOHNSON, 1839. 

R. MAIN, 1860. 

K. J. STONE, 1878. 

Founded in 1772 by the trustees of Dr. JoHN RADCLIFFE, on ground 

donated by the DUKE OF MARLBOROUGH. A large tower containing 

library, ete., and two wings, east and west, for meridian instruments, 

computing-rooms, ete. Detached buildings for equatorial instruments. 

Dwelling-house for the director. 

Il. Oxford University Observatory (Savilian Observatory). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5™ 0.48 W. 

Latitude, 51° 45/ 34.2” N. 

Director: C. PRITCHARD. 

Founded in 1873. 
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PADOVA, ITALY. 

Osservatorio Astronomico dell Universita. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 47™ 29,135 B, 
Latitude, 45° 24’ 2.5 N. . 

Directors: G. TOALDO, 1761. 

V. CHIMINELLO, 1797. 

G. SANTINI, 1813. 

G. LORENZONI, 1877. 

Founded in 1761 by the Venetian senate, and accommodated in a 

massive tower built in the thirteenth century by the tyrant Ezzelino 

for a state prison. 

PADUA, ITALY. (See PADOVA.) 

PAISLEY, SCOTLAND. 

Observatory of T. Coats. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17™ 43.38 W. 
Latitude, 55° 50/ 43.8” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Observer; D. MACLEAN. 

PALERMO, ITALY. 

R. Osservatorio. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 53™ 258 E. 

Latitude, 38° 6/ 44” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: P1azzr DAUuSSyY, 1835, p. 21. In 

Connaissance des Temps, 1884, p. xxxiv. 

Directors: G. PIAZZI, 1787. 

N. CACCIATORE, 1817. 

G. CACCIATORE, 1842. 

D. RAGONA, 1858. 
G. CACCIATORE, 1860. 

Proposed in 1786. Established in the Saint Ninfa tower of the 

Royal Palace, the ancient residence of the Emirs during the Arabian 

dominion. The first complete vertical circle made by RAMSDEN, and 

finished in 1789, was mounted in this observatory. P1AzZzI used it from 

1792 to 1813 for the observations which served him as a basis for his 

famous catalogue. Ceres was discovered at Palermo on the first day 

of the nineteeth century. 

PARAMATTA, NEW SouTH WALES, AUSTRALIA. 

Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 10" 4™ 6.28 BE. 

Latitude, 33° 48/ 49.8" W. 

Established by BRISBANE. Its instruments went to the Government 

Observatory at Sydney, New South Wales. 
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PARIS, FRANCE. 

I. Observatoire Nationale. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9™ 21.025 Ki. 

Latitude, 48° 50’ 11.8” N. 

Directors: J. D. CASSINI, 1671. 

J. CASSINI, 1712. 

C. F. CASsIni (de Thury), 1756. 
J. D. Cassini (de Thury), 1784. 

J.J. L. DE LA LANDE, 1795. 

P. MECHAIN, 1801. 

A. BRUNARD, 1804. 

D. F. J. ARAGO, 1811. 

U. J. J. LE VERRIER, 1853. 

C. KE. DELAUNAY, 1871. 

U. J. J. LE VERRIER, 1872. 

EK. MOUCHEZ, 1878. 

National Observatory (formerly royal, since imperial), built in 1667, 

under the auspices of the Academy of Sciences, according to plans of 

C. PERRAULT. A vastcentral hall; two towers, east and west. In 1732 

a small room to accommodate a mural quadrant was added beyond the 

eastern tower, and in 1742 this was extended by a second inclosure 

for a movable quadrant. In 1760 a turret, with a revolving roof, was 

built to the south of this addition. The main building, having become 

dilapidated, was restored in 1786, completed 1793; since when it has 
been detached and the south terrace built. In 1832 the small rooms 

where observations are taken were repaired, and the amphitheater and 

a rotunda with a revolving roof built upon the principal terrace. The 

dome intended for the shelter of the great equatorial was placed on the 

summit of the building in 1850. The great telescope, with a mirror of 

silvered glass, 4 feet (1.2) in diameter, was mounted in 1876, in a build- 
ing on the ground-floor level. JOHN Dominic CASSINI discovered four 

of the satellites of Saturn at the Paris observatory, and also first inves- 

tigated the subject of the zodiacal light, and here, too, the great grand- 

son of this astronomer was the first to follow the variations of the 

magnetic needle with minute and persevering industry ; and it was here 

that ARAGO and MATHIEU demonstrated the extremely small parallax 

of the stars. 

A large number of astronomical manuscripts, containing matter of 

great interest, are preserved at the Paris observatory. 

Il. Observatoire du Bureau des Longitudes. 

(See MONTSOURIS.) 
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PARMA, ITALY. 

R. Osservatorio Astronomico. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 41™ 208 E. 

Latitude, 449 48’ 15” N. 

Director : ———. 

PARSONSTOWN, IRELAND. (See BIRR CASTLE.) 

PEKIN, CHINA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 7° 45™ 37.02° I. 

Latitude, 39° 54’ 13” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Annuaire Bureau des Longitudes, 

Paris, 1884, p. 414. 

PESARO, ITALY. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 51™ 38° KB. 
Latitude, 43° 55/ 27” N 

Directors: LUIGI GUIDI. 
Pio CALVORI, 1883. 

Prof. Luigi GuIDI, who was the founder of this observatory, who 

for many years very ably filled the place of its director, and to a great 

extent maintained it at his own expense, died on the 6th March, 1883. 

The municipality of PESARO, which already owned the property and 

a considerable portion of the scientific apparatus, by an agreement 

with Mr. GEROLAMO GUIDI, the son of the deceased Professor GUIDI, 

took possession of the observatory and temporarily appointed Sr. 

CALVORI as director. 

INSTRUMENTS. 

(a) Astronomical division : 
(1) A small equatorial by MERZ, with an opening of 12 centimeters, 

very Simply mounted, for cosmographic observations, with a Merz helio- 

scope with three reflectors and a HOFMANN spectroscope. 

(2) A perfectly good transit instrument in an adjoining room, with a 

meridian opening, firmly imbedded in Istrian rock. 

(3) Two chronometers, one a marine chronometer (English), and the 

other with a pendulum (Hipp). 

(b) Meteorological division: 
(1) Barometers for direct observations. 
(2) A meteorological case with termographs, psychrometer, hygrom- 

eter, evaporometer for direct observation. 

(3) Registering apparatus for various meteorological data, barometric 

pressure, temperature, hygrometric state of the air, velocity and diree- 

3 
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tion of the wind and rain. These apparatus, some mechanical and a 

few electric, are in duplicate, so that there may be no interruption of 

the observations if one of them should be out of order. The SECCHI 

meteorograph is complete. 

(4) Heliophotometer(CRAVERD), nefoscope (BRAUN), termoheliometer 

(Mary DEVyY), pyroheliometer (PUILLET), photometer, cyanometer 

ARAGO polarimeter, for direct atmospheric observations. 

(c) Magnetic division: 
(1) Declinometer, inclinometer, inclination balance for observing the 

variations in the intensity and direction of terrestrial magnetism. These 

apparatus are constructed according to the method of GAUSS. 

(2) Inclination compass and magnetic theodolite (BRUNNER) for mak- 

ing exact observations of terrestrial magnetism. 

(d) Division of geodynamics and atmospheric electricity : 

(1) An instrument for microseismic observations. 

(2) A Rossi seismograph for observing the motions of earthquakes. 

(3) A SECCHI seismograph for analyzing the motions of earthquakes. 

(4) Galvanometer for the daily observations of the tellurie current. 

(5) PALMIERI electrometer with movable conductors; a BOKNGHAR- 

TEN electroscope for making observatious of the atmospheric electricity. 

PEKIN, CHINA. 

Observatory of the Imperial Russian Hmbassy. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 7" 45™ 56° E. 

Latitude, 39° 54/ 13” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Wurm, 1845. In Connaissance 

des Temps, 1884, p. xli. 
Director : ———. 

PISA, ITALY. 

Observatorio. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 41™ 36° E. 

Latitude, 43° 43/ 5” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: MARIEN1, 1861. In Connais- 

sance des Temps, 1884, p. xxxiv. 

Director ; ———. 

PLONSK, RUSSIA. 

Private Observatory of Dr. J. Jedrzejewicz. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1 21™ 32s EK. 

Latitude, 52° 37’ 40” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: Dr. JEDRZEJEWICZ. 
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PoLA, AUSTRIA. 

Nantisches Observatoriwn. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 55™ 23.18° E. 

Latitude, 44° 51/ 49” N. 

Directors: J. PALISA, 1872. 

R. MULLER, 1880. 

FI. LASCHOBER. 

Founded in 1872. 

The observatory at Pola has grown out of the old marine observatory 

at Venice, which, after the campaign of 1845, was at first removed to 

Trieste, and from there to Pola in the year 1866. ‘The observatory was 

naturally used chiefly as a “chronometer depot.” That meteorological, 

and later magnetic observations were taken there was owing to the 

exertions of the director and to the sagacity of the leading marine cen- 

tral stations. 

The regular meteorological records at Pola began in August, 1864, 

and were continued in the marine barracks by officers and cadets at 

an altitude of 20.5 meters till February 7, 1866, after which they were 

taken in charge by the marine observatory, which had just been moved 

here from Trieste. 

The observatory has paid particular attention to astronomy only un- 

der Mr. J. PALISA’S direction. Mr. J. PALISA has discovered at this ob- 

servatory twenty-three small planets, and his brother, Mr. A. PALISA, 
one comet. Since his call to Vienna nothing has been done in addition 

to the regular time determinations but to fix the position of oceasional 

comets and small planets. We have at our disposal the following astro- 

nomical instruments: 

One meridian, by TROUGHTON & SimMs, with 6-inch object glass, of 

6-foot focal distance, and two cireles of 0.9 meter diameter. 

One refractor, with 6-inch object glass, of 7-foot foca! distance, ob- 

jective by STEINHEIL. 

One brachytelescope, by FRITSCH, Vienna, with 12-inch glass. 

Two transportable comet-seekers. 

Four fixed telescopes, by Messrs. FRAUNHOFER and PLOSSEL. 

Four pendulum clocks, among them a statiouary pendulum, by 

KNOBLICH in Hamburg, as a normal ciock. 

One chronograph, by Hipp. 

Several portable universal instruments and theodoliths. 

It is intended to sell the brachytelescope, which was procured only 

to observe the last transit of Venus, and which has too little space in 

its cupola, and to install in its place the great comet-seeker in the way 

invented by VILLARCEAU. Beginning with the year 1885, the astro- 

nomical observations are to be taken up in a regular manner, and ob- 

servations will be made particularly on the planets; later also the sun 
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and the stars of 1° to 2° on the meridian circle; then on the refractor 
occasional observations of comets and planets; finally, with the small 

Stationary telescope, the occultations of the stars and the eclipses of 

the satellites of Jupiter. 

The building stands upon the highest hill within the town limits. 

The towers of the two parallactic mounted instruments are at the top 

of a second story. The meridian room is in a northern lateral wing. 

The executive offices and the chronometer depot occupy the northern 

half of the first floor. One messenger has lodgings in the building. 

The observatory’s endowment amounts to 3,200 Austrian florins an- 

nually, together with heating and lighting of all the rooms, incidentals, 

and the salaries of the officers and employés. This sum may be con- 

sidered sufficient, although intended also for the completion and repair 

of the stock of chronometers. 

PoRT LOUIS, MAURITIUS. 

Royal Alfred Observatory. 

\ Longitude from Greenwich, 3" 50™ 12.58 E. 

Latitude, 20° 5/ 39” 8S. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director ; C. MELDRUM. 

The foundation was laid by H. R. H. the Duke of Edinburgh, in May, 
1870. Work commenced in 1874. 

PORTSMOUTH, ENGLAND. 

Observatory of the Royal Naval College. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4™ 24.88 W. 

Latitude, 50° 48’ 3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
Ds Ve 

Director: H. G. SWAINSON. 

This establishment is no longer an astronomical observatory; its 

work being now contined to the testing of chronometers. The director 

is now “ Superintendent of chronometers.” 

POTSDAM, PRUSSIA. 

Astro-Physikalischcs Observatorvum. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 52™ 15.98 Bi. 

Latitude, 52° 22/ 56” N. 

Director: Prof: Dr Ha. Voce 

Built upon a hill adjoining the park at Potsdam. Opened in 1879 

under the auspices of the Astronomische Gesellschaft. 
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The new observatory erected by the Royal Government in the neigh- 

borhood of Potsdam, and whose buildings and equipments are now 

nearly completed, has for its fundamental purpose the investigation of 

the composition and movements of planetary bodies by means of spece- 

tral analyses and continued records of the events on their surfaces. 

The observatory occupies the so-called Telegraphenberg, formerly a 

station of the optic telegraph line “ Berlin-Cologne,” situated south of 

the city of Potsdam, upon the east bank of the river Havel, and about 

13 kilometers (0.8018 mile) from the railroad depot. On the summit, 

1™ 188 W. of Berlin, in north latitude 52° 21’ 56”, 94 meters (318 feet) 

above the level of the sea and 64 meters (209 feet) above the level of the 

river Havel, is located the principal building, supplied with three moy- 

able cupolas, one of 10 and two of 7 meters (33 and 23 feet) diameter, 
respectively. Around this are physical, chemical, and photographic 

laboratories, workshops provided with a dynamo-electrical machine, 

office, janitor’s dwelling, and some other rooms for observations and 

collections. Along the gentle northeast slope are three dwelling-houses 

for the scientific staff and the messenger; farther down, close to the 

entrance of the lot and 20 meters (65.6 feet) below the main building, 

lies the well, accessible for observations down to the level of the river 

Havel, the building of the water-works, a shop for the preparation of 

oil gas, and a dwelling-house for the machinists. 

The observatory is surrounded by a tract of woods which forms a 

desirable protection against terrestrial radiation and at the same time 

serves as a condenser of atmospheric humidity. 

This and the adjacent tract of land are the property of the Crown, 

and thus unobstructed possession for all times is secured for the ob- 

servatory reservations, now amounting to nearly 17 hectares (42 acres). 

The principal instrument of the observatory is a refractor of 0.298™ 

(11.7 inches) aperture and 5.4™ (17.7 feet) focus, made, together with 

auxiliary apparatus of spectroscopes and helioscopes, by H. SCHRODER, 

of Hamburg; parallactical mounting and micrometers by A. REPSOLD 

& SOHNE. It is used in plain astro-physical work, but principally for 

the observation of fixed stars, spectra of nebule, and for the study of 

planetary surfaces. Exclusively for solar observations it is proposed to 

use the second refractor, made by H. GRUBB, of Dublin, with a parallac- 

tic telescope of 0.207" (8.1 inches) aperture and 3.4™ (11.1 feet) focus, 

and also a STEINHEIL telescope of 0.165 (5.3 inches) aperture and 2.16% 

(7 feet) focus, with parallactic mounting by Pisror & Martins. This 

was formerly used by Professor SPORER, of Anclam, in his solar ob- 

servations. 

Furthermore, for regular photographic work of the sun a special 

heliograph is to be employed, of which now only exist the optical parts, 

made by H. SCHRUDER, an achromatic objective of 0.16™ (6.3 inches) 

aperture and 4™ (13 feet) focus, together with ocular magnifying glasses, 

and of 0.25™ (9.8 inches) diameter. 
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The observatory furthermore owns some smaller telescopes, a 12-inch 

universal instrument by REPSOLD, a pendulum clock by KESSELS, and 

one by KNOBLICH, box chronometers, one each, by KESSELS, KNOB. 

LIcH, and IREDE, and a considerable equipment of spectroscopic and 

other physical, chemical, and photographic apparatus, meteorological 

instruments, and a set of registering magnetic instruments after the 

KEw pattern. 

Two observers were secured for its observatory on the Ist of July, 

1874, namely: Prof. G. SPORER, formerly teacher of mathematics and 

physics, and pro-rector of the gymnasium in Anclam, and Prof. H. C. Vo- 

GEL, formerly astronomer in the observatory of Kammerherr von Biilow, 

in Bothkamp; Dr. OSCAR LOHSE, of the same observatory, was engaged 

as first assistant. Professor SPORER continued in an intermistice build- 

ing in Potsdam, the solar observations made in Anclam from 1861-1874, 

and Professor VOGEL and Dr. LOHSE observed at the Berlin Observatory 

until spring 1877, when temporary arrangements were made to enable 

them to observe in the new institute. Dr. GusTAV MULLER is em- 

ployed as assistant since July 1, 1877, and Dr. PAUL KEMPF since 

July 1, 1878. 

(Translated from, Publicationen des Astrophysikalischen Observa- 

torium zu Potsdam, Erster Band. Mit sechszehn Tafeln. Potsdam, 

1879.) 

PUEBLA, MEXICO. 

Observatory of the College of Jesus. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6" 32™ 415 W. 
Latitude, 19° 2’ 30” N. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887, p. 49. 

Director: P. SPINA. 

PULKOVA, RUSSIA. 

Nicolaevskaia Glavnaia Observatoria, 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 1™ 18.678 E. 

Latitude, 59° 46/ 18.7” N. 

Directors: F. W. G. VON STRUVE, 1834. 

OTTO VON STRUVE, 1864. 

Founded in 1834. Three principal halls on the ground floor, the east- 

ern one being used for meridian circle; the western one for the meridian 

telescope, and the southern one occupied by the prime vertical. Three 

revolving domes, the central and largest containing MERZ and MAHLER’S 

refractor, which has a focus of 234 feet (7.1™), and an aperture of 154 

inches (0.40"). A very rich astronomical library. The most elaborate 

and minute researches on the minor corrections of spherical astronomy, 

notably the corrections of aberration of nutations and precession, have 

been made chiefly at this observatory. 
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PRAGUE, AUSTRIA. 

]. A. WK. Universitats Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 57™ 41.48 I. 

Latitude, 50° 5’ 18.8” N. 

Authority for latitude and longitude, AL. DAviIb and J. BOHM. 

Directors: J. STEPLING, 1751. 

A. STRANDT, 1781. 

A. DAVID, 1799. 

A. BITTNER, 1836. 

K. KREIL, 1845. 

C. JELINEK, 1851. 

J. G. Boum, 1855. 

Dr. C. HORNSTEIN, 1868. 

Prof. LADISLANS WEINEK, ——. 

Tycuo DE BRAHE had some astronomical instruments temporarily 

mounted at Prague (1600-1601). The observatory, properly so called, 

was not erected until 1751, in the Altstadt quarter, at the Collegium 

Clementinum, under the direction of the Jesuits. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circle: One; maker, CHR. STARKE (mechanical workshop 

of the I. R. Polyteclinic Institute in Vienna); diameter of circle, 36 

inches; divided to 3’; read by 4 nonius to 2’; aperture of objective, 4 

inches. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments : Maker, CHR. STARKE; aperture, 4 

inches; (b’) maker, SCHROTTER; aperature of objective, 3 inches. 

(c) fHquatorial instruments: Makers, C. A. STEINHEIL’S SONS, in 

Munich; aperture of objective, 6 inches; magnifying powers of eye- 

pieces, 56, 84, 252, 420, 672. (c’) Makers, UTZSCHNEIDER & FRAUN- 

HOFER, Munich; aperture of objective, 3 inches. 

(ad) Spectroscopes: One; G. & S. MERZ, Munich; one small star spec- 

troscope; makers, G. & S. MERZ, Munich. 

(f) Chronograph: One; Dr. M. Hipps, Neuchatel, maker. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time; makers, LEPAUTE, Paris; sidereal; makers, 
J. BOZEK, Prague. 

(h) Chronometer : Mean time; maker, BARRAUD. 

(t) Miscellaneous : One sextant; maker, TycHo BRAHE; one octant; 

maker, TYCHO BRAHE; one large (Hoben Kreis), by TROUGHTON, in 

London. 
Il. Sternewarte des Herrn A. Safarik. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 57™ 47° E. 

Latitude, 50° 4/ 25” N.. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: A. SAFARIK. 
H. Miss. 170 30 
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PuY-LE-DOME, FRANCE. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 11™ 338 EK, 

Latitude, 45° 46’ 28” N. 

Director - 

QUEBEC, CANADA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4° 44™ 49.35 W. 

Latitude, 46° 48/ 17.3” N. 

Director: KE. D. ASHE, 1863. 

Co Wi. DRURY: 

Prior to 1883 the instruments were at the residence of Capt. ASHE; 

they were then removed to the observatory at the citadel. 

QUITO, ECUADOR. 

Observatorio del Colegio Nacional. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5° 15™ 208 W. 

Latitude, 0° 14’ 0” S. 

Director: J. B. MENTEN, 1874. 

RATHOWEN, IRELAND. 

Obseratory of W. E. Wilson. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: W. EK. WILSON. 

RICHMOND (SURREY), ENGLAND. 

Kew Observatory of the Royal Society. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 15.15 W. 

Latitude, 51° 28’ 6” N. 

Directors: Sir FRANCIS RONALDS, 1842. 

I. WELSH, 1852. 

BALFOUR STEWART, 1859, 

S. JEFFERYS, 1871. 

G. M. WHIPPLE, 1876. 

Krected in 1768 as the private observatory of George III; in 1841 it 

was dismantled and transferred to the British Association for use as a 

physical observatory ; in 1871, having been endowed by J. P. GASSIOLT, 

esq., it was placed under the control of a committee of the Royal 

Society. 

earl at 
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210 DE JANEIRO, BRAZIL. 

Imperial Nautical Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 52™ 41.415 W. 

Latitude, 22° 54’ 23.7" 8. 

Directors: A. M. DE MELLS, 1850. 

K. LiAts, 1871. 

L. CRULS. 
Founded in 1780; restored in 1871. 

Rome, ITALY. 

I. Osservatorio astronomico del Colegio Romano. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 50,58 HK, 

Latitude, 41° 53/ 53.7” N. 

Directors: G. ASCLEPI, 1764. 

G. CALANDRELLI, 1773. 

S. DUMOUCHEL, 1824. 

F. DE VIco, 1838. 

A. SECCHI, 1849. 

G. S. FERRAR, 1878. 

Pp. TACCHINE, 1879: 

Before the establishment of a regular observatory a succession of as- 

tronomers, more or less famous, made use of temporary accommodations. 

In the buildings of the old college CLAVIAS made observations with a ze- 

nithal sector in 1572, and following years. SCHEINER collected the mate- 

rials for his famous Rosa Ursina, the printing of which was completed 

in 1630 at the new college, west of the Church of St. Ignatius. There, 

too, GOTTIGNIES and BORGONDIO made occasional observations. MAIRE 

observed the comet of 1844 at the English college. Boscovicn fixed 

himself in the principal hall of the Kircher Museum. Finally, ASCLEPI 

organized a permanent establishment in 1764; and in 1787 a square 

tower was built to accommodate the observatory at the eastern angle of 

the college facade on via del Gest. A new building was put up in 1853, 

having for substructure the enormous piles which had been intended to 

support the dome of the Church of St. Ignatius. 

II. Observatory of the Capitol. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 56,58 B. 

Latitude, 41° 53’ 33.5” N, 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1837. 

Directors: G. CALLANDRELLI, 1824. 

AS, CONEY, 1827. 

I. CALLANDRELLI, 1841. 

L. RESPIGHI, 1876. 
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Established in 1824 upon the east tower of the capitol, which is built 

above the ancient forum. 

ITI. Osservatorio astronomico privato. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49™ 50.58 EE, 

Latitude, 41° 54’ 6” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887, 

Proprietor: Father 8. FERRARI. 

RuGBY, ENGLAND. 

Temple Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5™ 1.98 W. 

Latitude, 52° 22/ 5” N. 

Curators: J. M. WILSON, 1872. 

G. M. SEABROKE, 1878. 

The observatory was built in 1871 as a memorial to Dr. TEMPLE, 

late head-master of Rugby School, now bishop of Exeter. The funds 

for this purpose were collected chietly from old Rugbians by the Rev. 

J. M. WILSON. 

LUNGSDORF (NEAR BONN), PRUSSIA. 

Sternwarte. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 

Director: Baron CAMPHAUSEN. 

SAINT CROIX, ANTILLES. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4" 18" 438 W. 

Latitude, 17° 44/ 32” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: LANG. WuRM, 1837. In Con- 

naissance des Temps, 1884, p. Ixil. 

Director : -——. 

ST. JoHN’s, NEw BRUNSWICK. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 
Latitude, ———. 

Director : ———. 
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SAIGON, FrRENcH COCHIN CHINA. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 7" 6" 48° Li. 
Latitude, 10° 46’ 40” N. 

b 9 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Hari, 1875. In Connaissanee des 

Temps, 1854, p. xli. 

St. HELENA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 21™ 9.98* W. 

Latitude, 15° 55/8. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

p: lv. 

Direc, = ——_—. 

St. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA. 

I. Observatoria Akademii Nauk (Observatory of the Imperial Academy of 

Sciences). 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2 1™ 13.5° EK. 

Latitude, 59° 56’ 29.7” N. 

Directors: J. N. DE LISLy, 1747. 
P. INScHopDzow, 1768. 

R. BaRRy, 1794. 
V. WISNIWSKY, 1811. 

A. SAWITSCH, 1856. 

Founded in 1747. . 

Il. Astronomicheskaia Observatoria pri Imp. Universitet. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 1" 11.48 K. 

Latitude, 59° 56’ 32” N. 

Director: S. VON GLASENAPP. 

Ill. Zentralnaia Fisicheskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ————. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director ; H. WILD. 

SAN FERNANDO, SPAIN. 

Instituto y Observatorio de Marina de San Fernando. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 24™ 49.6° W, 
Latitude, 36° 27 41.5” N. 
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Directors: R. ARMESTO, 1797. 

J. O. CANELAS, 1798. 

J. T. CERGUERO, 1825. 

5S. Monroso, 1851. 

F. DE P. MARQUEZ, 1895. 

C. PUJAZON, 1866. 

‘An observatory had first been established at Cadiz in 1753, upon 

an ancient Roman tower, but was soon abandoned, observations being 

made there only from 1773 to 1776 by ToFINO and VARELA. The new 

observatory was built at San Fernando in 1797. This is the most south- 

erly astronomical establishment in Europe. 

SAN Luis Potosi, MEXIco. 

Observatorio del Instituto Cientifica y Literaria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, -~. 
Latitude, ———. 

Director: Dr. G. BARROETA. 

SANTIAGO, CHILE. 

Observatorio Nacional. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4° 42™ 46.38 W. 
Latitude, 33° 26’ 42” 8. 

IMrectors: E. G. MoESTA, 1852. 
J. I. VERGARA, 1861. ; 

Proposed in 1852. The instruments and buildings which had been 

used for the temporary Naval Observatory of the United States at Santa 

Lucia, under Lieutenant GILLISS, were purchased as a beginning, and 

in 1856 the construction of a*permanent observatory was undertaken, 

consisting simply of aone-story building and central dome. ‘The equip- 

ment has been added to gradually since 1859. 

SCARBOROUGH, ENGLAND. 

Observatory Wigglesworth. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 
Latitude, ———. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Assistant: J. G. LOHSE. 

SCHWERIN, MECKLENBURG. 

Geodetisches Observatoriun. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 40.78 B. 

Latitude, 53° 37’ 38.2” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Astron. Nachr., LVII, 6, 1868. 

In Connaissance des Temps, 1884, p. XXViil. 
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SENFTENBERG, BOHEMIA. 

Sternwarte des Baron Perish. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 5™ 50.68 EB, 
Latitude, 50° 5/ 10.4” N. 

Director: Dr. BOORSEN. 

Ceased to exist. 

SLOUGH, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2™ 23s W. 

Latitude, 51° 30! 20” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

Pe Xvid. 

Director : ———-. 
SouTH KILWORTH, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4™ 26° W. 

Latitude, 52° 25’ 51” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 

p. XVi. 

SPEYER, BAVARIA. 

Sternwarte des Koniglichen Lyceums. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 33™ 45.68 E. 

Latitude, 49° 18’ 55.4” N. 
No longer in existence. 

SLARFIELD, ENGLAND. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 11™ 475 W. 

Latitude, 53° 25/ 3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps., 1884, 

Deecvil. 

STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 12” 148 K. 

Latitude, 59° 20/ 34” N. 

Directors: P. V. WARGENTIN, 1750. 
H. NICANDER, 1776. 

J. SVANBERG, 1803. 

S. A. CRONSTRAND, 1828. 

N. H. SELANDER, 1858. 

J. A. HuGo GYLDEN, 1871. 
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Founded in 1750. Here WARGENTIN rade that long series of obser- 

vation on Jupiter's satellites which resulted in the first reliable tables 
of eclipses of these satellites. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: Makers, ERTEL ‘& Son; diameter of circles, 18 

inches; divided to 3’; read by 4 microscopes to1”; aperture of objective, 

4% inches (0.107 meters); magnifying power ordinarily employed, 124 

diameters. 

(b) Meridian transit imstrument : Maker, A. REPSOLD; aperture, 24 

inches, 

(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, A. R&PSOLD; aperture of objective, 

7 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 114, 150, 190, 302, 600. 

(f) Chronographs: Two. 
(g) Clocks: Mean time; makers, MOLYNEUX & Copr; sidereal; 

makers, KESSELS, SWEDER. 

(h) Cer: - Mean time; makers, DENT, LINDEROTH. 

STONYHURST COLLEGE (NEAR WHALLEY), ENGLAND. 

Stonyhurst College Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9™ 52.688 W. 

Latitude, 53° 56’ 40” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude : Se Almanae. 

Directors: Rev. A. WELD, 8S. J., F. R. A. S., 1838. 

Rev. 8S. J. PERRY, Saeleg ks r nN S., 1860. 

Location: Four miles W. of Whalley, Lancashire, England. 

Height above sea, 381 feet. Built in 1838 in the park of the Jesuit 

College. 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: By Jones; 2 feet 6 inches; divided to 5’; micro- - 
scopes reading to 1”; aperture of object glass, 3 inches; power gen- 

erally used, 56. 

(b) Transit instrument: Aperture of object glass, 23 inches; power 

generally used, 42; by CARY. 

(c) Hquatorial instruments: One by NAPIER, CURRY, TROUGHTON 

and SIMMS; aperture, 8 inches; powers from 30 to 600 or 700; one by 

JONES; aperture, 4 inches. (c’) A CASSEGRAIN reflector; aperture, 95 

inches; two, NEWTONIAN; aperture, 7 inches. 

(d) Spectroscopes: An automatic instrument by BROWNING, 6 prisms 

of 60°, each used twice, with a half prism, making largest disper- 

sion=36 prisms of 60°. A large star spectroscope by SIMMS, 4 com- 

pound prisms by HorFMAN. A large direet-vision spectroscope by 

BROWNING. Two smaller instruments by BROWNING. 

(f) Chronograph: Small one by BREGUET. 

(g) Clocks: Two sidereal, mereurial pendulums. 
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(hk) Chronometer: KRopSHAM, No. 3148. 

(i) Miscellaneous: A couple of self-recording meteorological and mag- 

netical instruments are in constant use. 

STRASBURG, GERMANY. 

Cy. 

Stermoarte. 

Longitude from econ wen 31™ 2.49° KE. 
Latitude, 48° 34/ 53.8” N. (OF the old observatory. 

Longitude from Getanwith: 31™ 4,659 FE. 

Latitude, 48° 34’ 59.7” N Of the new observatory. « 3 € y bs . 

Director: A. WINNECKE. 

About 1770 some astronomical instrnaments were placed above the 

gate of the hospital. In 180£ J. HENRY established a small observa- 

tory in the Miinster (Cathedral) and observations were made there in 
1824. A regular observatory was not established by the city until 1836, 

wnd then it was placed under the charge of LEQUIANTE, but almost 

Immediately abandoned. In 1873 a new observatory was erected with- 

out the town, in connection with the University. Its general plan is 

a quadrilateral. 

SYDNEY, NEw SourH WALES, AUSTRALIA. 

Government Observa tory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 106" 4™ 50.68 Ki. 

Latitude, 33° 51/ 41.1” S. 
Directors: W. Scort, 1856. 

G. R. SMALLEY, 1862. 

FEC, Rune, 1870. 

Proposed in 1855; completed in 1858. Its first instruments, supplied 

from the private observatory which BRISBANE had established at Para- 

matta, were those by means of which DUNLAP had made his catalogues 

of double stars and of southern nebule, 

TACUBAYA, MEXICO. 

Observatorio Astronomico Nacional Mexicano. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6" 36™ 41.6358 W. 

Latitude, 19° 24! 17.5” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director : ANGEL ANGUIANO. 

Projected in 1876, and established at Chapultepee in 1878. Trans: 

ferred from Chapultepee March 8, 1883. 
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TACHKENT, RUSSIA. 

Observatoire Astronomique et Physique de Tachkent. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 4" 37™ 10.88 EB. 

Latitude, 41° 19’ 32.2” N. 

Authority for longitude, telegraphic; for latitude, vertical circle ob- 

servations. 

Director : Hl. POMERANZEFF, 1880. 

TIFLIS, RUSSIA. 

Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 2" 59™ 17s I. 

Latitude, 41° 41’ 46” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Triangulation, Novo Tcherkask, 
1862. In Connaissance des Temps, 1834, p. xii. 

Tokio, JAPAN. 

Observatory of the Daigaku. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

‘Latitude, 

Director’. Prot. HM. PAUL. 

TOULON, FRANCE. 

Observatoire de la Marine. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 23™ 428 EK. 

Latitude, 43° 7’ 22” N. 

Authority for latitude and longitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
Ds Xi. 

Director : —— PAGEL. 

TOULOUSE, FRANCE. 

Observatoire de Toulouse. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5 51.18 KE. 

Latitude, 43° 36/ 45.3” N. 

Directors: F. P. A. DE GARIPNY, 1735. 

A. DARQUIER DE PELLEPOIX, 1748. 
J. VIDAL, 1774. 

DUBUISSON, 1807. 

VICTOR DE MARQUE, 1822. 
DE DESPLATS ET VAUTHIER, 1832. 

Ki. PETIT, 1867. 

— DESPEYROUS, 1867. 

SAGUIN, 1867. 

F. DE TISSERAND, 1873. 

B. BAILLAUD, 1878. 
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TREVANDRUM, INDIA. 

His Highness the Maha Rajal’s Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 5" 7" 598 KE. 

Latitude, 80° 30/ 32” N. 
Directors: JOHN CALDECOTT, I’. R. A. S., 1857. 

JOHN ALLAN Bronv, F. R.8., 1852. 

TRIESTE, AUSTRIA. 

Astronomisches und Meteoroiogisches Observatorium der K. IX. Nautischen 

und Handels Akademie. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 55” 2.18 H. 
Latitude, 45° 38! 34” 

Directors: F. SCHAUB, 1857. 

A. KUNES, 1870. 

A. PALISA. 

TUNBRIDGE WELLS, ENGLAND. (See CROWBOROUGH.) 

TURIN, ITALY. 

Regio Osservatorio del? Universita. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 30™ 48.48 BK. 

Latitude, 45° 4’ 6” N, 

Directors: G. B. BECCARIA, 1759. 

T. VALPERGADI CALUSO, 1782. 

A. M. VASSALI HANDI, 1806. 
J. PLANA, 1811. 
A. DORNA, 1865. 

Established in 1759 in the top of a tower at the corner of Piazza Cas- 

tello. The Academy of Sciences undertook its direction in 1790, and 
had a new observatory built in the palace of the academy. In 1820 

the establishment was transferred to a terrace of the Palazzo Madama. 

In 1865 the observatory became an appendage of the university. 

TWICKENHAM, ENGLAND. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1™ 13.18 W. 

Latitude, 51° 27’ 4.2” N. 
Director; Mr. Hin. 

UCKFIELD, ENGLAND. 

Observatory of Captain W. Noble. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 17.8° E. 

Latitude, 51° 0/ 56.3” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Proprietor: W. Noble. 
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UPSALA, SWEDEN. 

Observatory of the University. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1 10™ 30° E. . O¢ the old puaceedore 
Latitude, 59° 51! 37” N. J ; 
Longitude from Greenwich, TEAO2 302 wee Of the new observatory. 

Latitude, 59° 51/ 29.4”. | 
Authority for longitude and latitude: New determination in 1880~81, | 

by C. BOHLIN. | 

Directors: A. CELSIUS, 1730. 

M. STROMER, 1745. 

D. MELANDERHJELM, 1761. 

EK. PROSPERIN, 1797. 

L. REGNER, 1799. 

J. BREDMAN, 1811. 

G. SVANBERG, 1842. 

HERMAN SCHULTZ, 1864. 

This observatory was founded in 1742, and ceased to exist in 1853. 

The new observatory was founded in 1844 by G. SVANBERG, finished 

and in use since 1853. 

URBINO, ITALY. 

Osservatorio del Colegio Rafaél. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 50™ 33.18 KE. 

Latitude, 43° 43/ 29.59” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 
des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: G. MARTINOTTI. 

UTRECHT, HOLLAND. 

Observatoriun. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 20™ 31.78 E. 
Latitude, 52° 5/ 9.5” N. 
Directors : J. f. HEUNERT, 1767. 

G. MALL, 1812. 

R. VAN REES, 1836. 

M. Hock, 1860. 
J. A. C. OUDEMANS, 1874. 

Founded in 1767. Remodelled in 1864. 

VALENTIA, IRELAND. 

Cbservatory of the London Meteorological Office. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 41" 168 W, 

Latitude, 51° 54/ 36” N. 
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Directors: Kev. T. KERR, 1868. 
J. HE. CULLUM, 1875. 

Established by the London Meteorological Office in 1868 as an observ 

atory of the first order. 

VENICE, ITALY. 

Observatory of the Naval Institute. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 49" 22.128 Hi. 

Latitude, 45° 26/ 8.5” N. 

Directors: B. VON WULLERSDORF—URBATR, 1840. 

Ii. MILLOSEVICH, 1874. 

Established about 1840. 

VERONA, ITALY. 

Osservatorio. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 45™ 56° Hi. 

Latitude, 45° 26’ 8” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Ingén. géogr. 1837. In Connais- 

sance des Temps, 1884, p. xxxv. 

Director ; ———. 

VIENNA, AUSTRIA. (See WIEN.) 

VILNA, RUSSIA. 

Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 12 4i™ 11.98 K. 

Latitude, 54° 41’ N. 

Authority for Jongitude and latitude: SLAVINSKI: ‘¢ Astronomische 

Nachrichhen,” Vols. v and VII. 

Directors: M. O. Poczopurt, 1764. 

J. B. VON SNIADECKI, 1808. 

P. SLAVINSKI, 1524, 

M. KLOUSCHNEVITCH, 1841. 

G. A. VON Fuss, 1848. 

G. SABLER, 1854. 
Col. PETER SMYSLOFF, 1867. 

It appears that this observatory had already existed for some time 

when in 1764 ‘PoczonurT restored it and replaced its instruments. Its 

labors, suspended during the revolution, were not resumed until 1502, 

INSTRUMENTS : 
| (b) Meridian transit instrument : Maker, RAMSDEN, in 1777; aperture, 

d 4inches; magnifying power 40 diameters, 
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(c) Equatorial instrument: Maker, RAMSDEN, in 1777; aperture of 

objective, 4 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 40 and 60. 

(d) Spectroscope: Direct vision, maker, S. MERZ, at Munich. 

(e) Photometer : Made by the late Prof. L. SCHWERD, at Speyer. Of 
the three made by him, one is in Bonn, and the other in Pulkowa. 

(f) Chronograph: Maker, ANSFELD, at Gotha. 

(g) Cloeks: One, mean time, maker, SHELTON (London); one side- 

real, maker, HARDY (London 1819). 
(kh) Chronometer : One, mean time, maker, DENT, No. 2,796; one side 

real, maker, DENT, No. 2,600. 
(i) A heliostat, by S. Merz. Various ancient astronomical instru- 

ments and modern meteorological instruments. The library of the ob- 

servatory contains 1,966 works, in 4,181 volumes. 

VIVIERS, FRANCE. 

Observatoire. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 18™ 44° EK. 

Latitude, 44° 29’ 14” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des Temps, 1884, 
Dp: oxi. 

Director ; ———. 

WARSAW, RUSSIA. 

Astronomicheskaia Observatoria. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1” 24" 7.48 K. 

Latitude, 52° 15! 5.7” N. 

Directors : ARININSKET, 1820. 
J, D. BARANOWSKI, 1848. 

J. WOSTOKOFF, 1877. 

In 1764 Rostan made observations at the castle. From 1765 to 1768 

N. WoLF made observations at the Blue Palace on the Mniszech. The 

observatory was not established permanently until 1820, and the ex- 

penses of construction were met by STRASZYZ, president of the univer- 

sity. It contains a hall for meridian instruments, and two towers with 

cupolas. 

WELLINGTON, NEW ZEALAND. 

Government Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 11° 39™ 11s E. 

Latitude, 41° 17/ 15” S. 
Authority for longitude and latitude: Connaissance des 'lemps, 1884, 

p. lil. 

Director ; ———. 
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WHALLEY, ENGLAND. (See STONYHURST.) 

WIEN, AUSTRIA. 

I. A. AK. Universitdts Sternwarte in Wahring. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1° 5™ 21.498 Ei. 

Latitude, 48° 13/ 55.4” N. 

Directors : M. HELL, 1756. 
I’. VON FRIESNECKER, 1792. 

J. 5S. BURG, 1817. 

J.J. VON LITTROW, 1819. 
K. L. von Litrrow, 1841. 

D. EDMUND WEISS. : 

The first observations made in Vienna were undertaken in 1745 by 

the Jesuits J. FRANCOIS and J. LIgSGANG. A permanent observatory 

was founded in 1756. It was rebuilt from 1820 to 1826, and located 

among the university buildings. In 1874 a new establishment on a 

greatly enlarged scale was erected at Wihring, outside the town, and 

completed in 1879. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circle: Made by CHRISTIAN STARKE, at Vienna (after 

the example of the meridian circles of REICHENBACH); diameter of cir- 

cles, 36 inches; divided to 3’; read by four microscopes tosingle seconds ; 

aperture of objective, 48 inches; magnifying power ordinarily employed 

120 diameters. : 

(b’) Prime vertical : Maker, CHRISTIAN STARKE; aperture, 50 inches; 

magnifying power, 120 diameters. 

(c) Equatorial instruments : One, made by ALVAN CLARK & SONS; 

aperture of objective, 11% inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, up 

to 1,200. (c’} One, made by FRAUENHOFER; aperture of objective, 6 

inches; magnifying powers, up to 600. 

(d) Spectroscopes : One small star spectroscope ; one ZOELLNER’S solar 

spectroscope. 

(g) Clocks : Two mean time; makers, UTZSCHNEIDER, at Munich; Vo- 

RAUER, at Vienna; several sidereal; makers, MOLYNEUX (London) ; 

AvcH (Gotha); GRAHAM (London); and a few, more or less accurate. 

(h) Chronometers: Mean time; maker, ARNOLD; sidereal, makers, 

KESSELS, MOLYNEUX. 
(i) Miscellaneous: An equatorial with adaptation for various latitudes, 

the 6-inch objective by STEINHELL, the mounting by SCHAFFLER. ‘Two 
refractors of 4-inch aperture; one of them not equatorially mounted. 

One equatorial of 3-inch aperture, adapted for various latitudes, object- 
ives by FRAUENHOFER. One equatorial of 3-inch aperture, by DOL- 

LOND. One dialitic equatorial of PLOSSEL, of 5 inches. One comet- 

seeker, of 6-inch aperture and 4 feet focal length, by MERz; mounted 

equatorially on the principle of VILLAREAU, by SCHNEIDER. One 
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comet-seeker of 3-inch aperture by PLOSSEL; one of 24 inches, by 

SPEINHEIL. Besides these, various smaller portable transit instru- 

ments, theodolites, sextants, ete. 

II. Observatory of the High School of Technology. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 5™ 25.38 Hi, 

Latitude, 48° 12’ 53.8” N. 

Directors: J. HERR, 1865. 

W. SINTER, 1870. 

Founded in 1865 at the southwestern extremity of the city; com- 

pleted in 1867. 

IU. Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 12 5™ 25.38 EK. 

Latitude, 48° 12’ 54.9” N. 

Director : Dr. TH. VON OPPOLZER. 

1V. Hohe Warte (bei Dobeln). 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: Dr. JULIUS HAUN. 

V. Sternwarte Kuffner. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 1" 5™ 115 Kh. 

Latitude, 48° 12’ 47.8” N. 
Authority, A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale des Observatoires et As- 

tronomes, 1837. 

Director: Dr. N. HERZ. 

VI. Sternwarte des Herrn K. Fritsch. 

Longitude from Greenwich, -———. 

Latitude, —-—. 

Director: K. FRITSCH. 

VII. Sternwarte des Herrn Baron A. von Rothschild. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, 

Director : ————. 

VIL. Sternwarte des Herrn W. Biela. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: W. BIELA. 

IX. Sterncarte des Herrn L. Kurzmayer. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Director: L. KURZMAYER. 
= 
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WILLIAMSTOWN, VICTORIA. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 9" 39™ 38.88 E. 
Latitude, 37° 52! 7.2” 8. 

Removed to Melbourne, Victoria, in 1861. 

WILHELMSHAVEN, GERMANY. 

Kaiserliches Marine Observatoriwn. 

Qm~ * Longitude from Greenwich, 32” 35.218 HE. 

Latitude, 53° 31’ 52.2” N. 

Authority for longitude: Astronomische Arbeiten des Kgl. preuss. 

Geodiitischen Instituts fiir 1878; for latitude: Director’s ob- 

servations of zenith-stars with meridian circle. 

Director: C. BORGEN, Dr. Phil., 1876. 
Founded in 1875; completed in 1878, 

INSTRUMENTS: 

(a) Meridian circle: One; makers, A. REPSOLD SOHNE, in Hamburg; 

diameter of circles, 21.6 inches, divided to 2’; read by 4 microscopes, 

each to 0.1’; aperture of objective, 45 inches; magnifying power ordi- 

narily employed, 125 diameters. 

(b) Meridian transit instruments : One portable, by C. BAMBERG, Ber- 

lin; aperture, 14 inches. 

; (c) Equatorial instruments : One, by STEINHEIL SOHNE, in Munich; 

aperture of objective, 4 inches; magnifying powers of eye-pieces, 48 to 

360; ring-micrometer. (c’) One, STEINHEIL SOHNE; 24 inches aper- 

ture; magnifying power, 24 to 150. 

(f) Chronograph : One, by FuESS, Berlin. 

(g) Clocks: Mean time; one, by EPPNER, Berlin; sidereal; one, by F. 
TIEDE, Berlin (standard clock). 

(7) Miscellaneous: A complete set of LAMON‘’S instruments for ob- 

serving the variations of the magnetical declination, horizontal force, 

and inclination. 

LAMONT’S magnetical theodolite ; dip-circle by DOVER; self-register- 

ing barometer and anemometer (ROBINSON); meteorological instra- 
ments; self-registering tide-gauge; time-ball. Since September, 1880, 

a self-registering tide-gauge, devised by Mr. REerrz, of Hamburg, has 

been erected in Heligoland and placed under the control of this observ- 

atory. 

WINDSOR, NEW SOUTH WALES, AUSTRALIA. 

Observatory of John Tebbut. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 10> 3™ 21.8° K. 
Latitude, 33° 36/ 28.8 8. 
Director: JOUN 'TEBBUT. 

H, Mis, 170——31 
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WOLSINGHAM, ENGLAND. 

Observatory of the Liverpool Astronomical Society. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, ———. 

Authority: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale, etc., 1887, p. 63. 

Observer: T. KE, ESPIN. 

ZACATECAS, MEXIco. 

Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, 6" 41™ 0.678 W. 

Latitude, 22° 46’ 34.9” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: A. LANCASTER, Liste Générale 

des Observatoires et Astronomes, 1887. 

Director: A. JOSE Y. BONILLA. 

ZIKAWEI, CHINA. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 
Latitude, ———. 

Director: MARC DECHEVREUS. 

ZURICH, SWITZERLAND. 

I. Sternwarte des Schweizerischen Polytechmikums. . 

Longitude from Greenwich, 34™ 12.68 If. 

Latitude, 47° 22’ 40” N. 

Authority for longitude and latitude: Astronomische Mittheilungen 

von Dr. RUDOLF WOLFE, 

Directors: J. H. WASER, 1773. 

J. FEER, 1787. 

J. ESCHMANN, 1823. 

RUDOLF WOLF, 1860. 
a79 

Founded in 1773 upon the Carolus Thurm (Charles Tower), through 
the efforts of the Ziirich Seciety of Naturalists. Abandoned from 1798 

to 1805. In 1810 a new observatory was erected east of the Carolus 

Thurm; this was abandoned in 1852. Finally in 1860 the observatory 

was rebuilt at the polytechnikum, where if was inaugurated in 1863. 

The observatory is mainly used for the practical training of the stu- 

dents. The scientific results are voluntary contributions by the director 

and assistant. 

INSTRUMENTS: 
(a) Meridian circles: Two; makers, KERN, in Aarau, ERTEL, in Mu- 

nich; diameter of circles, 20 inches; divided to 2’; read by 2 micro- 
scopes to 9.1’; aperture of objective, 5.3 inches; magnifying power 

ordinarily employed, 120.80, 
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(c) Equatorial instruments: Makers, KERN, in Aarau; aperture of 

objective, 6 inches; magnifying power of eye-pieces, 60 to 500. (¢’) 
MrExrz, in Munich, 34 inches; 64 to 212. 

(d) Spectroscope: One, by MERz, in Munich. 

(f) Chronographs ; Four, by Hipp, in Neuchatel, and HASsLEr, in 
Aarau. 

(g) Clocks : Mean time; makers, Association ouvriere au Locle ; side- 

real; maker, SILVAIN MAIRET, Locle. Also several pendulum clocks, 
among which one by REPSOLD. 

(hk) Chronometer: Sidereal; seconds chronometer; maker, BuZEN- 
GEIGER. 

(t) Miscellaneous: Several astronomical theodolites, meteoroscopes, 

panagenprisms, etc.; also historical collection of antique instruments. 

Il. Private Observatory. 

Longitude from Greenwich, ———. 

Latitude, —, 

¢ Director: Dr. F, SCHINZ. 





CATALOGUE OF PUBLICATIONS 

OF THE 

SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION. 

BY WILLIAM J. RBHEES. 

INTRODUCTION. 

‘The present eatalogue embraces all the articles published by the 
Smithsonian Institution, from its organization in 1546 to the first of 
July, 1836, a period of forty years. 

At the beginning nothing was issued bat pamphiets explanatory of 

the plan of the Institution, and brief annual reports of the proceedings 

of the Board of Regents, indicated in the catalogne by the letiers A. 
B, €, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O,Q. An elaborate work (P in 
the catalogue), by RoperT DALE Onis: on public architecture, with 

special reference to the plans of the Smithsonian Institution, prepared 

ou behalf of the building committee, was printed at ithe expense of the 

Institution in 1849, but did not form part of the regular series organized 
_ by the Secretary of the Institution, Professor Henry. 

1. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. 

The series entitled “Smithsonian Coniributions to Knowledge,” in 

quarto form, was commenced in 1548 by the publication of Squier and 

_ Davis’s Ancient Monumenis of the Mississippi Valley. The following 

“advertisement”? of the first volume, prepared by Professor Henry, 
indicaies the character and design of the series: 

“This volume is intended to form the first of a series of volumes, 
_ consisting of original memoirs on different branches of Knowledge pub- 
lished at the expense and under the direciion of the Smithsonian Insii- 
tution. The publication of this series forms part of a general plan 
adopted for carrying into efiect the benevolent intentions of James 
Smithson, esq.. of England. This gentleman left his property in trust 
to = United States of Ameriea to found at Washington an institution 
which should bear his own name, and have for its objects ‘the increase 
and diffusion of knowledge among men’ This trust was accepied by the 
Government of the United States, and an act of Congress was passed 
Angust 10, 1846, constituting the President and other principal exee- 
tive e officers of the General ‘Government, the Chief Justice of the Sa- 

- £5 
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preme Court, the Mayor of Washington,* and such other persons as they 
might elect honorary members, an establishment under the name of the 
‘Smithsonian Institution, for the increase and diffusion of knowledge 
among men.’ The members and honorary members of this establish- 
ment are to hold stated and special meetings for the supervision of the 
affairs of the Institution and for the advice and instruction of a Board 
of Regents, to whom the financial and other affairs are intrusted. | 

‘The Board of Regents consists of three members ex officio of the | 
establishment, namely, the Vice-President of the United States, the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court, and the Mayor of Washington*, — 
together with twelve other members, three of whom are appointed by — 
the Senate from its own body, three by the House of Representatives | 
from its members, and six citizens appointed by a joint resolution of | 
both houses. To this Board is given the power of electing a Secretary 
and other officers, for conducting the active operations of the Institution. | 

‘To carry into effect the purposes of the testator, the plan of organi-  — 
zation should evidently embrace two objects, one, the increase of — 
knowledge by the addition of new truths to the existing stock; the — 
other, the diffusion of knowledge thus increased, among men. Nore- — 
striction is made in favor of any kind of knowledge, and hence each | 
branch is entitled to and should receive a share of attention. 
“The act of Congress, establishing the Institution, directs, as part of 

the plan of organization, the formation of a library, a museum, and a 
gallery of art, together with provisions for physical research and pop- 
ular lectures, while it leaves to the Regents the power of adopting such 
other parts of an organization as they may deem kest suited to pro- 
mote the objects of the bequest. 

“¢ After much deliberation, the Regents resoived to divide the annual 
income, thirty thousand nine hundred and fifty dollars, into two equal 
parts, one part to be devoted to the increase and diffusion of knowledge 
by means of original research and publications, the other half of the 
income to be applied in accordance with the requirements of the act of 
Congress to the gradual formation of a library, a museum, and a gal- 
lery of art.” 

(The Programme of Organization, adopted December 8, 1847, follows.) 

“Tn accordance with the rules adopted in the Programme of Organi- 
zation, each memoir in this volume has been favorably reported on by 
«a Commission appointed for its examination. It is, however, impossible, 
in most cases, to verify the statements of an author; and, therefore, 
neither the Commission nor the Institution can be responsibie for more 
than the general character of a memoir.” 

The total number of papers published in the 25 volumes of * Contri- 

butions” is 125, with an aggregate of 13,287 pages, 2,115 wood-cuts, 

536 plates, and 21 maps, each volume averaging 5314 pages. 

2. Miscellaneous Collections. 

In the year 1862, another series was instituted, entitled “Smithsonian 

Miscellaneous Collections,” each volume of which has the following 
preface: 

“The present series, entitled ‘Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collec- 
tions,’ is intended to embrace ail the publications issued directly by 

* As there is no Mayor of Washington at present, this is inoperative. 
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the Smithsonian Institution in octavo form; those in quarto constitut- 
ing the ‘Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge.’ The quarto series 
includes memoirs, embracing the records of extended original investi- 
gations and researches, resulting in what are believed to be new truths, 
and constituting positive additions to the sum of human knowledge. 
The octavo series is designed to contain reports on the present state of 
our knowledge of particular branches of science; instructions for col- 
lecting and digesting facts and materials for research; lists and syn- 
opses of species of the organic and inorganic world; museum cata- 
logues; reports of explorations; aids to bibliographical investigations, 
etc.; generally prepared at the express request of the Institution and 
at its expense. 
“The position of a work in one or the other of the two series will 

sometimes depend upon whether the required illustrations can be pre- 
sented more conveniently in the quarto or the octavo form. 

“Tn the Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, as well as in the 
present series, each article is separately paged and indexed, and the 
actual date of its publication is that given on its special title-page, and 
not that of the volume in which it is placed. In may cases works have 
been published and largely distributed years before their combination 
into volumes. 

* While due care is taken on the part of the Smithsonian Institution 
to insure a proper standard of excellence in its publications, it will be 
readily understood that it ean not hold itself responsible for the facts 
and conclusions of the authors, as it is impossible in most cases to verify 
their statements.” i 

The total number of papers published in the 30 volumes of ‘ Miscel- 

laneous Collections” is 140, each volume averaging 884 pages, with an 

aggregate of 26,516 pages, 3,033 wood-cuts, and 48 plates. 

3. Annual Reports. 

By the act of Congress organizing the Institution it was made the 

duty of the “ Board of Regents to submit at each session a report of the 

operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution.” These an- 

nual reports form a third series of Smithsonian publications. They 

consist of the reports of the Secretary to the Board of Regents of the 

operations and condition of the Institution; the reports of committees 

of the Board; reports of lectures; extracts from correspondence; orig- 

inal or translated articles relating to the history and progress of science, 

ete. 

The first report was submitted by the Board to the second session of 

the 29th Congress, 1847, and formed an octavo pamphlet of 38 pages. 

A similar report was presented annually thereafter, varying in size 

from 64 pages to 326, printed in pamphlet form with paper covers up 

to 1853, when Congress ordered the report to be bound in cloth. In the 

volume for that year the essential portion of the contents of the pre- 

ceding seven reports was reprinted, and this is now considered as the 

first of a set of Smithsonian reports. The number of pages was limited 

between 1854 and 1876 to 400. In the latter year this restriction was 

removed, and since then the average number of pages has been 600. 
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The number of copies of these reports for general distribution ordered 

by Congress has been very variable, the largest being 7,500 in 1874 and 

1875, and the smallest 150 in 1847. The number of copies granted the 

Institution each year is shown in the following table: 

Number of extra copies furnished the Institution by Congress for distribution. 

For the Number of For the Number of || For the Number of 
year copies. year. copies. year. copies. 

| = 

1847 150 1861 2,900 1875 7,500 
1848 1, 000 1862 2, 000 1876 6, 500 
1849 590 1863 2,000 1877 6, 500 
1850 1, 000 1864 2, 000 1878 6, 500 
1851 2, 000 H 1865 2, 000 | 1879 7, OUO 
1852 2, 000 1866 2, 000 1880 7, 000 
1853 3, 000 1867 2, 000 1881 7, 000 
1854 2,500 1868 2, 000 1882 7, 000 

1855 2,500 1869 8, 000 1883 7, 000 
1856 2, 500 1870 5, 000 1884, © 2 > 000 
1857 5, 000 187 5, 000 1884, 11 § “s 
1858 5, 000 1872 5, 000 1885, 1 2 7 000 
1859 2, 000 1873 6, 000 1885, 11 § MO 
1860 2,000 1874 7,500 

The total number of pages in the 41 volumes of annual reports is 

21,292, average, 50 pages; total number of wood-cuts, 2,540, and 148 
plates. 

4, Bulletins of the U. S. National Museum. 

In the year 1875 a fourth series of publications (octavo) was com- 

menced, entitled “ Bulletins of the National Museum,” intended to il- 

lustrate the collections of natural history and ethnology belonging to 

the United States, constituting the National Museum, of which the 

Smithsonian Institution is the custodian. 

Thirty-one of these bulletins have been published, with an aggregate 

of 7,475 pages, 623 wood-cuts, 80 plates, and 7 maps. 

5. Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum. 

In imitation of the practice of those learned societies which publish 

periodically descriptions of new species, ete., in the form of proceedings 

of weekly or monthly meetings, and thus present to the world the dis- 

coveries connected with the establishment at the earliest practicable 

moment, it appeared to be very desirable that the National Museum 

should have some medium of prompt publication for announcing de- 

scriptions of specimens received (many of which are new species), as 

well as other interesting facts relative to natural history furnished by 

correspondence of the Institution. To meet this want a fifth series of 

publications (octavo), entitled ‘“* Proceedings of the National Museum,” 

was commenced in 1880. They are printed in suecessive signatures as 

fast as material sufiicient for sixteen pages is prepared, and distributed 
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at once to scientific societies and leading active working naturalists in 

this country and in Kurope,* each signature having printed at the bot- 

tom of its first page the date of actual issue, for settling any questions 

as to priority of publication. Of this series eight volumes have been 
Ao published, comprising 5,052 pages, with 109 cuts and 72 plates. 

6. Reports of the Burcau of Lthnology. 

The sixth series of publications is the annual report (in imperial oc- 

tavo) of the Bureau of Ethnology, placed by Congress in charge of the 

Smithsonian Institution. Of this series four annual volumes have been 

published—those for 187980, 188081, 188182, and 1882—85—with an 

ageregate of 2,369 pages, 1,821 cuts, 259 plates, and 3 maps. 

The distribution of these volumes to individuals is wholly by members 

of Congress and the Director of the Bureau, Maj. J. W. Powell. 

7. Copyright. 

No copyright has ever been secured on the publications of the Insti- 

tution. They are left free to be used by compilers of books without any 

restrictions, except that full credit shall be given to the name of Smith- 

son for any extracts which may be made from them. 

8. Use of Illustrations. 

Copies of the wood cuts used by the Institution are granted to 

authors or publishers on payment of the actual cost of production of 

electrotypes, and promise to give proper reference to the article in which 

they originally appeared. 

9. Size of editions. 

In the first experiments of the Smithsonian system of publication 

the proper magnitude of the editions necessary to meet the immediate 

and future demand could not be accurately ascertained. The number 

of copies of the contributions then fixed upon has since been found in- 

adequate, although it was larger than that usually issued by other insti- 

tutions. The edition has, therefore, been augmented, until at the 
present time 1,000 copies of each article are set aside to be combined 

into volumes, and an extra number, varying with the probable demand, 

struck off for separate distribution, and for sale. 

Kach article is complete in itself, with separate paging, title, and in- 

dex, and without any necessary relationship to others combined with 

it in the same volume. 

Of the early volumes of Smithsonian Contributions, the edition, for 

reasons already explained, was less than that of the succeeding ones, 

so that complete sets can not now be farnished. 

In the year 1862 the plan of stereotyping every article printed by 

* Professor Baird’s report for 1880. 
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the Institution was adopted, the plates being carefully preserved, thus 

making it practicable at any time to issue new editions except where 

expensive lithographic plates were used, a limited number only of 

impressions from these having been taken. 

A number of the earlier articles in octavo were out of print before 

the commencement of the series of ‘‘ Miscellaneous Collections,” and 

consequently are not included in them. 

The printing of the “ Bulletins” and ‘ Proceedings” is authorized 

by the Department of the Interior and paid for out of its fund. An 

edition of 1,009 copies is published, of which one-half is distributed by 

the Department of the Interior and one-half by the Institution. 

10. Distribution of publications. 

The distribution of the publications of the Institution is tomake known 

to the world the truths which may result from the expenditure of the 

Smithson fund. For this purpose the ‘* CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWL- 

EDGE” are so distributed as to be accessible to the greatest number of 

readers; that is, to large central libraries. 

They are pres ented on the express condition that, while they are care- 

fully preserved, they shall be accessibie at all times to students and 

others who may desire to consult them, and be returned to the Institu- 

tion in case the establishments to which they are presented at any time 

cease to exist. 

Full sets of the publications can not be given to all the libraries 

which apply for them, since this is impossible with the limited income 

of the Institution, and, indeed, if care be not exercised in the distribu- 

tion, se large a portion of the income will be annually expended on the 

production of copies for distribution of what has already been pub- 

lished that nothing further can be done in the way of new publications. 

The rules governing the distribution of the Smithsonian publications 

are appended. To enable institutions not coming within their provisos, 

as well as individuals, to procure copies of such as may be desired, a 

small number is set aside and sold by the Institution at a price which 

is intended merely to cover the actual cost of their publication. 

11. Rules for distribution of the publications of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution. 

TO INSTITUTIONS. 

The publications of the Smithsonian Institution are furnished— 

Ist. To learned societies of the first class, which present complete 

series of their publications to the Institution. 

2d. To public libraries containing 25,000 volumes. 
od. Institutions devoted exclusively to the promotion of particular 

branches of knowledge may receive such Smithsonian publications as 

relate to their respective objects. 
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TO INDIVIDUALS. 

There is no gratuitous distribution to individuals of the publications 

of the Institution. 
They can only be obtained by purchase, exchange of books or speei- 

mens, or by services rendered to the Institution. 

12. Form of application Jor publications. 

To the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.: 

Date, 18 

In behalf of the , we respectfully apply 

for the publications of the Smithsonian Institution, on condition that all 

volumes received shall be carefully preserved, be accessible to any per- 

son who may wish to consult them, and be returned to the Smithsonian 

Institution in case the establishment at any time ceases to exist. 

1. Name of establishment | 

2. Location —Town _ 

4. Character 

5. Buildings.and property 

6. Permanent fund 

7. Annual income 

8. Volumes in library 

9. Number of persons having use of books 

10. Date of last catalogue of library 

11. What publications made 

(Send printed list if possible.) 

12. Name of officers: President 

Librarian 

13. Addresses of principal scientific men connected with the establishment and sub- 

jects in which specially interested 

IT recommend the above application. 

Member of Congress, 

me Str iChat State: 
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF THE SMITHSONIAN INSTI- 

LUTION, 

Notre.—A to Q indicate early publications not embraced in the regular series. 

A. Journal of Proceedings of the Regents of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion at the city of Washington, beginning on the first Monday of 

September, 1846. 1846. 8vo., pp. 32. 

B. Report of the Organization Committee of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, with the resolutions accompanying the same and adopted 

by the Board of Regents; also, the Will of the testator, the act 

accepting the bequest, and the Act organizing the Institution. 

1847. 8vo., pp. 32. 

C. Digest of the act of Congress establishing the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion. August 10, 1846. 8vo., pp. 8. 

D. Address delivered on oceasion of laying the Corner-stone of the 

Smithsonian Institution, May 1, 1847. By GEorGE M. DALLAS, 

Chancellor of the Institution. 1547. 8vo., pp. 8. 

E. Smithson’s Bequest. Professor HENRY’S exposition before the 

New Jersey Historical Society, at its meeting in Princeton, on 

Wednesday, September 27, 1847. $8vo., pp. 8. 

F. First Report of the Secretary of the Smitksonian Institution to the 

Board of Regents; giving a Programme of Organization, and an 

account of the operations during the year. Presented December 

8, 1847. 1848. 8vo., pp. 48. 

G. [First] Report from the Board of Regents, submitted to Congress, 

of the operations, expenditures, and condition of the Smithsonian 

Institution. Senate Doc. 211; Twenty-ninth Congress, second 

session. 1847. 8vo., pp. 38. 

H. Second Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, to the Senate and House of Representatives, showing the 

operations, expenditures, and condition of the Institution during 

the year 1847. Thirtieth Congress, first session. Senate Mis. 

No. 23. 1848. $8vo., pp. 208. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Henry, and Proceedings of the Board. 

GALLATIN, A.; ROBINSON, E.; BARTLETT, J. R.; TURNER, W. W.; MORTON, 

S. G.; Marsn, G. P. On publication of Squier & Davis’s Ancient 

Monuments. 

JEwnrt, C. C. Report on plan of library. 

Loomis, E. Report on meteorology of the United States. 

Espy, J. P. On meteorology. 
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I. Third Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

Institution, for the year 1845. Thirtieth Congress, second ses- 

sion. H.R. Mis., No. 48. 1849. $Svo., pp. 64. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Hunry, and Proceedings of the Board. 

JEWeEtT?, C.C. Report on library. 
STEVENS, H. Prospectus of a Bibliographia Americana. 

Hare, kh. Letter relative to gift of apparatus. 

Guyot, A. On metric system for scientific observations. 

J. Programme of organization of the Smithsonian Institution. Pre- 

sented in the First Annual Report of the Secretary, and adopted 

by the Board of Regents, December 13, 1847. 1847. 4to., pp. 4. 

K. Correspondence relative to the acceptance for publication of the 

Ethnological Memoir of Messrs. Squier and Davis. 1847. 8vo., 
pp. 8. 

L. [First] Report of the Organization Committee of the Smithsonian 
Institution. Reprinted from the National Intelligencer, Decem- 
ber 8, 1846. 8vo., pp. 8. 

M. LKeports, etc., of the Smithsonian Institution, exhibiting its plans, 

operations, and financial condition up to January 1,1549. From 

the Third Annual Report of the Board of Regents. Presented to 

Congress February 19, 1849. 1849. 8vo., pp. 72. 

N. Officers and Regents of the Smithsonian Institution, with the act. 

of Congress accepting the bequest, and the act incorporating 

said institution. 1846. 8vo., pp. 14. 

0. Anact to establish the Smithsonian Institution. Approved August 

10, 1846; pp. 8. 

P. Hints on Public Architecture, containing, among other illustra- 

tions, views and plans of the Smithsonian Institution; together 

with an appendix relative to building materials. Prepared on 

behalf of the Building Committee of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, by RoBERT DALE OWEN, chairman of the committee. 
1849. 4to., pp. 140, 99 wood-cuts, 15 plates. 

Q@. Check list of periodical publications received in the reading-room 

of the Smithsonian Institution, for the year 1853, 1853. 4to., 
pp. 28. 

REGULAR SERIES. 

1. Ancient Monuments of the Mississippi Valley ; comprising the results 

of extensive original surveys and explorations. By E.G.SQUIER 

and EK. H. Davis. 1845. 4to., pp. 346, 207 woodcuts, 48 plates, 

(S. C., 1.) 
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2. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. I. 1848. 4to., pp. 

360, 207 woodcuts, 48 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Squier and Davis. Ancient Monuments, Mississippi Valley. No. 1 

3. Researches relative to the Planet Neptune. By SEARS C. WALKER. 

1849, .4to., pp. 60., .(S. C., 1.) 

4. Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the Opposition of 1848. By 

Srars C. WALKER. 1848. ALO: PDsioee 1kiss, Os il) 

co . Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune from the date of the Lalande Obser- 

vationsof May 8 and 10,1795, and for the Opposition of 1846, 1847, 

1848, and 1849. By SEARS C. WALKER. April, 1849. 4to., pp. 

SP arial SS OPH HG 

6. Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the year 1850. By SEARS C. 

WALKER. April, 1850. 4to., pp. 10. (S. C., 11.) 

ae . Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the year 1851. By SHARs C. 

WALKER. December, 1850. 4to., pp. 10. (5S. C., 1.) 

8. *Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1848. By 

JOHN DOWNES. 1848. 4to., pp. 12. 

9. *Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1849. By 

JOHN DOWNES. 1848. 4to., pp. 24 

10. *Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1850. By 

JOHN DOWNES. 1849. 4to., pp. 26. 

11. Occultations visible in the United States during the year 1851. By 

JOHN DOWNES. October, 1850. 4to., pp. 26. (S. C., IT.) 

12. On the Voeal Sounds of Laura Bridgman, the Blind Deaf-Mute at 

Boston; compared with the Elements of Phonetic Language. 

3y FRANCIS LIEBER. 1850. 4to., pp. 32, one plate. (S. C., II.) 

13. Contributions to the Physical Geography of the United States, 

Part I. ©nthe physical geography of the Mississippi Valley, 

with suggestions for the improvement of the navigation of the 

Ohio, and other rivers... By CHARLES ELLET, Jr. 1850. 4to., 
pp. 64, 2 woodcuts, 1 plate. (S.C. I1.) 

14. A Memoir on Mosasaurus, and the three Allied New Genera, £ol- 

codus, Conosaurus, and eae SS Na ae By RoBERtT W. GIBBES. 

November, 1859. 4to., pp. 14, 3 plates of 28 figures. (5S. C., IL.) 

15. Aboriginal Monuments of the State of New York. Comprising the 

results of original surveys and explorations; with an illustrative 

appendix. By E.G. SQuiER. 1850. 4to., pp. 188, 79 woodcuts, 

14 plates of 33 figures. (8S. C., su) 

* These three papers ane ie Buwnes Nos. 8, 9, 10, were not iene in the series 
of Contributions. 

\ 
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16. The Classification of Insects from Embryological Data. By Louis 

AGASSIZ. 1850. 4to., pp. 28, 8 woodcuts, one plate of 23 figures. 

(S58 0e 116) 

17. Memoir on the Explosiveness of Nitre, with a view to elucidate its 

agency in the tremendous explosion of July, 1845, in New York. 

By ROBERT HARE. 1850. 4to., pp. 20. (S. C., IL.) 

18. Report on the History of the Discovery of Neptune. By BENJAMIN 

APTHORP GOULD, Jr. 1850. S8vo., pp. 56. 

i9. Directions for Meteorological Observations, intended for the first 
class of observers. By ARNOLD Guyor. 1850. 8vo., pp. 40, 

9 woodcuts. 

20. Microscopical Examinations of Soundings, made by the United 
States Coast Survey off the Atlantic coast of the United States. 

By J. W. BAILEY. January, 1851. 4to., pp. 16, and 1 plate of 

68 figures. (S. C., 11.) 

21. Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

Institution, for the year 1849. Thirty-first Congress, first ses- 

sion. Senate Mis. No. 120, 8vo., pp. 64, with appendix ot 207 

pp. House of Representatives Mis. No. 50. 1850. Svo, pp. 272. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Henry, and proceedings of the Board. 

Gray, Asa. Account of Lindheimer’s, Fendler’s, and Wright’s botanical 

explorations in New Mexico and California. 

AGAaAssiz, Louis. On the formation of a museum. 

List of meteorological observers. 

JEWETT, C.C. Report on library and catalogue system. 

Jewett, C. C. Report on public libraries of the United States. 

22. Plante Wrightiane Texano-Neo-Mexicane. By ASAGRAyY. Part 

I. March, 1852. 4to., pp. 146, 10 plates of 127 figures. (S. C., 

II1.) 

An account of a collection of plants made by Charles Wright in Western 

Texas, New Mexico, and Sonora, in the years 1851 and 1852. 

23. Microscopical Observations made in South Carolina, Georgia, aad 
Florida. By J. W. BAILEY. 1851. 4to., pp. 48, 3 plates of 83 

figures. (S. C., 11.) 

24. Ephemeris of the Planet Neptune for the year 1852. By SHARS C. 

WALKER. 1853. 4to., pp. 10. (S.C., II.) 

25. Notices of Public Libraries in the United States of America. By 

CHAs. C. JEWETT. Printed by order of Congress, as an ap- 

pendix to the Fourth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of 

the Smithsonian Institution. 1851. 8vo., pp. 210. 
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26. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. 1. 1851. 4to., 
pp. 572, 89 wood-cuts, 24 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

’ 
WALKER, S. C. Researches relative to Neptune. No. 3. 

LIEBER, I. Vocal sounds of Laura Bridgman. No. 12. 

BaiLrey, J. W. Microscopical soundings off Atlantic Coast. No. 20. 

EvLLet, C. Physical geography of the Mississippi Vailey. No. 13. 

GibBEs, R. W. Mosasaurus and three allied genera. No. 14. 

Aaassiz, L. Classification of insects from embryological data. No. 16. 

Hare, R. Explosiveness of nitre. No. 17. 

3AILEY, J. W. Microscopical observations in South Carolina, Georgia, 

Florida. No. 23. 

Squier, E.G. Aboriginal monuments of State of New York. No, 15. 

WALKER, S. C. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1848. No. 4. 

WALKER, S. C. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1846, ’47 748 749. No. 5. 

WALKER, S. C. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1850. No. 6. 

WALKER, S. C. Ephemeris of Neptune for 1851. No. 7. 

Downes, J. Occultations visible in the United States in 1851. No. 11. 

27. On recent Improvements in the Chemical Arts. By JAMES C. BoorH 

and CAMPBELL MoRFIT. 1852. 8vo., pp. 216. (M. C. 11.) 

28. Fifth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of, the Smithsonian 

Institution, for the year 1850. Special session, March, 1851. 

Senate Mis., No.1. 1851. 8vo., pp. 145. (Extra edition of 32€ 

Pp.) 
CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Henry, and Proceedings of the Board. 

JEWETT, C.C. General catalogue system for libraries. 

3AIRD, S. F. Report on Museum, and statistics of British Museum. 

Memorial of the Regents to Congress, relative to the Smithson Fund. 

Squirr, E.G. Antiquities of Nicaragua. 

teport of Commission on General Stereotype Catalogue of Pub. Libraries. 

CULBERTSON, T. A. Expedition to the Mauvaises Terres and Upper Mis- 
souri. ; 

PortER, T. C. List of plants of Upper Missouri. 

Harris, fh. List of birds and mammalia of Missouri River. 

CULBERTSON, T. A. Indian tribes of the Upper Missouri. 

JEWETT, C. C. Copyright books from 1846-1849. 

29. OQccultations visible in the United States during the year 1852. By 

JOHN DOWNES. 1851. 4to., pp. 34. (S. C., III.) 

30. Contributions to the Natural History of the Fresh Water Fishes of 

North America. By CHARLES GIRARD. Part I. A monograpit 

of the Cottoids. December, 1851. 4to., pp. 80,3 plates of 48 

figures. (8S. C., III.) 

31. A collection of Meteorological Tables, with other tables useful in 

Practical Meteorology. By ARNOLD GuyoT. 1852. 8vo., pp. 

212. . 
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32. Nereis Boreali-Americana: or Contributions to a Flistory of the 

Marine Alge of North America. By WILLIAM HENRY HARVEY. 

Part 1. Melanospermee. January, 1852. 4to., pp. 152, 12 col- 

ored plates of 29 figures. (5S. C., 1£1.) 

33. The Law of Deposit of the Flood Tide, its Dynamical Aetion and 

Office. By CHARLES HENRY DAVIS. 1852. 4to., pp.14. (S. 

(.,) EEL.) 

34. Directions for Collecting, Preserving, and Transporting Specimens 

of Natural History. March, 1859. 8vo., pp. 40, 6 wood-cuts. 

Kine sD.) 

35. Observations on Terrestrial Magnetism. By Joun Locks. April, 
1Sd2.0 -460:, pps 305 cS. C.,, 111) 

36. Researches on Electrical Rheometry. By A. Seccur. May, 1852. 
4to., pp. 60, 3 plates of 15 figures. (S. C., 111.) 

37. Descriptions of Ancient Works in Ohio. By CHas. WHITTLESEY. 

1851. 4to., pp. 20, 7 plates of 18 figures. (S. C., 11.) 

38. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. m1. 1852. 4to., 
pp. 562, and 35 plates. 
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Locke, J. Terrestrial magnetism. No. 35. 

Seccur, A. Electrical rheometry. No. 36. 
GrirarRD, C. Monograph of the cottoids. No. 30. 

HARVEY, W. H. Marine alge of North America. Parti. No. 32. 

Gray, A. Plante Wrightianze Texano-Neo-Mexicane. Part 1. No. 22. 

Davis, C. H. Lawof deposit of the flood-tide. No. 33. 

WHITTLESEY, C. Descriptions of ancient worksin Ohio. No. 37. 

WALKER, 8. C. Ephemeris of the planet Neptune for 1852. No. 24. 

Downes, J. Occultations visible in United States during 1852. No. 29. 

39. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. Iv. 1852. 4to., 
pp. 426. 

CONTENTS. 

Riaes, 8. R. Dakota’Grammar.and Dictionary. No. 40. 

40. Grammar and Dictionary of the Dakota Language. Collected by 

the members .of the Dakota mission. Edited by S. R. RIGGs. 

1852. 4to., pp. 414. (S.-C., Iv.) 

41. Memoir on the Extinct Species.of the American Ox. By JosEPH 

Lewy. December, 1852. 4to., pp. 20, 4 plates of 15 figures. 

(iS) Casi) 

42. Plants Wrightianze Texano-Neo-Mexicane. By ASA GRAY. Part 

i. February, 1853. 4to., pp. 120, 4 plates of 39 figures. (S. C., 

V.) 

43. Nereis Boreali-Americana; or, Contributions to a History of the Ma- 

rine Algze of North America. By W. H. HARVEY. Part 1, 

Rhodospermez. March, 1853, 4te., pp. 262, 24 plates, colored, of 
64 figures. (S.C., Vv.) 

H. Mis, 170-——32 
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44, A Flora and Fauna within Living Animals. By JOSEPH LEIDY. 

April, 1853.. 4to., pp. 68,10 plates of 140 figures. (S. C., v.) 

45. Anatomy of the Nervous System of Rana pipiens. By JEFFRIES 

WyMan. March, 1853. 4to., pp. 52, 4 wood-cuts, 2 plates of 29 

figures. (S.C., V.) 

46. Plante Frémontianez: or, Descriptions of Plants collected by J.C. 

Frémont in California. By JOHNTORREY. 1853. 4to., pp. 24, 

10 plates of 89 figures. (S. C., VI.) . 

&7, On the Construction of Catalogues of Libraries, and their publica- 

tion by means of separate stereotyped titles. With rules and 

examples. By CHARLES C.JEWETT. 1852. 8vo., pp. 78. 1853, 

8vo., pp. 108. 

48. Bibliographia Americana Historico-Naturalis; or Bibliography of 

American Natural History for the year 1851. By CHARLES 

GIRARD. December, 1852. 8vo., pp. 64. 

49, Catalogue of North American Reptiles in the Museum of the Smith- 

sonian Institution. By 8. F. BArRD and C. GIRARD. Part I, 

Serpents. January, 1853. Svo., pp. 188. (M.C., I1.) 

50. Synopsis of the Marine Invertebrata of Grand Manan: or the Re- 

gion about the Mouth of the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick. 

By WILLIAM Stimpson. March, 1853. 4to., pp. 68,3 plates of 

3” figures. (S..C.,, VI.) 

51. Sixth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

Institution, for the year 1851. Thirty-second Congress, first 

session, Senate Mis., No.108. 1852. 8vo., pp. 104. 
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Report of Prof. J. HENRY, and Proceedings of the Board. 

JEWeETT, C. C. Smithsonian library and copyright system. 

Barirp,S. F. Natural history explorations in the United States in 1851. 

ForEMAN, E. Meteorological system and correspondence. 

Leipy, J. Report on fossils from Nebraska. ; 

TURNER, W.W. Indian philology. 

Report of Committee of American Association for Promotion of Science. 
onasystem of combined meteorological observations for North Americe., 

52. Winds of the Northern Hemisphere. By JAMES H. CoFFIN. Novem- 
ber, 1853. 4to., pp. 200, 6 wood-cuts, 13 plates of 238 figures. 

(S.1@55 Nis) 

53. Catalogue of Portraits of North American Indians, and Sketches of 

Scenery, ete., painted by J. M. STANLEY. Deposited with the 

Smithsonian Institution, December, 1852. 8vo., pp. 76. (M. 

Ci, 1.) 

54. Occultations of Planets and Stars by the Moon, during the year 

1853, By JouN DOWNES, 1853, 4to., pp, 36, (S, C,, V1.) 
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TW UDIV, J Flora and fauna within living animals. No. 44, 

Lripy, J. Extinct species of American ox. No. 41. 

WrMan, J. Anatomy of the nervous system of Rana pipiens. No. 45. 

Harvey, W. H. Marine alew of North America. Part II. No. 43. 

Gray, A. Plante Wrightiane. PartII. No. 42. 

56. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. vi. 1854. 4ta., 
pp. 484, 9 wood-cuts, 53 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

TORREY, J. Plante Frémontiane. No. 46. 

TORREY, J. Batis maritima. No. 60. 

ToRREY, J. Darlingtonia californica. No. 61. 

STIMPSON, W. Marine invertebrata of Grand Manan. No. 50. 

Corrin, J. H. Winds of the Northern Hemisphere. No. 52. 

Leipy, J. Ancient fauna of Nebraska. No. 58. 

Downes, J. Occultations during the year 1853. No. 54. 

o7. Seventh Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

institution, for the year 1852. Thirty-secoud Congress, second 

Session, Senate Mis., No. 53. 1853. 8vo., pp. 96. ° 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HENRY, and Proceedings of the Board. 

JEWETT, C.C. Report on library and the Halliwell manuscripts. 
Bairp, 8. F. Scientific explorations in America in 1252. 

FOREMAN, E. Report on meteorological system. 

58. The Ancient Fauna of Nebraska: or, a Description of Remains of 

Extinct Mammalia and Chelonia from the Mauvaises Terres of 

Nebraska. By JosEPpH LEIDY. June, 1853. 4to., pp. 126, 3 
wood-cuts, 25 plates of 126 figures. (S. C., VI.) 

| 59. Account of a Tornado near New Harmony, Ind., April 30, 1852, with 

a map of the track, ete. By JOHN CHAPPELSWITH. April, 1855. 

4to., pp. 12,.2 wood-cuts, 1 map, 1 plate. (S. C., vir.) 

60. Observations on the Batis maritima of Linneus. By JOHN TORREY. 

April, 1853. 4to., pp. 8,1 plate of 21 figures. (S. C., v1.) 

61. On the Darlingtonia Californica; anew pitcher-plant from northern 

California. By JoHN ToRREY. April,1853. 4to., pp. 8,1 plate 

of 9 figures. (S. C., VI.) 

62. Catalogue of the Described Coleoptera of the United States. By F. 

K. MELSHEIMER. July, 1853. 8vo., pp. 190. 

_ 63. Notes ow New Species and Localities of Microscopical Organisms. 
j By J. W. BatLEy. February, 1854. 4to., pp. 16,7 woodcuts, 1 

plate of 39 figures. (S. C., viz.) 

List of Foreign Institutions in Correspondence with the Smithsonian 

Institution, 1856. 8yo., pp. 16, 
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65. Registry of Periodical Phenomena. Folio, pp. 4. 

66. The Annular Eclipse of May 26,1854, 1854. $vo., pp. 14,1 map. 

67. Eighth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution, for the year1853. Thirty-third Congress, first session; 

Senate Doc. No. 73, pp. 269. Touseof Kepresentatives Mis. Doe. 

No. 97. 1854. 8vo., pp. 310% 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HENRY, and Proceedings ofthe Board. 

JEwerr, C. C. Report on library. 

Bairp, S. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 

BLopGET, L. List of meteorological observers. 

PEARCE, J. A. Report of Committee of Regents on distribution of Smith- 

sonian income. 

MeEacu4M, J. Minority report of committee on income. 

SMITHSON, J. Will of. 

Rusu, R. Letter from, relative to James Smitkson. 

GILBERT, D., President of the Royal Society. Notice of Smithson. 

SMITHSON, J. List of papers presented by, to the Royal Society. 

Smiruson, J. Contributions to the Annals of Philosophy. 

Act.of Congress accepting bequest, July 1,1836. 

Act of Congress to establish the Smithsonian dnstitution, August 10, 1846. 

BERRIEN, J. McP. Construction of the act establishing the Smithsonian 

Institution. 

Henry, J. Address on the Smithsonian Institution. 

EVERETT, E.; Sparks, J.; Perce, B.; LONGFELLOW, H. W.; Gray, A. 

Report of American Academy of Arts;and ‘Sciences on Organization of 

Smithsonian Institution. 

Henry, J. First Report of the Secretary, Dec. 8, 1847. (Reprint.) 

HENRY, J. Second Report of the Secretary for 1818. (Reprint. ) 

HENRY, J. Third Report of the Secretary for 1849. (Reprint.) 

Henry, J. Fourth Report of the Secretary for 1850. (Reprint. ) 

HENRY, J. Fifth Report of the Secretary for1851. (Reprint. ) 

Henry, J. Sixth Report of the Secretary for 1852. (Reprint.) 

68. Vocabulary of the Jargon or Trade Language of Oregon. By B. 
RusH MrrcHELL, with additions by W. W. TURNER. April, 

1853, 8vo., pp. 22. 

69. List of Domestic Institutions in correspondence with the Smith- 

sonian Institution. 1853. 8vo0., pp. 16. 

70. The Antiquities of Wisconsin, as Surveyed and Described by I. A. 

LAPHAM. May, 1855. 4to., pp. 108, 65 wood-cuts, one map, 54 

plates of 112 figures. (S. IL. vit.) 

71. Archeology of the United States; or Sketches, Historieal and Bib- 

liographical, of the progress of information and opinion respect- 

ing vestiges of antiquity in the United States. By SAMUEL F. 

HAVEN. July, 1856. 4to., pp.172. (S. C., VIL) 

* This is the first of the series ef annual reports published by Congress as a bound 

volume, 
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72. A Memoiron the extinct Sloth tribe of North Ameriea.. By JOSEPH 
Leipy. June, 1855. 4to., pp. 70,. 16. plates. of 139. figures. (S. 

OF 2 8) 

73, Publications of Learned Societies and Periodicals in the Library of 

the Smithsonian hrstitution. December 3%, 1854: Part 1. 

Téd02)) 2t0r,; pp: 40. | (S. C., VIL) 

74, Catalogueof Publications of theSmithsonian Institution. Corrected 

to:June, 1862. 8vo., pp. 52: (M. G., Vv) 

75. Ninth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 

Institution, for the year 1854. SenateMis. Doc. No. 24, Thirty- 

third Congress, second session. House of Representatives Mis. 

Doc. No. 37, 1855. 8vo., pp. 464, 4. wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HENRY, and Proceedings of the Board. 

Bairp, S. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions in the years: 1458 and 1854. 

ALEXANDER, B.S: Report of architect. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

Marsu, G. P. Lecture on the camel. 

Brainard, D. Lecture on nature and cure of bites of serpents and the 

wounds of poisoned arrows 

Loomis, E. Lecture on the zone of small planets between Mars and 

Jupiter. 
CHANNING, W. F. Lecture on the American fire alarm telegraph. 

Reep, H. Eectures‘on the Union. 

RUSSELL, Ri; Henry, J. Hectures and notes on meteorotogy. 

Hare, R. On John Wise’s observation of a thunderstorm. 

GrBpons, H. Climate of San Praucisco. 

Loaan, T. M. Meteorological observations at Sacramento, Cal. 
Harcu, F. W. Meteorological observations at Sacramento, Cal. 

Frorer1, J. Renrarks-contributivg tothe physical geography of the North 

American Continent. 

Srrane, J. J. Natural history of Beaver Island, Michigan. 

Eorr, 8. Habits of the black bass-of tlie Ohio. 

Heap, J. E. Natural bistory of the country about Fort Ripley, Minn. 

PARVIN, J. B. Habits of the gopher of Tinois. 
Mann, C. Habits ofa species of salamander. 

Hoy, P. R: On the amblystoma luricum, a salamander inhabiting Wis- 

consin. 

CaRLETON, J. H. Diary of am excursion in New Mexico. 

Bairp, 8S. F. Fishes on the coast of New Jersey and Long Island. 
JACKSON, C. T. Catalogue of rovks, minerals, and ores collected on geologi- 

_ cal survey in Michigan. 
Locks, Js Catalogue of’rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils. 

Fosrrer, J. W. Catalogue ef‘rocks, minerals, etc. 

Watney, J. D. Catalogue of rocks, minerals, etc. 

OweEN, D:D. Catalogue of geological specimens. 
Bervanpier, L. Catalogue of collection of historical and geographical 

nranuseripts, maps, ete. , 

HENRY, J. Cireular respecting new report on libraries. 

Henry, J. Circular respecting cepyright. 
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76. Smithsonian Contribution to Knowledge. Vol. vil. 1855. 4to., 
pp. 260, 74 wood-euts, 72 plates, 2 maps. 

CONTENTS. 

CHAPPELSMITH, J. Tornado near New Harmony, Ind. No. 59. 

BalLey,J.W. Newspeciesand localities of microscopic organisms. No. 63. 

LAPHAM, J. A. Antiquities of Wisconsin. No. 70. 

Leipy, J. Extinct sloth tribe of North America. No. 72. 

Publications of societies and periodicals in Smithsonian Library. Part I. 

No. 73. 

77. Tenth Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution, for the year 1855. Thirty-fourth Congress, first ses- 

sion, Senate Mis. Doe. 73. House of Representatives Mis. Doe. 
113. 1856. 8vo., pp. 440, 79 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HENRY, and Proceedings of the Board. 

BatrD, S. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 
tions. 

List of meteorological observers. 

Correspondence : 
HAMILTON COLLEGE, Clinton, N. Y. Examination of Spencer’s Tele- 

scope. e 
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, Boston, Mass. Thanks 

to Smithsonian Institution for Exchanges. 

Sronr, WM. J. On plaster casts of antique and modern statues, ete. 

ILLINoIs STATE BOARD OF Epucation. Meteorological system for 
every State. 

ButTLer, A. P. Report of Senate Judiciary Committee on the Management 

of the Smithsonian Institution, February 6, 1855. 

Harvey, W.H. Lecture on marine alge. 

Morris, J. G. Lecture on natural history as applied to farming and gar- 

dening. 

Morris, J. G. Lecture on insect instincts and transformations. 

Cuacek, G.I. Lecture on oxygen and its combinations. 

SmiTuH, J. L. Lectures on meteoric stones. 

SNELL, E.S. Lecture on planetary disturbances. 

LoGaN, T. M. On the Climate of California. 

Morris, O. W.; HENRY, J. Quantity of rain at different heights. 

Guyot, A.; Henry, J. Directions for meteorological observations. 

Henry, J. Earthquake directions. 

Henry, J. Aurora directions. 

GREEN, J. Account of a new barometer. 

Henry, J. Registration of periodical phenomena. 

MASTERMAN, S. Observations on thunder and lightning. 
LETTERMAN, J. Sketch of the Navajo Indians. 

CLINGMAN, T. L. Topography of Black Mountain, North Carolina. 
Rogrnson, E.; LuprwiG, H. E.; Squier, E. G.; Murruey, H. C.; Hope- 

Son, W. B.; IRvING, W.; Prescott, W. H.; Sparks, J.; BANCROFT, 

G.; Hawks, F. L. Communications relative to publication of Spanish 

works on New Mexico, by BUCKINGHAM SMITH. 

Miier, J. Report on recent progress in physics—Galvanism. 
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Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. vir. 1856. 4to., 

pp. 564, 52 wood-cuts, 9 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Haven, 8. F. Archeology of the United States. No. 71. 

OLMSTED, D. Recent secular period of aurora borealis. No. 81. 
ALYORD, B. Tangencies of circles and of spheres. No. 80. 

JONES, J. Chemical and physiological investigations relative to verte- 

brata. No. 82. 

Force, P. Auroral phenomena in higher northern latitudes. No. 84. 

Publications of societies and periodicals in Smithsonian Library. Part 1. 
No. 85. 

New Tables for determining the Values of the Coefficients in the 

Perturbative Function of Planetary Motion, which depend upon 

the ratio of the mean distances. By JOHN D. RUNKLE. No- 

vember, 1856. 4to., pp. 64. (S. C., 1X.) 

The Tangencies of Circles and Spheres. By BENJAMIN ALVORD. 

January, 1856. 4to., pp. 16,25 wood-cuts, 9 plates of 20 figures. 

(S. C., VIII.) 

On the recent Secular Period of the Aurora Borealis. By DENISON 

OLMSTED. May, 1856. 4to., pp. 52. (S. C., VIII.) 

Investigations, Chemical and Physiological, relative to certain 

Americanta Vertebrata. By JoSEPH JONES. July, 1856. 4 to., 
pp. 150, 27 wood-cuts. (5S. C., VIIL) 

On the Relative Intensity of the Heat and Light of the Sun upon 

Different Latitudes of the Harth. By L. W. MEEcH. Novem- 

ber, 1856. 4to., pp. 58, 5 wood-cuts, 6 plates of 9 figures. (S. 

CeEx.) 

tecord of Auroral Phenomena observed in the higher Northern 

Latitudes. By PETER FoRCE. July, 1856. 4to., pp. 122. (S. 

C., VUI.) 

Publications of Learned Societies and Periodicals in the Library 

of the Smithonian Institution. Part. May, 1856. 4to., pp. 

DOs (Se Ose) VEL) 

Observations on Mexican History and Archeology, with a special 

notice of Zapotec Remains, as delineated in Mr. J.G. Sawkins’s 

drawings of Mitla, etc. By Brantz MAYER. November, 

1856. 4to., pp. 36, 17 wood-cuts, 4 plates of 6 figures. (S. 

C7, xs) 

Psychrometrical Table for Determining the Elastic Force of Aque- 

ous Vapor, and the Relative Humidity of the Atmosphere from 

indications of the Wet and the Dry Bulb Thermometer, Fahr- 

enheit. By JAMES H. COFFIN. 1856. 8vo., pp. 20. (M. 

C52) 
Researches on the Ammonia-cobait Bases. By WoLcorr GIBBS 

and FREDERICK AUG.GENTH. December, 1856. 4to., pp. 72, 21 

wood-cuts. (S. C., IX.) 
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89. North Ameviean Odlogy. By THomasS M. BREWER. Partt. Rap- 

tores and Fissirostres. 1857. 4to., pp. 140, 5 plates of 193 fig- 

ures, (S.\Cs,/ x1) 

90. Illustrations. of Surface Geology. By EDWARD MHItCHCOcK. 

April, 1857. 4to., pp. 164, 2 weed-euts, 12 plates ef 89 figures. 

(S:'C., Bx) 

91. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, for the year 1856. Thirty-fourth Congress, third: session, 

Senate, No. 54, House of Representatives, Mis, Doc. No.: 55. 

1857. 8vo, pp. 468, 69 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Henry, and Proceedings.of the Board. 

BarrD, 8S. F. Report on publications, exchanges, musetm, and) explora- 

tions. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

Korn, J. G. On a collection of the charts and maps of America. 

Rew, D. B. Avelitecture in relation to ventilation, warming, lighting, 

fire-proofing, acoustics, and the general preservation of health. 

Henry, J. Syllabus of a course of lectures. on physics. 

Henry, J. Acoustics applied to public buildings. , 

Bairb, 8. F. Directions for collecting, preserving, and’ transperting speci- 

mens of natural history. 

GitE, T. Fishes of New York. 

Guest, W.E. Ancient Indian remains near Prescott, Canada West. 
SHARPLESS, T., and PATTERSON, R. Phonography. 

Institutions.in which phonograythy is taught. 
Wann, G: Pi, and SawkINs,J.G. Report on the survey of the: economic 

' geology of Trinidad. 
BABBAGE, C. On tables of the constants of nature and art. 

Henry, J. On the mode of testing building materials, and an account of 

the nrarble used in the extension of the United States Capitol. 

SMALLWOOD, GC. Description of the observatory ai St. Martin, Isle Jesus, 

Canada East. 

Merrcu,L. W. Relative intensity of the heat and_light of the sun. 

MULuER, J. Report on recent progress in pliysics—electricity. 

92. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. 1X. 18)7. 4te., 
pp. 480, 45 wood-cuts, 22 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Mertcu, L. W. Intensity of heatrand light of sun upon.different latitudes. 

No. 83. 

Hrrcncock, E. Hiustrations of surface geology. No. 9G. 

Mayer, b. Mexican history and archeology, and Zapotecremains. No. 86. 

Grpss, W., and Genvu, FP. A. Researches.on ammonia-cobalt bases. No. 88 

RuNKLE, J. D. New tables, planetary motion. No; 79 

RUNKLE, J.D. Asteroid supplement tu new tables. No. 94. 

93. Smithsonian Meteorological Observations for, the year 1855;. (Printed 

3 for examination by the observers.) 1857. 8vo., pp. 118: 

94, Asteroid Supplement. to New Tables [79} for determining the: Vad: 
ues of US anditsderivatives. By Joun Di RUNELE. May, 1857. 
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Marine Alge of North Ameriea. By Winnraw HENRY HARVEY. 
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of 44- figures. (S. ©.,.x.) 
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97. Magnetical Observations in the Arctic Seas. By ELISHA KENT 

KANE. Made during the Second Grinnell Expedition in search 
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Reduced and ae aN by. Charles A. Schott. 1889. 4to., pp. 
ro (2, 1. wood-eut, 2: plates. (S. C., x.) 

98. Grammar and Dictionary of the Yoruba Language. With an in- 

troductory Description of the Country and People of Yoruba. 

By T. J. BowrEn. June, 1858. 4to., pp. 232; F map. (S. C., x.) 

99. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. x. 1858. 4to., pp. 

462, 1 wood eut, 16 plates, 1 map. 
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102. Catalogue of the described Diptera of North America. By R. Os- 

TEN. SACKEN. January, 1858. 8vo., pp. 116. October, 1859. 
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103. Meteorolegical Observations made-at. Providence, Rhode Island, 
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ber, 1860. 4to., pp. 188. (8S. C., x1h), 

104. Meteorological Observations in the Arctic Seas. By HE. K. KANE, 
Made during the Second Grimnctl Expedition in search of Sir 
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duced and discussed by Charles A. Schott. November, 1859. 

4to., pp. 120, 10.wood-euts. (S. C., XI.) 

105. Catalogue of North American Mammals, chiefly in the Museum of 

the Smithsonian Institution. By Spencer F. BarrpD. July, 

1857. 4to., pp. 22 
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106. Catalogue of North American Birds, chiefly in the Museum of the 

Smithsonian Institution. By SPENCER F. BAirRb. October, 

1858. 4to., pp. 42. 

107. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, for the year 1857. Thirty-fifth Congress, first session, 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 272, House of Representatives, No. 135. 

1858. 8vo., pp. 438, 100 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HeNRy, and Proceedings of the Board. 

BarrpD, 8. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. : 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

STANLEY, J. M. Report of Committee of Regents on gallery of Indian 

portraits. 

Conraxakt, Miss Exiza B. Present of ornamental album from Greece. 

CuHass, S. P: On telegraph. i 

GALE, L. D. On telegraph. ~ 

HALL, J. On telegraph. 

Mason, C. On telegraph. 

HENRY, J. On telegraph. 

Henry, J. On telegraph, deposition of, September, 1849. 

Henry, J. Communication relative to a publication by Professor Morse. 

FELTON, C. C. Report of special committee of Board of Regents on the 

communication of Professor Henry relative to the electro-magnetic 

teiegraph. ; 
HENky, J. History of the electro magnetic telegraph. 

Lr Contre, J. Lecture on coal. 

ALEXANDER, 8. Lecture on vastness of the visible creation. 

FENDLER, A. Meteorology and etanology, Colonia Tovar, Venezuela, 

South America. 

LoGan, T. M. Meteorology of Sacramento, California. 

DEWEY, C. On best hours to find mean temperatures. 

WissNer, J. Meteorology of the District of Columbia. 

MASTERMAN, S. Observations ou natural phenomena, shooting stars, 

aurora, ete. 

MUixier, J. Report on recent progress in physics. (Electricity, gal- 

vanlsm. ) 

108. Catalogue of North American birds, chiefly in the Museum of the 

Smithsonian Institution. By SPENCER I’. BAIRD. 1859. 8vo., 
DP oh (VE. C.. r) 

108*. Same title (printed for labeling, with one side of each leaf 

blank). 

109. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution, for the year 1858. Thirty-fifth Congress, second ses- 

sion, Senate Mis. Doe. No. 49. House Representatives, No. 57. 

1859. 8vo., pp. 448, 45 wood-cuts. 
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CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. HENRy, and Proceedings of the Board. 
Correspondence : 

SCHLEIDEN, R. Free freight between Germany and United States to 

Smithsonian Institution by the North German Lloyd. 

SABINE, E. On continuance of magnetic observations. 

Barrp,S.F. Report on publication, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

CASWELL, A. Lecture on astronomy. 

Cuvier, G. Memoir of Priestley. 

Barrp, 8.F. Instructions for collecting nests ard eggs of American birds. 

Barirp, 8. F. Instructions for collecting insects. 

LEConrTE, J.L. Instructions for collecting coleoptera. 

CLEMENS, 6B. Instructions for collecting hymenoptera. 

UuHLER, P.R. Instructions for collecting orthoptera. 

UHLER, P.R. Instructions for collecting hemiptera. 

Unter, P.R. Instructions for collecting neuroptera. 

LoEw, H.; OSTEN SACKEN, R. Instructions for collecting diptera, 

CLEMENS, B. Instructions for collecting lepidoptera. 

TayYLor, A.S. Grasshoppers and locusts of America. 

MorscHuLsky, V. On means of destroying the grasshopper. 

Martins, C. Vegetable colonization of the British Isles of Shetland, 

Faroe, and Iceland. 

DECANDOLLE, A. Causes which limit vegetable species towards the north 

in Europe and similar regions, 

CooPER, J.G. Distribution of the forests and trees of North America, 

and catalogue of the native trees of the United States. 

BLACKISTON; BLAND; WILLIS, J.R. Birds of Nova Scotia. 

BLAND; WILLIS, J.R. Birds of Bermuda. 

DupreEZ, M.F. Atmospheric electricity. 

MULLER, J. Recent progress in physics. (Galvanism.) 

Henry, J. Meteorological stations, cost of establishment of. 

Hopatns, J.G. Meteorological stations of Upper Canada. 

Dupiey, T. Earthquake at New Madrid, Mo. ~ 

NaILL, D.W. Dispersion of a cloud by an electrical discharge. 

Hare, R. Method of forming small weights. 

FRIEDLANDER, J. Plan of a bibliography. 

Lyon, 8.8. Antiquities from Kentucky. 

GARDINER, R.H. Barometer, rain and snow gauges. 

GuEstT, W.E. Snow gauge. 

GARDINER, R.H. Opening and closing of Kennebec River, Maine. 

Canupas, A. Earthquakes in Guatemala. 
Humpureys, A. A. Method of ascertaining the amount of water in 

rivers. 

110. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 
stitution, for the year 1859. Thirty-sixth Congress, first session, 

House of Representatives, Mis. Doc. No. 90. 1860. 8vo., pp. 

450, 57 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Report of Prof. J. Hinry, and Proceedings of the Board. 
Barrp, 8. F. Report of publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 
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List of meteorological stations and observers. 

PEARCE, J.A. Notice of Richard Rush. 

FELTON, C.€. Notice of W. W. Turner 

FELTON, C.C. Notice of Washington Irving. 

Bacuet, A: Dy Notice of James P: Expy. 

Bacur, A.D. Noties of G. Wiirdemann. 

HENRY, J. Notiee of Parker Cleaveland: 

Correspondence: 

DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND. Presentation of boeks: 

Henry, J. Acconntiof Priestley’slens: 

Cunakb, E. Free freight to Smithsonian bistitution, between United 

States and England. 

Loean, W. E. Request for duplicate shells. 

Ross, B. R. Observations im Hudson’s. Bay territory. 

JOHNSON, & W. Lectures on agricultural chemistry. 

CARPENTER, P. P. Lectures:on the shells of the Gulf of California. 

Mpter, J. H. Movement of the stars-around a central point: 

DE LA Rivg, A. Reporton thetransaetions-of the Seciety of Physics and 

Naturak History of Geneva, from July, 1858; to June, 1859. 

Rerazius, A. Present state ef ethnology in relation te the form of. the 

human skull, 

FLOURENS, M. Memoir of Pyramus de Candolle. 

Airy, G B. On the means whieh wilt be available for correcting the 

measures: of the sun’s distamee:im the next twenty-five years: 

POWELL, B. Report on the state of knowledge of radiant heat, made to 

the British Association in 1832, F840; and 1854. 

HinGarp, J. E. Description of the magnetie observatory at the Smith- 

sonian Institwtion. 

PocGrnporrr, J. C. Ow the use of the gabvanemeter as a measuring 

instrument, 

MALLeT, R. On observations of earthquake phenomena. 

CaseLLa, L. Description of meteorological instruments: 

GREEN, J.; WURDEMANN, W. On filling: barometer tubes: 

Weis, J. The construction of a standard barometer; and apparatus and 

processes employed in the verification of barometers-at the Kew Ob- 

servatory. 

111. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xt 1859. 4to., 

pp. 502, 20 wood-cuts, 23. plates. 

CONTENTS. 

BREWER, T. M. North American Odlegy. Part L Raptores: and Fissi- 
rostres, No. 89. 

GiLLiss, J. M. Total eclipse of the sun, Sepiember 7, 1858, in Peru. 

No. 100. 
Bacur, A. D. Magnetic and meteorological observatioas: Part 1. No. 

113. 
KanE, E. K. Meteorological observations in the Arctic seas, No, 104. 
LeConte, Js E. Coleoptera of Kansas and eastern New Mexico. No. 

126, } 
SonnraG, A. Observations on terrestrial maguetism in. Mexieo, No. 114. 
Loomis, E. On certain stofms in Europe and America, December, 1836. 

No. 127. 

112. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xir. I860. 4to., 

pp. 538, 15 wood-cuts, 3 plates. 

eS 
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‘CONTENTS. 

Kane, E. K. Astronomical observations in tire Arcticseas. ‘No. 129. 

WHITTLESEY, C. Fluctuations of level in North American lakes. No. 
119. 

CaswELL, A. Meteorological observations:at ‘Providence, R. I., 28} years. 

No. 103. 

SmitH, N. D. Meteorological observations near Washington, Ark., 20 
years. No, 131. 

MITCHELL, S. W. Researches upon venom of the rattlesnake. No. 135. 

113. Discussion of the Magnetic and Meteorological Observations made 

at the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 

1842, 1843, 1844, and 1845. Parti. Tnvestigation of ‘the eleven 

year period in the amplitude of the solar-diurnal variation and of 
the disturbances of the magnetic declination. By A. D. BAcHE. 

November, 1859. 4to., pp. 22,5 wood-cuts. (S. C., Xt.) 

114. Observations on Terrestrial Magnetism in Mexico. Conducted 

under the direction of Baron Von MULLER, with notes and 

illustrations of an examination of the veleano Popocatepetl and 

its vicinity. By AUGUST SeNNTAG. February, 1860. 4to., 

pp. 92, 4 wood-euts, 1 plate. (S8.-C., XL.) 

115. Proceedings of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, in relation to the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph. 1861. 

Svo., pp. 40, 7 woed-euts. (M.C., IL) 

116. List of Public Libraries, Institutions, and Societies in the United 

States and British Provinces of North America. By WILLIAM 

J. RHEES. 1859. 8vo., pp. 84. 

117. Catalogue of Publications of Societies and of other Periodical 

Works in the Library of the Smithonian Institution, July 1, 1858. 

Foreign Works. 1859. 8vo., pp.264. (M. C., IIL.) 

118. Catalogue of the Described Lepidoptera of North America. By: 

JOHN G. Morris. May, 1860. 8vo., pp. 76. (M. C., 111.) 

119. On fluctuations of Level in the North American Lakes. By 

CHARLES WHITTLESEY. July, 1860. 4to., pp. 28, 2 plates of 
4 figures. (S. C., X11.) 

120. Results of Meteerolgical Observations made at Marietta, Ohio, be- 

i tween 1826 and 1859, inclusive. By 8S. P. HILDRETH. To which 

are added results of observations taken at Marietta, by JOSEPH 

Woop, between ¥817 and 1823. Reduced and discussed by 

Charles A. Schott. September, 1867. 4to., pp. 52, 14 wood-cuts. 

(S. C., XV.) 

121. Discussion of the Magnetic and Meteorological Observations made 

at the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 

1842, 1843, 1844, and 1845. By A.D. BacnE. Parti. Investi- 
gation of the solar-diurnal variation in the magnetic declination 

and its annual inequality. June, 1862. 4to., pp. 28, 8 wood-cuts, 

(S. C., XIII.) 
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122. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. 1. 1862. 8vo., pp. 
738, 23 wood-cuts. ; 

CONTENTS. 

Directions for meteorological observations. No. 148. 

Corrin, J. H. Psychrometrical tables. No. 87. 

Guyot, A. Meteorological and physical tables. No. 153. 

123. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. i. 1862. 8vo., pp. 
714, 33 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Bootn, J. C.; Morrit, C. Recent improvements in chemical arts. No. 27. 
Proceeding of Board of Regents in relation to the electro-magnetic tele- 

graph. No. 115. 

STanLEy, J. M. Catalogue of portraits of North American Indians. 

No. 53. 

Barrp, S. F. Catalogue of North American birds. No. 108. 

Barirp, S. F.; Girrakp, C. Catalogue of North American reptiles. Ser- 

pents. No. 49. 

Check-list shells North America. No. 128. 

Directions for collecting specimens of natural history. No. 34. 

Henry, J. Circular to officers Hudson Bay Company. No. 137. 

Instructions for collecting nests and eggs. No. 139. 

North American grasshoppers. No. 163. 

North American shells. No. 176. 

MorGan, L. H. Circular respecting relationship. No. 138. 

124. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. m1. 1862. 8VO., Pp- 
776, 49 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

OSTEN SACKEN, R. Catalogue diptera North America. No. 102. 

Morris, J. G. Catalogue described lepidoptera North America. No. 118. 

LE Conte, J. L. Classification coleoptera. 1. No. 136. 

Catalogue publications of societies in Smithsonian library. No. 117. 

125. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. Iv. 1862. 8vo., pp, 
762, 30 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

HaGENn, H. Synopsis of North American neuroptera. No. 134. 

Morris, J. G. Synopsis of North American lepidoptera. No. 133. 

126. The Coleoptera of Kansas and eastern New Mexico. By JoHN L. 

LE Conte. December, 1859. 4to., pp. 64, 2 plates of 33 fig- 

ures, 1 map. (S. C., XI.) 

127. On Certain Storms in Europe and America, December, 1836. By 
Ev1As Loomis. February, 1860. 4to., pp. 28, 13 plates. (S. 

G5 Xi:) 

128. Check-lists of the Shells of North America. By Isaac LEA, P. P. 

CARPENTER, WILLIAM STIMPSON, W. G. BINNEY, and TEMPLE 

PRIME. June, 1860. 8vo., pp. 52. (M, C., 11.) 
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135. 
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Astronomical Observations in the Arctic Seas. By E. K. KANE. 

Madeduring the Second Grinnell Expedition in search of Sir John 

Franklin, in 1853, 1854, and 1855, at Van Rensselaer Harbor, and 

other points in the vicinity of the northwest coast of Greenland. 

Reduced and discussed by Charles A. Schott. May, 1860. 4to., 
pp. 56, 3 wood-cuts, 1 map. (5. C., XII.) 

Tidal Observations in the Arctic Seas. By E. K. KANE. Made 

during the Second Grinnell Expedition in search of Sir John 

Franklin, in 1853, 1854, and 1855, at Van Rensselaer Harbor. Re- 

duced and discussed by Charles A. Schott. October, 1860. 4to., 
pp. 90, 3 wood-cuts, 4 plates. (S. C., XIII) 

Meteorological Observations made near Washington, Ark., from 

1840 to 1859, inclusive. By NatHAN D. SmirH. October, 1860. 
4to., pp. 96. (S. C., XII.) 

Discussion of the Magnetic and Meteorological Observations made 

at the Girard College Observatory, Philadelphia, in 1840, 1841, 

1842, 1843, 1844, and 1845. By A. D. BAcHE. Part m1. In- 

vestigation of the influence of the moon on the magnetic declina- 

tion. -June, 1862. 4to., pp. 16, 3 wood-euts. (S. C., X11.) 

Synopsis of the Described Lepidoptera of North America. By JOHN 

G. Morris. Part 1. Diurnal and crepuscular lepidoptera. 

February, 1862. 8vo., pp. 386, 30 wood-cuts. (M. C., Iv.) 

Synopsis of the Neuroptera of North America. With a list of the 

South American species. By HERMANN HAGEN. July, 1861. 

Svo., pp. 368. (M. C., Iv.) 

Researches upon the Venom of the Rattlesnake. With an inves. 

tigation of the anatomy and physiology of the organs concerned. 

By 8S. WEIR MITCHELL. December, 1860. 4to., pp. 156, 12 

wood-cuts. (S. C., XIL) 

Classification of the Coleoptera of North America. By JOHN UL, 

LE Conte. Parti. March, 1862. 8vo., pp. 312, 49 wood-cuts. 

Qi es ir.) 

Circular to Officers of the Hudson’s Bay Company. 1860. 8vo., 

Dp Os (SECs ear AN. Cx vars) 

Circular in reference to the Degrees of Relationship among differ- 

ent Nations. By Lewis H. MorGAN. January, 1860. 8vo., pp. 

34. (M. C., IL.) 

Instructions in reference to Collecting Nests and Eggs of North 
American Birds. January, 1860. 8vo., pp. 22, 20 wood cuts. (M, 

G2.) 

. List of the Coleoptera of North America. Prepared for the Smith- 

sonian Institution. By Joun L.LE Conte, Parti. April, 1866. 

Sv0., pp. 82. (M.C., VI.) 
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141. Monographs of the Diptera of North America. By H. LoEw- 

442. 

143. 

144. 

145. 

146. 

147. 

Parti. Hdited, with additions, by kh. OSTEN SACKEN. April, 

1862. S8vo., pp. 246, 15 woed-cuts, 2 plates of 42 figures. (M.C., 

VI.) 

Bibliography of North American Conchology, previous to the year 

1860. By W.G. Bryngy. Parti. American authors. March, 
1863. 8vo., pp. 698. (M. C., ¥.) 

Land and Fresh water Shells of Nerth America. By W.:G. Brn- 

NEY. Part mu. Pulmonata Limnophila and Thalassophila. Sep- 
fod 

tember, 1865. 8vo., pp. 172,372 wood-euts. (M.C., VIL.) 

‘Land and Fresh-water Shells of North America. By W..G. BIn- 

NEY. Part ur. Ampullariida, Valvatidee, Viviparide, Tresh- 
water Risseide, Cyclophoridee, Truneatellide, fresh-water Neri- 

tide, Helicinidaes. September, 1865. 8vo., pp. 128, 253 wood-cuts. 

(M. C., VII.) 

Monograph of American Corbiculade (recent and fossil). By 

TEMPLE PRIME. December, 1865. S8vo., pp. 92, 86 wood-cuts. 

(M. C., VII.) 

Meteorological Observations in the Arctic Seas. By FRANCIS 

LrorpoLp McCuiintock. Made on board the Arctic searching 

yacht “Fox,” in Baffin Bay and Prince Regent’s Inlet, in 1857, 
1858, and 1859. Reduced and discussed by Charles A. Schott. 

May, 1862. 4to., pp. 164, 15 wood-cuts, 1 map. (S.C., XII.) . 

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, for the year 1860. Thirty-sixth Congress, second session. 

Senate Mis. Doe. No. 21, 1861. 8vo., pp.’448, 73 wood-euts, 

CONTENTS. 

Henry,J. Seeretary’s report of operations. 

BoarRD OF REGENTS, Proceedings of. 

Barirp, 8S. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 
dist of meteorological stations and observers. 

List of meteorological material contributed to Smithsenian Institution, 

Correspondence: 

CITIZENS OF PHILADELPHIA. Memorial relative to Lowe’s aeronautic 
voyages across the Atlantic. 

Lepsius, R. Presentation of books on Egypt. 

Mixiier, F. On Smithsonian exchanges. 
Hixcks, WM. On Smithsonian exchanges. 

Henry, J. Reply to memorial on Lowe’s aeronautic voyage. 

Henry, J. On currents of the atmosphere and aerial navigation. 

Rogers, F. Lectures on roads and bridges. 

CARPENTER, P. P. Lectures on mollusea, or shell fish, and their allies. 

Mor.ot, A. General views on archeology. 

The microscope. 

Nickiis, F. J. Scientific Congress of Carlsruhe, 1858. 

Cuvier, G. Memoir of René Just Hatiy. 

SABINE, E. Magnetic storms, 
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GARDINER, R. H. Disappearance of ice. 

FENDLER, A. Temperature of Saint Louis, Mo. 

Dewey, C. Best hours for temperature observations. 

Henry, J. Description of Smithsonian anemometer. 

Newton, A. Suggestions for saving parts of the skeleton of birds. 

Voittum, E. P. On the wingless grasshopper of California, 

WurRDEMAN, G. Specimens of flamingo, etc., from south Florida. 

GesNnER, W. Habits of pouched rat, or salamander of Georgia. 

BARNARD, V. Birds of Chester County, Pa. 

Cooper, J. G. Forests and trees of Florida and the Mexican boundary. 

148. Directions for Meteorological Observations and the Registry of 
Periodical Phenomena. 1860. 8vo., pp. 72, 23 wood-cuts. (M. 

(OF aig) 

149. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution, for the year 1861. Thirty-seventh Congress, second 

session, House of Representatives Mis. Doc. No. 77. 1862. 

8vo., pp. 464, 25 wood-cuts: 

CONTENTS. 

Henry, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

BOARD OF REGENTS, Proceedings of. 
Barrp, 8. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 
List of meteorological material contributed to Smithsonian Institution. 

KiNG, C. B. Catalogue of engravings presented to the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution. 

Correspondence: 
FLADGATE, CLARKE, and FINcH. Smithson’s residuary legacy. 

Kunnarpt & Co. Free freight to Smithsonian Institution between 

United States and Germany. 

TROYON, F. Lacustrian habitations. 

Mortort, A. Archeology. 
Hitt, A.J. Map of antiquities of United States. 

RoyaL ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, Maprip. Exchanges. 

MEXICAN Soc. oF GEOG. AND STATISTICS. Exchanges. 

HaGEN, H. Neuroptera. 
HAMILTON COLLEGE, CLINTON, N. Y. Exchange of specimens. 

Copp, J. A. Acknowledgment for books. 
SHEPARD, C. U. Arrangement of mineralogical collection. 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. Scientific co-operation. 
Roya HORTICULTURAL SociETY, LoNDON. Exchange of publications, 

BETHUNE, C. J. Acknowledgment for books. 
Praszt, W. H. Acknowledgment for shells, etc. 
Circular of the Institute of Rupert’s Land. 

CRUMMELL, A. Facts respecting Liberia College. 

Grpss, G.; AND OTHERS. Recommendation of Shea’s Indian linguistics. 

Sura, J. G. Account of library of Indian linguistics. 

Wootsey, T. D. Eulogy on Cornelius C. Felton. 

Cox, S. S. Eulogy on Stephen A. Douglas. 
Rocers, F. Lecture on bridges. 
ALEXANDER, S. Lecture on the relations of time and space. 

i Hayes, I. I. Lecture on Arctic explorations. 

H. Mis. 170-——33 
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FLourens, M. Memoirof Geoffroy Saint Hilaire. 

LAUGEL, A. The sun, its chemical analysis. 
Ler, Dr. Progress of astronomical photography. 

LESPIAULT, PROFESSOR. Small planets between Mars and Jupiter. 
Durour, C.; Kimrz. Scintillation of the stars. 

DauBprien, G. A. Metamorphism and the formation of crystalline rocks. 

Craic, B. F. Nitrification. 

Hunt, T. 8. History of petroleum or rock-oil. 

ALLEN, Z. Explosibility of coal oils. 

Destructive effect of iron-rust. 

TroYON, F. Lacustrian cities of Switzerland. 

RUTIMEYER, Dr. L. Fauna of Middle Europe during the Stone Age. 

Troyon, F. Report on ethnological collections of museum at Lausanne. 

Troyon, F. Archeological researches made at Concise. 

PEALE, T. R. Ancient mound in Saint Louis, Mo. 

Gipss, G. Instructions for archeological investigations. 
Henry, J. Circular, ancient mining in Lake Superior Copper Region. 
MorGan, L. H. Suggestions relative to ethnological map of North Amer- 

ica. ; 

Cougs, E.; Prentiss, 8. 8. List of birds of the Distr’ ct of Columbia. 

PRIZE QUESTIONS: 

Holland Society of Science, Harlem. 

Batavian Society of Experimental Philosophy of Rotterdam. 

Society of Arts and Sciences of Utrecht. 

Royal Academy of Netherlands. 

150. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution, for the year 1862. Thirty-seventh Congress, third 

session, House of Representatives Mis. Doc. No. 25. 1863. 

8vo., pp. 446, 94 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

HENRY, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

BoaRD OF REGENTS, Proceedings of. 

Bairp, 8. F. Report on publications, exchanges, museum, and explora- 

tions. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

List of meteorological material contributed to Smithsonian Institution. 

Correspondence: 
STANTON, E. M. Deposit of Beaufort library. 

CANBY, E. Deposit of Bishop Johns’s library. 

SIBLEY, H. Meteorological telegrams. 

ENGELMANN, G. Heights of mountains in Colorado. 
Guyot, A. On mountain measurements. 

HUBBARD, J. 8. Investigations of Biela’s comet. 

DARLINGTON, W. History of Chester County, Pa. 

LYMAN, THEODORE. Ethnographical collections. 

Dr SCHLAGINTWEIT, H. Ethnographical collections. 
Daa, L. K. Ethnological Museum of Norway. 

Ditty, I. Antiquities in Missouri and Tennessee. 

Riep, A. Skullsand mummy from Patagonia. 

Gripes, G. Philological circular. 

Gisss, G. Ethnologica] map of United States. 

GiBss, G. Indian vocabularies. 

Watkins, E. A. Systems of relationship of Cree Indians. 
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Correspondence—Continued. 

FLACHENECKER, G. Indian languages. 

Prase, W. H. Natural history of Pacific islands. 

Wirtz, H. R. Herbarium captured in Tennessee. 

METTENIUS, G. Acknowledgment for ferns. 

Dr Saussure, H. Hymenoptera. 

RomeERO, M. Explorations of John Xantus in Mexico. 

BacHe, A.D. Eulogy on James A. Pearce. 

BaRNARD, F. A. P. Lectures on the undulatory theory of light. 

Witson, D. Lectures on physical ethnology. 

Mor.ot, A. Lecture on the study of high antiquity. 

LUBBOCK, J. North American archeology. 

FLOURENS, M. Historical sketch of the Acadeiny ef Science of Paris. 

FLOURENS, M. Memoir of Leopold von Bagh. 

FLOURENS, M. Memoir of Louis Jacques Thenard. 

QUATREFAGES, M. Memoir of Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire. 

Puirson, T. L. The catalytic force, or studies on the phenomena of 

contact. 

HERSCHEL, J. On atoms. 

LEsLEY, J. P. On the classification of books. 

Riep, A. Human remains from Patagonia. 

PRIZE QUESTIONS: 

London Institution of Civil Engineers. 

Provincial Society of Arts and Sciences, Utrecht. 

Royal Danish Society of Science. 

Academy of Sciences of the Institute of Bologna. 

151. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xi. 1863. 4to, 
pp. 558, 80 wood-cuts, 4 plates, 3 maps. 

CONTENTS. 

Kang, E. K. Tidal observations, Arctic seas. No. 130. 

McCrintock, F. L. Meteorological observations, Arctic seas. No. 146. 
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Henry, J. Queries relative to tornadoes. No. 190. 

Barry, 8. F. Questions relative to the food-fishes of the United States. 

No. 234. 

Barrp, S. F. Memoranda of inquiry relative to food-fishes. No. 234. 

Runees, W. J. List of institutions, ete., in the United States in correspond- 
ence with the Smithsonian Institution. No. 238. 

List of foreigu correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution, for 1872. No. 

243. 

Check list of publications of the Smithsonian Institution, 1872. No. 245. 

251. Memoir of C. F. P. Von Martius. By C. RAuv. 1871. 8vo., pp. 12. 

252. The mollusks of Western North America. By P. P. CARPENTER. 

December, 1872. 8vo., pp. 446, 4 wood-cuts. (M. C., x.) 

CONTENTS. 

Supplementary report on the present state of our knowledge with regard 

to the mollusea of the west coast of North America. 

Review of Prof. C. B. Adams’s “‘ Catalogue of the Shells of Panama,” from 
the type specimens. 

Diagnoses of new forms of mollusks collected at Cape St. Lucas, Lower 
California. 

Contributions towards a monograph of the pandoride. 

Diagnoses of new forms of mollusca from the Vancouver district. 

Diagnoses of new species and a new genus of mollusks, from the Reigen 

Mazatlan collection; with an account of additional specimens presented 

to the British Museum. 

Descriptions of new species and varieties of chitonide and acmide, from 
the Panama collection of the late Prof.C. B, Adams. 
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Diagnoses of new species of mollusks from the west tropical region of 

North America. 
Diagnoses of new forms of mollusca from the west coast of North America, 

first collected by Col. E. Jewett. 

Diagnoses of new forms of mollusca, collected by Col. E. Jewett, on the 

west tropical shores of North America. 

Diagnoses des mollusques nouveaux provenant de Californie et faisant 

partie du Musée de I’Institution Smithsonienne. 

On the pleistocene fossils collected by Col. E. Jewett, at Santa Barbara, 

California; with descriptions of new species. 

Land and Fresh-water Shells of North America. Partiv. Strepo- 

matides (American Melanians). By GEORGE W. TRYON, Jr. 

December, 1873. 8vo., pp. 490, 871 wood-cuts. (M. C., XVI.) 

Synopsis of American Wasps. Solitary Wasps. By HENRY DE 

SAUSSURE. December, 1875. 8vo., pp. 450, 4 plates of 31 fig- 

umressn (ME ©. ative) 

The Constants of Nature. Part 1. Specific Gravities, Boiling and 

Melting Points; and Chemical Formulas. By FRANK WIG- 

GLESWORTH CLARKE. December, 1873. 8vo.,pp.272. (M.C., 

XIL.) 

Monographs of the Diptera of North America. Part In. By H. 

LoEw. December, 1873. 8vo., pp. 381, 4 plates of 116 figures. 
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Systematic Index to List of Foreign Correspondents of the Smith- 

sonian Institution. 1872. 8vo., pp. 30. (M.C., x.) 

Bibliographical Index to North American Botany; or, Citations of 

Authorities for all the recorded Indigenous and Naturalized 

Species of the Flora of North America; with a Chronological 

Arrangement of the Synonymy. Parti. Polypetale. By SE- 

RENO WAtrSON. March, 1878. 8vo., pp. 484. (M.C., Xv.) 

Explorations of the Aboriginal Remains of Tennessee. By JOSEPH 

JONES. October, 1876. 4to., pp. 181, 110 wood-cuts. (8S. C., 

XT) 

Regulations of the Smithsonian Institution. January, 1872. 8vo., 

pp. 41, 1 wood-cut. 

Directions for Collecting and Preserving Insects. By A. 5S. 

PACKARD, Jr. 1873. 8vo., pp. 60,55 wood-cuts. (M. C., XI.) 

An Investigation of the Orbit of Uranus, with General Tables 

of its Motion. By Simon NEwcoms. August, 1873. 4to., 

pp. 296. (S. C., xrx.) 

Circular of Instructions to Observatories relative to Telegraphic 

Announcements of Astronomical Discoveries. By JOSEPH 

HENRY. May, 1873. 8vo., pp.4. (M.C., XI.) 

New Species of North American Coleoptera. Part 1. By JOHN 

L. LE ContE. 1873. S8vo., pp. 74. (pp. 169-240.) (M. C., XI.) 
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265. Classification of the Coleoptera of North America. Part 1. by 

JOHN L. LE CONTE. June, 1873. Svo., pp. 72. (pp. 279-348.) 
(MiG. xt) 

266. On the Structure of Cancerous Tumors and the modein whieh Ad- 

jacent Parts are Invaded. ToNER LECTURE No.1. Delivered 

March 28,1873. By J.J. WooDWARD. November, 1873. 8vo., 

pp. 44. 5 wood-euts. (M. C., Xv.) 

267. The Haidah Indians of Queen Charlotte’s Islands, British Colum- 

bia, with a brief description of their Carvings, Tattoo Designs, 

etc. By JAMES G. SAN. July, 1874. 4to., pp. 22, 7 plates 

of 24 figures. (S. C., Xxt.) 

268. The Winds of the Globe; or, the Laws of Atmospheric Circulation 

over the Surface of the Earth. By JAMES HENRY COFFIN. 

The tables completed and maps drawn by 8. J. Coffin, with a - 

discussion and analysis of the tabies and charts by Alexander 

Weeikof. December, 1875. 4to., pp. 781, 4 wooud-cuts, 26 plates 

of 221 figures. (S. ©., Xx.) 

269. The Sculptures of Santa Lucia Cosumalwhuapa, in Guatemala, 

with an account of travels in Central America and on the West- 

ern Coast of South America. By S. HABEL. 1878. 4to. pp. 

94, 8 plates of 25 figures. (S. C., XXIZ.) 

270. Catalogue of the described Diptera of North America. By C. RB. 
OSTEN SACKEN. 1878. S8vo., pp. 324. (M. C., XVI.) 

271. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, for the year 1872. Forty-second Congress, third session, 

House of Representatives, Mis. Doc. No. 107. 1873. 8vo., pp. 

456, 109 wood-cuts. 

CUNTENTS. 

HENRY, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

BoarD OF REGENTS. Proceedings of. 

List of meteorological stations and observers. 

HENRY, J. Notes relative to George Catlin. 

Report of Committee of Regents on Corcoran Art Gallery. 

Aaassiz, L. Narrative of the Hassler expedition. 

BacuHeE, A. D. Bequest to National Academy of Sciences. 

Corcoran, W. W. Deed of gift of Art Gallery. 
TONER, J. M. Deed of foundation of Toner lectures. 

TYNDALL, J. Trust fund for the promotion of science in the United States. 

HAMILton, J. Bequest of $1,000 to Smithsonian Institution. 

Henry, J. Circular sent with specimens presented. 

AraGo, M. Eulogy on Ampére. + 

FISCHER, F. Scientific labors of Edward Lartet. 

PEABODY, A. P. Scientific education of mechanics and artisans. 

BAUER, A. Organic bases. 

KLETZINSKY, Prof. Nitrogen bodies of modern chemistry. 

EGLESTON, T. Scheme for the qualitative determination of substances by 

the blow-pipe. 
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Biow-pipe apparatus of Hawkins and Wale. 

Suxrss, E. Boundary line between geology and history. 

Brezina, A. Explanation of the principles of crystallography and erys- 

tallophysies. 

; Waurorr, A. Meteorology in Russia. 

Donati, G. B. Phenomena in telegraphic lines during the aurora borealis. 

ETHNOLOGY: 

, Broca, P. The Troglodytes, or cave-dwellers, of the valley of the 

| Vézere. 

Rav, C. Ancient aboriginal trade in North America. 

Rav, C. North American stone implements. 

Brurr, J. G. Indian engravings on the face of rocks along Green 

River Valley in the Sierra Nevadas. 

Ler, J.C. Y. Ancient ruin in Arizona. 

| BarraNptT, A. Haystack mound, Lincoln County, Dak. 

BREED, E. E.. Earthworks in Wisconsin. 

. DEAN, C. K. Mound in Wisconsin. 

i Warner, J. Big elephant mound in Grant County, Wis. 
Curts, J. B. Ancient relics in northwestern Iowa. 

PERRINE, T. M. Mounds near Anna, Union County, Il. 

Peter, R. Ancient mounds in Kentucky. 

STEPHENSON, M.F. Mounds in Bartow County, Ga. 

McKinuty, W. Mounds in McIntosh and Early Counties, Ga. 

Horcnkiss, fT. P. Indian remains in Caddo Parish, La. 

Lockrtr, S. H. Mounds in Louisiana. 

Prater, T. R. Prehistoric remains in vicinity of city of Washington, 

DACs 
DEVEREUX, J. H. Catalogue of cabinet of Indian relics presented to 

Smithsonian Institution. 
DEVEREUX, J. H. Ancient pottery from Phillips County, Ark. 

Kipp, J. On the accuracy of Catlin’s account of the Mandan ceremo- 

nies. 

272. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xix. 1874. 4to., 

pp. 640, 6 wood-cuts, 21 plates. 

CONTENTS. 
a 

BARNARD, J.G. Problems of rotary motion. No. 240. 

Woop, H. C. Fresh-water alge of North America. No. 241. 

Nrwcoms, 8. Orbit of Uranus. No. 262. 

273. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xt. 1874. &vo., pp. 

790, 55 wood-cuts, 4 plates. Se ae = ee, Te 

CONTENTS. 

Git, T. Arrangement of the families of mammals. No. 230. 

GILL, J’. Arrangement of the families of fishes. No. 247. 
Loew, H. Monograph of the diptera of North America. Part ur. No. 

256. 
Packarp, A.S. Directions for collecting and preserving insects. No. 261. 

Lr Conte, J.L. New species of North America coleoptera, Part u. No. 

264. 
LE Conte, J. L. Classification of North America coleoptera. Part I. 

No. 265. 
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274, Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xu. 1874. 8vo., 
pp. 767, 86 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Barrp, 8. F. Review of American birds. Parti. No. 181. 

CLaRKE, F.W. The constants of nature. Parti. Specific gravities. No, 

DHS 

Henry, J. Circular on Telegraphic announcements of astronomical dis- 

coveries. No. 263. 

275. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, for the year 1873. Forty-third Congress, first session. 

Senate Mis. Doe. No. 130. 1874. 8vo., pp. 452, 33 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Henry, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

BOARD OF REGENTS. Proceedings of. 

Bairp, S. F. Report on Museum and exchanges. 

EnpricuH, F. M. List of minerals in the National Museum. 

Classified record of monthly meteorological reports preserved in the Smith- 

sonian Institution. 

Classified list of meteorological publications, and meteorological articles 

in periodicals deposited in Library of Congress in 1873. 

GARFIELD, J. A. Biographical notice of S. P. Chase and L. Agassiz. 

Hamuin, H. Biographical notice of S. P. Chase. 

PARKER, P. Biographical notice of L. Agassiz. 

HAMILTON, J. Bequest deposited in United States Treasury. 

DopGE, N.S. Memoir of Charles Babbage. 

Henry, J. On the ‘‘ Moon-Hoax.” 

BABBAGE, C. Extracts from writings of. 

STEBBINS, R. P. Memoir of Louis Agassiz. 

GRAY, A. Memior of Jobn Torrey. 

STEVENS, J. A. Memoir of George Gibbs. 

Daxton, J. C. Origin and propagation of disease. 
HrLMHoutz, H.; MaxweEt., J.C. Later views of the connection of elec- 

tricity and magnetism. 

Goutp, B.A. Account of the astronomical observatory at Cordoba, Argen- 

tine Republic. 

MaILty, E. Estimate of the population of the world. 

Morin, A. Warming and ventilating buildings. Part1. = 

De Forest, E. L. Additions to a memoir on methods of interpolation. 

Part II. 

ETHNOLOGY : 
ScHUMACHER, P. Remarkson the Kjékken-Méddings on the north- — 

west coast of America. 

BERENDT, C. H. Ona grammar and dictionary of the Carib or Karif 

language, with some account of the people by whom it is spoken. 

GILLMAN, H. The mound-builders and platyenemism in Michigan. 

Mason, O. T. The Leipsic ‘‘ Museum of Ethnology.” 

PERRINE, T. M. Antiquities of Union County, Ill. 

Parron, A. Antiquities of Knox County, Ind., and Lawrence County, 

il. 

Miscellaneous Correspondence : 

DaLL, W. H. Explorations on the western coast of North America, 

Pierson, W.M. Discovery of a large meteorite in Mexico. 

Brunot, I. R. On the habits of the beaver. 

JEVons, W.S. Ona national library. 
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Society for the Encouragement of Science, Literature, and Art, Dun- 

kirk, France. 

Society of Science, Art, and Literature of Hainaut, Mons, Belgium. 

Royal Institute for the Encouragement of the Natural, Economical, 
and Technological Sciences, Naples, Italy. 

Royal Academy of Science, Literature, and the Fine Arts, Brussels, 
Belgium. 

Society of Sciences of Haarlem, Holland. 

. The Constants of Nature. Part. A Table of Specific Heats for 

Solids and Liquids. By FRANK W. CLARKE. April, 1876. 

SVO;, ppi00. (MM. C2, x1v.) 

. Tables, Distribution, and Variations of the Atmospheric Tempera. 

ture in the United States and some adjacent parts of America. 

By CHARLES A. ScHort’. April, 1876. 4to., pp. 360, 10 wood- 

cuts, 2 plates, 3 maps. (5S. C., XXI.) 

Check-list of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution. July, 

1874. 8vo., pp. 24. 

On Strain and Over-action of the Heart. ToNER LECTURE No. 

111. Delivered May 14th, 1874. By J. M.DA Costa. August, 

1874. $8vo., pp. 32,2 wood-cuts. (M.C., xv.) 

Statementand Exposition of certain Harmonies of the Solar System. 

By STEPHEN ALEXANDER. March, 1875. 4to.,pp. 104, 20 wood- 

cuts. (S: Gc5 XexT.) 

On the General! Integrals of Planetary Motion. By Simon NEw- 

comMB. December, 1874. 4to., pp. 40. (S. C., XxX1.) 

A Study of the Nature and Mechanism of Fever. TONER LECT- 

URE No. Iv. Delivered January 20, 1872. By HoRATIO C.. 

Woop. February, 1875. 8vo., pp. 50. (M. C., Xv.) , 

Catalogue of the Fishes of the East Coast of North America. By 

THEODORE GILL. 1875. 8vo., pp. 56. (M. C., XIv.) 

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xx. 1876. 4to., 

pp. 794, 4 wood-cuts, 26 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Corrin, J. H. The winds of the globe. No. 268. 

Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Vol. xx1. 1876. 4to., 

pp. 545, 30 wood-euts, 9 plates, 3 maps. 

CONTENTS. 

ALEXANDER, S. Harmonies of the solar system. No. 280. 

NEwcome, 8. Integrals of planetary motion. “No. 281. 

Swan, J.G. Haidah Indians of Queen Charlotte’s Islands, British Colum- 

bia. No. 267. 

Scuort, C. A. Tables, atmospheric temperature in the United States. 

No. 277. 
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286. Annual Report of the Board ef Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, for the year 1874. Forty-third Congress, second session, 

House Doc. No. 56. 1875. 8vo., pp. 416, 46 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Henry, J. Secretary’s report of operations. ’ 

BOARD OF REGENTS. Proceedings of. : 

List of articles deposited by the Smithsonian Institution in the Corcoran 

Art Gallery. 

List of Indian vocabularies received from the Wheeler Expedition. 

Mircuniyi, S. W. Inquiries relative te the disease known as ‘‘ Chorea.” 

Classified record of meteorological material preserved in the Smithsonian 

Institution. Auroras, instruments, meteors, rain, wind, general mete- 

orology, local meteorology. 

Gray, A.; Coprbn, H. Report of Committee of Regents on the Smithson- 

ian Museum. 

AraGo, F. Eulogy on La Place. 

Maitty, E. Eulogy on Quetelet. 

Dumas, J. B. Eulogy on A. A. de la Rive. 

HinGarp, J. E. Tides and tidal action in harbors. 

Lemstrom, S.; Dm LA Rive, A. A. Electricity of the atmosphere and 

the Aurora Borealis. : 

Dr Canpo.tin, A.; Gray, J. E. Ona dominant language for science. 

Scnorr, C. A.; Everett, J. D. Underground temperature. 

DuPre, W.; Henry, J. Earthquakes in North Carolina, 1874. 

Dr ta Rivn, A. A. Report on the transactions of the Society of Physics? 

and Natural History of Geneva, from July, 1872, to June, 1873. 

Morin, A. Warming and ventilating buildings. Part 11. 

ETHNOLOGY: 
ScHuMAcuHER, P. Ancient graves and shell-heaps of California. 

Kina, W. M. Account of the burial of an Indian squaw, San Ber- 

nardino County, Cal. . 

McWnortrr, T. Ancient mounds of Mercer County, Ill. 

Prarr, W. H. Antiquities of Whitesides County, Ill. 

Farquuarson, R. J. A study of skulls and long bones, from mounds 

near Albany, Ill. 

Tirrany, A. S. The shell-bed skull. 

Hitt, G. W. Antiquities of northern Ohio. 

Ropertson, R. 8. The age of stone, and the troglodytes of Breckin- 

ridge County, Ky. 

Davis, A. C. Antiquities of Isle Royale, Lake Superior. 

Smiru, J. W.C. Antiquities of Yazoo County, Miss. 

Wricnt, D. F. Antiquities of Tennessee. 

Law, A. E. Antiquities of Blount County, Tenn. 

Cusnine, F. H. Antiquities of Orleans County, N.Y. 

Roserrson, R. 8. Antiquities of La Porte County, Ind. 

RoweErtson, R. 8S. Antiquities of Aen and De Kalb Counties, Ind. 

Warn, J.3 McHenry, J. W. Antiquities of Jackson County, Tenn, 

Anperson, W. Antiquities of Perry County, Ohio. . 

Bryan, O. N. Antiquities of Charles County, Md. 

Kron, F. J. Antiquities of Stanley and Montgomery Counties, N. C, 

MircuRety, A. Antiquities of Florida. 

Bartram, J. Antiquities of Florida. 
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The Archeological Collection of the U.S. National Museum, in 

charge of the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. By 

CHARLES RAv. 1876. 4to., pp. 118, 340 wood-cuts. (S.C. Xx11.) 

The Constants of Nature. First supplement to Part I. Specific 

Gravities, Boiling Points, and Melting Points. By Frank W. 

CLARKE. April, 1876. Svo., pp. 62. (M.C., Xx1v.) 

The Constants of Nature. Part III. Tables of Expansion by 

Heat for Solids and Liquids. By FRANK W. CLARKE. April, 

1876. 8vo., pp. 5S. (M.C., xrv.) 

Circular for Distribution at the Centennial Exhibition, 1876, con- 

taining List of Smithsonian Publications and Rules of Distri- 

bution; List of Foreign Agents; Number of Foreign and 

Domestic Institutions in Correspondence; List of Regents, 
Officers, and Assistants of the Institution. 1876. 12mo., pp. 12. 

Dual Character of the Brain. TONER LECTURE No.1. Delivered 

April 22, 1874. By C. E. BROWN-SEQUARD. January, 1577. 

SMO Da 20.0. (MM. Cs xvs) 

Check-list of North American Batrachia and Reptilia; with a Sys- 

tematic List of the Higher Groups, and an Essay on Geographi- 

eal Distribution based on the specimens contained in the U.S. 

National Museum. By EDWARD D. Cope. 1875. 8vo., pp. 108. 

(M. C., xu.) (Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 1.) 

Contributions to the Natural History of Kerguelen Island, made 

in connection with the American Transit-of-Venus Expedition, 

1874~75. By J.H. Kipper. 1. Ornithology, by Elliott Coues. 

1875. 8vo., pp. 61. (M.C., x1.) (Bulletin of the National Mu- 

seum, No. 2.) 

Contributions to the Natural History of Kerguelen Island, made 

in connection with the United States Transit-of-Venus Expedi- 

tion, 1874-75. By J. H. KIDDER. 11. Oology, Botany, ete. 

1876. 8vo., pp. 124. (M.C., xi.) (Bulletin of the National Mu- 

seum, No. 3.) 
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KIDDER, J. H.; Cougs, E. Oology. 
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GRAY, ASA. A.—Phenogamia, filices, et lycopodiaceex. 

’ JAMES, T. P. B.—Musci. 

TUCKERMAN, E. C.—Lichenes. 

Fartow, W.G. Alge. 

Kipper, J. H. Crozet flora. * 
+ ENDLICcH, F. M. Geology. 

KIDDER, J. H. Mammals. 

VG, Ne ish: 

Dati, W. H. Mollusks, é 

INSECTS. 
OSTEN-SACKEN, R. Diptera. 

HAGEN, H, A. Psendo-neuroptera, 
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Smiru, S. I. Crustaceans. 

VERRILL, A. E. Annelids, echinoderms, and anthozoa. 

KERSHNER, E. Collettion. 

Kipper, J. H.; Cours, E. A study of chionis minor. 

295. Birds of Southwestern Mexico, collected by Francis E. Sumichrast 
for the U.S. National Museum. By GEORGE N. LAWRENCE. @ 

1875. S8vo., pp.56. (M.C., x1.) (Bulletin of the National Mu- 
seum, No. 4.) 

2 es) SS . Catalogue of the Fishes of the Bermudas. Based chiefly upon 

the collections of the U.S. National Museum. By G. BRowN 

GOODE. 1876. Svo., pp. 84. (M. C., x11.) (Bulletin of the 

National Museum, No. 5.) 

297. Classification of the Collection to illustrate the Animal Resources 

of the United States. <A List of Substances derived from the 

Animal Kingdom, with Synopsis of the Useful and Injurious 

Animals and a Classification of Methods of Capture and Utili- 

zation. By G. BRown GoopDE. 1876. 8vo., pp. 140. (M. C., 

xi.) (Bulletin of the National Museun, No. 6.) 

298. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the year 1875. Forty-fourth Congress, first session. 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 115. 1876. Svo., pp. 422, 354 woodcuts. 

CONTENTS. 

HENRY, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

BOARD OF REGENTS, Proceedings of 

Bairp, §. F. Report on Musenm and explorations. 

Barrp, 8. F. Report on the proposed plan of exhibit by the Smithsonian 

Institution at the International Centennial Exhibition at Philadel- 
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PARKER, P. Eulogy on Henry Wilson. 

ARAGO, M. Eulogy on Alexander Volta. 
Dr CANDOLLI:, A. Probable future of the human race. 

Dr CANDOLLE, A. Report on the transactions of the Society of Physics 

and Natural History of Geneva from July, 1873, to June, 1874. 

PrestwicH, J. The past and future of geology. 

Wex, H. G. Diminution of the water of rivers and streams. 

TAYLOR, W. B. Refraction of sound. 

Henry, J. On the organization of local scientific societies. 
ETHNOLOGY: 

MORTILLET, G. DE; CHANTRE, E. International code of symbols for 

charts of pre-historic archeology. 

GILLMAN, H. Characteristics pertaining to ancient man in Michigan. 

ABBOTT, C. C. The stone age in New Jersey. 

289. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the year 1876. Forty-fourth Congress, second session. 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 46. 1877. 8vo., pp. 488, 73 woodcuts. 

; CONTENTS. 

HEnNry, J. Secretary’s report of operations, 

BoarpD oF REGENTS, Proceedings of 
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Bairp, 8. F. Report on Museum and explorations. 

Barb, S. F. Report on Centennial Exhibition of 1876. 

Centennial awards to Smithsonian Institution. 

Gray, A.; SARGENT, A. A.; CLymMreR, H. Report of Committee on the 
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BaNcROFT, G. Memorial to Congress, in behalf of the Regents, for new 

museum. 
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AraGo, M. Eulogy on Gay Lussac. 

fFratnHo, A. Biographical sketch of Dom Pedro II. 

TayLor, W. B. Kinetic theories of gravitation. 

Pinar, G. The revolutions of the crust of the earth. 

Kirkwoop, D. The asteroides between Mars and Jupiter. 

ETHNOLOGY: 
Mason, O. T. The Latimer collection of antiquities from Porto Rico 

in the National Museum at Washington, D. C. 

Romer, F. F. Prehistoric antiquities of Hungary. 
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the mineral called Yu by the Chinese. 

WILLIAMSON, G. Antiquities in Guatemala. 

BERENDT, C. H. Collection of historical documents in Guatemala. 

Srrone, Moses. Observations on the prehistoric mounds of Grant 

County, Wis. 

SnypDER, J. F. Deposits of flint implements, Hlinois. 

SmitH, C. D. Ancient mica mines in North Carolina. 

Pret, S. D. Double-walled earthwork in Ashtabula County, Ohio. 

ELLswortH, BE. W. Ancient implement of wood, from Connecticut. 

POWERS, 8S. Centennial mission to the Indians of western Nevada and 

California. 

DOYLE, W. E. Indian forts and dwellings, Indian Territory. 

BrackeTtr, A. G. The Sioux or Dakota Indians. 

3006. On the Surgical Complications and Sequels of the Continued 

Fevers. With a Bibliography of works on Diseases of the 

Joints, Bones, Larynx, the Eye, Gangrene, Hematoma, Phleg- 

masia, etc. TONER LECTURE No. v. Delivered February 17, 

1876. By WILLIAM W. KEEN. March, 1876. 8vo., pp. 72,5 

wood-cuts. (M.C., Xv.) 

301. List of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution, July, 1877. 
SUT SVv0:, pps tas). (Mi: C., Xtv.) 

302. Subcutaneous Surgery, its Principles, and its recent Extension in 

Practice. ToNER LECTURE No. vi. Delivered September 13, 

1876. By WILLIAM ADAms. April, 1877. 8vo., pp. 20. (M. 

(0 :475)) 

303. Contributions to the Natural History of the Hawaiian and Fanning 

Islands and Lower California, made in connection with the 

United States North Pacific Surveying Expedition, 1873-75. 

By THomas H. Streets. 1877. Svo., pp. 172. (M. C., X11.) 

(Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 7.) 
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\ CONTENTS. 

ORNITHOLOGY. 

HERPETOLOGY. 

ICHTHYOLOGY. 

I. Fishes of Upper and’ Lower California, 
If. Fishes of the Hawaiian Islands. 

III. Fishes of the Fanning Islands. 

IV. Fishes from the Samoan Islands. 

CRUSTACEA. 

BOTANY. 

304. Index to the Names which have been applied to the Subdivisions 
of the Class Brachiopoda, excluding the Rudistes, previous to 

year 1877. By W.H.DALL. 1877. 8vo.,pp.88. (M. C., xr) 

(Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 8.) 

305. Contributions to North American Ichthyolegy. Based primarily 

on the collections of the U.S. National Museum. 1. Review of 

Rafinesque’s Memoirs on North American Fishes. By DAviD © 

S. JORDAN. 1877. Svo.,pp.56. (M.C., x1.) (Bulletin of the 

National Museum, No. 9.) 

306. Contributions te North American Ichthyology. Based primarily 

on the collections of the U.S. National Museum. 11. A.—Notes 

on Cottide, Etheostomatidie, Percide, Centrarchide, Aphodo- 

deride, Dorysomatide, and Cyprinids, with revisions of the 

genera and descriptions of new or little known species. B.— 

Synopsis of the Siluride of the Fresh Waters of North America. — 

By Davip 8. JoRDAN. 1877. 8vo., pp. 124, 45 plates of 100 
figures. (M.C.,xur.) (Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 10.) 

307. Report of the Centennial Exhibition, Philadelphia. By S. F. 

BAIRD. 1877. Svo., pp. 22. . 

308. Contributions to North American Ichthyology, based primarily on 

the collections of the U.S. National Museum. 11, A.—On the @ 

distribution of the Fishes of the Alleghany Region of South Car- — 

olina, Georgia, and Tennessee, with descriptions of new or little 

known species. By Davin 8S. JORDAN and: ALEMBERT W. 

BRAYTON. B.—A synopsis of the Family Catostomide. By 

DAVID S. JORDAN. 1878. 8vo., pp. 237. (M.C., xxmir.) (Bul- 
letin of the National Museum, No. 12.) a 

309. List of Foreign Correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution. 

Corrected to January, 1878. March, 1878. 8vo., pp. 120. (M. 4 

Crave) : { 

310. On the Internal Structure of the Earth, considered as affecting the 
Phenomena of Precession and Nutation; supplementary to ar-— 

ticle under the above head, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl- 

edge, Vol. x1x, No. 240, being the third of the Problems of 

Rotary Motion. By J.G. BARNARD. August, 1877. 4to., pp, 

19, 4 wood-cuts. (S, C., XXII.) ,. 
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311. Index Catalogue of Books and Memoirs relating to Nebule and 

Clusters, ete. By EDWARD 8S. HOLDEN. November, 1877. 8vo., 
pp. 126. (M. C., xtv.) 

312. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. x1. 1878. 8vo., 
pp. 982, 45 plates. (Bulletins of the National Museum, Nos. 1 to 

10.) 
CONTENTS. 

Corr, E. D. North American batrachia and reptilia. No. 292. 

KippEr, J. H.; Cours, E. Birds of Kerguelen Island. No. 293. 

Kipprr, J. H., and others. Oology, botany, ete., of Kerguelen Island. 

No. 294. 

LAWRENCE, G. N. Birds of Mexico. No. 295. 

Goopr, G. B. Fishes of Bermuda. No. 296. 

GoopE, G. B. Classification of animal resources. No. 297. 

Streets, T. H. Natural history of Hawaiian Islands, Fanning Islands 

and Lower California. No. 303. 

DaLL, W.H. Index of brachiopoda. No. 304. 

JORDAN, D.S. North American Ichthyology. Nos. 305 and 306. 

313. The Flora of St. Croix and the Virgin Islands. By H. F. A. 
EGGERS. 1879. 8vo., pp.139. (M.C., xxii.) (Bulletin of the 

ational Museum, No. 13.) 

314. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xiv. 1878. 8vo., 

pp. 911, 4 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Dr SaussuRE, H. Synopsis of American wasps. No. 254. 

GILL, T. Catalogue of fishes. No. 283. 

CLARKE, F. W. Specific gravity tables. Supp.I. No. 288. 

CLARKE, F. W. Specific heat tables. No. 276. 

| CLARKE, F. W. Tables of expansion by heat. No, 289. 

Catalogue of photograph portraits of North American Indians. No, 216. 

Check list of Smithsonian publications to July, 1877. No. 301. 

HOoLpEN, E. 8S. Catalogue of books relative to nebulx. No. 311. 

315. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xv. 1878. 8vo., 
pp. 880, 53 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Watson, 8S. Botanical index. No. 258. 

Woopwarkb, J.J. Toner Lecture i. Cancerous tumors. No. 266. 

BROWN-SEQUARD, C. E. Toner Lecture. The brain. No. 291. 
Da Costa, J. M. Toner Lecture.11. The heart. No. 279. 

| Woop, H.C. Toner Lecturerv. Study of fever. No. 282. 

KEEN, W. W. Toner Lecture v. Continued fevers. No. 300. 

| Apams, W. Toner Lecture vi. Subcutaneous surgery. No.,.302. 

List of foreign correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution to January, 

1878. No. 309. 

| Circular in reference to American archeology. No. 316. 
| Circular. Inquiries relative to crawfish and crustacea. No. 319, 

Circular relating to collections of living reptiles. No. 320. 

316. Circular in reference to American Archeology. 1878. 8vo., pp. 

15, 38 wood-cuts. (M.C., Xv.) 

H. Mis. 170——35 
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317. A classification and Synopsis of the Trochilide. By DANIEL GI- 

RAUD ELLIOT. 1879. 4to., pp. 289, 127 wood-cuts. (8S. C., 
XXIII.) 

318. On the Remains of Later Pre-historic Man, obtained from Caves 
in the Catherina Archipelago, Alaska Territory, and especially 

from the Caves of the Aleutian Islands. By W. H. DALL. 

1878. 4to., pp. 44,10 plates of 39 figures. (S.C., xxi.) 
° 

319. Circular of Inquiries relative to the Natural History of the Ameri- 

can Crawfish and other Fresh-water Crustacea. 1878. 8vo., 

pp. 8, 2 wood-euts. (M.C., xv.) 

320. Circular relating to Collections of Living Reptiles. 1878. 8vo., 

PPew yl... Xv) 

321. The Nature of Reparatory Inflammation in Arteries after Liga- 

ture, Acupressure, and Torsion. TONER LECTURE No. vil. 

Delivered June 27, 1878. By Epw.O.SMAKESPEARE. March, 
1879. 8vo., pp. 74,7 plates of 11 figures. (M.C., XVI.) 

322. Smithsouian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xvi. 1880. 8vo., 

pp. 950, 871 wood-cuts, 7 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

TryON, G. W. Land and fresh-water shells. Strepomatide. No. 253. 

OSTEN SACKEN, I. R. Catalogue of diptera. No. 270. 
SHAKESPEARE, E. O. Nature of reparatory inflammation. No. 321. 

Circular relative to scientific and literary exchanges. No. 324. 

Business arrangements of the Smithsonian Institution. No. 325. 

Exviiot, D. G. List of species of humming birds. No. 334. 

List of the principal scientific and literary institutions in the United 

States. No. 335. 

List of publications of the Smithsonian Institution. No. 344. 

323. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution, for the year 1877. Forty-fifth Congress, second session. 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 35. 1878. 8vo., pp. 500, 49 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Henry, J. Secretary’s report of operations. 

Boarpd OF REGENTS, Proceedings of. 

Barrp, 8. F. Report on Museum and explorations. 

Bairp, 8. fF. List of explorations furnishing collections to the National 

Museum, 1838 to 1877. 

TiQgLMGREN, F. Color blindness in its relation to accidents by rail and sea. 

Henry, J. Color blindness. 

PLANTAMOUR, E. Report on the transactions of the Geneva Society of 

Physics and NaturalHistory, from June, 1874, to June, 1875. 

MiLurr, J. Report on the transactions of the Geneva Society of Physics 

and Natural History, from June, 1875, to June, 1876. 

Favre, A. Report on the transactions of the Geueva Society of Physics 

and Natural History, from June, 1876, to June, 1877. 
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ETHNOLOGY : 

CaNNON, G. L. Antiquities of Jefferson and Clear Creek Counties, 

Colo. 

SrronG, Moses. Antiquities in Wisconsin. 

Hart, J.N. DE. The mounds and osteology of the mound-builders of 

Wisconsin. 

BREED, IX. E. Pits at Embarrass, Wis. 

Mouton, M. W. Mounds in Delaware County, Iowa. 

Knapp, Mrs. G. Earthworks on the Arkansas River, 16 miles below 

Little Rock. 

Juykins, W. H.R. Antiquities of Kansas City, Mo. 

Suaw, J. The mound-builders in the Rock River Valley, Illinois. 

CocHRANE, J. Artiquities of Mason County, I]. 

Hitt, G. W. Ancient earthworks of Ashland County, Ohio. 

Casz, H. B. Flint implements in Holmes County, Ohio. 

Miuier, Ff. Mound in Trumbull County, Ohio. 

FRIEL, J. Antiquities of Hancock County, Ky. 

ROBERTSON, R. 8. Antiquities of Nashville, Tenn. 

CuarK, W. M. Antiquities of Tennessee. 

JONES, Jr., C. C. Aboriginal structures in Georgia. 

Baitrty, W. B. F. Antiquities of Spalding County, Ga. 

GAINES, A. S.; CUNNINGHAM, K. M. Shell-heaps on Mobile River. 

Rav, C. The stock in trade of an aboriginal lapidary. 

Rav, C. Observations on a gold ornament from a mound in Florida. 

HALDEMAN, 8. S. Ona polychrome bead from Florida. 

Harrison, A. M. Colored bead dug from a mound on the eastern coast 

of Florida. 

MayYBERRY, S. P. Shell-heaps at the mouth of Saint John’s River, 

Florida. 

Taytor, W. M. Ancient mound in western Pennsylvania. 

SHEPARD, A. M. Deposit of arrow-heads near Fishkill, N. Y. 

Gipgs, G. J. Stone celts in the West Indies and Africa. 

GaLT, F. L. The Indians of Peru. 

Bowers, 8. History and antiquities of Santa Rosa Island, California. 

McParuin, T. A. Notes on the history and climate of New Mexico. 

WEISMANN, A. On the change of the Mexican axolotl to an amblystoma 

ABBE, C. Short memoirs on meteorological subjects, translated by, viz: 

HANN, J. On the diminution of aqueous vapor with increasing alti- 

tude in the atmosphere. 

HANN, J. On the influence of rain upon the barometer and upon the 

formation of precipitation in general. 

HaNN, J. Atmospheric pressure and rain-fall. 

HANN, J. The laws of the variation of temperature in ascending currents 

of air. 

SOHNCKE, L. The law of the variation of temperature in ascending moist 

currents of air. 

ReEyk, T. Rain-fall and barometric minima. 

Hann, J. On the relation between the difference of pressure and the ve- 

locity of the wind according to the theories of Ferrel and Colding. 
FERREL, W. Reply to the criticisms of J. Hann. 

CoLpiInG, A. Some remarks concerning the nature of currents of air. 

CoLpING, A. On the whirlwind at St. Thomas on the 21st of August, 1871. 

PESLIN, M. On the relation between barometric vaiations and the gen 

eral atmospheric currents. 
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324. Circular relative to Scientitic and Literary Exchanges. 1879. 8vo., 

pp 2. (ME Cr, va.) 

325. Business arrangements of the Smithsonian Institution. January, 
1879.) SVvOr pps. (MC. xva-) 

326. Catalogue of the Collection to illustrate the Animal Resources and 

the Fisheries of the United States, exhibited at Philadelphia, 

in 1876, by the Smithsonian Institution and the U.S. Fish Com- 
inission, and forming a part of the U.S. National Museum. By 

G. BROWNE GOODE. 1879. 8vo., pp. 367. (M.C., xxi.) (Bul- 

letin of the National Museum, No. 14.) 

327. The Scientific Writings of JAMES SMITHSON. Edited by WILLIAM 

J. RHEES. 1879. Svo., pp. 166, 32 wood-cuts, 1 plate (portrait.) 

(M. C., XX1.) 

CONTENTS. 

SMITHSON, J. Scientific writings. 

JOHNSON, W.R. Memoir on the scientific character and researches of 

James Smithson. 

IrBy, J.R.McD. Works and character of James Smithson. 

328. The Smithsonian ‘nstitution. Documents relative to its Origin 

and History. By WILLIAM J. RHEES. 1879. 8vo., pp. 1027. 

(M. C., XVII.) 

CONTENTS. 

SMITHSON, J. Will of 

Correspondence between attorneys in England, Department of State, 

Richard Rush, and others relative to the bequest of Smithson. 

Ruus, R. The case stated. 

Opinion of English counsel. 

Decree of Chancery Court awarding bequest to the United States. 

Account of case of the United States. 

Bill of costs of the case of the United States. 

Rusu, R. Accounts of 

SMITHSON, J. Schedule of personal effects. 

SMITHSON, J. Residuary legacy of 

Congressional proceedings in relation to the bequest. 1835 to 1877. 

Twenty-fourth to Forty-fourth Congress. 

Henry, J. Digest of act of Congress to establish the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution. 

ADAMS, J. Q. Extracts from Memoirs of, relative to Smithson bequest. 

TREASURY OF U.S. Accounts of, with Smithson fund. 

Proposed applications of Smithson bequest. 

Report of Organization Committee of the Board of Regents of the Smith- 
sonian Institution. 

Henry, J. Programme of organization of Smithsonian Institution. 

Letters relative to the programme of organization. 

329. The Smithsonian Institution. Journals of the Board of Regents, 

Reports of Committees, Statistics, ete. By WILLIAM J. RHEES, 
1879. 8vo., pp. 851. (M..C., xvii.) 
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CONTENTS. 

Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents from 1846 to 1876. 
Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents on the distribu- 

tion of the income. 
Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents—Professor Felton— 

on the present of the Greek album from Miss E. Contaxaki. 

Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents—Professor Felton — 

on the purchase of the Stanley Indian gallery. 

Henry, J. Communication relative to a publication by Prof. S. F. B. 

Morse. 

Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents on the invention 

of the electro-magnetic telegraph. 
Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents relative to the 

Smithsonian fire of January 24, 1865. 

Act of Congress to transfer custody of library to Library of Congress. 
Act of Congress to receive into Treasury of the United States residuary 

legacy of Smithson, and to authorize increase of fund to a million 

dollars. 
Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents on best use of new 

hall of Institution. 
Report of Executive Committee of the Board of Regents on the Washing- 

ton City Canal. 

Report of the Executive Committee of the Board of Regents relative to the 

Corcoran Art Gallery. 

Report of the Special Committee of the Board of Regents on the Museum. 

EULOGIES AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES: 

Agassiz, L.; Bache, A. D.; Chase, S. P.; Cleaveland, P.; Douglas, S. 

AST Rspye. Jie eos elton Coy Cass GLarVeys nV ot Eltsu A DrVAIN ge. \WVie 

Jewett, C. C.; Pearce, J. A. ; Priestley, J.; Rush, R.; Seaton, 

We) Was Lotten,, JecG.:) suurner.) Walia) Wilson, si \Wurde- 

man, G. 

Aqassiz, L. Narrative of expedition through Straits of Magellan to Cali- 

fornia. 
BacueE, A.D. Will of, establishing Bache Scientific Fund. 

Corcoran, W. W. Deed of gift and trust of Corcoran Art Gallery. 

Tonrr, J. M. Deed of, establishing Toner Lectures for advance of medi- 

cal science. 
TYNDALL, J. Deed of, establishing trust for promotion of science in the 

United States. . 

HAMILTON, J. Bequest of, to Smithsonian Institution. 

Circular sent with specimens of natural history, etc., presented to institu- 

tions. 
Journal of the Executive Committee from September 12, 1846, to Decem- 

ber 21, 1849, 
Report of the Executive Committee, from 1847 to 1875. 

Journal of the Building Committee, from, February 17, 1847, to December 

1, 1847. 
Report of the Building Committee, 1847 to 1867. 
General financial and statistical statements, receipts and expenditures, 

classified, 1846 to 1877. 
Statistics of literary and scientific exchanges, additions to the library, 

etc., 1846 to 1877. 

Appropriations from National Treasury by Congress for Smithsenian In- 

stitution and National Museum, 1846 to 1876, 
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Lisu of Regents of the Institution from 1846 to 1879, according to mode of 
appointment, residence, etc. 

Act of Congress to establish the Smithsonian Institution, August 10, 1846. 

The same according to the Revised Statutes. 

By-laws of the ‘‘ Establishment.” 

The ‘‘ Establishment” of the Smithsonian Institution, organization and 
journal of proceedings, 1846 to 1877. 

Examination of Professor Henry by the English Government Scientific 

Commission, June 28, 1870. 

330. Smithson and his Bequest. By WILLIAMJ.RHEES. 1880. 8vo., 
pp. 76;9;plates. ° (M. C., xan) 

CONTENTS. 

Life of Smithson. 

Legislation of Congress in relation to the bequest. 

List of first Board of Regents. 

Obituary notice of Smithson, March, 1830. 

Durens, L. Account of the First Duke of Northumberland. 

Notice of the First Duke in The Gentleman’s Magazine, 1786. 

Coffin-plate inscription of Hugh Smithson, 

Account of Earl Percy. 

Notice of Smithson’s paper on ‘‘Tabasheer.” 

Davy, Sir H. Notice f Smithson’s paper on ‘‘Calamines.” 

Iilustrations of presentations of books to Smithson. 

BERZELIUS. Notice of Smithson’s researches. 

Extracts from Smithson’s scientific writings. 

Catalogue of the library of Smithson. 

Notice of the city of Washington, in Harriott’s travels. 

Notice of the city of Washington, in Weld’s travels. 

331. The Palenque Tablet, in the United States National Museum, 
Washington, D.C. By CHARLES RAv. 1879. 4to., pp. 90, 2 

plates. (S. C., XXII.) 

332. Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum for 1878. Vol. 1. 1879. 

8vo., pp. 524, 8 cuts, 8 plates. (M. C., x1x. 

CONTENTS. 

Bran, T. H. Description of a new, sparoid fish, Sargus holbrookii, from 

Savannah Bank. 

On the oceurrence of Stichaus punctatus (Fabr.} Kroyer, at St. Michael’s, 

Alaska. 

On the identity of Huchalarodus Putnami Gill, with Pleuronectes glaber 
(Storer) Gill, with notes on babits of the species. 

Description of a species of Lycodes (L. Turneri) from Alaska. 

See also under Goode and Beau. 

BrELDING, L. A partial list of the birds of central California. 

Cook, C. The manufacture of porpoise-oil. 

Dai, W. H. Description of new forms of mollusks from Alaska con- 

tained in the collections of the National Museum. 

Postpliocene fossils in the Coast Range of California. 

Fossil mollusks from later tertiaries of California. 

Note on shells from Costa Rica kitchenmidden, collected by Drs. Flint 

and Bransford. 
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Day, W. H.—Continued. 

Distribution of Catifornian tertiary fossils. 

Descriptions of new species of shells from California in the collections 

of the National Museum. 

Report on the limpets and chitons of the Alaskan and Arctic regions, 

descriptions of genera and species believed to be new. 

Epwarps, V. N. On the occurrence of the Oceanic Bonito, Orcynus pelamys 

(Linné) Poey, in Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts. 

Gitt, T. Synopsis of the pediculate fishes of the Eastern Coast of Ex- 

tratropical North America. 

Note on the Antennariide. 

On the proper specific name of the common pelagic antennariid Plero- 

phryne. 

Note on the Ceratiide. 

Note on the Maltheide. 

GoopvE, G. B. The Clupea tyrannus of Latrobe. 

The occurrence of Belone latimanus in Buzzard’s Bay, Massachusetts. 

The voices of Crustaceans. 

A revision of the American species of the genus Brevoortia, with a de- 

scription of a new species from the Gulf of Mexico. 

The occurrence of Hippocampus antiquorum, or an allied form, on St. 

George’s Banks. 
The occurrence of the Canada porcupine in West Virginia. 

On two fishes from the Bermudas mistakenly described as new by Dr. 

Giinther. 

Goopr, G. B.; Bean, T. H. The Craig flounder of Europe, Glyptocephalus 

cynoglossus, on the coast of North America. 

The Oceanic Bonito on the coast of the United States. 

Description of Caulolatilus microps, a new species of fish from the Gulf 

coast of Florida. 

On a new serranoid fish, Epinephelus Drummond-Hayi, from the Bermudas 

and Florida. 

Descriptions of two new species of fishes, Lutjanus Blackfordii and 

Lutjanus stearnsti, from the Coast of Florida. 

A note upon the Black Grouper (Epinephelus nigritus (Holbrook) Gill) 

of the Southern coast. 

Descriptions of two gadoid fishes, Phycis Chesteri and Haloporphyrus 

viola, from the deep-sea fauna of the Northwestern Atlantic. 

Description of Argentina syrtensium, a new deep-sea fish from Sable 

Island Bank. 

The identity of Rhinonemus caudacuta, (Storer) Gill with Gadus cimbrius 

Linn. 

Note on Platessa ferruginea D. H. Storer, and Platessa rostrata H. BR. 

Storer. 
On the identity of Brosmius bresme americanus Gill, with Brosmius 

brosme (Miiller) White. 

Jackson, J. B.S. Arsenic acid for protecting anatomical preparations 

from insects. : 

JEFFERSON, J. P. On the mortality of fishes in the Gulf of Mexico in 

1878. 
JEFFERSON, J. P.; Porrer, J. Y.; Moore, T. On the destruction of fish 

in the vicinity of the Tortugas during the months of September 

and October, 1878. 

Jorpan, D. S. Notes on a collection of fishes from Clackamas River, 

Oregon. 
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JORDAN, D. 8.; GILBERT, C. H. Notes on the fishes of Beaufort Harbor, 

North Carolina. 
LAWRENCE, G. N. Catalogue of the birds of Dominica, from collections 

made for the Smithsonian Institution, by Frederick A. Ober, to- 

gether with his notes and observations. 

Catalogue of the birds of St. Vincent, from collections made by Fred. 

A. Ober, under the directions of the Smithsonian Institution, with 

his notes thereon. 
Catalogue of the birds of Antigua and Barbuda, from collections made 

for the Smithsonian Institution, by Fred. A. Ober, with his ob- 

servations. 
Catalogue of the birds of Grenada, from a collection made by Fred. A. 

Ober for the Smithsonian Institution, including others seen by 

him, but not obtained. 

Gawieene of the birds collected in Martinique, = Fred. A. Ober for 

the Smithsonian Institution. 

Catalogue of a collection of birds obtained in Guadeloupe for the 

Smithsonian Institution, by Fred. A. Ober. 

A general catalogue of the birds noted from the islands of the Lesser 

Antilles visited by Fred. A. Ober; with a table showing their dis- 

tribution, and those found in the United States. 

Lupron, N.T. Onthe breeding habits of the sea-catfish (Ariopsis milberti?) 

MERRILL, J. C. Notes on the ornithology of southern Texas, being a list 

of birds observed in the vicinity of Fort Brown, Tex., from Feb- 

ruary, 1876, to June, 1878. 

Pory, F. Notes on the American species of the genus Cybium. 

Pratt, R. H. Catalogue of casts taken by Clark Mills of the heads of 

sixty-four Indian prisoners of various western tribes, and held at 

Fort Marion, Saint Augustine, Fla., in charge of R. H. Pratt. 

Ripeway, R. On anew humming bird (Atthis Ellioti) from Guatemala. 

A review of the American species of the genus Scops, Savigny. 

Descriptions of several new species and geographical races of birds ; 

contained in the collection of the United States National Museum: 

Description of two new species of birds from Costa Rica, and notes on . 
other rare species from that country. ; 

Descriptions of new species and races of American birds, including a | 

synopsis of the genus Tyrannus, Cuvier. 

Srrarns, 8. A note on the Gulf menhaden, Brevoortie patronus, Goode. 

STEINDACHNER, F'. Note on Perca flavescens. 

WitmoT, S. Notes on the western gizzard shad, Dorosoma cepedianwm 

heterurum (Raf.) Jordan. 

333. Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum for 1879. Vol. 11. 1881. 
Svo., pp. 503, 2 wood-cuts, 7 plates. (M. C., X1x.) 

CONTENTS. 

BEAN, T. H. A list of European fishes in the collection of the U. S. 

National Museum. 
On the species of Astroscopus of the Eastern United States. 
On the occurrence of Hippoglossus vulgaris, Flem., at Unalashka and 

St. Michael's, Alaska. 
Description of an apparently new species of Gasterosteus (G. athinsti) 

from the Schoodic Lakes, Maine. 

Description of a new fish from Alaska (Anarrhichas lepturws), with 

notes upon other species of the genus Anarrhichas. 

Notes on collection of fishes from eastern Georgia. 
‘ 
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Bean, T. H.—Continned. 

= Heras of anew species of Amiurus (2 4. ponderosus) from the Mis- 

sissippi River. 

Description of two species of fishes collected by Prof. A. Dugés in 

Central Mexico. 

Descriptions of some genera and species of Alaskan fishes. 

See also under Goode and Bean. 

Brewer, T. M. Notes on the nests and eggs of the eight North American 

species of empidonaces. 

CooreER, J. G. On the migrations and nesting habits of west coast birds. 

Cours, E. Fourth installment of ornithological bibliography, being a list 

of faunal publications relating to British birds. 

GArkr, H. On the birds of Heligoland. 

Gooprk, G. B. A study of the trunk fishes (Ostraciontide), with notes 

upon the American species of the family. 

A preliminary catalogue of the fishes of the St. John’s River and the 

east coast of Florida, with descriptions of a new genus and three 
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lina, and a note on the occurrence of Phycis regius in North Carolina. 

Cheek-list of duplicates of North American fishes distributed by the Smith- 

sonian Institution in behalf of the U. S. National Museum, 1877-’80. 
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Cartig£, §. T. On the genitalia of male eels and their sexual characters. 

Enpuicnu, F. M. List of species and varieties of minerals in the National 

Museum of the United States in 1879. 

GARMAN, S. Synopsis and descriptions of the American Ihinobatide. 

Gitt, T. On the identity of the genus Leurynnis Lockington, with Lyco- 

dopsis Collett. 

GoopeE, G. B. Descriptions of seven new species of fishes from deep sound- 

ings on the southern New England coast, with diagnoses of two unde- 

scribed genera of flounders and a genus related to Merlucius. 

Fishes from the deep waters on the south coast of New England obtained by 
the U. 8. Fish Commission in the summer of 1880. 

The frigate mackerel (Auxis Rochei) on the New England coast. 

Notacanthus phasganorus, a new species of Notacanthide from the Grand 

Banks of Newfoundland. 

Hay, O. P. Ona collection of fishes from eastern Mississippi. 

HEILPRIN, A. On some new species of eocene mollusca from the Southern 

United States. 

JORDAN, D.S. Notes on a collection of fishes from east Florida, obtained 

by J. A. Henshall. 

Notes on a collection of fishes from St. John’s River, Florida, obtained 

by A. H. Curtiss. 

Note on a forgotten paper of Dr. Ayres, and its bearing on the no- 

menclature of the cyprinoid fishes of the San Francisco markets. 

Note on ‘‘ Sema” and ‘‘ Dacentrus.” 

Description of a new species of Caranx (Caranx Beani), from Beaufort, 

Noe: 

JORDAN, D. S.; Gitpert, C. H. Notes on a collection of fishes from San 

Diego, Cal. 

Description of new flounder (Xystreurys liolepis), from Santa Catalina 

Island, California. 

Description of a new ray (Platyrhina triseriata), from the coast of 

California, 

Description of a new species of ‘rock cod” (Sebastichthys serriceps), 

from the coast of California. 

On the occurrence of Cephaloscyllium laticeps (Duméril) Gill on the 

coast of California. 

On the oi] shark of southern California (Galeorhinus galeus). 

Description of a new flounder (Plcuronichthys verticalis), from the coast 
of California, with notes on other species. 

Notes on sharks from the coast of California. 

On the generic relations of Platyrhina exasperata. 

Description of a new species of Sebastichthys (Sebastichthys miniatus), 

from Monterey Bay, California. 

Description of a new species of “rock fish” (Sebastichthys carnatus), 

from the coast of California. 

Description of a new species of ray (Raia stellulata), from Monterey, 

California. 
Description of anew species ef Xiphister and Apodichthys, from Mon- 

terey, Cal. 
Description of two new species of Sebastichthys (Sebastichthys entomelas 

and Sebastichthys rhodochloris), from Monterey Bay, California. 

Description of a new agonoid fish (Brachiepsis xyosternus), from Mon- 

terey Bay, California. 

Description of a new flounder (Hippoglossoides exilis), from the coast 

of California, Mh 
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JORDAN, D. S.; GILBERT, C. H.—Continued. 

Description of anew species of ray (Raia rhina) from the coast of © 

California. 
Description of two new species of fishes (Ascelicthys rhodorus and 

Scytalina cerdale), from Neah Bay, Washington Territory. 

Description of two new species of scopeloid fishes (Sudis ringens and 

Myctophum erenulare), from Santa Barbara Channel, California. 

Description of two new species of flounders (Parophrys ischyurus and 

Hippoglossoides elassodon), from Puget Sound. 

Description of seven new species of sebastoid fishes, from the coast of 

California 

Description of a new embiotocoid ( Abeona aurora), from Monterey, Cal., 
with notes on a related species. k 

Description of a new flounder ( Platysomatich thys stomias), from the coast ‘ 
of California. 

Description of a new embiotocoid fish (Cymatogaster rosaceus), from the . 
coast of California. y 

Description of a new species of deep-water fish (Icichthys Lockingtoni), 
from the coast of California. 

Description of anew embiotocoid fish (Ditrema atripes), from the coast _ 

of California. 

Description of a new scorpenoid fish (Sebastichthys maliger), from the 

coast of California. 

Description of anew scorpnoid fish (Sebastichthys proriger), from Mon- ~ 
terey Bay, California. | 

Description of a new agonoid (Agonus vulsus), from the coast of Cali- 

fornia. 

Description of a new species of Hemirhamphus (Hemirhamphus Rose), — 

from the coast of California. 

Description of a new species or notidanoid shark (Hexanchus corinus), 
from the Pacific coast of the United States. 

Description of a new species of Nemichthys (Nemichthys avocetta), from 

Puget Sound. 

Description of a new species of Paralepis (Paralepis coruscans), from 

the Straits of Juan de Fuca. 

List of the fishes of the Pacific coast of the United States, with a table 
showing the distribution of the species. 

On the generic relations of Belone exilis (Girard). 

Notes on a collection of fishes from Utah Lake. 

- Description of a new species of rockfish (Sebastichthys chrysomelas), from 

the coast of California. 

‘LAWRENCE, G. N. Description of a new species of bird of the family 
Turdide, from the island of Dominica, West Indies. 

Description of a new’ species of parrot of the genus Chrysotis, from the 

island of Dominica. ; 

Description of a new species of Icterus, from the West Indies. 

Lockineron, W. N. Remarks on the species of the genus Chirus, found in 

San Francisco market, including one hitherto undescribed. 

Description of a new fish from Alaska (Uranidea microstoma). 

Description of a new species of Agonide (Brachyopsis verrucosus), from 

the coast of California. 

Description of a new genus and some new species of California fishes 
(Icosteus wenigmaticus and Osmerus attenuatus). 

Description of a new chiroid fish (Myriolepis zonifer). from Monterey 
Bay, California, 

ie 
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LockinGron, W. N.—Coutinued. 
Description of a new sparoid fish (Sparus brachysomus), from Lower 

California. 

Note on a new flat fish (Lepidopsetta isolepis), found in the markets of 

San Francisco. 

| Description of a new species of Prionotus (Prionotus stephanophrys), 

from the coast of California. 

} RaTHBUN, R. The littoral marine fauna of Provincetown, Cape Cod, Massa- 

| chusetts. 

Ripeway, R. Revisions of nomenclature of certain North American birds. 

A catalogue of the birds of North America. 
Catalogue of Trochilide in the collection of the U.S. National Museum. 

Ryper, J. A. On Camaraphysema, a new type of sponge. 

List of the North American species of myriapods belonging to the 

: family of the Lysiopetalidw, with a description of a blind form from 

Luray Cave, Virginia. 

| : SmiTH, R. On the occurrence of a species of Cremnobates at San Diego, 

Cal: 

Smiru, S. I. Preliminary notice of the Crustacea dredged in 64 to 325 

fathoms off the south coast of New England by the U.S. Fish Commis- 

sion in 1880. 

Swan, J. G. The surf smelt of the northwest coast, and the method of 

taking them by the Quillehute Indians, west coast of Washington 

Territory. 

The eulachon or candle fish of the northwest coast. 

VERRILL, A. E. Notice of recent additions to the marine invertebrata of 

the northeastern coast of America, with descriptions of new genera 

and species, and critical remarks on others. 

Part u.—Mollusca, with notes on Annelida, Echinodermata, ete., col- 

lected by the U.S. Fish Commission. : 

Part 111.--Catalogue of mollusca recently added to the fauna of south- 

ern New England. 

Wuiter, C. A. Note on the occurrence of Productus giganteus in California. 

| Note on Acrothele. 

Description of a new cretaceous Pinna from New Mexico. 

Note on the occurrence of Stricklandia salteri and S. davidsoni in Georgia. 

Description of a very large fossil gasteropod, from the State of Puebla, 

Mexico. 

Descriptions of new invertebrate fossils, from the mesozoic and ceno- 

? zoic rocks of Arkansas, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah. 

426. A Synopsis of the Scientific Writings of Sir William Herschel. 
_ By Epwarp 8. HOLDEN and CHARLES S. HASTINGS. 1881. 

8vo., pp. 118. 

427. Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1879 and 1880. Astronomy. 

By EDWARD 8S. HOLDEN. 1881. 8vo., pp. 39. 

- 428. Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1879 and 1880. Geology 

. and Mineralogy. By GEoRGE W. HAWES. 1881. 8vo., pp. 30. 

429. Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1579 and 1880. Physics 

and Chemistry. By GrorGE F. BARKER. 1881. 8vo., pp. 69. 

Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1879 and 18380. Botany 

By Wm. G. Farrow. 1881. S8vo., pp. 19. 
430. 
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. Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1879 and 1880. Zoology. 
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By THEODORE GILL. 1881. 8vo., pp..62. 

. Record of Recent Progress in Science, 1880. Anthropology. By 

CTis T. MASON. 1881. 8vo., pp. 51. 

. Report of a visit to the Luray Cavern, in Page County, Va., under 

the auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, July 13 and 14, 

1880. 1881. S8vo., pp. 12, 6 wood-euts. 

Report of the National Museum Building Commission and of the 

Architects for 1880. 1881. 8vo., pp. 12. 

Discussion of the Barometric Observations of E. S. Snell. By F. 

H. Loup. 1881. 8vo, pp. 23, 7 wood-cuts. 

List of Periodicals received by the Smithsonian Institution. 

1831. $vo., pp. 9. 

Check-list of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution to Decem- 
ber, 1881. 1881. §8vo., pp. 22. 

Reports of Astronomical Observatories for 1880. By E. S. HOLDEN 

and GEORGE H. BOEHMER. 1881. §8vo., pp. 128. 

Warming and Ventilating Occupied Buildings. By ARTHUR 

Morin. Translated for the Smithsonian Institution by Clarence 

B. Young. 1882. 8vo., pp. 92, 32 wood-cuts. 

Articles on Anthropological Subjects contributed to the Annual 
Reports of the Smithsonian Institution from 1863 to 1877. By 
CHARLES RAv. 1882. 8vo., pp. 180, 53 wood-euts. 

CONTENTS. 

Rau, C., Preface by. (February, 1882.) 

BAEGERT, J. Account of the aboriginal inhabitants of the Californian 

peninsula. Translated and arranged for the Smithsonian by Charles 

Rau. From Smithsonian Report for 1863-64. No. 361. 

Agricultural implements of the North American stone period. From Re- 

port for 1863. 

Artificial shell deposits in New Jersey. From Report for 1864. No. 362. 

Indian pottery. From Report for 1866. No. 368. 

Drilling in stone without metal. From Report for 1868. No. 372. 

Deposit of agricultural flint implements in southern Ilinois. From Report 

for 1868. No. 370. 
Memoir of C. F. P. Von Martius. From Report for 1869. No. 261.° 

Ancient aboriginal trade in North America. From Report for 1872. No. 

385. 

North American stone implements. From Report for 1872. No. 382. 

Romer, F. F. Prehistoric antiquities of Hungary. Translated by Charles 

Rau. From Report for 1876. No. 392. 

Stock in trade of an aboriginal lapidary. From Report for 1877. No. 402. 
Observations on a gold ornament from a mound in Florida. From Report 

for 1877. No. 403. 

441 TheConstants of Nature. Party. A Recaleulation of the Atomic 

Weights. By FRANK WIGGLESWORTH CLARKE. 1882. 8vo., 

pp. 293. 
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442. Anuvual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti 

tution, for the year 1880. Forty-sixth Congress, third session, 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 31. 1881. 8vo., pp. 782, 13 wood-cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

BairpD, 8. I. Secretary’s report of operations. 

List of periodicals received by the Institution. 

Rules for the examination of specimens submitted to the Institution. 

TAYLOR, F. W. Report of the chemist. 

Additions to the collections of the National Museum. 

Additions to Museum by the Berlin International Fisheries Exhibition. 

STEVENSON, J. Report of explorations in New Mexico and Arizona. 

Receipts and distribution of specimens. 

GoopE, G. B. The first decade of the U. S. Fish Commission. 

Report of the Executive Committee on the Henry Statue. 

Report of the Executive Committee for 1880. 

BoaRD OF REGENTS, Proceedings of. 

Report of the National Museum Building Commission for 1880. 
Report of the Superintending Architects of the Museum Building. 

RECORD OF RECENT SCIENTIFIC PROGRESS * 

Barirp, 8. F. Introduction. 

HO.LpEN, E. 8. Astronomy. 

Hawes, G. W. Geology. 

BARKER, G. F. Physics. 

BaRKER, G. F. Chemistry. 

Hawes, G. W. Mineralogy. 

FaRLow, W.G. Botany. 

GiLL, T. Zoology. 

Mason, O. T. Anthropology. 

Mason, O. T. Bibliography of anthropology. 

Mason, O. T. Abstracts of anthropological correspondence. 

Mason, O. T. Report on Luray Cavern. 

Loup, F. H. Discussion of Professor Snell’s barometric observations. 

HEnky, J. Investigation of illuminating materials. 

HoupeEn, E. S.; Hastryes, C. 8. Synopsis of the scientific writings of 

William Herschel. 

HOLpDEN, E. S.; Baumer, G. H. Reports of astronomical observatories. 

443, Results of Meteorological Observations made at Providence, R. L., 

extending over a period of forty-five years, from December, 1831, 

to December, 1876. By ALEXIS CASWELL. 1882. 4to., pp. 40. 

444. Guide to the Flora of Washington and Vicinity. By LESTER F. 

WARD. 1881. 8vo., pp. 265. Onemap. (Bulletin of the National 

Museum, No. 22.) 

445. Plan of Organization and Regulations of the U. S. National Mu- 

seum. By G. BRowN GoopE. 1582. 8vo., pp. 58. Two 

wood-cuts. (Circular of U. 8S. National Museum, No. 1.) 

446. Circular addressed to Friends of the Museum. By SPENCER F. 

BAIRD. 1882. 8vo., pp.2. (Circular of U.S. National Museum 

No. 2.) 
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451. 

452. 

453. 
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457. 

458. 

459. 

460. 
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Circular in reference to Petroleum Collections. By SprEncER F. 

BAIRD. 1882. 8vo., pp.4. (Cireular of U. 8. National Museum 
No.3.) 

Circular concerning the Department of Insects. By SPENCER F. 

Baird. 1882. Svo.,pp.2. (Circular of U. 8. National Museum, 

No. 4.) : 

Establishment and ( flicers of the Smithsonian Institution and Na- 

tional Museum, January 1, 1882. 1882. 8vo.,pp. 2. (Cireular . 
of U. S. National Musewm, No. 5.) 

q 
Classification and arrangement of the Materia Medica Collection. 

sy JAMES M. FLINT. 1882. 8vo., pp. 2. (Cireular of U. BS. 

National Museum, No. 6.) | 

A Classification of the Forms in which Drugs and Medicines appear, 

and are administered. By JAMES M. FLInT. 1882. 8vo., pp. 

8. (Circular of U. 8. National Museum, No. 7.) 

Memoranda for Collectors of Drugs for the Materia Medica Section 

of the National Museum. By JAMES M. FLINT. 1882. 8vo., 
pp. 2. (Circular of U. 8S. National Museum, No. 8.) 

Circular in reference to the Building-Stone Collection. By SPENCER | 

F. Barrp. 1882. 8vo., pp.6. (Circular of U. S. National Mu- 4 

seum, No.9.) : 

Two letters on the work of the National Museum. By BARNET 

PHILLIPS. 1882. 8vo., pp. 10. (Circular of U. S. National 
Museum, No. 10.) 

A Provisional Classification of the Food Collections. By G. BRowN 

GOODE. 1882. 8vo., pp. 18. (Circular of U. 8S. National Mu- 

seum, No. 11.) 

Classification of the Collections of the U.S. National Museum to 
illustrate the Art of Taxidermy. By W.T. HORNADAY. 1882. 

8vo., pp. 2. (Circular of U.S. National Museum, No. 12.) 

Outline of a Scheme of Classification for the Collections in the U. 

S. National Museum. By G. BROWN GOODE. 1882. 8vo., pp. 

4. (Circular of U. 8S. National Museum, No. 13.) | 

Circular requesting material for the Library of the U.S. National 

Museum. By SPENCER. F. BAIRD. 1882. 8vo., pp. 4. (Cireu. 

lar of U. S. National Museum No. 14.) 

The Organization and Objects of the U. S. National Museum. By 

G. BRowN GooDE. 1882. 8vo., pp.4. (Circular of U. S. Na- 

tional Museum No. 15.) ; 

Directions for Collecting and Preserving Plants. By LESTER F. 

WARD. 1882. S8vo., pp. 32. 

Check-List. Flora of Washington and Vicinity. By LESTER F. 

WARD. 1882. 8vo., pp. 62. : 
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Catalogue of Old World Birds in the U.S. National Museum. By 
ROBERT RIDGWAY. 1882. 8vo., pp. 20. 

Bibliography ofthe Fishes of the Pacific Coast of the United States, 

to the end of 1879. By THEODORE GILL. 1882. 8vo., pp. 77. 

(M. C., xxi.) (Bulletin of National Museum No. 11.) 

Directions for Collecting and Preserving Fish. By TARLETON H. 

BEAN. 1881. 8vo., pp. 6. 

List of Marine Invertebrates, mainly from the New England Coast, 

distributed by the U. S. National Museum. Series 11. By 

RICHARD RATHBUN. 1881. S8vo., pp. 6. 

Directory of Officers, Collaborators, Employés, ete., of the Smith- 

sonian Institution, National Museum, Geological Survey, Bureau 

of Ethnology, and Fish Commission. 1582. 8vo., pp. 8. 

Proceedings of the U.S. National Museum for 1881. Vol. rv. 1882. 

Svo., pp. 600, 13 cuts, 2 plates. (M. C., Xx1I.) 

CONTENTS. 
. 

Barrp, 8. F. Notes on certain aboriginal shell mounds on the coast of 

New Brunswick and of New England. ° 

Bean, T. H. Descriptions of new species of fishes (Uranidea marginata, 

Potamocottus Bendiei) and of Myctophum crenulare J. and G. 

Notes on some fishes from Hudson’s Bay. 

Descriptions of new fishes from Alaska and Siberia. 

Directions for collecting and preserving fish. 

A preliminary catalogue of the fishes of Alaskan and adjacent waters. 

A partial bibliography of the fishes of the Pacific coast of the United 

States and of Alaska, for the year 1680. 

Notes on a collection of fishes made by Capt. Henry E. Nichols, U.S. 

Navy, in British Columbia and Southern Alaska, with descriptions 

of new species and a new genus ( Delolepis). 

See also under Goode and Bean. 

BENDIRE, C. Notes on Salmonida of the upper Columbia. 

Boyp, C. H. Remains of the walrus (?) in Maine. 

CaRLin, W. E. Observations of Siredon lichenoides. 

Dat, W. H. On the genera of chitons. 

On certain limpets and chitons from the deep waters oif the eastern 

coast of the United States. 
ENDLICH, F. M. An analysis of water destructive to fish in the Gulf of 

Mexico. 

Fariow, W.G. Report on the contents of two bottles of water from the 

Gulf of Mexico, forwarded by the Smithsonian Institution. 

GILBERT, C. H. See under Jordan and Gilbert. 

Git, T. Note on the Latiloid genera. 

GLAzIER, W. C. W. On the destruction of fish by polluted waters in the 

Gulf of Mexico. ‘ 
Goopr, G. B. The Taxonomic relations and geographical distribution of 

the members of the swordfish family (Xiphiide). ; 

Goopr, G. B.; BEAN, T. H. Description of a new species of fish, Apogon 

pandionis, from the deep water off the mouth of Chesapeake Bay. 

Benthodesmus, a new genus of deep-sea fishes, allied to Lepidopus. 
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Hawes, G. W. On the mineralogical composition of the normal mesozoic 
diabase upon the Atlantic border, 

On the determination of feldspar in thin sections of rocks. 

INGERSOLL, E. On the fish mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. 

JAPANESE LEGATION, Washington. Catalogue of a collection of Japanese 

cotton fiber presented to the U. 8S. National Museum by the Govern- 

ment of Japan, together with the amount of the annual crop of Japan 

and the price of cotton. 

JOHNSON, S. H. Notes on the mortality among fishes of the Gulf of 

Mexico. 

JORDAN, D.S.; Jouy, P. L. Check-list of duplicates of fishes from the 

Pacific coast of North America, distributed by the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution in behalf of the U. 8. National Museum, 1881. 

JORDAN, D. S.; GILBERT, C.H. Notes on the fishes of the Pacific coast of 

the United States. 

Description of Sebastichthys mystinus. 

Description of a new species of Ptychochilus (Ptychochilus Harfordi) 

from Sacramento River. 

Note on Raia inornata. 

Notes on a collection of fishes, made by Lieut. Henry E. Nichols, U.S. 

Navy, on the west coast of Mexico, with descriptions of new 

species. 
List of fishes collected by Lieut. Henry E. Nichols, U. S. Navy, in the 

Gulf of California and on the west coast of Lower California, with 

descriptions of four new species. 

Descriptions of thirty-three new species of fishes from Mazatlan, 

Mexico. A 

Description of a new species of Pomadasys from Mazatlan, with a key 

to the species known to inhabit the Pacific coasts of tropical 

America. 

Description of a new species of Xenichthys (Xenichthys xenurus) from 

the west coast of Central America. 
Descriptions of five new species of fishes from Mazatlan, Mexico. 

Jouy, P. L. Description of a new species of Squalius (Squalius aliciv) from 

Utah Lake. 

LAWRENCE, G. N. Description of a new sub-species of Lovrigilla from the 

island of St. Christopher, West Indies. 

Locki1neton, W. N. Description of a new genus and species of Cottide. 

LuGGER, O. The occurrence of the Canada porcupine in Maryland. 

McKay, C. L: A review of the genera and species of the family Centrarch- 

ide, with a description of one new species. 

Moors, M. A. Fish mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. 

Pirz, A. Methods of, making and preserving plaster casts. 

PLATEAU, F. The rapid preparation of large myological specimens. 

Porter, J. Y. On the destruction of fish by poisonous water in the Gulf 

of Mexico. 

RATHBUN, R. List of marine invertebrates, mainly from the New England 
coast, distributed by the U.S. National Museum. (Series 11.) 

List of marine invertebrates from the New England coast, distributed 
by the U. S. National Museum. (Series 111.) 

Rav, C. List of anthropological publications by. 

Ripaway, R. On a duck new to the North American fauna. 

On Amazilia Yucatanensis, Cabot, and A. cerviniventris, Gould. 

A review of the genus Centurus, Swainson. 
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Ripeway, R.—Continued. 

List of species of Middle and South American birds not contained in 
the U.S. National Museum. 

List of special desiderata among North American birds. 

Catalogue of Old World birds in the U.S. National Museum. 

Notes on some Costa Rican birds. 

Description of a new fly-catcher, and a supposed new petrel, from the 

Sandwich Islands. 

Description of a new ow! from Porto Rico. 

Descriptions of two new thrashes from the United States. 

On two recent additions to the North American bird fauna, by L. 

3 Belding. 
1 RypeER, J. A. On Semper’s method of making dry preparations. 

7 SHUFELDT, R.W. Remarks upon the osteology of Opheosaurus ventralis. 

SmirH, R. Description of a new Gobioid fish (Othonops eos), from San 

‘ Diego, Cal. 
Description of a new species of Gobiesox (Gobiesox rhessodon), from 

San Diego, Cal. 
Smitu, S.B. On the Chinook names of the salmon in the Columbia River. 

STEJNEGER, L. Description of two new races of Myadestes obscurus, Lafr. 

TRANSLATION. Metallic castings of delicate natural objects. 

Trug, F. W. Onthe North American land tortoises of the genus Xerobates. 

On the rare rodent Cricetodipus parvus (Baird) Coues. 

A Warp, L. F. Catalogue of a collection of Japanese woods presented to 

| the U. 8S. National Museum by the University of Tokio, Japan. 

Wuitr, C. A. On certain cretaceous fossils from Arkansas and Colorado. 

ANONYMOUS. The comparative action of dry heat and sulphurous acid 

upon putrefactive bacteria. 

APPENDIX—Circulars of the U. S. National Museum : 

. Plan of organization and regulations of the Museum. 

. Circular addressed to the friends of the Museum. 

. Circular in xeference to petroleum collections» 

. Circular concerning the department of insects. 

. Establishment and officers of the Smithsonian Institution and Museum. 

. Classification and arrangement of the materia medica collection. 

A classification of the forms in which drugs and medicines appear and are administered. 

. Memoranda of collectors of drugs for the materia medica section of the Nationa] Museum. 

. Circular in reference to the building-stone collection. 

. Two letters on the work of the National Museum. 

. A provisional classification of the food collections. 

. Classification ot the collections to illustrate the art of taxidermy. 

. Outline of a scheme of Museum classification. 

. Circular requesting material for the library of the Museum. 

. The organization and objects of the National Museum. 

No. 16. Plans for the installation of collections. 

No. 17. Contributions and their acknowledgment. 

No. 18. List of publications of the United States National Museum. 
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468. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xxi. 1882. 8vo., 

pp. 1200, cuts 18, plates 4. 

CONTENTS. 

Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum. Vol. 11. 1880. No, 425. 

Proceedings of the U. 8. National Museum, Vol. tv. 1881. No. 467. 

469. List of Foreign Correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution. 

Corrected to January, 1882. 1882. 8vo., pp. 174. 
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470. Nomenclator. Zoologicus. An Alphabetical List of all Generie 

Names that have been employed by Naturalists for Recent and 

Fossil Animals from the earliest times to the close of the year 

1879. Intwo parts. List of Generic Names employed in Zoology 

and Paleontology to the close of the year 1879, chiefly supple- 

mental to those catalogued by Agassiz and Marschall, or in- 
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472. Plans for the Installation of Collections in the U. S. National Mu- 
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folded map. 
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(M. C., XXVI.) 
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492. Synopsis of the Fishes of North America. By DAvip 8. JORDAN 

and CHARLES H. GILBERT. 1882. 8vo., pp. 1018. (Bulletin of 
the National Museum, No. 16.) (M. C., Xxtv.) 

493. Check-List of North American Reptilia and Batrachia, with Cata- 

logue of Specimens in U.S. National Museum. By H.C. YaAr- 

row, M. D., Honorary Curator, Department of Reptiles. 1883. 

8vo., pp. 255. (Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 24.) 

494. List of Marine Invertebrata from the New England Coast. Dis- 

tributed by the U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries. Se- 

ries I. By A. E. VERRILL and RICHARD RATHBUN. 1879. 

8vo., pp. 6. (Proceedings of the National Museum, 1879.) 
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J. MATTHEW JONES and GEORGE BROWN GOODE. 
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second Meeting, June 11,1881. Published by the co-operation 

of the Smithsonian Institution. 1881. 8vo., pp. 189, 1 folded 

map and 16 cuts, (M.C., xxv.) 
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Addresses read on the occasion of the Darwin Memorial Meeting, 
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500. Avifauna Columbiana: Being a List of Birds ascertained to in- 

habit the District of Columbia, with the times of Arrival and 
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re-written. By ELLIoTT CovES and D. WEBSTER PRENTISS. 

8vo., pp. 133, 2 plates, 100 wood-cuts in text, and 4 maps. (Bulle- 

tin of the National Museum, No. 26.) 
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with the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution. Vol. 1, 
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502. Abstract of Transactions of the Mativopeletcal Society of Wash- 
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515. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the year 1881. Forty-seventh Congress, first session ; 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 109. 1883. 8vo., pp. 855, 82 cuts. 
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Hawes, GrorGe W.,Ph. D. On a Phosphatie Sandstone from Hawthorne, 

in Florida. 
HEGEWALD, Lieut. J. T. C., U.S. Army. (See under Swaine and Hege- 

wald. ) 

Inman, S. M. Catalogue of a Collection of samples of Raw Cotton, pre- 

sented to the U. S. National Museum by the International Cotton 

Exposition, Atlanta, Ga. 1881. 
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JORDAN, Davip S., and GILBERT, CHaries H. Description of Four New 

species of Sharks from Mazatlan, Mexico. 

Description of a New Shark (Carcharias lamiella) from San Diego, Cal. 

Description of a New Cyprinodant (Zygonectes inururs) from southern 

Llinois. f 

Description of a New Species of Uranidea ( Uranidea pollicaris) from | | 
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Notes on Vishes observed about Pensacola, Florida, and Galveston, 

Texas, with Description of New Species. 

Description of a New Species of Conodon (Conodon serrifer) from -Boca- 

Soledad, Lower California. 

Catalogue of the Fishes collected by Mr. John Xantus at Cape San 

Lucas, which are nowin the U. 8S. National Museum, with Descrip 

tions of eight New Species. 

List of Fishes collected by John Xantus at Colima, Mexico. 

List of Fishes collected by Capt. John M. Dow, now in the U. 8. Na- 

tional Museum. ; 

List of a Collection of Fishes made by Mr. L. Belding near Cape San 

Lucas, Lower California. 

List of Fishes collected at Panama by Rev. Mr. Rowell, now preserved 

in the U. 8S. National Museum. 

Descriptions of two New Species of Fishes (Sebastichthys wmbrosus and 

Citharichthys stigmeus) collected at Santa Barbara, Cal., by Andrea 
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Description of a New Species of Goby (Gobiosoma ios) from Vancouver's 
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Description of a New Species of Artedius (Artedius fenestralis) from Puget 
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Description of a New Species of Urolophus (Urolophus asterias) from Ma 
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Notes on a Collection of Fishes from Charleston, 8. C., with Deserip- 

tions of three New Species. 

List of Fishes now in the Museum of Yale College, collected by Prof. 

Frank H. Bradley at Panama, with Descriptions of three New 

Species. 

Description of two New Species of Fishes (Myrophis vafer and Chloro- 

scombrus orqueta) from Panama. 

Description of a New Eel (Sidera castanea) from Mazatlan, Mexico. 

On the Nomenclature of the Genus Ophichthys. 

Kas, GEORGE B. (See under Swain and Kalb.) 

LESQUEREUX, L. Contribution to the Miocene Flora of Alaska. 
MERRILL, GEORGE P. Note on a Potsdam Sandstone or Conglomerate from 

Berks County, Pa. 

Newberry, J. S. Brief Descriptions of Fossil Plants, chiefly Tertiary, 

from Western North America. 

NuTrine, C. C. Ona Collection of Birds from the Hacienda ‘‘ La Palma,” 

Gulf of Nicoya, Costa Riea, with Critical Notes by Robert Ridg- 

way. : 

Ripeway, Roserr. Description of several New Races of American Birds. 

On the Genera Hlarporhynchus, Cabanis, and Methrioptervs, Reichenbach, 

with a Description of a New Genus of Mimine. 
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' RipGway, Ropert—Continued, 

_ Notes on the Native Trees of the Lower Wabash and White River Val- 

leys, in Illinois and Indiana. ; 

Critical Remarks on the Tree Creepers (Certhia) of Europe and North 
America. 

Descriptions of some New North American Birds. 

(Editor). On a collection of birds from the Hacienda “ La Palma,” 

Gulf of Nicoya, Costa Riea, with Critical Me ee Robert Ridgway. 

By C. C. Nutting. 

Catalogue of a Collection of Birds made in the Thisrios of Costa Rica 

by Mr. C. C. Nutting. 

Description of a New Warbler from the Island of Santa Lucia, West 

Indies. 

Description of a supposed New Plover from Chili. 

(Editor). Catalogue of a Collection of Birds made at various points 

along the Western Coast of Lower California, north of Cape St. 

Eugenio. By L. Belding. 

(Editor). Catalogue of a Collection of Birds made near the southern 

extremity of the Peninsula of Lower California. By L. Belding. 
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Description of a New Petrel from Alaska. 

RILEY, CHARLES V. Jumping Seeds and Galls. With one cut. 

RypeErR, J. A. Genera of the Scolopendrellide. 

SMITH, Rosa. Description of a New Species of Uranidea ( Uranidea rhothea) 

from Spokane River, Washington Territory. 

On the Life Coloration of the Young of Pomacentrus rubicundus. 

SmiTH, Rosa, and Swatn, JoserH. Notes on a Collection of Fishes from 

Johnson’s Island, including Descriptions of five New Species. 

STEJNEGER, LEONHARD. Synopsis of the West Indian Myadestes. With 

one plate (Plate ii). 

On some Generic and Specific Appellations of North American and Eu- 
ropean Birds. 

Outlines of a Monograph of the Cygnine. With 16 cuts. 

Remarks on the Systematic Arrangement of the American Turdide. 
With 35 euts. 

STONE, Livincsron. Does the Panther (Felis concolor) go into the Water 
to kill Fish? 

SrreEts, THomas H., M. D., U. S. Navy. A study of the Phronimide of the 

North Pacific Surveying Expedition. With one plate (Plate i.) 

Swaln, JosepH. A Review of the Syngnathine of the United States, with a 
Description of one New Species. 

(See, also, under Smith and Swain.) 

SWAIN, JOSEPH, AND KALB, GrorGE B. A Review of the Genus Noturus, 

with a Description of one New Species. 

SwaIne, Lirut. Cou. P. T., U. S. Army, anD HeGEWALD, Lieut. J. T. 

C., U.S. AkMy. Information concerning some Fossil Trees in the 
U. 8S. National Museum. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W. (translator). Observations on Four Mules in Milk. 

By Prof. Alfred Dugés. 

On a Cinnamon Bear from Pennsylvania. 

TURNER. LUCIEN M. On Lagopus mutus Leach and its Allies. 

VERRILL, A. E. Notice of Recent Additions to the Marine Invertebrata of 

the Northeastern Coast of America, with Descriptions of New Genera 

and Species, and Critical Remarks on others. Part IV: Additions 

to the Deep-water Mollusca taken off Martha’s Vineyard in 1880 

and 1881. 
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Wuitr, C. A. New Molluscan Forms from the Laramie and Green River ~ 

Groups, with Discussion of some Associated Forms heretofore un- 

known. With two plates (Plates iii and iv). 

The Molluscan Fauna of the Truckee EU ey including a New Form. 

With one plate (Plate v). 

Yarrow, H.C., M.D. Descriptions of New Species of Reptiles and Am- 

phibiane in the U. S. National Museum. 

519. Bulletins of the National Museum. Volume 11, Bulletins Nos. 

11-15. Department of the Interior. 1883. 8vo., pp.997. (M. 

C. Xx) 

520. Report of SPENCER F. BarrD, Secretary of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution, for the year 1882. 1883. Svo., pp. 58. 

521. Bulletins of the National Museum. Volume 1, Bulletin No. 16, 

Department of the Interior. 1883. 8vo., pp. 1333. 

522. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Volume Xxvill. 8vo., 

Pp ati. 

CONTENTS. 

Tables, Meteorological and Physical. By ARNOLD GuyorT. Fourth edition, 
revised and enlarged. Edited by Wi1xLL1AM LIBBEY, JR. 1884. &vo., 

pp. 773. No. 538. 

523. (In preparation.) 

524. Report of the Assistant Director of the U. S. National Museum, 

G. BRowN GOopkE, for the year 1832. (From the Smithsonian 
Report, 1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 148. 

525. An account of the Progress in Astronomy in the year 1882. By 

EDWARD S. HOLDEN. (From the Smithsonian heport for 1882.) 

1883. 8vo., pp. 50. 

526. An account of the Progress in Geolosy in the years 1881, 1882. 

By T. STERRY Hunt. (From the Smithsonian Renert for 

1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 24. 

527. An account of the Progress in Geography in the year 1882. By 

F. M. GREEN, U.S. Navy. (From the Smithsonian Report tor 

1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 20. 

An account of the Progress in Meteorology in the year 1882. By 

CLEVELAND ABBE. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1882.) 
1883. 8vo., pp. 99. 

529. An account of the Progress in Physics in the year 1882. By 
GEORGE IF. BARKER, University of Pennsylvania. (From the 

Smithsonian Report, 1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 52. 

530. An account of the Progress in Chemistry in the year 1882. By 

H. CARRINGTON Bouton. (From the Smithsonian Report for 
1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 23. 

531. An account of the eyanees in Mineralogy in the year 1882. By 

EDWARD 8S. Dana. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1882.) 

1883. Syvo., pp. 18. 

528 
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532. An account of the Progress in Botany in the year 1882. By 

WILLIAM G. FARLOW. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 15. 

533. An account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1882. By THEo- 

DORE GILL. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1882.) 1883. 
8vo., pp. 68. 

534. An account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1882. 

By Otis T. MAson. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1882.) 
1883. 8vo., pp. 41. 

535. Miscellaneous Papers relating to Anthropology. (From the 

Smithsonian Report for 1882.) 1883. 8vo., pp. 151, 46 cuts. 

536. List of Astronomical Observatories. By GEorGE H. BOEHMER. 

(From the Smithsonian Report for 1886.) 1836. 8vo., pp. 14. 

537. Archeological Map of the District of Columbia. By L. P. KEn- 

GLA. 1883. Folio, pp. 1. 

538. Tables, Meteorological and Physical. By ARNOLD GUYOT. 

Fourth edition, revised and enlarged. Hdited by WILLIAM 

LIBBEY, JR. 1884. 8vo., pp. 773. (M. C., XXVIII.) 

| 539. Classification of the Materia Medica Collection of the U. 8S. Na- 

| tional Museum, and Catalogue of Specimens. By JAMES M. 

| FuinT, Surgeon U.S. Navy, Curator of the Depariment of 

. Materia Medica. 1883. 8vo., pp. 46. (Proceedings U. S. Na- 

| tional Museum, 1883; Circular National Museum, No. 19.) 

| §40. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution for the year 1882. Forty-seventh Congress, second 

| session, House of Representatives, Mis. Doc. No. 26. 1884, 

| 8vo., pp. 875, 47 cuts. 
CONTENTS. 

| Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents. 
| Report of the Executive Committee for the year 1882. 

Barrp, 8. F. Secretary’s report of operations, 

The Smithsoniax Institution. 

| National Museum. 
Bureau of Ethnology. 

U.S. Geological Survey. 

U.S. Fish Commission. 

Appendix to the Report of the Seeretary. 

Acts and resolutions of Congress relative to the Smithsonian Institution 

and National Museum. 

Record of recent scientific progress: 

BatrpD, 8. F. Introduction. 

HOLDEN, E. 8S. Astronomy. 

Hunt, T. SterRyY. Geology. 
GREEN, F. M. Geography. 

ABBE, CLEVELAND. Meteorology, etc. 

BARKER, G. F. Physics. 

Bouton, H. CARRINGTON. Chemistry. 

Dana, EpwarD 8S. Mineralogy. 
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Record of recent scientitic progress—Continued, 
Fartow, W. G. Botany. 
GILL, THEODORE. Zoology. 

Mason, O. T. Anthropology. 

Papers relating to anthropology. 

FERNANDEZ, DoN LEON. The Guatuso Indians of Costa Rica. 

Bron, Dr. R. T. Ancient remains in White River Canon, Arizona. . 

VAN ALLEN, GEORGE C. Mounds in Henry County, Iowa. 

WILLIAMSON, JAMES M. Mounds in Carroll County, Ill. 

McApDams, WILLIAM, Jr. Mounds of the Mississippi Bottom, Illinois. 

HENDERSON, JOHN G. Aboriginal remains near Naples, Ill. 

HomsueEr, Dr. G. W. The Glidwell mound, Franklin County, Ind. 

HomMsHER, Dr. G. W. Remains on White Water River, Indiana. 

MacLean, J. P. Signal mounds of Butler County, Ohio. 

MacLean, J. P. Remains on Blennerhassett’s Island, Ohio River. 

- Nui, JAMES M. Aboriginal structures in Carroll County, ‘Tenn. 

KENT, BENJAMIN W. Mounds in Putnam County, Ga. 

LE Baron, J. FRANCIS. Prehistoric remains in Florida. 

Lr Baron, J. Francis. Gold, silver, and other ornaments found in 

Florida. 

Smions, Dr. M. H. Shell-heaps of Charlotte Harbor, Florida. 

Smira, J. P. Antiquities in Washington County, Md. 

Cuase, H. E. Shell-heaps near Provincetown, Mass. 

BRANSFORD, Dr. J. F. Report on Explorations in Central America 

in 1881. - 
Mason, O. T. (Editor). Abstracts from Anthropological Correspond- 

ence. 

541. Request for specimens of drugs and information concerning them. 

By S. F. BAtrpD. 1883. 8vo., p. 2. (Proceedings U. S. Na- 

tional Museum, 1883, Circular National Museum. No. 20.) 

542. Second Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the See- 

retary of the Smithsonian Institution, 1880-81. By J. W. 

POWELL, Director. 1883. Royal 8vo., pp. 515. 77 plates, 714 

cuts, 2 maps. 
CONTENTS. 

POWELL, J. W. Report of the Director of the Bureau. 

CUSHING, F. H. Zuni Fetiches. 

SMITH, ERMINNIE A. Myths of the Iroquois. : 

HENsHAW, H. W. Animal carvings from the mounds of the Mississippi 

Valley. 

MATTHEWS, W. Navajo silversmiths. 

Hoimers, W. H. Art in shell of the ancient Americans. 

STEVEMSON, J. Illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained from the 
Indians of New Mexico and Arizona in 1879. 

STEVENSON, J. Illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained from the 
Indians of New Mexico in 1880. 

643. Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington, Vol. v1: 

containing the minutes of the society for the year 1883, and the 

minutes of the mathematical section from its organization, 

March 29, to the close of the year. Published by the co-oper- 

atien of the Smithsonian Institution. 1884. 8vo., pp. 220, 4 

cuts. (M. C., Xxxrir.) 
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544. Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Washington. Pub- 

lished with the co-operation of the Smithsonian Institution. 

Vol. 11. February 7, 1882, to March 15, 1883. 1883. 8vo., pp. 

225, 44 cuts. 

545. Proceedings of the Biological Society of Washington. Published 

with the co operation of the Smithsonian Institution. Vol. 

i. July 1, 1882, to July 1, 1884. 1885. 8vo., pp. 195, 3 fig- 

ures. 

546. Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Volume Xxix. 1885, 

Svo., pp. 787. 

CONTENTS. 

A catalogue of scientific and technical periodicals (1665 to 1882) together 

with chronological tables and a library check list. By Henry Car- 

RINGTON BOLTON. 1885. 8vo., pp. 783. No. 514. 

547. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Volume xxIv. 1889. 
4to., pp. 325, 8 wood-cuts, 5 plates, 5 charts. 

CONTENTS. 

Results of meteoroiogical observations made at Providence, R. I., extending 

over a period of forty-five years, from December, 1551, to ‘December: 

1876. By ALEXIS CASWELL. 1882. Ato. -, pp- 40. No. 443. 

Tables and results of the precipitation, in rain and snow, in the United 

States, and at some stations in adjacent parts of North America, and 

in Central and South America, Collected by the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, and discussed under the direction of JosePH HENRY and SPEN- 

cER F. Barrp, Secretaries. By CHARLES A. ScHoTT. May, 1881. 

4to., pp. 269, 8 wood-cuts, 5 plates, 5 charts. (Second edition.) No. 353. 

548. Proceedings of the United States National Museum for 1883. Vol. 

VI. 8vo., pp. 565, 14 plates and 6 cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

BEAN, TARLETON H. The first Occurrence of Pseudotriacis microdon, Ca- 

pello, on the coast of the United States. 

Notes on a collection of Fishes made in 1882 and 1883 by Capt. Henry 

E. Nichols, U. S. Navy, in Alaska and British Columbia, with a 

Description of a New Genus and Species, Prionistius macellus. 

(Prionistius macellus, n. g. and n. s., Sebaslichthys brevispinis, n. 

subs.). 
Notes on some Fishes collected by James G. Swan in Washington Terri- 

tory, including anew species of Macrurus. (Macruris acrolepis, 0. 8.) 

Notes on Fishes observed at the Head of Chesapeake Bay in the spring 

of 1882, and upon other species of the same Region. 

BELDING, L. List of Birds found at Guaymas, Soe: in December, 1882, 

and Apvil, 1883. 
Second Catalogue of a Collection of Birds made near the southern ex- 

tremity of Lower California. (Edited by R. Ridgway.) 

BusH, KATHERINE J. Catalogue of Mollusca and Echinodermata dredged _ 

on the coast of Labrador by the Expedition under the direction of 

Mr. W. A. Stearns, in i882. (Plate rx.) 
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Dat, W. H. Ona collection of Shells sent from Florida by Mr. Henry 

Hemphill. (Plate x.) (Leuconia hemphilltt, n. s., Phos intricatus, 

n, s., Muricidea, nu. s.?, Mitra (Mitrophora?) floridana, n. 8., Drillia 

thea, n. 8., Drillia leucocyma, n. 8., Drillia limonitella, n. s., Eulima 

(Leiostraca?) hemphillii, n. 8., Pyramidella? vincta, n. s., Odostomia 

acutidens, n. s., Parthenia cedrosa, n. s., Turbonilla viridaria, nv. s., 

Turbonilla (viridaria var?) virga, n.s.? Turbonitla (viridaria var. ?) 

punicea, n. 8.2 Cytherea (Transennella ?) conradina, n. 8.) 

FisuEer, WILLIAM J. Catalogue of a collection of Ethnological Specimens 

obtained from the Ugashagmut Tribe, Ugashak River, Bristol Bay, 

Alaska. 

FLINT, Dr. JAMES M. Classification of the Materia Medica collection of 

the U. S. National Museum, and Catalogue of Specimens. (Circu- 

lar No. 19 of Appendix.) 

Request for Drugs and Information concerning them. (Circular No. 

20 of Appendix.) 

GILBERT, CHARLES H. (See Jordan & Gilbert.) 

GILL, THEODORE. Diagnosis of new Genera and Species of deep-sea fish- 

like Vertebrates. (Petromyzon (Bathymyzon) bairdii, n. subg. and 

n. &., Chimera abbreviata, u. s., Histiobranchus infernalis, n. g. and 

n.s., Not acanthus analis, n. s., Sigmops stigmaticus, n. g. and n. s., 

Hyperchoristus Tanneri, n. g. and n.8., Alepocephalus productus, n. 8., 

Halosaurus goodei, n. s., Plectromus surborbitalis, n. g. and n. 8, 

Slephanoberyx mone, n. g. and n. 8., Caulolepis longidens, n. g. and 

n. s., Bassozetus normalis, nu. g. and n. s., Onos rufus, 0. 8.) 

GILL, THEODORE & RYDER, JOHN A. Diagnoses of new Genera of Nem- 

ichthyoid Eels. (Serrivomer beanii, n. g. and n. 8., Spinivomer 

goodei, n. g. and n. s, Labichthys carinatus, n. g. and n. 8., Labichthys 

elongatus, 1. 8.) 

On the Anatomy and Relations of the Eurypharyngidx. (Lyomeri, n. 

ord., Gastrostomus bairdii, n. g. and n. 8.) 

Goopr, G. Brown. The generic names Amitra and Thyris replaced (Mon- 

omitra and Delothyris, new names. ) 

Heap, G. H., esq. On anantique Roman Mosaic from Carthage, now in 

the U.S. National Museum. (The “ Mosaic Lion.”) 

HorNADAY, WILLIAM T. Brief Directions for removing and preserving 

the Skins of Mammals. (Also issued separately as Circular No. 22 

of Appendix.) (Four cuts.) 

HuMBERT, FRED., M. D., F. C. S. Lucilia macellaria infesting Man. 

Hunt, J. G., M.D. Report on a Fragment of Cloth taken from a Mound 

in Ohio. 
JoRDAN, Davin S., and GILBERT, CuARLES H. Notes on the Nomenclature 

of certain,North American Fishes. 

Description of two new Species of Fishes (Aprion ariommus and 

Ophidium beani) from Pensacola, Fla. 
A review of the American Carangineg. 

Note on the Genera of Petromyzontida. 
Description of a new Murexnoid Eel (Sidera chlevastes) from the Gala- 

pagos Islands. 
Description of anew species of Rhinobatus (Rhinobatus glaucostigma) 

from Mazatlan, Mexico. 

Jordan, Davin S., and Swatn, Josrrn. List of Fishes collected in the 
Clear Fork of the Cumberland, Whitley County, Ky., with De- 

scriptions of three new species (Boleosoma susan, D. Se, Pecilichthys 

sagilta, n. s., Htheostoma cumberlandicum, 0. 8.) 
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Jouy, Pimrre Louis. Ornithological Notes on Collections made in Japan 
from June to December, 1882. 

MERRILL, GEORGE P. On the black Nodules or so-called Inclusions in the 

Maine Granites. 

Preliminary Note on the Crystalline Schists of the District of Columbia, 

On the Collection of Maine Building Stones in the U. S. National 

Museum. 

NELSON, E. W. On the Source of the jadeite Implements of the Alaskan 

Tpnuits. 

NIBLACK, Ensign A. P. Instructions for taking Paper Molds of Inscrip- 

tions in Stone, Wood, Bronze, ete. (Circular No. 23 of Appendix.) 

NuTtTineG, CHARLES C. Ona Collection of Birds from Nicaragua. (Geo- 

thlyphis bairdi, n. s., Oryzoborus nuttingi Ridgw., n. subs., Contopus 

depressirostris Ridgw., n. s., Cymbilanius lineatus fasciatus, Ridgw., 

n. subs., Porzana leucogastra Ridgw., n. s.) 

RATHBUN, RicHarD. List of duplicate Marine Invertebrates distributed 

by the U. S. National Museum. Series tv. Educational Series 

No. 2. 

Rav, CHARLES. Circular relative to Contributions of Aboriginal Antiqui- 

ties to the U. S. National Museum. (Circular No. 21 of Appendix. ) 

Rineway, RoBert. Descriptions of some Birds supposed to be undescribed, 

from the Commander Islands and Petropaulovski, collected by Dr. 

Leonhard Stejneger, U. S. Signal Service. (Haliewtus hypoleucus 

Stejneger, Acrocephalus dybowskii Stejneger, Anorthura pallescens 

Stejneger, Hirundo saturata Stejneger, Anthus Stejnegert Ridgw., 

provisionally. ) 

On the probable Identity of Motacilla ocularis Swinhoe and M. amu- 

rensis Seebohm, with remarks on an allied supposed species, M. 

blakistoni Seebohm. 

Descriptions of some new Birds from Lower California, collected by Mr. 

L. Belding. (Lophophanes inornatus cineraceus, n. subs., Psaltri- 

parus grinde, Belding, n. s. Junco bairdi, Belding, n. s.) 

Anthus cervinus (Pallas) in Lower California. 

Note on Merula confinis (Baird). 

Notes on some Japanese Birds related to North American species. 

(Editor.) List of Birds found at Guaymas, Sonora, in December, 1882, 

and April, 1883, by L. Belding. 

(E ditor.) On a collection of Birds from Nicaragua. By Charles C. 

Nutting. 

On some Costa Rican Birds, with Descriptions of several supposed new 

species. (Hmpidonax viridescens, n. s., Pitiasoma michlert zeledoni, 

n. subs.) 

SmitH, Rosa. The life colors of Cremnobates integripinnis. 

Note on the Occurrence of Gasterosteus williamsoni, Grd., inan Artesian 

Well at San Bernardino, Cal. 

Notes on the Fishes of Todos Santos Bay, Lower California. 

SMITH, SIDNEY I. Preliminary Report on the Brachyura and Anomura 

dredged in deep water off the south coast of New England by the 

U. S. Fish Commission in 1880, 1881, and 1882. (Plates I-VI. 
(Amathia Tanneri, n. s., Collodes robustus, n. s., Cymopolia gracilis, 

n. s., Sympagurus pictus,n. g. and n.s., Munida valida, n. s., Eu- 

munida picta, n. g- and n.s., Anoplonotus politus, n. g. and n. 8s.) 

List of the Crustacea dredged on the Coast ef Labrador by the Expedi- 

tion under the direction of W. A. Stearns, in 1882. (Rhachotropis, 

nom. g.n.) 

Review of the Marine Crustacea of Labrador. 
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Stearns, Roperr E. C. Description of a new genus and species of Aleyo- | 

noid Polyp, from Japanese waters, with remarks on tho Structure 

and Habits of related forms, ete. (Plate vu.) (Radicipes pleuro- 

cristatus, n. g. and n.s.) 

STEARNS, W.A. Notes on the Natural History of Labrador. 

STEJNEGER, LEONHARD. Contributions to the History ef the Commander 

Islands. No.1. Notes on the Natural History, including Deserip- 

tions of new Cetaceans. (Berardius bairdii, n.s., Ziphius grebnitzkii, 

n..8.) 

SWAIN, JosepH. A Description of a new species of Hadropterus (Hadrop- 

terus scierus) from Southern Indiana. (See also under Jordan and 

Swain.) 

TRUE, FREDERICK W., M.S. On a pair of abnormal Antlers of the Virginia 

Deer. (With one cut.) 

On the Skeleton of Phoca (Histriophoca) fasciata, Zimmerman. (Plates 

XI-XIV and one cut.) 

WALEER, S. T. Fish mortality in the Gulf of Mexico. 

On the Origin of the Fossil Bones discovered in the vicinity of Tise’s 

Ford, Florida. 

WHITE, CHARLES A. On the Macrocheilus of Phillips, Plectostylus of 

Conrad, and Soleniscus of Meek & Worthen. (Plate vu.) 

WILLIS, MERRITT. Shell Beds in West Chester, N. Y. 

YARROW, H. C., M. D. Description of new Species of Reptiles in the U.S. 

National Museum. (Zutenia vagrans plutonia, n. subs., Lutenia 

henshawi, n.s., Bascanium flagelliforme bicinctum, n.suabs., Tropido- 

notus compressicaudus walkeri, n. subs.) 

549. A Manual of American Land Shells. By W.G. BINNEY. 1885. 

8vo., pp. 528, 516 cuts. (Bulletin of the National Museum, No. 

28.) 

550. Scientific Writings of JosePH HENRY. 2 volumes. 1886. Royal 

8vo., Vol. I, pp. 536, 49 cuts; Vol. m1, pp. 567, 48 cuts. (M. C. 
XXX.) 

551. Preliminary Catalogue and Synopsis of Collections of United 

552. 

553. 

554. 

States at London Fisheries Exhibition, 1883. By G. B. GOODE. 

Part of Bulletin National Museum, No. 27. (See 511.) 1883. 
108 pp. 

Catalogue of Crustaceans, Worms, Echinoderms, and Sponges of 
United States at London Fisheries Exhibition, 1883. By R. 

RATHBUN. Part of Bulletin National Museum, No. 27. (See 

611.) 1883. 31 pp. 

Catalogue of Aquatic and Fish-eating Birds of United States at 

London Fisheries Exhibition, 1883. By R. Ripaway. Part of 

Bulletin National Museum, No. 27. (See 511.) 1883. 46 pp. 

Catalogue of Economic Mollusca of United States at London Fish- 

eries Exhibition, 1883. By F. Wrinstow. Part of Bulletin 

National Museum, No, 27. (See 511.) 1883. 86 pp. 

555. The Whale Fishery and its Appliances. By JAMES T. BROWN. 

Part of Bulletin National Museum, No. 27. (See 511.) London 

Fisheries Exhibition, 1883. 1883. 116 pp. 
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Catalogue of Fishes of United States at London Fisheries Exhi- 

bition. By T. H. BEAN. Part of Bulletin National Museum, 
NOt (See Ol1.) 1883!) 124 pp. 

Deep Sea Research. By R. RaTHBuUN. Part of Bulletin National 
Museum, No. 27. (See511.) London Fisheries Exhibition, 1883. 

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xxx. 1886. SVO., 
pp. 1108, 97 cuts. ; 

CONTENTS. 

Scientific Writings of JosEpH HENRY. Vol. 1, 1886, 8vo., pp. 536, 49 cuts; 
Vol. m1, 1286, 8vo., pp. 567, 48 cuts. No. 550. 

Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections. Vol. xxx1. 8vo., pp. 990. 
, 

CONTENTS. 

Synoptical Flora of North America; the Gamopetlex, being a second edition 

of Vol. 1, Part 11, and Vol. 1, Part 1, collected. By Asa Gray. 1886. 
8vo., pp. 984. No. 591. 

Leport on Pharmacopeias of all Nations. 1883. 8vo., pp. 28. By 

J.M. urnt, U.S. Navy. (Extracted from the Report of the 

Surgeon-General of the U. S. Navy for 1382.) 

Coronado’s March in Search of the ‘‘ Seven Cities of Cibola,” and 

discussion of their probable location. By J. H. Suwpson, colonel 

of Engineers, U.S. Army. 1884. 8vo., pp. 34,1 map. (From 
the Smithsonian Report, 1569.) 

Catalogue of the Aquatic Mammals exhibited by the U.S. National 

Museum. London Fisheries Exhibition. By FREDERICK W. 

TRUE. 1884. 8vo., pp. 32. Part of Bulletin National Museum. 
No. 27. (See No. 511.) ; 

The Geology of Bermuda. By WILLIAM NorrH Rick. 1884. 

8vo., pp. 32, 6 plates. (Part 1, Bulletin National Museum, No. 
25.) (See No. 495.) 

The Botany of Bermuda. By JoHN HENRY LEFROY. 1884. S8vo., 

pp. 112. (Part u, Bulletin National Museum, No. 25.) (See No. 
495.) 

The Mammals of Bermuda. By J. MATTHEW JONES. 1584. 8vo., 
pp. 19. (Part 11, Bulletin National Museum, No. 25. (See Nu. 
495.) 

The Birds of Bermuda. By SAVILLE G. RED. 1884. 8vo., pp. 

117. (Parttv, Bulletin National Museum, No. 25. (See No. 495.) 

On a Bird New to the Bermudas, with notes upon several species 

of rare or accidental occurrence in these Islands. By CLINTON 

HART MeERRIAM. 1884. pp. 6. (Part Vv, Bulletin National 

Museum, No. 25.) (See No. 495.) : 

The Reptiles of Bermuda. By SAMUEL GARMAN. 1884. 8vo., 
pp. 22. (Part vi, Bulletin National Musewn, No. 25.) 
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569. Annelida from Bermuda. Collected by G. BRowN GoopE. By 
H. E. WEBSTER. 1884. 8vo., pp. 26, 6 plates. (Part vu, 
Bulletin National Museum, No. 25.) 

570. Bibliographies of American Naturalists. tm. The Published 

Writings of Isaac Lea. By NEwWron PRATT SCUDDER. 1885. 

8vo., pp. 337, 1 portrait. (Bulletin National Museum, No. 23.) | 

571. Check-list of publications of the Smithsonian Institution from De- 

cember, 1881, to March, 1884. 1884. S8vo., pp. 7. 

572. Circular relative to Contributions of Aboriginal Antiquities to the 

U.S. National Museum. By C. Rav. 1883. pp. 6. Circular 

National Museum, No. 21.) 

573. Price List of Publications of the Smithsonian Institution, Washing- 
ton, D. C., March, 1884. 8vo., pp. 6. 

574. An Account of the Progress in Astronomy in the Year 1883. By 
EDWARD 8. HOLDEN. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 
1884. 8vo., pp. 78. 

575. An Account of the Progress in Geology in the Year 1883. By T. 

STERRY Hunt. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 
1884. 8vo., pp. 22. 

576. An Account of the Progress in Geography in the Year 1883. By 

FI. M. GREEN, U.S. Navy. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1883.) 1884. 8vo., pp. 17. 

577. An Account of the Progress in Meteorology in the Year 1883. By 

CLEVELAND ABBE. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883. 
1884. 8vo., pp. 92. 

578. An Account of the Progress in Physics in the Year 1883. By 

GEORGE F. BARKER. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 

1884. 8vo., pp. 52. 

579. An Account of the Progress in Chemistry in the Year 1883. By 

H. CARRINGTON BouTon. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1883.) 1884. 8vo., pp. 31. 

580. An Account of the Progress in Mineralogy in the Year 1883. By 

EDWARD 8. Dana. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 
1884. Svo., pp: 19: 

581. An Account of the Progress in Botany in the Year 1883. By 

WILLIAM G. FARLOW. (From the Smithsonian Report for 
1883.) 1884. S8vo., pp. 18. 

582. An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the Year 1883. By 

THEODORE GILL. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 

1884. 8vo., pp. 53. 

583. An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1885. 

By Oris T. Mason. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 
1884. S8vo., pp. 45. 
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The Aurora Borealis, or Polar Light: its Phenomena and Laws. 

By Evias Loomis. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1865.) 
8vo., pp. 41, 6 cuts. 

Addresses at the Unveiling of the Joseph Henry Statue at Wash- 

ington, D. C., April 19, 1883. By CHIEF JUSTICE WAITE, 

Chancellor of the Smithsonian Institution, and NOAH PORTER, 

President of Yale College. (From the Smithsonian Report for 
1883.) 1884. 8vo., pp. 27, 1 plate. 

Report of SPENCER F. BATRD, Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the Year 1883. 1885. 8vo., pp. 86. 

Report of the Assistant Director and of the Curators of the U.S, 

National Museum for the Year 1883. (From the Smithsonian 

Report for 1883.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 200. 

Miscellaneous Papers relating to Anthropology. (irom the Smith- 

sonian Report for 1883.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 122, 33 cuts. 

Brief Directions for Removing and Preserving the Skins of Mam- 

mals. By WILLIAM T. HORNADAY. 1883. 8vo., pp. 7, 4 cuts. 

(Circular of National Museum, No. 22.) 

Instructions for Taking Paper Molds of Inscriptions in Stone, 

Wood, Bronze, ete. Prepared by A. P. NIBLACK, U.S. Navy. 

1883. Svo., pp. 5. (Circular of National Museum, No. 23.) 

Synoptical Flora of North America: The Gamopetale, being a 

second edition of Vol. 1, Part 1, and Vol. 1, Part 1. By ASA 

GRAY. L886." Svo:, pp. 9S4. (Ma C., xxx) 

Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Vol. VII, 

Containing the Minutes of the Society and of the Mathematical 

Section for the year 1884. January 5, 1884, to December 20, 

1884. Published by the co-operation of the Smithsonian In- 

Stitution. 1885. 8 vo., pp. 195, 6 cuts. (M. C., XXxXIII.) 

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the year 1883. Forty-eighth Congress, first session. 

House Mis. Doe. No. 69. 1885. 8vo., pp. 997, 1 plate, 33 cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents. 

Report of the Executive Committee for the year 1883. 

Report of the Executive Committee on the Henry Statue. 

Bairp, 8. F. Secretary’s report of operations. 

The Smithsonian Institution. 

National Museum. 

Bureau of Ethnology. 

U. S. Geological Survey. 

U. S. Fish Commission. : 

Appendix to the Report of the Secretary. 

Correspondence on Astronomical Announcements. 

Report on exchanges for 1883. 

Report on National Museum by Assistant Director and Curators, 
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Record of Scientific Progress for 1883. 

Bairp, 8. F. Introduction. 

HoupEN, E. 8. Astronomy. 

Hunt, T. STeRRY. Geology 

GREEN, F. M. Geography. 

ABBE, C. Meteorology. 

BARKER, GEORGE F. Physics. 

Bouton, H. C. Chemistry 

DANA, E. S. . Mineralogy. 

FaRLow, W. G. Botany. 

GILL, T. Zoology. 
Mason, O. T. Anthropology. 

Papers relating to Anthropology. 

Howitt, A. W. Australian Group Relations. 

WICKERSHAM, JAMES. Mounds in Sangamon County, I. 

ApAms, W. H. Mounds in Spoon River Valley, Illinois. 

Forrstz, Auc. A. Ancient Relics at Dayton, Ohio. 

MacLean, J.P. Mounds in Butler County, Ohio. 

MacLean, J.P. Earth-work in Highland County, Ohio. 

TAYLOR, WILLIAM J. Mounds in Berrien County, Ga. 

WaLKER, S.T. Mounds and shell heaps on the West Coast of Florida. 

KeNGLA, L.A. Stone mounds in Hampshire County, W. Va. 

RoutuH, Joun A. Remains in Bucks County, Pa. 

B00TH, HENRY. Remains in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 

CHASE, HENRY E. Notes on the Wampanoag Indians of Massachusetts: 

NvuTTING, CHARLES C. Antiquities of Ometepe, Nicaragua. 

DorsEy, Rev. J. OWEN. On the Comparative Phonology of Four 

Sioux Languages. 

504. The Toner Lectures. Lecture 1x. Mental Overwork and Prema- 
ture Disease among Public and Professional Men. By CHARLES 

K. MILus. Delivered March 19, 1884. 1885, January. Svo., 

pp. 38. 

595. The Refraction of Sound. By WILLIAM Bb. Taytor. (From the 
Smithsonian Report for 1875.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 12, 6 cuts. 

596. Australian Group Relations. By A. W. Howirr. (From the 
Smithsonian Report for 1883.) 1885. pp. 28, 1 map. 

597. Plan of a Collection to illustrate the Textile Industries of the 
United States, to be exhibited at the World’s Industrial and 

Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884-1885, at New Orleans. 

By Romyn Hircncock. 1884. S$vo., pp.16. (Circular National 

Museum, No. 24.) 

598. Preliminary Plan for a Collection of the Building anid Ornamental 
Stones and Rocks of the United States, to be exhibited at the 

World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1834- 

1885, at New Orleans. By GEORGE P. MERRILL. 1884. 8vo., pp. 

2. (Circular National Museum, No. 25.) 

599. Plan for a Collection of Gems and Precious Stones, to be exhibited 
at the Cincinnati Industrial Dxposition and the World’s In- 

dustrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884-1885, at New 

Orleans. By F. W. CLARKE. 1884. Svo., pp.2. (Circular Na- 

tional Museum. No. 26.) 
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600. Directions for Collecting, Preserving, and Transporting Tortricids 
and other small Moths. ByC. H. FERNALD. 1884. Svo., pp 
9 3. (Circular National Museum, No. 27.) 

601. Directions for Mound Explorations. By Cyrus Tuomas, 1884, 

Svo., pp. 8. (Circular National Jluseum, No. 28.) 

602. Provisional Plan for a Collection of Mammals to be exhibited at 

the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 

1884-1885, at New Orleans. By FREDERICK W. Trur. 1884. 

Svo., pp. 27. (Circular National Museum, No. 29.) 

603. A List of Birds, the Eggs of which are wanted to complete the 

series in the National Museum, with instruetions for collecting 

Eggs. By CHARLES IX. BENDIRE, U. S. Army. 1884.. 8vo., 

pp. 4. (Circular National Museum, No. 30.) 

604. PJan to illustrate the Mineral Resources of the United States and 

their Utilization, at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centen- 

nial Exhibition of 1884-1885, at New Orleans. By Frep. P. 

DEWEY, 1884. Svo., pp. 8. (Circular National Museum, No. 

31.) 

605. On the Comparative Phonology of Four Sioux Languages. By 

J. OWEN DoRsEy. 1885. pp.11l. (From the Smithsonian Re- 
port for 1883.) 

606. Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge. Volume xxy. 1885. 

4to., pp. 508. 540 cuts, 8 plates with 155 figures. 

CONTENTS. 

Prehistoric Fishing in Europe and North America. By CHARLES Rav. 1834. 
4to., pp. 360, 405 cuts, 1 plate. No. 5£9. 

Archeological Researches in Nicaragua. By J. F. Bransrorp, M. D., 

Passed Assistant Surgeon, U.S. Navy. 1881. Pp. 100, 202 cuts, 2 plates 

with 40 figures. No. 383. 

On the Contents of a Bone Cave in the Island of Anguilla, West Indies. 

By EpwarpD D. Cope. 1883. 4dto., pp. 34,5 plates with 114 figures. 

No. 489. 

607. Proceedings of the U. S. 2 National Museum. Volume vil. 1884, 
8vo., pp. 669, 8 cuts, 2 plates with 10 figures. 

CONTENTS. 

BEAN, TARLETON H. Description of a new species of Whitefish (Coregonus 

nelsonti) from Alaska. 

Descriptions of Physiculus fulvus and Lotlla maxillaris, new species of 

Vishes collected in 1881 by the U.S. Fish Commission. 

On the occurrence of the Striped Bass in the Lower Mississippi Valley, 
(See also under Goode and Bean. ) 

BEAN, TARLETON H., and DreseEL, H. G. A catalogue of Fishes received 

from the Public Museum of the Institute of Jamaica, with deserip- 

tions of Pristipoma approximans aud Tylosurus euryops, two new 

species. 

H. Mis, 170 38 
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BENDIRE, Capt. CHARLES, U. 8. ARMy. Circular No. 30, Appendix: A 
list of Birds, the Eggs of which are wanted to complete the series 

in the National Museum, with instructions for collecting Eggs. 

CLaRKE, F. W. Circular No. 26, Appendix: Plan for a collection of Gems 

and Precious Stones, to be exhibited at the Cincinnati Industrial 

Exposition and the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Ex- 

position of 1824-1885, at New Orleans. 

Dati, W. H. Contributions to the History of the Commander Islands. No. 

3.—Report on the Mollusca of the Commander Islands, Bering Sea, 

collected by Leonhard Stejneger in 1882 and 1883. (Lacunella re- 

flexa, n. s., Plate 1, Figs. 1-3; Cerithiopsiss tejnegeri, n. s., Plate 11, 

Fig. 4; Strombella callorhina var. stejnegeri, Plate 11, Fig. 5.) 

New or specially interesting Shells of the Point Barrow Expedition. 

(Bela harpa, n. s., B. murdochiana, n. s., Plate 11, Fig. 8; Chrysodo- 

mus Kroyert var. Rayana, var. nov., Strombella malleata, n. s.) 

DEWEY, FrepD. P. Circular No. 31, Appendix: Plan to illustrate the Min- 

eral Resources of the United States and their utilization, at the 

World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884-1885, 

at New Orleans. 

DreEsEL, H. G. Notes on some Greenland Fishes. 

Description of a new species of Flounder, Citharichthys macrops, from 

Pensacola, Fla. 

(See also under Bean and Dresel. ) : 

FERNALD, C. H. Circular No. 27, Appendix: Directions for collecting, pre- 

serving, and transporting Tortricids and other small Moths. 

GILBERT, CHARLES H. A list of Fishes collected in the East Fork of White 

River, Indiana, with descriptions of two new species. (Hypargy- 

rus, 0. g., Forbes; Notropis boops, n. s.; Nocomis hyostomus, n. 8.3 

Serraria, a. &.) 

Notes on the Fishes of Switz City Swamp, Greene County, Ind. (Peci- 

lichthys palustris, n. 8.) 

Description of three new Fishes from Kansas. (Amiurus cragini, Cliola 

(Hybopsis) topeka, Minnilus (Lythrurus) nigripinnis, nn. ss.) 

(See also under Jordan and Gilbert. ) d 

GILL, THEODORE. Synopsis of the Genera of the super-family Teuthidoidea 

(families Teuthdide and Siganidie.) (Ctenochetus, n. g., Colocopus, 

n. g., C. lambdurus, new name.) 

Note on the Sternoptychidz., (Jniomt, nom. nov. The figure of Ster- 

noptyx diaphanus is not published. ) 

The osteological characters of the Lutjanine. 

A contribution to the terminology of Ichthyography. 

Synopsis of the Plectognath Fishes. (Triodontoidea, n. super-fam. 

Masturus,n. g.) 

GILL, THEODORE, and RypDER, JOHN A. On the literature and systematiu 

relations.of the Saccopharyngoid Fishes. (With Plate 1 (Ophiog- 

nathus ampullaceus) ec Harwood.) 

GoopE, G. BRowN, and BEAN, TARLETON H. Notes on some Florida Fishes. 

(Lutjanus stearnsti, Luljanus blackfordii, Caulolatilus microps, Xy- 

richthys psittacus, Sparus pagrus.) 

Gray, Asa. Contributions to the History of the Commander Islands. No. 

4. A.—Notes upon the Plants collected on the Commander Islands 

(Bering and Copper Islands), by Leonhard Stejneger. 

Hitcucock, Romyn. Circular No. 24, Appendix: Plan of a collection to 

illustrate the Textile Industries of the United States, to be exhib- 

ited at the World’s Indusirial and Cotton Centennial Exposition of 

1884-1885, at New Orleans, i 
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TorDAN, David 8. Notes on a collection of Fishes from Pensacola, Fla., ob- 

tained by Silas Stearns, with descriptions of two new species ( Ezo- 
cetus volador and Gnathypops mystacinus). 

Note on @lurichthys eydouxti and Porichthys porosissimus. 

List of Fishes collected at Key West, Fla., with notes and descriptions 

(Narcine umbrosa,n.s8.). 

An identification of the figures of Fishes in Catesby’s Natural Iistory 
of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands. 

Notes on Fishes collected at Guaymas, Mexico, by Mr. H. F. Emeric, 

with a description of Gobiosoma histrio, a new species. 

List of Fishes collected in the vicinity of New Orleans, by Dr. R. W. 

Shufeldt, U.S. Army. 

List of Fishes collected in Lake Jessup and Indian River, Florida, by Mr. 

R. E. Earll, with descriptions of two new species (Heterandria om- 

mata, Elassoma evergladei, nn. ss. ). 

Descriptions of four new species of Pecilichthys in the U.S. National 

Museum (P. borealis, P. quiescens, P. swaini, P. beani, un. ss.). 

Supplementary notes on North American Fishes (Pecilichthys beani, 

Jordan = Boleosoma maculatum. 

Description of a new species of Hybognathus (Hybognathus hayi) from 

Mississippi. 

JORDAN, Davip 8., and GILBERT, CHARLES H. A review of the species of 
the genus Calamus. 

Descriptions of ten New Species of Fishes from Key West, Fla. (Dus, 

sumieria stolifera, Tylosurus sagitta, Querimanagyrans, Atherina ar@a- 

Xyrichthys rosipes, MBoratonotus thalassinus, Gobiosoma ceuthacum, 

Cremnobates nox, Platophrys nebularis, Achirus comifer, nn.ss.) 

Nott on Caranx ruber and Caranz bartholomei. 

Note on Calamus proridens, a New Species of Calamus. 

Description of Sciena sciera, a New Species of Sciena from Mazatlan 

and Panama, 

JORDAN, Davin §., and MEEK, S—ETH E. List of Fishes observed in the St. 

John’s River, at Jacksonville, Fla. (Paralichthys lethostigma, nom. 

sp. nov.) 

Description of four New Species of Ciprinid@ in the U.S. National Mu- 

seum. (Cliola camura, C. urostigma, Notrepis metallicus, N. ala- 

bama@, nn. 8s.) 

Description of Zygonectis zonifer, a New Species of Zygonecles, from 

Nashville, Ga. 

JORDAN, Davip 8., and SwAIN, JOSEPH. Descriptions of Scaroid Fishes 

from Havana and Key West, including five New Species. (Scarus 

virginalis, Sparisoma lorito, S.cyanolene, S. xystrodon, Cryptotomus 

beryllinus, nn. ss.) 

Noies on Fishes collected by David 8. Jordan at Cedar Keys, Fla. 

A Review of the American Species of Marine Mugilide. 

A Review of the Species of the Genus Hamulon. (Lythrulon, n. se., 

Hemulon rimator, nom. nov.) 

A Review of the American Species of Zpinephelus and related genera. 

(Mycteroperca fulcata var. phenar, var. nov., M. bonaci var. ranthos- 

licta, var. NOV. ) 

A Review of the Species of Lutjanine and Hoplopagrine found in Amer- 

ican water. 
Description of three New Species of Fishes (Prionotus slearnsi, Prionotus 

ophryas, and Anthias vivanus) collected at Pensacola, Fla., by Mr, 

Silas Stearns. 
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MEEK, SETH E. Description of a New Species of Hybopsis (Hybopsis mon- 

tanus). (See also under Jordan and Meek and Swain and Meek.) 

MERRILL, GEORGE P. On Prochlorite from the District of Columbia. 

Circular No, 25, appendix: Preliminary plan for a Collection of the Building 

and Ornamental Stones and Rocks of the United States, to be exhib- 

ited at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition 
of 188485, at New Orleans. 

Murpbock, JouHn. Description of seven New Species of Crustacea and one 

Worm from Arctic Alaska (Pandalus dapifer, Mysisrayii, Acanthro- 

zone polyacantha, Melita formosa, M. leonis, Dulichia arctica, Poly- 

artemia hazeni, Arenicola glacialis, nn. ss.) ; 

NELSON, E.W. A new geographical race of the Mountain Sheep (Ovis mon- 

tana dalli, var. nov.) from Alaska. 

PRIME, TEMPLE. Description of a New Species of Spha@rium (Spherium 

costaricenes, 0. 8.) 

RATHBUN, RicHarD. Annotated List of the Described Species of Parasitic 

Copepoda (Siphonostoma) from American waters, contained in the 

U. S. National Museum. 

Ripaway, Robert. Note on Selasphorus torridus Salvin. 

Melanetta fusea (Linn.) in Alaska. 

Description of a New Snow Bunting from Alaska. (Plectrophenax hyper- 

boreus, 0.8.) 

On a Collection of Birds made by Messrs J. E. Benedict and W. Nye, of 

the U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. (Mimus gilvus rostra 

tus, n.subsp., Dendroica rufopileata, n.s., Icterus carascensis, D.8., 

Certhiola tricolor, n.s., Vireosylvia grandior, u.8., Vireo approximans, 

n.s., Wlainea cinerescens, 0.8. ) 

Description of a New Species of Field-sparrow from New Mexico. (Spi- 

zella worthena, 0.8.) 

Description of a New Species of Coot from the West. Indies. (Fulica 

caribea, 1.8.) 

Description of a New Race of the Red-shouldered Hawk from Florida. 

(Buteo lineatus alleni, n. subsp. ) 

On two hitherto unnamed Sparrows from the coast of California. (Pas- 

sercules beldingi, n.s., P. Sandwichensis bryanti, n. subsp.) 

RorwRock, Dr. J.T. List of, and notes upon, the Lichens collected by Dr. 

T. H. Bean in Alaska and the adjacent region in 1880. (Biatora 

Sibiriensis, Willey, n. sp.) 

RYDER, JOHN A. On the Chlorophylloid Granules of Vorticella. (See also 

under Gill and Ryder.) 

SHUFELDT, Dr. R. W. Concerning some of the forms assumed by the Patella 

in Birds (with 7 figures in the text.) 

Observation upon a Collection of Insects made in the vicinity of New 

Orleans, La., during the years 1882 and 1&83 (with 1 figure in the 

text.) 

SLADE, Evisua. On domesticated Hybrid Ducks (Anas boschas—obsecura). 

SMITH, SipNEY J. On some new or little known Decapod Crustacea, from 

recent Fish Commission dredgings off the east coast of the United 

States. (Anamathia, nom. g.n.; Munidopsis crassa, M. similis, By- 

thocaris gracilis, B. nana, Acanthephyra microphthalma, A. brevirostris, 

nn. ss.; Lphyrina,n. g.; Ephyrina benedicti, n.s.; Benthonectes,n. &.; 

Benthonectes jilipes, n. 8.) 

Smiry, Rosa. Notes on lishes collected at San Cristobal, Lower California, 

by Mr. Charles H. Townsend, assistant, U,S. Fish Commission, 
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STEINEGER, LroNnARD. On the use of Trinominals in American Ornithol- 

ogy. 

Contributions to the history of the Commander Islands. No. 2.—In- 

vestigations relating to the date of the extermination of Steller’s 

Sea-cow. 
Remarks on the Species of the Genus Cepphus. 

Contributions to the history of the Commander Islands. No.4. B.— 
Additional Notes on the Plants of the Commander Islands. (Cassiope 

oxycocciodes, Asa Gray, n. 8.) 

SWAIN, JOSEPH, and MEEK, SETH E. Notes on the Pipe-fishes of Key 

West, Fla., with description of Siphostoma McKayi, a new species. 

(Siphostoma barbare, n. sp.) 

(See also Jerdan and Swain.) 

THOMAS, Cyrus. Circular No. 28, Appendix: Directions for Mound Explo- 

ration. 

TRANSLATION (from der Naturforscher). Hermaphrodite Fishes. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W. On anew Muskrat, Neofiber alleni, from Florida. 

On the occurrence of Loncheres armatus (Geott.) Wagner, in the island 

Martinique, West Indies. 

Circular No. 29, Appendix: Provisional plan for a Collection of Mam- 

mals to be exhibited at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centen- 

nial Exposition of 188485, at New Orleans. 

A Provisional List of the Mammals of North and Central America, and the 

West Indian Islands. 

608. Report of Spencer F. Baird, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion for the year 1884, 1885. 8vo., pp. 98. 

609. An Account of the Progress in Astronomy in the year 1884. By 

EDWARD 8S. HOLDEN. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1884.) 

1885. $Svo., pp. 55. 

610. A Review of. the Progress of North American Paleontology for the 

year 1884. By JoHN BELKNAP MARrcov. (From the Smithso- 

nian Report for 1884.) 1885. S8vo., pp. 20. 
>» 611. An Account of the Progress in Geography in the year 1884. By 

F. M. GREEN, U.S. Navy. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1884.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 19. 

612. An Account of the Progress in Meteorology in the year 1884. By 

CLEVELAND ABBE. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1854. 

1885.) 8vo., pp. 176. 

613. An Account of the Progress in Physics in the year 1884. By 

GEORGE F. BARKER. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1884. 

1885.) 8vo., pp. d7. 

614. An Account of the Progress in Chemistry in the year 1884. By 

H. CARRINGTON Bouton. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1884.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 52. 

€15. An Account of the Progress in Mineralogy in the year 1884. By- 

Epwarp 8. DANA. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1854.) 

1885. 8vo., pp. 19. 
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An Account of the Progress in Vuleanology and Seismology in the 

years, 1883, 1884. By CHARLES G. RocKWoOoD, jr. (From the 

Smithsonian Report for 1884.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 21. 

An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1884.- By 

THEODORE GILL. (Irom the Smithsonian Report for 1884.) 
1885. Svo., pp. 93. 

An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1884. 

By Oris T. Mason. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1881.) 

1885. 8Svo., pp. 41. 

Antiquities at Pantaleon, Guatemala, By CHARLES E. VREE- 

LAND, U.S. Navy, and J. F. BRANSFORD, U.S. Navy. (From 

the Smithsonian Report for 1884.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 12, 12 cuts. 

Papers relating to Anthropology. (From the Smithsonian Report 

for 1884.) 1885. Svo., pp. 38, 16 cuts. 

The Guesde Collection of Antiquities in Point-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe, 

West Indies. By Oris T. MASon. (From the Smithsonian Re- 
port for 1884.) 1885. 8vo., pp. 107, 215 cuts. 

Classification of the Materia Medica Collection of the U. S. Na- 

tional Museum, and Catalogue of Specimens. By JAMES M. 

Fuint, U. 8S. Navy. JRevised and extended by HENRY G. 

BEYER, U. S. Navy, Honorary Curator, Section of Materia 

Medica. 1885. 8vo., pp. 39. (Circular National Museum, No, 

32.) 

Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution for the year 1854. Forty-eighth Congress, second session, 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 33. 1885. Svo., pp. 943, 243 cuts, 7 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents. 

Report of the Executive Committee for the year 1884. 

Report of the Architects on reconstruction of eastern portion of the 

Smithsonian Building. 

Bairp, 8. F. Secretary’s report of operations. 

The Smithsonian Institution. 

National Museum. 

Bureau of Ethnology. 

U. 8. Geological Survey. 

U. S. Fish Commission. 

Appendix to the Report of the Secretary. 

Record of Scientific Progress, 1884: 

Bairp, 8. Fl. Introduction. 

HoupEN, E. S. Astronomy. 

Rockwoop, C. G. Vulcanology and Seismology, 
GreEN, F. M. Geography. 

ABBE, C. Meteorology. 

BoLTon, H. C. Chemistry. 

Dana, E. 8. Mineralogy. 
Maxcou, J. B. Invertebrate Paleontology. 

GILL, T. Zoology. + 

Mason, O. T. Anthropology. 

: 
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625. 

626. 

627, 

628. 

629. 

630. 

631. 
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Miscellaneous Papers.—Papers relating to Anthropology : 

VREELAND, C. E., and BRaNnsrorD, J. F. Antiquities at Pantaleon, 

Guatemala. 

Mason, O. T. The Guesde Collection of Antiquities in Point-d-Pitre, 

Guadeloupe. 

Lreacu, M. T. Ancient mounds in Clinton County, Mich. 

LracH, M. T. Ancient forts in Ogemaw County, Mich. 

SMITH, CHARLES M. Sketch of Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio. 

WILTHEISS, E. T. Earthworks and mounds in Miami County, Ohio. 

Results of Ornithological Explorations in the Commander Islands 

and in Kamtschatka. By LEONHARD STEJNEGER. 1885. Svo., 

pp. 382, 8 plates, 7 cuts,and 1 sketch map. (Bulletin National 

Museum, No. 29.) 

Bibliographies of American Naturalists, 11. Bibliography of 

Publications relating to the collection of Fossil Invertebrates 

in the U.S. National Museum, including complete lists of the 
writings of Fielding B. Meek, Charles A. White, and Charles 

D. Walcott. By JoHN BELKNAP MARCOU. 1885. 8vo., pp. 

333. (Bulletin National Museum, No. 30.) 

Notes on the Preparation of Rough Skeletons. By FREDERIC A. 

Lucas. 1885. 8vo.,pp.8, 12 cuts. (Cireular National Museum, 

No. 33.) 

Price list of Publications of the Smithsonian LIustitution. July, 

1885. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 8vo., pp. 27. 

Index to the Literature of Uranium, 1789-1885. By H. CARRING- 

TON BOLTON, 1885. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1535.) 

8vo., pp. 36. 

Report of SPENCER F. BArrpb, Secretary of the Smithsonian 

Iastitution, for six months ending June 30, 1885. 1885. 8vo., 

pp. 46. 

Transactions of the Anthropological Society of Washington. 

Vol. m1. November 6, 1883-May 19, 1885. 8vo., pp. 204. 13 

cuts. 

Third Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secre- 

tary of the Smithsonian Institution. 1881-1882. By J. W. 

POWELL, Director. 1884. Royal 8vo., pp. 680, 200 cuts, 44 

plates. 
CONTENTS. 

POWELL, J. W. Report of the Director of the Bureau. 

THoMAs, Cyrus. Notes on certain Maya and Mexican manuscripts. 

Dorsey, J. OWEN. Omaha Sociology. 

MatruEws, Dr. Washington Navajo Weavers. 
Hotmes, W. H. Prehistoric Textile Fabrics of the United States, derived 

from impressions on Pottery. 
Hoimes, W. H. Illustrated Catalogue of a portion of the collections made’ 

during the field season of 1881. 

STEVENSON, JAMES. Illustrated Catalogue of the collections obtained 

from the Pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona in 1831, 
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632. An Account of the Progress in Geography in the year 1885. By 

J. KING GoopRIcH. (from the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 

1886. 8vo., pp. 36. 

633. An Account of the Progress in Chemistry in the year 1885. By 
H. CARRINGTON Boiron. (From the Smithsonian Report for 

1885.) 1886. 8vo., pp. 50. 

634. An Account of the Progress in Vuleanology and Seismology in 

the year 1885. By CHARLES G. Rockwoop, Jr. (From the 

Smithsonian Report for 1835.) 1856. 8vo., pp. 23. 

635. List of Foreign Correspondents of the Smithsonian Institution. 
Corrected to July 1, 1585. By GreorGeE H. BOEHMER. (Irom 
the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) L886. Svo., pp. 201. 

636. Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington. Volume VIII, 

containing the Minutes of the Society and of the Mathematical 

section for the year 1885. January 3, 1885-December 19, 1885. 

1886. 8vo., pp.115, 8 cuts. (M. C. XXXIII.) 

637, Concerning the Lending of Type Specimens. By 8S. F. BAIRD. 

1886. Svo., pp. 1. ( Circular National Museum, No. 35.) 

638. An Aceount of the Progress in Physics in the year 1885, By 

GkhoRGE F. BARKER. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1880.) 

1886. 8vo., pp. 60. 

639. An Account of the Progress in Mineralogy in the year 1885. By 

EDWARD S. Dana. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 

1886. S8vo., pp. 26. 

640. An Account of the Progress in Anthropology in the year 1855. 

By Oris T. MAson. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 

1886. Pp. 56. 

641. An Account of the Progress in Astronomy in the year 1885. By 

WILLIAM C. WINLOCK. (From the Smithsonian Report for 
1885.) 1886. Pp. 114. 

642. Record of North American Invertebrate Paleontology for the year 

1885. By JoHN BELKNAP MarRcovu. (From the Smithsonian 
Report for 1885.) 1886. Pp. 47. 

643. An Account of the Progress in Zoology in the year 1885. By 

THEODORE GILL. (From the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 
1886. Svo., pp. 53. 

644. Observations on Volcanic Eruptions and Earthquakes in Iceland 

within Historic Times. Translated and condensed from a his- 

tory by Th. Thoroddsen. By GroRGE H. BOoEHMER. (From 

the Smithsonian Report for 1885.) 1886. $vo., pp. 47. 

645. Miscellaneous Papers relating to Anthropology. (From the Smith- 

sonian Report for 1885.) 1886. Svo., pp. 44, 19 cuts. 
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646. Circular for the Guidance of Persons desiring to make Exchanges 

of Birds or Bird Eggs with the National Museum. (Circular 

National Museum, No. 34.) 

647. Researches upon the Venom of Poisonous Serpents. By S. WEIR 

MITCHELL, M. D., and EDWARD T. REICHERT, M.D. 1886. 

4to., pp. 196, 5 cuts, 5 plates with 17 figures. 

648. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution for the year 1884. Part 1. Report of the U.S. Na- 

tional Museum under the direction of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion for the year 1884. Forty-eighth Congress, second session, 

Senate Mis. Doc. No. 33. 1885. 8vo., pp. 468. 

CONTENTS. 

Goopr, G. B. Report of the Assistant Director. 

Report of the Curators and Acting Curators, 

BEYER, Dr. H. G., U. S. Navy. Section of Materia Medica. 

HiTcHcock, Romyn. Section of Textile Industries. 

Couns, J. W. Section of Naval Architecture. 

Hircucock, Romyn. Section of Foods. 

Mason, Dr. O. T. Department of Ethnology. 

Homes, WILLIAM H. Section ot American Aboriginal Pottery. 

Rau, Dr. CHARLES. Department of Antiquities. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W. Department of Mammals. 

Ripeway, Rospert. Department of Birds. 

Yarrow, Dr. H.C. Department of Reptiles and Batrachians. 

BEAN, Dr. TARLETON H. Departmentof Fishes (including also report 

upon Ichthyological Explorations made in behalf of the Museum 

by Dr. D. S. Jordan). 

Dax, WitL1AM H. Department of Mollusks. 

Ritty, Dr. C.V. Department of Insects. 

RATHBUN, RIcHARD. Department of Marine Invertebrates. 

Watcort, C.D. Department of Invertebrate Fossils (Paleozoic). 

Wuite, Dr.C. A. Department of Invertebrate Fossils (Meso-Cenozoic). 

Warp, Lester F. Department of Fossil Plants. 

CiarkE, Prof. F.W. Department of Mineralogy. 

MERRILL, GEORGEP. Department of Lithology and Physical Geology. 

Dewey, Frep.P. Department of Metallurgy and Economic Geology. 

PART I1.—PAPERS BASED ON COLLECTIONS IN THE NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

Mason, Otis T. 1.—Throwing sticks in the National Museum. 

Mason, OTIsT. 11.—Basket-work of the North American Aborigines. 

Murpocu, JoHN. 111.—A study of the Eskimo Bows in the U.S. Na- 

tional Museum. 

Trur, FREDERICK W. 1tv.—On a Spotted Dolphin, apparently iden- 

tical with the Prodelphinus doris of Gray. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W. v.—The Florida Muskrat, Neofiber Alleni, True. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W., and Lucas, F. A. vi1.—On the West Indian Seal, 

Monachus tropicalus, Gray. 

Part 'V.—BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE U.S. NATIONAL MUSEUM For 1834. 

1. Publications of the Museum. 
Ir. Papers by officers of the Museum. ; 

wi. Papers by investigator snot officers of the Museum, based on Mu- 

seum material. 
PaRT v. 

List of accessions to the Museum in 1834, 
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649. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian In- 

stitution to July, 1885. Parti. Forty-ninth Congress, first ses- 

sion. House Mis. Doc. No. 15. 1886. Svo., pp. 1014, 24 cuts. 

CONTENTS. 

Journal of Proceedings of the Board of Regents. 

Report of the Executive Committee for the first six months of 1885. 

Barirp, 8. F. Secretary’s report of operations. 

The Smithsonian Institution—Record of Scientific Progress, 1884. 

BAIRD, SPENCER F. Introduction. 

WINLOCK, WILLIAM C. Astronomy. 

BoEHMER, GEORGE H. List of Astronomical Observatories. 

Rockwoop, CHARLES G. Vulcanology and Seismology. 

Voleanic eruptions and earthquakes in Iceland within historic times. 

GoopricH, J. KING. Geography. 

BARKER, GEORGE F. Physics. 

Bouton, H. CARRINGTON. Chemistry. 

Dana, EpwarRD 8. Mineralogy. 

Marcou, J. B. Bibliography of Invertebrate Paleontology. 
GILL, THEODORE. Zoology. 

MAson, Otis T. Anthropology. 

iscellaneous Papers— Papers relating to Anthropology. 

SELLERS, GEORGE E. Observations on Stone-chipping. 

WHITTLESEY, CHARLES. Copper implements from Bayfield, Wis. 

MacLean, J.P. Ancient Remains in Ohio. 

JONES, CHARLES C., Jr. A primitive store-house of the Creek Indians. 

SHEPARD, JAMES. Shell heaps and mounds in Florida. 

WILLIAMS, Mark. Ancient earth-works in China. 

ScHOOLCRAFT, HENRY R. Plan for American Ethnological Investiga- 
tion. 

Bouton, H. CARRINGTON. Index to the Literature of Uranium. 

Price-list of the Publications of the Smithsonian Institution. 

650. Proceedings of the U. S. National Museum, Vol. Vil, 1885. 1886. 

8vo., pp. 737, 15 cuts, 25 plates. 

CONTENTS. 

BEAN, TARLETON H. Description of a new species of Plectromus (P. crassi- 
ceps), taken by the U.S. Fish Commission. 

Description of a new species of Aspidophoroides (4. quniheria) from 

Alaska. 

On the occurrence of Hadropterus aurantiacus (Cope) in the French 

Broad River, North Carolina. 

On the identity of Cottus maculatus, Fischer, with Cottus bubalis, 

Euphrasen. 

On Stathmonotus, a new genus of fishes related to Murzenoides, from 

Florida (with Plate x11.) (Stathmonotus hemphillii, n. g. and n. 8.) 

Note on Stoasodon narinari, Euphrasen. 

Description of a new species of Pempheris (Pempheris poeyi) from Cuba. 

Notes on Epinephelus nigritus, Caulolatilus microps and Coryphena 

hippurus. (See also under Goode and Bean. ) 

BECKHAM, CHARLES Ms Remarks upon the plumage of Regulus calendula. 

BEYER, Dr. H.G., U. S. Navy. On the influence of atropia on the heart 

(with Plate 
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BEYER, Dr. H. G., U.S. Navy—Continued. 

The influence of variations of temperature upon the rate and the work 

of the heart of the slider terrapin (Pseudemys rugosa) (with Plates 

XV, XVI.) be 
(See also under Flint and Beyer.) 

Brock, R.A. Early iron manufacture in Virginia, 1619-1776. 

CORRECTIONS, List of 

DAL, W. IL. Notes on some Floridian land and fresh-water shells, with a 

revision of the Auriculacea of the Eastern United States (with Plates 

XVU, Xvur) (Sayella, n. sg.; Hydrobia? wetherbyi, Pupilla floridana, 

Pedipes elongatus, Sayella crosseana, Onchidium floridanum, wn. ss. ) 

On Turbinella pyrum, Lamarck, and its dentition (with Plate x1x). 

Faxon, WALTER. A list of the Astacide in the U.S. National Museum. 

FEWKES, J. WALTER. On a collection of Meduse made by the U.S. Fish 

Commission steamer Albatross in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of 

Mexico (with Plate xx). 

Fuint, Dr. J.M.,and Breyer, Dr.H.G. Circular No.32. Classification of 

the Materia Medica collection of the U.S. National Museum and 

catalogue of specimens. 

GARMAN,S. Notes and descriptions taken from Selachians in the U.S. Na- 

tional Museum (Wyliobatis goodei, Dasybatus varidens, Urolophus 

nebulosus, U. fuscus, Raia fusca, R. senta, R.jordani, nn. ss.). 

The generic name of the Pastinacas or ‘‘ Sting-rays.” 

GOooDE, G. BROWN, and BEAN, TARLETON H. On the American fishes in the 

Linnean collection. 

Description of Leptophidium ceryinum and L. marmoratum, new fishes 

from deep water off the Atlantic and Gulf coasts. 

Descriptions of new fishes obtained by the U.S. Fish Commission mainly 

from deep water off the Atlantic and Gulf coasts (Aphoristia diome- 

deana, A. pusilla, Hemirhombus jfimbriatus, Citharichthys ventralis, 

Etropus rimosus, Macrurus caribbeus, WM. occa, Coryphenoides sulcatus, 

Malacocephalus occidentalis, Bathygadus cavernosus, B. macrops, B. 

longifilis, nn.ss.; Neobythites gilli, Porogadus miles, nn. gg. and ss.; 

vathyonus, nom. gen. nov.; Bathyonus catena, L. pectoralis, nn. ss.). 

HAVARD, Dr. V.,U.S. Army. Report on the flora of Western and Southern 

Texas (with one diagram). 

Hay,O.P. Description of a new species of Amblystoma (Amblystoma cope- 

ianun) from Indiana (with Plate xiv). 

Notes on a collection of fishes from Florida, with description of new or 

little-known species (Ztheostoma davisoni, Zygonectes auroquttatus, 

nn. Ss). 

ILLUSTRATIONS, List of 

JORDAN, Davin S. Note on the scientific name of the yellow perch, the 

striped bass, and other American fishes. 

Note on Mr. Garman’s paper on ‘‘ The American Salmon and Trout.” 

Identification of the species of Cyprinids and Catostomide, described 

by Dr. Charles Girard in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural 

Sciences of Philadelphia for 1856. j 

On the Etheostoma variatium of Kirtland. 

Note on Epinephelus nigritus. 

A list of the fishes known from the Pacific coast of tropical America, from 

the Tropic of Cancer to Panama. 

Note on some Linnzan names of American fishes. 

JORDAN, DAviD S.,and EIGENMAN, CARL H. Notes on skeletons of Ethe- 

ostomatine. 
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JORDAN, Davip S.,and Merk, Sera E. List of fishes collected in Iowa 

and Missouri in August, 1884, with descriptions of three new species 

(Notropis gilberti, Ammoerypta clara, Etheostoma iowe@, nn. 8s. ). 

A review of the American species of flying fishes (2xocetus), (Fodiator, 

n. g.; Hxocetus vinciguerr@, nom. nov). 

KNOWLTON, FRANK H. List of plants collected by Mr. Charles L. McKay, 

at Nushagak, Alaska, in 1831, for the U. S. National Museum. 

LAWRENCE, GEORGE N. List of a few species of birds new to the fauna of 

Guadeloupe, West Indies, with a description of a new species of 

Ceryle (Ceryle stictipennis, 0.58. ). 

Lucas, FREDERIC A. Circular No. 33. Notes on the preparation of rough 

skeletons. 
Marcou, JoHN BELKNAP. A list of the Mesozoic and Cenozoic types in the 

collections of the U.S. National Museum. 

Mason, Oris T. The Chaclacayo trephined skull (with Plate xxi). 

MERRILL, GEORGE P. On hornblende andesites from the new volcano on 

Bogosloff Island iu Bering Sea. 

On deposits of volcanic dust and sand in southwestern Nebraska (with 

8 figures in text). 

Notes on the mineralogy and lithology of the District of Columbia. 

OrcuTT, CHARLES R. (Comments by W.H. Dall.) Notes on the mollusks 

of the vicinity of San Diego, Cal., and Todos Santos Bay, Lower 

California. (With Plate xxiv.) (Zamellaria diegoénsis, Dall, n. s., 

Czecum orcutti, Dall, n. s.) 

Potrrs, EDWARD. Fresh-water sponges from Mexico. (With one cut.) 

Meyenia plumosa, var. palmeri, n. Vv.) 

RaTHBUN, RicHarp. Report upon the Echini collected by the U. 8. Fish 

Commission steamer Albatross in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of 

Mexico, January to May, 1884. 

Report upon the Echini collected by the U. §. Fish Commission steamer 

Albatross in the Gulf of Mexico from January to March, 1835. 

Notice of a collection of stalked crinoids made by the steamer Albatross 

in the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, i884 and 1885. 

Ripeway, Ropert. On Mstrelata fisheri and C&. defilippiana. 

Icterus cucullatus, Swainson, and its geographical variations. 

Description of a new species of Contopus from tropical America. (Con- 

topus pileatus, n. 8.) 

Note on the Anser leucopareius of Brandt. 

Description of a new warbler from Yucatan. (Granatellus sallei bou- 

cardi, n. subs.) 
Description of two new birds from Costa Rica. (Cyanocorax cuculla- 

tus, n.s., vireolanius pulchellus verticalis, n. subs.) 

Description of three supposed new Honey Creepers from the Lesser 

Antilles, with a synopsis of the species of the genus Certhiola. 

(C. finschi, C. sundovalli, C. sancti-thome, nn. ss.) 

On Cathartes burrovianus, Cassin, and C. urubitinga, Pelzeln. 

On Onychotes gruberi. 
Remarks on the type specimen of Buteo oxypterus, Cassin. 

Description of a new species of boat-billed heron from Central America. 

(Cancroma zeledoni, n.s.) 

Description of a new hawk from Cozumel. (J?upornis gracilis, un. 8.) 

_ On Peucea mexicana (Lawr.), a sparrow new to the United States. 

A review of the American ‘‘Golden Warblers.” (Dendroica bryant 

castanciceps, n. subs. ) 

Some emended names of North American birds, 
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RipGway, RopertT—Continued. 

Description of an apparently new species of Dromococcyx from British 

Guiana. (D. gracilis, n.s.) 

Catalogue ofa collection of birds made on the island of Cozumel, Yuca- 
tan, by the naturalists of the U. 8S. Fish Commission steamer dlba- 

iross, Capt. Z. L. Tanner, commander. (Centuris rubriventris 

pygmeus, n. subs. ) 

Ritey, C. V.,Ph.D. Onthe parasites of the hessianfly. (With Plate xxi.) 

( Merisus (Homoporus) subapterus, Tetrastichus productus, nn. 3s.) 

RypeErR, JOHN A. Onthe development of viviparous osseous fishes. (With 

Plates vI-x1.) On certain features of the development of the sal- 

mon.) (With Plate xm.) 

SHUFELDT, R. W., U.S. Army. Description of Hesperomys truei, a new 

species belonging to the subfamily Murine. (With Plate xx1.) 

Smitu, SIDNEY I. Description of a new crustacean allied to Homarus and 

Nephrops. (Hunephrops bairdii, n. g. and n. 38.) 

On some genera and species of Penwide mostly from recent dredgings 

of the U.S. Fish Commission. (Parapenewus, n.g.; P. 

goodei, Hymenopencus robustus, 1. modestus, nn. ss. ) 

STEARNS, Sizas. Notes on the Great Dolphin, Coryphena hippurus, Linné. 

STEJNEGER, LEONHARD. Passer saturatus, a new species of tree-sparrow 

from the Liu-Kiu Islands, Japan. 

Notes on some apparently preoccupied ornithological generic names. 

TOWNSEND, CHARLES H. An account of recent captures of the California 

sea-elephant, and statistics relating to the present abundance of 

the species. 

TRUE, FREDERICK W. Ona new species of porpoise, Phocena dalli, from 

laska. (With Plates 11-v.) 

Contributions to the history of the Commander Islands. No.5. Descrip- 

tion of a new species of Mesoploden, M. Stejnegeri, obtained by Dr. 

Leonhard Stejneger, in Bering Island. (With Plate xxv.) 

A note upon the Hyperoodon semijunctus of Cope. 

TURNER, LUCIEN M. List of the birds of Labrador, including Ungava, 

East Main, Moose, and Gulf districts of the Hudson Bay Company, 

together with the island of Anticosti. 

VERRILL, A. C.. Notice of recent additions to the marine invertebrata of 

the northeastern coast of America, with descriptions of new genera 

and species and critical ren:arks on others. Part v. Annelida, Echi- 

nodermata, Hydroida, Tunicata. (Polunoé aurantiaca, Leanira ro- 

busta, Amphinomelepadis, Leodice benedicti, Notophyllum americanum, 

Anaitis formosa, A. picta, Castalia cincinnata, Syllis spongiphila, 

nn.ss.; Ophioglycera gigantea, n. g.and n.s.; Polydora tubifez, Am- 

mochares artifex, Leprea abyssicola, Sabella picta, Synapta brychia, 

Ophiacantha fraterna, O. varispina, O. gracilis, Amphiura fragilis, 

Cladocarpus flexilis, Culeolus tanneri, nn. ss.) 

ZELEDON, JOSE C. Catalogue of the birds of Costa Rica, indicating those 
species of which the U. S. National Museum pessesses specimens 

from that country. 

megalops, P, 

651. Report of SPENCER F. BAIRD, Secretary of the Smithsonian Insti 

tution for the year 1386-86. 1586. S8vo., pp. 53. 

652. Fourth Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secre- 

tary of the Smithsonian Institution. 1882~83. By J. W. Pow- 

ELL, Director, 1880, Royal 8vo., pp. 532, 564 cuts, 83 plates. 

f 
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CONTENTS. 

PowkELu, J. W. Report of the Director of the Bureau. 

MALLERY, GARRICK. Pictographs of the North American Indians. 

HoL”MEs, W. H. Pottery of the ancient Pueblos. 

Houtmes, W. H. Ancient pottery of the Mississippi Valley. 

Howumes, W. H. Origin and development of form and ornament in Ceramic 

Art. 

CusHING, F. H. A study of Pueblo pottery, as illustrative of Zuni eul- 

ture-growth. 

653. Synopsis 0f the North American Syrphidae. By SAMUEL W. 

WILLISTON. 1886. 8vo., pp. 335. 12 plates. (Bulletin U. S. 
National Museum, No. 51.) 

654. Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian Insti- 

tution to July, 1885. Part m1. (Report of the United States 

National Museum for the half year ending June 50, 1835.) 

Yorty-eighth Congress, first session. House of Representatives 

Mis. Doc. No.15. 1886. 8vo., pp. 939, 145 plates, 2 maps. 

CONTENTS. 

Part 1. Report of the Assistant Director. 

Part 1. Reports of the Curators and Acting Curators. 

1. Department of Arts and Industries: 

Bryey, H.G. Section of Materia Medica. 

Hircucock, R. Section of Textile Industries, 

Hircucock, R. Section of Foods. 

11.(a) Mason, O. T. Department of Ethnology. 

11. (b) Hotmes, W. H. Department of American Prehistocic 

Pottery. 

1. Rau, C. Department of Antiquities. 

Iv. TRUE, F. W. Department of Mammals. 

v. Ripeway, R. Department of Birds and Birds’ Eggs. 

vi. YARROW, H.C. Department of Reptiles. 

vu. Bean, T. H. Department of Fishes. 

vul. TRUE, F. W. Department of Comparative Anatomy. 

1x. Dati, W.H. Department of Mollusks. 

x. Ritey, C. V. Department of Insects. 

xI. RatHBun, R. Department of Marine Invertebrates. 

xi. (a) Watcorr, C. D. Department of Invertebrate Fossils 

(Paleozoic). 

xir.(b) Wuitr, C. A. Department of Invertebrate Fossils 
( Meso-Cenozoic). 

xu. Warp, L. F. Department of Plants. 

XIV. CLARKE, F. W. Department of Minerals. 

xv. MerRRILL, G. P. Department of Lithology and Physical 

Geology. 
xvi. Dewey, F. P. Department of Metallurgy and Economic 

Geology. 
Part 1. Bibliography of the U. S. National Museum for the half year 

June 30, 1685. 

Part rv. Annotated list of accessions to the U.S. National Museum dur- 

ing the half year endiag June 30, 1865. 

Part v. DoNaLpson, 'T'.—The George Catlin Indian Gallery in the U. 8. 

National Museum, with memoir and statistics. 
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. Ethnology. (See Anthropology and Philology.) 

. Geography. 

. Geology. (See also Paleontology.) 

. Hydrography. (See Terrestrial Physics.) 

. Magnetism. (See Electricity.) 

. Mathematics. 

. Medicine. (See Anatomy, etc.) 

. Meteorology. 

. Microscopy. 

XXI. 

XXII. 

XXIII. 

Mineralogy. 

Miscellaneous. 

Natural History. (See Anatomy, Biology, Botany, Microscopy, 

Paleontology, and Zoology.) 

Paleontology. 

Philology. 

Physical Geography. 

Physics. (See also Terrestrial Plysies.) 
Physiology. (Sce Anatomy, etc.) 

Seismology. (See Terrestrial Physics.) 

Surgery. (See Anatomy, ete.) 

Technology. (See Chemistry, Electricity, Geology, Meteor- 

ology, and Pliysics.) 

Terrestrial Physics, 
607 
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XXXIII. Vulcanology. (See Terrestrial Physics.) 

XXXIV. Zoology: 

General. 

Special: 

Annelids. 

Birds. 

Fishes. 

Insects. 

Mammals. 

Mollusks. 

Radiates. 

Reptiles and Batrachians. 

I.—ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY, MEDICINE, AND SURGERY. 

No. in 
Catalogue, 

Apams. Subcutaneous surgery (Toner Lecture No. 6)......-..--- .----. ------ 302 

Barrp. Request for specimens of drugs.-.....--...---- ------------ ---.---.- 541 
BEYER. Catalogue of materia-medica collection, revised .----..------.--.---- 622 

BROWN-SEQUARD. Dual character of the brain (Toner Lecture No. 2)...-.. eM OOm 

DAV COSTACN -ehevhearti( Loner mGechmme NOs) jet terete teeta ae 279 

DrRaAn. sMedulla)oblongatai(S:Cs)ecss ccs a emma oe mlels mie ater lretelal ota alah eelalelitte terete 173 

Fuint. Catalogue of materia-medica collection. ..---- .----------+----++---+- 539 

FLINT. Classification of drugs and medicines...--.\..--...----....-.......... 451 

Fuint. Classification of materia-medica collection........--.....--..-----.- 450 

Brinn) = Memoranda torucollectionyob rue sy ec cto teat eeleete lalate eer tele tele lela 452 

Fxint. Report on pharmacopeias of all nations....-..----.- RB SoaoHe wooC aueac 560 

iO GEioy “CMe wel osean sooase Ones ceoo dd cobons Sobeds oS56 onto Sasdae 399 

JonES. Chemical and physiological investigations (S. C.).--..---.----------- 82 

KEEN. Continued fevers. (Toner Lecture No. 5)----<-.- 2-2. ooo. ono eee 300 

LAUTENBACH. Effect of irritation of a polarized nerve..-....-.....--+- ------- 411 

Lerpy. Flora and fauna within living animals (S. C.)....------------ ------ 44 
Mitis. Mental overwork (Toner lecture) ...-...-.-2.---------- 22 - ~~ enn owen 594 

MircHEetL, and MorREHOUSE. Chelonia (S. C.)-----2---- --2- scenes nea ne == 6 159 

MITCHELL and REICHERT. Venoms of poisonous serpents (S. C.).--.---------- 647 

MiIncHnii, saVienomlofenarhliesmalkce (SiC. eeeeteeeriee see tea enieee eae etetaetetete 135 

SHAKESPEARE. Reparatory inflammation (Toner Lecture No. 7)...--...---.- 321 

WarinG. Sanitary drainage of Washington (Toner Lecture No. 8) .-....---- 349 

WEISMANN. Change of Mexican axolotl....---..-.--..--. APOE ASCO nO 40 

Woop. Morbid and normal physiology ef fever (S. C.).-.--.-.-...--..------- 357 

Woop. Study of fever (Toner Lecture No. 4).-----.----.-----. .---- 2 25-2 282 

WoopwaRpb. Cancerous tumors (Toner Lecture No. 1).----....--...---...-. 266 

\veawesg leno) omens) (Eb Ch) cceaos so Sscccn ose 565559 coer eeScag Jose bebo Socs 45 

II.—ANTHROPOLOGY. (See also PHILOLOGY.) 

ABBOTT. Stone age in New Jersey------ 222. s-cc- <2 - <2 > <a 9m 394 

Anthropological Society of Washington, Transactions, Vol. I.-.--.----.----.- 501 

a i a gs ce Abstracts, 1879—80 .... 502 
6é “c “ ce “ Vol. 1K ete Aa ae 544 

“ oe cc 3 “é Vol. Ill Baers itl bias Fe 8 630 

Archeology, circular on... .-.. 6... 5206 -2o5 cree enews cece oon = nam vereale 205-316 

BaGerT. Aboriginal inhabitants of California......--s000-1-+-ereseeeee se-- SOL 
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BoEuMER. Index to archeological articles in Smithsonian publications ...... 421 

BRANSKORD es eAMIUNGUIbLeES OL Costa RiCamass ss cee soos ee ee oe ye 619 

BRANSFORD. Archeological researches in Nicaragua (S. C.).......-.....----- 383 

COPE NVeSsusLIcdianDONELCAVEN(SalCy)cse te cece canis. aa see ot ee ee) Hee AGO 

DAT ew rehistonicanan eal en tian lslandsi(s:@s)peceiaseeeeeesee cess ee en lee 318 
DESOR Ae Lalanbies on ohe lake oLNeuchatelesnecsese elec seco colle ee 360 
GipBs. HEithnolocical and philolocical imsinuctions: -2---..-2-22-22-s05)-2 52. 169 

Cinpsys dumnneb wom @ le pewsy al ln dang eee see cassette, Sey 365 

GILLMAN. Characteristics of ancient man in Michigan..--............2.-.-.- 393 

CULENrANnspevloumd-buildersandiplaty cnemismess ses soca oat ee cee 393 

CORE we huckahoe son indianwbread a=. se Sears ees cee eee ee ae ee ete eee 482 

Ebvo, “Sotho homes mov lEqahiereniy(iChrO cea hee be ee 269 

EEAED EVAN oly chrome! bead from Plorida sso. cescee see oe oteee ete cone 404 

PUN DIST Yan WOUCHeWX. [nm GLANS): 2 ssc he seclonene as seine ere tee cee oem eee 365 

IFLANAINS. den eraoa yn, ArgalneKoloyerA (Sb (Ch) ecraidoenodocanoulsosh cdoudes s65a5oe ee 7/al 

HOW PAIS tA aM onrOup nel ati ONS! eee) coals eevee cece eee cetiee cee 596 

Indians photooraphic  poxrtraltsnot, ListOhiesss sassec ose ee see ee aos 226 

JONKS\) Aboricinal structures im Georgia... 22. .)2s-c-tecese eto n eee ce oes 400 

VONMS ee Amol Mites Otmlenmessee:(SaCa\a-= = selsa-ne ences seem enieaee cece eee 259 

ONE Soaps ourehipn ir diam Se se peece los cree ae ce ne ele ae oareine cere Neon arias 365 

KENGLA. Archeological map ot the District of Columbia.................... 537 

GNA GIS AVIAE CEWVeA PODS se Vee one melee coe nyc aie eee ueye Mo ewe e meee 415 

GAP EVANS VAIKULE ST On WVISCONSIDE (SiiC.)-e1s- clea erie re see eoeeeee eee 79 

WASONG sloatimenrantiquities from rortomico-ess somes cee ees ee cee 397 

Mason. Miscellaneous anthropological papers for 1879...................-.. 420 

Mason. ee ne ie £6) NSS O Ree cecc ace eee 432 

Mason. “s vy ee Saat | 2)o1l US ermnns S amt Ree eee 431 

MASON. ‘x ne ef CMSB 215 Seeta ce eins Oe eeibe rents 535 

MASON. G6 ot ae SS MIBBO ic aerate siete sets aeeber 588 

MASON. ae m Bb tl oto l: aR eae tee ete te G20 

Mason. uy He os nS aL SOO Seema Meer ae eee ee eee 645 

MASONG PE LOrressa Mant oro polOgyjenieseetes caters ene eel nee er lee ie Sear 432 

MASON ee rOCLeSs i nyAnbhAnOpOLOSyeorsl Solow testes at see ease eee erce eee 488 

Mason. f es BG SO MBB2 She cis caciemeteece, merce somes are 534 
MASON. se ce si Ce BO Siacis Soe ie wise aelscins Sa cee vances eee 583 

MAson. oe ss “ oo LB BAN Seltociss coe eniseie manent Joes serie 618 

MASON. Ht a ce Soil GOO as rove rameter tales ate etait pens iemraeete 640 

MASONee Lhe Guesdercollectionof antiquities -4).c sec s-setes soe cesar eo oa 

MAYER ae Mexican arch@ology (5. Cs)ia- < 25-\sene = oo oeincisic esis isis s= esis eee 86 

MORGAN we cCircularrelative torelationshipe.sses--ccissmace caccicece seceece ees 138 

MORGAN WOyStems ot consanguinity (S.\Cs)-s-a-6cie clecsee ce ssloem ses es nines 218 
NIBLACK. Instructions for taking paper molds of inscriptions....-.---.----. 590 

PTCKE RUNG. culid dontmuminty (Gases (SiC>)s-eesecesoeel. 2 aoe = eases sooner 208 

POWELL. First annual report of Bureau of Ethnology ....-...-..----------- 476 

POWELL. Second annnal report of Bureau of Ethnology ...--..--..--.------ 542 

POWELL. Third annual report of Bureau of Ethnology ......--------------- 631 

POWELL. Fourth annual report of Bureau of Ethnology........-.---.--.--- 652 
KAU. Ancient aboricinalltradein North) America 5--------- ---- a2--1- <2 ~~ 385 
Rav. Archeological collection in Smithsonian Institution (s.c.) .--.---.--- 287 

Rav. Articles on anthropological subjects (from Reports S. I.).--.-----.---- 440. 
AU AT Liticialishelledeposits ini Ne wadleLseyarceses soe ease oe) a= 1s ornate 362 

Rav. Circular relative to aboriginal antiquities .:--.....-.:----.--.-------- 572 

Rav. Deposit of agricultural flint implements..-.........--...------------- 370 
Rav. Drilling in stone without metal.......-- Prete SNe PSA RARE Mae Ie 

H. Mis. 170——39 
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RACY Gold ornament an moundanihlondacees specie eeeee eee eee eee 403 

RaAwe Indian, pottery 228 cscs c seus cate ole: vaio cin oeie cistoteusiaisinioei=sje/slsanieieeteis ieee 368 

RAG... North Americanistone amplomentss. sss assets te ite eres see ee 382 

Ivan, “Palenque stableb (SiG p)re=siccsea scooter nae ele eee eet eee ee 331 

WAH Prehistoric ashino ins rirope/andcAmMeniCass eats se eee ree eee 509 

Rav. Stock-in-trade of aboriginal lapidary...-...-- BREE ciion «secre tee 402 

Romer. Prehistoric antiquities of Hungary (translated by Rav).--....---.. 392 

ROSS. astern’ Dinn claim dvans)c se. says = aie aan ee ene ele ee 365 

SIMPSON; | Coronado’s mare: injsearch of (Cibolajses sess 54-2 ose eee 561 

Squier and Davis. Ancient monument of Mississippi Valley (Ss. C.)-.-...----. 1 

SQUIER and Davis. Aboriginal monuments of New York (S. C.).--.--------- 15 

Sranumy: Catalocucof Indian portraits as. =o. s-e= eee eco aes see anes 53 

SWAN. “Indians of Cape lattery (SC)... -.. os ersee eee oe see ieee 220 

Swan. HardahIndians\(S.C:)-22< 2c cee soc acienaceee ee eeen soe eae eee 267 

TOMAS Directions ,or moundsexplorapions eee eo eee eieeeee eee een ere 601 

WititthEsny. “Ancient minino ab lake Superior (Ss: @))sssssees ees. oss esas LoS 

Wik LHSEY. s Alcilenh works an) Olios(Ga@s) ross. -e- -ee eee eee eee eee 37 

JII.—ARCHAM®OLOGY. (See ANTHROPOLOGY. ) 

IV.—ARCHITECTURE. 

LBiOMU o UPAR OMe) Cibo WANE AC) Sa 4866 scoson ceSooeescoseses6 Godos Sszcce 453 
CON PERG Lalhansnohn oro bikie Aue oul Cee RIER 6 S665 eS noSo soon scooSss sooS scacco nscoue Ve 

Report of National Museum building commission and architects for 1879...... 409 
ae ce oe ce ce “e ce “ec 6e 1880 EIA: 434 

sé ¢ ¢ ¢6 cé oe ee “ec cs 1881 poet) te 491 

V.—ASTRONOMY. 

ABBE. Observatories of Dorpat and Poulkova .--....---.- 2c... - 22 ee. 369 

ATIXANDHR. | Harnonies of theisolarisystem (8:05) ess csaso se eice ee eleremte see 280 

ASOTOMICAl CelesTamCiFCUlAl a. alo sm siee cla celne elateiet ail oe ofa alee eee eee 263 
Downes: ‘Occultations 1948 (SWS) tase Se sew co ecieseemecee eee cle eee eee 8 

DOWNES. “ TS849)(SiiGa)ntmbckcecsve cece acicicwepais cscs Mose = eraeemenae 9 

DOWNES. “ INSOLES Ch) poeooubntcea vboooU soecCous 6605 Sanood sodene 10 

DOWNES. of Ubeby EGS (6A) ea eSan qasoso pecuoaRedEDO ODOC So coco.gdod Eds Ta 

DOWNES. . PESQ (Sst Gee eesanre aeises Sars GSS as sete eye he a pneiaaye a teae 29 

DOWNES. ss Ms} ((S5 Oly) ao5500 So sGod Gobo bn oaS56 bese deacSs S556 Hee 54 

IDRC EIRS Sibi ene Cra EVR) ellen (EB C5) cagosc accbde cecocd Saco SrSdoscoesosAc 180 

Helipse ann Ularels ere Se sect oe ere cprcinia yee et slotee etna ia me ame ale tale aerate eee 66 

(Cagciniises » Solawe eye IB (EEOb)) 5564586 nase csnosc os6se$d5a0n6 Go56 F656 Sostos 100 

Gowmmeps ViistoryofNepuunee= ees ean oe ieee ee eee: © ee eer eee eters 18 

Gourpy eS iransatlantve Lomontidex(saC) mse ae see eet ae lal eel oleae steer 223 

Him Map isolanieclips@s soc ceo: se stee cee eee eee ences sietcisine aetseraear eae 101 

HOLDEN and Borumen. Reports of observatories for 1880 ..........-.....--. 438 

HoxLpeEN and HastinGs. Synopsis of Sir William Herschel’s writings ...---.. 426 

Hormpen.. dudexicataloaueiof Nebulie j2-5- cesses eeeeiceces ss seieisieeieeeee ela 

HOLDEN. Report on progress in astronomy for 1879 and 1880. ..-..........-.. 427 

HOLDEN. ae sf 3 “s os Gare etch eas AS paSesonE sod acSeuc 483 
HOLDEN. “ se cf ee se tO BBD Si eere ce crate ctciere acinmeieelere 525 

HOLDEN. oe a ae a ac (O  NBSS, 2 nsclers& Sc cient Ue scm ene 574 

HOLDEN. oe os Ws o ue te BBA ceo cisc dino. coere cents oe ose 609 

HOEDEN: Reports.of observatories fon leis -n--55 acco easeee seen cee seeeee 410 

KANE. Astronomical observations arctic seas (S.C.)...-- sicitiscce me el eects 129, 198 
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NEwcoms. Integrals of planetary motion (s.c¢.) ..........-..-.-........-... 281 
NEY COME a Crit OL Neptune \(8:/C;) = j2acjnneres cartier Sosa sees ee 199 
INEW COMB ae OU DLE OL, U ramus (Sw Ca) ea sine pieces are ek ay ee ee eA 262 
RUNKLE. Planetary tables (s.c.)..-..-... BEE SEO SE DCE Eee are te See teat 79 

UNE anevaryuaDles, Supplement = oes essa seine ae oe eke ee 94 

SUAS Wp. Cu ACTON DOLE yer eH Rae Sicha yeas oe 6 UOSr Ores O HEARS Gel eyes 350 
Siar Ep OmLren 181 Plo HeaVONS se ~ satccinee See waits ee Sees aS ean 359 

SOC RVs OLDS OL PLAN ets) (SCs) came ne nee ene eae Soe ee eae 232 

NVENIGIGE RD qPLVeSeALCHESHNG PLUTO (Se Ca)! eye bee rey eae reek at epee EI Cee 3 

WAIEKCHR ae pMemM SriseNepiune, 1 S48 (SiGe) seen ce eea a ose ee meee me ee 4 

WALKER. se LA GS=LEAS! (SCS) asncme ncerpere eres eich eae eee 5 

WALKER. ve LSSOn(S5 Ce) eet aes ete rete ten sate cates ees gs 6 

WALKER. £6 . ASSL (SUC) scceee screen cee seman area oe 7 

WALKER. Hi LB52 (SY .Co) che sae eeeye meee arene te ae 24 

WINLOCK. Report on progress in astronomy for 1885......................--- 641 

VI.— BIBLIOGRAPHY. 

BINNEY bibliography, ot conchol ooya part liens se eee sence een met 142 

BINNEY. a is pew 0 PRES E SSE Pio ee ce nyo rea retie 174 
BOLTON. Catalogue of scientific periodicals. 222-3. 22025. .e eo ssc e se J 514 

Borron. Catalogue to the literature of Uranium... - 22.22. .222.2-52224.. 1. 6238 

Pxchances 1st OLS MmiLbsOnians, Parte some esses se Sao: a ae eee eee 7S 

Exchanges, ‘‘ oe Poe Oe ees Gea ooe Brora ae ci coh ear: 85 
Exchanges, a we GOpLEaS wee ae ee es ily Sea Dairies saan ay] 

Gor.  Dibliooraphy of fishes of Pacitic coasts: 22: f242 eee ecl-e eee soe eee 463 

Grirarp. | Dabhorraphy.on natural history, | Gbilessse-scee see cess ee eee 48 

GoopE. Bibliography of Spencer FP. Baird .___... PS ioe keh eis Cee Jeena 503 

HOLDEN and HAsTiInGs. Synopsis of Sir William Ierschel’s writings......... 426 

HOLDEN. Index catalogue of books and memoirs on nebula. -.._-...--...._.. 311 

Institutions in the United States receiving publications of the Smithsonian In- 

SULT COE Bean goons Geecer Bee BECSbr Gere Eb rcoen named nc aie oe soo Gaeoue 512 

Institutions, principal literary and scientific, in United States...... 2.2.2.2... 335 

RR WVIENIED- san C.Ua LOC UON SY SUOM er ecm aia eeeiatteleieieelseeeiecinic sates aie eeeeenete ear at y/ 

JERS VE Oe OH eb a OS eS ee sep ec6 Secetn Hobe GoUs Berc ceessoconesehEas ese 25 
MARCOUL Laleontological bibliographies: - 2.0. ss -seess ese be eee. coe oe 625 

Publications, Smithsonian Institution, list of (successive issues. ).......74, 203, 226, 

245, 278, 290, 301, 344, 437, 478, G27 

Periodicals, received by the Institution, list of. 2.2 32226. sa. 25. tsccen em soe. Q, 436 

Publications of learned socicties in library Smithsonian Institution .....73,65, 179 

RwHEES. Catalogue and index of Smithsonian publications -.............--.. 47 

IReoohg | Pi bbve lhe eielsr yeas boceae sob sno bodeootes6os ceded cbeuau ccooac 116,238 
SCUDDER sy bibliooraphy ofpisaac Wealses-ossioseeoeece eee cece se erer sae ooe 570 

WATSON. Bibliography of North American botany .........--.......-......- 258 

VII.—BIOGRAPHY. 

GOODE Diblioorapliysol Spencer Lev bard yyaacesemsclaceciosicc teases aaa) ee 508 

GRAY. Memoimof Joseph Henrys. -ccsienaclenae el FESR DOOD OCOD EBSA 407 
Henny. elooy, on Alexander, Dallas’ Bache ous. coc. sence 2 22 scene <cceee 379 

Henry, Memorial of (by numerous contributors)......-....----..--. ------ Bane eS 

HOLDEN and HastTINnGs. Scientific writings of Sir William Herschel -..-....--- 426 

MUASGD. IEIemuEN? G15) EA GhE CONG) eae eo gone bocoso Scobeneeton cana cdcgco sono ssa 417 

Porter, and others. Addresses and ceremonies, Henry statue ...---.---.---- 585 

eA, Mignone Or Worl Mr He -S S646 Ades ado dopdso o55600 DS HO00 Sans coNeBt 251 
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THEES] lite and bequestofJamesismithson 2 -ssse see asta e seater 330 

ScuppER? Bibliocraphigor Wsaaculieas ea. seo. eee eee er aera 570 

TayLor. Memoir of and scientific work of Joseph Henry .-:- --2- 5-2) 2.22522. 339 

WELLING. | Wifeand character.of Joseph) Henny =sseeseees os eos 

VIII.—BIOLOGY. (See also ANATOMY, Microscopy, PAL#ONTOLOGY, BOTANY, 

and ZOOLOGY.) 

Bairp. Circular for shipping fresh fish and other animals. ........---.-----. 984 
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Directions for collecting and preserving specimens of nests and eggs..-.-.-...- 139 
EDWARDS. Directions for collecting diatomacea...2....- .. 22... -22-2. 2-2-2. 366 
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GoopE. Classification of animal resounrces=>-s- =e eee eee 297 

KiIDDER and others. Natural history of Kerguelen Island...............-..-. 294 

Romine. Natural history of Arctic Americal ss--e2.--<--sessee >see eee 342 

Lripy. Flora and fauna within animals (S. C.).--.....--- a Aha ie eee ek 4 
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Proceedings of the U. 8. National Museum ....1, 332; IH, 333; III, 425; IV, 467; 
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Periodicaluphenomena Tegist ere: samee ae tiara ata neat ae elt 65,148 
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Sirmpson. Marine invertebrata, Grand Maman (S.C) .--22. 2 22-2 02222 22 - 50 
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IX.—BOTANY. 
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WO OD samiires lia autels alos): ((Ssi Ca) eters ie eras eee tos tae ole Sos oicinor elo eieetnclectes 241 

X.—CHEMISTRY anp TECHNOLOGY. 

BAIRD ©incwlaninimeference: to bnildime/stones-senss esses ness eos slay 453 

BARKER. Report on prosressin chemistry, 1879 and 1880'-..2.22-----2.....--. 429 

BARKORa Lepore on progress 10 Chemistry forlesllc we aseseeeoeee see sect ea sce | £00 

BNCIGURS ee ACOMUC Velo hb CeveLMIMNAtLONS) esa some ase cia eee ae cece eie es atcies 358 

BOLTON. Keportion progressiim chemistry forlS822 sas sseras cece ose e eye eee 530 

Bouton. s es os we So polo NES Shae BO mac se ceea catiodc 579 

Bouton. as “ ss es a SOMALSSAT Aes mein eee cine emacs 614 
BOLTON. Ht i $f sé « §e BB ope sacks ca seke ernaats a elepeeiers 633 

BOORMAN OREMKS es © henitcalvanteess cee acee ccs alee cence eeisaries sais setae 27 
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CEARICN SE Sp ANSON: ta Dlestes ee danse caress sc ciens sete eee cree ois aio eee tae 289 

RAR KE wecaleulatloni On AtOMiG wel OMus: sate sym eae ies eee eke ite ore einle 441 

CMRI | OPEC C Orally mua DIES ae aoe seer aie seeks ents sete eee ee ieclei ees 255 

CLARKE. i se Oy Histisupplemenibhesseese ee cae ieee eres - 288 

CEARIGH SP Speciticvbea ttablesnascseures cle acai aa aioe naeae eae cae see ey sletelaite sels 276 

MiTINT a Keporuonipharmacopelas on alll nationSiaa-5 5 soos sieeeseaeeaslses- eee OOO 

GIBBS and GrENTH. Ammonia cobalt bases (S.C.) ..-...... Seated ede eere 88 

FEAR Dae ep loshveness.Ot wmiber(SsO5)raseesecianeee ase ceeciios seein le ie mere eats Aly / 

HENRY. investigation of illuminating materials--..)-.--cj-2--- seesiscra sees) (OOD 

HIMCHCOCKM mL ano f textile exiulbitwesree sme teceaiee cieine ts sa eateieteinte aaa eterelele sets 597 

Hunan Chemistry ot theearthiiset.. aes. eee oe alee me eee afoeleeaee ee 376 

JONES. Chemical and physiological investigations (s: C.)-----..----. -2-. --.- 82 

MERRUCe Elo Dui dine-sfonevexhiDithperasca see etaeeesees estate eee ee 598 

Morin. Warming and ventilating occupied buildings -......... Scie ase e et 439 

NEWTON. Metric system of weights and measures..-...-..-... -...-.-..----- 371 

Nipiack. Instructions for taking paper molds of inscriptions, etc...--..----- 590 

RaTHBUN. Catalogue of collection illustrating research in sea and fresh water. 557 

DMULEHS ONS MAS CLEMbIL ClhwiElGln MStes we saeteinee a atetele eeiats ota see cetel cients aetatabetsi esp arene 327 

IAVROR- wsElenny and the teleorapbecccme sciences sane o==liseiieaeieoe scee actee 405 

WARE RTE OZONECVANAEATIGOZ EMO nels etslntsels sieelnns sina sain ays sical sl late ot='e)/eletaale state le 355 

XI.—ELECTRICITY anp MAGNETISM. 

BACHH ae Ma OMe CKGISCUSS1ON, pant ly (SiGe) moneeiselsa ol sselelye riser neers aeeieiaet= alike} 

BACHE. oe cs TORN GG CA Good Cade Heed oneaod 6 phaees cade te 121 
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BACHE. oe sé EATS HO) OGL (Wek Ch) co habe eee se ecobor Sontobac 195 

BAchE. Macnetic survey of Pennsylvania (8. C.) -.-..--2<. ------+----+------ 166 

GouLp. Transatlantic longitude by electro-magnetic signals (S.C.) ---------- 223 

Harkness. Magnetic observations on the jron-clad Monadnock (s, C.) ------- 239 
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Mayans: “Arctic.observations! (S:iC)/ssecece cone cenee testes Pee ee eee eee ee oS: 
HENRY. Communication to Regents on the electro-magnetic telegraph .--.-- 115 

Kann,../Arctic: observations: (S: GC.) psescces= Loar aeeee eee cece seameeieeas 97, 198 

Locke. Observations on terrestrial magnetism (Ss. C.) .-2--.-----.----------- 939 

SECCHI.... Researches on electrical rheometry (SiG) sataeeoe eee ee Se oe ee ae 36 

SONNTAG. ‘Terrestrialimagnetism, Mexicol(s:©.)isesasseees asses eae eae ae 114 

WaxLor.. Henry and) the telegraphs) oa seen seen ee eee ae eee 405 

XII.—ETHNOLOGY. (See ANTHROPOLOGY and PHILOLOGY. 

XITI.—GEOGRAPHY. 

Goopricu. Report ofiprogress\in’ ceocraphy form 18852222 2a 2. 2s ae aaa elo 632 

GREEN. Report of progress in geography for 1881 and 18382......--....-.... 527 

GREEN ef ue oe ss oe OO SBS ee ee crae sels Steins cia sleet EAE 

GREEN. Be a cc ee oe OT ALSOAA dace teers tee has aetaetre 611 

XIV.—GEOLOGY. (See also PALEONTOLOGY.) 

Cooprrr:- Physical’ ceooraphiy, of Noro Amenities -s-aeemes eeen ee eee eee 351 

Haws: “Recent procressin ceortaphiy: a= soo ee sce c ce ee aejee es eee ee ee ee 428 

HimGARD: (Geolocyiof lower Louistanal(s.C))) 525 --24\sseo so eecn eee eee eee 

EITCHCOCK Sutiace se eolony7(SiGu)setee see clea ee ea eee ae eer e es ae 90 

Hunr. Report of progressin geology for 1881 and 1882 _. -.=.-....--.....-... 526 

Hunt. ot JE ce as 4 i ie Tots Rare eee el bates Bere ee ie Se eeee Seo ans MAS 

MASON. Dluraye Cavern vin Weenies teeter satel aealate ea are ete eee 

MERRinne) se lantof buildine=stonerexiibiGse ssa) -0eeeiseee ie eee erases 598 

PUMPELLY. Geology of China, Mongolia, and Japan (S.C.)---------..--.---- 202 

IRICK:  GeolomyOLy BeLMUG ae cee a) sees stay steels eee cha = elena ie ately eee eS 

WHITTLnSHYy. Hluctuations om lakes (SiC. eso ossesceerbetr secs ee eee cenee 119 

WHITTERSEY "Glacial drifti(sroo! so8 tae woe 4 cece soe tanec een = eteee 197 

XV.—HYDROGRAPHY. (See TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS.) 

XVIL—MAGNETISM. (See ELECTRICITY.) 

XVII.—MATHEMATICS. 

ALVORD. Tangencies of circles (S.C.) -.-.---- sacmiceisicsce veces pose ee ere 80 

BERREL. (Convercimeseres|(SiCs))22ss--cae sesseseeel te eee see eee een ee aes 233 

NEWCoMB. General integrals of planetary motion (S.C.) .....-.-.:-.-.------ 281 

XVIII.—MEDICINE. (See ANATOMY, etc.) 

XIX.—METEOROLOGY. 

WEBE, Meteorolooicalimemoirs eases oe eee eye aise slot 398 

ABBE. Report on progress in meteorology for 1879-1881..................-.-. 4&4 

ABBE. es & f os es Ot USB2E Peete emcc ac cseca nore eeee 52 

ABBE. BC ce oe SU od OC MISBO Le aee he Sts cos ee Eee 577 

ABBE. Ut ce es ce ss Mkts Nolet Vane aor nee eee el A 612 

BacueE. Girard College observations (Ss. C.).---113, 121, 132, 162, 175, 186, 195 

CASWELL. Observations, Providence, R.J., 1831—-1860\(S. Cc.) .-.--- 22252. s228- 103 

CASWELL. Observations, Providence, R. I., 1831-1876 (S.c.) ....-...-.......- 443 

GHAPPELSMITH: “Tornado l(SsGs)setsa. sacaeeee oe ete eee ite Ses oe ee ee 59 

CLEAVELAND. Meteorological observations, Brunswick, Me (s.c.) ..-...--.-- 204 

Clouds; momenclatureOfas sass se nate aise hea neni eee iene = eine ee eer ete ere 347 

Gonrine: Meteoricire=balli(she:)/eacctcmccee' neces ee eens ee oe eee eee eon 

COnKIN. WPsychrometricall tablesies sete ceseie ne cies aeae oie ieiaicie eee ere eres 87 
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Directions for meteorological observations ...--.....-.-.-.--..------------- 19, 148 
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Guyot. Meteorological directions -.....--5......----- -------- -------- ---- 19, 148 
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Hann. Diminution of vapor with altitude ............-------------+----+--- 398 

Hann. Influence of rain on the barometer ..-....----.---------- -----+ e----° 398 

Hann. Atmospheric pressure and rain-fall ........--------------+-----+ +--+ 398 

HANN. Laws of temperature in ascending currents..-.---.-------.---+------ 398 

Hann. Relation between pressure and wind .......-------------------++----- 398 
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HENRY. =f directions for constructing lightning rods..-..-..---------- 237 

HENRY. os TAMURA KONOINS GapaBedo0 cases GbObLSd5 oden coDdSesiesep snac 235 
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HILDRETH AND Woop. Observations, Marietta, Ohio (S.C.).---------------- 120 

HOEK. Wetter/on meteoric shower -.cc-+ +--+ ----=6 soc e wm © -<-io == eee en 217 

KANE. Meteorological arctic observations (S. C.) .----.----- +--+ .----+---- 104, 198 

Loup. Discussion of Snell’s barometric observations -.--.-.---------------+---- 435 

ILVORMOIS, Aero) WO REEINS, oe Gson b566 cboSooheakaduo Soo sGoedes cdcdne nde eSda> 584 

oomis. Storms in 1836 (S.C.).--------2:- ----<6 --06 eee one = == === = 127, 

Map of the stars near the north pole for aurora.-..-.-----++----++---+++----+- 350 

McCuintock. Arctic observations (S. C.).--.--..--- ------ «+--+ ------ 2-=-+ ---° 146 

McPar.in. Climate of New Mexico ..---..-...----- +--+ ---- seeees 222 e eee 396 

Meecu. Intensity sun’s heat (S.C.) .----..-------------- e222 ++ eee eee eer eee 83 

Mereorological observations, 1855..---- ---.------+----+ eee ere cree tent tte 93 

Meteorological results, 1854-1859, vol. 1..--...----------------+-----+ 020+ ---- 157 

Meteorological results, 1854-1859, vol 2 ..---------------- SABE RB BeaodeeCS See 182 

Meteorological stations and observers, 1849-1868 .....-..-------------+ +--+ ---- 373 

Meteors, November... --- .--- <= co-000 cenne 22 nnn 2 mn en nnn oo an amen on 217 

BOUMSTMAD.) AUrOTa (SiGs)) a= -iecececcsmsc sasejloseeel a4 =e iam a ommeesia = oa mio 81 

Periodical phenomena, registry of..-....----- ------ +--+ ---+------ srr tet ccee 65, 148 

PEsLIN. Relation between barometric pressure and air currents..----. ------ 398 

Planisphere of the visible heavens, for observation of metecors..-------------- 359 

Rain charts for summer, winter, and year...-..-.----- -----------+ +2 2-225 0 oe 374 

ReYE. Rain-fall and barometric minima.-..-..-..----------------+-+------7-° 398 

Scuotr. Base chart of the United States.----. SU EEL RAH clase easel pe samc 414 

Scuorr. Tables of rain and snow in the United States (S. C.).----------- 222, 353 

Scott. Tables of temperature (S.C.) .----- ---- -----+ ss 2202 conn Ad} 7/ 

SmitH. Observations, Washington, Ark. (S. C.)-----------------+ +7720 000777 131 

SouNcKE. Variation of temperature in ascending currents of moist air. ----- 398 

Temperature chart of the United States for year..-------------+-+++---->- 381, 388 

Temperature charts of the United States for summer, winter, and year..---- 387 

XX.—MICROSCOPY. 

Batrey. Microscopic observations, Southern States (KC) ip sceosaedaootecs 2 

BAILEY. New microscopic organisms (S. C.).-----------+2--72 sre rtr tr G3 

Battery. Soundings, coast survey (S. C.) ----- SE ee a a sotperniat aca cine 20 
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DEAN; ~Medulla-oblongatan(S:wCs) incase soe eres Gere eens sean eens ee 173 

Epwarps. Directions for collecting microscopic organisms.----..---------- 366 
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MITCHELL AND REICHERT. Venoms of poisonous serpents......---..--..-----. 647 

WOODWARD. CanceromseGUmoOrg’ 2. ai </5- = ois clans eet estas a wele se ane 266 

XXI.—MINERALOGY. 

BABINET: | Diamond yands precious, Stonesseo ao. \aa anaes eee S77 

BOLTON. Index tothe literature of Uramiumisase sees seers sete er 628 

IBREZINA. Crystallography and erystallophysies' 222: 22-22-2----2- 22 -ss-eseee 386 

CLARKE,  (Planyof7cem) and) previous) stone) exh bites sase ee ess ease ee eee 599 

Dana. Report on progress in mineralogy for 1882.........-....----.---..-- 531 

DANA. & HU oe és sf CA UNSS Sey reek ieee ise Ae hae ee 580 

Dana. vo iG os 6 se FON ASSAY Naess eee ich ete ete 615 
Dana. sf ub cf ee ah LUG Hotel ey ae Pecre rer ne ee rn 639 
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EEAWES.) ReCenbeprocnress) 1m mineralogy see aero aes eee ee eee eee 428 

XXIJ.—MISCELLANEOUS. 

Relative to the Smithsonian Institution. 

Act of Congress to establish the Smithsonian Institution...-...-.....-...--. 0, 391 
BArRD., /Musenm miscellanea, numbers, labels, ete=---2.2----- 2-2--- === - 164 

BoEuMER. Additions to list of foreign correspondents of Smithsonian Institu- 
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Business arrangements of Smithsonian Institution...-......................-. 325 
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Establishment and officers of Smithsonian Institution and Museum-...---..-.. 449 

lnboxma,  (Ohoremllbe Walei7e) iO MENEINIS 6655 co5Ss0 deqase cesses scbans Boos secane 236 

Igbocie, MOS OSHinOmp sya OOs! WOES Soonco ansbss aoddes cseose Son Sosceds te E 

EHEC HOVER MeKOPVIEH a INTIMA HR Bobs Cocos bods conbos SaSnosicnos Sasasscéeas 328 

Lnstibutions list Odomestleeee=s ose sere eee ene eee 67,69, 238, 512 

Institutions, list of foreign..-..---- 64,154, 188, 209, 225, 243, 309, 469, 490, 635 

Mason. Report on Luray Cavern in Virginia in 1880......--.....--......-.. 433 

Officers and Regents and act of organization .-..--....---.---..-------.--...- N 

PHABODY. ‘Scientific education of mechanics) -—- -2o-s---s>-- >> == cen aaa 380 

PortTeER and others. Addresses and ceremonies, Henry statue.......--..------ 585 

Proceedimes. momenta nl Sd Oem seer eee) ace ae reset ete eaa sao eieeeetoee A 

Programme of organization.---- Hebee sen eteoobod scoscoSagueléséess S4éo056056 J 

Regulationsiof Smithsonian Uns titulo Ome eee se ete eee alee a= atelier 260 

RHEES. Catalogue and index of Smithsonian publications, 1846-1852 ......-- 478 

RHEES. Documents relative to history of Smithsonian Institution.........--. 328 

kueEEs. Journals of the Board of Regents, statistics, etc..---...-----.-..---. 329 

RHEES. Wistof institutions: libraries) collemes; rete ss. s-2 4.5 es ete eee aa 238 

(See Proceedings of societies; also, Reports of Smithsonian Institution.) 
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Barrp. Report of Smithsonian exhibit at centennial, 1876..................- 307 

Circulars of the United States National Museum, Nos. 1 to 35...........--- 445,446, 
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598, 599, 600, 601, 602, G03, 604, 622, 626, 637, 646 
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AMM SOULS PO pve CIRCUIDI: «oa.s seien ccle omisiag oon steep ia ennitorse'= oe Me sine ce seme eao = oe 137 
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XXIII.—NATURAL HISTORY. (See ANaromy, BioLoGy, Borany, Microscopy, 
PALEONTOLOGY, AND ZOOLOGY.) 

XXIV.—PALH ONTOLOGY. 

CONRAD eC heckalistioteocenenossils: sass. asset ease aes ee eee eee eee 200 

CORE Pe Westilndiasbone Gave sassy. cena pose sore oleae eeeiee seas sae Sa tose 489 
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JEM ee EGtIN CESlLOChS (SiGe) ences tas < sacusiswns So eee eee ee nC ce ee eee 2 

[ERED Yea HOSSUAO MNS UC) cs csi eetae eae ec oe nae Satake ee Aa nee CLS a 41 

MEEK. Check list of cretaceous and jurassic fossils......-....-...----- sGodee aly hy/ 

Mimic Checklist of miocene fossils: ---"2 2 eae eae leeee eee ea soll sek oes 183 

MEnK on dsLtAY DEN. = ealseontology, of Nebraskans saelsso 2 aie sey eee line 

MARCOUN Hal BOntolLogicalibibliooraphicsiss ess s2ee eee secieeeeeeeeaee as 

Marcovu. Record of North American Paleontology for 1834.......-..-....-.- G19 

Marcovu. Record of North American Paleontology for 1885.-....-...-....... 642 

XXV.—PHILOLOGY. 

BowrEN. Yoruba grammar and dictionary (8. C.) .-----.-----.-----.--- Sekhetes 93 

Dorsry. Comparative phonology of four Sioux languages ....-.........-... 605 

GIBBS Chinook jargon ass sos. ecn scious cislele ines leis) a ars cinnes See eyaeis see ees 161 

CiBESs Companrstiveiocabulanyeese ics seeks eee ee ete esta eter cee ee erie 170 

Gisss. Ethnological and philological instructions. .............--...-..----- 160 

Lime ER sr aVocalsoundslotlbauray brid omann(S:C:))se=ociea sense ese) et as 12 

MirncHinerandshURNER VocabulanyOb jArgOnaass cae sass eee laa = esa 68 

MORGANS VSO s Of CONSANGUIMIbYy,(SeiC. )easee ee see asase oie aecet see aise 218 

KieGs: Dakotaicrammarand dictionary (SiC)))---2-25-- ---s-)-2----2-=- = 40 

Re@arie. Language of the Dakota and Sioux Indians...--...... .--....---- 378 

WAHIERN Hyena lec lunes OnelinOUIStICS saa) e eyes see ieaie eines ee clei ieee oe eoe ora 352 

(See also Reports of Bureau of Ethnology.) 

XXVI.—PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY. 

GOOPER: | Ehysicaliseocraplhy, of North) Amernca..<2.\-0-l0-5 c2 22 icine 351 

ELLET. Physical geography of the Mississippi Valley (Ss. C.)---.-.----..----. 13 

Hayns. Observations im the Arctic seasi(S.C:))--2--- ss---- o-in- o> eee eo 196 

Hone yeqaCitcnlaerelaonye) tO;/NCLS NUS 5 canis soles nates nei niah= = 2) parted aia 236 
IU VAG OR. Tbinnny OR Rera bal \WAiKeN AS be sats choo deaqs8oo bub noobbe Heso acces eHee 433 

XXVII.—PHYSICS. (See also TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS. ) 

BaRKER. Report of progress in physics for 1879 and 1880...-.....---.---.---- 429 

BARKER. Report of progress|in’ physics in L88ls2----.2/.-------5-. =... 2-2 -. 485 
BARKER. of UG ut aC ue OMT RO ey ere ek aS neat yatta Atel aeN 529 
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BARKER. Report of progress in physics in 1883 .....--.--..------- a eaeeiees 578 

BARKER. a ee ee af ie SC (1BS452 Baste sae eae ce ener ee 613 

BARKER. a eé ee e i (6 BSD Ghee ed eae sea eee em OOS 

BARNARD. “Internal/structure of thevearthi(s. Cee cee-e saat see eae ieee 310 

BARNARD. Problems of rotary motion (S. C.)..----.-.----- See Lee eee 240 

BREZINA. Crystallography and crystallophysics......--..------------ ------ 386 

Bulletin of the Philosophical Society of Washington, Vol. I, II, III-.---------. 497 

“ce ot Bt st ue Bt MOL IV eh ooeo- seeceacenis 498 

ab ct ot it is ie Wola Ve-sen Sant ee aes OOS 

ee oe GG BC wt ss VioliNales 2 Seah eer eee 543 
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CORKIN-| aWwandslofiheralobe)(SnC>) pee eee eee aie ee ee eter er 52.268 
DaAvas: Maw ofidepositiof flood-tidei(S1C)) sass s=t saat eee 33 
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GpxYOTeehysicalsandimeteorolocical taDlesteer seaeee ete eee eee 31,153,538 

HMAYESS) ehysicalovservatlons, ArchiGiseas|(SsiC.)p--se= see oleae atone 196 

HNRYeneMlectro-maoneticteleora pls — seein eisai ee ae ete teeter 115 

Henry. Investigation of illuminating materials.........-.....--..-.----..- 389 

EDEN ooh thine TOdshe ss ceeaeseeeeeeeias eae st See enn sane coases o5e050 0524 237 

HinNE Yen esearchesion sound ess ese ee eee ee tees = eee tee eee :.. 406 

HinGanDaselides anditidalbactioneeccstees= eels eeee sees cere eee rere 390 

HOUMGREN.» | Color-plindmess)aseee sec ae eee eres eee eee eee 399 

HunT.;Chemistryof the earth). 2325 2-eiiecer alee ae one Sete eines ae aeoene 376 

KANE. (Physical observations) Arctic! seas) (S.C) pasosee so seseseele else leis e 198 

Moomis.) Aurora Worealise-sc)js20s-ues-/-2- eee BER rete acme Saas Be 584 

MrncHy ilcatand lich tiofitheysmm)(Sat@s) aan areeitee steele te atisteteleerataretars 83 

Nuwvon. Metricsweimhts and measures=--- s.2-)s-\+)->-ieeenee=snineee jeene? 371 

ScHOLD) sbasechart of the United'Stateses eyes. -as-1-seee ie een ae eae riae 414 

SECCHIng wElectricalrheometrya (Sa. aseece eae eet see eee eee eee ieee 36 

DUAv aco RE leaker” Zhal (ay ieee Neo ee Koad Bonn Sosoaodan cone békcbo oseceesees = 405 

ISAC NGOS HOON OH Ma AUPNO Ms ca5 Seagasboks oakede cone csesos cose ee 395 

MAYOR ae Nauure an G Orloimotet OCC seems see eee seats 

KASEOR shetrachon ot sound se--oeeceeeeeee tee ease eee aean 

WHETLESEY. Hluctuatiens, leveliof lakes\(SuC.) es smeceea see aes eee seer 119 

XXVIII.—PHYSIOLOGY. (Sce ANATOMY, etc.) 

XXIX.—SEISMOLOGY. (See TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS. ) 

XXXK.—SURGERY. (See ANATOMY, etc.) 

XXXL—TECHNOLOGY. (See CHEMISTRY, ELECTRICITY, GEOLOGY, METEOROLOGY, 

AND PHYSICS.) 

XXXII.—TERRESTRIAL PHYSICS. 

Bacne. Discussion of magnetic observations (s. C.)----I, 113; II, 121; III, 132; 

IV-VI, 162; VII-IX, 175; X-XII, 186; I-XII, 195 
BACHE, Maoneticisurvey, of, bennsylvaniai(S: Cy) possesses a asae eerie eee 166 

BARNARD. Problems of rotary motion, and precession of equinoxes (Ss. C.) --. 240 

BoruMeEr. Translation, Volcanic eruptions and earthquakes in Iceland ..---- 644 

CoOEKIN, | Winds of the «lobe (8. C.) 22222- +4. ee pie ata aie 8 Perel eg 268 
CorFiIn. Winds of the northern hemisphere (s. C.) 
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No. in 

: Catalogue. 

Davis. Dynamical action, etc., of the tlood tide (S. C.)-....----.----.-------- 33 
HorRcE. Recordiof auroral phenomenal (SC) esse. ssc cce so6-l- se alee ener 84 

HAYES. Physical observations in Arctic seas (S. C.) -.--..----------- -------- 196 

HN (Circular relative toaltitudess:sssassess tae ole So se) oases cenar-=-- = 236 

HinGARD ee lidesanditidal action int harborss.cs eae seminal eects = =e lemle oe 390 

Tela, (Chasnmiiiiny OF Wie CARO CHB maconoor Hoos bebucs Boor Gods Gee oo coseastaae 376 

Kaner. Magnetical observations in the Arctic seas (S. C.) ----.--------------- 97 

KANE. Physical observations in the Arctic seas (S. C.) -.----.---------------- 198 

KANE. ‘Tidal observations in the Arctic seas (S.C.) .------------------------- 130 

Locke. Observations on terrestrial magnetism in the United States (s.c.)--- 35 

MULLER. Observations on terrestrial magnetism in Mexico (S.C.) .---------- =) J14 
OLMSTEAD. Secular period of the aurora (S.€.) -..---...---..--------------- 81 

Rocxwoop. Report on progress in vulcanology and seismology for 1884...--.- 616 

ROcCKWOOD. Or i a no cs ee “ pL SSot as sac 634 

SonnTAG. Observations on terrestrial magnetism in Mexico (Ss. C.) -.--------- 114 

WHITrLESEY. Fluctuations of level in the North American lakes (s. C.).----- aka ls) 

XXXIII-—VULCANOLOGY. (See TERRESTRIAL PuysIcs.) 

XXXIV.— ZOOLOGY. 

Zoology—General. 

(See Bulletins, National Museum, 1 to 30. Proceedings, National Museum, 

I—VIII. Proceedings of societies. ) : 

BairpD. Directions for collecting specimens of natural history .-..---.--.---- 34 

Bairp. Concerning the lending of type specimens ......---..--------------- 646 

Corr. Zoological position of Texas ........---..--- Sei siseuemecier Renee ee 

GILL. Report on progress in zoology for 1879 and 1880...--..------.---- eee s 431 

GILL. as ss sf ae ss COMP GSI e ses eer Bes Pa a Nee eee 487 

GILL. me sf Gy a ef SCP UNBS2Ee aa eee: ei setiae PROSE SS) Sete 533 

GILL. -s MG ee es ¢s GO ilisteb ese Ssecies Sawcets See A ee eto eee slars 582 

GILL. ss sf £¢ s uC COMPIBSU SSS Se Sees oer ecies Steen eee Eh ee Olly, 

GILL, “e fe se ee es Se WBS Sinsawecisweise Pas Nes Maye ei alacet SOLS 

GoopDE. Catalogue and synopsis, London Fisheries Exhibition-..-.----.----- 551 

GooprE. Catalogue of collection, animal resources, Philadelphia Exhibition,. 326 

Goope (and others). Catalogue of London Fisheries xhibition...---..----- 511 

Goopr. Classification of animal resources of the United States..-.-.-------- 297 

Goopk (and others). Catalogue of collection, Berlin Fisheries Exhibition.... 413 

JONES (and others). Natural history of the Bermudas. ...--..--------------- 495 

Kipper (and others). Natural history of Kerguelen Islands -...--.--------- 6 AES 

KuMLIEN. Natural history of Arctic America........---- We Se Sone es etesteoss 342 

Scupprr. Nomenclator Zoologicus ...--..----- ee Aes Hep ouaoeH bao EseS 470 

STREETS (and others). Natural history of Hawaiian and Fanning Islands... 303 

Zoology—Special. 

(Sce Bulletins, National Museum. Proceedings, National Museum. Pro- 

ceedings of societies. ) 

Webster. Annelids from Bermuda ..---- Bee aerate cepete ise shaisiaareratens S600 door 569 

Birds. 

BAIUDS MArnan com entrote DIS) sem eleas cela a aisles aieial-/@) ===) =1= See eels Sieseee & esil(G) 

BAIRD a Catalocweromubinday4t Ol. cmc acim acess seis als a === Ss ponccundocus 106 

Barrp. Catalogue of birds, 8vo.-..-. .2.25.-.2.--- sence won - 2 cee cone eno - 108 

Bairb. Instructions for collecting birds’ n sts and eggs ..-----------+--++---+- 139 
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No. in 
Catalogue. 

BAtRD:Reviewof birds; parhibe: v7.0 2-42 8 ese eeere eae ete eee 181 

BENDIRE: Instructionstorcollecting eo mses sae= sass alee 603 
BREWER: (North Americancoology, part Li(S.6)) pseeeee ee ee ae eee eee 89 

Circular, birds:of SouthyAmeritaj-- +. -= Sosa 5s ee eee ee a ae ee eee 168 

Circular for the guidance of persons desiring to make exchanges of birds or 

birdsegos with National Museums. oe lea- See a ene ea aera a ae eee 637 

CouErs'and Prenwiss:, “Avi fauna Columbiana 2222 s2eeee= 2-4 =a) soe =e eee as 500 

Desiderata of birds of Mexico, Central America, ete--2---.----- ..--2-.-2-2--- 185 

EEEror, ist of /rochilid2s (hummingbirds) =ss4s sees == eee ae 334 

Hriror.. MonographroteRrochilide (SUC) ies aee eee eae ee ee 317 
KIDDER (and others). Natural history of Kerguelen Island --...-.--.---..--- 294 

KippER and Couns, Birds\of Kerguelen Island’ 2-22 s-s2-- 5 -o-- = eee 293 

LAWRENOE.. Birdsyot! Mexicos aca. os casceeceraaseeee Bee asees oes eee 295 

LIVEIEBORG,. Outlinelofelassiicationrof bind st= assess eee serie eee 364 

MERRIAN.) SbirdsyOt bens er mnie ejects ie tea eee aaa eae 567 

Rup: BirdstottherBermudasea-- seen eee ose eee eee eee tee 566 

RIDGWAY. Aquatic and other birds of the Wnetea States at London Fisheries 

Exhibitions eases se cec iste oho Soe ee eter ee ee ite coer nee eine em ereeae 553 

RipGway. Catalogue of old world birds in Museum ..--.-...--..-.----..----. 462 

RipGway. Nomenclature of North American birds ----.-.--. Reo nase ast oe Goo 422 

STEJNEGER. Ornithological explorations in the Commander Islands and 

Kamtsehatka tock seca aecietane is Sete cae oe de ent ee Le ee ee eens 624 

Fishes. 

1ByNnaoy CONTR lay oatey slow aj naer AHI 5= ABAS pe eee He en4 ase4 soeG need ondao- 384 

BAIRD Circularmelativie to food-tishes\s- 4.) 4-seeaee eee ee eee etait 234 

BAIRD.) ishesiof News Jerseyicoast 224 ose: oe eee eee ee eet eeeeeeee 348 

LEY NOR DL | Dag guvbAy TASHA) 1) WOOO EAM) OV hs oR ianoasé dae ooe cago paso eeecot 231 

BEAN. Catalogue of the fishes of the United States at the London Fisheries 

1D>-al oy] 0y hy (0) oe ae eee IE OER ME Mh Seay ee Sere NRE DM IS 
Bran. Directions for collecting and preserving fish sa fend oe eS een ee 464 

Brown. The whale fishery and its appliances..--<.22-5- -22-\2-----s=---=---- eo 
Gini. Arrangement ‘of, fishes).22)245.25-045atened ee peels Be ee eee eee 

Git: ‘Bibliosraphy, of fishesiof Pacific coast... 2224522 neces~ 5: ears eee eee 

Ginn. Catalogue of fishes sae s.. t2 onc: geen Mee Saree oe ee 283 
Ginn. Hishes;or Western NorthyAmMOri¢a reese. eee ose eee eee Sees ee ome 307 

GIRARD. -Monosraph icottoids (Ss: 05) 22+) ss sce seek cae ee eee ee eee 30 

GoopE. Berlin exhibit of fisheries and fish culture ..-....----..------------- 413 
GoopE. Catalogue of collection, animal resources, Philadelphia Exhibition -. 326 

Goopr. Catalogue of collection, Berlin Fisheries Exhibition. ......-----.---- 413 
GoopE. Catalogue, London Fisheries Exhibition.----..--..---..--.---------- 511 

GoopE. Catalogue and Synopsis, London Fisheries Exhibition ..-...-.------ 551 
GoopE,) Fishesiof Bermuda). 32. oo asek es see eens 52 == = Sse 296 
JORDAN and Brayton. Fishes of South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee.--. 308 

JORDAN and GILBERT. Synopsis of the fishes of North America ...----------- 492 
JORDAN. “Notes, on’ Cotbides so- 2 sess ee eee ee es es nae eee 306 
JORDAN. Notes on Rafinesque’s memoirs, North American fishes.------------- 305 
RATHBUN. Catalogue of collection illustrating research in sea and fresh water. 557 

Insecis. 

Agassiz. Classification of insects (S..C.) ..---.----2=---+=----o-e2s-5 4652 =="" 16 
BairD. Circular on history of North American grasshoppers. .----+------ +--+ 163 

Barrp. Department of insects /)....)-.<.--ce ees seeeee oe eeel eees 448 
Circular to entomolopists:>..~.scacme cece soca see eee ete te ees : = ie 
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Circulariconcernins: department: of insects\.o <2. 525262 acne ee cee ee che ee enc cee 448 

De SaussuRE. Monograph of wasps, hymenoptera ...........-..-2...------- 254 

PERNALDY Directions:for collecting moths .23220).- 524/222 .0 222. eee 600 
HAGENS OV Hopsis Oh weuropteray os. ree seke sue a tedsee ro es eT Mie 1 t 134 
LE Conte. Classification of coleoptera, part I.........-...---2--.--2..----0- 136 

LE CONTE. ag aS Dub eT ee eres tele he ay Shea ee 265 

LE ContTE. Kansas and New Mexico coleoptera (s.c.) .-.-......---.2...2--- 126 

GO ONE ens by OMMCOLCOP LEP ans )s cary coe ne era crs cee ic een pean Save 140 

len CONES Now Species OL coleoptera: Panb less .cemec cece ese ee sec ee eons 167 

LE CONTE. a os 1 ed Bl pars hi a Ny ee ee 264 

LOorw. Mouogr are Ofc dip tetra, tPapt il saci sce See aeeOn Cenete lane ee ee eer 141 

LOEW. ue Part Try 7108 Mee eee te ian Wee Ae, DM ee an 

LOEW. ie Se Parties Yoo ein eriee seers pare ete ae 256 

MUMKSHHIMMER wa Catalocue Ol Coleoptera yasso oes nee cease oeiee see tea ee eee 62 

MORRISas Catalogueo!, lepidoptera....0 ..26c See ck ee aes eoeee tee eee cee 118 

MOREISt A Sy nOpsis of Lepidoptera sn... see nace ce seen eens eee ee ee meee 133 

OstmmNnfoAckuNn.. “Monograph ofidiptera; PartilViteesseies soe hoes c oneness coon 219 
OSEEN|SACKEN,), »Catalogue of diptera +... 2.2525 2.5.2 2 teem eces eee eneees 102,270 

PACKARD es WiTechions or collecting AnSsects== see ssoe se cements eee eee 261 

SCUDDER: Cataloouey or orbhoptetasc scenes. es cas Coe eee eee eens aoe ee ee 189 

WV ET SRON we SV MOPSIS OL O VE HI ME sc oimacaiccle ce aiseietne ee rete less ieee See 653 

Mammals. 

ALLEN. Monograph, North American bats....2. 2. 2-20... s cece ce ccoe cece es cee 165 

DAURD so Catalocuepmamm agio-cenys te ee aoe aoe eset cree eee ee meteor 105 

BROWNE: JW Hale tishery, andits appliances. 52.0 seco sesesee sas erins cece estes 555 

Giscseslishiottamiliessof mammals s-s-seee.seccee seca es eee esas eee eee 230 

GOovDE. Catalogue of collection, animal resources, Philadelphia Exhibition... 326 

HORNADAY. Directions for preserving skins of mammals...-...--..-----.----- 589 

JONES see N amma SOL OrMUd ae saeco oe rane ere secisins cee ince aerate SSS es 565 

iGucAs:. sNotesion preparationionskeletons.s-<---e= =e) Sasi os eee) ae eee 626 

TRUE. Catalogue of aquatic mammals, London Fisheries Exhibition .....-.--- 562 

RUE Mee lanvofmammalexhibiGhensa seseseie cisce te atecislee mice seiorccis sea ciaeteee 602 

Mollusks. 

Binney. Biblhography North American conchology, Part I..-.-....- SAEs 142 

BINNEY. es sf a Par belles, Moses meyer 174 

BINNEY. Land and fresh-water shelis, Part I. Pulmonata geophila..-.--....- 194 

BINNEY. Uy a a “II. Pulmonata Limnophila..-.-.- 143 

BINNEY. ve ‘ se Oe Aon uillamrii dees: Ct Crass 144 

Binnny,, Manualof North Americam land shells: -2. 2-22-22: <2. ----2-2----- O49 

CARPENTER Mollusks ot Western North Americacas..--2-- eacc-= 22-5 oee 252 

CARPENDER se COTVOMUd ewes .c hae eset ewe aie Nala seine = ace sree einielcvscere ss saan cue 25 

CARP UNMRE Rie COURS TOM mM OLMIS Cay sees alse sete aiets rae atta chokes alent eee 152 

@heckoalistrotayshellsgass ss ce .1 sen aia sion. een rae cneeneewic Sisley te clolise wee cerecwer sie 128 

Gircularstorcollectinoyshellsa.-- 44 +5. sccese cea = oaei eas cos ciate sien sts aieemets 176 

DAT lndexvot namesrapplied! tombrachiopoda sas. s s2e)se ee a2 sees ae eet Oe 

Kolo Erqaatelinoas Cli oliCcEne Nese Aas cons cans sbue ses eane aso absor aso oee 193 

Gur ehamillnestormollusksys- 5. seer pesca eye nce er Teeoe eee 7c 

Lewis. Instructions for collecting Jand and fresh-water ateie Saucers sivas 363 

I RUME EC OLD I CUA ces sesine sar ss te to lee em treme aa Saysisee Nemes ae wise Peer 145 

SINGS ON Eby GO DDIM coMens) semis eijcleiscte = oarsmen eerie ara eraizie)= inca) ieee cites sonore 201 

TrRYON. Land and fresh-water shells, part IV: Strepomatidw........:--..-.-- 253 

WINSLOW. Economic mollusca of the United States at London Fisheries Exhi- 

bition’ 322. - oiabo adepeclose eso oCvomond CbODIUnDO SadUuIEeCOoSe RE SDOILOIGenO SOSc CARD 554 
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Radiates. 
No. in 

Catalogue. 

BARD.) Circular forcollecnneveray-lshe eee see ee eee eee 319 

CEARK.© Tucernaria: (Sis) cease: ec s 5 et oe ees ee ep eae eget 242 

RaTHBUN. Catalogue of collection to illustrate researches in sea and fresh 

LRG) Oe SIRES oer oe SoA comm Re noo tine aece noel cS HS Soh Se aeeet nace mesclaags 9917 

RaTHBuUN. Crustacea of the United States at London [Fisheries Exhibition... 552 

RATHBUN. List of marine invertebrates distributed, Series I]...-....---.---- 465 

RATHBUN. ** oi cS ee siete) IDUE 2s ce oces goe ce 471 

RGus Oops MORN Olt Tyee ER oak = fee aie 4 cocoon sees Shee Cece bcos see 523 

Stimpson. Marine invertebrata of Grand Maman (8! G))-2-2-. --------------- | 00 

Teptiles. 

BAIRD and GimanDsCatalocnelot  SCr penis eee eee eee ae eae ae eee 49 

BAmDp. Circularonicollectine reptiles asaae ae eee ean ae eateries 320 

Corn, “NoxthAinencan batrachiaand nen tila = seesereetseerc eee eas 292 

Garwan. Jreptiles of thems ernnudosteeeae see mseise a= shies era eae ree 568 

MiITCHE rn andsMoRbHOUSsES | (Chelontal(SCy) pester soe e eee ee eee ee rene 159 

MITCHELL and REICHERT. Venoms of poisonous serpents.--: 5222-- 2-22 -2-=-- 647 

WEISMANN. Change of Mexican axolotl to amblystoma.._--...----...-.------ 401 

YARROW Check-listiot reptiles sae yess ec areca ee ee Oa eee yay 

WARROW.  NOLin American reptlesiand batrachia=assses> ee -peeee eames 493 

Shells. (See Mollusks.) 

sii ee 
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SMITHSONIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO KNOWLEDGE. (Quarto.) 

. 7 ise ‘ aq 7 U s Yo tee 

Vol. pce Date.| Pages. Weed Plates. | Maps. a Mee of Cata 

I 2 | 1848 360 207 AST eet ease 1; 
II 26 | 1851 57% 89 QAM eeerencr. SIPs A aBe nels igen 

15, 4, 5,6, 7,11. 
III 38 | 1852 DODalsaeseice Sore ee 315 B10 a0), ts PL BBY Sii. ext 

29. 
IV 39 | 1852 AD Gia tors. sees | eet er | 40. 
Vv 55 | 1853 535 4 Bop hep eee ee 44, 41, 45, 43, 42. 
VI 56 | 1854 484 9 5 i Tene ev 46, 60, 61, 50, 52, 58, 54. 

VII 76 | 1855 260 74 72 » | 59, 63, 70, 72, 73. 
VIII Zi 1856 564 52 lel eee se 71,81, 80, 82, 84, 85. 
x 92 | 1857 480 45 OD (ai arene 83, 90, 86, 88, 79, 94. 
dC 99 | 1858 462 1 16 1 | 95, 97, 98. 
Xl 111 | 1859 502 20 93) raat 89,100, 113, 104, 126, 114, 

127. 
XII 112 | 1860 538 15 3) | semaee 129, 119, 103, 131, 135. 

XIII 151 | 1863 558 80 4 So LSON LAG loo.) alee: 
162, 166, 15¥. 

XIV 184 | 1865 490 158 OD ae 175, 186, 180, 172, 192. 
XV 206 | 1867 620 47 13 4 | 199, 197, 202, 196. 
VET PALE absy, 498 7 5 fal a es oe 173, 204, 120, 208, 221, 225, 

220. 
XVII 229 | 1871 616 6 I: a eee et 218, 
XVIII 246, | 1872 646 10 5 3 | 222, 232, 239, 233. 
XIX 272 | 1874 640 6 pO Lil (Parnes ei 240, 241, 262. 
xX 234 | 1876 794 4 DGdnceeseees 268. 
XXI 285 | 1877 543 30 9 SH |) eto) Deh i ARYA ariel 
XXII 340 | 1886 Hod 474 D0 lecmerseee 259),269; 287, 331, 318: 
XXIII 346 | 1881 766 160 ici eee Soar 242, 248, 310, 317, 357. 
XXIV 547 | 1885 323 8 5 5 | 353, 443. 
XXV 606 | 1885 508 540 Bulpcmease oe 383, 489, 509. 

es 
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SMITHSONIAN MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS. (Octavo.) 

Wolk, pies Date.| Pages. | Cuts. | Plates. 

I 122 | 1862 738 PBS NoSsc.adcr 
II 123 | 1862 714 BB Seacoast 

ill 124 | 1862 776 AD) enon ease 
nV: 125 | 1862 762 SO ceases 
V 158 | 1864 PEW orton abe coac 

VI 169 | 1867 888 15 @ 
Vil 191 | 1867 878"! 4813) |eeeyas'= 

VIII 212 | 1869 921 | 730 4 

IX 213 | 1869 QA ae ee ellbe neeee 
x 250 | 1873 913 Oulees sees 

XI 273 | 1874 790 55 4 
XII 74 | 1874 767 Sl) | |Sooomeese 
XII 312 | 1878 982 LOS RA 

XIV 314 | 1878 SH ea 4 
XV 315 | 1878 880 Ge eee anee 

XVI 322 | 1880 950 | 871 a 
XVII 336 | 1889 LOSAG ese E- - acces 
XVIII 337 | 1880 Sob Wi eeees| sca sen< 
XIX 416 | 1880 LOSAS IS Sees cease 
XX 423 | 1881 ot On each el ea 
XXI 424 | 1881 773 42 13 
XXII 468 | 1882 1200 18 4 
XXIII 475 | 1882 LOO SMPS ee ea Sarees 
XXIV 496 | 1883 TOS2 i Pep se te ee 
XXV 004 | 1883 785 1 5 
XXVI 505 | 1883 866 Gia) sepia 
XXVII 506 | 1883 SUA Wee aes u lees ose 
XXVIII 22 | 1887 WOT We eon neces 
XXIX 546 | 1887 787 |:soeesltccoesse 
XXX 558 | 1887 1108 SM Secencace 
XXXT 9 | 1888 990 eases Ssmaelsee 

Contains Nos. of Catalogue. 

148, 87, 153. 
27, 115, 53, 108, 49, 128, 34, 137, 139, 

163, 176, 138. 
102, 118, 136, 117. 
134, 133. 
142, 74, 154. 
141, 171, 140, 167. 
165, 143, 144, 201, 145, 200, 183, 177, 

156, 161, 160, 203. 
219, 189, 194, 210, 137, 207, 205, 178, 

168, 164. 
174,179. 
252, 297, 235, 236, 237, 190, 234, 232, 

243, 245. 
230, 247, 256, 261, 204, 265, 
181, 255, 263. 
292, 293, 294, 295, 296, 297, 303, 304, 

305, 306. 
254, 283, 288, 276, 239, 216, 301, 311. 
O58, 266, 291, 279, 282, 300, 302, 309, 

316, 319, 320. 
253, 270, 321, 324, 325, 334, 335, 344. 
328. 
329. 
332, 333. 

330, 327, 356. 
425, 467, 
res 308, 313, 326, 342. 
492. 
498, 499, 501, 502, 508. 
349, 469, 490, 507. 
358, 437, 441, 478, 480. 
538. 
514, 
550. 
591. 

7 
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SMITHSONIAN ANNUAL REPORTS. 

No. of |No.inS.| y,.. Feat MW OOO= io ese Contents. (Nos. of Smithso- 

report. | series. Year. | Pages. | cuts. Et ae series. ) 

1 G 1846 Biel SR eetsoal lacoste. A, B, L 

2 H 1847 Ds: | eae ease D,K,F 
33 I 1848 GAN Sea aeallceerersee 1a de 

4 21 1849 PPD Nana cons (bosoapad 25. 

5 23 1850 Bl eopricocollooaoaaar 23. 

6 51 1851 NOE Ee See Sale cioisoee 51. 

as 57 1852 96S eee alee Seo Xe 

8 67 | 1853 Si Queae ea | eee }, G, H,I,N, 0, 21, 28, 51 
9 75 1854 464 Ci |e eh eee 34s, 

10 vii 1855 440 TOM ae ees 19. 

11 91 1856 468 OO beens cis 34. 

12 107 1857 438 NOON etree re 115. 

13 109 1858 448 AGE leeaeisictes 139, 351 

14 110 1859 450 Biiilsem cies a3 110. 

15 147 1860 448 id: .\lesietersi shes s 152. 

16 149 1861 464 Qin sere 160. 

Wes 150 1862 446 Oy Seeaactse 150. 

18 137 1863 420 5Oulaete ace 3D25, 001. 

19 1g8 | 1864 450 BOR Meee 354, 355, 361, 362. 

20 209 1565 496 P39 Saree seer 360, 364, 371, 584. 

21 214 1866 470 GO) |sascctre 363, 365, 368. 

22 215 1867 506 TKO) (etree 367, 369. 

23 224 | 1868 474 Aon Pe eee 370, 372, 373. 
24 228 1869 430 BS inl sacs 251, 376, 561. 

29 244 1870 494 ho} (|G505 cboa 375,377, 379: 

26 249 1871 473 3 dl mreratenetas = 378. 

27 271 1872 456 PPO eae even 380, 382, 385, 386. 

28 275 1873 452 By Wlasigaooce 393, 439. 

29 236 1874 416 AG) |eecisrce e's 390, 439. 

30 298 1875 422 Saye osoRob se 393, 394, 595. 

31 299 1876 488 (oulseoenece 307, 392, 395,397. 

32 323 1877 500 A osac case 396, 398, 399, 400, 401,405 2,403,404. 

3 341 1878 575 Dever ciee 405, 406, 407, 408, 411. 

34 345 1879 631 Ny loseoadod 330, 409, 410, 415, 418, 420, 421. 

30 442 1880 782 iil matseeeres 389, 419, 426, 427, 428,429, 430, 431, 

432, 433, 434, 435, 436, 438. 

36 515 1881 855 pA eeees 477, 479, 481, 422, 433 484,485,486, 

487, 488, 491, 510. 

37 540 1882 875 Lee GaeGee 520, 524, 525, 526, 527,028,529, 530, 

Bpile , 582, 533, 534, 535. 

38 593 1883 997 3 1 | 574,575, 576, 577, 578,579,580,581, 
582, 583, 585, 586, 587, 588, 605. 

§ 623 1884 943 243 7 | 608, 609, 610, 611, 612,513, 614, 615, 

39 
616, 617, 618, 619, 620, 621. 

d 648 18384* AGS al aecee eo ese 

\ 649 1885 1,014 BH NC nas.core 627, 628, 629, 632, 633, 634, 635, 638, 

40 
639, 640, 641, 642, 643, 644, 645. 

(le 6540) ~ 1685*|> 1) 216 |-- 222: fae ra aS TE ee 

*Part I. Report of National Museum. 

H. Mis. 170- 40 
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PROCEEDINGS OF SOCIETIES. 

ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON: Ae 

ransactions:,  VOl.. plS79xto LSs2.0 i CMe Cay xoxava) pays ee aa 501 

Abstract of transactions for le79—780.9 (Maw. pxoxays) ete e ere a at ee 502 

Transachions, Viol: Tie S82= B35 eee eae or rene ene Ue ee .. 144 

Mransactions; Vols nis 883 ktool S8one - ase seen eee ee eee ee ee 630 

BIOLOGICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON : 

leinnyeerersbnayass  AYCOVlS ae USO) Ko) Visteis e (ile (Oh DOA) 5 scodenasseseocsde se cce sn! 499 

Proceedings. Vol: 11, 1882 to 1884222. 22 2222. 5 Ree bleak lS oslois eae meee 545 

PHILOSOPHICAL SOCIETY OF WASHINGTON: 

Bulletin aeVOle: a piietite als 741 ho Gols a (Vien © stexexe) eee ene a ene 497 

sulletine; Volsv, tor lS i. aeeM © yoxexcy, ye sams een eee ee ee 498 

Bulletin: Voliev stor lSS2 irs (Mm tiexexay:) le aoe nee ee er 503 

Bulletins WiolesvtetoreiSS3s (Cyc © xexeN ci) ee peeare een re eo 543 

Bulletin’ MViol avi, Lom BS4y (Mes © a oxcxssciy) pele eee ee eee 592 

Bulletines sViol viii tors GSo 5 Miss Caexcxoxiil) eases erent es ene 636 

REPORTS ON RECENT PROGRESS IN SCIENCE. 

ANTHROPOLOGY.—Nos, 488, 534, 583, 618, 640. 

ASTRONOMY.—427, 483, 525, 574, 609, 641. 

BoOTANY.—430, 486, 532, 581. 

CHEMISTRY.—485, 530, 579, 614, 633. 

GEOGRAPHY.—527, 576, 611, 632. 

GEOLOGY.—526, 575. 

METEOROLOGY.—484, 528, 577, 612. 

MINERALOGY.—531, 580, 615, 639. 

PALEONTOLOGY.—610, 642. 

PITySICs.—485, 529, 878, 613, 638. 

VULCANOLOGY and SEISMOLOGY.—616, 634. 

ZOOLOGY.—431, 487, 533, 582, 617, 643. 

TONER LECTURES. 

(for the advance of medical sctence.) 
No. in 

catalogue. 

No.1) Structureioficancerous;tumors, (J: J. Woodwardsss> 7-4---)ecees eae eeee 266 

2. Dual character of the brain. C. E. Brown-Séquard.......--.-...--....- 291 

3. strain: and overaction of the heart. J. M. DaCosta.--25-22.. 2-220. cc ee - 2/9 

4, Nature and mechanism of fever. Horatio C. Wood...-....--...--<<<--- 282 

5. Surgical complications of fevers. William W. Keen.................--.. 300 

6. Subcutaneous surgery.. William Adams:...:..---.-..:.-.---co-c--eeece>e 302 

7. Reparatory inflammation in arteries after ligature. Edward O. Shake- 

SPOALOM awaiee sare clon iecnte ciel ois Aeretelanars eiciets loins eiieretceraainn sissies efeinetene tote trea 321 

8. Sanitary drainage of Washington. George EK. Waring, jr.----..--..----- 349 

9 vMental:overwork.. (Charles. Millsie-22e oe-eeneeoes es os seeeieeeeaeien ee 594 
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LIST OF BOOKS FOR COLLECTORS AND EXPLORERS. 

No. 34. Directions for collecting, preserving, etce., specimens of natural history. 

139% os ES ss ‘s ‘¢ nests and eggs. 
261. He i a ee ‘¢ insects. 
460. UG se es £6 &¢) plants: 

366. He fs “ of ‘* diatoms. 

363. os ef as ss “ —Jand and fresh-water shells. 

SLO. of 4 He ‘© crawfish and crustacea. 
384. “ ‘¢ shipping fresh fish. ; 

464, os “« collecting fish. 

205. ut ee a archeological specimens, «/ 

S72. as we ss aboriginal antiquities. 

143. He «meteorological observations. 

517. Check list, reptiles and batrachians. 

164. Museum miscellanea, series of numbers, ete. 

5589. Directions for removing and preserving skins of mammals. 

590. Instructions for taking paper molds of inseriptions in stone, wood, etc. 

600. Directions for collecting tortricids and small moths. 

601. Directions for mound explorations. 

603. Instructions for collecting eggs. 

626. Notes on the preparation of skeletons. 
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LIST OF PUBLICATIONS OF THE U. S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

No, of 
Museum 
series. 

— 

wo 

30 

Bulletin No. 1. Cope. Check list N. A. 
Batrachia and Reptilia.........-...----. 

Bulletin No.2. Kidder and Coues. Natu- 
ral History Kerguelen Island. Part 1-. 

Bulletin No.3. Kidderand others. Natu- 
ral History Kerguelen Island. Part 2--- 

Bulletin No. 4. Lawrence and Sumichrast. 
Birdsior Mexico -scaccce geese eee 

Bulletin No.5. Goode. Catalogue of Fishes 
Of Dermugd 3 eos/o5 eee eee cee eee ee eee 

Bulletin No. 6. Goode. Classification of 
Animal Resources of the United States.. 

Bulletin No. 7. Streets. Natural History 
Hawaiian and Fanning Islands..--..---- 

Bulletin No. 8. Dall. Index of Brachi- 
Opoda.. 2c 2aeleseeea ee fee ce se boas 

Bulletin No.9. Jordan. N. A. Ichthyol- 
ogy. I. Ratinesque, North American 
MUSH OS) bo eis eso oe aye eeeeoe aie ote 

Builetin No. 10. Jordan. N. A. Ichthyol- 
Oey lee Cobbideerssesserces 1 crea ee 

Bulletin No. 11. Gill. Bibliography of 
Mishesioimeachie Coasbeeeeeeeee ase eeeeeee 

Bulletin No. 12. Jordan and Brayton. N. 
A. Ichthyology. lil. Jishes, Alleghany 
IRE CION Sa225 sole Sots sock eeu sseses ecm asee 

Bulletin No. 13. Eggers. Flora of St. 
Croix and Virgin Islands theo hehawace toc 

Bulletin No. 14. Goode. Catalogue of 
Collection Philadelphia Exhibition... .... 

Bulletin No. 15. Kumlien. Natural His- 
cory or Arctic Ameritatess-- css eee eee 

Bulletin No.16. Jordanand Gilbert. Syn- 
opsis of Fishes of North America-..---.-. 

Proceedings National Museum for 1878. 
Vol Tees SiSEr fata pimwe eeetnes 

Bulletins National Museum. “Nos. 1 to 10. 
Woolies Paice code sme seme cree aueaeeeeice 

Proceedings National Museum for 1879. 
VIOUS STE heroes av aahuie ees clei rere hes sterere leans 

Bulletin No. 17. Cope. Zodlogical Posi- 
hLOnuor Miexasty ec eos ce ee eee 

Bulletin No. 18. Goode. Catalogue of Col- 
lection Berlin Fisheries Exhibit -........ 

Bulletin No. 19. Scudder. Nomenclature 
Zoologicus. Index of genera.--...-.---- 

Bulletin No. 20. Goode. Bibliography of 
Ssh Bairaes ans cosas ese ease eee 

Bulletin No.21. Ridgway. Nomenclature 
NorthyAmernican Birds) fessce sees eee 

VGN UOTE Fe cepeieeleeeete css eae ee aes ee 
Bulletin No, 22. Ward. Guide to the Flora 

of Washington) Do, Ceseceeses) saeeeeeee 
Proceedings National Museum for 1881. 

Vol. HEV sie wien) ins etsle ate ie Sele eee 

Bulletin No. 23. Scudder. Bibliography 
of-Isaac Lea ieee cee teas ye noe ears 

Bulletin No. 24. Yarrow. North Ameri- 
can Reptilia and Batrachia.....-....--.- 

Smithsonian 
number. 

296 

297 

3038 

304 

305 

306 

463 

In volume of 
miscellaneous 
collections. 

XII 

XII 

XII 

XII 

XI 

XII 

XI 

XI 

XIII 

XIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIII 

XXIV 

XIX 

XML 

XIX 

XXII 

XXII 

XXIII 
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No. of 
Museum 
series. 

| 
| Smithson ian 

number. 

In volume of 
miscellaneous 

collections. 

31 Bulletin No. 25. Jonesand others. Natu- 
Tales tOnypOLMserml desea eset sees 

Bulletin No. 26. Couesand Prentiss. Avi- 
fauna Columbiana. Birds of District 
Colambiatsrsate sercsce cece eee eee 

Bulletin No. 27. Goodeand others. Cata- 
logue, London Visheries Exhibition....-. 

Proceedings National Museum for 1822. 

Bulletins National Museum. No.16. Vol. 

Proceedings National Museum for 1883. 
Vio SiVaIntetiecs aarp ees SS ae eee 

Proceedings National “Museum for 1884. 

Bulletin No. 29. Stejneger. Ornithologi- 
eal Explorations in the Commander Is]- 
ands and Kamtschatka -...-..-.....---.. 

Bulletin No. 30. Marcou. Paleontologi- 
Cala Bibliogvaphiesss-eseeeaeeme eee ees 

3ulletin No. 31. Williston. Syrphidse..-. 
Bulletin No. 32. Cope. (In press)-.-----.- 
Proceedings National Museum for 1885. 
VO VEE VARI stat re eteicr tale peered vaste cpneee el 

Bulletin No. 33. Egleston. (In press).--- 
sulletin No. 34. Cope. (In press).----- -- 
Proceedings National Museum for 1886. 

(hipress) ste aa5 sansesecice stool eee ees 
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE U. 8S. NATIONAL MUSEUM. 

Separate list of Bulletins. 

| 
Shen | In volume of | No. in No. in 

No.| | Wblished Pages. | Cuts. Plates. Maps.| miscellaneous} Museum |Smithsonian 
ss ’ collections. series. | catalogue. 

1 1875 VOB Ne esis esa eos XIII 1 292 
2 1875 Gli se ose ee ee XII 2 293 
3 1876 1 ro erases) eee XII 3 294 
4 1875 £5 6 reg SS eee Seal [st ses Soe Xt 4 295 
5 1876 84> he sa] hee Resale eee XUL 5 296 
6 1876 TAO Saeed a See Ge ease XII 6 297 
7 1877 DZD | Ra Seo Ge ie XL 7 303 
8 1877 fete OM WR A taal Renae ae Oe a XII 8 304 
9 13877 HO. oacheslre ae gee eee eee XU 9 305 

10 1877 ae ae Aes ss x XIII 10 306 
11 12882 TIA\ seed os | Sages ee beee XXIII 11 463 
12 1573 O37 it aoee ol Menara ee XXIII 12 308 
13 1879 L3O | 3 Sass aes a ee XXIII ; 13 313 
14 1379 SOT ae See eee RE Sole XXIII 14 326 
15 1879 IAS Ne ee eee le Seek | Merete XXII 15 342 
16 1882 VOTSH | ose ee eee See eee XXIV 16 492 
ils 1880 EST ees a bie || Se Gay ge yO Lae 20 412 
18 1880 DEO Wai ee ae BES eh ss BRE Q1 413 
19 1882 SOS ie ts 5 ie) Rae |e OR ey Ss ee 22 470 
20 1283 Pot Fifa Peete el eae a5 eh TR RE Le ee ee 93 508 
21 1881 94 || pa coals 3g oi (BE SRSA i Caer ASL a 1th 422 
92 1881 QG5 aes sewers Ji: | Pe alakies oan ately 26 444 
23 1885 SR yale ine a1) Ub $e eRe 8 apie 0 29 570 
24 1883 ASS Mal PPPS APee a aA Hey ae Ce Ty lies Ly Seem ae a 30 493 
25 1884 Saga ND [egies ge OY 3L 495 
26 1884 139 100 2 Aly 5 woop ers Vig tae ky ae 32 500 
Q7 1884 BBS SHEE eye eae aaa eee ohi Maric odsae me 33 d11 
28 1885 bsPte lta Kabra (Cyl aah here a Pages OI Ne Bee 38 549 
29 1885 382 Gi 8 Nip ae ae ey 39 624 
30 1885 SOOO ee Ll Eee eal tee ae | ees me ra! 40 625 
31 1886 Saou eees 1 le esse RR eet een | eae 653 

Separate list of Proceedings. 

Wor When In volume of | No. in No. in 
Vol. Uy Pages. | Cuts. | Plates. binshed Miscellaneous |Museum Smithsonian 

year. pudasnee. | collections. | series. | catalogue. 

I | 1878 | 524 8 8 1879 XID 17 332 
Ir | 1879: | 503 2 al 1880 XIX 19 333 
1m | 1880 594 5 2 1881 SORT 25 425 
Iv | 1881 600 13 2 1882 XXII 37/ AG7 

elt Witetsea Nels 52 12 TSS! Melle osee eel 34 518 
vr | 1853 | 800 6 14 LSSal pe A ewes cavers 36 548 

vir | 1884 | 669 8 2 S85) 6 | Ree ee 37 607 
\aooe i tess || Yay 15 25 Tete he ral ss So See eae 43 650 
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N.M. 
series, 
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Title and author. Sek 
series. 

F + : Soe we 

Plan of organization and regulations. G. Brown Goode ......----.--- | 445 
To“ iriends of the Museum?” Spencer E..Baird....5-2-. .2.<)s-=-26s<-0| 446 
Hetroleumicollections: | SpenceriM Bally esses sekee eee eee eee | 447 
Department of insects. Spencersis Baird--2 ss. ceess~ ees sce sone ees 2 ee 448 
Establishment and officers. Spencer F. Baird .-........-..-.-------- 449 
Classification of materia-medica collection. James M. Flint...-..--..) 450 
Classification of drugs and medicine. James M. Flint...........----. 451 
Memoranda for collectors of drugs. James M. Flint........-...--...-. | 452 
Building-stone collection. Spencer F. Baird..-...........-.-.------- 453 
Letters on the work of the Museum. Barnet Phillips.....--....-.. ..| 454 
Provisional classification of food collection. G. Brown Goode .-.-...---! 455 
Ciassification of taxidermist’s collection. W.T. Hornaday..---..----. 456 
Scheme ot Museum classification. G. Brown Goode ......---.-.---.-- ead 
Requesting material for the library. Spencer F. Baird .......-.--..---| 458 
Organization and objects of the Museum. G. Brown Goode-..----.-.--- | 459 
Plans for installation of the collections. G. Brown Goode ......-.--.-- 472 
Acknowledgment of contributions. Spencer I’. Baird .....----...---. | 473 
List of publications of the Museum, 1875-1881 ....-.....---..-...----- 474 
Catalogue of materia-medica collection. James M. Flint.....-...---- | 539 
Request for specimens of drugs. Spencer FP. Baird ..-..-..-.-.----.-- ie od 
Instructions for collections of aboriginal antiquity. Charles Rau. .-.--! 572 
Directions for preserving skins of mammals. W.'T. Hornaday .-.---.-- 589 
Instructions for taking paper molds of inscriptions, ete. A. P. Niblack. 590 
Plan of textile exhibit at New Orleans Exposition. R. Hitchcock. ....| 597 
Plan for collection.of building-stones and rocks at New Orleans Ex- | 

OSULLOMs an Grew MEOrrtl) ey seve sees eras a eee aee ees ea = ns ts | 598 
Plan for collection of gems and precious stones at New Orleans Ex- 

DOSIiMOME enw Clank@yesman see e eae oe peanae Pio Pees 599 
Directionsforcollectine moths. | CoH Wermaldt=.---sss-2 esos aeeeee- 600 
Directions! for mound exploration. Cyrus Thomas .-.--:...-22.2----.- exe | 
Plan for collection of mammals at New Orleans Exposition. EF. W. 

HUST DS eer Sommers folate ire teats eRe ei a a ele a Ta LA 602 
Instructions for collecting eggs. C. E. Bendire ....-.......---------- | 608 
Plan for exhibit of mineral resources at New Orleans Exposition. | 

MMrederick (PsyD Gwey; vaste risiss waatye wise Soe ee ee ee SEE e eoioes 604 
Catalogue of materia-medica collection, revised. TI. G. Beyer...-.--- | 622 
Notes on the preparation of skeletons. I. A. Lucas ........--...----- | 626 
For the guidance of persons desiring to make exchanges of birds or 
nga ls) Ge NANA Ufo isis No Gai, Cos Se oooo donoldoss oeeeas ooeou cos 637 

Concerning the lending of type specimens........--..-.-------------- | 646 

PUBLICATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF ETHNOLOGY. 

First Annual Report, for 
Usy Ets Visermaco caSecorsean 1881 638 343, 54 1 

Second Annual Report, for 
ets P Eo) Meee ia oo se aeee 1883 515 714 tel 2 

Third Annual Report, for 
Iifelell esto Fes Se eae 1884 680 200 AY | SaoS= <1 

Fourth Annual Report, tor 
WEB Ia BO a, Saye sie re 1886 605 564° SBM vcniaos 

No. in 

Title. Published. | Pages. | Cuts. | Plates.| Maps. | Smithsonian 
Catalogue. 
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PUBLICATIONS HAVING SEPARATE NUMBERS IN THE SMITHSONIAN 

SERIES, BUT INCLUDED IN THE ANNUAL REPORTS OF THE INSTITU- 

TION. 
Vol. of 
Leport. 

A; Journal of Repents-.)o 22.1 . haat se eee eee eo Oe eee eee 1847 

Bi Reportiot Organization Commubteeres -sseeeoeee eee eee: eee eee eae 1847 

1) Address at laying) Comer-stone., DAnDAS = ssser ee ess ste e ee eee ee 1847 

HM Rxpositionio® Bequest. HMNRYe-oeoee es. see eee ree | oa 1847 

E. Mirst Reportiotesecretary. HENRY? cess nee eee ene eee ee eeeeeee 1848 

J ProgrammerofOrcanizabion. , HON ee... se aeeeeiee see eee ee eee 1848 

K ‘Correspondence squrersand sD ayasee ee ee ery eee ee nn eee 1848 

i: Murst Keportiof Organization: Commuitees-=-see eee. ee eee eee 1247 

M. Reports of institution to L849) 42 ee. ee ee ee eee 1849 

N. Officers: and! Recents is 2As ese. 2 ae a eas Stee Ee Pe ee pen 1847 

25. Public Wibraries: CUR WETE sjace cre eee sete eecie me seen ts =a eee 1850 

152) hecturesvon Mollusca. CARPENDUR = ee e=eee renee n eee eae See eee eee 1860 

251, Memoirof VontMartius; wie 2 case ne scene te eeee ee eee eee eee 1869 

307 Report on Centennialss Aine se ee ease see eee eee eee ee 1876 

343; AnnuwalReportss ARIENRY toss eae see eee omer cient tate = ames ee eee 1865-77 

348° PFishesiof NewiJiersey.,  PAGRD Sas aes sees maaee as eae ee eee eee eee 1854 

352) (Horests of NorthtAmerica: COOPER Hs se eens elena eels ee 1858 

352) Wechuresion in euishess NWiHIUEN ere screen ee ee see aoe eet eee 1863 

SOLT MSSaiy7 OM) VieLOertiys Ose Man Ethers MOAT AUN GACY eer eta 1864 

soo (Ozoneandantozones) Win DHRU eee ee see eae eee ae epee ae 1864 

360) -Palafittes.) | DESO ss he Mae Poe Ses es ed ee oe 1865 

SOM PNDORIS INES Ol C TlhO rr cys ees AUC GRY Fei ese eee .--. 1863-4 

362 Artificial Shell Deposits in New Jersey. RAW +2222. 5222. .22 +25 neers 1264 

$64 Classification of Birds. LiLLJEBORG ..---.- Pree See SB Se ee ee 1865 

365) ‘rmiehiindians, (Rossvandothersl-=ssesees coer ene eee eee eee ee 1866 

36/7) shlong of Alaska sO THRO CK sacra sents e eso mi se tee ae eae ee eee 1867 

368) Indian Pottery: RAW 232. econ eo eiee neo ae ee eee EE ee eee eee 1866 

369> Dorpatand PoulkovasABEr 22. 2)>- See se eee eee eee eee 1867 

370) (Plmbtimplententsin TMlinoiss WAU ess sene oe ae eee eee eee 1868 

S72). Metric Mabless “NEWTON: <= o<1ecisin con's seeewiees pte ee ela eee ae 1865 

S72) Wrillano in Stone wathouteMetal) sVA Wiens a aeceeaeeraee sete een eee ee 1868 

373) MeteorolopicaliStationvand|Observerses-cieee eee eee ete es eee eee 1868 

37.5, Origin andyNaturerOn HOECE! se WAGYLO Re aris santa ee nee ere ene 1870 

S76 Chemistry or he darth. | ENUINT ase eee sce eo ose reece ceseee ere eeoe 1869 

377 Diamond and)Precious; Stones: PSA RINE Te sesneees es ses oe eaten emO 

378 Dakota Languages i RG@ARIG Isso cece conned esieeeciee aele ence ee eee 1871 

379) EulogyionvAlD i Baches MEinNIOeee see cee erates ce ee eee eee 187 

380) Scientific Education of Mechanics) (PHA BODYeee-.- s--55o-5 es o-2 eee eee 1872 

3s2) NorthAmerican Stone implements, RAUess-esees- s-s52- eee ele eee 1872 

385) Ancient Aboriginal rade. WAU seer re eerie ee oe eee eee 1872 

3867.Crystallopraphy., » BREZINA 22-1) 2e soociocoleeeces so meetsaee eee 1872 

S99) Sn vestiea bromo fell rami sym ts oye een eee ec ore eee 1880 

390° ‘Tides’ sHILGARD'.. <5. 55) 1 352s SESE! ee a ac eee ae ee 1874 

392) Prehistoric Antiquities.of Huncary, | ROMpREoe eo. sees ease eee ee eee odo 

Mound. Builders and Ancient Man in Michigan. GILLMAN....--.1573 and 1875 

Stone) Age in New Jersey. “ABBODT:)2Ss:62he- - +. 7 cea eeieee eee see 1875 

Kinetic Dheories of Gravitation.  TAYnOR sesso -> sees eee= eee eee eae 1876 

History and climate of New Mexteo. MCPARDLIN. .--.2..L-2.2622c-- ---- 1877 

Latimer Antiquities.,! MASON 245. 22 seek Foose oo ee 1876 

Meteorological Memoirs) “Appi .cy-ns-scaeceemen nse nebo eee apace clever 
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Vol. of 
report. 

Colors plinrdnesss LLOLMGREN aca aaese pestis See eee, passe cd 1877 

Aborigmal Structures in Georpia. i JONNS (222. 2852422022 53c obs. cc ke 1877 

MiexicaniracxO] OU) s aVWWimISMAININ) = aefo nee eerie rie 5 yes k ee se See 1877 

Stock-in-trade of Aboriginal Lapidary. RAU...-2.1-....--2- s2.2.----- 1877 

GoldsOrnamentterromnl lorie. HUA eee see eee re teehee el mmteiue en 1877 

Eolychrome-Bead-trom Florida. osElVAL DEAN, + mechs sao ies eivasen lacs - 1877 

Henn ypanooth cehele ora pili) acy OTe eee sere ne eee ae el oaey bss vee ee 1878 

Researches SOUnd., ENR Y eeeantss a5 see eee eee Rent ee bey kee 1878 

IMemoino ose ply enn ya. G RAGE sete cee ee pee eraser ieee ge 1878 

We) DOLE OLE S(eeiRe ran Nye atoyoMle eat EYUONID) soe eee 5Sosse poeeedeaneobe ss HuAoeae 1878 

Report of Museum Building Commission and Architects ........---..--- 1879 

epontstor Observatoriess, (HOLUDENG -use-ce-e eee eee nee ee eee 1879 

Irnibavioniof Polarized, Nerves, mAUTENBA CH =feess sss sse-eeee: aa eeeae. 1878 

SHIN ENERSY NAY/ ey NODS CORO CeRs BOIS Been tne Ce te Helis SRE Guero Be 1879 

REPOLMOR SCCLELALYeAOLUS Os ATRIA ea eee Sere en eee eee ee 

SPOOL OE SGU Ay akopP AlN \ MEY WOMO) Cae ooo cen aatoud cupUcecoas Seooqu de 1880 

Anthropological Investications.: MASON = 2225490 cos see seston eee 1876 

Indexto Anthropological Articles: BOBHMER <-.25..2--.22-..--.--.2-- 1879 

Synopsis of Herschel’s Writings. HoLpEN and IIASTINGS .........--.- 1880 

BRO TRESS NEA LEON OM yigastl OsDy HIN, kes oese ater ste eee re rea 1880 

ih GeolooyrandeMineralo ayy EWAwinS taeeee ae aera ses see cee 1820 

< Physiesiand @hemistrye: ARKH Res -peees eseeia 2 -pietee eee 1880 
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(its INSBO) Aoceog Gans SdediRoESes Gaduicde son digas Gooo ko ose osesdd Badbe 208 
reports on publications, exchanges, explorations, and Museum, 1851-1877. 

(Ghee 18511877) eects =o 51, 57, 67, 75, 77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 
209, 214, 215 5, 904, 298, 244, 249, 271, 275, 286, 298, 299, 323 

review of American birds. PaatI. North and Middle evorion SinfolarsSeyeeiets 181 

scientific instructions to Captain Hall. (R. 1871)........-.....--.....--.. 249 

scientific investigations in Russian America. Natural history...--...---.- 207 

Barrp, S. F.; Grrarp, C. Catalogue of North American reptiles, Part I..-.- 49 

Batrour, J. The wind and fog. (R. 1866) -----.-----..----..----. ---.------ 214 

Balloon ascensions, account of—J. GLAISUER. (R. 1863) ...--.----.----------- 187 

See also Aeronautics. 

BALTzeELL, J. Winds in Florida. (R. 1866) ---..-.--.---..-----ee-eee +--+ ---e 214 

BANCROFT, G.— 

memorial to Congress for new Museum building. (R. 1876) .-..----.-.--.- 999 

on publication of Spanish works on New Mexico, (R. 1850) ..-.---...---- 77 

BANNISTER, H. M.— 

climate of Alaska. (R. 1866)-.....--------- -------- +--+ -----+ se00-------- 214 

formation of clouds over Gulf Stream. (R. 1866) .--.--------------------- 214 

Banta, W. V.; Garretson, Joun. Mounds at Snake Den, near Salem, Henry 

County, Iowa. (R.1881)..-------. ---- -----+ - 22+ eee eee eee eee 515, 481 
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Baptist Missionary Society. Yoruba grammar and dictionary -.......-.....-.. 98 

BARBER, GEORGE W. Mound near the National Home, Milwaukee County, 

Wis.) (CSB S Dy os Sacco ne aa alae sate oie eee ee Sen =e eee ee eee 515, 481 

Barbuda, catalogue of Ober’s collection of birds of—G. N. LAWRENCE. (P. 1878). 332 

BARKER, G. F.— 

Account of progress in chemistry and physics. 1881. (R. 1881) ........ 515, 485 
Account of progress in physics— 

(Br Bs0 yee Ne ONS CN Se net ac st eee ge 442,429 
TERIOR TSB) Seo. Siasc.ces Se cincleisicoectt eset aoele las aa oete ee seme 540, 529 

DSSS CRIBS S NG ooo ce cect sicrc Sette od amy dts UE es a 2 ace 593, 578 
VBS4S NM CRALSSS) eco asc oateiore Yolo cmiacva cleistnseialotelee cle laoasieieis se et aoeeis 623, 613 

fete Gl tte Uere 8) oS AC ne Me SOc GeronORNe Fob Sdc sos Aone emoobOsbosoosd 649, 638 
Recentiprogressiiny Chemistry. m1 (hal S60) sassese eee cee aeee eee eee 442,429 

BARNARD, F,A.P. Lectures on the undulatory theory of light. (R. 1862)..... 150 

BARNARD, J. G.— 

HulosyoniGenerak JosephiG, lotten.) (hss) 869) ees esee esieennee se eee eeeee 209 

Internal (structure of the earthy.ce esse ee ceeesceeresscce cece SCRA Saec 310 

Problemsiofrotary motion esacscemoss sescee esses tastes See ec ee eee 240 

BARNARD, ave) birds of Chester County, ia. eile S60) paar seeeeee eae ree 147 

Barnstable County, Mass., shell-heaps in—DANIEL WING. (R. 1881) ....---- 515, 481 

Barometer— 

accountof Green's; iG SED) eeatecntese ce cece seeeet ince ne seo e eee aes 77,148 

Green's standard: dessa eueniseciond see stecaase cee eerie e eee Ce enEee 148 

horary variations of the—F. VAILLANT; J. HENRY. (R.1866)..-........-- 214 

influence ofrain)upon the—-J, HANN. ((Rw1877)) soso cee ese eso eee eeeee 323, 398 

rain and snow gauges—R. H. GARDINER. (R. 1858) ..--.. Pecan CoO nee 109 

tables, on construction of—F. F. TucKETT. (R. 1867)... .225.. 2222.----- 215 

tube breaking suddenly—L. F. Warp. (R. 1866) .................--.:..-- 214 

tubes, on filling—J. GREEN; W. WURDEMANN. (R. 1859)...-........--... 110 

Barometers— 

at the Kew Observatory, verification oft—J. WELSH. (R. 1859)-.........--- 110 

experiments on aneroid—B. STEWART. (R. 1868) ......---. sce .------ee-e 224 
Barometric— 

IMIMimMa anderain-tall——Je) dy EVE tded))seecece ces eeeeeeeT eee eee OoRoOS 

observations, discussion of Snell’s—F. H. Loup. (R. 1880)......-...... 442,435 

observations, Tesults {of ot csi cas os siecle See'sisisie oie eo Ce ee ee ee eee 157 

variations and atmospheric currents, relation between—M. PrEsLIN. (RK. 

Spi ccna sase ners ce Solel atom scisis ncisioetele nele sate oie see aio ae eee 323, 398 

Barometrical tables—A. GUYOT .........--.-.--. pa cses eoein/ Wd ome wcaawee ciara 153 

BARRANDT, A.— 

Ancient earthworks on the Upper Missouri. (R. ee too Heads Sete ae 244 

Haystack Mound); Dakota. °(@R: 1872)\)- cece cesses sa os see ese eee seed 

Barren County, Ky., mounds in—R. B. Evans. (R. 1881) ...--. <esieleeeemers 515, 481 

Bartiett, J. R. On publication of Squier and Davis’s Ancicnt Monuments. 

Ge 7.) Se A SEE RIGS ORD Hue COO DOCH BS ObGs Sonu oboGob eso aces aonk H,K 

BAaRTRAM, J. Antiquities of Mlorida.,CRalSs4) ieee oo mec. oc coon aoe eee 286 

Bascanium flagelliforme bicinctum, new subspecies, description oh oH, C. Yar- 

ROW: (GPs 1883) Boe os Pes ce calc ctees eels e tleiniatel> so rcele ieee eee eee 548 

Base‘chart of the United States—C. A. SCHOTT ............---..----.---------- 414 

Bases— 
ammonia-cobalt, researches on—W. G1BBS; I’. A. GENTH ..-.-..----..----- 88 

OT canic— ACP BAUER) | Gel ede) hese cee eeieens sate eeiseteseieae eee era 271 

Basket-work of the North American Aborigines—O. T. MAson. (R. 1884, 11)-.-. 648 

Bass, striped— 

no‘e on scientific name of—D.S8. JORDAN. (P. 1885)--....--..----. -------- 6&0 

occurrence of, in Lower Mississippi Valley—T. H. DEAN. (P. 1884)....---- 607 
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Bassozetus normalis, new gewus and species of, synopsis of—T. Gini. (PR. 1883) 518 

Batavian Society of Experimental Philosophy, Rotterdam. Prize questions. 

(Clk) NSO) ial SE I ae cio. 3k ain ee ey ate eae Lm ars ce aM 149 

Bath and West of England Society for Encouragement of Agriculture, Aris, ete., 
HU SOl ae waystetsay Glade RelOy A) as ics we as cori eal Babe a AD ony eta os Mage 915 

Bathygadus— 

cavernosus, description of—G. B. GOODE; T.H. Brean. (P.1885)......-.-.. 650 

longifilis, description of—G. B.GoopE; T. HW. Bran. (P.1885) ........._.. 650 

macrops, descriptfon of—G. B.Goopre; T.H. Bean. (P.1885) ....2.2..-.-- 650 

Bathyonus— 

catena, description of—G. B.Goopr; T. HW. BEAN. (P.1885) .-.-..........- 650 

pectoratis, description of—G. B.Goopn; T.H. Bran. (P.1885)...... -...- 650 

BAUGH ALUM le ORIEN Ye pistol caps teclseisin erotics eee Gee says caer tee Nie doh Ane! 60 

Batrachia and Reptilia, North American, check list of—H.C. Yarrow .....-. 493. 517 

Batrachians, department of—Sce Reptiles. 

BAG nawNOLUNPAMerteani— Hes) OP Bas 2 sac 28 yoke teas ee a tenets oe 292 

Bats— 

account of remarkable accumulation of—M. FIGANIERE. (R. 1863) ........ 187 
of North America, monograph of—H. ALLEN ...-..-7....... 22... Beh Se A 165 

BANU Aten OT ANLC HO ASCs aan (ipl Gas) meee a cic Sap cmisiactere ate ne eisai) qneretseee terete PAL 
Bay of Rundy, marineanvertebrata ot—W). SHIMPSON, s.-<2--22---2s- 2-cec2 2 50 

Bayfield, Wis., copper implements from—C. WuItTLesty. WR. 1885) .......-. 645, 649 

Bdellostomidsx, notes on—T. GILL. (P. 1882) .......--.-. wie Ta AY ALE YoreeAe Sap iO 518 

Bead— 

colored, from a mound at Black Hammook, Fla.—A. M. Harrison. (R. 

MUCTIZO): GS SES OBE OR OSE Hae ORC Es OS eRe coe Sen meee Renae Wines apy ea te nae 323 
polychrome, from Florida—S. 8. HaLDEMAN. (R. 1877) ..--.......----. 323, 404 

BEAN, T. U.— 

catalogue of fishes of the United States at the London Fisheries Exhibition 

LMLS SD erajemcsrevs is ieyare Herve se eieetwens stare erode ek asses Ae 511, 521, 556 

check-list of fishes distributed by Smithsonian Institution. (P. 1880)..._-- 425 

collection of lichens by, in Alaska, list of, and notes upon—J. ‘I. Rorurock. 

GSC CAN recs Siac ereniaricisee esa craieste aia Snel cle\ aeiaia| Ao eeeieheise ewe eee ee 607 

Deseription of— 

anew hake (Phycis Earlii, and note on Phyeis regius. (P.1880)...-2--. 425 

Cenerajandsspecies,or Alasicanel Shes yw Coal O7 Ose etee ee sealers sae 333 
1—¢ yep new fish from Alaska, Anarrhichas lepturus, and notes on genus. (P. 1879) 333 

MOWAISITES OMIA ASI aInC sSuDelsaeen (brs SOINeseaees mencreceeianetceeeres 14.0 

species of fishes collected by Dugés in Mexico. (P. 1879) ...--.--....- 333 

new sparoid fish, Sargus Holbrookii, from Savannah bank. (P. 1878)... 332 

new specics of Alepidosaurus from Alaska. (P: 1852) ......----..-.--- 518 

new species of Amiurus from the Mississippi. (P. 1879)......-..-..-.- 333 

new species of Aspidophoroides (A. giintherti) from Alaska, (P.1885).. 650 

new species of Gasterosteus from Schoodic Lakes, Maine. (P.1879).... 333 

new species of Pempheris (Pempheris poeyi) from Cuba. (P. 1885)..---- 650 

new species of fishes (Uranidea marginata and Potamocottus bendirei) 

and of Myctophum crenulare. (P. 1881)-..--...-- eh aE Re Aol Ba ache rone 467 

new species of Plectromus (P. crassiceps), taken by the U.S. Fish Com- 

NEMO a! (QERN ists RG otaie deo Gc cy Cae CABG eos Geneon ts alarms 690 

new species of whitefish (Coregonus nelsonii), from Alaska. (P. 1884). -- 607 

species of whitefish, Corrogonus hoyi (Gill) Jordan, called ‘‘ Smelt.” 

(PE ICED Go shoe 65 beer Sa Se SSae eke eae Bolan as meee Be mes oo cosa Sone 518 

species of Lycodes (L. turneri) from Alaska. (P.1378)......-..---.---. 339 

Physiculus fulvus and Lotella maxillaris, new specics of fishes collected 

Inpl SSM hogs. Misi Commission. .\( P1854)". 2 se mala oe yse ey OU”, 

directions for collecting and preserving fish. (P, I83L) -..-..- Bree edo Oe 

H. Mis. 170 4° 
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BEAN, T. H.—Continued. 
fishes of Arctic America. (Bull. 15, U. S. National Museum).-..--.......-.. 

identity of Huchalarodus putnami with Pleuronectes glaber and notes on 

habits. § (Pat S7B)) ess rss ee eater ate cretees eee ele ere tn cere sce eee atta 

list of Huropean fishes in National Museum. (P. 1879)...--..-..----.----- 

Steasodon maria, Euphrasen, )((P{ULSSd) yee e aetna aol) ae alte ieistetel=—iefeee 

occurrence of a Silver Lamprey (Ichthyomyzon Castaneus) in Louisiana. 

CPs 1882) Sees ects) eels ates Sein © oe ane nate nate Stata ate eye eet) nia tele et reece 

collection of fishes from eastern Georgia, (P. 1879)......--...-.-.---..--- 

Catalogue of a collection of birds made at various points along the western 

ern coast of Lower California, north of Cape St. Engenio—L. BELDING. 
(@ Eg sic) ieee Se ees AOR on Aira ae oa co oc ebuad caosbaccaned oor 

Catalogue of a collection of birds made near the southern extremity of the 

peninsula of Lower California—L. BELDING. (P. 1882)-.---..-.---.- 

List of birds found at Guaymas, Sonora, in December, 1882, and April, 1883— 

les, (BELDING.,, (GES 1S83) ieeaciersee te ete a olele ee eee errs corer aioe iebere teeters terete 

Ona collection of birds from the hacienda ‘ La Palma,” Gulf of Nicoya, Costa 

Rica, with critical notes by Robert Ridgway—C. C. NuTTrnG. (P. 1882) 
On a collection of birds from Nicaragua—C. C. Nutting. (P.1883)..-.---. 

Notes on— 

acollection of fishes made in 1882 and 1883 by Capt. Henry E. Nichols, 

U.S. Navy, in Alaska and British Columbia, with a description of a 

new genus aud species, Prionistius macellus. (P. 1883) ...-..-------- 

birds collected in Alaska and Siberia. (BP. 1882) .......--............. 

Epinephelus nigritus, Caulolatilus microps, and Coryphena icone See 

disoumoernGooDE and SHAN ll (idl So) seer eet aaciee sieameee eee eases 

fishes collected by Captain Bendire in Washington Territory and Oregon. 
(GENESIS PN Oe eG Sapo orogibeoce socooteduacoss sacase coed be = 

fishes collected by H. E. Nichols in British Columbia and Alaska, with 

descriptions of new species and new genus (Delolepis). (P. 1681)---- 

HOVER) Hoan leloisrormNys| Wee) (GEM Meh) tee oo eoos bods Heso cmoson Sasoseosct 

fishes observed at the head of Chesapeake Bay in the spring of 1882, and 
upon other species of the same region. (P. 1883) .----..----..--.--- 

some fishes collected by James G. Swan in Washington Territory, in- 

cluding a new species of Macrurus (acrolepis). (P. 1883).-..-.-.----- 

Oecurrence of Hippoglossus vulgaris in Alaska. (P. 1879) .---..-----.----- 

Occurrence of Stichawus punctatus at St. Michaels, Alaska. (P. 1878)..-..-. 

On Stathmonotus, a new genus of fishes related to Muranoides from Florida 

(with Plate x1mr). (P. 1885).......---------- 0--------- ------ +--+: 

On the identity of Cottus maculatus Fisher, with Cottus bubalis Euphrasen. 

(cS Ch) eee eR Ane Sembine Soto Se ee encom or eme sna eeeco Sy ono cs 
On the occurrence of Hadropterus aurantiacus (Cope) in the French Broad 

River, North @arolina: |) (Py 2885)2- Ses eeeaee -- a> ose eee eo 

On the oceurrence of the striped bass in the Lower Mississippi Valley. 

See also under Goode and Bean. (P. 1884) ..--....-.-.--.-----.----- 

Partial bibliography of fishes of Pacific coast of United States and Maan 

for 1880s.) CRs BB) eee sees eee ea eae l= = a ee eee ee 

Preliminary catalogue of fishes of Alaskan waters. (P. 1831)..---.-----.- 

report on department of fishes, National Museum, for 1884. (R. 1884, 11).--. 

report on department of fishes, National Museum, for 1$@5.  R. 1885, 11)-.- -- 

Species of Astroscopus of eastern United States. (P. 1879) ..---..---.----- 

the first occurrence of Pseudotriacis microdon, Capello, on the coast of the 

LOnavhacelSHeilreisye (ee ilsts)) etek, Atom etco sods cogece pace BREE ea atE tsar 

Translation: Notes on the habits and the rearing of the exolose (Amblystoma 

muexicaniune.)” (CRs LBS2) SiS eae. ee attere rs taral fale) o (ete itctat iene y= (ctaala lait 
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BEAN, TARLETON H.; Dresrer, H.G. A catalogue of fishes received from the 

Public Museum of the Institute of Jamaiea, with descriptions of Pris- 

lipoma approximans and Tylosurus euryops, two new species. (P. 1884) 607 

See also under Goode and Bean. 

Bear, cinnamon, from Pennsylvania—F. W. TRUE. (P. 1832) ..............--. 518 

Beaucuamp, W. M., Antiquities of Onandaga and adjoining counties in New 

MEOH SY (Lense Rete Uy SS ee eR Ege ne Py a IR uh ler ee 481,515 

Wampumipelts ofthe Six Nations. (It. 1879)... 25 4--..-------2--es cee 345 
Beaurort, N. C.— 

harbor, notes on fishes of—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. Ginpert. (P. 1878) ...... 332 
Library eposieOte bys do Meus tantonaa (i iSGl) aaa ee eet eceeeee coe 150 

NOVESOnPHShHesOlL— gs JORD ANEW (bails) es eeeeeiece ee secre nae eee eee 425, 

BeaAUMONT—See De Beaumont. 

BEAUTEMS-BEAUPRE, C. F., memoir of, by Ett’ Dk BEAUMONT. (R. 1863) -.... 187 
Beaver, on the habits of the—FELrIx R. Brunot. (R. 1873) ...-..........----- 275 

Beaver Island, Mich., natural history of—J. J. Srrane. (R. 1854) ....-...---. ae 

BECKER, G. F.— 

AMONG WRIA NH CWO ele NRHOISs esaeaocSsode a6 S545 booac eo becSobsosee Sesame 358 

Constamisiotnatwresy. Searumve osee nose ec Ser oeee eee eee a ee 506,358 

BECKHAM, CHARLES W. Remarks upon the plumage of Regulus calendula. (P. 

OSD) eects as Sorcerers Slee Se tesa es Mah heey has 2 Se ae Sie See a ee 650 
BReQuEREL, A. E — 

Horesis and their climatic influence. (RK. 1869), .. --52-- -222.. «----- neoe ee 228 

Preservation of copper and iron in salt water. (R. 1864) ....-..........- 188 

Beirut, Syria, account of sarcophagus from—A. A. Harwoop. (R. 1870) ...--. 244 

Bela haspa, new species, from the Point Barrow expedition—W. H. Datu. (P. 

TBS A NT etre ve, ore espn te claps See te Ae crore ere SiS inte tee wari aac a ye teats 607 

Bela murdochiana, new species, from the Point Barrow expedition—W. H. DALt. 

(EMSS A) eae ects soe ae a eel sien ie SS Dee se oni enae eto ene ees eee a a 607 
BELDING, L.— 

additions to North American bird fauna by—R. Ripaway. (P. 1831)...... 457 

Catalogue of a collection of birds from Lower California, north of Cape 

Sento hy] Bhoenrsy aloes (eo Note PA ES Aes obo erac ic cen a doanoosGosesa4 Aso Ee 518 

Catalogue of a collection of birds made near the southern extremity of Lower 

@alitonniare = (RASS? eee re aaa oe actor at eater reese tse Ame eee 518 

collection of birds from Cape Saint Eugenio, catalogue of —R. Ripaway. (P. 

SBD) ase aces are ciate ese a cae Spent Saas At eum Ite ES it ak i eh ae cea 518 

collection of birds from southern extremity of Lower California, catalegue 

Of SRP TD Gawain” (PSUS B 2s ser cs eters one ee Sector ia et is ee eee eat 518 

collection of fishes, catalogue of—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GitBertT. (P. 1882) 518 

List of birds found at Guaymas, Sonora, in December, 1882, and April, 1883. 

(GBIBSS aeee ie eee hea Na ae hole RN ge ee ten ee 548 

Partial list of birds of central California. (P. 1878) *.-2..=..----.--2--5---- 332 

Second catalogue of a collection of birds made near the southern extremity 

of Lower California. (Edited by R. RipGway.) (P. 1883).-----.--- 548 

Belgium—See Prize questions. 
Archeology Academy of, archwology congress organized by. (R. 1866)-.-. 214 

society of science, ete.—Sce Prize questions. 

BELL, JAMES. Ancient mounds in Alachua County, Fla. (R. 1881) -.--.---.. 451, 515 

Belone— 

exilis, generic relations of—D. S. Jorpan; C. Hl. Gruperr. (P. 1800) .... 425 

_ latimanus, occurrence of, in Buzzard’s Bay—G. B. Gooner. (P. 1878)..-.--. BBY 

BENDIRE, Capt. CHARLES E.— 
Circular No. 30, appendix; a list of birds, the eggs of which are wanted to 

complete the series in the National Museum, with instructions for collect- 

ingiegos, (P; 1884). 2. <2 32 22 eon ene sen nign oes =e ens seme on 607 
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3ENDIRE, CAPT. CHARLES E.—Continued. 

On the eastward distribution of the black-tailed deer (Curiaeus columbianus) 

Ga tole) ) MOP E See ALE EE Ayo es nee A IA ee cee ake Ee 518 

fishes collected in Washington Territory and Oregon by, notes on—T.H. 
15307 Oxia @) eae tele PA ee eed eo ead COO ME Sre hip e tS snemee bonwoeaea son ee 518 

Notes on Salmonide of Columbia River. (P.1681!)---.-...--....--.--2.. LW NAGS 

3ENEDICT, J. E., NYE, W. Collection of birds made by—R. Ripaway. (P.1884). 607 

Benthodesmus, a new genus of deep-sea fishes—G. B. Goope; T. H. Bean. (P. 

ictal) Re Seisne sos= so cSeee a Eeoace SOOT fa hiSic a Meer eras ye ma Se et 467 

Benthonectes— 

filipes, new species, from Fish Cowmission dredging—S. I. Smrrd. (P.1834) 607 

new genus, from Fish Commission dredging—S.I.Smirg. (P. l#34)...---- 607 

Bequest— 
of A. D. Bache to National Academy of Sciences. (R.1872)..--..--..----.271, 329 

Of S:-HabelteGRE18 79) 22 eis Soe eas archer eet ne cee nr ee eee 345 

of J. Hamilton to Smithsonian Institution. (R. 1872, R. 1873) ..-...-....-- 271,275 

of Smithson, act of Congress, July 1, 1836, accepting. (R.1853)....--.---- 67, N 

Of SMILE SOM Ep OST LOT O fe — Ile peel NIN Ve ate aerate le ee a aloo eet E 

Of SMbHSOn MISO RAO fee epee eee ee eee nee ae ete ee eee 328, 330 

SHoalAieoneneyash Ise Asiasnoosy Oko sy) oie ecceeadonaeoa as deodoussse 345, 330 

Berardius Bairdii, new species, description of—L. STEJNEGER. (P.1883) ...--. 548 

BERENDT, C. H.— 

« Collection of historical documents in Guatemala. (R.1876)..-. .-.-.------ 299 

HxplorahionshniCenbrall eA en Cacwes Civ 1 SO) meee area eee eer 215 

Onthe:Cariblancuace and people: (R18 73) eee ae eae oe ee Been aie 

recommendation of, by. British minister. (1. 1865)_-..22.. 1.2225 2202; ©2208 

recommendation of, by Guatemalan minister. (R.1865).........--..-.---- 209 

recommendation of, by L. Molina, Costa Rican minister. (R. 1855) ..------ 209 

Bering Islands—Sce Commander Islands, 
Bering Sea, Bogosloff Island, new volcano on, hornblende andesites from—G. 

PP. MER Rint (@PetGSa) cies cree bien) SE arto etal ere creel Oe eerie 650 

Berks County, Pa., Potsdam sandstone or conglomerate from, note on—G., P. 

GD) C1 Ges Dain @ eal Kolo h) ae Ro oe acer ta tah en BeASome Soot co Shee 518 

BERLANDIER, L. Catalogue of collection of historical and geographical manu- 

SCRIP US) DUAPS; TeGG. 5 Ol Mesa COr mi (EUsp GOA) eee east teeta eta eter 75 

Berlin Fisheries Exhibition— 

additions towvtuseumbtronisca Cee CSU) meee eee ee eee eee 442 

catalocue of United Sta‘es’ exhibit at—G. B. GOODE. ...--....--. .----..--- 413 

Bermuda birds Ot— MBE AMD. Ie ke WilLELGs as (ive OoS) eee ees ane 

Bermudas-— 

catalooue oftishesiof—Gab GOODE seems esate oases teens ee eee 296 

fishes from, mistakenly described as new by Giinther—G. B. Goopr. (P. 

1878) cereal ee cclal crete dT eae ae ERA 332 
natural history of the, contributions to the—J.M. Jones; & B. GoopE.-563, 5645 

565, 556, 567, 568, 569, 495 

new serranoid fish from—G. B. GOODE; T.H. BEAN. (P.1878)..---..--.---- Soe 

Bern Museum, request stonbisoms: Ci SGo)) seen ersten rae so Senne ener 209 

Beroids! relation of Imcernariams: tO— EUs © WAU Koopa ae ea ola re 242 

Berrien County, Ga., mounds in—Wi1LLIAM J. TaAyLor. (R.1881; R.1883)..515, 481, 
593, 583 

BERRIEN J. McPuerson. Construction of act establishisg Smithsonian. (KR. 

TOS) Bee Se bs a Seats els Sar ce a ANG See SS Steet 67 

BeRTHOUD, E. L.— 

Ancient remains}in. Coloradond (ISG2)\ee- sees eet lee 2 See eee 215 
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DaRWIN, C. Queries about expression for anthropological inquiry. (R. 1267) 215 

Dasybatus varidens, notes on—S. GARMAN. (P. 1885) .......-.--. .--------e-- 650 

DAUBREE, G. A.— 

Metamorphism and formation of crystalline rocks. (R. 1861) ..-.-.----..- 149 

Synthetic experiments relative to meteorites. (R.1868)........--..---.---- 224 

Davis, A.C. Antiquities of Isle Royale, Lake Superior. (R. 1874).----. ... 286 
Davis, C. H.— 

aw of deposttof Hood-=tide so. -an esc saa c= seee comical e sees meee 33 

Occultarions in United Stateswle52 =. aqesececeee cease eee rn meee eee eee nee 29 

Davis, E. H. ‘On éthnologiceal research. (R. 1866) -222s-2cc+ 2-2. 22-2 eo oa eens 214 

Davis, E. H.; Squier, E.G. Ancient monuments of Mississippi valley.-.---.- Al 

DAYTON, EA. Explorations im Tennessee. “CR. 1870). -escee se see ease bone 244 

Dayton, Ohio, ancient relics at—AUG. A. FORRSTE. (R. 1883)-....-....-----. 588, 593 

Deaf mutes, sign language of—G. MaLiteRY. (E. 1879~80) ....-....---------- 476 

DAN, C.K. Mound in Wisconsin. (Re 1872) sccoss cece cer eacceeeee ae emeee 2G 

DRAN, Ci Wie. ightnine discharcess. (ial Su) yesceaste eee eee ele tees 215 

DEAN, J. Gray substance of medulla oblongata 2225 L222. 222s scenes seen 173 

DEAN, SETH, antiquities of Mills County, Iowa. (R. 1881).....-.......----- 481,515 

DE BEAUMONT, E.— 

Memoirof C.F. Beautemps-Beaupré. (R. 1863) °-23-. <oeces woes ees ees 187 

Memoimot -Ancuste, Bravais,  (R-1869)\ssecs cose) <ee nec cee ceeninee metas 228 

Memoir of A. M. Legendre. (R.1867)--...-..- talete nv eiats Bette atete lnietsie eieinicionentets 215 

Memoinot Hy Cs Oersted.. (Rs 1868) aoa-ncee oe cenmeecesheesceeeeeceeeeee 224 

DE BLAINVILLE, D., memoir of, by M. FEOURENS. (R71865)..---. ---- -2-- =o 209 

DE CANDOLLE, A.— 

Causes which limit vegetable species toward the north. (R.1858)-....-..-- 109 

Probablefaturerof the human race. (ie LSio)\ee--.ces- ---s 6-4-2 a oie 298 

Report on transactions of Society of Physics and Natural History of Geneva 

for 1862,-1ei3-l674. (Rh. 1864: asia) eeeesce cess +n 2 ores eee 188, 298 
De CANDOLLE, A.; GRAY,J.E. On a dominant language for science. (R. 

UGTA) ons cc ctnc epee te cctc~ caus cnn see eee ete > =, 0S = oe 2386 

Dr CANDOLLE; P., memoirof, by M. FLOURENS. (R. 1859) ..-.........2-22 2-2 110 
Deduction and induction—J. VON LIEBIG. (R. 1870) -..----.......----2-.--<. 244 

Decapod erustacea, new or little known, from recent Fish Commission dredg- 

INGS—S, SMITH. Ue. L864) ose ccee se eenieeeese ates c= cia eeereet els 607 

Deed of— 

foundation of Toner lectures—J. M. TONER. (R. 1872)-.......----..----. 271-329 

foundation of Tyndall scientific fand—J. TYNDALL. (R. 1872) .........- 271-3829 

‘ 
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Deed of—Continued. 
gift of ArtGallery—W. W. CORCORAN, | (R. 1872) . 2... .-ccce 2-2 sececes. 271-329 

Deep-sea fish-like vertebrates, new genera and species of, diagnosis of—T. GiLL. 
(GPSS EE) in oS eS URE O 4 htc p a ee eee, ce ee Rae ane 548 

Deep-searescarch——h. RATHBUN =. 5=V2- cna eg o= sn Sein. - ceo eta c-n OL SR S57 
Deep-water mollusca taken off Martha’s Vineyard—A. E. Verriti. (P.1882).. 518 
Deer— 

black-tailed, eastward distribution of—C. BENDIRE. (P.1882)............ 518 

Virginia, abnormal antlers of—F. W. TRUE. (P. 1883) .......-....-....... 548 

DE Forest, E. L.— 
Methods'ominterpolation. Parti.) |\QRil8th)sec aee me esteem eee ee eet cee. 249 
Additions to memoir on methods of interpolation. Parti. (R. 1873)..... 275 

De Hart, J. N. Mounds and osteology of mound-builders of Wisconsin. (R. 
INS¥/()) SOdSISe RO CO COBO SEE ObO SoHE SOEs ASGH bc Gob oan COTE SOGEe « Seasae 323 

Der [RISARRI, Guatemalan minister, recommendation of Dr. Berendt by. (R 

SOD) fears ee seisicy ne oi Sela es as oe ciate See soe oe peere aeeeeee ee et eee 209 
DELAFIELD, R. Report of Committee of Regents on Washington Canal. (R. 

ISIS) Ged eelsde oad dooce Pee aaTGeS HOOUED Fae aae CUES choses Seca ce acca ee 224, 329 

DELAMBRES J .n0i,MeMoIry t. Dy, Jin H OURIER. « (tal GOs) senea- sae sees 188 

DE La Rive, A. A.— 

HMOs yi On ey OO MAS Sy Cel S74) socom eee esis ae eee eae eee 286 

Michael Faraday, his life and works. (R. 1867)........--... 2... .cec-- ---- 215 
Phenomena accompanying propagation of electricity in rarefied elastic 

Hnidss p(GR.PLS63) psa vase Sa Sus oestonnsee seeiyew eaaelsfaie delew eee ees 187 

Report on transactions of Society of Physics and Natural History of Geneva, 

125S=1 S595 Bi2—1S8 73a (tn LeoO Rel Si 4) asa mins ee ee cise cere a a 110, 286 

De La Rivz, A. A.; Lemstroém, S. Electricity of the atmosphere and the 

aurorawborealisy | (GR alS74) see. eats Sere eetoe ee eee nee eee ee ae 286 

De La Ruz,W. Abbreviations used in England in 1867. (R. 1867) .----.-.-.- 215 

DELAUNAY, C. Essay on the velocity of light. (R. 1864).....-.. -...2.--.. 188, 354 

Delolepis, new genus of fishes, description of—T. H. Bean, (P. 1881) -.------. 467 

Delothyris, new generic name for Thyris—G. B. GoopE. (P. 1883) ...--. pete oe 548 
Dendroica bryanti castaneiceps, review of—R. Ripeway. (P. 1885) .-.....--- 650 

Denmark, preservation of antiquities in—J. J. A. WorsAAE. (R. 1879).------- 345 

DENNIS, W. C.— 

Evaporation in Florida. (R. 1866) ..-.-...---- ei Aca se eee es eee 214 

HMreshewatermaheoceanzen Gia COO) benecc anos =a ae ciee es eas See ee ee 214 

Dentroica rufopileata, new species, from collection by J. E. Bendict and W. 

INvie—— hts ARID G Wiss) ) (BV1S84)) Rei aar aa lateat rate ate ate eet 607 

DE Prapos, Baron. Eclipse of the sun, April 25, 1865. (R. 1864) .-..-..------ 188 

Ds SaussuRE, H.— 

Electric resonance of mountains. (R. 1868) ....---.-.....---.------------ 224 

Hymenoptera. (R. 1862)..-.-.--..---------- ---- oe ee ene en eee eee ee eee 150 

Report on transactions of Society of Physics and Natural History of Geneva, 

ASTOSVS Tees Chia Oil!) eee naa oreiseeteyeseeiel olathe = al eterna ane 249 

Synopsis of Vespide (American wasps) -..------------------+ ----2+-+----- 254 

Dr SCHLAGINTWEIT, H. Ethnographical collections. (R. 1862).-..----------- 150 

Desiderata, special, among North American birds, list of—R.RipGway. (P. 

TSS pease ae hk nei sad Se dee seem ada | acto Selina goes eae = = ee 467 

Des Moines— 

River, ancient pottery from—R. N. and C. DauLBerG. (R.1879).--.------ 345 

Valley, mounds in—S. B. Evans. (R. 1879) .----- .----------------------- 345 

Desor, E. Palafittes or lacustrian constructions, Lake Neuchatel. (R.1865).209, 360 

Destruction of fish in the Gulf of Mexico—J. Y. PorTER. (P. 1881)..---------- 4C7 

Destruction of fish. See also Fish 
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DEVEREUX, J. H.— 

Ancient pottery fromiArkansas. 5 Giol8i2) essere ee eteeen emacs ee oe = rl 

Catalogue of Indian relics presented to Smithsonian Institution. (R.1872) 271 

DEweEY, C.— 

Best hours for temperature observations. (R. 1860)-.....---....----.----. 147 

Best hours to find mean temperature. (R. 1857) 222.52. .--- ..---- -22--2-- 107 

itierot, by Mo BANDERSON.. (Rh. d870)peo ose eeeecere Pate hen sian oa) s.cSers eee 244 

he: windsa 7 (RelS66) Po o5 2s. Vices a2 te cs ereeeie ee oem een eemeee rae Ss one eee nee 214 

DEWEY, FRED. P.— 

Circular No. 31, Appendix; Plan to illustrate the mineral resources of the 

United States and their utilization, at the World’s Industrial and 

Cotton Centennial Exposition of 1884-1885 at New Orleans. (P. 

TOBA ISA PSE S Sais S02 re Shere ane ae ee meee eee RO see ee oe poe Sate 607 

Report on Department of Metallurgy and Economic Geology, National Mu- 

Seunl, Worm Se4oi' (Rev LSS Writ) Mea nes eaee eee weeaee ane ee Wal pene cena 648 

Report on Department of Metallurgy and Economie Geology, National 

Museum tor l885. 1 (ie Seis) tee ease ae ae ee cee ee eee eee ee OSCE 

Diagnoses des mollusques nouveaux provenant de Californie et faisant partie du 

Musée de ]’Institution Smithsonienne—P. P. CARPENTER.---.-...---.- 252 
Diagnoses of— , 

new forms of mollusks collected at Cape St. Lucas, Lower California—P. P. 

CARPENTER 32 '55 2225 /ee Ss Se eo Lee Stain See ee aa 252 

new genera of Nemichthoid Eels—T. Girt; J. A. RypER. (P. 1883).---- a 04s 

new genera and species of. deep-sea fish-like vertebrates—T. GILL..--..--.. 548 

new mollusks— 

collected on west tropical shores of North America—P. P. CARPENTER. 252 

from Reigen Mazatlan collection—P. P. CARPENTER..--...----.-.----- 252 

from. Vancouver distriet—P. ‘P) (CARPENTER. sores . oo eek clases eee ane oon 252 
from west coast of North America—P. P. CARPENTER..---....--.------ 252 

from west tropical region of North America—P. P. CARPENTER....----- 252 
Diamond and other precious stones—J. BABINET. (R. 1870)...--...---.---. 244,377 

Diary of an excursion in New Mexico—J. H. CARLETON. (R. 1854) ..---...---- 75 

Diatomacea— 

SW) GALEN Y $525 555 Ss SS eee a eee 23, 63 

instructions for collecting, preserving, and transporting—A. M. Epwarps.. 366 

DICKINSON, A. B. Eruption of voleano in Nicaragua. (R. 1867).....-.----.--- 215 

Dictionary of— 

Carib or Karif language—C-H. BERENDT. (R. 1873).....-.2----.----.---- 275 

Chinook jargon, or trade language of Oregon—G. GIBBS.......----..------ 161 

Dakotalanguage— SMR: RiGGs see aee Paes e ee ase eee eee ence ea ee ates 40 

Yoruba language of Africa—l.J. BOWEN -cosce- es cease sa sescies sso ceeee 98 

Yoruba language of Africa—W. W. TURNER....-.--.----------- ---------- 98 
Digest of act of Congress establishing Smithsonian Institution—J. HENRY..-C, 328 

DILue, I.— 

Antiquities in Missouri and Tennessee. (R. 1862)........---..----------.- 150 

Sketch of ancientiearthworks of Ohio.) (URS L866) seesea- aes) 2 esse eee eee 214 

Diplomatic agents, circular to, relative to Morgan’s research.......----.--.----- 138 

Diptera 

described, of North America, catalogue of—R. OSTEN SACKEN..-......102, 270 

directions for collecting and preserving—R. OSTEN SACKEN...-.--.--------- 102 

instructions for collecting—H. LozEw; R.OsTEN SACKEN. (R.1858) ...--.- 109 

of Arctic America—S. H. SCUDDER ...--...--- RSE ees soba eeseeeee 342 

of North America, monographs of— 

Parts 1-11-—-H. Lomw fJesi kt aos. sees ese ees eee 141,171,256 
PartIv—R. Osten, SAGHEN. .2 226. 22022. ee 219 

e 
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Directions for— 

auroral‘observations—J.. HENRY. (RB. 1855) es... c. Je cone canoes coccce coca 77 
collecting and preserving— 

Gipterd—— hw OSTEN SACKON = <c sreces ne aocse iets tance creer ae elon 102 

Hishe— MEP BAN | (Pa cESGL noe ce ee ay she ee se. eet eel S baal 467, 464 
HEREC LS AGL ONE ACKARD) cncine sane eerie beet Be eee i «Lae 261 
Labs Rep E lh NVA RD coe ee see renee toe cee eh eis ei Cen Ta) aA aed 460 

collecting microscopic organisms—J. W. BAILKY ...-.....-..---.-----.----- 33 

collecting, preserving, and transporting— 

MOUS — Cope HERNALD (Pa IL SGA )ixeunee Soe arc see stern tee see 607, 600 

specimens of diatomacea—-A. M. EDWARDS........-...---.------------ 366 

specimens of natural history—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1856) ...-....--..-..- 91,34 

constructing lightning-rods—J. HENRY -..--..-.------------ ---2-20--e eee 237 
earthquake observations—J. HENRY. (R.1855).......-.....-.-.---..----- 77 

meteorological observations—A. Guyot; J. HENry. (R. 1855)....--. 77,19,148 

moundlexplorations—C.-THOMAS., | (P1884) eels 22s secce cece ee sees. co ee007, COU: 

removing and preserving the skins of mammals—W. T. Hornapay. (P. 

isis) Seagnancoacsae ela ucecioe emics cle cersisee cieaeeineefee tats te seriaece 548, 589 

Directory of officers, collaborators, employés, etc., of the Smithsonian Institu- 

tion, National Museum, Geological Survey, Bureau of Ethnology, and 

MishiC OmMIssioneasesssieseeics cs issclccin co siestice coe oe eee cose eae 466 

MISCoULseyOn! Ips VONLY—_Osbe DOD con tecseio esc ea sesac nonin ee eaclonce sae eee meee 356 

Discovery, meteorological—I’. L. CaPEN. (R. 1866)....-.........-.. -----.----- 214 

Discovery— 

of a large meteorite in Mexico—W. M. PIERSON. (R. 1873)..-.......-.---- 275 

of planet Neptune, report on history of the—B. A. GOULD........--------- 18 

of stone image in Tennessee—E. M.GRantT. (R. 1870) -..-...---- pose sete 244 

rel ghivesbonmacnetism. History o tw Ge L&GS) senate - cat cesta else a aieee eine aes 187 

Discussion of— 
magnetic and meteorological observations made at Girard College Observa- 

tory—A. D. BacHE— 

Parti. Eleven year period, solar diurnal variation -....-.....-.-------- 113 

Parti. Solar diurnal variation and annual inequality. ........---.---- 121 

Part 11. Influence of moon on declination.-....-..........--.---------- 132 

Parts 1V, V, VI. Horizontal component of magnetic force, etc........--- 162 

Parts VII, VIII, ix. Vertical force.... --....- ..---------= .2----------- 175 

Parts X, x1, xu. Dip and total force.......-...----------- ------------- 186 

Parise xa Completesscsssises seemciee aaisoisiseicieelm eset a=i=)= = Shae Ser 195 

meteorological observations, See Schott. 

Piazzi’s astronomical observations—B. A. GouLD. (R. 1863)....-..-------- 187 

relations of lucernarians to other acalephw, beroids, and polypi—H. J. 

(CHEAT Soa eH MOOS AGES ESR CH tian BORE EUe BOCSE SEO oan Bae eee ma reOCaS 242 

Snell’s barometric observations—I’. H. Loup. (R. 1880).--..----------- 442,435 

tables and charts of winds—A. WOEIKOF ..-.--..-----------+----+---+------ 268 

Disease— 
known as “chorea,” inquiries relative to—S. W. MircHELL. (R. 1874). .--- 286 

origin and propagation of—J. C. DALTON. (R. 1873)-.--.--------++---+---- 275 

Diseases of joints, bones, etc., bibliography of works on—W. W. KEEN..------- 300 

Dispersion of cloud by an electrical discharge—D. W. Natty. (R. 1858)ee- eee Oe 

Distribution of— 

duplicate fishes of Pacific coast, check list of—D. S. JORDAN; Pp. L. Jouy 

(GEENTiSS1 ohn Cee Ane ee her ae Pee emir er Ci tn 467 

fishes of Allegheny region of South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee—D. S. 

JORDAN EAS W. DRAYTON» ..s2cce- ccs cnc es cones cncmen sage “=a eens 308 , 
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Distribution of—Continued. 

forest trees in Montana, Idaho, and Washington—W. W. JOHNSON. (R. 

1870) sss eae eRe ae eset tee eicee wera ae eee ee ance alere co atajal ears 244 

forests and trees of North America—J. G. COOPER. (R.1858).-.----.-.-- 109,351 

marine invertebrates from National Museum, list of—R. RATHBUN. (P.1881) 

Be a ea es Se Ne eS Le «ae Sek eee ae 467, 465,471 

Smithson income, majority and minority reports of Committee of Regents 

on—JA. PEARCE: -J; MmAGHAM. «(Ro 1853) seecceeo= se == Sate oes 67, 329 

specimens, See each annual report. 

District of Columbia— 

arch solooical mapiofthe— 122° KGtN GL ACs tenenise eee ness cnc seats 537 

Hora /Of—Liish WARD: | (Ps 1681). oe ceclesaace eestor escae conc ee - 167,444 

list of birdsiof—E. CouErs';S./S. PRENTISS.9 (R.wISG))p ssscea ss sees 149 

meteorology of—J. \WiISSNER. «(iu dG57) cose cele ceeieeee es sae eae ere 107 

mineralogy and lithology of, notes on—G. P. MERRILL. (P. 1885).-...---.. 650 

onyprochioritefrom—G. Ps MERBUig ((B) LS8S84) ae eersel io snte cee leila 607 

prehistoric remains in—T. RK. PEALE. (RN. 1872)..---.. .----.---. .---06---- Qi. 

Ditrema atripes, new embiotocoid fish from coast of California—D. 8. Jordan; 
CEG (GIbBERT.. GBR.OolBBU reece re soe oe sera aici ta aerate eee 425 

Documents— 

collection of historical, in Guatemala—C. H. BERENDT. (R. 1876) .....--. 299 

relative to origin and history of Smithsonian Institution—W. J. RHEES .... 328 

Don 7 S.B.  Memorialidiscourse ons) entry cence sm sa essen anne eee eet 356 

Dopcr,G. W. Lightning discharges: (KR. 1867) -- << o-oo. eo soe ecceee 215 

Dopas, N. S$.— 

Memoirsofa@. iba bb acess (kvl iio) ee aie ate teeter ele ier ee eer 27 

Memoiriot sin JohnH. Wa Herschel prGh. 187) a. ales mentee ee eee eee 249 

Dog’s revenge, a Dakota fable—S. R. Rigas. (HE. 187980) ....----...---.---. 476 

Dolichopodidw, monograph of—H. LOEW...-.--..-----.-----.-.-- fale inioee seein 171 

Dolphin— 

NMOLER ON——Os SLEARNSs a (be GSo)) ees aig tee tates tele are reste ee ee teat eee 650 

spotted, apparently identical with Prodelphinus doris of Gray—F. W. TRUE. 

GREW SBA) 2 2 555 jae ecole Set ee cass ceil = ete = Sere eee ate 648 

Domestic institutions in correspondence with Smithsonian Institution— 
MTS BOL trssaeoyceere ce icia ecscatah aha ai ai eh oy Se aS Tee eae ee 69, 238 

TCI S20 Oe Maa a Be eAe aa taasAe sae so a hbceos Soon osdes. Sogn Soho edls dgSa koa aSe6 290 

Dominica— 

catalogue of Ober’s collections of birds from—G. N. LAWRENCE, (P. 1878). 332 
new species of Turdide from—G. N. LAWRENCE. (P. 1880)...--..-...----- 425 

DonaLpson, T. The Catlin Indian Gallery in National Museum. (R.1885,11). 654 

Donatl, G. B. Phenomena in telegraphic lines during aurora. (R. 1872)..... 271 . 

Doratonotus thalassinus, new species, description of—D. 8. Jorpon; C. H. GIL- 

a33 002 eit a Gaultier A eae eaero Bees co Gaaebe casa secoca see moconesdacensa! 607 

Dorosoma cepedianum heterurum (western gizzard shad), notes on—S. WIL- 

MoT. (BP: 1878)---------- 22. ween oo oan Socedd oases 332 

Dorpat and Poulkova, description of observatories at—C. ABBE. (R, 1867).215, 369 

DorsEy, J. O.— 
Illustrations of method of recording Indian languages. (EH. 1879-’80)...-.. 476 

Omalhasocioloriya | (Gli eLeOl 82) eis were enteiebetsaaieie ete ielal arf eas eee 631 

DorsrEy, Rey. J. OWEN. On the comparative phonology of four Sioux lan- 

Rae yory (RS ISSR 5 oeSh Sond Saobseecnd cs so se se ocodladoa sete 588, 593, 605 

Dorysomatids, notes on—D. 8. JORDAN -.-. ----- <2 e-  e ee. | a0 

DouGurAS, S. A., eulogy on—S. 8. Cox. (R. 1862). - oo ee eee 149, 329 

Dovue.ass, H.M. Translation of Weismann on change of Mexican axolotl. (R. 

1BV0)! osc ese waa sod se eee ee omte ates see eines oie mere ReReeee consists 323, 401 
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Dow, Capt. Joun M. Collection of fishes, list of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Gr- 
REVUE Cee OOO) oie tice ee meee Eee tee oe see eee ee 518 

DOWNES, J.— 

Occultations of planets and stars by the moon, 1853 ..............--... -... 54 
Occultations visible in the United States, 1845-1852...... ........8,9, 10,11,29 

Dorie, W. E. Indian forts and dwellings, Indian Territory. (R.1876)........ 299 
Drainage, sanitary, of Washington City— 

SUS POSuOUs LOr——Gs Bs.) WARING} dil see tats Meee ene sa Se oe ee oe 349 
suggestions for the—G. E. WarinG, Jr., Toner lectures, No. VUI......-. 349, 505 

DRAPER, H.— 

Account of telescope of, by T. W. WEBB. (R. 1864)..........-.--.---.--- 183 

Construction of silvered glass telescope and its use in celestial photography. 180 
Dredgings, Fish Commission— 

new or little known decapod crustaceans from—S. I. Smirw. (P.1884).... 607 

DEB BIG we LLOM——_ Nal VOMITH. | (bel G85) = -oeeeneeescntee eects seco aeeee aoe 650 

DRESEL, H. G.— 

Notesionisome: Greenland ifishes, (BE. 1884))sseesss anes ceeons bomese ccneesee 667 

Description of a new species of flounder, Citharichthys macrops, from Pensa- 

(eco) eg to ee Gl 22 tol Jee Re a ee i Le 607 

See, also, under Bean and Dresel. 

DREUTZER, O. E. Statistics relative to Norwegian mountains, lakes, and snow 

dimes? LCR US66)n ces <r ee oe cece owls sole ce sees se lee ee oe een etenae 214 

Drift, fresh-water glacial, of the Northwestern States—C. WHITTLESEY--...... 197 

Drillia— 

leucocyma, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Datn. (P. 1883) -.--...--. 548 

limonitella, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Datu. (P. 1883)......-.. 548 

thea, new species of, from Florida—W. H. DaLu. (P. 1883)...-.....--. ...- 548 

Drilling in stone without metal—C. Rau. (R. 1868)-....---...-.-..---.224, 440, 372 

Dromococcyx, new species of, from British Guiana, description of—R. Rip@way. 

CPU SBS)isars sek apee <)aysae iso clajoers SV SSeeroeeiee elynawee es Soe ae ete eta a ea mood 

Drugs— 

classification of forms in which medicines and, appear and are adminis- 

tered——J Ms EGLIND. (@P SSll\izp ses seman ccceen cose ase eeeeen ae 467,451 

memoranda for collectors of—J.M.FLinr. (P.1881) ......---..--.---- 467,452 
request for, and information concerning them—J.M.FLiInr. (P.1883)...-. 548 

Pual character of the brain. Toner lecture No. 1—C. E. BROWN-SEQUARD ..... 291 
DuBy,P.A. Report on transactions of Seciety of Physies and Natural History 

OMGenevaylSbliw GwleOs) esses noes cote cece oeeictecctsce aeeie dase nea ets 188 

Duck, new to North American fauna—R. Rip@way. (P.1881)---..----.-------- 467 

Ducks, domesticated hybrid (anas boschas + ebscura)—E.SLADE. (P.1884)... 607 

DUDLEY, T. Earthquake at New Madrid, Mo. (R.1858) ..---...--..---.----- 109 

DuFOouR, C.; KAmiz. Scintillation of the stars. (R.1861)........-------.---- 149 

Ducks, A.— 4 

Notes on fishes collected by, in Mexico—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1879) .---->------ 333 

Notes on fishes collected by, in Mexice—D.S. JorpAan. (P.1879) .--------- 333 

(Translated by F. W. TRUE.) Observations on four mules in milk. (P. 

ABB2) Een see cos Soe Pie eae wae anne oe os eee wagtee eeaine acm ewes 518 

Duke of Northumberland— 

ACCOUMELOLe Memeo eee eace « oan eke emtahs oe eels! Soe on welts chetes ee lole eters 330 

bookse presented: bya.) (Ra1859) <a 5 teeta ae we ec ale cae ees ene 110 

Dulichia arctica, new species, from Arctic Alaska, description of—J. MURDOCH. 

(GEASS (oo eS ee tee eee inc ee de ener me RRO ney are ea te 607 

Dumas, J.B. Eulogy on A.A. De La Rive: CRalSi Bik aces ceeeiaeeuede esas 286 

Duncan, M.L. Translation of Holmgren on color-blindness. (R.1877)---- 323, 399 

Dunkirk Society for the Encouragement of Sciences. Prize questions. (R. 1869; Me 

REIS oye oomene actin Ry SNe ee CN ER Co aia ie nici re eet 209. 2 
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DUNNING, E. 0. Antiquities in! Pennessee: (it. 1870) Soe e eee oe ec cseee - 244 

Duplicate— 

* fishes distributed by Smithsonian—T. H. BEAN. (P.1880) .-..-.---- esse eee 425 

marine invertebrates, list of, distributed by Museum. Series 1v—R.S. TARR; 

live HAIDER EIS, Coo hos pao Awe coauoubedonb ead sou secdod eden endedcens se Ss 516 

shells collected by the United States Exploring Expedition under C. Wilkes. 193 

Dupri, W.; Henry, J. Earthquakes in North Carolina, 1874. (R.1874)..---- 286 

DUPREZ, By Atmospheric electricity. - (CK. 1858) foeoeaeseeee a=) ee eee 109 

Dussumieriastolifera, new species, description of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. 

(GEG CI!) ee ee ae ReaD Gocco cKcoKo SoueIeReabbeg. ccc 667 

Dust and sand, volcanic, depesits of, in southwestern Nebraska—G. P. MERRILL. 

CREASES) stiecen asics cine Get Sate ee c's) we ale oe ae ee etalon €50 

Dwellings and ferts, Indian, in Indian Territery—W. E.DoyYLe., (R.1876)..... 299 

Dyeing, purple, ancient and modern. (R.1863)........2.2. -2 20 220+ - eee woe 187 

E. 

Farth— 

chemistry of the—. Si HuN«r., (GR 1869) Soe 2 aaa ease eee 228,375 

electrical currents of the—C. MATTEUCCI. (R. 1867; R. 1869)..---...--. 215, 228 

figureiof the—Sr: M: MErRINe. | (Gya1863))-- se ae as see eee ele = = eee 187 

internal structure of the—J. G@. BARNARD.-.. .-.--. - 2-22 2250 25-6 o-05 woncee 310 

laws of atmespheric circulation over the—J. H. COFFIN.-...----.--..----- 288 

revelutions of crast of the—G. Pmar: ((R. 1876) 5-222 222-2. 220. = eee 299 

secular variation of elements of orbit of—J. N. STOCKWELL..-.--..-----.--- 232 

Earthquake— 

; articles on, received by Smithsonian Institution and deposited in Library of 

(Cometh (Cis dei esse + seokadesb cists sosn cososd cosstess lsc eeeeeees 249 

at New Madrid, Missouri—T. DuDLEY. (R. 1853)--...--.--.---..---s- <-- 109 

Cueoqnilene TVEMAA WE) Wed Jn IBIAS Coe 656 aoe oos cenoopestoose sooses asstes cocese 148 

directions—J. HENRY. (G5 1855) cos. cose ee calose acne naa eee ate eee ui 

in eastern Mexico, January, 1866—C. SarTORIUS. (R. 1866)...--.---.---- 214 

imvGuatemala—A> CANUDAS: "CR 1808) beens ce cess tana eee eee eee 109 

in North Carolina, 1874—W. Du PRE; J. Henry. (R. 1874)..-... Mises 286 

in Peru, August 13, 1868—J. V. CAMPBELL. (R. 1870)....-.... ..-....----- 244 

in) St. baomas—G, »Ay WuATIMER.. )\(Gks 186%) S226) cc ee eee ree 215 

phenomena, on observations of—R. MALLET. (R. 1859).---....-.-.------- 110 

EKartkquakes— 

of Iceland, bibliography of—G. H. BOFHMER. (R. 1885).-.-.......----- 644, 649 

voleanie eruptions and, in Iceland—G. ,.H. BOEHMER, translator. (R. 

Tbst Sate Ss eed seas SoS oeds So hose bondoc se cise cosces sbasbotbosbece 644, 649 

Earthwork— 

double-walled, in Ashtabula County, Ohio—S. D. PEET. (R. 1876)-...-.--. 299 

in Highland County, Ohio—J. P. MacLean. (R. 1883)--...-... 22-22... 588, 593 

Earthworks. See Mounds. 

ancient, 12 China—MARK WILLIAMS. (R. 1865)---------...--..- 222-22 -- 645, 649 

ancient, of Ashland County, Ohio—G. W. HILu. (R. 1077).--..----...---. 323 

ancient, of Ohio, sketch of—l. Dinum ((R1S60)/saae=---- --— ee eee 214 

ancient, on Upper Missouri—A. BARRANDT. (R. 1870) ......---.-....---- 244 

in ‘Tenhessee—J.. JONES. «ccc cocci occ ee ee SS 

im VWisconsin—EH., Bh. BREED .0) (iS. L872) posse seem aieon ee ce oe © octane eaten 271 

mounds and, in Ashland County, Ohio—H. B. Case. (R. 1881).........481, 515 

mounds and, in Miami County, Ohio—E. T. WILTHEISS. (R. 1884)...... 620, 623 

mounds and, in Vanderburgh County, Ind.—Dr. FLoyp Stinson. (R. 

VSB Saimis cts trneisae 2 5 heed ee Seater ee eteneta SE tote ee ee aS ee le 
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Earthworks—Continued. 

on Arkansas River—Mrs. G..KNAPP, (RR. 1877)..- 20 cccn cco nnco cnoe coceve 323 

near Jones’ Station, Butler County, Ohio—J. P. MacLean. (R. 1881)..-481,515 

East Maine district, Hudson Bay Company, birds of, list of the—L. M. Tur- 
NERS CEL SSO) 2 ae abe we opiate eee mae ae ceciee cae ance hoe Jems 650 

East Windsor, Conn., antiquities of—E. H. Ettswortu. (R. 1881)....-...- 481, 515 

Eastward distribution of the black-tailed deer—Cuas. BeNpDrIRE, U. S. Army 

(Cie LSS 2) istectetctcleroia ate atc ke = chy en neh ete nte eine aren opie Senne Scat coe 518 

Eastern portion of Smithsonian building, reconstruction of, report of architects. 
(CEURIGGA) Memos na cians testa cismee) secre niet cet eet een aaieen ee ee 623 

Eastern United States, awriculacea of the, revision of the—W. H. Dar. (P. 

SO) RP ero he oes Sel Seine va alee iw SRS eS ee eee iak coteon iste cee 650 

Echenidids, notes on the relationships of—T. GitL. (P. 1882)..-.--.........- 518 

Echini collected by Albatross in 1884 and 1885, reports on—R. RaTHBUN. (P. 

SCS) Pew ctecrciwoca sccees esse tees nae oom iees Saeree ce occa ce ee 650 

Echinodermata— 

from Stearns’ expedition to Labrador in 1882, catalogue of—K. J. Busu. 

((EPIBES) Wie ae clometem mcg sie nase oe ciecemaaten ete coisa csieyei ae oeieie ae mes 548 
of the northeastern coast of America, notice of—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1885).. 650 

Echinoderms of— 

Kerouelon island —A. Mi.) \VMRRIL co. . cecsiscas smsctecemmelemcas aa cee anita 294 

northeastern coast of America—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1879; P. 1880).----.333, 425 

the United States at London Fisheries Exhibition in 183: ;, catalogue of—R. 

IVADHBUN act cee cles cece se cinia viele nsiss iatepeisiociesiace reine seismer 511, 521,552 

Eclipse— 
WOU Ular Olay 20, Gok eee ciare te nsls semis aime 2 oysieie ein olel= ia eet ein mae 66 

of the sun— 
April 25, 1865—Baron DE PrRapos. (R.1864) ...--...----------------- 188 

March 15.1858 maniof— EG nes 2) os elec see cncein alee inom 101 

July 18, 1860—J. LAMONT. (R. 1864) .......-----..------------------- 188 

September 7, 1858, in Peru—J. M. GILLISS....---..----- -----+---------- 100 

Ecliptic, obliquity of the—J.N. STOCKWELL ....--..---------------- +--+ +----- 232 

Economic— 

geology, department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R. 

POBAT hose coke eee me ana coke cane en om aise nie acetal wenae ara 648 

mollusea of the United States at the London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, 

catalogue of—F. WINSLOW ..---...---- ---+-----+ se-00+ -----° 511, 521, 554 

Education— 

acknowledgment of books on—E, LaBouLayE. (R. 1867) ..--------------- 215 

Illinois State Board of. Meteorological system for every State. (R.1855) 77 

in the United States, project of an outline history of—F. A. PACKARD. (R. 

1863) Maawameceeewececessoes Bit Tapeh hh Sal Sues eS Oep mec eSa oC caons 187 

scientific, of mechanics and artisans—A. P. PEABopy. (R. Ilex) secbecoe 271, 380 

Educational series of marine invertebrates distributed by United States Na- 

tional Museum—R. RATHBUN. (P.1881) .------------------- 465, 467,471 

Epwarps, A. M.— 
Directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting diatomacea. ---.---. 366 

Results of examination one: miereseone of Japanese infusorial earths .-.. 202 

EDWARDS, V. N.— 

Occurrence of oceanic bonito (Orcynus pelamys) in Vineyard Sound, Massa- 

Chinseunsemn (ba1878) kesemn eases cise == ee cece cere seer ee en rece cece 332 

Epwarps, W. H.— 

Diurnal lepidoptera of Arctic America.....--- ------ +--+ ------0rrt tr err 342 

OU epid Opel ata a see eee eae mai im -tainmiel (mn ni slow eoeinien ae ea 133 

Edwardsville, Wyandotte County, Kans., mounds in—E. F. SERVISS. re ei 

015 
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Eel— 

murenoid, (Sidera chlevastes) from Galapacis Island, description i ise x. 

JORDAN : CoH GIGBER TS) (& UBS) cacececeeeme te n=—t aaa eee ema 

new species, description of—D. 8. Jonpan; C.H. baa (PS1882)) te see- 518 

Eels— 
genitalia of males—~s, 1: Carrum... (CP. 1880) oemeb easiness a= een ee 425 

Nemichthoid, new genera of, diagnosis of—T. GILL; J.A.RYDER. (P.1385). 548 

EaGeErs, H,F.A. Flora of St, Croix and Virgin Islands ...-.................-. 313 

Egging expedition to Shoal Lake, Lake Winnipeg—D. GUNN. (R.1867) ..-.--. 215 

Eggs— 
exehanceronveme nats il (i. S80) ocelot cei eee ies 646 
instructions for collecting—S. F. BAIRD. (R.1858)-..-..----..----.--.-.- 109, 139 

instructions for collecting —A. NEWTON ~ 2.226 222 coe ancnne ~- ona = oon ene 139 

instructions for collecting and preserving—T. M. BREWER .......---------- 139 

list of, and wanted in museum—C. E. BENDIRE. (P.1884)...-......---. 603, 607 

North) American— a Me BR Ka Wili Rasa ae ete a ekeete ate ee eet ela eet 89 

of the eight North American species of Empidonaces—T.M. Brewer. (P. 

Iley OD) Goer ear eer er Aubry i oe eer ee Ser ae OSE Se Bpecs OSES 333 
suggestions for forming collections of—A. NEWTON ...-..--..-------------- 139 

EGLESTON, T.— 

Catalogue of minerals, with their formulas -......--. 2.22.2 22-0 eseseve--ne 156 
Scheme for qualitative determinations by blow-pipe. (R.1872)--..---..-.. 271 

translation by, of Brezinaon crystallography ..--.--..---..---.-.-.--..----. 336 

Egypt, presentation of books on—R. LEepsius.  (R. 1860) .-...--.----.---.----- 147 

HIGENMAN, CH. See) ORDAN. DIS 5) BIGHNMAN, CoH ote 2o2 oc crcl ecee ce aeleemats 

Elainea cinerescens, new species, from collection by J. E. Benedict and W. Nye— 

lip eae nrenye-was | (@amiisis: DES o. Be Saas s io sau cooe cece Sasclasotaoae Scaeacs 607 

Elassoma evergladei, description of—D.S.JorpDAN, (P.1884) .----.--.--.----- 607 

Elastic force of aqueous vapor, table for determining—J- Hi. COERFIN= <= -3-ssssss0 Ow 

Electric— 
phenomenoa—Wists GivatN=s (Rs L865) reese ee wise oe oe eae eae eee 209 

resonance of mountains, observations on—H. DESAUSSURE. (R.1868).-... 224 

Electrical— 

currents of the earth—C. MaTTEucc!. (R.1867; R.1869)............... .215, 228 

discharge, dispersion of a cloud, by D. W. Natty. (R. 1858) -...-.--------. 109 

MHEOMeLLy,  LescarchesOn—— Avy SWC HM epee eae of cpetelate etal late ole = leet etal 36 

Electricity— 

accounts of lightning discharges. (RK.1867) .----. .-. 2. ee aloe ene 215 

and galvanism, report on recent progress in—J. MULLER. (R.1857).-...--. 107 

and magnetism, later views of connection of—H. HELMHOLTZ; J.C. Max- 

Vwi oe (ns Were) ee AS ae eM A et Ce bes Shoo becooBBetcopbd osSceos 275 

PHU Nolo Dioia-sovyy (ea INsbic)) Baeabeheinc Cua ate 4 Soo eeE on oghE SEs dc 109 

OSIM OI (Aroltsy)) see se GSseec seal bocce tegeosbes ue oeabid se 215 

of atmosphere and the aurora borealis—S. LEMSTROM; A.A. DE La RIVE. 

CRE LST 4) omy sie Sasa tem a cee sl nnniere ate eee teiertele tates chee ea cate are eee 286 
of induction in clouds resolving into rain, snow, and hail—l’. ZANTEDESCHI. © 

(Re D870) ise ee cea ci ee, tlds Ce meee eee eee bs ce caeeeeeeees 244 
phenomena accompanying propagation of, in rarefied elastic fluids—A. A. DE 

ua JREVE ACR. 1863) ss o0. oe eases ecteseeeeiecs cin as sen mee aerenee 187 
presence of, during fall of caine Eraiees PADMERRE. (Ch. 4870)! sees sees 244 

report of recent progress in—J. MULLER. (R.1856) ...-.....---.-.--...-.. 91 

Electro-magnetic— 

seismograph—Professor PALMIERI. (It. 1870)....-.- -0-.-----. -25--- oe ee 244 
telegraph, Henry’s contribution to—W.B.TayYtor. (R. 1878) ....-..... 341, 405 

telegraph. See Henry; Telegraph. 

" 
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Electro-physiology, lectures on—C. Matrrucci. (R. 1865)..........--....---- 209 
Electrotypes of engravings of shells granted by British Museum. (R. 1863)... 187 
Elements, table of chemical equivalents of. (R. 1864)..........-....--.---.-- 188 
Elephant mound in Grant County, Wis.—J. WARNER. (R. 187 2).. sae eal 
ELLERY, Rk. L. J. Address of the President of the Royal Society of intarin! 

CIAL BOS Meyer. tse cel ce oes een ee er Se A pm eae Se So eet, ek ha, 994 

ELLET, C. Physical geography of Mississippi Valley...............-----.----- 13 

ELLIOT, D. G.— 

Classification and synopsis of Trochilid@ ...... .0os. cae. woe ene ce ncce cece 317 

List of described species of humming-birds..........--. seein) Ogos Dee beC 334 
HEEIOMUGh ise Clumatelor Kansas: (i l8i0)eeensee senses eeeeeececn sere sceee 244 
ELLSwortH, E. W.— 

Ancient implement of wood from Connecticut. (R. 1876)................. 299 

Antiquities of East Windsor, Conn. (R. 1881)..-.-.)2.2-. ---. 2... eae. 481,515 
Embarrass, Wiss, .ples at—h. fH. BREED. | (Ria LO)jsencecceos cn ceees seme cee nee 323 
Bmibry olosyioL insects —lL vA GASSIZ eos. scent esse erode eeemceeee tees decor ee 16 

Empidonaces, notes on nests and eggs of the eight North American species of— 

DuMP DRE WER Ces LO19)\scsccocnec scenic ace oee eee sere ener oerae ne 333 

Empidonax viridescens, new species from Costa Rica, description of—R. Ripc- 
Waar Ube LOOd)rcmclaasanieccemicta. occa eee eases cates panes sees 548 

Employés of Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, Geological Survey, 
Bureau of Ethnology, and Fish Commission, directory of.......----- 466 

HINCKET Je Es, Memon Ole DY: Gy HAGEN | (HR LO0S)bocsseee coe sa-oe cee scaeees 224 

ENDLICH, F. M.— : 

Analysis of water destructive to fish in Gulf of Mexico. (P. 1881)-.--..-.. 467 

Geolocyrot Kersuelentislandgiencenesect see see cae eee eateioaserieea aa 294 

List of minerals in National Museum, 1873, 1879. (R. 1873; P. 1880) ..275, 425 

Endothyra ornata, note on—C. A. WHITE. (P. 1879)-.....-..--- 225. ---..2 2c 333 

ENGELHARDT, M. Formation of ice at the bottom of water. (R.1866)....---. 214 

ENGELMANN, G. Heights of mountains in Colorado. (R. 1862)--..--.....---. 150 

Engineers, Civil, London Institution of. Prize questions. (R. 1862).--..----. 150 

England— 
abbreviations used in—W. Dr La RuE. (R. 1867)........---.--..---.---- 215 
free freights between the United States and—E. CUNARD. (R. 1859).-.-.--. 110 

Salisbury, notice of Blackmore Museum at. (R.1868) ...--...---..-..---- 224 

English— 
and French weights and measures. See Tables. 
vocabulary with comparative words in Spanish, French, and Latin..-.. ..-- 170 

Engravings— 
of shells, electrotypes of, granted by British Museum. (R. 1863) ..-------- 187 

on the face of rocks inthe Sierra Nevada—J. G. Brurr. (R. 1872)--..-.-.--- 271 

presented to Smithsonian Institution, catalogue of—C. B. KING. (R. 1861).. 149 

Entenia— 
henshawi, new species, description of—H. C. Yarrow. (P. 1833).--..----- 548 

vagrans platonia, new subspecies, description of—H. C. Yarrow. (P. 1883) 548 

Entomologists— 

CITCULAL CORSE eee Sao cieicte oars a eier-mine eee ctenne eee stoeeeiceal—sio= mani mae 178 

FDELR AU LAMOINE) WO), Sao cc Ose ne TOG COOGEE OOO DOES SegUeECOU Beco nner CaO Oseo core 261 

Eocene and oligocene invertebrate fossils of North America, check-list of— 

ERaAN CONRAD Sos coer sos e ole saa celeeiisioclan mleloley= si=atntei= wni= tae ln mie isle ere 200 

Eorr, J. Habitsof black bass of the Ohio. (R. 1854)..---.------------------ 7 

Ephemeris of the planet Neptune, 1848-1852—S. ©. WALKER ..------.. 4,5, 6, 7, 24 

Ephippiids, note on the Affinities of the—T. GILL. (PB. 1882): - Sea Sel LO 

Ephyrina— 

benedicti, new species, from Fish Commission dredging—S. I. SMITH. (E 

HSS) Soeane dR) OA OE Re Ban Core DOR RCO MIMORD oaetae - 607 
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Ephyrina—Continued. 

new genus, from Fish Commission dredging—S. I. SmirH. (P. 1884) ...... 607 
Epinephelus— 

American specie’ of, review of the—D. S. Jorpan; J. Swain. (P.1884).. 607 
Drummond-Hayi, a new serranoid fish from the Bermudas—G. B. GoopE; 

eH BRAN Gr ntLO(S),2.0 soci cae ee Ree ae- + oe eee 332 

Nnigritus, notes;on— lv. DEAN... (2. 1885)) Sas seeeeeeee ee ae ease 650 

nigritus of the southern coast, note upon—G. B.GoopE; T. H. Bean. (P. 

SAG) ete eet ale ota as elm ol Zo ei a oa eee es rete a ee 332 
Equilibrium of a liquid mass withdrawn from the action of gravity. See J. 

Plateau. 

Equinoxes, precession of the— 

ence SSRN ASD oe oo hat Si alte Se ae amet ell le lel oe ee ate a 240 

15 ONE (o 2G761 6) 6 6 Cer eee ee ees ec gosto S54 Sone Seas S56 232 
Equivalents, chemical, of sixty-three elements, table of. (R.1864)..-........ 188 

ERnsT, G. A. Meteorology of Caracas, South America. (R. 1867).........-... 215 

Erosions of the earth’s surface by rivers, etc.—E. HITCHCOCK ..-.-... Je deceioen 90 
Eruption of voleano— 

myuNicaracua—A 3.) DICKINSON (hl SOu) pnaesee nese eee eeeceone 215 

of, Colima—C; SARTORIUS: (i= 1869) hese sae ese ease een eee 228 

Eruptions, volcanic, and earthquakes in Iceland. (Translation.) (R.1885)..649, 644 
Hryontids, notice of recent—S..0. Smigm., (2.1879). ----- 5 eee eee 333 
Eskimo bows in National Museum, a study of the—J. MuRDocH. (R.1884™).. 648 

Espy, J. P.— 

Notice‘of, /by.A) DABACHE 4 (Ry 9609) oo eteee see eee eee ee eee ere 110, 329 

On meteorolory. (E1847) ooo Sociecelcenale ei See ree eee eee H 
_ Essay on— 

geographical distribution of batrachia and reptilia—E. D. COPE .......--. 292 
velocity of Jight—C. DELAUNAY,, (R.1864)2 220 3-3-2202 case ne oe 188, 354 

Establishment— ; 

and officers of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum ......... 449 

of the Smithsonian Institution, Journal and By-Lawsof. (R. 1853)......67,329 

EsTEs, L.C, Antiquities of Minnesota, Mississippi River, and Lake Pepin. (R. 

tS 316) WAR eR SEC re Ree ae Meee orc eR oe Sea oCOS be Sace oes Sune 214 

Estimate of population of the world—E. MaILLy. (R.1873) ..--..------.-.---- 275 

Etheostoma— 

cumberlandicum, new species of, description of—D.S.JorpaNn; C. H. GIL- 

BERT. (GPs A883) scsi tous sola ee ene Ue eee a eee 548 
davisoni, description of—Onb. Haw. (Bal G85) eceene aa ee oeeicne ee ce eeeee 650 

iowa, description of—D.S8. Jorpan; S.E.Mrex. (P.1885).............. 650 

Variatiumon Kirtland—DsS. JORDANL |) (B88) es sosiee release eee seen 650 

Htheostomatida,.. notes) on—Dis. JORDANE  ! smeeeceecee cease se see eee cee 306 

‘Etheostomating, skeletons of, note on—D.S.JorDAN; C. H. EIGENMAN. (P 

1885) (eas esas ese eons seas doe cle SOE alte as dhest <n scheint 650 

Ethmocardiam, notesion—C. A: WHITE. (B..1879)/2- wicks 225-2 5 222 seine ne seen 333 
Ethnographical— 

collections— Tl. av MAINZ) s(t. [S62) eee Ane eeenene sears oe oe ee a ee eee 159 

collections—H. DE SCHLAGINTWEIT. (KR. 1862) 22---.-----. --s-ceeeee eee eee 150 
collections, the Schlagintweit—H. ZIsGENBALS. (R.1867)..--.-..----..--. 215 

Ethnological— ; 
collections of museum at Lausanne, report on—F.'TROYON. (R.1861)..... 149 

department of the French Exposition, 1867. (R.1867)...-..---.---...---- 215 
investigation, American, plan for—H.R.SCHOOLCRAFT. (R.1885)...-.-. 645, 649 

map of North America, suggestions relative to—L.H.MoraGan. (R.1861). 149 

map of the United States—G. Gisps... (RB. 1862). ccc. e20s sanccen- one ssoces 150 
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Ethnological—Continued. 
memoir of Squier and Davis, correspondence relative to acceptance of, for 

RS EE RULER LO Tia we hal 3) a) oie aa ee eit Ce ee |, 3c, Ae ae Oe Oi K 
museum of Norway—L. K.Daa. (R. 1862) 
Tescarch——by oH. DAVIS. | (Ri 1866) i205 sccces cose de ek choos cece ii we of 
specimens from Ugashagmut tribe, Alaska, catalogue of—W.J.FIsHER.... 654 
specimens presented by University of Christiania, Norway. (R. 1863). en5 187 
suggestions for Russian America—G. GIBBS........ 2-22. 2-20 eee ween ee cee 207 

Ethnology— 
and archeology, circular relative to collections in-.......-.....--- cee cece 205 
and philology, instructions for—G. GIBBS .< 22. 2.0. cock eee ne cece ee enee 160 
articles on. (R.1867-1870-1877, 1879, 1880) ........ ....- 215, 244, 249, 271, 275, 286, 

298, 299, 323, 345, 442 
O. T. Mason, Report on Department of Ethnology, National Museum, for 1885 

(SS reIN) ers aarete ae aracia's' a sNoctG lee sce tale ae eee eee Meee Seen ie ee 654 

_ department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R.188411).. 648 

Meupsve viuseumor—O. Te MASON. |B. 1873) ese sesso aetnae arena Se aeice ee 275 
OleATChICyAMerICa——lneICUMILEEN sos cce\sisen nese eae ae eee eee eee 342 

of Colonia Tovar, Venezuela, South America—A.FENDLER. (R.1857)..-.. 107 

of Indians of Red River of the North—W.H.GarDNER. (R.1870).......- 244 

physical lechuresion— Wy WILSON: (Iv. 1862) cos. oc oeeeeeeceee ese e eee eee 150 

present state of, in relation to form of human skull—A. Retzivus. (R.1859) 110 

Bureau of— 

catalogue of linguistic manuscripts in library of—J.C.Piniine. (E. 

DST O16) se crteniees ee eieke a ats cia ecfo wists < aie: ciote ais = Slay sree Weal nak aoe eeeies 476 

directory; of officersjanduemployés! Of 2 22 o0,9nec cet soso > Seen 466 

ATIShANMUalTreporyOl— Je Wisk OW HLL cos cissc ee acelosseee cea ieee 476 
second annnalereport Of—JeWi. LOWELL eons -s ec. ss se someon ences eee 542 

thirdyannualireportrot—JipWi. bh OWE LE. ac.sso-(. sins eco ee sae e eae 631 

Etowah River, Georgia, the Great Mound in the—CHARLES WHITTLESEY. (R. 
TRStSH Dy ah til cone ees CR ere oe Nes Co Se Ane EE Si NF Gir. 481,515 

Etropus rimosus, description of—G. B. GoopE; T.H. Bran. (P. 1885).-..-.--- 650 

Euchalarodus putnami, identity of, with Pleuronectes glaber—T.H. Bran (P. 
INShSD Be SeRUe oe Hea E Sod Cea oe EOE EERE Orn AC tec oer eaemn poSoue Onomae 332 

Eulachon, or candle fish of northwest coast—J.G.Swan. (P.1880)...--..----. 425 

Eulima temphiltii, new species of, from Florida—W.H. Datu. (P.1883)..----. 548 

Eulogy on— 
Ampere, by F. ARAGO. (R. 1872)... 2.2 220-222 cee een ne cee eee ee ones eons 271 

AWabacGhe.Dyvds EERNRY.. (Hel SA0) 2. owes cela wimertemn.e se <== en 244, 329,379 
AVAL De duarkive; by J.B. DUMAS. (Ri1874) ooo. one en owen n= es 286 

Stephen A. Douglas, by 8.S.Cox. (R.1861)-..-..----.---------+-------- 149, 329 

Cornelius C. Felton, by T.D. Wootsry. (R.1861).....---....--.---.----- 149, 329 

Joseph Fourier, by F.ARAGO. (R.1871)-.-..----------+-----------+ +--+ 249 

Herschel, by F.ARAGO. (R. 1870) .....-.-.-.--- ---- --- 222 2 o ee 22 eee eee 244 

Gay-Lussac, by F. ARAGO. (R.1576).----.------ .---2+ --- 2 ee eee eee eee eee 299 

La Place, by F.ARAGO. (R.1874)..-...---.---- +--+ 222 ees eee eee eee 286 

L. A. Quetelet, by A.MaILLy. (R.1874) .....--.-------- ---+ 2-22 --- 2-2 +e 286 

James A. Pearce, by A.D. BACHE. (R.1862).......----.------+----+---- 150, 329 

General J.G. Totten, by J. G.BarNnarpD. (R.1865).-----.--.------------ 209, 329 

Alexander Volta, by F.ARAGO. (R.1875).....-..-----+ ---- ---- 22-0 +----* 298 

Henry Wilson, by P. PARKER. (R.1875)...--..----------------+-------- 298, 329 

Thomas Young, by F.ARAGO. (R.1869)..---..----------- ---------+------ 228 

Eulogy. See Memoir, Life, Biography. 

Eumunida picta, new genus and new species of, from south coast of New Eng- 

land, description of—S.I.SmirH. (P.1883)...--.------+--------++--- 548 
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Eunephrops bairdii, description of—S.I.SMITH. (P.1885)...............-.-.-- 650 
Europe— 

and America, prehistoric fishing in—C. RAav.-.....-.---....--..--------- 606, 509 

causes which limit vegetable species toward the north, in—A. Dr Can- 

DOLE. | (CRagiSse) 2 oe sia) sa cicace ae eee ete ene: Saaremaa 109 

certain storms in America and, December, 1836—E. Loomis ....--.---..-.- 127 

man as the contemporary of the mammoth and reindeerin. (R.1867)-..-.-. 215 

study of high antiquity in—A. MoRLOT. (R. 1862; R.1864)..........--- 150, 188 

tree creepers of, critica! remarks on—R. RipGWAyY. (P. 1882) ....-.....--. 518 

middle, fauna of, during stone age—L. RUTIMEYER. (R.1861)...--....--. 149 

European ag, North American and, generic and specific appellation of—L. 

DPERINNGER.) Cb. TOSS)! <2 is cisteio sagas te tei ete ree ane ee ae ae 518 

Eurypharyngidx, anatomy and relations of the—T. GILL; J. ‘a RYDER. (P. 

tC SB)) ARR Se Re CIAE enn OMMARE ae Sacro dal SUlSond odode dHce mMansmeEnc 548 

EVANS Wns .Climate of Coloradon «(R.t6s) == eee eee eee eee nee aeons peconpaus 

Evans, R. B. Mounds in Barren and Allen Counties, Ky. (R. 1881)........ 481,515 

Evans, 8. B. Notes on mounds in Des Moines Valley. (R. 1879) ..........-.. 345 

Evaporation— 

in Hlorida— Wi. C. .DENNIS. | ((chsgl GOO) eras cee sass eee eee eee eee ee eee 214 

observed at Palermo in 1865 and 1866—P. TaccHINI. (R. 1870) ........... 244 

EVERETT, E.— 

Report on Jewett’s general stereotype catalogue of public libraries.....-.- 47 

Report on organization of Smithsonian Institution. (R. 1853) ..........-. 67 

PVERBEL J.) Undersround temperatures Ch1lo7-)) sees eee ane eee 286 

Evolution of language—J. W. POwELn. (BH. 1879-80)... 2) 2 ooo. ww oes ee sees 476 

Excelsior, Minn., mounds near—F, H. NUTTER. (R. 1879)...--......-. sistuis Ss oe 345 

Exchange of— 

birds’or birds” eggs cireuiar, (PR: 1886) oo. 2. os- eee ae eaten ee eee 646 
publications— 

Agricultural Association of Milan. . (R. 1863).... .-........---.-.--2-- 187 

Chamberjot/Commerce of Bordeaux: 9 (hj 663) 22 aes saan scene cores 187 

RoyalpHorticultural’ Sociesy,, Wwondons .((h.,Leol eens essm eee eee 149 
specimens— 

Hamburo Zoological Gardens.) (@h 1S67)sosae eee teas cane oe eee eee 215 

HamiltoniCollere: Clintons Nem... (hel eol))is see ean eee eee 149 

We AC adeno wD: 5 (Gh. 1867) feces eis oni Se eaten Bie ee eee ee ae ee 215 

Museum of National University of Greece. (R. 1867)................. 215 

Winiversity Or Costavkica.g (tle) seeee oor aeee ene eeeee eee eneret 215 

Exchanges— 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston, thanks for. (R. 155; R. 
112.74) Vea tee es esac tem ee eS a a Se LAE.” A indi Mr 77, 215 

Bath and West of England Society for Encouragement of Agriculture, 

ATIS) tO) (Ch. 180i) cnc censccce ase aac e Eee ee tack ac cc eee 215 
cireular relative to scientificiand literary ceecceces-<-scce -- +50 coe aemeaee 324 

Government'of Bremensy ((h. 1605). see taser eee ac. ces Seen 209 

Wo HINCKSs) (GR. VS60) ear ce ao oo See eaten ene Solon ce eee eee 147 

Listiof. * Partshh are ese anus oe cine seer ee eee eet cece ne sane ee 73,85 

listiot, to'l8b8 os nccce eat macs ce ce eeee eae eee sio De S oeie ae eee 117 

Mexican Society of Geography and Statistics. (R. 1861, 1865)...........149, 209 

Mining Department, Melbourne. (KR. 1865) 2eoeseneccess.--- 5. e eee eee 209 

Fe, MULLER. ¢ (CRS 1860) 220 aoe ew wee oo = eee ee oe aie cs am ee 147 

reports on. (R. 1853-1867, 1873; R. 1881-1885). ....67, 75, 77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 

149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 215, 275, 515, 540, 593, €23, 649 
J. RROSING: | CRA1S65 ose oe ee cnc c Sena al eee eee a «ct en net 

Royal, Academy of Science,’Madrid.) (CR. TeGisees ee see ee ce. sae eaeseeee 149 
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Smithsonian, history of the—G. H. BOEHMER. CRSaSBL) ice cece eecs cee sl Re ye 

St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences. *(R. LOOM) scat oe oe ee onerdee ee ante 215 

SUETIEHTOS OLE, RSC UCT NSH a pee psn teres SSA RSE SP, art Rey SER epee Dae Se 329 
Excursion in New Mexico, diary of—J. H. CARLETON. (R. 1854).............. 75 
Executive Committee of Regents. See also each annual report— 

journalvandsreportsiot, 1S46—W81Gr cee cette esa seer secles Sood es eeene cease 329 

Exhibit— 

by the Smithsonian Institution at Centennial Exhibition, report on proposed 

plano —_ SAE DATRD!) (Rel Sto) is seem ee seies oa cee e\osisocaiwce ees 298 

of fisheries of United States at Berlin Fisheries Exhibition—G. B. GooDE.. 413 

Exhibition, Centennial, report on—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1876) ---.--...--.---. 299, 307 

Exocetus— 
TovIew, OL— DS ORDAN) + Sabo Minnky: (Ps S85) pees. semaciececcncoses 650 

volador, new species, description of—D. 8. JORDAN. (P. 1884) -..----.---- 607 

Expansion— 
bibhosraphy of—E Wi | CLARKE (2 202.020 522 0. cane ce econ waenieaaess te aeee 255 
by heat, tables of—F. W. CLARKE ....--.. .- 222. ---0 eee eos een ene eens enee 289 

Expedition— 
Coast Survey, for transatlantic longitude—B. A. GOULD ...----.-----.---- 223 

Hassler, narrative of the—L. AGassiz. (R. 1872)..---. --------.----+----- 271 

North Pacific Surveying, contributions to natural history made in connec- 
tlonswith help He SEREETS 22. - occa ccsseceseiaewieesena(==-lememam 303 

to Arctic SeAs. See Hayes, Kane, McClintock. 

to Kerguelen Island—J. H. KippER and others .....-.----.------------- 293, 294 

to Lake Winnipee—D. GunN. (R. 1867) -....---.----- --------+---+ -----s 215 

to Mexico, scientific. (R.. 1864) ==. ----52-<--. -<s-----+)------ --" Sree 188 

to the Manvaises Terres and Upper Missouri—T. A. CULBERTSON. (R. 

PSH) rerteeerl sae weer ctae Soe estes eas ode meee isn e's oem aes 28 

toward the North Pole, scientific instructions for—J. HENRY and others. 

Gere STIL ere ese ee oem ects cen co.c ca a/c esaniiaaean ane ~eseneumnme 249 

Expeditions— 

account of. See each annual report. 

contributing specimens, list of—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1867). ---..------------- 215 

Experimental and theoretical researches on figures of equilibrium. See J. Plateau. 

Experiments— 

on aneroid barometers at Kew Observatory—B. Stewart. (R. 1868).----- 224 

relative to meteorites—G. A. DAUBREE. (R.1868)-.--.------ eo ete aee vee ao ee 224 

upon animal heat of fishes—J.H. Kipper. (P.1879) .----.---- Pepaeeconses 333 

Explanation of— 

principles of crystallography and crystallophysics—A. Brezina. (R. 

GTO pe reneee eee he aie See es DUD ee tse noes cecee mesa ernest mes 271, 386 

Exploration of— 

ancient mounds in Union County, Ky.—S.Lyon. (R.1870)-.------------- 244 

Explorations— 

among Indian mounds in southern Florida—S. T. WALKER. (R. 1879) ..---- 345 

and surveys, Government, report of—S. F. BarrD. (R. 1878) --------------- 341 

Arctic, lecture on—I. I. HAYES. (1861) ..---- .----------- +7002 << 2077-277" 149 

articles on—See each annual report. 

botanical, in New Mexico and California, account of—A. Gray. (R.1849). 21 

furnishing collections to National Museum, 1838-1877, list of—S. F. Barr. 

(GRETE Ye) atin He EPO OER EE reece etna 323 

ichthyological, in 1884, report on—D.S.Jorpan. (R. 1884 11).------------ 643 

in Central America—C. H. BERENDT. (R. 1867) -...-------+--22 2027777777 215 

in Central America, report on—Dr. J. F. BRANSFORD. (R. 1882) --------- 535, 540 

Hi. Mis. 170 45 
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in Greenland—L. Kumrimn:. (ik. 1878) (2-22 nese eee esl bee eee eee 341 

in mounds in Whiteside and La Salle Counties, Ill.—J. D. Moopy. (R. 

AES) (io ee ote ace sesccld tts cee nel aere eee neers stszicaeeee 481, 515 

in New Mexico and Arizona—J. STEVENSON. (R.1880).......-- Prpab 3... 442 

in’ New. York—B..'G/ SQUIER 22/2 Je aee coe ee ee eee rete helena ee eee 15 

in: Tennessee—b)., A. DAYTON: (RR: 1870)! 232 Se eee ene steals eee ee 244 

in upper California in 1860—J. FEILNER. (R: 1864) .......--.....-.-.-...- 188 

Kennicott’s—HUDSON’s BAY COMPANY. (1863)-..--...----...-.-.-.---2c- 187 

of aboriginal remains of Tennessee—J. JONES). -... -.2. 2222-22220 220 eseee 259 

of the Nile—©. Han.” (R.1865)!.23..28 - eotoee ee eee te) soccer 209 

of western Missouri in 1854—P.R. Hoy. (R.1864) .--.--.....--.---..----. 188 

of John Xantus in Mexico—M. RomERO. (R.1862).---..-.---..-----...-.. 150 

on western coast of North America—W.H.DALL. (R.1873)...-..-.-..----. 275 

reports on—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1851-1866, 1875—1877)..51, 57, 75, 77, 91, 107, 109, 
110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 298, 299, 323 

scientific, in America, in 1852—S. F.Barrp. (R.1852)--...--.-----..------ 57 
scientitic; in’ Mexico: a(R. 1804) it eaesesc cnet acoso me sesieeee eee e ee eee 188 

Exploring expedition under Capt. C. Wilkes, duplicate shells collected by the.. 193 
Explosibility of coal oils—Z ALLEN. © CRs [OD tee seen e ceo eee sees cee lee eeee 149 

iH xplosiveness of niter—R. HARE coc. snes ciseesee seminine ca slacleans seem etee ieee aly) 

Exposition. See French. 

of harmonies in the solar system—S. ALEXANDER...-.......----.---..----- 280 

Expression for anthropological inquiry, queries about—C. DARWIN. (R.1867) - 215 

External appearance of the sun’s disk. (R.1866) .--...-...---..----.---.--..- 214 

Extinct— 

mammalia and chelonia of Nebraska—J. LEIDY ....---...-.-.----.----.--- 58 

i) QUES aI J PIONS oso) Ba eob ceidonD sooo60 SH po Bon osS Coot soo Smondds tenes sce 192 

sloth tribe of North America—J sUuEIDYo.s-02 sss) see ssa oem anieeee eee 72 

Species of American) OX— Juki DY eer ses aee ee sel a aeetee cee ee aaa 41 

Eye, bibliography of diseases of the—W. W. KBEN .........--.----.----------- 300 

F. 

Fabrics, textile, prehistoric—W. H. Hotmes. (HB. 1881~82)....-.......-..---- 631 

Facts respecting Liberia College—A. CRUMMELL. (R. 1861).....-.----.---- Pe ale!) 

Fahrenheit’s scale, tables for conversion of centigrade degrees to. (R.1863)-.... 187 

Families— 

and subfamilies of Carangide—T. GILL. (P. 1882).......--.--...-------.. 518 
Offishes arranCementiol— ees Giese meteor ae tate elatetat otal aloe Peete 247 

oLmammals,arran cement. of —— le Gli eee) alee = al epee = ieee ieee 230 

of mollusks, arrangement of—T. Gan oie ee enn een eens nnaiesine 227 

Family— 

(syn Koy tentok she (Conese (Gee lisisy)) So seen eesoe5 acon Sasa ceagce seecce senso 518 

human, systems of consanguinity and affinity of—L. H. MorGan.. -soseete ogee 
Fanning Islands, natural history of—T. H. STREETS .-.-..-.-..---..----- ---- ---« 303 

Faraday, M., his life and works—A. A. DE La RIVE. (R. 1867)........--..... 215 

FarLow, W. G.— 

Account of progress in botany— 
TBS CR ESL) hee eee cee Maen = eee Sele eee ese eee no eee 515, 486 
PSE 2H A CEU WAGE) eee eters ee atte te hae ere eR ol 540, 532 
LOSS! UR. 1883) Sees See Sorts a someon eel taetele ote ee ain eee 593, 581 

Alleslot Arctic AMencaese sae jacce sec secce nae Saiee eines oaeiela se eter 342 

Alps of Kerguelen Island 222. -oc25ca: + osn-centieeaeise== Uae Sonikee eee ee eee 294 

Recent progress in botany, 1879, 1880. (R. 1880) ..--..=-----.----.----- 442,430 
Report on water from Gulfiof Mexico. (P.188i) .--.--...--22. --2 2 os one 467 
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Farming and gardening, natural history as applied to—J. G. Morris. (R. 1855) 77 
Faroe Isles, vegetable colonization of—C. Martins. (R. 1858) ....-....--.---. 109 
FARQUHARSON, R. J. Study of skull and long bones from mound in Illinois. 

(Es Uy se SINS Se HANA Rap oa Site Sa Rael ee en Pe Sat Oak Rt 286 
FARRELL, F.M. Ancient remains near Cobden, Ill. (R.1881) ...........-...- 481, 515 
Fauna— 

and flora within living animals—J. Lewy .......-....-....-2..-2--.--eeeee 44 

littoral marine, of Provincetown, Mass.—R. RATHBUN. (P.1880)......-..- 425 

molluscan, of the Truckee group—C. A. WuHiTE. (P. 1882)................ 518 
of middle Europe during the stone age—L. RitTimeyer. (R. 1861) ........ 149 

or Nebraska-ancient—J-. uBIDY esc oe ek eee e oe eo ene eee ene So eeitee 58 

Favre, A. Report on transactions of Geneva Society of Physics and Natural 

Bastory, July, 1876; to June, 1877. GkelSii)enesesteoes sncece cate eee 323 

Favre, E. Biographical notice of Louis Agassiz. (R.1878) ....-..-.--.------ 341 

Faxon, WALTER. A list of the Astacide in the U. S. National Museum. (P. 

NBSS) ese tates ster se ink Sas, wee tiow ota hee ieee me eerie Cnet eae 650 

MGS INS FEONSe MOTs Ciba LOO) meses ee ere Slot a de te ee eee ree eae nen eee ane 209 

FEILNER, J. Explorations in upper California in 1860. (R. 1864) -........---. 188 

Feldspar, determination of, in thin sections of rocks—G. W. Hawms. (P.1881). 467 

Helton CC. jeulocy,on byl. D- WOOLSEY. «(Rs L861) Ss2ceeeaeseese-oeean 149, 329 
FELTON, C. C.— 

NoticeioMWwashingtondrvine: i(R1659) 2... pe oeeae see nsee es cleseo as 110, 329 
INOTICOLORNWenlVion Le UTnorses (Rin S59) hase eeeeee eee eee eae eter eena= 110, 329 

Report on Professor Henry and the telegraph. (R. 1857)-.....--..-.-----107, 329 

FENDLER, A.— 

Botanical explorations by, in New Mexico and California—A. Gray. (R. 

1849 Oras ot cecaes Sete ltwcssee cose ses cca saeseisa rae Scho See eeeees 21 
Meteorology and ethnology of Colonia Tovar, Venezuela. (R. 1857)-..---. 107 

Meteorology, ofiColonia Tovar (Ri 1866)2-2--22---22-o sense coe nes - === == 214 

Temperature of Saint Louis, Missouri. (R. 1860).-.......-.-.---.---------- 147 

FERNALD, C. H. Circular No. 27, Appendix; Directions for collecting, preserv- 

ing, and transporting tortricids and other small moths. (P. 1884)... 607 

FERNANDEZ, DoN LEON. The Guatusa Indians of Costa Rica. (R. 1882)-.----. 540 

FERREL, W.,theories of,as to relation between difference of pressure and velocity 

OfAWANG == a eELAINING 98 Geel Oud) pee e ee aan ae seeseeee aaa eee ae 323, 398 

Fetiches, Zuni.—F. H.CusHine. (E. 188081) ---. -2-. 2 sccoce coene-------- DAZ 

Fever— 
a study in morbid and normal physiology—H. C. Woop -...---.----------- 357 

researches on—H.C. Woop. (R.1878).----.--....-------200 -- 0 --- ==: --=- 341 

study of the nature and mechanism of. Toner lecture No. Iv—H. C. 

NOVO ODay orcas aos ae eee clo a a acts elders Seinen sem eee emis fanaa 282 

Fevers, surgical complications and sequels of. Toner lecture No. v—W. W. 

GDS Pe a50 508 ABD SIS Eo SBOP BOSE BR aE Cee MOD ADcE SUCRE D Ona [occ Doe SOC 300 

Fewkes, J. WALTER. On a collection of Meduse made by the U. 8. Fish Com- 

mission steamer Albatross in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico 

(with Plate xx). (P. 1885)...--.------ ------ 22+ --+ = e2--n 2 -- eoee eeee 650 

FratHo, A. Biographical sketch of Dom Pedro I. (R.1876)--...-------------- 299 

Field Sparrow (spizella wortheni), new species from New Mexico—R. Ripeway. 

(PRIGGh) a sae oer se secyseaetresmwe ines haces satino= P= acin anion sea neem 607 

FIGANIERRE, M. Account of remarkable accumulation of bats. (R. 1863) \escia=s 187 

Figure of the earth—Sr. M. MERINO. (RAISES) oie: oase cae eee 187 

Figures— ; 

of equilibrium of a liquid mass withdrawn from the action of gravity. See 

Plateau. 
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of fishes, identification of, in ome s Natural History of Carolina, Florida, 
and the Bahama Islands—D. §. Jorpan. (P.1884)........-.-------- 607 

SOLION OLMiorlabelaweesee oo eee e. ee ee HRSA AO EOE ee a eat 164 
Wilices of Merenelen Acsland—A\ GRAY 52.20 -2. / 0 ae 294 
Pinances/ofithe tustitution, 1846-1877... 2-32 bean ee ee eee watever 329 
FINCH, FLapGaTE, and CLARKE. Residuary legacy of Smithson. (R.1861)..149, 328 
Finck, H. Antiquities in the State of Vera Cruz, Mexico. (R.1870)......---. 244 
Fire— 

at Smithsonian, January, 1865, report of Committea, of Regents relative to— 

PR. WALLACHs' J. HENRY. (RR. 18647 oper i) 1 oy eee 188 
Indian mode of obtaining—G. Croox. (R.1871).........--.-------------- 249 

Fire-alarm telegraph, American, lecture on—W. F. CHANNING. (R. 1854) ...--- 75 

Fire ball, meteoric, orbit and phenomena of—J. H. Corrin...-......---..----- 221 
Fire-proofing buildings, architecture in relation to—D. B. REm. (R.1856)..-.. 91 
FISCHER, F. Scientific labors of Edward Lartet. (R.1872)........--.-..---- 271 

FISHER, WILLIAM J. Catalogue of a collection of ethnological specimens ob- 

tained. from the Ugashagmut tribe, Ugashak River, Bristol Bay, 

Alaskan, | (be S83) aeeceeeeeee Be aia ake eh ayes i rca a ray BE 548 
Fish Commission— ; 

account of work ‘of—S. F. BAIRD. (CRi1R80) 2.2. ce cacae. ce eee eee 42 

catalogue of exhibit of, at Centennial, 1876—G. B. GoODE .........--------- 326 
directory of officers and employés'of.<- 2 22)-2-e-tie eee eae eee 466 
-dredgings, new or little known, decapod crustacea from—S.I.Smitu. (P. \ 

1884) vase seass coca seae helo e se tiniin nate cheaper eee ne Eee ee 607 
dredging of Brachyura and Anomura, preliminary report on—S. I. Smiru 

(BS 1883) cosce Fes 8e8 aclu s osha se eee eee ei ie ee 548 
-dredgings, penwide from—S.I.Smiru. (P.1885)...-......-. 22. .se--- --ee 650 

exhibit by, at Berlin Fisheries Exhibition—G. B. GOODE......-.....-...---- 413 

experiments on animal heat in fishes, made in connection with—J. H. Kip- 

DER )((PuISs9)\ sys es SS ena ae 333 

firstidccade.of—G: B.. GOOD GR: LSeO eae ee ta 442 

list of marine invertebrata from New England coast distributed by—A. E. 

VERBILG + ‘R. RATHBUN:) CPs 1829) ce. 4 shee ate ee ee eee 333 

mollusea collected by—A. E. VERRILL. (P.1880)..-- 2.02220. wocececces cane 425 

new species of Physiculus fulvus and Lotella maxillaris collected by, descrip- 

tion of —T.. A. BEAN. (P1884) 2. coe ceases ects eee se eee 607 
notice of crustacea dredged by, off south coast of New England—S. I. SMITH. 

(Pey1880) ce ace cso es ios ok. ee th sees <b Acca seek meen eee ae eee 425 

Fish— 
analysis of water destructive to, in Gulf of Mexico—F. M. ENDLICH. (P. 

DSTA) fora Sra teiece fete erence ele ra ele rei te Clete elle alle eee aan ele cel alle tt ee 467 
candle, of northwest coast—J.G. SWAN. (P. 1880)...-.. .---...-.-..-----. 425 
datesiof firstappearance of—F.. B. HOUGH. = os. see a te tn ioe eee 182 

description of new species of (Apogon pandionis)—G. B.GooDE; T. H. Bran. 

(PiIS8E) .oo ene ee coho oh on cae e tein Rae eisai tome ee eis a eet eee 467 

destruction of, by poisonous water in Gulf of Mexico—J. Y. PorTER. (P. 

LOSL) oece cee mime eee cae els elo ees ae See ee ereeaye ae ale ite eee 467 
destruction of, by polluted waters in Gulf of Mexico—W.C. W. GLAZIER 

(Gry ite) eso oko Gt aS seoosn cae cch Gab otd Sonos Soe ouS saneomnse so. 2-5 467 
directions for collecting and preserving—T. H. BEAN.......---....--------- 464 

fresh, circularion shipping — SPs tp ALRD Soe eclee aeleieiatet= ala) ain ofa ela intelli 384 

from deep-sea fauna of western Atlantic, description of new species of (Alepo- 

cephalus Bairdii)—G. B. GoopE; T.H, BEAN. (P. 1879) ............. 333 
mortality in the Gulf of Mexico—S. T. WALKER. (P. 1883) .............-. 548 
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mortality of, in Gulf of Mexico—E. INGERSOLL. (P. 1881) ...--.....-.-.... 467 

mortality of, in Gulf of Mexico—M. A. Moore. (P. 1881).-...--..---.-.-- 467 

new, from Alaska, with notes on genus Anarrhichas—T. H. BEAN. (P.1879) 333 

new (Lopholatilus chameleonticeps), from south of New England—G, B. 

GOoODH wher DANG (Er Lomo) ee rset eet osln ote tein tas whete lala eit 333 

new gobioid (Othonops eos), from San Diego, Cal.—R. SmMitH. (P. 1881) .-.. 467 

new serranoid (Zpinephelus Drummond-Hayi), from Bermudas and Florida— 

Gab yGOODE Sis He BRAN (blO1e) seee ease cece aietee asian sama ae 332 

new sparoid, (Sargus Holbrookii,) from Savannah Bank, description of —T. H. 

TSAR, (CEE AIEY IG) peace eecoe 6, coSte nee Abu sdoss0, see sea e nec moo See. 332 

Fish-culture of the United States, exhibit of, at Berlin Fisheries Exhibition— , 

GiB GOODE peas sts/sce aca ee Dine eee eee ne pea ae mae 413 

Fish-eating birds of the United States at London Fisheries Exhibition in 1583, . 

catalogue of—R. RIDGWAY ...... .--. -------+---------- esak 511, 521, 553 

FisHEer, J.G. Acknowledgment of perennibrancbiates. (R. 1863)-..---.- Le 187 

Fisheries— 

Exhibition, Berlin, additions to Museum from. (R. 1880).----.---.-------- 442 

Exhibition, Lendon, 1883, collections of the United Statesat. See Catalogues. 

of United States, catalogue of collection to illustrate, at Philadelphia—G. 

BGOODE ean eee ene ane a aera ae ete wn] ete tat ote ata iatetimetree 326 

of United States, exhibit of, at Berlin Fisheries Exhibition—G. B. GooDE- 413 

Fishes— 

- Hlurichthys eydouxii and porichthys porosissimus, note on—D. S. JORDAN. (Ee: 

ROSA es eee ee steep cee ese ee eae oe aia s ae came enn ee 607 

Alaskan, catalogue of—T. H. Bean. (P. 1881) -- ------------------2---->- 467 

Albatross collections of 1884 and 1885—F. W. Fewkes. (P. 188) ---.------ 650 

Alepidosaurusfrom Alaska—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882).--------+-----+--++---- 518 

American, in British Museum and Museum d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, 

notes on typical—D. S. JorpaNn. (P. 1879)-.-.----------+---+-----7> 303 

arrangement of families of—T. GILL.----.--------+------------- 077000700" 247 

Artedius fenestralis, description of—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

TGOQ) tenes a eatin Se er =|= neato ania a ia a eee 518 

bibliopraphy,of—T. GiLb.-- - 22.2. --=\-s 2 == eens oe ee nee 247 

Bothus rafinesque, synonomy of—D.S. JoRDAN; C. H. GinBert. (P. 1882). 518 

Carcharias lamiella, description of—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

TR GON es eam SHES ee see itice NGM Aas cece «oe cele wom ye meee a 518 

Caulolatilus microps—T. H. Bean. (P. 1885).----.----------+---52+ 077777 650 

check-list of duplicates of, distributed by Smithsonian Institution—T. H. 

BAN aye OE gl S80) eke sae ses heaton awe earn ene ee 425 

Citharichthys stigmeus, description of—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. : 

(BCE 2 eel hae ese eke ee ce eee oie enrin aa oe ee 318 

catalogue of, received from Jamaica—T. H. Bran. (P. 1884)..------------ 607 

Chriodorus—G. B. GoopE; T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882) .--------------2 050-77" 518 

collected at— 
; 

Guaymas, Mexico, by H. F. Emeric, notes on, with description of 

Gobiosoma histrio—D. S: JORDAN. (P. 1884) .--------------- erineee 607 

Key West, Fla., with notes and descriptions—D. S. JORDAN. (P. 1884).. 607 

Panama, list of—D. 8. JorpaN; C. H. Girpert. (P. 1882).----------- 518 

San Cristobel, Lower California, by C. H. Townsend, notes on—R. 

Sanpuneen (Bs 1864) -. 2, petuee fon seeeee eae oe nce aceon rane 607 

collected by— 

H. E. Nichols in British Columbia and Alaska, notes on—T. H. BEAN. 

(EMISSI) eeee jada. ase) teens ads VS LAE ees arena le 467 

L. Belding, list of—D. 8. Jorpan ; C. H, Giesert. (P. 1862) -------- 518 

dea) i 
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collected by— 

Captain Bendire in Washington Terror and Oregon, notes on—T.H. 

BEAN?) (OP. 1882). 20520500. 2 2 Sha tL ee eee etre ome tele aaa _ 518 
Frank H. Bradley, list of—D.S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882).. 518 

John M. Dow, list of, D. S. Jorpan; C. H. ie @et882) se -. 518 

D. 8. Jordan at Cedar Keys, Fla., meee on—D. S. Jorpan; J. SWAIN. 
(BETS84) ee eee eect ki e258 oe oe oe eee Oem eee Clint Soe einae ae GO 

Rev. Mr. Rowell, list fn: S, JORDAN; CoM GinBERT.. (G2. 1882)eese- 518 

Silas Stearns, in Pensacola, Fla. , notes eat S. JORDAN. (P. 1884) .. 607 
J. G. Swan, notes on—T. H. Bea (PL TSB3) Cease eee eens oe See 548 

John Xantus, at Colima, Mexico, list of—D. 8. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(BRT882) 2 soak dss Sas ee Sen's 22 See et oe eee eee eee eee. see aoe 518 

John Xantus, at Cape San Lucas, catalogue of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. 

GILBERT, (PB. 1882). .22- se seer ae eee eee cere anateeninee ee eeieoate 518 

collected in— 

east fork of White River, Indiana, list of—C. H. GinBERT. (P. 1884)... 607 

Lake Jessup and Indian River, Florida, by R. E. Earl], list of, with de- 

scription of two new species—D. 8. JORDAN. (P. 1884)-...----....... 607 

the Clear Fork of the Cumberland, list of—D. 8S. JorDan; J. SWAIN. 

(Bu 1883). cece ees eer men mee ee eeee Os aeeine Rie eee see eee 548 

the vicinity of New Orleans, by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, list of—D. S. Jor- 

DAN: (Po 1884) cose chee te eee cick, oct eae een eee aero 607 
collection from Johnson’s Island, with description of new species—R. SMITH; 

Ji SWAIN, (BP. 1882). 2253.32 ec sese mec es  Seeee ee eee 518 
collection of, made by Capt. H. E. Nichols in 1852 and 1883, notes on—T. H. 

BEAN. (/@P. 1883) ..3..2)205 Sos Beets eee ae eee eee eens 548 
Conodon serrifer, description of—D.S. Jorpan; C.H.GILBERT. (P.1882).. 518 

Coryphena hippurus—T. H. Bean. (P. aa Whos eons d ee becca eee saat 650 

Corregonus hoyi—T. H. Brean. (P. 1882)...-. mae se a Ue 
cottoids; monopraph of the—C. GIRARD 22-2 ose eee ee eee ence eens 30 

department of, National Museum, report of curator tor 1884. (R.18841)... 648 

description of— 

a new cyprinodant—D. 8S. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P.1882).......... 518 
and notes on. See D. S. Jornpan; C. H. GILBERT. 

Corregonus hoyi—T. H. BEAN, “(Pl1882) oee2 as oo eee eae eee 518 

deep-sea species from New England, diagnoses of two undescribed 

genera of flounders and genus related to Merlucius—G. B. GoopE. (P. 
BSSO) fo aoacsee sss pase ace s Sins eee tee ERE See eee en ee eee 425 

four new species of cyprinide in National Museum—D. 8. Jorpan; 8S. E. 

MR yi GSS) Aisclsnn tt) seca eae eee eee eke Se Rae eee 607 
four new species of pecilichthys in National Museum—D. 8S. JoRDAN. 

CB p1S84) 125 2h 32026 ok Sok Scene mete ee Peete meee coe ane oe een 607 
new,cel—D) {S.J ORDAN |; CEL GILBERIy (ba L882) cece. 22a aoe eee nee 518 

new eel, Sidesa castanea—D. S. JORDAN; C. GILBERT. (P.1882)....... 518 

of scaroid fishes from Havana and Key West, including five new 

Species—D.S JORDAN 7 Je SWALNG ba (as God)ieme ees ac se eee eee 607 

of new species, Sebastiehihys wmbrosus and Citharichthys stigmeus—D. 8S. 

JORDANS ‘Cs (EAIGUUBERT.. | (P1882) eee eee hos | eee 518 

new species of (Uranidea marginata, Potamocottus Bendirei); and of Mye- 

tophum crenulere—C, Hi. BEAN, (Bi G8I)eeeeaecesee 22 eo ae eee 467 

ten new species from Key West, Fla.—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. 

(BUTS84) cc aos occ: Joes ain, a ts he Rae Se ee eaten es aes ene 607 
zygonectes zonifer from Nashville, Ga.—D. S. JorRDAN; 8S. E. MEEK. 

(P. 1884) 
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description of new species— 

Myrophis vafer and Chloroscombrus orqueta—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Gr- 
BEE Teg (yh Obs) = a assciose idee areas ~ ales ae ee DLS 

from the Southern United States—G. B. Goopz: T. a8 Bran. (RB: 
hele) ss SCO Gee SE Ree seas 2 O/C Bsa eee Dye ene oe gl et Ee 518 

ef Alepidosaurus from Alaska—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882)...-........_-.. 518 

of Artedius—D. 8S. Jorpan; C. H. Ginpert. (P.1882)................ 518 
ehyplenny—_ D.Sc) ORDAN (hs elGoe) saneene ees ska ees eae eee aces 518 
Gf conedon—D. S. JORDAN; €: H. GirprRm. (P.1882)..-2...222..-.2. 518 

of zoby—D. 8. JORDAN; ©. Hi. GILBERT: ((P. 1882): <=... 5<<.2n ale oes 518 

of hybognathus from Mississippi—D. S. JorpAN. (P. 1884) ....--...2-. 607 

of Hybepsis (H. mentanus)—S. E. MEEK. (P. 1884)....-.......-...-.-. 607 

of Nerth American—D.S; JORDAN; | (P> 1879)... -. 2.2 -c-.scse cee cece e 333 

of)shark—D. 8. JonDAN ;’ C,H. GInBERT. . (PB. 1882) ...-...<2.5. .--2- 518 

OfsUranidca—t SMETH., Cbg Soe) ne se sseet nee co eeee teen eee ee 518 

of Uranidea—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882)..............- 518 

of Urolophus—D. S. JoRpAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882) ..-...--..-... 518 

directions for collecting and preserving—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881)........--. 469 

Hpinephelus nigritus—T. A. BRAN. (P. 1885) 22.2 23.2 -ce0cece cece conn cese 650 

European, in National Museum, list of—T. H. BEAN. (P.1879)-.....----.-. 333 

experiments upon animal heat of—J. H. KIDDER. (P. 1879).....---.---.-. 333 

food. See G. B. Goode, T. H. Bean, D. S. Jordan, S. Stearns, T. Giamanene 

ner, 8. Wilmot. 

circular relativie:tO—Srbs DAIRD tome sete ces eee csemrces eae aeaten = ere ee 234 

memoranda of inquiry relative to—S. F. BAIRD..........-.-..--..--. oe 

Questions: relative tO—9. fH). cDATRD kas eee nee emcee ce cciseeeese seen e 234 

from— 

Cape San Lucas, list of—D. 8S. Jorpan; C. H. GmLBERT. (P. 1882).... 518 
Colima, Mexicu, catalogue—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882). 518 

Charleston, S.C., new species—D. S. JorDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

IGIEY) eS S ee Ope Re eres cece Coe COP ER Cn a omOtsS «Ser Beam ea ae 518 
deep waters on south coast of New England, obtained by Fish Com- 

MiISsiONiny! SS0——G.s. GOODE.) (balou) iecaetceasees colsaeateaeelaeeea 425 

eastern Georgia, notes on—T.H. BEAN. (P. 1879) ..--.-..--..-------- 333 

eastern Mississippi, collection of—O.P.Hay. (P.1880) .---..-..-..---- 425 

, Florida, Lutjanus stearnsii, Lutjanus blackfordii, Caulolatilus micreps, 

Xyrichthys psittacus, Sparus pagrus—G. B. GoopE; T. H. Bran. (P. 

(SSO) ER BBE AOS estOtC BL DIR RSO EAEESe hee ROE Dao mereetods oe ase src 607 

Greenland, notes on—H.G. DRESEL; T.H.BrEAN. (P.1884) ...---.---- 607 

Hudson’s Bay, notes on—T.H. BEAN. (P.1881) -.-..--------------- snc) 40% 

Johnson’s Island—R.SmitH; J. Swain. (P.1882)...--.-------------- 518 

Lower California, list of—D.S. Jorpan; C.H.GiLBertT. (P.1882).--. 518 

Mazatlan, new species of Urelophus—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. 

(RUGS) ea EB ARE Osco soc cee Eo ee Bepane eLbe Samo aac 5 518 

Panama, new species of Myrophis and Chloroscombrus—D. 8, JORDAN; 

C.H.GILBERT. (P. 1882)-..- ete a Ns toe SA on ee eee ieee ES 

Panama, new species of Urolonhe=D) S. TonvA Ne C.H. GILBERT. CE: 

MSCS etna icin co cin 2 os sleet ae retort eon = rides m= 5 > meena iren ee =e 518 

Puget Sound, new species—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882)... 518 

Puget Sound, new species of Artedius—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. s 

(PITS82) noo cen. eee ence seen see eney Sree = namie =eol= ee venir = se 518 

Spokane River, new species of Uranidea—R. SMITH. (P21882)) <2 - 22 on0 Sls 

Utah Lake, notes on a collection of—D. 8. JorDan ; C. H. GILBERT. at 
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genus Nocturnus, review of—J.Swain; G. Kap. (P.1882)....-........--. 518 

Genus Ophichthys, nomenclature—D. S. JoRDAN; C.H.GILBERT. (P.1882). 518 
Gobiosoma ios, description of—D.S. JoRDAN; C.H.GILBERT. (P.1882).... 518 

Hadropterus in French Broad River, North Carolina—T. H. BEAN. (P.1885). 650 

identification of the figures of, in Catesby’s Natural Histery of Carolina, 

Florida, and the Bahama Islands—D.8. JORDAN. (P.1884).-...----.- 607 

identity of Cotius maculatus with Cottus bubalis—T.H. BEAN. (P.1885) ---. 650 

in museum of Yale College, list of—D.S. JoRDAN; C.H.GILBERT. (P.1832) 518 
Togtossis—G; B. Goope ; T. WH BRAN, (P2102) ecerere eerie ese. =] hereeee 518 

Isesthes gilberti, description of—D.S. JORDAN. (P. 1882) .....-....---.-.. 518 

La Cépéade, neglected names of—D.S. JoRDAN; C.H.GILBERT. (P. 1882).. 518 

Letharchus—G. B: GOODE; T. Hi BEAN, (Ee. 1882)-e-censeetes os oe ese as 518 

literature and systematic relations of the saccopharyngoid fishes—T. GILL; 
JAAS RYDER, 5!(P; 1884) 2252 eeoe seers ae ieee aaeeie ane arse 607 

list of specimens occurring in the Gulfof Mexico—G. B.GoopE; T. H. BEAN 

GPRD) o-oo ee ee 518 
mortality of, in Gulf of Mexico—J. P. JEFFERSON. (P. 1878)-.-..-.----.-- 332 

mortality of, in Gulf of Mexico—S. F. WALKER. (P. 1883)..-.........=.--. 548 

mortality of, in vicinity of Tortugas—J. P. JEFFERSON; J. Y. PORTER; T. 

WN eyepra abe (Ce ike rie) soso pomcan sso ae sosecubsascan odceaycsoossiuscioos 332 

new, from Kansas, Amiurus cragini, Cliola (hybopsis) topeka, Minnilus (Lythru- 

rus) nigripinnis—C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1884) ------.--.-- 2-2 - 228 ce 607 

new genus of (Benthodesmus)—G. B. GOODE; T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881)-.-.---. 467 

new genus of (Delolepis)—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881) .--..----....----..---.. 467 

new species— 
(Aprion ariommus and Ophidium Beanit) description fap: S. JORDAN; 

CoE Grinberg) (BenlSG3)mcyescle cn a eee soe aete cteiatets inte Stele aay era ee 548 

Aspidophenetdes— Ul. Tl. WANs» (Ey) LOCO) 2 meretee reine fete states ine eee er 650 

of flounder, Citharichthys macrops, from Pensacola, Fla. —H. G. DRESEL. 

(Gr ele) eee ROR GES RACES SAMO SAS AES Soba cisa os SHOSEA CERO OSE OOS atc 607 

of pempheris—'l. TH. BEAN.) (Bo 1885) ees seoe eee ele = eee ee 650 

of Plectromus— DL. FH. BEAN T (BR nL885) eee eee see eee ean aces eae 650 

of Physieulus fulvus and Lotella mawillaris collected by Fish Commission 

in 1881—T'. . BEAN: (PB: 1884) x25. casoate oe eso a cine acieeer see ane 607 

of whitefish, Coregonus nelsonii, from Alaska—T.H. BEAN. (P. 1884).. 607 

nomenclature of genus Ophichthys—D. 8. JorpaNn; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

VGB2) Bo es sok chloe ce sates eae acer tere See ee eeeiner ae waar aets 518 
Nerth American check-list of duplicates distributed by Smithsonian—T. H. 

LEE OCT (0 Ee tele Bae eee ee EASA A Seo Ae soossee oooh bcos 425 

North American, review of Rafinesque’s memoirs on—D. S. JORDAN...-... 305 

note on»n— 

Calamus previdens—D. 8. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1884) -...-.-. 607 

occurrence of Ichthyomyzon castanevus—T. H. Bean. (P. 1882)...--.-- p18 

silver lamprey in Louisiana—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882)-..---...------.- 518 

Caranz ruber and Caranx hartholomwi—D. 8. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(CBU GR8) ee aerate as a a eae st ie fa el 607 
Captain Bendire’s collection—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882)..........-...-. 518 

DS) JORDAN 2 sce ee eae soe e es coe eee See eee ene eee e ceewae 305, 306, 308 

collection of, from Clackamas River, Oregon—D. S. JorDAN. (P. 1878) 332 

observed about Pensacola, Fla., and Galveston, Tex. Notes on—D. S. Jor- 
DAN’; C,H: GinprrT;) 7 (Ri1882) a2 acto eee Sees aa cae eee 518 

observed at the head of Chesapeake Bay in 1882, notes on—T. H. BEAN. (P. 
1883): 2o..'ceeScieee< Sone. ees eeinec ne eee e Semen ee awe sas See eae 548 
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observed in the Saint John’s River, at Jacksonville, Fla., list of—D.8. Jor- 

Pee MERE, (Cha OGn) easton tee askecce sain ce Gnaene ecun se aee 607 

of Alaska, some genera and species of—T. H. Bran. (P. 1879) -...-....--- 333 

of Alaska and Siberia, descriptions of new—T. H. BEAN, (P.1881)..-..... 467 

of Alleghany region of South Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee, distribution 

OL SSM OR DAN Amiel > RASNEUOIN ease ole alclem (sels siai-i ee a amelo ne 308 

OTPATCUICRAUNORICA—ly Flo boi ANG eras vali aeisieISerel= = elms al simile «amelie 342 

of Beaufort Harbor, North Carolina, notes on—D. 8S. JorDAN; C. H. GIL- 

BERT, (BP. 1878) -...2 2-2-5. << 33-22-12 == oon eosin s oon oo == - oe 332 

of Bermuda, catalogue of—G. B. GOODE ..-.-.--.------------ alee acces 296 

of Bermuda, mistakenly described as new by Giinther—G. b. GoopE. (P. 

MME ete a oan sn ao etcineis Sere ea ceiem cle ee elcenia cnaieyn (mine mls mnie 332 

of Galifornia— ©. Hi. STREETS .. ..---0 s2 2-00). e cows ons eee e o- == =~ ones 303 

| of California, descriptions of new genera and species of—W. N. LOCKING- 

RONG) (bs 1879) ona -ncc cose sens ene eon one e en cnnn- =a =e =aenipeee 333 

/ of east coast of North America, catalogue of—T. GILL --.-..----..----.---- 283 

of Fanning Islands—T. H. STREETS. .... ---.---------------+-----+ +--+ +--+ 303 

of Florida, description of new species of (Seriola Stearnsii)—G. B. GOODE. 

(B. 1879) - 2. ene ce ene nn cee ne cece cee nee een cree cn ee anes 333 

of Florida, preliminary catalogue of, with new genius and three new spe- 

; eB GOODEN. (Re 1870) oe aos fe nae See ee mea eels aera 333 

| of Gulf of Mexico, collected by J. W. Velie, catalogue of aud description 

f of seven new species—G. B. GoopE; T.H. Bran. (P. 157) --------- 333 

of Hawaiian Islands—T. H. STREETS.-....-.......-------- +----- eres e=- 303 

; of Kerguelan Island—T. GILL ....-...---+-------+ s+ 222s ee eeee reece ree 294 

a of Mexico, descriptions of two species of, collected by Dugés—T. H. BEAN. 

GEST ONE Bees ek soo. eee encuseaee alee ececen ana eee eee 333 

of Mexico, notes on Dugés collection of—D. S. JORDAN. (619) eat 333 

of New York—T. GiiL. (R. 1856)..---. 1-2. ----- eons <2 ne 0m won enna 91 

of Pacific coast— 

and Alaska, bibliography of—T. H. Bran. (P. PSSl) cewtan oeee eee 467 

check list of duplicates of, distributed by Smithsonian Institution in 

1881—D. S. Jorpan; P. L. Jovy. (P. 1881).----------------------- 467 

notes on—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1881) ------------- mos Pe ys 

: of United States, bibliography of—T. GILL -.-------------+--2222-777" 463 

of United States, list of—D. S. Jorpan, C. H. Giepert. (P.1880).-.. 425 

- of Pensacola, Fla., catalogue of Stearn’s collection and deseription of new 

species—G. B. GoopE; T.H. Bran. (P. 1979) oes teen eee noose a 333 

of St. John’s River—G. B.GoopE. (P.1879) -:----++---- -----" “+22 =--" <==" 333 

ofl Samoanlslands——U Hi. STREETS... 0-2-2250 e-em oer am een one ora 303 

of Switz City Swamp, Indiana, notes on—C. H. GinBertT. (P.1884)-------- 607 

of Todos Santos Bay, Lower California, notes on the—R.SmiTH. (P.1883) 548 

ot the United States at the London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, catalogue 

Ce re eo aU See ea tnisen< cavieleeee sca wore as 511, 521, 556 

of North America, synopsis of—D. 8. Jornpan; C.H. GILBERT. ..-------- 492, 496 

on coast of New Jersey and Long Island—S. F. Bair. (R. 1854) -------- 75, 348 

pediculate, of eastern coast of extratropical North America, synopsis of—T. 

Sriciny CEs Terie ee RReE eco cuba ace Ce naco tematnocitdag retey a 332 

pipe-fishes of Key West, Fla., noteson—J. Swain; S.E.MexEK. (P. 1884).. 607 

Pomacentrus rubicundus, on the life of the young of--R. SMITH. (P-1882). 518 

Potamocottus Bendirei, description of—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881) - ---- -------- 467 

Fishes, report on Department of Fishes—T. H. Bran, National Museum for 

GoM (RAE IG so gE) 25. ee toe enc Dnne meiner eos nore Aaa er rag: 
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Fishes, report on Department of Fishes—Continued. 

review of— 
genus Nocturnus—J.SwaIn; G. Kaus. (P.1882).....-....---..22--.-- 518 
Syngnathine of the United States—J.Swatn. (P.1882).......---.---.- 518 

the American species of marine Mugilide—D.S.JorRDAN; J. SWAIN. 

(Gch Reto) 8 epee epee ceconianasce = 22 G2 doe ieee See Se 607 
the American species of Spinephelus and related genera—D.8. JORDAN}; 

JaSWAING (CE. CS4))- oom oe coche mee mele eee eee ania loa ae 607 
the species of Lutjanine and Hoplopagrine foundin American waters— 

DSHS PORDDAIN «ele SO WADNs (Ey = OSS) ie erent Reel ie 607 
the species of the genus Calamus—D. 8. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 
NSS Doe oe GE GRRE er ssoce- jt) 5252 222550-- So teegcnso $265 607 

the species of the genus Hemulon—D. S. JORDAN; J. SWAIN. (P. 1834). 607 

three new species of fish collected at Pensacola, Fla., by Silas Stearns— 

DAS. JORDANS. J), SWAIN | Grp S84) bees ae aaieeee cetsne oie eee 607 

Sebastichtys umbrosus, description of—D. S. JorDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

ISIS) esGaSoosseus SoS bcopscacs Uanoos aadoce cnasco ossh agsecasessce soos 518 
Stathmonotus, new genus, from Florida—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1885)-.....-..-.. 650 

Stoasodon narinari, note on—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1885)-..--....---.---.-.---- 650 

study of trunk (Ostraciontide), with notes on American species—G. B. 
(Gvoraoin (Mee IeviS)) pecossciccd Gand desee nee deoodecnScoo Sosa sche Sohos FER 

Syngnathine of the United States, review of—J. Swain. (P. 1882) -..--.. 518 
synonomy of genus Bothus Rafinesque—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

JIS ToP4 Rene Ce Ro bcom Ose nee Sar ee Sao aaa ee Sate SS JESS ese esse 518 
synopsis of the plectognath fishes—T. Grint. (P. 1884).........-...----..- 607 

supplementary notes on North American fishes, Pecilichthys beani, Jordan= 
Boleosorna maculatum—D. S. JORDAN. (P. 1884)..--..---..---..---- 607 

Uranidea marginata, description of—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881) ..-... pea oeee 467 

Urolophus Asterias, description of—D. S. JorpAaN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 

1882) = oes esas s ce sens coat ie eaten eee eee ae ae eee eee 518 

Zy gonectes inurus, description of—D.S. Jorpan; C.H. GILBERT. (P.1882) 518 
Fishing, prehistoric, in Europe and America—C. Rav ...........---------- 606, 509 

Fishkill, N. Y., deposit of arrow-heads near—E. M. SHEPARD. (RK. 1877) ...--. 323 

Fish-like vertebrates, deep-sea, new genera and species of, diagnosis of—T. GILL, 

(SES) cre a cise tee ele necro re ae ee 548 
MUI SSIEOSLLCS |OGLOPY, Of — bese 5 RIVWIER ae nee cane) seca ete eae ae ee nee eee eee 89 - 

BEACHENECKER, G. Indian language.) (R.i862)2-<..--c\c ook eee eee 

FLADGATE, CLARKE, and FINCH. Smithson’s residuary legacy. (R. 1861) -. 149,328 

Flamingo from south Florida, specimens of—G. WURDEMAN,. (R. 1860).-....... 147 

Flight— 
in the animal kingdom, phenomena of—E. J. MAREY. (1869) .--.........- 228 

modes of, in relation to aeronautics—J. B. PETTIGREW. (R. 1867)-..--....- 215 

FLINT, E., shells from Costa Rica kitchen-midden collected by—W. H. Datu 
# (C25 There) eon aise see Oo eo go Heee ge Shc 3582505585 cones Fan eee 8 332 

FLINT, J. M.— 
Classification and arrangement of the materia medica collection ......-...- 450 

Classification of materia medica collection in National Museum. (P. 

HEE) es coéaaseu cococs comane coun SeSSCd sosicos deSa seceasS5 soe4 Sent 348, 539 
Classification of forms of drugs and medicines....-...---.------..-.---..- 451 
Memoranda for collectors/ofjdrugs.-----\sceeoeceeeie ce ec = = ee eee 452 

Request for drugs and information concerning om GES18e3) eeeeeeee 548, 541 

report on pharmacoperias of all nations.......-..--...----..........--...- 560 

Fuint, J. M.; Beyer, Dr. H. G. Circular No. 32. Classification of the materia 
medica collection of the U. 8. National Museum and catalogue of 
specimens. (P1885)! cose care cee <n aa pelesa= anaes ic o-6) cee ee Oo eee 
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Flint implements— 
in Dlinois;/agricaltural—C. Rau. (R. 1868) 2202-2 cccc ccc noc cous 224,440,370 
in Illinois, deposits of—J.F.SNyprER. (R. 1876) pee Bo@iemecens when (alien) 0 ae 

Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio, sketch of—C. M. Smirn. (R. 1884) .... 620,623 

Flints buried in Cass County, []].—Dr. J. F. Snyper. (R.1881) ..-.-- oe 431, 515 
Plood-tide,lawion deposit of—C. H. Davis... .22: 24.6 205 5022 coos oe oicececucace 33 
Flora— 

and fauna within living animals—J. LEIDY .....-..-. 02-22. coon cecone none 44 

miocene, of Alaska, contribution to—L. LEsSQUEREUX. (P. 1882)........-. 518 
of Alaska, sketch of the—J. T. RoTHRock. (R. 1867).............-.. 215,367 
of Crozet and Kerguelen Jslands—J. H. Kipprr and others..--.....- a 294 

of North America, index of authorities for species of—S. WATSON ...--.-..- 258 
of North America, Synoptical—A. GRAY =... -..-. 02-2. ---0--ce-- ----ee 599, 591 
of St. Croix and the Virgin Islands—H. F. A. EGGERS ..-...---....-.---..-- 313 
of Washington: and vicinity—L.B.. WARD--2--sto-- eaccce ooo wes once seen ene 444 
of western and southern Texas, report on—Dr. V. HAVARD, (P. 1885)... 650 

Florida— 
Alachua County, mounds in—JAMES BELL. (R. 1881)..--............-- 481,515 
ancient canals in—CHARLES J. KENWORTHY. (R. 1881)..--...-...---- 481,515 
antiquities! Of— J. BARTRAM..ii(R. 1874) 2. See eens oerseseisncee- a see seen ae 286 

antiquities} of—A. "MITCHELL. | (R.1874)) 202-52 sess ccisccsetie--eisecene eaee 286 

Carolina and the Bahama Islands, Catesby’s Natural History of, figures of 
fishes in, identification of—D. 8. Jorpan. (P. 1884)....-.-.-....... 607 

catalogue of casts of Indian prisoners in—R.H. Pratt. (P. 1878)..---.--.. 332 

Charlotte Harbor, shell heaps of—Dr. M. H. Stmons. (R. 1882)-.--..-.. 535,540 
collectionyofofishes:trom— OPH EA. 9(P. 1885) poe -teneetee = eee ee eee 650 

collection of shells from, sent by H. Hemphill—W.H.Datu. (P.1883).... 548 
colored bead from mound in—A.M. HARRISON. (R. 1877).--..--.--------- 323 

Curtiss collection of fishes from—D. 8. JoRDAN. (P. 1880)...--...---.---- 425 

evaporation in—W.C. DENNIS. (K. 1866) ..----...--....--- .----.-------- 214 

fishes, notes on some—G. B. GooDE; T.H. BEAN. (P. 1884)..--....----.---- 607 
fishesiot—G. BiGOODES LOE, BEAN. ( (201078) -<sc0lses ee nce clean == == 332 

fishes of, preliminary catalogue and new genus and species of—G, B. GOODE. 
(2001 0s 7i) penne BoB Bo a Sone ceaO ce ha SScemioee ta Foe So nccen eee ipo 333 

forests and trees of—J.G.Cooprer. (R. 1860).......-.....--....--..----.- 147 

gold ornament from mound in—C. Rav. (R. 1877)-...------.------ 323, 403, 440 

gold, silver, and other ornaments found in—J. Francis Le Baron. (R. 

WBS) ios Foc. 5 So se pw acne ocean enn e len cone seem ns - mown neem neenn= 535, 540 

Henshall’s collection of fishes from—D.S8. JORDAN. (P. 1880) .-..--------- 425 

Indian mounds in—S.T. WALKER. (R. 1879) ....-...--------------------- 345 

Key West— 
fishes collected at, by D. S. Jordan, notes on—D.S. JORDAN ; J. SWAIN. 

(PB. 1884) ---. 2-22 een ne ween ce eee enn ee en ne cones mone eee n ee eee 607 

fishes collected at, list of, with note and descriptions—D. 8. JORDAN. 

(Bi 1884). o2 22. 220 once ne cone cin neon woe no en sens mene en onetime nse ss- 607 

pipe-fishes of, notes on—J. Swain; S. E. MEEK. (P1884) ocr oom 

ten new species of fishes from, description of—D. 8. JORDAN}; C. H. GiL- 

BERT. (P. 1884)...------- ------ ---- +2 -020 sonnne ooo nee nce reee- 607 

Lake Jessup and Indian River, fishes collected in, by R. E. Earl], list of—D. 

S) JORDAN. | (BP. 1884)! 25. -2.-- ===. LS OER eee Sacer obese sp noosa gece 607 

land and fresh-water shells, notes on—W. H. Dauu. (P. 1885) ------------ 650 

microscopical observations in—J. W. 1 BNI fh Ape SOG OC SO OECD DISCS 23 

Muskrat (Neofiber alleni)—F. W. TRUE. (R. 1884 Il) .--..----+ -----+--202+ 648 
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Florida—Continued. ; 

new fish, Caulolatilus microps, trom—G.B.GoopE. (P. 1878) .-.--.-..---.. 332 

new race of red-shouldered hawk (buteo lineatus alleni) from—R. RIDGWay. 

1G cA koto!) a, Sa el eR EER I NE Oo ek re Np ee CNS Oe 607 
Pensacola, collection of fishes from, obtained by Silas Stearns, noteson—D. 

B. JORDAN,.) (i. L884) 2. 22-2 ae wn le ee ee eee Oe Lehto ea 

Pensacola, fishes observed at, notes on—D. S. JORDAN; C. H.GinBEeRT. (P. 

PBB S) ie mane cetsoe. ae cans ome emits 5, «ain Seo ele ee Rc 518 
Pensacola, new speciesof fishes collected at, by S. Sides. HES ED of— 

DS ORDAIN': (Jc OWWALN, (EL 8G4) bee eee eee ere cae ees 607 

phosphatic sandstone from—G. W. Hawss. (P. 1882)............--....-. 2 SAS 

polychrome bead from—S.S. HALDEMAN. (R.1877)........-..---.- eee ae 404 

prehistoric remains in—J. F RANCIS UE BARON, (Rh, aGG2) =as5e5. s-e oe aoe 30, 540 

St. John’s River, at Jacksonville, fishes observed in—D. S. JorDAN; 3 

MEG (LOG) = aco. ce ce acters ate eee ae tele eee ee ee 607 
shell heaps and mounds in—JAMES SHEPARD. (R.1885) ...--.....-...-. 645, 649 

shell heaps at mouth of St. John’s River—S. P. MAYBERRY. (R.1877).. 323 

shell heaps of Tampa Bay—S.T.WaLkeR. (R.1879) ....-...-.-.--.-- 345 

specimens of flamingo from—G. WURDEMAN. (R.1860) --...-.....-......- 147 

Stathmonotus hemphillii from—T. H. BEAN. (P.1885)..----..--.----.-----. 650 

the aboriginesof—S. T. WaLKER, (R.1881)...----. ---------.--s=se0.----481, 515 
Tise’s Ford, fossil bones discovered in the vicinity of, on the origin of—S. 

Te OWALKERS ((P. 1883) .cch ee scmceseuciceceseeoscce sae en eet 548 

west coast of, mounds and shell-heaps on—S. T. WALKER. (R. 1883) . .--.588, 593 

winds in—J. (DAUTZELE. . (R. 1866). <2 22 /soe cele wie oee Soba) punee se een camer 214 
Flounder, new species of, from Pensacola, Fla.n—H.G. DREsEL. (P.1884)...--- 607 

Flounders, diagnoses of two undescribed genera of—G. B.Goopr. (P.1880).... 425 
FLOURENS, M. J.— 

Historical sketch of the Academy of Science, Paris. (R.1862).....---..-.. °150 

History‘of the works of Cuvier. (R.1868)-2\---6,5-- <2. -<- en =2- meen eee eee 

Memoir of— ; 

Ducrotay: De Blainville, \ (REGS) 32-2 ee ene me ee eee 209 

eopold>von Bach; (CR. 1862) 25.22 eitece see tent ae aen cee eee 150 

Pyramus'de Candolle: > (R.1659)a. 2-2-2. ste aoe eos on ee ei eee eee 110 
Cuvier: (CR: 1868) 220. 5. os she seater enc cone eee ee ee eee 224 

Magendie., (CR. 1866) <2 <2). 52 joo ao ecole cee wei eiol mie eine ene =e 
Geoliroy Saint-Hilaire. ((R.1861))-- <2 <2 2 .3<.-ssentsseoel ee oee eee eee en 149 
houis Jacques ‘Thénard. ((R.1862)-. 22 -<enn5.cccsceccae se ereecten neon Loe 

The Jessieus and the natural method. (R. 1867) ......---..-...----------- 215 

Fluctuations of level in North American jakes—C. WHITTLESEY..--..----...-. “119 

Fluids, elastic, electricity in—A. A. DE La Rive. (R.1863) ...--.-.---.-----. 187 

Fly-catcher from Sandwich Islands, description of a new—R. Ripeway. (P. 

1 i by Beane A Pe a Sn na Re NS AGT oo ON eee eat S| 467 
Fly, Hessian, parasites of the—C. V. Rinmy. (P.1885)-.....---.--.-.2-.--.--- 650 

Flying-fishes, American species of, review of the—D. 8S. JorDaN; 8. E. MEEK. 

Ss Voi '5) IR ae Sp es Re a SM SED NO peer eS ec 650 
Flynn’s Creek, Tennessee, mounds on—JosHuA HairTe, Sr. (R.1881 )-.-...-.481,515 

Fodiator, review of—D.S. JORDAN; S.E. MEEK. (P.1885) ..........---.-.---- 650 
FoERSTE, AUG. A., ancient relics at Dayton, Ohio. (R.1883).........-.-.... 588, 593 
Fog and wind—J. feenoan GRETS66) oot so ohm eee. con clea cere aetna Le 
Foisom, C. Report on Jewett’s general stereotype catalogue of panne libra- 

TLOS'- Sc.) b asin ostte ee ai ane Sateee Cie Se eke eee eee eee er Ae noce ao 47 

Food— 

relation of, to work, and its bearings on medical practice—S. HAUGHTON. 

(Re 1870) pcos ers Sees nse lk GaSe s eee eee mec ae ae eee 244 

collections, provisional classification of—G. B. GOODE ....---.------------- 455 

>, a “ 
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Food-fishes— ‘ 

INGUEnyLOLaUING TO——S.E. DATRD me nee iaeuas mus oo. Sak ee ar ee La we ee eee 231 
USE GIOUAE EO MUO) LO—— Sib AMIRI Narre Seer ee ne 234 

Foods, section of, National Museum, report of enrator for 1884, (R. 1884 U).... 648 
Foods—R. Hitchcock. Report on section of Foods. National Museum for 1885. 

(Cite TASS 5100) Re RR hee a eR ec aR Sy Deo Sb 654 
Force, thoughts on the nature and origin of—W. B.Taytor. (R. 1870) -- 244,375 
ForcE, P. Record of auroral phenomena in high northern latitudes....-...... 84 
Foreign— 

commissioners, collections presented to United States by. (R.1876)....... 299 
correspondents of Smithsonian Institution, number of ................_.-.. 290 
correspondents of Smithsonian Institution, systematic index of ........__.. 257 
goldrandisilver coins; tableiof,  “(R.1868) 42 5255-2 cococn een oe eee eee 224 

institutions in correspondence with Smithsonian Institution, list of. (R. 

USS RS Sa Ie Nie ee sete 64, 67,154, 225, 243, 309, 469, 490, 635 
institutions, list of addresses o*, since 1862. (R.1865)..........-.....-.--. 209 

institutions making donations to Smithsonian library, list of. (R.1864)... 188 
FOREMAN, E.— 

Meteorological system and correspondence of Smithsonian Institution. (R. 

NGA) A555 GaSe caGeo= 5006 Coben DEP BSoe -bbbo Sead cece Eto acre Ene 51 
Reporiion meteorological system, | (Rh. 1852) 250 sees o< 2 --- eciee emcee eee 57 

Forest trees, distribution of, in Montana, Idaho, and Washington—W. W. JOoHN- 

yoni (Gey) bons ASns8h Sodeoe SHS SSOREE IES eS OGeOr Pn ACAeS a tees ence 244 

Forests— 

and their climatic influence—A. KE. BECQUEREL. (R.1869)...--.. SN Se Oe 228 

and trees of Florida and the Mexican boundary—J.G. COOPER. (R.1860).. 147 

and trees of North America, distribution of, and catalogue of native trees of 

the United States—J.G. Cooper. (R.1858) .........-.----..... 109, 351 

Formulas, chemical, tables of—E. W. CLARKE ...--...--...------.-<-----..--.< 239 

Fort— 

ancient, and burial ground in Tompkins County, N. Y.—D. TROWBRIDGE. 

(GUBLEC3) Reena ee eee ee teen istic a leswina Sone hes secamnens 187 
Brown, Tex., list of birds from—J.C. MERRILL. (P.1878) ..-.--.-.-------- 332 

Ellis, prehistoric remains near—P. W. Norris. (R. 1879).----.-.----------- 345 

Marion, Fla., list of casts of heads of Indian prisoners in—R. H. Pratt. (P. 

iNsVis))) Suse Gocebocanasocasd GoOCaE, cos Ean aE pnseaness suse yacosescos cheer 332 

Ripley, Minn., semen history of country about—J.E.Heap. (R.1854).-. 75 

Stone, near Makanda, Gab MRENCHA | (Gx.d C81) oom em anes eie eo 481, 515 

Wadsworth, Dak., Indian mounds near—A. J. CoMForT. (R. 1871) --.----- 249 

Fortricids, collecting, preserving, and transporting, directions for—C. H. Frr- 

NAPE Diu $OOd) oo stenieiene Sen vaca sae sjose aa aiens <a) nw elem essine = 607, 600 

Forts— 

ancient, in Ogemaw County, Mich—M.¥.Leacu. (R. 1884) ----..----- 620, 623 

and dwellings, Indian, in Indian Territory—W. E. DoYLr. (51876) senee= 299 

Fossil— 

bones discovered in the vicinity of Tice’s ford, Florida, on the origin of— 

SUID IWALEKER. (BP. 1883) . 5... 22-2 ose wawiee 0-5 inne tenn ae eon 548 

Corbiculad sw PRIME oe os jase ee seco cease ne eae <= oa te ennai 145 

gasteropod, from Mexico, description of—C. A. WHITE. (21880) peeeea ieee 425 

mollusks from later tertiaries of California—W.H.Datt. (P.1878).------- 332 

ePID? «ab aes SSB SO BIRCO GENS CODE Sa DOS OER OCon SHeend ceria sore OCO mae 41 

plants, department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R 

IRSA aE sce 2 bo kobe coe ee see aieesossleoosa~ nacane pane —sen ones same 648 
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Fossil—Continued. 
plants from western North America, description of—J.S. NEWBERRY. (P. 

1882) Oo cniSecasse cas Cles cceelcc pcos nas ee heme eee seree ts au apee er 518 

trees in the U.S. National Museum—P. T. SwAInE; J.T.C. HEGEWALD. (P. 

DBOD) eee tae sees See kolo te ba ce se Cee eee tA hee eee 518 

Fossils— 

carboniferous invertebrate, description of new species of—C. A. WHITE. (P. 

1879) teeees hace = Sid wcbeecdesls SosSe0 sepa eee eee ca. cer cece 333 
catalogue of rocks, minerals, ores, and—J. LOCKE. (R.154) ....-. eas eee 75 

cretaceous, from Arkansas and Colorado—C. A. WHITE. (P.1881) --.-----. 467 

cretaceous invertebrate, from Kansas and Texas, description of new—C, A. 

\ylpsoquoky A( Gama ley) WaeEee eR OAS Gee cas Se codgsaeds Nessa osauaa nucotsac 333 

departments of, National Museum, reports of curators for 1884. (R.1884,m). 648 

from! Nebraska, report on—J.UuEIDY.. (Git. 1800) poe eassscserieacee see seaee 51 

fromisanta Barbara, Cal.—P. P; CARPENTER seers ee eee ee eees sao soe 252 

invertebrate, from Arkansas, Wyoming, Colorado, Utah—C.A. WHITE. (P. 

TBBO) sos. wa Cees oe eee a aie ceis meine ee mans eb pteiakee severe ose steters 425. 
invertebrate, of North America— 

check=listof—T. A. CONRAD |. aus scleeueiccece cecees Ascent echt sce mcseiaees 200: 

check-list of—EF: B: Mmnk.5. 2. fe scsewccscoe cee co Soc ecee oeecenee 177,183 

cretaceous and jurassic—P. b. Minn feces. eae ele ce aniacietese eateries 177 

eocene and oligocene— TVA) CONRAD Pace acsceniee asses ee eiee soe 200 
miocene—F'.(B. MEEK... cdo s2cee caesar cise cetnee ae Oe amele ec e eters 183 

postpliocene, in coast range of Californian—W.H.DaLu. (P.1878).-..----- 332 

tertiary, distribution of Californiaun—W.H.Datu. (P. 1878))..-.-.---.---- 332 

tertiary, presented by Imperial Geological Institute, Vienna. (R. 1863)... 187 

Foster, J. W.— 

Ancient relics insMissouri: | (Gh.1G03) eos as tees eee eee ee See eee eee 187 

Catalogsue of rocks, minerals! ete.) (Gk11S54)) eae serene eee eo 75- 

FourisER, J.— 

Hulogy/on=—. ARGOS, (ROI8S71) <3. ss: coes sae eccecine een eeciecsinees 249 

Memoir of Delambre:. -<GR..1864)) 5222622 522 botee leo seca seeewe ee sete 188 

FOWLER, J. Shell heaps of New Brunswick. (R.1870).----.-...-....-------- 244 

Fox (yacht)— 

meteorological observations in Arctic Seas made on—F. L. MCCLINTOCK -..- 146. 

record of voyage of, in Arctic regions—F’. L. MCCLINTOCK ..---..-----...-- =) 9146 

Fox River Valley, Illinois, antiquities of—W. Hector GALE. (R. 1881)----- 481, 515 

France. See Paris, Prize questions. 

Emperor of, report to, by Minister of Public Instruction, on scientific ex- 

pedition to Mexico. 4h. 1804) ee asso ee ae ee aeieeemeensees 188: 

Franklin, Sir John, expedition in search of. See Kane. 

Franklin County, Ind., the Glidwell mound—Dr. G. W. HoMsHER. (R.1882).535, 540: 

Free freight between— 

Germany and the United States by North German Lloyd—R, SCHLEIDEX. 

GRASSSy Ne ees TU a ci a Seas ee enn eel alee witha ae ee 109 

United States and Eneland—E. CUNARD. (R.1859)....-...-.....----<ce-- 110 

United States and Germany—KuNHARDT & Co. (R. 1861)...--.......---- 149 

FREMONT J.C., description of plants collected by—J. TORREY..-.-....----.------ 46 

Hremonbianes, plan tee — adi ORE Yo cree ale cele ee pee eineefesie ei amelata te eee asec ete 46 

FRENCH, G. H.— 

Antiquitres\of Jackson County, Tl. (GRovss))ieeeraeeses == === ence eee 481,515 

Stone fort near Makanda, Jackson County, Ill. (R.1881) ...--......---. 481, 515 

French— 

Broad River, North Carolina, Hadropterus auranticus in—T.H. Bran. (P. 

TB85) soe 2c ae ee oe EE Ge ora tae rete ties ie eee eee 650° 
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French—Continued. 
exposition of 1867, ethnological department ofthe. (R.1867) ....-....---. 215 
half-breeds of the Northwest—V. HARVARD. (R.1879) ................--- 345 
Institute, history of—M.FLourens. (R.1862)........-.....2..2....-----. 150 
Society of Archxology, Archwological Congress organized by. (R. 1866)... 214 
vocabulary, with comparative words in English, Spanish, and Latin 
weights and measures. See Tables. eae 

Fresh fish and other animals, circular relative to shipping ...............--..- 384 
Fresh-water— j 

alewionNerth-America—H. C.\WOOD. te" o4.2sost easel eee ease toceeu ee eeee 241 
glacial drift of Northwestern States—C. WHITTLESEY........-.....-.-.---- 197 
isUHeROcean-— WiC, DENNIS. 9 (CR. 1666))<.22 8s secene nee eee eae eee 214 
shells. See Shells. 

shells, Floridian, notes on—W.H.Datu. (P.1885).............----.------ 650 

spongesarom Mexico—H.,POTts. (BR: 1885)) 22a e eee eee eee n ences beers 650 

FRIEDLANDER, J. Plan of a bibliography. (R.1858) .-.............--.------- 109 

FRIEL, J. Antiquities of Hancock County, Ky. (R. 1877) .-.....-...--..----. 323 

Friends of the Museum, circular addressed to—S. F. Barrp. (P.1881) -.---- 467, 446 

Frigate mackerel (Auxis Rochei) on New England coast—G.B.Goopr. (P. 
SSO) Rocce et oe amie toto cers leiicin no eee iee saan cunts ene eee ee 425 

FROEBEL, J. Physical geography of North American Continent. (R.1854).... 75 

Frost, disintegrating effects of, on building stones—C. G. PaGE.---.....-...-.. 329 

Ernits; dates of ripening of—P. B. HOUGH .- 2.22.5 co-es-c-- cen soceiecew eos one 182 
Fuca, Straits of, Indians of. See J.G. Swan. 

Fulica caribwxa, new species of, from the West Indies—R. RipGway. (P.1884). 607 

Fund, Smithson— 

memorial of Regents to Congress relativeto. (R.1850).............---..--. 28 

Buabemenv OL O4IG—lOdd seen oe see ties seen eee serene te ee eiee essa eee 329 

Fundy, Bay of, synopsis of marine invertebrata of—W. STIMPSON..---..----.-- 50 

ide Gt As ISIN AP ops tooce6 ceeds COCHOUUEDR ne dood ooo BURELOOOSCORREaaO ERC 356 

Future of— 
geology—J. ERESTWICH, ((Ri1819) 222 conn sn ewee a coceen sasene taaemvinn 298 

the hurfian race—A. DE CANDOLLE. (R.1875).-...----.-.-..------------- 298 

G. 

Galapagos Island, new marenoid eel (sidera chlevastes) from, description of—D. S. 

JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1883)...... ..---..----- ------------ ---= 548 

GaLBRaITH, F.G. Rock carvings on Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania. (R. 

THESCUIG soe egpater Ay aap Api on etl Sele BeTLa SAC erie aie Slit e 481, 515 
Gadus cimbrius, identity of, with Rhinonemus caudacuta—G. B. GoopE; T. H. 

RNC (OTS) nace cle nayaemce de eles waa o ates acing = epee amie rae 332 

Garnes, A.S.; CUNNINGHAM, K. M. Shell heaps on Mobile River, Alabama (R. 

DO7a) Mens eon ean noe ce ee celay Sos eee ne ane wae one sieeesln = ae reen ee 323 

GaLz, L. D., statement of, on telegraph. (R. 1857).----..--------------+----- 107 

GaLx, W. Hecror. Antiquities of Fox River Valley, La Salle County, Di. (&. 

PSS W etree sec stay as Seek cn oat nseces es Jor aren ae eew aw anairin =e 481, 515 

Galeorhinus galeus—D. 8S. Jorpan; C. H. GiLBeRT. (P. 1880)---.------------ 425 

Gales of wind and appearance of aurora, connection of—R. T. KNIGHT; J. 

RENE Ye" (Cine 1S71) ~~ 2-2 Seon «a cae amen oem oan nena w= armen smn 249 

GALLATIN, A.— 

Comparative vocabulary ...--.---- ------ -----+ --- 20+ 222 cone rere renee 160 

On publication of Squier and Davis’s work. (R. 1847) .-..---------------- H,EK 

Gallery, Art. See Corcoran. 
: 

Galls, jamping seeds and—C. V. RILEY. (P. 1882) .-.------------+------s--07- 518 
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GAL, B.L.) Indians of Peruri (R. 1877). ..0.0 eee ea eee eee eee 323 

Galvyanism;-recent propressiin.9)J).. MULLER. (Gi. 8ao)p eee tees scone 77 

Galvanometer, use of, as a measuring instrument—J. C. PoGGENDORF. (R. 
1859) seo haere ted lc cce (pee 3 hectare et re Rl a 110 

Galveston, Tex. Fishes observed at, notes on—D.S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(RONSS2) ie fase sce are him lois fa ai slale Sim opciones orate eee 518 

Gamopetalas—A GRAN cseemcisc os cin so\nnc ses ao nia sete Reena cert 333009594. 
Gangrene; bibhiosraphy, Of— WW). Kite <2 occ see ns eee eye = ie le eee 300 

Gardening, natural history as applied to farming and—J. G. Morris. (R. 

1855) Re caasscttescicciecisisiacis eae sie asiae eee eae eee emcee 77 

GARDINER, R. H.— 

Barometer, rain, and snow gauges. (BR: 1858))-so.e---cees—se-~ === ee eee 109 

Disappearance.otice. | (2) 1860) -- eee ae een ee eee ens eee = eee ee 147 
Opening and closing of Kennebec River, Maine. (R. 1858)..........-....- 109 

GARDNER, W. H. Indians of valley of Red River of the North. (R. 1870).... 244 

GARFIELD, J. A.— 

Biographical notice of S. P. Chase and L. Agassiz. (R. 1873)-....--..... 275, 329 
Memorial-address;on\ J: lenryyacaeseseee eee ei reeeice eee ne eee eeoee 356 

GARKE SH. birds ofHeligoland.1)(es 1879) gen seen eo eee eee eens eee 333 

GARMAN, S.— 

Contributions to the natural history of the Bermudas, Part VI. Reptiles.495, 568 

Notes and descriptions taken from Selachians in the U. 8. National Museum 

(Myliobatis goodei, Dasybatus varidens, Urolophus nebulesus, U. fuscus, Raia 

fusca, KR. senta, F. jordan’, nn: /8s;) (180) aon = osceeeeee ess =a ence 650 

Synopsis and description of American Rhinobatide. (P. 1880) .........---- 425 

Phe generic name of the Pastinacas, or ‘‘ Sting-rays.” (P. 1885) ..-...---- 650 

The American Salmon and Trout, note on—D. S. JORDAN. (P. 1885) ...--.. 650 

GARRETSON, JOHN; Banta, W. V. Mound at Snake Den, near Salem, Henry 

County; Towalc (GR TGB1) 2 o5 ore cece teen eine ener eee 481, 515 

Gas, hydrogen, as metal and—J. E. REYNOLDS. (R. 1870) -....---.-.----...... 244 

Gasteropod, large fossil from Puebla, Mexico—C. A. WHITE. (P.1880)........ 425 
Gasterosteus, description of new species of, from Schoodic Lakes, Maine—T. H. 

BEAN.’ (BR. 1879) 52205. cette ce ce see seeeyeoe peeetaeioc see cea eaee ote 333 

Gastrostomus bairdii, new genus and species of, anatomy of—T. Gini; J. A. 

RYDER;,, (B.i(1883) scbeicie's of Sam ctae seo caieeca see ele eee eee eee 548 

Gasterosteus williamsoni, occurrence of, in an artesian well at San Bernardino, 

Cal;, note \on—K. (SMITH. (P1883) meena. eosee «eee ee cee eee eee 548 

GATSCHET, A. S.— 

Klamath Lake Indian conjurer’s practice. (EH. 1879-’80).....-............ 476 

‘«The relapse” in Klamath Lake dialect. (E. 1879—80............-.--...... 476 

Gauge, SNOW —— Wiel biG URS Tay (fi 1 CO) ieee oom e eater nS emer mae nels eee 109 
Gauges, rain and snow—R. H. GARDINER. (R. 1858) ..--...-.--...-..--------- 109 
GAUTIER, Professor. Researchesrelative to nebule. (R. 1863)..-............. 187 

Gems, plans for collection of, for New Orleans Exposition of 1884~’85—F. W. 

CLARKE. (P. 1884) ..-.-. 5 CBSuadig Dadoledbt Gebd sosrince Sse AS56 see 607,599 
Genera of the Scolopendrellide—J. A. RYDER. (P. 1882) .....--..-.....---. -.-- 518 

Generation, alternate and parthenogenesis in the animal kingdom--G, a KOoRnN- 

HUBER. (R. 1871) .---.. RG OREE SH peUeOHSsd5 6445 SS Saeiesaeare sess ese 249 
Generic— 

and specific appellation of North American a European birds—L. STEJNE- 

GER!) (Ps. 1882) cer se ee aces os Soe Cue eee ese ince nats oe Cee eee 518 

names. Amitra and Thysis replaced—G. B. GoopE. (P. 1883)....-....-.- 548 

name of Pastinacas—S: GaRMAN. | (P. 1885) 222. c ace oe eee see on emcee tae 650 
names of recent and fossil animals, list of—S. H. SCUDDER ...-.......----- 470 
names, ornithological, notes on some apparently preoccupied—L. STEJNE- 

GER. (Po T885) coos gcse Sore Sie ara ore ee ae ee earce ete en 650 | 
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Geneva, report on transactions of Society of Physics and Natural History— 
July, 1858, to June, 1859—A. A. De na Rive. (CRAMIB59 eee eee ; 110 
July, 1860, to June, 1861—P. Dupy. EE ILSBA ent a: 2t) wa de 188 
July, 1861, to June, 1862—A. Dr CanDOLLE. (Rew864) a. ee ; Sie Se ee ae 
July, 1862, to June, 1863—Professor MaARcET. (R. 1863) hee aes : met 187 
July, 1863, to June, 1864—Dr. Cuossar. (R.1865)................... Pes 209 
July, 1864, to June, 1865-—k. PLaNTAMOUR. GRE865 322 ee fet: 209 
July, 1865, to June, 1866—Dr. Gossr. (R. 1866) _........................ i O14 
July, 1867, to June, 1868—E. WARTMANN. GRATEOS De Se Bi eee 224 
July, 1868, to June, 1869—H. C. LOMBARD. (R. Ife, oh) PaaS a See eenen eee 908 
July, 1870, to June, 1871—H. Dr Saussurr. (R. LOT) Rts et eee ee 249 
July, 1872; to Jone, 1873—A. A. Dm ra Rive. ((R: 1874)... -. 622... 2 286 
July, 1873, to June, 1874—A. Dr CANDOLLE. (R. 1875) ........-.---------- 293 
July, 1874, to June, 1875—E. PLANTAMOUR. (R. LS Ta) Rene te oe eee 323 
July; 1875; to\ June; 1876—J. Murer. (Rs 1877) <22-28 2 ee 1898 
duly; L876) to June, 1877—A. Paver, (Rc1877)s et 2se see ese ee ee 323 

Genitaliagotmaleeela—S. I CatimEes 1(P) 1880) oak eee ne Sa ee 425 
GENTH, F. A.; Grsps, W. Ammonia-cobalt bases............ soeereraaes Cites 838 
Geographical— 

distribution of batrachia and reptilia—E. D. CopE...-..........----.------ 292 

manuscripts, catalogue of collection of—L. BERLANDIER. (R. 1854)......- 75 
Geography. See Physical Geography. 

account of progress in— 

FP. M. GREEN. (R. 1882; R. 1883; R. 1884) ......540, 593, 623, 527,576, 611 
JME GOODRIGH (sy Ra LSED) sess sete eee so een eee aan 649, 632 

of North American Continent—J. FROEBBEL. (R. 1854).........-..--..-..- 75 

Geological— 
Researches in China, Mongolia, and Japan—R. PUMPELLY .....-..--..---- 202 
specimens, catalooue of—D. D. OWEN. (R.1854) .--5-2. 2-52-2222 525-2 en 75 

survey in Michigan, catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores collected on—C. 
We AENGN ONS © (igo by DN EA a caso asin aS Sea Dono Sac ctesne Good caon oSne 79 

Survey, directory of officers andijemployésiOfaa-s.=- se «se sla= ae 1m oie ear 466 

surveys. See annual reports; also Hayden, Powell, Wheeler. 

Geology — 
account of progress in—T. STERRY Hunt. (RK. 1882; R. 1883) ..540, 593, 526,575 

and history, boundary line between—E. Surss. (R. 1872) -.-..-.--------- 27 
departments of, National Museum, reports of the curators for 1854. (R. 

A SSAPTT pace. cee oe ene oye eet snainte a ee ee emotes ei eta tee eee 642 

economic, of Trinidad, report on survey of—G. P. WALL; J. G. SAWEINS. 
(GR IG) See Een nen See agen. Sa ese or oer Af 1 

OGbherbermudas— We NeiIlCH os sscr cetera ese cei et ec ese aan cae ieee 495, 563 

of Kerguelen, [sland—F. M. ENDLICH ......----------- +--+ -+-- +--+ 202 --- 294 

of lower Louisiana and salt deposit Gu Petite Anse Island—E. W. Hircanp.. 248 

past and future of—J. Prestwicu. (R. 1875) ....-----------------+-+---- 298 

progress in, in 1879, 1880—G. W. Hawes. (R. 1880) --..--------------- 442,428 

surface illustrations of—E. HITcHCOCK..-..-----.-----------+ -------+-----> 90 

Georgia— 

aboriginal structures in—C. C. Jones. (R. 1877) .----------------- .--- 323, 400 

ancient mounds in—M. F. Srevenson. (R. 1870) -.-.-------------------- 244 

Bartow County, mound in—M. F. STEVENSON. (R. 1872) .---------------- 271 

Berrien County, mounds in—WILL1aM J. Taytor. (R. 1581; R. 1883)-.481, 515 
588, 593 

Coosawattee Old Town, Murray County, silver crosses from Indian-grave is 

mound at—Dr. Cuartes C. JONES, jr. (R. 1881).----- ------------ 481, 515 

description of fishes of Alleghany region of—D. S. JORDAN ; A.W. Brayton. 308 

H. Mis. 170 46 
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Georgia — Continued. 

Etowah River, the great mound on the—CHARLES WHITTLESEY. (R. 1881) -481, 515 

habits of pouched rat, or salamander of—W. GESNER. (R. 1860) ..---.---- 147 
McIntosh and Early counvies, mounds in—W. MCKINLEY. (R. 1872) .-.---- Oui 

microscopical observations in—J. W. BATLBY 22 22 =e eesce-e so - ---= 2 ee 23 

Nashville, Zygonectes zonifer from, description of—D. 8. JorDAN; 8. E. MEEK. 

(Cea etey De 28 See Sune Seemciness pieee Saas S25 Saco aoab Sg eaoOSa tao ae 607 
notes on collection of fishes from—T. H. BEAN. (P.1879).--..--.....--..-. 333 

occurrences of Stricklandia salleri and Stricklandia davidsoni in—C. A. 

\Wyiemenh (Cees: bets SESE Be nelaeeen sane Soh se Bios Dee ees 

Putnam County, mounds in—BENJ. W. Kent. (R. 1882) . Sesame uy oy) 

remarkable forms of hailstones in—S. ABicH. (R. 1869) ..-- 1, RARE 228 

sheliheapsin—D. BROWN: :;. GR. 1871) 22) 25-2220e See eee eete =e. a eee 

Spalding County, antiquities of —W. B. I’. BAtLEy. (R. 1877)... Sta ee 

Geothlyphis bairdii, new species of, from Nicaragua—C. C. Nurrinc. @. 1883). 548 
Gephyrza of northeast coast of America—A. E. VERRILL. (P.1879)-...-...----. 333 

Germany and United States, free freight between— 

by North German Lloyd—R. SCHLEIDEN. (R. 1858). -..--.........-.--.--. 109 

KuNnaRrpT a. Cos (RW TSGL) Sees esc te ee eee are ee ee 149 

GESNER, W.— 
Habits of pouched rat, or salamander of Georgia. (R.1860) ..---.-...-.--. 147 

Mica bedsiin Alabama: \GR. 1879). seas. eeesee see eee) ote eee eee 345 

Mounds, workshops, and stone-heaps in Jefferson Geant Ala. (R.1881)-..481, 515 

Geysers of Iceland, bibliography of—G. H. BORHMER. (R.1885)..-.......-.. 644, 649 
GrEBons, EL.) Climateof Sanvlranciscoy) (Gi. 1604) hee. aoe ae Eeeeee To 

Grippers, R. W. Memoir on Mosasaurus and allied new genera, Holcodus, Cono- 
SOUT, PAMPNOTOSLEUS = seas Nees ie etl aieiabebeleses wc clock oe eeton ceyaeee 14 

Gipss, G.— 
Archxology in the United States. (R.1861) ---.--...- 2. oo ts lee. 149 
Bibliography, of Chinook jargonces. saree. ve se ee cae eee ea ee nee 161 

Comparative vocabularyes--s=+- seers === eee ee eee eee ee 170 
Dictionary of Chinook jargon, or trade language of Oregon..........-.--.- 161 

Wihnological mshrwetons! <2 26 - eae ee ee ae aml eee = ee ee 160 
Ethnological map of the United States. (R.1862)-...........-......---..- 150 

Hthnological suggestions ea. eae. ee = ae wee = ee lee ie ere 207 

indian languages.’ > )(i)1865)\ << esc o ene ace ee oes ae meee eras eee ee 209 

Indiansvocabularies:, (Ri1862) coccsaste oe selene eosin eerace Senta ee eee 150 

Instructions for archeological investigations. (R.1861) ......-....-- oe SG 

Instructions, 1or ebhnology and philolopyenjae-sseee ee ee eee ee see a eeeeeee 160 

InpermixouTerot races.) /(iv lod) messeaecee mse ee eae eee eee Seee eee 188 

Language of aboriginal Indians of America, (R.1870).----...---. --...-- 244 

MakahVindianst 235s. cces crccnciceios occas ebetiaisemereene anise clsein come toeeeeee 290 

Philologicalteircular. (21862) SS 222 eee ee ete cee see waco a see 150 
Physical atlas of North America. (R.1866)..-.-....----.-----..-- AES 214 

Suggestions for scientific investigations in Russian America. ....-.....---- 207 
Gibbs, G., memoir of—J. A. ISTEVENS. °(R.1873))ssasck woe aes) ec see 275 

Gipss, G., and others— 
Recommendation of Shea’s Indian linguistics. (R.1861) ...............--- 149 

Tinneh or Chepewyan Indians of British and Russian America. (R. 
Iss) \AsoSen GoaS Coa eeeoes ted carci ooSds clic soo shaccu se adecdi cotsac 214, 365 

Gress, G. J. Stone celts in the West Indies and Africa. (R.1877)..........-- 323 

GipBs, W.; GENTH, I’. A. Researches in ammonia-cobalt bases....--...--.... 88 

Gideon’s Farm, Hennepin County, Minn., mounds on—I. H. Nurrer. (R. 
LEAD) Hos ce ee Sa le cil Ua aA ES St 345 
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GILBERT, CHARLES H. Sce under Jordan, David S., and Gilbert, Charles H. 
a list of fishes collected in the east fork of White River, Indiana, with de- 

scriptions of two new species (Hypargyrus, n. g., Forbes; Notropis 
boops, n. s.; Nocomis hyostomus, n. s.; Serraria, n. g.). (P. 1884) .... 607 

description of three new fishes from Kansas (Amiurus cragini, Cliola ( Hy- 
bopsis) topeka, Minnilus (Lythrurus) nigripinnis nn. ss.). (Sce also 
under Jordan and! Gilbert.) \\@Rete84)nceee se. son be oes ec ee 607 

notes on the fishes of Switz City Swamp, Greene County, Ind. ( Pecilichthys 
1 SCTE ER SS OSE B0 Pata @ saat Kooy: 9 SEE reais cE a er Ce a 607 

GILEHET, Siz DD) Notice of Smithson. (RL 1853),~ = 332s. soo 32. <n s--- ace e neue 67, 330 
Gi, T.— 

Account of progress in zoology ....-.-...-... SSO CI A OO ape er Seer ees 431 

TSSO TPA (he 1880) nace os se kee ate See erecta cere a as pean 442 

iste (Uae eID) Cea is hie cnocad -apenoc urd Dobe nO ASSAD enOEe Seca c alae i, 

PSS ant LSS2) Foam creas ea a esea Staines eel eee ee ne ae cee ee A ate 
MESS (hv LOSS) loa metemialas me ceene aioe ale tela enya aoe ee eee eee OS) Be 
PSB aEy Chie LOGS) cece aa sie esa hn sine ee ee BRN ae 623, 617 

TESS Pa CbesnL SSO) icinen sso c tcc es slace eet cceicee Seem ear Soe ene eee 649, 643 
A contribution to the terminology of ichthyography. (P.1684).........-.. 607 

Arrangement of families of— 

HURTS) Sao eR BAD OSH ODOL TREE en SB a goo EAE BSG Neo HOOOOE EHH Cape stSaS CBee DESabe 247 

ARTE EN Eig eCtioE SSO S CaCO ROCHE GO SCE H Ba Sdn Sane eet So obas cmce ASABE 230 

BIO MUSK Asem ceeeaece cies seelt nein Rete eel aaa eee eee 227 
Bibliography of— 

ISH OS asta tierce cisie eect cine se oe a eeie scales le ceion ethane cee eee ome 247 

fishesiof macitic coastiof United Statess---csis-e serene ace eee eee eae 463 

MAMMALS sei See coels 2 cio a cisiamior-eieisioey Sauarcciseeerieee eaten tae oeeieees 230 

NOU USES Hes ais ae ctw soot eteia eater = steels eels ah olan arene ee ae oe etc 227 

Catalogue of fishes of east coast of North America-..-..---......-..-----.-- 283 

Diagnosis of new genera and species of deep-sea fish-like vertebrates (Pe- 

tromyzon bairdii, Chimera abbreviata, Histiobranchus infernalis, Nota- 

canthus analis, Sigmops stigmaticus, Hyperchoristus tanneri, Alepocepha- 

lus productus, Halosaurus' goodei, Plectromus suborbitalis, Stephanoberyx 

mone. Caulolepis longidens, Bassozetus normalis,Onos rufus). (P. 1883) 548 

nishesoLekersucelentislandes sce sceee et aeeees oe earner mia = === aaa 294 

TOKENS ORIN OES. (NG TUNED) coe ese poSeed as 7 Oo osaaSDONTONC HomeoaSsecses 91 

Identity of the genus Leurynnis Lockington, with Lycodopsis Collett. (P. 

HGSON oe te felis eects ne ool cinieia~ ayaiaialete a teeta ela aita lege tein ae 425 

Nomenclatureior theexipiintds ain (Epp Lese) ketene seretetawine 2 leleim sia tsioisene = eee ater 518 

Note on— ' 
PTET (O25 UID) Gee aedO eb 80 G56 DODO ONO DOEUNO Bono bo=e Ceechc 332 

(Oriinatis X02; Ise) ep acono cs coccooD Sap coo CON eGeEde Cone aGOOSSo SSse0e 332 
affinities of the Ephippiids. (P. 1882) ...-..-.-..----- -------- Riche eters 518 

Bdellostomide and Myzinidw. (P. 1882) ...-......--.------------------ 518 

genus Sparus. (P. 1802) -...-.-- ---------- ween ne ee nee enn ene ween ee £18 

Latiloid genera. (P. 1881) .....-..-----.----- ------ eeeeee o-- 0-2 eee eee 467 

Leptocardians. (P. 1882) ..-----.----- -22- eee ne noes eee ene eee ee reese 518 

Maine e CR CVS) <2 sane e eta teah a st erete ae ate eaten ole le mim ata pel 332 

Myzonts and Marsipobranchiates. (P. 1882).-.--.---------------------- 518 

Petromyzontids. (PR. 1882).---...-----.---9- ------ ---=-- se enee ---- ---- 518 

Pomatomide. (P. 1882) ...--. -----. -.---- +--+ 22 one ene ene ene ene 518 

Sternoptychids (Iniomi, nom. nov.; the figures of Sternoplyx diaphanus 
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relationships of the Hcheneidid. (P. 1882).----..--------------------- 518 
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Synopsis of the genera of the super-family Teuthidoidea (families Teuthi- 
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comer beanit, Spinivomer goodei, Labichthys carinatus, Labichthys elongatus.) 
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Git, T. N.; Ryprr, J. A. On the anatomy and relations of the Lurypharyngide ~ 

Gajomeri, Gastrostomus bards ((R.AS83) ss 2eeneee eee ee eee 548 

GILL, THEODORE, and RypER, JOHN A. On the literature and systematic rela- 
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Ginn, J). M. Solar eclipse, Peru, september 7,01 Socnese es. sees eee eee nee 100 

GILLMAN, H.— 

Charactevistics of ancient man in Michigan. (R. 1875) ....-...--..---- 298, 393 

Mound builders and platycnemism in Michigan. (R. 1873)-.-...--.- .--- 275, 393 
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GIRARD, C.— 

Bibliography of American natural history for 1851--.......-..---.-------- 48 

Description of species of Cyprinide and Catostomida, identification of—D. 8S. 
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Monograph of Cottoids=- 52 Soscerrstean asec s ea On se eRe. aes eee ee ee 

GIRARD, C.; Barrp, 8. F. Catalogue of North American reptiles....-........- 49 

Girard College observations. See A. D. Bache. 

GIvEN, W. F. Remarkable electric phenomenon. (R. 1865)..---..-----.-2--. 209 

Glacial drift (fresh water) of the Northwestern States— C. WHITTLESFY....-.... ily) 
Glaciers, traces of, in Massachusetts and Vermont—E. HiTcHCcock..----..----- 90 

GLAISHER, J. Account of balloon ascensions. (R. 1863)........--....-.-. Pin iksy/ 

GLazipr, W.C. W. On destruction of fish in Gulf of Mexico. (P. 1881)..._... 467 
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Glyptocephalus cynoglossus on coast of North America—G. B. Goope; T. H. 

BRAN: | (P1878) esac es eee nee ote eee eee oes ae Lee 332 

Gnathypops mystacinus, new species, description of—D. 8. Jorpan. (P.1884). 607 

Goat, Rocky Mountain, habits of—J. C. Mrrrimu. (P. 1879)..-.....-...-.---- 333 

Gobiesox rhessodon, from San Diego, Cal., description of—R. Smiru. (P.1881) 467 

Gobioid fish, description of a new, from San Diego, Cal.—R. Smiru. (P. 1881). 467 

Gobiosoma— 

ceuthecum, new species, description of—D. S. JorDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 
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and silver coins, assay of, at United States Mint—J. Potiocck. (R. 1863). 2 ) 
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ornament from a mound in Florida, observations on—C. Rav. (R. 1877) 

323, 440, 403 
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Descriptions of new species of fishes from deep soundings on southern New 
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First decade of the U.S.Fish Commission. (R.1880)......----.------------ 442 
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Organization and objects of the U.S. National Museum. (P.1881) ---.--- 467,459 

Plan of organization and regulations of the U.S. National Museum (P. 1881) 
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Preliminary catalogue and synopsis of collections of United States at London 
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Revision of American species of genus Brevoortia, with description of new 

species from Gulf of Mexico. (P.1878).-.--..------------+----------- 332 

Scheme of classification of collections in the U. S. National Museum. (P. 
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Study of trunk fishes (Ostraciontide), with notes on American species. (P. 

er) eee a se Se en fe heen e, Sai nnen tc a tte le ee ma 333 
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Oceanic bonito on coast of United States. (BP. 1878)-...---..-.-..-.-_..-.-. 

On the American fishes in the Linnean collection. (P. 1885) ...--..-...-.. 

GoopE, G. B.; Jonss, J. M. (editors). Contributions to the natural history of 

the Bermudas: Ye be. boo ees ceee bene 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568, 569, 495 
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Idaho, distribution of forest trees in—W.W.JOHNSON. (R.1870)....-.....--- 244 

Identification of— 

artisan/and artist—N. WISEMAN.| (3.1870) "222-0 2-2 ee eens 244 
the species of Cyprinide and Catoslomide, described by Dr. Charles Girard— _ - 

DPS: JORDAN. (Po18G5)eissesect ae eere ceo keene Renee eae e eee see 650 
Identity— 

of Cottus maculatus with Cottus bubalis—T. H. BEAN. (P.1885) ......---- 650 

probable, of Motacilla occularis, Swinhoe; and MM. amurensis, Seebohm—R. 

RIDGWAY, €P.1883)' Sees i st eee eee eee eee eee ae 548 
Illinois— 

Adams County, mounds in, near Quincy—W.G. ANDERSON. (R. 1879). -.-. 345 

Albany, mounds near—R.J.FARQUHARSON. (R.1874)-.-..---. decode ceease 286 
board of education; meteorological system for every State. (R.1855).-..- ue 

Bureau County, mounds in—A.S. TimFaANY. (R.1881).---.-------------2-481, 515 

Carroll County, mounds in—JamxEs M. WILLIAMSON. (R. 1882) ..---. .. 535, 540 

- Cass County, buried flints in—Dr. J. F. SNypER. (R.1881)-.-----..----- 481,515 

Indian remains in—Dr. J.¥.SNypEeR. (R.1881).........---...--- 481, 515 
Cobden, ancient remains near—F,M.FarRELL. (R.1881)-....-.-...----. 481, 515 

deposit of flint implements in—J.F.SNYDER. (R.1876)...--...----..----- 299 
Fox River Valley, antiquities of—W.HxEcTorR GaLe. (R.1881).----. --. 481,515 

habits of the gopher of—J.B.PARVIN. (R.1854)..-..---.-----+.----- -002 75 
Henry and Stark Ceunties, mounds in—T. M. SHALLENBERGER. (R. 1881).481, 515 

WJackson County, antiquities of—G.H.FRENcH. (R.1881).-.--..-...----- 481,515 

Knox County, antiquities of—M.A.McCLELLAND. (R.1881)-.----...--... 481,515 
Lawrence County, antiquities of—A.PaTTON. (R.1873)--------......---. 275 
Lower Wabash River Valley, native trees of, notes on—R. Rip@way. (P. 

1882) ) owas eet eecBed akece oka uioni cote eet ae ee seen cia ere 518 
Madison County, stone cists in, near Highland—A. OEHLER. (R.1879)...-. 345 
Makanda, Jackson County, stone fort near—G. H. FRENCH. (R.1881)-...481,515 

Mason County, antiquities of—J.CocuRaNE. (R.1877).-. -.--..----.---- 323 
Mercer County, ancient mounds of—T. MCWHORTER. (R.1874)-...--.-...- 286 
Mississippi Bottom, mounds of the—Wm.McApams, Jr. (R.1882).----- 530, 540 

Naples, aboriginal remains near—JOHN G. HENDERSON. (R. 1832).....-. 535, 540 

new species of Cyprinodant from—D.S. Jorpan; C.H.GitBerr. (P.1882). 518 

Pike County, mounds in—B. MITCHELL. (RB. 1879)2---2.2-------Seceeeee= 345 
Rock Bluff, description of human skull from—J. A. MeiGs. (R. 1867).-.---- 215 

Rock Island, shell-bed skull from—A. §. TIFFANY. (R.1874)..----.-------- 256 

| 
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Rock Island County, mounds in—T.THompson. (R.1879)........-.2.--... 

Astroatties; of—A. TORLENER. «(R.1879)2- 2-5-2... 28.6 ca eaee vaceue 
Rock River Valley, mound builders in—J.SuHaw. (R.1877)....-........-. 

Sangamon County, mounds in—JAMES WICKERSHAM. (R.1883)... 38, 
See bOS 

Spoon River Valley, mounds in—W.H.Apams. (R.1879; R. 1881; R. 1883) 

741 

345 

345 

323 

593 

345, 481, 515, 588, 593 
southern, agricultural flint implements in—C. Rav. (R.1868)....-- 224, 3'70, 440 

Union County, antiquities of—T. M. Perrine. (R. 1873)....-....--..-..- 275 

mounds in, near Anna—T. M. PERRINE. (R. 1872)..-.....-.-...---- 271 

Wayne County, antiquities of—H. F. Srpbey. (R.1881)-.-.............. 481,515 

Whiteside and La Salle Counties, moundsin—J.D. Moopy. (R. 1881) ..481,515 

Whiteside County, antiquities of—W. H. Pratr. (R.1874)..........--..-. 286 

Illuminating materials, investigation of—J. HENRY. (R. 1880) .----.....-. 442,389 

Image, stone, in Tennessee, account of discovery of—E. M. GRANT. (R.1870). 244 

Imperial— 

Academy of Sciences, Belles-lettres, and Arts, of Bordeaux. Prize questions. 

(OSes oo) a ae eae al ee nace eee eee 224 

Academy of Sciences, Vienna. Prize questions. (R. 1864; R. 1865) -...188, 209 

Geological Institute, Vienna, tertiary fossils presented by. (R. 1863)...-.-- 187 

ibrarysot Vaenna, books;presented by. (Rh. 1665) = 22225 5222s aaa eae eee 209 

Society of Natural Sciences of Cherbourg. Prize questions. (R. 1864).... 158 

Society of Science, Agriculture, and Arts, of Lille. Prize questions. (R. 

\ LOGS Rate ner ee sti ohas Gado ste ots Seep ee 209 
Implement, wood, ancient, found in Connecticut—E. W. ELtsworta. (R. 1876) 299 

Implements— 
agricultural, North American stone period—C. Rau. (R. 1863)..--.----- 187, 440 

copper, from Bayfield, Wis.—C. WHITTLESEY. (R. 1835) ....----------- 645, 649 

flint, agricultural, in southern Illinois—C. Rau. (R. 1868)--.-...---- 224, 440,370 

flint, deposits of, in Illinois—J.F. Snyper. (R. 1876) ..-.-------.-------- 299 

flint, in Holmes County, Ohio—H. B. Casg. (R. 1877) ------------------- 323 

jadeite, of the Alaskan Innuits, on the source of the—E. W. NELson. (P. 

TBS ike ee a= een savas Baietases aaricee aoe aoe pee tee ae ee eee 548 

stone, North American—C. Rau. (R. 1872) ....-----.-.------------- 271, 440, 382 

Improvements, recent, in chemical arts—J. C. Bootn; C. MoRFI?..---.------- 27 

Income, majority and minority reports on distribution of—J. A. PEaRcE; Ale 

GOON | (Otss ce) 6855 nocogsooeo bose HOSS SO CeEs aerban COE Onna e 67, 329 

Incorporation, act of, of Smithsonian Institution. See Congress. 

Independence County, Ark., mounds in—Dr. A. JoNEs. (R. 186))eee ones 481,515 

Index catalogue of books and memoirs on nebula and clusters—E. S. HoLpEN. 311 

Index— 

of genera of birds—S. F. BAIRD..-. -.------ +--+ ---+-- 2202 cree cre ttt 108 

of Smithsonian publications.......----.-------- --- <0 -- 22-2 cone eens eee 478 

systematic and alphabetical, of publications of the Smithsonian Institu- 

e tion to July, 1869. (R. 1868).....---- ---. -2-- ---- +--+ -2== == s-02 ===" 224 

systematic, to list of foreign correspondents --...-------- ----------------- 257 

to genera of recent and fossil animals—S. H. SCUDDER.-.------- ---------- 470 

to the literature of Uranium—H. C. Botron. (R. 1885)-.---------- ...-649, 628 

to names applied to subdivisions of class Brachiopoda—W. H. DALu..-.. ---- 304 

to North American botany—S. WATSON. ..-------- -----+ ------------ 7-777" 258 

to papers on anthropology published by Smithsonian Institution, 1847-1878— 

G. H. Boramer. (R. 1879) ..-------------- ---- ---+--------- ---.349, 421 

Indian— 

boys and girls at Hampton Normal Institute, Virginia, catalogue of casts of ms 

heads of—R.H. Pratt. (P. 1879).-.--.-------- ---- -<* ---- -------- 

a 
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bread, Tuckahoe, or—J. Howarp Gorn. (R. ice Sete ary heer eee 515, 482 

burial in California—W. M. Kine. (R. 1874).. Pr Ee Ray ic. te te)8) 

conjurer’s practice, details of—A. S. GATSCHET. ‘(E. 1879-80) . SERRE oboe 476 

engravings on rocks along Green River Valley—J. G. BRurF. (R. 1872).. 271 

forts and dwellings, Indian Territory—W. E. DoyLe. (R. 1876) .........- 299 

gallery, theiCatlin—TDONALDSON. (188510) he aaaeeeeeeee oaeee = oe sees 654 

history; notes on—E. Ve HAYDEN. (R.; 1867) 2 e eeeeeeee oca ie aoe eee 215 

languages—G. FLACHENECKER, / (R.'1862) 52006 sepvseeitet mea ene aoe 150 
languages, method of recording—J. O. Dorsey; A. 8S. GatscuEeT; S. R. 

RIGGS. CH. WE (9-80 sais o's 2 ine eee ae eer eee eee cetera fas ee 476 
languages. See G. Gibbs, F. L. O. Roehrig, S. R. Riggs, J. G. Shea, W. L. 

_ Hardisty. 

linguistics, account of library of—J. G. Sama. (R.1861)-.-...--.......... 149 

linguistics, recommendation of Shea’s—G. Gress and others. (R. 1860)... 149 

mode of making arrow-heads and obtaining fire—G. Crook. (R.1871)..-. 249 

mounds in southern Florida, explorations of—S. T. WALKER. (R. 1879)... 345 

mounds near Fort Wadsworth, Dak.—A. J. COMFORT. (R. 1871).-.-------- 249 

océan; cyelone in the—N:. Pree.» (CR, BG) bec. pe eece ae a2 an eee eee ae key 

plulolosy—-WeewW . DURNER.. (Ri (85h) ees eess cust eee cec eee oe See 51 

photecraphs:, catalogue of is2-:- 225-2 ea sen eeies san ciees Nene ee eee 216 

portraits and sketches of scenery, catalogue of—J. M. STANLEY..--....---- 53 
portraits, report of Committee of Regents on Stanley’s gallery of. (R.1857) 107 

povbery—— Cla. (R. 1800) 2 aoe setiencteseeeec eae cea e ee oe 214, 368, 440 
prisoners at Saint Augustine, Fla., catalogue of casts of heads of--R. H. 

BRA (CP, 1878) 25 se eecs ono Saw seelee as see ee ah eee ne doe 

relics, catalogue of cabinet of, presented by J. H. Devereux. (R. 1872).... 271 

relics from Schoharie, N. Y.—F. D. ANDREWS. (R. 1879) ..-....----.------ 345 
remains in Caddo Parish, La.—T. P. Horcwxiss. (R. 1872)........-.----- 271 

remains in Cass County, Ill.—J. F. Snyper. (R. 1881).....-....---.-.-. 481, 515 
remains in Red River settlement, Hudson’s Bay Territory—D. GUNN. (R. 

ESO) ts a 6s Se ac Re Se Pe he Sa ae ee 215 

remains near Prescott, Canada West—W. E. GuEsT. (R.1856)..-......-.-- 91 

River, Florida, fishes collected in, by R. E. Earll, list of—D. S. Jorpan. (P. 

NSB A) cere ee SRE, Bea Bs Sy ree oi ak re aetna ce ete ear 607 
Territory, Indian forts and dwellings in—W. E. DoyLe. (R. 1876) ........ 299 

tribes, cessions of Jand by, to United States—C. C. Roycr. (E. 1879-80).. 476 
tribes of Upper Missouri—T. A. CULBERTSON. (R.1850).............--.-- 28 

village (Kushkushkee) near New Castle, Pa.x—E. M. MCCONNELL. (R. 1871) 249 

vocabularies —_ Givi GIiBe si wi (Ra lSOo) eee sens cee eee eee sen ae eee 150 

vocabularies received from the Wheeler survey, list of—G. Gibps. (R. 

SLB AL ras S PN teeta taste ie annie eaenyec ete aoe SSS eae se Boe ee 286 
Indiana— 

Allen County, antiquities of—R.S. ROBERTSON, (R.1874)....-...-...---.- 286 
ancient burial mound in—W. PipGEon. (R.1867) .......-----~----00 sencee 215 

De Kalb County, antiquities of—R.S.RoBERTSON. (R.1874).-.....-...---- 286 
Franklin County, mounds in—E. R. Quick. (R.1879)...--...-.------c-eee0 345 

The Glidwell mound. G.W.HomsHER. (R.1882)........---..--<-. 539, 540 
Green River Valley. Native trees of, notes on—R.RipGway. (P.1882).... 518 

Knox County, antiquities of—A.PaTTon. (R.1873)...--....--.------+---- 275 
La Porte County, antiquities of—R.S.RoBerTson. (R.1874)........-.. Saath eae 
Rush County, mounds in—F.JacKMAN. (R.1879)..---.-.----2 ----2- -eenee 345 

southern, new species of Hadropterus from, description of—J.Swain. (P. 

AGES) ies esles Sale Va aed ejecta ksi bane cre cee fee ae 548 
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Switz City swamp, Greene County, fishes of, notes on the—C. H. Ginperr. 
(P. 1884) 

eiatatn olattadateates ale reimrneelerale eiatate Ca eee ee ee ee 59 
Vanderburg County, mounds and earthworks in—FLoyp Strxson. (R. 

Se Tis ee a Re NS See Se on ek et ey eats Oe eel cea 481,515 
White Water River, remains on—G. W. HoMSHER, (R.1882)..........-. 535,540 

White River, East Fork of, fishes collected in, list of—C. H. Giieennt CR: 

cs Ti cioe)) aera thas Ma eee a SEs eRe St hihi es ee ee SELES Ap Tae 607 

Indians. See California, Cape Flattery, Carib, Dakota, Haidah, Nevada, Kut- 

chin, Loucheux, Makah, Mandan, Maya,Navajo, Peru, Portraits, Red River 

of the North, Shoshone, Sioux, Tinneh, Tonto. 

aboriginal, of America, language of—G. Gipps. (R.1870).......----..----- 244 

Cree, system of relationship of—E.A. WATKINS. (R.1862)................. 150 

Dakota or Sioux, Janguage of—F. L.O. Rormric. (R.1871)..---......----- 249 

Haidah, of Queen Charlotte’s Islands, British Columbia—J. G. SWAN-.-.-..--- 267 

Knichimatribes—on JONES: 1 Gand S66) pasce seeker ee oer eee ene ereomeneae. 214, 365 

Houcheux——Wra sy GARDISTY,, (R866) poseeceie emai seine semanas 214, 365 

Maka hide Gi SWAN cals soctecs ts sei acu cle Sec oess sete Re Nee 220 
mortuary customsiof—H.C. Yarrow. (EH. 1879-’80)..............---------- 476 

Pvp AoloryOL—deVe LOWE.) (1S879='80)) eaeesssesemeee stones sneer oan 476 

Nawajovsketchiofthe—J. UE TIERMAN. (R855) heee se eee eee 77 

of British America, account of—E. PETITOT. (R.1865) ..........---.------ 209 

of Cape Flattery, Washington Territory—J. G. SWAN ......----.----------- 220 

of New Mexico and Arizona, collections obtained from the, illustrated cata- 

logpuciofL—JASIEVENSON. ((ES 1880-1881) oie ace sacs a) seal nel l= = 542 

ofPeru— fl Gan ny. (Rs 1Sit) a ccermece tenet eee ee eae eee eee 323 
of valley of Red River of the Nerth, ethnology of—W. H. Garpner. (RK. 

TOTO eS Oe Sitahame ie Ree 2 Eee) sas Renae tee ie Oana O44 
of western Nevada and California, centennial mission to—S. Powers. (Rh 

1B 7G) ae eee Eee saion es oemien men seeic ckicen cise attoaa tee emcee seca ceiae 299 
Pictographsiof North America 2. ata sce: so cela ste os oe) ale oe amie ae Siem 652 

Pima, of Arizona—F’. E. Grossman. (R. 1871).....-...----.---.-.---.---- 249 

Quillehute. Method of taking surf smelt—J. G. Swan. (P. 1880). -------- 425 

sign language of—G. MALLERY. (E. 1879-1880) ........-...-.------------ 476 

Sioux or Dakota—A. G. BrAcKETT. (R- 1876)------ -----22-5)-------- --- = 299 

Sioux or Dakota, language of—F. L. O. Roznria. (R. 1871).--------- 249, 378 

Tinneh or Chepewyan, of British and Russian America—G, Grpps and others. 

(RAMB866) cece Seale eecies salsa ae Serie se die ceceis eases aaniena aa 214,365 

uses of brain and marrow of animals by—T. R. Pear. (R. 1570) -.-------- 244 

Induection— 

and deduction—-Je VON LIEBIG., (Ri 1870) cose Shecices sonore eee ae eee 

electricity of,in clouds—F’. ZANTEDESCHI. (R. 1870)-.--------------------- 244 

Inflammation in arteries after ligature, acupressure, and torsion. Toner lecture 

Noh vaI— 5). ©} SHAKESPEARE .50--.--20-. v2o--- - oe anne -o ee wens an 321 

iminkOet—de MiG a RAO obey oars Boonos coo oCOGdD Sap Seperece man COOURSR Toe 23 

Infusorial earths, examination of—A. M. EDWARDS .----- ---------------------- 202 

INGERSOLL, E. Fish mortality in Gulf of Mexico. (P. 1881) . ESSA epc ON 467 

Iniomi, nom. nov., note on—T. GILL. (P. 1884).----- ---------++---+ eee tee oee 607 

InMAN, 8. M. Catalogue of a collection of samples of raw cotton presented to 

the U. S. National Museum. (P. 1882).--...--.---------------------- 518 

Innuits, Alaskan, jadeite implements of the, on the source of the—E. W. NEL- 

BONN Oe 1S83)) se cleects ose ereetee seein ws Satie es ew eleema eee 548 

Inquiries relative to— 

crawfish and other crustaced.-.. --0- ----00 enn = oe oe ee nnn en enne ene 319 

disease known as chorea—S. W. MITCHELL. (R. 1874) .------------------- 286 
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Inquiry relative to food-fishes of United States—S F. Barrp..-.-........-.---- 231 

Inscriptions, rock, in Johnson County, Ark.—EDWaARD GREEN. (R.1881)-...481,515 

Insect instinets and transformations, lecture on—J.G. Morris. (R.1855)...-.- 77 
Inseets— 

arsenic acid for protecting anatomical preparations from—J. B. S. JACKSON. 

CRH1878) eee esos Socee cas So Sea ae eee Sree See Seoe 332 

circular concerning the department of—S. F. BAIRD......-...-...---------- “448 

classification of, from embryological data—L. AGASSIZ...--..----.---------- 16 
collection of, made in the vicinity of New Orleans, La., 1882 and 1883. Ob- 

sel vations on—h.\W.| SHUBEDDT:” (2.1834) wee oeeeeee so. 5 eee 607 

datesiof first'appearance of —E. B. HovGi -23m) 222 eseeseeey-e- 2-2. cee eee eee 
department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R.1884,11).. 648 

department of, National Museum, report on, for 1885—C. V. Riney. (R. 

ASSO TT) 2 yoebiciaas ae Se TASS Le care Ree ne een ere pe re Sc acne as 654 

directions for collecting and preserving—A. S. PACKARD:....----..--.------ 261 
instructions for collecting—S. F. BAIRD. (R. 1858).-....-.-.-..----...--- 109 

of Arctic America—L. KUMLIEN.-s25--he see eee ae ans eee areas 342 
of Kerguelen [sland—C. R. OsTEN SaACKEN; H. A. HAGEN.......---..-:--- 294 

Installation of collections in National Museum, plans for—G. B. GoopE. (P. 

TB BL) cic cio oi- alsin a bios eee lee aa SED elem aortas Bedse aoe 467,472 
Instincts and transformations of insects, lecture on—J. G. Morris, (R. 1855). 77 

Institute— : 

of Bologna, Academy of Sciences of the. Prize questions, (R. 1862)...---. 150 
of France, historical sketch of, by M. FLOURENS. (R. 1862).....--2-....0- 150 

of Jamaica, public museum of the, fishes received from, catalogue of—T. 

H.-Bran; H. G. DREsEe.: (CP is84) e222 eee eee ae eee 607 

of Rupert's and, circular of. \(Ri 1861) 2 feen eace ee ate ae eee eee ee 149 

Royal Scientific and Literary, of Lombardy. Prize questions. (R. 1865).. 209 

Institution of Civil Engineers, London. Prize questions. (R. 1862)...--..... 150 

Institutions— 

domestic, in correspondence with Smithsonian Institution, list ef. (R. 

1893) oie weme/ocbasteeclase <n hoe LS ea ee ee eee 67, 69,238 
foreign, in correspondence with Smithsonian Institution, list of. (R. 1853; 

R. 1864; R. 1865; R. 1885) .....67, 64,154, 225, 243, 309, 469, 490, 635 

in the United States receiving publications of the Smithsonian Institrtion 512 
in United States and British Provinces of North America, list of—W. J. 

IVES. feo SSS. 6e cb PANES a ak oe oe Ee ERE Oe ee ee Elles 

in whichiphonography istaught.. (R. 1856) 22252233 Se sacee ee eee eee 91 
scientific and literary, in United States, list of principal...--...---.....:.. 335 

Instructions— 

for archxological investigations—G. GiBBs. (R. 1861)...-....---..-----.- 149 
for collecting— 

coleoptera— Jeu. in COnmE: (R858) esse ae eerie a oes =o) eee 109 

diatomacea—Ay Ms EDWARDS q.-12 2/25 -ssese eee eee cee = en Seeeeeee 366 

diptera—H. Lomw; R.OsTEN SACKEN. (R. 1858)-.-.-.-.---.---J2--- 109 

hemiptera— PRA UaiER., (CR 1858). aaace seas teeter ee bos eee eee 109 

hymenoptera— Ba CrEwens, Gin 1858)! -eocmeeseseseee-=- = =e eee 109 

insects—s. I. BATRD. (i@R. 1858) 2-225. 2222 IP ers ee ee So 109 

land and fresh-water’ shells—J., LEWIS. wit 6 sce. cee ce tb. oui cence 363 

lepidoptera—B. CLEMENS. //\\(R. 1858),s- Josie geeeeea8 fo5 2 eee 109 

myriapods, phalangide, ete.—H. C. Woop. (R. 1866).....----...---. 214 

nests and eggs of North American birds. (R. 1858)......-.-. = sche aes 139 
neuroptera—P. Rk. Wrmumr.) (it. 1858) se 22h ese qoocdgoed Bee cochsod 109 

orthoptera—P. R. Unter. (R. 1858) 2.2. 22.2. .2-cee Sete wevee eee 109 

for observations of thunder storms—J. HENRY...... aoerice do sodarbecseso ss AIS 

—— 
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Instructions—Continued. - 
for research relative to ethnology and philology of America—G. Gipps.... 160 
for taking paper molds—A. P..NIBLACK. (P. 1883)..--...-...----- --c--.-. 590 
in reference to collecting nests and eggs of North American birds—T. M. 

to Captain Nall for Arctic observation—J. Henry and others. (R. 1871)-. 249 
to observatories relative to telegraphic announcement of astronomical dis- 

COVETICN Ja EUEINIE Yoo oh eee weeny RAY ts eh otk pee 263 
Instruments, meteorological— 

anticlesion;amismithsoniant: {R187 4)\ssee sae lee ites donee Che cane cand 286 

descrip tionof—lh.) CASELEAS" Ri s1859) iene 5 2a 23 os area e eee enos sake eee TO 

deseriptioniof—A..GUYOT:;) J. -HENRY. 4 (B.08505) c2..22 scons cee e 77, 19,148 

Integrals, general, of planetary motion—S. NEWCOMB.......--..----.-------- 281 

Intensity of heat and light of the sun—L. W. Merecu. (R. 1856)...--.-...-. 91,83 

Interest, letter to Secretary of Treasury on payment of, in coin—J. Henry. (R. 

SGD) pir seca ctaie Sale ts lets Sere SS Oa a EC IE ota ee an aes ne aaa ae 209 

Initermiiureror races—G-, GIBBS) «(Ra 1864)\ eS. e senate eee se eeeen sce eee 18 

Internal structure of the earth—J. G. BARNARD ....--.- BSAC EE COCO ORES Jae ce 310 

International— 

Archeological Congress, Antwerp, 1866. (R. 1866).-..--...--.---.-...-.-. 214 

code of symbols of archeology—G. DE MortitLeT; E. CHANTRE. (R.1875) 298 

exchanoe history Ol—_G-) Hl.) BOBEMER 355.0 = nese nae ee eens ieee oe 515,477 

Exhibition, Philadelphia. See Centennial. 

Fisheries Exhibition, Berlin, catalogue of United States exhibit at—G. B. 

(CHOLCTOND) SS Sm ke a SOME NOES” Ata Sain Se Boca er Orman. Ho uneorce teks 

Interpolation, methods of, applicable to graduation of irregular series. Darts 

Tite ——H Pe eH OREST- a (Rilo dle whl Ola) peceeaetes= ee soee hee at eee 249, 275 

Introduction— 

apedOs. Ci, dish) 22-45 sesces qaoeee nese oS coos coee rE nUS4 Senne sor eooe 209 

to study of Coptic language—M. Kasis. (R. 1867):.-.-....---..---------. 215 

Invertebrata, marine— 

from New England coast distributed by U.S. Fish Commission, list of—A. 

1B, Winrar Urs Ti iisdsomme (25 alsyi)) snc osat odo pooner omasns obec 333 

Of Grange Man an—— Wes PUMPS ONG eee aitaiete aa alae onto a aiatelaiat = ine ee 50 

of the northeastern coast of America, recent additions to—A. E. VERRILL. 

(CENTS SPY) Bie aR REPU coe Bence mine ARC AS IR r COC CoE pees Orem is) 

of the northeastern coast of America, recent additions to the, notice of—A. 

Je VWaniarianés (eS abe) sho scs Suenos nboocs Ho ceoe oS aeRomE ase Scar) 5 650 

of northeastern coast of America, notice of recent additions to—A. E. VER- 

RILL: : 
Pants) mAnnelida. ete. (P1879) a 28. 2 esoclee eclanes oe ~~ anlen an 333 
Part 1. Mollusca, with notes on Annelida, etc. (P. 1880)-.-..------ 425 
Part u1. Catalogue of Mollusca recently added to fauna of southern 

New England. (P. 1860). -.2-..sc.2- cc. ceo e tec eos eno cee sanene see 425 

Invertebrate fossils— 
check listvot—_ 1A, CONRAD \2)sceveeea le eeinislse nin aise ale cieise laine ia el mie ee ie 200 

from Arkansas, Wyoming, Colorado, and Utah, descriptions of new—C. A. 

WRT OO Rn (ed SSO) esate es cmt ae oeimlel ace elem ale am eee elena 425 

(Meso-Cenozoic), report on department of, National Museum for 1885—C. 

AC Wrere:, (ik. 1885, 11). 2-2 eee sks pa eee ee cen Sees 5< sana s=-=ne 654 

of North America, check-list of—F. B. MEEK.-..---.------------------- 177, 183 

(Paleozoic), report on department of, National Museum for 1885—C. D. 

WaLcort,) R. (1885; 11) .228ss 0s: one oases pa = sO mn eim ease -= eee 654 

report on—F. B. MEEK; F. V. HAYDEN. ..----.----- ---+------ seer -- 707" 
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Invertebrates. See Marine invertebrates. 

department of, National Museum, reports of curators for1884. (R.1884,11). 648 

marine, duplicates, list of, distributed by Museum. Series 1v—R.S. TARR; 

RoORATHBUNZ-cese s be cece eee teelase aac Bogs sp scot ectosorbongoes sonc05 516 
marine, list of, distributed by the Fish Commission. Series 1.—A. FE. VER- 

RIGS, Rie RATHBUINGS 2552 52 cies Scee Cee eleeteee ee oe aaa seen 494 

marine, distributed by U. S. National Museum, list of—R. RatTusBun. 

(BU TSSI case Foe ese 28d Sees lec etl sete eee a eee pase sd 00 AO ieee: 
Investigation of— 

American ethnological, plan for—H. R. ScuootcraFT. (R. 1885). .--.-.645, 649 

anatomy and physiology of the rattlesnake—S. W. MITCHELL ...-..-----.. 135 

disturbances of horizontal component of magnetic foree—A. D. Bacnn.... 162 

disturbances of vertical component of magnetic foree—A. D. BAcHIE..---.- 7S 

eleven-year period in amplitude of solar-diurnal variation and disturbances 

obmagnetic declination—A.) D, Bact: es peo aeneee es seb oe sees 113 
illuminating materials—J., HENRY. GR.) 1880)Sesee cee eee ea cee ee nee 442, 389 

influence of moon on magnetic declination—A. D. BACHE-..--.....--.----- 132 

orbit of Neptune and tables of its motion—S. NEWCOMB......----..----.-- 199 - 

orbit of Uranus, with tables of its motion—S. NEWCOMB..--..----.-.------- 262 

Investigations— 

anthropological, in 1879—O. T. Mason. (R. 1879)..........---.------ -345, 420 

archeological, instructions for—G. GipBs. (R. 1861) -......-...--..--..-- 149 

chemical and physiological, relative to certain American vertebrata—J. 

JONES ££ 222 5 Ps oc S sb ee eee eee eee eee eee 82 
of Biela’s:icomet—J. S: HUBBARD, -(R.1862) .222scc2 S262 Shee aee ee ee 150 
relating to the date of the extermination of Steller’s sea-cow—L. STEJNEGER. 

(Pe dS84) i Baits secoseeaes wick eek 2c See Sele Serene 607 

scientific, in Russian America, suggestions relative to—J. HENRY ..-.--.-- 207 
Iowa— 

ancient relics.in—J.B.Currs:: (Gk. 1872) 2 222 Fosse eee eee eee eee ne eee ee 271 

Delaware County, mounds in—M. W. MouLTon. (BR. 1877)-.--..--.-------- 323 

lishes collected in August, 1884, list of—D. S. Jorpan; S. E. MEEK. (P. 

BSG) ad ge SSeS a a ea 650 
Henry County, mounds in—GEORGE C. VAN ALLEN. (R. 1882)....-..-.--. 540 

Mills County, antiquities of—SreTH Dean. (R. 1881).......-....--...----481,515 

mounds at Snake Den, near Salem, Henry County—W. V. Banta; JOHN 

GAREETSON. SCR. TSB) 2s 2 eek ae oe See ee ea 481, 515 
Muscatine County, mounds in—T. THOMPSON. ,(R. 1879) ..-..--....-..-.- 345 

TRBYA Jc he MeD: “Worksiand character of Smilphsonieee one] seen oe eee 327 

Iron— 

and copper, preservation of, in salt water—A. E. BECQUERAL. (R. 1864}... 188 

manufacture, early, in Virginia—R. A. Brock. (P. 1885)...-......--..---- 650 

rust; destructive effect: of. UR. 1861) 3222s eee eee eteeecee tc. eke ee 149 

Ironclad Monadnock, deviation of compasses on—W. HARKNESS.....----------- 239 

Iroquois, myths of the—E.A.SmirH. (E.1880~81)..---- ..-.-..-2--o eccee coon 542 

irradiation—Aibbé: Moieno: ((R.41866) 22 ce. sess eee oe oes ues 214 

Irritation of polarized nerve, effect of—B. F. LAUTENBACH. (R.1878) ..-.-. -341, 411 

Irving, Washington, notice of, by C.C. FELTON. (R.1859).........-..--.-.---- 110 
IrvinG, W. On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. (R.1855) ...-. 77 

Irwin, B. J.D. Tucson meteorite. (R. 1863) ........-<.. ae vole db Teh aeeaee 187 

Isesthes, Gilberti, description of—D.S. JORDAN. (P.1882) .-..........-..-0--- 518 
Island— 

Petite Anse, salt deposit on—E. W. HILGARD..udssceee sees =. 2 eeeeaeeeeee 248 
St. Thomas, hurricane in—G. A. LATIMER. (R. 1867).-.-2--2< cece sceses--- 215 
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Island—Continued. 

Santa Rosa, history and antiquities of—S. Bowers. (R.1877)..........-.- 323 
Islands-— 

Hanne matural lnstory of—PeHeStTREbTS:.--2-.- 7-2 o0-06 --2-6scece cece 303 

Hawaiian, natural history of—T.H.STREETS.....-...-.. 2... ..---.--...--- 303 

Kerguelen, natural history of—J. H. Kippmr and others_............ 2... 293, 294 

North American, meteorological stations and observers in. (R. 1868)-....224, 373 

Pacific, natural history of—W.H.Pkrasr. (R. 1862) .-..........--- 150 

Queen Charlotte’s, Haidah Indians of —J. G. SWAN. ..--....-.-.......------ 267 

Sta@rome and: Virgin, flora, of, By ASBGGERS?22 cess oc. essa. oe. eee 313 

Shetland, Faroe,and Iceland, vegetable colonization of—C. Martins. (R. 

MSS) Me stare oeitinn ce ta ce nets Wen tee ee Senne aie ote Merete tae See SLA ae 109 
Isle— 

Jesus, Canada East, description of observatory on--C. SMALLWOoob. (R. 

PSHE) yee ssierss cies cveetes Sees sels Nae Seema eerie eae So eee 91 
Royale, Michigan, antiquities of—A.C. Davis. (R.1874)...--..-....-..-.- 286 

Isohyetal maps. See C. A. Schott. 
Isopoda of New England, notes on—O. HaRGER. (P. 1879)...-...------.---- 333 

Isothermal charts. See Temperature. 

Italy. See Prize questions, 

J. 

Jack, J. ALLEN. Sculptured stone found in St. George, New Brunswick. (R. 
INSEI oadlosd adisuus gudcsogeue vopeosae Sand coadbodbeoepiguScesobos Sacd 481,515 

JACKMAN F. Mounds and earthworks of Rush County, Ind. (R.1879)-....--.. 345 

JACKSON, C. T. Catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores collected on geological 
survey in Michigan. (R.1854).:-.....---.-..--- ------ ---------- ---- 75 

Jackson, J. B.S. Arsenic acid for protecting anatomical preparations from 

rnc: GES sys) \eicecc. gacans boooosbscded asebou snec co sasous Scogeoes 332 

Jackson County, I1].—Antiquities of—G. H. FRencw. (R.1881)..-----.----. 481,515 

stone fort near Makanda—G. H. FRENCH. (R.1881).-.--.-.--.----- Jee Rc 481, 515 

Jacksonville, Fla.—Saint John’s River at, fishes observed in—D. 8. Jorpan; S. 

TG baie (OQ DNAls Sb) car ereeSeacaenas Hane concon.cdoSctasaaae seg Saaese 607 

Jade. Study of the mineral called yu by the Chinese—S. BLONDEL. (R.1876).. 299 

Jadeite implements of the Alaskan Innuits, on the source of the—E. W. NELSON. 

CRSTRS3 ee. os cceere nace See oes eee = ices ociawawng oem e err maaan 548 

Jamaica. Public Museum of the Institute of, fishes received from, catalogue 

of—T. H. Bran; H. G. Dreset. (P. 1894) ..-..-------------------- 607 

James, T. P. Mosses of Kerguelen Island ...--.-----.------ +--+ -+--2+ s-2+---- 294 

JAMIN, J.— 

Photo-chemistry. (R. 1867) .------.----- --------225 secee eee cee cence nee 215 

Vegetation and the atmosphere. (R.1964)..--...----------------+-----+--- 188 

Japan— 

analysis of coals from—J. A. MACDONALD ..---------+-----+ +--+ Sek scce 202 

catalogue of Japanese woods from—L. F. Warp. (P.181).-------------- 467 

collections made in, in 1882, ornithological notes on—P. L. Jouy. (P.1883).. 548 

examination of infusorial earth from—A. M. EDWARDS.------------------- 202 

geological researches in—R. PUMPELLY --------- -----+------+7-700 00000777 202 

Government of, collection of cotton fibre presented by. (1881) -..---.--.--- 467 

Kiu Liu Islands, Passer satwratus from—L. STEINEGER. (P1885). .--- ---- 650 

Japanese— 

birds related to North American species, notes on some—R. RIDGWAY. (Ee: 

TSO rics Resa eee Re Bearer Biba nt ets Oe Reece pr ot 548 

waters, alcyonid polyp from, description of—R. E. C. STEARNS. (P.1883)--- 548 
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Jargon, Chinook— 

bibliography: of—G2GiBysteaces vesee s+ ceca esse ease eee eee a eitac eee 161 
dictionary iof—G.(\GiBBsi AH. PEA 2222.0. soe emeeeaee een ee rece e aeeee 161 

vocabulary of—M. LIONNET; B. R. MITCHELL; W.W.TURNER....---.---- 68 

JEFFERSON, J. P. Mortality of fishes in Gulf of Mexico. (P.1878)...--..----- 332 

JEFFERSON, J. P.; PORTER, J. Y.; Moore, T. Destruction of fish in vicinity of _ 

the Tortugas) (Bid678)\ 22252 Sesiicc se Sees eee Pee eres - ea eaeeee 332 

Jefferson County, Ala., mounds, workshops, and stone-heaps in—WILLIAM 

GESNBERS iG: 188). S22 Doce ss bs Se a ce eeeeeeces sees eee 481, 515 

Jevons, W.S. Onanational library. (R.1873) .......- RTA Bos NS 275 
JEWETT, C. C.— 

Construction of catalogues of libraries and their publication by separate 

stereotyped titles). 22 jes2.4 Gs os edie is eiesee See eine ieee enon es ss eeeee 47 

Copyright booksitrom| 1846 to 1849.) (Gn. 1850) ieee eee essere nee sacle eee 28 

General catalogue system for libraries. (R.1850)...--.....-------.------- 28 
Report on— 

cataloouesystem. (i. 1849) sce eee cre eteieteeiat eines seterinn seeae eee 21 

copyriehtisystem.)) (ik. LSS) yearn nese antenece eee eee ee iecesissee ol 

Halliwell manuscripts: CR: 1852)\eaee-eees-ss eae see Leste. ae ee 57 

plancoflibrary. (R. 1847)... sce bl ceastemcmnd sone coe tee ee ne eee H 

public libraries of the United States. (R. 1849).-......-.--2.-...---- 21,25 

libranye. WGR. 1848--1853))1c sinc s eesee lee selet oe ere eects ee I, 21, 28, 51, 57, 67 

Jewett, C. (., biographical notice of, by R. A. Gummp. (R. 1867). ..---...---.- 215 

Jewett, E., diagnoses of mollusca collected by—P. P. CARPENTER ...----.----- 252 

Joglossus, description of—G. B. GoopE; T. H. BEAN. (P. 1882) ...-.........- 518 

Johns’s (Bishop) library, deposit of—E. CANBY. (R. 1862)....-.-...---..----- 150 

JOHNSON, 5. H. Notes on mortality among fishes of Gulf of Mexico. (P. 1881) 467 

JOHNSON, S. W. Lectures on agricultural chemistry. (R. 1859) ..--.......... 110 

JOHNSON, W. KR. Scientitic character and researches of Smithson.....-..---- 327 

JOHNSON, W. W. Distribution of forest trees in Montana, Idaho, and Wash- 

iImgton... (CR. 1870). 3 acatece pace ee eee eee sane eee ee ee ee 244 

Johnson County, Ark. Ancient rock inscriptions in—EDWARD GREEN. (R. 

LSS esisa an o2ccn sesso sea sbe/e cae Shae ee oe e eee 481,515 

Johnson’s Island, collection of fishes from, notes on—R. SMiTH; J.SwaIN. (P. 

PBB) (rian aus Micicelaras ma aie he ib Se ere ene Suet cine fs ee 518 
Joints, bibliography of diseases of the—W. W. KEEN..........----.---------- 300 

Jones, Dr. A. Mounds and other remains in Independence County, Ark. (R. 

PSS) eee Melee wexewler emai sesso haat sere sever tae robe st te maaan 481,515 
JONES, C. C., Jr.— 

Aboriginal structures)in Georgia. “(R..1877)/ sosessiscoee aceces veces eee 323, 400 

A primitive store-house of the Creek Indians. (R. 1885) ...-....-..----- 645, 649 

Primitive manufacture of spear and arrow points on Savannah River. (R. 

TBO) iste Sanaragtenicte arate aa Ce ne eck US eit nie ener ee re oe 345 

Silver crosses from an Indian grave mound at Coosawattee Old Town, Mur- 

ray? Countiy,.Ganun(n-lSel)ccsceeaes = see seee Bt Oe a naim miciocto atore EOE 481,515 

JONES, J.— 

Analysis of blood <2ise.2a2ten se ose at Sasso ee seeeeerer eee ee ee ee eee 82 

Chemical and physiological investigations relative to vertebrata.......--. 82 

Explorations of aboriginal remains of Tennessee ..........---.------------ 259 

Modes of burial: : oes cee en.) oboe eee eee oo 259 

Observations on the liver, pancreas, spleen, kidney, ete ..---.......-.----- 82 

On burial caves:o-5-- --2-5- iain ei bilsi a's sje (eo 5 aim ole Re Cee Ree ais 6 Da aan eee 259 

Onearth works ois <2 etna e a ehee oa ss ae ee oe ee 209 
On mounds .2 25. 93202: e252 2Bhic tet oe Sans eee ee te 259 

On relies 2. j2dscs. 2s bee cba seedeee bute eee ee eee ee ee 259 
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Jongss, J. M.— 

Contributions to the natural history of the Bermudas. Part ur. Mam- 
PRESS 5a Se Rg Se ae fh at nO ee A ee 495,565 

Kjokken-meedding in Nova Scotia. (R. 1863) ........-.-. ........-..---.- 187 
JONES, J. M.; Goons, G. B. (editors). Contributions to the natural history of 

URGE DORMUdagss. ss 2c. see eee ee eee 563, 564, 565, 566, 567, 568,569,495 
JONES HS ehoen kutchin: Indians: GR AIS66)S case aae bok see ee Pe 214,365 
Jones’s Station, Ohio, earthworks near—J. P. MacLEAN. (R. 1881) ........ 481,515 
JORDAN, D. S.— 

A list of the fishes known from the Pacifie coast of tropical America from 

theyrropic of Cancer to Panamas- (Pil885)e m5. SS oa seuss. 650 

An identification of the figures of the fishes in Catesby’s Nain History 

of Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands. (P. 1884)....-.. 2... 607 
Contributions to North American ichthology: 

Part) 1. Review, of Rafinesque’s memoirs -2...----5- .2---- --se.- see 305 

Part 11. Notes on Cottide, etc.; synopsis Silurid@ ......--......--.---- 306 
Part 111. Distribution of fishes of Alleghany region; synopsis of family 

Catostomid@ ss.) skiscees cscs Seas cee ee ee eee ee ae ee 308 

Description of— 

new species of Caranc (Caranx beani) from Beaufort, N.C. (P.1880).. 425 

a new speciesof Blenny (Jsesthes gilberti) from Santa Barbara, Cal. (P. 

SION) ae at segege seh 2 zak xB, os Sine fy mann OID a es ae ka Vm oe 518 
a new species of Hybognathus (Hybognathus hayi) from Mississippi. (P. 

TOGU Re Se NE i Sle NSC RMD ey ocho sa an ee 607 
four new species of Pecilichthys in the U. 8S. National Museum (P. bore- 

alis, P. quiescens, P. swaini, P. beanni, nn. ss.). (P.1884).-.......-.. 607 

new species of North American fishes. (P. 1879)..--..-...-.-.---.---- 333 

Forgotten paper of Dr. Ayres, and its bearing on nomenclature of cyprinoid 

fishestofs Sanwhrancisco. es Ghee) seceeeeeeenes see eae eee 425 

Identification of the species of Cyprinid@ and Catostomida, described by Dr. 

Charles Girard in the Proceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences 

of Philadelpiniay for teas Ge LSS) erase a sania aime ete te 650 

List of fishes collected at Key West, Fla , with notes and descriptions (Nar- 

Cine WMD70S dp NS:)) nl (eal SS4) eee eles sae Rs Seek eee Sane ees 607 

List of fishes collected in Lake Jessup and Indian River, Florida, by Mr. KR. 

E. Earl], with descriptions of two uew species ( Heterandria ommata, 

Elassoma evergladei, nn.ss.). (P. 1884) ---... pe Ne Soe NRCS oe 607 

List of fishes collected in the vicinity of New Orleans by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, 

[Wo (Ss orate: 7 (eG ete! )) poop conbadé cacace tonses shooscdsse cose coos. s 607 

Note on— 

Ailurichthys eydousit and Porichthys porosissimus. (P. 1884)-...--.------- 607 

Mr. Garman’s paper on ‘‘The American Salmon and Trout.” (P. 1885). 650 

iBpinephevis nigritusan (ls) 1600) assets =ri2>= = 2552 =e aaP nos 650 

some Linnzan names of American fishes. (P. 1885).-.--.---.--------- 650 

the scientific name of the yellow perch, the striped bass, soe other 

American fishes: \ (beeen aere ere aa an esos coc ace < sane ose ee 650 

Notes on— 

a collection of fishes from Pensacola, Fla., obtained by Silas Stearns, 

with descriptions of two new species (Zxocetus volador and Gnathypops 

mystacinus). (PR. 1884) .-.--..----- ---- ---- ------ --- ----- 2-20-20 607 

collection of fishes from Clackamas: River, Oregoa. (P. 1878) .--------- 332 

Cottide, Etheostomatide, Percide, Centrarchide, Aphododeride, Doryso- 

matide, and Cyprinid@..--.. ---.---- -----+ ---- ---2 +222 cere eee rennet 306 

Curtiss’s collection of fishes from Florida, (P. 1880) -.----..----------- 425 

Dugas’s collection of fishes from Mexico. (P. 1579) .----.------------- 333 
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JORDAN, D. S.—Continned. 

Notes on— 

fishes collected at Guaymas, Mexico, by Mr. H. F. Emeric, with a de- 

scription of Gobiosoma histrio, a new species. (P. 1884) ....--...---- 607 

Henshall’s collection of fishes from East Florida. (P. 1880)..--. Be ee 425 

SEMA and sDaceninuser (Cb. 1880) pos aotcel a= elect el eee ee ete oe leer . 425 

typical specimens of American fishes in British Museum and in Museum 

d Histoire Naturelle, Paris: (21879) ie ceesee seat eee eee seater 333 

On the Etheostoma variatium of Kirtland. (P. 1885)-....-.......---....-... 650 

Keporuiontexploranons., «GR. 881) ee sae ee er ee eles ato oe Cee eee 648 

Review of Rafinesque’s memoirs on North American fishes ....-...---.---- 305 

Supplementary notes on North American fishes (Pecilichthys beani, Jordan= 

Bolcosoma maculatwm)s\(B.SS4) ke sects een eeeetesetaee ersten iaie lars etre 607 

Symopsisior Catostomida@y = 3. aiscoosaeee sect oe ieee eee ete ee ea ree 308 

Synopsis of Silwride of fresh waters of North America.........-.--...---.- 306 

JoRDAN, D. S.; Brayton, A. W. Distribution of fishes of Alleghany region of 

Eoath Carolina, Georcia and Vennessee ue sees ee eeee eee ee eeee ee 308 

JORDAN, D. 8.; EIGENMAN, CarL H. Notes on skeletons of Htheostomatina. -- 

JORDAN, D. S.; GILBERT, C. H.— 

A review of the American Caranginw. (P. 1883) ..-.-....----....- beans 548 

A review of the species of the genus Calamus. (P. 1884) -.....-..--... ---- 607 

Catalogue of the fishes collected by Mr. JoHN XanTUS at Cape San Lucas, 

with description of eight new species. (P. 1882)................-... 518 

Description of— 

five new species of fishes from Mazatlan, Mexico. (P.1881)......--..-. 467 

new species of shark (four) from Mazatlan, Mexico. (P.1882)...---.-- 518 

new agonoid fish (Agonus vulsus) from California, (P.1830)...-....-.- 425 

new agonoid fish (Brachiopsis xyosternus) from California. (P.1880) ..- 425 

new cyprinodant (Zygonectes inurus) from southern Illinois. (P.1882).. 518 

hewreels(Sidendicastened) sn (rel S82) eeeeeetsase eel aes e eee eae 518 

new embiotocoid fish (Abeona aurora) from Monterey, Cal., with notes 

onia related species; .((R.1880) cocoa esse eee seeieee sea eee eae 425 
new embiotocoid fish (Cymatogaster rosaceus) from coast of California. 

(BOTESO)) cre Secines etek wisteee eiemrewataee sewraie aise see eee eee eee 425 
new embiotocoid fish (Ditrema atripes) from coast of California. (P. 

MBSO) eS oes be pis io Sates eats cle Se RS ar MINS Sec ee 425 

new flounder ( Hippoglossoides exilis) from coast of California. (P.18804. 425 

new flounder (Platysomatichthys stomias) from coast of California. (P. 

TSBO) Bese seis \S wee alah Saree fetes Aas tame ere etc ores tenn eee aN ore tne pres 425 

new flounder (Plewronichthys verticalis) from California, ah notes on 

other species: si(PalSs0)ie. Sa sca eee sor etnae Serene seen eeee ee eeee 425 

new flounder (Xystreurys liolepis) from Santa Catalina Island, Cal. (P. 

1880) noite cracins ue atte toes cee etis bac oe itee pecs aensietioe alee ee 425 

new Murenoid eel (Sidera chlevastes) from the Galapagos Islands. (P. 

1883) ns ee Bestetemcicee seciccicls co cnc ee eee nocaets cles ae cee eeeetee 548 
new ray (Platyrhina triseriata) from coast of California. (P.1880)..-.. 425 

new scorpenoid fish (Sebastichthys maliger) from coast of California, (P. 

1880) ache eee oterte ase saece oe scm eemeriette seins setesie sear eaee ere 425 
new scorpenoid fish (Sebastichthys proriger) from Monterey Bay, Cal. 

(PS 1880)..nes is cecepeeeesmenses tas cee Seco eee eine ss acerca 425 
new shark (Carcharias lamiella) from San Diego, Cal. (P.1882).-...--.-. 518 

new species of Artedius (Artedius fenestralis) from Puget Sound. (P.1882) 518 

pew species of conodon (Conodon serrifer) from Boca Soledad, Lower Cal- 

ifornia, | CPs 1882) 2222 see ee eae ne arta ete eee 518 

new species of deep-water fish (Toichthys lockingtont) from coast of Cali- 

formas (bsdeed) ep eenseeae ais sinew Se samme uieecae HSRC A Ere De mnOne weee 425 
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JORDAN, D.8.; GitBert, C. H.—Continued, 
Description of— 

new specise of Goby (Gobiosoma ios) from Vancouver's Island. (P.1882) 518 
new species of Hemirhampus (Hemirhampus rose) from coast of Califor- 

Tua es CEE PLO SO) eS 8 che ee Me ene poy ur te Gas ah a 425 
new species of Nemichthys (Nemichthys avocetta) from Puget Sound. (P 
ASU evaeieie eyo e sei St a a tap ee Ae pe Ase iy Ae oe age 425 

new species of notidanoid shark (Heranchus corinus) from Pacific coast 
Om NUECES Sha hesel( P21 ea) beeen een eo bone EI eae 425 

new species of Paralepis (Paralepis coruscans) from Straits of Juan de 

BG Aryan ee LORD) (13k alee Re ee ete LS me en oF 425 

new species of Pomadosys from Mazatlan. (P.1881)-.- SRS Ane 467 

new species of Ptychochilus (Ptychochilus harfordii) Bort Sacramento 

Fiver GknLOOl) ts ens el cance seg ceee Sota eee cee ne ee Jo5 liyy 

new species of ray (faia rhina) from coast of California. (P. 1880) . 425 

new species of ray (Laia stellulata) from Monterey, Cal. (P. 1880) ..-.- 425 

new species of Rhinobatus (Glaucostigma) from Mazatlan, Mexico. (P. 

USSD) Rea e oe Raia se 2s 2 cee eda Aare eee sabe ca a iar Seve ain 48 
new species of rock cod (Sebastichthys serriceps) from coast of California. 

CAL OBO) Be segereeyea eset estp saat 2 oh reer ie Sera ote ea 425 

new species of rockfish (Sebastichthys carnatus) from coast of California. 

(CEOLSE Dao aejoceiae sy anc Sioa on eee eae seat oe Pee eee 425 
new species of rockfish (Sebastichthys chrysomelas) from coast of Califor- 

MIP as CE LSS0) eas = Senseo is, sae cc cece ee tis sercee eoicnomee tas eee aoe 425 

new species of Sebastichthys (Scbastichthys miniatus) from Monterey Bay, 

California Chl 880) = oss nce ns cecepiae sce eae Se seeeera eee ees 425 

Sciena sciera, a new species of Sciena from Mazatlan and Panama. (P. 

ee Oe ERE ES eS OPE ae SES ODDIr SRE SU COD OO CEA nS Sre Hoemos C5onAD ae I5e 607 

new species of Uranidea from Take Michipany (e682) ses cemeeeeeeeee 518 

new species of Urolophus ( Urolophus asterias) from Mazatlan and Panama. 

(El S82) eee spiiniey os kee ee eheias slo aos ta ope ieee sess em eee saan 518 

Tylosurus sagitta, Querimana gyrans, Atherina area, Xyrichthys rosipes, 

Doratonotus thalassinus, Gobivsoma ceuthacum, Cremnobates nox, Plato- 

phrys nebularis, Achirus comifer, nn.ss.) (P.1884) .......-..-...----- 607 

new species of Xenichthys (Xenichthys xenurus) from west coast of Cen- 

wie Aya, (GES ISTH) Seo togn0d pose cSaben po9ghse 08so50 SHacs3egee 467 
new species of Xiphister and Apodichthys from Monterey, Cal. (P.1880). 425 

PSCUMSULGIULIOY A TIUYOUUIUIES samme (Exel Le) | ete ee te tee rer lela eet ete er 467 

seven new species of sebastoid fishes from coast of California. (P.1880) 425 

ten new species of fishes from Key West, Fla. (Dussumieria stolifera, 

thirty-three new species of fish from Mazatlan, Mexico. (P. 1331)..... 467 

two new species of fishes (Myrophis vafer and Chloroscombrus orquela) 
Tio ISHN, (es Tey) capes os6t asec cHS6en cous sab so res eaninc aces 518 

two new species of fishes (Aprion ariommus and Ophidium beani) from 

Pensacola, Fla. (P.1883)..2-¢ - 32. $< -2). 0225 oe -2- 5 -o eee eons ~ eee 548 

two new species of fishes (Sebastichthys umbrosus and Citharichthys stig- 

meus). (br 1882) 2... 2 oe cae. ccinle aes one = Jaleo ee some wo we ween ennn 518 

two new species of fishes (Ascelicthys rhodorus and Scytalina cerdale) 

from Neah Bay, Washington Territory. (P.1880).-..---.---.------- 425 

two new species of flounders (Parophrys ischywrus and Hippoglossoides 

elassodon) from Puget Sound. (P.1880) ......---------------------- 425 

two new species of Sebastichthys (Sebastichthys entomelas and Sehastiohthys 

rhodochloris) from Monterey Bay, Cal. (P.1850) --.-------. --.----- 425 

two new species of scopeloid fishes (Sudis ringens aa Myctophum crenu- 

lare) from Savta Barbara Channel, California, (P.1880)-.--...----- 425 
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generic relations of Belone evilis. (P. 1880) -------.s----...-----2- eo se-. ae 425 

generic relations of Platyrhina exasperata. (P. 1880) -----...----.--------- 425 

List of— 
collection of fishes made by Mr. L. Belding near Cape San Lucas, Lower 

@alifornia. A (BvlS82) soot He Ses De Cee meee nial ape eet 518 

fishes collected at Panama by Rev. Mr. Rowell. (P. 1882) ....-------- 518 

fishes collected by Capt. John M. Dow. (P. 1882) .----..----..-.--..-- 518 

fishes collected by John Xantus at Colima, Mexico. (P. 1882).-...-... 518 

fishes collected by Lieut. H. E. Nichols in Gulf of California and on west 

coast of Lower California, with descriptions of four new species. (P. 
iisic) Dy Seen Cees SS OSee Aen ar coke Sonn) casionne on Ag Sdenne onl oee 467 

fishes of Pacific coast of United Shaves) with table showing distribution 

ofspecies. (CP. 1880) 2-2 ssccaceinan a see seamen eee eee ee eee 425 

fishes now in the museum of Yale College, collected by Prof. Frank H. 

Bradley, at Panama, with description of three new species. (P.1882)- 518 

Note on— 
Calamus proridens, a new species of Calamus. (P. 1884)..-..2---..----- 607 

Caranx ruber and Caranx bartholom@i. (P.1884)....:.-.:.---.--------- 607 

dishes observed about Pensacola, Fla., and Galveston, Tex., with de- 

scription of newrsapecies) \CB; 1882) pas maaeacs sao tee eee eee ae eee 518 

Raia inornata.. (P. 26381)... 6 see esses saciaa ee anaes eee 467 

the genera/of Petromyzontids.)) (P1883)! 2-2-2025. soe. ae see eee 548 

Notes on— 

a collection of fishes from Charleston, 8. C., with descriptions of three 
new species. (BP. 1882) cs ccc ok co eee eee eaten ee aeicee ee 518 

collection of fishes from’San’ Diego, Calo (P2880) 222 2252-2-5. 252s. -- 425 

collection’ of fishes' from. Utah Lake; ((B. 1880))242 ase seeee eae eee 425 

collection of fishes made by Lieut. H. E. Nichols on west coast of Mex- 

ico, with descriptions of new species. (P. 1881)2--. .--.--2---2 ----.- 467 

fishes of Beanfort Harbor, (N. C., (Ee 1878)2 jseeene eee ese et eee eee 332 

fishes of Pacific coast of United States. (BP. 1881)--..-----.22--2-.---: 467 

the nomenclature of certain North American fishes. (P. 1885) ..--...-- 548 

sharks from coast of Calitorniay ¢P2 1880): eeeece= see ee eee eee 425 

on certain neglected names of La Cépéde. (P. 1882)---..----. -------- 518 

on the nomenclature of the genus Ophichthys. (P. 1882)..----.-..----. 518 

on the synonymy of the genus Bothus Rafinesque. (P. 1882) .-.--.---- 518 

occurrence of Cephaloscyllium laticeps (Duméril), Gill, in California. 

CE SLSBO Nec cmretels s Soiimihce cla aie atte ctatate eterna eee ce See eee eee 425 
oil shark of Southern California (Galeorhinus galeus). (P.1880)..----..-.. 425 

synopsis of the fishes of North America 22-222. 5-2252255- 2 -e- 2 ole scene 496, 492 

JORDAN, D.S.; Jouy, P. L. Check list of duplicate fishes of Pacific, distributed 
dy Smithsoniansnstitution in Tes), Ge: Lesh)easeee es eese eee eee 467 

JORDAN, D. S.; MEEK, SETH E.— 

List of fishes observed in the Saint John’s River at Jacksonville, Fla. (Para- 

lichthys lethostigma, non. sp. DOV.). (hs 1884)teeas- o.oo eee cece eeonee 607 

Description of four new species of Cyprinide in the U. S. National Museum, 

(Cliola camura, C. urostigma, Notropis metallicus, N. alabame, nn. ss). 

(Be 1884s coe Saas emeeenis eels Se foe aye eee eee eters es ee 607 

Description of Zygonectes conifer, a new species of Zygonectes, from Nashville, 

Ga.) (Ri 1884). crises ahi Son chiis, osc ee eee meee ee 607 

List of fishes collected in Iowa and Missouri in August, 1884, ahe descriptions 

of three new species (Notropis gilberti, Ammocrypta clara, Etheostoma 

40H; NNS8s:).7\ (CPs AlSBS)) Sabsss eee ey See ce a a eee pe 680 

A Review of the American species of flying fishes (Exocetus) (/odiator, n. 
Exoceiua pinciguerre, nom. noy.). (2. 1885) -seemene- esas eeeeee ose 650 

: 
; 

| 

| 
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A review of the American species of Lpinephelus and related genera 

(Mycteroperca fuleaia, var., phenax, var. noy., M. bonaci, var., canthos- 

CUCU, NBT GG VERONA) sexta Nets NST coe sw ks Uae A ieee IgE eto 

A review of the American species of marine Mugilidw. (P.1884)........... 

A review of the species of the genus Hemulon, (Lythrulon, n. sg., Hamulon 

PUNALOT POM pNOVe))e0. Cee eLSOd ie eesti we ceee tae aeniels anes cs caer ee 

A review of the species of Lutjanine and Hoplopagrine found in American 

Wid Lessa in Gra LOSE) cis, Wee ia tet asian Seeneee ee tae never Svcs PLM e at ae 

Descriptions of scaroid fishes from Havana and Key West, including five new 

species (Scarus virginalis, Sparisoma lorito, S. cyanolene, S. xystrodon, 

Criypiocomusiberyn linus nn ss;)) in (bal ood) mciae cneee cose net aeeeeeees 

Description of three new species of fishes (Prionotus stearnsi, Prionotus oph- 

ryas, and Anthias vivanus), collected at Pensacola, Fla., by Mr. Silas 

LOALN Ste USS) ee jy Aso i ol entero ts er sete aeareperee senator rclcten eee Stee ns 

List of fishes collected in the Clear Fork of the Cumberland,Whitley County, 

Ky., with descriptions of three new species (Boleosoma susan, Pecil- 

ichthys sagitta, Etheostoma cumberlandicum), (P. 1883) .......-...---- 

Notes on fishes collected by David 8S, Jordan, at Cedar Keys, Fla. (P. 1884) 

Journal of exploration of western Missouri in 1854—P. R. Hoy. (R. 1864). .... 

Journals of Board of Regents. See Regents. 

Journey to the Yukon, Russian America—W. W. Kirby. (R. 1864)...........- 

Jouy, P. L.— ‘ 

Description of new species of Squalius (Squalius aliciw) from Utah Lake. (P. 

MBS) ate Arsene = She bey smite eina eisicictelne eesiswis ersiaee Daas Aceon Sa aeeeres 

Ornithological notes on collections made in Japan from June to December, 

ItsieP, (Ceo dicts) Ree OS Sa SSoens CAoCmoGs Bas nace Soot a tapems cts cesta 

Jouy, P. L.; Jorpan, D. 8S. Check-list of duplicates of fishes of Pacific dis- 

tributed by Smithsonian Institution in 1881. (P. 1881) ..........--- 

Judiciary Committee, Senate, report of, on management of Smithsonian Insti- 

LUO) Oats JED RGSS (ity keh) 9s Soe OSoce SE omoomesoe Coors deoLGo bobece 

Jumpingiseedsrandycallls——Ci Vin nm veg (a. WSS) haere erie eer ee eysrale ae ere eee 

Junco Bairdii, Belding, new species from Lower California, description of—R. 

IRD OXEA eR doo (Caen Kelso) SAB See SOO OBS SGeeaCr ceases omocrneroEorcenec tcc 

Jupiter— 

orbit and tables of—J.N. STOCKWELL ..- siete 

small planets between Mars and—Prof. LESPIAULT. (R.1861) 

MUTE ITO WOE, EMEClsI HON SIMON genoa se Goo boob ogao soc ue aeoe 

Jussieus, the, and the natural method—M. FLOURENS. 

K. 

Kapis, M. Introduction to study of Coptic language. (R. 1867) 

Kimrz; Durour,C. Scintillation of the stars. (R.1861) 

KALB, GEORGE B. See under Swain and Kall. 

Kamtschatka, ornithological explorations in—L. STEJNEGER 

KANE, E. K.— 

Astronomical observations in the Arctic Seas.-...-....---- ..- 22+ ccces - ccs 

Maoneticobsenvationsrin thepAretie Seaseeeesc aa =) -eclectee ei er 2E 

Meteorological observations in the Arctic Seas «....-......2.--..2b22 22.2. 

Physicalobsenvations-inthe ArchiclSeasieesce) 4226 cence eee 

Tidal observations in the Arctic seas........ 

Kansas— 

Butler County, account of storm in—W. Harrison. (R.1871)-.--. -------- 

Climaterot— hs Se EEO mPyan (Raed) pesmeeet em om com see cee ae meee 

coleoptera of—J. L. Le CONTE ........ SOOO SE DOS Ten cere boc : 

H. Mis. 170 48 

153 

607 

607 

607 

607 

607 

607 

129 

SY/ 

104 

198 

249 

244 
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mounds near Edwardsville, Wyandotte County—E. F. Serviss. (R. 

ASSL) ee a Ree aoe Sa. eee ciie > SE 5 cues Seen ene ra en areas 515, 481 

new cretaceous invertebrate fossils from—C. A. Wuire, (P.1879) --...----- 333 

three new fishes from, description of—C. H.GiuBert. (P.1884).......---- 607 

Kansas City, Mo., antiquities of—W. H.R. LYKINS. (R. 1877) .........----.--- 323 

Karif or Carib language and people—C. H. BERENDT. (R.1873)..----.--.----- 275 

KAROLYI, Lieut. von; Craic,B.F. Products of combustion of gun-cotton and 

gunpowder. (R.1864) -..-------------- +--+ ---------- +--+ +--+ +--+: 188 

KEEN, W. W.— 

Bibliography of works on diseases... .----. .----+ ------ -----0 ---+ +--+ ------ 300 

Surgical complications and sequels of continued fevers. Toner lecture 

INCE Af oar Serene apaine oaco Gabdod bacs choco ssc ous aa aaa ose 5cc 300 

Keller, Dr., abstract of report of, on settlements in Switzerland—A. Mor.or. 

(Gta bs (33) ie aero een oor oe a Oe ra igus ee ee 187 

Keiiry, O.H. Ancient town in Minnesota. (R.1863)..-.---.--.-.----- Bs Ae ae 187 

Kelley’s Island, Ohio, climate of—G. C. HUNTINGTON. (R. 1866) -.-.---.- ----- 214 

Krnaia, L.A. Stone mounds in Hampshire County, W.Va. (R.1883) -....588, 593 

Archeological map of the District of Columbia ........---.-.------------- 537 

Kennebec River, Maine, opening and closing of—R. H. GARDINER. (R.1858)-.. 199 

KENNEDY, J.P. Authority to naval officers to receive and transmit specimens 

tothe Smithsonian Institution sae ees eaee sae aaa ee sae alee 

Kennicott’s explorations—Hupson’s Bay COMPANY. (R.1863)....---.---.---- 187 

KENT, Bens. W. Mounds in Putnam County, Ga. (R.1882)......-.-...-...535, 540 

Kentucky— 

PHIVE ely recKoogndls; shl——I ee eIHNN, Man IS) Secagobooad seccatboopesdese doccos all 

Anbig WiLLES LOM —S; | S.seVONa: (CRs 1608) pecces seals seen ee eee tel aetna 109 

Barren and Allen Counties, mounds in—R. B. Evans. (R.1831) ..------- 431, 515 

Boyle and Mercer Counties, mounds in—W.M. LINNEY. (R.1881)..---.-. 481,515 

Breckinridge County, age of stone and troglodytes of—R.S. ROBERTSON. 

(GR EYE) eo aS Bee tes ecm nce boosbU coco canecs poecee ceseds osacop 2502 286 

Clear Fork of Cumberland River, fishes collected in, list of—D.S. JorDAN ; 

CeHaGiBERT:. ((PE1883) 2 Sone aes Ieee ce ea eeiclee setae eee eee 548 

Hancock County, antiquities of—J.FRIEL. (R.1877)..---..-------------. 323 

Lexington, ancient mound near—R. PETER. (R. 1871) ..---....--.-.....-- 249 

Union County, exploration of ancient mounds in—S.8. LYON. (R.1870)-.. 244 

KENWORTHY, CHARLES J. Ancient canalsin Florida. (R.1881)..-......-... 481, 515 

Kepler, his life and works, by M. BERTHRAND. (R.1869).--.--- SoS Lee 228 

Kerguelen Island, contributions to natural history of— 

rT: JOrmitholosy-—de i. KIDDERG 1. COURS) sen. mcee sere mee meee sae eee 293 

11. Odlogy, botany, etc.—J. H. KIDDER and others..........-..-...-.....-. 29% 

Kershner collection from Kerguelen Island-....-..-2.---.----.--- NPPEEAS Nee = 294 

Kew Observatory— 

apparatus and processes employed in verification of barometers at—J. 
Viyeobespsen (sty WeGE Ne Hee ee ee no ocns cous booesClogsnedcaseco boasts 110 

experiments on aneroid barometers made at—B. STEWART. (R.1868)..---- 224 

Key West, Fla.— 
fishes collected at, list of, with note and descriptions—D. 8. JorDAN. (P. 

icley ) RARE SS SAAC eNO EAE AC ioe 1o-onco SOU CUoSeHO Balog docoonos 607 
pipe-fishes of, notes on—J. SwAIN; S. E. MEEK. (P. 1884)....-...--....-- 607 

scaroid fishes from, description of—D. J. JorDAN; J. Swain. (P.1884)..-. 607 

ten new species of fishes from, description of—D.8. JorpAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(G2 ete Oe Bee 86 CRBs apects daaeiseacg sHeceh oonsbecspesacensce seas OU, 

KIppER, J. H.— 

Experiments on animal heat of fishes. (P.1879)2 2277 <2. 2-2... eee 333 

Mammals/of Kerguelen Island 22. 2.220 <ccic ee cece eeileeie a 'elatem ole ale alate iatelel= 294 
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KIpDER, J. H., and others. Natural history of Kerguelen Island......--.. ..-- 294 

KIDDER a Ls tCOUunS, a4.) Birds Oh. Wwergnelen Island 525.245 soos. scm cis oot ci 293 

Kidney A ODSeLYAVUIONSIONbe— J). J ONE Spee mies (ioninioel = Sense snielecieie eeieictehe nie cele, c 82 

Kinetic theories of gravitation—W. B. TaybLor. (R. 1876)-.-............--. 299, 395 

Kine, C. B. Catalogue of engravings presented to Smithsonian. (R.1861).... 149 

Kine, W. M. Account of Indian burial in California. (R.1874).............- 2RG 

Kipp, J. Accuracy of Catlin’s account of Mandan ceremonies. (R. 1872)..---. ail 

Kirspy, W. W. Journey to the Yukon, Russian America. (R. 1864).--........ 188 

Kirkwoop, D. Asteroids between Mars and Jupiter. (R. 1876)...-.......... 299 

Kitchen-midden— 

in Costa Rica, note on shells from—W.H. Dau. (P. 1878).............-.. 332 

See Kjokken-moddings. 

Kjekken-meddings— 

ON OWAnSCOtA——J ie. vel ONT Seu n(n] SOS) eetc sens eee eresiee cients aetna 157 

on northwest coast of America—P. SCHUMACHER. (R. 1873; R. 1874)-...275, 286 

Klamath Lake dialect— 

details of Indian conjurer’s practice in—A.S.GaATscHET. (E. 1879-’80).... 476 

Sthenhelapse2an—-Au S. GArscHEnTs) | (Heil879=80)\eaemaas see coeee since ase 476 

KLETZINSKY, Professor. Nitrogen bodies of modern chemistry. (R. 1872).-.-.- 271 

Klikitat River, Washington Territory, aboriginal works on—T. M. WHITCOMBE. 

(Gilles area oes tee ee Oo re eeen Caen mor ho HEGh Aarons crs aie 481,515 
KWApPP, G. Earthworks on Arkansas River. (R. 1877)...<-.-..-....-...-.--- 323 

Knicut, E. H. Study of savage weapons at Centennial Exhibition. (R. 

ESCES) eae ees eee te ee ae Ss NTS Res Ei or ewn DERE ton 345, 415 
Knicur, G. H. New system of weights and measures. (R. 1867)........----.- 21d 

Kniaut, R. T.; Henry, J. Connection of gales of wind and appearance of 

DULOLA. Ov OR eL SL) cee esata a Sos teeta a ie ES Ta Vas EC Nee 5 oeee 249 
KNOWLTON, FRANK H. List of plants collected by Mr. Charles L. MeKay, at 

Nushagak, Alaska, in 1881, for the U.S. National Museum. (P.1885). 650 

Knox County, Ill., antiquities of—M. A. MCCLELLAND. (R. 1881).-..-.....-. 481,515 

Kou, J. G. On collection of charts and maps of America. (R. 1856)...--..-- 91 

KORNHUBER, G. A. Alternate generation and parthenogenesis in the animal 

kainirdome, CR AUS Ale este ei eite ese ne teke eistaae eins epee eae ioe 249 

Kron, F. J. Antiquities of Stanley and Montgomery Counties, N.C. (R.1874). 286 

KR ON WE a oo htningrdischanrcesh nm (Ns SG) xe aee eeeserieee cise eieeiaee 215 

KuUMLIEN, L.— 

Ethnology, mammals, and birds of Arctic America..---.-...--.-..---.---- 342 

Howgate Polar Expedition, natural history of Arctic America..-.....----- 342 

Reportion explorations 1nGreenland. GR. 1878). 282.222 555 2-25 5s sees tee 341 

KUNHARDT AND COMPANY. Free freight to Smithsonian Institution between 

WimitediStatesyandiGermanyy@k plSGL) eas soe serene see iee erie 149 

Kushkushkee, Indian village near Newcastle, Pa., account of—E. M. McCon- 

INGEN Tre ACLU AECL eves Se aeiic os rehare te oe ate AY, hac iS Sotae Comics mien teers 249 

Kutehimpindvans—S JONES nC S66) psec sae ate acetae sisi oie eves eeieeies eieoee 214, 365 

LL. 

liabelssforxcollectronswetelasasenen acsewe secece caeaes cee cs wee cee Se vereme eee 164 

Labichthys— 

carinatus, new genus and species of, diagnosis of—T. GILL; J. A. RYDER. 

(Cee illbStSI)) Sos eae ees renting A i IE 548 

elongatus, new species of, diagnosis of—T. Gini; J. A. RYDER. (P.1885).. 548 

LaBoutaye, KE. Acknowledgment for books on education. (R. 1867)......--. 215 

Labrador— 

birdsiotalistonMthe-— lieve MU RNa Gx SSo) eee ss oe eee ce eee) sia alareeae 650 
COUStACe LOM — Sem les SMUT en es SS3)) eee eta scielsesieeraat se enaatt== 548 
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expedition to, by W. A. Stearns, in 1882, catalogue of mollusca and echino- 

dermatal from—K a DUSH.» e(PHiS83) soso seme eee enne aaa esate 548 

marine crustacea of, review of—sS. LT. SMITH: (Pl 18832-2222 22 -. eee 548 

natural history of, notes on the—W. A. STEARNS. (P. 1883).-----.----.-- 548 

La Cépede, uncertain neglected names of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Ginberr. (P. 
PSS2) Eke Sew ee ee ae ee ae ee Se ae ee ae EE oe oe ao ereeae 518 

Lacunella reflexa, new species, from the Commander Islands, report on—W. H. 

1D) Oey Prue Gl eepiltctc! Dh ee ek Mihaela Eo cine GadeoO gm UC 607 | 

Lacustrian— 
Cities Of Switzezland i) TLROVON?) (iv tS6D)ics eee eee ee ote ee eee 149 

constructions or palafittes of the lake of Neuchaitel—E. Drsor. (R. 

IS) sce ce Sao oes ee CEES aMAOHaR hon mann Ra OSbE Asad KSeAGAcpUCESoS 209, 360 

habitationsofewitzerland—E. TROYON. Gk.elSbl)\eesese eens e-em ae: 

settlements in Switzerland, abstract of Dr. Keller’s report on—A. MOR LOT. 

GRELB6S) Stbeee! Poh cos sises ose eine chine ae Eee aenes cee estnaa eee 187 

Lagopus mutus Leach and its allies—L.M. TURNER. (P. 1882) ...-....-....-.- 518 

La Have Banks, occurrence of Lycodes vahlii on—G. B. GOODE; T.H. Bran. (P. 

TET 9) ee ees Sl A ee eae eine Secs seece ae che Gane Re ae eie seen 333 

Lake Jessup and Indian River, Florida, fishes collected in, by R. E, Earle, list 

of—DiSaJORDAN. (CPS1T884) 2522 225 225 cee Se le See ee ase nese 607 

Lake Michigan, new species of Uranidea from. Description of—D.S. JorpDan ; 
C4 GIEBERT: "(BUSS 2) 25a) See eee eee coe se aee Saree erento 518 

Lake Neuchatel, lacustrian constructions of—E. Drsor.: (R.1665). .--...----- 209 

Lake Pepin, antiquities on banks of—L.C.Estrs. (R.1866) .----........----- 214 

Lake Superior, ancient mining on shores of—C. WHITTLESEY .--..----- 2220 LOO 

Lake Superior copper region, circular relative to ancient mining in—J, Hi NRY. 

CREMSOL sobs See Soe See Sse erase tore te eaten eer rere ree 149 

Lake Superior, Isle Royale, antiquities of—A.C. Davis. (R.1574) ....-.-.----- 286 

Lake Winnipeg, notes on egging expedition to—D. GUNN. (R. 1867) --.--.-.--.- 215 

Lakes— 

dates\of opening) and closing of— BY Be HOUGH sess. ee ees ene eee eee 182 

North American, fluctuations of level in—C. WHITTLESEY...-...-- oy ee ee 119 

Norwegian, statistics relative to—O. KE. DREUTZER. (R.1866)--.----------- 214 

alandevopsenvations,1795—S? ClWeAb mR ceean eae seer ee meee eee eters 5 

Lamarck, J.B. Distinction between tornadoes and tempests. (KR. 1871) -.------ 249 

Lamellaria diegoénsis, Dall, notes on—C.R.OrcuTT. (P.1885)...-.-...--..--- 650 

AMOND Je hersolar eclipsexot July nls USO0l i Chic O49) erect eet emteie ee 188 

Land— 
and fresh-water shells. See Shells. 

cessions of, by Indian tribes to United States—C.C.Roycr. (E.1879~80). 476 
gradual approach of sea upon—S. P. MAYBERRY. (R.1867)...-....--..---- 215 

Language— 
GaribonKant— CH BE REND Is (hlOvo) eeeeee tee eieeelciat a cee eres 215 

Coptic, introduction to the study of—M. Kabis. (R867) = 2225s Secictecmeee 215 

Dakota, grammar and dictionary of—S. R. RieGs.----..---.------.-------- 40 

dominant, for science—A. Dk CANDOLLE; J. E.GRaAy. (ht. 1874). .-....---. 286 

evolubion) Of—JeWis de Owillatie a Gal S790) pees eeee eee ae ee ere 476 

of aboriginal Indians of America—G. Gipps. (R. i870) -.----.-..-.-..----- 244 

of Dakota or Sioux Indians—F. L.O. Romuric. (R. 1871) .--..---..---- 249,378 

of Navajos said to resemble the Welsh—S. Y. McMasTERS. (R.1865)...--.. 209 

phonetic, vocal sounds of L. Bridgman compared with elements of—F. Lizprer 12 

sign, among North American Indians compared with thatamong other peoples 

and deaf-mutes—G. Maniery. (EE. 1879-’80).-.-.----.. oka steph tioneteees 476 

trade, of Oregon, dictionary of—G, GIBBS.......--+ ---+ +++ e222 pene ee eee eee 161 
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Language—Continued. 

trade, of Oregon, vocabulary of—B. R. MIrcHELL; W.W.TURNER...-. -..-- 68 

Yoruba, of Africa, grammar and dictionary of—T. J. BOWEN.-........--.---- 98 

Languages, Indian— 

(ES TM NCoh saat OCH Of ee cal Qh arene Hol of) eet esr Myst oy ey es aes De a ge Ue 150 

GaGHip esti Gel SOo)) hy ec hes tee eae eet eae rece oy SN 1 a a ae 209 

method of recording—J. O. Dorsny; A. S. GArcnEeT; S. R. Riaas. (E. 

ICTS Hel) Be SS BESSA SES sear Old occ Aer SRS OME re Aes ren 8 Taree 476 

La Palma, Costa Rica, birds from—C. C.NuTTING. (P.1882) ..............-.-- 518 

UMP EAE M EAC PAULL TT FLES LOL VV ISC OMS IME eames ery tne tae sete hom aS chain Saeki aa 70 

Lapidary, aboriginal, stock-in-trade of —C.Rau. (RR. 1877)...---....-.-- 323, 440, 402 

WapeilacevewloowzOm yale. eAnvAG Onn (En Ova)) pam mey seein neers atelael eee conor 286 

Laramie group, new molluscan forms from the—C. A. Warr. (P. 1882)... 

La Rive. See De la Rive. 

Lartet, E., scientific labors of, by F. Fisnrr. (R. 1872) 
Larynx, bibliography of diseases of the HN Bel GON ose REM eaS Seememaaee, oul) 

La Salle County, U).— 

Antiquities of Fox River Valley—W. HrcTor Gan. (R. 1881) .....--.. 481,515 

MOUS —— Ja) MOOD NR (Raw EST Viet. saeoeeaae eee eee iene ee aera Onley 

Latiloid genera, note on—T. GILL. (P. ITstoh Fone emer Vee eu oeIae, Ne Es AGT 

Latimer collection of antiquities from Porto Rico—O. T. Mason. (R. 1876). .299, 397 

LATIMER, G. A.— 

Barihqwakesinsy Sta Wb on asin Chal 867) sseeeee a sce ecneeisee eae eee eee 215 

Hurricane at Tortola, St.. Thomas, and Porto Rico. (R. 1867)..--...----... 215 

Meteorology of orhopkicotme (hiss S/b)pee os aee eee amase ae) aCe eee eee aerere 249 

Latin vocabulary with comparative words in English, Spanish, and French.... 170 

hatitudestandwlongitndes, Arctic—Er ke. Kang Sos. 5es2- sso ee semoeesse = aeeee 129 

WAUTGHE A. ee nesun 1s chemicalvanaliysis. 1 (Ra lool) jase aeeeen ee sseee eee 149 

Lausanne, report on ethnological collections of Museum at—F. Troyon. (R. 

USOT) pists papa Searcpeya sale ace epee See sd stays Us cet aye hls gia cy 149 

LAUTENBACH, B. F. Effect of irritation of a polarized nerve. (R. 1878) ....341,411 

LAW, A. &. Antiquities of Blount County, Tenn. (CR. 1874) ....2-.-2..-.-..2.. 286 

Law of— 

depositvorttlood-tide——C ELM AWASi Meee or ee cio Seine eee eee eeeeneee 33 

variation of temperature in ascending currents of air—J. HANN. (RK. 

AS Ai ivertces as Ss Sate eee ch ae teetic ce ceitisekh Gemetesemeaaee 323, 398 

variation of temperature in ascending moist currents—L. SOUNCKE. (R. 

STi) ayeteral pate Seta Bie eae DA ae iat ie Ba apace ape Rai la ae 323, 398 

LAWRENCE, G. N.— 

Birds of southwestern Mexico collected by F. E. Sumichrast..---.--.------ 295 

Catalogue of Ober’s collection of birds of— 

Antigua and Barbuda, with his notes; (PB. 1878) ---42.-22---2.222-: 332 
Dominica, with his notes and observations. (P. 1878)..-.....----.---- 332 

Grenada, including others seen, but not obtained. (P. 1878) ..---.---- 332 

Guadeloupe. (bwlS78)ene = uate sere einen See Sails o refe sae eeeee ceiaeee 332 

Lesser Antilles, with table showing distribution. (P. 1878) ..-,-..-..- 332 

Mian Gini ge (Ces 87 8))hs = Seah ee Oia le rntciee io hana erctae plas ee cio seisie 332 

Sie NCE Ayal) NU MONE, (IPL sie onset oceaboseoe aéeace 4e.osoc5C 332 

Description of new— 

species of birds of family Turdide from Dominica, West Indies. (P. 

ASSO) pete PSs rays tea ee ies Sag Sohn el seo loeas spat aeraiteneteetS 425 

Speciesiofelcterus trom West, lndiess w(es 18e0))\ 2 eeeaeaa roe ee a ae 425 
species of parrot, of genus Chrysotis, from Dominica, (P. 1880).------- 425 

subspecies of Loxigilla from West Indies. (P. 1881)..........-....---- 467 
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LAWRENCE, G. N.—Continued. 

List of a few species of birds new to the fauna of Guadeloupe, West Indies, 

with a description of a new species of Ceryle (Ceryle stictlipennis, n. s.). 

(Bs 1685). sie See ry tee a eee alc Son ae Nb Be ee wer ee 650 

Laws of atmospheric circulation over the earth—J. H. Corrin.........---. 268 

Lea, Isaac.) “Bibliography‘of—N: Ps ScuDDER ~-{. ue eee eee ee eee 570 

LEA, )Check-hstiofthershellsof North Ameritassseseesceese eee eeceee sees 128 

Lracu, M. T.— 

Ancient fontsin) Ovemaw County, Michi. (@iyl864)sesseessae- oe. - see seee 620, 623 

Ancient mouuds in Clinton County, Mich. (R. 1884)'..-...--....-......620, 623 

Leanira robusta, new species, description of—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1835) ..-..-. 650 

L&E BARON, J. FRANCIS— 

Gold, silver, and other ornaments found in Florida. (R. 18382)....-...... -535, 540 

Prehistorie¢memains in i orida. 9 (a. L882) sees epee ee ences e eeee ee 535, 540 

LE CONLIES JOHN. Constants or nature. | (hw S7S)sseeeeeeeneeesieees sae eee 341 

LE Contes, J. L.— 

' Classification of coleoptera of North America. Parts 1, 1 ------...---- 136, 265 

Coleoptera of Kansas and eastern New Mexico .-.............-...---..---- 126 

Instructions\tor collecting coleoptera: (Rh. U858)p------ see) sae ea ee 109 

istyof:coleopteraof North Americas | Partie sees. - sess. ee eee ee eee 140 

New species of North America coleoptera. Parts I, 1..---- ads AEN 167, 264 

Revision of Melsheimer’s catalogue of coleoptera --2--- -22--4--255.---=--= 62 

LE Conte, J.L.; Horn, G. H. Classification of the coleoptera of North Amer- 

TCREL Bosses ste Saas Ate Sea cee ee eas Coe Se eee eee 505, 507 

LE CONTE, JOSEPH. Lecture on coal. (R. 1857)-.-.----.- BY SR AT ARETE Bo 107 

Lecture on American fire-alarm telegraph—W. F. CHANNING. (R. 1854) ..---. 75 

Lectures on— 

agricultural chemistry—S. W. JOHNSON. (R. 1859)------2.--.2...-- ------ 110 

Arcticiexplorations—. lL, Euarvans:; (Re) 180M) 2 a2 == eee eeeiecee eee eee 149 

astronomy-—A.iCAS WELL, (CR. 1858) -2esee rece cnes see o aera eae ee aes 109 

brid Pes— hb eROGHR Sen Ghul COIs) sence meee eee eee ROopoD REDeAdiSe Sec% -- 149 

bridgestandiroads—-E* ROGERS) 2 (Re L860) Rees ee ee ee eee eee see eae eer eee 147 

the:camel==Gi Po MaRsHe? (OR: S54) ae ee pone ee eee eee eee 75 

cancerous tnmors. ‘Toner lecture No. 1—J. J. WOODWARD....-.---.------- 266 

coal Ji GEiContEt: \GRPAB57)i ceenies st ceeet Seo seer eee teen 107 

dual character of the brain. Toner lecture No: 11—C. E. BRowN—SEQUARD-. 291 

electro-physiology—C. MATTECCGI. (GR 1865) 225252 sees ee ae eee eae eee 209 

insect instincts and transformations—J. G. Morris. (R. 1855)...--...---- 77 

marinealeve—Wi. Elo LEAR VAY. © (Rl Goo) eeeers= se cemenine eee ener-ee es ataer MG 

Mental overwork. Toner lecture No. rx—C. K. Minis ----.-.-2....--. 2.-- 594 

meteoric ’stones—J). Tas Simm. (GRAM SS5) eee eres tee esters eee eee ee 77 

meteorology—R. RUSSELL, with notes by J. HENRY. (R. 1854) .---...----. 75 

mollusea, or shell-fish and their allies—P. P. CARPENTER. (R. 1860) ..-147,152 

natural history as applied to farming and gardening—J. G. Morris, (R. 

1855) is ashe Suisse ee ae ereel See Te eee aise eee eee eee 77 

nature and cure of bites of serpents and wounds of poisoned arrows—D. 

BRAINARD (CR pL Ba 4) yao cat eit tet ee tee nee ee ee aoe ee 79 

nature of reparatory inflammation in arteries after ligature, etc. Toner 

lecture Novi 1.1O; SHAKNSPEARE oace ea mereieeee Sos cee e een em ae 321 

oxygen and its combinations—G. I. CHacE. (R. 1655) ......--....---..-.. 77 

physical ethnolorgy—D., WILSON: (CR. 1862)i aeee eee. 2 ee eee ecco 

planetary disturbances—Hl.S.; SNELL, (RR: 1855))See See ce eee 2h 

principles of linguistic science—W. D. WHITNEY. (R. 1863) ........-.- 187, 352 

relations of time and space—S. ALEXANDER. (R. 1861) .-.--.-/....-..----- 149 

sanitary drainage of Washington. Toner lecture No. vin—G. E. WARING, 

DR ceecsene ole ee ee eee 505, 349 
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Lectures on—Continued. 

shells of Culf of California—P. P. CARPENTER. (R. 1859) ............---. 110 

strain and overaction of the heart. Toner lecture No. 11—J. M. Da Costa 279 

study of high antiquity in Europe—A. Mortor. (R. 1862; R. 1864) ....150, 188 

study of nature and mechanism of fever. Toner lecture No. 1v—H. C. 

WOOD, 3 eS SAIS Sep SC AOC bh cA Cn an A ee eel Hate Memes Se aye 282 

surgical complications and sequels of fevers. Toner lecture No.v—W. W. 

SE oes EEE RSC Oe OAH ARORA aces Ss) ieee Neate pL tea etn Ae pe hes ie Tp 300 

Switzerland— AyD) BACHE GR ya S70)\s: areas nee ob oneness Wis ate edd 

syllabus of a course of, on physics—J. HENRY. (R. 1856) .......-.....-..- 91 

undulatory theory of light—F. A. P. BARNARD. (R. 1862)-.........-...-... 150 

themiron — He REED GR. LE54 eas seca haere tears ae ye Ue Pan whe 75 

vastness of visible creation—S. ALEXANDER. (R. 1857)...........--------- 107 
zone of small planets between Mars and Jupiter—E. Loomis. (R. 1854)... 75 

Lectures, TONER— 

INOwien Cancerous tumors— WOODWARD sasmerisaece eerie scececee cease eee 266 
11. Dual character of brain—BROWN-SEQUARD...--...--...---.---.---- 291 

Dire Overaction of heart—DWA' COSTA. Sassen sire heel eseiee acc ass seo eeee 279 

LV SbUdy: Of LeVer——W OOD W525: seid ecrsseotiseeee ae aot eae fees ceraeerees 282 
Ven Continued itovers—— Kn Ni seen a2 societal eiaelatoeicinis ssinteseianieeeees 300 

Vay UbeCULANeoOUus SUETerY— ADAMS). .2 22> seee soesee sete ease jaeiobosese 302 

vir. Reparatory inflammation—SHAKESPEARE ...--. 2-2-2. .2---. ---- cece 321 

vill. Sanitary drainage of Washington—WARING.........-...---.---- 349,505 

TEX Men bale OVE WOT k—— MEGS isa eters tomatoe eee easiest etna iae aces ie 594 

LEE, Dr. Progress of astronomical photography. (R.1861).----. ....-....... 149 

RE Jey Cpe PATICLON b RULE RINE AMI Z.0 Maat ChveieOd-D) bre eie rel toe erates cies eee 271 

Lerroy,J.H. Contributions to the natural history of the Bermudas. Part 11. 

IB OURO PA RAS a OO GOOG aca COR mocems CSE pam Gar BOBO e CROAT cISnO SAGE 495, 564 

Legacy. See Bequest. 

Legendre, A. M., memoir of, by E. DE BEAUMONT. (R.1867)............... Sonn Pals 

Lripy, J.— 

Ancient tauna Of Nebraska <2. ss -sceen cee oer eciens sie se ooo te semoldnelaeersnce 58 
Cretaceous reptiles\of the United! States. 3: -.-. 5-2. 22222. cece sooses acess see 192 

B=<pinctislothesriberot North Americar same.) aleresiy ne sem eee eee se 72 

EPXbin'c his pecies OL AMeTICAMNI OX secs eeise wales act aaelaesl eee seme meme 41 

Hannarand tora swithinylnyinsamimals oss aes eee ee ee eee iineeee 44 

On. (ORME S565 bocoecioebs caboaso660 GoLSeb cocgud HOnbosEourES doaooBn dascao0 44 

neporuiom fossilstromuNebraslkar CR aSoll))oeicer eee ae elem esate) reer 51 

Review of cretaceous reptiles of United States. (R.1864)........-...---. 188 

Leipy, J.; TRYON, G.W. Report on shells presented to Academy of Natural 

SCIENCES HS) 7 CHL SOD) oc atoclo chee aetna ane, Atrios Set eran ane ie, 209 

Leipsie Museum of Ethnology—A. ScHoTtr; O.T.Mason. (R.1873)....-..----. (275 

LemstrOM, S.; DE LaRrve,A.A. Electricity of the atmosphere and the aurora 

[orale | (Oe le YA)) ee iG ee Oo Rab ood Coon ou EEbase Han oCO Ss Edoone aqocc 286 

Hendinevofty perspecimens——S. E.BATRDS) "(Pal886))\ 25 aoa asses os tee 637 
Lens, account of Priestley’s—J. HENRY. (K.1859).--. -- 22-2. 222.2 so ne Joeces 110 

Leodice benedicti, new species, description of—A. KE. Vrrritn. (P.1885)..----- 650 

Lepidopsetta isolepis, new flat fish, found in markets of San Francisco, note 
ON We NAO CKENG TON 9m CEs SSO wes crete oy ayaa eisitaie oncteteperateee etoile a sree 425 

Lepidoptera— 
appendix to Morris’ synopsis of—B. CLEMENS ..-......--...-.-.--.--..--0-- 133 

described, of North America, catalogue of—J. G. Monnisiiuie cee se) aie 118 

described, of North America, synopsis of. Part 1—J.G. Morris .-. ---..--. 133 

diurnal, of Arctic America—W. H. EDWARDS :. 2... ..---2. 225 20-0 oscioe cane 342 

instructions for collecting—B.CLEMENS. (R.1858)..........202--20---00 - 109 
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Lepidoptera —Continued. 

introduction to Morris’s synopsis of—V. HEINEMANN..............-------- 133 

methodsof preserving — TR PHAGE, | ((R. 1563) coe seeeteeeee aso ee a eeeee 187 

nocturnal.,of Arctic Amenca— 5) Has CUDDE Recess aeeee Eten oo ane 342 

notes to Morris’s synopsis of —W. H. EDWARDS ...--....-.------.--------<- 133 

Leprea abyssicola, new species, description of—A. Ei. VerrILL. (P.1885) ..-.. 650 

LEpsius, R. Presentation of books on Egypt. (R.1860) ..............-...-.- 147 

Keptocardians; note onthe. Gurr.) (CP l8582) Sie eases eee aa eee 518 

Leptocardii, arrangement of families of —T. GILL.--- .- 22-82 22-- 22-2 2-22 eens = 247 

Leptophidium— 

cervinum, description of—G. B.GoopE; T.H. Bran. (P.1885)........--.. 650 

marmoratum, description of—G. B.Goopr; T.H. Bean. (P.1885) ..-.---- 650 

ImsSunY, Jel. On theclassitication of bookss os (heaLeb2)) eee es se = eae eee 150 

LESPIAULT, Professor. Small planets between Mars and Jupiter. (R.1861)... 149 

Lesser Antilles, catalogue of Ober’s collection of birds of—G.N. LAWRENCE, 

(PLIB78) = See aes cc Sais san oamiaye sees Bee Senet eeeeeeeeer aa eee 332 

new honey-creepers from, description of —R. RipGway. (P.1885)-.-....--- 650 

LESQUEREUX, L. Contribution to the miocene floraof Alaska. (P.1882) ....-- 518 

Letharchus, description of—G. B. GoopE; T.H. BEAN. (P.1882).-.--..--.---- 518 

Letter— 

by M. Hoek in reference to meteoric shower of November 13, 1867......-.-- 217 

from Robert Hare relative to gift of apparatus -----2-.--.-25. 252-2... 422. 329, 1 

from Joseph Henry to Secretary Treasury on payment of interest in coin. 

(RsT865) ssid &, se oxee saa oss Ssiewels sacek Seer eae is wrce eis tee enetees eco. 4l)) 

from Richard Rush relative to Smithson. (RK. 1853). sia jal Shere’ cre tepencreicialers ators 67, 328 

LETTERMAN,J. Sketch of the Navajo Indians. (R.1855)........+...-...---. aa 

Letters— ; 
ofantroduction. | (CR. 1565) vassal oa nee sh anrameebe ace leene ee oe eee 209 

on work of the Museum—B: PHILLIPS. (BP. 1881) -.--...:2...2.-2-42.-- 454, 467 

relative to programme of organization of Smithsonian Institution.......... 328 

relative to Ssmithson7s bequesta-eaacess snes eset nema cee eee eee 328 

Leuconia hemphillii, new species of, from Florida—W.H. Dau. (P.1883)....- 548 

Leurynnis, Lockington, identity of, Lycodopsis, Collet—T. GILL. (P.1880)..-..-. 425 

Level, fluctuations of, in North American lakes—C. WHITTLESEY..---.---.---- 119 

LEWwIs, J. — 

Instructions for collecting land and fresh-water shells. (R.1866)...-.-.-. 214,363 

Wetterior, tor Gavi. LUGyON)) Il, /ONmsNell Sasa esse eee SR AN poi 253 

LEWIS; QUALE. Account of cryolite of Greenland. (R.1866)-............... 214 

Lexington, Ky., ancient mound near—R. Peter. (R.187i)-.----- Lice Bare syeeiciets 249 

LisBey, WILLIAM, jr. (editor), Guyot’s meteorological and physical tables..522, 538 
iaiberia, mixediracesiin——H Buy DEN (Ch. oS7.0)) "ea ee es.) se nse ae 244 

Liberia College, facts respecting—A. CRUMMELL. (R.1841)..............-.--. 149 

Libraries— ~ 

circular respecting new report on—J. HENRY. (R.1854)...-..--.......-.. 75 

construction of catalogues of, and their publication by means of separate 

stereotyped titles—C.\ Cs iim wikis ores ae reales 47 

general catalogne system for—C.C. JEWETT. (R.1850)..--...----..------- 28 

general catalogue system for, report of Commission on. (R.1850)....-.--- 28 

public, in United States and British Provinces, list of —W. J. Rurus...116, 238 

public, of United States, notices of—C.C. JeEweTr. (R.1849)...-.....---- 21,25 

report of Commission on stereotype catalogue of....-....-..-.-...-----...- 47 

rules for cataloguing—UC.\C. JEWEET. -.2..)ta2ceereaniecmoce ss ee a SA 47 
Library— 

Beaufort, deposit of—E.M.STranton. (R.1862)..-...-..---... 2002. -----. 150 

Bishop Johns’s, deposit of—E. CanBy. (R.1862)-....-. ditisiecoivc stews seweine 150 
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Imperialy of Vienna, books) presentedsby., (ha LS865))o22 <2.) oa a canes =e 209 

of Bureau of Ethnology, catalogue of linguistic manuscripts in—J. C. PIL- 

LING. (EH. 1879-80)....-- re Petes Fee ev betes a8 1. SS Pt ee kd 476 

of Indian linguistics, account of—J.G.SHEA. (R.1861).---...--..2.------ 149 

of National Museum, circular asking contributions to. (P.1881)-.-..-.. 467,458 

OW MENNOTE——\VESe AON CONSE (dita USE) ees sore bee SeO secon eSbooceseaqsoae 275 

Library of Congress— 
act of Congress to transfer Smithsonian library to. (R.1865)..-.-...-.-.209, 328 

catalogue of publications of societies and of periodical works belonging to 

the Smithsonian Institution deposited im..........-..--.-....--.---- 179 

meteorological articles received by the Smithsonian Institution and deposited 

TG,” (Cate erate Ne tee OSes een cacocgcosceS Aap oe aye Ah ta are tere id. Ss Ubi 249, 275 

Library of Smithsonian Institution— 

act of Congress to transfer, to Library of Congress. (Kh. 1865)-........-- 209, 328 

additions to. See each annual report. 

and copyright system—C.C.JEWETT. (R.1851) .....-.-...............-.- 51 

and Halliwell manuscripts, report on—C.C.JEWETT. (R. 1552) ...--..-..- 57 

catalogue of publications of societies and other periodical works in....117, 179 

donations to, from foreign institutions. (R.1864) ...--. BE ee ECE Oe 183 

publications of learned societies and periodicals in, Parts 1,1-......-.- 73, 85 
reporjou—C. Cj IMWiHEt, (R843 1849 1853) tS se ere ae starcin elelm lms lterara PAL (OY /5 1 

report oni plan: of — Cy Cx Junie LT. oh Cie VSAM esse alae ielerteleisinteiels «a1 o\a\eiaieinlel=tay= H 

Statishicsiotul GIG=V87 fees aoe see ake cere sec sihcime cinsnie Sao eC eae naar s eeereseeeis 329 

Lichens— 

collected by J. H. Bean in Alaska, list of, and notes upon—J. T. RoTnROcK. 

(RSI gods eas5eu5 seScobmoseer ada coenon dasaae dasdoos oscEooIdSded: 607 

omArcticeAmert¢a— HL UCKERMAN je scie ese seicialee /eleliaislole aistain ops cleiectats se ratere 342 

Of Kerouelenvisland——Evl UCKORIMAN i -2jj2 sree le sale See) eeialel= ies oe eene a arene a 

Licking County, Ohio, Flint Ridge, sketch (Os M. Smith. CRS1854) Peeeee 620, 623 

Liever,F. Vocal sounds of Laura Bridgman compared with elements of pho- 

MEIC TANARIS sos Soogopacepa Sede caaeae Habeas c pls atots sane sfcistamereaes 12 

PIMEBIGIVONe Induction, and deductions) GR-1870) eas sone sccea ese eaateae s 244 

Life—See Eulogy, Memoirs. 

and character of Joseph Henry—J..©. WELLING... < sc. cc -1c-/2 25 os 2 396, 338 

and labors of Henry Gustavus Magnus. (W21870) 222-2 -22 220 5... ee too. 2. 244 

and scientific labors of Stefano Marianini—C. Marrreuccl. (R.1569)...-.. 228 

and works of Michael Faraday—A. A. DE La River. (R.1867)..-.--- Ss eoeee 215 

and works/of Kepler—-M. BERTHRAND-) (CRi1869)) Seep eea. os as cceisesicceee = 228 

colors of Cremnobates integripinnis—R. SMITH. (P.1883)..-.--..-------.---.- 548 

OfeGeorre Catlin—— Jp HMNR Ye Ch LOe)mascteaa oinace siete aries sisjeisiaeemniome ee eeal 

of Prof. Chester Dewey—M. B. ANDERSON. (R.1870) .....--.------- Sear 244 

Light— 
and heat of sun, relative intensity of—L.W. Mrrcu. (R.1856)-....-.----. 91,83 

polar, or aurora borealis, its phenomena and laws—E. Loomis. (R.1865) .. 209 

undulatory theory of, lectures on—F.A.P. BARNARD. (R. 1862) ..---.----- 150 

velocity, of, essay on—C. DELAUNAY. (R.1864) ...- .--. 5-5 .2.--222---- 188, 354 

Light-House Board— 
investigations by, relative to illuminating materials—J. HeNry. (R. 

BBO) eee ae eee et a Le aL Sete, Beara Salinas hope lDreitovessina elaveiercis nie 442,389 

ORONO NS Oily orm WleenevOe Vo laleiay 6 Soo saq6 pao dadodd soanoe bopoeenocasc 306 

researches) bya~inysound—J ELEN ey | CRs L878) meee amesiat ciara winintetale= = 341, 406 

Lighting, architecture in relation to—D. B. Rem. (R. 1856) -...--..-.--...----- 91 

Lightning— 
and thunder, observations on—S. MASTERMAN. (RK. 1855)..........-+- Sisoao, ye CK! 
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Lighhtning—Continued. 
discharges, accounts of—G. W. DopGr and others. (R.1867).....----.---. 215 

VERGO) sche! Od sam Hove (im lee) pee Re eer cos: ca sau eacmoonpoeseces, put 

Lightning-rods, directions for piedienctne 25. HENRY Se ene aan) s/aa1s cee 237 

Lille, Imperial Society of Science, Agriculture, and Arts of. Prize questions. 

(Git EGS) ad ooses boob osteo dees sees nodes opin aon odcoos ibbapgatceho see 209 

LILLJEBORG, W. Outline of systematic review of the classitication of birds. (R. 

Ite GS) Rees racic coo Sooo Ieee BBP OCSIE SA a uodoasis -oonsd seeRao Soar 209, 364 

Limitations to use of some anthropological data—J. W. POWELL. (E.1879-80). 476 

Limpets— : 

from deep waters off eastern coast of United States—W.H.DALL. (P.1881). 467 

of Alaska and Arctic region, report on—W. H. Datu. (P.1878)-.-.-.....---. 332 

Lindheimer’s botanical exploration in New Mexico and California, pecan of— 

UNE San (ORME IO) RES RA Sse neGbcidociobacotond chssnetaseapodtdc aint eel 

Linguistic— 

manuscripts in library of Bureau of Ethnology, catalogue of—J. C. PILLING. 

(@ Dip 272 150) ee ek ht ese ete OA A OE i SME 476 

science, lectures on priciples of —W. D. WHITNEY. (R. 1863).-.-....---. 187,352 

Linguistics, Indian— 

account OfslibnanysOf——.J Gry OEE Asn Chve WO!) eee mete eee ae eae selene 149 

recommendation of Shea’s—G. GIBBS and others. (R.1861)..........-....-- 149 

Linpean— 

collection, American fishes in—G. B.GooprE; T.H. Bran. (P.1885)--...--. 650 

names of American fishes, note on—D.S8. JORDAN. (P.1885) .----..--.....- 650 

LinNrEy, W. M. Mounds in Boyle and Mercer Counties, Ky. (R.1881).-.....481,515 

LIONNET, M. Vocabulary of the Chinook jargon .........---..--- Roce aaa 68 

Liparis ranula, new species of, obtained by U. 8. Fish Commission off Halifax, 

Nova Scotia—G) B. GoopE DOHSBEAN.. (Ge. 1879)) seen eee ease eee oe 333 

Liquids— 
expansion of, by heat—H. W. CLARK <ooe 2. sce cma one ne enol ee ele 289 

OOS LoVe OES Win (CHO EUG) Googie seg oneocoo send capdcusosucacaas soor 276 

Lisboa, M: M., books on Brazil, presented by. (R. 1865) --2225.- 2222-225. 222: 209 

List of— 

additions to Museum. See each annual report. 

addresses of foreign institutions, 1862-1865. (R.1865)...-....-....---..... 209 

alga of Rhode Island—S: T.\OLNEY << - ee (cele eae eaten wel alae 241 

ATHeTIC AM ICORLESPOMCEMUS ie = stats ceeie at senate eae ates area ee eee eee 69 

American libraries and public institutions—W. J. Ruwus ........---....-.-. 238 

anthropological publications of Charles Rau. (P.1881) ....-..--..-..---.. 467 

apparatus available for scientific research. (R.1878) ....-.- BaBAeHosse SBaT 

articles deposited by Smithsonian Institution in Corcoran Gallery of Art. 

(gs SP! Ve ecevens adem Sooausede edn sHuossobsteoteds suse sccuuiscos ccs a) 

astronomical observatories—G. H. BOEHMER. (R.1885).......-....--.- 649, 536 

birds and mammalia of Missouri River—E. Harris. (R.1850) -....... 2... 28 

birds of central California, partial—L. BELDING. (P.1878)...-...---...--.. Soe 

birds of District of Columbia—E. Cours; 8.S. PRENTISS. (R. 1861) aE 149 

casts of heads of Indian boys and girlsat Hampton, Va.—R. H. Pratt. (P. 

1A79 eee wad USER OE Se SE Sd Bie do) 333 
coleoptera of North America. Part 1—J. L. Lu CONTE......---...---...---. 140 

collections presented by foreign Centennial Commissioners. (R.1876) -.--. 299 

described birds of Mexico, Central America, and West Indies not in Smith- 

Ope o WN LS HOUT oo pease esr GAodnodoosoiigsccdmonisecbosscos.c55c8% 185 

described species of humming-birds—D. G. ELLIOT .....-.---..---...------- 334 

desiderata among North American birds—R. RipGway. (P.1881)......---- 467 

domestic institutions in correspondence with Smithsonian Institution ...69, 238 
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List of—Continued. 
duplicates of fishes of Pacific coast distributed by Smithsonian Institution 

in 1881—D. S. Jorpan; P.L.Jouy. (P.1881)....-. OS Sea eP aso cecs 467 

European fishes in National Museum—T. H. BEAN. (P.1879) ...--..-.--.-- 33 

expeditions from which specimens in Museum have been derived—s. F. 

AMER aan (BG 7) Ee tees Sine a oe ara talerots ate bowlers ih emeieeiotsttae aera 215 

fishes collected by Lieut. H. E. Nichols in Gulfof California—D.S. JORDAN ; 

CSHAGIEBERTS) (Pa ISBll)\ ee eestesserseee fei seinete ticle lass tai seietaeieciemels 467 

fishes of Pacific coast of United States—D.S.JorpDAN; C.H.GILBerr. (P. 

THES) Seceigece boda cemono dacosh suas sened Henn baeeEe sa adeos sorme proper 425 

foreign agents of Smithsonian Institution in 1876. (See also annual reports. ) 

foreign correspondents— 
OfSMIbnsonian lnstijubiones-s-eeeaese eee ee eee 64, 154, 225, 243, 309, 469 

Mi ANIATY A LOS sacs os oes as a Ano oos) ace eee eee eateo as arias aslces = DUO T OD 

ditihy, Tet a eeas qacias soobeopocued sUscuascsob56 Coopoa sac eaante dons 649, 635 

ad diglons/and) corrections bo bhe esses. eee ee ene eee eee eee ola 490 

of Smithsonian Institution, systematic index to.....-.- BENS ane SAE 257 

generic names of animals—S. H. SCUDDER ...--. .-- 2-5-2. -2---e-0 ence -- <==" 470 

Indian vocabularies received from the Wheeler Expedition. (R.1s74) ...-- 286 

institutions in the United States receiving publications of the Smithsonian 

JORAUACOHO Ne 5 Goe abo Soo noSdon SaaS OGOSE ECCS DOCGED ba Ghoomeésec Hodab copn.enor 512 

institutions, libraries, colleges, and other establishments in correspondence 

with the Smithsonian Institution—W. J. RHEES......---.----------- 238 

invertebrate fossils of North America— 

cretaceous and jurassic—F. B. MEEK -....,---- ---- Fe eR ess err aly i¢! 
eoceneandsolimocene— I. Ay CONRAD pas oeee case soe eee em teller 200 

MOE — ITS By IGN I as Gouescaosebcoses cbaausoaes Soou Dubeco.cousac 183 

marine invertebrata of New England distributed by United States Fish 

Commission—A. E. VERRILL; R. RATHBUN. (P.1879) -...--.-------- 333 
marine invertebrates, mainly from New England, distributed by U.S. Na- 

fhionaleMngeum—h- RATHBUNG) | Gb S8l)) esate see emcee 65, 467,471 

meteorological material contributed to Smithsonian Institution. (R.1860- 

LISG5s1SG7 1S) epee eee 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 215, 224, 228, 244, 249 
moteorological stations and observers. (R. 1849, 1853-1873) - ..21, 67, 75,77, 91, 

107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 215, 224, 228, 244, 249, 271, 275,373 

mineralsin U.S. National Museum—F. M. ENpLIcH. (R.1873; P. 1880) ..275, 425 

North American batrachia and reptilia—E. D.COPE...-....----..--------- 292 

North American species of myriapods of family Lysiopetalide—J. A. RYDER. 

(BUSES) -aSocsccue asaquoGeence eacuos coooenoouoboboed cnbadscHogacocs 425 
official publications of the United States Government between 1868 and 

UNL (Geek I8YOy HONOR | Scat O Skew oA aka SSSA RS DOSE OSHO SSE CEEoe SsOCsE 447 
papers presented to Royal Society by James Smithson. (R. 1853) -..----- 67, 330 

periodicals received by the Institution. (R. 1880) ..--...----.------ Q, 436, 442 

photographic portraits of North American Indians in Smithsonian Institu- 

WOO. Sade ABUSE eto cS BU DEREE Sc Goce Baan Csacia SoMIaEaoldobo BOOM SCCOONOED 216 

plants of the Upper Missouri—T. C. Porter. (R.1850)....------.--.------ 28 

plants of Washington and vicinity—L. F. WARD .....-.---..--------- ------ 460 

principal literary and scientific institutions in United States, 1879.-..-...--. 335 

public libraries, institutions, and societies in United States and British 

Provinces of North America—W. J. RHEES .........----.------------ 116 

publications of the— 

Smithsonian Institution. (R. 1868) -...74, 203, 224, 226, 245, 278, 290, 201, 344, 

437, 478 

Smithsonian Institution, December, 1881 ..........-.--..----------- 506,437 

iP ASOMLANOMN SHUG LOM tee eee ne ee ey oie cee tn terelar co ayelerererate ne esis 480 

UaS: NationalMuseums (CP) 1S81)io ce ccnccen saeco eneclissipadsiiatnne 4005 ue 
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List of—Continued. 

Regents, officers, and assistants of the Smithsonian Institution and U.S. 

National Museum. (See also each annual report)-..--...----.-... 466, 290 

scientific papers of A. D. Bache—B. A.GoULD. (R.1870) ...--....-.. 244, 329, 379 

shellsiofiexplorinsexpedibion 225. \s.o2 5 te oe eee eee eee ee eee eee 193 

shells of North America—I. Lea; P. P. CARPENTER; W. Stimpson; W.G. 

BINNEY; Ee PREM LS Joc os eee eee oe eee 128 
Smithsonian publications, check, March, 18842 22-2222 -ees.--2s- te oeee nee 571 

Smithsonian publications, price, March, 1884............--.-...- 2 setae 573 

1886). (CR alS85) Ree ese sas slate tesco ease oaeeeeee meek eeee ee eee 649, 627 
species of Middle and South American birds not in U.S. National Museum— 

Rs RIDGWway. 1) (CP 1881) asosecssc cic ess eee eee etiane = ecemeseee 467 

substances derived from animal kingdom—G. B. GOODE.......--.----.----- 297 

Literary exchanges. See Exchanges. 

Literary study of jade—S. BLONDEL. (R.1876) --..-..-----------<.--<- i eeauee 299 
Literature— 

and systematic relations of the saceopharyngoid fishes—T. Giti; J. A. Ry- 

DER (PA 884)) 22552 b ser celeee ee ee oases meneaeeee oy eee Se caeee 607 

of Uranium, index to—H-.:C> BOLTON. (GR: 1885) sees sescee acess seer aoe 649, 628 
Lithology— 

department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R.1884,11).. 648 

and physical geology, department of, National Museum, for 1885, report on— 

Go: PUMERBIELT,.aR. 865, Il) =eeesase eee neces Behe See oe 8 Bo 
mineralogy and, of the District of Columbia, maces outed ie Nines @ 

1885)! (02 Sogees Sacic cce cee occa ees h atone hee den seen ese ee eens 650 
Littoral marine fauna of Provincetown, Mass.—R. RaTHBUN. (P.1880) ....-.- 425 

Liu-kiu Islands, Japan, passer saturatus from—L.STEJNEGER. (P.1885).-..-. 650 

Liver, obseryations.on ‘the—J. JONmS2Jal2eibhds- Pee. I eee 82 
LIVERMORE, G. Report on Jewett’s general stereotype catalogue of aenie 

libraries) sscsecsne2t SPAS ecse se ee ee eee 47 

Living animals, flora and fauna within—J. LEIDY ......:.-...---.---.-------- 44 
Lloyd, North German, free freight between Germany and the United States. (R. 

1858) {5st Sool e Pee ea ee ee ee ee 109 
LLoyp, W. A.— 

xchange) of specimens. )\(R: 1867) 223s oaost Be eels 

Sparrows sent to the United States. (R.1867)-.... <2... 222.20. 52-2 cece noes 215 
Lobotid, relations of the family—T. Ginn. (P.1882)..............---..------ 518 
LockE, J.— 

Catalogue of rocks, minerals, ores, and fossils. (R.1854)...........------- 75 

Obseryations‘on) terrestrial magnetism: 522-225-222. 82 Eee 35 
LockuttT, 48...) Mounds in, Izoquisianas, \(Ri 1872) caee Peewee se be Eee ee een 
LOCKINGTON, W. N.— 

Description of new— 

chiroid fish (Myriolepis zonifer) from Monterey Bay, Cal. (P.1880).... 425 

fish from Alaska (Uranidea microstoma). (P.1880) ...--..----.-------- 425 
genus and some new species of California fishes (Icosteus enigmaticus and 

Osmerus attenwatua). (P1880) lee eee eee oei snes 425 
genus andispecies'of Cottid@. (Pa188i))=osea eee cess eee a ae eee eee 467 

sparoid fish (Sparus brachysomus) from Lower California. (P.1880).... 425 

species of Agonida (Brachyopsis verrucosus) from coast of California. 

(P1880). Sock rec ae se ee ee eee 425 
species of Prionotus (Prionotus stephanophyrs) from coast of California. 

OP L188) ceases leek se Bee ote eee oa ca aa nee 425 
genera and species of fishes from coast of California. (P.1879) .......- 333 
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LocKINGTON, W. N.—Continued. 

Note on new flat fish (Lepidopsetia isolepis) found in markets of San Fran- 

CUS CO cai (bee SSO) eee enter ae Semon afte: cars at Ley oe eae ER 425 

Remarks on species of genus Chirus found in San Francisco market. (P. 

Lite) ei ae ne Se oe eR cis cm rN cies a eet Mies ear sees ee angie 425 
Review of the Pleur Oneniate Of Sane eanciscon (ea1879) esas noe ee eee 333 

Locusts and grasshoppers of America—A. 8. TayLor. (R. 1858)........-.....- 109 

Lorw, H.— 

Monographs of the diptera of North America— 

harkgeern Hdived: Dyk iOSPEN: SACKENG secms nse cte sees! eee ee 141 

Pantie bh dited by ki.) OSLEN SACKHNEsesaeetceeae eee ase sees oy Al 

LEP VEG C008 ea ane ee oe gE oto uae Ee Res exo p Scan Ware ramet a ile 256 

Reviewson North: American Dirypelinase sse> sesso soa okie aces cues ecee cscs 256 

Lorw, H.; OsTeN SACKEN, R. Instructions for collecting diptera. (R.1858). 109 

Logan, T. M.— ; 

Ghimatevom alittormi as CRESS) ee ser eee este ante cence Ue 77 

Meteorological observations at Sacramento, Cal. (R.1854)............-..- 75 

Meteorology of Sacramento, Cal. (Ri 1857). 222 222222 oe eee Sere 107 

LoGaN, W. E. Request for duplicate shells. (R.1859)-..........22.2..2.--22 110 

LomBArD, H.C. Report on the transactions of Society of Physics and Natural 

History of Geneva, July, 1868, to June, 1869. (R.1369) ............. 228 

Lombardy, Royal Scientific and Literary Institute of. Prize questions. (R. 

UCT) hea od Sevecacoseric GaOe ar CO CHRO Can cea ar saae spURapetaocSresntecaee 209 
Loncheres armatus, occurrence of, in the island of Martinigue, West Indies—F. 

Wis UES (Ry OGL) Res stead Be WL eet ae aot fiteie Se ee eel cae scree ae eee 607 

London— 

Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, collections of the United Statesat. See catalogues. 

Institution of Civil Engineers. Prize questions. (R.1862)................ 150 

Royal Horticultural Society. Exchange of publications. (R.1861)........ 149 

Royal Society of, origin and history of—C. A. ALEXANDER. (R.1863)..-.-- 187 

LONGFELLOW, H. W., and others. Report of American Academy of Arts and 

Sciences on organization of Smithsonian Institution. (R.1853)...-.. 67 

Long Island, fishes on coast of New Jersey and—S. F. Barrp. (R.1854)..... 75,348 
onoitudemiransatlanbic— Boa. GOULD soneee ses o sees aaeeeeeeieeeaenee eee 223 

Longitude, Arctic—E. K. KANE BESO AE ECE EOE CR eC OAS eEe CAME! Sora pee 129 

Loomis, E.— 

Aurora borealis, or polar light, its phenomena and laws. (I. 1865). ....209, 584 

Lecture on zone of small planets between Mars and Jupiter. (R.1854) -... 75 

On certain storms in Eurepe and America, December, 1836...........-....- 127 

Report on meteorology of the United States. (R.1847)..-..........-...--.- H 

Lopholatilus chameleonticeps, new genus and species of fish from New England, 

deseription of—G. Bb. Goopm, Ti) He Bran: (CB. 1879) 22 2eeese. see 333 

Lophophanes inornatus cineraceus, new eee from Lower California, de- 

scription of—R. RrpGway. (P.1883). seas sa este nes eee aE OLS 

Lotella maxillaris, new species of, collected in “1881 by U. S. Fish Commis- 

; sion, description of—T. H. BEAN. (P.1884) ...--. opewiaunmas sete 607 

Loucheux Indians—W. L. Harpisty. (CEUSTS BO) is war felecste cy rapeeeeeereee 214, 365 

Loup, F. H. Discussion of Professor Snell’s barometric observations. (R. 

Eee CSA ca OOS SI AED DES Moser ato 4 SEC es AeA Ee EOE Te OEE eer Bare 442,435 

Louisiana— 

Caddo Parish, Indian remain in—T. P. Horcuxiss. (R.1872).--...-..---. 71 

lower, geology of, and salt deposit of Petite Anse Island—K. W. H1LGarp.. 248 

MOUN ASW —=S vel lO CKE MTs 1 Chee 2) eee meee ee eet cte aateveieina serebem erste 271 

New Orleans— 

fishes collected in vicinity of, by R. W. Shufeldt, list of—D.S. JORDAN. 

[OM VSeN occas AS) AVN tates ELE OAL Aten CIB A eon Fi 607 
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Louisiana—Continued. 

New Orleans— 

insects collected in vicinity of, in 1882 and 1883, observations on—R. W. 

SHUFELDT.” GE2 1884) Aes 2 acc se aceotoce seeneseer esas ciscs aes cieeesiee 607 

occurrence of Ichthyomyzon castaneus in—T.H. BEAN. (P. 1882).-.----.-.- 518 

LOVERING; J.) (Memorialioi).“aenty =2-= eo sesso eine oes See Sees 356 

Lowe, T. 8. C.— 

Aeronautic voyage of, reply to memorial on—J. HENRY. (R. 1860) ..---.-- 147 

Memorial of citizens of Philadelphia relative to aeronautic voyage of, across 

thewAdlambien Gh L860) 22 tame sree nena eee aenseret eo clots 147 

Lower California— 

Cape Saint Eugenio, Belding collection of birds from, catalogue of—R. 

RIDGWAY, JCP. 1882) oc: 5202 Sete ceeee ese eee oe eee ee eee ae 518 

Cape San Lucas, collections of fishes from, lists of—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. Giz- 
Tpit. | (ery ASR) Age Sood cccmod cesdcd Stes seoe onde Hdbs conse nssncetace 518 

collection of birds from, second catalogue of—L. BELDING; R. RipGway 

edibon)iy (GP 21883) os io are eens eater eh eerie ear lear ne 548 

new species of conodon from—D. 8. JorDAN; C.H.GILBERT. (P. 1882).... 518 

San Cristobal, fishes collected at, by C. H. Townsend, notes on—R. SMITH. 

(Gee a tole!) eee See Ee SEER 5h ome a oo AOS Been Um SoOU SCO bEBAmSt Gos 607 

southern extremity of, BELDING collection of birds from, catalogue of—R. 

RIDG Witsy, (BP .i882))23 scapes seas ocihasee sree eetet feet er emeeee 518 

Todos Santos Bay— 
fishes of, notes on—K., SMITH, 9(P./ 1883). 2 26 e. sice nse eine sete eee 548 

mollusks from, notes on—C.R.OrcurT. (P. 1885) ..---..----.2----.-. 650 

Lower Mississippi Valley, oceurrence of striped bass in—T.H.BEAN. (P. 1884) 607 

Lower Wabash River Valley, Ill., native trees of, notes on—R. RmpGway. (P. 

ifsleP))) Se Bao So ocmorc pe Uso soo Soon Be sb ond sad essasoeScocd bso dSba500s0% 518 

Loxigilla, description of new subspecies of, from West Indies—G. N. LAWRENCE. 

(Gm yteleh Seca ene ceogee Sato bosd pobasOobesos Sa6 266 “ton t bono cedo aces 467 

LUBBOCK, J.— 

North Americanvarcheolosy,. WOR. 862) lesa eine sleise sieeicim anise ae eee 150 

Social and religious condition of lower races of man. (R. 1869)-.--......- 228 

Lucas, FrepERIcK A. Circular No. 33. Notes on the preparation of rough 

skeletons. (P1885) (soos scien cob. concn a ee ooseeee eee ee eee 650 

Lucas, F.A.; TRuB, F.W. Onthe West Indian seal (Monachus tr Apia Gray). 

(Gifylstel Fig) Sabor natoco scoceson Cabean on oA senS oncend Moos asaesaccse 648 

Lucernariz, and their allies, anatomy and physiology of—H. J. CLarK.-.-.-.... 242 
Lucilia macellaria infesting man—F. HUMBERT. (P. 1883).--..----.----....-- 548 

LupDEWIG, H. E., andothers. On publicationof Spanish works on New Mexico. 

(U5 Wes) Nese ooo seiaeeoad obec tab coe Sac500 3555 GOudas boUsoS SSacIcALOScee 77 

LuGGER, O. Occurrence of Canada porcupine in Maryland. (P. 1881) ...--.-. 467 
Lunar effect on magnetic force—A. D. BACH Wen. aan) seese a neni ein eee 195 

Lupton, N.T. Breeding habits of sea catfish (Ariopsis milberti). (P. 1878).... 332 

Luray cavern— 

blind form of Lysiopetalide from—J. A. RYDER. (P. 1880) ..---...---.---- 425 

report of visit to—O. T. MASON and others. (R. 1889)..---..-.....--.. 442,433 

Lussac, Gay, eulory on, by P:vARAGO. ((R.(1876)/22- 2 ese eens oe a cee 299 

LuTHER, I. N. Mound near Braceville, Trumbull County, Ohio. (R.1881)- 481,515 

Lutjaninzee— 
osteological characters of the—T.GILL. (P. 1884).......--..-..-.2. 2... 607 

species of, found in American waters, review of the—D.S.JorRDAN; J. 

Sy Awastee (CE slot er oe bee eee og song oeekoca 455.0400 dondGe S5bc.0cc00¢ 607 

Lutjanus blackfordii, notes on—G. B.GoopE; T.H. BEAN. (P. 1884)......-..- 607 

Lutjanus— 

blackfordii, from coast of Florida, description of—G. B. GoopE; T. H. BEAN. 

(PB: 1878) 2 .Goe we wceciec esse Seen ce cows cnmina meee eee ein ote 332 
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Lutjanus—Continued. 
stearnsii, from coast of Florida, description of—G. B. Goopr; T. H. Bran. 

GRUB Saeed Shey 2 NN Le eR et UNE Ai ke cea aan layad Sect} aerate sles 332 

stearnsiienotes|on—G.b. GOODE): Wb. BEAN: )(P.; 1884)\22. 205. occ ene = 607 

Lycodes— 

paxillus, description of species of—G. B. GoopE; T.H. Brean. (P. 1879)... 333 
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description of large fossil gasteropod from—C. A. Writ. (P.1880)-..----- 425, 

description of new fishes from—D.8. Jorpan; C.Tf.Girsmrr, (P.1881)-. 467 

description of new species of genus Grevoortia from—G. B. Goopr. (P. 
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Gulf of. See Gulf of Mexico. 

Xantus collection of fishes from, catalogue of —D.S. Jorpan; C. H. GIL- 
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list of described birds of, not in Smithsonian collection. .----.------------- 185 

muenetic observations in—Baron VON MULLER; A. SONNTAG ..--..--------. 114 

Mazatlan— 
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new species of Rhinobatus (qlaucostigma) from,, description of—D. S. Jon- 
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Mazatlan— 

new species of sciana scierra from, description of—D. 8. JoRDAN; C.H. 
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new species of Uralophus from, description of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. GIL- 
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Mica— ; 
bedsim/Alabama—W,. GESNER., (RL 1879) 22522 ce cee eee ae are 345 

mines, ancient, in North Carolina—C. D.SmiTH, (R.1876).-.--...---..--- 299 
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Beaver Island, natural history of—J.J.STRANG. (R.1854).-..-..-----..--- 75 

catalogue of rocks, minerals, and ores collected on geological survey in—C. 
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characteristics pertaining to ancient man in—H. GILLMAN. (R. 1875) -- 398, 39Se, 

Clinton County, ancient mounds in—M. T. LEacu. (R.1834)-.....--..--. 620, 623 

Isle Royale, Lake Superior, antiquities of—A.C. Davis. (R.1874)......-.. 286 

mound-builders and platyenemism in—H. GILLMAN. (R.1873).--..-.-..-275, 393 
Ogemaw County, ancient forts in--M.T. Leacn. (R.1884)..-...-. ast 620, 623 
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Microscopic organisms— 
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directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting—A. M. EDWARDs .... 366 

notes on new species and localities of—J. W. BAILEY ...--.-.----.----.----- 63 

Microscopical— 
examination of Japanese infusorial earths—A. M. EDWARDS ..--..--------- 202 
examination of soundings made by U.S. Coast Survey off Atlantic coast of 
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observations in South Carolina, Georgia, and Florida—J, W. BAILEY....-.-- 23 

Middle America— 
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Migration, the American—I*. VON HELLWALD. (R.1866) .----..-.---.....----- 214 
Migrations and nesting habits of west coast birds--J.G. COOPER. (P.1879)-.-. 383 

Milan Agricultural Association. Exchange of publications. (R. 1863) ..---.-- 187 

Milky Way, bibliography of works relating to—E. 8. HOLDEN ....-..-.-...----- 311 
MILLER, F. Mound in Trumbull county, Ohio. (R. 1877) ...--..--------12---- 323 
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Mills, Clark— 
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casts of heads of Indian prisoners in Florida taken by. (P. 1878).-...----- BBY 

Mills County, Iowa. Antiquities of—SrTH DEAN. (R. 1881)......---.....-. 515, 481 

Milwaukee County, Wis. Mounds near National Home—GrorGe W. BARBER. 
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Minnilus (leythrurus) nigripinnis, description of—C. H.GinBertT. (P.1884)-..-. 607 

Mineral— 
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resources of the United States, plan to illustrate the, at the New Orleans 

; Exposition in 1884~85—F’. P. Dewey. (P: 1884). -....-.-...-..--.- 607, 604 

Mineralogical— 

collection, arrangement of—C. U. SHEPARD. (R. 1861) ...--.....---..--- 149 

eollection of Yale College, catalogue of meteorites in the—G. J. BrusuH. (R. 

BOS Rees ee ee ste Sete otic nie Seerahe eee Se Eee eR ete anette 224 
composition of the normal mesozoic diabase upon Atlantic border—G. W. 
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Mineralogy— 

account of progress in, in 1879 and 1880—G. W. Hawes. (R. 1880)....442,428 

account of progress in—E. 8. DAaNA— 
GRR BSD eet se ore ries Saha oar ki tsi e Merete eiecatuge oateine emtetee et artine 540, 531 
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and lithology of the District of Columbia, notes on—G. P. MERRILL. (P. 

fle Sy hats Ure acl get are Aer sn ee AL ep eM Ae ee gy AE Ae 2 8 be 650 
department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R.1884,11)-. 648 

report on department of, National Museum for 1885.—I". M. CLarke. (R. 
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Mineral— 

and ores collected on geological survey in Michigan, catalogue of—C. T. 
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and rocks, catalogue of—J.W. Foster. (R. 1854).-.....-.......---.----- 7 
and. roeks, catalogue of—J. D. WHITNEY. (R. 1854)...........—-.-.------- WS 

catalogue of, with their formulas, etc.—T. EGLESTON.......-------------- 15 
in U. S. National Museum in 1873, list of—F. M. ENDtIcH. (R. 1873)..---. 275 

in U.S. National Museum in 1879, list of—F. M. ENpiicH. (P.1880)..-.-... 425 

rocks, ores, and fossils, catalogue of—J. Locke. (R. 1804)..-.-- ch SERBS 75 

Mines, ancient mica, in North Carolina—C.D.Smirnu. (R. 1876)-....-..----.--. 299 

Minings— 
ancient, in Lake Snperior copper region, circular relative to—J. HENRY. 

(dia) LESTE) Rane ee eee ni ee a BE Yl eee ee nba aici Sei sn CiSeha 73 149 
ancient, on shores of Lake Superior—C. WHITTLESEY..--...--------- Saqeod 155 

department, Melbourne. Exchange system. (R. 1865)....---.----------- 209 

Minnesota— 
ancient town in, account of—O. H. KeLtitey. (R. 1863)..--.--..---------- 187 

Fort Ripley, natural history of country about—J. E. Heap. (R.1854)..-. 75 

Hennepin County, mounds on Gideon’s farm near Excelsior—F. H. NUTTER. 
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Historical Society. Dakota grammar ...--...-.-.-.-. -sccce eeeen--- <= 2-0 40 
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Lake Pepin and Mississippi River, antiquities on banks of—L, C. Esrxs. 

CR NYS66) Woo Sa ee el ie se. Liss chau a Ae 

Red River of the North, ethnology of Indians of—W. H. GARDNER. (R. 

US PAOD Petes a) ees See Seek ge ee SS hice A a A 

Miocene— 

flora of Alaska, contributions to—L. LESQUEREUX. (P. 1882)-...--...---- 

fossils;cheelelistiof—=F) BMBEK 2: o. JS.. oe eee eee eee eee oe eee 

Miscellanea, Museum, labelsete:—S. BF.) Bair 222 ss tate eee ale eee 
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collections, Smithsonian. Catalogue and index of----.. 2... ..-.-- 22228 478 

collections, Smithsonian. Vols, I-XxX.. ....,. 122, 123, 124, 125, 158, 169, 191, 212, 
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Missionary Society, Southern. Yoruba grammar and dictionary ....---..----- 98 

Missions. See American Board of Commissioners. 

Mississippi— 

aboricinal lapidary in—C. Rau. \@Rs 1817) 2520 -o-e senna eee eee eeocona Oe 

bottom, Nlinois, mounds of the—WILLIAM MCADAMS, jr. (R. 1802) ..---- 535, 540 

eastern, collection! of fishes from—O Pl rAy.. (51880) Soaps ese eee 425 

IMOUNn dS IB—=S. A. :AGNEWs (CR. VEST) soe se tee sree ieee is eee ener aia 215 

River and Lake Pepin, antiquities on banks of—L.C.Esres. (R.1866) --.. 214 

River, description of new species of fishes from—T. H. BEAN. (P.1379) .-. 333 

Valley, Lower, occurrence of striped bass in—T. H. BkAN. (P.1851)...---. 607 

Valley, ancient monuments of—E. G. SquireR; FE. H. Davis -.--.---...----- 1 

Valley, mounds of fhe, animal carvings fein Hi W. HENSHAW. (E. 18:0- 

ABBY se of ER PE aN ieee ne. ike A 542 
Valley, physical ceography,of—C Bian, jr 2452 222525 eee eae ee eee 13 

Washington County, mounds in—J. HouGuH. (R.1879)..--.-..-----..----- 345 
Yazoo County, antiquities of—J. W.C.Smiru. (R. 1874) ..........-.....-- 286 

Missouri— 
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Toa) PERSE oielat SC anc ae Ne eae ee MISES Sele) c SEM Ce TOS Oa cic ae 650 

Kansas City, antiquities of—W. H.R. Lyxins. (R.1877)..-.--..---....--- 323 

mounds in Ralls County—GrorGe L. Harpy; FReD. B. SCHEETZ. (R. 

acto) Weert ames ce Sn eee ene eee GIRS ao ee Ore Mee ereea igo sm 481,515 

New Madrid, earthquake at—T. DUDLEY. (R188)... -2.) ..-.---e.-a5-6) LOD 

Pike County, mounds of—JosmpH C. WaTKINS. (R.1881)..-..-. .--..---481, 515 

prehistoric evidences in—G.C. BROADHEAD. (WR. 1879).....-..-..--..----- 345 

River, ancient earth-works on—A. BARRANDT. (R.1970)-....--. .-----.--- 244 

River, lists of birds and mammalia of—B. Harris. (R.1850).........-..-- 28 

Saint Louis, ancient moundiat—L. RoPEALE. (R186) )e- 37. -- <6 seca 149 

Saint Louis, temperature of—A. FENDLER. (R. 1800) ----.--...--..------- 147 

Upper, expedition to Mauvaises Terres and—A. CULBERTSON. (R. 1850) -. 28 

Upper, lists of plants of—T. C. Porter. (R. 1850) ..-.....--.. ......-.- elo eS 
Upper, paleontology of—F. B. MEEK; F.V. HAYDEN -.........---.....--- 172 

western, exploration of—P. R. Hoy. (R. 1864)...:.-2. J252...2-.-.--s2---5 168 

. 
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deep-water, taken off Martha’s Vineyard—A. Is. VERRILL. (P. 1882)..---- 5i8 

economic, of the United States, at the London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, 
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Morin, A.—Warming and ventilating buildings. Parts 1, m. (R. 1873; R. 

EBTA) RG. 32.0 Soc cine ee seme er eae eae ey oe eee es ee eee 275, 286, 439 
MORLOT, A.— 

Abstract of Dr. Keller’s report on lacustrian settlements in Switzerland. 

CRE1863) . 22 so cca) aces, Sane amine so wena cle ease Ee ese << 6 = eee ene mame 
Archsology., (hs 1éG1) 2 crises toe cone a anidet a eee eee eae Uatehentes 149 

General ‘views on. archeology... (KR, 1860) 2e.ces se seca eae. ce ee eee 147 

Lecture on study of high antiquity in Europe. (R. 1862; R.1864)....-. 150, 188 
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Morris, J. G.— 

Catalogue of described lepidoptera of North America......-...---..-..---- 118 
Lecture on insect instincts and transformations. (R.1855) -...-.......-.-. tid 

Lecture on natural history as applied to farming and gardening. (R.1855) 77 

SyHopsrsjordeseribed lepidoptera-cesets= = <5 cece <= one coe noe camwlesee = 133 
Morris, O.W.; HENRY, J. Quantity of rain at different heights. (R.1855)... 77 

Morse, 8. F. B.— 
ogee of origin and development of invention of—W.B.Taytor. (R. 

NSY/G))) - 2508S ERR EES Oey EOb oO DOO NOLO SHEN ECO SOOO BOOS NOE OORUCEE eS 341,405 

communication relative to a publication of—J. HENRY. (R. 1857). -..107, 115, 829 

of fishes in Gulf of Mexico— 

BREN GSES OF (Ean SGI!) eres eteeleatele nici stolnia a aietalata ae elelclelelalelsel olae i= aie 467 

Iq IP dimiginnyyone, (ed veri): Soeqr coadae deceacone beenao so0c netCag sonEoG 332 

S18, LIOR ELON UES Iicist eee eaceeacnacchoscorccopadendqcopmcconabcac: ax fy! 
NEAR MOORE J) (PALS) 2 sean aise sear nem cttenetneen i acinee ae eee name 40" 

Rseie dom V VA UTe Ke Huon (eran ie) earache pe elm sel te /ataia eres atatatere are staatatet stele n late clar 548 
of fishes in vicinity of Tortugas—J. P. JEFFERSON; T. Moore Slog! No latopee 

TORS “KGS hehe) som spo abn aoe eC OORROO CaS OnG GabmOs DoSCoD 55 Senda eeoe 332 

tables of, methods of interpolation applied to graduation of—E. L. Dr For-* 
is, (CRRA 8 its WEIR) sac osh aeoccomesHaSu Ho Sone paso SS Sacer OObOOO 249, 275 

MORTILLET, G. DE; Cua E. International code of symbols for charts of 

prehistoric archeology. -(R. 1875).--.-....----- ---- 0 -s-00e- eee <= - 298 
Morton, 8. G., and others. On publication of Squier and Davis's ancient monu- 

me (Oi, NS) ca accs poag bas sa5 cao cas cbecee Ssugcecq sHSeso Shas eoes H 

Mortuary customs of North America Indians—H. C. YARROW. (E. 1879-’80).... 476 

Mosasaurus and the three allied genera, Holcodus, Conosaurus, and Amphorosteus, 

Wa sAVIE OME hea N/m (GAMBIT, Godede cosaiaccan, ladoooqogsooubiececcod saLose 14 

Mosaic, antique Roman, from Carthage—G. H. Heap. (P. 1883)..--. PEPER ICOORe 543 

Motacilla— 

amurensis, Seebohm, probable identity with MW. ocularis, Swinhoe—R. Ripe- 

WiACYe on GPA 18S) ee ene ae Ree ameinceecaiciscclsni-te= lomene sin aeasnemiannyateiala 548 

blakistoni, Seebohm, remarks neon RMD G-WiANs (op LEB) = sees e ane 548 
ocularis, Swinhoe, probably identical with M. amurensis, Seebohm—R. Ripe@- 

iho, XCeglleR))cosebe actos soecab eucson coueso bud. aodesde nqca seGcnt 542 

Motion— 

planetary, general integrals of—S. NEWCOMB. .....--.------------ +--+ +-- 281 
rotary, problems of, presented by gyroscope, precession of equinoxes, and 

pendulum—J* G. BARNARD ...-...2- 22+ -sc0 -occer coee- see ---- 0 ==" 240 

MOoTSCHULSKY, V. On means of destroying the grasshopper. (R. 1858)-.----- 109 

Moutton, M. W. Mounds in Delaware County, Iowa. (R. 1877)..-.---------- 323 
Moths, directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting—C. H. FERNALD. 

GEANIG 4A) eta tenencr on Dade cns stiees aah me cioneataseetacm an nnsatee es 607, 600 
Mound— 

exploration, directions for—C. THOMAS. (P. 1884)...-..-------------+- 607, 6O1 
Glidwell, Franklin County, Ind.—Dr. G. W. HomsHer. (R. 1832).----- 530, 540 

near Braceville, Trumbull County, Ohio—S. N. Lurwer. (R.1881).----- 481,515 

The Great, on the Etowah River, Georgia—CHARLES WHITTLESEY. (R. 

USGI) Peete fost Fa Remi Sse) ean et ae are eA ID 

Mound in— 

Dakota, Lincoln County—A. BakRANDT. (R. 1872).----.---- a ewaese aa 27 
Florida, colored bead from—A. M. Harrison. (R. 1877).----------------- 323 

goldiormament trom——Cs RAMA) (Ra 1977) cesses soc sees cena ens 323, 403, 440 
indiania——WssPIDGEON: ((RenIeOd)) 2522 ose sea si cee oo s seeneineteen= eee 215 
Kentucky, near Lexington—R. PETER. (R. 1871) ----- oon nec ewes cen nne 249 
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Missouri; Saint) Louis Robwamm. 0 (Rk. 1861) esas sean ae e-em eee 149 

Ohio, fragment of cloth from, report on—J. G. HunT. (P. 1883) .--...---- 548 

Trombull County — bea Minn er, a (ty LS7id aa seer Sele a ee aes ae 323 

Pennsylvania, western—-W, M: TAYLOR. (ik. 1877) ee. 2.) oe one 323 

Tennessee, near Chattanooga—M. C. Reap. (R. 1867)..-2-.-...-.-..----- 215 

east—A..; P. DANTESEN.- (it. 1863) 52 2 eGancs cee ee tce = coo eee mot 

Wisconsin—-C. 1K. Dane (CR. 1872). <2 26 2s - ome anya eeeeieeine sai= cia eek leeres 271 

Grant) County—Js WARNER (CR.(1872) 2. ooo eee eeeeeeias = rc ceeee eee 271 

Mound-builders— 

and platycnemism in Michigan—H. GILLMAN. (R. 18735)--....--... ---.275, 393 

in Rockvuniver Valley. Ulinois—J. SHAW... ((RdG77)ieeaaeee sts) =e oe eee 323 

of Wisconsin, mounds and osteology of—J. N. De Harr. (R. 1877)--..--.- 323 

Mounds— ; 

ancient, in Clinton County, Mich.—M. T. Lmacn. (R. 1884)............620, 623 

and earthworks in Ashland County, Ohio—H. B. Case. (R. 1821)..-.-..481,515 

and earthworks in Vanderburg County, Ind.—FLOYD STINSON. (hh. 1881).481, 515 

and osteology of the mound-builders of Wisconsin—J. N. DE Harr. (R. 
Sat) amet s =) So onto Ocho bad begun adsse esses senses tode sac0 5 -2¢ 323 

and shell heaps on the west coast of Florida—sS. T. WALKER. (IR. i853). 588 , 093 

at Snake Den, Salem, Henry County, lowa—W. V. Banta; JOHN GARRET- 

SOND: (GR apLSSL), ce Ae peers een micteuectice 25 ae Seem eet sate eas ete 481, 515 
earthworks and, in Miami County, Ohio—E. T. WiLTHCcISs. (R. 1884) ..620, 623 

shell heaps and, in Florida—JamEs SHEPARD. (R. 1885) .....----------- 645, 649 

of the Mississippi Valley, animal carvings from the—H.W. Hensnaw. (EH. 

LABQSY) <2 22 Boe jaecaee cin Whee tnsie lene eseee LO wee else ees eee eee 542 

Flynn’s Creek, Jackson County, Tenn.—Josmaua Hatre, sr. (R.1881)....481,515 

signal, of Butler County, Ohio—J.P.MAcLEAN. (R.1882)............-- 535, 540 

stone, of Hampshire County, W. Va.—L. A. KENGLA. (R. 1883)....--.-.. 588, 593 

near Edwardsville, Wyandotte County, Kans.—E. F. Serviss. (R. 1821)..481, 515 

near tho National Toms, Wisconsin—GEoRGE W. BARBER. (R. 188i). ..-.481, 515 

of the Mississippi Bottom, Ulineis—WiLLiAM McApDams, Jr. (It. 1882) 535, 540 

Mounds in— 

Alabama, Jefferson County—W). GESNER. (R. 1881!) ..-... 2.2222. 2. 481,515 

Arkansas, Independence County—A. Jonrs. (R. 1881) ---- .--..--.------ 481, 515 

Dakota, Hort Wadsworth—Ayg-COMPORT: “((k. 137) eee seemless 249 

Florida— : 

Mayon) (Cophiny—aiolaoies “CR, Uist) -shesotacsocosesc aocde et 481,515 

southern, explorations among—S.T.WaLKER. (R.1879) .-.....--.-.-- 345 

Georgia— : 

Bartow County——M. b./ Simp ii NsOne) mi (henlOd eo) ce erica Salem ie ere 271 

Berrien County—W.J.Taytor. (R. 1881; R. 1883) -....--- 451, 515, 588, 593 

WINES Shemmoumarstonis (Ci ikeyN gee sases tas cooseor opscudeceo essa dsces: 244 

McIntosh and Early Counties—W. McKinley. (R. 1872) ..........--.. 271 

Putnam County—bwiWe Hen.) (Ri bS@2))o ame aeisteener = tae silane 530, 540 

Illinois— ‘ 

Bureau County—A.S. Tirrany. (R. 1831) .----. ---------.-.6 2222. 481,515 

Carroll County—J. M. WILLIAMSON. (R. 1882).-.---- ..---...----.---- 540 

Henry and Stark Counties. T. M. SHALLENBERGER. (R. 1881)----- 481,515 
Mercer County—T. MoWuorrer. (R. 1874) .----..----.-..----. -- 2 286 

near Albany, skull and bones from—R. J. FARQUHARSON. (Rt. 1874).... 286 
Pike County—-B. Maren. 6 Cu. S79) Se cere eee eee oe ea ere te 345 

Roel Island County—D. “Tmompson. (RR. 879) eo oe = oe oe eae atin 345 

Sangamon County—J. WICKERSHAM. (RR. 1883)....-.-.--.--------- 588, 593 
Spoon River Valley—W. H. Apams. (R. 1879; R.1881; R. 1883)-- ---- 345, 

481, 515, 588, 598 
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THinois— 

Union County, near Anna—T. M. Perrine. (R. 1872)........... Oconee! 

Whitesides and La Salle Counties—J. D. Moopy. (R. 1881)....-.... 481,515 

Indiana— 

Franklin County—E. R. Quick. (R. 1879) ....... mtlls dia hc eeieraae eae ae 345 

RISC OUUM yi — hy PIA CLEMCANG. IN CRM CON) temic aeiaalsalore eiaitic Csies eicietseerseee 345 

Iowa— 

Delawgre County—M. W. Mouton. (R. 1877)-.-.--.-- Melael ade ano terete 323 

Des Moines Valley, noteson—S. B. EVANS. (R. 1879)....--...-..----- 345 

Hennyge© ounby—G eC.) sVeAN PAL ENawn (htemLOOe) ere see mee is) sscteeieseiere cic 540 

Muscatine: County— 0. MroMPSON. (Gis LS79)\eecsaw esac atee sacs 345 

Kentucky— 

issploration of—s: Sbivons ((R5le70)eeeeeeeesere. cee ons Saisie eens 244 

Barren and Allen Counties—R. B. Evans. (R. 1881)---..----..----- 481,515 

Boyle and Mercer Countics—W.M. Linney. (R. 1881)... .----...---- 481,515 

RMR RRR Ree (EvaVLOne) mice cisis laa'aelae orm setae bamamce oetuelion ale iiaieietoaie oreminionre 271 

Union County, exploration of—S. 8. Lyon. (R. 1870).......-....-.-. 244 

Louisiana— 
SEO CKMEMN 8 (CRAM S72) eicseiss crs secre = seleeies eee cee cisteimnict site tcioes 271 

Morehouse Parish—B. H. BRODNAX. (R: 1879).-----=----..---<- ----<6 345 

Minnesota, Hennepin County, on Gideon’s farm—F. H. NuTTeR. (R.1879).. 345 

Mississippi— 

SS aPARCAIGEN IES Wiest CkUay LOG 70) Fer retiree ateratote aster tate ay eta a tenia eate ohare msl ecreae aa 215 

Washington County—JaHOUGH (CR. d879)\ionaaeoe sis cites seals = cee eie 345 

Missouri— 
Piker@ ouimitiy=—Jin Cm VV PALICUNS oa Repl Goll) yeerseenteiseie recite eases tee 481, 515 

RalisiCounby=—G.VoNEARD HB SHOE OZ (hs LOS) mare alte areete 481,515 

New Brunswick and New England, notes on—S. F. Barrp. (P. 1881)....-- 467 

Ohio— 

Butler County— Jabs MiACIM ANG 1\ (Gh LSeB) eaters seo melas ieee casera 588, 593 

Abenben youll Crommip— Ide bone, (Cin llsy/7O) soasecasoceogonoo Boe aoU SboBeC 323 

Pennsylvania (western)—W. M. TayLor. (R. 1877)..--....---..--------- 323 

Tennessee—J. JONES ..-. ------<0- Desc erodEc HObSObEOUSaSS gubbodlododiooonoS 259 

Wisconsin— 
Grant Counhy—— My STRONG. a (isl OG 9))ee -miciersietole wleleisinele mee sett eiateita= i 299 

Winnebago County—T. ARMSTRONG. (R. 1879)..--.-----------+-+-+-- 345 

Mountain— 
Black, North Carolina, topography of—T. L.CLinamMan. (R.1855) ....---- 77 

measurements—A.GuyYoT. (R. 1862) ....--- Pee Raia ates Aine a bee eee 150 

sheep (Ovis montana dalli), new geographical race of, from Alaska—E. W. 

INDIES ONG ta(GE ee BGA) ae ca ct=metetettcae, Jere slelcieleisle se mielwisle apeciair mieten 607 

Mountains— 
electric resonance of—H.D& SAussuRE. (R.1868) .-.--..----.------------ 224 

in Colorado, heights of —G. ENGELMANN. (R.1862)-.--..----------------- 150 

lakes, and the snow-line, Norwegian—O. E. DreuTzER. (R. 1866).--.------ 214 

Movement of the stars around a central point—J. H. MAEDLER. (RK. 1859)-..--- sil): 

Mucu, M. Ancient history of North America, (R.1871).-----.--------------- 249 

' MupeGs, B.F. Account of lightning discharges. (R. 1367) .----.-------------- 215 

MixLuer, Baron von. Observations on terrestial magnetism in Mexico -.-..--- 114 

Miurer, F. Smithsonian exchanges. (R.1860)...--.-.-.----+--++---+------> 147 

MULuER, J.— 

Principles of mechanical theory of heat. (R.1868)....---.-------++---+---- 

Report on recent progress in physics—electricity. (R.1856; K.1857)..-.. 91, 107 

Report on recent progress in physics—galvanism, (R, 1855; R. 1857; kv 

TESS Abe Steet cere LUPE ae PR ree ee Cen ietten Vereen aiOnguce 

A. Mis, 170——50 

224 
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MULLER, J.—Continued. 

Report on transactions of Geneva Society of Physics and Natural History, 

June; 1875; to: julys 1876.01 (R 1677), sos ee ee See 323 
Mugilidw, marine, American species of, review of the—D. 8. JoRDAN; J. SWAIN. 

(BVISG4)) hb se, See ee EE 8 See cae Sie ee a ey eee ee ee ce 607 

Mules in milk—A. DuGés (F. W. True, translator). (P.1882) ......--.-.---.--- 518 

Munida valida, new germs and new species of, from south coast of New Eng- 

land descriptronvof—S.)..Smipa. (22 1883) easeeeee esses: soe eee 548 

Munidopsis— 

crassa, new species, from Fish Commission dredging—S. I. SmirH. (P. 

LBSA)))i. comets ee mv sere aicew anscke 6) eee a sia Ree eT ee eieiela eee 607 

similis, new species from Fish Commission dredging—S. I. Smirn. (P 

LEON RS EEE Siena. u'e S(t Sisteralsicersteyejermie Seal oiebete eaten ere hectare ois eee eee 607 

Mummy— 

; and skulls from Patagonia—A. Rerp: (CR. 1862) 22 222eccee snseet ce eoeeee 150 

case; Gliddon—C€. PICKERING:. si: hae s26 she So) = oe ee ease ete oe sommes 208 

Murenoid ee! (Sidera chlevastes), from Galapagos Island, description of—D. S. 

JORDAN | (Cae GILBERT ((ealSS3))ise owe seeereaaee eee see eee 548 

Murpocn, J.— 

A study of the Eskimo bows in the National Museum. (R.1884, 1)...----- 648 
Description of seven new species of crustacea and one worm from Arctic 

Alaska (Pandalus dapifer, Mysis rayti, Acanthozone polyacantha, Melita 

formosa, M. leonis, Dulichia aretica, Polyarlemia hazeni, Arenicola 

glacalis: nmn.883)) (Ps 1884) i oe Sees. Pe hee Sey ete eee oes eee eaere 607 
Muricidea, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Datu. (P.1883) ---.----..--.- 548 

Murruey, H. C., and others. On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. 

(ReaD) ede Sen ek STG sk CBee Ieee oe Soh ae era eae ois Ae ee 77 

Murray County, Ga. Silver crosses from Indian grave-mound in—CHARLES C. 

JONDS; jie) ICRPASSL) oe eae se oe eee eee eee 481,515 

Musei‘of Kerguelen) Island —T. DP. JAMES 22222. foes cade ne sane ee tae ee ore 204 
Museum— 

at Lausanne, ethnological collections of—F.TROYON. (R.1861)---...-.-.. 149 

Blackmore, Salisbury, England, notice of. (R. 1868) .-..-.----2. J... 22-2. 224 

Bridish, statisticsiof—S. Ly BamD: iGkiL850))p-eeeeeoa ee ee ose ose eee eee 28 

d’Histoire Naturelle, Paris, notes on typical American fishes in—D. 8. Jor- 

DANA: (CPS 1879) seisiai Fores cice cles ete oe te ae OS ee 

Hungarian National. Acknowledgment for birds. (R.1863)...........-.- 187 

nuscellanea-— Shy BAUR Dos 2 0) 6 sgafs RSE aN ne ee 164 

of ethnology, Leipsic—A.ScHorr; O.T.MASoN. (R.1873):.---..----...--- 275 

of National University of Greece. Exchange of specimens. (R.1867)...-... 215 

of Norway, thn olocical—Le Ke DAA aC ReISG2) as one soe cece cena eee 150 

onTorontoWniversiiv- objectsioin | (valsos) ieesaceeeeserere cece sees 209 

of Yale College. List of fishes collected by Prof. Frank H. Bradley—D. 8. 

JORDAN?) COMEGIEBERD.. (Ps 1882) sere eee eee = eee oe 518 
on. formation,of(a—L:. AGASSIZ.” (RR: 1049) 22ccn.n secoseeek css oS eee eee 21 

public, of the Institute of Jamaica, fishes received from, catalogue of—T. H. 

Bran sHojGaDRESDE. 7 (PR 1884) ke 2a eee eeeeere hee eee eee 607 

Smithsonian. See Museum, U.S. National. 

Museum, U.S. National— 

accessions to, in 1884, Jistsof.) (CR. 1884) 19) ee eee eee cee - set) com eee 648 

accessions. to, in. 1885; list) ofu.(R! 1885; 11) 8). eaten ee ee nae a ee ee are 
acts and resolutions of Congress relative to. See Congress. 
additions to, list of. See each annual report. 

bibliography of thes) (Ry 1884\a0) icc. oe eee Se eee 2 oan ee 648 

bibliography: of ‘the. (2.1883): 10) dtie yee oe ee ae ee ane tee 
birds of Middle and South America not in—R. RipGway. (P.1881).....-.. 467 
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bulletins of. See Bulletins. 

catalogue and index of the Proceedings and Bulletins of.-..-..----.----- 478 

catalogue of collection of Japanese cotton fiber presented to. (P.1881).--. 467 

catalogue of collection of Japanese woods presented to—L.l.Warp. (P. 

(BBN). ssotsotses besodeleocscadoued oat Se Moos ap ose nc bseSse Padma see 467 

catalogue of Old World birds in—R. Rip@way. (P.1981)-...----.------ 467,462 

circular asking, contributions to library of. (P.1881)-..---........----. 467,458 

circulars of. See Circulars. 

classification of collections of—G: B.Goopr. (P.1881)--....---..--..--. 467,457 

classification of collections of, to illustrate taxidermy—W. T. HORNADAY. 

(12s TCS ECG SSo obama peenseoida boas osbood boos Cobos 9necegpomcoogues 467, 456 

collections furnished to, by explorations, 1838 to 18778. FE. BAIRD. (RK. 
THEVA) cota ne eR SEO en oes Keene MEE Re SeCHD Jot 323 

contributions to, and their acknowledgment. (P.1881) --...-----.----- 467,473 

CURALOFS OL yreportstor dee.) CR. VS84): Wn) ses soc rete rem ole a= nteiole einem alos 643 

described specimens of parasitic copepoda iu, annotated list of—R. RaATHBUN. 

(2s NESEY SIN i Mae nO Pee PA geo! He iam Nen Ne as Aan ora 607 
directory of officers, collaborators, and employés of. ..---.----.----+------ 466 

distribution by, of marine invertebrates—R. RaruBun. (P. 1831) -.467,465, 471 

establishment and officers of Smithsonian Institution and. (P.1881)...467,449 

four new species of Cyprinide in, description of—D. 8. JoRDAN; S. E, MEEK. 

Geel SR4)) Series gen ce ea trai eta Neo Sey celeste eters = alee stay eo toe) Pee 607 

letters on work of—B:Purniips. (PB: 1881)... ---.-------. 2. - oo 467,454 

lnstror pu blicationsof. (RP: 1831) 235. 22 see ae lec acim animes om iw 467, 478, 474 

materia medica collection in, classification of—J.M. FLinr. (P.1883)--548, 539 

materia medica collection in, classification of the—J. M. Fuinr; H.G. Beyur. 

(Ges IRR eseceoeces pooeR aa oan BRB On orece hon aamCeOenrern crccor 650, 622 

memorial of Regents of Smithsonian Insticution to Congress asking appro- 

priations for. (R. 1867) ...--..-.------------- +--+ ---224 ---2 ------ 215, 329 

memorial to Congress in behalf of Regents of Smithsonian Institution for 

new building for—G. BANCROFT. (R.1876)-.--------------------. 299, 329 

new species of Pwcilichthys in, description of—D.S. JoRDAN. (P. 1554)... 607 

organization and objects of—G. B. Goopr. (P.1881)-..---.------------ 2-459, 467 

outline of scheme of classification for collections in—G. B. Goopr, (P. 

USE WS RS Oe AN | AR AE oe RG ee eee AEs nee . -.-- 457, 467 
plan of organization and regulations of—G. B. Goopr. (P. 1881)..---- 467,445 

plans for installation of collections in—G. B. GOODE. Qee Acts es. gasses 467, 472 

proceedings in Congress relative to..-.--.----------+- e202 eee eee eee eee. 328 

Proceedings of. Vols. I-IV, 1€78-1831.-..-- seacouseemoddcane 332, 333, 425, 467 

Proceedings for— 
NESO MUON ae se ictse tas oon = occ alee oi Sloe ele alaiminiat «(a (n= = = minla minim me) elwinielinininie 518 

PESO NV Olen Vike oe si selsiseial ace ne Sat cls waters, Sele cicial= ais =) Ju\n'~ ainsinim mele ie michelle 548 

IESE AVOlb Vales cence Bgecbe podHec Hoos sestos See eoa BaaUre BOUTaU OSGSSOOor 607 

TGS), Wall, \WAbiteseeecdisacdoo seus each cacucd EUEd COE DOu cocd coneed obdo coed 650 

report of the Assistant Director for— 
TSS 3535 ooa Pee SOCCEROOS SSE tars CBOs OCO CHOMP OCS E CIES OCH Sects one 515,510 

The SDs Boe 5 cabBae Ube dan DOSRad Seneasoee ob Sopeaecocbooeund ose siccas 540, 524 

IlsISB) So pSScodosduds sndouocboconnasesosuc bevoderodeoseas dauees bacoue 593, 587 

tek W555 A IASB ESE CE SBOUI SENG OA ED DS OSC SBR eS ODDO ROIod coDpeDcoGeposEa= 648 

report of Committee of R egents Caw Gr. ASYis H. Corr BE. “(R. 1874) pee coo 

report of Committee of Regents on—A. Gray; A. A. Sarcent; H. CLYMER. 

CpG) eee eee aie Sn OO eee aanae 2c) Ln ee eye” Say Bee 299 

report of Building Commission of, for 1881. (it. 1881)... .----.-------- 015, 491 
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Museum, U.S. National—Continued. 

report on, and statistics of British Museum—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1850)..---- 28 

reports of Building Commission of, for 1879, 1880. (R. 1879; R. 1880.).345, 409, 

442, 434 

reports on, 1853-1867, 1873-1877—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1853-1867, 1873-1877) ..67, 75, 

77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 215, 275, 286, 298, 299, 323 
Muskrat, the Florida (Neofiber alleni)—F. W. TRUE. (R. 1884, 11).-----.----- 618 

Myadestes obscurus, description of two new races of—L. STEJNEGER. (P.1881.) 467 

Myadestes, West Indian, synopsis of—L. STEJNEGER. (P. 1882).............. 518 

Mycteroperca— 

bonaci var. xanthosticta, var. nov.—D. 8. JORDAN; J. SWAIN. (P. 1884)-. 607 

falcata var. phenax, var. nov.—D. 8. JORDAN;.J. SWAIN. (P. 1884) ...... 607 

Myctophum crenulare— 

description of—I HA BmAN. (BR. 188i) ae scien ae = alse ae eee Seas ieee 467 

from Santa Barbara channel, California, description of—D. 8. JoRDAN; C. 

EE GiepEeRDs CPS 1880) so acaeeee see peste seer eee eseiae amie 425 

Myliobatis goodei, description of—S. GARMEN. (P. 1885) -..---.-...-.-....-.. 650 

Myological specimens, rapid preparation of—I*. PLATEAU. (P. 1881) .......-.. 467 

Myriapods— 

list of North American species of, belonging to family of Lysiopetalide—ZJ. 

JA: ReypERry VCRs 1880)i 2. cess ae ee eee ee eee ee aloe ase ee eee 425 

phalangide, ete., instructions for collecting—H. C. Woop. (R. 1866) ...-- 214 

Myriolepis zonifer, a new chiroid fish from Monterey Bay, California, descrip- 

tion’of— Wa Ne WOCKINGTONG) (Ee 1880) 2 seeeee cece ee eee ee eee eee 425 

Myrophis vafer, description of—D. S. JorDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882)..... 518 

Mysis rayii, new species from Arctic Alaska, description of—J. Murpocu. (P. 

ilietet)) Geosed besos ase Snoos paisa seguse pecs caadies So00n8 cosssaccaqceee 607 

Mythology of North American Indians—J. W. POWELL. (E. 1879~80)..... 476 

Myths— 
Tbovslieyoe (86 Wet) nae ston bo oso css cop scoosn deosds oapb onapob Soes chor 476 
Of vhemroquois—E Ay SMITH (Be 86001) eae ee nee eee aelceee as ean 542 

My xinide; notes on—F Guin; * (P1882) 2a -o een a cen ces coe see ee eee eee eee 518 
My zonts; notes on=T.Ginn. (Py 1882)! So Sas oe ee eae ener 518 

N. 

NaILL, D. W. Dispersion of a cloud by electrical discharge. (R. 1858) ....... 109 

Names, generic, ornithological, notes on some apparently preoccupied—L. SrEJ- 

PCH Oe @ Aube) sense Bodo pEManabooGonoG JaSD Gaetisc CanUudu Gasads dade 650 

Naples— 

Illinois, aboriginal remains near—JOHN G. HENDERSON. (R. 1882). ....535, 540 

Italy, Royal institute for encouragement of natural, economical, and tech- 
nolovical sciences. “Prize questions. | (ih. 1873) 2-0-2 |e cae 275 

Narcine umbrosa, new species, description of—D. 8. JORDAN. (P. 1884)...__.. 607 

Narrative of the Hassler expedition—L. AGassiz. (R. 1872) ..---........... 271, 329 

Nashville, Ga., new species of Zygonectes zonifer from, description of—D. §8. Jor- 
DAN GaN: ie MEWE Ob. LSB4)s oo ooo sc eee eiseaeeer is se eee ee 607 

National— 
Academy of Sciences, bequest to—A. D. BacnE. (R. 1872) ..-.-........ 271, 329 

Home, Wisconsin, mounds near—GrorGE W. BARBER. (R. 1881) .-.__-. 481,515 

library, on a—W.. 1S. JEVONS.) (RK. 1873) oo cools aarreeeieie ies ls oe eee 275 
Museum. See Museum, U.S. National. 

Native trees of the Lower Wabash and White River valleys, notes on—R. RipG- 

Via, ESPN ec Shan GL OS56 Gos bade ss asacon netesathouSsas cook cee. US 

Natural history— 

applied to farming and gardening, lecture on—J.G, Morris, (R, 1855)... 77 
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bibliography of American—C. Girarp 

directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting specimens of—S. F. 

BAND MN CECH GOO) (2 ergo ene tenis Sar ree eC ae ee 91,34 

explorations in, in the United States, 1851—S. F. Barrp. (R.1851)......-. ol 
Oh PAnchichAIMen¢a—— lh. (KUMBIENS tein oee esse ts coe cou see cee eo eet as --. o42 

of Beayer Island, Michigan—J..J. Srrane. (R. 1854) -...2. 222222225 ee. 75 

Bermudas, contributions to the—J. M. Jones; G. B. GOODE..-.495, 563, 564, 565, 

566, 567, 568, 569 
Carolina, Florida, and the Bahama Islands, Catesby’s, figures of fishes in, 

IC ENoLACATLONOL— DS.) JORDAN) ((RalSe4iis-ssee aes. sas be ee dees 607 

Commander Islands, notes on the—L. STEJNEGER. (P. 1883)... ..--- sicctrey (OAD 

of country about Fort Ripley, Minn.—J. E. Hwap. (R. 1854) ............- 75 

Oftanninotslands— I) As SERGE BIS ten alae eee resis ane Li a rea ea ha eet 303 

of fresh-water fishes of North America—C. GIRARD.......-.....-.--------- 30 

Cbawananlslandse6te.— i.) Ha STREETS 2245 2e ase ce en neee ee ae ae 303 

olikenouelens|sland—J ule, KIDD ER androthenrsaaasesere eres se ecole sceeee 294 

of Labrador, notes'on the—W. A. STEARNS. (BP. 1883) ....-. .--- .--------- 548 

OflLower.C aitornia—— ie boy SLREETS| see) esos ae oe eeenee eeeee lee nn aR So ell 

OH OWA NAC OCS la do hulu "Git Ist) Sosconeecd ac Gann Baeooe Gonnoc 215 

of Raciielslands—W,. Hi) Pmasn., (GR 1862) 225 seecec ee Sees eee am weatates 150 

suggestions relative to investigations in, in Russian America—S. F. Barrp. 207 

Society. See Geneva. 3 

Natural method, the Jussieus and the—M. FLOURENS. (R. 1867) ...........-.. 215 
Naturalists— 

American, Bibliographies of— 

Tow Dard — Gb MGOODMES +221. sei ae mes Sess ence ace aoe eats 508 

Pep isalalG Mae a — Ni Geass CUD TOUR arey rete a ee em ea eae ae 570 

mi. £.-B. Meek, €. A. White, C.D. Walcott—J. B. Marcou:....-.----- 625 

generic names of animals employed by—S. H. ScuppDmR ........-.....----- 470 

Nature—See Constants of Nature. 

and art, on tables of the constants of—C. BABBAGE. (R. 1856) ..:.......- eiuer alk 

and mechanism of fever. Toner lecture No. 1v—H. C. Woop......-..----- 282 

TiN) Geileaia Ovi eee Jen dado, (its sil) Seocco coos waoesue cass soe 244, 375 

of reparatory inflammation in arteries after ligature. ‘Toner lecture No. 
SVE ss 0) 55) 9 UAE SIE, AUD ae aetna el erctere yey nee eae ase yee eee 321 

Nayvajo— 

Indians, language of, said to resemble Welsh—S. Y. McMasrers. (R. 

HSL) | Se BANE IOS eS elie) COMA Bes ete ise eins Sela ay ater atnn ys eear 5 209 

Indians, sketch of the—J. LutTrERMAN. (R. 1855) ........---- Se noe i 

silversmiphs— Wi. MATTHEWS. (i. L8B061) 222224222 cose seks see cee ce alee 542 

weavers—W. MATTHEWS. (E. 188182) .2.-2...-22-2-22...25 deere cine eee ue Goll 

Naval— 

architecture section, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R. 

TSS AD py ts ass ho cao aa tetera tienes ee Dat Sask oe Scam em eae sess 648 

officers, authority to, to receive aud transmit specimens to Smithsonian..-. 3 

Navigation of Ohio and other rivers, improvement of—-C. ELLET....-..---..--- 13 

Navy Department, authority given by, to naval officers to receive and transmit 

specimens to the Smithsonian Institution -.....--c.--2-..:-..--.---- 34 

Neah Bay, Washington Territory, description of two new species of fishes from— 

1D ISO MOVAN PGE vel (Cisnsouns Yen iisic\)) Beeoencqasensoosceseecoec]o | b5) 

Nebraska— 
ALOK AG eho) Osh WOM Nee Cen oo bees adore eaeeorAcamaced aoe Biba de easier 58 
palzontolocy of—Fk. B. Merk; F. VY: HAYDEN ....2-.--.--.2. BOqeeconrios Oe 172 

report, on fossils trom—J. UEIDY. (RK. 1851). 65 5c cece seececccscccoss (OL 
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Nebraska—Continued. 
southwestern, deposits of voleanie dust and sand in—G. P. MERRILL. (P. 

1 Ke le5)) ees ea a rah ihc Ad i RR RMT eh yin ay at ee ee ee 659 

Nebule 

index-catalogue of books relative to—E. S. HOLDEN.-.--.----..-.-----.----- 311 

researches relative to the—Professor GAUTIER. (R. 1863) ..-.-.----------- 187 

Nebular hypothesis, bibliography of the—E. 8. HOLDEN....-..-.-------------- dll 

Neglected names of Lacépede—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882)-.---.-- 518 

NELSON, E. W.— 

A new geographical race of the mountain sheep (Ovis montana dalii, var. 

MOV.) eromeAlaskea: (P1864) he ee eae eats eee een alook eee yee 607 

on the source of the Jadeite implements of the Alaskan Innuits. (P. 1883). 548 

Nematuda of northeast coast of North America—A. E. VERRILL, (P. 1879) -.-. 333 

Nemertina of northeast coast of America—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1879). ..---.---- Bish 

Nemichthoid eels, diagnosis of new genera of—T. Git; J. A. Ryder. (P. 

1 Kclsi} au iGak pn ARCA AL ene ap Coen ve RN RS ey A See Le ee Sg ook 548 | 

Nemichthys avocetta, new species of Nemichthys, description of—D. 8. Jor- 

DAN AC. sH GILBERT CPA Te80)\ieecn vee eee cise oe ee are riers 425 

Neobythites gillii, description of—G. B. Goopr; T. H. Bean. (P. 1885)...--.-. 650 

Neofiber alleni, the Florida muskrat—l. W. TRuE. (RK. 1884, inyeee Sion oetoeae or 648 

Neptune— 
ephemerides of, 1848, 1846-749, 1850, 1851, 1852—S. C. WALKER -.----. 4,5,6,7,2¢ 

HissoLry, OLdiscovery Of—b. A. GOULD tase eee ose es ee ce eee eee ee eee 18 

investigation of orbit of, with tables of its motion—S. NEWCOMB ...-..-.--- 199 
LESCAT CHES LELatLViewO——S.) On WEAULRCIOI = 2 = eae nee sage ee eee aerate 3 

secular variations of elements of orbit of—J. N. STOCKWELL .--.-..---.---- 232 

Nereis-Boreali-Americana—W. H. HARVEY: 

Part vin. Melanospermee: se se). ee oe eat cs ene aise Ree ere ne rere emanate 32 

Part (le RROdGsperme® 2 lace ccs cae see sek ee ee | See ee eee 43 

Partha (Chilorospermete 23028 fo oss does Sassne Sece aae an soa eee aeeelsaeee ae 95 

Pariol; UL) Mr Completeissss as sss ee oe seks ee oe a one eee eee ne eee eer 96 

Neritidse; fresh-water—Wi.G. BINNIBY?) 8225 222 252 coon soemee os ene sects eae 144 

Nerve, polarized, effect of irritation of—B. F. LAUTENBACH. (R.1878) ..-. 341,411 
Nervous system of Rana pipiens, anatomy of—J. WYMAN ...-. -----.------------ 45 

Nests— 

and eggs of American birds, instructions for collecting—S. F. Barrp. (R. 

TSS8) sesh Secale ete ce see otra ea ee cnet Cee are 109,139 

and eggs of the eight North American species of empidonaces—T. M. 

BREWER GRSIS70) psc eeecieee cients ook Reon eCe one oe 333 

instructious for collecting and preserving—T. M. BREWER ......-----.----- 139 

Ol westicoasbaDimd Ss — in Gras © © OPERA en (reli) ieee renee es ee ee 333 

Netherlands, the Royal Academy of. Prize questions. (R. 1861)............-. 149 

Neuchatel, lake of, palafittes or lacustrian constructions of—E. Drsor. (R. 

TSGS) eine ase SESS Sei 2 ce ease area me eee ee ere 2 toe ep 209, 360 

Neuroptera— 
instructions forjcollectinc—Pi Rk: UnmERs CRete58)\eess.2-- oes eeeeceeee 109 

North American, synopsis of—H. HaGrmn. (R.1861).....-.-.-..-.--.-. 149,134 

oOtvArctie Ameri CA——S. well Ss CUD DIOR) reise ake Aen ene, yo Orn oye ene 342 

of North America; (synopsis of—El, HIAGIN 252 sear eeeeeete so 5 eee eee 134 

of North America, synopsis of—P. R. UHLER..--- ree ete. Uo aie cts a eee 134 

pseudo- ToL Kerguelen dsland— blr, cs Ginn sere eee eee eee 294 

Nevada, western, Centennial mission to Indians of—S. PowrErs. (R. 1876) .-.. 299 

Newserry, J. 8. Brief descriptions of fossil plants, chiefly Tertiary, from west- 

ern North America. (P. 1882 518 
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New Brunswick— 
Bay of Fundy, marine invertebrata of region about mouth of—W. STimp- 

SONG amt seer cr cicicle mats Si terete rate pe See abe Aetna oie aes Py AT Te SON 50 

shellpneapsil——J OWE. mn ChAwed0) ae ceetee eaten steel cae pate eeclemeinae oe 244 

Mahelismowndsrot—Slky ADR Ds (bel Seis) see aay oe oe a olsee te os = wee eee 467 

St. George, sculptured stone found in--J. ALLEN Jack. (R. 1881)-.-..--.481, 515 

New England— 
crustacea dredged off south coast of—S. I. SmirH. (P. 1880) -...-..--..--- 425 

fishes from south coast of, descriptions of new genera and species of—G. B. 

GOODE CRs LeSO) ra. yeeiecrectaeisee cle sists be ialoie = alate syenelnia as Solel Nave eee ror 425 

frigate mackerel (Auxis Rahet) on coast of—G. B. Goopr. (P. 1880) -...-- 425 

Peolagyrote— En HLT CH COCK = oat.nt saa cae Hae acieominniai So micte <a ma ea seca nare 90 

marine invertebrata from, distributed by U. 8. Fish Commission—A. E. 

VAR IE Re VATENB OINe 1s (yl B79) ears cesses iaiaiatte ara se) si ctciin crete nits 333 

marine invertebrates from, distributed by U.S. National Museum—Rh. Rari- 

ASIN Chase SO) Slane = Samet le Sata ne ia ea ea che yaralasie yaaa 467, 465,471 

mollusca added to fauna of—A. E. Verrinu. (P. 1880)-..-:...-............ 495 

shellimoundsronycoastiof—S: i BAIRD: (@RALSB) pete eaeisee - aaa eee 467 

south coast of, anomura and brachyura of, preliminary report on—S. I. 

SMILE CR AwLSS3) heen seeee a Seeree eee Sap kos Se ade eeetei cee ses 548 

New Harmony, Ind., account of tornado near, April 30, 1852—J. CHAPPEL- 

SIV NGNS (ise rs eC oot ORCRE AICS OAc aE CBA Cor CIO ro5 CHASAAARe aa Baers or 59 

NEw HAVEN JourRNAL. Account of lightning discharges. (R. 1867)........-. 215 

New Jersey— 

artificial shell deposits in—C@. Rau. (BR: 1864) ...-..-.-.--.. 22.6 188, 440, 362 

fishes on the coast of Long Island and—S. F. Bairp. (R. 1854)......-.-.75, 348 

Historical Society, address of Professor Henry before the......--....---.--- EB 

SOMME) yeas) THM — OF, (Oe susp otats: Ott, TSG) akee 648 EO 6 BAGS Soaceolease seco eoer 298, 394 

New Madrid, Mo., earthquake at—T. DupLEY. (R.-1858)............-.-...... 109 

New Mexico— 
account of Lindheimer’s, Fendler’s, and Wright’s botanical explorations in— 

IN (CDRS GS (Res lH aes Ghee has ASho cash dodo cosodocd boooie ssDese 21 

BAitit GULLIES tan — Wi.) an WON (iva LOM) ecm temiemaler—tav= meal oiava tee eaters ere ieiere 249 

collections from, illustrated catalogues of—J. STEVENSON. (EH. 1880-81).. 542 

(GE RTSSI1=282) Sate Ran Seer rc eme eee a preioe ete iare eat snete moran 631 

communications relative to publication of Spanish works on--li. ROBINSON ; 

H. E. Luprwic; E. G. Squizr; H. C. MureHry; W. B. HODGSON; 

W. Irving; W. H. Prescorr; J. Sparks; G. BANCROFT; F. L. 

JEUNE (ith Icha Seecbteos caesed Soa bos So naodooodboored opSopowsac 77 

description of new cretaceous Pinna from—A. Wuitr, (P. 1850). .----.---- 425 

dranyzotexcursionin—Je He! CARuETONe (tpl So4)) see cree == mete eeeiat ee 75 

eastern, coleoptera of Kansas and—J. L. Le ConTE...--..---. .------------- 126 

new species of field-sparrow, spizella wortheni, from—R. RipGway. (P.1884)- 607 

notes on the history and climate of —-T. A. McPARLIN. (R. 1877)-..----323, 396 

plants of, collected by C. Wright. Parts 1, u—A. GRAY. .--.---.------------ 22, 42 

report of explorations in Arizona and—J. SrEVENSON. (R. 1880)...------- 442 

New Orleans, La.— 
fishes collected in vicinity of, by Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, list of —D. S. JorDAN. 

(OP INGISY Aiea Ran ree No is oo Gein nike Bee ee nero Smee ocr cr <shae 1OUd 
insects collected in vicinity of, in 1882 and 1883, observations on—k. W. 

Sigionare pit WOES iste) Geen S55 cee nee See ee seaee earebe ao deoou Sane 607 

New River Mounds, Berrien County, Ga.—WiLtiam J. Taytor. (R. 1881)...451, 515 

New York— 
aboriginal monuments of—KE. G. SQUIER...--.- ---.------------------+----- 15 

Chautauqua County—JAMES STEWARD. (R. 1881)..-.....--.-.--.------ 481,515 

Clinton, Hamilton College. Exchange of specimens. (R. 1861).-----.---- 149 
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fishes \of—T Gaui CRAWIS56) )saeame ee cine aaa ee eee eran ar « eaige aie 9i 
Fishkill, deposit of arrow-headsS near—E. M. Sueparp. (R. 1877)-..--2-.-- 323 

New York, explosion of niterin, July, 1845—R. HARE .----.:----.----..:--. 17 

Onondaga and adjoining counties, antiquities of—W.M. BeaucHamp. (Rk. 

TSB) cee Sap RS Ek Fe Sc sete Saco alee ee eee i= ee eee 481,515 

Olreans County, antiquities of—F. H. Cusuine. (R. 1874)...--.--.------- 286 

perforated stone tablet from—WILLIAM WALLACE TOOKER. (R. 1881). --481,515 

Poughkeepsie, remains in—HENkY BooTH. (R. 1883)-.--..--.-.--.----- £88,593 

Schoharie, Indian relics from—F. D. ANDREWS. (R. 1879) -----.---------- 345 

Tompkins County, ancient fort and burial groundin—D. TRowbRIDGE. (RK. 

TSOS)) As eee ae oo Sen lod Oia, Seal eg ee feo a 187 

University of State of, regents of. Acknowledgment ofspecimens. (R.1865) 209 

NEwseRRrY, J.S. Description of fossil plants from Chinese coal-bearing rocks. 202 

Newcastle, Pa., account of old Indian village near.—E. M. MCCONNELL. (ER. 

DOA weeeet a bee ee Sa wale: Lolcats He eniet ola eletamcie aerate As hicis™ ohana eter 249 

NEWCOMB, S.— 

Generalintecrals of planetary moblon sess sess ssn ae eee eaiee ee ree 281 

Investigation of orbit of Neptune, with tables of its motion. -...,--....... 199 

Investigation of orbit of Uranus, with tables of its motion..........--..... 262 

Memonrialvaddress on) Jiosephvientys- 44-22 o es ee eee eee eee 356 

NEwcoms §., and others. Scientific instructions to Captain Hall. (R.1871)-. 249 

Newfoundland, new species of fishes from Grand Banks of—G. B. Goopr. (P. 

1880), seek se cates Flak Saitise Scieo nies eee ciee Se aersuisete ss alee eaeraeeatets 425 

NEwToN, A.— 

Suggestions for forming collections of birds’ eggs ..---..------- } Shia|sid/ee eee 139 

Suggestions for saving parts of skeletons of birds. (R. 1860.).--..---..---- 147 

NEwToN, H. A. Metric system of weights and measures, with tables. (R. 

1865) etic eet od aca cate Soehe cei eee noe ake ere estate See eee 209,371 
Nicaragua— 

antiquitiesiof—H./G. SQUIER.) (@R.01850)i2e ee. > seen ee eee eee ee eee eee 28 

archeological researches in—J. F. BRANSFORD .------- -<-<-- --s2e~ 204 606, 383 

birds from, on a collection of—C. C. NurTineG. (P. 1883) -----.------...--- 548 

eruption of volcano in—A. B. DICKINSON. (R. 1867)..-...---- )-2--------- 215 

Ometepe, antiquities from—C. C. NutTiInG. (R. 1883) -.-....--.......-.-. 588, 593 

Nichols, Lieut. H. E.— 

collection of fishes made in 1882 and 1883 in Alaska and British Columbia, 

notes on TE. BEANS (Bs MSS) eee yee ee aa ee Eten ete eects 548 

list of fishes collected by, in Gulf of California and on west coast of Lower 

California—D. 8. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1881)..............-. 467 

notes on fishes collected by, in British Columbia and southern Alaska—T. 

WS BRAN GCP SOBs). 5. esate 2) So ieee tem eat Beye e aes ewe a er 467 

notes on fishes collected by, on west coast of Mexico—D. S. JorpAN; C. H. 

GILBERT. CB. BBD ic te. SE Se ee ee ees ol A467 

NICKLES, F. J. Scientific Congress of Carlsruhe, 1858. (R. 1860)......-...-.-- 147 

Nilejexplorationsyof£ the— C7 -Elara (Rs 1865) aseenee see eeeeee niece eee eeee 209 

Niter, memoir on explosiveness of—R. Harm..-22. t2.4e- ores a ae eee ee a7, 

Nitrification—B.P CRAG: a / CR SGL) 2-522 aces Ree eee res 22 el a 149 

Nitrogen bodies of modern chemistry—Professor KLuTZinsky. (R. 1872)..----. 271 

Nocomis hyostomus, new species, from White River, Indiana, description of—C. — 

EH. GILBERT} (R884) oscc)2 kos gece eee oe ee eee 607 

Nocturnus, genus, review of the—J. Swain; G. B. Kaus. (P. 1882).......---- 518 

Nodules, black, in Maine granite—G. P. Merrity. (P. 1883)...---....------.- 948 

Nomenclator zoologicus. Alphabetical list of generic names employed by nat- 

uralists. Nomenclature of—Part 1—S. H. SCUDDER .---....---...---- 470 

certain North American birds, revisions of—R. RipGway. (P. 1880) ......-. 425 
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certain North American fishes, noteson—D. 8. Jorpan: C. H. GInperrT. (P. 

SSS) eter ta co lesrse ays Moe ree okaero mart Ns Ke oka aie Sate se at eae ee ee 548 

CUOMO! 4 5 sho sh ab eoates task babe sob ote sae Ae ea Gulbornbacececosccorm am 347 

INoriheaAmencanbirds—RWIRIDGWaAWrsece ci scas So eas ane semaine sacle asia seein 422 

the genus Ophichthys—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1882)........--. 518 

GER CUS lea, CEE: Ley, i Chxapll' SO) semternntcraet staistotelnia Nelats = (ose. ele Clolotae ai iefeiei ve 518 

Norris, Ps W. Prehistoric remains in Montana. (R. 1879)..-..-....----- 345 

North America— 

abbreviations of names of States and Territories of_. 2.2.2.2... .22---.-45- 164 

aborigines of, basket work of the-—O. T. Mason. (R. 1884, 11)..----..----. 648 

alomioriresh-water, bistory of——En Ch WiOODs ise pee satelite c-ils store tare ors 241 

alow of, marine—Sce W. H. Harvey. 

anclentaboricinal tradean—Ca RAUL (CE a1872)) 2s asec. eee 971, 440,385 

ancienb history, ol—M. sMucH.! (OR: 1S7ii\sees se tacese so scte oe eco ee Saceeel 249 

Arch BOlOGy— dk WUBBOCK. | (CR ALEG2 avi oh Nets teeta teenies ere eet weleaee ole 150 

atlas'ot, phys.cal, proposed—G. Greps. “(CR 1866)- 255-232 5-2-- fase. ene ee 214 

batrachiavand reptiles of, chéeck=list of—E.sDNCoOPpm 22225 h\os- se se eee = - 292 

batrachia and reptilia of, check: list of—H. C. YaRROW.-.---.---...----- 493) Sia 

Dacsvoremonocraphiof— He vanml Ness sofee=eetalscie ences eee aa emeisesemestem eros 165 

birds of— ‘ 

added by L. Belding tofauna of—R. RipGway. (P.1881)......-..-.-.-- 467 

Rentalocmeiotac4 ELD ATID wrest rempeen uh gapped NG an age Sate RE ee 106, 108 
catalocue of —RwRIDG Wave, (PR. L880) ie sepsis ote cee see 422, 425 

deseription of some new—h. hipGway. (Ce. 18382))7 2-222 aa. ses een OLS 

desiderata, amone— he RIDG WAN. i (aleSl) Eee eatenta eat emai ee eaete 467 

Instructions toncollectinie mestsian(e cos) Ossie soe esc = iene eater 139 

nomenclature and catalooue of—R RiDGWAY..-.-.. --:--------------- 422 

TENAGM Olin leehHili—teh deed sy BORD scacea snee ob e sues emacs guBaco Gsacoone 181 

some emended names of—R. RIDGWAY. (P.1885).----. ---..----------- 650 

botany of, bibliographical index to—S. WaTSON.....----..------+.-.------- 258 

coleoptera of— 

classification of. Parts 1, 11—J. L. LE CONTE..-.--..-------..+---- 136, 265 
classification of the—QJ. Li. Lm Conte; .G. H. HORN) 2-22 -22--.-----: 505, 507 

listiot—Ji Us LB CONDE aac eecee foie eR eee eiscijcnneoaaeeames 140 

new species of. Parts 1,11—J. Ul. Ln CONTE. .-...2.-----.---. ---- 167, 264 

combined meteorological system for, report of Committee of American Asso- 

ciation for Advancement of Science on. (R.1851)........-.--...---- dL 

conchology of, bibliography of. Part 1,11—W.G. BINNEY. --..-------- 142, 174 

continent of, physicial geography of—J.FRoEBEL. (h.1804)..---.-------- 75 

contributions to natural history of fresh-water fishes of. Part 1. Mono- 

graph of cottoids—C. GIRARD. ..--. en Ee a ucHabr TOMSAes BBGoe Aan oes 30 

diptera of, catalogue of—C. R. OSTEN SACKEN ....-------------------- 102, 270 
diptera of, monographs of—H. Lorw; R. Osten SackeNn.... 141, 171, 219, 256 

ducksne waco steam) Of— vi G Widwyi) pC sekGSt eee 52s ce erate aed lala tyre 467 

explorations on western coast of—W.H. Dain. (Rh. 1873).-.--------------- Oy, 

Expincb slob tribe, Of —Jj. JuIEDNg Sas e reyes e elses == ale, tet stele eal wlclnloy sim ein mlo= i=in 72 

fishes of— 
duplicates of, distributed by Smithsonian Institution—T. H. Bean. (P. 

USSD). Vp Soong aascce Saas encase soo are Bahan bobemaa oS" cers os aomaeace 425 

nomenclature of, notes on—D. I. Jorpan; C. 1. Ginnertr. (2.1833)... 548 

Calsty onisin Ore, Cooney Cover(s) pet Da Cid ih AAR eo oe Sepa poisoreea Saeco sock 283 

Pacific coast of, duplicates of, distributed in 1881—D.S. Jorpan; P.L, 

AON (GR Was) aes poke ce sacs Bae do sanioo oSoden osboug becdeaeSeso> 467 

supplementary notes on—D. 1. JORDAN. (P.1884) --...--------------- 607 

synopsis of—D. I. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. .-..-.--20 --22 -- 220+ eee 496, 492 
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forests and trees of, distribution of—J.G.Cooprmr. (R.1858)-.-.-..----- 109, 351 

STAsshoppers ior circnlarmelatwve couMIStOry Ol: aa eeser eee eser reeset 163 

Indians of, catalogue of portraits of—J. M. STANLEY..-.-......--.--------.-- 53 

Indiansiof, list of photographic portraits Of... 24-42 eee eee clan eens ener 216 

peas sat uses of brain and marrow of animals among—T. R. PEALE. (R. 

p/]U) Wena SOLA ERE or Ara oryine 62 SH See Ob OC OOS oa7 244 

lakes be ee Saar of level BiG: WiRITTUESHY42 sae see oes <6 See eee aL 

lepidoptera of, catalogue of—J.G. MORRIS) -~ 220-2 2ae sees oneal a= 2) an eeeiniee kes 

lepidoptera/of, synopsisiot—J. G. MORRIS] -2a-- oiaee meee a= = = eae nee 133 

libranies of, publicwin: list of-— Wi Ji sREOES|—e a sane seen eeeeiaae saa ese Le 

mammalsor, (cabalooueot—s. by DATR Dye eee betas see eee eevee eee 105 

map of, ethnological, suggestions relative to—L. IL. MorGAN. (R.1861).-. 149 

meteorological stations and observers in. (R. 1868)...---......--..--- 224, 373 

mollusksof western——P.. 2. CARPENTER ss.) sesso eee ee tees eee 252 

myriapods of, belonging to family Lysiopetalide—J. A. RYDER. (P.1880)... 425 

neuroterarof, synopsis:of— bl.) AGEN. “eas ease sees eeeee eee eee eee eeEee 134 

orthoptera/of, catalocueof—sS.H. SCUDDER seees-eeeo5 ceaee seco ee eo eaeeee 189 

rain and snow fallof, tables of—C. A. SCHOTT ---- .:2-2- -.2o-.ce- 547, 222, 353 

reptiles of, catalogue of—S. F. BarrD; C. GIRARD. -.2----2---- -222-5 ene = ee 49 

shells of, catalogue of—I. LEA; P. P. CARPENTER; W. STIMPSON ; spiel Gre 

BIN NIGY Ge! SP RIME sea oRe man ae cielne Malas ASS Sole eee ae eee 128 

shelisiofecincularansmeferenceitoxcollecting =p ees ee aeees ene eee ... 176 

shells of, land and fresh-water. Parts 1-1v—W. G. Binney; T. BLAND.... 143, 

144, 194, 253 
sllurideiof synopsisyol—_D! SS. JORDAN, Seseeereesesesesee eae esee eee ee eee 306 

stonenmplementsiof—C. EVAUen GR al'S7/2)) seen eae eee ee ena 271, 382 

stone period of, agricultural implements of—C. Rau. (R. 1863) ....-.- 187, 382 

SynopbicalHlora: ofS AGRA Gs act eck sees aoe eee eee ee eee eee 559, 591 

tortoises of, land, of genns Xerobates—F. W. TRUE. (P. 1881)-...-..-...---. 467 

North American— 

and European birds, generic and specific appelation of —L. SrEJNEGER. (P. 

1882), sce Aecds, Senet se Bae Saas Gee ew tee soe ee ee eee ee 518 

Ichthyology, contributions to— 

Part I. Review Rafinesque’s memo'rs—D. S. JORDAN ..-...---.-.------ 305 

Part u. A. Notes on Coitide, (ete.). B. Synopsis Siluride—D. S. Jor- 

IVE) Se Seah ceases AS66556 565 boos Sob aso ers cgoS Sd ose sae esto cgsess 306 

Part m1. d. Distribution of fishes of Allegheny region (ete.)—D. S. 

JORDAN; A. W. Brayton. J&. Synopsis of family Catostomida—D. 8. 

UOIHDNUNE 5 Goo 4oe Deco eae nese oecn UHGo cee nees Seo dog CLAS UAGo Soo Goo 308 

Odlogy. Parti. Raptores and fissirostres—T. M. BREWER.....-...-..---- 89 

SyEp hides! SS. Wer WEEISTON (2 oe Seep iee ete eee eee oan ee eee 653 
North Carolina— 

ancientimica minesin—C.2D SMITH. “(R.0876)ieeueeeaee eee ee eno eee eae 299 

Beaufort, description of new species of fish (Caranx Beani) from—D. S. 

JORDAN) CB TSEO) eee ays 52 22s eee ey ee ee pee ee ers 9c 425 

Beaufort, notes on fishes of—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GinBert. (PI878)eeeee aoe 

Black Mountain, topography of—T. L. CLinGMaN. (R. 1855) ...... .....-2. 77 

earthquakes in, in 1874—W. Du Pr&; J. Henry. (R. 1874).../2......1... 286 

French Broad River, Hadropterus auranticus in—T. H. BEAN. (P.1885).... 650° 

Lenoir County, antiquities in—J. M. SpArInHOUR. (R. 1871) ......-....... 249 

Montgomery County, antiquities of—I. J. Kron. (R.1874)........-2....- 286 

occurrence of Piycis Treqrusin— Ll A BRAN. (PAles0)ieeseee eee eee 425 

Stanley County, antiquities of—I’. J. KRon. (R. 1874)..........-......--- 286 
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Northeastern coast of America, marine invertebrata of the, recent additions to 
Ee wNOU COOL Al LoVe RRM ee (sl So) raceme we cee co ae eal ee ee 650 

North German Lloyd, free freight between Germany and United States by— 

Rem CELE LDN GLU: LG58) eestor eeiaim mie ainsciee eee aeiseeres ee 22) 1109, 

North Pacific Surveying Expedition— 

contributions to natural history made in connection with—T. H. Strerrs.. 303 

Phronimida of the, study of—T. H. Strmers. (P. 1882) .....-............. 518 

North Pole— 

expedition toward the, scientific instructions to—J. Hmnry; J. E. Hi- 

GARD: 8S. Newcoms; §. F. Batrp; F. B. MrerKx; L. Aqassiz. (R. 

LESH) eae Artes rae Bi AS ry of STA a SA aw a apeet goed rat ne ae Oe a 249 

map of stars near the, for observations on the aurora ...........2-.-------- 350 

Northern) Hemisphere, winds of the—J. BH Corrin..--...2---2.---------22-.-- 52 

Northern latitudes, record of auroral phenoniena observed in—P. ForcE ..----- 84 

Northern seas, the—J. BABINET. (R. 1869) -......-.. Sroiislostetesiaes ota ciromers a eiae 228 

Northumberland, Duke of— 

UGC OME ONG Oars sha hatate scala etsy avai terat ba vay aay aon SSL mea Dene cra oe 330 

presentation of books by.- (R. 1859)........-. Sate lets ace wise eee one 110 

Northwest coast of America, kj6kken-méddings on the—P. ScuuMAcHER. (R. 

LES) GOS a8 BANA CURA SEA COO COG Beer eran macacase0 COSCON INO SEE AAA 275 

NORTON, E. On wasps ----.. .-- GUC BcoD QUIS Soa InHob DS GbOdooUG. cae6 cbeneicvsdcdas 254 

Norway— 

Ethnological Museum of—L. K. Daa. (R. 1862) 

University of Christiania, ethnological specimens from. (R. 1863) ...--.-- 187 

Norwegian mountains, lakes, and the snow-line—O. E. Dreutzer. (R. 1866).. 214 

Notacanthus— 

analis; newsspecies of, synopsis)of—L. Grin.) (231883)... a2. esse ee eee 548 

phasganorus from Newfoundland—G. B. Goopn. (P. 1880)....- pp ctars Seynyerstas 425 

Notices of public libraries in the United States—C. C. Jewrtr ..........-..-... 25 

Notophyllum americanum, new species, description of—A. IE. Verriny. (P. 

iste) Sao heeae ose Seine Naa ae /jzto= safe sees ne Er ate ee re cirn AOT0) 
Notropis— 

alabamie, new species, in National Museum, description of—D. S. JORDAN; 

SR MEBs. (GPA BSA) ek Ay ase steer cia ns ene ere Renee Serer aN 607 

boops, new species, from White River, Indiana, description of—C. H. Gin- 

TEV ON SG LH (@) El Get) Vee eae ae Ne i Aim oe mea ea Renn Se ai ee oes re ee me ye OC 

gilberti, description of—D. S. Jorpan; S.E. Merk. (P. 1885) -.-.....--- 650 

metallicus, new species, in National Museum, description of—D. S. JORDAN ; 

Sone ye vane Keay Geese BS 45) eee else nee eee By Cat ares Bra pe are Syren ah ery ata pee ailize 

Nova Scotia— 

antiquities of-——-GHORGE PATTERSON,» (Ri. LS8D)a22 oe see ee ee ae ce 481, 515 

Sbindsiof—BLACKISTON Le BLAND > Ji Ris WILLEISS! (R: 1858) =2225seess2es-- | 109 

fishes obtained at. See G. B. Goode; T. H. Bean. 

jokken=moddimesin——Jny Mi ONES) © (nal eO3) sete ree eese cb esee eer eras 187 

Nut, JAMEs M. Aboriginal structures in Carroll County, Tenn. (R. 1882) ..535, 540 

Numeration, report on improved system of—W. B, Taytor. (R. 1867) ..---.-- 215 

Nuovi Lincei, Pontifical Academy of the. Prize questions, (R. 1865; R. 

LUSIOY)) rey eos OE ET ESE Cate cs Se ee eae ny Seg bee oe 209, 215 

Nushagak, Alaska, plants collected at, in 1881, C. L. McKay, list of—I*. H. 

KNOWLTON. (BP. 1885). :---- SS SACI SAIS Areas Es aie eel gRORe eg yayeS 650 

Nutation= phenomenalof—J- G. BARNARD as. oes yo o2 4 ence oss oe ae anaes 310 

Nutter, F. H. Mounds on Gideon’s farm, near Excelsior, Hennepin County, 

Wibhaing (is deo) paaaeacoouas aeGoos HoouASSLonicacnleadote Saobeann coocs 345 

NUTTING, C. C.— 

Antiquities from Ometepe, Nicaragua. (R. 1883) ..... .......-seee snes 588, 593 
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NutrTinG, C. C.—Continued. 

Collection of birds from Costa Rica, catalogue of—R. RipGway. (P.1882) .. 518 
On a collection of birds from Nicaragua CC oI Bairdii, n. s., Oryzobo- 

rus nultingi Ridgw., Contopus depressirosiris Ridgw., Cymbilanius linedtite Jas- 

ciatus Kidgw. ; Porzana leucogastra Ridgw.) (RP. 1883) 2222 22-22 - 2esee eee 548 

Nye, W.; Benedict, J. E., collection of birds made by, note on—R. Rrpaway. 

(BeABBS) ieee creme cle sists = clncle eine alsleiels a1eraees Sela ieee = icles co Sea mm O Olas 

C. 

Oper, F. A.— 

Birds of— 

Antigua and Barbuda, collected by, catalogue of—G. N. LAwrRENcE, (P. 
PSUS) eee so ace fe eiadi ao cis iol a Bis Ghetto ae Sep ne ee se ee 332 

Dominica, collected by, catalogue of—G. N. LAwrRENCE. (P.1878)..-. 332 

Grenada, collected by, catalogue of—G. N. LAWRENCE. (P.1878).--.. 335 

Guadeloupe, collected by, catalogue of—G. N. LAwrENcE. (P.1878).. 332 

Lesser Autilles, collected by, catalogue pane N. LAWRENCE. (P.1898). 332 

Martinique, collected by, catalogue of—G. N. LAwrENCE. (P.1878)... 332 

St. Vincent, collected by, catalogue of—G ae LAWRENCE. (P.1878)-- 332 

Ornithology of the Caribbee Islands. (R. 1878) Vices s see see hale oct aaa 341 

Obsequiesjot Joseph klenty.< 22 = sae ccna ns ean Serie es aaa ieee eee 356 

Observations— 

on four mulesunimilk— Ee We DRUms ((B.1882)) ease eeese ee seer meyer oeLe 518 

onstone:chippine—G. EOS HE GERS (veo) seems =a) ee eee 645, 649 
on yolcanic eruptions and earthquakes in Iceland (translation). (R. 

PBS) fsacicse sis cise is clin Hessen oe seinen Seine oe Sates cere eee 649, 644 
upon a collection of insects made in the vicinity of New Orleans, La., in 1882 

and 1883—RK. W.. SHUFELDT., (GP 1884) - ooo. cence ees ese eee 607 
Observatories — 

astronomical, list of—G. iH. BOERMER OR. 1385) tee ee see eee eemeeee 649, 536 

at Cordova, Argentine Republic, account of—B. A. GouLp. (Kh. 1873).-..-. 275" 

at Dorpat and Poulkova, description of—C. ABBE. (R. 1867)....---.... 215, 369 

at St. Martin, Isle Jesus, Canada East, deseription of—C. SmaLLwoop. (R. 

USSG) Sa MONG LS es Nas oh ros Aer et ae ne ee 91 

detached, universal meteorograph for—E. H. von BAuMHAumER. (R. 1879). 345 

Girard College. See Bache, A. D. 

instructions to, relative to telegraphic announcements of astronomical dis- 

COVETICS J). EUMNIR Yi tea oc eects fade) 0) gh aes Ut 263 

Kew, verification of barometers at—J. WELSH. (R. 1859)..-.-....--.----- 110 

magnetic, at Smithsonian Institution, description of—J. E. HinaGarp. (R. 

WBD9)) cee eee ico ace Wea nee oi aro leeia al ener ne Say cia cga ree a 110 

physical, on oe se CRe E870) su cies eee a2 Ie oe eee 244 

NEPOLUStOl LOT 9—— Ben OL OLDEN: | URGES) amen eien see eee 345, 410 

reports of, 18S0—E. 8. HoLpen; G. H. Bokumer. (R. 1880).-...---.. 438, 442 

Toronto, instructions by, for aurora observations.....--.------.s=.---.---.- 148 

Observers. See Meteorological stations and observers. 

meteorological, of Smithsonian Institution, list of. (R. 1858)-.-........224,373 

Occultations— 

Im A852—C. SEs HDAVIS seat oe aut oc See ee eee ee -e ee eee eee 29 

of planets and stars by the moon, 1853—J. DOWNES..---...----.----. .---- 54 
visible in the United States during the years 1848-1852—J. DowNnes..-.-.-. &, 9 

10, 11, 29 
Occultator: account of—Ih hin nae cess aes ee eae Beene ee eee eee 101 
Ocean— 

fresh water in ‘the—W. C:. DENNIS, (R..1866))2-e2-enesea on cco eee ee eee 214 
Indian, cyclone in the—N. Pike. (R.1867)...-. Sea SiS Sere 215 
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Oceanic bonito—- 
on coast of United States—G. B. GoopE; T. H. Bran. (P. 1878)..-...... 332 

(Orcynus pelamys), occurrence of, in Vineyard Sound—V. N. Epwarps. (P. 

SUS) meeterte serra, 3s Tepes seteiereye sae ere wine aid tsiaka aio aye ea samen elt, Bea 332 
ODLING, W. Scientific work of Thomas Graham. (R. 1871)... 222.222. .2<. -. 249 

Odostomia acutidens, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Daun. (P. 1883)... 548 

OEHLER, A. Stone cists near Highland, Madison County, Ill. (R. 1879) -...-. 345 

Oersted, H. C., memoir of, by E. Dr Beaumont. (R. 1868)_...... ..2..----. -- 224 

(Estrelata— 

Listenin getlD GWA. 2 (slS8o) Macaeseree eee Saat ce sem cc cmicitce sacra 650 

Henini: RIDGWAY.) (EaLSe5) eae cee lore Seeks ae oe 650 
Otfieers— 

and establishment of the Smithsonian Institution and National Museum.... 449 

and Regents of Smithsonian Institution, 1846, list of ..-..........--..---.- W 

collaborators, employés, etc., of Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, 

Geological Survey, Bureau of Ethnology, and Fish Commission, di- 

RO CLOLY: Olsson oience Wise Saiey- 2 So weile s OSPR a aCe ae ete es See Se hemi a tee ese 466 

Ogemaw County, Mich., ancient forts in—M. T. Lracn. (R. 1884) ...--.-.-620, 623 

Ohio— 

ancient earth-works in, sketch of—I. DILLE. (R. 1866) .......-...... ane 214 

ancreninremainsin— di MAGE WAN. GR 1885) esses eens eer cereee 645, 649 

ancient works in, descriptions of-—C. WHITTLESEY ..-.---..--.-+--.---.---- 37 

Ashland County— 
eanbh=works)im——GreWiaebibinb) | (W877) is ces s/n tol oeeate oe eels aera 323 

mounds and earth-works in—H. B. Case. (R. 1881)..--.-.---------- 481,515 

Ashtabula County, double-walled earth-work in—S. D. Perr. (R.1876)-.. 299 

Butler County, signal mounds of—J.P.MacLuan. (Rh. 1882)-....-..-.-.535, 540 

Butler County, mounds in—J.P. MacLran. (R.1883).-..-......--.---- 588, 593 

Dayton, ancient relics at—AuG.A.FOERSTE. (R.1883)-...-..-..-....---- 588, 593 

Highland County, earthwork in—J.P.MacLEAN. (R. 1883) ..--.-..-.--. 588, 593 

Holmes County, flint instruments in—H.B.Casr. (R. 1877).-.--.-.-..---- 323 

Jones Station, Butler County, earthworks near—J. P. MACLEAN. (R. 

TSAR are a REN A aie line FA RES rhe Ud MSNOES ae He ALE RS 481,515 
Kelley’s Island, climate of—G. C. HUNTINGTON. (R.1866) -..-.----...----: 214 

Licking County, Flint Ridge, sketch of—C.M.Smiryu. (R.1i884)....-....- 620, 623 

Marietta, meteorological observations at—S. P. HILDRETH; J. WoOoD...-.-. 120 

Miami County, earthworks and mounds in—E. T. WILTHEISS. (R.1884)..620, 623 

mounds in, fragment of cloth from, report on—J.G. Hunt. (P.1885)....---. 548 

NOLEHErM vant Uities:Of— Gs Wey ELEbE. \ CR BWA) ccc) cians wisi soci is\e oe eioe Sate 286 

Perry County, antiquities of—W. ANDERSON. (R.1874) ...--..----..----:-- 286 

River, Blennerhassett’s Island, remains on—J.P. MACLEAN. (IR. 1882) -. -535, 540 

River, habits of black bass of the—J. Eorr. (R.1854)....-..----.-.------- 75 

River, suggestions for improvement of navigation of—C. ELLET, Jr....-..-. 13 

Trumbull County, mound in—F. MILLER. (R.1877).-.---.----------------- 323 

Trumbull County, mound near Braceville—S.N. LuTHER. (R.1881) --..-481,515 

Oiu— 
COA LE XPLOSUO Ut ys Of — Arey AU TEE Nioi tn (RteHL Ob) meet ime iarekalsia/s\o eh aeierete =) smieteleletare 149 

POLpPolse Manutaciune;ol—C) COOK. (Bolisi6)-eess. se sscese see sce = ==) 332 

rock; or petroleum, history of—T.S. Hunt. (R.1861) -----...---..----.---- 149 

Oil-shark of southern California—D. 8S. Jorpan; C.H.GiLBertT. (P.1880)-.-..-.- 425 

Old-World birds in National Museum, catalogue of—R. RipGway. (P.1881)--.. 467 

Oligocene fossils, check-list of—T. A. CONRAD .-.-.....--. -----+-42----------- 200 

Olmos, Peru, account of solar eclipse at—J. M. GILLISS. .-.-.. .-...------------- 100 

OLMSTED, D. Aurora borealis, recent secular period of ...-....-..------------- 81 

OLNEY,S.T, List of Rhode Island algw...... ...----.-----0+-0e- sosivincsivercioeten neaL 
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Omaha— 

wmyth—J. O. Dorsey. (E.1879-’80) -....... SHO GERBEGodS aoonee ReEEoUdececg | AVA 

sociology—J.O. DorRsEY. (15. 1881-’82) .-.....-- a Je Nas shee haa Sen Ga k 

Ometepe, Nicaragua, antiquities from—CHARLES C.NuTTING. (R.1883)..--- 988, 593 

Onchidium floridanum, notes on—W.H.Dauu. (P.1885)..-.....2....-..----- - 650 

Onondaga County, N. Y., antiquities of —W. M. Beavcuamp, (R.1881)....-. 481,515 

Onos rufus, new species of, synopsis of—T.G1ILL. (P.1883)...........--..----. 548 

Onychotes gruberi—R. RipGway. (P.1885) ..-.-.-.--..--- Bess alasoe = ston aoe 650 

Odlogy— 

North American. Parti. Raptores and fissirostres—T. M. BREWER......-. 89 

of Kerguelen Island—J. H. Kipprr; E.Cours......- Be a Ae eR RE eC e as ws | 

Opening and closing of Kennebec River, Maine—R. H.GARDINER. (R.1858).... 109 

Opheosaurus ventralis, remarks on osteology of—R. W.SHUFELDY. (P.1881).-.. 467 

Ophiacantha— 

fraterna, new species, description of—A. E: VERRILL. (P.1885)........---- 650 

gracilis, new species, description of—A.E. VerRILL. (P.1805)..---. Robeée 65 

varispina, new species, description of—A. E. VierrRImL. (P.1885).......--.. 650 

Optichthys, nomenclature of—D. S. Jorvan; C.H.GILBert. (P.1882)..-.....-- 518 

Ophioglycera gigantea, new genus and new species, description of—A. E. VEr- 
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emp SE OMIA TELS Ka —— ire LOL D G:WeACYia), (hyatl SOe))aa ais te/= =a sialmaroiete eae treet 518 

supposed new, from Sandwich Islands, description of—R. Ripa@way. (P. 

UGB yaa cist ee eatin Dowels ae cies ai eis ese s Sees oer nmeee oe cece tees 467 

Petroleum-— 

collections, circular in reference to—S. F. BArrD. (P.188h)..-....-. .-..467,4¢7 

Omroclk-ol ShistosyOf—— Ty SalUIN Ts 1 CRO SOL) a Seis a tas eieaeein a lelc eel as 149 

Petromyjon bairdii, subgenus and new species of, synopsis of—T.GILL. (P. 

IBS) hema ata = Ae ions ity setter d Sei eyate go wisitieut (oct oeislel there ile otamseeemer sein 548 

Petromyzontidx, genera of, notes on—D.S.Jorpan; C.H.Ginperr. (P.1853). 548 

Poetromiyzoniids moveon——iTwGiEb.) (R882) eae soe seein lec eels ease ane see 515 

Petropaulouski, undescribed birds from, collected by L. Stejneger—R. RrpGway. 

OP SUSE aoces esol acco canaen Seb ed En Sone cope Bebe suEcEsobouaeocaak 548 

PETTENKOFER, M. Apparatus for testing the results of perspiration and respira- 

ULOTICNs @RARIEG diesem eee srseers senses coy eine chine sien aeiole = eis tenance inert oe en LOG 

PETTIGREW, J.B. Modes of flight in relation to aeronautics. (h.1807)--.----- 215 

Penca Mexicana (Law.) a sparrow new to the United States. (P.1885)....---. 650 

Phsxnogamia of Kerguelen Island—A. GRAY .-...-....--2.-------2-.---------- 294 

Phalangida, instructions for collecting—H. C. Woop. (R. 1866) -----.---.----. 214 

Pharmacopqaias of all nations, report on—J. M. FLINT ....---.--------------- 560 

Phenomena— 
accompanying the propagation of electricity in highly rarefied elastic fluids— 

ACD RAG rola 1 (Raul S63)) ae atete sea ieee etcetera eee ees rere ee 187 

in telegraphic lines during the aurora horealis-—G, B. anya My, (Arltsy— cos 27a! 
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Phenomena—Continued. 

natural, observations on—S. MASTERMAN. (R.1857) ....-.-.---- Unears aoe 107 

of ‘contact, studies ‘on—TI. ly. PHUPSON. 9 (Ne P82) ieteees esses eee ee eee 150 

of flight in animal kingdom—E. J. Marrey. (R. 1869)-.-..--..-.-.--.-.--- 228 

of meteoric fire-ball—J). 1. (CORBIN 22.4 220 2 sec aceon See las cise ete me eee Renee 

of precession and nutation—J. G. BARNARD .........--...---. ------------ 310 

periodical registration of—J. HENRY. (R. 1859) ----2.----..---25 s2teeece 77 

Philadel phia— 

Academy of Natural Seiences, report on shells presented to—J. LeIpy; G. 

WLR YON.| CRI 1865) 220 eee eee Rees) se: cero nee 209 

exhibit at—See Centennial. 

magnetic and meteorological observations at—See A. D. Bache. 

memorial of citizens of, relative to Lowe’s aeronautic voyages across Atlan- 

LOK @aghdl felt UD PSEA ORS Bas o ANS oOo coe caocaTOsocosQUoanacUd coMo. 147 

PHILLIPS, B. Two letters on work of the Museum. (P. 1881) .....-.....-- 467,454 

Philologicalcircular—G. GrBeS., \N71S62) sean soe eeee a seem cies ee a eet 156 

Philology— 

Indian—W.. W. TURNER. (GR. Leal) ee. aoa as ee eee eee eee 51 

instructions for research relative to—G. GIBBS ..---...---..--.------------ 160 

Philosophical Society of Washington— 

Bulletins of — 
Volsta—tiry Marche S7imiormilne, eS 0 beer n\-eetaaeeeete seeeeta eae 423 

Volsst TES Ta". Sees ect ese snes sievscis so eee e cielel eS eraele sare mmene eae aetna 423,497 

ViOlnly ccete sc DS AON See so ce ah Socials ee silos Sar erate apes a Ct een 504,498 

Wills \iedescobstsordcucodcascomoapeon cosato soscoo abbe dose assassuese 504, 503 
IG) bn) WAS RE eARe Sem oic CON me caaotads baad no ooSbasescocseUSo Sees coones 543 

Wl Wt bh06ce'sess sotoos csagonccso saad soso bees daDOse Doon Sooesod freeones 592 

ViOMVIEDses sist Si SSS DRA SN oh Lt pea See Ge ene eee ee eee eee 636 

memoir of Joseph Henry read ferots the—W.."Bi TAYLORS Sooo see 356, 339 

notes on life and character of Joseph Henry read before the—J. C. WEL- 

DP AMUNG) Sods oaod coQomesu Oddo OSHoImNOS Bedesn coo UNetbe SogemonS sano OseC 306, 338 

proceedings of, on death of Joseph one Se a era er asc Soeerocc= 356 

Philosophy— 

annals of, contributions to, by J. Smithson. (R. 1853) .--...-.-.....---- 67, 330 

Batavian Society of Experimental, of Rotterdam. Prize questions. (R. 

Elo) ee Beaseaess reno goo pEcdmounicong sqadiooUS adoo Shue goat esas cbotiocoe 149 

Puipson, T. L. The catalytic force or studies on the phenomena of contact. 

(Ove) DA Se deen booacdn a seeppuSsogdach decsicc5 ccd coda Seca subopade ee 150 

Phlegmasia, disease of, bibliography of works on—W. W. KEEN .--.-....--..--- 300 

Phoca (Hisliophoca) fasciata, skeleton of—F. W. TRuE. (P. 1883) .....-..-... 548 

Phocena dalli, new species of porpoise from Alaska—F. W. TRUE. (P. 1885).. 650 

Phonetic language, vocal sounds of L. Bridgman compared with elements of— 

JbGd UCHR Gadoocsondsd sseubdco dosoosd coc cigeen Gdetrasdckod bd doce Asche 12 
Phonography—T. SHARPLESS; R. PATTERSON. (R. 1856)--.....-..---..--..-- 91 

Phonography, institutions in which, is taught. (R. 1856) --..-...-...-.-....- 91 

Phonology, comparative, of four Sioux languages—J. Owrn Dorsey. (R. 

Itcis8) SSS SMASS OSS OS HER MASS Sep eSSotacccaccoGcopbuonece assis) OYE, OS 

Phos intricatus, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Dati. (P. 1883) ........ 548 

Phosphatic sandstone from Hawthorn, Fla.—G. W. Hawes. (P. 1882) ....-... 518 

Photo-chemistry—J. JAMIN. “Ih. 1867)” 222 222-22 2e2 Sees. ee oe eee eee tae ene 
Photographs of Indians, list’ of? ---2.< 2222: SS 2ce see eae ce Je cielin ie ree eee eS 

Photography— 
astronomical, progress in——Dr. LEE. (R. [861)\2-S22.--. 2) See eee 

celestial, use of silvered-glass telescope in—H. DRAPER.-....-..-..-.-..-. 180 

Phronimid, study of the—T. H. STREETS. (P: 1882) ----._.--.--..-2-2 2-518 
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Phycis— 

Chesteri from deep-sea fauna of northwestern Atlantic, eke of—G. 
PB G.O ODE prlromrcl ys TVAUNGNE | (las 87/6) Narte beioc aa) ee eae Se Pee LODO 

Earlii, new fie. from South Carolina, cannon of—T. H. Bran. (P. 

SSO) eters cicyaoieiscysicisstainsincieate eaters ek aaj sean st Seer ARO 
regius from North Carolina, note on occurrence of—T. H. Buan. (P. 1880). 425 

Physical 

atlas of North America, proposed—G. Gipps. (R.1866)-...-.....-....-... 214 

enthnolooy, lectures on—D; WILSON. (Ri. 18G62))-- Soo jessc esses eee. 150 

gveooraphy of Mississippi Valley—C. ELLErT, Jr........:.--.--.------ 13 

geography of North America—J. G. Cooper. (R. 18 58). Resets Reese Soe 109, 351 

geography of North American Continent—J. FROEBEL. (R. 1854).-.....--- 75 

geology, department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R. 

LSA SNS) fre cataainial sicva’eieis 1a mies vis mints wie atetarayernlecatatee ate laiaie e iebat= fare si ctowetcleinre 648 

meteorolocical/and,) tables—AGUNOD) sent o es ecieieecieu eee elses a iele-/<15 522, 538 

oObservationsin) the-Arctic!Seas— liv VAws yee laa eye ected ya sale ain a fatcln a ales 196 

observations im’ the Arctic’ Seas—E. kK. KANE. --. 22-.-2------+------c------- LOB 

observations in the Arctic Seas—F. L. MCCLINTOCK ....-...--..---.------ 146 

ObSeLVatory,) ON aA— J ENR Ye ah. L870)! ae2 os een eee eeiesioe ea 244 

sciences, on the relation of, to science in ge HeeKiou vetiyirvoteot? Zs (R. 187 1). 249 

ables Ary GnUIMO Tem cere sae mine noe Sibert cieiaeicisniaoaeicinencisepe se tseinets meaeierasirs 153 

Physics— 

account of progress in—G,. F. BARKER— 

187 OMISSONE CREPISSO) wane spies a elettaere erence eaten teil chatel aoreciaees 442,429 

SS 1loa CRSA BS 1) ke acter ca sera se ies eytisnn cities Soe cise aratacta sels ars 515,485 

HOB sein (LPOG 2) crecas apse apace ce eae elects sta elm raan betas alan eeeimetet ge 540,529 

TUSISB IG) (QP M NSCB) a AO OSA A eA A ta tet AEA ee Ser ma Aes OLA BA Ae T ae 578 

ISSAE CR ISSA awe oearscise osare Satna Seperate se ere Melek ate es Sa Og OMG 
R ESO (el BBS) eset sae Oe sche oes ee Pe ee ana apraltatetcte pe er 

and National History, Geneva Society of—See Geneva. 

present fundamental principles of—F. J. Pisko. (R. 1879) ..-.-.---- Cv 

report on recent progress in, electricity, galvanism—J. MULLER. (It. 1855- 

MSGS hasects tee samy. Shae acelin Man ten hehe type atl 77, 91, 107, 109 
syllabus of a course of lectures on—J. HENRY. (R.1856)..-..----.----.--- 91 

terrestrial, articles on—J. V. CAMPBELL; Professor PALMIERI; W. W. 

TOLNSON) Wish) OAR GENET Oe L870) ee aeeteeataeeteetec coins areata 244 

Physiculus fulvus, new species of, collected in 188L by U. 5. Fish Commission, 

descripLion of— lH ys WwAN i (bys SSH) hem sawve ce see setae seine ieee 607 

Physiological investigations of vertebrata—J. JONES.....----..----------.---- 82 

Physiology— 

electro, lectures on—C. Matreucer. (R. 1865), -....-...---..----. «---- 50 - 209 

Olgrever=— kis CAOMWO OD\s% setae ses) cee ey shee lacey eels Gs Secitismieiigee eet oem ees 357 

Gyr linvesranga dns -“1s by dak Glonine Gaede pace Beae NuGoSC loncome EaOee ress soccat 242 

Our TEHRAN KES Wie NOGRCOM eG Sa eeee 55 cabo ohne CoS SECnoaone EEascaue coor 35 

of respiration in chelonia—S. W. MrrcHEeLy; G. R. MOREHOUSE ...-.------ 159 
Piazzi’s astronomical) observations, discussion of—B. A. GouLD. (IR. 1863) ---. 187 

PICKERING, C. Gliddon mummy case in Museum of Smithsonian Institution -. 208 

Pictographs of the North American Indians—G. MALLERyY .-.------------------ 652 
Picture writing, Central American, studies in—E. S. HOLDEN. (KE. 187980) -. 476 

PIDGEON, W. Ancient burial mound in Indiana. (MR. 1867). ..---.-.----------- 215 

Pierson, W. M. Discovery of large meteorite in Mexico. (R. 1873) -.--- enisies 275 

Prem N:) Cyclone in Indian Ocean. (R2.1867)\ 22 25. cces caeeee 252 25-28 215 

Pike Courity, Il., mounds—JosEPu C. WarkrNs. (R. 1881). -.-..------------481,515 

Pinar, G. Revolutions of crust of the earth. (IR. 1876) ..----.--------------- 

‘Pile work antiquities of Olmutz. (R.1866)....:..... 5..--. cesee0-+ o-- 222 -20- 

299 

214 
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PILLING, J. C. Catalogue of linguistic manuscripts in library of Bureau of 

Hthnology. (187980) ease sees eee eee Saciajioiee Spialeta asics 476 

Pima Indians of Arizona—F. E. GRosSMAN. (R. 1871).--.-........----------- 249 

Pinna, cretaceous, from New Mexico, description of new—C. A. WHITE. (P. 

1880) 4238 ssRe eke ees SE set civcmimo side cis oac eee eee ee cian aes 425 

Pipe fishes (siphostoma) of Key West, Fla., notes on—J. Swa1n; S. E. MEEK. 

(CESS) paces. aah nee he sisle'eb Sb SO RCE ORM Snes ays a ve nem 607 
Piz, A. Methods of making and preserving plaStercasts. (P.1881).----..-.- 467 

Pisces, class; arrangement.of— Gili accec = sees ee vee ee ena eee 247 

Pisko, F. J. Present fundamental principles of pliysies. (R.1879)....-.-..---. 340 
Pitcher plant, new (Darlingtonia Californica), from California—J. TORREY .... 61 

Pits at, Embarrass, Wis. EB. BREED... (R61877) 222s sseea see os ie Se eee 
Pittasoma michleri zeledoni, new subspecies from Costa Rica, description of— 

AR CED GW AG 6 CP .LB83) ois. ieee ee arate aes a ey ae ee 548 

Pittsburgh, on Des Moines River, composition of ancient pottery found at—R. 

Ni DAHEBERG;(C;-DAHEBERGY (isl B79) ee seein a eee aay ee 345 
P an of— 

a bibliography—J. FRIEDLANDER.) (i. 1658) 22 feel tet eee eee eee 

American ethnological investigation—H. R.ScHOOLCRAFT. (R. 1825). ..645, 649 

installation of collections in the U.S. National Museum—G. B.GooprE. (P. 

EocT EN een Ar Ow tay Belem, CLC M ee ASS LL Re RI ad Ne na a 467, 472 
organization and regulations of U.S, National Museum—G, B.Goopr. (P. 

PB BI) e sie cs aialess Salm Lid tlcia yeh Wrasse Sots, = eich agate ae ee 467,445 
preliminary, for collectionsto be exhibited at the World’s Industrial and 

Cctton Centennial Exposition of 1884~85, at New Orleans. (P. 

NSBR) ee Glee ieGins deka ek ata at eyelets 607, 597, 598, 599, G02, G04 
research upon the atmosphere—C. M. WETHERILL. (R.1866)....---..---..- 214 

Smithsonian Building—R. D. OWEN 22.22.22 ca0e aac anes eee se eee BR 
Smithsonian exhibit at Centennial—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1875)-..--...--.--.---- 208 

Planet. See Neptune, Uranus. 

Planetary— 

disturbances, lecture on—E.S. SNELL. (R.1855)...-2--..----2 2222-52-55. 77 

motion, general integralsiof—S:. NEWCOMB.......4..-aincejee n=  e eee 281 

motion, perturbative function of, tables for determining values of coeffi- 

cientsiin—J. (D. IRUNIEE Ai 2)25 5 ie 2/6 bake sare wa eee eee ee fetes STS OS 
orbits, secular variations of elements of—J. N. StrockWeLL. (R. 1871)-249, 232 

Planetoids. See Asteroids. 

Planets— 

between Mars and Jupiter—Professor LESPIAULT. (R. 1861)..-.......--.. 149 

between Mars and Jupiter, lecture on-—E, Loomis. (R. 1854).-.........--. 7d 
occultations of. See Downes, J. 

Planisphere of the visible heavens for observations of meteoric displays ..-.-.-.- 359 

Plante— 

Frémontiane—J. RORREY \ss02 -nsscorssa-eese aoe et eee. cee eee eee 46 

Wrightianze Texano-Neo-Mexicane. Parts 1, 1—A. GRAY..-..--.-.------ 22,42 
PLANTAMOUR, E. Report on transactions of the Society of Physics and Natural 

History of Geneva, July, 1864, to June, 1865; July, 1874, to June, 1875. (R. 

1865s Ri D877) ce AL ea has 258 eR ee see . 209, 323 

Plants. See Torrey, J., Gray, A. 

collected by: J. ©. Frémont in California—J. DORREN@-)o. -6- 2 see ese one 46 
collected by C. L. MeKay in Alaska, list of—F.. H. KNOWLTON. (DP. 1885).. 650 

collected on the Commander Islands (Behring and Copper Islands) by Leon- 

hard Stejneger, notes on—A. Gray. (P. 1884).-.---..-.--..-2-2. 12+. 607 
cryptogamous, present state of knowledge of—W. ReicuarpT. (R. 1871)... 249 

dates of blossoming. of —E B. (HOUGH.0 2-2. 0. 22) seb eset eae eee eee 182 
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Plants—Continued. 

dates of defoliation or fall of leaf of—F. B. HouGH..............----------- 182 

datesioffoliation(of——B:. 1B i HOUGH eee cesimeoaen cane eeicma sens Lec oaoeenone 182 

directions for collecting and preserving—L. I’. WarD...-..--...----...--- 460 

fossil, Department of, National Museum, report of curator for 1884. (R. 

NESAIN) scales eek o fel me Seen Soe Bale os a eae eos SRR eee 648 

TEVORMOSO Tess 2S els ao ES ee ieee emia sale aslo a eb kein be sa oe 654 

fossil, from western North America, descriptions of—J. 8S. Newprrry. 

(GEISER aek aaa salts NS he wees oe ateparey Sateibie a a Moisi) jee ss alates 518 

omArcticzAmerica, descriptions) Of—A™ GiRAes a2. -ecitoeis osc eaa ae eee 342 

of the Commander Islands, additional notes on the—L. STEJNEGER. (P. 

MESA Fre irc Sok ete crap aiare shsie Bele RN See ey avers IPE sets SE 607 

of Texas, New Mexico, and Mexico, collected by C. Wright—A. Gray....-. 22 

OfuppermMuissouri,,listof—L. CoPoRTmR. |GRs W850) pos. neta cee oe 28 

GEayashineton.check=listiof—ln. Hy WARD) essseteseisents siete crss oaeerenetaee = 461 

report on department of, National Museum for 1885—L. F. Warp. (R. 

SESW STM) ise Se wyete es oath ciate er erate tone nici wet toute Pilate ante oleic te atorctnne Pacrmiaeer 654 

Plaster casts— 

methods of making and preserving—A. Pirz. (P. 1881)........---.-----. 467 

of antique and modern statues—W.J.STONE. (R.1855)--.--.....-----2--- 77 

of heads of Indian boys and girls at Hampton, Va.—R. H. Pratr. (P. 1879) 333 

of heads of Indian prisoners at Saint Augustine, Florida—R.H.Pratr. (P. 
SS) eves eit ha minane cies Se cists ats ee cleuts A Stem aean mie ane ote ota rs arate eet 339 

PLATEAU, I. Rapid preparation of myological specimens. (P.1881)-..----.---. A67 

PLaTEAuU, J. Experimental and theoretical researches on the figures of equi- 

librium of a liquid mass withdrawn from the action of gravity. Parts 

Van (uk SOS LOGO) aac ciereniersis siee ehaoey ae cee eee eter 187, 188, 209, 214 

Platessa— 
ferruginea, note on—G. B. GoopE; T. H. BEAN. (P. 1878)..---..----.---- Soe 

rosirata, note: on—G. B.GoopE; Wy. Ei BEAN.) (P1878) 22 2 <6 sce si - <= = 332 

Platophrys nebularis, new species, description of—D. 8S. Jordan; C. 11. GILBERT. 

GBISERS ANE Lan a oie) Oa te Maik Bay Re 2 SM Needs ru ale ma a 3 607 
Platyenemism in Michigan—H. GILLMAN. (R. 1873).....------------------ 275, 393 

Platyrhina— 

exasperata, generic relations of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Gitpertr. (P. 1880) 425 

triseriata, new ray from coast of California, description of—D. S. JoRDAN; 

Osh, Caopanmuys (Ceo als) acaocsec caeasneasanee bsase6 pcosoHobasade 425 

Platysomatichthys stomias, new flounder from coast of California, description 

Of DAS | JORDAN ENO sha GiL BERT.) i @eseS0)) papesate smell e emt 425 

Plectognath fishes, synopsis of the—T. GILL. (P. 1884)....-.-.--------------- 607 

Plectrophenax hyperboreus, new species, from Alaska—R. RrpGway. (P. 1884). 607 

Plectromus— 

crassiceps, description of—T.H.Bran. (P. 1885)..----..---..------------ 650 
suborbitalis, new genus and species of, synopsis of—T. Grin. (P.1885)---- 548 

Plectostylus of Conrad, remarks on—C. A. WHITE. (P. 1883).-----..--------- 548 

Pleuronectes glaber, identity of, with Mnchalarodus Putnami—T. H. Bran. 

GRAS TONS Soe MSS < Cee aie a ea ee ay lol ca See oat tie eine 332 

Pleuronectidw of San Francisco, review of —W.N. LocKINGTON. (P. 1879)-..-- 388 

Pleuronichthys verticalis, new flounder from coast of California, description of— 

Da SaORDANG) (Co .GiLB PRI: ur Cl. 1850) = kiss ciate ote a eiaia aorta 425 

Plover, new, from Chili—R. RripGway. (P. 1882)....-...----.------ ----++ -+-- 518 

Plumage of regulus calendula, remarks on—C, W. BeckHAM. (P. 1885).------ 650 

Pecilichthys— 

beani=Boleosoma macnlatum—D. 8. JorpDANn. (P. 1884)..-------------- - 607 

beani, new species, description of—D. S. Jorpan, (P. 1984)...--..------- 607 
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Pecilichthys—Continued. 

borealis, new species, description of—D. S. JoRDAN. (P. 1884)............ 607 

new species of, in National Museum, description of—D. S. JorDAN. (P. 

TBBA) eee os RR ERE Set tk On Pao ee 607 
quiescens, new species, description of—D. 8. Jorpan. (P. 1884).......--- 607 

polustris, new species, notes on—C. H. GinBert. (P. 1884)........-.-..--- 607 

sagitta, new species of, description of—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

Gehan he ch) Js Se ares See aero eatery i ata Se Md Te A el ree 548 
swaini, new species, description of—D. 8S. JorDAN. (P. 1884)......--..-.. 607 

Por, O. M.. Account of lightning discharges. CR. 1867)..2.22 .22. 2525. :2.-2- 215 

Poy, Any New classitication of /clouds.)(R1870\es-eeeeeeeenee eee sees ee eee 244 

Pory, F. Notes on American species of genus Cybiuwm. (P.1878)..........--. 332 

POGGENDOREF, J. C. Use of galvanometer as measuring instrument. (R. 1859) 110 

Point-a-Pitre, Guadeloupe, the Gueode collection of antiquities in—O.T. Mason. 

CRABB) ose ceca sce. Oe ee bate ete ove ase eee ee oes eas 623, 621 
Point Barrow expedition, new and specially interesting shells of the—W. I. 

DAT. (BP. 1884) 202. 350. eretesece eee ccep coset eee ele ee eee eee 607 
Points, spear and arrow, primitive manufacture of, along line of Savannah 

River—C..C. JONES, Jr. CRs 1879)i2 ose e ese ee eae ane Serene 345 
Poison. See Venom. 

Poisoned arrows, lecture on nature and cure of wounds of—D. BRatNarp. (R. 

WO54) i We Ae IS A eS a) Oe eR 75 
Poisonous— 

serpents, venoms of, researches upon—S. W. MITCHELL; E. T. REICHERT... 647 

water in Gulf of Mexico, destruction of fish by—J. Y. PoRTER. (P.1881).. 467 

Polar expedition. See Hall, Captain. 

the Howgate, contributions to natural history of Arctic America made in 

connection with Lh. KU MLIEN GS eeeer eee eee nce core nee ee ee ee eee 342 
Polar light— 

its phenomena and laws—E. Loomis. (R. 1865) .......---..-----..-..- 209, 584 

or aurora borealis, its phenomena and laws—E. Loomis. (R. 1865).....-. 209 

Polaris expedition, scientific instructions for—J. Henry; J. E. Hincarp; S. 

NEWCOMB; S. F. Barrp; F. B. Merk; L. AGassiz. (R. 1871) .... 249 
Polarized nerve, effect of irritation of—B. F. LAUTENBACH. (R. 1878)...... 341,411 

PoLiock, J. Assay of coins at the Mint of the United States. (R. 1868) ...-.. 224 

Polyarlemia hazeni, new species, from Arctic Alaska, description of—J. Mur- 

DOCH): /i(PaA884) sh ciclo meee Stee ios eee ee eens Cee ee eee eee 607 

Polychrome bead from Florida—S. 8S. HALDEMAN. R. 1877) ......----------328, 404 

Polydora tubifex, new species, description of—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1885) ...-.. 650 

Polypetalx, bibliographical index of—S. WATSON. .... -2-.-2-<ss+<++ «2-2 += 20 258 

Polynoé aurantiaca, new species, description of—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1885).-.. 650 

Polyp, aleyonid, from Japanese waters, description of—R. E. C. Srmarns. (P. 

1883) wcciccie eee eece Ges ig ao!) eG EER era tear ee a an 548 

Poly pi, relations|of lacernariansto—H. J OlARK eases seeeeeeke 22. 2nee aoe eee 

Polyzoa of northeastern coast of America, notice of recent additions to—A. E. 

VERRILES: |/(CPi1879) sass ca ae See a ee ote eae eee 3380 

Pomacentrus rubicundus, life of the young of—R. Smiru. (P. 1882)-...-...-.-- 518 
Pomadasys, description of new species of, from Mazatlan, Mexico—D. §. Jor- 

DANS | C.7H. GIEBERTY NOR AALSSL)ehese toon cece ee eae ce a eee 467 

Pomatomida, note.on the-=Ty Grin: (P. 1882) i220 Loe ae a ae eeeeoeen 518 
Pontifical Academy of the Nuovi Lincei, Rome. Prize questions. (R. 1865; 

Be DEC7) 2 Se ee Sa a SR eo eee 209; 215 

Pootx, H. « Cone-in-cone.\/CR81863) 5.6. Sa Cee <2 eee 187 
Popocatepetl, examination of—Baron VON Miitter; A. SONNTAG..--.-.-..------ 114 
Population of the world, estimate of the—E. Maitty. (R. 1873) ..........-.-- 275 
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Porcupine, Canada, occurrence of— 
impVManvland—— Os WUGGHR ey (eal Selb) aaeers ae healt ee ete ee ey ee 467 
LaMeSiavIncinia—— tr. B. (GOODE ew (baler) tantoc luce bateeu el Selene. 33% 

Porifera of northeast coast of America—A. E. VeRRILL, (P. 1879).........---- 333 

Porogadus miles, description of—G. B. GoopE; T. H. BEAN. (P. 1885)...-..-. 650 

Porpoise— 

new species of, from Alaska—F’. W. TRUE. (P. 1885).......... Ae Te Tee 650 

Ollpmanuiarchureot—C.1COOK.n5 (bail sds) sees tees neces eat nace oe ener 332 

Porychthys porosissimus, note on—D.S. JORDAN. (P. 1884) ........-.-...---. 607 

PortTER, Commodore. Account of hail storm on the Bosphorus. (R. 1870). ..-. 244 

Porter, J. Y. Destruction of fish by poisonous water in Gulf of Mexico. 

(2, dice) D eGR e He SS Some Soren SC BS te Senn dec rye ae eer ee ie A 467 

Porter, J. Y.; JEFFERSON, J. P.; Moore, T. Destruction of fish near the 

shonbugasiai (L878) is sate ae ee Sea ae ea ene ee 332 

Porter, Noan. Address at the unveiling of the Joseph Henry statute. (R. 

USES) Wee tarcrscilarcemoee <scjastole Gace eeeted eeiseasia teeta ea atem acs, See ESOS apes 
ROERTERY a. CC) Lisbiot plants of Upper Missouri!) GR. 1850)" 2222 22 oe eee 2& 

Portland Society of Natural History, account of—E. C. Botims. (R. 1867)..... 215 

Porto Rico — 

description of new owl from—R. RipGway. (P. 1881).....-...........-..- 467 

ereaihurni cane) at—G.s A wUATIMERS) (ite 1867) eas ceseleee acres cee cones 915 

Latimer collection of antiquities from—O. T. Mason, (R. 1876) ...--. -299, 397 

MeteOro lop yaol—Ga ATER a (vest G7) eee ceeciee -eeasieeeieeee see ere eee 249 

Portraits— 

of North American Indians, catalogue of—J. M. STANLEY.-.......---...---- 53 

of North American Indians, Stanley, report of Committee of Regents on. 

GEURISS ,) sects eicl seo hs Bicpfa mise joc mice aisle sro see cicneinete wetacle = aiape See LOM 

photographic, of North American Indians, in gallery of Smithsonian Insti- 

LUGLON ALIS tiOle: = Sass cress ea caren eater te ee See eee 216 

Potamocottus Bendirei, description of—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1881)...-....---....- 467 

Potsdam sandstone from Berks County, Pa., noteon—G. P. MERRILL. (P. 1882) 518 

Pottery— 

American aboriginal, department of, National Museum, report of curator for 

TESA (GRA1SS4y ANizee asses obs os a aS sees ee ce a saneets 648 

American Prehistoric, report on Department of American Prehistorie Pot- 

tery, National Museum for 1885—W. H. Hotmes. (R. 1885, m)..---- 654 

ancient, from— 

Phillips County, Ark:—J.o DEVEREUX. j((R21872)) 222.52 oe. eae 271 

Pittsburgh, on Des Moines River—R. N. DAnLBERG; C. DAHLBERG. (R. 

HIS 79) peeves seein ee faba aaa we ae ee ce eae ay attn Sete SE no teae en sano 345 

ancrentapueblO=— Wire EV sy ELOLMBS Sc emetectsmecreeicvaic sem cterae isc cele oem nee eeetos 652 

ancient of Mississippi Valley—W. H. HoLMES ...........--.--.- 0-2-0 e0e- 652 

MnGian— Cn RAUsuGkue LOGO )pacericas case en eeeecibes seieocinces sewer 214, 368, 440 

Pueblosstudiysof— hs H CUSHING seaaae ce aaseie cine Sela saeeie cece teclewtetoseete 652 

Potts, EDWARD. Fresh-water sponges from Mexico. (With one cut Meyenia 

PLUMOSU NATAL CUNLERE ET sraVic nn (lysp LOGO) bye bieie eae ech cee ese ieee eae catia 650 

Pouched rat, or salamander of Georgia, habits of—W.GrsNER. (R. 1860).-...- 147 

Poughkeepsie, N. Y., remains in—HENRY BooTH. (R. 1883) -...--...---.---588, 593 

Poulkova and Dorpat, description of observatories at—C. ABBE. (R. 1867)-215, 369 

POWELL, B. Reports on state of knowledge of radiant heat. (R. 1859)....... 110 

POWELL, J. W.— 

DyollmenonGe leery, (dy Ieee) 3545 codeoccauedeecoonoe coueos ence 476 

Limitations to use of some anthropological data. (Ji. 1879-’80).......-2--. 476 

Mythology of North American Indians. (E. 1879~20).......--..--.------- 476 
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POWELL, J. W.—Continued. 
Report of Director of Bureau of Ethnology. (KE. 1879-80; 1880-81; 1881- 

182° 1882-1835 Aaa estes Seley helt setere a ee erg Oo ll ery Ort te BO cs 

Wyandot government. s10E ml S7 960) o> cctsar = aie salen ae eaten etree 476 

Powers, 8. Centennial mission to Indians of western Nevada and California. 

(Ga187.6) geese eee gee kas a= IT as I ca Re A pe 0 2 a 299 
> TPS ee D9. Ws We Ce 

Catalogue of casts of heads of Indian boys and girls at Hampton Institute, 

Virginia.) (RI879)\e. 2). Saseh cee eases hoe se eee ene sisiese eee 333 

Catalogue of cast of heads of Indian prisoners at St. Augustine, Fla. (P. 

DSB) ees a ie ee aS I a as ere ir ail epee oo) os Seo iene 332 

PRATT, W.H. Antiquities of Whiteside County, Ill. (R.1874) .........-...-- 286 

Prayer at— 

furreralljomJosepheHentry— © HOD GR emesis bse eia eee eee ene all era 306 
memorialiot Joseph Hentry—Ji.. McC OSHA saa s eases be eiee eels ise eae 356 

memorialjot Joseph) Henry—B. SUNDEREAND ese. eee see eriasseael= =a ee 356 

Precession of the equinoxes—J. N. STOCKWELL -.-..----- 2-- --+--52----+-e-05 oe 

problems presented: by—J. Ga BARNARDS2p oe = ee esos se see lees eee 240, 310 

Preciousistones—J. BABINET. (R870) aeeenee seas enee ae) en eee : 244 

plan for a collection of, for New Orleans Exposition of 1884~85—F. W. 

CLARKE: MCP. 1884) 2.2: Sasa os Oe See a Soe Sen eae eee rere 607, 599 

Precipitation— 

influence of rain upon the formation of—J.HANN. (R. 1877). ee a Ay Otel 

of rain and snow in the United States— 

charts: of =O .wAs SCHOTT. et occ ee be ele eee 374 

tablesiofi—CrAeSCHOrryt ee ee ecee eee ee Rae ks Sete ee 547,222,353 

Prehistoric— 

antiquities of Hungary—F. F.RomeER. (R. 1876).-..--.-----.------299, 440, 392 
archeology, international code of symbols for charts of—G. DE MORTILLET ; 

Ey CHANTRES CR. STS) cease ties Sace-w se Sted ae ee 2 eee eee Eee 298 

evidences in Missouri—G. C. BROADHEAD. (R. 1879)...--...---------.---- 345 

fishino in Huropeand America—_ClRAUss=ssceree ea = ese eee eee 606, 509 

man, remains of, from caves in Alaska—W. H. DALL...-..-------..-----.--- 318 

mounds of Grant County, Wisconsin—M.STronG. (R. 1876) ...--..-.---- 299 

remains in Florida—J. FRaNcis LE Baron. (R.1882).-.-..------.-----535,540 

remains in vicinity of city of Washington, D.C.—T.R.PEaAtr. (R. 1572). 271 

textile fabrics—W. H. Hormms. (HH. 1881—82)..-----.---- 25-5. <2222------ 631 

PRENTISS, D. W.; CouEs, E.— 

JNoatempbiesh. Ofo) lah INE en een ae oo Pet Gaaemaabe waticco bamac 4 cuanesusogoccs 500 

Listiof birds of the District of Columbia. (QR. 1S6])-- 2225 -22--. -s2ac sooo. 149 

Preparation of— 

large myological speeimens—F. J. PLATEAU.) (PAS Bl ease decanted 467 

rough skeletons, notes on—F.A.Lucas. (P.1885)..----..-----~----+--: 650, 626 

Preparations, dry, on Semper’s method of making—J.A.RYDER. (P. 1851)-.--- 467 

Prescott, Canada West, ancient Indian remains near—W. E.GueEsr. (R.1856). 91 

Prescott, W.H., and others. On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. 

G@RETBS) k Fs SRS Sa is a Se eee ee ote eee 77 

Presentation of— 

books—DvUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND. (R. 1859)-...--...--.-....-..------ 110 

books—IMPERIAL LIBRARY OF VIENNA. (R. 1865)-.-.----.--.------------ 209 

books on Brazil—M. Me LIsBoOdey | (R865) pees aeeeeee tae = eee eee 209 

books on Egypt—R. Lepsius. (R.1860).........-..-.-.------------ +--+ 147 

collections by foreign governments. (R. 1876).-...----------- oceans eee 299 

engravings—C. B. Kine. (R. 186])..---..----..- See Ske). jee eerie 149 
specimens—UNIVERSITY OF CHRISTIANIA, Norway. (R. 1863)...--.------ 187 
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Preservation— 

and collection of marine invertebrates—W. STIMPSON.......---.--..------ 34 

of antiquities and national monuments in Denmark—J. J. A. WORSAAE. 

(Lat RS) RSS yr ok et pale kr ee eee ales. SURE Many ore cI ee fs 345 

of copper and iron in salt water—A. E. BECQUEREL. (R. 1864)...-....---. 188 

CLMNOO Caan (hus L SOA) 2 5 cp aN mee Uren AE ceueey ai AILS else ALE oo SE Ey ah ON ane 188 

Preserving— 

dipteray direetions for—R..OSTuN SACKEN sss aee i542. . Ue ee ede oe alee 102 

MSH wduneCuONS. LOL— DHE BEANS Ik Gb anL Sell) sie a ee eee See ee 467, 464 

ANSECHS MGITECtIONS! TOL-——Aw Oe WACKER DE seese ene a teases aioe lee eae ai eeee 261 

lepidopteras method! of—TR. REALE GRs 1863) 2 sc0@en2 5 -sclsenee eee ene 187 

moths, directions for—C. H. FERNALD. (P.1884)..-......-..--.------ 607, 600 

nhestsand egos, instructions for—T. M. BREWER.-..-..:2---.--.--....---- 139 

Plants directions tor— i.) WAIRDee ss beer ase eee ote eisai oles areas 460 

removing and, the skins of mammals, brief directions for—W. T. HORNADAY. 

(1205 Este) ee ee RR MORE oy ay. v PD 27 wees te Os ren ee 589 
Specimens of diatomacea—A. M. BDWARDS= 5220. ¢2n seiciscclee ea alcee G=2-)-4e 366 

specimens of natural history—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1856)-.-.----.-....----- 91, 34 

Pressure— 

aAndmvelociby of therwind—J-eELANN: (SCRA US8i7) sce sae nee aaa alate 323, 398 

Omiphermir—vJ ELANNeand others: (Gal Sit) poeos cee aeioe eee es ae 323, 398 

PRHSMWICH Iam bastand tuture oti ceolocys (hel S75) seeeeces seseaee eee ee oS 

Price-list of Smithsonian publications— 

Miah liga ers bse 8 te si ebade peaked NS avn aN 5 Na Nia Re Gales Gens Se ee ewe ee 573 

HESG5 =e (RISES) eer fain alae Seta Sey seeiccte oem Sees ember bee eee 649, 627 

Briestloyerde i GmMor ol—G.|CuvInR: (ts 1858) sansa cee eee See Sea 109 

Intiestleys ens account Of—J)sEUHINIR Ye) (ki. 1859)))se ee cess anise ciliata ane eet 110 

PRIME, T.— 

MonoeraphiofAmerican! corbiculads 3. 22s ssc) o-ia seer ae == = te ol ier 145 

Description of a new species of Sphwrium (Sphwrium costaricense,n.s.).  (P. 

Sey) ees SOR Pet i aah ie ey aoe Sore are Ae Oe or BAR oe oat cic 607 

PRIME, T., and others. Check-list of shells of North America..........-------- 128 

Primitive store-house of the Creek Indians—C. C. JoNES, Jr. (RR. 1885). .----- 645, 649 

Prince Regent’s Inlet, meteorological observations in—I’. LL. MCCLINTOCK... -- 146 

PNGCUOMy INGUh eubRsccyon4 JED oNa CRS Choo poSnoe Ono oeh bose soso cDanes eanone 52 E 

Principles— 
and methods of paleontology—T. H. Huxiny. (R.1869) -.----..--------- 228 

of crystallography and ecrystallophysis, explanation of—A. Brezina. (R, 

SGD Paap bai lo as MESA lete ae Be hae ate me wiatante wt hail lo bf) aratalel ete megs 271, 386 

of mechanical theory of heat—J. MUtitrer. (h.1868)..---. .--.----.----. -- 224 

of physics, present fundamental—F. J. Pisko., (R.1879)..---------- .----- 345 

of subcutaneous surgery—W. ADAMS... .....--------- +--+ ---2 seer rr ere eee 302 

Prionistius macellus, new genus and species, description of—T. H. Bran. (P. 

ISISB)) GAA GHG ee nee Se AIRES BASE UO eri ae a Aer OR oC ore Eta rices © Dob 548 

Prionotus— 
ophryas, new species from Pensacola, Fla., description of—D. 8. JORDAN ; 

Ve SONG (GLa llstsy) Sees Bees 6 Caen Geaeae Sbeeec basse schoo S5csear 607 

stearnsi, new species from Pensacola, Fla., description of—D.S. JorDAN; J. 

SIVWZATINGH IN CS SB4)) eterna AEC prac ate Sittalalel erate rata talefarn iota at= tetnratatege 607 

stephanophrys, new species of Prionotus from coast of California, deserip- 

tionkol— Ws Ne SLOCKING TONE? (Ga) £80) iE sea laeee = oat e 425 

Pristipoma approximans, new species from Jamaica, description of—T, H. BEAN; 

Lia Ga DRE SH (GienlOS4) as sein Gee byes allore sein) sce one einio = aiinietopet a= 607 

Prize questions— 

Academy of Sciences of the Institute of Bologna, (R. 1862)..--..---------- 150 
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Prize questions—Continued. 

Batavian Society of Experimental Philosophy of Rotterdam. (R.1861).--. 149 

Dunkirk Society for Encouragement of Sciences, Letters, and Arts. (R. 

L868) seve sabes aed ne seeds ose ee ee eee eee 209 

Holland Society of Science, Harlem. (R. 1861, 1864, 1867, 1873) .. -149, 188, 224, 275 

Imperial Academy of Sciences, Bordeaux. (R.1868)...--..-.---.......--.- 224 

Imperial Academy of Sciences of Vienna. (R.1864; R.1865)........--.. 188, 209 

Imperial Society of Natural Sciences of Cherbourg. (R.1864)....--..----. 189 

Imperial Society of Science, Agriculture, and Arts of Lille. (R.1865)...---. 209 

London Institution of Civil Engineers. (R.1862)...-.....----.....----.-- 150 
Pontifical Acadamy of Nuovi Lincei, Rome. (R. 1865, 1867).......-.---. 209,215 

RoyalsAcademy.ot Netherlands, Gi. 186))saeeece sneha eee ee eeeee eres ee 149 

Royal Academy of Science, Literature, and Fine Arts, Brussels. (R.1873).. 275 

Royal Danish Society of Sciences. (R. 1862, 1865, 1867)... ......--- 150, 209, 215 

Royal Institute for Encouragement of Natural, Economical, and Tech- 

nolocicals Science Naples. as (RslG7(3) pare ae eee ee te ieee 275 

Royal Prussian Academy, of Sciencesy |(@Red'864)= es 6 seas eens say 1838 

Royal Scientific and Literary Institute of Lombardy. (R.1805)........---- 209 

Society for Encouragement of Science, Literature, and Art, Dunkirk, France. 

(Ral865 873) 265-22 std aGoths thaws oee Bence he te ees 209, 275 

Society of Arts and Sciences of Utrecht. (R.1861,1862)................ 149, 150 

Society of Science, Art, and Literature of Hainaut, Mons, Belgium. (R. 

W873) Veeck se sealed be Seated ie ode ae Boe eee Cee a eee eee 275 

Problems of rotary motion, presented by gyroscope, precession of equinoxes, and 

pendulum—J.'G: BARNARD }-)2-ciccincic 2 ctoie) see eye eee eee eats tae 240 

Proceedings of— 

Board of Regents. See Regents. 

BiolopicaliSocietyzof Washin tone cece seine. ace eee see) ee eee eee eo 

NOVELS as ccodecio etd Seeded, 5t See eee ae yEe eel e eee a eeeeieetogs 545 

Hstablishment 1853-18545 CR 85a) mace sass ee eso eee esas eee 67,329 

US. National Museum. Vols.1—vilt, 187885. 2-2. 222. -22---5-- 2. 332,333,425, 

467, 518, 548, G07, 650 
U. 8. National Museum, catalogue and index of. .-........-.....-.-------- 478 

Prochlorite from the District of Columbia—G. P. MERRILL. (P. 1884). .-.....--- 607 

Prodelphnas doris, aspotted dolphin apparently identical with—F. W. Tru». 

GR1S84 0) sue Ui Be Se Ala ore See 2 ee ear ee on 648 

Products of combustion of gun-cotton and gunpowder—Lieutenart VON Kar- 

OLYES YBa CRAIG. ACR 1864). sae ae wei lier Sees eee nee erates 188 

Productus giganteus, note on occurrence of, in California—C. A. Wuirr. (P. 

1880) wes tes keel cee OR ese SCORES cmienian alee eine eishismcen a mae pace 

Programme of organization of Smithsonian Institution .............-...--- F, J, 328 

Progress— 

in physics. See J. Miiller. 

in science, record of —See Record. 

of astronomical photography—Dr. LEE. (R. 1861).-.........-.......-.---- 149 

Project of outline history of education in the United States—F. A. PACKARD. 

(RS 1863). set RechaSe sehen de cee h eee eee eee ee eens 187 

Promotion of science in the United States, Tyndall trust for the. (R. 1872).... 271 

Propagationyof disease—J. C: DALTON: (Ri. 1873) caasccieceeeee ee) 2. eee eee 

Prospectus of a Bibliographia Americana—H. Stevens. (R. 1848) ........---. I 
Providence, R, I., meteorological observations at—A, CASWELL— 

183140860) uo sees thee sie be eed Si ae date Semen eee ee eee 103 

TESE COMMS Gia ehe sesh erat states cco eee Usa oe ielatajatel eis appku eee 443 
Provincetown, Mass.— 

experiments made at, upon animal heat of fishes—J. H. Kipprr. (P.1879).. 339 
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Provincetown, Mass.—Continued. 

littoral marine fauna of—R. RATHBUN. (P. 1880) .................-.------ 425 

shell heaps near—H. E. Caasm. . (R. 1882) .. 25.22. oon. cee se on eo 35, 540 

Provincial Society of Arts and Sciences, Utrecht. Prize Hanauisiicn. (Re 1862).. 150 

Prussian Royal Academy of Sciences. Prize questions. (R. 1864) ........-... =) Lets) 

Psaltriparus grindx, Belding, new species from Lower California, description 

Of RIDGWAY 3) «(Eploeo Nacsa cee esis age See se cas oa es gene oe ae 548 

Pseudemys rugosa, heart of, influence of variation of temperature on—H. G. 

BEER. (Ube L885) ieseeeese Big oD A OSS BBS O RSS rCBe EEC ite hose oc. 650 

Pseudotriacis microdon, Capello, first occurrence of, on the coast of the United 

States—T. HIBEAN.;) (Ra 1883) es himsenls «ace cade seesceeseecuees 548 

Pay chrometric) Observatlonser see ce ces cote cee ele eee eee nice eae ence cles oe eee 157 

Esyenrometrical tables— J. HAC ORRINGssec.coseiecs cence eons same ae eee 87 

Pterophryne, on proper specific name of—T. GILL. (P. 1878) ...-....--...----- 332 

Ptychochilus harfordi, new species of Ptychochilus, description of—D. S. Jor- 

DAI Ce GILBERT (Ce LeSh) peta see ene oecolee sas tscen enone 467 

Public— 

architecture, hints!on—Rh. OWEN eoesee ease coe nee ee cece coskeeed acne 1 

buildings, acoustics applied to—J. HENRY. (R. 1856).......-...----.-..-- 91 

instruction, minister of, report to Emperor of France by, on scientific expe- 

ditironitoMexicons (RelS864)\. 425 eae e oe eee ee ee eee ee 188 

libraries of the United States, notices of—C. C. Jewerr. (R. 1849).......21,25 

libraries. See Libraries. 

museum of the Institute of Jamaica, fishes received from, catalogue of —T. 

PB EAN ble Ge DRESHES i(k. LSS4)eeacearecet act ane) oeer ee ee eee 607 

Publications-— 

exchange of -AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION OF MILAN. (R. 1863).--...---. 187 

exchange of—CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF BORDEAUX. (R. 1863)--..-.---- 187 

of learned societies and periodicals in Smithsonian library.-..- 73, 85, L117, 179 

of Smithsonian Institution— 

Catalocne Of, 1S82—W..J. WHEES sccclesse ee cose co ae)sa cece oevieia nose 506, 478 
cheek listioi* December, 18Sl sae. oe ceisincioecinsis clajee ais eeineseloeea es 506, 43:7 

checkilistiof, March; S84 ss soe sisciis seloe conse saniaeelssciciseieisciecis ner se 571 

ClassitvedMistiottercsetocceet one aki -ce secre dee c tee coisas secelone sets .. #80 

listiof GR 1866) eaecestsseseccess ees 74, 203, 226, 245, 278, 290, 301, 344, 437, 478 

PEICE MING Of MATCH LCOS wo celete a miele ciclere ear wale will =ia ala elem ia aia ae eel ater 573 
SHS (Raa bets) Le Seo GH5 Asoc bos seeSe cubadd oped Saeeodloddebolocdaar 649, 627 

of the National Museum. (R. 1884, I1).....-.-.--..--..- adhe easseco bees 648 
of U.S. Government, 1868-188] —G. H. BOEHMER .....-.--..----.-.-------- 477 

O® Wiss Weimonml Whee ubns Mi Oe (Ue, istei))) nas e465 segoisoecodsosbos Soose 467,474 

periodical, received in reading-room of Smithsonian Institution.......-.--. Q 

report on, 1853-1866—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1853-1866). -.-.. 67, 75, 77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 
147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214 

Puebla, Mexico, deseription of large fossil gasteropod from—C. A. WHITE. (P. 

TIFIED) (ce eee CHS SeC ROD AQOOE 5OG6 Hone aenceS Sepp esedos caoce te bho CCOSSe 2. 425 

Pueblos of New Mexico and Arizona, collections from; illustrated eaealueaee 

of—J. STEVENSON. (E. 1281- IBD) easuicc as sootenls caste See a ee ame OO 

alicientpottery— Wi. 1H. EIOLMES! = so5 sen2ce pose tance coci-= eenne soneele aan oe 

Puget Sonnd— 
description of two new species of flounders (Parophrys ischyurus and Hippo- 

glossoides elassodon) from—D. 8. Jornpan; C. H. GInBERT. (P.1880)- 425 

new species of Artedius from, description of—D. 8. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT, 

GERESB 2) Pcie raaas otee se orecee ace Sal hee misc ceceinen == iis <s eth am ener 518 

Pulmonata— 
geophila, monograph of—W. G. BrINNEy; T. BLAND. .--..----------+---+-- 194 

limnophila, monograph of—W. G. BINNEY.....--. ----+---++-----+---+-++- 143 
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PUMPELLY, Rh. Geological researches in China, Japan, and Mongolia -........ 202 

Pupilla floridana, notes'on—W.) Hs DALE.» (GPs 1880) a= see ase ea ele 650 

Punpledyeine-Vancient and anodernte (hobs) ees st opie seem ee eer) = re ere 187 

Putnam County, Ga., mounds in—Buny. W. Kent. (NR. 1882) ---------.---- 535, 540 

Pyramidella vineta, new species of, from Florida—W. H. Datu. (PB. 1885) --.. 548 

Q t 

QUALE, LEWIs. Account of the cryolite of Greenland. (R. 1866) -...--.-...--. 214 

Qualitative determinations by the blow-pipe—T. EGLESTON. (R. 1872)....---- 271 

Quarry, aboriginal soapstone, in Alabama—CHARLES Mour. (I. 1881) - ---- 181, 515 

Quartermasters, authority to, to receive and transmit specimens to Smithsonian. 34 

QUATREFAGES, J. L. Memoir of Isidore Geoffroy St. Hilaire. (R. 1862).....-- 150 

Queen Charlotte’s Islands, Haidah Indians of—J. G. SWAN.-.--........-..---.--- 207 

Queries— 

about expression for anthropological inquiry —C. Darwin. (R. 1867)-.--- 215 

relative to tornadoes—J- HENRY). 2.52222 ge-esecccseas ee toca sueisje bie Sneek 190 

Querimana gyrans, new species of, description of—D. 8. JoRDAN ; C. H. GILBERT. 

CP 1884). See ae es Sn je oe BS ReS Phos k Sasi delle oe eae tenes 607 

Questions. See Prize questions. 

relative to the food fishes of the United States—S. I". Barrp...-..----. .--- 234 

Quetelet, WA. eulocynons Diy: i. Miai tanya Ui 174) een ere eee eters 286 

QuIcK, BE. KR. Mounds in Franklin County, Ind. (i. 1879): 224. 252.--2. -2-2-: 345 

* Quillehute Indians of west coast of Washington Territory, method of taking 

surf smelt by—J. G. Swan. (P. 1880) .-..-..--.. ae ORME SI Soa 425 

Quincy, Il]., mounds near—W. G. ARMSTRONG. (R. 1879). .....-.-.....--- Soe bau) 

R. 

Rabbit catching the sun in a trap (Qmaha myth)—J.O.Dorsry. (HE. 1879-80) 476 

Race, the human, probable future of—A. DE CANDOLLE. (R. 1875) 

Races— 

intermEsture of—G. (GIBBS. (CR. 1864)\7 oo. eee ee ee oe ee ee mL 

lower, social and religious condition of the—J. Lubpock. (R. 1869) .._... 228 

MIRE MDa Denia —— Ee sD AB Gave Ne 0) (TVS S70) eee rs sae en 244 

Radiant heat, reports on state of knowledge of—B. POWELL. (RK. 1859)-.....-- 110 

Radiates/ot Arctic America—A. Bh, VeRRM) = sce. 5) oe eee ee eee eee 342 

Radiation, lecture on—J. TYNDALL. (R. 1868)..-.. 

Radicipes pleurocristatus, new genus and species, description of—R. Li. C. 

SLBARNS ae (Seo) a seem saeee = ae Bo Sect e ee we RS oe! ee 548 

Rafinesque’s memoirs on North American fishes, review of—D.8. JORDAN ..---. 305 

Raia— 

fuser, mMotesiOn——S 4 GAR NAN | (PS pL 885) sce cere eee ee eae ee ae eee 650 

inornata, note on—D.S. JORDAN; C.H.Ginpert. (P.1681)...---.....-... 467 

jordanii, moves on—S, GARMAN) «(Bal885) esse ceeeseeceee eee oe eee eee eee 63 

rhina, new species of ray from coast of California, description of—D. &. 

JORDAN? CVE GILBERT. | (PASS) esas sae eee sie eee 425 

senta, notes on—S. GARMAN. (P. 1885).......-- Soe BboaHaC ESOC as Gsoras 650 

stellulata, new species of ray from Monterey, Cal., description of—D. S. 

JORDAN: |C.JE. Gimme) (es SSO) pene nae Bo ea eee tial Gle Sealers 425 

Rain— 

and atmospheric pressuze—J FANN. (IR. 1877) 2 seeeseneee- somes eae ee eOronDOS 

and barometric minima—T. Rryr. (R.1877)....-..-..---- SOG Sha easy Bele: 

and snow, tables of precipitation in—C. A. SCHOTT .-...---.----.- 222, 353, 547 

articles on, preserved in Smithsonian. (R. 1874)....--..-.. Seca eT ONO DS 

gauges—h. H..GARDINER, (8.1898) -nq.csestec teamecioecimere reeaa see Oe 
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Rain—Continued. 

influence of, upon the barometer—J. HANN. (R. IRS TA) ee whcrs Sameer me 323, 398 
DNAS EDLC 2s Sieg OA TE nay ee Ne Pi 157 
presence of electricity during fall of—Professor PALMIERI. (R.1870)...... 244 
quantity of, at different heights—O. W. Morris; J. HENRY. (R.1855).2... 77 
snow, or hail, electricity of induction in strata of atmosphere surrounding 

cloud resolving into—F. ZANTEDESCHI. (R.1870)..............--.-. 244 
Rain charts of United States, 1,2,3: summer, winter, and year—C. A. Scuorr... 374 

Ralls cone Mo., mounds in—GrorGE L, Harpy; Frap B. Scuertz. (R. 

ee eee Ce Oe Sei 
Rana pipiens, anatomy of nervous system of—J. WYMAN.......-----.----- 45 
Pe Pres mOOlocy Of — is MP BREWER tae cics acm easel aan oe on SAK une e eee 89 
Rat, pouched, of Georgia, habits of—W. Gesner. (R.1860)........2..-.-. 147 

RaTHBUN, R.— 

Annotated list of the described species of parasitic Copepoda (Siphonostoma) 

from American waters, contained in the U. S. National Museum. (P. 

Le ek NE AS SS SESE COSCO OREO REREIORES SEs Hoos Sc eee eee emt foray 607 

Catalogue of crustaceans, worms, echinoderms, and sponges of United 

States at London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883.......-........ 511, 521, 552 

Deep-sea research -22 2222.0... BOERS OD See Cosa Gon Ss eGo Ome oA Onee HLS Sel S57, 

Littoral marine fauna of Provincetown, Cape Cod, Mass. (P. 1880)......_- 425 

Marine invertebrates from New England, distributed by U. 8. National Mu- 

SOUM PliSteOle n | CbmLOGly ee ses ore sion Cie see aed ees ee 467,465,471 

Notice of a collection of stalked crinoids made by the steamer Albatross in 

the Gulf of Mexico and Caribbean Sea, 1884 and 1885. (P.1885).... 650 

Report on department of marine invertebrates, National Museum, for 1884. 

(Cea Retey: Wes Oa Se Hen se wh es Pee ARS eee aie ep Kae Serene i teat 648 

Report on department of marine invertebrates, National Museum, for 1885 

(GIBSON ID) eos sae cieeeresieeieceetsbiseic ei oon sais em sere een ene 654 
Report upon the Echini collected by the U,S. Fish Commission steamer 41- 

batross in the Caribbean Sea and Gulf of Mexico, January to May, 

NBGA e(REESGo)\2 2 te eee Mee cee aa ee role teen AAC et ocean 650 
Report upon the Echini collected by the U. 8. Fish Commission steamer 41- 

batross in the Gulf of Mexico from January to March, 1885. (P. 

1 HEISESS Vu a es Rep NOR MSt Zr aba RE Rd ON hae BO Ane 650 
RatTuBen, R.; Tarr, R. 8.—List of duplicate marine invertebrates distributed 

bye NIUseUIM a SCLICS RIN ane ere wselseers iicmemel se han seer ene nae 516 

RATUBUN R.; VERRILL, A. E.— 

List of marine invertebrates distributed by the Fish Commission. Series 1. 494 

Marine invertebrata of New England distributed by Fish Commission. (P. 

Hew) oe005 SSS ee sais lscw Srey tee wae eials oateietatnte erate Suara epsimie) elalaearatoratere = Ste oki nem cies 333 
Ratio between diameter and circumference of a circle—W. FERREL-..---------- 233 

Rattlesnake, researches upon venom of—S. W. MITCHELL..........-.---------- L35 

Rattlesnakes— 
bibhecrapliyior—9.. Wie, MITCH MLM aacomecincs so<cloa= passerine =e aa ee eee 135 

Seuees ARG species) Of— ls Ds | COUE St. aio eaincine sala Sas Selena oasene aes 135 

Rav, C.— 

Agricultural flint implements in Southern Illinois. (R. 1868)..---. 224, 440,370 

Agricultural implements of North American stone period. (IR. 1863)..---- 187, 440 

Ancient aboriginal trade in North America. (KR. Lez) se Peete Safe 271, 440, 385 

Anthropological publications, list Oe (PRBS) por aaaseeee Geet ees 467 

Archeological collection of the U.S. National Museum...-.-..-------.----- 287 

Artificig] shell-deposits in New Jersey. (R, 1864)--.,-..--.-------- 188, 440, 362 

Cirenlar pelative to contributions of aboriginal antiquities to the National 
Winey, (PS ile's8)\) Seceeooc savecs sano beecousesedd sousEe esu0 Bec 548, 572 

>» Dyjiling in stone without metal, (R. 1868) -..¢-:ce-rsa-ereeree-ee «224, 440,372 
in 
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Rau, C.—Continued. 

Gold ornament from mound in Florida, observations on. (R. 1877) -..323, 440, 403 

Indian} pottery. Get eoG) ewes ee eee eee eee a eee ae eeieererets 214, 440, 368 

Memoir’of C.F. P: Von Martius. (GR. 1869)\-soo Sceeeeer oe ees em. soe 228, 440,251 

North American ’‘stoneumplements, )(R. 1872) 22-eenesces se a= sae 271, 440, 382 

Palenque tablet in the U. S. National Museum.....--.-...-......-...... 331 

Prehistoric fishing in Europe and America..-.-...----.------------------ 606, 509 

Report on Department of Antiquities, National Museum, for 1885. (R. 

Ikess 100) Bae ae eS ANS Sesea Hues ORO bess coat decosyescb asco seat odos 654 

Stock-in-trade of an aboriginal lapidary. (R.1877)-.-....------..---- 323, 440,402 

Translation of Baegert’s account of the Indians of southern California. (R. 

ABSES=18O4) shoe Ao ee eae se Se sateen ta a 187, 188, 440, 361 

Translation of Romer’s antiquities of Hungary. (R. 1876) ..-.----.299, 440, 392 

Rawson, R. Memoir of Eaton Hodgkinson. (R. 1868).....-....---.---------- 224 

ReaD, M.C. Ancient mound near Chattanooga, Tenn. (R. 1867)....-------.. 215 

Reading-room of Smithsonian Institution, periodicals received in, 1853...-----. Q 

Recalculation of atomic weights. Constants of Nature. Part v—F. W. 

(CNRS mes opegosccbosocs coc SOOO OB POS OncICOUCIaE em opoupesaadeocTe 441 

Receipts of specimens. See annual reports. 

Recent— 
improvements in the chemical arts—J. C. Boorm; C. MORFIT..---..----- 27 

progress in physics—J. MULLER. (R. 1855-1858).........-....---- 77, 91, 107, 109 

progress in relation to the theory of heat—A. Cazin. (R. 1868)...-........ 224 

progress in science, reports on. See Record of recent progress. 

researches on secular variations of planetory orbits—J. N. STOCKWELL. (IR. 

DYE) hee ae See ener Aa SMe Sno remo ae SomuaSSocLaGdde dosn sons BdoSsoe 249 

Recommendation of Shea’s Indian linguistics—G. G1iBBs and others. (IR. 1861). 149 

Reconstruction of eastern portion of Smithsonian Building, report of architects 

(GREMUSBA) nests ore eee ease Sant eerie eto emerneaetee seen erent 623 

Record of— 
auroras in higher northern latitudes—P. FORCE........-..----.------------ 84 

meteorological material preserved in Smithsonian. (R. 1874)..---.- POS A ies.) 

morthly meteorological reports preserved in Smithsonian Institution. (R. 

ISTO) iasoete ses ace tee mem caer SeBoulond BSS SEreSodictCse S505 279 

recent progress in science— 

1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, 1883, 1884, 1885. 

Anthropology—O. T. Mason— 

CREME O) ee aie sie asl sa saee sciclomies ccna sie ae epee et see eee 442,432 

CR TBS1 ie ves etl o Soa Lites crete oe maior haere mene ete al eleT areal 515, 488 
(Re oles) ee eet an Meer ea EMS SE AE Ea A eer ee aS 540, 534 

GE cles) a ee eR EIA SEE Go Ae Goo Emme r ins cl, 593, 583 

(RTS 4 ese cele oh cee eee cle ee se es ceememerioce © scm cecum 623, 618 

CRESS) ree ca hE. SS SIS cree aes Meena ee eter oles mt ree eran 649, 640 

Astronomy—E. 8. HoLDEN— 

CR TS80 Sees Ons 25 Sk ee Bt eee ee ee lc aeven 21252 442427 

(ReTSB Lye Soe oo ks Te a ee ee) Lee 515, 483 
(Ri LE82): Sask noo sec. csis WA Seed a Pee ramen eects See ae eee 540,525 

CRO 1883): Hee esc eee see ee Cee ees boone see eee 593, 574 

CRe1TSB4)) SS Seeiscsns sacs cece aessice ene neeisene eels Menieeeeeae 623, GO9 
W. C. WINLOCK— 

(ig Mileleb)) Sas ocoages Lecia, Hos mecen ater RECS ed eee 649, 641 

Botany—W. G. FaRLow— 

(RMUS80) Fee coe eee See ene tear rl ee een eee ees 442,430 
(Ri TeSL) Se crsetke coe etc e ee eee ee eRe eee eee eee 515, 486 
(R882) eee ee I Sts at ae 540, 532 

(RdIS83) eet eee ee wiv. cratsoad oe cee mete pds Aes 5938, 581 
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Record of—Continued. 

recent progress in science— 

Chemistry —G. F. BARKER— 

GERLSSO Solera ce cieceiom inten oie wewislcselele auiute cials, Sars 442,429 
(Fy TUSSI ea it a eh tae a rOnR Rd MD Ueda E712 = 

H. C. BoLron— 

(Re, 1S82)\ ye ois a eee eee ae seaeiaee nor sam saci ceca asta Od ON OGO 

(Cia SER) cada saqeison6 Sa Hace DODO mao Se SD ONRepOSdeaes Osos 593, 579 

(CRS B ah sia srs Seleisien este coat ee neat oe ical = sinrscer apes 623, 614 
(Aa hele) RUSS ee ee SE OUEE Hue ASS: DSB OU GEA RE DE Spee 649, 633 

Geography—F. M. GREEN— 
GR SB2 pea sear aces mem oee s emeceianine Bele Saeeecet ia OA On al, 

(US, TIER) Badaeueeae cool boseckeoasadcepues SocboUndetee boone 593, 576 
(Give BSA) ae ee een oop Be ee seneonite sieyeieinere mina aaieeieicee 623, 611 

J. K. GoopRICH— 
(Rd 8a) ieee. meme tee socce ac sree else miele Sere racicia week 649, 632 

Geology—G. W. Hawrs— 
(Cit, ISIE) ea cbbn odue Bebo Seeas oa bund caso HaEonosodags boon 442,428 

T. STERRY HuNtT— 
(i, iste) ces Seooedoe Sane boos dee seosen so eS codnOs ooas ab6c50 540, 526 

(ts UGE) Sess son6 GeoGcdande seb 560n bean soubdaSode Seaces sore 593, 575 

Metecrology—C. ABBE— 

(ARS Tetsill)) Se bosuows sees déaeas shoe SeoLlsou cus gada Gadd cHasand 515,484 
(Oey SE) Sead Bicone Ee aae cue Mem SSe DopaecoU pase Se aSso ee 540, 528 

CRB1 883) pacecnict ier elocisa) steteisisie Siar aya Soler ic eer eels inee UO ALE 

Oe TES) Oe ee eee toe Ge wee ee ocean ea escmbr bekocReeroce Soc 623,612 

Mineralogy—G. W. HawEsS— 
UR ASSO) E eeniepes mc clsie po aise ian slowermie wenn elawrmnie ase ancien ss 442,428 

E. 8. Dana— 
(SEAUTIIS DR RE See URE AEE RS Ree Re poscenaccsacacee sec Ups 

(BPS See ee rh Sa ih eo oucog oe ce Ocoee B her at 
(02 RAS SH Ate A es te Sil a LE eS een corer OCoere ute 623, 615 

(OG NEC) aasuae Santa mash le a ee acral mcserc auc pmprc 649, 639 

North American Paleontology—J. B. MaRcou— 
CRT CSA) ne ae eset rere esos a= resets alee ate ie mpiniais iat ciate 623, 610 

(QE NSISIs) ete eae tacehe are eae SE ae Core ane cemen eon 649, 642 

Physics—G. F. BARKER— 
GEL SSO) eens ee ee cre eens aor arenas aie co 442,429 

(LER TIT NE Be ae ee ee 50 SSS Se ee RES e casero tnere=d Sam A OSHC Y3 be 
GARI CS? eee as oe sai cea aaa eo claisiota can iran Seta OU tea 

GRAB SSS ieee a cele caine ear ieee sacs a apse ale a ela air 593, 578 

(CEs, TISISY betes a eres Bee ene OR Ree et A COR aose oe eas Hone 623,613 
(Cis TSS) ye rea eae rete eas fae ea Ree ae RO 649, 638 

Vuleanology and Seismology—C. G. Rockwoop, Jr.— 

(1s TSSY Dea oe eRe pk Ss a SO Ae Se Ceri 623, 616 

GREE GED) yore sea eek len emetic aca ceces as-is cnn jompees 649, 634 

Zoology—T. G1L~t— 

GEES SU eri seal eae icine aloe om algal op alae a= versie wine neeiane rina 442,431 

(1a atts) poses RE SIOAE Ros ene ASE A Eo oe eoee eouaddecedds 501, 487 
(RI BB2 esas See ioe See seme ce Fo ih peat eres oi bh Naot A Cape SY (1) 2 6 £0 

(7. SEES) pie Ue secnaene 988 no each ar aapnment aps nea Reyne BLE L612. 

CRISS ee ea 2 ie Ee Ce ce eer tials ae oy antes s oh Se aCeO CO Oma 

(GIS TUSTSIS) yu RR aN a a Bale a a RR Se EE 649, 643 

Recording Indian languages, method of—J.O. Dorsry; A. 8. GATSCHET; S. R. 

IGGSe) (Elon 960) pees ace ieee te ise ane ae ees om fale mecha 476 

H. Mis. 170——52 
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Records and results of magnetic survey of Pennsylvania—A. D. BACHE... .----. 166 

Red River— 

of the North, ethnology of Indians of valley of—W. H. GARDNER. 

CRicI870) ieee seee ee tee ae cee ean see ee eee ee Scere seer arenernere 244 
settlement, Hudson’s Bay Territory, Indian remains in—D. GUNN. (R. 1867) 215 

REDE. lectoureon<“SthesUnion:), (Ch. 1854)s- 2a aeosee eee ee eels eee 75 

Refraction of sound—Wereb, -eAwnOR i (it.plGso))esceaee eee eee = eee ree 298, 595 

Regents of Smithsonian Institution— 
listiof, 1846) 202. ee eee Shs se eaie tise ca) Soe ie eee een bei etic eee N 

list of, 1846-1879. See also each annual report --....--.....--- 329 

memorial of Board of, relative to Smithson poe (R. 1850; R. 1866) 28, 214, 329 

memorial of Board of, to Congress asking aenrenanere for Museum. 

(CG TUSTIVA). aeeatioa TeS HUB eoonIeecd cOECUG Good ddco Osod ouicawSagoudese 215, 329 

memorial to Congress in behalf of, relative to new museum building—G. 

BANGROM DE.) (iol S 7G) peeieetere ee ratetete erate ae eater een ete peta or ore -299, 329 

proceedings of Board of. (See also each annual report) ......A, G, H, I, M, 329 

proceedings of Board of, on death of Joseph Henry.--.-.-.-..-------------- 356 

proceedings of Board of, relative to the electro-magnetic telegraph. (R. 

chy) eaeeeaeaaatcdacccoudeend -doesoss cbadados 2855 qncd'séidoca5 107, 115,329 

report of committee of, on— 
communication of J. Henry relative to electro-magnetic telegraph—C. 

C) BELTON, (Ri 1857) io2 2 --e eee o tabieleete cee tee clr seinielae oe tecieremt 407, 329 

Corcoran Art Gallery. (R. 1872) ......-----..--.---.---.---. so. -- 271, 329 

fire at Smithsonian—R. WaALLAcH; J. HENRY. (R. 1864) --..-...--188, 329 

Museum—A. GRAY; H.Coppke. (R.1874)........---.--.----..----- 286, 329 

Museum—A. Gray; A. A.SARGENT; H.CLYMER. (R.1876) ...--...-299, 329 

report of committee on— 

(ATC MIGCCEUTO = \-mice mete cn aioe oie cteiel= Sais sie tele eta letate a = eee a eee ee 

distribution of Smithsonian income—J. A. PEARCE; J. MEacuam. (R. 
1858): gecwsdccs vans en goe de atlece de eeee. cele tee sree eee 67, 329 

Greek album—C.C. FELTON. (RB 1857) ..--.. ---. 2 coe. -e cee concn 107, 329 

organization ..--...----- ---------- een none eee ee nee ee ene eee ee 328, B, L 
Stanley’s gallery of Indian portraits. (R.1857).--..---..-----.----- 107, 329 

system of accounts. (R.1866)......-....--------------+----+-------- 214, 329 
use of new hall—L. AGassiz. (R. 1867)..---.----------------------- 215, 319 
Washington canal. (R.1868) ......--.------- e220 2222 22 - eee eee eee 224, 329 

Regents of University of State of New York. Acknowledgment for specimens. 

(R. 1869), coo Seen 0 Sac Sec eon ee ome onlalelerl == mais alam a 209, 329 

Registration of periodical phenomena—J. Henry. (R. MeBE)) A He SSS ed 655Gc0 6005 Hai 

Registry of periodical phenomena..-.-...----.------ ---+ +--+ +2 seer re eee eee 65, 148 

Regulations of the— 
Smithsonian Institution. (1872) .......----.---------- +--+ ------ See 260 

U.S. National Museum—G. B.GoopE. (P.1881) .-.--.----------------- 467,445 

Regulus calendula, remarks on plumage of—C. W. BECKHAM. (P.1885)-.--...-- 650 

REICHERT, E. T.; MircHett, 8. W. Researches upon the venoms of poisonous 

BOLPCNtS ob ccbs costes meecee a clcce cia we ciem vee iaan ieee nmol oem inieninlgl etree 647 

REICHARDT, W. Present state of knowledge of eryptogamous plants. (R.1871). 249 

Rew, D. B. Architecture in relation to ventilation, warming, lighting, fire- 

proofing, acoustics, and health. (R.1856)..---. .--------------+----- 91 

Rep, 8. G. Contributions to the Natural History of the Bermudas, Part Iv. 

BITS os c..2 weeeminse obaiccbe p niew ies Ce ere eee mete petelaictate (oiler aaa tet 495, 566 

Reigen Mazatlan collection of mollusks—P. P. CARPENTER .------------------- 252 

Reindeer, man as the contemporary of, in middle Europe. (R. 1867) ..-.-..---- 215 

Relation— 

between barometric variations and atmospheric currents—M. PEsLIN. (R. 

1ST) cece atoms naas Se wanes com ete Repo eocr oS Sousa ea aors: ----323, 398 
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of food to work, and its eres on medical pera HAUGHTON. (R. 

of nie areai sciences to science in Poenerai== ee rene LMHOLTZ. “(R. Tete e-ees 249 

of time and space, lecture on—S. ALEXANDER. (R.1861) -............-... 149 

Relationship— 

circular respecting degrees of—L. H. MORGAN .... .-.-.. ---. occ e cece ce cone 138 

system of, of Cree Indians—E. A. WATKINS. (R.1862)-...............---- 150 
systems of—L. H. MORGAN - SoBe 58359 Sbeo 66de"3ae Dee Pn Ks} 

Relative intensity of heat and ene of en W. MEECH. (R. 1856). Ee Bes ae 91,83 

Relic, ancient, of Maya sculpture, remarks on—A. ScuorrT. (R.1871).....-...- 249 

Relics— 

ancient, at Dayton, Ohio—AvuG. A. FOERSTE. (R.1883)........-....-.---! 588, 593 
anelemtwini Massouri—J. W. FOSTER." \(Ro1863) 22 sasonc cis 2a Seles 0 oe 187 
DCEOMEM TRUSS ds.) ONES =o atap oso cas ais Saal sea eRe de Be REE ences sae 259 

ancient, of northwestern Iowa—J. B.Cutts. (R. 1872) ..........-...--.-- 271 

in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.—HENRY BooTH. (R.1883)...:.......----..-----588, 593 
PLESEMGOUMD Yad tls OOVELOUX,, «| (Rs L872) co -nasse wes cacsiaeins samieeecere nes 271 

Religion of Shoshone Indians—A. G. BRacKETT. (R. 1879)....-----.---------. 345 
Religious condition of lower races of man—J. LuBBock. (R. 1869) ...--.----- 228 
Remains—See Ancient remains. 

aboriginal, near Naples, 11l.— JoHN G. HENDERSON. (R. 1882) ..........535, 540 

aBUEteMaelS OL: LONNCSSCO—J., SONES san cic olvcclc xeiecc sc uieeene fee eehe eee 259 
ancient— 

ime olorado—E. J. BERTHOUDS) (Ru LS6%)\e-o-cencue sce cece sees see eee 215 
MORO S— deb, MACIWAN: * (It cLS85) Meakeaien Ceciacsaeeemee sacle eens 645, 649 

in White River Cafion—R. T. BRON. (R.1882)..-.-..---0<-0c--es -o=- 540 

Hear copden, Til. M hArRnir. Ge 1S6l)cesesoecessecineee=seeee 418, 515 

Human, from:Patagonia—A. Rirp. (BR. 1862)... 22. oo... ooo. oc ceeece 150 

im pucks!County, Pa.—JOHN A. RUTH... (R. 1883) 2.5.05 occ occ seecceienes 588, 593 
in Independence County, Ark.—Dr. A. JoNES. (R. 1881) ....-.......-.-- 481, 515 

Indian, in Cass County, Ill._—J. F. SnypER. (R. 1881) ...........-...--- 481,515 
Indian, in Caddo Parish, La.—T. P. Horcukiss. (R. 1872)............---- 271 

‘of later prehistoric man from caves in Alaska—W. H. DALL......------- 318 

Gtewalrus(?) 11 Maine—C.H. BOMD.| ((Ralssl\eseons. seme eee eo ce ence eee 467 

on Blennerhassett’s Island, Ohio River—J. P. MACLEAN. (R. 1882)..---.535, 540 
on White Water River, Ind.—GEoRGE W. HoMsuer. (R. 1882).......--.535, 540 

prehistoric, in Florida—J. Francis L. Baron. (R. 1882).-...-..-..--.--535, 540 

, prehistoric, in Montana—P. W. Norris. (R. 1879)....--....--0s0-cce-ceeee 345 

prehistoric, in vicinity of city of Washington, D. C.—T. R. Peate. (R. 1872). 271 

Zapotec, account of—J. G. SAWKINS; B. MAYER.........-.--20 sseececccces 86 
Remarks— 

concerning nature of currents of air—A. COLDING. (R. 1877)-..-..----...323, 398 

critical, on collection of birds from La Palma, Costa Rica—R. Ripa@way. 

CEpLSS2) remarcewaiaes sie ceis male sels ocwinkec eee ese eye seeiememeisecerece eee 518 

critical, on tree-creepers of Europe and North America—R. RipGway. (P. 

FUSES EA) cede AN ei it Se ek 0 ge OIC er Re 518 
on ancient relic of Maya sculpture—A. ScuorT. (R. 1871) -.....---....--- 249 

on Cara gigantesca of Yzamal in Yucatan—A. ScHotr. (R. 1869)-..-....-.- 28 

on kjékken-méddings on northwest coast of America—P. SCHUMACHER. 

GRIST S73) ee ei ia aor oa mame aaieciots eames cals Sie. isc epee Se siete Ae erate 275 

on Motacilla blackistoi, Seebohm—R. RripGway. (P. 1883) ...--.---------- 548 

on osteology of Opheosaurus ventralis—R. W. SHUFELDT. (P. 1881)--.----- 467 

on physical geography of North America—J. FROEBEL. (R. 1854)---.-.-.--- 75 

on species of genus Chiurus—W.N. LOCKINTON. (P. 1880) .....-----.----- 425 
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Remarks—Continued. 

on the species of the genus Cepphus—L. STEJNEGER. (P. 1884)..---....... 607 

on the systematic arrangement of the American Turdida—L. STEJNEGER. 

CBRLBS2 yoo arr aera stage (ete eia ae rc oe os 2 rests ees ae ge eos oe es ee LS 
on the type specimen of Buter oxypterus, Cassin—R. RrpGway. (P. 1885)... 650 

Reminiscences! of JosephvHenry—s. B, DOD iacess cere eeeeee ere ee ee ane 306 

Reparatory inflammation in arteries after ligature, etc., nature of. Toner lecture 

No; Vit-——E. OF SHAKESPEARE: ~--<eroo2elnn ss ae ease JS Stee eee - 321 
Report. See Henry, J., Baird, 8. F., Regents. 

Report of— 

American Academy of Arts’and Sciences on organization of Smithsonian— 

E. EVEREIT; J. SPARKS; B. PEIRCE; H. W. LONGFELLOW; A. GRay. 

GR MIB5S Gat en Se Ee oe ee ay 
architect—B. S. ALEXANDER. (R. 1854) oceis sicieis Seles oceee selene sise wets pee 75 

architects, 1879, 1880—CLUSs and SCHULZE. (R. 1879; R. 1880).345, 442, 409, 434 

architects on reconstruction of eastern portion of the Smithsonian building— 

CRGTBBI) ht USL ALO Re Scam cecterseta tem sin taiece mee nesiseericene ese eae 491 

GRE TSR4) cy ss Sse te ee SER omc aos meeelemine cere aieabetess tate ae HOGS 

Assistant Director of the National Museum for— 

1 (So) Mie se ee re a ae an cee aE mbes 6 Ree ee isciting aco ocs ao occ 515,510 

WBS2 oe. coat sec cod ea oaetieet coe ee Sao beie son naee sie ce ee Ee ae eee 540, 524 

1 Stor UMAR ae at anes aoa lel iar sat ene AAs CRS aE MR ES ee taco cane 593, 587 

1 Holo Lager aE Baia Cee Ceara Se eee oe re MRE ENE eT ere An Sain naa Conc 648 

Board ee ara of pinicheentan Institution, 1847-1880—G, H, I, 21, 28, 51, 57, 67 

, 77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 215, 224, 298, 244, 

on 271, 275, 236, 298, 299, 323, 341, 345, 142, 

Board of Regents of Smithsonian Institution for— 

There) Oe ae aero ECE So WES St soos scc Soe ces Sse sacin sooo fhe soe 515 
NSS2 Sess SOS hele oe Naten waa acai voles Setatatelna leo oe te ae ee 540 

ete Se ye alin Be ae SNS OA Pena SSSbere ate SSS Ae Ghee See oe 593 
te St Snug Beso onsdssoSdoeEee obe oocee Ssbdes aee estes thse dee coc 623, 648 

TEED SSeS toast robs wo ce eb cis ee sprains oem Siar aa) ee ee ae 649 
Bureau of Ethnology— 

first—J. Wi. POWwEUL.” (Ci. 1879-1680) <2 2 2.0 see neice a eee meee eee 476 
second—J., Wi POWELLG. | (E1880 188) es eceie = on eaeeleeee— eee ee 

third—J, W: POWELL. (CHS 1 862) coe ooo eee eee ee eer 631 

fourth—J-W “POWELL. (EB. 1882-1883) (0-2 3.6 ee le a 652 
chemist—P) Wi DAyior. \CR: 1880) ooo. te aaa eee eee ee 442 

commission on general stereotype catalogue of public libraries. (R. 1850)-..28, 47 

Committee of American Association on system of combined meteorological 

observations: | (GRo1tSob) co 2 oS. osiceeneeeeticcecete ree mece in cece ece eee 51 

Committee of Regents of Smithsonian Institution on. See Regents. Execu- 

tive Committee. See also each annual report ...-......--. -....----------- 329 

Executive Committee on Henry statue. (R.1880).......--......----..---- 442 
experiments on animal heat of fishes—J. H. KippErR. (P.1879)-....-.--...--- 333 

explorations in New Mexico and Arizona—J. STEVENSON. (R. 1880)..-.--- 442 

Government explorations and surveys. (R. 1878)...-....----..-.-----.-.- S41 
National Museum Building Commission for 1879. (R. 1879)-...-..------ 345, 409 
National Museum Building Commission for 1880. (R. 1880)........---.- 442,434 

National Museum Building Commission for 1881. (R. 1881) ....--..---- 515, 491 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution, 1847-1877—J. HENRY. (R. 1847.--.-- 

1877). F, H, 1,21, 28, 51, 57, 67, 75, 77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 
215, 224, 228, 244, 249, 271, 275, 286, 298, 299, 323 

Secretary of Smitbsonian Institution, 1878-1880—S. F. Bairp. (R. 1878- 
LER Ae ee eer ee EN ee nena cee ere Sameer 341, 345, 408,418,419, 442 
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Report of—Continued. 
Secretary of Smithsonian Institution for— 

IG 3505 Comp cSeenGbeueeebS BSeHso GeCOnD np eho pROnoHanppabbeaacacoooi! yg W/E) 

1S SD SAE OT SCRE ES Oh Se, 10h) Seas Rae ertie emarelews Antec” (UC p24 0) 

RS ee tare caw rina Seta ee I Se Blaise IES wlan omnia a Sten a OO AO 

TES OSE RRM Ber Se Na en ON ae ee Se eI Ra arr 623, 608 
SISSIES Se a Oe eS Se a ere Ce 649, 629 
TUSERSIEIS: SAA ACen ne nen elo Se Coen ie AA aa am en CAA rog cet): | 

Senate peaty Committee on management of Smithsoni: plow P. BUTLER. 

Seine BRO Institution. See Report of Bos anil of R egents. 

visit to Luray cavern—O. [. Mason. (R. 1880) .-..........----.------- 442,433 

Report on— 
a fragment of cloth taken from a mound in Ohio—J. G. Hun. e 1883) 222. 0548 

Daudi stone—D..D, OWEN secs fac ce nas vecas ease cee meee sine 6 Ses re ean ea 329 

catalosuaisystom—O. CoJE WEEE... (RviG49) 2: oeseemces a4 -lon een onl <a ee 

Centennial Exhibition—E.F.Bairp. (R. 1876).-.-..-----.----.--- -.299, 307 
contents of bottlesof water from Gulf of Mexico—W. G. FarLow. (P. 1881) 467 

copyright system—C. C. JEwrrT. (R. 1851)-. ee eee siaee pol 

echini collected by Fish Commission etoaeeeibanoren in n 188 4 Pat 1885 I— 

18, TeAGesisonn (U2. TEE Ab ene cobe coca aane Se 5565 SagacEloHosES GaboRe 650 

effect of frost on stones—C. G. PAGE 932s 2seae2 Sock : Me Eee eo 
ethnological collections of Museum of eee Ov OR: (R. 1861). 149 

explorations in Central America—Dr. J. F. Bransrorp. (R. 1882).--.---535,540 

explorations of ancient mounds in Union County, Ky. §.S.Lyon. (R. 1870) 244 

fishes of New Jersey coast, as observed in 1854—S. F. Barrp. (R. 1854) -.75, 348 

fossile trom Nebraska—J> LmIDY. | (R. 1651)i22-2-~ 2225 ceo e me eee meine 51 

Halliwell manuscripts—C. C. JEWETT. (R. a yeaa OSes Oo 

history of discovery of Neptune—B. A. GOULD.. : ae wee ee ENG 

improved system of numeration—W. B. TAYLOR. ee 187). ire so Pils 

international exchanges. (R. 1881-1885) ....:----------- 515, 5, | 540, 598, 2 23, 649 

lacustrian settlements—A. Moruor. (R. 1863) ..---------- Beas kei 

library—C.C. JEWETT. (R. 1848-1853) ....-.----------- 2, 98" 51, 57, 67, E 

limpets and chitons of Alaskan and Arctic eens wn HL. Soni oy (ee iets) BEY 

magnetic telegraph:..........------ Mal Ktspod saad ante oq ores Sa id bls) 

meteorological system—E. FOREMAN. (R. 1852) .. Den Roreaceernccoce ell 

meteorology of the United States—E. Loomis. (R. ‘1847 ). Blew ade seeaescn a2! 

mollusca of west coast of North America—P. P. CARPENTER...---.-------- 252 

Museum and statistics of British Museum—S. F. Barrp. (R, 1850) .----.--- 28 

paleontological collectionsmade by Lieut. G. K. Warren—F’. B. MEEK; 136 We 

TELAT IBIS ee ee ID Ba eR es a oe ee enero mao cc 172 

pharmacoperias of all nations—J. M. FLINT..-.-.--------++ ---- eee eee 227 560 

plan of library—C.C. JEWETT. (R. 1847) -....----------- 22-22-2220 ce ree H 

proposed exhibit by Smithsonian Institution at the Centennial Exhibition— 

SPP ABATED! *C Re LOUD) i cociescie tee sean ns ocmn 6 id apie sas ieee eee 298 

public libraries of United States—C.C.Jzwerr. (R. 1849)..-.----------- 21 

publications, exchanges, explorations, and Museum, 1&51- 1877— 

S. F. Barrp. ‘ (R. 1851-1877) .----. -20. .----0---- 20+ 2-2-5 - 2228 51, 57, 67, 75, 

77, 91, 107, 109, 110, 147, 149, 150, 187, 188, 209, 214, 215, « pes 228, 244, 249, 271, 

2 5, 286, 298, 299, 323 

recent progress in physics: electricity, galvanism—J. bee ie 1855- 

1857 33 S719 Ad 

shell heaps of Tampa Bay, Florida—sS. T. WALKER. yar 1879) .. Pe eons ee 

shells presented to Academy of Natural Sciences—J. LEIDY ; G. W. TRY ON. 

GREISGS) pos fo erase ae oti ees oye Se keer ie channel a sinh eraee ace 209 

a 
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Report on—Continued. 
state of knowledge of radiant heat— 

BAB OWELL: “(CROMS859) pack Socio cies nals oe neminemeeehncm onesies neeea cer 110 

survey of economic geology of Trinidad—G. P. WALL; J.G. SAWKINS. (R. 

1856) eoeo eee ESR AIRS HSU SAGA SC ua BRS ean Se aenS aces, Mit 

system of accounts. (R. 1866). ee Bre Syste Sia cyan is ciomrepteee tion Meee 

the floraof western and eainert ite iN. pie cca) CP S1S85) 2 se OoO 

the mollusea of the Commander Islands, Bering Sea, collected by L. Stejne- 

gern 1882 ‘and 1683—W. H. Dau. (RP. 1684) senna een. one neces 607 
stalked crinoids collected by steamer Albatross in 1884 and 1885—R. Ratu- 

BUN: | CP US8D) oe coc aas moteeisincer cle etree aia sie eerste Se nettars sie aah eee eee OD 

transactions of Geneva Society of Physics. See Geneva. 

use of new hall in Smithsonian Building—L. AGassiz. (R. 1867)......-.-- 215 

Report— 

preliminary, of Fisl*Commission dredging of Brachyura and Anomura—S. I. 

SMITH. (Bi L883) 2c cosas ce see ei wine career eee EIR enE eT eva ee nee 548 

to Emperor of France by Minister of Public Instruction on scientific expe- 

dition to"Mexico:” (GHVISGD)\ son eweaen mec. seecee eames eaee 188 

Reports, meteorological, preserved in Smithsonian Institution, list of. (R. 1873) 275 

Reports of— 

astronomical observatories, 1879—E. S. HOLDEN. (R.1879)..---...---- 345, 410 

astronomical observatories, 1880—E. 8. HotpEN; G. H. BOEHMER. (R. 

DSSO) easel eo Ne baeaeeeat riers « Ser itsiseinaa| ene a clan cemeie aetna 438, 442 

Committeesiofsrer ents) 1 O40-1S1iieael eae al sine seen ie ata reer 329 

Secretary of Smithsonian Institution, J. Henry, 1865-1877............--..- 343 

Smithsonian Institution, catalogue and index of..........------------..--- 47 

Reptiles— < 

and Batrachians, depuntniont of, National Museum, report of curator for 

ile te?. BIN @l yt) bore! hl) AE een GAA ecseh aoe Gea cuca bobdtcombcns | (Bis 

circular relating to collections of bates Se eUboduasccesmeoo laos de dddecdos BEAT 

KENT CoO ( eel bi Dp ea wee nied moaseee acu comQoU ou noon gens odcbodds cotass TL 

cretaceous, review of—J. Ley. (R. NG WR PHS SSPE NOS saab subocosn cao 188 

department of, National Museum, report on for 1885—H. C. YARRow. (R. 

VSSS PTE) oe tise, a abe a cele 5 ereyaisremi esi en ie wa Dee aio eie ete Eee ee eet esteteiratsets 654 

dates\of first: appearance of—F).) BB; HOUGH~ 2-5-5 ssc2s- sce macee eae eae 182 

description of new species—H. C. YARROW. (P. 1882) ..---..----.-----.-- 518 

Oxbinch—JIs ETD YA ee cee ae ecinet een asco esate tee cane oer Cactese bernie 192 

new species of, in National Museum—H. C. Yarrow. (P. 1882)..---.------ 518 

new species of, in National Museum, description of—H. C. Yarrow. (P. 

LSSS) co cee cet pee ane mess eee ae cinleen apron cease cache ncn ae raeeeees 548 

North American, catalogue of. Part 1. Serpents—S. F. Barrp; C. GIRARD 49 

ofthe’ Bermudas—J \GARMAN) Doe. ascetics neces Sacle ewes ccc steelers 495, 568 

Reptilia— 

Batrachia and North American, check-list of—H. C. YARROW.----. ---- 493, 517 

check-listiof NortheAmerican——).1) CORR saer a awaeeee a= eee 292 

Rearing of the axolotl, notes on—T. H. BEAN. (P.1882).....-...............- 518 

Research— 

archeological, at Concise—I. TRoYON. (R. 1861)......-..............-... 149 

archeological, in Nicaragua—J. F. BRANSFORD... .--.-------.-------- 606, 383 
by officers of Hudson’s Bay Company, letter of Sir G. Simpson -.....--.---- 137 

éthnolevical—=H.7h. DAVIS: '(AtntCOG) oss 5 eames ae eee een ere terete 214 

geological, in China, Mongolia, and Japan—R. PUMPELLY..---...-----.---- 202 

in sound —J.4 HENRY, (CRS) aie ce oe eae cee nee ieisteion fears oer 341,406 

on ammonia-cobalt bases—W. Gipss; F. A. GENTH...........--.----.----- 88 

on electrical’ rheometry—A: ‘SECCHI'..2 <2 5214 Sais sooe esas coas on ae ae see ee 
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Research—Continued. 
on figure of equilibrium of a liquid mass withdrawn from action of gravity. 

See J. Plateau. 

823 

on secular variations of planetary orbits—J. N.STocKWeELi. (R.1871).... 249 

relative to ethnology and philology of America, instructions for—G. Ginss 160 

relative to nebulze—Professor GAUTIER. (R. 1863).....--....-....-------- 187 

relative to planet Neptune—-S..C. WALKER... .-...-..--..-...----2---- sce 3 

scientific, list of apparatus available for. (R. 1878)-..............-.--...-- 341 

ACLONCIIC FOr Ee eltler—ln AL sR RUCIER mm (sled len aciasein codec ccoe ce saan ee 215 
upon anatomy and physiology of Chelonia—sS. W. Mircneii; G. R. More- 

LOMIS Wars oraiaje aes alo sicia eas aiofata siajaraeie cteiw nrajataiele Sele siersaio Seysiats cision etre 159 

MpPOMeiever—— E.G. WOOD ceceeatisemimicssinae anne ee cisiseis sinc caioesrcieteye sreiats 357 

upon Hydrobiine and allied forms—W. STIMPSON....-.----..--------------- 201 

upon the atmosphere, plan of a—C. M. WETHERILL. (R. 1866)..---...---- 214 

upon the venoms of poisonous serpents—S. W. MircHEeLi; E.'T. Rercuert. 647 

upon venom of the rattlesnake—S. W. MITCHELL.......----..----..------ 135 

Residuary legacy. See Smithson. 

Resolutions— 

of, Congress. See Congress. 

‘of Regents. See each annual report. 

Resonances, electric, of mountains, obsery 1 SAUSSURE. 

GREUSGS) eaters sere retenc its oasis = Sentai eye ed erat aatele ote Ba paNeCanor aoe 224 
Repiration— 

apparatus for testing results of—M.PETTENKOFER. (R. 1864)...-....--.. 188 

in the Chelonia, researches on—S. W. MircueLL; G. R. MOREHOUSE ...--- 159 

Results of— 

magnetic survey of Pennsylvania—A. D. BACHE .........----.------..---- 166 

meteorological observations— 

UPS LUnS Wi Ck. Mes —— by CH VAAN ID ee otelsie a) cs atom availa ion) salatetaraal starsat 204 

au Marietta, OMo— sy LecHLED REDE Ji) WO ODie= sect aise acne ae ensets 120 

at Providence, R. I., 1831-1860, 1831-1876—A. CASWELL. ----. -.547, 103, 443 

ay tears) LO pparrbalerel: Hennes keisy: ake}!) 0 Saks eececeenieopeose senuaecdecdes asoe 157, 182 

ornithological explorations in the Commander Islands and in Kamtschatka— 

1p ISHN OSSD WES Miso oiSonbon CoSSeuy canons Gabods Loecbu ouaroadaoo escoeo6c 624 

precipitation in rain and snow in the United States—C, A. Scmorr..547, 222, 353 

spectrum analysis applied to heavenly bodies—W. Huaarns. (R. 1866)... 214 

Rerzius, A. Present state of ethnology in relation to form of the skull. (R. 
WESO) eee scam ieee ee sce taas cae seamnc esis ceeales oa ae ae cia eee eta 110 

Review of— 

American birds. Part 1. North and Middle America—S. F. Barrp..-..---. 181 

American species of flying fishes—D. S. Jorpan; S. E. Merk. (P.1885) .. 600 

American species of genus Scops—R. RrpGway. (P.1878).----..----------- 332 

classification of birds—W. LILLJEBORG. (R.1865)..-......--.--------- 209, 364 
cretaceous reptiles of the United States—J. Lerpy. (R. 1864)... Sysco nein eee 188 
genera and species of family Centrarchide—C. L. McKay. (P.1881).-..-. 467 

genus Centurus—R. RipGway. (P.1881)..---.-.-.-..----------- --=+ «----- 467 

pleuronectide of San Francisco—W. N. LockinGton. (P.1879).----.----- 333 
Rafinesque’s memoirs on North American fishes—D. 8S. JORDAN .... -------- 305 
the American—Carangina—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GivBerr. (P.1883) .----- 548 

Golden warblers—R. RipGway. (P.1885) ...--.-----.---------------- 650 
species of epinephelus and related genera—D. 8. JonDAN; J.Swain. (P. 

SSA ee erase ire ee ne yee Mee RCs ae aint ae cia) aetna ete ataleteme 607 

species of marine mugilide—D. S. Jordan; J. Swan. (P. 1884) .----- 607 

the auriculacea of the Kastern United States—W. H. Dati. (P. 1885). -.----- 650 

the genus Nocturnus—J. Swain; &. B. Kata. (P. 1882). -.-.-------+++--+- 518 
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Review of—Continued. 

the marine crustacea of Labrador—S. I. SMitH. (P.1883).........-..---- 548 

the species of the genus calamus—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P.1884) 607 

the species of the genus hemulon—D. 8. JonDAN; J. SWAIN. (P.1884).... 607 

the species of Lutjanixe and hoplopagrine found in American waters—D. 

Si JORDANG Si SWAIN: 3 (E51 884) coir cota terele eee ene ee er 607 

the Syngnathine of the United States—J. SWAIN. (P. 1882) .....-.-.....-.. 518 

Revisious of nomenclature of North American birds—R. RipGway. (P.1880).. 425 

Revolutions of crust of the earth—G. Pinar. (R.1876) ............ Ree ee eas 299 

Ryu, TI Rain-fall/and barometric minima. (RK V877)ss2-eeeens s22-- soe eee 323, 396 

REYNOLDS, J. E. Hydrogen as gas and metal. (R.1870)--_--. 22.22. ...---.--- 244 

Rhachotropis from the coast of Labrador—S. I. Smirn. (P.1883)...........--. 548 

RHEES, W. J.— 

Catalogue and index of publications of the Smithsonian Institution, U.S. 
National Museum), etc... S46 [163 essere. areas eee ee era 506,478 

James Smithson and his bequest. (R.1879) ...-...- Pee eae Otc onere 345, 330 

Journals of Board of Regents, reports, statistics, etc., of Smithsonian In- 

BHGULION so... s)5ccincocdlectseciet cele So cieae nos cares ees ae ee ere eee 329 

List of public libraries, institutions, and societies in United States and 

British Provimcesicc 225s nec ce taco ee Sere eee aoe ree eee 116 

List of public libraries, institutions, and societies in United States in cor- 

respondence with Smithsonian Institution -.-... .---....-../-..---- 238 

Origin and history of Smithsonian Institution..............---..---...---- 328 

Scientific writings of James Smithson, (edited by)---..-....-.--.-.--.----- 327 

Rheometry, electrical, researchesion—A. SECCHI .---.--------c--e--==5 4--=-25- 36 

Rhinobatidw, American, synopsis and descriptions of--S. GARMAN. (P. 1880)-. 425 

Rhinobatus (glancostigma), new species from Mazatlan, Mexico, description 

of—DS: JORDAN; C. H GIEBERT, (2. 1883) peene apes cence 548 

Rhinonemus caudacuta, baentite of with Gadus cimbrius—G. B. GoopE; T. H. 

BEAN.) (CPS 1878) soseecides co ceeenee etre eos ec eee EEE ene eee Boe 

Rhode Island— 

list ofalowiof—=S.'T. OLNEY... cc ees ccecee emecesseeee toe e ee ee eee nee 241 

Providence, meteorological observations at, 1831-1860, 1831-1876—A. Cas- 

WELL eis oactaSewe cet vacete Seicesters esate mene aeelasiseanenaee 547, 103, 443 

thodospermes—W).. EL. JVAR VEY << :-(osc,cnissesjcsisemese = cle coe ems ae enee aaa oeeer 43 

Ricr, W. N. Corxtributions to the natural history of the Bermudas. Parr 1. 

Geoloayneie See i arapclaia intel nical ake sine) se ep eae stein eae eS a ene nes OS 

RILEY, CHARLES V.— 

Jumping seeds and galls: (CPl1882) co ose cnc ameeiceee + aie e a eae eee 518 
On the parasites of the hessian-fly, with Plate xx. (Merisus (Homoporus) 

subapterus, Tetrastichus productus, nn. ss.) (P. 1885) ...-...----...---- 650 

Report on department of insects, National Museum, for 1884. (R.1884,11).. 648 

RIDGWAY, R.— 

A review of the American golden warblers. (Dendroica bryanti custaneiceps, 

Liv sLoll OSE un Oke bcte}s) aha Seoriscockten Sons dob odes SoHo, oeCHeas gene Aate 650 

Anthus cervinus (Pallas) in Lower California. (P. 1883)..........-....... 548 

Catalogue of— 

a collection of birds made in the interior of Costa Rica, by Mr. C. C. 

NUTTING..” (Ba (1EB2) ote. cm, aan oeo5)s ng acne eeee aaa sae) aaa 518 
a co.lection of birds made on the island of Cozumel, Yucatan, by ‘the 

natualists of the U. S. Fish Commission steamer Albatros, Capt. Z. L. 

TANNER, commander. (Centurus rubriventris pygmaeus, n. subs.) (P. 

A BS5)) po nine see isc) Sate reieeioe eee te Se Ch see cee ae ee ha 650 

aquatic and fish-eating birds of the United States at London Fisheries 
Exhibition in 1683.07. Seo eocinciae aise eae e eee eee eee 511, 521, 553 
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Ripa@way, R.—Continued. 

Catalogue of— 
DLO OL NOLUHUATMOLIC a Cb OGU)) mats cein cs vere yen iemlaelelocreys a aiae aise 

Old World birds in U.S. National Museum. (P. 1881) ...--.-..---. 467 

Trocmude im Uns. National) Museum: (CP. 1830) 222. 222. 2. os ee wane 

Critical remarks on the tree-creepers (Certhia) of Europe and North Amer- 

ica. (P. 1882) 

Description of— 

anew hawk from Cozumel. (Rupornis gracilis, n.s.). (P.1885) -.----.- 

anew petrel from! Alaska. (Pi 1882) eon cece aaneee cca = scl e=~eceae 

a new race of the red-shouldered hawk from Florida. (Buteo lineatus 

AUUGDOS TOS SNE (OES HSIEE DS odiadSecesenssecéad abae seseEaboopDeo9 S50c 

a new snow bunting from Alaska. (Plectrophenax hyperboreus, n. 8.) 

(J, 1S) SS BEBO Bebe bokeodoES onda} lsd abeS ceded Hos Gescoo esas 

anew species of boat-billed heron from Central America. (Cancroma 

AUEEG IO, 0, fe) ) OE LEIS) Sees pecs easAbo prc ddoneésosSdaseodoN eéencsKc 

a new species of Contopus from tropical America. (Contopus pileatus, 

M.S.) (P. 1885) -. 222. 2-2 o- oon wn nnn wren nn = wn own - 2 cee see nes 
a new species of coot from the West Indies. (Fulica caribaea, n. 8.) 

(et heheY ae eee ecooesc dddod bonana Coens US SaisopeeeeonSseecnse cack 

a new species of field-sparrow from New Mexico. (Spizella wortheni, 

MSO, Ops LOGS nae teictnls nie aie ol Sara a eminem We ialmiol wi niw inh <inintato sinin claim ninlin/ ime cisleloliata 

a new warbler from the island of Santa Lucia, West Indies. (P. 1882)- 

a new warbler from Yucatan. (Granatellus sallwi boucardi, n. subs.) 

(GES IIE) bBo Bactecon cen eoceoo ser Boer UOnnE renee somo elec noon pAsSico=c 

an apparently new species of Dromococcyx from British Guiana. (D. 

gracilis, n.s.) (P. 1885)... ---. 0-2 222 eee oe ne eee eee eee ee ee ee 

a supposed new plower from Chili. (P. 1882) ..--.-.------------- ++. 

new fly-catcher and new petrel from Sandwich Islands. (P. 1881). .-.. 

Mews Owl frome OriO kicOs” (Ee LSS) bas ae osimcie niet ate =| alae = ae peo ail tn Il 

new species of birds from Costa Rica and notes on rare species. (P. 

TSS) SSA GAS Sea ncnoo Cobo boc Intec Rea ie Scetpedanoene ce aba anr en Obc 

new species and races of American birds and synopsis of genus Tyrannus. 

(B. 1878)... 2-2 222 220-22 ne eee won nee nee ee enn ee nnn te een en se 

new species and races of birds in U. 8. National Museum. (P. 1873) ease 

several new races of American birds. (P. 1862)...-...---------------- 

some new birds from Lower California, collected by Mr. L. Belding. 

(Lophophanes inornatus cineraceus, Psaltriparus grinde, Belding, Junco 

bairdi, Belding.) (P. 1883) -.-...----0- ---- 22+ cee ee eee eee eee eee 

some birds, supposed to be undescribed, from the Commander Islands and 

Petropaulovski, collected by Dr. LEONHARD STEJNEGER, U. S. Sig- 

nal Service. (Haliatus hypolencus Stejneger, Acrocephalus dybowskii 

Stejneger, Anorthura pallescens Stejneger, Hirunda saturata Stejneger, 

Anthus Stejnegeri Ridgw.) (P. 1883)---..---.--------------+- 22-2 2e-- 

some new North American birds. (P.1882).....--..--.---------------- 

three supposed new honey-creepers from the Lesser Antilles, with a syn- 

opsis of the species of the genus Certhiole. (C. finschi, C. sundevalli, C. 

sancti-thom@, nn.ss.) (P.1885) ...-------------+ -----+ ++ +--+ eer eee: 

two new birds from Costa Rica. (Cyanocorax cucullatus, n.s., vireolanius 

pulchellus verticalis, n.subs.) (P.1885).-..------.---------+------- 

two new thrushes from the United States. (P.1881) ....-------------- 

Teterus cucullatus Swainson, and its geographical variations. (P.1885) ---- 

List of special desiderata among North American birds. (2s ThstEHD) sadn Gece 

List o: species of Middle and South American birds not in Nationa] Museum. 

(P. 1881) .- 2-22 =e eens cee cere nent es eee conn ne cecr ns soceee coee 

425 

425 

467 
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Ripaway, R.—Continued. 

Metlanettaxfusca Guinn) in Alaska. (@P1884) co. nine aisemee teeta aees 

Nomenclature of North American birds chiefly in National Museum..-..-.--. 

Note on— 

Mesulaiconfinisi(baird)2) «(BA1883) 52 - cicjseiee el steee a ae esiniere a ee 

Selasphorus torridus Salvin.» (be hSS4) 2. cie me acme se Sele neeel 

some Japanese birds related to North American species. (P.1833) 

some; Costarnicanybirds.. (1S) ete ancien chee ieee caiee neta 

theeAnserucopareusot Brandt. . Ce. g)S85) sess. <4 eee eae == eee eee 
the native trees of the Lower Wabash and White River valleys in Illi- 

noisiand ‘Indiana. , (PE. 1882) )acsa. <tc saeowin op see oo eee eemie aaa eee 

On a collection of birds made by Messrs. J. E. Benedict and W. Nye, of the 

U.S. Fish Commission steamer Albatross. Mimus gilvus rostratus, n. 

subs., Dendroica rufopileata, n. 8., Icterus cwrasoensis, n. s., Certhiola tri- 

color, n. 8., Vireosylvia grandior,n.s., Vireo approximans, n.s., Hlainea 

cinerescens.n.\8}): (Ps 1884) oo es eon ae ape leer sate eine eee 

On Amazilia Yucatanensis and Amazilia cerviniventris. (P.1881)....---.---- 

On Cathartes burrovianus, Cassin, and C. wrubitinga, Pelzeln. (P.1885) --.. 

Onlduckinew,to-American=tauna, 1 )(E-p Sail) eee sass eae eee 

On new humming-bird, Atthis Elliotti, from Guatemala. (P. 1878) 

On @strelata fisheri and C. defilippiana. (P. 1885) 

On Onychotesjgnubert: (PR S1885) pete ees aemes emcee hee eee a ae eee eee 

On Peucea mexicana (Lawr.), a sparrow new to the United States. (P.1885)- 

Onsome Costa Rican birds, with descriptions of several supposed new species. 

Empidonax viridescens, Pittasoma michleri zeledoni. (P.1883)-..------ -- 

On the genera Harporhynchus Cabanis, and Methriopterus Reichenbach, with 

a description of a new genus of Mimine. (P.1882) ......-.-.---.--- 

On the genus Tantalus Linn, and its allies. (P.1882)..-.........-...-.-.--- 

On the probable identity of Motacilli ocularis, Swinhoe, and M. amurensis 

Seebohm, with remarks on an allied supposed species, M. blakistoni 

Seebohm., (BO 1883) 22-2). -den- cers Secees, Heaeseeieace ssh se eee 

On two hitherto unnamed sparrows from the coast of al tonmn (Passercu- 

lus beldingi, n. s., P. sandwichensis bryanti, n. subs.) (P.1884)-.- 

On two recent Eiaaronn to North American bird fauna, by L. Bedi (P. 

WSBT) peice Scie wclac sie tlmerdes aculee oe etek als taterale as a eee ne ear 
Reniarks on the type specimen of Buteo oxypterus, Cassin. (P.1885) .------ 

Report on Department of Birds and Bird Eggs, National Museum, for 1835. 

GR GIBEDS (EL) oo 28m 2nd We emicinee se eae ota ee oe teh eee ane els meee eters 

Review of American species of genus Scops. (TP. 1878) 

Reviewsotuoenns Centum s. a (bey leel) essen eee eee ee seietetsa eee neta 

Some amended names of North American birds. (P.1885) ..--..---.------- 

Riep, A. Human remains from Patagonia. (R. 1862)..2..... -2.cacesccn~ == 
kiaacs, 8. R.— 

A dog’s revenge (Dakota fable). (E. 1879-1980).....-..--.. e202 --------- 

Grammar and dictionary of Dakota language.....--..---------+---+--+---- 

ee i i 

Ritery, C.V.. Report on Department of Insects, National Museum, for 1885. (R. 

1B85, TL). SoS c se coals mice s Soe Sareea aa teela ese alas) stetlotaaieletctetatata 

Ripley, Fort, Minn., natural history of the country about—J. E, Heap. (R. 

TBD 4) occa late nn See coeur wete) Saran Sie eee ae ot la eee 

Rissoide, fresh-water—W. G. BINNEY. ......--.- ------ -----2 een cee one -e enn eee 

River, Kennebec, opening and closing of the—R. H. GARDINER. (R. 1858)...-. 

Rivers— 
dates of opening and closing of—F. B. HOUGH.......--.-------2.+-+++-+-- 

diminution of water in—H. G@. Wex. (R. 1875)........----- -2-- ---------- 
improvement of navigation of—C. ELLET, jr.....--------------- -----+-+-- 
method of ascertaining amount of water in—A. A, HumpHrReEyYs. (R. 1858)-.. 
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Roads and bridges, lectures on—F’, RoGERS. (R.1860; R.1861)...........-.. 147,149 
ROBERTSON, R. S.— 

Age of stone and troglodytes of Breckinridge County, Ky. (R.1874)..-... 286 

Antiquities of Allen and De Kalb Counties, Ind. (R.1874).........-.....- 286 

Antiquities of Ja'Porte'County, Ind.  (R.1874)-. 2c... cscs cone ce cees meee 286 

Anim ves .of Nashville; Tenn. | (ie. 1877.) cn ne acces sceessaceceoces oe 323 
ROBINSON, E., and others— 

On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. (R.1855)..............- 77 

On publication of Squier and Davis’s ancient monuments..............---- 
Rock Bluff, Ill., description of human skull from—J. A. Meras. (R.1867)..---- 215 

Rock-carvings on the Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania—F. G. GALBRAITH. 

ERNEST I Pena ye BR INP ox 2B SEY ME RR ce Nm 481,515 
Rock inscriptions, ancient, in Johnson County, Ark.—EDWARD GREEN. (R. 

WSS) ee ot iSasc Sal nema esemcwchicceeten cae secs ciens same weiee Peleamae 481,515 
Rock-oil, or petroleum, history of—T.S. HunT. (R.1861).................--00 149 

Rock River Valley, Illinois, mound builders in—J. SHaw. (R.1877)-........... 323 
Rockwoop, C. G., jr. Account of progress in voleanology and seismology— 

(EES 4) ee eee amnesia cain voc cic ate craig) aerate taint cia oiaiaeiletiete a slag eae hae orate 616, 623 
(RISES) eeenjostessissiniciscwisnleiec scene NEG O06 COOnCO One peo ee dQndodses SESE 634, 649 

Rocks— 

catalooueot— Jem PE OME Res «Ql S54)) hess ictaintcleetete insta) sciatetersteintatetsetareiate 75 

Catalopuelor— Cal PACKS ONae (isl Sod) eemrmricee cineca emteenia ne ea iaiecetecee 75 

CaualopueOl— Jer LOCKE we (lis 1804) ba sae eee ceee ee ners terete nisl tamiateeteaists 7d 

Catalovue of—_J. D> WHITNEY, (i. L804) 2-2. se ciccy os nwo cinincinenejsaeste bane. 75 

crystalline, metamorphism, aud formation of—G. A. DAUBREE. (R.1861).. 149 

in Green River Valley, Indian engravings on face of—J.G.Brurr. (R. 

NSD) ier strouesserg es cicreyee aaematere Gist aitalc eins Sie ek sie ceca le eta Sarna aaevere rorerchay arate 271 

Rocky Mountain goat, habits of the—J. C. MERRILL. (P.1879).-..-..--------- 333 

Rodent, rare (Cricetodipus parvus)—F. W. TRUE. (P.1881).-...--...---....-.-- 467 

Roesria, F. L. O. Language of Dakota or Sioux Indians. (R.1871)....--. 249,378 

RoeEssieR, A. R. Antiquities and aborigines of Texas. (R.1881)...--.--.-- 481, 515 

RoaceErs, F. Lectures on roads and bridges. (R.1860; R.1861)-..-.-.-.----- 147, 149 

RocErs, W. B. Memorial address on Joseph Henry....----..-.---.-------.-- 356 

Roman mosaic, antique, from Carthage—G. H. Heap. (P.1883).-....---.------ « 548 

Rome, Pontifical Academy. See Prize questions. 
Rom_Er, F. F. Prehistoric antiquities of Hungary. (R.1876)...--.--.--- 299, 392, 440 

RoMERO, M. Explorations of John Xantusin Mexico. (R.1862)...----..----- 150 

Rosine, J. Exchange system. (R. 1865). .... ......---2 cece eree e+ 2-0 ee 2 =e 209 

Ross, B. R.— 
Eastern Linneh Indians, (R: 1866)... ....---. .2.30 22-00 --2s eens wnee === 214,365 

Observations in Hudson’s Bay Territory. (R.1859)...-..---...-.-------- 110 
Rotary motion, problems of—J. G. BARNARD. ...--..----+ -+-- 20-0 esse eee 240 

ROTHROCKE, Dr. J. T.— 
List of and notes upon the lichens collected by Dr. T. H. Bean in Alaska 

and the adjacent region in 1880 (Biatora sibiriensis, Willey n. sp.). 

CEL Brey USES) ARIA PT Se A AS I ea Ss amie rere alee otek 607 
Sketch of flora of Alaska. (R. 1867) 2.2 - 1222 .---00--02 seeses sens --5--- 215, 367 

Rotterdam, Batavian Society of Experimental Philosophy of. Prize questions. 
CREIBGL) epee ss Soe ae See aie ah ae lea Aa anes aclale oR evaoe sm ene 149, 

Royal— 

Academy:of Netherlands. Prize questions. (R.1861)...-.-.-------------- 149 

Academy of Science, Madrid. On exchanges. (R.1861)------------------ 149 

Danish Society of Sciences. Prize questions. (R. 1862, 1865, 1867) .. .150, 209, 215 

Horticultural Society, London. Exchange of publications. GH 1861) 222 5=- 149 

Institution of Great Britain, history of—E. Mattiy. (R.1867).--.--..---- 215 
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Royal—Continued. 

Prussian Academy of Sciences. Prize questions. (R.1864).....----....... 188 

Scientific and Literary Institute of Lombardy. Prize questions. (R.1865). 209 

Society of London— 

list of Smithson’s papers presented to. (R.1853)..---...-..-..-...-.- 67, 330 

notice of Smithson, by D. Gilbert, president of. (R.1853)...--..----. 67, 33 

origin and history of—C. A. Alexander. (R. 1863)2-2: ---2-.--.-2-.---- 187 

Socievy of Victoria, address of president of—R. L. J. ELLERY. (R. 1868)... 224 

Royce, C.C. Cessiensof lands by Indian tribes to United States. (2.1879-1880) 476 

Rowell collection of fishes from Panama, list of—D. 8. JorDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(SPH BS! 2 (ae a a mm aN a AG ot ep I 518 

Ruin; ancient, inv Arizona— J.C. Yo lEE, (CR. 1872) ee sees eee eee 271 

Ruins— 

auNavannanbenn.—J. bs oTRELE. 1 (he lS70)peass ase ne eee ee eects 244 

iInHardini County, enn. — Js Ey sii aire hve oO) seem sere ete aaa 244 

in White River Caton, Pima County, Ariz.—R.T. Burr. (R.1879)-.--..... 345 

Rules— 

for cataloguing libraries—C. CA JEWETE: 55. oseeas oo 25 eae aos taeees ena cee 47 

forexamination ofspecimens., (ihelOs0) peeeen eee aaec eee eee eee eee 442 

Ondistributioniof smiohsonian publicahlonseeseea. Sears eee eee e eee cieeeoee 290 

RUNKLE, J. D.— 

New tables for determining perturbation of planets.............. was a iaecterts a 

Supplement torasteroid spercuLbaulons sss ee eee eee eee 94 

Rupert's Land, Institute of, circular of the.” (CR. 1861)22...2--: -cea-s---.+e see ae 

Rupornis gracilis from Cozumel, description of—R. Ripaway. (P.1885)....... 650 

Rush, R.— 

correspondence of, relative to Smithson. .-.5..5.ce0+-« -cescees conse see eE eos 

letter from, relative to James Smithson. (R.1853).............---. ..---.67, 328 

novice Of ‘by J.-A. PEARCE. «CR. 1659)-c.-2 2. cee ease ace eee eee ee 110 
RUSSELL, R. Lectures on meteorology, with notes by J. HENRY. (R.1854).... 75 

Russia, meteorology in—A. WOEIKOFF. (R. 1872).......--...----+------ +++ 271 
Russian America— 

ethnological investigations in, suggestions for—G. GIBBS ........-.....---. 207 
suggestions relative to objects of scientific investigation in—J. HENRY.... 207 

*Tinneh Indians of—G. Gisgs; B. Ross; W.L. Harpisty; S. Jones. (R. 

1866). cos eecestecue cbse ERE ee Oe ee ee 214,365 
Yukon, journey to the—W. W. KIRBY. (R.1864)...-.......-...------.---- 1838 

RuTH, JoHN A. Remains in Bucks County, Pa. (R. 1883)......-... --..-.--588, 593 
RUTIMEYER,L. Fauna of Middle Europe during the stone age. (R.1861)..... 149 
RYDER, J. A.— 

Camaraphysema, a new type of sponge. (P. 1880) ...............--...---0- 425 

Génera of the Teolopendretlide, .(P.1882)'s. 23s oe ee eee 518 
List of North American species of myriapods belonging to family of Lysiope- 

talide, with description of blind form from Luray Cave, Virginia. (P. 

PESO Ys roc ec 2 PERSE Fo SE eee MO 20s 425 
On certain features of the development of the salmon. (With Plate x11.) 

(Ps 1885) i 5. attieta sisal bode he ee 650 
On Semper’s method of making dry preparations. (P. 1881)............... 467 
On the chlorophylloid granules of Vorticella. ( See also under Gilland Ryder. ) 

(Be 1884) awis dacs jacelsemiabectee bein sake eterno et eee 607 
On the development of viviparous osseous fishes. (With Plates vi-x1). (R. 

1885). 2s Sad Se SSeS. CORE ee 650 
Ryper, J. A.; Girt, T. Literatureand systematic relations of the saccapharyngoid 

fishes: ' (PP. 1884), ofo0k4 UA ouke Ace Oe ka 607 
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8. 

Sabella picta, new species, description of—A. E. VERRILL. (P. 1885).......... 650 
SABINE, E.— 

ha eHeiie storms...) Ch. 1860) peaeeatesre ssa seas access J-tec sat cee Cee cues ome 147 
On continuance of magnetic observations. (R.1858)............-....-..-- 109 

Sable Island Bank, description of Argentina syrtensium, new deep-sea fish from— 

GOB: Goopr; T. H. Bran. (P. 1878) :.---. SC HICOUS EOE EUnISeSSiacSe 332 

Saccopharyngoid fishes, literature and systematic relations of the—T. GiLL; J. 

MeOEOVD MIs | (Es 1SB4)hocis secant fanaa eee ak OL een ReN See 607 

SACKEN, OSTEN—See Osten Sacken. 
Sacramento, Cal.— 

meteorological observations at—F. W. Hatcu. (R. 1854).............-..-. 75 
meteorological observations at—T. M. LoGan. (R.1854).........-....--.. 75 

MeLeOLolOgy,Of— hy My LOGANa (RalSa?)peaccnececsesioces cs cnseeie scenes 107 

Sacramento River, description of new species of Ptychochilus (Ptychochilus Har- 

fordi) from—D.8. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1881) .......-.....- 467 

Saint Augustine, Fla., catalogue of casts of heads of Indian prisoners at—R. H. 
BRAT ce (Ravi O7S) tase so Sane ern ete ernie ne ant ee on Seieeneeer ema. 332 

St. Christopher, West Indies, description of new subspecies of saxigilla from—G. 

INSHCAWIREN CE a UP lSS I) rane scetscecicceeemectes once ties eecie case sence 467 

GiniCroix Islands dorajof— Hel EGGrRs .. 252.02 aes Re ee ee 313 
St. George’s Banks, occurrence of Hippocampus antiquorum on—G. B. GOopE. 

GESTS) esseeee see tee cesta tenes eas oe oe cee Cece cetsaesereron 332 

St. George, New Brunswick, sculptured stone found in—J. ALLEN Jack. (R. 
ilgtelll) Se ogosoboocodouMlebpocubdpats Scou co jocub coe sabes HHeEecedcd Oo0e 481,515 

St. Hilaire— 

Etienne Geoffroy, memoir of—M. FLOURENS. (R. 1861)................... 149 

Isidore Geoffroy, memoir of—J. L. QUATREFAGES. (R. 1862).............. 150 

St. John’s River, Fla.— 

catalogue of fishes of—G. B. GoopE. (P.1879).......-.-.......... iene sieane 333 

fishes observed in—D.S. JorDAaN; L. BE. Merk. (P. 1884)............. 2... 607 

shell-heaps at mouth of—S. P. MAYBERRY. (R.1877) ...-.....--........-- 323 

Saint Louis, Mo.— 

ANCIenouMoOUNGyn=— ly kv.p WATER Aye (Rise COM) seme meee ceeiciosic sees ceeme ere eo eee 49 

fatemperature Of —A. PRENDLER:Y (Ri, 1860) ee ae ee ene ween wane eewe eae 147 

St. Martin, Isle Jesus, Canada East, description of observatory at—C, SMALL- 

WOOD ih CEs SSB) pate cisetalsiemiscitciciscis ecissis eee eme S lsceces etme ere 91 

St. Michaels, Alaska— 
occurrence of Hippoglossus vulgaris at—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1879)....--...-... 338 

occurrence of Sticheus punctatus at—T. H. BEAN. (P. 1878)-..-.......---- 332 

St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences. Exchange system. (IR. 1867) ....-..--.. 215 

St. Thomas— 
earthquakespin—G. AC MUATIN Rp (iuslGG7)accs -sctenc ce see cecietseae eee 215 

hurricane in the island of—G. A. LatimER. (R. 1867)..---....---.-------- 215 

whirlwind at, August 21, 1871—A. ConpiInG. (R.1877).-.-...----..-----323, 398 

St. Vincent, catalogue of Ober’s collection of birds of—G. N. LAWRENCE. (P. 
Tees) Bou Eea ee ornse eee seat eer isee mesa iccae tec eee nicoe ae ae mee 332 

Salamander— 
ihabitsiOfsaspecies ol —C@. MANN. (R1854) eee oss asaessiatascee sae cose sacle 75 

inhabiting Wisconsin—P.)R. Hoy.) GR. 1854)2 0222022525. 2 eo wae 75 
or pouched rat, of Georgia, habits of—W. GESNER. (R. 1860)......-...--- 147 

Salem, Iowa, mounds at Snake Den, near—W. V. BANTA; JOHN GARRETSON. 
er Oe ee Se Sead booed CORHIOO COND COSA RA SASEES HoSacnhoociescesess 481,515 
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Salisbury, England, notice of Blackmore Museum at. (R. 1868).....-......... 224 
Salmon— 

development of, certain features of the—J. A. RYDER. (P. 1885)......-... 650 
in Columbia River, Chinook names of—S. B. Smrru. (P. 1881)-.-.......-.. 467 

Salmonidaw of Upper Columbia, notes on the—C. BENpDIRE. (P.1881)-...--..-. 467 

Salt deposit on Petite Anse Island—H. W. HILGARD...-.......-.--..-...--...-- 248 

Salt water, preservation of copper and iron in—A. E. BECQUEREL. (R.1864).... 188 
Samoan Islands; fishes/from)the—I. H. STREETS... -o. ccs es seeeielscmaln- ce Seeeee 303 

San Bernardino, Cal., artesian well at, Gasterosteus williamsoni in, note on—R. 

SMiDring “CP ISSS is oe ae cei ceeds Bee celal eee se eieee laces eee 548 

San Cristobal, Lower California, fishes collected at, by C. H. Townsend, notes 

On=—RANMITH. (E1884) cossse sec caesar neee oe istehe Hesse eee 607 

San Diego, Cal.— 

description of new gobioid fish (Othonops eos) from—R.Smira. (P.1881).. 467 

description of new species of Gobiesox (Gobiesox rhessodon) from—R. SMITH. 

(CESTSBIN a Seneie cine ocr BBC e SS EOS So A CSId a5 5d oS sus ocbondaangeuocas. .. “hiv 
mollusks of the vicinity of, ais on—C Re ORCUTT (BABES) Ee as seco cee 650 

new species of shark from—D. 8S. JornDAN ; C.H. GILBERT. (P.1882)...... 518 

notes on collection of fishes from—D. 8. Jornpan; C. H.GILBerT. (P.1880) 425 

occurrence of species of cremnobates at—R. SmirH. (P.1880)--....-....... 425 

San Francisco, Cal.— 

climate/of-—H. GIBBONS: 1GR.1854) 22S ccs sie eee eee eee eee 75 

fishes of. See Jordan, D.S8., Gilbert, C. H., Lockington, W.N. 

review of Pleuronectide Hier N. LOCKINGTON. (Bals79) nase Beast ee eioss 

Sand, volcanic dust and, deposits of, in southwestern Nebraska—G. P. Micitierrr 

(P1888) gain. oece -esmuce Osis cepaSese eet bet ed: SO Eee eee oer 650 

Sandstone, phosphatic, from Hawthorne, Fla.—G. W. Hawes. (P. 1882).-..-.- 518 

Sandwich Islands, description of new fly-catcher and new petrel from—R. 

RIDGWAY... ((UPiIS8B): 220. skal ces lec cee Sete acre cic ape 467 

Sangamon County, Ill., mounds in—JAMES WICKERSHAM. (R. 1883).--..---- 588, 593 

Sanitary drainage of Washington, suggestions for the. Toner lecture No. vIlt. 

Gud: WARING 22 0 c!oce ac 28S soben Soe eee Pee eee ee eee 505, 349 

Santa Barbara, Cal.— 

channel of, description of two new species of scopeloid fishes (Sudis ringens 

and Myclophum crenulare) from—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. GILBERT. 

(@ chy betel) ee ae eS er ee oe See aig Saya | Zs 

new species of blenny from—D. S. JORDAN. ve 1882) Rees ees eee 518 

pleistocene fossils collected at, by E. Jewett—P. P. CARPENTER -.-.-----.-- 252 

Santa Catalina Ee Cakfornia, description of new flounder (Xystreurys liolepis) 

from—D)\S., JORDAN; (|C. Hi, GIEBERE:, 1(2. 1880) 2eaeeeeeee eee eee Ale 

Santa Lucia Cosumalwhuapa, Guatemala, sculptures of—S. HABEL.-.---.....-. 269 

Santa Lucia, West Indies, new warbler from—R. Rrip@way. (P. 1882) .-..-.... 518 

Santa Rosa Island, history and antiquities of—S. Bowers. (R. 1877) --..-...- 323 

Sarcophagus from Beirut, Syria, account of—A. A. Harwoop. (R. 1870) ...-... 244 

SARGENT, A. A., and others. Reporton Museum. (R. 1876) ...--..-.--..----- 299 

SARGENT, W. D. Influence of aurora on the telegraph. (R. 1870).-......-.--- 244 

Sargus Holbrookii, a new sparoid fish from Savannah Bank, description of— 

T. J BEAN. GP SiS) 2k oo Ca a ee ee cee ee eee 332 

SARTORIUS, C.— 

Earthquakes in eastern Mexico, January, 1866. (BR. 1866)..---..-.-.--..-. 214 

Eruption! or volcano! of Colimayy  Gh.1S69) mesoea ee eeeseeeeee coe eee 228 

Saturn, secular variations of elements of orbit of, with tables—J. N. STock- 
W ELEM oo d\snise Soow oe elie Gaetee bce e eee Oe ee Oe ne oan eee 232 

SAUNDERS, Cofamander. Tidal record at Wolstenholm Sound, 1849, 1850 ...... 130 

Saussure, Sce De Saussure. 
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Savage weapons at Centennial Exhibition, study of—E. H. Knigur. (R. 

APSO) yee a el aR NE wie IE SS Tee eae aaron Wena BAL S 345,415 
Savannab— 

Bank, description of new sparoid fish (Sargus Holbrookii) from—T. H. BEAN. 

MESS) eeiostey as oni eR eee ees ee sinh etic e ere ae laisw a eae cee ee 332 

River, primitive manufacture of spear and arrow points along line of—C. C. 

RONEN aa Gena (cua O40) ee crectra sii R eat acim lama nin se ciao mee pone 345 

Tennessee, account of aboriginal ruins at—J. P. STeLLE. (R.1870).. 22... 244 

Nawkains) JG. drawings of Zapotec remains by, ...-.. 05. .22-c- -- 05. cece anne 86 

SawWKINs, J. G.; WALL, G. P. Economic geology of Trinidad. (R. 1856)...-... 91 

Sayella— 

CrosseanaynOLES.On— Wee ADD (lal B80) pace lo ecelenia sists) cise Solera cise teeic 650 

MOUESEO NV Vic, HEL: SAY AMe Tiros aY((Ex suk SSO) se lsetere = ce eee tarde ein (a telat alciars e/eise sl eeeeiemie 650 

Scaroid fishes from Havana and Key West, descriptions of—D. S. Jorpan; J. 

SWAIN (RS BB4 Ne cas oticciaertin aciesrsne etetielociefe aisicto tele to wie rs cose eevee 607 

Secarrus virginalis, new species, description of—D. 8S. JORDAN; J. Swain. (P. 

PSBA) ee cepsecmk ste iciesigusie oes soe et elsa sec eace wiisoenG<\sele Sousa 607 

scenery, catalogue of sketches of—J. M. STANLEY.--.-..-.-.....--..---------- 53 

ScHEETZ, FreD. B.; Harpy, GEORGE L. Mounds in Ralls County, Mo. (R. 

iSite ee ee ee RS het uech cae pine nee Seta Pre RE oS 481, 518 
SCHERZER; ScuwarRz. Table of anthropological measurements. (R. 1866) .... 214 

Schists, crystalline, of the District of Columbia, preliminary note on the—G. 

PV MEE RR DG on (ay SO8) Wee art ye, 2 ste ce iepe stare cies vinieie eters lori ele eels seme 548 

SCHLAGINTWEIT, H. DE. Ethnographical collections. (R. 1862)..-....-....-. 150 

Schlagintweit ethnographic collection, account of the—H. ZisGuNBALs. (R. 

SB Ui) ee leeae etna ee Ae swlahse feiss tain oy steiate ke eieieicis nin Siete eels mneet cer 215 
SCHLEIDEN, R. Free freight between Germany and United States by North 

Germanplaloya Geel SoS) peste ree eer aercles osiereitalalaeiaielotsteyetniniensy craters 109 

Schoenbein gC... NOtCOLOt DY dy ERENIRW 0 (EVs OOS) cetelemieieaiiae -leiceclemiteieiacs 224 

Schoharie, N. Y., Indian relics from—F. D. ANDREWS. (R. 1879)...........-.. 345 

Schoodie Lakes, Maine, description of new species of Gasterosteus from—T. H. 

BRAN Es (el S79) lesen ioc sinal fe cise opcleinierecistois ie incevecieieie caer ace 330 

ScHootcrarT, H. R. Plan for American ethnological investigation. (R. 

(ISTERES WSU Drea aS Nis pel Setany Se ae Mr a DCs i hot a a tS 645, 649 
ScHotr, A.— 

Remarks on ancient relic of Maya sculpture. (R. 1871).-.........--.....--. 249 

Remarks on the Cara gigantesca in Yucatan, (R. 1869)...-..---..-.------- 228 

ScuotTt, A.; Mason, O. T. Leipsic Museum of Ethnology. (R.1873).-.....----. Quo 

ScnortT, C. A.— 
Base-chartiof the United States..---....------+- +... -------- Sogs00 odds ESE 414 

Discussion of— 

Caswell’s meteorological observations at Providence, R.1....--...----. 103 
leaveland’s meteorological observations at Brunswick, Me -.-.-.----- 204 

Hayes’s physical observations in the Arctic Seas...--.--.-------------- 196 
Hildreth’s and Wood’s meteorological observations at Marietta, Ohio... 120 
Kane’s astronomical observations in the Arctic Seas...-..-.----.------ 129 

Kane’s magnetic observations in the Arctic Seas -.-.---.-------------- 97 

Kane’s meteorological observations;in the Arctic Seas....-------------- 104 
Kane’s physical observations in the Arctic Seas .-----.---------------- 198 

Kane’s tidal observations in the Arctic Seas..-..--. ------------------- 130 
McClintock’s meteorological observatious in the Arctic Seas ...---.---. 146 
Smith’s meteorological observations made near Washington, Ark... -- 131 

Tables, distribution, and variation of atmospheric temperature ...--.------ 277 
Tables of rain and snow in the United States ....-.---------------547, 222, 353 

Scnort, C.A.; EvEREeTT, J.D. Underground temperature. (R,1874)-....---.-- 286 
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Schulze. See Cluss and Schulze. 

SCHUMACHER, P.— 

Ancient graves and shell heaps of California. (R.1874)-..........-...-.-. 286 
Kjékken-méddings on the northwest coast of North America. (R.1873)... 275 

ScHWARZ; SCHERZER. Table of anthropological measurements. (R.1866).... 214 

Sciewna sciera, new species from Mazatlan and Panama, description of—D. 8, 

JORDAN + CEH GInBERT.» (bo 1884) eo casena eee eee ean eee 607 

Science— 

Agriculture, and Arts, Society of, Lille. See Prize questions. 

Art and Literature, Society of, Hainaut. See Prize questions. 

on a dominant language for—A. DE CANDOLLE; J.E.Gray. (R.1874).... 286 

in general, relation of the physical sciences to—H. HELMHOLTZ. (R.1871).. 249 
recent progress in. See Record. 

trust fund for promotion of, in the United States—J.TYNDALL. (R.1872).. 271 

Sciences— 

Harlem Society of. See Prize questions. 

Letters and Arts, Society of, Dunkirk. See Prize questions. 

Natural, Society of. Cherbourg. See Prize questions. 

Royal Danish Society of. See Prize questions. 

Scientific— 

and technical periodicals, catalogue of—H.C. BOLTON -.-.-.......-....--- 546, 514 

and Literary Institute of Lombardy. See Prize questions. 
character and researches of Smithson—W. R. JOHNSON.......--..-.-..... 327 

Congress of Carlsruhe, 1858—F. J. Nickit&s. (R.1860)...........-...-..-.. 147 

co-operation—UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO. (R.1861)..-...-....--..----.-.. 149 

education of mechanics and artisans—A.P. PEABODY. (R.1872)..-...--. 271, 380 

exchanges. See Exchanges. 
expedition to Mexico by French Government. (R.1864) -...-......-.....- 188 

instructions to Captain Hall—J. Henry; J. E. HitGarp; 8. NeEwcoms; 8. 
ES ADR DWE). DEEN Kas cs AI CHAS SEZ: c0 in Ove Sail) reese ere cee 249 

investigation in Russian America, suggestions relative to—J, HENRY -..--. 207 

labors of Edward Lartet—F. FiscHer. (R.1872)-:-- --- 2222.22. +e ee 271 

observations, on metric system for—A.GuyYOT. (R.1848)......--..---..-.. I 

progress, reports of— 

(RISEO) Pees ter nes ste s ape creme ree 442,427, 428, 429, 430, 431, 432 
CHOLES) cone Sacco atthe tsar sass eemeceer 515, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488 

GRAT882) Beaeeseencece 540, 525, 526, 527, 528, 529, 530, 531, 532, 533, 534 
CRLSSS) peer erica cee 593, 574, 575, 576, 577, 578, 579, 580, 581, 582, 583 

(R. 1884)....-... - ....623, 609, 610, 611, 612, 613, 614, G15, 616, 617, 618 
(RslS85) Ssceao sess secs 649, 632, 633, 634, 638, 6389, 640, 641, 642, 643 

researches of J.C, A. Peltier—F.A.PELTIER. (R.1867)-----.-.....---.---- 215 

societies, local, organization of—J. HENRY. (R.1875) ...--...----...---.-- 298 

Writingsof James PuNGhsONies oo tac ocee pee eie sein er= mee eters alee eee 327 

writings of JosophyHenmyetos saos cc sieeio eee nee eee = se = eee 558, 550 
writings of Sir William Herschel—E. 8. Hotprn; C. 8. HastineGs. (R. 

TESO) wocies ce SES ea oe he ete Soke Re elas eee teeteeete toler Serco 442,426 
Scintillation of the stars—C. DurourR; Kamrz. (R.1861).-.....----...-.-.-.-. 149 

Scops, review of American species of genus—R. RipGway. (P.1878)-..----.---- 3a2 

Scolopendrellids, genera of the—J.A.RYDER. (P.1882) ..-... ---.....-.-..... 518 

SCUDDER, 8. H.— 

Bibliography of: orthopteras. . 022. 2.60 c<c2-se seen e eas ee ness cee 189 

Catalogue of orthoptera of North America ..-....-.--..---..-..--.-..----- 189 
Nomenclator zodlogicus. An alphabetical list of generic names of recent and 

fossiljanimials wate MoS el oO ae cided tele eee eset a certo eee a 470 
SCUDDER, S.H.,and others. Insects of Arctic America........--..2----------- 342 
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Sculpture, Maya, remarks on ancient relic of—A. ScHorr. (R.1871)....-.....- 249 

Sculptured stone found in St. George, New Brunswick—J. ALLEN Jack. (R. 

MSE) meee (aioe Yea Set alae etalon cra eae ean ae ee 481,515 
Sculptures of Santa Lucia Cosumalwhuapa in Guatemala—S. HABEL ...-...... 269 

Scytalina cerdale, new species of fish from Neah Bay, Washington Territory, de- 
scription of—D.S. Jorpan; C.H.GiLBerT. (P.1880)..--......-...- 425 

Sea-cow, Steller’s, extermination of, date of, investigations relating to—L. StTxs- 

INI GIDE (Er OSA) ck ct clei par eeie py tetera Gn efecto Lehi ce 6S ane a 607 

Sea-elephant, California, account of recent capture of, with statistics relating to 

present abundance of species—C. H. TOWNSEND. (P.1885).....-.... 650 

Sea, gradual approach of, upon land—S. P. MAYBERRY. (R.1867) ...--...---.- 215 

Seal, West Indian (Monachus tropicalis)—F. W. TRuE; F. A. Lucas. (R.1884,11) 648 
Deas Ne Morunern—J. BABINET,. (RR. 1869)2 2. seen sees o- <Seocese ce ses 228 
Seaton War W., memoir of, by J.\ HENRY. (Rs 1866)-22..202. csscee- sce ss ececes 214 
Sebastichthys— 

carnatus, new species of rockfish from coast of California, description of— 

DS JORDANS. Ce Et GILBERT) ) CeaLecd)paseaceae sat ee senace eee 425 
chrysomelas, new species of rockfish from coast of California, description of— 

DAS JORDAN CoH. GILBERTS |. (PslGE0 )eseee cose ena eee ee ae 425 

entomelas, new species of Sebastichthys from Monterey Bay, California, de- 

scription of—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. GinBERT. (P.1880)...--......--- 425 

maliger, new scorpenoid fish from coast of California, description of—D.S. 

JORDANS ICs Ele GiEBMR Ta (ba S80))\pee sane ece eee. = aere eee 425 

miniatus, new species of Sebastichihys from Monterey Bay, California, descrip- 

tron Of —_ Ds) JORDAN AC.) El GIEBORT A (Pa1880))saseeneme seats eee 425 

mystinus, description of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Ginperr. (P. 1881)....--. 467 

proriger, new scorpnoid fish from Monterey Bay, California, description 

Of) Sa ORDAN GEO. eh GLuB RR Ts. «(esl ac) peace te mets ae eerste 425 

rhodochloris, new species of Sebastichthys from Monterey Bay, California, 

description of—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1880) ....-..-.-. 425 

serriceps, new species of rock cod from coast of California, description of— 

DAS WIORDANGH C ble GIEBERT. \(e.ulS80) veel smears acetone 425 

umbrosus, description of—D. 8S. JorpAan; C. H. Giuperr. (P. 1882) ...--- 518 

Sebastoid fishes, description of seven new species of—D. S. JORDAN; C. H. GiL- 

IBGE Tyee Ge SSO) seers ses Sevens ae at ae ue a crate Sheer a Nese eee 425 

SECCHI A. Researches on’ electrical rheometry, - =... -22--0--c0 ----->- sseesesee! 36 

Secretary of— 
Smithsonian Institution, report of. See. Henry, J., Baird, 8. F. 

Treasury, letter to, on payment of interest in coin—J. HENRY. (R. 1865)-. 209 

Secular— 

period of aurora borealis—D. OLMSTED ...........---------------+ ---- --<« 81 

variations of elements of planetary orbits—J. N. STOCKWELL. (R. 1871)-232, 249 

Seeds, jumping, and galls—C. V. Rirey. (P. 1882)......-----.--------------- 518 

Seismograph, electro-magnetic—Professor PALMIERI. (R. 1870) .--..--------- 244 

Seismology, vulcanology and, account of progress in—C. G. RocKWoop, jr. (R. 

HS ANCEAE eel cen ye ate fore te alain Siem tate aes ole ane ares cleicin are = ice 616, 634, 623, 649 
Selachians in National Museum, description of—S. GarMAN. (P. 1885)-.-..---- 650 

Selasphorus torridus, Selvin, note on—R. Ripaway. (P. 1884) ---.--.--------- 607 

Sema, note on—D. 8. JORDAN. (P. 1880)......---.----------------------+--+- 425 

Semper’s method of making dry preparations—J. A. RypER. (P. 1881)...----- 467 

Senate Judiciary Committee, report of, on management of Smithsonian—A. P. 

BUTLER. (R. 1855) -...---------- ---- = 2-222 eee eee cere eee ee nee veh 

Senses, the— 

Sense of feeling, sense of smell. (R. 1865) .......-.-----------+-----+----- 209 

Sense of taste, sense of hearing, sense of sight. (R. 1866) -.-...----+----- 214 

H. Mis. 170 53 
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Séquard. See Brown-Séquard. 

Series, converging, expressing ratio of diameter and circumference of a circle— 

IW, SHERREL se soe oct tee = tecleee ese inet a else tee eee eee eee es 233 

Seriola stearnsii, new species of amber fish from Pensacola, Fla., description 

of—G. BiGoonE: (Rs 1879) oss eecel- oases eee eee ee 333 

Sermon at funeral of Joseph Henry—S. S. MITCHELL...--.--..........-.. ---. 356 

Serpent, venom, bibliography of—S. Wi. MITcCHmLL 2352-52925 sec 22 26 eee See 135 

Serpents— 

catalosuelot—S iE). AMR DS: iC.) GRAVID eae ae yee meee eee 49 

lecture on nature and cure of bites of—D. BRAINARD, (R. 1854) ......-.-. 75 

poisonous, venoms of, researches upon—S. W. MITcHELL; E. T. REICHERT. 647 

Serraria, new genus, description of—C. H. GILBERT. (P. 1884)_-.....--.....-- 607 

Serrivomer beanii, new genus and species, diagnosis of—T. Gini; J. A. RYDER. 

(ip llsleR)) poo Seciesaa Gorse Chao somes os ocdn cab on6 nocaeU le i6o SddgEeosce Ss 548 

SERviss, E. F. Mounds near Edwardsville, Wyandotte County, Kans. (R. 

Icio WaeSc een ARSE rE eaten nommno bao6 SHOE CoGos Sou Adee ba osoese cates 481, 515 
Seven cities of Cibola, Coronado’s march in search of the—J. H. Smmupson. (R. 

he ian gemeetcesc doccod teo5oaeofos onscas poo sag weeece sees t Sens 228, 561 
Sexualicharacters of ieels—S: L. Carnie (e880) peceeeee ease eee eeaee eee 425 

Shad, western gizzard, Dorosoma cepedianum heterurum, notes on—S. WILMOT. 

(P1878). 22h eceiee ciacine ool Netoeae lees eel e meee nae ee ee 332 
SHAKESPEARE, KE. O. The nature of reparatory inflammation in arteries after 

ligature yete-. honerlectoure gm NO layll secs aea at eee eae ree 321 

SHALLENBERGER, T. M. Mounds in Henry and Stark Counties Illinois. (R. 

[i610 WRB enone Bobcat char CEE roo Sem mecteade. thos lana cess 481,515 
Shark— 

new species from Santa Barbara, Cal., description of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. 

GUEBERTS (CP S82) ence -eiscece cece oe Ste sobSos codeao aseeca) Gills’ 

the oil, of southern California (Galeorhinus Arona. S. JORDAN; C. H. 

GILBERT.» (Piel S60) asc oe ara aye eee eee eee yaar eee eee 425 

SHARPLESS, T.;, PATTERSON, KR. Phonography. (R. 1856) -2--. <2 25. eee see 91 

Suaw, J. Mound-builders in Rock River Valley, Illinois. (R. 1877) ..-..----.. 323 

Snxa, J. G. Account of library of Indian linguistics. (R. 1861)...-......-..- 149 

Shea’s Indian linguistics, recommendation of—G. Gippsand others. (R.1861). 149 

Shell, art in, of the ancient Americans—H. W. Houtmes. (E. 1880~-’81).--...... 542 

Shell bediskall—-A’ |S) Timrany. (R284) e222. see eae eee eee eee 286 
Shell deposits— 

artificial, of the United States—D. G. BRiInTON. (R. 1866)-.-..........-.. 214, 440 

artificial, in New, Jersey—C. Raw. (CR. 1864) <. =<. <2 5. coon tee nee ee LOG) coe 

on Short Creek, West Virginia—H. B. HUBBARD. (R. 1881) ....-....-.. 481,515 

Shell engravings granted by British Museum. (R. 1863) .----..--......-...... 187 

Shellfish and their allies, lectures on—P. P. CARPENTER. (R. 1860) -....--. 147,152 

Shell heap in Georgia—D BROWN. (RB. 1871). <c2e an Seen es 2 eee 249 
Shell heaps— 

and ancient graves of California—P. SCHUMACHER. (R. 1874) ...-........ 286 
and mounds in Florida—JaMES SHEPARD. (R. 1885) ..---....-......-.. 645, 649 

and mounds on the west coast of Florida—S. T. WaLkrerR. (R. 1883) ... 588,593 

at mouth of St. John’s River, Florida—S. P. MayBerRY. (R. 1877) -.----. 323 

in) Alabama—CHAREES) Mouse (QR. cL88)p-eses eee ee ese eee eee eee eee 481,515 

in Barnstable County, Mass.—DANIEL WING. (R. 1881) -...--...-.-.-- 481, 515 

in) New, Bruns wick—J). HO WiGER ah 3 (hi) 870) eee as eee eee sates 244 

near Provincetown, Mass.—H. HE. Cmasn. (R. 1882) -.----..---......-- 535, 540 

of Charlotte Harbor, Florida—D. H. Simons. (R. 1882) --.---......... 535,540 

of Tampa Bay, Plorida—sS. 2. WiALIGHR: | ((GR.1879) eee enee eee eee eee eee 345 

on Mobile River, Alabama—A. 8. GAINES; K. M. CUNNINGHAM. (R. 1877) 323 
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Shell mounds. See Mounds. 

Shells. See Mollusca. 

acknowledgment for—W. H. .PmASE..© (BR. 1861) - 2.2.5.7. (22... .ce.2 see 149 
American land, «manual of Wi. G. BINNEY 2252220252. seu bocees ston ee eeee 549 

auricolacea of the eastern United States, revision of—-W. H. Datu. (P. 

Lge) Ce CS SPEC caret ba Setinco=ie an oo Ieee Bebe Seer scp 650 
bibliopraphy of. Parts'1,)t— WG. BINNIM. = 44 ce= -- cee ese be eee 142, 174 

duplicate, collected by United States exploring expedition—C. Winkrs.... 193 

from California, description of new species of, in U. S. National Museum— 

WRER DAU Cheol OVS) testosccre ema stameicts Secreta Scateatseer os oie Se wee 332 
from Costa Rica kitchen-midden—W. H. Datu. (P. 1878) ..........-..... 33: 

hnydrobiart (2) wetherbyi—Wis Dani (Re Ve85)) esc 2e eee een ee eee 650 

land and fresh water, instructions for collecting—J. Lewis. (R. 1866)-214,363 

land and fresh water, Floridian, notes on—W. H. Datu. (P. 1885) .....--. 650 

land and fresh water, of North America: 

Part 1. Pulmonata geophila—W. G. BINNEY; T. BLAND.....--....---- 194 

Part 1. Pulmonata limnophila and Thallasophila—W. G. BINNEY-.----- 143 

Part 11. Ampullariide, Valvatide, etc.—W. G. BINNEY .-....----.----.. 144 

Part Iv. Strepomatide (American melantans)—G. W. TRYON, Jr....-.-- 253 

IGOR CA ITE IS 56 poe Go ppdcns ponooE Gomcco padoue Code ndoEsocodede oos5A- 253 

new and specially interesting, of the Point Barrow Expedition—W. H. Dat. 

(IR, Teh Bana ace adh ce Qosenebond qoccou anodes oon ocecodse0 cosa asécae 607 
north American, check-list of—I. Lea; P. P. CARPENTER; W. STIMPSON ; 

Wivis (Gis Wianmie es N, Weagho Cooke Bo peo sac poses s ondans Sane SoeUIOsTS 128 

north American, circular in reference to collecting. ..---..-..-. -.--......-. 176 

of Gulf of California, lectures on the—P. P. CARPENTER. (R. 1859) ...-.. 110 

of Panama, collected by C. B. Adams, descriptions of new species and 
varieties of Chitonide and Acm@ide in—P. P. CARPENTER -....-...-- 252 

Onchidium floridanum, new species of—W. H. Dati. (P. 1885). .----.---. 650 

Pedipes elongatus, new species of—W. H. Dati. (P.1885)..---...----.--- 650 
presented to Academy of Natural Sciences, report on—J. Leipy; G. W. 

TRV ONs) (Rs) 1805) ecm ses cteate eae = slalacinine sa nieln elolmime (owl=\=la\e|'elnin(n<i=im i= 209 

request for duplicate—W. E. Locan. (R. 1859) ---..------ Bs Ion A bs 110 
Pupilla floridana, new species of—W. H. Dati. (P, 1885)-..----- seraet oa 650 

Sayella crosseana, new species of—W. H. Dati. (P. 1885)..-....-.------- 650 

Sayella, new subgenus, from Florida—W. H. Dauy. (P. 1885).-----------. 650 

Turbinella pyrum, note on—W. H. Datu. (P. 1885) ..---.-----.---------- 650 

SHEPARD, JAMES. Shell heaps and mounds in Florida. (R. 1885)..---..-.- 645, 649 

SHEPARD, C. U. Arrangement of mineralogical collection. (R. 1861). .-..---. 149 

SHEPARD, E. M. Deposit of arrow-heads near Fishkill, N. Vin GR lS i)Eeeees 323 

SHERMAN, W. T.— 

Memorial address on J. Henry.------------------- --++-- +----+ ++ +--+ -----+ 306 

Report of National Museum Building Commission, 1879, 1680. (R. 1879; 

GOO prec ice ae cc aaeeel aan asm = aim wielneas ini = = 345, 442, 409, 434 

SHEWARD, JAMES. Chautauqua County, N.Y. (R.1881).------------------ 481,515 

Shetland, vegetable colonization of—C. Martins. (IR. Ilse) ae oson coqeosc aecece 109 

Shipping fresh fish and other animals, circular relative to—-S. F, BAIRD -..-.---- 384 

Shoal Lake, Lake Winnipeg, egging expedition to—D. GUNN. (BA1867)es--2-=- 215 

Shooting stars, observations on—S. MASTERMAN. (Ri 1857)).2 222 «-<5-- ---2--2- 107 

Short Creek, W. Va., shell deposits on—H. W. HuBBARD. (RAISED) eeee= eee 481,515 

Shoshone Indians, religion, superstitions, and manners of—A. G. BRACKETT. (R. 

TSTONN es eh SE SNC Sas St Leia oce ea tececmeraeeoe sae 345 

SHUFELDT, R. W. Concerning some of the forms assumed by the patella in birds, 

with 7 figures in the text, (P.1884)...--..---------++-+%0-2----> S00, Lair 
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SHUFELDT, R. W.—Continued. 

Description of Hesperomys truei, a new species belonging to the subfamily 

Murine.” With Plate xxa.” \(P..1885) 22 - (22ers ee a go eeeee 650 

Fishes collected by, in vicinity of New Orleans, list of—D.S.JorpDan. (P. 

1884)? Sins Se Se ss teae selon sotesce ce See OL eee eee ee ee eee eee 607 
Observations upon a collection of insects made in the vicinity of New Orleans, 

La., during the years 1882 and 1883. (With1 figure in the text.) (P. 

TSA) ee tela al ety ee clalse wed Sis sin eid eisin abet So as See ENS Doce alain 607 
Remarks upon osteology of Opheosaurus ventralis. (P.1881)..-.....---.---- 467 

Siberia— 
descriptions of new fishes from—T. H. BEAN. (P.1881).--...-..--.--..----- 467 

notes on birds collected in—T.H. BEAN. (P.1882)............----.-...<.-- 518 

SrpLey, H. Meteorological telegrams by Western Union Telegraph Company. 
CR SG2)) ante ao mie ote cate rem a eet teat era aa eae | oe 150 

SIBLEY, H. F. Antiquities of Wayne County, Il]. (R.1881) .............--. 481, 615 

Sidera— 
castanea, description of —D.S8. JoRDAN; C.H.GmILBEerT. (P.1882) ......... 518 

chlevastes from Galapagos Island, description of—D.S. Jorpan; C. H. G1L- 
BHRT., (P1883) sac ceieta ee ee iets alee ete retere bie eee Fata ae eee 548 

Siganide, genera of, synopsis of—T.GmLL. (P.1884)..-...........-----.------- 607 

Sight, sense of. (R.1866) ...2.2%--2-- .- oo ne ene oo on en ee eee 214 
Sigmops stigmaticus, new genus and species of, synopsis of—T. GILL. (P.1883)- 548 

Sign language— 
among North American Indians—G. MALLERY. (E. 1879-80) ...........---. 476 

of deaf mutes—G; MALLERY,. “(Be 1879=80) pas ooo. ee eee ase eee 476 

Signal mounds of Butler County, Ohio—J. P. MacLEAN. (R. 1882) -.....---. 535, 540 

Siluride of fresh waters of North America, synopsis of —D.S. JORDAN ..-.-.----. 306 

Silver— 
coins, assay of, at United States Mint—J.PoLLock. (R.1868)-.--..-....-... 224 

coins, foreign, table of. (CR. 1868)..2) - 22. 222 5e ne Seine = a ine ee 224 
crosses from an Indian grave-mound at Coosawattee Old Town, Murray 

County, Ga.—CHaRLEs C. JONES, Jr. (R.1881).-...------.-..---. 481,515 

gold, and other ornaments found in Florida—J.FRaNcis Le Baron. (R. 

DBS) y seincioatet opel sie ea sin ee mie eleraie ey ote tet atta tet Pa Boece 535, 540 
lamprey in Louisiana, notes on—T.H. BEAN. (P.1882) .................--. 518 

Silvered-glass telescope, on construction of—H. DRAPER ..---...---.----------- 180 
Silversmiths, Navajo—W.MaTTHEws. (E.1880-1881)....-....----..---...--.- 542 
Simons, M.H. Shell heaps of Charlotte Harbor, Fla. (R. 1882) ............ 535, 540 

Srmpson, G. Letter to officers of Hudson’s Bay Company relative to scientific 

ERE IRON SESS Sac SOSH eSOG DOD SECS SO as Cen OSOScISes5 saa osoSsaooecc 137 

Simpson, J.H. Coronado’s march in search of the seven cities of Cibola. (R. 

1869) 122s eewteecein sce sacs one a ona eemen mare sine ons easels 228, 561 
Stimson, R. Meteorite in Mexico. (R.1867)..---..----- ----------- ----0+ --- ne 215 
Sioux. See Dakota. 

Indians——As Gp BRAG Kaw aere rn (deel 7G) neice taieta re la eet te Pa le ates oie arate 299 

Indians, language of the—F. L.O. ROEHRIG. (R.1871)......-------..--- 249, 378 

languages, comparative phonology of—J. OWEN DorsEY. (R. 1883). .588, 593, 605 
nation of the upper Missouri—T. A. CULBERTSON. (R.1850) ..---.--------- 28 

Siphonostoma, described specimen of, in National Museum, annotated list of—R. 

RATHBUN. (P.1884)) 22 ...02 22 ~ .-- 220 seem em een aniem = = s = em eblo mma 607 

Siphostoma— 

Carbarex, new species, from Key West, Fla.—J. Swain; S. E. Merk. (P. 
TESS) 2 sls ul Cen ey eR ety sa eee en 607 

McKay’s, new species, from Key West, Fla. His} SwalIn; 8. E. MEK. (P.1884) 607 

Siredon lichenoides, observations on—W. E. CaRLin, (P. Tele} bt) eS os ocGcica Se 467 
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Six Nations, wampum belts of the—W. M. Beaucuamp. (R.1879)...... ...--. 345 

Skeleton of Phoca (Histiophoca) fasciata—F. W. Truk. (P.1883) .......----.-- 548 

Skeletons— 

of birds, suggestions for saving parts of—A. Newron. (R.1860)........... 147 

of Etheostomatine, note on—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Eraenman. (P.1885).... 650 

rough, preparation of, notes on—F. A. Lucas. (P.1885) ....-.......--- 650, 626 
Skull— 

and long bones from mounds near Albany, I11._—R. J. FarQUuHARSON. (R. 

1 RSI) Scat ae ESE MEE SAE Fase eyes yp a Nee ea sey RUE ON SITE be bode = 286 
human, from Rock Bluff, Ill., description of—J. A. Mr1as. (R. 1867) ..---. 215 

human, present state of ethnology in relation to form of the—A. RErzius. 

(Lis SEND) CE Rae ne Sei Ser MER Aet Pec rer st ta ini were ere ee eS 110 
shell-bed, from Rock Island, Ill.—A. S. Trrrany. (R. 1874) ............--- 286 

Grenier Ot Ta MASON, (PA1S85) i o-oo 2 acta es ore oats kh oe Sig ie 650 

Skulls and mummy from Patagonia—A. Riep. (R.1862) .........-....---.---- 150 

SLADE, ExisHa. On domesticated hybrid ducks (Anas boschas+-obscura). (P. 

MOS ere safe telste s/s, 0) ais aie ha nef hiarn aise a ae ee Lee Ne eae eS 607 
Slider terrapin, heart of, influence of Caution of temperature on—H. G. Bryer. 

RES LC GUI Pere ers ere oeat sinner el shersley Sa Sin) wrala aicley aera ae are ete oat eet eae 650 
Sloth tribe of North America, extinct—J. LEY ..-.-. .......2.-02 -s0e-2 2 eee ne 72 

SMALLWOOD, C. Description of observatory at St. Martin, Isle Jesus, Canada 

Bas bss 5 (het S50) pe a ttees sacri Saisie in cic ieee eee a as op eee eee 91 

SMART Co uNotes on therlLonto/Apaches., ((R. 1867) -s-ccsicc nercacce seseees Sees 215 
ae SEUSS Oley (ial OO0) antennal eieate) isis mine Ste a\a1-1- sels 1 ateiee ole eto 209 

Smelt, surf, of northwest coast, and method of taking by Indians—J. G. Swan. 

(Cecclsel) R aera bacces on Sod ene DaSNIatogece dee os Se so Sse eee canes cee 425 
Smira, B. Spanish works on New Mexice. (R.1855) ......--...--..2-.<------ 77 
SmitH, C.D. Ancient mica mines in North Carolina. (R.1876)..........-.... 299 

SmiTH, C. M. Sketch of Flint Ridge, Licking County, Ohio. (R.1884)......620, 623 

SMirH, E.-A.. Myths of the Iroquois. (E. 1880-1881) ..---...... 2.2. case eocs ose 542 

SMITH dla.) Wechure on meteoricstoness  \(R.1855): 2. 25-2 ence ae eee ee eee = oe 7 

Smitu, Joun P. Antiquities of Washington County, Md. (R.1882).........535, 540 
SmitH, J. W.C. Antiquities of Yazoo County, Miss. (R.1874)................ 286 

Smiru, N. D. Meteorological observations made near Washington, Ark ....--. 131 

SmitH, R.— 

Description of a new species of Uranidea (Uranidea rhothea) from Spokane 

iRiver Washinoton: Derritoryé ((@2.gS82)p se see! ge- sacra Sees 518 
Description of new gobioid fish (Othonops eos) from San Diego, Cal. (P.1881) 467 
Description of new species of gobiesox (Gobiesox rhessodon) fron San Diego, 

Waller (BlSS1)i onesie eee tan cme tteswie ico ecole siscet oe ae eniees 467 

Note on the occurrence of Gasterosteus williamsoni, Grd., in an artesian well 

aiSauebermardinos Calin (ralSea) iesaaeee erect eeeae ae eee eae eee 548 

Notes on fishes collected at San Cristobal, Lower California, by Mr. Charles 

H. Townsend, assistant, U. S. Fish Commission. (P.1884) .... .----- 607 

Notes on the fishes of Todos Santos Bay, Lower California. (P.1885) .---. . 548 

Occurrence of species of cremnobates at San Diego, Cal. (P.1880) .... -.-- 425 

On the life of the young of Pomacentrus rubicundus. (P.1882) .--.--------. 518 

The life colors of Cremnobates inlegripinnio. (P.1883)..---.---------------- 548 

SmirH, Rosa; SwWAIN, JosepH. Notes on a collection of fishes from Johnson’s 

Island, including description of five new species. (P. 1882) .-.--.....----. 518 

SmitTH,S.B. On the Chinook names of salmon in Columbia River. (P.1881).. 467 

SMITH, S. I.— 
; Crustaceans) of Kereuelam Island 222222 sesso ee = oo omcin se) ie ieale= sie 4 == 294 

_ Description of a new crustacean allied to Homarus and Nephrops (Zune- 

phrops bairdii, n.g.andn.s.). (P.1885)...--..-----------------+---- 650 
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Smiru, 8. I.—Continued. 
List of the crustacea dredged on the coast of Labrador by the expedition under 

the direction of W. A. Stearns, in 1882. (Rhachotropis,nom.g.n) (P. 

1883) i ae Sa SE SEER aa SLRS eS Tie aE eg ep 548 
Notice of crustacea dredged off south coast of New England in 1880. (P. 

L880)! 332s Beer ee SSS AR Si ee 425 
Notice of new species of Willemesia group of crustacea (recent Eryontida). 

CBEAST9) eee ete che wm bis Hie one Sele ae a ee ee 333 
Occurrence of Chelura terebrans (crustacean destructive to timber) on coast 

ob United States.y (Po 1S79) io Se eee Ae een ae ete 333 

On some genera and species of Penwide mostly from recent dredgings of the 

U.S. Fish Commission (Parapeneus, n. g., P. megalops, P. goodeit, Hy- 

menopeneus robustus, H. modestus, nn.ss.). (P.1885)..---..------.--- 650 

On some new or little known decapod crustacea, from recent Fish Commis- 

sion dredgings off the east coast of the United States (Anamathia, nom. 

g.n.; Munidopsis crassa, M. similis, Bythocaris gracilis, B. nana, Acan- 

thephyra mecrophthalma, A. brevirostris, nn. ss.; Ephyrina, n. g.; Ephy- 

rina benedicti, n. s.; Benthonectes, n. g.; Benthonectes filipes,n.s.). (P. 

ABB) cree Saha soda tate oS. EAS Cae Se se a 607 
Preliminary report on the Brachyura and Anomura dredged in deep water off 

the south coast of New England by the U.S. Fish Commission in 1880, 

1881, and 1882 (Amathia tanneri, Collodes vobustus, Cymopolia gracilis, 

Sympagurus pictus, Munida valida, Eumunida picta, Anoplonotus politus). 

(AR belo 3) Pere anes sere a Rn le => Seri meee ey ha VS Sete Ct a 548 
Review of the marine crustacea of Labrador. (P.1883)..............-.--- 548 

Smithson fund, memorial of Regents to Congress relative to the. (R.1850).... 28 
Smithson, James— 

act of Congress to receive residuary legacy of. (R. 1866)............---. 214, 329 

and’ his bequest —W. J. Rhames, © (Ri1879)sieeen se eee ee 345, 330 
cafalogneof libraryof- ice ses ae e en ee ee oe oe ne aaa 330 

character and researches of—W. R. JOHNSON ...--2 .-2222 eoee enone wee eos ee 327 

contributions to Annalsof Philosophy by. (R.1853) ....-..... .......--.67, 330 

6xposibion of: bequest of—J. HENRY.-- + ceac soe 2 ee eee ce eee E 

letter from Richard Rush relative to, (GR, 1853). le. ee een oe eee eee 67, 328 

letters from Fladgate, Clark, and Finch, relative to: (R. 1861).......-.. 149, 328 

life“of—by W.. J. HERS. > (RI1879)2 22255. eee Ce nee eee eee 345, 330 

list of papers presented to Royal Society by. (R. 1853).................. 67,330 

notice of, by D. Gilbert, president of the Royal Society. (R. 1853) ....---- 67, 330 

personaleffectsiof oe 0\c os). Soe ee fe ee ee ee ene oe eee 328, 330 

scientifierwribings'of: 5: + 20sec coke et tt ee Eee Se eee Ses 5 eee 327 

wilok! \ CR AL Sba) Me eis or 2a Ses ee ee sae eae nee eee ues 67, 328, 330 

will'of, fac: simile Of soe 2 ie ese ore ae mee eee ee Boece eee 330 

works and character oi—J. kh. MOD) TRBY..-- eee ceeecen eases oe Lockie eee 327 
Smithsonian Institution— 

act to establish. See Congress. 

addression the—J. HENRY. (BR: 1853) 22 5c. eae eee eo a eee E, 67 

Building, reconstruction of eastern portion of, report of architects. (R.1884) 623 

Building, report on use of new hall in—L. AGAssiz. (R. 1867) .........---- 215 
Bulletin No.1-" ‘Vocabulary of the jarcon../°.2-2-4s-eeeeee ee eee eee 68 
business arrangements of there 2805, Oe ae ee ee ee 325 

Contributions to Knowledge. See Contributions. . 

directory of officers, collaborators, and employés of the ........--...-...-. 466 
establishment'and officers of thess<.7. 5. 0es he eee Ue ee 449 

exchanges, history of the—S.H. BoruMer. (R.1881) .......-..-.----- 515,477 
Journals of Regents, reports of committees, statistics, ete.—W. J. RHEES... 329 
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Smithsonian Institution—Continued. 

magnetic observatory at, description of—J E.HinGarp. (R. 1859)..-..-.. 110 

Miscellaneous Collections. See Miscellaneous Collections. 

origin and history of—W.J. Rukns...--. A AS RSE ot Sear SEHe one He Conese fete 328 
publications. See Publications. 

publications, catalogue and index of—W. J. RHEES.......--.----.----- Sco Whe 

report of American Academy of Arts and Sciences on the. (R.1853) ..-... 7 

report of Senate Judiciary Committee on management of—A. P. BUTLER, 

(its SES) Bop aa cecico cad sa65Ge case Hoop odoA soc0 cand doutpebdombancaddoa CZ 

reports. See Reports. 

VMIErySEAMOnplans Of the——k. 0D). O\WikiNiecis ciacisselailciciseiviccioee sicistey scleral saints 12) 

Snake Den, Iowa, mounds at—W. V. BANTA; JOHN GARRETSON. (R. 1881)-.. -481,515 

Snake Indians, religion, superstition, and manners of—A. G. Brackerr. (R. 

lek) SA SSS Baas poobaU oo oseo aoa de aoidnds Sa 5 Se Soo0.cabdooonanud boecor 345 

SNELL, E.S. Lecture on planetary disturbances. (R. 1855)......-....--.----- ad 

Snell’s barometic observations, discussion of—F.H. Loup. (R. 18380) ....... 442,435 

Snow— 

bunting (Plectrophenax hyperboreus), new species, from Alaska—R. RIpGWAy. 

(Tey ete eae Bane SESE site Gate Boer COL ICOUS DO a CaCInHap aeeO me Uco secon seer 607 

charts. See Rain. 
electricity during fall of—F. ZANTEDESCHI. (R. 1870) ...--..----.--.----- 244 

gauce—W. E. GUEST. RB. 1858), 2-22. occc sec ieene neces soon se asians s===-" 109 

gauges—R. H. GARDINER. (R. 1858)*...-...-.-.----- Me seeehater semen seceie 109 

line, Norwegian—O. E. DREUTZER. (R. 1866) ....-...---.---------------- 214 

OMEGA FIOM bono 4 o5e0 Bence BEen Senaico DO Dp oSoE ncn ono bSeHeOonsnaasocEes be 157 

tables of precipitation in—C. A. SCHOTT ..---.--------.-----+----- 547, 222,353 

SNYDER, J. F.— 

Buried flints in Cass County, Ill. (R. 1881).........--..---------------- 481,515 

Deposit of stone implements in Illinois. (R. 1876) .---..------------------ 299 

Indian remains in Cass County, Ill. (R. 1881)......-.-...--------------- 481,515 

Soapstone quarry, aboriginal, in Alabama—CHarRLES Mone. (R. 1881).----- 481, 515 

Social and religious condition of the lower races of man—J. LUBBOCK. (R.1869) 225 

Societies. See Holland, Belgium, publications. 

list of, in United States and British Provinces—W. J. Rukrs.----.-------- 116 

local scientific, organization of—J. HENRY. (R. 1875)..---..----.--------- 298 

proceedings of, relative to Joseph Henry .-.-.----------------------++----- 356 

publications of, in Smithsonian Library, 1854, 1856, 1858, 1866...73,85,117,179 

Society— 
Batavian, of Experimental Philosophy, Rotterdam. Prize questions. (R. 

(SD) Gen aeacadoes sodd caso HeScoo COST Ee HecoseHeEercones aremrero DoGeco 149 

Bath and West of England, for Encouragement of Agricultural Arts, ete. 

Exchange system. (R. 1867)...--...----------0 --- 222 eee nee tee eee- 215 

for Encouragement of Science, Dunkirk. See Prize questions. 

Society of— 

Arts and Sciences, Utrecht. Prize questions. (R. 1861) .-----------.----- 149 

Natural History, Portland, Me., account of—E. C. Boties. (R. 1567)..---. 215 

Natural Sciences, Cherbourg. See Prize questions. 

Physics and Natural History of Geneva, See Geneva. 

Science, Agriculture, and Arts of Lilie. See Prize questions. 

Science, Art, and Literature, Hainaut. See Prize questions. 

Sciences, Harlem. See Prize questions, 
Sciences, Letters, and Arts, Dunkirk. Sce Prize questions. 

Sciences, Royal Danish. See Prize questions. 

Victoria, address of president—R. L. J. ELLERY. (R. 1868) ---..----------- 224 

Sociology, Omaha—J. O. Dorsry. (EE. 1881-’82)..---..--------- +--+ +--+ +--+: 6O3L 
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Sonncke, L. Law of variation of temperature in ascending moist currents of 

Bin. woCRs 187-0) esse ae bees ey cist cots bes oi= aise a IS eee SOLS 
Solar— 

diurnal variation in magnetic declination—A. D. BACHE ...........--.. 113,121 
diurnal variation in vertical component of magnetic force—A. D. BacuE... 175 

eclipse of April 25, 1865—Baron DE Prapos. (R. 1864)...2...--. ---< cecce 188 

eclipse of July 18, 1860—J,, Lamonr. (R: 1864), 2225) .cSseere ease 2s o- eee 188 

system, harmonies/ofthe—s: ALEXANDER .2c2 2-2 -s0 eee eeeeeeeee ee. eee eee 280 

Soleniscus of Meek and Worthen, remarks on—C. A. WHITE. (P. 1883) ..-...-. 548 

Solids— 

specific heat.of—Bb. W,, CLARKE -'.< <n. ce eesie posse see eee eee a reeneee 276 

tables of expansion of—by heat—F. W. CLARKE --...---..------------- coe e289 

Solitary wasps, synopsis of —H. Dr SAUSSURE 222-c-)ccssclemne cee eneeas eee ae 204 

SonntTaG, A. Observations on terrestrial magnetism in Mexico.--.--...---. aseie) eke 

Sonora— 

Guaymas, birds found at, in December, 1832, and April, 1873, list of—L. BEL- 

DING, (P1883) wu. dee since weldciceen wae cols eeeee teen e ees stor ee eee 548 

plants collected in; by ©: Wright—A GRAY o 2 osece see ese eee eee et oeiee eee 22 

Sound— 

retraction of—W).)b.) LAYEOR.)) ((h.W8io) peceeeeeeee ss sinee see eeeee eee 298, 595 

researches in—J. ELEN Y<)) (Chal 878) paceesene ees ae ee eee eee eee 341, 406 

Soundings, microscopical examination of—J. W. BAILEY ...-.....-..----.---- 20, 23 

Sounds, vocal, of Laura Brideman—) GiEBER- 2-2-2. .--ce. cates =e eee oe eee a2 

South America— 

birds of, not in U.S. National Museum—R. Ripaway. (P. 1881)......----. 467 

Caracas, meteorology of—G. A. ERNST. (R.1867)...--.----------.--------- 215 

circular relative to collections of birds from..-.....-.....---. wettancesttrs eee 168 

rain-fallin—C. A. SCHOTT: ~< 2s pehaee tee eon so ee oe ee eee eee eee 22, 353 

travels\in—S. HABEL Sco liie came coe gesee ce cee oeeeee eee ore cee eee 269 

South Carolina— 

description of new hake from—T.H. Bran. (P. 1880) ....-.-..-...-------- 425 

fishesyof—D iS iJORDAN(: “AS, Wi.e DRAYTON) cers scese eaten eee eee eee eee 308 

microscopical observations in—J. W. BAILEY; 22.2 22-2-c .-scce cee coe seen coee 23 

Southern Baptist Missionary Society. Yoruba grammar and dictionary-...... 98 

Southern States— 

antiquities)}in the—H.C. Wittrams: (GR: 1880) ees seecece see ee ere e eee eee 244 

microscopical observations in the—J. W. BAILEY ........-.---.--...------ 23 

Space and time, lecture on the relations of—S. ALEXANDER. (R. 1861)-...-..- pol49 

SPAINHOUR, J. Antiquities in Lenoir County, N. C. (R. 1871)...-......---..- 249 

Spanish— 

vocabulary, with comparative words in English, French, and Latin......-. 170 

works on New Mexico, by Buckingham Smith, communications relative to 

publicationsoriy ChlSd0) isecceaeeeae eine ee ieeaee See. ae eee eel 

Sparisoma— 

cyalonene, new species, description of—D. 8S. JORDAN; J.SwAin. (P.1884). 607 

 lorits, new species, description of—D. S. Jorpan; J.SwWAINn. (P. 1884)---. 607 

xystrodon, new species, description of—D.S. JORDAN; J. SwAIN. (P. 1884). 607 

SPARKS, J., and others— 

On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. (R.1855)-.......----.--- 77 

Report of American Academy of Art and Sciences on organization of Smith- 

sonian Institution. (CR, 1853)..---.---..----2-.-- + --------eeeeee ee G7 

Sparoid fish, new (Sparus brachysomus) from Lower California—W. N. LOCKING- 

TON... (P1880) 5.55.22 SRE Se See ee eee 
Sparrow, new (Peucwa mexicana (Law) to the United States—R. RipGway. (P. 

1885) crcnie nce weeceslocehehioee ae Steet e soles eter eenee Cesceeeeeeneres 650 
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Sparrows— 

sent to United States—W.A.Lioyp. (R.1867) ............---.-2.2----eee 215 

two hitherto unnamed, from the peasy of California—R. RipGway. (P.1884) 607 
S parus— 

brachysomus, new sparoid fish, from Lower California, description of—W. 

NGMOCKINGTON, }) (bs LeS0)r ta seiee see bees seth seal ees ee ee 425 

Genuemuove.On— lh. Ginny .(PS1882)p-seccs soak cw sas ae cee oe ok ee oe cece 518 

pagrus, notes on—G. B.GoopE; T:H. BEAN. (P.1884) ..........-........- 607 

Specific gravity— 

bishooraphy of—EW. CLARKE ..-2 sree scetocees ee cees tea cue eke che eee 255 

Gtasexmvaver——L).; WALKERS! 2h sods cauuetosmnmien cocue cet oLc. ac aeene Caen 146 

tables. Constants of Nature, Part I—F. W. CLARKE ..........---.-.-..-.. 255 

tables. First supplement to Constants of Nature, Part I—F. W. CLARKE ... 288 

Specific heat— 

bibliopraphyof—Ee Wis CLARKE oe. sce nee nace pace eel coe cece estou BE eG: 

tables. Constants of Nature, Part 1—F. W. CLARKE ..-.....---...---.---- 276 
Specimens— 

acknowledged by British Museum: (R51865)) cscen- ss 5-2e essen coos eee 209 

acknowledged by Chicago Academy of Sciences. (R.1867).-......--..----- 215 
authority to collectors of customs to receive and transmit to Smithsonian In- 

HoLGMPIONY Sashes eiscels Sawada hovlets Soo eclaeue e Sans eljaeeiga cae cos een iNeed 

authority to naval officers to receive and transmit to Smithsonian Institu- 

ULOM ea ais sree a eee ee oleae Relate eS Ec bimic aerniota eiskeetc te era eee ere 34 

authority to secondo of War Department to receive and transmit to 

Smithsonianvinstivupionso2ssi-cs -- setae eta ea nae eee os sere 34 
derived from expeditions—S. F. BarrD. (R. 1867) ......-..----- .--0------- 215 
exchange of— 

Hamburg; Zoological Garden. (R:1867))..222n-s2-2-\e22 52+ <== ene aoe 215 
WirAs bLOvDs ACR A860) sseccsessccecie tec cerecaasce sees teaseeeeeeeere 215 

Universitycot Costamicas 1 (dtl G67)lesmeenies sce ease le siaetem cere ose 215 
Wniversityrof Greece; (CR 1867) 222. sosc co seoe ese «see ae = oo ctee et coal lO 

from Brazil, presented—M.M.LisBoa. (R.1865)--....--.-----.------------ 209 

large myological, rapid preparation of—F. PLATEAU. (P.1881) ..---.--.--- 467 
of flamingo from south Florida, presented—G. WURDEMAN. (R.1860).----. 147 

of natural history, directions for collecting, preserving, and transporting— 

SGEY BATRD so) Cher 656) Mee sale Re oa See EL Se ere Bi ee 91,94 
presented, circular sent with—J. HENRY. (R.1872)......---------.------- 271 

mecelptsand distribution of—(R. 1880))s2 sess. eses 2 ee c= 5 ane ee eel n n= 442 

THlesmomexaminahionvot— (val Ged))aeceess se see lec eecs oes cece ee coia= = seems 442 

type, lending/of—S. Ff. Bairp: (BP: 1886) .----...-2...22------ <2. -- ------ 637 
Spectrum analysis applied to the heavenly bodies—W. Huaains. (R.1866)-.. 214 

Spencer’s telescope, examination of, for Hamilton College. (R.1855) ..-.-.----. 77 

Sphzrium costaricense, new species of, description of—P. TEMPLE, (P.1884)-.. 607 

Spheres, tau venciosiof—b. ALVORD!s.22-4)-s5- sean es = << ecn econ o> wom eme ens) =— 80 
Spinivomer Goodei, new genus and species of, diagnosis of —T. Git; J. A. Ry- 

HES (C2018) eee ape co mechs coco eer Eee Geese cee octet ot 548 

Spizella wortheni, new species of, from New Mexico—R. Ripaway. (P.1884)-. 607 

Spleen, observations on—J. JONES .-.--. -- -- 2-2 5---- <0 0-220 penne eee een ee 2 
Spokane River, Washington Territory, new species of Uranidea from—R. SMITH. 

(QRS USTs gee Sa at ie oe a Bo) SP aay Ne Co aN iy 518 

Sponge, a new type of (Camaraphysema)—J.A.RYDER. (P. 1880) -------------- 425 

Sponges— 

fresh-water, from Mexico—E. Potts. P.1885) ..---.--------------------- 650 

of the United States at London Fisheries Exhibition in 1883, catalogue of— 

ROSEV ACTED UN Ase eee ete er elas eee ru nie aisle) Gow nice vernicintte micintaratse 511, 521, 552 
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Sponges—Continued. 

Spoon River Valley, Illinois, mounds in—W. H. ADAms. (R. 1881; R. 

1683) iro Setorals Se pasion a eletera res o\otelaloteiern Satay ee en er A 481,515; 588, 593 

Spotted dolphin, apparently identical with Prodelphinus doris of Gray—F. W. 

PRUE, (CRBC rm) esther Oe aera 2k see ees eae 648 

Spruce Creek Valley, Pennsylvania, account of tornado in—J.B.MEEK. (R. 

ABIL) ocala eae yc ocialsica a Nee Me coin ee ates ae Sagat ee 249 

Squalius alicie from Utah Lake—P. L. Jouy. (P.1881) -.-..-..--.-..--..-.-:- 467 

SQUIER, E. G.— 

Aboriginal monuments of State of New York .-.--. -2522- 2-22-5222 sss -ceeee 15 

AntiqnitiestateNicaracual” (it. 1850) a2 sees. ree 2 eee eee eee eens 

SquieER, E.G.,and others. On publication of Spanish works on New Mexico. (R. 

1855) votes Secinciel = coe end eae ee as ecaee Ie eee ee ic ae 

SqutER, E.G.; Davis, C. H.— 

Ancient monuments of the Mississipi Valley 222222 o- 5 see nee nee see ak 

Correspondence relative to memoir by. (R.1847)..................---.....H, KE 

Stalked crinoids collected by steamer Albatross in 1884 and 1885, report on— 

RRA THBUIN... (Es 1SSS))s - ee ree te eee eerste ee ee tere rae 650 

Stanley’s gallery of Indian portraits, report of Committee of Regents on the. 

CRASS) seco se PEO She Gace DOR SACO SEES non eA 6 sees n ea scan 107 
STANLEY, J.M. Catalogue of portraits of North American Indians. ........--.. 53 

STANTON, E.M. Deposit of Beaufort Library. (R. 1862) .........-:..---.-.--.- 150 

Stark County, Ill., mounds in—T. M.SHALLENBERGER. (R.1881).-.......---- 481,515 

Starclusters, bibliography, of—E.\S. HOLDEN 225-452-4664 eee eee ees 311 

Stars— 

index catalosue Of—H 8 HOLDEN =. -oj)seses ses] eae a ae ee eae eee 311 

movement of, around a central point—J. H. MAEDLER. (R.1859) .......... 110 

near the North Pole, map of, for observations on auroras.--.-..---.---..--- 350 

scintillation of the—C. DuFouR; KAmrz. (R.1861)...--.-...-...---...-... 149 

State Department. Circular to diplomatic agents relative to Morgan’s re- 

search: Ji 5o. Sse. See iasoss sees eREMEE eget ios ee alae epee eens Bene 138 

Stations, meteorological, of Smithsonian Institution. (See also List). .....----. 373 

Statistics— 

of British) Museum—S. ES BAIRD.) (RS1850) esses eee ae Ree eee eee 28 

of Norwegian mountains, lakes, and snow line—O. KE. DreurzeR. (R.1866). 214 

of Smithsonian Institution, finances, exchanges, ete., 1846-1877_........--. 329 

relating to present abundance of California sea-elephant—C. H. TOWNSEND. 

(Bid) Sees eee Se Ie i, ae ae ee Se a nee 650 

Stathmonotus hemphillii, new genus and new species —T. H. BEAN. (P.1885).. 650 

Statue of Joseph Henry, proceedings of Congress relative to.--.-..--.--...--.- 356 

Statues, plaster casts of—W.J.Srone. (R.1855)..---. sets See Hick ee 77 

STEARNS, J. Translation of Babinet on diamonds and precious stones. (R. 

USKO) eee Se ee nei done cee eee eerie oe ben ee 244,377 

STEARNS, R. E.C. Description of a new genus and species of Aleeynoid Polyp 

from Japanese waters, with remarks on the structure and habits of 

related forms, etc. (Radicipes pleurocristatus). (P.1883) -...-..---. 548 

Srearns, S.— ; 
catalogue of fishes from Pensacola, collected by—G. B. GoopE;.T. H. Bran. 

(Bs P8719) dacs Sareea ee sta ace ct See Ga e ep eee et oo 333 

collection of fishes from Pensacola, Fla., by, notes on—D.S.JoRDAN. (P. 

LE84) so Ses Oe Pe eo eee SSE boc eee eee ae ene Rivas = = aya oe 607 

description of new species of amber fish (Seriola stearnsii) obtained near 

Pensacola, by—G. B: GoopE;: T. H.. BEAN. ¥ (22 1879)s.-- 3s eee 333, 

new species of fishes collected by, at Pensacola, Fla., description of—D.S8. 

JORDAN} Js SWAIN. (PR. 1884) 2.22 ac eer ae era eee 607 
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STEARNS, S.—Continued. 

Note on Gulf menhaden, Brevoortia patronus. (P.1878)..........---.-----. 232 

Notes ou the Great Dolphin, Coryphena hippurus, Linné. (P,1885)..-...... 650 

STEARNS, W. A.— 

expedition to Labrador in 1882, mollusks and echinodermata from, catalogue 

Gia Keep USL (Cs LeGa) tse screen Sayaka SE ah a Ne See 548 
expedition to Labrador, crustacea from, list of—S.I.Smiru. (P.1883)...-. 548 

Notes on the natural history of Labrador. (P.1883) .......--....--------- 548 

STEBBINS, R.P. Memoir of Louis Agassiz. (R. 1873) ...-:..-.2.2...+0c. ----2- 275 
STEINDACHNER, F’. Note.on Perca flavescens. (P.1878)-....---...----.-------- 332 

STEJNEGER, L.— 

Contirbutions to the history of the Commander Islands— 

No. 1. Notes on the natural history, including destriptions of new Ceta- 

ceans ( Berardius bairdii; Ziphius grebnitzkii). (P.1883)-..--..-..---.. 548 

No. 2. Investigations relating to the date of the extermination of Steller’s 

SEaAsCOW ue (Pet GSd) cas ta eens seem sitmas setae es saeie ee ae eee eee 607 

No. 4. B.—Additional notes on the plants of the Commander Islands 

(Cassiope oxycoccoides, Asa Gray,n.s). (P.1884)......---.------.----- 607 
Description of two new races of Myadestes obscurus. (P.1881)-.--......----- 467 

Notes on some apparently preoccupied ornithological generic names. (P. - 

ASSS) ssa sasie os chaise ee suede ae Sees Soe ae eee See Eee 650 
On some generic and specific appellations of North American and European 

birds: * (BL 1882) sasacaeaasiec sacs dete senses aeos re are esse ae eae eee 518 
On the use of trinominals in American ornithology. (P.1884)..-....-..---. 607 
Outlines of a monograph on the CYGNINH. (P.1882)...--. ...--.---------- 518 
Passer saturatus, a new species of tree-sparrow from the Liu isa Islands, 

Japan (AL S83) seeeesewte aetecec aoc cee eee ee ae le eee ate eee ees 650 

Remarks on the species of the genus Cepphus. (P.1884)...--...----------. 607. 

Remarks on the systematic arrangement of the American Turdide. (P. 

IBB2) pee eminem csc wecksawimeceeeee ee BAP SOE aa eae eeiECon caciac 518 
Resultsof ornithological explorations in 1 Commander Islands and in Kamt- 

Sschatkan seus ooe see emeae fa ats Rea DEF ta Ca ee erm Sercten olepoe eee 624 

SuollomSesea-COWnE Tt (baal Od) jae eee ei etee eee aee eeteat eta eee eens 607 

Synopsis of the West India Myadestes. (P. 1882)..--...-----.------------- 518 

STELLE, J. P.— 
Account of aboriginal ruins in Hardin County, Tenn. (R. 1870) .....-.---. 244 
Account of aboriginal ruins at Savannah, Tenn. (R. 1870)------.----.---- 244 

Steller’s sea-cow, extermination of, date of, investigations relating to—L. STEs- 

NRGER en (el SSh) peepee see aisee ace eeiasina saniecie ae a ate min ail ainietinte = 607 

Stephanoberyx monxz, new genus and speci-s of, synopsis of—T. Gin. (P. 

TUSISR3)). 2 OB BS eR a hg AE a a ae eRe OSS Cec eG 548 

STEPHENSON, M. F.— 

Account of ancient mounds in Georgia. (R. 1870). ..-.-.---------++-------- 244 

ound» in Bartow County, Georgia. (R. 1872)-.....-------------------- 271 

Stereotype catalogue of public libraries, report of Commissioners on. (R. 1850) 28, 47 

Stereotyped titles for library catalogues—C. C. JEWETT.----- ------------------ 47 

Sternoptychide, note onthe—T.GiLu. (P. 1884)..-.-. .--- .--------+ +--+ ------ 607 

Stevens, H. Prospectus of a bibliographia Americana. (R. 1848)----.------- I 

Srrevens, J.A. Memoir of George Gibbs. (R. 1873) .------------------------- 275 

STEVENSON, J.— 
Report of explorations in New Mexico and Arizona. (R.1880)..----------- 442 

Illustrated catalogue of collections obtained from the Indians of New Mexico 

and Arizona in 1879. (BE. 180-’81)..-.....---------------e-2 eee eee FAR 

Illustrated catalogue of collections obtained from the Indians of New Mex- 

icon 1sSh) (CE. 188081) -25 cece eco ete eee cae as waa= acinar 542 
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STEVENSON, J. - Continued. 

Illustrated catalogue of the collections obtained from the Pueblos of New 

Mexicojanc (Arizona im 1 68l.~ (188182) -.oee seen ee eee ee een Oo 

STEWART, B. Experiments on aneroid barometers at Kew Observatory. (R. 1868) 224 

Sticheus punctatus, occurrence of, St. Michael’s, Alaska—T. H. Bean. (P. 
1878), 2S 22S ee eee oe Seta See ee es een tae 332 

Stimpson, W.— 

Check-list of the shells of North America .......--.-. 2. -.2.---2- 205 52 128 
On collection and preservation of marine invertebrates...........----.:--- 34 

Researches upon the Hydrobiine and allied forms.-.---......-.-..-.--.----- 201 

Synopsis of the marine invertebrata of Grand Manan..-......--...----.---- 50 

Sting-rays, generic name of—S. GARMAN. (P. 1885) ........--..-.-.222-----42- 650 

StTrnson, FLoyp. Mounds and earthworks in Vanderburg County, Ind. (R. 

TBS) Pre eRe ies. soe oes See cee ae Se ee ee eee 481,515 
Stock-in-trade of an aboriginal lapidary—C. Rau. (R. 1877)..-...-----323, 440, 402 

Stockholm Academy of Sciences. Acknowledgment of birds. (R. 1867)..---.- 215 

STOCKWELL, J. N. Secular variations of elements of orbits of the eight princi- 

pal ‘planets: GR. JS7)). 3a. tess See eee eee es eee ae 249,232 

STONE, LivinestTon. Does the panther (Felis concolor) go into the water to kill 

fish?» (Pi; L882) stesckee eels See See eee ae oe ns Cue eee 518 

Stone, W.J. On plaster casts of statues. (GR: 1855)... 22. 2222 Sees cece oe ee vitf 

Stone— 

celts in the West Indies and Africa—G. J. Gipps. (R.1877).-.--..---..-.-- 323 

chipping, observations on—G. E. SELLERS. (R.1885)......-....--.------ 645, 649 © 
cists near Highland, Madison County, Ill.—A.OEHLER. (R.1879) -........ 345 

drilling in, without metal—C. Rav. -(R. 1868) -..-.-----...--------:- 224, 440,372 

fort near Makanda, Jackson County, ].—G. H. FRENcH. (R.1881) ....- 481,515 

heaps in Jefferson County, Ala.—WILLIAM GESNER. (R.1881)...---.---- 481,515 

image in Tennessee, account of discovery of—E.M.Granvt. (R.1870).----. 244 

implements, North American—C. Rav. (R.1872).......-...----.----271, 440, 382 

mounds of Hampshire County, W. Va.—L. A. Keneia. (R.1883)---.---- 588, 593 

period, North American, agricultural impiements of the—C. Rau. (R. 

S63) ae axiecie tate sae oslo te eee eee ea eke ee eC ee eee eee 187, 440 

Stone age— 

and the troglodytes of Breckinridge County, Ky.—R.S. ROBERTSON. (R. 

NOTA) (eC eos sisie (es Seah ERNE SEN Shh ie etree ee 286 
fauna of middle Europe during the—L. RUTIMEYER. (R.1861) ..-..--.---- 149 

in New) Jersey—C. C.-ABBOTT:. (GR. 1875) 222222 45-2 52s eee eee ee eee COR Oe 
tablet, perforated, from New York—WILLIAM Wat LACE TOOKER. (R. 

1 Koco B) Ra ere et Sade Oe Re SS Mae Aaa e SR eh eter a 481, 515 

Stones. See Building, Ornamental, Precious stones. 
precious, collection of, plan’ for—F. W. CLARKE. (P. 1884) ...--...----- 599, 607 

precious-——J. BABINET, ((RM187(0) Sn... Socasssceeeeee See ee eee esses aaa 244,377 

Store-house, primitive, of the Creek Indians—C. C. Jonus, jr. (R. 1835) ..... 645, 649 

Storm in Butler County, Kans., June 23, 1871—W. HARRISON. (R. 1871).-.----- 249 

Storms— 

in Europe and America, December, 18836—E. LOOMIS ..----.--..----.------ 127 

magnetic-—h. SABINE,): (Ry a860). 5.2200 celce nee gone eer eee =. eee 147 
of 1859—J. SEC ORRIN 2. a-(ssee race soe oo eee ae ee SeEe =e) oe eee 1&2 

thunder, instructions for observations of—J. HENRY-.----.-----. -----.---- 235 
Strain and over-action of the heart. Toner lecture No. u1—J. M. Da Costa... 279 

Strait of Juan de Fuca— 

description of new species of Paralepis (Paralepis coruscans) from—D. S. 

JORDAN; C: Hy GreeerT) GP) 1888 .2ec aoe ee ee eee 425 
Indians, of—J. G. SWAN. 222002.) Cie scencae ddeeenlec beatin e mens oe eee 220 
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StranG, J.J. Natural History of Beaver Island, Michigan. (R. 1854)....--.. 75 
StreEETs,T. H. Contributions to natural history of Hawaiian Islands, Fanning 

stands sand Lower Californianece!). cede tes oc coda es eee 303 
STREETS, THomAs, H., M. D., U.S. Navy. A study of the Phronimide of the 

North Pacific surveying expedition. (P. 1882) ...-....... yee eee 518 
Strepomatidx (American melanians)—G. W. TRYON ...--..._..... SO oe te 253 
Stricklandia— 

Davidsoni, note on the oceurrence of, in Georgia—C. A. WHITE. (PB 1880). 425 
Salteri, hote on the occurrence of, in Georgia—C. A. Wuire. (P. 1880) --.. 425 

Striped bass— 
note on scientific name of—D.S. JorpAN. (P. 1885) -...-.. 22-22-22. cece e 650 

~ occurrence of, in Lower Mississippi Valley—T. H. Bean, (P. 1884)-.-...... 607 
Strombella— ° 

callorhina var. stejnegei, from the Commander Islands, description of —W. 

Ei DArDey (E1884) p22 te ance eee ceo eee a te et ee Ee 607 

malleata, new species, from Point Barrow expedition—W. H. Datu. (P. 

PROS) iter ceiehecis sas jaenie ania SoS Se emer Rene See ee Ore eee semaine - 607 
SrroneG, M.— 

PAGKITE MAbLES IN) WASCONBIM. 41 (Ian Ou 7) ea oeee Reese eames pee eee eee eee eee 323 

Observations on the prehistoric mounds of Grant County, Wis. (R.1876).. 299 
Structure— . 

mmbernal jon bie carth—J.,G. BARNARD 0252 4-gseecce cos smut sane sees eee 310 

of cancerous tumors. Toner lecture No. I—J. J. WoODWARD........-.---- 266 

Structures— 

Aboriginal, in Carroll County, Tenn.—JamMes M. Nuty. (R. 1882) ......535,540 
aboriginal; in Georgia—C. C. Jones, Jr. _(R. 1877). .-......-.---.------323, 400 

Subcutaneous surgery. Toner lecture No. vVI—W. ADAMS...-.--- sees ee ets 302 

Sudis ringens, new species of scopeloid fish from Santa Barbara channel, Cal., 
description of —D: S: JORDAN); ©. H. GinBperT. (P. 1880) 25.2. .-2-22- ecee 425 

SugEss, E. Boundary line between geology and history. (R. 1872).--..- #25556 Se yl 
Sun— 

chemical analysis of the—A. LauGEn. (R.1861)..2.....2--2..-- 22. -222 <2 ne 149 

disk of the, external appearance of. (R. 1866) .....:. 2... ---22--s2ses cee - 214 

eclipse of the, September 7, 1858—J. M. GILLIS....-.-.....--=--- ---2 ---2-- 100 

eclipselof, the March 155) 1868—— Dy Himtai ace sa cciecesteneiey coe tec aie tects ee a LOT 

eclipse of the, April 25, 1865—M. DE Prapos. (R. 1864) ....-...-..-..-... 188 

relative intensity of heat and light of the—L. W. Mrernca. (R. 1856) ---.-91,83 

SUNDERLAND, B. Prayer at memorial of Joseph Henry..-.--.-..----.------.--- 356 

Sun’s distance, means available for correcting measures of the—G. B. Airy. (R. 

GES Osseo eeeianisincrcen sans em eee ye aein Seva sae ins tee tae eee 110 
Superstitions of Shoshone Indians—A. G@. Brackrrr. (R. 1879).--..--..--. 345 

Supplement, asteroid, to new tables of planetary motion—J. D. RUNKLE-.....- 94 

Surgery,subcutaneous. Toner lecture No. vi—W. ADAMS.......-------------- 302 
Surgical complications and sequels of continued fevers. Toner lecture No. v— 

Wit Wie ESOT eehGa nAC GEG GOcnso BOPeHS DOEbEn eaaSeD.coorno cosebe SStisac 300 

Survey— 
in Michigan, catalogue ‘of rocks, minerals, and ores collected in the—C. T. 

WACK SON Ey (RapLGD A eee eee so caeee rae ee seen eer eee eeeiceeesioe ealeard 75 

magnetic, of Pennsylvania and parts of adjacent States—A. D, Bacue..--. 166 

of economic geology of Trinidad—G. P. WALL; J. G. SAWKINS. (R. 1856). 91 

Of Stateor Now, York —B. GaSQUIERe aces acne cele sess scneiawews mem =i 15 

Surveying expedition, North Pacific, natural history of—T. H. STREETS -..--.. 303 

Surveys, Government. See Explorations. 

Susquehanna River, Pennsylvania, row caving on—F. G.. Garpraira. (R. 

kets) AaSea6cnse SODOSG DESO CDSE AA PRE E SGOLO ESE ROLE Seon SSeS Ead 431,515 
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SWAIN, JOSEPH— 

See also Jordan and Swain. 

a review of the Syngnathine of the United States, with a description of one 

new species (see also under Smith and Swain). (P. 1882)............ 

a, description of a new species of Hadropterus (H. scierus) from southern In- 

diana.) (Ps 1883) setae cee cle isin l bta os kine ere rate ar a ara eT eters aera 

SWAIN, JOSEPH; KOLB, GEorGE B. A review of the genus Nocturnus, with a 

description/of ‘one new species. |(B. 1882) 2.2252. c 225 esses ete ona acs 

Swatn, JOSEPH; MEEK, SETH E. Notes on the pipe-fishes of Key West Fla., 

with description of Siphostoma McKayi, anew species Siphostoma bar- 

(Rie aes 05 (ese itetee ee aa aeons Specaboges sactoosssesonséesoebosd= 

See also Jordan and Swain. 

SWAINE, LisuT. Cou., P. T., U.S. Army; HeGEWALD, Lixrur. J. T. C., U.S. 

Army. Information concerning some fossil treesin the U.S. National 

Marseuims (R682) 22) cee\ snc els cece nes ae lesa ata ee eee eae 

Swan, J. G.— ; 
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TOELLNER, A. Antiquities of Rock Island County, Il]. (R. 1879).........-... 345 

Tokio, University of, catalogue of Japanese woods presented by—L. F. Warp. 

(BRISSI) eo Sots ec cence ecese se soni se sect scale cis eee eee eee eee 467 

Tompkins County, N. Y., ancient fort and burial ground in—D. TROWBRIDGE. 

CEzol G3) Bee step tat ceastepne a= cra neler ae olen ale nee epee Seen ate 187 
TONER, J. M. Deed of foundation of Toner lectures. (R. 1872)-....-..-..-..271, 329 

Toner lectures— 
No. 1. On the structure of cancerous tumors and the mode in which adja- 

cent parts are invaded—J. J. WOODWARD.......--.----.-----.--- 266 

1. Dual character of the brain—C. E. BROWN-SHQUARD....---.---.---- 291 

ir. On strain and over-action of the heart—J.M. DA CosTa....--..----- 279 

tv. A study of the nature and mechanism of fever—H. C. Woop........ 282 

v. On the surgical complications and sequels of the continued fevers, 
with a bibliography of works on diseases of the joints, bones, larynx, 

the eye, gangrene, hematoma, phlegmasia, etc.—W. W. KEEN.... 300 
vi. Subcutaneous surgery, its principles, and its recent extension in 

practice—W. ADAMS....--.--..-------222 + -- 22 eee e nes eee gees 302 

vu. The nature of reparatory inflammation in arteries after ligature, 

acupressure, and torsion—E. O. SHAKESPEARE.....--------------- 321 

vi. Suggestions for the sanitary drainage of Washington City—G. E. 
DV GAUE TIN Grey IIe minors pep mratet ape eta at aie ares Broan it cetalal etelatwt stn ohalota pm aia eee fale 349 

1x. Mental over-work—C. K. MILs .....--...---...- yee aee eerie ene nee enon 594 

Tonto Apaches, notes on the—C. Smart. (R.1867)...---..-------------------- 215 

Tooker, WILLIAM WaLLAcE. Perforated tablet of stone from New York. (R. 

AGI tame eee eee ee ae wesc seis cle cote nels eae ten mn eee 481,515 

Topography of Black Mountain, North Carolina—T. L. CLINGMAN. (2.1855)22° 77 

Tornado— ; 

in Spruce Creek Valley, Centre County, Pa.—J.B. Merk. (R.1871)-.----. 249 

near New Harmony, Ind., April 30, 1852—J, CHAPPELSMITH....----------- 59 
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Tornadoes— 
and tempests, distinction between—S. B. LAMARCK. (R.1871)-..-.-.-.--.-. 249 

queries relative to—J. HENRY... .-.- .----0 ---- --20 ons noe en ee ee ene nena n ee 190 

Toronto.— 
Observatory, instructions by, for observations of aurora.-...--.----.------ 148 

Observatory, map of stars near North Pole used by,....---.-----.-..--.---- 350 

University. Objects of the museum. (R.1865).----.----.--..--.----.+--- 209 

University. Scientific co-operation. (R. 1861).-...-..------------------. 149 

Torrey, John, memoir of, by A.GRAY. (R. 1873).-.---.----.----- +--+ ---------- 275 

TORREY, J— 

Observations on the Batis maritima..---. codeine ele alain helo fe ate an ame Ss eestor 60 

On the Darlingtonia Californica, a new pitcher plant from northern Califor- 
SNE hes Se SEU Samo SBC CH ESA aon Seed hoa on soc cecRre asso ness Sac6 61 

Plante Frémontiane, or descriptions of plants collected by J.C. Frémont in 

(Chibi ano oe eu esaoee Mabe ndorcuaoocsaueseuseetadéecod sos stessoanct 46 

Tortoises, North American land, of genus Xerobates—F. W. TRUE. (P.1881)..-. 467 
Tortola, great hurricane at—G. A. LATIMER. (R- 1867)-..---.-..------------- 215 

Tortugas, destruction of fish in vicinity of the—J. P. JEFFERSON; J. Y. PORTER; 

TT MOORE: (be 1878) sence eae eaters ee eee oats a ee 332 

Totten, General J. G., eulogy on, by J.G. BARNARD. (R.1865) ---.--..----.-- 209 

TOWNSEND, CHARLES H.— 

An account of recent captures of the California sea-elephant, and statistics 

relating to the present abundance of the species. (P. 1885)-.-....---- 650 

Fishes collected by, at San Cristobal, Lower California, notes on—R. SmitH. 

(P. 1884) ..-. ---- 22 enone eo enn ene ene cee te eee eee eee een nae 607 
Traces of early mental condition of man—E. B. Tytor. (R.1867).----. Lace 215 

Trade— 

ancient aboriginal—C. Rav. (R.1872)..---.---.------------------- 271, 440,385 

language of Oregon, dictionary of the—G. GIBBS ......--..-----.---------- 161 

language of Oregon, vocabulary of the—B. R. MitcHeLL; W.W.TURNER. 68 

Transactions. Sce Geneva Society, Paris Anthropological Society. 

of the Anthropological Society of Washington...-...,-----.-----------. 504, 501 
Woli Ti see seer shes be cin seo scitietec'cee reins wie vleine jaa i=el om nlominlia states tte 544 

(20) hp 68 (ee eee ele See dace oc mG i SMC CODe OuSCD IO Ce Saco OSs 630 

Transatlantic longitude—B. A. GOULD ...--...---.------ -----------+ ------ -+-- 223 

Transfer of Smithsonian library to Library of Congress, act of Congress to au- 

bHOLIZe. |) (ees PEGS) SoU a see oe hie eee eee ete eee tte eee 209, 328, 329 

Transformations, lecture on insect instincts and—J. G. Morris. (R,1855)-..-- 77 

Transit of Venus expedition to Kerguelen Island—J. H. Kipprr and others. .293, 294 

Transporting— 

moths, directions for—C. H. FERNALD. (P. 1884) ..----------------+--- 607, 600 

specimens of Diatomacee, directions for—A. M. EDWARDS .-.---.---.------- 366 

specimens of natural history, directions for—S. F. Barrp, (R.1856)------- 91, 34 

Trapezium, gray substance of the—J. DEAN..-.-..--------------+----+-------- 173 

Travels in Central and South America—S. HABEL.....------------------+----- 269 

Treasury— 

Department, authority given by, to collectors of customs and others to re- 

ceive and transmit specimens to the Smithsonian..---.-...---------- 34 

of United States, account of, with Smithson fund ...--..---..----------- 328, 329 

Secretary of, letter to, on payment of interest in coin—J. Henry. (R. 

1BG5) otis ER. w ceineeinis cis hdte Saintes wee lola abe reese it eer 209, 329 

Tree— 
creepers of Europe and America, critical remarks on—R, Ripa@way. (P 

1c?) eee ee eae Soe He Pp IS RE roms Sema oe, Bineeenim 150) coe oc 581 
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Trees— 

forest, distribution of, in Montana, Idaho, and Washington—W. W. Joun- 

BO Neti Chin LO7 Dijin cose chee ais cis ESET arate aS ep re Ms ee 244 

fossil, in U.S. National Museum—P. T. Swaine; J. T.C. HeGEwaLp. (P. 
FESS) este cicrata a oicra etn oats ame eS Renta sl Ud a a Ell ahh aia aad 518 

native, of the Lower Wabash and White River Valleys, notes on—R. RinG- 

Iranercds (Exe LOG2 cca ncisisnte setts eto eere cule att evils ce ae Sead ae pants eee ae 518 

of Florida and the Meixean boundary—J. G. Cooper. (R. 1860)........--- 147 

of North America, distribution of—J. G. CooPER. (R. 1858)..... ......10Y,351 

Erephinedskull—OnT. Mason. ((B: 1885). 32-522. Soe ees teaches eee 650 

Trinidad, economic geology of—G. P. WALL; J. G. SAWKINS. (R. 1856).....-- 91 

Trinominals, use of, in American ornithology—L. STEJNEGER. (P. 1884) ...--- 607 

Triodontoidea, new super-fam., synopsis of—T. Ginu. (P. 1884)..............- 607 

Trochilida— 

classification and synopsis of—D. G. ELLIOT ..-.-..----. .--...---2-------- 317 

in collection of U. S. National Museum, catalogue of—R. Rripaway. (P. 

PERO) ieee cise son's Siete. aeeclstes seis Mm n been yates beim eetenigecereins aes 425 

St Ot— DIG ELLIO Dye ciise wire acne csi's Saaia's Aue taal ee Sele eee eaves seeeeeee 334 

Troglodytes of Breckinridge County, Ky.—R. 8. ROBERTSON. (R. 1874)-...-.. 286 

Troglodytes or cave dwellers of the valley of the Véztre—P. Broca. (R. 1872). 271 

Tropical America— 

Contopusttrom—R. RED GWAwarn Gn S80) ie emetece ota acres ee niaia eels eile 650 

Pacific coast of, fishes known from, list of—D. S. JORDAN. ‘(P. 1885)2 S222 650 

Tropidonotus compressicandus walkeri, new subspecies, description of—H. C. 

ECAR RO Wee Chel 88d) eo ataction cae sie) seein ee elemiciekes sitsatoee ee ee oe 548 

TROWBRIDGE, D. Ancient fort and burial ground in Tompkins County, N. Ye 

(Li TIE108) BRS een BE OSE 5 mode BED Ones HaCSUSEGoUbnG Shar Se akan 187 

TrROYON, F.— 

Archeological researches made at Concise. (R. 1861) ..........--........- 149 

Macustrans cities OL owitzerlandssiGRoLSOll) a. oo oe oe a cyccnisminrs cisely esete eel 149 

OnitherGrnantavnelveticaem (hv. s1 S04) Rae eps ae cecleaia cieisisie to ices eer eeeetts 188 

Report on ethnological collection of Museum at Lausanne, Switzerland. (R. 

Ife OI sa86 edoo dao SaAlona sro He Ssooeene een Oe occunbdo COUEEU Cb Bono ccc 149 
Truckee group, molluscan fauna of the—C. A. WHITE. (P, 1882).............. 518 

TRUE, F. W.— 

Catalogue of aquatic mammals of the United States at the London Fisheries 

Dell UO A mA IS eR eo coe ood kaso Reno anTObo ceacoUDEUO mOUE Monde 511, 562 

Circular No. 29, Appendix: Provisional plan for a collection of mammals to 

be exhibited at the World’s Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposi- 

tion of 1884—’85, at New Orleans. A provisional list of mammals of 

North and Central America and the West Indian Islands. (P.1884).. 607 

Contributions to the history of the Commander Islands. No. 5. Descrip- 

tion of a new species of Mesoplodon, M. Stejnegeri, obtained by Dr. 

Leonhard Stejneger, in Behring Island. (With Plate xxv). (P. 

[NGIEES) Spas BAC GSO RE OCHA COCA MI i ONSe De Heep acon so reer Beecde eames ered 650 

Note upon the Hyperoodon semijunctus of Cope. (P.1885).-..-.-.----.----- 650 

On a cinnamon bear from Pennsylvania. (P.1882)-..........-..---------- 518 

On a new muskrat, Neofiber alleni, from Florida. (P.1884) .-..---.-------- 607 

On a new species of porpoise, Phocena dalli, from Alaska (with plates 1-v). 

G@RS1885))e Sees. jsjsene americas oes ce Sain we ain eielas seine = sease 650 

On a pair of abnormal antlers of the Virginiadeer. (P.1883) .----.------- 548 

On‘ aspotted dolphins -(R-1884) rc. 2 Sen. see oe owes wn nle sei om mmne 648 

On North American land tortoises of genus Xerobates. (P.1831) ..--.------ 467 

On the rare rodent Cricetodipus parvus. (P.1881)...-..-------------------- 467 
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TRUE, F. W.—Continued. 

On the occurrence of Loncheres armatus (Geoft.) Wagner, in the island of Mar- 

tinique; West Indies#i(@R) 1884) 222322... oss5-2 beeen ese eee ee ees an (OOF, 

On the skeleton of Phoca (Histriophoca fasciata) Zimmerman. (P.1883).... 548° 

Report on Department of Mammals, National Museum, for 1884. (R.1884,11). 648 

Report on Department of Mammals, National Museum, for1885. (R.1885,11). 654 

Report on Department of Comparative Anatomy, National Museum, for 

1885." CRIBS oy aT) een aos st - cw elesceretent haa ae ae Beane ey em es 
The Florida muskrat (Ne anfiben aillent). (Ri 1884!) nie ecb ccee-eeeee serene 648 

(translator). Observations on four mules in. milk—ALFRED Duats. (P. 

1882) Becece tees es beastie Ska. ieee she ae csc = eee eee 518 

TRUE, T. W.; F.A. Lucas. Onthe West Indian seal, Monachus tropicalis, Gray. 

GREGSS41D) Weeks ee bo Lee oe ee het eet eens sey eee eee 648 

Trumbull County, Ohio, mound near Braceville—S. N. LUTHER. (R. 1881). -..481,515 

Druncatellidss——W'G. BINNEY) =) <.si- 22 2 siosntaneninioseieyesenieeise ae eeemeeaia teens 144 

Trust fund for the promotion of science in the United States—J. TYNDALL. (R. 

MPD) arcs eh ile ce Ge eee be see a yen cee eo 271 
TRYON, G. W.— 

letter to, onishells—J. LW Wists. nc sclsee e= cncslemicmeeiatisce se eeee eee 253 

Report on shells presented to Philadelphia Academy of Natural Sciences. 

(CRS USGS)) ects Pe eyods Sk es NE SO rerio) ra ever a ee ae 209 

Strepomatidx or American melanians Soman cheheacr ashe tmetcateoses cesGccnc 253 
ry petina, Lovie wa Ol — El. MOE Wee weslnic cole telnyonelel-lacteteaintnictole aioe ee tein enciea te ae te 256 

Tuckahoe, or Indian Bread—J. HOwWaRD GORE. (R.1881)...--..----..----- 515, 482 
TUCKERMAN, E.— 

lichensio£, Arctic: Americas snoa sence ont sie onteee a ate oeee he eee eeneene 342 

lichens of Kersnelen sland: 3 22a jase ence oe eels seine aetter Sere eeeene 294 

PUCKHIT, Fb vonsbarometer tables). (Gk. L867) 225 -eerseee ene ena 215 

Tucson meteorite, account of— 

S.AINSA.” (OR. 1863)). 22555252 esi ee Mec maceccah ee eet ae eee 187 

BJ. Di Win (CRS 1863)20 ve ee eee Soe ee So eee Oe Ne ct 187 

Tumors, cancerous, structure of—J. J. WOODWARD ~.22-< ss. saceceseneseeceeee 266 

Tunicata— 

of northeast coast of America—A. EH. VERRILL. (P.1879).--.--..--...----- 333 

of the northeastern coast of America, notice of the—A.E.VERRILL. (P. 

1885) dees) Jo ewl ses sedseiowsh setucsce ieee eee eee eee eee 650 

Turbinella pyrum, Lamarck, and its dentition—W. H. Dati. (P.1885)....---. 650 

Turbonilla— 

punicea, new species of, from Florida—W. H.DatLu. (P.1883)............. 548 

virga, new species of, from Florida—W.H.Datu. (P.1883)-..-.-.......... 548 

virdaria, new species of, from Florida—W.H.DatLu. (P.1883) .----.-...- 548 
Turdide— 

American, systematic arrangement of the, remarks on the—L. STEJNEGER. 

(BESS 2) 2 Sa eee eects sco arerlecls ot eee ce eres Sa eee 518 

description of new species of, from Dominica—G.N. LAWRENCE. (P.1880) 425 
TURNER, LUCIEN M.— 

List of the birds of Labrador, including Ungayva; East Main, Moose, and 

Gulf districts of the Hudson Bay Company, together with the island 

of Anticosti. (Ral8BD) 230 se thas Pode eee pee oe eee Reena Wea) 

on Lagopus mutus Leach and its allies. (P.1882)........-.-...-.-. --.- esis 

TURNER, W. W.— 

and others. On publication of Squier and Davis’s Ancient Monuments of 

the Mississippi Valley. @R.1847) sd. ceeieeek c beeen a: Oe eee H, KE 

Indian philology:, )(Ri1851) 222-2... Sane eee are ae dl 

Notice of——C.C.. FREEron,: s(Ral859)io.cc 1 acces ee ee ee ee 110 
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TURNER, W.W.; BOWEN,T.J. Yoruba grammar and dictionary..-........... 98 

TURNER, W. W.; MITCHELL, B.R. Vocabulary of the jargon of Oregon -....... 68 

Tytor, E.B. On traces of the early mental condition of man. (R.1867)...--. 215 

Tylosurus euryops, new species from Jamaica, description of—T. H. Bran; H.G. 

WORESEt |b OOk) ican toa, toccue saa anne dtls Jeep cee se cops Joma ees 607 

Tylosaurus sagitta, new species, description of—D. S. Jorpan; C. H. GILBERT. 

(RA188S) ees. see Se BE st SSCS GRO RSC A COS nD Come P eer cc = 607 

TYNDALL, J.— 

adie ote wur (i 1OG8)s oa cae sete sient eerste sess ion ence ero e ie ee 224 

Trust fund for the promotion of science in the United States. (R. 1872)..271, 329 

Type specimens— 
TenidinezO1— SL ALR D sl (bre SOO) )kacisse epee ene cms = x\taeta oma years 637 

oi Buteo oxypterus, Cassin, remarks on—R. RipDGway. (P. 1885) ...--..-.- 650 

yrannusy synopsis, of cenus—RK. (RIDGWAY. (P.,1878) .--- 2. 2... .-. 2-22 =< 332 

| Bhe 

Ugashagmut tribe, Alaska, ethnological specimens from, catalogue of—W. J. 
Nisan, (EBRD) Sos eade hos cede Seno couRSoomebScodar neo Hoch seodé 548 

Ugashak River, Alaska, Ugashagmut tribe at, ethnological specimens from cata- 
logue of—W. J. FISHER. (P. 1883) .-.--...2--.-.----- 2-2-2 2-- -o-ee- 548 

UHLER, P. R.— 
Circular in reference to the history of North American grasshoppers.... ---- 163 
Instructions for collecting hemiptera. (R. 1858)............-..------.---- 109 

Instructions for collecting neuroptera. (R. 1858) ......-.-...---.--------- 109 

Instructions for collecting orthoptera. (R. 1858) ..-...-...--.--..--.----- 109 

Synopsis of neuroptera of North America ....---.-- ry 34: 

Underground temperature—C. A. ScHoTT; J. D. EVERETT. “(R. 1874). rece 286 

Ungava district, Hudson Bay Company, birds of, list of the—L. M. TURNER. 

QRS AS85) ccc 225 cee = ate n~ sone ean vii senses = eine sommelier 650 
Union, lectures on the—H. REED. (R. 1854)..-.-.....--..-------------------- 75 

United States— 
animal resources and fisheries of the, catalogue ef collection to illustrate 

(Hh, [Bb CXOXO}O) Ol gem ooShen Seno GooUboLbos cbeoseoesbos cons cose 326 

animal resources of the, catalogue of collection to illustrate the—G. B. 

(60 X015) Sh gueeue aoe ecco accu den Coe csO Bogor PSE pep OMOaCO DOGCCOEESOcees 297 

antiquities of the, proposed map of—A. J. Hint, (esp SGT) emerereets sete 149 

archeology of the—S. F. HAVEN......-----.-----+ e222 see eee eee eee e eee vAL 

base chart of the—C. A. SCHOTT .--. 2.2.20. -0 25. 2-2 ene woo veceen nae en 414 

chalkefound in the—i. Ay CONRAD: | (@Riv1865)) cc coe ccecee= << lemee === 209 

coast of, first occurrence of Pseudotriacis microdon on the—T. H. Bean. (P. 

SSS ee eee eo oa joece oe weleat ae sami leine oie we elawinimee’e sarees 548 

coleoptera of the, catalogue of the—F. E, MELSHEIMER. ..-----.---------- 62 

collections presented to the, by foreign commissioners, list of. (R. ies Be) PE) 

eastern, Auriculacea of the, revision of the—W. H. Datu. (P. 1855) -- 650 

education in the, project of outline history of—F. A. Packarp. (R. 1863) Bee slteys 

ethnological map of the, proposed—G. Gripes. (R. 1862)..-.-------------- 150 

exhibit of fisheries and fish culture of the, at Berlin, 1880—G. B. Goopr.. 413 

explorations in the. See Baird, S. F. 

Exploring Expedition, duplicate shells collected by the ....-.--.---------- 193 

Fish Commission. See Fish Commission. 

fishes, food, of the. Sve Baird, S. F. 

fishes of Pacific coast of the— 

bibliography of—T. H. Bean. (P. 1881)..--------------------------- 467 

bibliography of—T. GILL -...-.---------+-----+ e022 + e222 2-222 error 463 

D. S. JoRnDAN; ©. H. Ginperr. (P. 1880) --...----..--.------- ----=- 425 

notes on—D. S. JoRDAN; C. H. Gizpert. (P. 1881)-.------ EN een 467 
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United States—Continued. 

free freight between England and the—E. CUNARD. (R. 1859)-.........-- 110 
ree freight between Germany and the— 

KUNHARDI’& (Con (CRS 16D) sso2e oi. Suc ce cos clos ceeninne ele alana = eteters 149 

by North German Lloyd—R. SCHLEIDEN. (R. 1858) .---.. ------..----- 109 

fund for promotion of science in the—J. TYNDALL. (R. 1872)..-...-...--- 271 
Government, list of publications of, 1568-1881—G. H. BOEHMER -..... .-.. 477 

institutions, scientiiic and literary, in the, list of the principal...-...--.-- 335 

libraries, institutions, and societies in the, list of&—-W. J. Raers_.....116, 238 

libraries, public, in the, notices of—C. C. JEWETT ....-...---- .--.----2 25 
libraries, public, of the, report on—C. C. JEWETT. (R. 1849)-.-.--..-.--- 21 

limpets and chitons from deep waters off eastern coast of the—W. H. DALL. 

CEASE Soe od ice ies ccna Shae eer tee eats Se can rere ope 467 
meteorology of the, report on—E. Loomis. (R. 1847) -...--...2.--.--222- H 

microscopic examinations of soundings off Atlantic coast of the—J. W. 

BRGY, Sere be Se os cece eee ee ae eee en a eee eee 20 
mollusca of the southern, some new species of eocene..A. HEILPRIN. (P. 

MOBO); sce ecient 2 ee cr 425 
National Museum. See Museum, U.S. National. 

occultations visible in the. See DOWNES, J. 

Patent Office, results of meteorological observations under the direction of 

the. | ‘Vols.ajite ssesnitsshe Jee cee ses eee ee E57, 482 

physical’ geography ofithe—C osm, JRjtc e.che se eee sete eee eee 13 

rain and snow fall in the, tables of—C. A. SCHOTT ......-...-...-.---- 222, 353 

rain charts of the, 1, 2, 3; summer, winter, year—C. A. SCHOTT ........... 374 

reptiles; cretaceous; ‘of the—J. IUBIDY)o 262450 0 on occ eee eee eee eee 192 

reviewot—J..) LED ye CR. 1864). dee epee ace one eee eee eee 188 

shell deposits, artificial, of the—D. G. BRINTON. (R. 1866) -.......---..-- 214 

SpaLrows\sent to the—W.rAS Aino.) (Gi. 166d) a= = see eee ease eee eee eee 215 

Syngnathine of the, review of the—J. Swan. (P. 1882) ..........---.---- 518 
temperature chart of the, for the year—C. A. SCHOTT.....-....--..--- 381, 388 
temperature charts of the, 1, 2,3; summer, winter, year—C. A. ScHoTT... 387 

semperature tables of the——C. A! (SCHOTT j-ce) see a eee ee eee eee 277 

thrushes from the, description of two new—R. Ripaway. (P. 1881) --.--.. 467 

trees of the, catalogue of—J. G. Cooper. (R. 1858) ........------------ 109, 351 
Treasury. See Treasury. 

Universal meteorograph for detached observatories—E. H. VoN BAUMHAUER. 

(Gi Erte Nord ee a aera ye teem A BLN Rt a Re lest wd Soe on eee ie eee 345 
University— 

National, of Greece, Museum of. Exchange of specimens. (R. 1867) ....-. 215 

of Christiania, Norway, ethnological specimens presented by. (R.1863) .. 187 

of Costa Rica. Exchange of specimens. (R. 1867)..---.----.-----.---.--- 215 

of State of New York, Regents of the. Acknowledgment for specimens. 

CRU1865) so. 2\shs Sue Che aes ocd eee p ee SRE Cees he ree 209 
of Tokio, catalogue of Japanese woods presented by—L.F.Warp. (P. 

Uo) JEN eee ane ae me a MOMS oN Sn ate TOS en 467 
of Toronto; objects:of museum) of!) (R. 1865)... 42224202 eee eee eee 209 

of Toronto, scientific'co-operation. (R.1S62))2 222253. ee cose ee eee 149 
Unnamed sparrows from the coast of California. R.RmpGway. (P.1884)..---- 607 
Unveiling of the Joseph Henry statue, addresses at the. (R.1883) ......-.. 593, 585 
Uranidea— ; 

marginata, new species of fish, description of—T.H. BEAN. (P.1881)...--- 467 

microstoma, new fish from Alaska, description of—W.N.Lockinatron. (P. 

ABSO) woes sete eee. coats A Ra er 425 
new species from Lake Michigan, description of—D. 8. Jorpan; C. H. Gir- 

BERT. -o'( bs LOS2 iat) coetoenaee eeeene eae ip oie ele Des Bee aerate 018 
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Uranidea—Continued, 

rhothea, new species of, from Spokane River—R.Smiru. (P.1882) .....-.. 518 

Uranium, literature of, index to the—H.C. Botton. (R.1885).....-.-. 649, 628 
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